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FILM ALLOCATION ORDER CUTS STOCK 25%
To Continue Salaries Until Maximum
LATE NEWS
BULLETINS

K Wage Ceiling Effect
' Determinable After Top
Figures Paid to Execs.
Salaries to executives and
studio personnel will be paid as LAUDY LAWRENCE RESIGNS
usual under the wage ceiling
Resignation of Laudy Lawrence as

is Reached

Saving in Linear Feet Expected to Reach
400,000,000 of 35 mm. Film, With Consumption
Cut to 1,400,000,000 Feet; Producer Allotments
By ANDREW

• Washington

Bureau

UA Circuit's Profit
More Than Doubled

90,000 Feel of Film
Arrives from Russia

Holiday Week-End

Allied Said Drafting
Legislative Program
A comprehensive legislative program reportedly is being prepared
by various Allied units with the view
of adoption on a national basis.

Biz Soars

50 Boston Houses Report SRO New Year's Eve.

50-City Premiere Set
For "Hitler's Children'

RKO's "Hitler's Children" will
have a 50-city premiere in the Midwest on Jan. 14, promoted on what
is said to be an unprecedented scale.
Picture was produced by Edward A.
Golden and based on Gregor Zie(C ontinued on Page 2)
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Washington — The expected cut of 25 per cent from 1941 footage is provided for in WPB's revised order L-178, issued and
effective last Friday.
This cut applies ,to the major motion

foruntil the maximum has been
eign distribution head of 20th-Fox was
reached, film officials said on Thurs- learned over the holiday week-end. Lawrday. They indicated that there
ence had filled the post since May 25
was no immediate problem in- as successor to the late Walter J. Hutchsofar as the first few weeks of 1943
inson. The rumor is that Francis L. Harare concerned, but admitted that
the company's managing director in
there was plenty of obstacles and ley,
Great Britain, may fall heir to the job.
problems to be met when the ceiling Harley is at present in the States. What
sterted to affect contract employes. Lawrence's future plans are could not be
The executives who attended the learned.
United Artists Theater Circuit
wage parleys in Washington last
more than doubled its net profit for
week insisted that there was "noth- GOULD TO CHILE FOR REP.
the year ended Aug. 31, 1942, over
(Continued on Page 3)
Republic Saturday appointed David Gould, the corresponding period ended Aug.
31, 1941. The 1942 net, after all
formerly
in charge
the recently
company's assigned
offices charges and taxes, was $325,892,
in
Trinidad
and of
more
to the home office here, as branch manager compared with $153,220 during the
of Cia. Republic Films Chilena, Inc., in previous
year.
In addition to its interests in
charge of distribution of its product in
Chile. Gould entrains today for Miami, and other circuits, UATC is financially
will plane down to Santiago, to take over interested in the following theaters,
his new post.
according to a letter to stockholdNinety thousand feet of Russian
ers by William P. Philips, vice-president:
film arrived here last week for dis- CARRIER CUTS ROUTE
tribution. The reels were bi-ought
United Artists, Chicago, 50 per
Buffalo — By dropping the Southern Tier
over by air and represent the first
(Continued on Page 6)
batch of Soviet product under the or Hornell route, outbound Fridays and
inbound
Saturdays,
distribs.
and
Smith
&
recently made agreement whereby
American films would re-enter the Howell, film truckers, have cut another Bob Wolff Off Today on
Russian market in exchange for Rus- 300 mlies a week off the Buffalo exchange First Depinet Drive Trip
sian pictures.
territory's film delivery mileage. Monday
The load included 12 Soviet fea- and Wednesday truck runs had previously
Bob Wolff, captain of the Ned
been cut.
(Continued on Page 2)
Depinet Drive for 1943, left this
morning on the first swing of RKO
NEW REP. STORY EDITOR
Skouras Theater Opens
exchanges in the interest of the anWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
First Service Canteen
nual event. Wolff, who is RKO's
Hollywood — Republic has named Frances Metropolitan district manager, was
accompanied by Harry Gittleson, asSkouras circuit has opened what Manson as (Continued
story editor,on succeed'ng
Francis
Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
aid to be the first canteen for
service men in a motion picture the'([
ater.
Thefirst-run
canteenJersey
is in City
the house,
State
j Theater,
and is staffed by members of the
: Civil Volunteers
Corps, headed by
(( ontinued on Page 2)

H. OLDER

of THE

Theater biz generally New Year's
Eve and over the holiday week-end
soared skywards, according to key
city reports to The Film Daily from
staff correspondents. There were
some exceptions to the general picture of top grosses, but these were
largely due to weather or other
strictly local conditions. In this
citv, where
scales
were
largely
(Continued on Page 6)

picture producers, with the order
providing cuts of 12 per cent for
smaller industrial companies. As
expected, there is no restriction of
any sort on what the film may be
used for — although there is reportedly an industry agreement providing for the earmarking of film for
newsreels.
The cuts, which WPB announced
are necessary because of military
demands and shortage of raw materials, are expected to save about
400,000,000 linear feet of 35 mm.
film during 1943, with consumption
cut to 1,400,000,000 feet. This revision of L-178, it was announced,
(Continued on Page 6)

RKO Theater-Studio
Liaison Post to Holt
Appointment of Nat Holt as liaison
between RKO theaters and the RKO
Radio studio was announced Thursday. In addition to his new duties,
Holt will retain his position as head
of RKO's western division but will
(Continued on Page 2)

General Stipulation
Ends Danvers Squawk
Clearance complaint filed by the
Danvers-Orpheum Corp., Danvers,
Mass., against the five consenting
(Continued on Page 6)

Academy Awards
Banquet March 4
West Coast Bur., THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
— The M.hasP. set
Academy's
board
of governors
March
4 as the date for annual awards
banquet.
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RKO Theater-Studio
liaison Post to Holt
(Continued from Page 1)

make his headquarters at the studio. Special exploitation openings
oil RKO pictures will come under
his supervision.
Holt is a native Californian and
began his theater career as a scenery painter and usher.

50-City Premiere Set
For "Hitler's Children'
(Continued from Page 1)

For Me and My Gal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — 11th week
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 6th week
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 4th week
In Which We Serve (United Artists-Noel
Coward) — 2nd week
The
Black
Swan
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 2nd
week
Arabian
Nights
(Universal
Pictures-Waiter
Wanger) — 2nd week
Yankee
Doodle
Dandy
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 2nd week
(b)
Whistling
in Dixie
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
A Night
to Remember
(Columbia
Pictures)
Star Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount
Pictures)
Jacare
(United
Artists-Mayflower)
Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon
(Universal
Pictures)
Springtime in the Rcckies (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Secret Enemies
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a)
Miss V. from Moscow (Producers Releasing Corp.) — Last day (a)
Undercover Man
(United
Artists) — Last day (a)
Undercover
Man
(Monogram
Pictures)
(a-b)
Miss V from
Moscow
(Producers
Releasing
Corp.)
(a-b)

♦ FOREIGN
Fortress on the Volga

LANGUAGE

FEATURES

Dual

bill,

FUTURE

OPENINGS

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

LATE NEWS
BULLETINS
(Continued from Page 1)
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Langton, who goes into the Army. Miss
Manson has been story editor at Columbia,
Samuel Goldwyn, and more recently with
Feldman-Blum
Agency.

COPPER

Astor
Hollywood
Music
Hall
Capitol
Roxy
Rivoli
Strand
Criterion
Loew's
State
Paramount
Globe
Rialto
Palace
Palace
New York
New
York
Central
Central

MATINEES

FOR WB

All Warner circuit theaters will stage
copper matinees early in the new year, it
was learned Saturday. Each house will set
ts own date. Details are now being
worked out.

mer's book, "Education for Death."
The premiere will be sponsored
by the Crosley radio station WLW FLOOD CONDITIONS IMPROVE
in Cincinnati in honor of Ziemef
Cessation of rain and colder weather at
who is the station's news commen- the week-end saw the flood conditions in
tator. Plans call for the station's Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia and New
full facilities including daily an- York materially improved, alleviat'ng the
nouncements and climaxed by a ser- situation which had confronted film caries of radio; shows highlighted with
riers, exchanges and theaters. Through
scenes from the picture during the Thursday and in some points through Friday, film shipments had been delayed or
week preceding and on the night of
the simultaneous premieres.
undelivered. In the Albany territory, delays up to 18 hours prevailed. In the
: Home office and studio executives,
including N. Peter Rathvon, Ned flood areas, biz was off up to 50 per cent.
jE.
'Depinet,S. Charles
Koerner, Robert
Mochrie,
Barret McCormick,
Nat Skourqs Theater Opens
Levy, Walter Branson, Edward Gol- First Service Canteen
den and stars of the picture, will participate.
(Continued from Page 1)
Mrs. J. Albert Dear, Jr., and Mrs.
Warners Continuing
Althea O'Hanlon. Notis Komnenos,
manager of the theater, will serve
Triple-Runs on Coast
as canteen director.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Pies, cookies and cakes are being
Los Angeles — Warner's new pol- provided by members of the corps,
icy of presenting first-run attrac- while the theater is contributing
tions simultaneously in three local "offe'e, sugar and all equipment.
houses, the Hollywood, Downtown Writing
desks and material also are
furnished.
and Wiltern, will be continued.

LEON FROMKESS, P'RC's vice-president in
charge of production, returned Friday to the
Coast
with
several
new
story
properties.
day.
BETTE DAVIS, will arrive in New York from
California sometime- this month.
GLEN

ALLVINE

went

to Washington

Thurs-

SAM BUCHWALD, general manager, and I.
SPARBER and DAN GORDON, producing directors of Famous Studios, are here from Florida.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

♦
Stanley

Reunion in France (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
(c)
They
Got Me Coveted
(RKO
Radio-Samuel
Goldwyn)
(c)
China Cirl (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c)
Journey Through Fear (RKO Radio Pictures-Orson Welles)
(c)
No Time for Love
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
The Silver Queen (United Artists) (c)
Shadow
of a Doubt
(Universal
Pictures) — Jan. 12 (c)
Gentleman
Jim
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)
(a-b-c)
Flying Fortress (Warner
Bros. Pictures)
(a-c)
Boss of Bigtown (Producers Releasing Corp.) — Opens tomorrow
Sundown Kid (Republic
Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
(a)

Theater

(Artkino Pictures) — 2nd week

♦

COfTiinO and GOinG

♦

(a)

RADIO CITY MUSIC
Capitol
Music
Hall
Roxy
Criterion
Paramount
Glebe
Rivoli
Palace
Palace
...New York
...New York

Follows current bill.

90,000 Feet of Film
Arrives from Russia
(Continued from Page 1)

tures, several documentary shorts
and 2,000 feet of newsreel shots.
Among the shorts are six "Historical Notebook" subjects dealing with
the re-enactment of important episodes in the present war.
Newsreel material from Russia is
now arriving every week.

Bob Wolff Off Today on
First Depinet Drive Trip
(Continued from Page 1)

sistant to the Western division sales
manager.
Wolff will hold a series of sales
meetings, preceding the start of
the drive, with his first stop at New
Haven, followed by Albany, Buffalo, Detroit and the rest of the
branches. Drive will last 15 weeks,
running from Feb. 5 to May 20.

Einfeld and Aides
Eastbound Next Week
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RONALD COLMAN
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Charles Einfeld, Warner director
of advertising and publicity is
scheduled to leave the Coast next
week-end for Chicago, Washington
and New York.
Mitchell Rawson, Eastern publicity manager, who has been at the
studio for the past several weeks,
returns to New York with Einfeld.
Alex Evelove, in charge of studio
publicity, also comes East for his
first New York visit in several years.
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Zanuck Reports on
Filming African War
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Continue Salaries
Until Maximum Met
{Continued from Page 1)

DAILY

Washington — Difficulties encountered in filming the United Nations'
landing operations in North Africa
were described in a report to the
War Department by Colonel Darryl
F'TXanuck, who returned here reef^—i to assemble and edit the motio. ^picture record of the African
operations, all photographed by his
unit. Zanuck, who has been in the
West for several days, was expected here today.
So intense was the fighting in the
early days of the operations that he
and his cameramen carried on their
mission wtih a tommy gun in one
hand and the crank of a camera in
the other, Colonel Zanuck reported.
He described one night which he
spent in what appeared to be a de, serted hotel only to awaken the
* following morning and find the hotel
and surrounding territory had been
evacuated by local authorities because two unexploded Nazi bombs
lay in the center of the hostelry.
The camera record obtained by
Colonel Zanuck and his unit includes films of both air and land
combat actions during which some
of the Signal Corps officers and men
actually participated with Colonel
Zanuck doubling in the radio control room of a combat plane while
his cameramen ground out the
photographic record of the conflict
for history.
Notable among the engagements
in which he participated was the
actual landing at Algiers during
which he was aboard a plane carrying Lieutenant General Mark W.
Clark, General Eisenhower's second
in command, and Lieutenant-General
Kenneth A. Anderson, commanding
the British First Army, on the
afternoon of the day General EisenHarbor. hower's expedition put into Algiers

Famous Branch to Open
Famous Studios, which turns out
Paramount's "Poneye" and "Superman" cartoons, will open a branch at
24 W. 45th St. today.
Mono. In Brandt Deal
The Brandt circuit of 113 theaters
in New York has closed a deal for
Monogram's 1942-43 program, Steve
Broidy, sales manager, announced
Thursday.

▼ ■
•

•

▼

r

• CONTRIBUTING to 1943's getting off to a good and worthwhile start was the first of a series of 52 Sunday afternoon radio programs sponsored by the War Effort Department of Skouras Theaters Corp.

on local Station WINS
Yesterday's
inaugural period was from
4:30 to 5:00 p.m., and held for the benefit of the Greek War Relief
Drive
Via this series, the circuit's War Effort Department projects its
efforts to assist vital war relief agencies and important philanthropic
groups in the greater New York area
This splendid patriotic and
humanitarian
half-hour per week on the air is titled, "This Is Our
Cause"
Next Sunday the broadcast will go on for the benefit of
Russian War Relief, with Igor Gorin as the ether star, while on Jan. 17
and 24 respectively, the periods will be given over to the benefit of
the Infantile Paralysis Foundation
T
▼
T
• •
• BUT back now to yesterday's trail-blazing air show
The capable and popular Margo headed the list of players in a dramatization of"They Are With Us," produced by Nick John Matsoukas,
head of the War Effort Department of the Skouras chain, and Harry
Fuchs
The director of this impressive playlet was Nathan M.
Rudick, head of "The Theater In Wartime" of the Dramatic Workshop of the New School for Social Research
Authored by Theodore
Edward Ferro, the script recounted Greek defiance to the Nazi yoke'. . . .
Other program highlights were the Byzantine songs rendered by the
Greek Cathedral of 40 voices; Joan Dexter's (she the songstress of
Xavier Cugat's orchestra at the Waldorf-Astoria) introduction of a
contemporary popular Greek song, "Zehra," which the Nazis have
banned because of its lyrics exalting the valor of the Greek evzone
soldiers; and Harry A. Hill's eloquent and moving appeal for funds
to support Greek War Relief
Henry Sylvern and his WINS ork
played excellently the background music for the dramatization of "They
Are With Us"
More than 200 guests attended the physical broadcast, and were escorted to their seats by ushers arrayed in the colorful
evzone foustanella uniform
T
T
T
• • • GEORGE JESSEL will be master of ceremonies at the luncheon to Jack Benny sponsored by the Amusement Division of the Federation of Jewish Charities, to be held on Thursday in the Hotel Astor,
it is announced by Barney Balaban and Major Albert Warner, cochairman of the Arrangements Committee
More than 400 reservations were received last week from leaders in every branch of the
amusement industry, and a record attendance is expected
Luncheon will climax efforts of the Amusement Division for the 1942 Federation campaign, which has been extended to the end of January
▼
T
T
• •
• POSTSCRIPTS:
Col.
Edward
P. "Ted"
Curtis,
former Eastman Kodak Co. exec, now one of the top men with the
American
bomber squadron
in England, recently entertained
King
George VI of England at the American bomber base
Theodore
Pratt, who wrote the
got a note t'other
night, sitting on an
Incidentally, Pratt,

novel from which Warners' "Juke Girl" was filmed,
day from a soldier friend reading: "Africa— Last
egg crate in the desert, I saw 'Juke Girl'"
turned down by both Army and Navy because

of his eyes, writes Jake Wilk of Warners' that he's dividing his time
between serving as a nightly air-spotter on the Florida beach and

«. c e ■

working on his next novel and screen candidate, "Mr. Winkle Goes
* *"»,

Sam Dembow
Virginia Colleen Alicoate

to War"
•

•

▼
•

AVENGE

T

PEARL HARBOR!

T

ing to -report": and declined to give
details of the conference with Washington officials.,
"Until the maximum has been
paid to- an employee or artist, we
shall continue to pay salaries as
usual,"
one the
toputmost
executive
said. out
"Wea
are
doing
to work
satisfactory

arrangement."

Salary Limitation Okay
If Via Taxation, Says SAG
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

The filmcontroversy
actor's caseis
in Hollywood
the salary— ceiling
stated by the Screen Actors Guild
in the current issue of its offical
organ, Screen Actor.
"Actors support the Administration's contention that a limitation
on income is a war-necessary measure," says the publication. "They
have no quarrel with that limitation
being set at $25,000; they would, in
fact, accept any limitation that would
help in the winning of the war. But
they do feel strongly that the only
equitable way to have incomes regulated is through taxation, rather
than through the application of an
arbitrary ceiling.
"If an actor's income is not permitted to exceed $25,000 net, he
would like to know that everything
he can earn in excess of that amount
is turned over to the Government.
Instead, as the regulations now
stand, his excess earnings are retained by the producing company
for which he works."

Para. Closes Product Deal
With Last of Big Circuits
With the closing of a deal with
the Co-operative circuit of Detroit,
Charles M. Reagan, assistant general sales manager of Paramount,
announced Thursday that every important theater circuit in the coun1942-43
try hasproduct.
now bought Paramount's
Despite the holiday season, Paramount's sales staff during the week
accounted for 1,147 contracts, com^
pared with 304 sold during the corresponding week last year on the
company's first three blocks.

WEDDING

BELLS

Gail Silleg, executive secretary to
Mort Blumenstock, in charge of Warner Bros., advertising and publicity
in the East, has become engaged to
Alfred Goldstein, well-known Washington lawyer who is now a Chief
Specialist in the United States Coast
Guard. Date for the wedding will
be announced later.
Lorraine Vergeslich, daughter of
Joe Vergeslich of Warners New York
seles staff, was married to Arthur
Hunt of the U. S. Naval Intelligence
Service.

One Week After Its First

-releas

FILM CRITICS7 CIRCLE. Intensively publicized
the award broadcast from coast to coast over IT

^
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HOUSE
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3*55;
Film Allocation
Order Cuts Slock 25%
(Continued from Page 1)

"establishes the general pattern for
the year."
Allotments by Company
Actual film allotments are stipulated for two classes of distributors.
Class A producers and distributors
and their allowances for the first
quarter follow:
Columbia Pictures Corp., 30,168,738 linear feet.
Loew's, Inc., (M-G-M) 61,237,449.
Paramount Pictures, Inc., 40,664,557.
RKO
Radio Pictures, 32,005,224.
Twentieth Century-Fox, 41,282,295.
Universal Pictures, 32,950,754.
Vitagraph (Warner Bros.), 33,152,212.
" Republic
Pictures,
17,653,771. only
Under Class
B distributors,
three firms were listed. Monogram
Productions was allowed 5,617,180
feet for the first three months of
1943, Producers' Releasing Corp., 3,052,332, and United Artists 14,234,304.
Class B Producers are defined for
the purposes of this order as any
producers who had one or more entertainment features in 1941 for exhibition and distribution through a
Class A or B distributor. They need
specific authorization from WPB for
any film except what they get
through Class A or B distributors.
For Class C Producers
Class C Producers or distributors,
or not falling within the definitions
of A or B, are limited to 22 per cent
of the total film they used in 1941.
The new allocation means an average cut of a little more than six per
cent over the final quarter of 1941.
The majors were cut from 10 to 24
per cent of 1941 usage, with consumption during the past quarter
averaging 18.74 per cent under the
1941 rate. The original cuts were
made on a basis of individual authorization to use the film, since
L-178, when issued last August, was
merely a freeze order. The new revision continues the freeze, but no
authorization is required for laboratories to transfer film to A or B distributors, as well as to the Army,
Navy or office of strategic services.

Paula Stone Takes
Dver Bern's Program
Paula Stone, daughter of Fred,
and Marilyn Cantor, 19-year-old
taughter of Eddie, have been added
to tfre staff of radio station WNEW.
Miss Stone is taking over the Hollywood and Broadway chatter pro"r-m "The Broadway Beam," formerly handled by Bill Berns who is
nowfljthe Army. Miss Cantor is the
first of the comedian's quintet to
try for a professional career and be'comeS the first feminine staff announcer in New York.

Warner Theater, Nashville. Tilts Prices
Despite Sudekum's Disapproval of Policy
Nashville, Tenn. — Although Tony Sudekum, president of Crescent Amusement Co., operators of more than 50 theaters in Nashville and Middle Tennessee, has expressed his disapproval of raising admission prices, action of the
local Warner theater in upping prices six and seven cents is considered the
forerunners of higher admissions throughout the state. Gasoline rationing,
which is cutting attendance from 25 to 50 per cent, will probably prove the
last straw. Loew's State, Loew's Palace, and the Malco, are expected to follow suit.

Harmon and Cohen Speak 11 Indictments Returned in
Cocoanut Grove Holocaust
At Buffalo UNW Meeting
Boston — Eleven indictments in
Buffalo — Francis S. Harmon and
Max A. Cohen will address the film connection with the Cocoanut Grove
trade here today on the United Na- holocaust were returned by a grand
tions Week campaign. Meeting, jury here Thursday. Simultanewhich will be in the form of a lunously the grand jury issued a sercheon at the Statler Hotel, was
ies of findings and recommendations
called by Vincent R. McFaul, United charging "laxity, incompetence, failNations chairman in Buffalo.
ure to fulfill prescribed duties effectively and also lack of complete
Space at stations of Greater New
knowledge
of duties"
a numYork subway lines has been donated
ber of the
variousamong
departments
for United Nations Weeks posters. charged with safeguarding the pubSeveral thousand one-sheets will be lic.
delivered this week for immediate
Among those indicted were Barposting.
The OWI has provided 18,000 re- net Welansky, owner, James Welanproductions of the "Declaration by sky, in charge at the time of the
United Nations" and the signatures fire, the building commissioner, the
of representatives of each govern- designer of the Grove and the contractor, as well as members of the
ment, for use in all theaters during
United Nations Week, Jan. 14-20 fire and police departments.
Copies are available at all National
Screen Service offices.
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Holiday Week-End
B. 0. Business Soars
(.Continued from Page 1)

zooming.
tilted, New Year's Eve "takes" went
There was keen trade interest especially inthe Boston situation, bar^L
hit following the Cocoanut
Grovg!^|
holocaust.
However,
50 theater0 ^
there reported sellouts in adva^
of
theirshows.
special Programs
New Year'sin Eve
night
the mr^
Hub ^ v
were all-film, except at the RKO
Boston which used a stage show.
The nearby suburbans, such as
the Circle, the Capitol in Allston;
the Egyptian, Harvard Square, Central Square in Cambridge; the Newton theaters, those at Revere and
Winthrop and those in the Dorchester, Charlestown and Brookline sections also sold out well in advance.
No lobby holdouts or standees were
allowed.
<

UA Circuit's
Profit
More
Than Doubled
(Continued from Page 1)

tier
cent; United Artists, Detroit, 50 per
cent; Rivoli, New York, 100 per cent;
Loew's and UA Century, Baltimore,
50 per cent; Loev/'s and UA Valencia, Baltimore, 50 per cent; Parkway, Baltimore,
50 per cent;47.53
Loew's
and UA
Penn, Pittsburgh,
per
General Stipulation
cent; and 50 per cent and in the folStorm Closes Conn. House
Ends Danvers Squawk
lowing: Loew's and UA Broad
and Loew's and UA Ohio, ColumNew Haven, Conn. — The ice storm
{Continued
from
Page
1)
in this area closed the Stuart Thebus; Loew's and UA State, Louisville; United Artists, Portland; Chiater, Lakeville and the Strand, Win- companies has been withdrawn by
stead, for a few days due to power general stipulation. Complaint had
nese, Hollywood; Loew's State, Four
failure. The Torrington and Bris- charged that the first-run theaters Star and United Artists, Los Antol lines have been repaired.
in Salem delayed playing product
UATC is the owner of 100 per
so long that the 14-day clearance cent of the outstanding capital of
WPB also takes control over "fac- over the Orpheum in Danvers in United
geles. Artists Theaters of Califortual" and "special" films for Gov- reality made the clearance a longer
nia, Ltd., which owned or had an
ernment agencies and the military. period of time. Details of the gen- interest
in 63 theaters on Aug. 31.
eral stipulation were not disclosed. Circuit also
The former, described as productions
is the owner of 50 per
for "informational or instructional
cent of the "A" stock and 37.84 per
purposes," require special WPB au- Ritz, Indianapolis, Files
cent of the Class "B" stock of the
thorization, and no more than 44,- Clearance Award Appeal
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., which
300,000 feet will be allowed for these
owned or had an interest in 142
purposes during the first six months
An appeal has been filed by the theaters in and around the Metropolitan district of New York on Aug.
of 1943. "Special" films, requiring Ritz Theater, Indianapolis, from an
similar authorization, include scien- award which held that the 14-day 31. UATC is the owner of 100 per
tific, research, microfilm, identifica- clearance of the Uptown and Zar- cent of the outstanding capital stock
tion, stock, etc.
ing Theaters in Indianapolis over of United Artists of Texas, Inc.,
the Ritz was not unreasonable. which owns 50 per cent interest in
Army-Navy Allowance Orders
is the complainant- the Robb & Rowley United, Inc., of
Orders for the Army, the Navy Manny
owner ofMarcus
the Ritz.
93 theaters, of which 69 are in Texas,
and the OSS are not affected by rehoma. in Arkansas and 15 in Oklanine
strictions on exposure, as has been
the case for. several months. Spe- Hear Dueber Complaint
cial permission must be obtained At Cleveland on Jan. 19
from WPB, however, for "outside
Cleveland — Hearing on the comquota" film, with not more than 57,"Selling That Sings"
plaint of the Dueber Theater, Can000,000 linear feet to be authorized
Via the Lions Roar
ton, seeking to reduce the clearduring the first six months of 1943.
ance currently granted competitive
In each three-month period dis- theaters, is set for Jan. 19 at 10
"Selling That Sings" round-up in
tributors can obtain the film they a.m. in the AAA office here. Interthe current issue of the Satevepost
turned over to the Army during the
est in this case is keen because it is
selects an
item Roar
from one
of M-G-M's
preceding quarter, and 100 per cent the second effort of the owner, Frank
recent
Lion's
columns
as an
example of ad lines that leave deep
of the film in positive prints of en- Gaethke, to secure relief through
impressions. Excerpt, which plugged
tertainment pictures turned over to arbitration. Early this year he filed
the Navy. It was also stated that under the "some run" section and
"The War Against Mrs. Hadley,"
Class A and B producers may apply the case was dismissed. Now he
reads: "It brings a lump of laughter
to the throat. A lump of laughter
to WPB on a PD-763 form for au- comes under the clearance clause.
thorization toobtain and use picture This is the first local case to come
is the kind with a tear in it."
negative and sound recording stock. up for a repeat hearing.
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reviews or new films
"Lady Bodyguard"

with Eddie Alperr, Anne Shirley
Paramount
70 Mins.
SOME FIRST-RATE HUMOR IS DISHED
OUT BY THIS COMEDY; ALBERT TOPS
IN RETURN.
The story line of "Lady Bodyguard" is
b'=ssed with a number of refreshing twists
JTnat make the film a strong little attracV^-jpn for dual bills. The humor at times
"^ — as on a sardonic quality that gives the
. -ture rating as first-class diversion. The
story is peopled with colorful and interesting characters very reminiscent of those
that crowd the Damon Runyon yarns.
The film also is worthy of attention
because it marks the return of Eddie Albert
to the screen after a long absence. His
work in "Lady Bodyguard" makes his comeback an occasion for rejoicing. The actor's easy-going manner is a definite asset
to the picture, which was made by Sol C.
Siegel in association with Burt Kelly.
Albert's role is that of a test pilot who
is offered a $1,000 policy for the use of
his name in an advertising campaign planned
by Anne Shirley, ad chief of the insurance
company. The fun derives from the fact
that a secretary makes the policy out for
$1,000,000 to get revenge on the head of
the firm, who has fired her. When the
three persons whom Albert has designated
as beneficiaries discover the size of the
policy they contrive to do away with him
without success. Another plot angle has
to do with Miss Shirley's attempt to remedy the mistake. Albert refuses to cancel
the policy until he falls in love with Miss
Shirley. The story ends with her boss's
changing his mind as a result of the publicity gained by the company.
Edmund Hartmann and Art Arthur contrived a creditable screenplay from a story
by Edward Haldeman and Vera Caspary.
William Clemens' direction is good.
Miss Shirley works excellently with Albert. Raymond Walburn, Roger Pryor, Ed
Brophy, Maude Eburne are the best of
the supporting players.
CAST: Eddie Albert, Anne Shirley, Raylond Walburn, Roger Pryor, Ed Brophy,
rtaude Eburne, Clem Bevans, Mary Treen
3us Schilling, Charles Halton, Olin Howlin, Jack Norton, Donald MacBride, Emnett Vogan, John H. Dilson, Harlan Briggs.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Associate Producer, Burt Kelly; Director, William Clemens; Screenplay, Edmund Hartmann, Art Arthur; Based on story by Edward Haldeman, Vera Caspary; Film Editor,
Billy Shea; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Haldane Douglas; Cameraman, Daniel Fapp.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Smith and Valcarce
Circuits Again Joined
Havan (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — Ernesto P. Smith and Jose
Valcarce, whose individual circuits
merged and then separated, are back
together again. The split-up of
the two most powerful circuits here
lasted only 10 days but are again
under

s'ngle

control.

* SHORTS

*

"Der Fuehrer's Face"
Radio-Disney 8 mins.
Excellent Reel
Of all the created short subjects
in industry annals, this one comes to
the screen with perhaps the greatest
pre-sold assets for theaters, inasmuch as it is the reel which gave
birth to, and features throughout,
the super-popular song of the same
title. In its other aspects, too, the
short is noteworthy, for Disney and
his staff have poured into it rich
humor, expert animation, and the resplendent Technicolor. The music,
lyrics and action are so intimately
blended that it takes on a dual character,— that of an illustrated song,
and a song which illustrates hilarious satirical drawings-in-motion.
The antics of the German band as
it marches and counter-marches to
the song's strains are bound to explode amusement and mirth wherever shown. There are many deft
and timely touches in the footage,
with Herr Hitler at the wind-up getting the tomato right in his Fuehrerface.
RKO

InTh e

Making /

One of the Biggest
News Stories
of the Year

Employers Instructed
To Withhold Victory Tax
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— As a general rule
of thumb, employers were advised
last week by the Bureau of Internal Revenue to follow the practices they do in paying social security taxes, when it comes to deducting the five per cent for the Victory
Tax
from thegoverning
pay of artists.
BIR'sof
regulations
collection
this tax are not yet completely set
up, and a number of formal rulings
are yet^ to be looked for.
This official told The Film Daily
that he presumes all free-lance
artists held to be independent cont' actors for social security purposes
will be considered independent contractors for Victory Tax purposes.

"THE TBS BEST"
PICTURES

OF 1942

as selected by those important
critics and reviewers of the leading

They
the tax'
lump
=mm inwill
1944,payrather
than inViaa weekly deductions this year.

newspapers,

RKO Radio Sets Six
Pix for Trade-Shows

services and . ,ndicates and by

RKO has scheduled six new films
for tradeshowings. "Hitler's Children" and "Cinderella Swings It"
will be shown on Jan. 18, except in
Memphis, New Orleans and St.
Louis, where the screenings .will be
held on J?n. 19. "Tarzan Triumphs" arid "Forever and a Day" will
be screened on Jan. 19, except in
Memphis, New Orleans, Oklahoma
City and St. Louis, where the day is
Jan. 20. "Journev into Fear" and
"Flisrht For Freedom" will be seen
on Feb. 1, except in Omaha and St.
Louis, where the trade will get a
look-see on Feb. 2.

magazines, press

radio's film commentators in the

DAILY'S
LM
FI
21st ANNUAL POLL
UJ
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"They Got Me
with BobCov
Hope,
Dorothy
ere
d" Lamour.
RKO
95 Mins.
BOB HOPE COMEDY SHOULD
GOOD
ACCOUNT OF ITSELF AT

GIVE
B. 0.

"They Got Me Covered," which bears
the Samuel Goldwyn trademark, packs considerable entertainment, but doesn't display
the full devotion to the cause of fun that
one has came to expect
Dorothy Lamour picture.
not give exhibitors undue
The Hope name will see
theaters remain filled and
faults.

of a Bob HopeYet this should
reason for worry.
to it that their
will make it pos-

sible for patrons to overlook the picture's

Hope's technique calls for speed and
more speed — a device which doesn't give
a person a chance to stop and examine
a gag or situation. And herein lies the
picture's chief fault. Sometimes the action
lags badly, giving you time to realize that
much of the humor is below par. Another
fault is the insistence that Hope play a
newspaper man like an absolute idiot. Certainly comedy often requires that liberty
be taken with truth and fact. "They Got
Me Covered," however, goes to extremes
in this respect.
Hope is a foreign correspondent bounced
for muffing the Nazi invasion of Russia.
Back in the states, he hooes to stumble
across a news story that will win him back
his job. The chance presents itself when
a foreign agent hunted by the Naz's comes
to Hope with an offer to spill the inside
dope on espionage activity in the United
States, but the guy sets bumped off before he can unload the story. The Nazis
try to stop Hooe's activities by tricking
him into a marriage with a burlesque queen
on the theory that he will thus be discredited in the eyes of the authorities
and the newsoaoer orofession. Subsequent the girl is killed. The rest of
the film concerns HoDe's efforts to dig uo
the storv with the assistance of his girl
friend, Dorothy Lamour, a fellow newsoaper
worker. The comedian falls into the hands
of the villains but is extricated in a bangup finale.
The film, excellently produced, has uneven direction by David Butler. Harry
Kurnitz based his screenplay on a story
by Leonard Q. Ross and Leonard Spigelgass.
Appearing with Hope and Miss Lamour
are such fine players as Otto Preminger.
Edward Ciannelli, Donald Meek, Donald
MacBride, Philip Ahn, Mary Treen, John
Abbott, Lenore Aubert, who plays a member of the sabotage ring, is a striking
beauty with real acting talent.

"Henry Aldrich Gets
with

Jimmy

Lydon, Charles
Smith,
John Litel
Paramount
72 Mins.
FAMILY TRADE SHOULD FIND THIS
LATEST ALDRICH CHAPTER, GOOD SIMPLE ENTERTAINMENT.

Glamour"

"Happy
Go Dick
Lucky"
with Mary Martin,
Powell

Paramount
81 mins.
GAY AND PEPPY MUSICAL DONE IN
TECHNICOLOR SHOULD FARE NICELY
IN ALL SPOTS.
In "Happy Go Lucky" Paramount has
turned out a gay musical comedy that is an
excellent antidote for the jitters. The production is noteworthy because it marks
Dick Powell's return to the screen after a
long absence. Powell fans can be assured
of finding the singing actor in top fettle.
Powell is a loafer on a Caribbean island.
Helping him to kill time is Eddie Bracken.
One day, Mary Martin, posing as a wealthy
American heiress in a scheme to land a rich

This latest chapter of the life of Henry
Aldrich is no better and no worse than
the others. The sort of stuff that appeals
to juveniles and their papas and mamas,
the film more than likely will serve its
purpose in the neighborhood houses. Others
may be only too prone to become bored by
the stupid antics of Master Aldrich — not
to mention the whining and monotonous
steps into Powell's consciousness.
tone of voice in which Jimmy Lydon cus- husband,
A pal, Betty Hutton, helps Miss Martin
tomarily plays the character.
carry out the deception. Powell, getting
Produced by Walter MacEwen with the wise to the game, offers to engineer a
assistance of Jules Schermer, "Henry Aid- match with Rudy Vallee, a millionaire, purely on a business basis. Complications set in
rich Gets Glamour" again has our young
hero messing things up. This time he when he falls in love with Miss Martin.
nearly wrecks the chances of his father Refusing to interfere with the course of
(John Litel) as a candidate for political
true love, Rudy nobly withdraws and leaves
office when his silly carrying-on over a the gal to his rival.
film glamour girl shocks the blue-noses
Director Curtis Bernhardt's direction has
who are sponsoring pop's campaign. Henry °licited good performances from his cast.
meets the girl (Frances Gifford) as his re- While Miss Martin and Powell are firstward for winning a fan magazine contest.
rate, it is Miss Hutton who makes the
The star takes full advantage of the situa- strongest impression. She and Bracken
tion for its publicity value. When the
carry the comedy burden, with an assist
girl realizes what is happening, she publicly announces that she goaded the poor from Vallee. whose performance is practi-»v a repetition of that in "The Palm
fellow on — and no one but herself is to
blame for the unfavorable impression created by him.
Edwin Blum and Aleen Leslie have crowded a fair quantity of simple humor into
their script, which is based on a yarn by
the
well. latter. Hugh Bennett has directed

Walter
DeLeon, Norman Panama and MelBeach
Story."
vin Frank put together a breezy script from
a John Jacoby adaptation of an original by
Michael Uris. Harold Wilson has the associate producer credit. Karl Struss and Wilfred Cline, cameramen, collaborated in
making this Technicolor production something of vast eye appeal.
Frank Loesser and Jimmy McHugh have
Provided a sextet of catchy tunes for the

Lvdon must be commended for his ability in putting across the naive, ingenuous
'haracteristics of Henry Aldrich. Litel is
his competent self as the father. Miss
G:fford plavs with a sophistication that
makes Henry's behavior toward her understandable. Others prominent in the cast
're Charlie Smith, Olive Blakeney, Diana
Lvnn. <^ail Russell, Vaughan Glaser.
CAST: Jimmv Lvdon. Charie Smith. John
I'tel, Olive Blakenev, D:ana Lynn. Frances
Ciffnrd. Gail Russell, Vaughan
Glaser.
CREDITS: Producer. Walter MacEwen;

Duddy Watchmaker," "Murder. He Says."
"Sing a Trooical Song," "Ta Ra Ra Boom
De Ray," and "Happy Go Lucky" are the

Associate Producer, Jules Schermer: D'recfnr, H"°h ,"ennett; Screenolav. E^win Blum.
A'een Le^ >; Based on storv bv A'een Les•>e: Arv' rectors, H'ns Dreier, Earl Hed":,"k; V, x.al Score, Robert Emmett Dolan;
c'lm b ir, Arthur Schmidt; Cameraman,

Ai'eon Halev, Lvnda Grey,
CREDITS: Associate
W:lson- Director. Curtis
-•'v. Walter D<>Leon.

Dan;rmy-,,0
D^TlON,

RiU,

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

leld for Huah Ford

CAST: Bob Hooe, Dorothv Lamour. Lenore
Aubert, Otto Preminger. Edward Ciannelli,
Marion Martin, Donald Meek, Phyllis Ruth,
Philip Ahn. Donald MacBride. Mary Treen,
Betrye Avery, Margaret Hayes, Mary
Bvrne, William Yetter, Henry Guttman,
Florence Bates. Walter Catlett, John Abbott, Frank Sully.

Ser|ces for Hufh Ford, at one
time o-eneral stasre director for Famous Plpyers-Laskv on the Coast, wlin
died at his home here were held
last week. Ford was said to have
^een the first imnortant lee-it. director to see a future for films.

CREDITS: Producer. Samuel Goldwyn;
Production Manager, Walter Mavo; Director, David Butler; Screenplay, Harry Kurnitz; Based on story by Leonard Q. Ross,
Leonard Spigelgass; Additional dialogue,
Frank Fenton, Lynn -Root; Cameraman, R«-

''oloh Mate; Musical Score, Lei"h Harline;
Art Direction. Perrv Ferguson; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff; Film Editor. Daniel Mandell; Special Effects, Rav Binger.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Spotty.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

principals. "Let's Get Lost," "The Fudd"

titles.
CAST: Mary Martin, Dick Powell, Eddie
Bracken. Bettv Hutton Rudy Vallee, Mabe1
°aige, Clem Bevans, Sylv-a Onert, Gene
Cale, Frances Ravmond, Irving Bacon, Ar■■i.,,. Loft. Paul McVev. Donald Kerr. Lorraine M:"er. Barbara Slater, Rebel Randall
Louise La P'ancbe
Producpr. HaroM
Bernhardt; ScreenNorman Panama

KMvin Frank; Adanfai-ion. John Jacohv
R«ed on storv bv Michael Urs: Musical
Oireetor. RoV>»rt Emmptt D^'an; Dance D;-»cf-or. Paul O'card:
Film Editor
Ellsworth
tlnafffanJ: Art Directors. Hans D'eier. Raoni
Opno n..Bois; Cameraman, Karl Struss, Wil(rpA Time.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY

"Night Plane from
with Robert Preston, Ellen Drew
Paramount
69 Mins.
WAR MELODRAMA LAID IN CHINA
SHOULD SHOW NICE RESULTS ON DOUBLE-FEATURE PROGRAMS.

Chungking"

"Night Plane from Chungking" possessed
entertainment possibilities far beyond
•* T
modesty of the production.
With a lim/
budget
Producer
Walter
MacEwen
K
been able to deliver a nice bundle of diversion for double-feature
programs.
Laid in China, this tight little melodrama
seethes with commotion and develops suspense most creditably. Thanks for this
goes chiefly to Ralph Murphy, who has supplied firm direction, and to Earl Fenton,
Theodore Reaves and Lester Cole, who have
taken familiar ingredients and woven them
into a screenplay that holds the interest
closely throughout.
The story brings together a varied assortment of characters bound by bus from
Chungking to the Indian border. Each
has a different motive for the trip. From
the very start one gets a sense of the
ominous. One guesses that a spy or two
are among the passengers, and subsequent
developments bear this out. The business
of finding out who the no-goods are is
taken upon himself by Robert Preston, an
American who is an officer in the Chinese
army transport service. Preston's suspicion
doesn't even spare a fellow-American, Ellen
Drew, who is escorting a famous Chinese
heroine out of the country. Preston's activities create lots of action and excitement. All fall into the hands of the Japs
vhen one of the passengers (Stephen Geray)
turns out to be the head of a spy ring.
How Preston extricates the group from its
oeril makes up the remainder of the film.
Preston and Miss Drew are good in the
top roles. The best performances, however, are given by Geray and Otto Kruger,
who plavs a European business man. Sen
Yung,
Soo Yong.
Emost
Dorion, Tamara
—a are the best of the other players.
CAST: Robert Preston, Ellen Drew,
Stephen
Geray, Sen Yung, Soo Yong, Otto
Jung.
Kruger, Ernest Dorion, Tamara Geva, Allen
CREDITS: Producer, Walter MacEwen;
Associate Producer, Michael Kraike; Director. Raloh Murohy; Screenplay. Earl Fenton, Theodore Reaves Lester Cole: Adaptation, S'dney B;ddell: Based on Storv by
Harry Harvev; Film Editor, Ellsworth Hoag''nd; Art Directors, Hans Dre'er. William
clannarv;
Cameraman,
Theodor Soarkuhl.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Tohn I. Scullv Feted
By Trade in Buffalo

Buffalo — Before shifting to his
new nost Friday as manager at Boston,falo
Johnbranch
J. Scully,
Universal's
BufDuMMncr
manager
since 1937,
In French Col.
for 'Commandos'
No. Africa
was guest of honor at a dinner in
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Buffalo AC attended by 40 of his
Hollvwood - — Columbia is rushing industrv fellow-workers. They presented him a Longines watch. Abe
the dubbing of French titles on the
Weiner,
Seullv's successor here, was
French-lansruage version of "Com- introduced.
Br?nch Manager Sydmandos Strike at Dawn" so that
ney Samson of 20th-Fox was chairprints may be shipped quickly to
man of arrangements.
Allied-occupied North Africa.
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In Today's Issue,

The Equipment News Section
J***/***,

{See Pages 6 and 7)

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Four
Years
Old

Independent in Thought
Intimate in Character
International
in Scope
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TAX BILL TO CARRY ANTI - CEILINGJUDER
Holiday 'Takes' Rise to New Highs in Many
Spots
New Congress Convening
INDUSTRY IN WIDE WAR SERVICE

Biz Better by 30 to 60%
uln 60 Important Cities;
16 Pix on Big Money List

Trade Undertook Unprecedented Diversity of Responsibilities and Activities During 1942

Theater business throughout
the country during the final
Phenomenal rise in motion picture attendance last year won the
films second place among the nations industries in profit gain,
according to a survey of financial
records for 1942. The film industry's better showing was attributed
chiefly to the steep rise in individual earning power, curtailment
of motoring and improvement in
quality of pictures.

week of 1942 was, in most spots,
the biggest in the history of the mo(Continued on Page 3)

General Price Jump
In Memphis Houses
Memphis — All local downtown motion picture theaters have hiked
their
admission
prices.
Loew's
State and Palace, Malco and War(Continued on Page 2)

"Tennessee Johnson"
Bows at Astor Jan. 12

Tomorrow Expected to
Air Wartime Censorship
Washington

West

Coast

By RALPH WILK
Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Anti-Blind Checking
Bill Due in Iowa

picture industry are bound to be
affected by a number of decisions
made by the solons, although it is
doubtful that problems confined to
the industry
will on
receive
(Contiuued
Page 3) serious at-

PIC Names McCarthy
Assistant Sales Head

Leo manager
J. McCarthy,
Western
sincePRC's
March,
1942,
Des Moines, la. — An anti-blind sales
checking bill is expected to be intro- has been appointed assistant genduced in the Iowa legislature, which
eral sales manager by President O.
convenes Jan. 11, along with meas- Henry Briggs.
McCarthy has been
(Continued on Page 3)
ures to set up theater fire regulations and one to require school
boards to handle school activities Githens on Leave for
funds.
All three of the bills will have the Active Naval Service

UNW Meetings Today
In Okla., Oregon, Utah

Will Set Budget Today
For Arbitration System

(Continued on Page 3)

Oklahoma City,
Budget for the operation of the
Salt Lake City industry's arbitration system will be
meetings today set up today when the budget committee convenes at the office of the
exchange cities
United Nations appeal board
in the RCA
Bldg.
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3'

Dsal whereby Van Campen Heilner,
editor of Field and Stream, will prepare and direct six Technicolor sport
subjects to be made this year in
collaboration with Pam Blumenthal
for Warner release, was announced
yesterday by Norman H. Moray, short
subject sales manager. First of the
series will be titled "With Rod and
Reel on Anticosta Isle."

DAILY

Portland, Ore. — Fifteen theaters
in Eugene, Springfield, Salem and
other Oregon cities have been closed
three days because of floods. Rivers
in central and southern Oregon are
out of their banks and are up from
20 to 30 feet. Transportation facilities are such that many films are
tied up and unable to reach theaters.

Exhibitors in the
Portland,
Ore., and
M-G-M's
"Tennessee
Johnson"
will have its world premiere at the territories will hold
Astor Theater, Broadway, on Jan. in their respective
in the interest of
(Continued on Page 3)

Color Sports Series
For Warner Program

H. OLDER
THE FILM

Washington — With the new
The industry's efforts in Hollywood, and throughout the nation war Congress convening tomorrow, members of the motion
under the guidance of its WAC, in-

cluded such a variety of projects as:
Hollywood — The film industry durProduction of training films, on a
ing 1942 undertook an unprecedented diversity of responsibilities and cost basis, and the training of technicians for the armed forces at no
activities either directly or indirectly
concerned with the prosecution of the cost to the Government.
Donation of thousands of reels of
war, according to an industry-wide
(Continued on Page 2)
survey made public here yesterday.

Floods In Oregon
Close 15 Houses

By ANDREW
Bureau of

N. Y. Salons in Games Battle?
Bills Both to Legalize and Outlaw Slated
Pathe Gets Writ In Suit
Against du Pont Film

By M.Staff
A. EGAN
FILM DAILY
Correspondent
Albany — The legislative picture,
as unfolded here when the solons
Counsel for du Pont Film Manu- gteher tomorrow seems very much
facturing Corp., wholly owned sub- up in the air due to a change of state
sidiary of E. I. du Pont de Nemours administration as well as the war.
& Co., will appear in U. S. District In the past 20 years, the reign of
governors
Court today on Judge Alfred C. Democratic
(Continued
o,TTPaj£ insured
3)J_ S
ItheZ

W. French Githens, president of
The Newsreel Theaters, Inc., operating the Embassy newsreel theaters, is taking a leave of absence
(Continued on Page 2)

"Tennessee Johnson"
Gets Mellett's OUay
OWI

has placed its stamp of ap-

John"Tennessee
Metro's
proval ontarget
son,"
for protests
by some
CIO unions and Negro organizations.
Lowell Mellett, OWI film bureau
chief, has advised the studio that
"a
form ofis the
forceful
exposition
in its present
the pic dramatic
development of democratic government in this country" and added the
belief that "so far as it has any
effect on popular thinking, it will
cause a better understanding of what
work."
DAN
it is that makes American
democracy

(Continued o>< Pnne 3)
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STORKS
Ira Tulipan of Hal Home's Twentieth-Fox press book department,
became a father over New Year's,
when a daughter, Jane was born to
Mrs. Tulipan in the French Hospital.
Justin Herman, script chief of
Paramount's short subject department, became the father of a baby
girl on Dec. 29. New arrival weighed
seven pounds, three ounces and has
been named Alma Baer Herman.

Film Industry in
Wide War Service

(.Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

for the duration to report for active
duty as a lieutenant in the Navy's
Bureau of Aeronautics, Division of
Photography. Githens is also taking a leave of absence as chairman
of the board of Sound Masters, Inc.,
producers of commercial and training films and as president of Newsreel Distributors, Inc.
Francis Carter Wood, Jr., at present treasurer, will become executive
vice-president of The Newsreel Theaters, Inc., and Stewart R. Martin
will succeed as treasurer in addition
to continuing as supervising manager. Harold E. Wondsel will continue as president and administrative head of Sound Masters, Inc.

feature pictures and shorts, on 16
mm. film, for screening before service men in all combat zones.
Distribution and exhibition nationally, without charge, of documentary
films made by the Government and
deemed of vital importance to the

Pathe Gets Writ in Suit
Against du Pont Film
(Continued from Page 1)

Coxe's order to answer a contempt
charge arising out of the alleged refusal of the company to allow inspection of its books by Pathe Laboratories, Inc. The inspection order
was issued last September.
This is the newest development in
the Pathe suit seeking recovery of
$610,000 from du Pont Film on the
claim that the latter overcharged
the plaintiff under a contract to supply raw film on a cost plus 30 per
cent basis.

Double Funeral Held for
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hancock

Contribution of confidential reference material for the use of military intelligence.
public.
Co-operation with and instruction of military personnel in camouflage
undertakings.
Enlistment of hundreds of top screen personalities, as volunteers, to entertain in military areas at home, offshore and abroad.
Assignment of headliners to radio prowhere. grams shortwaved to the fighting fronts everyFund-raising for charities, particularly those
identified with the war effort, through P.A.'s,
personal contributions, special screen trailers,
theater collections and other means.
Active co-operation nationally in the scrap
drive and other patriotic campaigns inaugurated by the Government.
Stimulation of War Bond and Stamp sales.
Close co-operation with the Co-ordinator
of Inter- American Affairs, through the Motion
Picture Society for the Americas.

All Memphis Downtown
Theaters Jump Scales

COmmC and GOMG
EDMUND LOWE starts a tour of Army camps
and naval stations for USO-Camp Shows at
Fort Devens,
Mass., today with ANN
SAVAGE.
DENNIS MORGAN, leaves the Coast today
with his wife for a New York vacation.

Purchase Is Completed
Of Western Costume Cq\
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner Bros., RKO,
20th Century-Fox, Columbia, Universal and Republic have bought
Western Costume Corpany. A. H.
Schnitzer is continuing as general
manager, J. I. Schnitzer, who controlled the company has retired to
his Canoga Park farm, but is expected to resume some business activities later in the year.

Fromkess Back to Start 8
West

Coast

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DA

Hollywood — Following return
Leon Fromkess, vice-president in
charge of production, to Hollywood
yesterday from New York, PRC will
(Continued from Page 1)
of
eight features, repreners theaters instituted new prices place in work
senting the biggest single-month
of 35 cents for matinees, and 35
drive in its history. Budcents and 50 cents for nights, com- production
gets involved in the pictures are the
pared with old prices of 35 cents for greatest ever accorded PRC films
matinees, and 33 cents and 44 cents made over a similar period.
at night.
Admission for service men in uni- To Fete Heiber and Seplowin
form is now 22 cents in the afterDetroit — Variety Club is planning
noon, and 28 cents at night, with the
exception of the Malco, which has a a dinner tribute to two branch managers who are being transferred to
standard charge of 22 cents for matinee and night, including feminine Chicago — Eddie Heiber of Universal,
and
Sam
Seplowin of Republic, who
guests of service men.
There has been some discussion becomes district manager. Ted
Mendelson is transferred here from
among operators of neighborhood
theaters about a raise in admission Cincinnati to succeed Heiber.
charges, but one informed source
said there is little possibility of it Villency Joins OWI Staff
Charles Villency has resigned
at present.
All theaters are playing to packed from the staff of Motion Picture
houses, and report a 50 per cent in- Daily to join the New York regional
crease in patronage. And all Loop staff of the OWI. Villency was pretheaters are playing midnight shows
viously city editor of the Endicott,
that are finished in time for patrons N. Y. Daily Bulletin and was on the
to get the 2 a.m. trolleys and busses
home.
staffs of the Syracuse Herald-Journal and Binghamton Press.

Double funeral services were held
at O'Connor & Heaney's Chapel,
Jackson Heights, Saturday for Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert E. Hancock, whose
deaths occurred within 24 hours of
each other. Cremation followed at
the Fresh Pond Crematory.
Hancock, 63, and his wife, Edna,
44, had been ill for some time. Death
of the former occurred on Dec. 30 at
the family home in Jackson Heights,
Mrs. Hancock dying the following
day in St. Elizabeth's Hospital where
she had been a patient.
Hancock, veteran newspaperman
and newsreel executive, was last
with News of the Day as associate Para.-Local 109 Dispute
editor. Earlier, he had been editor
May Go to Conciliator
of Hearst's International Newsreel
and had organized and edited Fox
A, ., Federal conciliator is expected
News.
to be called in this week in the
Survivors include his mother and
sister, both of Toronto, and brother, contract negotiations between Paramount and the Screen Office and ProDan Hancock, Castle Films producfessional Employes Guild, Local 109,
tion manager and director.
UOPWA. Both sides have reached
an impasse on the questions of a
union shon and classification of laHerman Fehr, Former
bor. Involved are Paramount homeOrpheum Head, Dead
office
and and
music
subsidiaries'
white
collarites
maintenance
workers.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Herman Fehr,
77, retired theater executive, is dead
here. Fehr became the directing Warners Releasing Two
head of the Orpheum vaudeville cir- Features in February
cuit in 1911, which he helped organize. An attorney and banker,
Warners will release two pix next
Fehr had been retired for the past
11 years. Survivors include a month, "Truck Busters" going out
on the 6th and "The Hard Way" on
brother and a sister.

the 20th.

Louis Israel Stricken
Cleveland, O. — Louis Israel, 56,
operating houses in Cleveland
Heights and Ellet, is dead following
a heart attack.

V C 0 • *
Edward Sutherland
Lt. William
Weisnet

William
Wright
Flora Schikler
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Tax Bill to Carry
Anti-Ceiling Rider
(Continued from Page 1)

tention for some time. Major matters of national policy will keep the
new lawmakers so busy that they
will have little time to worry about
trade practices, copyrights and various other questions of major im7([Vtance to the industry but not to
*jZ general public.
Tax measures are of paramount
importance to the industry, with
authoritative sources estimating that
Uncle Sam, through tax collections,
is now about a 30 per cent stockholder in the movie business. Although there is strong possibility of
a general sales tax, it is not likely
that the industry will get off any
more lightly next year. In fact,
only greater success in efforts to
siphon off the large portion of our
national income which represents an
ever-present danger of inflation will
prevent the imposition of even more
drastic tax measures. Even though
the majority may oppose heavier
corporate taxation, there are two
factors which must be borne in mind,
the increasing cost of global war
and 1944.
Along with the general tax bill,
it now appears probable, there will
be a rider designed to kill the OES
salary ruling — particularly that section which limits individual salaries
to a net of $25,000 per year. Criticism of this regulation — which hits
the motion picture industry harder,
perhaps, than any other — has been
louder and more frequent on Capitol
Hill during the past few weeks even
than when the regulations were first
announced. Strategy seems to have
been agreed upon among leading opponents of the measure, the plan being to vote a rider to the new tax
bill, forcing the President to kill one
or the other part of the sheaf of
paper that reaches his desk for signature. It is unlikely that his desire to retain the salary limitation
would lead him to veto the much
more important tax bill.

DAILY

Pic Theaters' Prosperity Assured In '43 Via
Gov't Control of Inflation, Odium Declares
Rising war production and rising national income with supplies of civilian
goods at depression levels will force this country into completely controlled
and planned economy in 1943, Floyd B. Odium, president of Atlas Corp.,
declares. History is not going to repeat itself in the U. S., he points out, for
"we
and
than
can

shall probably see slowly rising prices but in no sense runaway prices,"
"we shall, I believe, end this war with decidedly less of a price rise
we had during the last war." Then he suggested: "Places where money
be spent, without placing pressure on supplies of scarce commodities,

should

prosper, — moving

picture

theaters,

Anti-Blind Checking
Bill Due in Iowa

for example."

N. Y. Legislators
In Games Battle

(Continued from Page 1)

support of the Allied-Independent
theater owners of Iowa-Neb. which
has come out in favor of the measures.
The blind checking bill is aimed
at eliminating the practice which
has been severely criticized by the
Allied group. The fire regulation
bill is expected to be similar to the
bill which failed to pass enactment
at the last session two years ago.
The school activity bill has the support of the theater men because it
would control use of the schools by
outside operators.
In addition, several other bills are
expected which the theater operators will oppose. One would change
the present state sales tax so that
exhibitors would have to keep separate accounts on the two per cent
collection.

PRC Names McCarthy
Assistant Sales Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

active in theater operations for Fox
in Kansas City and St. Louis, subsequently joining Republic as assistant to Nat Levine. He has been
a prominent figure in the motion
picture industry for 20 years.

UNW Meeting Today
In Okla., Oregon, Utah
(Continued from Page 1)

Week. Edward L. Alperson will
wind up his nation-wide tour tomorrow when he speaks before a gathering of showmen at the Coronado
Hotel in St. Louis.

Although it is still possible that the administration may order limitation of income
from all sources, rather than merely salary,
such a step appears less and less likely, with
the growing congressional opposition to the
salary order.
Censorship is another matter of industry
interest which may come up. An investigation
begun by the Senate judiciary committee in
November into censorship of the mails will
almost certainly be revived, and there is
strong likelihood that it will be expanded to
(Continued from Page 1)
include all the activities of the Office of
Censorship. Chairman Frederick Van Nuys, 12. Picture will remain for an exInd., D. who is chairman of the committee,
tended engagement at a continuous
told THE FILM DAILY he has on file a
number of complaints from producers re- performance, popular-price policy.
garding deletions ordered by OOC from films
purposes, will be listening attentively to its
for export.
every word.
There has apparently been no strong presPassage of a national service act delegating
sure on the committee to investigate the authority to the Government to decide where
alleged censorship attempt by OWI, and since every wage-earner in the country should be
any action the industry takes in this matter is
is largely dependent upon the succonsidered voluntary there is no reason to employed
cess of less drastic methods employed to staff
expect an inquiry into the matter. It is not the essential civilian and war industries.
'I the realm of possibility that numerous
The motion picture industry — particularly
less publicized complaints about OWI prac- the exchanges and theaters — will suffer heavily
tices will bring a general investigation of if such legislation is passed, although the
OWI, since a large section of Congress, fear- imposition of sanctions is expected to drain
ful that the agency will be used for political off thousands of workers without legislation.

"Tennessee Johnson"
Bows at Astor Jan. 12

(Continued from Page 1)

necessity of bi-partisan support for
any debatable measures since the
Eepublicans ordinarily were in the
legislative majority.
With the election of Thomas E.
Dewey, however, the Republicans
now completely control the state
administration and hold both
branches of the legislature by comfortable margins. Ordinarily, rural
Republicans upstate are conservative and members of both parties
in New York Citv are liberals.
Hence, to pix people, a somewhat confused
situation may be in the offing for it is safe
to say several bills to legalize Bingo and theater games will be offered at the same time
that measures to clearly outlaw them are
proffered.
In Bingo
view of
LaGuardia's
crackdown on
in Mayor
New York
City, a
wave intended to "legalize Bingo" for churches
and charitable organizations is said to be in
the offing. However, this may be counterbalanced by a reform movement. Governor
Dewey certainly has the prestige to secure
legislative enactment of his platform with his
party in the majority.
May Tighten Safety Laws
In view of the Cocoanut Grove fire in
Boston, it is anticipated several bills to
broaden public safety laws for places of
public assembly may be introduced. However,
it is generally admitted that New York
state's fire laws are the most stringently
administered in the country. In cities, daily
inspection of theater exits, etc., is mandatory
and in rural communities, the New York state
trooners, make
frequent check-ups.
There is relatively small chance of any drive
for enactment of two-men-in-a-booth legislation, as no such proposals were brought by
IATSE or by the State Association of Theatrical Crafts at the recent State Federation
of Labor convention. Actually, union leaders in pix biz trade fight anti-theater proposals
as hard as do exhibs. and just last year were
credited with killing the bill proposing an
extra hour of daylight saving time.
_ The vision
extra
of daylight
timeis prois surehour
to recur
again. saving
So, too,
the
perennial move to ban billboard advertising,
since the gasoline and tire situation have
greatly reduced this business and opposition
will undoubtedly be much weaker at this
time than it has been in the past two decades.
In view of the state's $80,000,000 surplus,
there seems likely to be no new tax levies
proposed.

Pequot, New Haven, Drops
Matinees to Save Fuel
New Haven — The Pequot, 1,269seater operated by Harry L. Lavietes, will eliminate the five week-day
matinees in order to conserve fuel.
Fostoria Mayor Bans Games
Fostoria, O. — Mavor C. B. Shuman has ordered all theater owners
to cease the operation of money
games effective Jan. 1.

Holiday Grosses
Reach New Highs
(Continued from Page 1)

tion picture industry, according to
reports from the field. Reliable
estimates place the increase over the
last week of 1941 at from 30 to 60
per cent in approximately 60 important cities. On New Year's Eve,
business generally was reported to
have been from 40 to 70 per cent
over the final day of the previous
Cities where attendance reached
top figures were New York, Chicago,
Boston, Washington, San Francisco,
year.
Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Kansas City, Dallas, Seattle, Birmingham, Atlanta,
Detroit and Pittsburgh. In the last
named city, the business boom was
surprising inasmuch as the area had
been hurt by the recent floods.
Pictures that reportedly pulled the largest
amount of business were "Yankee Doodle
Dandy," "Random Harvest," "Palm Beach
Story." "The Black Swan," "Road to Morocco," "Now, Voyager," "In Which We Serve,"
"Arabian Nights," "Once Upon a Honeymoon," "Who Done It?," "George Washington Slept Here," "When Johnny Comes
Marching Home," "For Me and My Gal,"
"Gentleman Jim," "You Were Never Lovelier" and, in several spots, "White
Cargo."
A larger number of theaters boosted- their
prices on New Year's Eve than in previous
years, which may be one reason for the larger
grosses. Several Broadway houses went up
to
$2.20
7 o'clock on Thursday night,
earlier
thanat usual.
Subsequent-runs and smaller towns reported
excellent business, although not recording
the huge returns enjoyed by the first-runs.
It was said, however, that attendance was a
little better than last year which also was a
profitable holiday period. House records
were established by Skouras theaters in Hackensack and Jersey City where "Once Upon a
Honeymoon"
and "Springtime in the Rockies"
were
the attractions.
As usual Broadway business was recordbreaking. Radio City Music Hall with "Random Harvest" grossed $25,600 on Thursday
alone, and it is expected that the program
will draw $125,000 for the week. The Paramount is expected to go well over the $100,000 mark with "Star Splangled Rhythm,"
thereby establishing a new house record.
The $30,010 grossed by the Roxy on Dec.
31 is said to have established a new record
for a single day's business in the theater industry throughout the world. During the
four days from Thursday through Sunday,
the Roxy's attraction "The Black Swan"
played to 96,985 paid admissions.
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" broke the Strand's
records with a gross of $74,000 in its first
week and $16,000 on New Year's Eve. Current week is expected to hit $65,000. "Casablanca" took in more than $23,000 in the first
ruary.
four days of its sixth week at the Hollywood
and the picture will continue there into Feb"For Me and My Gal" scored the third
largest week-end in the history of the Astor.
Picture starts its 12th week tomorrow.
"Arabian Nights" at the Rivoli played
to capacity
and standing room throughout the
holiday
period.
Other theaters along the big street reported the same record-breaking business.

Will Set Budget Today
For Arbitration System
(Continued from Page 1)

Group includes George W. Alger,
chairman of the appeal board; Joseph Hazen, representing the distributors, and one representative of the
American
Arbitration Association's
executive committee.
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EQUIPMENT WAR CONVERSION SEENUP 5.8
WE's
Pact Draft to Producers Within
Days
Facilities10
Now Devoted
Prompt Action Indicated
To Government Contracts
Following Announcement
On Week-End by Stevenson

Draft of Western Electric's new
license contracts with motion picture producers in this country operating under Bell System sound recording patents, well-known as
Western Electric Sound System,
will be in the hands of said licensees
within the next 10 days, authoritative channels told Film Daily Equipment News last night.
Pacts, which will provide for substantially lower recording fees, will
run to the end of 1954, and will supplant the agreements terminating
some two years from now. Contractual notice that the company
intends to terminate its license contracts with the film producers was
announced on the week-end by T. K.
Stevenson, WE's vice-president.

Emanuel Top Speaker
At Next SMPE Meet
Announcement is made by Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chairman of the
Atlantic Coast Section of SMPE
that at the meeting to be held here
in the Hotel Pennsylvania at 8:30
p.m. on January 21, a paper ''War
Conservation from the Theater Owners Viewpoint" will be presented by
Jay Emanuel, trade paper publisher
and circuit owner.
This meeting is one of a series
being held by the Society for the
{Continued on Page 7)

Well, Half a House
Is Better Than None
Menlo Park, Calif.— Phrase, "half
a house," has taken on a unique
meaning here. To effect a public
improvement, a new highway has
been constructed. But to build the
road necessitated cutting away half
of the local Menlo Theater. Work
is now completed, and the house
has only half its original seating
capacity, it's Co.
operated by the Harvey
Amusement

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
Equipment Editor of THE FILM DAILY

CEW so-called S.O.S. requests have been
' made directly to filmland by the Government. But one such, namely that our exhibitors in every section of the country
save their copper drippings and strippings
in order that this vital metal can be reclaimed for and used in the war effort,
has been issued by the War Production
Board via Chris Dunphy.

regularly the names of those theaters which,
at the Government's call, turn in their
copper drippings and strippings to the
authorized collection points and NOT to
their local junk dealers.

THUS far, early returns show the follow * ing: Reeves, E.'kin, N. C; Princess,
Ayden, N. C; Elder, Siler City, N. C;
This is a signal which MUST be an- Graham, Graham, N. C; Spencer, Spencer,
swered, for there is more at stake than N. C; Palace, New Bern, N. C; Temple,
the conservation of metal. Additionally in Sanford, N. C; Chic, Murphy, N. C. ; Badin,
the balance is the mettle, — the conscience Badin, N. C; Center, Mt. Olive, N. C;
and patriotism, — of our circuits and in- State, Burlington, N. C; Colonial, Tarboro,
dividual stands. Thus far in the war, to N. C; Columbia, Columbia, N. C; Boulevard, Leaksville, N. C; Romina, Forest City,
the industry's everlasting credit, we have
not waited for halyards in the Capital to N. C; Hamont, Fayetteville, N. C; Kehoe,
unfurl directive pennants. In the instance New Bern, N. C; Hollywood, Mebane, N.
of copper drippings and strippings collecRockingham, Reidsville, N. C; Wade's,
tion, it is we who have been asked to C;
Morehead City, N. C; Grand, Leaksville,
serve without first volunteering. Conse- N. C; Paramount, Farmville, N. C; Sunrise,
quently, the industry is on the spot and Southern Pines, N. C; Roosevelt, Flushing,
must do its stuff, which, of course, it is L. I.; Riverside, New York; Stoddard, New
eager to do.
York; Clifton, Clifton, N. J.; Grove, Freeport, L. I.; Plaza, Linden, N. J.; Ascot,
Bronx; Embassy, Port Chester, N. Y.; Valley,
THERE is only one prescribed way whereby
Spring Valley, N. Y.; Fox, Hackensack, N.
' filmland will receive due credit. That J.; Park, Caldwell, N. J.; Dorset, New
way is to turn the drippings and stripoing York; the 50th St., 72nd St., 42nd St., and
in at AUTHORIZED POINTS OF COLLEC- 46th St. Newsreel Theaters, New York;
TION, which are the trade's supply dealers. Freeport, Freeport, L. I.; Mineola, Mineola,
When this is done, the revenue derived L. I.; Regent, Kearny, N. J.; Lowell, Long
will go to war welfare, such as the ap- Beach, L. I.; Laff Movie, New York; Queen
proaching United Nations Drive.
Anne, Bogota, N. J.; Heights, New York;
FILM DAILY EQUIPMENT NEWS be- Stadium, Brooklyn; De Luxe, Bronx; Marine,
lieves that when a theater makes patriotic Brooklyn; Kent, Brooklyn; Gem, Brooklyn;
effort and sacrifice, the least reward should Strand, Summit, N. J.; Washington, Washbe public recognition of its acts. Conseington, N. J.; Strand, Union City, N. J.; and
quently will be published in these columns the Oasis, Wilson, N. Y.

Southern Stands Push Drive
Wil-Kin Gets 1,255 Lbs. Copper Drippings
Atlanta — Southern copper salvage
Filmosound Projector
depots which are Wil-Kin Theater
To Trade After the War
Supply Inc., with offices here and
Chicago — While the newly announced "V" Filmosound 16 mm.
sound-on-film motion picture projector of Bell & Howell is available
now only to the nation's armed
forces, it is indicative of the better
things to {Continued
come from
the 7)company's
on Page

in Charlotte, have received from
Southern theater owners since last
December 15, over 1,255 pounds of
copper drippings with as much as
50 to 75 pounds of drippings coming. ing in from many of the larger
theaters daily at the present writSouthern

exhibitors responded

(.Continued on Page 7)

Have Hit the 90% Mark

Manufacturing facilities devoted
to the supply and active operstion
of the motion picture field as they
existed 13 months ago when the
United States entered the war
against the Axis Powers have now
been converted by more than 90
per cent to fill contracts with the
Government, a check-up during the
New Year holiday week-end discloses.
Rise in conversion over the late
(.Continued on Page 7)

Summer of 1942 is estimated at 5.8
per cent. Many of the firms, it is
reported, are in the 100 per cent
category,, end many are in the
block ranging between 75 and 100
per cent. By far the bulk of manufacturing is for the direct use of
the armed(Continued
services,on Page
the Army
con7)

WPB Clamps Down On
California Theater
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Completion of a
California theater has been forbidden, followins- violation of the War
Production
stop-construction order, itBoard's
is disclosed
here.
The suspension order charges that
Richard J. and Henry Nasser and
Charles Patterson, owners, began
unauthorized consti'uction of a theater building last Summer in Richmond, Calif.
Order prohibits the use of any
material or equipment to continue or
(Continued on Page 7)

Government- Allowed
Theater Is Note Open
Vallejo, Calif. — After a

four-

month delay due to the Government's
construction ban, Ray Syufy's $30,000
Victory Theater here has been comand opened.
It is Syufy's
second pleted
house
in this bustling
Navy
town. Permission to complete the
stand was granted by the Government because work had been started
prior to the restrictions on building.

m
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EQUIPMENT

DAILY

Spraying of Drapes
Imposed In IV. H.
A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre
hensively covering the equipment field, pub
lished every second week except holidays
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.
Ralph VVilk, Bureau
Chief.

WPB (lamps Down Qn
California Theater
(Continued from Page 6)

complete construction, and no application to complete the structure
will be considered for six months,
it is declared. This is believed to be
the first instance of a stop-construction order issued by WPB for violation of its directive on theater building.

Wil-Kin Gets 1,255 Lbs.
Of Drippings In South
(.Continued from Page 6)

with eagerness when the call went
out a few months ago from the
WPB for all theaters to salvage all
copper that they could. The proceeds from this copper salvage is
being sold to a recognized Government metal dealer with the proceeds
going to the American Red Cross,
to aid in work abroad and on the
home front.

Fftu
Filmosound
Projector
To Trade After the War
(Continued from Page 6)

craftsmen when peace is restored,
it is asserted here.
spray stage drapes with a nonThe projector is in every way
inflammable fluid, following minute
typical
of the quality and precision
checkup after the Boston night club
which the film trade naturally asfire. Result has been to shorten
sociates with all B & H products,
drapes some six inches, and exhibs
are dreading the consequences of
organization officials point out, addperiodic spraying.
ing that it is sturdy, easy to operate, and contains every feature
essential to superb projection and
Jay Emanuel Top Speaker film protection.
At Next SMPE Meeting
A new sound head of welded sheet
steel has been substituted for the
(Continued from Page 6)
casting formerly employed, and,
purpose of co-operating with the among many other improvements,
Government's conservation campaign the gear case ventilation has been
and to enable theater owners, man- bettered with the result that oil
agers, and projectionists to get the vapor is now exhausted through the
best possible use of their equipment cooling system to prevent the forunder
mation of oil film on optical comtions. the present unusual condiponents of the projector.
It is the first time in a long period
that a paper has been presented by
Forbes Org. Installs
a theater owner. Emanuel's practical experience in theater operation Equip. In Detroit Stand
during the past 30 years will undoubtedly prove highly valuable
Detroit — One of the last sizeable
and the meeting attract a large at- theater remodeling projects which it
tendance.
has been possible to complete here
has just been installed by Ernie
Folsom to WMC
Forbes Theater Supply at the Colony Theater for Joseph Ellul, who
Rochester — Marion B. Folsom,
treasurer of the Eastman Kodak has just taken over the property.
Installation includes RCA Sound,
Co., has been named to the New
lamps and projectors, and
York State War Manpower Com- Brenkert
rectifiers.
mission.
New Haven — State Police have
ordered all film theaters here to

NEWS

Equipment War Work
Shows Sharp Upswing
(Continued from Page 6)

suming
amount more
than thea considerable
Navy.
No accurate estimates can at present be made of the percentage of
manufactured goods going to Allied
nations on lease-lend.

Baird Motorless Flyer
Cleveland — Tom Baird
Theater Supply Co., is now
of the glider division of
stationed at Fort Bragg,

of Oliver
a member
the army
N. C.

Herschmann Will Head
Cinema Craft's Sales
Max Herschmann, formerly manager of National Screen's special
service department in New York,
has assumed the post of sales manager for the newly organized Cinema Craft, makers of modernistic
slides. New organization has established headquarters at 72 W. 45th St.,
and is now in full operation.

IN TIMES LIKE THESE keeping your
equipment in tip-top condition is
more important than ever! Guard
against a dark house and lost boxoffice bywidecalling
on RCA's NationService Organization
for
periodic
it's
far
bettercheck-ups.
to preventRemember,
breakdowns
than to fix breakdowns !

Durst to Altec Lansing
J. F. Durst, formerly chief sound
engineer of International Projector
Corp., and vice-president of Librascope, Inc., has joined the war production engineering staff of Altec
Altec Service's subLansing sidiaryCorp.,
at Los Angeles.

YES . . . you can
still get a new

AS

Sole Eastern Distributor!, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by: —

WALKER PM SCREEN
at NATIONAL

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California
Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given

ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd St.. New York City
Telephone!: Circle 6-5470-9-471

THEATRE
SERVICE
PHOTOPHONE

Let Ui Enlighten Yen on
Your
Llohtlng
Problem!

CHARLES

Only RCA Theatre Service
Offers You All These Advantages !
• Frequent, scheduled check-ups
• Prompt emergency service
• Sound and projection parts
• RCA Magicote Lens Service
• Laboratory, engineering and manufacturing coordination
• Projection engineering service
• Acoustic engineering service
• Emergency portable sound system
• Emergency parts stocks

NATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY

COMPANY

DIVISION

RCA Ma nuf ocluri ng Company, Inc. , Comdon, N. J.
A Service of the Radio Corporation of Americ
In Canada:

RCA

Victor Company,

Ltd., Montreal
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WARNER URGES POST-WAR PLANNING NOW
Gas Rationing Kills Biz in War-Stranded
Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
=By ANDREW

H. OLDER=

By OTTO WEBER

—WASHINGTON
A LTHOUGH there's been less in the press
** about it lately than about several other
Government agencies and their motion picture activities, the film section of the
Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs is
really doing a job. CIAA has found that
motion pictures are one of the most effective media for the promotion of interAmerican friendship, and are exploiting it
to the full
Many millions of peoples
in our sister republics to the south see
American newsreels each week, edited by
CIAA and equipped with sound tracks in
Spanish and Portuguese. The OWI-WAC
shorts, those produced under CIAA auspices
and others are seen by several hundred
thousand people every month, with a large
number of non-theatrical showings. .. .On
the other side of the ledger, CIAA films
shown in the United States usually reach
more than 150,000 persons weekly. Here
the tabulation is entirely on non-theatrical
16 mm. screenings, which means plenty of
promotion and hard work. Most popular
of the films to date has been "Americans
ALL," which has been seen by more than
800,000 people in this country, about threequarters of them children.

•

Rural Exhibitors in Iowa
Report Drops Up to 50%;
Operators Talk Closing

•

I F you didn't believe this column when
■ we urged conversion of heaters from oil
to coal, just read the papers and see what
Leon Henderson has to say about it— or,
more to the point, ask your local ration

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Des Moines, la. — Exhibitors in
the rural "war stranded" towns in
Iowa have been hit a hard blow
through gasoline rationing with receipts off as much as 50 per cent in
some houses, a survey made by The
Film Daily showed today.
Operators were asked how much
business had dropped off since gas
rationing on Dec. 1 and the reports
ranged from 25 to 50 per cent. The
(Continued on Page 8)

Loew Field Auditors

Authorize Eastman
To Stop Tradeshows
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Complete authority
to cancel tradeshows and exhibits
has been given ODT Director Joseph
B. Eastman, according to a letter
from Ernest J. Kanzler, director
general of WPB operations.
The ODT has already urged cancellation of these functions as a
method of conserving on transportation, and it is likely that Eastman
will crack down with his new powers
if the ODT request is ignored.

Arbitration Budget
To Be Slightly Less

(Continued on Page 2)

Seek Clearance Changes
In the Oranges, N. J.

Zanuck's African Film
For Newsreels Only?

Albany — Listed among 14,000 corporations dissolved by proclamation
of the Secretary of State Michael F.
Walsh, for failure to file reports and
Earnings of 20th-Fox for 1942
taxes for three sucare expected to be even larger than pay corporation
cessive years, are 159 corporations,
had been anticipated by financial the names of which indicate them to
sources. In l'evising their estimates be amusement companies.
upward Wall Street circles look for
Merely the names of the corporaa realization of $5 per share on
tions so dissolved
in al(Continued onare
Pagelisted
6)
(Continued on Page 8)

Don't

Coast

By RALPH
WILKFILM
Bureau
of THE

DAILY

Hollywood — An urgent call to the
industry to meet the greater problems and obligations which the postw a r period
will impose
upon the
screen
was
issued here
yesterday by
Harry M.
Warner,
Warner Bros,
statement
prexy, via ona
the trade
outlook for
the"The
new enoryear.
mous task of

HARRY

M.

WARNER

8)

lies

that

Executive Vice-Pres.

Election of George J. Bonwick as
executive vice-president of Producer Releasing Corp. was announced
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington — Color film shot in yesterday by President O. Henry
A change in the clearance schedules for Orange and East Orange, North Africa by the Army crew Briggs. Briggs also announced the
N. J., is sought by the Courter under Col. Darryl F. Zanuck is now appointment of Arthur Greenblatt,
Amusement Co., Inc., in a demand being blown up to 35 mm. in black vice-president in charge of sales, to
for arbitvation filed in behalf of the and white for 1 elease to newsreels, it the board of directors.
The complete
roster of the board
Ormont Theater, East Orange.
The was learned here yesterday.
(Continued on Page 7)
It ap(Continued on Page 8)
(Coutinued on Page 6)

A LTHOUGH there's not much prospect
^^ of any change in the manpower policy
as far as exchanges and theaters are concerned, we can reveal that there has been
some thought given in official circles to
the possibility of recalling to their jobs
some of the highly skilled technical personnel (Continued
drafted out ofon Hollywood.
Page 2)

West

Bonwick Named PRC

Dissolve 159 Amusement

•

Sees Greater Obligations
Facing Screen in Guiding
Public Thought After War

While the exact figure was with- reconstruction and rehabilitation
temporarily, the arbitration
Loew's field auditing staff, in ses- budget held
(Continued on Page
for 1943 will be slightly less
sion at the Hotel Astor, is ponderthan
the
$300,000
alloted
for
last
ing reduction or elimination of all
possible routine work in both year. This was determined at a
b: anches and theaters to cope with meeting of the budget committee
Attending
the session
the challenge which loss of 800 field yesterday.
(Continued on Page 8)
men to the armed forces and sub-

board. Although we've not been able to
find any overall figures on the matter, we
suspect that this industry has turned in
rather a good record on the matter of
conversion, and will find fewer exhibitors
with cold houses than many people believe.
One reason is that Chris Dunphy had the
foresight to call the turn about eight
months ago, and immediately started issuing
warnings that conversion might be necessary.

•

Towns

Cos.

90% of Concerns Losing Charters from N.Y.
Wall St. Sees 20th-Fox
Common Earning $5

B.O. Cupidity Proves
IV© Match for Cupid!
Portland, Ore. — "Theater Closed
Tonight — Son Getting Married!" read
a large sign on New Year's Day over
the box-office of the local Rio Theater. Manager Walter F. Myrick
hung out the sign so that he could
personally attend the marriage of his
son, 2nd Lieut. Donald F. Myrick,
to Dolores J. Ardies. The groom is
stationed at Camp
fornia.

Roberts in Cali-

w
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Loew Field Auditors
Trim Routine Work

Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)
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Harry Goldberg Holding
Philly, Cleveland Meets
Harry Goldberg, director of advertising and publicity for Warner
Theaters, is in Philadelphia today
to conduct a meeting of theater advertising executives for that territory.
Following the session, Goldberg
leaves to hold a meeting in Cleveland tomorrow. He is due back in
New York on Friday.

look for any action soon
The-WMC is
still being organized, and no move of that
sort will take place for some time, even
if it does go through. Upwards of half a
thousand drafted workers are said to be
critically needed by the studios, and a good
portion of them may be back in Hollywood

•

•

long before the war's over.
THE

mere

fact that a

man

is married

' won't help much in another couple of
months. Most areas are running out of
eligible single men. Even married men
with children will begin to go in considerable numbers before the year is out.
When you add to what the army will take
at least an equal number of workers who
will be shifted to war production you begin
to realize that this manpower problem is
getting more
will continue
the

war

is

rather than less serious — and
to increase
in severity until
won

It

have to be the gals, God

looks

COmiM and GOIflG

(Continued from Page 1)

as

if

it'll

bless 'em!

Sam Eckman Heads New
USO Com. in Great Britain
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., has placed
its entertainment service for our
armed forces on a world-wide basis
with the creation of a new branch
called USO-Camp Shows-ETO (European Theater of Operations), the
activities of which will be centered
in Great Britain. The branch, organized with the co-operation of the
Special Service Division of the U.
S. Army, will gro into action by
sending to Great Britain in the "near
future" a "talent pool" of entertainers and musicians. This pool, according to USO-Camp Shows, will
suffice to provide several traveling
units. Talent will be replenished
periodically by dispatching other entertainment units to the ETO base
of operations. From time to time
these units will be supplemented by
"name" personalities.
USO-Camp Shows announces it
has obtained the volunteer services
of "some of the best-known American theatrical residents of Great
Britain" to direct and administer
the new branch. Sam Eckman, MG-M representative in England, is
Hsted as chairman of the overall
volunteer committee and Teddy
Brown, secretary of American Overseas Artists, as chairman of the talent committee, which includes Ben
Lyon. Bebe Daniels, and Vic Oliver
The British advisory committee will
be headed by George Black, executive head of General Theaters
Corp. and Moss' Empires, Ltd.
William B. Dover of the Hollywood Victory Committee, vicechairman of the Coast talent committee of USO-Camp Shows, will go
to London as executive administrator of the new project.

Edwards, PRC Denver Head

Herschet Stuart Named Rep.
For the USO in Australia

Denver — A. G. Edwards of Denver has been appointed Salt Lake
City manager for Producers Releasing Corp.

Herschel Stuart, former theater
executive in the States who is now
with the Hoyt circuit in Australia,
has been named representative of

sequent influx of new employes
has presented. to efficient service.
Alan Cummings, manager of exchange operations, is in charge of
discussions of routine problems of
the branches; C. K. Stern, assistant
treasurer, is conducting sessions on
financial reports and accounting of
branches, and Harold Cleary, general auditor for Loew's, is in charge
of theater auditing.
Augmenting the auditor attendis a corps brought
of the company's
office ancemanagers
in from
representative branches around the
country to assist in the work of reducing the work necessary to carry
changes.
on the business of M-G-M's exAt the conclusion of the meetings
Friday, the auditors will receive
their aries
1943
and itinerfor theassignments
year.
Auditors here for the meeting are Parke
Agnew. Leon Algranti, John Ash, Joseph Collard (Canada). Tom Grady. Alvin W. Gross,
William Marsh. Nat Rochlin. Ben Spritzer,
Arthur Sterling, Edward Urschel and Ben
Wolf. Representing the branches are office
managers Gil Becker, Detroit; Jimmy Gilland.
Charlotte; Joe Kronman. Washington; Marion
Ryan, Buffalo; Sidney Stockton, Albany; Joe
McMahon. Milwaukee; Doug Peck, New
York; and Joseph M. Cummings, assistant
office manager at Boston.
Also attending the sessions is Charles Fogle.
field rep. of J. S. MacLeod, exchange maintenance manager for Loew's.

240 Out of 277 Jersey
Theaters Backing UNW

MAX MILDER, Warners' British exec., arrived yesterday from London, to remain up to
four weeks.
COL. JASON S. JOY of 20th-Fox is en route
to New York from the studios.
end.
JULES LEVEY treks Westward next weekROY H. HAINES, Warners' Eastern sales!
ager, is in Boston
conferring with
Norma
Ayers, district manager
there.
Tomorrow
the
two will leave for C!oversville
and Buffalo.
PHIL ENGEL. New England publicity rep.
for Warners, is visiting Providence, New Bedford and Fall River on the matter of forthcoming releases of the company.
JACK L. WARNER, executive producer for
Warners, goes to Washington this week from
New York to confer with Rep. Will Rogers, Jr.,
regarding the late Will Rogers' iife story soon
to be placed in production by Warners.
FRANK N. PHELPS, labor contact for Warner Theaters, left yesterday for Utica and other
upstate points. He is expected back in New
York tomorrow.
A. L. BERMAN, Eddie Cantor's adviser, departs for Hollywood on Friday for conferences
with the comedian.
LOWELL MELLETT, OWI
is due here today for one

motion picture chief,
day.

MONROE CREENTHAL, WPB motion picture
specialist, has gone to Akron, O.. to show
rubber
manufacturers
films on rubber.
D. HOPPER, chief of WPB motion
the HAROLD
day.
oicture section, is here from Washington for

Court Reserves Decision
In Pathe-duPont Action

Federal Judge John W. Clancy
yesterday reserved decision on an
application of Pathe Laboratories,
Inc., to hold in contempt of court
officials of the duPont Film Manufacturing Corp. for allegedly refusing to permit inspection of its
books and records by Pathe accountants. An order of Judge Simon H.
Rifkind had directed the inspection
in connection with Pathe's $610,000
damage suit charging breach of a
cost-plus contract for the sale of raw
over a 14-month period beginGuest speakers include the Hon. stock ning
Oct. 1, 1936.
Sylwin Strakacz, Polish Consul GenLouis Nizer, counsel for Pathe,
eral; W. F. Rodgers, Francis S. Har- told the court that duPont had demon, Sam Rinzler, Fred Schwartz.
liberately violated the inspection orLeonard Goldenson, Harry Mandel
and Bamberger.
der by arbitrarily excluding Richard
Mason, an accountant who had been
St. Louis — Edward L. Alperson sent by the plaintiff to look over the
todav completes a 10,985-mile tour defendant's books. He charged du
of the country in the interest of Pont's action was part of an obstruction scheme devised to delay the
United Nations Week. The national
campaign chairman will meet today proceedings.
with exhibitors in this area at the
Coronado Hotel and returns to New
York tomorrow.

Theaters in the New Jersey territory have gone over the top on the
United Nations Week, Leon Bamberger, national campaign director,
announced yesterday. Out of a possible 277 theaters, pledges from 240
theaters have been obtained by
Chairmen Harry Lowenstein and Don
Jacocks, with the assistance of Bob
Paskow. Balance of the theaters is
expected to be brought in before
today's
at the RKO Proctor
Theeter meeting
in Newark.

Eastman's $2,586,000
Wage Dividend Mar. 12
Rochester — March 12 is the date
set for thousands of Eastman Kodak
employes
gret their firm's $2,586,000 waae todividend.
the overseas operations of USOCamp Shows down under. It also
is announced that Sam Weisbord
will devote his full time to the post
of co-ordinator of all overseas entertainment.
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Fitzgibbons Outlines
Canadian Pix Outlook

Detroit Censor Cuts

Montreal — The outlook in the film
industry in Canada as it enters the
New York is reviewed, in part, as
follows by J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Ltd.:
"In the Canadian people's all-out
war effort only those industries
which can justify their existence in
a war economy
survive. Motion
pictures are definitely a key industry because
the morale of a
people is a mighty
force vital to all
for the production of the material necessary
for war and because proper relaxation will make
the work hours of
all peoples more
J. J. FITZGIBBONS
productive.
"M o t i o n pictures are, happily, not only a stimulus but an art that is shared by all
peoples and the images on the screen

Detroit — Indie producers were
blamed for a lower current standard of film production by Lieut.
Charles W. Snyder, police censor,
in a statement to The Film Daily,
in summarizing his work for 19A9Snyder rejected three times as
films in 1942 as the previous
and eliminated more than twice as
much footage in films ultimately
passed, despite a drop of 12 per cent
in total footage reviewed.
"It, was necessary to make only
two eliminations on major product
this year, and they were each less
than 30 feet, one in a feature, and
one in a short," said the censor.
Summary of Snyder's work for
the year shows a sharp drop in total
footage, chiefly caused by the loss
of foreign films. Mexican, Polish,
Spanish, Hungarian, and Jewish
films totally disappeared. French
films dropped heavily, while Russians about held their own. German films, while dropping 60 per
cent, had a 3 to 1 lead over other
foreigns. These represented mostly
operas and musicals produced before the war — in some cases, many
years before, and chiefly brought
here to supply the Adlon Theater,
German language house which ran
up until last Summer.
65
27
592
Summary follows:

and the reproduction of voices and music
through the medium of sound transmission
has an impact on the listener that plays upon
the whole scale of human emotions.
"The Canadian motion picture war services committee has earned the recognition
of the Canadian Government through the assistance given the Bond sale drives in which
Famous Players and many other theaters
turned over for Bond purchases the entire
receipts of at least one week in each theater. Aside from the subscriptions made
by the theaters the Canadian motion picture
distributors subscribed for $750,000 worth
of Bonds in the last drive.
Theaters
Given Free
"Famous Players and many other theater
owners donated without charge the use of
theaters for meetings and shows to be held
for the sale of Bonds. It is interesting to
note that the majority of personalities featured on Victory Loan broadcasts were film
stars, all of whom came to Canada to give
their services without fee.
"Famous Players have supported and given the- free use of their theaters in a Coastto-Coast campaign to launch the Air Cadet
League of Canada. At present we have
turned over without charge to the Canadian
Army the use of one of our theaters to produce the coming army show under the direction of Jack Arthur whose services have
been loaned to the War Department by
Famous Players.
Helping Salvage Campaign
"We expect to be most helpful in the salvage campaigns, particularly for fats which
are so urgently needed now, and for scrap
material such as metal and rubber.
"We know our whole industry will continue to make its fine contribution in its reflection and furtherance of the way of life
we have all enjoyed and which the flower of
our men and women are at this moment
fighting to save. Famous Players has dedicated without reservation our properties, our
manpower and our ability, not only to community service, but to the whole-hearted and
full support of our Government executives in
the war effort."

WEDDING

BELLS

Atlanta — Married here quietly on
New Year's Eve, E. E. Whitaker,
general manager of Lucas & Jenkins theaters, and Vella Warren are
honeymooning in the Deep South.

r

Mostly in Indie Pix
T

▼
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A Pre- Yule "Log"
• • • JUST before the holiday season. Colonel Darryl F. Zanuck
returned to our shores from North Africa, and, being as meticulous a
soldier as he was a civilian, brought back with him his "log" of AEF
landings and subsequent operations in that theater of war
Phil M.
wishes that rubber type were a fact, so that the Colonel's personal
experiences could be set down here in extenso
They are, of course,
stirring close-ups
But, more than that, they possess the power and
drama which we have come, over the years, to associate with the name
of Zanuck
Here are excerpts touching upon the engagement on the
afternoon of the day Lieut. Gen. Dwight Eisenhower's expedition put into
Algiers harbor:
▼
T
T
• •
• "WE are about 20 minutes from Algiers when the first
alarm is flashed over our radio— 'Nazi planes ahead'
We circle
in the clouds
Sometimes it is so foggy we lose sight of our escort
/ look frequently at my parachute and my escape kit
/
wonder if the letter I have in Arabic, signed by the President, will
work in case we have to bail out
/ mentally rehearse the directions given in the escape kit
Suddenly we come out of the clouds
We are over Algiers
We are ready to fight,— all the crew
at battle stations, portholes open, fingers on triggers
Below, all
appears calm and peaceful
Then out of a porthole gun I notice
peculiar puffs of black smoke in the sky nearby
Then more of
the same
Then I see the flash of ack-ack
Every fifth shell
is a colored tracer and they make a beautiful sight
Suddenly
planes sweep by to our left, followed by more black puffs, some quite
close to our ship
It dawns on me that our ships are being bombed
from the air
We are flying high to avoid the ack-ack
We
circle the Maison Blanche Airport several times and start down
We land with a thud and tumble out of the plane
▼

▼

T

• •
•
"ALL hell has suddenly broken loose on every side
Anti-aircraft guns are blazing away all around us
Our Spitfires
rise to the attack
Dogfights fill the air
We are standing like
idiots watching it
A 'Spit' gets on the tail of a Junkers 88 right
over us
Black smoke pours from the engine of the Nazi plane
The crowd on the field lets out a spontaneous cheer, — we cheer, too
Suddenly another Nazi plane lets go its load above us
We actually
see and hear the bombs coming down toward us
We throw ourselves flat
Three bombs
land 50 yards away
No one is
hurt
Someone yells a warning
A Nazi plane is diving on
the field ...... I duck under the wing of our Fortress and flatten out
alongside the huge rubber wheel, — a rather silly gesture
What fools
we are, — watching an air attack from the very airport that is being attacked Planes now come at us from all directions
It is difficult to tell which are ours and which are the enemy's
A Nazi
trailing black smoke with one motor gone dives over our heads, a 'Spit'
hot on its tail
We open fire on it
It is suddenly getting dark
The air is filled with tracer bullets
It looks like a Fourth of
July fireworks display
A Nazi plane crashes nearby
Another
explodes in the air and drifts downward
We finally have enough
sense to run off the field and into a slit trench, and one by one the Nazi
planes disappear
We have beaten them
We have seized and
hold the airport"
•

•

•

AVENGE

T
PEARL

▼
HARBOR!

▼

1941

Total footage reviewed...
4,629,000
1942497
Total features
Total shorts
Total foreign film;
Total films (features and
502
shorts) rejected
Total number
of eliminations
14
Total footage eliminated .
Footage
Breakdown
of
Foreign Films:
German
Russian
Mexican .
French . .
Polish . .
Hungarian
Spanish
Total Foreign
Jewish

4,363
131,000
44,000
0
0
0
6,0000
0
181.000

Col. Paid Hall $151,208

5,387,000
Not

323

available
2,089
327,000
48,000
30,000
29,000
20,000
10.000
476.000
6,000
6,000

Alexander Hall, director, received
$151,208 from Columbia in 1942, according to information issued by the
SEC. That was $5,608 more than
Harry Cohn, head of the company,
collected. Samuel Bischoff, producer
250.
for the company, pulled down $112,-

STORKS
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Storin of
Springfield, Mass., announce the
birth of a son, Matthew 3d, at Mercy
Hospital there. Father is public redirector for Edward J. Carroll lations
enterprises.
Binghamton, N. Y. — A son, Michael, was born to Tom Walsh, disaters. trict manager of Comerford The-

'YAW
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"Hitler's Children"
with Tim Holt, Bonita Granville
RKO-Edward Golden
83 Mins.
TREMENDOUS GROSSES HELD CERTAIN FOR THIS DRAMATIC THUNDERBOLT ABOUT NAZI GERMANY.
"V|)T^ finer film transcription of the Gregor
'v^mer book, "Education for Death," could
scarcely have been conceived. RKO Radio
has seized upon the material with fierce
determination and moulded it into a devastating dramatic document that tears at the
emotions in telling with a priceless eloquence the tragedy of youthful German
minds systematically poisoned by the Nazi
virus. This is an uncompromising film that
wields a power beyond anything the studio
has been able to deliver in ages. It is a
production which should punch its way to
tremendous grosses.
Easily one of the most satisfying films
about the Nazis to come out of Hollywood,
"Hitler's Children" does a vivid job of detailing the violation of trust against the
youth of Germany of which Hitler has been
guilty. That a nation's young could be
sold so heartlessly "down the river" will
plunge audiences to the depth of anger.
Absorbing and gripping beyond words, this
is a tremendously moving film with some
pretty harrowing moments. Time and again
the stirring story brings a lump to the
throat, and there are several scenes so
tender that women will find them more
than they can bear.

with Ann
Sothern, Melvyn
Douglas
M-G M
89 Mins.
EXHIBITORS SHOULD OBTAIN FAIR
BOX-OFFICE RESULTS WITH THIS SOPHISTICATED COMEDY.

Julia"

"Three Hearts for Julia" is a crisp production the appeal of which is directed
most strongly at sophisticated audiences.
Just how audiences in the neighborhoods
will take to the film is a matter for
speculation. Thanks to a good cast the
picture is able to hurdle many rough spots
and reach the finish line a much better
production than the material deserves.
Melvyn Douglas leads the players in putting the film in the asset column. Sturdily
behind him are Ann Sothern, Lee Bowman,
Richard Ainley, Felix Bressart, Marta Linden, Reginald Owen.
John W. Considine, Jr., has produced
the film with plenty of gloss, and the direction of Richard Thorpe keeps the story
moving along nicely. The director has
done a good job of bringing out the froth
and accentuating the humor of the yarn,
which is a concoction by Lionel Houser.
His actors have responded beautifully to
his direction.

Douglas impersonates a newspaper correspondent whose bouncing all over the
map has placed him in risk of losing his
"Hitler's Children" expounds its theme wife (Miss Sothern). In substance the
by showing the effect of the Nazi teaching
on two young lives. One is a German boy story has to do with his battle to hold on
to her in the face of competition from two
born in America; the other, an American
girl of German descent. The girl, a student sources. The rivals, Lee Bowman and
at an American school in Berlin, openly Richard Ainley, have ingratiated themselves
expresses her contempt for the Nazi way with her by encouraging her career as a
of life. Because of his Nazism the boy is violinist with a symphony orchestra. Douglas attempts several psychological apdespised by the girl, with whom he is in
proaches to the problem. He is rewarded
love. Becoming a member of the Gestapo,
the youth finds himself torn between duty in the end when Miss Sothern is unable
and his feelings for the girl. Several times to resist his vigorous manly quality. The
he is forced to execute orders detrimental waiting game the woman plays with her
to her welfare. The girl gets into trouble husband is productive of numerous smart
with the Gestapo, is confined to a labor lines and humorous situations. Although
camp, escapes and is recaptured. The lad the outcome is never in doubt, the picture
is able to retain the interest most of the
himself becomes a victim of the Nazi vil- way.
lainy when his finer nature asserts itself
A word of thanks goes to the art direcat the sight of his loved one's being tortion of Cedric Gibbons and the photogratured. The lovers are killed by the Nazis at
phy of George
Folsey.
their trial following an outburst by the
CAST: Ann Sothern, Melvyn Douglas,
lad against the evil of Nazism.
As the lovers Tim Holt and Bonita Gran- Lee Bowman, Richard Ainley, Felix Bressart, Marta Linden, Reginald Owen, Maville do their finest work to date. They
rietta Canty.
handle difficult dramatic roles with an
CREDITS: Producer, John W. Considine,
ease worthy of veteran performers. Holt
negotiates the change in character very Jr.; Director, Richard Thorpe; Screenplay,
conv ncingly. The players surrounding Holt Lionel Houser; Based on story by Lionel
and Miss Granville leave nothing to be de- Houser; Cameraman, George Folsey; Musical Score, Herbert Stothart; Art Director,
sired. Superlative indeed are the performances of Kent Smith, Otto Kruger, H. Cedric Gibbons; Film Editor, Irvine WarB. Warner,
Lloyd Corrigan, Hans Conreid. burton.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Producer Edward A. Golden never has
had his name attached to a more creditable Good.
production. Edward Dmytryk did a smashing job of direction, while Emmet Lavery
covered himself with glory in putting the
Ziemer book into screenplay form. There
is superior photography by Russell Metty
and a fine musical score by Roy Webb.
CAST: Tim Holt, Bonita Granville, Kent
Sm th, Otto Kruger, H. B. Warner, Lloyd
Corrigan, Erford Gage, Hans Conreid, Gavin
Muir, Nancy Gates.
CREDITS:
Producer,
Edward
A. Golden;

"Eyes of the

"Three Hearts for

Associate Producer, Robert S. Golden; Director, Edward Dmytryk; Screenplay, Emmet
Lavery; Based on book by Gregor Ziemer;
Musical Score, Roy Webb; Musical Direction, C. Bakaleinikoff ; Cameraman, Russell
Metty; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker;
Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Carroll
Clark; Film Editor, Joseph Noriega.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Superb.

with

Richard Dix, Lon Chaney,
Wendy
Barrie
Universal
61 Mins.
GOOD POP MELLER WELL SUITED TO
STANDS VENDING THIS TYPE OF THRILL
ENTERTAINMENT.
Although following a familiar story pattern,— the police chief who is ousted from
his post, but finally brings his quarry to
justice — , this melodrama has a sufficient
number of human interest twists to carry
a fresh appeal. Richard Dix has the leading
male role, and is neatly supported by Lon
Chaney, his worshipping aid on the force,
and the attractive Wendy Barrie, alert
secretary in the department who is in love
with Dix and devoted to his young son,
Billy Lee.
Of course, the town has a crime wave
in the form of auto stealing, and Police
Chief Dix aims at smashing the ring. Shortly after the drive has begun, Marc Lawrence, one of the gang, is apprehended.
This ex-con faces Dix alone and threatens

Underworld"

to disclose the latter's past, — his serving a
term in prison for the theft of funds from
a bank wherein he was once a teller.
Dix subsequently resigns, to the consternation of the municipality's political leaders and common citizens. But aided by
Chaney, as well as the efforts of Don
Porter, Dix, after breaking jail, lands the
gang leaders and wins back respectability,
along with the hand of the adoring Miss
Barrie. There is a good climax via the gun
battle in the garage lair of the mob, and
the scene which shows Chaney giving one
of the gangsters the so-called third degree
in order to obtain the location of the hideout is exciting stuff.
The triangle of Dix-Barrie-Porter presents neat romantic suspense. Roy Neill
gets a lot out of the script from the distandpoint. George Robinson's
cameraworkrectorial
is solid.
CAST: Richard Dix, Wendy Barrie, Lon
Chaney, Lloyd Corrigan, Don Porter, Billy
Lee, Marc Lawrence, Edward Pawley, Joseph Crehan, Wade Boteler, Gaylord Pendleton, Mike Raffetto.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;
Director, Roy William Neill; Author, Maxwell Shane; Screenplay, Michael L. Simmons, Arthur Strawn; Cameraman, George
Robinson; Art Director, George Otterson;
Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown; Musical
Director, H. Jj Salter.
DIRECTION, Good. PPHOTOGRAPHY,
Solid.

Chi. Theater Man Missing
In Army Training Flight

*

SHORTS

*

"Army Chaplain"
(This Is America)
RKO
19 mins.
First-Rate
This short is a stirring tribute to
the Army chaplain. RKO has done
the job supeibly, never losing sight
of the dignity of the subject. The
footage, every inch of which is thoroughly absorbing, shows the nation's army chaplains in training and
in action. The heroic proportions
of the job the men of God perform
in our armed forces are made startlingly evident. Daily they court
death or maiming on the battlefield
to provide spiritual food for the
men who man the guns. "Army
Chaplain" offers material never
touched upon before. Edward Montagne supplied good direction from
a script by Phil Reisman, Jr. The
picture, narrated by Raymond Morgan,
a fineRapee.
musical accompanimenthasby Erno
"Horses! Horses! Horses!"
(Sports Parade)
Warner
First-Rate
10 Mins.
Interest runs high in this short
dealing with the making of a bareback rider. Photographed in lovely Technicolor in a Southern California setting, the short shows how
it's done via a number of eye-catchingmentsequestriennes.
of excitement There
as the are
girlsmogo
through their paces. The film also devotes time to the training of the circus horses on which the gals perform. This is tops of its kind.
"Eleventh Hour"
Paramount
8l/z Mins.
Just Fair
Superman moves his adventures
to Tokyo where he wrecks ships before they are ready for launching.
There is the rescue of Lois Lane, the
newspaper girl who, with Clark
Kent, is a prisoner in Japan. But
Kent, as Superman, does some nocturnal sabotaging much to the pain
of the Japs. Short probably will appeal to the Superman fans.

t
Loew's
Over
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Salary
Lamarr
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Hollywood — Charging that Loew's,
Chicago — The War Department Inc.,
has failed to increase her salary to $2,000 a week for the period
notified the parents of Norman PearNortownin of' September 30, 1942 to September
K'smissing
of B & is
son, formerly
Theater,
that Pearson
30, 1943 as provided for her in her
an aviation training flight.
contract, Hedy Lemarr has filed suit
in Superior Court asking for abrogation of her agreement.
Kranz Joins Goldberg
She states the studio contends the
Cleveland — Charles Kranz, for
new Government salary edict gives
many years with UA as branch man- it the right to cut her salary to
ager in Cleveland and as district
$1,500 a week plus any additional
manager with headquarters in Wash- sum needed to bring her income up
ington, has joined Lee Goldberg,
PRC franchise owner, as sales man- to $25,000 net for 1943 calendar
ager, effective Jan. 11.

year.
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654
554

1942's N. Y. Stock and Bond Sales
1554
1054
754

11/4

New York Stock Market
Sales in19421942: 3,835,100
1454
1454

A
A & K Amusement Corp. ; Ajax Theaters,
Inc. ; Alim Theater Corp. ; Alto Theaters Co.,
Inc. ; Ambassador Film Distributors of New
York, Inc. ; American Features, Inc. ; American Music Hall, Inc.; American Plays
Association, Inc. ; Anchor Pictures Corporation ; Arcturus Pictures Corporation ; Arden
Theaters, Inc. ; Ardmore Pictures Corp. ;
Art Amusement Corp. ; Art Theaters, Inc. ;
Artco Theaters Corp. ; Associated Orchestra
of America, Inc.
B
B. B. C. Theater Corp.; Ballad Theater,
Inc., Barbara Amusement Co., Inc. ; Black
Forest Village Amusements Corp. ; Blossom
Heath Amusement Corp. ; Boston Road
Amusement Corp. ; Bronx Montre Theater
Corp.
C
Charme Amusement Corp. ; Chimes Amusement Corp. ; Cinema- Arts, Inc. ; Codel Theaters, Inc. ; Colonial Opera Association, Inc. ;
Consolidated Theater Arts Institute, Inc. ;
Continental Play Corporation ; Coronet Pictures, Inc. ; Current Theater, Inc.
D
Dorsey
Orchestras, Inc.; Du World
Picturts, Inc. ; Dublin Amusement
Corp.
E
Eagle Theater Corp. ; East Side Vaudeville
Corp. ; Eastern States Amusement Corp. ;
Eastern Television Corp. ; Eastman Features,
Inc. ; Edbert Theatrical Corp. ; Elison Pictures, Inc. ; Elm Theater Corp. ; Elmira Entertainments, Inc. ; Enterprising Amusement
Corp. ; Entertainment Corp. of America ;
Essex Amusement Corp. ; European News
and Film Co., Inc. ; Evand Productions,
Inc. ; Export Broadcasting Service, Inc.
F
Factographic Film Corp. ; Fielwol Amusement Corp. ; Film Featurettes, Inc. ; FilmFeaturettes, Inc. ; Film-File. Inc. ; Filomatic Corp. of America ; Filtone Pictures
Corp. ; Foreign Features, Inc. ; Frank-Lynn
Film Co., Inc.; Fred-Jay Amusements, Inc.
G
—
G. & P. Amusement Corp. ; Gay Amusement Co., Inc.; Glenwood Pictures, Inc.;
Globe Theater Prods., Ltd.; Gotham Grand
Opera Co., Inc. ; Grafton Amusement Enterprises, Inc. ; Greene Theaters, Inc.
H
Harvic Amusement Corp. ; Hermes Film
Producing Co., Inc. ; Highland Theater Corp. ;
Hoith Theater Corp. ; Howard Amusement
Co., Inc.
I
I. C. I. Cinema
Industries, Inc. ; Idento

Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori
Hartford, Conn. — John P. Shea,
former
Warner
Strand usher here,
has been killed in action,
teffa^ the Navy Department has
(B£2;> advised his father, John P.
If*— '^ Shea.
She was a seaman,
second class.

Stock and Dividends
American
Seating Co. $1.00
Columbia Pictures $.50
Columbia Pictures pfd. $2.75
Consolidated
Film
Industries
,
Consolidated Film Industries pfd. $1.00 (a).,
Eastman Kodak $5.00
Eastman Kodak pfd. $6.00 (b)
General Precision Equipment $1.00
Loew's, Inc. $2.00 (c)
,
Paramount
Pictures $1.20
Paramount 1st pfd. $6.00
Radio-Keith
Orpheum
Radio-Keith Orpheum pfd
20th Century-Fox
$1.25
20th Century-Fox
pfd. $1.50
Universal Pictures 1st pfd. $8.00 (a)
,
Warner
Bros. Pictures
Warner Bros. pfd. $3.85 (a-b)
TOTAL

High
54

Sales
34,700
119,400

1454
15154
35
46 54
9
54J4
123J4
180
1754
2654

18,200
8,500
23,900
109,400
136,600
61,300
162,800
672,500

16

26,700
134,800

8054
854

486,500
7,600
66,900
284,000
907,300
474,000

169
254
&%

154

3,835,100

154

Date
12-16
10-27
10-19
11-17
1-8
12-19
12-15
11-7
11-2
10-8
12-17
10-8
10-31
12-8
12-29
12-18

Low
1054
1154
24
108754
Vt
7
454
19J4
170
100J4
34-5*
37

Date
4-14
1-2
1-8
4-24
3-28
5-7
3-11
4-24
4-23
1-2
4-23
6-4

2

4-30

147

4-27
5-14
1-2

65

11-2

154

10-6

Last
3054
1654
17854
14954

High

Rate

Sales
34,300
144,700

Date

10,300
124,300
34,100
92,300

+
+
+
+

46
26
8054
169
8
654
154

Low
6
16 254

129554
38J4
28
10
1654

5554

254
954 —
54 "Vt
754
654
754
754

+ 1/32'
+ 254
— 54

1054
Last

Date

17
Net+ Change
+ 12

254

2
5

154

133154
654

77
162
24

11 54

1941 53
1454
Low

3054
11
5/16
1

+1/16
+ 154
+ 2%

5/32

High

%

+ 3/16
3/16
2

H
54

47

1942

Bonds
Paramount Broadway 3s '55 ct
Paramount Pictures 4s '56
Warner
Bros. 6s '48
TOTAL

Sales
$ 415,000
2,726,000
2,324,000
$5,465,000

(a) Exchange.
Accumulated
Curb

in 1942;

paid or declared

H

254
1154
354
5

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1941
High
14554
954
3954
1654
354
654
11554
11
18254
.

+ 654

+

13/32
1454
11854
354
5354

Vs
47
New York Bond Market Sales in 1942:
$5,465,000

dividends

954

54

5 54
1/16
25

5/16

69,000
6,900
515,900

TOTAL

1942
Low

Net Change
+ 654

New York Curb Market Sales in 6541942: 515,900
Stocks and Dividend
Monogram
Pictures (d) . .
R-K-O
opt. war. (d)
Sentry Safety Control (d)
Sonotone $.20 (d)
Technicolor
$.25
Trans-Lux
(d)
Universal Corp. vtc. (d) .
Universal Pictures (d) . . .

2154

1654
2854

2-13

{Continued from Page 1)

phabetical order, not the addresses,
but as nearly 90 per centum of all
new corporations are formed in the
Greater New York area, it is safe
to assume that the same ratio will
hold true for dissolutions.
Any corporation listed as dissolved
may proceed to annul its dissolution,
at any time within three months
from Dec. 15, through the payment
of its back corporate taxes, penalties and interest charges, and a fee
of $50 for the filing of a certificate
of reinstatement.
If such listing is through error,
companies can on proper application, be reinstated without payment
of any fee.
List of dissolved amusement corporations follows:

454

7V$
154
1054

(b)

High
71
101
103J4

Date Lozo
10-26
585454
12-30
9854
12-24 95

Unit of trading 10 shares;
54

Date
2-13
4-14
1-2

1-2'

Last Net+21
Change
6754
+ 154
954
101
+
103
+ 754

Frances Fenton Joins Metro

100% Holdovers for YDD

Frances Fenton has joined the
Metro home office publicity department. She previously was associated with Life Magazine in Hollywood and New York. Gertrude
Gelbin has resigned from the department to do free-lance writing.

"Yankee Doodle Dandy" has been
held over in all of the first openings
at popular prices, with indications
that the picture will be a 100 per
cent holdover right down the line,
it was stated by Warners yesterday.

High
54
10054
6054

Low
9854
52

97

(c) Also extra or extras;

X-ray Film Corp. ; Imperial Theater Corp. ; Amusements, Inc. ; Randall Avenue Theater
Inter-Globe Pictures Corp. ; International Corp. ; Rapp's Entertainment Bureau, Inc. ;
Amusement
Corp. ; International Cinemart Raytone Safety Film Corp. ; Rochelle TheCorp.
aters, Inc. ; Rogers Pictures, Inc. ; The
J
Rojo Amusement Corp. ; Rumster Musical
J. & S. Theatrical Enterprises, Inc. ; Jacar Bureau, Inc.
S
Theaters, Inc. ; Jaht Theaters Corp. ; Jewish
Cinema Guild, Inc. ; Joan of Arc Pictures,
Inc.
S. & M. Amusement Corp. ; Sag Theaters,
Inc. ; Samaitch Theater Corp. ; Samfred TheK
aters, Inc. ; Saratoga Players, Inc. ; Screen
Kalbir Amusement Co., Inc. ; Kayart The- Test Pre-Views, Ltd. ; Seeley Productions,
aters Corp. ; Kayel Theater Corp. ; Kraumor
Inc.;
Show-Pal Players, Inc.; Slide- Film
Amusement Corp. ; Kreisler Sound Equip- Color Corp.
; Soto Theaters Corp. ; Sponment, Inc.
sored
Films, Inc. ; Streamline Theater Corp.
L
T
L. & L. Amusement Co., Inc.; Langroth
T. Z. R. Amusement Corp. ; Talent Produc
Amusement Enterprises, Inc. ; Levjac Amusement Corp. ; Lina Picture Corp. ; Lott The- tions, Inc. ; Telefield Amusement Corp. ;
aters Corp. ; Loudys Amusement Corp. ; Lyric
Theater
Corp. ; Corp.
Termic
Theatrica'
Grand Opera Co., Inc. ; Lyrics Corp. of Terrylee
Corp. ; Teva
Amusement
; Theater
ReAmerica.
search, Inc. ; Thesium Amusement Corp. ;
M
Timely Pictures, Inc. ; Top Amusemen
Macoma Theater Corp. ; Magnet Pictures, Corp. ; Torris Amusement Company, Inc. ;
Inc.; Marjel Amusement Co., Inc.; Mc- Transatlantic Pictures Corp. ; Travers, VinKinley Square Theater, Inc. ; Midwestern
cent, Orchestras, Inc. ; Tri-View Pictures.
Amusement Co., Inc.; Monard Theater Corp., Inc. ; Tri-View Pictures Sales Corp. ; Truarl
Inc. ; Morrison, Amusement Co., Inc. ; Mozel Film Corp. ; Tudor Films, Inc. ; Third Di
Broche Amusement Corp. ; Murgin Theaters, mension Pictures, Inc. ; The 55th Stree.
Inc.
Playhouse,
Inc.
N
U
Negro Guild Theater, Inc.
United
Motion
Picture Industries, Ltd.
P
V
Penn Newsreel Theater, Inc. ; Pilgrim
V. T. Amusement Corp. ; Variety Music
Picture Corp. ; Pinnacle Amusements, Inc. ; Publishers,
Inc.
Pioneer Scenic Studios, Inc. ; Plantation
W
Amusement Corp. ; Plaza Amusement Corp. ;
Proven
Pictures, Inc.
W. & J. Amusement Corp. ; Walch Film
Corp. ; Waldorf Theaters, Ltd. ; Wilmo
Enterprises, Inc.
R.
W.
Amusement
Co.,
Inc. ; Ranch Amusement

1941

92

(d) Fully listed on N. Y.

Zanuck's African Film
For Newsreels Only?
(Continued from Page 1)

pears unlikely that the general public will get to see much more of
the footage than what will be released to the newsreels, according to
the present plans.
A good deal of the cleared material will probably be put together
for piojection in Army camps, for
both instructional and morale purposes, The Film Daily was told by
Col. Kirke Lawson, Signal Corps
motion picture head, and OWI motion picture chief, Lowell Mellett.
There is a definite understanding
that the Army will make no move
toward public release of this material, aside from the newsreel clips,
wthout prior approval, by the OWI,
said Mellett, and Col. Lawson later
said the matter is entirely up to
Mellett. The OWI chief says he has
"no plans of that kind."

Lynch Prices for Copper Yields
Philadelphia— M-G-M's Bob Lynch,
WAC salvage chairman in this area,
is offering $100 in awards to the
three theaters registering the biggest yields of copper. Prizes will
be split into $50, $30 and $20
tions.
amounts, depending on the collec-
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Nine Pix Starling
In (oast Studios
West

Coast

Bureau
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When Uncle Sammy Decides To Award "E" Flags
To Families, — the Comerfords Are Eligible
DAILY

Hollywood — Bounding back after
the usual holiday lull, studios this
week will send nine new pix before
the cameras, making 38 shooting.
lVi)]e check-up:
Vi At Columbia:
Four shooting.
At M-G-M : Ten shooting, including, "Girl
Crazy," a musical, co-starring Mickey Rooney
and Judy Garland, with Tommy Dorsey and
his orchestra, under the direction of Busby
Berkeley, and Arthur Freed producing ; and
"Faculty Row," comedy-drama teaming Herbert Marshall, Mary Astor and Susan Peters,
under the direction of Jules Dassin, and Robert Sisk producing.
At Monogram: One shooting, King Bros.
"No Escape," drama, with Dean Jagger, John
Carradine, Frances Farmer, Bill Henry playing the leading roles. Harold Young directing.
At Paramount: Five shooting, including
"Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid," with Jimmy
Lydon, Charlie Smith, Diana Lynne, Olive
Blakeney.
Hugh Bennett directing.
At PRC : Two shooting, Alexander Stern
Production, "The Ghost and the Guest,"
from a Milt Gross story, with William Nigh
directing; and S. & N. Production, "Submarine Raiders," directed by Sam Newfield.
At RKO-Radio:
One shooting.
At Republic:
Three shooting, including

Scranton — The Comerfords are well represented in the U. S. Armed Forces.
Already in service are Thomas J. Comerford, son of circuit exec. Thomas
Comerford, as well as Ensign Thomas Comerford, son of M. B. Comerford, circuit's former general manager. Thomas J. Comerford is with the Marines in
Florida while Ensign Comerford is serving with the Navy overseas. Michael
Comerford, brother of Ensign Comerford, recently graduated from Notre Dame
University and soon will start training to be an Ensign. Joseph Comerford, son
of Dr. J. F. Comerford, reported to Chicago Dec. 31 to begin training for a
He also graduated recently from Notre Dame.
Navy commission.

"The Purple V," a mystery melodrama, with
John Archer, Mary McLeod, Walter Sande,
Peter Lawford, William Vaughn, Lester
Scharf and Ludwig Hart. George Sherman
producing and directing; and "Tahiti Honey,"
a musical with Dennis O'Keefe and Simone
Simon heading the cast supported by Lionel
Stander and Michael Whalen. John H. Auer
producing and directing.
At 20th Century-Fox:
Four shooting.
At United Artists: Three shooting, Stromberg's "G-String Murders"; Lesser's "Stage
Door Canteen" and Pressburger's "UnconAt Universal: Five shooting, including
"Cowboy
From Manhattan," musical, with
quered."
Robert Paige, Frances Langford, Leon Errol,
Walter Catlett, Dorothy Grainger, , George
Cleveland and Lorin Raker. Paul Malvern,
associate
producer and Frank Woodruff directing.
At Warners : Four shooting.

Bonwick Named PRC
Executive Vice-Pres.
(Continued from Page 1)

now includes Briggs, Greenblatt,
Bonwick, Kenneth Young, Leon
Fromkess, John S. Young and George
Gill.
Bonwick is vice-president, treasurer and director of Pathe Laboratories, Inc., and treasurer of PRC.

Femme Pageant Will Mark Option Ruling Benefits
450 in Coast Studios
"Shadow of a Doubt" Bow
Sponsored by the Citizens Committee for the Army and Navy, Unive: sal's "Shadow of a Doubt" will
have its world premiere at the Rivoli Theater, Broadway, Jan. 12 at
$5.50 top. The loges already have
been sold out at $11 each.
Sponsoring committee has arranged a pageant titled "Women
Can Take It" as part of the program
for the Alfred Hitchcock opening.
Pageant will feature Fannie Hurst,
Elsa Maxwell, Rex Stout, George
Jessel and Zero Mostel.
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On Filmdom's Collective Desk
Every Day
aSt**. &

of 1943
The 1943 Film Year Book of
Motion Pictures is now in
intensive preparation and
—

.1

will soon be ready for distribution to all subscribers
of

t%®£0&'-:

THE FILM DAILY
r~
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Hollywood — More than 100 executives, producers, actors, directors,
wi iters, composers, cameramen and
technicians, whose contract options
fell due since Oct. 3, 1942, were affected by a ruling received from
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
Guy T. Helvering, authorizing companies to pay option increases on
contracts that were in effect prior
to Oct. 3, 1942, providing total
amount for one year does not exceed

1HV
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Plan Now for Peace
H. M. Warner Urges
(Continued from Page 1)

ahead," said Warner, "will require
a thoroughly informed public opinion and sane guidance of national
and international thought in order
to assure the kind of world justice
that will make for lasting peace.
For the accomplishment of this end,
there is no medium more effective
than the screen.
"Neither the printed word nor the
radio, despite their many good
points, can match the motion picture in its power to impress the
mass mind. In a motion picture
theater, within a space of two hours,
a person can inform himself, can
start preparing his thinking for the
future, and be entertained at the
same time.
"It is the responsibility and
obligation of the film industry
to see that public thinking for
the future is guided in the right
channels. To do this intelligently
requires the most minute study
of distant probabilities and the
courage to proceed accordingly.
"The mechanics of creating a motion picture are necessarily slow,
and a subject which is of timely
importance
today may
have lost
much of its significance six months
from now.
So we must look and
plan far ahead.
Certain information on current world happenings
and probable future developments
is available to every studio alike.
How that information is analyzed,
appraised and utilized by each studio depends entirely upon the keenness and foresight of its production executives.
"At the Warner Bros, studios,
under the executive direction of my
brother, Jack L. Warner, we have
been singularly fortunate in our
long-range planning, from the prophetic 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy'
down to 'Casablanca.'
"We have not required, nor do we
expect, any directives from Washington to do the things we have done
and are doing. If the Government
were to issue such directives, they
would go to all film companies and
not just to Warner Bros. Our sole
directives are those which come from
an informed staff."

Bellman's Original
Dubbed "North Star"
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lillian Bellman's first
original screenplay, written for Sam
Goldwyn, will carry the title "The
North Star," taking its name from
the Soviet village in the Ukraine, its
locale. Teresa Wright, set to star,
will top a cast of nearly 100 principals, latter including Walter Brennan and Dana Andrews.

WHO'SWHOIN
•

•

•

XA/ALTER

Introducing
SLEZAK.

TO THE COLORS!

HOLLYWOOD

Interesting

Actor. Came
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Personalities

•

•

•

to this country in 1930 as the star of

~ ~ "Meet My Sister," a hit play on Broadway. Previous to that time,
he was discovered as a bank clerk in Europe by Michael Curtiz. His career
in this country progressed by leaps and bounds. Following "Meet My Sister" were the top roles in "Music
in the Air," "Ode to Liberty," "Doll's House" and "I
Married an Angel." In the latter production, he was
seen by Director Leo McCarey, who promised him that
someday he would have an important part for him in
a film. Several years passed, and Slezak had forgotten
the promise, but McCarey did not. Result was the
producer-directors assigning him to one of the plum
parts of this year — the suave heavy in "Once Upon a
Honeymoon." Critics went wild over his performance,
and indications are that he'll be a major threat in the
Academy Award competitions this year. On the
strength of his showing, RKO quickly grabbed up
their option to feature him in forthcoming pictures
and assigned him to one of the leading parts in
"This Land Is Mine." Stands, 6, 2. Weighs, 215
pounds.
Eyes, blue.
Hair, blond.

Gas Rationing Kills Biz
In War-Stranded Towns
(Continued from Page 1)

survey included only rural towns and
cities ranging up to 10,000 population and did not include the halfdozen larger cities where the houses
are circuit operated.
The circuits have also suffered
a marked drop, but no accurate
percentage
ent time. is available at the pres-

Seek Clearance Changes
In the Oranges, N. J.
(Continued from Page 1)

five consenting companies were
named defendants.
Complainant charges that the 14day clearance granted to the Tivoli
Theater, Newark, over the Ormont
is unreasonable as to time and area
and asks that all clearance be eliminated or reduced to one day. The
14-day clearance granted to the HolThe "war stranded" towns, howlywood in East Orange and the Palace, Orange, also is alleged to be
ever, disclosed some serious situations and several operators pre- unreasonable and the complainant
asks that it be cut to five days.
dicted they might have to close.
Complaint further contends that
One operator, an independent in a
town of 5,000 population, reported the 14-day clearance for first-run
business off 40 per cent on Sunday and the seven-day clearance for
and Monday, Saturday down 50 per second-run in all the Oranges
cent and the rest of the week one- enjoyed by the Embassy Theater in
third off.
Orange is unreasonable and should
be reduced to one day and that the
This operator stated:
14-day clearance of the Hollywood
"It looks bad and I predict a good and Palace over the Embassy should
many of the small towns will close. be reduced to five days. In concluThe show business in the small
sion, complainant declares that all
'war stranded' towns is starving to pictures should be available to the
Ormont not later than 12 days after
death,
speeded
by gaswho
rationing."
Another
operator
reported a the Hollywood and Palace.
50 per cent drop since Nov. 30, said
that some of this was due to the
St. Sees 20th-Fox
holiday shopping period, but "our Wall
Sunday business has been very poor." Common Earning $5
Another operator in a town of 8,(Continued from Page 1)
000 population also reported a drop
of 50 per cent and predicted that common stock for the past year. The
several more weeks would give a figure was $2.03 in 1941. The increased attendance at theaters is
more accurate picture of war-time
operations by theaters in small held certain to produce equally favorable financial results at least for
towns.
the first half of 1943. Financial
observers point out that the company
Max Milder, WB British
is the onlv major one in the film inExec, Here from London
dustry without a funded debt.
Max Milder, managing director
for Warners in England and joint
managing director of Associated
British Cinemas, arx*ived from Europe yesterday aboard an American
Export Lines Flying Ace. Trip,
made primarily so he can visit his
family, will last three to four weeks.
Milder described biz as "exceptionally good as had been expected."

Arbitration Budget to Be
Slightly Less Than Last Yr.
{Continued from Page 1)

were P. M. Haight, chairman of the
budget group; George W. Alger,
chairman of the appeal board, and
Joseph
tributors.Hazen, representing the dis-

Tulsa, Okla. — Newest induBtry
men here to join the armed forces
are: EDWARD LEE, Lyric and
State theaters manager, to the
Army;ager toLEE
DUNHAM,
Pines manthe Army
Air Force;
KEN
JAMES, Plaza manager, to the
Army; JOHNNY HORNER, as
tant manager, Delman, to
Army; CALVIN COUNCIL, Clare
more Griffith manager, to the Army
and his
assistant,
KIN, to the
Navy. REUBEN RAN-

— • —
Miami, Fla. — CHARLES RAYMOND of the Art Department, Wometco Theaters Inc., is now in the
Army at Ft. Butner, N. C.

— • —

Columbus, Ga.— ROBERT WELDON, 20th Century-Fox actor, is
now
a sergeant
Ft. Benning,
Ga. of paratroopers at
Omaha
Warners
stationed
school at

— • —

— HAROLD MARTIN,
exchange shipper, is now
at the Army Air Force
Miami— •Beach,
Fla.
—

Chicago — SID ECKMAN and
JACK CLARK, former M-G-M
bookers here, are now in the Signal
Corps at Lexington,
— • — Ky.
Miami Beach, Fla. — Following in
the footsteps of Lt. CLARK GABLE, recently commissioned at the
Miami Beach Officer Candidate
School,
more
are
training six
here
withfilmthe"names"
Army Air
Force. They are ERIC RHODES,
William F. Beedle, Jr., better known
as WILLIAM HOLDEN, CARLETON YOUNG, BRYANT WASHBURN, JR., Robert Preston Meservey, best known as ROBERT PRESTON, and GILBERT ROLAND.

— • —

San Francisco — DICK CROSBY,
until
recently house manager of the
Monterey.
Embassy, is now in the Army at

— • —

Buffalo — Graduated from officers'
candidate school, Lt. RICHARD
BREMER, former manager of Basil's Broadway, now is stationed at
Battle Creek, Mich.

— • —
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Hollywood — Cameraman JACK
GREENHALGH has entered the
Aviation Photographic Division at
Fort Roach as a first lieutenant.

— • —

WILLIAM DWYER, former availability clerk at Vitagraph, New Haven, is now in Texas, training as
bombadier in the Army Air Force.

— • —

Chicago— COBB TYKI of the Beverly Theater and a nephew of James
Coston, Warner zone manager, has
joined the marines.
— • —
Chicago— CARL BRAUN of the
20th-Fox
the
Army. exchange has enlisted in
— • —
MARIAN GLICKMAN of the same
exchange has joined the WAVES.

— • —

G. LUMINELLI, newly-appointed
manager of the Broadway, Lawrence,
Mass., has entered the service.
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CUBAN BILL WOULD HYPO NATIVE INDUSTRY
Hollywood Backlog of 193 Runs to Big Pictures
Universal Tops Reserve
Roster with 48; Columbia
Has 23 and Metro, 22
West
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Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — With one of Hollywood's heaviest backlogs of pictures
and many important productions before the cameras, exhibitors are assured an attractive film bill-of-fare
for 1943. This, despite the loss of
some of the stars to the armed services, manpower, raw stock and
transportation problems, not to mention the $5,000 ceiling on materials
for set construction and dimout regulations.
Hollywood's
backlog
193
(Continued
on Pagetotalling
7)

Pleasure Driving
Out; Fuel Oil Cut
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Another Milestone—
Of a Bright Career
Today is Adolph Zukor's 70th
birthday. Of his three-score years
and ten, four solid decades of service to filmland have been given by
the now beloved dean of the industry. Itwas in 1903 that he became co-investor with the late
Marcus Loew in the penny arcade.
Thus began a career in the entertainment field which was destined
to raise him to motion picture executive eminence. When asked
yesterday by THE FILM DAILY how
he proposed to celebarte his 70th
milestone, Para.'s board chairman replied: "Working, — as I do any day.
Too, I shall attend the Federation
luncheon in the Hotel Astor. And a
directors' meeting. Then I shall go

home."

DAILY

IA Absorbs Canadian
Projectionists Union

Washington — Following closely on
the heels of the order banning all
pleasure driving including driving to
the movies — another order came
from OPA last night which may well
Toronto — Peace has come in world
force partial closing of those theaters in the Eastern states which of Canadian projectionists through
rely upon fuel oil for their heat. signing of a treatv between Local
Operators, along with all other non- 173, IATSE,
and the Canadian or(Continued on Page 9)
(Contiuued on Page 7)

Smallpox Outbreak Cuts
Philly Juve Attendance
Philadelphia — As of last night,
;here were no reports of children
)eing barred from theaters in any
:>art of this territory due to small-

_

(Continued on Page 10)

Wit Houses Complete
Coal Heat Conversion
Except for a few scattered theaters whose physical construction
does not permit the installation of
coal bunkers, Warners has completed the conversion from oil to
coal heating, it was said yesterday.
For all practical purposes, the circuit
is regarded as wholly converted.
The few exceptions may or may
not be forced to close, depending
upon

the

OPA's

final decision.

Measure Designed to Stimulate Production in Cuba
And Increase Taxes on Imported Pictures; Exhibs.
Would be Limited to 40% of Foreign Productions
By MARY LOUISE BLANCO

FILM DAILY

Staff Correspondent

Havana — (By Air Mail Passed by Censor) — A bill designed
to stimulate Cuban production has been introduced in the Senate
here. Passage of the measure would pave the way for the

establishment of native production
companies and, at the same time,
raise the taxes on imported pictures.
Under the terms of the bill, exhibitors would be compelled to play
pictures produced in Cuba if national
production is sufficient to fill the
needs and no exhibitor would be perWashington
Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
mitted to contract for more than
Hollywood — Informal ballot taken 40 per cent of imported product.
at a meeting yesterday of studio
All equipment and materials for
(Continued on Page 10)
union heads and producer representatives showed only four unions opnosing the proposed 48-hour week
in principle. These include projectionists, IATSE laborers, property
men and juicers who want time and a
half to start after 36 hours. It is
estimated that between 1,000 and
1,500 craftsmen would be made
(Continued on Page 9)
A budget of $285,000 for the operation of the motion picture arbitration system for the year ending
Attendance Marks Fall
Nov. 30, 1943, has been fixed by the

Four Studio Unions

Against 48-Hr. Week

Arbitration System
Budget at $285,000

At Music Hall and Para.

(Continued on Page 10)

The Paramount Theater and Ra- Loew's Adding Orpheum
dio City Music Hall yesterday an- As St. Louis First-Run
nounced new attendance records for
Consider Way oi Showing their respective attractions.
St. Louis — Loew's, Inc., will re"Random Harvest" has broken all
open the 2,000-seat Orpheum at 9th
Army Films to Public
three-week attendance records in the and St.
Charles St., owned by Seller
(Continued on Page 10)
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY 10-year history of the Music Hall,
Washington — Ways and means of according to Gus Eyssell, managing
Paid admissions for the
bringing' (Continued
film shot onbyPagethe4) Army to director. (Continued
on Page 10)

Bingo Bills in Legislature
Kings and Westchester Solons Are Sponsors
Jurow Leaves MCA, Heads
N. Y. Warner Talent Setup
Engagement of Martin Jurow to
head the company's talent activities was announced yesterday by
Warner Bros. Jurow quit the Music
Corp. of America to take the post.
He will cover the entire East in his
scouting work for the company. His
headquarters will be at the Warner
home office.

By M. A. EGAN
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Albany — Three efforts to liberalize
restrictions on lotteries and Bingo
were hoppered on the opening day
of legislative session yesterday while
one direct theater bill was offered.
Assemblyman Edgar Moran of
Brooklyn introduced a measure
which would apply only to New
York providing suitable seats shall
(Continued on Page 8)

More Ammunition For
United Nations Weeh
WAC

has made

a four-minute

transcription
of Francis
S. Harmon's
brilliant
address
on United
Nations
Week, delivered recently before
nearly 1,000 exhibitors at the local
Ziegfeld Theater. Arrangements have
been made already by George
Skouras to use the transcription
over WINS three times a day
through Jan. 20. A limited number of these recordings are available for use by local radio stations
in other cities, and United Nations
week chairmen can get them through
WAC's
New
York
headquarters.
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New Jersey Allied Gets
Caravan Report Monday
A report on the progress of Allied's caravan committee will be
made at a meeting of the New Jersey unit on Monday in New York.
Other subjects for discussion include
the United Nations campaign, product survey, legislation and the forthcoming meeting in Trenton. Harry
Lowenstein, president, will preside.
The South Jersey branch of the unit
will meet on Tuesday at the Walt
Whitman Hotel in Camden.

EDWARD L. ALPERSON, general manager
of RKO Theaters, returns today from a nationwide tcur in the interest of United Nations
Week.
SIDNEY
Coast.
on

OLCOTT,

DENNIS MORGAN
vacation.
HARRY

L.

director, is here from the
gets into town

CHARNAS,

associated

tomorrow
with

War-

ners in Los Angeles,
arrived
terday for a stay of several

in New
weeks.
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Dowden Meetings Net
UNW Publicity Stunts
York

yes-

JAMES R. GRAINGER, president of Republic
Pictures, left last night for Washington, and
will return on Monday.
JACK COETZ, of DuArt Film Lab, accompanied by MRS. COETZ and their young son,
TtD, leave Friday fcr Fort Jackson, S. C, where
they will visit their son Lt. Jack M. Coetz, of
ihe 398th
Infantry.

Flooded Ohio, Ky., W. Va.
Film Theaters Reopening

Film Carriers Sign New
Pact With Drivers Union

Cincinnati — Resumption of theater business in all flood stricken
areas of Ohio, Kentucky and West
Virginia by tomorrow was forecast
yesterday, provided new rains do
not bring about a setback. The
river stage is holding at 60.8 and
is beginning to ebb.
Roads are being closed slowly
and unless theaters are closed the
exchanges are getting the prints
through on time via rail. Ironton,
Huntington and Portsmouth were
protected by the newly erected flood
walls, but all other river town theaters suffered isolation or damage
by water.
Theaters have been shuttered in
Marietta, O., Pt. Pleasant, W. Va.,
and Manchester, Catlettsburg, Maysville, Greenup, Russel, Ashland and
Augusta, Ky. Flood waters closed
two theaters in Cincinnati, the
Americus on Coleraine Ave. and the
Riverside at Seadamsville.

New contracts replacing those
that expired on Dec. 31, 1942, have
°n entered into between the film
delivery services and the Film Drivers and Helpers Union after three
months' negotiations, it was learned
reste"day. The three-year pacts
provide for wage increases of from
10 to 20 per cent, with another five
^er cent hike after two years. Among
the other clauses is one calling for
"ne week's vacation or double pay.
The pacts, which cover all film drivers, helpers and pick-up men, will
be submitted to the War Labor
^oard for approval of the wage-increase clause.
Ira Meinhardt represented the
carriers in the negotiations, while
Sol Peperson appeared for the union.

Fire Prevention Bureau
Established in St. Louis

Chi. Censors Inspected
5,341,000 Feet of Film in '42

Chicago — The Chicago censor
board reports inspection of 5,341,000
feet of film during the past year, a
seven per cent drop over the previous
year. Number of films inspected in
1942 was 1,320 as compared with
1,368 the previous year. Four films
rejected against 12 in 1921; 257 cuts
were made. Only 28 films were
pinked last year.
Fifth-seven soundies were inspected with 47,000 feet. Tht/e were
no rejections.

St. Louis — Mayor William Dee
Becker has signed a city ordinance
creating a Fire Prevention Bureau
and authorizing the Fire Department to make regular inspections of
places of public assemblage, including motion picture theaters.
The Bureau will be under the direction of a fire marshal, who will
have an assistant and a number of Conn. Theaters Convert
inspectors under his charge. The From Fuel Oil to Coal
Bureau is authorized to make recommendations for the elimination of
New Haven — The Fishman Rivoli,
fire hazards. Failure to comply with West Haven, and Community, Fairthese recommendations makes the offield, have now completed conversion
fender subject to a fine of $25 for to coal-burning equipment. The
each day the condition complained Webb, Wethersfield, closed for a few
of is not remedied.
days to make the conversion. Fishman's Dixwell will be converted as
as storage space for coal can
Ampa Planning Energetic besoonbuilt.
This lack of storage space
Membership Campaign
or cellar space is one of the problems facing exhibitors who are estiA membership drive by Ampa will
mating conversion.
be launched immediately to bring
into the organization every eligible Sherman To Produce
person in the motion picture industry. This was decided at a meeting 10 Pix For UA in 1943
of the board of directors on Monday
when plans for the year were map- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harry Sherman has
ped out with President Maurice
announced plans to produce 10 picBergman.
First important activity of the -i-ps this coining year for United
new year will be announced next Artists release. These will include
week. Meanwhile, various commit- vx Hopalong Cassidy adventures;
tees to carry on the functions of Vvo Richard Dix starring vehicles;
Ampa will be appointed during the •x historical d ama and a Technicolor
week.
opus.

A series of meetings conducted by
Edward Dowden, chairman of the
United Nations Week publicity
committee, during the last three
days has resulted in a large number
of ideas which will be put into work
in all five boroughs to insure the
success of the campaign. Advertising and publicity personnel a^
theater managers attended the ^
sions which served as a clearV 0
house for attention-getting
ideas.

NEW YORK
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CENTER
GREER GARSON

In James Hilton's
HARA
"RANDOM O'HARVEST"

Gala Stage Revue • Symphony
Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

Mauretn

Tyrone

POWER

™BiackSwan
Ai«»c.n.Ur,.fo«r,„^

■k
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EXTRA

Frank
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PARAMOUNT

•

Sinatra

Times
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RHYTHM"

J PALACE
Betty GRABLE

"SPRINGTIME

—

John
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WAY St—j
*
PAYNE

ROCKIES"

and

"SECRET
Craig

Stevens

ENEMIES"
—

Faye

Emerson

'The lUfl
Perfect. J"eept
Skating2^ Show*—
Mantle,
J\J\.
Eves 50c
t0 $2
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f- CI

Sonja

C(\

at all Performances ex-

News
50| T>x
I Plus

Henie and Arthur M. Wirt* present
A Musical Icetravaganza

STARS

ON

ICE

CENTER

THEA., Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474
America's Only Ice Theater
Evgs. Incl. Sun. 8:40
Mats. Wed., Sat. & Sun.
(No Monday Perf.
Mail Orders Filled)
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St. Louis UNW Meeting
Sets Participation Plan

DATE
Jan. 11:

St. Louis — Eddie
Alperson,
head
of RKO-Radio Theaters and national chairman for
United
Nations
Week, January 14-20, was the guest
speaker at a luncheon
meeting
at
— l)f Coronado
Hotel
yesterday
at
y/Jiich plans for local participation
^m
the campaign
were
perfected.
Some 150 theater owners and manpi °rers, exchange men and representatives or various fraternal, patriotic
and civic organizations attended.
Plans contemplate special programs in all theaters, including talks
by 3 epresentatives of various United
Nations, special lobby displays,
films, etc., and collections in all theaters of Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois outside the St. Louis
?rea. Collections in St. Louis and
St. Louis County are barred by
lules of the War Chest Drive of
1942. Harry C. Arthur, Jr., Fanr-hon & Marco executive, presided.

Film Tradeshows Not
Necessarily in ODT Ban
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The ODT request
for cancellation of tradeshows, conventions and sales meetings need
not apply to tradeshowings of films,
although ODT Director Joseph B.
Eastman explains that the purpose
of it is to cut travel wherever possible. It is intended to curtail so
far as possible, but not to abolish,
intercity travel for business purposes, but an official of the ODT told
The Film Daily yesterday that he
did not believe travel essential to
the carrying on of a business, such
as to tradeshowings, could be demanded.
Large gatherings involving days
of travel by large groups of persons— for instance, the Grand Rapids Furnitu: e Show — were the sort
of thing the request was aimed at,
he said. He also stressed the fact
that it is at present no more than
a request. No order has been issued and none is now in preparation.

Hobbs, Jap War Prisoner
Cleveland — Lt. Vernon Hobbs, former NTS salesman, who has not
been heard from since the fall of the
Philippines has recently been officially reported a Japanese prisoner
at Bataan.

Zukor
Kenneth
Ernest L. Robbins

Thomson

stockholders

meeting.

Feb. 19-20:
Variety Clubs national
the Blacksrone Hotel, Chicago.

• • • MUCH of interest has happened in the octave of New Year's,
but it remains for a luncheon today in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel
Astor to furnish the high spot locally
It's the annual luncheon
sponsored by the Amusement Division of Federation for Jack Benny of
Waukegan, 111., the world's cinema screens, and the air lanes, etc
By 12:30 o'clock, the chosen venue will contain close to 1,000 members
of our Film Row executive offices and departments, and representatives
of all wings of the amusement field, for, as we pen this, the number of
reservations for the glittering event had already topped the 800-mark,
with postmen, messengers and telephones still bringing in requests to
the committee, co-chairmen of which are the Messrs. Barney Balaban
and Maj. Albert Warner
T
T
T
• •
•
THE BENNY luncheon's program, we understand, will be
studded with interesting features
Of course, the agenda's initial
item is the rendition of the National Anthem
After a heartwarming repast, Chairman Balaban will speak briefly and turn the
gathering over to the toastmaster—none other than George Jessel
Between the latter and the climaxing honor guest, Mister Benny, the
wit will be something to hear
At the rostrum, too, will be heard
the remarks of Judge Joseph M. Proskauer, representing Federation,
and undoubtedly David Bernstein will be called upon to say a few
words as co-chairman
of the Amusement
Division
This, clear
readers, will be a memorable get-together
▼
T
T
• •
•
FILE under the most virile and barbed of all postal stamp
cancellations:
The one appearing on the envelope of an Xmas card
which arrived yesterday from the Second Marine Division, somewhere
in the Pacific
The
Heel"
• •
• HURRAH

cancellation read: "Tojo Is A Bum — Hitler A
▼
T
T
for Editor Henry
Lieferante of True Story

Magazine!
Under the heading "Roll of Honor," he's penned an
editorial in the February issue wherein he very properly and neatly
proclaims the vast value of filmland in the current war
We quote
in part: "I'm a movie fan. My few hours of leisure are spent in relaxation in the motion picture theater. There can be no doubt that
in peace time the movies provide laughter, entertainment, a change
of scene— all of which help the people to see their troublesome problems in a clearer light
How about war time?
They provide fun,
recreation and rest for our boys in uniform scattered over the world.
They maintain the morale on the home front. They make special
pictures to educate us in the needs of our war effort, to dramatize
loyalty to America, and to help us understand the complexities of this
war. The thousands of theaters in the country have given their
lobbies and foyers as depots for salvage. They act as ag&ncies in the
selling of War Bonds and Stamps, which keep the wheels turning to
supply our armed forces with all that is needful. The amount of
Bonds and Stamps sold by motion picture actors and actresses is truly
stupendous
/ am informed by an authoritative source, that those
connected with the industry who are not in uniform, give all their
free time, effort, money, enthusiasm and love to serving in any way
they can.

Adolph

Columbia

BOOK

Doesn't that generous service deserve honorable mention?"
T
T
T
• •
•
M-GM's Lion's Roar magazine has won the 1942 Cantine
Award as the country's leading house organ
Certificate cites the
company
for "Outstanding
skill in the production of printing and
lithography" in connection with the publication
The Cantine Awards
are made by the Martin Cantine Company
T
▼
▼

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

convention,

Anti-Blind Checking
Looms in N. J.
Anti-blind checking bills may be
introduced into several state legislatures during the current year, it
was reported yesterday. While it
appears certain that such a measure will be presented to the Iowa
solons during the coming session
which starts next Monday, it is reported that New Jersey may receive
a similar bill.
Legislative committee of New
Jersey Allied is reported to be
studying the possibilities of sponsoring an anti-blind checking bill
when the legislature convenes later
this month. The committee will
make a report on all legislative proposals at a meeting to be held in
New York on Monday. A membership meeting will be held in Trenton
when
sions. the legislature opens its sesIt is reported that other Allied
units and possibly one or two unaffiliated exhibitor organizations are
considering the sponsorship, of laws
that would prevent distributors from
"secret checking" a theater.

Gloversville First-Runs
Ordered to Cut Clearance
The 30-day clearance of the firstrun houses in Gloversville, N. Y.,
over the Smalley Theater in Johnstown is unreasonable, according to
an arbitrator's award in a complaint filed by Smalley Theaters,
Inc., against the five consenting
companies.
The arbitrator fixed the maximum
12 days. on all future contracts at
clearance

Local F-47 in Omaha
Omaha — Employes in the front
office of exchanges here are being
organized. A charter for Local F-47,
Film Exchange Employes Union,
has been received.

Cantor's Life Story
As Warner musical?
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eddie Cantor is reported discussing a deal with Warners for the conversion of his autobiography into a stage musical comedy
for his use. The autobiographical
material was published under the
title idea
"My isLife
Is intheYour
Hands."
The
to have
job done
by
Warners contract talent. Should the
show be put on in New York, the
expectation is that Cantor will limit
the run to some four months, with a
Warner film version to follow, it is
understood.

IKE
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OWI Foreign Heads
Say Our Films Lead

TO THE
San Diego, Cal.— Pvt. TYRONE
POWER, LSMC, has started bootcamp training at the Marine Corps
oase here.
— • —
Providence — Now it's the gals that
are answering the bugle's call. DOROTHY MOlLOY cnief usner at
otrand here, and CAMILLA ANASi'ASIA, one of usher staff, have
passed WAAC examinations and will
ue inducted tomorrow. They are first
femmes to go into service from local
theaters, tnough many of male
staffs are now wearing service unilorms.
— • —
Cincinnati— DON DUFF, for eight
-— • — at Lee Goldyeais office manager
oerg's local
exchange,
ducted into the Army. has been in-

CO LOUS!

Pittsburgh— MARVIN WOLFISH,
head booker for the local RKO exchange, has been inducted into the
Army. He has been succeeded by
Clare Neiderberger of the Harris
Amusement Co., who formerly
worked for RKO.
— • —
Springfield, Mass. —
ROBERT
HARRISON, son of Edward Harrison, district manager for the E.
M. Loew's mis ioned aCircuit,
has been incomsecond lieutenant
the
Marine Corps and is now at Corpus
Christi, Tex., taking an advanced
flying course.
Scranton, Pa.— DANIEL MALAY,
doorman at the Capitol Theater, has
enlisted in the Marines.
— • —
Avoca, Pa. — Two sons of Joseph
St. Louis— HOWARD ZALAUF,
doorman of the Palace Themanager of the Esquire, Richmond Kelly, ater,
are in the armed forces.
sleights, reports to tne Army tomor- THOMAS KELLY is a Naval enrow.
sign now in training at Princeton
— J. M. (Sonny) University while P. J. KELLY is
Miami Beach,.-•Fla.—
with the U. S. Army on the
SHEPHERD, former manager of serving
African front.
— • —
che Lincoln Theater, is being transferred from duty at Corpus Christi
Scranton,
Pa.
— JOSEPH PHILco Argentia, Newfoundland. He is
BIN, formerly of the candy departin
the
Air
Corps
serving
as
an
inment of the Comerford Circuit, has
structor.
been promoted to corporal, at Camp
— • —
Shelby, Miss.
Rochester — JOHN W. DALTON,
— • —
JR., formerly of Eastman Kodak, has
Hazleton, Pa.— Pvt. PAUL VRAoeen promoted to first lieutenant at
BLIC,
former
Comerford
Circuit em.tie Rome Air Depot.
ploye here, is now stationed with
— • —
Des Moines, la.— MARVIN GRAY- the Army Air Force at Salt Lake
BEAL, manager of the local Para- City, Utah.
mount has reported to the Army and
nas been replaced by Bruce Shelton, HENGLER,
Scranton, former
Pa.— HENRY
"HANK"
Comerford
home
manager
Tri-States' Orpheum Africa.
office employe, is with the AEF in
Theater at of
Omaha.
TONY ABROMOVICH, manager
— • —
Scranton, Pa. — JOE CLARKE,
of the Roosevelt here has reported
to the Army and has been succeeded assistant manager of the State TheOy Everett Lockard, assistant manaater, has been commissioned an ensign in the Navy and will report to
ger at the Paramount.
Lakehurst
Naval Station Jan. 12.
VERNON CARP, manager of the
— • —
Inge: soil, and SYLVESTER VOGL,
Scranton, Pa. — The total of Comauditor for Tri-states, also have
erford Circuit employes now in serjoined the Army.
vice has reached 183 with the latest
— • —
additions being EDWARD P. GALfilm.
i
la!
Brooks Field, Tex.— Lt. LEW S.
LAGHER of Avoca, RUSSELL
MENTLIK,
formerly
New
York
NUSBAUM of Hazleton, EDWARD
"They all liked it," he said. "Many
English discussed it with me, tell- staff correspondent for Jay Eman- L. GOODWIN of Endicott, N. Y.,
ing me how much they liked it, and
uel Publications, graduates Jan. 14 and DANIEL MALAY, Scranton.
(Continued on Page 8)
with an aerial observer class here.
some even said to me, 'I wonder
why British studios don't turn out
American films help the Swedes to literally packed at every performpictures like this.' "
ance. "The pictures in China are
Jensen said that picture and "Ser- understand how we live and act.
He seemed especially enthusiastic quite old," he added, remarking that
geant York" were especially popular
in Sweden. Describing- the domina- about the United Nations newsreel, the "Wizard of Oz" is now extremetion of the Swedish feature market which is compiled by OWI from regly popular there and "The Great Dicular newsreel and other sources.
by Hollywood features, Jensen said
ator" arrived just as he was leavthe first importance of American These are shown in nearly all Sweding, about three weeks ago.
films was to block, by very weight
Although theaters lack equipment
ish theaters, he added, explaining
of numbers, frequent showing of that Swedish booking practice re- because of the blockade and do not
Axis productions. American films
quires the booking of an entire pro- have perfect projection, it is important that we get as many pictures
gram, rather than merely a feature
are b: ought to Sweden in the nonconfidential diplomatic pouch, he and other material the exhibitor
o China
as possible,
he said.
British and Russian
films are
also shown
said, and account for from 75 to 80 /vishes to shop around for.
per cent of all features shown in
Although they necessarily have a and there is some Chinese producSweden.
small audience in China — there are
tion going on. Newsreels are being
"The Swedish people like Ameri- only about 35 theaters in free China made, and a film on Wendell Will— Hollywood productions can- He's recent trip is being shown.
can pictures, and always have," he today not
be dismissed as unimportant Lack of materials precludes the use
added, citing "Mrs. Miniver" and
Sergeant York" as excellent propa- here, said Fisher. "They can't be of industrial training films in China,
ganda and continuing
that most unimportant when the theaters are he said.
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Crowded Chinese
theaters and American domination
of the Swedish feature market were
described here yesterday by F. McCracken Fisher and Karl E. Jensen,
VWl Stockholm and Chungkingchiefs respectively, who recently arnvea in this country. Both men felt
that American pictures were valuable aids to international friendship, while a third OWI representative, Harlod D. Guinzburg, deputy
director of the overseas branch, who
has just returned from London, has
quite a different story to tell.
Speaking of the enormous desire
the Britisn feel for information on
American and Americans, GuinzDurg said: "There is a strong feeling there that Hollywood in no sense
represents America — in fact, they
leel it gives them a distorted view
of this country." The accelerated
program to furnish information on
this country to Britain which is being undertaken by OWI will include
a quantity of documentary films,
said Guinzburg. OWI Director Elmer Davis at his press conference
two weeks ago said these documentaries may be made by the industry,
with OWI stepping in if the industry does not make them. Asked
how Britishers liked "Mrs. Miniver,"
Guinzburg replied: "They disliked
'Mrs. Miniver' intensely. They feel
that it showed an England which
doesn't exist any more, if it ever
did exist, — in fact, they seem to feel
it is a caricature of their country."
The British public did like the book
from which the film was taken, he
added.
This estimate of the British reaction to "Mrs. Miniver" was disputed after the conference by Joseph W. Grigg, United Press correspondent who has just returned here
from London. Grigg told several
reporters that he failed to understand how Guinzburg got his impression that the British dislike the
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Consider How lo Show
Army Pix to Public
(Continued from Page 1)

public atersshowing
in theworked
nation'souttheare now being
by
Elmer Davis, OWl diiector, and
General Alexander Surles, chief of
die
Army's
Bureau
Public Re£
tions.
Davis
said of
yesterday
t^ "
the Aimy has been finding many 01
its training films contain much material it would be desirable to release to the public after some alteration, and added that plans for
release of much of this material are
iow being worked out.
Specifically,
he said,
War"
— the Frank
Capra "Prelude
film whichto
has been shown at nearly all Army
,osts here and abroad — will, with
some slight changes, be released
nere for public showing.

Three- Way Broadcast for
"Hitler's Children" Debut
Cincinnati — A special three-way
broadcast by Station WLW from the
Albee Theater, Cincinnati, the Palace Theater in Columbus and Keith's
Theater, Dayton, will mark the 50city
worldin premiere
"Hitler's
Children"
which the of
leading
theaters of the Middle West will participate.
The broadcast will be on the air
Jan. 14 at 11:15 p.m. EWT, and will
feature Gregor Ziemer who wrote
the book, "Education for Death,"
upon which the film is founded.
Ziemer will interview two of the
film's leading stai s, Bonita Granville and H. B. Warner, who will
come on from Hollywood.

"How Green My Valley'
Wins Argentine Award
BuenosAires (By Cable) — "How
Green Was My Valley" was adjudged
the best film shown in this country
in 1942 by the Argentine Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Walt Disney's
"Saludos Amigos"
received
special mention.
The Argentine prize-wnining film
was "Gaucho War."

Wheeling Houses Closed
By Flood Waters, Reopen
Wheeling, W. Va. — Closed for approximately a week by the Ohio
River flood, the Liberty and Rex
Theaters reopened yesterday.

Wallace Erskine Dies
Massapequa, L. I.— Wallace Erskine, 83, actor, born in Britain but
long on the American stage, died
here yesterday
at his home of a
heart
attack.

M & P Reopen Esquire
Boston — M & P has reopened the
Esquire, Back Bay de luxer.
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Produced by
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Philip DORN . Susan PETERS • HENRY TRAVERS
REGINALD
OWEN
• BRAMWELL
FLETCHER
Screen Play by Claudine West, George Froeschel and Arthur Wimperis
Based Upon the Novel by James Hilton
A Mervyn LeRoy Production • A Metro-Goldmine-Mayer Picture
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H'wood Backlog of
193 Runs to Big Pix
(Continued from Page 1)
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REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Case (Merrie
of the Missing
Melody) Hare"
Warner
7 Mins.
Excellent

"Borrah Minevirch and His

(Melody Master)
Harmonica
School"
Warner
10 Mins.
pix reads as follows: Paramount, 18;
Entertaining
Here
is
another
hilarious
chapter
Warners, 16; M-G-M, 22; Universal,
48, including seven Westerns; 20th in the life of Bugs Bunny, the Leo
Borrah Minevitch again displays
Century-Fox, 16; RKO, 13; United Schlesinger creation that keeps his harmonica art to excellent adrwArtists, 10; Columbia, 23; Republic, growing in comic strength with every
vantage in this short, which has a
VV3; Monogram, 8; PRC, 13.
new release. This time it is a magi- bit of comedy for added entertainParamount is counting heavily on
cian who gets the business from the
Assisted maestro
by his "rascals,"
"For Whom The Bell Tolls," "Star brash Bugs. The hocus-pocus man the mouthment.organ
gives out
Spangled Rhythm," which includes doesn't realize what he's in for when with plenty of harmony. All the
all its stars; "Dixie," "Lady In The the rabbit comes to the stage in re- musical numbers are splendidly inDark" and "So Proudly We Hail."
sponse to a call for someone to act
terpreted by the harmonica virtuosas his assistant. Bugs crosses up
Warners' Big Pictures
os. The tunes featured are "Always
the
magician
time
and
again
until
Warners' big pictures include
in My Heart," "Begin the Beguine,"
"Yankee Doodle Dandy," which went the poor guy is driven crazy. The "Bugle Call Rag" and "American
fun
is
fast
and
loud.
The
short
is
into general release Jan. 1, "The AdPatrol."
The picture has the benefit
of
swell photography.
ventures of Mark Twain"; "Desert in Technicolor.
Song," "Casablanca" and others. In
Station WOV and UNW
production are "Thank Your Lucky Minnesota Amusement
Stars," which includes all the War- Houses Swept by Fire
Seek Miss United Nations
ner stars, plus Eddie Cantor and
Dinah Shore; and "Mission To MosMinneapolis — Time theater at
In a tie-up with the United Nacow."
tions Week being promoted by the
M-G-M holds high hopes for "Ca- Mankato, swept by fire on New
film
industry,
WOV has been desigbin In The Sky," "DuBarry Was A Year's eve shortly after the regunated to find a Miss United Nations
lar performance, will be reopened
Lady," "The Human Comedy,"
by the WAC. The lucky girl will
"Stand By For Action," "Random following repairs by the Minnesota be crowned with that title on the
Harvest," while "Salute To The Ma- Amusement Co. Meanwhile, the pol- last day of the campaign, which is
icy at the Time has been moved into
rines" and "Bataan Patrol" are before the cameras.
the Urban which had been operating being celebrated by about 1,200 theaters in the New York met. area
.nly intermittently.
Universal releases include "ShaThe fire was the second to hit Jan. 14. Ceremony for the event
dow Of A Doubt," produced by Jack
place at the Strand TheSkirball and directed by Alfred Minnesota Amusement houses in the will take
ater, and will be performed by Jimmy
past
few
weeks.
Its
State
theater
Hitchcock and "Arabian Nights,"
ork leader.
produced by Walter Wanger. Of at Huron, S. D., first-run house play- Dorsey,
To find the Miss, WOV is using
course, the Abbott and Costello
ing B pictures, was almost completely destroyed several weeks ago. only announcements on the Alan
comedies will be prominent on the
Universal schedule. Charles Boyer The State policy there now has been Courtney recorded program in the
evening. Listeners are urged to
and Julien Duvivier are making switched to the Bijou.
participate by sending in photo and
The
Huron
damage
has
been
set
"Flesh and
Fantasy," and
with Barbara
Boyer,
Edward
G. Robinson
at $100,000. The house will not be other descriptive data listed by the
Stanwyck.
rebuilt for the duration, company station. First announcement Tuesday night brought 23 replies yesofficials said.
terday morning. Station has set up
Twentieth Century-Fox has "OxBow Incident," "Crash-Dive" and
a board of four to judge the appli"My Friend Flicka" and "Immortal Missouri Legislators
cants by appearance, national heritSerges nt" ready for release, while
age, and war service. Board conOppose
Sales
Tax
Rise
ney.
sists of Vera Zorina, Jimmy Dor"The Moon Is Down," "Hello, Frisco,
Hello" and "Coney Island" are in
sey, Perc Westmore and Alan Courtproduction. Alice Faye returns to
Jefferson City, Mo. — Gov. Forrest
C. Donnell faces a major defeat if
the screen in "Hello, Frisco, Hello." he
asks the new Missouri General
RKO's product includes "Once UpCable from Puchalski
on a Honeymoon," "This Land Is Assembly to increase the present
Received
After Death
State
sales
tax
rate
from
2
per
cent
Mine," which marks the debut as a
producer of Dudley Nichols, long to 3 per cent. A poll of the lawmakers indicates an overwhelming
Northampton, Mass. — Although
John Ford's chief writer; "Hitler's
Children," produced by Edward A. majority, including both Democrats the death in action of William W.
Golden. Now shooting is "From and Republicans, against any in- Puchalski, former assistant mancrease. Donnell is a Republican.
Here To Victory," starring Carey
ager of the Plaza, was reported in
Grant. "Tarzan Triumphs" stars
mid-December, his family here reJohnny Weissmuller and was made Ball," "The Powers Girl," "Young
ceived Christmas greeting cables
by Sol Lesser. Another important And Willing." Hunt Stromberg is from him, dated Dec. 21. The War
RKO releese is "Flight For Free- making "The G-String Murder," Ar- Department, while investigating,
dom," co-starring Rosalind Russell
nold Pressburger, "Unconquered"; has advanced the theory that the
It was di- Sol Lesser,
MacMurray.
"Stage Door Canteen"; cables were filed earlier and held
(ndFred
eted by Lothar
Mendes.
Harry Sherman, "Meet John BonniComing From Columbia
Kate Price Dies on Coast
From Columbia will come "SomeRepublic is counting on "Ice- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Idaho," a Roy Rogers
bing To Shout About," made by Capades,"
well."
Hollywood — Kate Price, 70, reGregory Ratoff and Harry Gotez; special, "Hit Parade Of 1943" and
tired screen character actress, is
"The Commandos Strike At Dawn," others. Monogram has "Silver dead here. Born in County Cork,
produced by Lester Cowan; "The Skates" and "Dawn On the Great Ireland, Kate Price was best known
Desperadoes," made in Technicolor; Divide," a Buck Jones special. King
"The City Without Men," made by Brothers will make "No Escape." for her screen performance in "The
B. P. Schulberg and Samuel Bron- PRC has "Corregidor," made by Cohens and the Kellys."
are two brothers, Frank
ston. Much is also expected of "The Dixon Harwin and Edward Finney; J. Surviving
and Michael J. Duffy, and two
More The Merrier," produced by "The Pay-Off," starring Lee Tracy sisters, Mrs. Margaret Hunt and
and produced by Jack Schwarz; and
"eorge Stevens.
Prison Walls," produced by Mrs. Mary Hunnewell, all of Los
United Artists is releasing "In "Behind
Angeles.
hich We
Serve," "The
Crystal Arthur Ripley.

Pleasure Driving
Out; Fuel Oil Cut
(Continued from Page 1)

residential holders of fuel oil ration
books, are required to present them
to their local rationing boards, where
one-quarter of the remaining coupons will simply be removed from
the books.
The order banning pleasure driving was generally regarded as virtually dooming those Atlantic seaboard drive-ins still open in the
Southern coastal states.
The new order means that for period
three, value of coupons which were
decreased 10 per cent last week-end,
operators will be forced to use only
45 per cent of the fuel oil they consumed during a like period last Winter. If period four and five coupons
are not decreased in value they will
be allowed oil half the rate they
used it last Winter. These figures
are arrived at by taking one-quarter
from the present allowance, which
nas been roughly two-thirds of last
year's consumption.
That OPA is well aware of the
possible closing of theaters and
jther establishments because of this
cut is indicated by Leon Henderson's
statement that "theaters and other
jiaces of amusement, department
stoies, office buildings, factories,
oarber shops, butcher shops, super
markets, beauty parlors, garages,
restaurants and all other similar
enterprises will be compelled to cut
cheir usage of fuel oil to a point
that may well mean curtailed perfoimances, shortened hours and even
losings
two may
a week."
Drasticof asa day
the or
order
seem,
exhibitors may be thankful that the
cut
the board,"
sincewas
theremade
was "across
a real danger
that
heaters and other places of amusement might be singled out for comlete denial of fuel oil as long as
the pinch lasts. There have been
rumors to that effect for more than
i month, and it was seriously considered by the officials who finally
decided upon the present system of
curtailment. OPA has no intention
of telling theaters how they should
adjust to the cut in fuel oil. It is
entirely up to the exhibitors to do as
:hey see fit — closing a day or two a
week, shortening hours, curtailing
the length of performances or even
t: ying to carry on with their regular schedule so far as OPA is concerned.
The ban on pleasure driving, to
hich there will be few exceptions,
will last as long as the situation requires it, according
to OPA.
does not
necessarily
mean "This
just
through the Winter," an official told
The Film Daily. "An increase in
military demands can force us to
continue the ban indefinitely, and for
your information, we very definitely
include driving to the movies, no
matter how isolated you are and
how far from a bus line, among
pleasure

driving."
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Bingo Bills Up
En N. Y. Legislature
(Continued from Page 1)

be provided in all theaters for the
doorman taking tickets, the latter
to use the seat to such an extent as
may be reasonable for preservation
of health. An identical bill was
killed in committee last session.
Assemblyman Eugene Bannigan
of Kings introduced a bill seeking
constitutional amendment to Section
Nine, Article One, to allow the legislature to pass laws permitting state
lotteries. The amendment, if approved by two sessions of the Legislature, would have to be submitted
to the voters for their approval.
Bannigan also hoppered a measure
to permit the governing board of
any city or locality to issue licenses
to recognized religious, charitable
and veteran organizations to conduct lotteries and drawings, with the
cost of license not exceeding $25.
Assemblyman Malcolm Wilson,
Westchester, sponsored a bill to define, regulate and license Bingo under certain provisions. A written
petition by at least five per cent of
voters in any city, etc., before Sept.
1 would cause a vote by the governing body, with Bingo permitted if
the vote was favorable and banned
if the majority was opposed. The
bill sets up provisions restricting
sponsorship of charitable, civic, educational, fraternal, veteran or religious organizations. License fees
would be based on the seating capacity of the place, scaled from one
dollar up to a maximum of $250.
The measure would prohibit total retail value of prizes given in any one
day to $250 and bars cash prizes.

Schools Co-operating in
Utah's Copper Drive
A copper collection campaign has
been launched by theaters in the
Salt Lake City exchange area,
whereby public schools will co-operate. Schools will become depots
for the receiving and storing of the
copper scrap. Matinee tickets on
the basis of one ticket for each
pound will be given out.

OWI Short Released
"Community Transportation," new
OWI short to be distributed to 17,00G theaters by the WAC, will be
released nationally today.

Yanhee

Doodle Family

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — What is believed to
be the only case of an entire film
industry family signing up for active war duty is reported by the
local Warners exchange.
Carl Burrows, head booker at the
branch, has just been appointed a
petty officer in the U. S. Navy. His
wife recently enlisted in the WAACS.
Their son, Carl, Jr., is a midshipman at a U. S. Naval Academy.

TO THE

COLORS!

(Continued from Page 4)

Rochester — Three former employes
of Eastman Kodak have received
appointments as aviation cadets in
the Army Air Forces. They are:
ROBERT H. BIGGART, GEORGE
A. PARKHOUSE and WALTER
J. BLADE.

in the service, Pvt. ALEXANDER
ALEANDER, manager of the Forty
Fort, is stationed at Baltimore, Md.,
while Corp. FRANK ALEXANDER,
former assistant manager at the
Penn Theater in Wilkes-Barre, is attending Officers'
Candidate School at
Miami Beach,
Fla.

No C Cards (or
Film Salesmen!
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Film salesmen are
not at this time included among the

salesmen cards,
who allowing
will be them
given65 "C"
gasoline
per
cent of last year's mileage, or up to^8,600 miles per year. Salesmen of
— • —
essential military or civilian comMasontown, Pa. — WILLIAM A.
— • —
modities alone — and not including
MIKOLOWSKY, son of Theodore
Dover, N. H.— THOMAS J. McMikolowsky who operates the Rex DONOUGH, assistant manager of any in the 17 Eastern states — will
and Liberty Theaters here, has the Strand Theater, has enlisted in be included.
"Although these rationing regujoined the Army Air Force and has the U. S. Marine Corps.
lations must always be considered
Deen assigned to Ellington Field,
—
•
—
Houston, Tex.
Hardinsburg,
Ky. — 0. I. Mc- bo be in a state of flux," an OPA
— • —
GARY, operator of the Lyric The- rationing official said, "it certainly
ater, here was inducted into the doesn't appear that film salesmen
Greenfield, Mass. —
ROGER
STRATTON of the Garden theater Army and is stationed at Ft. Ben- are included in the amendment as
now written. After all, important as
jamin Harrison, Ind.
has resigned to enlist in the Navy.
films are, must they be sold by men
— • —
—
•
—
Terre Haute, Ind.— BOYD BELL, in automobiles using gas and lubFRANK LIBERMAN, formerly a
Chicago member of Mort Blumen- of the Lyceum Theater here, recent- )er?" He made it plain that there
ly graduated from the Army Radio is nothing in the amendment, effecstoek's staff of Warner field reps.,
tive tomorrow, which will even cause
has been commissioned a second Signal School, is now stationed at
local rationing boards to be in doubt
0.
lieutenant in the Army Signal Corps. Ft. Hayes, Columbus,
about film salesmen.
— • —
He completed
his
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— PAUL BURKE,
Thus it is probable that the only
course
at Fort -•
Monmouth.
—officer's training manager
of the Orpheum Theater, way an interpretation of the order
Omaha— M. G. SHACKELFORD, who enlisted in the Navy several specifically indicating whether or
Columbia salesman, will enter the months ago, is back in Wilkes-Barre not film salesmen are- entitled to
"C" cards will come about is through
with the Navy recruiting station.
Army Air Force.
— • —
— • —
an appeal by some film salesmen or
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Pottsville, Pa.— Pvt. FRANCIS L.
Hollywood— SHERMAN A. ROSE, \ film company in behalf of its
salesmen.
Salesmen of liquor, jewTOOHEY, former assistant manager 27, head of the cutting department
of the Hippodrome Theater, has at the Harry Sherman studios, has
lry.
furs,
candy, are
ice-cream
and
similar commodities
specifically
graduated from the Drill Instructor joined the Marines.
rbidden the preferred treatment
School and is now stationed at
— • —
Miami Beach, Fla.
Toledo, O. — ROBERT IRELAN, by a clause in the order.
former manager of the Palace, is
— • —
Detroit— ROBERT THOMPSON, now at the Ordnance Motor Base, Filmack Allocated Film?
manager of the Mercury Theater, Fort Lewis, Wash.
Maybe, Says Hopper Aide
has gone into the Army at Keesler
— • —
Toledo, O.— DALE OSWALD, forField, Miss. Grant Hawkins, formerly manager of the Pantheon, is Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
merly with United Detroit Theaters,
Washington — Although he said he
now in Headquarters Co., Camp Forreplaces.
est, Tenn.
had no specific knowledge of the
— • —
Boston— ARLENE WANNLUND,
— • —
case, Lincoln V. Burroughs, assisbiller in the RKO Radio Exchange,
Toledo, O. — NICHOLAS WAG- :ant to Harold Hopper, chief of the
NER, former electrician at the Ri- motion picture section of WPB,
has resigned to enlist
— • — in the WAAC's. voli, Toledo, is stationed at Fort said yesterday that it was quite posBliss,
Tex. JAMES STREICHER,
Chicago — JACK TOUCHETTE,
ible that film has been allocated to
manager of Alliance's Roxy at Lo- former doorman at the Rivoli, is at Filmack, Inc., Chicago.
the
Great
Lakes
Naval
Station,
gansport, has joined the Army Air
Lving Mack of that company .has
Great Lakes, 111.
Force.
stated that he will continue produc— • —
— • —
ing even though he was recently
Cincinnati — JOHN DUFF, PRC
Toledo, O. — Lt. HOWARD M.
without
any stock. "We will not
Booker, affiliated with the local com- FEIGLEY, JR., former manager of velease any
film for advertising purpany since its inception, leaves for the Palace, recently was awarded
poses,"
said
Burroughs, explaining
Army training today. His place as his wings in the Army Air Force that Filmack makes a variety of
office manager and booker will be school at Williams Field, Ariz., and products and could very possibly
has been sent to Greenville, S. C. have received OWI approval on refilled by Sylvia — Gertzman.
• —
His father is manager of the Rivoli.
— • —
be used
the: ancequests foroffilm
theto war
effort.in the furCincinnati— UA's JOHN
WOOTRochester — BETTY BUSH, forEN, shipping head, leaves for Army
induction tomorrow.
mer usherette at Loew's Rochester,
is scheduled to become a WAAC.
Fred Joyce, UA Pub. Head in Chi.
— • —
— • —
Portland, Ore. — LEONARD
Chicago — Fred Joyce has been
New Haven — MORRIS WEIN- named
RAATZ, 20th-Fox salesman, has
United Artists publicity diSTEIN,
assistant
booker
for
20thrector for the Chicago territory.
joined the Navy.
Fox in this city, is now in the Army.
— • —
Montesano, Wash. — FRED W.
CONRAD, operating the Monte TheDetroit — LEONARD O'NEILL,
Safety Still First
ater, has
entered
officers' candi- head of the 20th-Fox poster departdate
school
at Ft. the
Lewis.
Buffalo — Stressing that safety takes
ment
here,
has
been
inducted
into
the Army.
— • —
precedence over patriotism, the Fire
Forty Fort, Pa.— Corp. PETER
— • —
Department has advised theaters that
ALEXANDER, assistant manager
War Bond booths and candy stands
Atlantic City — BRODERICK
of the Forty Fort Theater and son
which partially block exits must be
of Manager Thomas Alexander, has CRAWFORD and QUINN "Big Boy"
moved. Bond and Stamp booths in
received his commission at Camp WILLIAMS are the newest film
several houses narrowed exit runways
in lobbies.
Davis, N. C, as a second lieutenant "names" now undergoing basic
and has been transferred to Camp training here for the Army Air
Edwards, Mass. He has two brothers Force.
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4 Studio Unions
Against 48-Hr. Week
{Continued from Page 1)

available to war industries if the
48-hour week is instituted.
Conference
of
Studio
Unions,
which
represents
painters,
office
-workers,
cartoonists,
machinists,
Vt
"Pjtyaboratory
and set design
ers and hasworkers
a membership
of between 6,000 and 7.0U0, is in favor of
the 48-hour week in principle, as are
most of the IA unions. It is not believed the final agreement between
unions and pioducers will be ironed
out until after the middle of January and extension of present work
week will be covered in a supplement to current contracts between
crafts and producers.
It is pointed out that the War
Manpower Commission has determined that the motion picture industry is essential and the reason
that official announcement has been
held up is that time has been needed
to define critical occupations and
of the Selective Serfor purposes
vice Act.

The

Theater Employe Turns Self Into Arsenal,
And His Daggers Are Taking Digs At The Foe
Springfield, III. — Jesse L. McCoy, Orpheum Theater employe here, recalled how doughboys in France during World War I longed for daggers for "close
fighting," — and has done something about it for our present lads on the fighting
fronts. Collecting some 50 cast off swords, he has fashioned them into 10 and
11 inch weapons, sent them to the parents of service men, and now they have
found their ways to several fronts, among them the Guadalcanal sector held
by Marines. As a result of their reception, a brisk demand has been created
overseas. Now patriotic Jesse finds himself a one-man arsenal. The daggers
are characterized by some recipients as literally the "McCoy."

Republic Parley Meets
In Chicago January 14

IA Absorbs Canadian
Projectionists Union
(Continued from Page 1)

ganization known as the National
Union of Theater Employes whereby theberslatter
is dissolved.
have been
accorded Its
fullmemand
official standing in the IA. The National Union has 100 projectionists
in theaters of Ontario alone and
considerable number in the Western

Johnny Jones to Head
New Chi. Variety Club

provinces.
The pact is the result of long negotiations and means operators in all
organized theaters now belong to the
International Alliance, with a majorChicago — Republic Pictures will
Chicago — Johnny Jones is schedity joining the Toronto local. The
uled to be elected chief barker of
hold its meeting here on Jan. 14
settlement was reached following
ac the Drake Hotel. Prexy James R. the new Variety Club being organelection of A. M. Wells, veteran proGrainger and H. J. Yates are exized here. Club probably will headjectionist of the local Uptown thepected to attend.
quarter at the Blackstone.
ater, as president of Local 173, with
W.
P.
Covert,
international viceGil Nathanson with Mono.
Ross Doyle Joins Metro
president, also playing a role. The
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Ross Doyle, former assistant war president of the national union was
Hollywood — Gilbert Nathanson, news editor of the New York World- E. V. Armstrong of Toronto.
Situation now is that theater ownformer franchise holder for Repub- Telegram and assistant city editor
ers cannot claim recognition of orlic in Minneapolis, is now district of the Herald Tribune, has joined the
ganized labor by hiring operators
M-G-M home office publicity departmanager for Monogram covering ment.
other than members of the IA.
Kansas City and St. Louis.

TEN BEST
PICTURES

OF 1942

have been "elected" by
those important critics and reviewers
of the leading newspapers, magazines,
press services and syndicates and by
radio's film commentators in the Film
Daily's 21st Annual Poll.

The Result of This National Poll
will be announced

next week

in

V *V MIIY
and

the hundreds of newspapers, magazines and over broadcast
stations nationwide, represented by these voters.
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Cuban Senate Gets Bill to Hypo Native Industry
Designed to Stimulate
Production and Increase
Taxes on Imported Pix
(.Continued from Page 1)

the development of the national industry, studio, laboratories, etc.,
would be permitted to come in duty
free for five years after the law
becomes effective. During the five
years, according to the bill, an exemption of fiscal taxes will be
granted to all companies producing
pictures of six reels or more on condition that the fims be exhibited in
Havana. Such companies will be
permitted to use foreign technicians,
directois, artists, etc., but the employment of 50 per cent of Cuban
personnel will be compulsory.
$500,000 Capital Required
The measure requires that a company must have a capital of $500,000 and the government will include
in the national budget, one year after the bill's passage, an amount
equal to 20 per cent of the capital
invested by the company. Sixty
days after it sestablishment, the
Cuban government will raise taxes
on the importation of pictures as
follows :
(A) 20 cents for each kilo of film
produced in the United States;
(B) $1 for each kilo of film produced in the Latin-American republics, England and its territories;
(C) $2 for each kilo of film produced in other countries. These
taxes shall be in effect until 1964
if the bill passes.
Under the provisions, the government will include in the yearly budget of the Ministry of Education
$10,000 for awards for merit, distributed as follows: $7,000 for the best
historical film and $3,000 for the
best picture on Cuban customs. An
Academy of Cuban Cinema Art will
be supported by the government.
The bill requires distributing companies to send a monthly list of their
deals and film rentals to the Min-

A ISote To Exhibitors
Re "Copper Matinees"
WPB,

in the wake of its recent

request to exhibitors to stage "copper matinees," — free shows for
which admission is a specified amount
of that metal, now announces that
it's possible to reclaim copper from
the metals alloyed with it in brass
and bronze. This will enable pic
stands to put on their special shows
with tickets given to bearers of
copper, brass or bronze. So WPB
has released the following list of
household items which usually contain copper: Decorative hardware,
door knockers, door checks, door
pulls, door knobs, old stairtreads, candlesticks, light switch plates, ventilators, electric fans, plaques, ash
trays, fireplace screens, fireplace fittings, tea kettles and book ends.

WHO'S
•

•

•

WHO
Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

Personalities

•

•

•

/^VSCAR HOMOLKA: Actor. Born in Vienna, 1898. Showed aptitude for
^"^ drawing and painting in childhood, but preferred acting as a career.
Studied drama at Royal Academy of Music and Allied Arts, Vienna. Infantry
officer in World War I. After war was prominent in Viennese Theater. Became a star overnight through his performance in the role of 'Emperor Jones" at
age 25. Max Reinhardt presented him in more than 30 productions; one of these,
"Doctor's Dilemma," enjoyed one of the most sensational runs in history of European theaters. To London
in 1933, where he starred in films for Gaumont-British.
D d a play "Close Quarters" with Flora Robson, then
starred in "Power and Glory," first anti-fascist play in
English-speaking theater. Came to U. S. on vacation
in 1937, returned to stay in 1939, where he married
Florence Meyer. Hollywood beckoned him for film
work in 1940, when he made "Ebb Tide" for Paramount. Since then he has played strong character
roles in many films. They include: "Seven Sinners"
(Universal); "Comrade X" (M-G-M); "Ball of Fire"
(Goldwyn). Absent from films these past months because of illness. Returns to screen with best role to
date — that of "Litvinov" in "Mission to Moscow" (Warner Bros.). Eyes, brown. Hair, normally coal black,
presently platinum for his "Litvinov" characterization.
Stands 5 feet, 9 inches.
Weighs 193 lbs.

Attendance Marks Fall
At Music Hall and Para.
(Continued from Page 1)

first three weeks amounted to more
than 490,000, thereby placing the
M-G-M attraction in first place
among the pictures that have played
at least that long at the theater.
"Star Spangled
Rhythm"
shattered
all attendance
records has
at

Smallpox Outbreak Cuts
Philly Juve Attendance
(Continued from Page 1)

Arbitration System
Budget at $285,000
(Continued from Page 1)

budget committee.
A contingency
<
fund of $25,000 was added.
The new budget is a reduction of^$15,000 under the amount allowed
for the past year and represents the
amount
spent
for during
the administration of the
system
the year
ended Nov. 30, 1942.
For the first year of arbitration
under the consent decree the budget
was fixed at $465,000, but despite
the expense of equipping and manning offices in 31 exchange centers
and New York's appeal board headquarters, the American Arbitration
Association
operations at finished
$190,000 the
less year's
than the

r^

appropriation
called
The budget for last year
wasfor.
$300,000
plus
a contingency fund of $25,000.

Loew's Adding Orpheum
As St. Louis First-Run
(Continued from Page 1)

and Tate interests, as a first-run
house. Prices will be in line with
other local first-runs. The Orpheum
has been daik since Feb. 6, 1938,
following the Fanchon & Marco and
Warner Bros, peace pact. Opening
date is not definitely set, pending
completion of extensive repairs and
redecorating.

pox. One house in a small town
near the affected area had closed
before Christmas and its re-opening
has not yet been approved.
However, in some theaters there
has been a falling off in juvenile
business, and theaters report patrons
the Paramount, whether computed calling up to ask whether there is "Stand By for Action"
in dollars or number of admissions
Rolling Up Holdovers
any ban on children's attendance. A
large rush for vaccination is on in
in the 16 years of the theater's op- city.
"Stand By For Action" has eseration, Manager Bob Weitman an- the territory, particularly in the
tablished itself as Metro's first
nounced' yesterday. The long standbig holdover attraction of 1943
ing
record
for
a
week's
gross
durand
is
putting
in an early bid as one
ing the New Year holiday season, Scarlet Fever Brings Kid Ban
of the year's top b.o. pix, company
Springfield, Mass. — Theaters in
held by "Roadhouse Nights" on the
yesterday following a surscreen and Buddy Rogers in per- the downtown area, of their own stated
vey of reports from initial key city
volition,
banning all children
son, was topped by "Star Spangled under 16 are
from the houses for the openings. Film's world premiere
Rhythm" by 12 per cent.
in Toledo starts its third
It was reported unofficially that duration of a scarlet fever epidemic engagement
week and 19 other early openings
has swept this city for more already have reported second weeks
the week's gross was more than that
than a month.
$110,000.
beginning today. Pic is averaging 224 per cent of normal biz to
istry of Commerce. Exhibitors and made by Argentinian and Mexican date in key and smaller-size cities
distributors will be required to pay films in Cuba during the last year. throughout the country.
authors and musicians rights and These gains, it was said, were due
the transportation of all materials to the lack of European product and
for the exhibitors shall be paid by the increased quality of the ArgenAla. Population Moves
the remittent.
tianian and Mexican films which
To Industrial Areas
Would Regulate Rentals
have won the favor of Cuban audiences
and
the
decline
in
Cuban
proThe, Moving Picture Industry CoMontgomery, Ala. — Theater manduction in the last three years. Sponagers are eyeing with approval a
will for
be the
ausors also believe motion pictures
thorizedordinating
to edit Commission
the code
report from the University of Alaregulation of contracts, prices and constitute the best form of propabama Business News that rural
ganda in the social and economic
everything related to the exhibition
areas are losing population to the
of foreign and Cuban films. All free fields and they believe the governurban and industrial areas and that
should protect the interests
passes to theaters shall be prohib- of the ment
the state as a whole is gaining
home industry.
ited but holders of passes shall pay
population. Forty counties, prinNine Senatorial Sponsors
40 per cent of the admission price.
cipally rural, have lost as high as
The bill was presented by the
Ten cents will be collected daily from
28.83 per cent of population and
exhibitors, the revenue going to the following senators: Dr. Elio Fileno
the Mobile and Muscle Shoals areas
purchase of Bonds in the Cuban com- do Cardenas, author of the proposal;
have gained 36.96 and 37.9 per cent
Dr. J. Alberni, Juan Cabrera, Dr.
respectively. From
April,
1940
pany.
The bill has been referred to the Santiago Verdeja, Dr. R. Campathrough September,
1942, the state
Taxes Commission
of the Senate.
neria, Dr. Carlos Saladrigas, Dr.
gained 131,568 in population.
Sponsors of the measure say it Eugenio Rodriguez, Dr. Simeon Ferro
and Dr. Daniel Compte.
was introduced because of the gains
)
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Para, to Redeem Hail ol Outstanding ist Pid.
{See Column 1 Below)

Independent in Thought
Intimate in Character
International
in Scope
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FURTHK 25% RISE JN ATTENDANCE SEEN
80% of Eastern Seaboard
Houses Convert to Coal
Editorial

Conversion is Continuing
In Remaining 20% Whereever Possible, Check Shows

Theater operators along the
Eastern seaboard apparently
were not caught napping when
the prospects for fuel oil curtailment became apparent last Fall. A
survey by The Film Daily of Eastern cities reveals that approximately
80 per cent of the theaters using
oil have converted
their heating
(Continued on Page 6)

Para. Will Redeem
Half of Preferred

Shape ot Things to Come
. . . as envisioned from the summit
By CHESTER B. BAHN
QILM

biz is being lulled into a false sense of security by soaring attendance, increased

' profits and the fact that the problems arising from the war which directly affect operations thus far have taken slight toll.
That's the considered opinion, expressed yesterday by a top exec, of a major company whose position, both in his own company and in the industry's wartime setup,
makes him unusually well informed. In fact, there's better than an even chance that the
advantages he enjoys for both information and observation qualify him as the day's best
prophet for the trade.
Here, specifically, is what he sees as surely in the cards for film biz:
o
CIRST, a long war — a war that will run this yoar and next, and perhaps longer. "We're
' really not in this war yet," he maintains. "We'll reach that state probably late this
year, certainly in 1944. And those people who think otherwise — those who think that
the situation as it prevails today is typical of what the industry will confront for the
duration — face the severe shock that a realization of real war's impact must bring."

Paramount, following a board
meeting yesterday, called for redemption on April 1, next one-half
of the outstanding $12,135,167 of
first preferred stock.
This action brings forward
the
(Continued on Page 4)

Comedies Best Buffalo
Box Office Bets in 1942
Buffalo — Though "Mrs. Miniver"
led the list, more comedies than dramas were among the best box-office
grossers in the five Buffalo down(Continued on Page 6)

Reopen Inquest Into
Fire Deaths in Hub
Boston — The Fire Commissioner's
inquest into the Cocoanut Grove disaster and its causes and blame therefor will reopen today independent
of the recent Grand Jury indictment
of 10.
Interviews with Grove survivors,
many of whom were formerly unable to testify, will feature the new
hearings. Evidence from Herman
Rif kin, among others, will be included. Rifkin was host for the
party at which the late Buck Jones
was guest of honor and will be
called upon to tell what he observed
at the time of the fire. His wife
was a victim.

SECONDLY, further reductions in raw stock that will cut deeply into production, requiring the husband'ng of product to an extent heretofore unknown and certainly
foreign to a large number of theater
operators.
(Continued
on Page"The
6) raw stock demands to be made

Europe Big Post-War Local 702 fo Seek
Market for U. S. Pix Contract Renewals
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

(Continucd on Page 2)

Action on the renewal of contracts with the laboratories will be
taken by the members of Motion
Picture
Laboratory
Technicians
(Continued on Page 2)

Help Short, Hub Managers
Now Even Firing Furnaces

Trade's Voluntary War
Efforts Click — Harmon

Boston — The help situation in Boston theaters is not just getting
tough, it has arrived at that stage

Buffalo — Spurred by assurance
that "we are proving our capacity
to do through
voluntary
methods

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 7)

Trade Watching Tax Moves
States Feeling Loss of Gasoline Revenue
Because of the loss in gasoline
tax revenue, many states are expected to turn to other means of
raisina: money and the industry is
Through its 28 branches. National standing guard against any discriminatory taxation measures.
Theatre Supply Co. has already collected and handled
approximately
Since gasoline and tire rationing
country,
state tax de7,500 pounds of copper drippings ob- has hit the(Continued
on Page 7)

Dunohy Lauds Collection
Of Copper by NTS Org.

(Continued on Page 5)
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Hollywood — Robert T. Kane, manning: director for 20th-Fox in England, and also a director of Gau-

1943's Gain Is Expected
To Duplicate That Scored
Nationally During 1942

Attendance
and "takes"
film
theaters which,
generallyof
speaking, moved upwards to

score a 20 to 25 per cent increase
in 1942 will be further accelerated
this year, with the prospects bright
that over the 12-month period an
equal gain will be registered.
Spokesman for a major company
operating one of the larger affiliated circuits made
that forecast
(Continued on Page 6)

Doubt Driving Ban
To Hurt Attendance
Despite the banning of "pleasure
driving" in the Eastern states, exhibitors do not look for any drastic
effect on theater attendance, a checkup yesterday revealed. Except in
remote cases, theaters generally are
in well populated areas and close to
(Continued on Page 7)

Talk Raw Stock Release
For Campaign Trailers
Release of raw stock for special
events and drive trailers was discussed at a meeting Wednesday by
Lowell
Mellett,
Harold
Hopper,
(Continued on Page 6)

Bank

Night Measure
Mulled in Albany

Albany — Measure specifically designed to regulate Bank Night may
make its appearance in the State
Legislature, it was reported yesterday. One provision of the contemplated measure would require theaters to remove names of persons
who have entered military service as
well as those who are deceased from
registration lists. It is said some
lists extant date back to 1935 and
total 50,000 names.
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Joe Breen Let Loose a Bombshell of Praise —
But It Scored Only a Near Miss On Saroyan!
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Administration,

viewed

a rough

we

saw

to-

day titled 'The Human Comedy'
is the greatest motion picture
we have ever seen. From beginning to end the picture is utterly flawless and is unquestionably the finest presentation of
American life ever put on the
screen. Our heartiest congratulations to you and to your associates at Metro. May you all
live long to make some others

.
JOSEPH

YORK

Code

he wired the following to M-G-M's prexy, Nicholas M. Schenck:
"You may be interested in knowing that it is the considered unanimous
judgment of all the members of the Production Code Administration that
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NEW

I. Breen, of the Production

cut of William Saroyan's new pic, "The Human Comedy," on the Coast at midweek. So great was the enthusiasm of the notoriously-conservative Breen that

is utterly

I.

.

flawless

like

this.

and

quoting Breen's rave.
When
he NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK
came
to the part — "the
picture
is unquestionably
the finest presentation
of American

life ever put on the screen," Saroyan said: "That's pretty good, isn't it?"

Skaneateles Arbitration
Hearing Resumes Feb. 16

Buffalo — Arbitrator Regis O'Brien
scheduled for Feb. 16, a second session of the hearing of the arbitration case brought by Colonial Theater, Skaneateles, against the "big
five," after the first session was confined to hearing Ruben C. Canter,
owner of the Colonial, offer testimony to support his contention that
Chg.
Net
present clearance favoring the Au%
burn, Jefferson and Palace, all
Schine houses in Auburn, should be
reduced from 30 to seven days.
V4
Intervenors are Mamyer Operating Co., Inc., a Schine subsidiary,
and SK.E. Operating Co., Ltd., operating three Syracuse theaters.

Rawson and Evelove
In Today from Coast
Mitchell Rawson, Eastern publicity manager for Warners and Alex
Evelove, in charge of publicity at
the studios in Burbank, arrive in
New York today from the Coast.
Rawson has been conferring at the
studios with Charles Einfeld, Whitney Bolton and Evelove for the past
month.
Irving Yergin, formerly Chicago
field rep. also gets in today to take
up his new duties in Mort Blumenstock's department.

H. W. Conover, Pioneer
Montreal Exhib., Dies

Montreal — H. W. Conover, 72, pioneer motion picture exhibitor in Montreal, died here yesterday. Native
of Millville, N. J., he managed one
of the first cinemas in Montreal, the
(Continued from Page 1)
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SECURITIES
Only four contracts will not be Chicago Sun. Wolfe Kaufman, film
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1945. They provide for automatic
wage increases in March of 10 per
cent. The union is now preparing
Lloyd Going Overseas
to apply to the War Labor Board
With Air Force Photo Unit for
approval of the raises.
West Coast Bureau of THE
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U/2

Local 702 to Seek
Contract Renewals

returns to Washington

OSCAR

MORGAN

left yesterday for Bos£y

id

will return to New York on Monday.
•* £
EDDIE AARON leaves today for Chicago and
the Coast.

Europe Big Post-War
Market for U. S. Pix
(Continued from Page

1)

mont British, arrived in Hollywood
yesterday to confer with Joseph M.
Schenck. One of most important
things he will bring to the attention of studio heads is a progiam for
better distribution in Europe.
"We have shown only an infinitesimal fraction of our product in
Europe for the past three years and
when the war is over we shall have
practically a new market for everything we have made since September
1939," Kane pointed out. He also
said that the English government,
and most of progressive business
houses in England, are preparing' as
best they can for post-war operation.
Kane declared: "Twentieth-Fox
has been working with Gaumont
British on a plan to distribute our
pictures in France and other European countries, for several months.
We are selling 'Tales of Manhatton' for more money and with better play dates than any picture
since
the Wind.'
"
Kane'Gone
willWith
remain
in Hollywood
for at least a month.
John M. Sfrub Dead
Beaver Falls, Pa. — John M. Strub,
65, pioneer movie theater manager,
died at his home here. Surviving
are his wife and a son.

//
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fine craftsmanship.

Soviet Footage for M of T

Hollywood — Director Frank Lloyd,
March of Time has closed a deal
who is 54 years old, has passed his
Army physical examination and will with Artkino whereby sequences
serve overseas with the Air Force from the Atkino feature "June- 13"
photographic unit supervising- baL. will be used in the next M of T subtie action photography.
ject titled "Russia Marches On."

today

CORP. JAMES BOYLE, formerly with RKO's
home office publicity and exploitation department, is in town on furlough from Camp
Claiborne,
La.

Best wishes."

Well, astaff
member
of M-G-M's
publicity
telephoned
Saroyan

BREEN

AL SHERMAN
from New York.
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Para. Will Redeem
Half of Preferred

1,500,000 Free Pix
Tickets to Fighters

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued on Page 4)

program pursued by Para.'s management starting in 1937 and looking
toward the final elimination of all
securities prior to the common stock
in claim upon the corporation's assets and earnings. Para.'s second
preferred stock was called for redemption in the early part of last
year.
As a l-esult of this program, despite acquisition of new properties
and maintenance and improvement
of old, the consolidated domestic
funded debt of the Corporation and
its subsidiaries now consists of only
approximately $20,000,000 of 4 per
cent debentures of 1956 and approximately $3,000,000 of subsidiary debt.
There are also about six million of
funded debt of Canadian subsidiaries.
Determination of the portion of
the outstanding stock to be redeemed
will be made by lot on Jan. 22, it
was
said.
All shares of first preferred stock
are convertible into common stock,
but in the case of the shares called
for redemption conversion must take
place on or before March 18, next.
Each share of first preferred stock
is convertible into seven shares of
common stock.
The amount of dividends accruing
during the first quarter of 1943 on
each share of first preferred stock
is $1.50 and the amount of regular
dividend accruing on the seven shares
of common stock into which each
share or first preferred stock is
convertible is $2.10.

More than 1,500,000 free movie
tickets have been given by New York
exhibitors to servicemen since August, 1941, it was said yesterdav ^by

Boecker Missing in Action
Rochester — Sergt. Richard Boecker, USA, one of the first employes
of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
to enter the armed service, has been
reported missing in Northwest Africa by the War Department.

Klauber Pens Tunisian Story
Marcy Klauber has completed a
new feature story entitled "Eunice
Prom Tunis" depicting the arrival
of the first American troops, their
setup and occupation and their desire for entertainment.

T
•

T

▼

•

• JACK BENNY, as honor guest at yesterday's luncheon sponsored by Federation in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Astor. gave resounding prooi of his greatness as a comedian and a showman
More than 800 members of the amusement field. — predominantly representatives offilmland — , packed the huge room, and rocked with laughter
o'er the Benny gags which were superbly satirical of the industry and
himself as a member thereof
Three of our major companies, and
some of their execs., came in for the good-natured ribbing

T

▼

T

• • • BUT contrasting with the wit of Waukegan's famous son
was the naturally more consequential humanitarianism with which the
luncheon was concerned,— the support of the great work being carried on in this second ivar year -by Federation
Appeal for the
continuance of this work, through the financial co-operation of the
rank and file alike of the amusement industry, was eloquently made
by Judge Joseph M. Proskauer in an address brilliant in its combination of both reason and emotion
Louis Nizer, prominent film
attorney, was the toastmaster, expertly pinch-hitting for George Jessel
who was unable to attend
Barney Balaban, Paramount's president and one of the sparkplugs of Federation activities in the film business, presided as luncheon's chairman, and also delivered a brief introductory address
The only other speaker was David Bernstein,
co-chairman with Maj. Albert Warner of the Amusement Division of
Federation

▼

▼

▼

• • • SEATED at the dais, — which additionally comprised Barney
Balaban. Mrs. Bamey Balaban, Malcolm Kingsberg, Harry Brandt, William Klein, Herman Robbins, Louis Nizer, Jack Benny, David Bernstein,
Joseph M. Proskauer, Carl M. Loeb, Jr., and Jules Brulatour (who, some
wag asserted represented
Rochester
at the luncheon), — was Adolph
Zukor, who yesterday celebrated his 70th birthday
He received
a rousing ovation from the huge gathering, which rose to its feet as
one man to give testimony of its unanimous regard for this veteran and
beloved film solon
Y
Y
V
• • • YESTERDAY'S luncheon climaxed the 1942 campaign of
the Amusement Division, and more than 200 new contributors were
enrolled for the affiliated charities
Drive will continue through
January
It is hoped that it will surpass the $150,000 raised in
the industry the previous year
Among those present at the gathering were J. Robert Rubin, William F. Rodgers, Gus S. Eyssell, Max
A. Cohen, Billy Brandt, Jack Alicoate, David "Skip" Weshner, Oscar
Doob, Ernest Emerling, Si Fabian, Hal Home, Robert Gillham, Don
M. Mersereau, P. A. Powers, Arthur Mayer, License Commissioner Paul
Moss, Morton Spring, Si Seadler, Max Seligman, Andy Sharick, Eddie
Schnitzer, Harold Rodner, Harry Rubin, Harry Michalson, Eugene

Charles
Harry

Douglas

H.

JANUARY
Ryan

8
Joe

JANUARY
9
M.
Coetz
Vilma
Ceorge Barcheller, Jr.
JANUARY
10
Maclean

Don

Weil
Barky

Silbert

Picker, Colvin Brown, Red Kann, J. J. O'Connor, Herman Starr, J. H.
Seidelman, David Samuels, Arthur Alleles, Leon Bamberger, Irving
Caesar, L. W. Conrow, Sam Dembow, George Dembow, John Byram,
Harry Egert, Phil Hodes, Max Gordon, Arthur Israel, Toby Gruen,
Harry Mandel, Leonard Schlessinger, M. H. Shapiro, William A. White,
Joe Vogel, Mike Vogel, Bob Weitman, Jack Levin, Charles Reed Jones,
Leon Goldberg, Nat Levy, Leonard Liebling, David Lipton, Maurice
Bergman, H. M. Richey, Charles Regan, John Hicks, Ed Hyman,
Arthur Jeffrey, Herman Lorber, Joe Lee, Dave Weinstock, Jules Smith,
Bill Ornstein, Harold Rinzler, George Heller, and hundreds of others.
Y
Y
Y
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

Harry Brandt,
chairman
th^y^'imittee
of theater
men, setof up
V J^ooperate
with
Mayor La These
Guardia's
Recreation
Committee.
free
admissions are available for all firstrun houses. So that service men living in Harlem or Brooklyn need not
come into Manhattan if they don't
wish to, tickets are given out for
these two boroughs.
For the men in uniform who do
not receive atickets
fromadmission
the mayor's
committee,
standard
fee
of 28 cents obtains in all Broadway
theaters. Several hundred thousand
of these reduced-rate tickets have
been sold in the period stated above.

Help Short, Hub Managers
Now Even Firing Furnaces
(Continued from Page 1)

and many theater managers, those
still exempt from the draft, are
doubling
furnace
overalls, whileinsome
also tenders'
are acting
as
ticket sellers and takers.
Many of the theaters have tried
the usherette scheme, some with no
success, for, given half a dozen
attractive young women in uniform
and immediately they are given better offers from industrial firms.
Hotels also are taking many of
the theater employes. The hotel men
recognize the fact that theater employes were exceptionally well
trained and are offering them bonuses. One theater head said yesterday that the situation had grown so
acute that he had his wife selling
tickets, his 16-year-old son working
as an usher after school hours and
he was himself sweeping out the
place mornings because both janitors had gone in the Navy.
Dimout Helps Hub Nabes
Boston — Dimout here is credited
with bringing better biz at the nabes.

'Yankee Doodle9 Biz
100%

Ahead of 'Yorh?

First week's engagement of "Yankee Doodle Dandy" in 30 smaller
cities where the picture did not play
at advanced prices grossed from 100
to 200 per cent better than "Sergeant York," it was disclosed in
businessyesterday.
reports to Warners home
office
"Dandy" also is topping "York"
generally on its return at popular
prices' in cities previously played.
At the Cleveland Hippodrome, first
week was twice as big as "York."
In Memphis, at the Warner, "Dandy"
did
100 per
"York"it
in both
firstcent
and better
secondthan
weeks,
was reported.
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LETTE
To the Editor of The Film Daily:
Further evidence that the public
is never to be trusted in its likes
_and dislikes in motion pictures is
— — pplied by Harold D. Guinzburg,
v^^Cputy
Director of the Overseas
TBranch of the OWI, who has just
returned from London.
When asked how Britishers liked
"Mrs. Miniver," he replied, "They
disliked 'Mrs. Miniver' intensely."
This is the same production concerning which Lord Beaverbrook
said, " 'Mrs. Miniver' is a great film.
It is sure to appeal to people in this
country and certain to do us all
much good. Our morale is very high.
But you will not only sustain our
spirits at their present high level,
you will lift us up again to even
greater ideals and more splendid
purposes."
Mr. Guinzburg continued, "They
feel that 'Mrs. Miniver' showed an
England which doesn't exist any
more if it ever did exist."
This is the same "Mrs. Miniver"
concerning which Hannan Swaffer,
the great English theater authority,
wrote in the London Daily Herald,
of July 21st, "It is odd that the best
film on English war time life, 'Mrs.
Miniver,' was made in Amerca. It
is remarkably accurate in all its
details even to the fixing of blackout lamps on cars."
Mr. Guinzburg also said, "The
English seem to feel 'Mrs. Miniver'
is a caricature of their country."
This is the same production which
the King of England invited 400
troops to see, according to the London Daily Mail, of Aug. 3.
The U.S.A. is indeed fortunate in
having so objective and careful an
observer give us an accurate report
on the English reception to "Mrs.
Miniver" otherwise we would be misled by the poll of the Picturegoer,
foremost British fan magazine,
whose readers voted "Mrs. Miniver"
the best picture of all time following only "Goodbye Mr. Chips."
If it weren't for Mr. Guinzburg's
astute insight into the British men-

Dunphy Lauds Collection
Of Copper by NTS Org.
(Continued from Page

1)

tained from film outlets all over
the country, it is announced by the
organization.
This large collection of vital copper is being put back into the nation's copper stock pile via sales of
the drippings to authorized scrap
dealers. NTS branches are contributing the proceeds of these sales to
the United Nations Fund, the Red
Cross, USO, and other war welfare
agencies.
Informed of the 7,500 pounds of
copper collected by NTS, Chris Dunphy, Chief of the Amusement Section of WPB's Services Equipment
Division, asserted: "It is co-operation of this kind that makes a worth-

RS

tality, we would be led astray by the
following cable from Sam Eckman,
managing director of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in Great Britain: —
"In 14 years at London's Empire
Cinema 'Mis. Miniver' is first film
mat had second week in excess of first and that by £600.
Not even 'Gone With the Wind'
was thus honored. British public
has discovered Mrs. Miniver'
even though she has been living
m their midst for centuries. 'Miniver's' third week at the Empire
cinema also better than first and
only eight per cent under second
paralleling consistency at New
hoik's Music Hall. Am certain run
will be terminated only by general
release date August 24."
Another misleading cable from
Sam Eckman said: — "Holding 'Miniver' sixth week which must be limit
of run which will close only three
days before general release date
otherwise believe this run would
continue indefinitely."
This box-office triumph of "Mrs.
Miniver" was repeated throughout
England . . . through error no doubt.
Had only these pearls of wisdom
flowed from this open-mouthed public servant at the time of the release
of "Mrs. Miniver" in the United
States! Mr. Guinzburg would thereby have performed a great public
seivice in enlightening the British
Government to the true reaction of
Englishmen to the production, thereby saving the various agencies in
the British Government the embarrassment of applying all possible
pressure on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
to distribute "Mrs. Miniver" as
quickly and as widely as possible
under the mistaken belief that this
"ca:icature" of England was an accurate reflection of Great Britain
during the blitz.
We always knew that the reactions
of American audiences were worthless as a guide to the industry. It
is utterly disillusioning, to find that
according to Mr. Guinzburg, no faith
may be given the reactions of British audiences either.
DAVE BLUM.

Lexington Theaters Ask
Police Aid Smoking Ban
Lexington, Ky. — The practice of
smoking in Lexington theaters has
become such a nuisance that theater
managers have asked the assistance
of local police to stop it. Persons
who refuse to extinguish their
smokes will be charged with breach
of peace.
while contribution toward the prosecution of the war."
NTS officials attribute the main
credit to the patriotic theatermen
sending their copper drippings into
accredited depots, and it is hoped
hat even larger amounts will be
cleared through National branches.

REVIEWS Of R6W FILMS
"Shadow of a Doubt"

"Margin for Error"

with Teresa Wright, Joseph Cotten
Universal
108 Mins.
ACE MELLER WITH SOCKO B.O.
POWER VIA ACTING, ACTION, AND
HITCHCOCK'S
FLARE
FOR
SUSPENSE.
Of all the startling feature films directed
by Alfred Hitchcock, — superman of suspense
and wizard of mystery — this one is geared
most highly to thrill American audiences
and to pour coin into the coffers of U. S.
fheaters. In support of this appraisement
can be cited the following:

with Milton Berle, Joan Bennett
20th -Fox
74 Mins.
MIXTURE OF FUN AND MELODRAMATICS
HAS
PLENTY
ON
THE
BALL.
If there is any error in this film the
exhibitor will have to look in the title
for it. For the plain truth is that the
screen version of the Clare Boothe Broadway hit of several seasons ago comes out
of the machines as thoroughly satisfying
entertainment in which the comedy content

(1) Hitchcock's handling of a powerpacked meller in an American venue (most
of the action takes place in California community of modest size) will add realism
and consequence to the story in the eyes
and estimation of the nation's entertainment-se kers, incontrast with foreign locales as has been his custom heretofore;

has been played up in view of Milton Berle's
participation in the goings-on.
The production, a smart job bearing the
Ralph Dietrich banner, is certain to win
plaudits wherever it is shown. With Berle
playing the Jewish policeman given the
odious task of protecting the Nazi consulate in New York, the picture is nothing
less than unabashed fun. The comedian

(2) The picture's characters all have the
stamp of conviction; (3) Action is of the
believable sort which requires no stretch
of the imagination, and has a double climax
so stark and exciting that the most phlegmatic patron will perch precariously on the

is the film's prime asset in a role that
presents him to better effect than has been
his lot in the past. And why not? The
part is tailor-made for him.
Lillian Hayward has altered the Boothe

theater chair's edge; and (4) The theme
of good, as incorporated in the disillusioned
heart of the capable young Teresa Wright,
and of evil, as exemplified by the handsome
uncle she adores, Joseph Cotten, gives
Hitchcock a golden opportunity to render
a symphony of conflicting emotions, — and
he makes the very most of it all.
"Shadow of a Doubt" is of the stuff
"dream" grosses are made of, and it should
prove not only a gold mine for stands great
and small, but rapidly become Hitchcock's
most widely-discussed opus. There are no
red herrings yanked across the trail in this
attraction, as was the case in his recent
hit, "Suspense." The story moves inflexibly
toward an ending which the onlooker more
or less clearly expects, but which elicits
the periodic hope that the worst fears of
Teresa Wright will not be realized.
But that they are only strengthens the
drama. Her case of deep and idealistic affection for her uncle, Joseph Cotten, who
has come to live with her family and herself, undergoes tragic disintegration because circumstance upon circumstance
outcrops to bring her to the realization,
not merely that he is hiding something
under his smoldering outward behavior, but
that the something is horrible.
Her clandestine examination of a newspaper clipping, relating something which
he has hoped to hide, is damning evidence
that he is being hunted for a series of
murders in - the East, just before coming
to her parents' home. Committed via
strangling, she feels that her uncle is both
capable of them and may even attempt to
put her out of the way. Her deduction
is doubly correct. Her second and final
escape is horror-filling, and involves his
own death.
The performances of both these central
players is aces, and the character acting
of the supporting cast is ditto. Macdonald
">rey and Wallace Ford as the detective":
(the former winning the Wright heart)
score solidly as do Patricia Collinge as the
mother, and Edna May Wonacott, the latter's precocious younger daughter — to name
but a few. Production values under Jack
H. Skirball are first-rate, as5 is Joseph Valentine's photography. There isn't a shadow
of CAST:
a doubtTeresa
about Wright,
this picture's
Josephsuccess.
Cotten,
Macdonald Carey, Patricia Collinge, Henry
Travers, Wallace, Ford, Hume Cronyn, Edna

play extensively for film purposes but hasn't
lost any of the entertainment worth of the
original. She has done a surprisingly good
job of it. Otto Preminger again plays a
sinister Nazi as the consul. The fellow
croaks when by error he swallows a poisoned
drink intended for his secretary (Carl Esmond), who refused to withhold submission
of the consulate's financial report to Der
Fuehrer — a report revealing that the consul
was diverting Nazi funds to his private use.
His death brings a double blessing. First,
it prevents Preminger from carrying out
his threat to have Esmond's grandmother
in Austria persecuted for being of Jewish
blood unless the report is sidetracked. Second, it frees his wife (Joan Bennett) of
a marriage founded solely on her fear of
reprisal against her father, inmate of a
German concentration camp. The consul's
demise makes it possible for her to find
happiness with Esmond, who at the finale
has renounced Nazism and become a true
friend of America, even to the extent of
enlisting in the Army.
Berle has been given plenty of opportunity to exchange wisecracks with Preminger
and other members of the cast. Preminger,
Miss Bennett, and Esmond give him strong
assistance
in putting
over
the
picture.
CAST: Joan Bennett, Milton Berle, Otto
Preminger, Carl Esmond, Howard Freeman,
Poldy Dur, Clyde Fillmore, Ferike Boros,
Joe Kirk, Hans von Twardowski, Ted North,
Elmer Jack Semple, J. Norton Dunn, Hans
Schumm, Ed McNamara, Selmer Jackson.
CREDITS: Producer, Ralph Dietrich; Director, Otto Preminger; Screenplay, Lillian
Hayward; Based on play by Clare Boothe;
Cameraman, Edward Cronjager; Art Directors, Richard Day, Lewis Creber; Film
Editor, Louis Loeffler.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
May Wonacott, Charles Bates, Irving Bacon,
Clarence Muse, Janet Shaw, Estelle Jewell.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack H. Skirball; Director, Alfred Hitchcock; Original Story,
Gordon McDonell; Screenplay, Thornton
Wilder, Sally Benson, Alma Reville; Cameraman, Joseph Valentine; Original Music
Score, Dmitri Tiomkin; Art Director, John j
B. Goodman; Sound Director, Bernard B. j
Brown;
Mus'cal
ilm Editor,
MiltonDirector,
Carruth. Charles Previn;
Fine.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
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80% East. Houses
Convert to Coal
{Continued from Page

Shape ot Things to Come
... as envisioned from the summit
(Continued from Page

1)

equipment to the use of coal, and
conversion is continuing in the remaining 20 per cent wherever possible.
It has been estimated that about
20 per cent of the theaters in Greater New York continue to use oil
burners.
Loew theaters in New York made
quick changes in their newspaper
ads for today to include special copy
covering the fuel oil shortage. The
copy reads: "Loew's theaters are
heated with coal. Turn down your
furnace, save fuel and come to
Loew's."
Meanwhile, the New York JournalAmerican is the first of several
newspapers to publish gratis a series of large display ads calling attention to the fact that 95 per cent
of patrons are within walking distance of theaters or close to transportation. The ads also emphasize
the fact that theaters burn coal.

Few Atlanta Territory
Houses Dependent on Oil
Atlanta — Few theaters in this ter? itory are wholly dependent on oil
heat. Downtown Atlanta houses are
city-steam heated and suburban theaters largely use natural gas, with
a few having coal burners.

Only 11 of 70 Theaters
In D. C. Still Use Oil
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

1)
(Continued from Page

in the future by the armed services will increase markedly," the exec, forecasts. "The
Navy proposes to materially step up its training film program. The Army also will require more and more film. It is impossible to increase tne manutacture of raw stock
to meet the greater demand. New machinery required in the coating process seems
to be out ot tne question because ot the snortage ot critical materials. So it is evident
that the industry must prepare to meet further raw stock cuts tnat the armed services
more imperative needs may be met. That does not mean tnat studios will close or tnat
theaters must shutter.

It does mean that we must be prepared to get along with less."
o

THIRD, a manpower "pinch" that will hit the entire industry. "As the war continues,
' there will be expansion both of the armed forces and the industrial army engaged in
war production," he stressed. "It is true that we have some industry groups classified
as essential and others may be added. But such ciassitication is not an insurance policy.
Sooner or later, we shall have degrees of essentiality. And so the industry must expect
to yield up even its essential workers if their services are deemed more vital in some
other field or sphere. Eventually, for one thing, I think you will find the booths staffed
with women
COURTH,

as they largely are in England'."
a mandatory shift in operating policy by all classes of theaters designed to

' conserve product and maintain a backlog as a guarantee against forced suspension
through exhaustion of releases. "The raw stock curtailment that we have exper.enced
thus tar actually has not worked a hardship," the company chief commented. "What
it has accomplished essentially is the elimination of waste and the adoption of good business practices which the industry should have observed long ago. That is why I repeat
that the present situation provides no criterion and has inspired a false sense of security
in so many. The present situation cannot and will not continue. We must realize that
and act accordingly. Theater operators must play fewer pictures and play them longer.
The time to educate the public is today.
CIFTH,
■

A delay will bring unpleasant repercussions."
o

continued industry prosperity, matching the experience of the trade in Britain

where the war has sent attendance soaring. "I believe you will see rationing extended in the United States to the point that v.rtually all civilian needs will be embraced

by the system," the exec, coninued. "That means the average wage-earner, despite his
War Bond purchases, his higher taxes and his increased living costs will have more
money than ever before for amusements. And amusements largely will mean movies.
That has been the English experience, and oit will be repeated here undoubtedly."

DAILY

Washington — Recent WPB figures
reveal that only 11 of the 70 motion
picture houses in the District of
Columbia still burn oil. Circuits
such as Warner Bros., Bernheimer
and Lust are almost entirely converted and the same holds true in
surrounding Maryland and Virginia.

Approximately One-Third
Of Hub Houses Converted
Boston — Approximately one-third
of the theaters of Greater Boston
have converted from oil to coal.
Others are frankly wondering
whether the shortage of oil will
necessitate closing. In some instances conversion is under way
and they will be converted by Feb. 1.
Present order hasn't hurt badly
locally and a meeting will be held
early next week to implore aid or
less restrictions if possible. Gov.
Saltonstall yesterday in his inaugural address warmly complimented
Massachusetts theaters in general
upon their war activities and the
with the Massplendid co-operation
sachusetts committee on public
safety.

Theaters in Connecticut
Rushing Coal Change-Over

New Haven — It looks as if only
hospitals and homes will get oil in
in ConHartford, while theaters
necticut are rushing to convert to
coal. Twenty-four of 50 Warner
houses have shifted ot coal. The 15

Further 25% Rise
In Attendance Seen

SIXTH, no Government move to end duals through the medium of raw stock restrictions
is in prospect. "It is my opinion that decision as to the use made of raw stock will
be left to the companies," the speaker stated. "Thus, for example, one studio may prefer
to make two B's, with 175 prints of each, while another may elect to make one A, with
350 prints. It will depend entirely upon what the company determines will best fit
its own needs."
SEVENTH,

o

leaves or furloughs for film players now in uniform that they may appear

in Hollywood productions are improbable. "The industry has not discussed that with
Washington and there is no plan to do so," he declared. "England, where there exists
a keener realization of the importance of motion pictures in war-time, is aiding production in that way. However, there are many factors to be considered. There is the public's
reaction. Would it be favorable? An investment of from one to two millions might well

there, in essence, you have the shape of things to come as envisioned from
be atAnd
stake."
the summit. Think it over.
is now on and some exhibitors who
al. eady have converted declare they
will never go back to oil.
Stanley-Warner circuit has only
three oil-burning theaters. A numNewark Indies Face Labor
ber of houses have dropped matinees as a conservation measure and
Problem for Conversions
Newark — All first-runs here have others are expected to follow suit.
Some are even testing a one-nighteither converted to coal heat or a-week
shutdown.
have always used coal. Most of
Warners' neighborhoods reverted to Fuel Oil Cuts Do Not
;oal last Spring. The few inde- Worry Providence Exhibs.
pendents still using oil are facing
labor priorities problem to convert.
Providence — Fuel cuts are not worlying Providence theater managers
Rush to Convert to Coal
as much as the stoppage of pleasure
In Full Swing in Philly
driving. Only Providence first-run
Philadelphia — Many theaters in using oil is the Metropolitan operating week-ends only. The Majestic
this territory have converted their
eauipment from oil to coal, while and Carlton are in process of converting. Other houses are now
others are prevented from doing so
because of the lack of storage space heating with coal, the Strand and
or other reasons.
The rush to coal Playhouse having converted recently.
Poli theaters and many independents
have done likewise. One official
source said: "If you can't convert,
convert anyway."

1)

yesterday, basing it both on the economic trend in this country and the
experience of British exhibitors
business
is estimated
to s'
awhose
50 per
cent jump
during the
It was pointed out that the percentage of increase for 1942 was an
years.
estimate to be applied nationally,
and that there were territories, hard
hit by population losses, where it
by no means applied. War production centers, however, it was said
benefited materially, the greater
spending power of war workers being reflected at the box-offices.
Fear that higher taxes might react adversely on American attendance war-time
this year levies
was discounted.
British
are in excess
of those presently prevailing here,
but British film patronage has continued to rise. That pattern is expected to be followed here in the
months immediately ahead.

Comedies Best Buffalo
Box Office Bets in 1942
(Continued from Page 1)

town first-runs in 1942. Music figin grossers.
fewer than onefourth ured
of largely
the top
Top 10 for Buffalo Theaters, Inc.
(Shea Circuit), operating the Buffalo, Great Lakes and Hippodrome,
were: 1. "Mrs. Miniver"; 2. "Yankee
Doodle Dandy" (at advanced prices);
3. "Somewhere I'll Find You"; 4.
"Road to Morocco"; 5. "Reap the
Wild Wind"; 6. "Holiday Inn"; 7.
"Babes on Broadway"; 8. "Springtime in the Rockies"; 9. "Desperate
Journey"; 10. "How Green Was My
With three Abbott and Costello
pictures close to the top, the LaValley." fayette's top grossers were predominantly comedies. The list: 1. "My
Sister Eileen"; 2. "Pardon My Sarong"; 3. "Who Done It?"; 4. "Ride
'Em, Cowboy"; 5. "Eagle Squadron";
6. "The Invaders"; 7. "The Talk of
the Town"; 8. "You Were Never
Lovelier"; 9. "Between Us Girls";
10. "Hellzapoppin."
Three Humphrey Bogart vehicles
and two Gary Cooper starrers made
the 20th Century's list, as follows:
1. "Flying Tigers"; 2. "Pride of the
Yankees"; 3. "Ball of Fire"; 4.
"Across the Pacific"; 5. "All Through
the Night"; 6. "Bambi"; 7. "The Big
Shot"; 8. "Here We Go Again"; 9.
"The Navy Comes Through"; 10.
"Once Upon a Honeymoon."

Talk Raw Stock Release
For Campaign Trailers
(Continued from Page

1)

Francis Harmon, Si Fabian, Arthur
Mayer, Herman Gluckman. Arch
Mersey and Sam Spewack in New
York. The WAC will make a report on the amount, of footage
needed for the trailers.
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Doubt Driving Ban
To Hurt Attendance
{Continued from Page

1)

Advocates Fan Mail
Go To Pic Producers
Declaring in an editorial appearing in the February issue of Screenland that it is about time the movie
makers received fan letters for the
job they are doing to help America
win the war, Delight Evans, the publication's editor, calls attention of
the nation's moviegoers to this fact
and adds: "You movie makers are
contributing something to the war
effort that no other industry can, —
inspiration as well as entertainment.
Not only the stars on Bond-selling
personal appearances and camp tours,

bus, street car or, as in New York,
Boston and Philadelphia, subway
transportation.
Reports from downtown theaters
"^^cey cities indicate that week-end
business may be off, the opinions
being based on past experiences. In
many territories, reports say, patrons have been saving their gaso— stars are only the symbol. It's the
motion pictures, messengers of
line during the week for theaterdemocracy, that girdle the globe
going trips on the week-ends. This
and maintain morale." What films
practice now is expected to be elimare doing on the home front, and
inated.
the theaters showing them, also
come in for a deserved tribute in
Neighborhood houses for the most
the editorial.
part are hopeful of sufficient walking distance business to keep going
profitably.
Loew theater managers have been Trade's Voluntary War
instructed to check the gas rationing Efforts Click — Harmon
effect on business by observing the
number of patrons arriving by car
(Continued from Page 1)
and the extent to which parking lots
what couldn't be done by compulare used.
sion," the film industry of the Buffalo exchange area is banding to
"Gas" Rationing Hurts
another task of aiding the war efCalif. Rural Theaters
fort.
San Francisco — Since gasoline raThe voluntary activities were extioning went into effect, box-office
tolled by Francis S. Harmon, WAC
returns in rural communities of the
co-ordinator, as 80 exhibs. and disbay area have shown a slight down- tribs. met to prepare for observward trend, according to Fox-West
ance of United Nations Week, Jan.
Coast Theaters chain and indepen- 14-20.
dent operators. Business in San
Francisco and Oakland neighborhood
"We are one industry that hasn't
houses shows a definite improvement, been taken over," Harmon said. "We
as lack of gas keeps patrons closer have been fighting censorship for
to home. Downtown theaters in 25 years, and now we are in times
both cities continue with heavy when human effort is divided between the voluntary and the comgrosses because of the number of
pulsory. We must prove that we
service men in the city, and the
great number of defense workers nan expand the area of voluntary
earning large wages.
effort and contract the compulsory."
A. Charles Hayman, president of
Gas Rationing Hits Nabe
MPTO of New York State, Inc., preTheaters in New Haven
sided at the luncheon.
New Haven — Neighborhood operators are feeling keenly reduction in National War Fund to Handle
auto use in most instances. Once on Distribution of UNW Funds
a trolley or bus, they state, their
Chairman Joseph E. Davies of the
former patrons prefer to go downtown, especially since increased President's War Relief Control
earnings have lessened the influence Board has expressed much interest
in United Nations Week in a letter
of cheaper admissions.
to Co-ordinator Francis S. Harmon
of the WAC. Davies also confirmed
the understanding that the proceeds
of the collections of this week would
ho, turned over to the National War
Fund, as the authorized agency in
accordance with the recent announcement bv President Roosevelt, for
Cleveland — Marge McCord, secretary to Dick Wright, Warner Thea- distribution to the appropriate forter district manager, has announced
eign war relief organizations.
her engagement to Sgt. John Streib
UNW pledges are pouring into
of this city, now stationed at Indian- WAC headauarters, 7,801 exhibs.
town Gap, Pa.
siening to date.

WEDDING

BELLS

Buffalo — In Buffalo on furlough
from DeRidder, La., where he is a
radio technician in the Army Signal
Corps,, Robert Moredock, formerly of
the Shea theaters' publicity department, was married Tuesday in Holy
Family Church to the former Rita
Lennon.

Louis Goldberg, RKO division
manager, has arranged a special
screening for "You, John Jones" in
every one of his Brooklyn and
Oueens theaters for clergv, merchants, school principals and newspaper reps, to stimulate interest in
tho drive.

Sunday Opening Order
Carries Arrest Warning
Jackson, Miss.— Controversy over
this state's blue laws took complicated twist when a theater circuit
was granted right to operate on
Sundays but warned new arrests
would be made if it did. Circuit
Court Judge J. F. Barbour granted
attorneys of the Kennington-Saenger chain a supersedeas in the
case, which already had been tried
in local courts and appealed. The
supersedeas gives the theaters the
right to operate on Sundays until
decision in the appeal is handed
down. In his order, however, the
jurist warned that operators will be
arrested if the blue laws are violated
"as the statute must be enforced."

Trade is Watching
Tax Moves by States
(Continued from Page 1)

partments have been watching the
revenue from gasoline levies dwindle
and other sources must be tapped to
they say.
offset come,
the
sharp reduction in inIt is reported that the MPPDA
and exhibitor associations throughout the country are watching carefully all tax proposals, not with the
intent of opposing added taxation
but to resist any attempt to put theaters on the spot to the exclusion of
other industries.
With 44 of the 48 states holding
legislative sessions this year, and
the possibility of special sessions by
the remaining four, further taxation
looms as a definite probability.
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January 5, 194-3

CHARLES P. TAFT
FREDERICK P. KEPPCL
MEL.VIN D. HILDRETH
GENERAL COUNSEL
HOMER S. FOX
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

My

dear Mr. Harmon:
The President's War Relief Control Board is much
interested in your plans for United Nations Week and
approves of the project. The proceeds of the collections
of this week are to be turned over to the National War
Fund, as the authorized agency, in accordance with the
recent announcement of the President of the United States,
for distribution to the appropriate foreign war relief
organizations.
Sincerely yours,

Joseph E. Da vies
Chairman

Mr. Francis Harmon,
War Activities Committee
1501 Broadway,
New York, New York.
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WILL FIGHT FURTHER RAW STOCK CUTS
Momand's
$4,960,000
Suit to Trial
Today
WPB Film Chief
Hopper
Sessions Expected to SpanTrust
THE WEEK IN
Sunday Pix Okayed
REVIEW

Four to Six Weeks; Judge
Bower Broaddus Presiding

Film Stock Cut

By ERNEST W. FAIR

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Oklahoma City — After almost 12
years of delay on preliminary matters, the A. B. Momand $4,960,000
anti-trust action against the majors
and the Griffith circuit companies,
gets under way today in Federal
Court here before Judge Bower
Broaddus, third Federal district jur3|C
ijfi
$
ist to hold hearings on the case.
SALARY CEILING: Salaries of The trial is expected to last from
execs, and studio personnel will be four to six weeks.
Originally scheduled to start Dec.
paid until the maximum under the
(Continued on Page 4)
ceiling is reached, studios report.
Meanwhile, Washington legislators
consider tacking an anti-ceiling rider
to the next war tax bill. Hedy Lamarr sued Loew's for contract salary
raise to $2,000 per week.
By L H. MITCHEL1
FILM
CONSERVATION:
War
Production Board ordered a cut of
25 per cent in film stock for the industry. This cut is expected to save
400,000,000 feet of raw stock, industry consumption being limited to 1,400,000,000 feet.

*

*

*

PERSONALITIES: Harry M.
Warner urges post-war planning by
the industry now. . . . Robert T.
Kane, 20th-Fox head in Britain, sees
big post-war market for the past
three years' accumulation of American pictures. . . . Darryl F. Zanuck's pictures of the landing of
American troops in North Africa
may be confined to the newsreels.
. . . Nat Holt has been named to an
RKO theater-studio liaison post. . . .
PRC appointed George J. Bonwick
executive vice-prexy, and Leo J.
McCarey assistant
* * sales* manager.

Detroit Censorship
Setup Reorganized

For Princeton, N. J.

Princeton, N. J. — So that youths
undergoing Army and Navy training
at Princeton may be provided with
recreation Gov. Charles Ed son has
lifted the restrictions against the
showing of films on Sunday in this
town. The governor, acting under
his war emergency powers at the
request of Captain Ralph C. Parker,
commandant of the Naval Training
School, hinted that elimination of
the ban against Sunday movies might
be extended to other New Jersey
communities near service training
centers.

Says Allocation Cuts Are
"Down to the Bone Now"
By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — "We will really fight any further cuts in raw
stock allotments to the industry," Harold Hopper, WPB motion

picture chief, told The Film Daily:
Friday. "We feel that we have a\ready
gone as endangering
low as we can
with-;:
out seriously
some
of
the producing companies, and I am
very optimistic that we shall not
have to go any further, but cannot,
of course, give any guarantee. . I
(Continued on Page 4)

Colorado Admissions
Saugerlies Award
Levy May Be Dropped Reversed on Appeal

Detroit — Censorship activities of
Denver — With the Colorado legisDetroit's Police Department are beThe appeal board has reversed the
ing merged into a single division
lature getting: under way and overaward of an arbitrator in the comunder a reorganization effective towhelmingly
Republican,
solons'
aim
day, for the first time in 30 years. is to make the session as short as nlaint filed by Thornton Theaters,
Censorship of motion pictures has nossible and pass as few laws as Inc., operating the Orpheum Theater, Saugerties, N. Y., against the
hitherto been vested in a separate are absolutely necessary. Among
(Continued on Page 11)
five consenting companies and the
(Continued on Page 3)
Kinbro Operating Corp. Complainant had alleged that the 14-day
Harry Thomas, Recovered Gillham Names Shuford

From Fire Hurts, at Desk

To Adv. Post at Para.

(Continued on Page 4)

Appointment of Stanley Shuford, 400 More Armv Post
Harry Thomas, Monogram
Eastern sales manager who was in- veteran film advertising executive, Theaters This Year
jured in the Coeoanut Grove fire in
of Paramount's adRATIONING: Gasoline rationing Boston, is back at his desk in New to take charge
vertising, both trade and national,
New evidence of the importance
reported killing theater business in York, having completely recovered was announced Friday by Bob Gillthe
Government attaches to film enfrom
the
disaster.
wzr-stranded towns. With pleasure
ham, advertising and publicity ditertainment for the armed forces of
driving out in New York and other
rector.
Shuford
will
head
the
adScott Dunlap, Monogram producer
the nation was presented last week
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 3)
Eastern seaboard communities, New
(Continued on Page 11)
York doubts it will have much effect
on attendance. . . . New cut in fuel
oil allowance find 80 per cent of
Gas Rationing Helps
Eastern seaboard theaters already
converted to coal heat, with more Nabes Reported Normal; Boston Hard Hit
And Hurts in Denver
in the process of conversion.
* *
*
Denver — Gas rationing is having
It Seems Guinzburg of OWI
Theaters along the Eastern seatwo effects on theaters in the
RANDOM NOTES: Anti-blind
board had their first taste of the
smaller communit'es in the Denver
checking bills loom in Iowa and New Read It in the Spectator
ban on "pleasure driving" over the
area. In those towns where theJersey. . . . Holiday week-end biz Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY week-end and the results were deaters draw heavily on rural populasoared in New York and many towns;
Washington — The remarks of
scribed as "snotty." In some territion for patronage grosses are being
50 Boston theaters reported SRO Harold Guinzburg, deputy collector
tories, neighborhood business was
in advance. . . . UA theater circuit
appreciably cut, but theaters in
of the OWI overseas branch, con- reported as normal, but theaters in
towns that are largely self-contained
reported profits at $325,392, more
the outlyina: districts of Boston
and with a small rural population
cerning
the
British
reaction
to
"Mrs.
than double 1941 earnings. . . . Ar- Miniver" reflected the tenor of re- were hard hit.
close by, grosses are up slightly.
bitration system budget for the comviews in such British mags, as the
A number of houses in towns sur(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)
ing year was fixed at $285,000.

_

"Gas" Ban Effect Spotty
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Studios Checking One-Day
Transportation 'Gas' Test
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Casablanca
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures) — 7th
week
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 5th week
In Which
We
Serve (United Artists-Noel
Coward) — 3rd week
The
Black
Swan
(Twentieth' Centurv-Fox) — 3rd
week
Arabian
Nights
(Universal
Pictures-Walter
Wanger) — Last
day
Yankee
Doodle
Dandy
(Warner
Brcs. Pictures) — 3rd week
(b)
Star Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd week
Whistling
in Dixie
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 2nd
week
Sherlock
Holmes
and the Secret Weapon
(Universal
Pictures) — 2nd
The Silver Queen
(United
Artists)
Centleman
Jim
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)
(a-b)
Flying Fortress (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
Boss of Bigtown
(Producers
Releasing
Corp.) — Last day
(a)
Sundown
Kid (Republic
Pictures) — Last day (a)

♦ FOREIGN
Fortress

on

the

Volga

LANGUAGE

(Artkino

♦

Pictures) — 3rd

FUTURE

(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

DAILY

Hollywood
Music
Hall
Capitol
Roxy
Rivoli
Strand
Paramount
Criterion
week
Rialto
Glebe
Palace
Palace
New
York
New
York

FEATURES

week

Follows

Providence — Community theater
in rural Wakefield, has announced
discontinuance of all week-day matinees during the winter as a fuel
conservation move. House, operated
by Stanzler Interests, is amusement
center for large area of Southern
Rhode Island and seats around 1,000.

Movietone Bldg. Converts to T^al
Fox Movietone building an ^»ie
exchange have been converted j^um
oil to coal by 20th-Fox.

♦

NEW YORK
THEATERS

Stanley

OPENINGS

(c)

H
Theater

♦

Shadow of a Doubt
(Universal
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
Tennessee
Johnson
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Fictures) — Opens
tomorrow
Commandos
Strike at Dawn — Jan. 13
China Girl (Twentieth
Century-Fox)
Reunion
in France
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
No Time
for Love
(Paramount
Pictures)
They
Cot Me Covered
(RKO
Radio
Pictures-Samuel
Goldwyn)
American
Empire
(United
Artists)
(c)
Seven
Days Leave
(RKO
Radio
Pictures) — Jan. 13 (a-b)
The Gorilla Man
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Jan. 13 (a)
Lady from Chungking (Producers Releasing Corp.) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
The Old Chisholm Trail (Universal
Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
Swedish
Panorama
(Scandia
Films) — Jan. 16
48th

LaGuardia in Trailer
Asks Calm in Emergency

FINANCIAL

Parade

Distributor

Wakefield, Conn. House
Drops Week-day Matinees

current

Rivoli
Astor
Criterion
Roxy
Capitol
Paramount
Music
Hall
Rialto
Palace
Talace
New York
New York
St. Theater

RADIO CITY MUSIC
ROCKEFELLER
RONALD COLMAN
•

HALL

CENTER
GREER GARS0N

O'Hilton's
HARA
ST'*
HARVE
"RANDOM
In James

Gala Stags Revue • Symphony
Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

bill.

New Chi. Variety Club Will
Get Charter at Convention

Chicago — Tent No. 26, newest link
At the suggestion of Harrythe Variety Clubs of America,
Brandt and the ITOA, Mayor La- in
Guardia is appearing in a trailer made its official bow last week when
in which he will speak to audiences it held its first meeting, elected officers and selected its headquarters.
several times daily on the necessity
of avoiding panic in the event of an The new tent's charter will be presented at the national meeting of
emergency. Under th original plan,
the speeches to the patrons were the Variety Clubs to be held here
to be given by firemen or members Feb. 19-21.
Officers for the first year are John
of the house staff in all New York
City theaters. The trailer was made Jones, chief barker; Clyde Eckhardt,
assistant chief barker; Jack Kirsch,
by Fox Movietone.
At an ITOA meeting Friday, second assistant chief barker; Irving
members were urged to convert their Balaban,
Mack, property
master, and John
dough guy.
oil heaters to coal as quickly as posSpacious quarters have been leased
sible and to give their all-out efforts to the United Nations Week in the Blackstone Hotel. Practically
every person known to the industry
campaign.
in Chicago has joined the new tent
which is the result largely of the
Await Ruling on Placing
efforts of Henri Elman of the Capitol Film Exchange, who has been
Stars' Salaries in Escrow
commended for his work by national
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY headquarters.
John Harris, national chief barker,
Hollywood — Members of the film
colony are still awaiting action by and other national officers will attend the induction ceremonies during
the Treasury Department on a proposal that earnings of actors in ex- the February meeting.
cess of $67,000 be placed in escrow
pending final clarification of the PRC and Cobian in Deal
wage-salary ruling.
Producers Releasing Corp. has
Actors feel they should be paid closed a deal with Cobian Theaters,
the full amount as provided for in Inc., for distribution of its product
their contracts and that if the Gov- in Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,
ernment will not allow them more Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
than $67,000 a year, the excess Deal runs to 1945. Roberto Socas,
should be given to the Government export manager, represented PRC,
in taxes instead of being retained with Harold Winston signing for
by the companies.
Cobian.

Hollywood — Although industry representatives are now checking a
one-day transportation test made in
all studios, they declare it would be
difficult to know the number of studio
employes who will need maximum
"C" gas cards until the survey is
completed next week. They admit- Stassen in UNW Plug
St. Louis Art Theater Closes
ted numerous applications for supSt. Louis — Gas rationing has
plemental gas are being received
Pathe News' issue going out tomorrow Avill include a clip in which forced the closing of Ruby S'Renco
daily and that the situation will be
acute for many workers unless they Governor Stassen of Minnesota plugs Art Theater in the RKO Radio exchange building.
United Nations Week.
can be furnished more gasoline.
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DiltY

Detroit Censorship
Setup Reorganized

COminG and GOIflG
SPYROS SKOURAS, president of 20th-Fox,
left for the studio over the week-end for conferences with production executives. He expects to be gone about 10 days.

(Continued from Page 1)

official from the censor who handled
stage shows, night clubs, and outdoor amusements.
Under the new setup, Lt. Charles
W. Snyder, who has been film censor
for eight years, takes over the combi^A duties with a staff of four
£><Cgt. Joseph Kollar, stage censor, is moving over to the Special
Investigation Squad, where his special abilities as a linguist are in
demand at this time. Edward Hicks,
Kollar's assistant, remains in the
squad.
Howard Stewart, a graduate lawyer, and member of the Police since
1927, is being transferred from the
Juvenile Division to sta:t at once
on screen censorship, and will check
all screenings single-handed for the
first month while Snyder organizes
his new administrative duties. Also
added to the staff is Stanley Anderson, who was formerly in show business, and will probably handle flesh
attractions at present. Snyder's plan
is to have all four men i otate between screen and general amusement work for the first time.

Harry Thomas, Recovered
From Fire Hurts, at Desk
(Continued from Page 1)

and also a victim of the fire, has returned to Hollywood and visited the
studio on his first day back. At one
time, both men were on the danger
list of fire victims.
Boston — Mr. and Mrs. Moe Grassgreen have gone to Florida, to
recuperate from injuries received in
the Cocoanut Grove fire. Grsssgreen
was for several days on the danger
list.
Abraham Yarcin, also a victim of
the Grove fire and insu:ance broker
for most of the film companies in the
Boston area is also on his way to
Florida to effect a recovery.
Mrs. Phil Seletsky is still regarded as being on the danger list
although now every hope is held
for her eventual
recovery.

Kalleras Rites in Gary
Gary, Ind. — Funeral rites were
held here for Peter Kalleras, B & K
partner.

Three in a Row

▼

▼

JACK L. WARNER, spent the week-end in
Chicago conferring with Irving Berlin on final
arrangements for bringing the "This is the
Army"
troupe
into Los Angeles.

▼

• • • IF that beloved and bearded bard. Mister Longfellow, were
to be reincarnated just for tomorrow night, two things would probably
happen
First off, as a top celebrity, he would join our current
luminaries at the two great benefit premieres of "Shadow of a Doubt"
and "Commandos Strike at Dawn" in the local Rivoli and Criterion, respectively, and pen a new and celluloid-flavored version of his famed
"The Day Is Done" before climbing into his bed some time early Wednesday morning
It has been a long time since there has been such
a cinematic relay spectacle, — one top-flight debut following directly in
the wake
of another
The hair-raising Hitchcock-directed
meller
will climax at the Rivoli a flesh extravaganza staged by Nat Karson.
art director of the Radio City Music Hall
The cast reads like Who's
Who Among Notables, and the customers will shell out on a S2.75-S5.50
scale to witness the proceedings, with the gate going to the Citizens'
Committee for the Army and Navy
"Shadow of a Doubt," in itself,
is well- worth the top figure in the set scale

T
•

▼

T

•

• NOW the Criterion premiere,— all proceeds of the performance to be donated by Columbia and the theater's operators to the
United Nations Week Fund—, is an equally dynamic slice of entertainment and thrills
The lobby is, as we write this, being converted into "United Nations Alley," decorated with the fighting flags
and insignia of all the 30 nations associated with the U. S. to celebrate
United Nations Week
Paul Muni, star of "Commandos Strike at
Dawn," will appear in person, as will supporting featured players,
including Elizabeth Fraser, Alexander Knox, Lillian Gish, Sir Cedric
and Lady Hardwicke, plus Playwright Irwin Shaw who penned the
screenplay
The name of Lillian Gish reminds Phil M. of D. W.
Griffith, and the latter of "One Exciting Night," which in turn reminds Phil M. that anyone attending either of these events will sure
have an exciting night tomorrow
In the event of attending both,
this corner would like to have the sedative concession
Each is a
rip-roaring film that will put upsweep hair-dos on man
alike

and maid

WILLIAM C. CEHRINC, Western sales manager of iOth-Fox, has left on a month's tour
of
branches
winda updozen
in Los
Angeles. in his territory. He'll
W. F. RODGERS and M-G-M sales staff exacurives have left for the Coast.
day.
LARRY WEINCARTEN and
turned to the Coast Friday.
MAX

KRAVETZ

DAN

MICHALOVE

GEORCE

MARVIN
vacationing
MARLENE
Coast.

MARX

re-

arrived from the Coast Frileft Friday

J. SCHAEFER

.ywood.
SAM SMITH

SAM

is here from

SCHENCK and
in Hot Springs.
DIETRICH

for Hollywood.

has returned from HolLondon.
LEO

COHEN

are

has returned to the

R. M. SAVIN I. president of Astor Pictures,
leaves on sales trip to visit the Eastern Astor
offices. He will stop off at Buffa.o, Chicago,
St. Louis, Pittsburgh
and Washington.
CHARLES W. KOERNER, vice-president in
charge of production at the RKO Radio stuwood. dio, will arrive in New York today from HollyFRANK ROSS, producer, whose- next picture
"Free For All," will be released by RKO Radio,
arrived in New York on Saturday.
DENNIS MORGAN, scheduled to arrive in
New York at the week-end, changed his plans
to include a visit to relatives in Marshtield,
Wise.
BEN KALMENSON, Waners' general sales
manager, left over the week-end for the Coast.
Before returning East, Kalmenson plans a tour
of the Western territory, accompanied by District Manager HENRY HERfcEL.
ROY HAINES, Warners' sales executive, returns to the home office today from a week's
ritories.
tour
through the New England and Atlantic terHERMAN SHUMLIN, is preparing to leave New
York for the Coast to make his second production for Warners.

• • • ON Thursday night, the premiere situation will be even
more thunderous and widespread as RKO Radio launches a 50-cities

SOL LESSER, accompanied by Director FRANK
BORZAGE, Scenarist DELMAR DAVES, and
Cameraman HARRY WILD, arrives from the
Coast tomorrow for the shooting of scenes for
"Stage Door Canteen" at the Fox studio here.
HERMAN BOXER has arrived from the Coast
to join the RKO-Fathe writing staff here.

debut of its rousing opus, "Hitler's Children"
Vortex of this colossal,— and we mean colossal — , event will be the Albee in Cincinnati

JULES LEVEY, president of Mayfair Producleaves today for the Coast on a short
business tions,trip.

T

▼

T

wherein a huge one-hour stage show, "WLW On Parade," will be broadcast by Radio Station WLW in concert with the presentation of the picture, and tied-in with the other- 49 bows o'er the nation
At 11:30
p.m., according to plans announced by Ned E. Depinet, RKO Radio's
president, the broadcast will shift from Cincinnati (where it commences
at 10:50 p.m.) to Keith's, Dayton, and at 11:40 to the Palace, Columbus,
picking up the ceremonies in those stands
Governors John Bricker
of Ohio, and H. F. Schricker of Indiana will attend the premieres in the
Albee, Cincinnati, and the Circle, Indianapolis, respectively
Pic and
radio editors from Louisville, Indianapolis, Dayton, Columbus, Terre
Haute, and Fort Wayne will attend the Cincy affair as guests of RKO
Radio
The attending campaign, engineered by S. Barret McCormick,
will aid box-offices heavily, gilding a lily of a picture

▼
•

•

•
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▼

▼

HARBOR!

Theaters Get 4 OWI
Posters in February
The more than 16,000 film houses
on the roster of the WAC Theaters
Division will receive four new posters from the OWI in February. Two
will be on the subject of "careless
talk" on the part of civilians. One
is captioned "A Careless Word — Another Sinking." The other, "A
Careless Word — Another Cross."
That will be a War Bond poster
and the fourth is designed about the
Valley Forge theme. All four will
be one-sheets.

<M
Will Fight Further
Cuts in Raw Slock

Momand

Distinguished Counsel Opposed

1, Judge Broaddus postponed opening date of the trial to today as a
matter of consideration for the
now."
wishes of Eastern attorneys who
Terming as "ridiculous" rumors
that newsreels will be out of busi- asked the postponement because the
ness by the end of June, and that a trial was certain to extend through
further cut up to 40 per cent is in che holiday period and would force
the offing, hopper said: "No sucn a great deal of travel by counsel and
cut is contemplated. We did say witnesses
during the Cnristmas season.
once that we might have to go to
Roster of Trial Counsel
38 per cent at some time, but we are
very hopeful that we will not have
Although it has not been definitely
to do so. We will certainly fight it. ascertained who will comprise the
exact roster of attorneys for both
Give Industry All We Can
Film Daily is able to pre"Our policy is to give the indus- sides, sentThe
the legal talent which is is all
try ail we can, and we feel that we've ready set to be on hand for the
gone about as low as we can al- opening.
ready, without seriously endangerGeorge S. Ryan of Boston, Mass.,
ing several of the companies. Our
Government has decided that motion will head the staff of Momand attorneys which include C. Ray Smith
pictures are essential, and that's the of Oklahoma City, Bohanon and
basis on which we will act. Reports
;nat newsreels will be forced out Adams of Oklahoma City, and Stanof business are ridiculous.
ard, Carey and Stanard of Shawnee, Okla.
"The Government is very anxious
D. I. Johnston is expected to head
to keep newsreels up to their present standards. They are a very the staff of defense attorneys which
important part of the Government include the following:
Keaton, Wells & Johnson for the
information program, and we're go- producers
and distributors, Henry
ing to see that they get film under
Griffing and C. B. Cochran of Oklaany circumstnaces."
• Admitting that large estimates of floma City for the Griffith companies
needs have come in recently — since and Everest, McKenzie & Gibbons
the makeup of the allocation for the for Regal Theaters, Inc.
Nutter, McClennen & Fish are
first quarter of this year — from the
armed forces, Hopper indicated that listed among the defense attorneys
he was almost certain no further cut in Boston and New York and defenwill be called for during the presdants whom they will represent include the following:
ent quarter. "And we think this
Schwartz & Frohlich for Columis it for the year," he added.
If he could outguess the armed
bia; Charles D. Prutzman for Universal; Dwight, Harris, Koegel & Casky
forces, said Hopper, "I could give I
you ,the whole story right now, but for 20th-Fox; William Mallard for
they're:- continually calling for film RKO; Robert W. Perkins for Warfor things we never anticipated."
ner and Vitagraph; O'Brien, Driscoll & Rafferty for United Artists;
Army's Demand for Film
J. Robert Rubin for Loew's; Phils Heof pointed
that film
the isArmy's
lips & Nizer for Pathe, and Austin
use
16 and out
35 mm.
small
C.
Keough
for Paramount.
in comparison to that of the industry; the bulk is in aerofilm and X-ray
film. Until the past 60 days or so, needed for operations there, it does
with the invasion of North Africa not seem that the opening of anthe Army has not been using a large jcher comparable front will mean a
urther cut in allotments to the inpart of the film its estimates called
for, but at present it is using just
dustry," said Hopper.
Stressing the uncertainty of the
about all it asks for, he revealed,
situation,
Hopper revealed that
and pointed out that the opening of
a new front will mean a tremendous large quantities of film are called
for by a secret new Army training
rise in Army demands.
"But on the basis of the African device, the very existence of which
campaign and the amount of film he was not informed about until
two weeks ago. "It has nothing to
do with pictures," he said, "but it
uses
hell allocation
of a lot of chief
film." said that
World-Telly Ads Urge
Thea film
Public to See Pictures
he had met this week with OWI modon picture chief Lowell Mellett, in
The New York World-Telegram
New York, to discuss the future inin a series of advertisements in
dustry special drives, such as Red
January and February is urging the
Cross and United Nations. The purose, he said, is to try to work things
publicaterstoand amusement
patronize the
city's thefacilities.
The
out so that they use as little film as
possible.
ads urge the public to "Carry On"

and
civilians
al'ke is being stressed
in the
announcements.

WBmm

in Action

(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

wartime."
The value of relaxation for soldiers
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Trust Suit to Trial

feel that we are down to the bone

because the publishers "believe it
is highly important that civilian
America keeps its balance during

DAILY

Urges F.D.R. Directive On
Studio Manpower Squeeze

Defendant
Companies
The case is known as No. 6516 on the
Oklahoma docket and defendants named in
this action are 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
Loew's, Inc., Vitagraph, Inc., RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., United Artists Corp., Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., Columbia Pictures
Corp. and RKO
Distributing
Corp.
In the parallel action known as No. 6517
the defendants are the Griffith Amusement
Co., Consolidated Amusement Co., Consolidated Theaters, Inc., Paramount Pictures,
Inc., Publix Theaters Corp., Regal Theaters,
Inc., Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., The Vitaphone Corp., Warner Brothers Theaters, Inc.,
Pathe Exchange, Inc., and Educational Film
Exchange, Inc.
A petition naming as defendants the identical eight in No. 6516 is filed in the United
States court for the first district of Massachusetts, in Boston, and includes the other
eight causes of action. It is known as No.
7024.
The first action was filed in the United
States court for the Western district of Oklahoma on April 17, 1931, under the jurisdiction of the judge of that court, Edgar S.
Vaught. After several hearings for the disposition of pleadings of the defendants, it
was dismissed by Judge Vaught in 1936.
An appeal was taken to the Circuit Court of:
Appeals for the tenth district, Denver, Colo.
That court reversed Judge Vaught and "dismissed without prejudice." The mandate
was handed down in April, 1937.
The petitions were then filed as per instructions of the Circuit Court in Boston
and Oklahoma City.
In 1938, a new district judgeship was
created in Oklahoma and A. P. Murrah appointed to the bench ; the case was placed
under his hearing. Commencing on August
3rd of that year 13 hearings were held in two
years to dispose of pleadings of defense attorneys.
In 1940, Judge Murrah was elevated to the
Circuit Court bench and jurisdiction in the
case was placed in the hands of Judge
Broaddus
early in 1941.
Theaters
Involved
The names and locations of Momand theaters involved in the actions, not in toto in
all three, but duplicated to some extent, include the following :
Odeon and Savoy, Shawnee ; Liberty and
State, Seminole; Yale, Okmulgee; State,
Pawhuska; Key and Rex, Wewoka; Dixie
and Grand, Holdenville; Liberty and Rialto,
Alva; Rialto and Rex, Clinton; Circle (now
Capitol), Oklahoma City; Liberty and Criterion, Hartshorne ; The State and Guthrie,
Guthrie ; Derrick, Maud.
The defendant theater companies now own
and
operate
of Momand's
theaters.
Others
have 11been
dismantled former
and converted
into commercial
buildings.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

clearance given to the Broadway
and Kingston Theaters in Kingston
over the Orpheum was unreasonable,
but the arbitrator ruled that the
clearance was reasonable and dismissed the case.
r*
In the
its award
appeal, becomplainant1
ted
that
reversed ana the
clearance be cut to one day. Appeal
board reversed the award but fixed
seven days as being reasonable clearance. Both the Kingston and the
Broadway are approximately 13
miles from the Orpheum. While admittedly in the same competitive
area, the competition is not sufficient to warrant 14 days' clearance,
the appeal board ruled.

Chicago Sheridan Theater
Case Under Advisement
Chicago — Arbitrator Harry Clark
took under advisement the Sheridan
Theater, North Chicago, case. At
the conclusion of the hearing Friday,
Jack Shumow, of Warner Bros., offered two weeks' general release to
the plaintiff, but Sam Gorlick of
RKO would not agree to this.

Salary Ceiling Retention
Demanded by CIO's Prexy
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With their attitude
keynoted by President Philip Muray's speech Friday, the CIO legislative committee, which will announce its legislative program today, is certain to include a plank
calling for the strengthening of salary ceiling regulations, and indications are that it will attempt to
convince Congress of the necessity
of maintaining the limitation.
It is essential, according to Murray, that the new tax bill cut more
day that she feels "the President or deeply
into corporate profits and
someone else with sufficient adminisincomes, "close present looptrative authority," should define the large holes
and enforce the desired $25,policy to be followed in trying to
work out the Hollywood manpower 000 net income level."
squeeze. Mrs. Luce, who has just
come here from the Coast, said that
in the absence of such policy directive, there was no reason why Hollywood men should be treated any differently than any one else.
Implying that she was sympatheRichmond, Va. — Ann Donati, of
tic toward the manpower difficulties
Theater home ofof the industry, Mrs. Luce made it the Neighborhood
fice, was married to Lt. Russell Wilclear that she considers motion picliams here. Williams was formerly
tures a prime force in the mainten- manager of the Sate and Lee, Farmance of public morale. "There can ville, and recently graduated from
be no question that they are tre- Officers Candidate School, Fort
mendously important," she said.
Monmouth, N. J. He has been assigned to Atlanta.

WEDDING

Gillham Names Shuford
To Adv. Post at Para.
(Continued from Page 1)

vertising activities under Gillham's
supervision.
Prior to his Paramount affiliation,
Washington
—
Washington's
fairest legislator, Clare Boothe Luce, Shuford handled special campaigns
Lord & Thomas and also was
freshman Representative from Con- for
necticut, told The Film Daily Fri- with Warner Bros.
Washington

Saugerties Award
Reversed on Appeal

BELLS

New Haven — Lt. Robert Louis
Schaefer, son of Lou Schaefer, manager of the Paramount here, recently graduated from the Fort Benning
Officers Artillery School, was married
to Catherine R. Sullivan of New
Haven, at St. Aedan's Church, this
-week
. Reception at the Union League
Club followed.

i

OUT OF THE PAGES
OF THE BOOK THAT
SHOCKED THE WORLD
"You madmen! Remember
Attila, the Hun! . . Attila is
gone. But the church remains.
Remember, the light always
outshines the dark."
—German Bishop, to the
German Major.

"Ours is a most important
calling. The Gestapo is judge,
jury, prosecutor all rolled
into one. Only the best minds
should be permitted to administer such power."
- Col. Henkel.

"I choose the state against
Christianity. Christianity
had its chance, and it failed.
And when the time is right,
we shall break it up completely — once
and for Major.
all."
— German

I(VOMER.
I

7WE
MOtE

Mwsmr

"Yours is a world I won't
bring a baby into! Torture
me! Kill me! But I won't
change. I believe in something that you can't touch!"
— the American-horn,
German-raised Anna.

"We, the youth of Germany,
shall win the true crown of
glory! To die for Adolf Hitler is to- German-horn,
live for Germany."
G er man-trained Karl,
in love with Anna.

"Can we stop Hitler — and
Hitler's children — before it is
too late? You and I know the
answer.
- Professor Nichols,
head of the A merican
school in Berlin.
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GIGANTIC 50-CITYl DAY -A
^mWmm
WORLD PREMIERE
UNDER THE SPONSORSHIP.
OF RADIO STATION

WLW. . .
The widest, most intensive coverage ever given a motion picture
... to the millions of listeners served
by "The Nation's Station" —

JANUARY

14th

World Premiere Showings in
theatres all over the WLW territory, honoring that station's own
GREGOR
ZIEMER, famous
commentator on world affairs, and
author of the book from which the
picture was made.
— A spectacular introduction ofthe attraction
that's coming your way
with a rush and a^rjojir
of tidal-wave publh

-S '* ITS

U . ■■* TO

': !

Film Daily says: "Tremendous grosses
thunderbolt about Nazi Germany."

held certain for this dramatic

Motion Picture Herald says: "This story is one that had to be told . . A strong
picture dramatically and realistically and it should be a strong attraction."
Motion Picture Daily says: "Strong and unrelenting . . Ought to create excitemnt. . Has dramatic wallop and the merit of truth."
Variety says: "Entertainment
on for results."
Showman's Trade Review:
ture list."

as well as exploitation values may be relied
Should be a 'must7 on every American's

pic-

Hollywood Reporter: "A vital and angry document . . by long odds the frankest picture about Nazi Germany that Hollywood has yet undertaken."

Hollywood

Variety: "Should hit."

m
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SPECIAL OF 1943!
Based on the Best Seller
EDUCATION FOR DEATH
by GREGOR ZIEMER, m as

conform to tne m°t, forgotten

fljKW)

* wb^
,aws of the >and *hat
ot love,
the meaning
home!

Reader! Digest

1@&

Told To Millions in READER'S DIGEST!
The Truth About The Nazis From
The Cradle To The Battlefront!
IT TELLS . . .
How They Breed Babies For War!... How They
Train Kids to Kill! . . . How They Regiment
"Romance". . . How They Decide Which Women
May Have Children -And What Those Children
Must Become! . . . How They Hate You, and
You, and YOU -And Everything You Stand For!
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RAM
S YOU GREAT
ADVERTISING
FOR A GREAT
SHOW!

e

GREATEST
Above is a reproduction of one of the many
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400 More Army Post
Theaters This Year

reviews of new mms
"The Immortal

{Continued from Page 1)

by Harry Reinhardt, 20th-Fox's
home-office contact with the Army
posts. Reinhardt, who is in charge
of the company's non-theatrical activities, revealed that information
rcs^fe available to him by Governi 1 authorities indicated that approximately 1,000 United States
Army theaters would be in existence
by the end of this year. This figure,
he said, compares with a total of
630 theaters estimated to be in operation at 363 Army posts, training
camps and foreign bases at the
close of 1942. Reinhardt reported
that the number of Army theaters
was twice what it was a year ago,
while attendance had increased
four-fold.
Reinhardt listed the number of
service theaters as follows:
Albany 6, Atlanta 87, Boston 35,
Buffalo 3, Charlotte 40, Chicago 9,
Cincinnati 2, Cleveland 2, Dallas 76,
Denver 25, Des Moines 2, Detroit 6,
Indianapolis 15, Kansas City 13,
Los Angeles 40, Memphis 10, Milwaukee 6, Minneapolis 3, New
Haven 4, New Orleans 38, Oklahoma
City 16, New York 23, Omaha 4,
Philadelphia 14, Pittsburgh none,
Portland 15, St. Louis 21, Salt Lake
City 10, San Francisco 33, Seattle
30 and Washington 42.
Musicals are the type of entertainment preferred by the men in the
service, with action stories almost
as popular, Reinhardt reported.

Colorado's Admission
Levy May Be Dropped
(Continued from Page 1)

the proposals of interest to theater
men is one which would let the service tax die a natural death through
failure to pass a new law. The
present service tax, besides taxing
most services, places a two per cent
tax on theater admissions, and gives
theaters many a headache in bookkeeping. The session is expected to
last 90 to 100 days.

Hart Ranch to the Public
Newhall, Calif.— William S. Hart
will show his gratitude for the popular support he received during his
film career by willing his ranch
estate here to the public, according
to an announcement by the former
western star. The estate, which covers 300 acres, is valued at $300,000.
Kleerup Heads Local 666
Chicago — Bertel J. Kleerup is the
new prexy of Local 666, International
Photographers of the Motion Picture
Industries. W. H. Strafford remains
as business manager for a two-year
term.

Alison Smith Dead
Alison Smith, 50, writer-wife of
Russel Crouse, the playwright, is
dead after a long illness.

n

with Henry Fonda, Maureen O'Hara
20th-Fox
91 Mins.
HEAVY RESPONSE SHOULD BE ACCOKUtD THIS REALISTIC AND DRAMATIC STORY OF LIBYA FIGHTING.

Sergeant"

As a recital of faith and courage, "The
Immortal Sergeant" hits a high plane both
as entertainment and as fuel tor the spirits
of democratic people. Its tale of a British
desert patrol holding no compromise with
ine enemy provides an exalting experience
that does the soul a world of good. Such a
subject is deserving of the best — and it has
received exactly that from all who have
oeen associated in its filmization. The fervor of the public should be able to match
that of those who have labored to give
"The Immortal Sergeant" shape and a high
purpose.
This film is powerful entertainment to
which men especially will respond with enthusiasm. Twentieth Century-Fox has woven
a terse and immensely dramatic story around
rhe exploits of the heroic men who comprise the patrol. The bareness of the desert
setting helps to point up the drama and
to intensify the interest. Exceptionally

'Chetniks"

with Philip Dorn, Anna
Sten
20th-Fox
73 Mins.
SAGA OF SERBIAN GUERRILLAS IS
DRAMATIC AND MOVING ENTERTAINMENT DESERVING OF GOOD RECEPTION.
Those who cannot stand film entertainment unless it is exploding all over the
screen will derive a great kick from 20thFox's story of the guerrillas of Jugoslavia
who have been harassing the Nazi conquerors under the leadership of Gen. Draja
Mihailovitch. Under the driving direction
of Louis King the film swirls along at a
breathless pace creative of much suspense
and excitement. The film bears the subtitle "The Fighting Guerrillas," which is
the English equivalent of the Serbian word
which gives the film its name.
It is extremely interesting to follow the
battle of wits between the Nazi commander
and the Serbian guerrilla leader. The action concerns the efforts of the Germans
to capture Mihailovitch. It develops many
taut moments when one fears for the life
of the Jugoslavian hero, who engages in
a series of daring exploits in his fight to

regain his people's freedom.
The Nazis vainly try every trick in their
endeavor to trap Mihailovitch. When
(ense and throbbing with excitement, "The everything else fails, they serve a terrible
Immortal Seargeant" holds to an unrelenting ultimatum upon him: either he and his men
pace in following the members of the surrender or the population of his village,
patrol as they work out their destinies in his wife and two children included, will be
rhe immensity of the Libyan desert. The executed. Capitulation means the end of
development of the punch-packing story his people's dream of being free again.
has been kept commendably simple and Allowed only 18 hours to return an answer,
direct — a fact that heightens the effect he takes a bold step; he attacks the viland gives a spellbinding quality to much
lage from the rear and exterminates the
of the action.
0
Nazis, who have been making their headThomas Mitchell is the sergeant of the
quarters there. The film closes with a
title. He is in charge of the patrol sent sequence showing Mihailovitch, now Jugoslavia's minister of war and commander of
out to scout the enemy. When his supplies are destroyed, his men face the pros- all the nation's armies, promising the people that he will not rest until complete
pect of making their way back to their
post on foot. Henry Fonda, a corporal freedom has been won.
As the Serbian hero Philip Dorn acquits
from Canada, takes over the command when
Mitchell dies. Lost and on the verge of himself capitally. Playing his wife, Anna
death for lack of food and water, they Sten is back on the screen in a plump
stumble upon an oasis held by the Nazis role. The Nazi commander is portrayed
and wipe out the enemy in a thrilling most effectively by Felix Basch. As head
encounter. The film ends with Fonda lying of the local Gestapo, Martin Kosleck gives
in a hospital wounded.
another vivid repetition of a role with
which he has become identified on the
As a concession to the women a roscreen. Good performances are given also
mance between Fonda and Maureen O'Hara
das been stitched into the story. The prog- by John Shepperd and Virginia Gilmore.
ress of the attachment is shown by flash- Dorn's children are played well by Patricia Prest and Merrill Rodin.
backs as memories flash through Fonda's
The Jack Andrews-Edward E. Paramore
mind from time to time. While the romantic stuff is not absolutely essential to the screenplay is rich in emotion-stirring elements. Sol M. Wurtzel served as prostory,
audience.it does serve to widen the film's ducer.
CAST: Philip Dorn, Anna Sten, John
The acting is beyond reproach. Fonda
Shepperd, Virginia Gilmore, Martin Kosleck, Felix Basch, Frank Lackteen, Patricia
Prest, Merrill Rodin, Leroy Mason.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Director, Louis King; Screenplay, Jack AnReginald Gardiner, Melville Cooper, Bramdrews, Edward E. Paramore; Based on
well Fletcher and Morton Lowry.
The film has superlative direction by story by Jack Andrews; Cameraman, Glen
John Stahl and photography by Arthur Mil- MacWilliams; Art Directors, Richard Day,
Film Editor, Alfred Day.
ler and Clyde De Vinna that is impressively Albert Hogsett;
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
realistic. Lamar Trotti did a swell job as
Excellent.
producer. No less excellent is his screenplay, based on the John Brophy novel.
tor, John Stahl; Screenplay, Lamar Trotti;
CAST: Henry Fonda, Maureen O'Hara, Based on novel by John Brophy; CameraThomas Mitchell, Allyn Joslyn, Regimen, Arthur Miller, Clyde De Vinna; Art
nald Gardiner, Melville Cooper, Bramwell
Fletcher, Morton Lowry, Donald Stuart, Directors, Richard Day, Maurice Ransford;
Film Editor, James B. Clark.
Jean Prescott, Heather Wilde, Bob MasDIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tops.
cagno. Italia De Nubila.
CREDITS: Producer, Lamar Trotti; Direclias never been better. As for Miss O'Hara,
her role doesn't call upon her to do much
acting. Standing out in the supporting
cast are: Thomas Mitchell, Allyn Joslyn,

Effect
of "Gas"Spotty
Ban
Is Reported
(Continued from Page 1)

rounding the Hub are dependent almost entirely on so-called carriage
trade and have large parking lots
to accommodate the patrons. These
lots, it was said, were almost deserted. In Rochester, a parking lot
adjacent to a first- run theater with
a new picture opening had three
cars in it Friday night. Extra buses
will be put into operation by the
Rochester transit company to accommodate theater patrons.
Many exhibitors believe the situation will adjust itself as the public becomes more accustomed to bus
and trolley transportation, and for
that reason it was too early to judge
the exact effect of the gasoline restrictions on theater trade.
The heating problem appears to
worry exhibitors more than the gasoline ban. In Rhode Island, compulsory closing of all amusement places
two days a week appears imminent.
Theater operators will meet in Providence this week to discuss the proSo far there has been little conposal. cern over theater heating in New
York City where 80 per cent of the
houses
use rapidly.
coal and the others are
converting

It Seems Guinzburg of OWI
Read It in the Spectator
(Continued from Page 1)

New Statesman and Spectator —
equivalent of the New Republic in
the U. S. — according to Ferdinand
Kuhn, Jr., former chief of the London Bureau of the New York Times,
who ishis department.
now head of OWI's new Brit"I think the British recognized
that the spirit of the film was excellent and that it sincerely tried to
Friday.
do
a job. It certainly did do a job
here," Kuhn told The Film Daily
He added that the British were
tremendously interested in the film
and crowded the theaters to see it.
Kuhn said that on this side the
pic, coming as it did immediately after the fall of Tobruk, did a "great
job" for the British.
Lowell Mellett, OWI film bureau
chief, also emphasized that the Metro
pic "has been of tremendous value
here in America," adding the belief
that "the characters must have inspired American audiences."
Va. Censor Chief 111
Richmond, Va. — E. F. McCaughin,
chairman of the State Board of
Censors, has been seriously ill at
his home for the past month.

Nine
Weeks for "Casablanca"
"Casablanca," now in its seventh

week at the Hollywood Theater, on
Broadway, has been set to hold over
two more weeks as a result of continued big business.
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jy Harry
Reinhardt,
20th-Fox's
lome-office contact with the Army
posts.
Reinhardt, who is in charge
af the company's non-theatrical acivities, revealed that information
available to him by Governauthorities indicated that aptimately
1,000
United
States
Lrmy theaters would be in existence
oy the end of this year. This figure,
tie said, compares with a total of
530 theaters estimated to be in operation at 363 Army posts, training
camps
and foreign bases at the
close of 1942.
Reinhardt reported
that the number of Army theaters
iras twice what it was a year ago,
vhile
attendance
had
increased
four-fold.
Reinhardt
listed the number
of
service theaters as follows:
Albany 6, Atlanta 87, Boston 35,
Juffalo 3, Charlotte 40, Chicago 9,
Cincinnati 2, Cleveland 2, Dallas 76,
Denver 25, Des Moines 2, Detroit 6,
Indianapolis 15, Kansas City 13,
..os Angeles 40, Memphis 10, Milwaukee 6, Minneapolis 3, New
laven 4, New Orleans 38, Oklahoma
Sty 16, New York 23, Omaha 4,
Philadelphia 14, Pittsburgh none,
5ortland 15, St. Louis 21, Salt Lake
Hity 10, San Francisco 33, Seattle
30 and Washington 42.
Musicals are the type of entertainlent preferred by the men in the
service, with action stories almost
as popular, Reinhardt reported.
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ie proposals of interest to theater
len is one which would let the service tax die a natural death through
failure to pass a new law. The
present service tax, besides taxing
lost services, places a two per cent
tax on theater admissions, and gives
theaters many a headache in bookkeeping. The session is expected to
ist 90 to 100 days.

fart Ranch to the Public
Newhall, Calif.— William S. Hart
will show his gratitude for the popular support he received during his
llm career by willing his ranch
estate here to the public, according
an announcement by the former
western star. The estate, which covers 300 acres, is valued at $300,000.
Kleerup Heads Local 666
Chicago — Bertel J. Kleerup is the
lew prexy of Local 666, International
Photographers of the Motion Picture
Industries. W. H. Strafford remains
business manager for a two-year
erm.
Uison Smith Dead
Alison Smith, 50, writer-wife of
lussel Crouse, the playwright, is
ead after a long illness.

Sergeant"

with Henry Fonda, Maureen O'Hara
20th-Fox
91 Mins.
HEAVY RESPONSE SHOULD BE ACCOKUtD THIS REALISTIC AND DRAMATIC STORY OF LIBYA FloHTING.
As a recital of faith and courage, "The
Immortal Sergeant" hits a high plane both
as entertainment and as fuel tor the spirits
of democratic people. Its tale of a British
desert patrol holding no compromise with
i he enemy provides an exalting experience
that does the soul a world of good. Such a
subject is deserving of the best — and it has
received exactly that from all who have
oeen associated in its filmization. The fervor of the public should be able to match
that of those who have labored to give
"The Immortal Sergeant" shape and a high
purpose.
This film is powerful entertainment to
which men especially will respond with enthusiasm. Twentieth Century-Fox has woven
a terse and immensely dramatic story around
rhe exploits of the heroic men who comprise the patrol. The bareness of the desert
setting helps to point up the drama and
to intensify the interest. Exceptionally
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'Chetniks"

with Philip Dorn, Anna
Sten
20th-Fox
73 Mins.
SAGA OF SERBIAN GUERRILLAS IS
DRAMATIC AND MOVING ENTERTAINMENT DESERVING OF GOOD RECEPTION.
Those who cannot stand film entertainment unless it is exploding all over the
screen will derive a great kick from 20thFox's story of the guerrillas of Jugoslavia
who have been harassing the Nazi conquerors under the leadership of Gen. Draja
Mihailovitch. Under the driving direction
of Louis King the film swirls along at a
breathless pace creative of much suspense
and excitement. The film bears the subtitle "The Fighting Guerrillas," which is
the English equivalent of the Serbian word
which gives the film its name.
It is extremely interesting to follow the
battle of wits between the Nazi commander
and the Serbian guerrilla leader. The action concerns the efforts of the Germans
to capture Mihailovitch. It develops many
taut moments when one fears for the life
of the Jugoslavian hero, who engages in
a series of daring exploits in his fight to

regain his people's freedom.
The Nazis vainly try every trick in their
endeavor to trap Mihailovitch. When
tense and throbbing with excitement, "The everything else fails, they serve a terrible
Immortal Seargeant" holds to an unrelenting ultimatum upon him: either he and his men
pace in following the members of the surrender or the population of his village,
patrol as they work out their destinies in his wife and two children included, will be
fhe immensity of the Libyan desert. The executed. Capitulation means the end of
development of the punch-packing story his people's dream of being free again.
has been kept commendably simple and Allowed only 18 hours to return an answer,
direct — a fact that heightens the effect he takes a bold step; he attacks the viland gives a spellbinding quality to much
lage from the rear and exterminates the
of the action.
Nazis, who have been making their headThomas Mitchell is the sergeant of the
quarters there. The film closes with a
title. He is in charge of the patrol sent sequence showing Mihailovitch, now Jugoslavia's minister of war and commander of
out to scout the enemy. When his supplies are destroyed, his men face the pros- all the nation's armies, promising the people that he will not rest until complete
pect of making their way back to their
post on foot. Henry Fonda, a corporal freedom has been won.
As the Serbian hero Philip Dorn acquits
from Canada, takes over the command when
Mitchell dies. Lost and on the verge of himself capitally. Playing his wife, Anna
death for lack of food and water, they Sten is back on the screen in a plump
stumble upon an oasis held by the Nazis role. The Nazi commander is portrayed
and wipe out the enemy in a thrilling most effectively by Felix Basch. As head
encounter. The film ends with Fonda lying of the local Gestapo, Martin Kosleck gives
another vivid repetition of a role with
in a hospital wounded.
which he has become identified on the
As a concession to the women a roscreen. Good performances are given also
mance between Fonda and Maureen O'Hara
das been stitched into the story. The prog- by John Shepperd and Virginia Gilmore.
ress of the attachment is shown by flash- Dorn's children are played well by Patricia Prest and Merrill Rodin.
backs as memories flash through Fonda's
The Jack Andrews-Edward E. Paramore
mind from time to time. While the romantic stuff is not absolutely essential to the screenplay is rich in emotion-stirring elements. Sol M. Wurtzel served as prostory, it does serve to widen the film's ducer.
audience.
CAST: Philip Dorn, Anna Sten, John
The acting is beyond reproach. Fonda
has never been better. As for Miss O'Hara, Shepperd, Virginia Gilmore, Martin Kosleck, Felix Basch, Frank Lackteen, Patricia
her role doesn't call upon her to do much
acting. Standing out in the supporting Prest, Merrill Rodin, Leroy Mason.
cast are: Thomas Mitchell, Allyn Joslyn,
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Director, Louis King; Screenplay, Jack AnReginald Gardiner, Melville Cooper, Bramdrews, Edward E. Paramore; Based on
well Fletcher and Morton Lowry.
The film has superlative direction by story by Jack Andrews; Cameraman, Glen
MacWilliams;
Art Directors, Richard Day,
John Stahl and photography by Arthur MilFilm Editor, Alfred Day.
ler and Clyde De Vinna that is impressively Albert Hogsett;
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
realistic. Lamar Trotti did a swell job as
Excellent.
producer. No less excellent is his screenplay, based on the John Brophy novel.
tor, John Stahl; Screenplay, Lamar Trotti;
CAST: Henry Fonda, Maureen O'Hara, Based on novel by John Brophy; CameraThomas Mitchell, Allyn Joslyn, Regimen, Arthur Miller, Clyde De Vinna; Art
nald Gardiner, Melville Cooper, Bramwell
Fletcher, Morton Lowry, Donald Stuart, Directors, Richard Day, Maurice Ransford;
Film Editor, James B. Clark.
Jean Prescott, Heather Wilde, Bob MasDIRECTION,
Tops.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tops.
cagno. Italia De Nubila.
CREDITS: Producer, Lamar Trotti; Direc-
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rounding the Hub are dependent almost entirely on so-called carriage
trade and have large parking lots
to accommodate the patrons. These
lots, it was said, were almost deserted. In Rochester, a parking lot
adjacent to a first-run theater with
a new picture opening had three
cars in it Friday night. Extra buses
will be put into operation by the
Rochester transit company to accommodate theater patrons.
Many exhibitors believe the situation will adjust itself as the public becomes more accustomed to bus
and trolley transportation, and for
that reason it was too early to judge
the exact effect of the gasoline restrictions on theater trade.
The heating problem appears to
worry exhibitors more than the gasoline ban. In Rhode Island, compulsory closing of all amusement places
two days a week appears imminent.
Theater operators will meet in Providence this week to discuss the proSo far there has been little conposal. cern over theater heating in New
York City where 80 per cent of the
houses
use rapidly.
coal and the others are
converting
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New Statesman and Spectator —
equivalent of the New Republic in
the U. S. — according to Ferdinand
Kuhn, Jr., former chief of the London Bureau of the New York Times,
who ishis department.
now head of OWI's new Brit"I think the British recognized
that the spirit of the film was excellent and that it sincerely tried to
Friday.
do
a job. It certainly did do a job
here," Kuhn told The Film Daily
He added that the British were
tremendously interested in the film
and crowded the theaters to see it.
Kuhn said that on this side the
pic, coming as it did immediately after the fall of Tobruk, did a "great
job" for the British.
Lowell Mellett, OWI film bureau
chief, also emphasized that the Metro
pic "has been of tremendous value
here in America," adding the belief
that "the characters must have inspired American audiences."
Va. Censor Chief 111
Richmond, Va. — E. F. McCaughin,
chairman of the State Board of
Censors, has been seriously ill at
his home for the past month.

Nine
Weeks for "Casablanca"
"Casablanca," now in its seventh

week at the Hollywood Theater, on
Broadway, has been set to hold over
two more weeks as a result of continued big business.
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In a great movie theatre, an audience of thousands
— carried out oj their everyday lives — look, and listen,
to the drama pouring from a strip of photographic film
about one inch wide. Everything is on this — not only the
living, moving scenes oj the story, but on the tiny "sound
track" at the left, the sound: whispered words of love
. . . a terrified- scream . . . the nerve-shattering roar of a
dive bomber. . . an enchanting voice crooning a lullaby.
Film carries it all.

Most Hollywood movies are on film made by
FROM the time when Thomas A.
Edison and George Eastman
worked together on the early, flickering movies, the improvement of materials for professional motion pictures
has been one of the chief fields of
Kodak research. Kodak has been the
pacemaker, and is by far the largest
supplier of Hollywood.

From "the flickers" to art
Kodak's original production of
transparent roll film, the key to motion
pictures . . . specialized negative and
positive films . . . the production of
high-speed panchromatic materials . . .
the modern color phase, now rapidly
expanding . . . these are important
scenes in the advance from "the flickers" to today's work of art, in which
Kodak has played a leading role. And

there is another . . . The success of
"sound" pictures hinged on making

0X0

"light" pictures, different in quality.
As you sit in the theatre, the process

the spoken words, or music, or "sound
effects," a basic part of the picture.That
is what you have today, because . . .

is reversed — the "light pictures" on
the sound track are changed back into
sound . . .The "sound" newsreels are
made in much the same way.

Sound, too, is pictured

Movies for everybody

With special fine-grain emulsions,
Kodak "sensitizes" film for sound
recording. In effect, sound is changed
into light, and this light is recorded
on the film, simultaneously with the
recording of the scenes. Lips move —
a 'voice speaks. Yet the voice is also a
"picture" — an effect of light on film.
The voice changes from a whisper to

For children, movies are education.
For normal men and women they are
the grandest form of entertainment,
reaching almost everyone. For those
distraught by worry or sorrow, they
are wholesome escape. For our service
men on ships or in distant camps, they
are a little of everything that is needed

an angry roar — each tone is a series of

to give a man a "lift". . . Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Serving human progress through Photography

This institutional advertisement is one of a series covering a wide variety of Kodak
products and services. It appeared in December popular magazines read by millions.
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ADMISSION TAX RECEIPTS SEEN SOARING
Leew
Reports Year's Net
Editorial Profits
■
at $12,133,294
After Deducting Preferred Dividends Earnings
Equal $7.02 on Common

Loew's Incorporated in its earnings statement for the fiscal year
ended August 31, 1942 reports that
the company's share of net profits,
after provision for depreciation and
taxes, amounted to $12,133,294 compared with $11,134,593 for the year
ended August 31, 1941. After preferred dividends these earnings were
equivalent to $7.02 per share on the
1,665,713 outstanding common shares
against $6.15 per share on the same
(Continued on Page 6)

Strom May Head
Buying Combine

Phil M. Daly Wants to Know —

If the Hollywood actress-columnist who wrote the paragraphs which follow, the Chicago Tribune which syndicated them, and the newspapers which
printed them — in New York, 'twas the Daily News yesterday — stopped to consider
the certain damning effect upon an industry which, long before Pearl Harbor,
had united for national defense?
"It wasn't funny to onlookers when Charles Laughton finished a scene in 'This
land of Mine' and fell exhausted info a chair, sent his hired man hotfooting it to the
commissary for a bowl of custard, then asked him to feed it to him with a spoon —
which tohe dodid.
what
withTooit. bad, Mack Sennett wasn't there. He'd have shown the hired man
"Orson Welles' three secretaries now have become accustomed to his antics and
the trained rats playing hide and seek in the office. In fact, one of them told
me the other day that unless she had a rat sitting upon the desk with her, she felt
a little lonely.
But guests who drop in are not amused."
Is such "gossip," whether well-founded or otherwise, designed, among other
things, to stiffen the determination of the Yank lying wounded in a New Guinea
fox hole? Or will it cause him to ask himself, "Whatinhell am I fighting for?"
What do YOU think?
— BAHN.

3 Clearance Cases
Docketed in Albany

Minneapolis — Resignation of Fred
Strom as executive secretary of Allied Theater Owners of the NorthThree demands for arbitration
west was announced officially here were docketed in the Albany tribyesterday by E. L. Peaslee, presiunal over the week-end, all cases indent of the organization. It has
volving cleerance.
been generally rumored here for sevSchine Ilion Corp., operating the
eral weeks that Strom was somewhat Capitol Theater, Ilion, N. Y., charged
(Continued on Page 6)
that the clearance granted to the
Stanley, Avon and Olympic, Utica,
$200,000 Fire Destroys
over the Capitol was unreasonable

Oedham, Mass., Theater

(Continued on Page 6)

Boston — Fire struck again at the New Film Editing-Cutting
film industry in Boston early yes- Course Launched by NYU
terday when the deluxe Dedham theater in the heart of that swanky
The first of its kind in the East,
suburban
town was burned
with New York University next month
(Continued on Page 6)
will inaugurate an eight-week course
in film editing and cutting, it was
announced (Continued
yesterday
by Prof. Robon Page 6)

FWC Employes Will
Be Pensioned at 65

San Francisco — For the first time
a retirement plan for employes of a
large theater circuit has been approved by executives of the FoxWest Coast Theater chain, and will
be put into effect in their theaters
throughout California. Employes will
be pensioned at 65 years of age on
the basis of their weekly deductions
from salary. The management will
contribute two units for each one of
by the employe.

Momand

U. S.$154,800,000
Expects "Take"
Will
Hit
This Year
And $160,000,000 in 1944
ANDREW
H. OLDER
WashingtonBy Bureau
of THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Budget officials look
for no falling off in motion picture
audiences, according to their estimates of admission tax receipts for
this year and 1944. Figures and
estimates on the new $100,000,000,000 headache include an estimate that
admission taxes, which brought in
$115,032,268.75 for the 1942 fiscal
year, will amount to $154,800,000
for the present fiscal year. It is
generally (Continued
estimated on that
90 per cent
Page 6)

800 Radio Stations
Hub Downtown Biz
Plug UNW Campaign Up But Nabes Hurt
More than 800 radio stations, including independent as well as major
network outlets, are joining with
pix theaters in celebration of United
Nations Week, according to reports
reaching Harry Mandel, advertising
and publicity director for the drive.
Following the radio salute tonight
over the Mutual network practically
(Continued on Page 6)

DuPont Ruled in Contempt
And Must Submit to Exam.
Federal Judge John W. Clancy
yesterday ruled that du Pont Film
Manufacturing Corp. was in contempt
of court for alleged refusal to permit an inspection of its books and
(Continued on Page 6)

Trust

Starts

Plaintiff Introducing 2,000 Contracts
Detroit Exhibs. Bow Out
Of UNW Due to Pledge

Oklahoma City — The introduction
of more than 2,000 individual contracts between distributors and A.
Detroit — Michigan's 700 theaters B. Momand as well as Griffith comare withdrawing from the United
panies began at the close of the
Nations Week campaign because of
the pledge by exhibitors to their first day's hearings in the Momand
anti-trust
action in Fedpatrons that the United War Chest $4,950,000 (Continued
on Page 4)

Boston — Although automobile
traffic was estimated to have been
90 per cent below normal over the
week-end, Boston downtown theaters
played to capacity audiences Saturday night(Continued
and allon day
Sunday, to
Page 4)

Columbia Stockholders
Approve Briskin Option
Issuance to Samuel J. Briskin of
an option for 13,133 shares of common stock of Columbia Pictures was
approved (Continued
yesterday on Page
at the
annual
4)

New Evidence Marhs
Fire Inquiry in Hub
Boston— Robert T. Bushnell, Attorney General of Massachusetts yesterday told THE FILM DAILY that
prosecution of three men indicted in
the recent Cocoanut Grove disaster
would not only go forward at once
but that the new grand jury was
being given much new evidence
against these and perhaps others.
Bushnell promised there would be
no white-wash and no let up of action against those alleged guilty of
criminal negligence.

( < ontinued on Page 4)
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Bill to End Blind
Checking in N. J.
An anti-blind checking bill has
been hoppered in the New Jersey
legislature which formally opens its
session in Trenton on Jan. 26. The
bill was drawn up and is being sponsored by New Jersey Allied.

Foreign Correspondents
Still Want Movie News
Distribution of newsreels in LatinAmerica, a first hand report on
Mexico and a survey of foreign press
correspondents' requirements in wartime were the principal topics discussed yesterday at the meeting of
the International Film Relations
Committee at the MPPDA. Fortunat
Baronat of Universal and David
Blum of M-G-M were designated to
expedite shipment of newsreels. G.
R. Keyser of Warner Bros, brought
back a report on the Mexican situation.
Despite paper shortages abroad,
foreign correspondents in New York
still request spot news and features,
it was said in a report by Paul Ackerman of Paramount. Many requested stories on the part stars
are playing in the war.
The committee's short wave broadcasts will concentrate this week on
the United Nations campaign.

Son and Father Team
Wields Axe on Axis
It's Lt. Col. Drew Eberson now, —
the junior partner of the film theater architectural firm of John and
Drew Eberson having been advanced
by the U. S. Army Engineers to his
new rank from Major. The younger
Eberson has distinguished himself
on military construction projects
from the time he entered, the armed
forces last year. John Eberson, the
senior partner, is also doing his
big bit to help Uncle Sam win the
war, via a large block of Government work of confidential nature.

Local 109 Wins Victory
Over IA in NLRB Ruling

Screen Office and Professional
Emploves Guild, Local 109, UOPWA,
vesterdav had won a victorv over
Vs the IATSE as result of a NLRB
ruly4
ing that the 20th-Fox, Loew's and
United Artists exchanges should be
Lesser and Borzage Arrive
considered as separate units for the
The "Stage Door Canteen Special," purposes of collective bargaining for
attached to the Broadway Limited, white-collar workers. The board
arrives in New York this morning ordered elections to be held at the
with six young starlets who are fea- three exchanges within a month. The
tured in the picture. They will be IA was permitted to anuear on the
greeted by stars and special events ballot with the SOPEG only at
commentators who will broadcast Loew's and UA.
the event over WHN. Sol Lesser,
producer, and Frank Borzage, direc- Scmforn to Head N. H. Senate
Concord. N. H. — Ansel N. Sanborn
tor, along with the entire technical
crew, accompany the starlets who of Wakefield, operator of a chain of
are William Terry, Cheryl Walker, Carroll County film theaters, has
Marjorie Riordan, Michael Harrison, been nominated by the Republicans
Margaret Early and Lon McCallis- as president of the State Senate.
Election is assured.
ter.

Ex-Smattey Employe
Bags 4 Nazi Planes
Cooperstown, N. Y. — Veto Pugilese, formerly of the Smalley circuit's Cooperstown theater here, is
credited officially with shooting
down four Nazi planes.

Local 702 Moves to Start
New Pact Talks With Labs.
Fortified by the membership's approval of the executive board's appointment of a negotiating committee, the Motion Picture Laboratory
Technicians Union, Local 702,
IATSE, yesterday started the wheels
turning for the immediate opening
of talks betwaen the union and the
film laboratories on the renewal of
contracts which start expiring in
March. The union was given the goahead signal by its members at a
meeting
at the Fraternal Clubhouse
on Saturday.

L

COfllinG and GOlnG

NAT
FELLMAN,
Warner
Bros. Circuit
buyer
for the Cleveland
zone,
arrived in New
York
yesterday for conferences with Clayton Bond
and other circuit executives.
SAM WOOD has returned to the Coast from
New York to make preparations for directing
"Saratoga
Trunk"
at Warners.
HARRY
M. KALMINE,
assistant gener; 1ager of the Warner Bros. Circuit and Wi\.«<Y
GOLDBERG, circuits ad-publicity director, left
on the Twentieth Century last night for a
Chicago
business
conference.
F. J. A. MCCARTHY left for New Orleans
yesterday.
NED E. DEPINET and BOB MOCHRIE returned to New York Sunday from Cleveland.
JOHN BALABAN, has returned to Chicago
from an inspection trip, through the Central
and Southern
Illinois territory.
CHARLES plays.
R. ROGERS has deferred his de'Broadway
parture for the Coast a month to further eye
ARTHUR GREENBLATT, FRC's vice-president
in charge of sales, is on a swing around to exchanges in the Mid-East, South and Middle
West.

STEVE BROIDY, vice-prexy and general sales
The union's negotiating commit- manager
Monogram, leaves Hollywood today
tee is headed by John J. Francavilla, to visit of
exchange centers in connection with
acting president. Other members
are Adolph Grude, Albert Dassa, the openings of "Silver Skates."
Catherine Grogan, Nicholas Koutrouby, William Vermont and Jo- Capital Variety Club
seph McCarthy.
Banquets Retiring Barker
Francavilla announced yesterday
that the union was relinquishing part Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The local Variety
of its jurisdiction to make it possible for the Motion Picture Film Club, Tent No. 11, last night tendered
Editors Guild to get a separate char- a banquet to Vince Dougherty, reter from the IATSE. Such action
tiring chief barker, and his succeswas endorsed by the membership at
sor, Samofficers
Wheeler.include John Allen
New
Saturday meeting.
and Fred Kogod, first and second assistant chief barkers, and Jake Flax,
Gus Eina Takes Over
secretary. Sam Galanty continues
as treasurer, Alvin Newmyer as
Newark Theater, Club
counsel
secretary.and Dan Terrell as assistant
Newark, N. J. — Gus Kine, secretary-treasurer of Dixie Theaters,
Inc., and president of Capital City Foreign Language Film
Supply Co , both of Atlanta, Ga., Critics Elect Tonight
has arrived here to take over operation of the Mosque Theater and
New York Foreign Language Film
Terrace Club. Associated with him
will be N. H. Waters and Frank Critics' Circle, recently organized,
V. Merritt of Birmingham. Ala. will elect permanent officers tonight
Theater, seating 3,400, will play following a screening at Columbia
of "Commandos Strike at Dawn."
films and stage shows. Night Attendance
of 60 editors and critics
club,
1.200 capacity, will book of the met. foreign language press
"name"withbands.
is expected.

Howntown Bingo New
Rochester Opposition

B & E Advertises for Managers

Chicago — B & K is advertising in
newspapers for men to join its manRochester — Downtown houses this
agerial staff.
week were faced with new competition. A Bingo game, Legion postoperated and giving away $1,000
each week, has moved from a lake
front spot to the Knights of CoTELEGRAM'S
lumbus auditorium downtown. TransEVERY
RAM ATA
RUSH TELEG
portation problems was given as
the reason for moving downtown.

Christenberry Again Named
For a third term, Robert K.
Christenberry of the Hotel Astor
was renamed president of the Bro?dwav Association, Inc., yesterday.
Other officers named include Ray
Whittaker of the Shubert interests
as vice-prexy and Walter Reade as
director.
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Hub Downtown Biz
Up Bui Nabes Hurt

Momand's Anti-Trust
Suit Gets Under Way

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

the surprise of the managers. But
the neighborhood houses, with the
exception of those in Harvard Square,
Cleveland Circle and Coolidge Corner, suffered severely from the "gas"
rationing order.
Downtown Hub theaters had to
give extra shows and crowds waited
for an hour in bitter cold weather for
admittance. Fire laws prohibiting
standees in lobbies were strictly enforced.
At one de luxe neighborhood theater which foimerly drew heavy carriage trade, exactly two cars were
parked and they belonged to the
manager and the chief operator.

eral Distiict Court here before Judge
Bower Broaddus.

T
•

STUFF:

Corporal

member

of

Film Unit solons and staff were consistently "on the beam" with their
shorts releases' subject matter, because of the Unit's ability and brains
Well, the chips icere down
again last week when
executive
Washington suddenly shut down on pleasure driving in the East
Coincident with the decree, bless Phil M.'s soul if OUT didn't ups with
a new short, long in production, and titled "Community Transportation" Believe it or not, it deals with how the transportation
problem of war workers can be met!
Not only that, but the
release date (Jan. 7) was announced some time back, and was not
concocted to meet purposely the big national story of auto-driving
curtailment
T
T
▼

Pleasure Driving Ban Fails
To Affect Springfield Biz
Springfield, Mass. — Theater business here
was almost as heavy as it was before the
gasoline rationing order. Buses were loaded
with theater-goers. Of some 40 violations
in this seciton on the first night of checking
by police, only one was at a theater.

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

Columbia Stockholders
Approve Briskin Option
(Continued from Page 1)

George Stevens Undergoes
Emergency Appendectomy
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Detroit Exhibs. Bow Out
Of UNW Due to Pledge
(Continued from Page 1)

stockholders' meeting held at the
company's home office. Also approved was a proposal to amend the
by-laws of the corporation by the
addition of a new article indemnifyLorenz Hosts "Canteen" Staff
ing directors and officers for exChicago — Rud Lorenz, UA district
penses arising from lawsuits to
manager, hosted Producer Sol Les- which they are innocent parties.
ser, Director Frank Borzage and the Harry and Jack Cohn, A. Schneider,
"Stage Door Canteen" staff to a Nate B. Spingold, Dr. A. H. GianBlackstone Hotel press luncheon yes- nini, Leo M. Blancke and Louis J.
terday.
Barbano were re-elected to the board
of directors.
Harry Cohn presided. Headed by
Jack Cohn, other officers and execs,
of the company in attendance were
Dr. Giannini, Schneider, Spingold,
Barbano and Abe Montague.

Schenck

former

• • • A FORTNIGHT back, this comer called attention to the
uncanny insight of OUT into things to come, and asserted that its

Manchester, N. H. — New Hampshire exhibitors felt an immediate effect of the "gas"
rationing order and reported a sharp decrease
in attendance. Parking areas here and in
Concord, Dover and Laconia were vacant.
Laconia managers reported only a slight decrease in attendance.

liner
Marvin
Eddie Selzer

Boyle,

chip off the ole block. ... • That's a honey of a promotional manual
which Bemie Kreisler and the. "U" lads have dispatched to theater managers in behalf of the featurette, "Keeping Fit"
If only half the live
material were to be used by only half a showman, the results would be
terrific!
T
▼
W

N. H. Theater Parking Areas
Empty; Attendance Drops

Henry

Jimmy

grats o'er the happy circumstance of their daughter now being a regular
member of the Metropolitan Opera cast
Daddy Max is general
manager of the E. M. Loew Theaters, and Daughter Rebecca has been
interested in the theater and in opera since her earliest school days,— a

Miami — Exhibitors do not appear to be
worried over the gasoline ban as theaters for
the most part are reached easily by public
transportation and are so spaced that all
are within walking district. Only prospective
casualty is the Miami Drive-In. However,
it is on a bus line and seats are being installed to take care of walking patrons.

Rochester — Downtown houses are planning
to jointly ask the transit company here to
have buses stop directly in front of the theaters.
If the transit company agrees, theater
advertising will carry this slogan : "Be
patriotic — leave your cars at home and use
the buses — Buses stop in front of theaters."

•

▼

Barret McCormick's RKO Radio publicity staff, headed back to his Army
division in Louisiana yes'day, following a brief furlough in New York. . .
• Max Finn and the Missus, up Boston way, are inundated with Con-

Miami Drive-In Installs
Seats for Walking Trade

Theaters as Bus Stops
Proposed in Rochester

•

T

DAILY

Hollywood — Producer - Director
George Stevens who is preparing
"The American Way" for Columbia,
was stricken suddenly with acute appendicitis and underwent an emergency appendectomy yesterday.

campaign would be the only collection drive of the year. Move was
made by a steering committee representing Butterfield Theaters,
United Detroit Theaters, Co-Operative Theaters of Michigan, Michigan
Allied and General Theater Service.
Following a meeting with the
leaders of the War Chest, it was
agreed that an extra collection campaign now would hurt the War Chest
drive next year. Only other collections this year will be for the Red
Cross and the March of Dimes.
Michigan theaters will, however,
show all educational trailers on the
United Nations campaign and thereby publicize the week.
St. Louis — Board of directors of
the War Chest and Community Chest
here has consented to waive its
vule against the solicitation of war
drive funds in film theaters during
1943 so that those who have donated
to the fund this year may voluntarily participate in the United Nations Week program.

Opening statements by Momand's
chief counsel, George S. Ryan 'd
Charles
Cochrane for
the defe%v>'it
Griffith companies
marked
the l^tart
of the trial which previously had
been estimated to run four to six
weeks but which observers now premonths.
dict may last as long as six to eight
Ryan summarized the contentions set fourth
in the Momand petition and promised proof
of the alleged conspiracy on the part of the
defendant producers, distributors and Griffith companies would more than substantiate
his charges. Cochrane in particular stressed
the Griffith company set up between various
subsidiaries and explained the connection
with Universal Chain Theaters, Inc., as having been purely that of a borrower of money.
He stated the policies of the Griffith companies even during the period between the
borrowing and repayment of the $300,000
loan had been directed solely by the Griffith Brothers and that Universal had had
nothing to say in policy making. Therefore
he stated he failed to see how the Griffith
companies could be connected with the alleged conspiracy.
Judge Broaddus
the day's
informed
counsel forduring
both sides
that hehearings
would
grant them any and all leniencies, time to
make filings and anything they desired that
would aid in the successful handling of the
trial as he did not "want this case sent
back here for re-hearing." Staff of attorneys
on hand for the trial opening included George
San as chief counsel for Momnad assisted
by
Judge Stannard
Ray Smith and the firm
of Bohanan
& Edwards.
Defense attorneys are under the leadership
ni D. I. Johnson and include Frank Wells,
Edward F. McCleannon, Louis Phillips, John
F. Caskey, Charles Cochran, Richard Morgan
and R. E. Nickerson.
Depositions of Nathan J. Cohn, Leo
Abrams, Edward F. McEvoy, William A.
Scully, Ned E. Depinet. Nathan Yamins
Charles Stern, Martha W. Ferris, Fred C.
Stone, Carl E. Milliken and Norman Collyer were also introduced for later use during the trial. These are in addition to more
than two score other depositions previously
filed by Momand
attorneys.

Morros-Eagle
West

Coast

Bureau

Sign Milestone
of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lewis Milestone will
direct "Grand Street Boys" for Boris Morros-S. P. Eagle, for 20th Century-Fox release.

'C-String' a Mystery
So Title Is Switched
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY"Lady of Burlesque" has been
chosen as the title under which Barbara Stanywyck's initial Hunt Stromberg- United Artists film will be released. Selection follows a survey
conducted in five cities — Providence,
R. I.; Richmond, Va.; Philadelphia;
South Bend, Ind.; and Kansas City,
Mo.
Contacting more than 5,000 men
and women, agents conducting the
survey asked each person his choice
of several title suggestions; also
"what

is a g-string?"

On the basis that "Lady of Burlesque" was a title preference by
more than 70 per cent and only 29
per cent of those questioned knew
what a "g-string" was, Producer
Stromberg changed the title.
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800 Radio Stations
Plug UNW Campaign

COLORS!

GILBERT F. MONK, who was in
MEYER MISHKIN of the 20th{Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Fox talent department is in the the adsales department at the 20thor better of this figure is accounted
every
important
station will carry
Fox
exchange
here
before
his
enCamp Dix, N. J., is the adfor by admissions to motion picture Army. dress.
listment, has been commissioned a comment, announcements and speThe home office will lose antheaters.
other man tomorrow when LEON lieutenant in the Army Air Corps.
Jan. cial
14-20.
plugs throughout the week of ,
The "take" for the 1944 fiscal year JACOB SON, press book writer,
— • —
is upped even more, to a flat $160,- leaves for Camp Meade, Md.
Cleveland — SANFORD GREEN000,000 estimate.
BERGER, son of Henry Greenber- Pix Stars on Air Tonight
—
•
—
400 Per Cent Tax Rise in 1944
Cooperstown, N. Y.— STEVE TAR- ger, official of the Community Cir- In Special UNW Salute
Nearly a 400 per cent rise in direct taxes BELL, Smalley circuit's film buyer,
cuit, will attend Officers Candidate West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
upon individuals is looked for by 1944. The has been inducted into the Army.
School at Fort Benning, Ga.
Hollywood — James Cagney, Don
estimate for that year, including income, estate
and victory taxes, is $13,750,600,000, a far
Ameche,
Nelson Eddy, Irene Mancry from the $3,695,340,679.95 returned in Three Clearance Cases
New Film Editing-Cutting
ning and Jean Hersholt will head a
1942. The 1943 estimate is $8,334,500,000.
star-studded
air show in a salute
Course
Launched
at
NYU
Are
Docketed
in
Albany
Corporate taxes are expected to rise almost
as sharply, to a 1944 return of $14,915,000,000.
Week to be broadNations
United
to
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Returns for the current fiscal year are excast coast-to-coast by Mutual topected to reach $10,070,000,000, while the
1942 revenue from this source was only $5,- and asked that the clearance be elim- ert Gessner, head of the NYU monight from 8:30 to 9 o'clock, EWT.
Program will be re-broadcast by
tion picture department.
inated or an equitable adjustment
021,578,715.65.
A drop in revenue from sale of photographic
Laboratories and workrooms of transcription from the Mutual lines
made. Case was filed against Loew's
equipment is looked for after this year's Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and RKO Pathe News in New York City over WOR in New York at 11:15 p.m.
estimated high of $8,000,000. Only $4,400,000 RKO.
will serve as the classroom and the tomorrow.
is expected in 1944. The figure for 1942
Don Ameche will act as emcee and
was
$6,017,447.83.
A similar case against the same instructor will be Harold H. Bona- Robert
Armbruster will have charge
Hopes for Congressoinal Aid
distributors was filed by the Valley field, Pathe's head cutter. Lectures
Theater Corp. which operates the and laboratory work, which will be of the music. James Bloodworth will
Although
the
President's
budget
message
yesterday contained no reference by name to
Liberty Theater, Herkimer, N. Y. given twice weekly in the evenings be the producer of the show, written
the OES salary limitations, the chief executive made it plain that he hopes to re- Elimination or the adjustment of (6-7:45 p.m.) starting February 3, by Robert Rosson and Bloodworth,
ceive no crippling opposition on that line the clearance granted to the same will be open to men and women un- under the general supervision of
Kenneth Thomson and Paul Price
from Congress. "Some would like to see Utica houses over the Liberty was
dergraduates and adults.
controls relaxed for this or that special group," asked.
.
of the Hollywood Victory Committee.
Move
was
commended
yesterday
he said. "They forget that to relax conEdsol Corp., operating the Scotia by Col. Richard C. Patterson, Jr.,
trols for one group is an argument to reBoro Demonstrations
lax for other groups, thereby starting the
cost of living spiral which would undermine Theater, Scotia, N. Y., filed a de- RKO board chairman, and Frederic To Launch UNW
Here
mand against the five consenting Ullman, Jr., Pathe News prexy.
the war effort and cause grave post-war difficulties. Economic stabilization for all groups companies, charging unreasonable
Public demonstrations in all five
— not just for the other fellow — is the only clearance enjoyed by the Plaza, State
policy consistent with the requirements of
boroughs
willThursday.
usher in United
Reports Year's
and Proctor's in Schenectady over Loew's
tions Week
Events Nafor
total war."
Net at $12,133,294
Expressing his confidence that the new the Scotia.
each day of the week also have been
Congress will aid in the anti-inflation pro(Continued from Page 1)
arranged by the 1,200 film theaters
gram, the President said : "The stabilization of
New York, Long Island
incomes and the absorption of excess pur- Strom Quits N. W. Allied;
number of shares in the preceding in
and Greater
New Jersey.
chasing power by fiscal measures essenfiscal year.
tial for the success of the stabilization proIn Times Square, Zinka Milanov
May Form
Buying Ass'n
The company's share of the operating
gram.
(Continued from Page 1)
profit,
afterto subsidiaries'
preferred
dividends, and Lily Pons of the Met. Opera;
'I cannot ask the Congress to impose the
amounted
$21,956,549
against
$18,650,478
necessarily heavy financial burdens on the dissatisfied with his job as secretary
Benny Goodman and Jimmy Dorsey
lower and middle incomes unless the taxes
the year before. After a reserve for deprecia- and their orks from the Paramount
on higher and very large incomes are made of the exhibitors group, but neither
tion of $3,071,070, the company's share of and Strand; Benny Fields from
profit before Federal taxes amounted to $18,fully effective. At a time when wages and he nor any member of the organiza885,479 as compared with $14,703,105 a year Loew's State and headliners from
salaries are stabilized, the receipt of very
tion's executive board would admit ago.
Provision of $6,752,185 was made for Radio City Music Hall, the Roxy
large net incomes from any source consti- that his resignation was in the offFederal taxes against $3,568,512 for the pretutes a gross inequity undermining national ing.
ceding year. The statement is subject to and legit, theaters will participate,
unity."
Strom, however, submitted the document completion of year-end audit.
among others.
Discussing with reporters "loopholes" which
he wants closed and "inequities" which he
wants removed from the tax laws, President
Roosevelt yesterday said he had in mind extension of the $25,000, net salary ceiling
to include income from all sources as well as
from salary alone. He did not specify whether
he desired congressional action, or was considering another executive order.

Wants More Chi. Fire Drills
Chicago — Fire Commissioner
Michael Corrigaa has ordered stricter
enforcement of fire laws. Also he
is urging theaters to hold more fire
drills.

WEDDING

BELLS

to Peaslee Saturday and the latter, following
a hurriedly-called meeting of the directors
announced yesterday afternoon the resignation had been accepted. Strom would not
discuss his plans for the future, but reports
circulating among state exhibitors outside
the Twin Cities indicate he is considering
organizing a buying and booking association
to include operators in the smaller towns
and cities, together with some Twin Cities
men who operate houses outside the two
cities.
Gasoline rationing has made it almost impossible for some exhibitors in the territory
to get into Minneapolis to see new films
as they are released, and for this reason
such an association as it is rumored Strom
is sponsoring should attract many of the
out-of-town exhibitors.

Du Pont Ruled in Contempt
And Must Submit to Exam.
(Continued from Page 1)

records by Pathe Laboratories, Inc.,
and ordered du Pont to submit to
the examination within two days.
Pathe, plaintiff in a suit for $610,Springfield, 111. — Announcement 000 damages, had charged the defendant with refusal to obey a Fedhas been received here of the wederal Court order made in December
ding of Lt Peter A. Nepote and
requiring the examination. Suit
Hazel York at Fort Sill, Okla.
Lt. Nepote is a former manager springs from an alleged contract in
of the Esquire Theater in Spring- which du Pont bound itself to sell
field and later of the Frisina thea- Pathe its raw stock requirements at
ters at Robinson.
a cost-plus basis.

Reno, Nev. -7- Victor Orsatti was
married here Sunday to Marie McDonald, film actress.

Preferred dividend payments during the
fiscal year ended August 31, 1942 amounted
to $442,071 as compared with $884,143 in
the preceding year, the preferred stock having
been retired in the middle of the 1942 fiscal

year.
$200,000
Fire Destroys
Dedham, Mass., Theater
(Continued from Page 1)

probably total loss and with threat
to entire business section of the
suburb.
The Dedham loss will be in excess
of $200,000. Cause of the fire is
yet unknown, but is believed due to
a short circuit.
This is the third theater in the
Boston district to burn within the
past three weeks.

Lynn Farnol Now Lt. Col.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington- — It has been Lt. Col.
Lynn Farnol for some tme now, the
Army said yesterday, in commenting
upon reports that the former Major
in the Air Corps had been upped in
rank. Farnol is out of the country,
probably in England, and it is believed that he was promoted before
he left, nearly two months ago.

"Unconquered" Ready Feb. 12
Arnold Pressburger's production
"Unconquered" will be nationally released by UA Feb. 12.

STORKS
Dover, N. H. — Melvin Morrison,
manager of the Strand Theater, has
had a "world premiere." It took
place at Wentworth Hospital, where
Mrs. Moriison gave him a first
showing of their baby daughter.
Springfield, Mass. — A daughter
has been born to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Goldstein, son-in-law of the Manny
Goldstein,
president of the Wesmas
Candy Corp.
Phenix City, Ala. — Roy E. Martin,
3rd, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
E. Martin, Jr., of the Martin theater
chain. Child is the grandson of Roy
E. Martin, Sr., circuit's founder.
Lodi, O. — R. B. Stone, owner of the
Idol Theater, has a new son.

No Greater!
O

No greater honor can be paid to a motion pic-

ture or to those who played a part in its production
than to have it selected as one of the Ten Best Pictures in THE FILM DAILY Annual Poll of the
important critics of the nation.
To have produced or worked on such a production
is a distinct honor and the critics' selection is a
lasting tribute to those untiring efforts of all concerned.

Read this story of the Ten Best of 1942 in your favorite newspaper — hear it told by your favorite
newscaster and get the complete story in the Jannuary 13th issue of

V"V

DAILY

'The most widely quoted trade paper in the Motion Picture Industry"

•* m
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LISTEN!
Victory is not coming to us solely
from the gallantry of our courageous
youth around the world's far-flung
battle fronts.
•

Victory will also come because of
loyal, self-sacrificing Americans, who
would give up anything, that the boys
in the field may have the best there
is, to finish the job quickly.

Victory therefore must monopolize
the daily thinking of every one of us
on the home front. Don't let the
boys in the tanks and planes and
trenches do it all.

Victory will be speeded too, by the
Theatre-man who refuses to see valuable film wasted, or other badlyneeded materials sabotaged by
careless handling and neglect*

Victory— it must not be forgotten
either— can be retarded too, by whining and fault-finding and complaining. We are all soldiers in a common
cause, and their must be but one
thought ever in our minds —
Victory!

a
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MINIVER" WINS CRITICS POLL
RKO

Planning 40 Pictures for the 1943 -44 Season

Koerner Says RKO Will
Try to Maintain Policy
Of One "A" Pic Monthly
By AL STEEN

Associate Editor, THE FILM DAILY
RKO's 1943-44 program calls for
the release of 40 features, 32 of
which will be made by the studio
and the balance
supplied by outs i d e producers,
Charles Koerner,
vice-president in
charge of production, said yesterday in New York.
While all studios are faced
with ever increasi n g production
problems, including raw stock
r e s t r i c t i ons,
CHARLES
KOERNER
Koerner said
its
RKO
would
try to maintain
(Continued on Page 5)
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Mrs. Miniver

555

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture

How Green Was MyII Valley . . .
in

Kings RowA

IV

Wood's Feat

represented on the 1942 "Ten Best"
with two pictures — "Kings Row"
and "Pride of the Yankees" — has
attained "Ten Best" distinction for
the fourth successive year, a sizeable feat. Wood's "Goodbye Mr.
Chips" was the No. 1 pic in 1939,
his "Our Town" placed ninth in
1940, while last year his "Kitty
Foyle" was voted No. 7 by the
critics.

THEATERS

260
241

A Samuel Goldwyn production, distributed by RKO Radio

VI

ALREADY

238

A Warner Bros, picture

One Foot in Heaven

197

A Warner Bros, picture

VIII

Woman of the Year .

185

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture

The Pied Piper

176

A Twentieth Century-Fox picture

DRIVE;

poll.
Talkies
Ended Jobs

For 22,000-Petrilio
Bureau

Washington
our people in
thousands of
the country
Petrillo, AFM

of THE

FILM

DAILY

— "Three hundred of
Hollywood are keeping
musicians throughout
out of work," James
president, told a spe-

SEND

MPPDA Directors Meet
Tomorrow on MOT Appeal
Board of directors of the MPPDA
meets tomorrow to take action on
the March of Time's appeal for a
code seal for "We
Are the Ma-

197

A RKO Radio picture

l/JVW

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 12)

IX

BACKiMi

Franklin and directed by William
Wyler with a glove-fitting cast topby Greer
Garson,
Walter
Pidgeon pedand
Teresa
Wright,
is rated
1942's No. 1 feature release by Amer7
ican critics and reviewers for press
and radio, voting in the 21st annual
Film Daily "Ten Best Pictures"

(Continued on Page 12)

The Man Who Came to Dinner .

Suspicion

"Mrs. Miniver," Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer's dramatic masterpiece, produced by Sidney

Washington

VII

DAILY

By CHESTER
B. BAHN
Editor,
THE FILM
DAILY

Five hundred and fifty-five ballots were cast for the brilliant screen

269

Warner Bros, picture

Director Sam Wood, only director

9,326

500

A Twentieth Century-Fox picture

Pride of the Yankees

Washington — Only eight stars are
expected to
be on hand for the Pres(Continued on Page 12)

Sam

VOTES

V

Eight Stars to Attend
Capital Birthday Ball
of THE

I

A Paramount picture

Oklahoma City — While plaintiff
attorney
C. Ray
Smith's
throat grewof
rawer and
rawer,
introduction
documentary evidence continued during the second
day onofPage
the 8)A. B. Mo( Continued

Bureau,

As Voted by 592 Representative American Critics
and Radio Film Commentators

Wake Island.

Momand Contracts
Read Into Records

Washington

wTen Best" of 1942

"How Green Was My Valley"SeesPlaces
2nd;59221st
test
Peak
VoteCon-

YOUR

PLEDGE

Robinson's Record
To scenarist Casey Robinson goes
the distinction of being the first
writer to be represented by two
pictures in each of two of THE
FILM DAILY "Ten Best Pictures"
polls, since the inception of talking
pictures. He wrote the screenplays
for "Dark Victory" and "The Old
Maid" which were winning pictures
in THE FILM DAILY 1939 poll, and
"Kings Row" and "One Foot in
Heaven" appearing on the 1942
"Ten
Best."
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C. J. Scollard, who hes been executive assistant to Neil Agnew,
Para, vice-president in charge of
distribution since December 1940,
will be in charge of exchange service and operations for Paramount
domestic and Canadian distribution,
Agnew announced yesterday.
All matters of property maintenance, leases, supplies, print and cost
control, and labor relations, in the
future will be handled by Scollard.

Films Division of the Australian
Department of Information "has
established itself as quite the most
cheerful and efficient Government
department," Clem Whiteley, 20thFox ad manager in NSW who doubles as industry liaison with the
Government, declares in a report to
Phil Reisman, chairman of the WAC
Foreign Managers Division. Division
is headed by Jack Allan and includes Bill Cronin and Lloyd Ravens croft.
Report covering the year ending
June 30 last says that 28 documentaries issued by the DOI, necessitating 2,029 prints with a total footage
of 1,120,036 feet were screened in
theaters throughout the Commonwealth, while another 2,000,000 feet
were required for subjects made
available via newsreels. Whiteley
estimates that the Government's
messages app: oximating a weekly
total footage of 60,000 feet are
reaching a screen audience of at
lerst 3,000,000 v/eekly.
The Division also expedites the
handling of British MOI shorts. Fifteen selected by the DOI's National
Film Council have received maximum distribution, with 45 others
reaching a substantial if lesser audience.

420,565 See "Swan" in
3 Weeks at N. Y. Roxy
Twentieth-Fox's "The Black Swan"
and the Miranda-Nicholas stage
show start a fourth week at thp
Roxy today after playine to 420,565
rjrtrons in the first full three weeks.
Third week was the largest holdover third in the theater's history.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE
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DAHY

Hollywood — Producer - Director
Bruce Manning, who has just completed "The Amazing Mrs. Holli"Judge" G. B. J. Frawley, veteran
Paramount sales exec, yesterday day," starring Deanna Durbin at
Universal,
been granted a l°ave
was unanimously elected prexy of of absence has
by the studio to fulfill a
the New York A.C. Frawley long- special mission for the War Depfrthas been active in the club serving ment.
as a member of the Board of Directors and the House Committee for
several years, as chairman of the Columbia to Pay 683/4 Cents
Investment, Budget and Finance
Columbia's Board has declared a
Committee, Chairman of the Ac- dividend of 68% cents per share on
counts and Auditing Committee and its $2.75 convertible preferred stock
Chairman of the Entertainment Com- payable Feb. 15 to stockholders of
record, Feb. 1.
mittee for two or more years.

(Offline and come

9,326 Exhibs. Back
U1\W With Pledges
Leon J. Bamberger, national campaign manager for United Nations
week, reported yesterday that the

ned e. depinet, robert mochrie, s.
barret
Mccormick,
edward
alperson,
LDWARD

number

of signed pledges from exhibitors throughout the country had
reached the high figure of 9,326.
Bamberger has high hopes of going
over the 10,000 mark before the
start of United Nations Week tomorrow.

Schwartz

report 670

out

of

MAX MILDER, Warners' chief for Great
Britain, is expected to leave New York for the
Coast the end of the week.
WOLFE COHEN, Warners' Canadian district
manager, arrived in New York yesterday for
home office conferences. He returns to Toronto
tomorrow.

798

BUDD

SCHULBERC

is in Washington

to do

the

screenplay
of "Government
Girl" for RKO.
JOSEPH COTTEN arrived from the Coast
yesterday.
FRANK
and from

Limit Academy's Song
Awards to Pic Originals
Coast

leave tonight for the

JACK
WARNER
leaves for the Coast /
y.
Tuesday.
CHARLES KOERNER returns to Hollywyy n

signed.

West

A. GOLD-EN

world premiere of "Hitler's Children" in Cincinnati tomorrow.
DAVID
O. SELZNICK
arrived yesterday.

In many sections, exhib. response
has been 100 per cent. In New
Jersey territory Harry Lowenstein
and Don Jacocks, report that all of
the 265 theaters have signed and in
New York Sam Rinzler and Fred

Australian Trade Wins
Plaudits for War Role

War Dept. Mission for Manning

"Judge" Frawley Named
New York A. C.'s Prexy

Wednesday, January 13, 1943
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ROSS went to Washington yesterday
there proceeds to the Coast.

LUISE RAINER has reached the Coast from
New York to try out for a leading role in

DAILY

Paramount's "Hostages."

MARLENE DIETRICH has returned to HollyHollywood — Limitation of compewood preparatory to appearing in the Broadtition in the best song division of
awards of the Academy of Motion
way muscial, "One
Man's
Venus."
MOE J. SIEGEL is here for conferences with
Picture Arts and Sciences to orig- Herbert
J. Yates at Republic.
inal songs "written for and used in"
WILLIAM B. DOVER, vice-chairman of the
a feature motion picture during the Coast
talent committee of USO-Camp Shows, who
awards year featured changes in .ias been
made executive administrator of the
rules
for
music
competition
just
anrecently
established USO-Camp Shows-ETO
nounced.
(Eurpoean Theater of Operations), has arrived
in town.
Other chenges recommended by
the executive committee of Academy's music branch, include the
specification that nominations bal- Disney
Loss of $191,069.50
Reports Year's
loting among members of studio
music departments be in writing, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and that comedies be considered as
Hollywood — Income account of
well as dramatic pictures in the best Walt
Disney Productions for the
score division.
Music awards are divided into fiscal year ended Oct. 3, 1942 shows
three classifications: best scoring a profit after all charges but before provision for losses on invenof a musical picture, best score of
tories of $308,930.50 as compa:ed
abestdramatic
or
comedy
picture,
and
song.
with a corresponding profit of $210,702.94 in the preceding fiscal year.
After providing $500,000 for loss
GWTW Back in Rochester
on
inventories, the loss
Rochester — GWTW returns to for company's
year amounted to $191,069.50
Schine's State and Liberty for one as compared with a loss of $789,performance tonight and tomorrow 297.06 after similarly providing a
night. Admission has been set at $1,000,000 reserve in the preceding
50 and 17 cents.
fiscal year.

NOTICE OF TRADE SHOWING
20th

CENTURY-FOX'S

"QUIET PLEASE,
AT THE

MURDER"

20th
CENTURY-FOX
EXCHANGE
115 BROADWAY, BOSTON, MASS.

2:30 P.M., THURSDAY,

JANUARY

14th

"I'm the leader"... "I'm the leader" '.. ."I'm the leader"... "Me tool"

-)

fNo matter how you
figure ity boys—

ONLY ONE
COMPANY
CAN BE

FIRST!

r/

Of course it's M-Q-M's

MRS. MINIVER

a

(Sets all time high! 555 votes out 592/)
And it's not too
early to predict
a

DtamaticCrmco^^

RANDOM
HARVES

3
*
9
1
f
o
e
r
u
t
c
Rest Pi

FIRST I

194

Sreer Garsor |0« •*■£«, Mrs. Miniv«V^^Sg^
LET'S GO!

UNITED

NATIONS

WEEK!

&t
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61 Features Find Places on 1942 Honor Roll
Paramount

Leads with IS, Pressed Closely by ZOth-Fox, Metro and Warners

(Continued from Page 1)

adaptation of Jan Struther's bestseller in the coast-to-coast and border-to-border contest, which saw the
critics of 524 newspapers, magazines, wire services and syndicates
and the film commentators of 68
radio stations participating. Total
number of participants in the poll
thus was 592, a new high.
"Mrs. Miniver," which finished
with a 55-vote lead over its nearest
rival, received the ballots of 490 of
the 524 press critics and of 65 of
the 68 radio commentators, analysis
of the "returns" discloses. Invitations to station commentators were
extended for the first time this year.
20th-Fox's "Valley" Second
Second place in the race for critical laurels in the 21st yearly symposium went to Twentieth CenturyFox's magnificent "How Green Was
My Valley," produced by Col. Darryl
F. Zanuck and directed by Com. John
Ford, which polled an even 500 ballots. "Mrs. Miniver" and "Valley"
took early leads and the two pictures fought it out until the final
ballots had been tabulated and audited. The polls closed on Dec. 31.
The other eight outstanding 1942
features, as determined in the pioneer national contest, in order of selection follow:

THE HONOR

stations successfully
experimented
with local polls -this year.
Estimated reading public of
the participating press in the

ROLL

Of Features Receiving 10 or More Votes
Picture, Distributor and Director
Fantasia (RKO-Disney)
Reap the Wild Wind (Paramount) Cecil B. DeMille
My Sister Eileen (Columbia) Alexander Hall
Holiday Inn (Paramount) Mark Sandrich
Tortilla Flat (M-G-M)
Victor Fleming
This Above All (20th Century-Fox) Anatole Litvak
The Talk of the Town
(Columbia) George Stevens
The Major and the Minor (Paramount) William Wilder
Now, Voyager (Warner Bros.) Irving Rapper
Tales of Manhattan (20th Century-Fox) Julien Duvivier
Bambi ( RKO-Disney)
Hold Back the Dawn (Paramount) Mitchel Leisen
H. M. Pulham, Esq. (M-G-M)
King Vidor
The Magnificent Ambersons (RKO-Welles) Orson Welles
Take a Letter, Darling (Paramount) Mitchell Leisen
Joe Smith, American (M-G-M)
Richard Thorpe
Ball of Fire (RKO-Goldwyn)
Howard Hawks
The Male Animal (Warner Bros.) Elliott Nugent
In This Our Life (Warner Bros.) John Huston
The Moon and Sixpence ( UA-Loew) Albert Lewin
The Gold Rush (reissue) (UA-Chaplin) Charles Chaplin
Sullivan's Travels (Paramount) Preston Sturges
Louisiana Purchase (Paramount) Irving Cummings
Desperate Journey (Warner Bros.) Raoul Walsh
Moontide (20th Century-Fox) Archie Mayo
My Gal Sal (20th Century-Fox)
Irving Cummings
Saboteur (Universal) Alfred Hitchcock
This Gun For Hire (Paramount)
Frank Tuttle
Mister V (UA-Howard ) Leslie Howard
The War Against Mrs. Hadley (M-G-M)
Harold S. Bucque
Babes on Broadway (M-G-M ) Busby Berkeley
The Gay Sisters (Warner Bros.) Irving Rapper

Votes
168
162
152
126
126
115
1 12
110
109
109
103
93
84
77
60
49
48
46
45
44
39
38
37
34
34
32
32
32
30
30
29
29

"Kings Row," "Wake Island,"
"Pride of the Yankees," "The Man
Who Came to Dinner," "One Foot
in Heaven," "Suspicion," "Woman
of the Year" and "The Pied Piper."
The Great Man's Lady ( Paramount) William A. Wellman
26
My Favorite Blonde ( Paramount) Sidney Lanfield
26
Under the contest rules, only features released for exhibition beRemember the Day (20th Century-Fox) Henry King
26
tween Nov. 1, 1941 and Oct. 31, 1942
Johnny Eager (M-G-M) Mervyn LeRoy
24
were eligible. In recent years, a
To Be or Not to Be (UA-Lubitsch) Ernst Lubitsch
24
Joan of Paris (RKO) Robert Stevenson
23
further point of eligibility has specified general release. The fact that
Target for Tonight (Warner Bros.) Harry Watt
23
some companies no longer set general
Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros.) Michael Curtiz
22
; elease dates and others give pictures
Somewhere I'll Find You (M-G-M) Wesley Ruggles
22
extensive bookings prior to general
To the Shores of Tripoli (20th Century-Fox) H. Bruce Humberstone
22
release made it advisable to waive
One of Our Aircraft is Missing (UA-Korda) Michael Powell
21
the general release requirement.
The Remarkable Andrew (Paramount) Stuart Heisler
21
However, pictures presented on a
Across the Pacific (Warner Bros.) John Huston
19
roadshow basis — advanced admisGeorge Washington Slept Here (Warner Bros.) William Keighley
19
sions— and specially shown were not
The Fleet's In (Paramount) Victor Schertzinger
18
considered unless their respective
Moscow Strikes Back (Republic)
18
distributors believed there had been
Swamp Water (20th Century-Fox) Jean Renoir
17
sufficient playdates to insure a fair
The Vanishing Virginian (M-G-M) Frank Borzage
17
The Invaders (Columbia)
Michael Powell
16
vote. Thus, such pictures as "Yankee Doodle Dandy" and "Eagle
Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book (UA-Korda) Zoltan Korda.
15
Squadron" were not submitted. ImRoxie Hart (20th Century-Fox) William A. Wellman
14
Birth of the Blues (Paramount) Victor Schertzinger
13
portant pictures released in November and December commonly do not
They Died With Their Boots On (Warner Bros.) Raoul Walsh
13
reach a maximum national audience
The Chocolate Soldier (M-G-M) Roy Del Ruth
11
until much too late to permit them
H
Flying Tigers (Republic) David Miller
„a. fair break in the competition —
11
I Wake Up Screaming (20th Century-Fox) H. Bruce Humberstone
? hence the Oct. 31 time limit. That
Ten Gentlemen from West Point (20th Century-Fox) Henry Hathaway
11
Crossroads (M-G-M) Jack Conway
,
10
! explains the omission of "In Which
Son of Fury (20th Century-Fox) John Cromwell
10
We Serve," "Random Harvest,"
"For Me and My Gal" and "Road
to Morocco," to cite typical examples, from the roster of eligibles.
Distributors Nominated 174
only to the specified 12-month period. film departments and the pressure
As was to be expected, due to the exerted by city room manpower
A total of 174 pictures were nominated by the producers-distributors war, there was some curtailment problems. Nevertheless, those pafor critic and commentator consid- in the local polls conducted simul"elections"
pers which
wereheld
new the
papers
added —to
eration; however, the voters were
taneously bydaily and Sunday news- and there
papers. Ruling factors were depar- the list — reported gratifying inter,not bound by the list and were perest; in some cities, the total of votes
mitted to cast ballots for any other
ture for war service of by-line critics,
Six radio
pictures which they fancied, subject reduced white space allocations for cast reached new highs.

national
contest according
passed the td^
5f~ J
000,000 mark,
circulation survey. Radio audience of the voting commentators
lions.
runs well into additional milOne hundred and thirty-four pictures received one or more ballots
from the critics and commentators.
In 1941, the number was 162, and in
1940, 164.
The 555 votes cast for "Mrs. Miniver" compares with 452 for GWTW
last year when 548 critics and reviewers participated. In 1940, "Rebecca" topped the "Ten Best" with
391, while in 1939 "Good-bye, Mr.
Chips" polled 472 to set a record up
to that time.
In the present poll, there were
only five features to receive 200 or
more votes, but 15 in the 100-vote
category.
A year
nine only
features received
200 ago,
or more,
two, 100 to 199.
Warner Bros, with three features
Best" procession,leads
takingthethe"Ten
distinction
from
Metro which claimed it for four successive years. Metro, TwentiethFox and RKO Radio each have two
features on the current list, with
Paramount supplying the tenth. One
of RKO's was contributed by a socalled
Goldwyn. outside producer, Samuel
61 Pictures in Honor Roll
A company break-down of the
1942 Honor Roll of 61 shows Paramount leading with 13, but pressed
closely by Twentieth-Fox, Metro
and Warners, with 12, 10 and nine
features, respectively. United Artists has six, RKO, five; Columbia,
three; Republic, two, and Universal one.
Walt Disney's
distributed by RKO, "Fantasia,"
tops the Honor
Holl with 168 votes, only eight less
than the number received by "The
Pied Piper," No. 10 on the "Ten
Best." As was the case last year,
Disney has a second picture on the
Honor
this time,
"Bambi."on the
RKO'sRoll,
"outside"
producers
Honor Roll include, in addition to
Disney, Orson Welles (The Magnificent Ambersons), and Samuel Goldwyn (Ball of Fire). United Artists
is represented on the Honor Roll by
David Loew and Albert Lewin (The
Moon and Sixpence), Charles Chaplin (The Gold Rush), Leslie Howard (Mister V), Ernst Lubitsch (To
Be or Not to Be), Sir Alexander
Book).
Korda, (One of Our Aircraft is Missing and Rudyard Kipling's Jungle
Sidelights of 1942 Poll
Poll sidelights:
1. Three of the "Ten Best" were
based on originals as against five
last year; (Continued
trio areon "Wake
Page 5) Island,"
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MO Plans 40 Pix
or 1943-44 Lineup

Six of "Ten Best"
Based Upon Books

(Continued from Page 1)
schedule and to continue its policy

(Continued from Page 4)
"Pride of the Yankees" and "Woman of the Year."
2. Six stemmed from books while
tr r -J941 roster included only two
pic ares which represented treatments of best sellers. Sextet included
"Mrs. Miniver," "How Green Was
My Valley," "Kings Row," "One
Foot in Heaven," "Suspicion" (published as "Before the Fact") and
"The Pied Piper."
3. Whereas last year, plays provided scenarists with three plots,
only "The Man Who Came to DinConsensus of 1942 local polls
conducted by representative newspapers and radio stations in conjunction with the national contest will be published tomorrow.
ner" was "drafted" from the Broadway boards this time.
4. Two of the 1942 "Ten Best"
were frankly biographical — "Pride
of the Yankees" (the story of Lou
Gehrig) and "One Foot in Heaven,"
(the saga of the Rev. William
Spence, written by his son, Capt.
Hartzell Spence). Some critics had
their own opinions as to" the biographical inspiration of "The Man Who
Came to Dinner" and "Woman of
the Year."
5. Three of the "Ten Best" fell
into the "war picture" category —
"Mrs. Miniver," "Wake Island" and
"The Pied Piper."
6. The two pictures polling the
highest number of votes, — "Mrs.
Miniver" and "How Green Was My
Valley" — have a British setting.
7. Director Sam Wood is represented on the "Ten Best" by two
pictures — "Kings Row" and "Pride
of the Yankees"; he is the only director with the twin credit.
8. To Walter Pidgeon goes the
signal honor of filling top made roles
in both the No. 1 and No. 2 picture
of the year — "Mrs. Miniver" and
"Valley." While there were several
others who appeared in more than
one of the winning pictures — Teresa
Wright, Ann Sheridan, Dame May
Whitty and Roddy McDowall, among
them — the only other male star to
repeat was Monty Woolley, seen in
the title roles of both "The Man Who
Came to Dinner" and "The Pied
Piper."
9. While no foreign picture made
the 1942 "Ten Best," the Honor Roll
includes "Mister V," "One of Our
Aircraft is Missing" and "Target
for Tonight," all made in England;
"The Invaders," filmed in Canada
and England; "Captains of the
Clouds," filmed in Canada and Hollywood, and "Moscow Strikes Back,"
produced in Soviet Russia.
10. Musicals continued a "Best"
minus quantity.
11. Whereas in 1941, two of the
winning pictures were in color, none
was dipped in the dye-vat this year.
Technicolor, however, was employed
for :-'everal on the Honor Roll.

Ten Best Champ Pickers:
©

O

©

AMONG

the salient results of the balloting by the hundreds

of pi: editors and critics in THE FILM DAILY'S 1942 Ten Best Pictures
Poll is the perfection and close-to-perfection picking by a group consisting
of 21 professional appraisers

y

•

•

9

NOT

Let's look at the record —

v

▼

since 1938, when W. E. J. Martin of the Buffalo

Courier-Express hit the jackpot via his ballot naming all of the TEN
BEST from among eligible attractions, had this
feat been repeated until the present poll
The unusual distinction goes to Dick McCrone
of the Evening News, Harrisburg, Pa
So,
upon his discriminating
brow rests the laurel
emblematic of the champ
Just how unique
a 100 per cent score really is can be devined by
citing that there were 174 pix nominated
With so many features of quality and divergent
appeal, the mathematical probability of scoring
10 out of 10 «■ astronomical
Prof. Einstein
and not Phil M. can figure it all out for you
▼
▼
.▼
• • • WHEREAS (contact with film lawyers
DICK
McCRONE
has given us that word) in 1941 a group of seven
pic critics selected nine of the Ten Best, five succeeded in so doing in
the 1942 voting
They are Leah Bodine Drake. Courier, Evansville, Ind.; A. S. Kany, Herald, Dayton, O.; Harold Hunt, Journal, Portland, Ore.; J. A. Wray, Daily Times, Wichita Falls, Tex.; and Herbert
M. Miller, Jay Emanuel Publications, Philadelphia
This is likewise superb selecting, meriting a most respectful doff of the chapeau.
T
▼
T
• • • THOSE critics who successfully named eight of the Ten
Best total 15,— as against 38 in the '41 balloting
The drop represents no retrogression in overall critical skill, but is again testimony
of the progressive excellence of Hollywood
product
Even a
cursory glance at the Ten Best and the many brilliant productions on
the Honor Roll will bear this out
Consequently, when 15 reviewers can hit 80 per cent, it's particularly potent picking
One of the
critics is Bruce B. Palmer, of the Daily Oklahoman and Oklahoma City
Times, Oklahoma City, Okla
In the previous poll, i.e. in '41,
Palmer named nine out of the Ten Best
With eight out of 10
this time, he enjoys the rare distinction of having, in two successive
polls, named 17 out of 20/
Two other gentlemen are right on
the Palmer heels,— Frank G., Schmidt, News, Saginaw, Mich., and Rasper
Monahan, Press, Pittsburgh
For two successive polls they have
selected eight out of 10, respectively, or 16 out of the Ten Best of
both '41 and '42
9

▼

TV

of releasing one "A" production
every month. If it becomes necessary to curtail production, Koerner
said, the cuts will be made in the
lower bracketed pictures. Raw
stock limitations also may make
it
to make fewer prints,
he necessary
added.
Only one picture remains to be
made for the 1942-43 season, all
others having been completed or
are in work. Shooting on the first
of the 1943-44 lineup will start
late
month.ceiling
Thethis
salary
ruling as yet
has had no effect at the studio,
Koerner said, and no action is expected until the first of the ceiling
salaries have been reached. He
said salaries were being paid on
the basis of former contracts, with
no increase on new options. There
have been no cancellations on contracts because of the ceiling, he
said.
Koerner said there was no set
routine on submitting scripts to
the OWI, submission depending on
the theme of the story.
With the signing of Casey Robinson, RKO now has eight top producers on its roster. Only a few
stories with war themes are being
considered for the new season,
Koerner said. At least three musicals will be on the program. Current pictures of importance include
"Bombardier," "Flight for Freedom," "This Land is Mine," "I
Walked With a Zombie" and the untitled Cary Grant picture.
Koerner said the budget for the
new year had not been set but that it
must necessarily be higher because
of current conditions. He will confer with home office executives, see '
some Broadway plays and return to
Hollywood on Tuesday.

$1,055,277 In War Bonds
Bought by IATSE Locals
Latest tabulation made by the
IATSE reveals that War Bonds totaling $1,055,277 have been purchased by its locals throughout the
nation. Local 199, operators, Detroit, tops the list with $58,000, with
New York's Local 306 operators, in
second place with $50,000.

•

• ALSO sensational (8 out of 10 in '42) were the ballots submitted by the following: Harry P. Hall, Eagle, Dothan, Ala.; Curtiss A.
Wilson, News Times, Danbury, Conn.; Alfred G. White, Democrat, Mt.
Vernon, Ind.; Annabelle Pollard, Press Herald, Portland, Me.; Gordon
F. Allison, Sunday Call, Newark, N. J.; Dennis R. Smith, Repository,
Canton, O.; Nancy Grimes, Times. Portsmouth, O.; Betty Miller, FILM
DAILY correspondent, Pittsburgh; Kenneth Mills, Herald, Sharon, Pa.;
Madeline J. Jeatley, Times Leader-Evening News, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;
Robert Gray, Commercial Appeal, Memphis, Tenn.; and Jack Gordon,
Press, Fort Worth, Tex
Can you imagine what would happen if
ell ths 21 boys and girls mentioned
herein were turned loose at
Hialeah!
www

0

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

Kay
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Francis

Mr.

Donald Duck
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. . . WITHOUT COUNTING
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY'
AND 'CASABLANCA' WHICH
WEREN'T IN NATIONAL
RELEASE AND COULDN'T
BE VOTED ON!

Jack

L. Warner,

Executm
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Armed
Forces
Vote
'Mrs.
Miniver7
Best
1942
Pix
Men in Service, Polled by
//

WNEW, Agree With Five
Films Selected by Critics

CRITICAL SLANT AT '42 "TEN BEST
Thumbnail Estimates of the Winning Productions by Staff
Reviewers of THE

America's armed forces, voting for
the year's "Ten Best" in a poll conof New York's
by Bill Berns
Station ducted
WNEW
in co-operation with
The Film Daily's annual contest,
picked "Mrs. Miniver" as the year's
outstanding feature and further
agreed with five other selections
made by the 592 critics and radio
film commentators who participated
in the 21st national symposium.
Berns, now a private in Battery C,
373rd Field Artillery Battalion, Fort
Jackson, S. C, conducted his poll of
the armed forces to aid producers
in determining the type of films
which meets with the greater favor
among men in the Army, Navy, Marines and Coast Guard. Mediums
for the contest were his "Broadway
Beam" program on WNEW and his
Broadway letter mailed widely weekly to members of the armed forces
here and overseas.
As their choice for No. 2 picture
of 1942 the soldiers, sailors, Marines and coast guardsmen named
"Pride of the Yankees," while their
No. 3 picture was the dramatic saga
Marines, "Wake Island."
of
Thesethepictures, of course, were on
the national "Ten Best."
For No. 4, the service men's votes
went to Paramount's "Holiday Inn,"
high on the national Honor Roll.
The armed forces' selections for
fifth, sixth and seventh pictures
were "Kings Row," "How Green Was
My Valley" and "The Man Who
Came to Dinner," all included among
the national "Ten Best."
To complete their list, the men in
uniform chose Warners' "Desperate
Journey" as No, 8, 20th-Fox's "Tales
of Manhattan" as No. 9 and Paramount's "The Major and the Minor"
as No. 10. All found places on the
national Honor Roll.
The scope of the Berns poll is
best indicated by the fact that among
the cemps and posts represented in
the balloting were:
Camp Young, Calif.; Basic Training Center No. & Miami Beach;
Camp Davis, N. C, A.AtF.T.D. Trade
School, Minneapolis; Fort Meade,
Md.; First District, A.A.F. T.T.C.,
Greensboro, N. C, Fort Miles, Del.,
A: my Air Field, Manchester, N. H.;
New Orleans, Avon Park, Fla.; Camp
Adam, Ore.; Fort Jackson, S. C.
Coast Guard Trrining Station, Groton, Conn.; Air Base, Lincoln, Neb.;
Myrtle Beach, S. C, Portland, Me.,
Fort Taylor, Fla.; Naval Air Station, Key West, Fla.; Camp Atterbury, Ind.; New River, N. C; Camp
Shelby, Miss.; Cochran Field, Ga.;
Camp Carson, Colo.; Camp Livingston, La.; Barksdale Field, La.; Boswell, N. M.; Lowry Field, Colo.; Fort
Getty, -R. I.; Atlantic City, Fort McClellan, Ala.; Army Flying Field,
Chico, Calif.; Camp Edwards, Mass.;
Camp Carrabelle, Fla.; Fort Sam
Houston, San Antonio, Tex.
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Momand Contracts
Read Into Records
(Continued from Page 1)

MRS.
MINIVER:
"Dramatic
masterpiece filled with
smashing entertainment."
(May 13, 1942).

emotional

power

should

prove

HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY: "Magnificent production rich in box office poten1941). tialities which will be included in the album of outstanding films of all time." (Oct. 29,

KINGS ROW: "Powerful drama, finely directed and acted, will score with all who
like their entertainment strong and straight." (Dec. 23, 1941).
WAKE
attractions

ISLAND: "Stirring epic which will thrill the nation.
currently."
(Aug. 12, 1942).

Ranks among the top

PRIDE OF THE YANKEES: "Brilliant combination of human tenderness, true Americanism and real humor make this one of the finest pictures on record and a showman's
bonanza."
(July 16, 1942).

mand
$4,950,000
anti-trust
ing heard
in Federal
DistrictsurV-JeCourt
here before Judge Bower Broaddus.
Smith has the job of reading each
and every one of the more than 2,000
contracts now being introduced as
evidence into the court records and
has been at it ever since Monday
afternoon. It is hoped that by regrouping and working in shifts
actual conduct of the trial can be
resumed today.
At this time it is understood that Momand
attorneys will call to the witness stand L. C.
Griffith, Horace Falls, B. J. McKenna, C.
B. Akers and other Griffith officials. They
were ordered to be ready to testify yesterday
and were on hand but tallying of the documents took more time than was expected.

C. B. Cochran, Griffith companies' attorney, told THE FILM DAILY: "We are
going to be very insistent on the proposition
that this complaint, if it charges Griffith and
others of any violation of the Sherman antitrust law, is a violation by reason of having
joined the conspiracy which was formed between the distributors to do certain things,
ONE FOOT
IN HEAVEN:
"Top-notch attraction with strong human
interest, is
and that so far as these conspiracies are contagged to bull's-eye in all sections."
(Sept. 30, 1941).
cerned, those are simply overt acts which
have been charged as having been committed
to the conspiracy."
SUSPICION:
"Ace romantic meller, superbly directed and acted; a direct hit for pursuant
Defense attorneys have instituted an elaboutlets far and near."
(Sept. 18, 1941).
orate set-up for making a daily word for
word transcript of the records of each days
procedure and C. Ray Smith, Momand atWOMAN OF THE YEAR: "Romantic comedy with Hepburn-Tracy combination is top
torney,their
sought to purchase
get the court's
intervention
to permit
of a copy
of this
entertainment and strong box office." (Jan. 19, 1942).
transcript each day. Judge Broaddus ruled
that since the agreement for production of
the transcript was a private matter, he could
THE PIED PIPER: "Drama lightened by touches of delicious humor is timely picture not do so and the only arrangement defense
attorneys could make was on a share cost
of excellent calibre." (July 8, 1942).
basis. This would amount to about $80 a
day. Smith said, and told the Judge the
plaintiffs couldn't stand it because Momand's
"resources have been worn thin by the 12
years of litigation in this matter."
THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER: "A witty, smart and sophisticated comedy,
one of the top laughs and box office hits of the season."
(Dec. 24, 1941).

Schlesinger to Launch
Training Film Schedule

Studio Locals Ask Aid
In 48-Hour Week Fight

Leon Schlesinger, producer of the
"Merrie Melodies" and "Looney
Tunes" for Warners, on his return
to the Coast next week after spending six weeks in the East, will place
under way an extensive schedule of
animated training films for Army
Signal Corps, Navy and Treasury
Department use. He will also make
a fourth group of shorts for the
WPB. Latter is intended for general theater showing.

Hollywood — Studio locals which
are members of the basic agreement
will ask heads of their international
unions to aid the fight for time and
a half overtime after 36 hours if
.the industry goes on a 48-hour week.
If international executives agree,
negotiations would be transferred
to New York, with company heads
conferring with the union leaders.
In any event, any agreement made
in Hollywood would have to be submitted to Eastern labor heads, members of the basic agreement, for
their signature.

Jachsonville-St. Augustine Radio Local
Poll Sees "Honky Tonic" Take First Place
Metro's "Honky Tonk" emerged as the No. 1 picture of 1942 in a radio
local poll conducted in co-operation with THE FILM DAILY by Ann Evans, whose
Movie Gossip program is a stand-out feature of Stations WMBR, Jacksonville, and
Station WFOY, St. Augustine, Fla. Program is a commercial, sponsored by
Florida State Theaters, Inc. The vote for "Honky Tonk," better than three to
one, reflected the great personality popularity of Lt. Clark Gable, Army Air
Force, then in training in Florida.
Other pictures in the order of selection were:
* "Mrs. Miniver," (Metro); * "How Green Was My Valley," (20th-Fox);
"This Gun for Hire," (Para.); "Holiday Inn," (Para.); "'"Woman of the Year,"
(Metro); "Major and the Minor," (Para.); "Babes on Broadway," (Metro);
"Talk of the Town," (Columbia)
and * "Wake Island," (Para.).
* Indicates the picture

is also on THE

FILM

DAILY'S

national

"Ten Best.'

Big Turnout of Industry
Names for 'Shadow' Debut
Celebrities of stage, screen and
radio were out in force last night
for the opening of Universale "Shadow of a Doubt" at the Rivoli. The
premiere was sponsored by the Citizens Committee for the Army and
Navy. All proceeds went toward the
purchase of recreational facilities
ing.
for the men in the service. Seats
brought $11 top. A pageant, "Women Can Take It," preceded the openSeat subscribers included Mr. and Mrs.
Spyros Skouras, Mr. and Mrs. George Skouras, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Weitman. Mr. and
Mrs. Gradwell Sears, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Leserman. Mr. and Mrs. David Weshner.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Netter. Mr. and Mrs.
Barney Balaban. Mr. and Mrs. Neil Agnew,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Goldenson, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gillham, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Raftery, David O. Selznick, Mr. and Mrs.
J. Cheever Cowdin, Mr. and Mrs. William
A. Scullv. Mr. and Mrs. John J. O'Connor.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Heineman. Mr.
?nd Mrs. Fred Meyers. Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
A. McCarthy, Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Gomersall, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Seidelman. Mr.
and Mrs. Charles D. Prutzman, Mr. and Mrs]
Sam Manchnovitch, Mr. and Mrs. B. P
Kreisler. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Sharick
?nd Mr. and Mrs. Maurice A. Bergman,
Willis H. Tavlor, Jr., Daniel M. Scheafffr,
Ottavio Prochet, Paul G. Brown, Samuel I.
L.
Carter,
Posen,
BuddJr. Rogers, Preston Davie, Allan

0
*
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There isn't a Shadow
of a Doubt about this
picture's success. Ace
Meller with Socko —FilB.
O.
m

Daily

READ RAVE REVIEWS ON ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S "SHADOW OF A DOUBT" ON NEXT TWO PAGES
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Reviews
a

Shadow of a Doubt

J9

(Universal)

)

p^IRECTOR
ALFRED
HITCHCOCK,
with a very capable cast
headed by Joseph Cotten and Teresa Wright, has turned out another
"ii '■

-

ii ii i

of his masterpieces in the mood of fear and suspicion.
Joseph Cotten, the beloved "Uncle Charlie" whose criminal past
is unknown to his doting family, plays a fascinating role in juxtaposition
to niece Teresa Wright, the only person to realize the truth about the
returned uncle. The story centers around these two — the murderer
who ruthlessly seeks to save himself at any cost, and the niece who is
torn between the necessity for justice and her wish to keep her family
from being hurt.
Thornton Wilder, Sally Benson and Alma Reville have written an
excellent screenplay for the Gordon McDonell's story. Hitchcock again
demonstrates his ability to build, through detail and nuances of hidden
meaning, the thrilling and dramatic climaxes which characterize his
pictures.
Jack H. Skirball produced the thriller.
The supporting cast contributes to the quality of the production.
Patricia Collinge, as Miss Wright's mother and Cotten's sister, gives
a splendid performance of a woman immersed in the joys of seeing a
a long absent brother, but oblivious to his obvious defects.
Macdonald Carey, Henry Travers, Hume Cronyn, Wallace Ford and
Edna May Wonacott complete the list of capable actors.
"A." *
Running time, 108 minutes.
*"A" denotes adult classification.
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"That 'Shadow of a Doubt'
will do much business, there
is not the slightest shadow
a

doubt.

of

—Hollywood Reporter

will
wide

attract

a

patronage and should
score heav
t the box
ily
a
— Daily Variety
office. // dow'
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Press, Radio

13 Pix to Get Top
20th-Fox Ad Coin
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM
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Critics Agree

Rate Identical Pix as Year's Three Best
DAILY

Hollywood — Thirteen films, each
hacked by a heavy advertising budget, were announced for immediate
production yesterday by William
Goetz, 20th-Fox vice-president in
ch?rge of production. The list includes "Heaven Can Wait," "Jane
Eyre," "The Song of Bernadette,"
"Stormy Weather," "Bomber's
Moon," "Sweet Rosie O'Grady,"
"Winter Time," "The Girls He Left
Behind," "Guadalcanal Diary," "I
Escaped from Hong Kong," "Claudia," "The Terrible Terrys," and a
Laurel-Hardy comedy.
Ten other films are completed or
before the cameras. They are "The
Moon Is Down," "Hello, Frisco, Hello," "Coney Island," "Crash Dive,"
"My Friend Flicka" "Secret Mission," "Immortal Sergeant," "The
Meanest Man in the World," "Margin for Error," "Chetniks."

Eight Stars to Attend
Capital Birthday Ball
{Continued from Page 1)

ident's Birthday celebration here
this year. The eight, as yet unannounced, will be chosen by the Hollywood Victory Committee, and will
find that they will bear a considerably lighter burden than in previous years.
Arriving here Jan. 29, they will
be guests at a banquet at the Mayflower that evening, appearing later
at only three midnight shows,
rather than half a dozen. The
three will be held at Warners' Earle,
Loew's Capitol and Lichtman's Howard, city's largest Negro theater.
Hotels at which the group will
appear Saturday night, the 30th,
have been limited to half a dozen,
with two appearances at the Shoreham, one each at the Wardman
Perk, the Hamilton, the Willard,
the Washington and the Mayflower.
To prevent the following of the
stars from place to place by fans,
tickets will be good at only one
place instead of at all hotels, as
previously.
J. J. Payette and Carter Barron,
zone managers for Warners' and
Loew's respectively are chairmen of
the Entertainment Committee here,
while Hardie Meakin, manager of
RKO-Keith's, and Andrew Kelley,
drama editor of the Washington
Star, are assistants.

New Andy Hardy Pic Hits
Top Biz in Toledo Bow
"Andy Hardy's Double Life," in
its world premiere engagement at
Loew's Valentine, Toledo, is outgrossing every regular-price Metro
pic at the house as far back as records reveal, the company reported
yesterday. Film is doing 20 per
cent better biz than "Stand By For
Action," which broke all attendance
records there recently.

Analysis of the "Ten Best" ballots cast by 68 radio film commentators in The Film Daily's 21st annual poll shows them in close agreement withviewersthe
press'
critics and
rein the
selection
of the
year's outstanding features.
Indicating that the radio commentators across the country apply
exactly the same critical yardstick
as those who report on films for the
newspapers and magazines, the
analysis discloses that the commentators rated Metro's "Mrs. Miniver,"
?0th-Fox's "How Green Was My
Valley" and Warners' "Kings Row"
;n that order as the top three of
1942. This coincides with the results
of the national poll.
"Mrs. Miniver" came close to being a unanimous choice, 65 of the
38 commentators casting ballots for
the poignant Metro war drama.
The commentators departed from
the national "Ten Best" to select
Paramount's De Mille production,
"Reap the Wild Wind" as No. 4,
while Paramount's "Wake Island,"
No. 4their
on choice
the national
was
for No. "Ten
5. AsBest,"
No.
6, the radio voters named RKO's
"Suspicion," which was No. 8 on
the national list.
Warners' "Now Voyager" finished

"Commandos" Premiere
Inaugurates UNW Here
Columbia's ace current production,
"Commandos Strike At Dawn," starving Paul Muni, officially opened
United Nations Week via a distinguished premiere showing at midnight last night in the local Criterion Theater, auditorium of which
was packed with industry notables
and prominent representatives of
he various United Nations whose
war- stricken peoples benefitted from
the sale of tickets for the event.
Members of the metropolitan
oress, syndicates and news services
\s well as national magazines
decked the attending throng. HighUghting the surrounding festivities
were p.a.'s by Muni and others in
he film's cast, including Lilian Gish,
Elizabeth Fraser, Alexander Knox,
Lady Hardwicke, as well as Producer Lester Cowan and Playwright
Trwin Shaw, the latter authoring the
film script.

1942' s "Ten Best"
On Radio's Ballots
Picture
Votes
Mrs. Miniver
65
How Green Was My Valley
48
Kings Row
35
Reap the Wild Wind.... 26
Wake Island
25
Suspicion
22
Now,
Voyager
21
Fantasia
19
One
Foot in Heaven.... 19
The
Pied Piper
19 JPride of the Yankees
19
Tales of Manhattan
19

Talkies Ended Jobs
For 22,000— Pelrillo
{Continued from Page 1)

cial Senate-Interstate Commerce
Sub-Committee yesterday.
"Every first class theater which
charges from 50 cents to $1.25 admission could afford
an orches/"
of
live musicians,"
the former
Cly. go
trumpet player told the Senators,
during the opening session of a hearing to investigate the facts which
have caused his ban on the making
of recordings. Petrillo revealed that
the acceptance of talking pictures
had meant a drop of about 20,000
in the number of AFM members,
and the loss of 22,000 jobs for musicians throughout the country.
At that point Sen. Tom Stewart
of Tennessee remarked that most
small town theaters couldn't afford
live orchestras. When Petrillo replied that they'd have to go back to
using organs, Sen. Ernest McFarland ofto Arizona
said,back
"Youto wouldn't
want
put them
organs,
would you? I come from one of
these little towns." Petrillo promtion. ised the Senator special dispensa-

No. 7 in the radio selections, while
there were tie votes for these five:
"Fantasia," (RKO-Disney); "One
Foot in Heaven" (Warners); "The
Pied Piper," (20th-Fox); "Pride of
the Yankees," (RKO-Goldwyn), and
"Tales of Manhattan," (20th-Fox).
"One Foot in Heaven" was No. 7
on The Film Daily's national list,
"The Pied Piper," was No. 10 and
"Pride of the Yankees," No. 5.
Although the subject of sound
"Reap the Wild Wind" was No. 2
came up several times duron the national Honor Roll, "Now trucks
ing the first day of the hearing, it
Voyager," No. 9, "Fantasia," No. 1 was brought in mainly as background
and "Tales of Manhattan," No. 10.
matter to explain the plight of musicians generally. There is little
MPPDA Directors Meet
for the industry to expect
Tomorrow on MOT Appeal reason
any action by AFM, which has its
handsalready
full now
it's
in. with the one fight
{Continued from Page 1)

rines" in its original form. Because of certain words in the picture that are said to violate the
production code, a seal was withheld but the picture was released
with eliminations. The board met
with March of Time officials a few
weeks ago and agreed to review the
picture again and make a report.

David Harry Sample Dead
Ft. Pierce, Fla. — David Harry
Sample, 63, died at his home. He
was former manager of the old Crystal Theater and Sunrise theater.
Later he built and operated the Sample theater. He served Fort Pierce
where he has made his home since
1898, as mayor and also as city
manager. Surviving are the widow,
Mrs. Edna Snell Sample; two sons
and a daughter.

60 MetrO'Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures "Elected"
to the "Ten Best" Since Inception of Poll
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
by placing
two pictures
among national
the 1942 contest
"Ten Best"
increased
its total named since
the THE
FILM DAILY
was
inaugurated to the astounding high of 60, of which 48, no less, placed in the
polls of the last 12 years.
Tabulation of poll results to date, since 1921, reveals these grand standings
by companies:
Metro. 60; UA, 35; Warners, 25; Paramount, 21; 20th-Fox, including Fox
Film, 18; RKO, 16; Columbia, nine; Universal, six; First National (old company),
seven; Pathe (prior to RKO merger), six; Associated Exhibitors, PDS, Hodkinson,
Filmchoice, Tiffany and Goldwyn and Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, prior to Samuel
Goldwyn's UA association, one each.

Petrillo Ordered to Show
Cause Hearing on Jan. 18
Chicago — Federal Judge John
Barnes ordered James C. Petrillo
and other AFM officials to appear
before him, Jan. 18 to show cause
why a preliminary injunction should
not be issued to restrain them from
alleged
violation of the anti-trust
laws.
Daniel Britt, assistant attorney
general,
told the
court Thurmpn
that Assistant Attorney
General
W.
Arnold
would
be
here
personally
for
the hearing.

Name E. N. Tabah G. M.
Of Confederation Amuse.
Montreal — An important change is
announced in the direction of Confederation Amusements, Ltd., owing
to the retirement of N. N. Lawand
from the post of general manager.
It is announced by F. A. Tabah,
president, that Lawand has been
succeeded by E. N. Tabah for 15
years secretary-treasurer of the
company and to a large degree responsible for its progress.
E. N. Tabah has been prominent
for 35 years in Montreal financial
circles and in the amusement sphere
for 20 years.

Arthur Guiterman Stricken
Pittsburgh — Arthur Guiterman,
71, playwright, poet and lecturer, is
dead here following a heart attack.

-

ONE proud pause, stolen from our exciting plans for 1943,
to gratefully acknowledge the recognition accorded
"How Green Was My Valley" and "The Pied Piper" in the
Film Daily's Poll of "The 10 Best Pictures of 1942." Thank
you
and forgive us as we rush off to an even greater
program now set for the year to come!
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On "Ten Best" Pictures
Complete
Production Staffs, Credits
Players and Others Who Contributed to Winning Selections
Mrs, Miniver

11

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

99

11

A PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

Producer
Sidney Franklin
Director
William Wyler
Screenplay
Arthur Wimperis, George Froeschel, James Hilton, Claudine West
Novel
Jan Struther
Musical Score
Herbert Stothart
Song. "Midsummer's Day"
Gene Lockhart
Director of Photography
Joseph Ruttenberg
Recording Director
Douglas Shearer
Art Director
Cedric Gibbons
Associate
Urie McCleary
Set Decorations
Edwin B. Willis
Special Effects
Arnold Gillespie, Warren Newcombe
Gowns
Kalloch
Men's Wardrobe
Gile Steele
Hair Styles for Miss Garson
Sydney Guilaroff
Film Editor
Harold F. Kress
General Press Representative
Howard Dietz
Produced at
M-G M Studios, Culver City
Released
August, 1942
CAST: Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Teresa Wright. Dame May Whitty, Reginald
Owen, Henry Travers, Richard Ney, Henry Wilcoxon, Christopher Severn,
Brenda Forbes, Clare Sanders, Marie de Becker, Helmut Dantine, John Abbott,
Connie Leon, Rhys Williams.
11

How

Green Was My Valley
A TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

ff

PICTURE

Producer
Director
Author
Screenplay
Director of Photography
Art Directors
Set Decorations
Costumes
Musical Score
Film Editor
Recording Directors

Darryl F. Zanuck
John Ford
Richard Llewellyn
Philip Dunne
Arthur Miller
Richard Day, Nathan Juran
Thomas Little
Gwen Wakeling
Alfred Newman
James B. Clark
Eugene Grossman, Roger Heman

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

Hal Home
20th-Fox Studio, Westwood Hills
December 26, 1941

CAST: Walter Pidgeon, Maureen O'Hara, Donald Crisp, Anna Lee, Roddy McDowall,
John Loder, Sara Allgood, Barry Fitzgerald, Patric Knowles, Morton Lowry,
Arthur Shields, Ann Todd, Frederick Worlock, Richard Fraser, Evan S. Evans,
James Monks, Rhys Williams, Clifford Severn, Lionel Pape, Ethel Griffies,
Dennis Hoey, Marten Lamont, Eve March, Tudor Williams, Welsh Singers.

Associate Producer
Director
Author
Screenplay
Directors of Photography
Special Effects
Aerial Photography
Process Photography
Art Directors
Set Decorations
Musical Score
Film Editors
Recording Director
Makeup

wr

PICTURE
Joseph Sistrom
John E
"^w
U. S. Marini
,ps
W. R. Burnett, Frank Sutler
Theodore Sparkuhl, William C. Mellor
Gordon Jennings
Elmer Dyer, Wallace Kelley
Farciot Edouart
Hans Dreier, Earl Hedrick
Bertram Granger
David Buttolph
Le Roy Stone, Frank Bracht
Phil Wisdon, John Cope
Wally Westmore

General Press Representative
Robert M. Gillham
Produced at
Paramount Studios, Hollywood
Released
September, 1942
CAST: Brian Donlevy, Robert Preston, Macdonald Carey, Albert Dekker, Barbara
Britton, William Bendix, Mikhail Rasumny,
Walter Abel, Damian
O'Flynn.
Bill Goodwin, Phillip Terry, Don Castle, Rod Cameron, Frank Albertson.

"TJhe Pride ot the Yankees
A SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

PRODUCTION

IW

AN RKO RADIO PICTURE RELEASE
Producer
Director
Screenplay
Original Story
Director of Photography
Production Designer
Music
Song. "Always"
Art Director
Associate. Art Director
Set Dscorations
Assistant Director
Costumes
Film Editor
Sound Recorder
Special Photographic Effects

Samuel

Goldwyn
Sam Wood
Jo Swerling, Herman J. Mankiewicz
Paul Gallico
Rudolph Mate
William Cameron Menzies
Leigh Harline
Irving Berlin
Perry Ferguson
McClure Capps
Howard Bristol
John Sherwood
Rene Hubert
Daniel Mandell
Frank Maher
Jack Cosgrove

General Press Representative
William Hebert
Produced at
Samuel Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood
Released
March 5, 1942
CAST: Gary Cooper, Teresa Wright, Babe Ruth, Walter Brennan, Dan Duryea,
Elsa Janssen, Ludwig Stossel, Virginia Gilmore, Bill Dickey, Ernie Adams,
Pierre Watkin, Harry Harvey, Robert W. Meusel. Mark Koenig, Bill Stern,
Addison Richards, Hardie Albright, Edward Fielding, George Lessey, Douglas
Croft. Veloz and Yolanda, Ray Noble and his orchestra.

'The Man Who

"Kings
Bow"
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
V-P in Charge of Production
Executive Producer
Associate Producer
Director
Screenplay
Art Director
Sound
Gowns
Assistant Director
Director of Photography
Film Editor
Makeup Artist

Wake Island

Jack L. Warner
Hal B. Wallis
David Lewis
Sam Wood
Casey Robinson
Carl Jules Weyl
Robert B. Lee
Orry-Kelly
Sherry Shourds
James Wong Howe
Ralph Dawson
Perc Westrope

General Press Representative
Charles Einfeld
Produced at
Warner Bros. Studio, Burbank
Released
April 18, 1942
CAST: Ann Sheridan, Robert Cummings, Ronald Reagan, Betty Field, Charles
Coburn, Claude Rains, Judith Anderson, Nancy Coleman, Maria Ouspenskaya,
Harry Davenport, Kaaren Verne, Ernest Cossart, Scotty Beckett, Douglas Wheat,
Mary Thomas, Ann Todd, Joan Duval, Pat Moriarity, Ilka Gruning, Thomas
W. Rose.

to Dinner"
BROS.
e PICTURE
Cam

A WARNER
V-P in Charge of Production
Executive Producer
Associate Producers
Director. . .
Screenplay
Play
Art Director
i
Sound
Gowns
Assistant Director
Director of Photography
Film Editor
Makeup Artist

Jack L. Warner
Hal B. Wallis
Jack Saper. Jerry Wald
William Keighley
Julius and Phillip G. Epstein
George S. Kaufman, Moss Hart
Robert Haas
Charles Long
Orry-Kelly
Dick Mayberry
Tony Gaudio
Jack Killifer
Perc Westmore

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

Charles Einfeld
. .Warner Bros. Studio, Burbank
January 24, 1942
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CAST: Monty Woolley. Bette Davis, Ann Sheridan, Richard Travis, Billie Burke,
Grant Mitchell, Elisabeth Fraser, Russell Arms, Ruth Vivian, Mary Wickes,
George Barbier, Reginald Gardiner, Jimmy Durante, Edwin Stanley, Betty
Roadman, Laura Hope Crews, Chester Clute, Charles Drake, Nanette Vallon,
John Ridgely.

u One

Foot in Heaven
A WARNER

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

CAST: Cary Grant, Joan Fontaine, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Nigel Bruce, Dame May
Whitty, Isabel Jeans, Heather Angel, Auriol Lee, Reginald Sheffield, Leo G.
Carroll.

9¥

'Woman

BROS. PICTURE

V-P 'n Charge of Production
Lr Ive Producer
As^-Jiate
Producer
Director
Screenplay
Novel
Dialogue Director
Art Director.
Sound
Gowns
Assistant Director
Director of Photography
Film Editor. . .
Technical Advisor
Makeup Artist

Producer
,
Director
Original Screenplay
Director of Photography
Musical Score
Recording Director
Art Director
Associate
Set Dacorations
Gowns
Film Editor

CAST:

Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — Walt Disney's "Fantasia,"
distributed by RKO, emerged as
1942's best pic in the annual poll
staged by the Association of Motion Picture and Theater Writers.
Others chosen were:
"Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book"
(UA-Korda); "Dumbo" (RKO-Disney); "Moscow Strikes Back" (Nicolas Napoli production); "H. M. Pulham, Esk." (M-G-M); "Stars Look
Down" (M-G-M); "The Shepherd of
the Hills" (Paramount); "Kings
Row" (Warners); "The Little Foxes"
(Goldwyn-RKO); "All That Money
Ccn Buy" (RKO Radio).
On the Cuban Honor Roll, the
critics placed: "Yankee Doodle Dandy" (Warner Bros ); "Ladies in Retirement" (Columbia); "This is the
Enemy." (Russian); "Swamp Water" (20th-Fox); "Joan of Paris"
(RKO Radio); "The Invaders" (Columbia); "The Talk of the Town"
(Columbia); "Los Tres Mosqueteros"
(Mexican) and "To Be Or Not to Be"
(UA).

_

Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn,
Fay
Watson,
William
Bendix,
Ludwig
Stoessel,
Dan Tobin, Roscoe Karns, William Tannen.

ff

Producer
Director
Au'hor
Screenplay
Director of Photography
Art Directors
Set Decorations.
Costumes
Musical Score
Film Editor
Recording Director

.

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

"Wake

was a cast member in

Island" and "Woman

The late LAURA

HOPE

of the Year."

CREWS

both in "The Man Who Came
and "One Foot in Heaven."

*

ERNEST

#

played in
to Dinner"

*

CROSSART

had roles in both

DAVENPORT

was a member

"Mrs. Miniver" and was a member
"One Foot in Heaven" cast.

*

MORTON
"How

*

LOWRY

Green Was

Green Was

*

*

of the

*

had roles in both

*
play for, and
GENE

#

*

JOHNSON

* •$
produced,

LOCKHART

wrote the screen-

"The$
wrote

*

song

ANN SHERIDAN played in "Kings Row"
and "The Man Who Came To Dinner."

LUDWIG STOSSEL appeared in "Pride of
the Yankees" and "Woman of the Year."
Year."
HAL B. WALLIS produced "Kings Row"
and "The Man Who Came To Dinner" and
was co-producer, with Jack L. Warner, of
"One Foot in Heaven."

#

SAM WOOD directed
"Pride of the Yankees."

"Kings

Row"

and

was in the cast of

REGINALD OWEN played in "Mrs. Miniver" and "Woman
* of* the *Year."
WALTER PIDGEON had top roles in "Mrs.
Miniver" and "How
Was
My Valley."
* Green
*
*

Pied Piper."
the

*

appeared in both

the casts of "Kings Row" and "One Foot in "The Man Who Came To Dinner" as well
as in "One Foot* in Heaven."
iy
%
&
#
#

en."
Heav
NUNNALLY

*

My Valley" and "The

Piper." MITCHELL
of Pied
GRANT

Heaven."
ELIZABETH FRASER played in "The Man
Who Came To Dinner" and "One Foot in

Nunnally Johnson
Irving Pichel
Nevil Shute
Nunnally Johnson
Edward Cronjager
Richard Day, Maurice Ransf ord
Thomas Little
Dolly Tree
Alfred Newman
Allen McNeil
E. Clayton Ward, Roger Heman

JOSEPH RUTTENBERG was cameraman
for "Mrs. Miniver" and "Woman of the

My Valley" and "The

Pied Piper."
RODDY McDOWALL
"How

"Kings Row" and
"One
Foot
in Heaven."
*
if
*
HARRY

Minor
Blake,

CAST: Monty Woolley. Roddy McDowall, Anne Baxter. Otto Preminger, J. Carrol
Naish, Lester Matthews, Jill Esmond, Ferike Boros, Peggy Ann Garner, Merrill
Rodin,
Maurice
Tauzin,
Fleurette
Zama,
William
Edmunds,
MaTcel
Dzlio,

Analysis of production and cast credits of the 1942 "Ten Best Pictures," as
voted in THE FILM DAILY'S 21st annual poll, spotlights these multiple contributions:
BENDIX

Reginald
Owen,
Kezas,
Gladys

Hal Home
20th-Fox Studio, Westwood
August 21, 1942

^Besf Multiple Credits
WILLIAM

Ba'nter,
George

"The Pied
Piper"
CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

Alfred HiteheociT"
Frances lies
Raphaelson, Joan Harrison, Alma Reville
Harry Stradling
Vernon L. Walker
Van Nest Polglase
Carroll Clark
Edward Stevenson
Darrell Silvers
John E. Tribby
William Hamilton
Dewey Starkey

Disney's "Fantasia" Wins
iLaurels in Cuban Poll

Howard Dietz
M-G-M Studios, Culver City
February,
1942

A TWENTIETH

AN RKO RADIO PICTURE
Samson

PICTURE

Joseph L. Mankiewicz
George Stevens
Ring Lardner, Jr., Michael Kanin
Joseph Ruttenberg
Franz Waxman
Douglas Shearer
Cedric Gibbons
Randall Duell
Edwin B. Willis
Adrian
Frank Sullivan

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

General Press Representative
Charles Einf eld
Produced at
Warner Bros. Studio, Burbank
Released
. .November
1, 1941
CAST: Fredric March, Martha Scott, Beulah Bondi, Gene Lockhart, Elisabeth Fraser,
Harry Davenport, Laura Hope Crews. Grant Mitchell, Moroni Olsen, Ernest
Cossart, Jerome Cowan. Hobart Bosworth, Frankie Thomas, Nana Bryant,
Carlotta Jelm, Peter Caldwell, Casey Johnson, Virginia Brissac, Olin Howland,
Roscoe Ates, Clara Blandick, Paula Trueman, Harlan Briggs, Ruth Robinson,
Cothy Lipps.

Director
Novel, "Before the Fact"
Screenplay
Director of Photography
Special Elects
Art Director
Associate
Gowns
Set Dscorations
Recorder
Editor
Assistant Director

oi the Year"

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Jack L. Warner
Hal B. Wallis
.Robert
Lord
Irving Rapper
Casey Robinson
Hartzell
Spence
Hugh MacMullan
Carl Jules Weyl
Francis J. Scheid
Milo Anderson
Jesse Hibbs
Charles Rosher
Warren Low
Rev. Dr. Norman Vincent Peale
Perc Westmore

"Suspicion

Barret McCormick
Radio Studios, Hollywood
November 14, 1941

RKO

CASEY ROBINSON was in "Kings Row"
in and "One Foot in Heaven."

DAME
MAY
WHITTY
Miniver" and "Suspicion."

played

in "Mrs.

MONTY WOOLLEY had top roles in "The
Man Who Came To Dinner" and "The Pied

*

*

*

TERESA WRIGHT appeared in both
"Mrs. Miniver" and "Pride of the Yankees."

Piper."

TW
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The 592 Critics Who

Selected The Ten Best

Press and Radio Reviewers Participating Establish New Record for the Poll
ALABAMA

C. Hal Nelson, Morning Star, Rockford.
Carrolfield.C. Hall, FILM DAILY correspondent,

Mary Sterne. Star, Anniston.
Vincent Townsend. News, Birmingham.
Elisabeth Farish. Daily, Decatur.
Harry P. Hall, Eagle, Dothan.
Louis A. Eckl, Times & Tri-Cities Daily. Florence.
Mildred Smith, Advertiser, Montgomery.

Dedication

ARKANSAS
Alfred W. Rose, News. Camden.
Mrs. Louise Diehl, Times-Echo, Eureka Springs.
Mrs. Edna Lee Elliott, Southern Newspapers,
Inc..
Hot Springs.
Beth Hammett, Arkansas Democrat, Little Rock.
Anthony Grove. Evening Star, Mena.

CALIFORNIA
Everett Leonard Johannes, Times-Star, Alameda.
Clayton Ward. Post-Advocate.
Alhambra.
Mae Saunders. Californian, Bakersiield.
Hal Johnson, Daily Gazette, Berkeley.
Adelyn Banks, News-Aircraft News, Burbank.
Shirle Duggan, Evening Star News, Culver City.
Charles Hed, News-Press, Glendale.
Will N. Speegle, Humboldt Times, Eureka.
W. I. Christie, Sentinel, Haniord.
John W. Teed, Sun, Long Beach.
Eleanor Blass, California Daily Bruin, Los Angeles.
Harry Mines, Daliy News, Los Angeles.
Jimmy Starr, Herald & Express. Los Angeles.
George Jackson, Herald & Express, Los Angeles.
Philip K. Scheuer, Times, Los Angeles.
Edwin Schallert, Times, Los Angeles.
John T. Holden, Journal, North Sacramento.
Howard Waldorf, Post-Enquirer, Oakland.
Wood Soanes. Tribune, Oakland.
Harry J. Olberg. Jr., Argus-Courier, Petaluma.
O. H. King, Progress-Bulletin, Pomona.
Verdella A. Rose, Tribune, Redwood City.
Clare Russell, Daily Press, Riverside.
Ronald D. Scoiield, Bee, Sacramento.
Don H. Short, Union & Tribune-Sun, San Digeo.
Dwight Whitney,
Chronicle, San Francisco.
Kevin Wallace, Examiner, San Francisco.
Claude A. La Belle, Daily News, San Francisco.
Fred H. Jenkins, Register-Pajaronian, Watsonville.
Virgniia Ray, Daily Democrat,
Woodland.

COLORADO
A. De Bernardi, Jr., Post, Denver.
Betty Craig, Post, Denver.
Mrs. Lo Visa McKean, Herald-DemocTat, Durango.
Walter Walker, Daily Sentinel, Grand Junction.
Charlotte Fisher, Daily Sentinel, Grand Junction.
Max W. Vawter, Herald Democrat, Leadville.
F. E. Winsor, Chronicle-News, Trinidad.

CONNECTICUT
Leo Miller, Herald, Bridgeport.
Fred H. Russell, Post & Telegram,
Bridgeport.
Curtiss A. Wilson, News Times, Danbury.
Samuel B. Cohen, Journal, Meriden.
Gertrude Pearson, FILM DAILY correspondent. New
Haven.
A. J. Allen, Jr., Yale Daily News, New Haven.
Dean
Hunt, Advocate,
Stamford.
John H. Thompson,
Register, Torrington.
Mollie Cullen, Republican-American, Waterbury.

DELAWARE
Henry L. Sholly, FILM DAILY
correspondent,
mington.
Ruth Jacquot, Jr., Morning News, Wilmington.
Frank Adler, Sunday
Star, Wilmington.

DISTRICT

OF COLUMBIA

Russell Stewart, Daily News, Washington.
Nelson B. Bell, Post, Washington.
Derek Fox, United States News, Washington.

Wil-

Spring-

W. F. Dagon, State Journal, Springfield.
Valerie Anne Egan, Evening Courier, Urbana.
E. J. Macklin, News-Sun, Waukegan.

rf^O the nation's film critics, both of
press and radio, whose intelligence,
integrity, perception, keen appreciation
of the cinematic art and friendly interest in the industry's progress throughout the year is ever an inspiration, we
of THE FILM DAILY take pleasure in
dedicating this issue chronicling the
results of the 21st annual Ten Best
Pictures Poll.

ie/«MJtoufc*
Publisher

INDIANA
Camille Utter Meno, Times-Mail, Bedford.
Mrs. Sarah Gray Sharp, Evening World, Bloomington.
Dan Albrecht, Daily Truth, Elkhart.
Mrs. William K. Hollis, Call-Leader, Elwood.
Leah Bodine Drake, Courier, Evansville.
Ed Klingler. Press, Evansville.
Chester R. Brouwer, Journal-Gazette, Fort Wayne.
Fred T. MacFeely, News-Sentinel, Fort Wayne.
Nelly L. Claybaugh, Morning Times, Frankfort.
H. A. Swartz, News-Democrat. Goshen.
Charles E. Bangs, News, Huntington.
Mark R. Gray, Commercial, Indianapolis.
Howard
M. Rudeaux,
FILM DAILY
correspondent,
Indianapolis.
Herbert Kenney, Jr., News, Indianapolis.
Corbin Patrick, Star, Indianapolis.
Richard Lewis, Times, Indianapolis.
Maurice Carter Tull, Tribune-Dispatch, Kokomo.
C. Gayle Warnock,
Chronicle-Tribune,
Marion.
E. Preston Calvert, News-Dispatch, Michigan City.
Alfred G. White, Democrat, Mt. Vernon.
Mary Arnold, Tribune, New Albany.
Helen M. Taylor, Courier-Times, New Castle.
Sarah Lockerbie, Tribune, South Bend.
Richard Miller, Evening World, Spencer.
Mabel McKee, Star, Terre Haute.

IOWA
FLORIDA
Mrs. Leone K. Ross, News, Fort Lauderdale.
Richard G. Moffett, Times-Union, Jacksonville.
R. T. Fredericks, Herald, Miami.
Harris Powers, Morning
Banner, Ocala.
A. R. Dunlap, Evening Independent, St. Petersburg.
Lillian Blackstone, Times, St. Petersburg.
Lucie Lee Marsh, Daily Times, Tampa.
L. O. Robertson, Evening News, Tampa.
E. D. Lambright, Morning Tribune, Tampa.
Beryl Lewis, Post-Times, West Palm Beach.

GEORGIA
Jimmy Robinson, Herald, Albany.
Paul Jones, Constitution, Atlanta.
Latimer Watson, Ledger-Enquirer, Columbus.
Emily R. Jerger, Times Enterprise. Thomasville.
Jack Williams, Jr., Journal-Herald, Waycross.

IDARO
Norma C. Stout, Idaho Statesman, Boise.
Louise M. Shadduck, Press, Coeur d'Alene.

ILLINOIS
Robert W. Richards, Beacon-News, Aurora.
M. H. Parres, Advocate, Belleville.
Mrs. Robert L. Kern, News-Democrat,
Belleville.
W. M. Amundson, Evening Citizen, Cairo.
Lucia Perrigo, Herald-American,
Chicago.
Wolfe Kaufman, Sun, Chicago.
Mae Tinee. Tribune, Chicago.
W. H. Hackman. Commercial-News, Danville.
Layah Riggs, Herald-Review, Decatur.
Grace Leone Barnett, Journal-Standard, Freeport.
W. K. Turner, Daily Register, Harrisburg.
Frances Noel Crane, Daily Journal, Herrin.
W. O. Paisley, Daily Republican, Marion.
James E. Dix, Dispatch, Moline.
R. M. Shepherdson, Journal-Transcript, Peoria.
Evabeth Miller, Star, Peoria.
Harriet S. Jeanes, Argus, Rock Island.

Irma I. Masterson, News-Republican, Boone.
B. C. Raffety, Times Herald, Carroll.
Gene Farmer, Gazette, Cedar Rapids.
Everett A. Streit, Herald, Clinton.
John E. O'Donnell, Democrat, Davenport.
Don H. Allen, Democrat,
Davenport.
Rex J. Ballard, Times, Davenport.
Otto Weber, FILM DAILY correspondent, Des Moines.
Jumes F. Zabel, Daily Iowan, Iowa City.
Douglas K. Lamont, Daily Gate City, Keokuk.
Eleanor McLaughlni, Globe-Gazette, Mason City.
C. D. Foehlinger, Herald, Oskaloosa.
R. K. Tindall, Evening Sentinel, Shenandoah.
L. E. Wood, Daily Courier, Waterloo.
Ray Johnson, Freeman Journal, Webster City.

KANSAS
Hugh J. Powell, Journal, Coffeyville.
Jay B. Baugh, Globe, Dodge City.
W. M. Kelley. Times, El Dorado.
E. Lawson May. Herald. Hutchnison.
Lawrence Piper, News-Herald, Hutchinson.
Sue Wagner, Daily Reporter, Independence.
I. E. Kirkland, Kansan, Kansas City.
Ida Sellers, Daily News, Lyons.
Jack A. Moorhead, Daily Sun. Neodesha.
E. D. Keilmann, Daily Capital, Topeka.
Marc Cullen, Eagle, Wichita.

KENTUCKY
Paul W. Holman. Jr., Daily News, Glasgow.
Robert Tanner, Herald-Leader,
Lexington.
R. C. Ferguson, Leader, Lexington.
Boyd Martin, Courier-Journal, Louisville.
A. A. Dougherty, Times, Louisville.
Lew Schatzmann, Daily Independent, Maysville.
William C. Caywood, Jr., Sun, Winchester.

LOUISIANA
Hunter Jarreau, Daily Town Talk, Alexandria.
George V. Lofton, World, Monroe.
Clarence Daigle, Item, New Orleans.
Jewel Claiton, States, New Orleans.
(Continued on Page 18)
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Mrs. Anice Temple, Times-Picayune. New Orleans.
Frank Grosjean. Journal, Shreveport.

MAINE
Annabelle Pollard, Press Herald, Portland.
Richard H. Woodbury, Sunday Telegram, Portland.
Harold L. Gail, FILM DAILY correspondent, Portland.

MARYLAND
Barbara I. Lovell, Evening Capital, Annapolis.
Donald Kirkley, Sun; Sunday Sun, Baltimore.
Carroll Dulaney, Sunday American, Baltimore.
Henry Decker, News-Post, Frederick.
J. Richard Rauth, Daily Mail, Hagerstown.
Lester S. McWilliams, Morning. Herald, Hagerstown.

MISSISSIPPI
THE'
Cosman H. Eisendrath.
Daily Herald, Biloxi.
Sumter Glilespie. Commonwealth, Greenwood.
Katie Lou Keahey, American, Hattiesburg.
Earl C. Magee, Daily News, Jackson.
William L. Ellison, Star, Meridian.
Carolyn Reed. Daily Journal, Tupelo.

MISSOURI
E. S. Mitchell, Jr., News, Lebanon.
Goetz Jeter, Monitor-Index, Moberly.
Robert McKnight, Daily Democrat, Neosho.
Mrs. Maybell Crabill, Banner-News, St. Charles.
Merrill Chilcote, News-Press,
St. Joseph.
Herbert L. Monk. Globe-Democrat, St. Louis.
Colvin McPherson, Post-Dispatch, St. Louis.

MONTANA

MASSACHUSETTS
C. S. Sherman, Daily Sun, Attleboro.
Lawrence P. Stanton. Evening Times, Beverly.
John Beaufort, Christian Science Monitor, Boston.
E. F. Melvin, Christian Science Monitor, Boston.
Joyce Dana, Daily Record; Sunday Advertiser, Boston.
Marjory Adams, Globe, Boston.
Elinor L. Hughes, Herald. Boston.
Lester Smith, News Bureau. Boston.
Prunella Hall. Post, Boston.
Helen Eager, Traveler. Boston.
Fred L. Gillis. Evening Record. Chelsea.
Rita M. Naughton. Daily Item, Clinton.
Thomas F. Bresnahan. Evening News-Gazette.
Everett
Tom Burke. Record, Haverhill...
Timothy
F. O'Hearn,
Eagle-Tribune,
Lawrence.
Edward E. Jaffe, Evening Item/Lynn.
Wilde Rose Mellencamp. Item. Lynn.
Francis J. Tominey. Daily Messenger. Norwood.
C. W. Hutchings, Jr., Evening News. Salem.
Michael Zandan. Free Press, Springfield.
Louise Mace, Republican, Springfield.
James Gordon. FILM DAILY correspondent, Springfield.
Thomas J. Murphy, News-Trbiune, Waltham.
Clarence L. Moody,
Evening
Gazette, Worcester.
James Lee, Gazette, Worcester.
A. Alfred Marcello. Telegram.
Worcester.

MICHIGAN
Madge A. Millikin, Daily Telegraph, Adrian.
Robert Mantho and Harry Levine. Michigan Daily.
Ann Arbor.
-.s_
Earl F. Pangborn. News-Palladium.
Benton Harbor.
Ford Eas-tman, News-Palladium, Benton Harbor.
Mrs. William Westendarp, Reporter, Coldwater.
Frank P. Gill, Free Press, Detroit.
Haviland F. Reves, FILM DAILY correspondent. Detroit.
Roland L. Martin, Journal. Flint.
Janet Logie. FILM DAILY correspondent. Grand
Rapids.
Walter H. Hackett. State Journal. Lansing.
Hayden R. Palmer. State Journal, Lansing.
Jean Worth. Herald-Leader, Menominee.
Mary Morton, Chronicle, Muskegon.
Frank G. Schmidt, News, Saginaw.
Clarence A. Liebelt. News. Wyandotte.
Betty Preston. News, Wyandotte. .

MINNESOTA
Nathan
Cohen, Herald-News-Tribune,
Duluth.
Mrs. W. L. Robertson, Journal. Fergus Falls.
Harriet Lloyd, Daily Journal. International Falls.
Merrie Cornwell, Daily Transscript, Little Falls.
Jared How. Free Press. Mankato.
Anna Lou Tasker, Daily Times, Minneapolis.
Steve Donohue, Minnesota Daily, Minneapolis.
Robert E. Murphy, Star Journal, Minneapolis.
Marguerite Schnorr. Post-Bulletin. Rochester.
Jules L. Steele, Dispatch-Pioneer Press, St. Paul.
W. M. Fisk, Sr., Reporter, South St. Paul.
F. L. Hancock. Enterprise. Virginia.
Marcella Delaney, Daily Tribune, Willimar.
H. L. Refsell. Daily Globe, Worthington.

Al Gaskill, Independent,
Helena.
Phyllis La Reau, Record-Herald, Helena.
Robert E. Miller. Enterprise. Livingston.
Arch W. Jarrell. NEBRASKA
Daily Independent, ^ Grand Island.
Robert Schlater, Daily Nebraskan, Lincoln.
Marvin
Cavender,
State Journal, Lincoln.
Ann E. Wary, News-Press. Nebraska City.
S. H. McCaw, . Daily News, Norfolk.
Keith Wilson, World-Herald,
Omaha.
Bill Romberg, FILM DAILY correspondent, Omaha.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

John I. Quirk, Union-Leader,
Manchester.
Marge
deLong. Telegraph, Nashua.
Richard H. Hartford. Herald. Portsmouth.

NEW

JERSEY

Nancy McGurk. Press-Union, Atlantic City.
William H. McMahon.
FILM DAILY correspondent.
Atlantic City.
Dorothea Wingert, Daily Journal. Elizabeth.
Arthur D. Mackie, Jersey Journal, Jersey City.
E. D. De Witt. Daily Record. Long Branch.
Norman B. Tomlinson. Daily Record, Morristown,
Will Baltin, Daily Home News; Sunday Times, New
Brunswick.
Alan Grey Branigan, Evening News, Newark.
Patrick J. Doyle. Star Ledger, Newark.
Gordon
F. Allison. Sunday
Call. Newark.
Leonard Goldin. Evening Transcript, Orange.
Max L. Simon. Sunday Eagle, Passaic.
Milton G. Levine, Evening News, Paterson.
Margaret J. Garlick. Sunday Eagle, Paterson.
Henry L. Green, Free Press, Phillipsburg.
Alex Y. Burslem, Times, Trenton.

NEW

YORK

C. R. Roseberry, Knickerbocker News, Albany.
Edgar S. Van Olinda. Times Union, Albany.
M. A. Egan. FILM DAILY
correspondent,
Albany.
Hugh P. Donlon, Evening Recorder, Amsterdam.
Victor J. Callanan.
Citizen-Advertiser,
Auburn.
P. Walter Hanan. Press, Binghamton.
James F. Corby, Sun, Binghampton.
W. E. J. Martin, Courier-Express, Buffalo.
J. Howard
Garnish. Courier-Express.
Buffalo.
Ardis Smith, Evening News, Buffalo.
Herbert G. Schwartz, Evening Observer, Dunkirk.
Tom Byrne. Star-Gazette, Elmira.
Jack Brady, Leader-Republican-Herald, Glovers ville.
Michela Robbins. Newsday, Hempstead, L. I.
Roland B. Miller. Daily Star, Hudson.
William J. Waters. Journal. Ithaca.
Thomas E. Brundage, Union-Sun & Journal, Lockport.
John D. Chequer, Daily Argus, Mount Vernon.
Walter Snow, Bronx Home News, New York.
Edgar Price. Brooklyn Citizen, New York.
Jane Corby, Brooklyn Eagle, New York.
Clifford Evans, Brooklyn Eagle, New
York.
Kate Cameron. Daily News, New York.
Wanda Hale, Daily News, New York.
Dorothy Masters, Daily News, New York.
Frank Frazer, Long Island Daily Advocate. Brooklyn, New York.
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Helen Waters, Long Island Daily Advocate. Brooklyn, New York.
Leo Mishkin, Morning Telegraph, New
York.
John T. McManus, PM, New York.
Archer Winsten, Post, New York.
Irene Thirer. Post, New York.
Mark Sherwin, Post, New York.
William T. Tooker. Queens Evening News, Jamaica.
New York.
Frank N. Lesourd, Staten Island Advance, New York.
Richard P. Cooks. Wall Street Journal, New York.
E. Joe Albertson. Evening
Star, Peekskill.
John Springer. Catholic Courier. Rochester.
/
George L. David, Dsmocrat & Chronicle, Rocl
ftti
Arthur D. Goodman,
Times-Union.
Rochester.
Amy
H. Croughton,
Times-Union,
Rochester.
C. R. Abbey. FILM DAILY correspondent, Rochester.
Frederick G. Eaton, Jr., Saratogian, Saratoga Springs.
Ransom R. Micks, Jr., Gazette, Schenectady.
Everett L. Finch. Union-Star, Schenectady.
Robert "Arnold. Herald-Journal. Syracuse.
Vincent S. Jones. Observer-Dispatch; Daily Press,
Utica.
Dominic Pepp, Daily Times, Watertown.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

PAPERS

S. A. Mokarzel. Al Hoda. New York.
Manfred George. Aufbau, New York.
Eugene Moy, China Daily News. New York.
Charles Mau, Chinese Republic News, New York.
Gene Rea. II Progresso, New York.
David Feder, Jewish Daily Forward, New York.
Roy Mizara. Laisve. Brooklyn, New York.
Bernard Batt, Listy, New York.
N. Buchwald. Morning Freiheit, New York.
Basil Vlavianos.
National Herald, New York.
Andrew J. Valusek, New Yorksky Dennik, New York.
Mark Weinbaum. Novoye Russkoye Slovo. New York.
Italo York.
Carlo Falbo, Progresso Italo Americano, New
Dr. David Krinkin. Russky Golos. New
William Edlin. The Day. New York.

NORTH

York.

CAROLINA

L. Louise Merrill, Citizen & Times, Asheville.
Dave C. Bailey. Daily Tar Heel. Chapel Hill.
Ralph Sprinkle. News. Charlotte.
Di-k Pitts. Observer, Charlotte.
Fred Haney. Morning Herald, Durham.
Henry Belk, News-Argus, Goldsboro.
Martha Davenport,
News-Leader, Greenville.
Lester Clark Gifford. Daily Record. Hickory.
William Workman,
Daily Independent,
Kannapoli*.
Eugene Lee Ringgold. Sun Journal, New Bern.
Mrs. Kate S. Dorsey. Sun Journal. New Bern.
Bill Snider. Evening Post, Salisbury.
John G. Thomas.
Daily Times, Wilson.
R. Alton Jackson, Twin City Sentinel, Winston-Salem.

NORTH

DAKOTA

John O. Hjelle, Tribune, Bismarck.
Lloyd W. Sveen, Forum, Fargo.
Gaylord E. Conrad. County News.

OHIO

Mandan.

Marcel H. Troxel. Times Gazette, Ashland.
Dennis R. Smith. Repository, Canton.
Helen Detzel, Times-Star, Cincinnati.
Clara Hyde, FILM DAILY correspondent. Cincinnati.
Peter Bellamy, News, Cleveland.
Elsie Loeb, FILM DAILY correspondent. Cleveland.
Samuel T. Wilson, Dispatch, Columbus.
Joe R. Mills, Star, Columbus.
Harrold C. Eckert. Ohio State Journal, Columbus.
Marianna Rehling, Daily News, Dayton.
A. S. Kany. Herald, Dayton.
Richard F. Moffat. News, Lima.
Ruby Nelle Rochester, Daily News, Logan.
Hallie Houck, Star, Marion.
Harold E. Lore, News, Mount Vernon.
Dean G. Warner. Daily Times. New Philadelphia.
Hazel Kirk, Advocate, Newark.
Bessie Biddle, Daily Tunes, Niles.
H. E. Johnson, Telegraph, Painesville.
Mrs. D. Lowe. Tribune-Telegraph. Pomeroy.
Nancy
Grimes. Times, Portsmouth.
(Continued on Page 20)
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Robert H. L. Wheeler, Sun. Springfield.
Mary
Tierney,
FILM DAILY
correspondent,
Springiield.
Mary Berger, Herald Star, Steubenville.
Mitchell
Woodbury,
Blade,
Toledo.
Jack Jordan, Gazette, Xenia.
William FitzGerald. Vindicator,
Youngstown.
Charles A. Leedy, Vindicator-Telegram. Youngstown.

OKLAHOMA
Roger E. Rice, Journal-Tribune,
Blackwell.
Ernest W. Fair, FILM DAILY correspondent, Bristow.
J. Allen Thomas, Morning News, Enid.
Paul Sadler,
Daily Phoenix,
Muskogee.
Bruce B. Palmer, Daily Oklahoman & Times, Oklahoma City.
Barbara Jane Frevert, Daily Times,
Okmulgee.
Fred G. Beers, Daily Journal, Perry.

OREGON
Ianthe
Smith,
Democrat-Herald,
Albany.
Claude
E. Ingalls, Gazette-Times,
Corvallis.
Ray J. Schrick, Oregon Daily Emerald, Eugene.
Glenn
R. Hasselrooth,
Register-Guard,
Eugene.
Herb Grey, Mail Tribune, Medford.
Elsie Dickson, East Oregonian,
Pendleton.
Harold Hunt, Journal, Portland.
Herbert
L. Larson,
Oregonian,
Portland.
George
H.
Holmes,
FILM
DAILY
correspondent,
Portland.

PENNSYLVANIA
Richard
Amper,
News-Gazette,
Aliguippa.
Jack A. Remley,
Enterprise,
Berwick.
Dorothy
Wynn
Downes.
Progress,
Clearfield.
Thomas W. Burke, Morning News, Danville.
Clinton Textor, Daily Express, Easton.
J. A. Wurzbach,
Dispatch-Herald,
Erie.
Paul Roy, Times,
Gettysburg.
R. H. Derby,
Tribune-Review,
Greensburg.
Dick McCrone.
Evening
News,
Harrisburg.
Richard
C. Walton, Jr., Patriot, Harrisburg.
Paul Walker,
Telegraph,
Harrisburg.
William P. Blithers. Telegraph, Harrisburg.
John H. Baer, FILM DAILY correspondent, Harrisburg.
Harry
Hesselbein,
Tribune,
Johnstown.
Ethelyn E. Young, Simpsons' Daily Leader-Times,
Kittanning.
Herbert
B. Kron, New
Era, Lancaster.
Preston
Rittenhouse.
Sentinel,
Lewistown.
Harriet Jane McCown, Daily Dispatch, New Kensington.
Sidney
Gathrid.
Daily
News,
Philadelphia.
Arthur B. Waters, Gazette-Dpmocrat. Philadelphia.
Mildren
Martin,
Inquirer,
Philadelphia.
Elsie Finn, Record,
Philadelphia.
Kaspar Monahan.
Press, Pittsburgh.
Karl Krug, Sun-Telegraph,
Pittsburgh.
William
J. Lewis.
Sun-Telegraph.
Pittsburgh.
Betty Miller, FILM DAILY correspondent, Pittsburgh.
Shandy
Hill, Mercury,
Pottstown.
Herrwood
E. Hobbs,
Journal,
Pottsville.
Marion
Cliord, Republican,
Pottsville.
Thomas F. Connor, Tribune;
Scrantonian,
Scranton.
Kenneth
Mills, Herald,
Sharon.
Rosalie J. Williams, Herald, Sharon.
Leonard A. Unger, Evening Herald, Shenandoah.
Margaret T. Riley, Centre Daily Times, State College.
Jul' a Rishel. Valley
Daily News, Tarentum.
O'Neil Kennedy, Evening Standard, Uniontown.
George
H. Straley, Local News,
West
Chester.
Milton
Mi'ler, Record,
Wilkes-Barre.
Paul J. Walter,
Sunday Independent.
Wilkes-Barre.
MadeHne J. Keatley, Times-Leader; Evening News,
Wilkes-BTrre.
Wilbart L. Haare,
Dispatch.
York.
Richard
G. Runk,
G"z°tte
& Daily, York.

RHODE

ISLAND

Bradford
F. Swan,
Journal,
Providence.
Paul B. Howland.
Sundav
Journal, Providence.
Charies
A. RossKam,
FILM
DAILY
correspondent.
Providence.

SOUTH

CAROLINA

Willis H. Harper, Morning News, Florence.
Vernon
Foster, Herald,
Spartanburg.
Ernest
K. Hall. Herald,
Spartanburg.

W. E. Seifert, Jr., Herald & Journal, Spartanburg.
John E. McKnight, Daily Item, Sumter.

SOUTH

DAKOTA

Francis
C. Patten, American-News,
Aberdeen.
Evelyn
Hartnagel, Huronite,
Huron.
Lois H. Hippie, Capital Journal, Pierre.

TENNESSEE
Harry H. Miller, Sun, Jackson.
J. S. Callaway, Press & Chronicle, Johnson City.
Malcolm
Miller, Journal,
Knoxville.
B. F. Henry, Jr., News-Sentinel, Knoxville.
Robert
Gray,
Commercial
Appeal,
Memphis.
Robert
Johnson,
Press-Scimitar,
Memphis.
Marie Wathen, FILM DAILY correspondent, Memphis.
P. R. Russell, FILM DAILY correspondent, Nashville.

TEXAS
Nancy
Philips, Reporter-News,
Abilene.
Ruth Lewis,
American-Statesman,
Austin.
Annie Lee Shelton, Tribune, Austin.
Hugh
Robinson,
Bulletin, Brownwood.
Doyle Vinson, Index, Childress.
Mrs. Vivian
Lawson.
Times-Review,
Cleburne.
James V. Lovell, Times Herald,
Dallas.
Hix Smith, FILM DAILY correspondent, Dallas.
Mrs. Ellen Miller, Western
American,
El Paso.
Jack Gordon, Press, Fort Worth.
Ida Belle Hicks. Star-Telegram, Fort Worth.
Mrs. M. L. Garrett. FILM DAILY correspondent. Fort
Worth.
OHie
Coon,
Evening
Banner,
Greenville.
M'ldred
Stockard,
Chronicle,
Houston.
Hubert
Roussel,
Post, Houston.
Paul Hochuli, Press, Houston.
Charles W. Ratliff, Ava'anche-Journal, Lubbock.
Brownwood
Emerson,
News,
Pampa.
Elizabeth
Duval,
News,
Paris.
E. B. Miller, Evening Herald, Plainview.
Ted R. Bomar, Dsmocrat,
Sherman.
Milburn
T. Lemons,
Courier,
Times,
Tyler.
J. A. Wray, Daily Times, Wichita Falls.

UTAH
Alice

Pardoe

West,

Standard-Examiner,

Ogden.

VERMONT
Mrs. Agnes R. Webster, Daily Times, Barre.
Herbert A. Smith. Caledonian-Record, St. Johnsbury.

VIRGINIA
Mrs. Alma Brady, Virginian,
Covington.
Andrew
A. Farley. Register, Danville.
R. K. T. Larson,
Virginian-Pilot,
Norfolk.
W. F. Dunbar,
Jr., Daily Record, Richmond.
Edith
Lindeman,
Times-Dispatch,
Richmond.
Stewart
B. Tucker,
FILM
DAILY
correspondent.
Richmond.
E.

Lewis

Knowles.

Evening

Leader,

Staunton.

WASHINGTON
EDTiny Olsen, Daily News Searchlight, Bremerton.
LaVerne Rogers, Sun, Bremerton.
G. M. Fraunstrom,
Daily News,
Longview.
James R. Douglas, FILM DAILY correspondent,
Seattle.
Hal S. Nelson,
Times,
Tacoma.
J. Willis Sayre, Post-Intelligencer, Seattle.
Margaret Bean, Spokesman-Review,
Spokane.
Mrs. Iris L. Myers, Union-Bulletin, Walla Walla.

WEST

VIRGINIA

Edith L. Graham. Gazstte, Charleston.
Frank
E. Carpenter,
Telegram,
Clarksburg.
Sarah
W. Rock, Times,
Fairmont.
Thelda
Jackson,
Daily
News,
Hinton.
Brentz F. Thompson, Daily Athenaeum, Morgantown.
Brooks
Cottle, Post, Morgantown.
Thelma
D. Hughes,
News
Register,
Wheeling.

WISCONSIN
Suzanne Koelbel, Evening News, Kenosha.
Sterling Sorsnsen,
Capital
Times,
Madison.
George
M. Coplan,
Daily
Cardinal,
Madison.
Willirm
L. Doudna.
State Journal,
Madison.
Ge-rge
J. Ma'rFarlane,
Herald-Times,
Manitowoc.
Ri-hard
K. Bellrmy,
Journal, Milwaukee.

Walter Monfried,
Journal, Milwaukee.
Buck
Herzog,
Sentinel,
Milwaukee.
Walter
W. Belson, FILM DAILY correspondent,
waukee.

Mil-

Dorothy
Lawton,
Journal-Times,
Racine.
Clarence H. Witter, Daily Times,
Watertown.

WYOMING
Loretta
Cobry,
Wilson
King
Laramie.

Wyoming
Lythgoe,

Eagle,
Cheyenne.
Republican-Boomerange,

Magazines, Trade

PublicatU

William
Stull, American
Cinematographer. ^
John U. Sturdevant,Syndicates
American
Weekly.
Vance
Chandler,
Authenticated
News
Service.
Robert
F. Klingensmith,
Boxoffice.
Ray Lewis, Canadian Moving Picture Digest
Elspeth
Campbell,
Charm Magazine.
Philip T. Hartung,
Commonweal
Easton
West
Continental
Features.
Coles
Phillips, Elks Magazine.
Harry
Evans,
Family
Circle Magazine.
E. J. Smithson. Fawcett Publications.
Frank
S. Leyendecker,
Film Bulletin.
Chester B. Bahn. George H. Morris, Lou Pelegrine,
Al Steen. Don M. Mersereau, FILM DAILY.
Dorothy Wheelock. Harper's Bazaar.
Peter S. Harrison, Harrison's
Reports.
David A. Bader,
The Independent
Herbert M. Miller, Jay Emanuel Publications.
Mrs. Mary Cookman,
Ladies' Home
Journal.
Alice L Tildesley,
Ledger Syndicate.
Jimmie
Fidler, The McNaught
Syndicate.
Albert
Delacorte,
Modern
Screen.
Annette
Bellinger.
Modern
Screen.
Screen
Album,
Radio Album, Sweetheart Stories.
A. D. Williams, Moose Magazine.
Terry
Ramsaye,
Motion
Picture
Herald.
Laurence
Reid. Motion
Picture Magazine.
James
Shelley Hamilton, New Movies.
Manny
Farber,
New
Republic.
T. H. Wenning,
Newsweek.
Voldemar
Vetluguin,
Redbook
Magazine.
Carl A. Schroeder, Screen Guide.
Janet Graves,
Screen
Guide.
Delight
Evans,
Screenland
Magazine.
"Chick"
Lewis,
Showman's
Trade
Review.
Bernie Williams,
Studio
News.

Radio Station Film Continent ators
ALARAMA
Lionel F. Baxter. WAPI. Birmingham.
Margaret
L. Cotten.
WBRC,
Birmingham.

CALIFORNIA
M. F. Woodling.
George
Fisher.
Grant Colcomb.
Ira Blue, KQW.

KHSL, Chico.
KNX,
Hollywood.
Jr., KPRO, Riverside.
San Francisco.

DISTRICT
Charlie

Zurhorst,

WOL,

OF COLUMRIA
Washington.

FLORIDA
Ann Evans, WMBR,
Jacksonville.
Flavius J. Yandle, WTMC, Ocala.
Sally Martin,
WDBO,
Orlando.
Edward J. Conture, WDLP, Panama City.
Mary
Charles Fendley,
WTAL,
Tallahasee.

GEORGIA
Mrs.
Bsn

Mildred
A. Conn,
WALB,
Lucas,
WRDW.
Augusta.

Albany.

IELEVOIS
Frank
Strand.
WJBC,
Bloomington.
Marion
Whitney,
WEDC,
Chicago.
Ruth Shaheen, WJJD,
Chicago.
Harold
Cook,
WEBQ.
Harrisburg.
June Janess,
WJPF,
Herrin.

INDIANA
Bob Diller, WIND, Gary.
Aline A. Arnold, WAOV,
Vincennes.
(Continued on Pope 23)
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Many thanks to the
Film Daily poll critics

"KINGS ROW"
"ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN"

CASEY ROBINSON

if

EIGHT OUT OF "TEN
of the "Ten Best Pictures" selected in the Film
Daily's Critics Poll for 1942 were made on Eastman Negative Film. This gratifying result provides striking evidence of the strong preference
for these high quality films.
Picture

Distributor

*Mrs. Miniver

M-G-M

*How Green Was My Valley
*Kings Row
Wake Island

Made on

EastmanFilm.Negative

20th Century-Fox
Warner Bros.
Paramount

*Pride of the Yankees

RKO-Goldwyn

*The Man Who Came to Dinner

Warner Bros.

*One Foot in Heaven

Warner Bros.

^Suspicion
Woman of the Year

RKO
M-G-M

*The Pied Piper

>

J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

20th Century-Fox

INC.,

Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

PLUS-X
for general studio use

SUPER-XX
when little light is available

BACKGROUXD-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN

NEGATIVE

FILMS

95
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(.Continued from Page 20)

IOWA

Leo. G.

Rasmussen.

KICD,

Robert

Spencer.

KENTUCKY
Vemon

Nunn.

WHLN,

Harlan.

LOUISIANA
MARYLAND

Phil
Bob

MASSACHUSETTS
Priscilla Fortescue,
WEEI,
Boston.
Mary Ruth, WORL.
Boston.
Joan Shirlee, WEIM, Ftichburg.
Frances B. Blake, WOCB,
West Yarmouth.

MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
KHMO,
KMMJ,

Hannibal.

AN

Grand

Y
JOHNNDEMAREST
I
WILLIAM
BUTCH AND

BUDDY

Clair

MERRY

DOUGHBOY

R.

Cincinnati.

Hurschell

KBIX,
Muskogee.
KTUL.
Tulsa.

Claude

OREGON

McCollough.

WGAL.

JANE

Keiran.

WHBQ.

Memphis.

TEXAS

Urie,

UTAH
Cedar City.
VIRGINIA

KSUB,

E. Taylor.

WLVA,

WEST

Lynchburg.

VIRGINIA

Joseph B. Matthews, WGKV, Charleston.
Ned R. Brooke, WCMI,
Huntington.
Sid Tear. WBRW,
Welch.

WISCONSIN
Roy La Mere, Jr., WIGM, Medford.
Russ Huber, WKBH, La Crosse.

Lancaster.

ENTERTAINMENT

starring

CAROLINA

Mary Grace
Smith. KENT.
Denton.
Carrie Lou Taylor, Daily Sun, Goose Creek.
Marjorie
Hazlewood,
KXYZ,
Houston.
George Day. KPAB. Laredo.
Harry Wahlberg, KPDN, Pampa.

OKLAHOMA
Clark,
Condon,

Philadelphia.
Sharon.

TENNESSEE
Frances

CAROLINA

WCPO,

KYW.
WPIC,

Howard
L. Hamrick.
WCOS,
Columbia.
G. O. Shepherd, WORD.
Spartanburg.
Jane Dalton, WSPA,
Spartanburg.

Cooke.
WCBT,
Roanoke Rapids.
Brisendine,
WRRF,
Washington.
Sherwood,

O'Reilly.
Gamble,

SOUTH

YORK

PENNSYLVANIA

Island.

HOUR'S

Jack
Paul

Reno.

Jayne Moss. KLBM, La Grande.
Grace
Elliott. KGW,
Portland.
Betty Todd.
KXL,
Portland.

NEBRASKA
Dick Yarnall,

NEW

KOH,

OHIO
Edna
Lowell
Glenn

Kellner,
WJPR,
Greenville.
Boudreau,
WMIS,
Natchez.
Huston.

Regent,

NORTH

Joe f T
Crist, WFMD,
Frederick.
Lonn.
Starr, WBOC,
Salisbury.

Betty

"Rex"

Louise
Benay, WABY,
Albany.
Mark Toby, WEVD,
New York.
Martin
Weldon.
WINS,
New
York.
Bill Berns, WNEW,
New York.
E. Murray
Little, WHLD,
Niagara Falls.
Flo Beach
Rowe.
WSLB,
Ogdensburg.
Marian
Karasick.
WHEC,
Rochester.
Robert D. Mowers. WWNY, Watertown.

Eleanor Tatum.
WJBO. Baton, Rouge.
Jill Jackson.
WWL,
New
Orleans.

Sallie
Myra

23
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• RUTH
DONNELLY
and members of the 20 minus club BOBBY BREEN
. BABY SANDY
. "ALFALFA" SWITZER
. "SPANKY"
McFARLAND
. CORA SUE COLLINS . ROBERT COOGAN • Director JOHN H. AUER . Screen play .by LAWRENCE KIMBLE . Original story by FREDERICK KOHNER
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J. E. BRULATOUR,

Inc.

Congratulates
all the cameramen who were responsible for
the outstanding photography in the production
of the pictures, as selected by the Critics of the
Nation, in the Film Daily Annual poll.

J. E. BRULATOUR
(INC.)

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
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Fort Lee

•
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PIX SPACE HOLDS IN MAJORITY OF PRESS
//

Nation's Critics
and PublicCrescent
Agree
on No"Ten
Best
Consensus of Local Polls
Anti*Trust
Departmental CurtailReeling 'Round

WASHINGTON
=By ANDREW

- -

H. OLDJ3U
—WASHINGTON

DECAUSE

he feels that motion picture com-

" parties may be charged excessive fees for
the use of public lands to shoot pictures on,
Sen. Pat McCarran, D., Nev., has introduced
a resolution calling for an investigation by
the Committee on Public Lands and Surveys
of the fee system imposed by the various
agencies of the Department of the Interior.
. . . This resolution was first entered three
years ago, but no action has yet been taken
on it. . . . Several of his colleagues share
McCarran's suspicion that fees charged producers shooting on public lands are too high.
He mentioned specifically fees charged by
the Grazing Service, the Forest Service (Department of Agriculture), and the National
Park Service.

•

•

LjARRY ANGER, manager of Warner Bros.'
• ' Earle, received the honor key from the
Harlequin Dramatic Society this week — the
first ever awarded by that society off the
campus
of Catholic
University.
. . .
• Downtown biz here seems not to have
been greatly affected by the pleasure driving ban, though the nabes — like nabes all
over — have known
the difference.
. . .
• Although he's had surprisingly little publicity— probably because his class contains
Clare Luce — Hollywood's Will Rogers has
already built up a strong following among
those
newspapermen
with him.

who've come in contact

r^AN TERRELL, Loew's ad man, claims his
■^ is the only theater office in the country
with a Van Gogh and a Breughel hanging on
the wall. Any takers? (Sources unusually
close to the Kremlin allege that said pix are
actually merely prints of the original) . . . .
I • There's a close huddle on at CIAA this
week — probably drawing up plans for shooting rubber plantations, etc., along the Amazon, among other things. ... • After
being invited for at least five years, Al Jolson is finally coming here for the President's
Birthday celebration. . . . He'll emcee the
Mayflower ball, and the eight stars coming
here for the celebration can look for plenty
of ribbing from the minstrel boy. There
hasn't yet been any indication of who the
stars will be — the decision is in the hands
of the Hollywood Victory Committee, A
certain lady whose initials are H. L. is be{Continued on Page 2)

Closely Approximates the
National Lineup of Pix

Close agreement of the millions of
American moviegoers with the 1942
"Ten Best Pictures" as determined
by The Film Daily's 21st annual
poll, is inidcated by a consensus of
local polls conducted by leading
American metropolitan and small
city newspapers and by radio stations in conjunction with the national
contest.
While the order of selection differs, the two lists single out eight
productions for honors. But whereas
the national
poll included
{Continued
on Page 10)"One Foot

Four District Sales
Heads for Republic
Memphis — Appointment of fourdistrict sales managers to assist
James R. Grainger, Republic's prexy
and general sales manager, was officially announced here yesterday by
Herbert J. Yates.
Posts go to Maxwell Gillis, East;
{Continued on Page 5)

Suit Decision Wears

Nashville, Tenn. — Decision in the
D of J's anti-trust suit against Crescent Amusement Co., its affiliates,
and the "Little Three" is apparently
near. Federal Judge Elmer D. Davies,
who heard the case which concluded
a year ago in December, has called
in another jurist to sit on his bench
and permit him to devote his entire
time to unfinished issues, including
the trust suit. Judge Davies does
not begin a new term of regular
court hearings until March
1.

Hear First Momand
Case Witness Today
Oklahoma City — Delayed in their
appearance another day through introduction of more and more documenta: y evidence, the first witnesses
to be called to the A. B. Momand
$4,950,000 anti-trust suit being heard
in Federal District Court here will
probably get their chance early this
morning with L. C. Griffith, head of
the Griffith Amusement Co., scheduled to be the first put on the stand
{Continued on Page 9)

ment Due to War, Report

54% of Nation's Critics
While the war has caused
many an American daily and
Sunday newspaper to pull in its
space belt a notch or two, motion picture departments in a majority of
instances thus far have not been cut,
film critims and reviewers report to
The Film Daily.
The survey, first comprehensive
checkup of the white space situation
as it relates to motion picture news
and reviews, was conducted in connection with The Film Daily's annual {Continued
"Ten Best on Pictures"
poll,
Page 5)

Loew's, RK0 Drop
Outdoor Ads in N. Y.
Outdoor advertising by Loew theaters in the Metropolitan area has
been discontinued permanently and
most of the $250,000 yearly spent for
billposting will be diverted to newspaper space, according to Oscar
{Continued director
on Page 10)
Doob, advertising
of Loew's

To Exhibit OWI's Films

Harding to Make Stock
Survey for 20th-Fox

Times Square Rally Lifts
Lid on UNW's Observance

Total of 16,486 theaters now are
pledged to exhibit war films released
by the OWI and handled by the several distribs., it was disclosed yes-

Al Harding of Actors Equity Association next week will sally forth
on another survey for 20th-Fox on
the feasibility of establishing stock

United Nations Week will be
opened in New York City at noon
today with a monster rally at Times
Square with Paul Muni emceeing.
At the same time 1,200 pic houses

16,486 Theaters Pledged

{Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 8)

Clark in New Attack on Pix?
Said to Invite Petrillo to Battle Sound Films
Steffes Sees Hold-Over
Policy Ruinous to Indies
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— W. A. "Al" Steffes of
Minneapolis, veteran independent exhibitor leader who is here on a
visit, yesterday disclosed he is
making a survey of the country to
learn the {Continued
extent of
the new moveon Page 8)

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Senator D. Worth
Clark of Idaho, leader of the abortive
investigation into alleged propaganda
in motion pictures last year, showed
yesterday that no matter how ridiculous he was made to look last year,
he still hasn't given up hope of embarrassing the industry. Now chairman of a special Interstate Commerce
sub-committee investigating
{Continued on Page 8)

{Continued on Page 10)

Femme Adsales Heads
Lead 20th-Fox Males
A study of adsales records for the
clos:ng months of 1942 has comvindicated 20th-Fox's
use the
of
women pletely
as adsales
managers in
manpower crisis, it is announced by
the company. The women adsales
executives are reported to have given
a better account of themselves than
their male colleagues in the last quarter of 1942.
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OSCAR NEU, head of Neumade Products,
leaves New York on Sunday on a two-month
trip to the Coast and back, during which he
will visit theaters, Army posts, and various
Government
agency
branches.
ED HINCHY, head of Warners' playdate deparmtent, will be in Philadelphia tomorrow on
business.
LORETTA YOUNC is headed East
tion, during which she will attend
dent's birthday ball in Washington.
AL HARDING of Actors Equity
Bridgeport, New Haven, Providence
next week.

on a vacathe Presileaves for
and Boston

D5NNIS MORCAN, Warners' star, will arrive
in New York today on his first vacation from
the cameras
in six months.
HOWARD DIETZ, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer vicepresident in charge of advertising and publicity, will leave for the West Coast tomorrow
for a week's visit at the Culver City studios.
HARRY FEINSTEIN, Cleveland film buyer
for the Warner Circuit, arrived in New York
yesterday
to spend a few days.
JACK L. WARNER, WB executive producer
leaves New York today for the Coast, to launch

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)

lieved to
. . . •
has been
immediate

be one of those slated, however.
Rumor to the contrary — and there
plenty of it— don't look for any
calling off of the ban on pleasure

driving. . . . But don't get alarmed about
its spreading. . . . It'll be confined to the
East, but it may last a lot longer than many
of us expect.

Babe Ruth Tours Skouras
Circuit to Aid War Effort
Babe Ruth, yesterday, started a
tour of the Skouras circuit at the
Academy of Music to aid the nation's war effort. The former Yankee
star, working without pay, will make
<-ix appearances per week during the
tour, which
is of indefinite duration.
38
On Wednesdays and Thursdays he
will appear at special after-school
matinees for children, as well as at
evening performances, while on
Saturdays and Sundays he will do
bis bit for Uncle Sam only at matinees.
Today tbe Babe will be at the
Astoria; Saturday afternoon at the
Rivoli, Hempstead, and Sunday afternoon at the Capitol, Port Chester.

Kann Leaves for Coast
To Assume Quigley Post

Army."

Probers
Govt's
Of Film of
Want
Pic Use
Expert
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Some expert from
the motion picture industry is
needed for consultation with the
Joint Committee on Reduction of
Non-Essential Federal Expenditures,
Joseph Borda, committee investigator, told The Film Daily yesterday.
Both Borda and Senator Harry
Flood Byrd of Virginia, chairman
of the committee, said they are extremely interested in the matter of
motion picture production by Government agencies, and are compiling
"interesting" data.
Film allotments for Government
agencies exclusive of the military
have been scaled down considerably
from original requests, both by
OWI's motion picture chief, Lowell
Mellett, and WPB's Harold Hopper,
but the first quarter allotment is as
great as that for any major Hollywood studio. Both film use and cost
of production Ere being investigated
by the Byrd committee.

War Work for Technicians
Made Idle by 48-Hr. Week
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Would Tax Coin Machines

GETTING A SIGNED
1 RECEIPT IS A
STANDING RULE OF

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES
APPEAR

RADIO CITY MUSIC
ROCKEFELLER
RONALD COLMAN
•
In

James

HALL

CENTER
GREER GARSON

Hilton's

O'HARVEST"
HARA Orchestra
"RANDOM
Gala
Stage Revue • Symphony

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

POWER
Tyrone

Circle 6-4600
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^BlackSwan
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andGOODMAN
his orchestra
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Sinatra
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Times
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Hollywood — Arrangements have
been made by Film Technicians, Local 683, whereby studio technicians
Maurice "Red" Kann leaves today
for Hollywood to assume his new and other employes, who will not be
"ost as vice-nresident of Quiglev included in work guarantee whenever
Publications. Kann recentlv resigned the 48-hour week goes into effect in
as edit.or-in-cbief of Boxoffice to re- the motion picture industry, can be
join the Quigley organization. Mrs. transferred to steady jobs in war
industries and become membrs in
Kann is accompanying him.
airplane unions.

Albany — Edward J. Couehlin.
Brooklyn Democrat, has introduced
in the Senate a bill imposing an annual tax on coin operated vending
Ray Moon Named Eastern
machines. Tax ranges from $1 fo~
machines using 1 cent to $100 for
Field Rep. for 20th-Fox
those using over 10 cents. A simTwentieth Century-Fox has apilar measure failed of passage last
pointed Ray Moon field representative in the East. He will work under
Andrew W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales year.
Osso Joins M-G-M
chief. Moon has been assigned to Adolphe
We**
r„ast Bureau of THE
FU.M
DAJ'Y
the Boston exchange, where he will
Hollvwood — Adolphe Osso. who
function in the absence of Moe ^ad his own n^oducinpr company in
Grassgreen, branch manager there Paris from 1930 to 1940 and who
who is recuperating from injuries ririor to that was with Paramount
sustained in the Boston Cocoanut for several years, has joined M-G-M
Grove fire.
as a producer.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

production activity on the film version of "This
is the

Reeling 'Round - -

Michael
Todd torevealed
"Boys"yesterday
Rights
For
that he is offering his new musical
hit, "Something for the Boys," to the
film studios for a minimum price of
$305,000. The producer expressed
the belief that the asking price might
be exceeded. He said that practically
all the major companies were bidding
for the film rights to the sho^jm
which
terest. 20th-Fox holds a quartV u-
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VICTOR
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Sonja Henie and Arthur M. Wirti present
A Musical Icetravaganza
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Accordld the distinction
of an Astor theatre World Premiere

TENNESSEE
JOHNSON
FROM

POVERTY

TO PRESIDENT

• A GREAT

AMERICAN

STORY

VAN HEFLIN
LIONEL BARRYMORE
RUTH HUSSEY
with

MARJORIE

MAIN

• REGIS TOOMEY

Screen Play by John L. Balderston and Wells Root
Directed by WILLIAM

DIETERLE

Produced by J. WALTER
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hot politiThe night the hired
thugs came to break
up his meeting.
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Four District Sales
Heads for Republic

Pix Space Holds
In Majority of Press
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

results of which were announced this
week.
The margin, however, is a narrow
or>^ Fifty-four per cent of the crtics
r
;d negatively to the question,
"Has the pressure of war news curtailed your space devoted to films?"
with the remaining 46 per cent, indicating that their space had been
cut in varying degrees.
The papers to which the inquiries
were addressed are representative of
the Fourth Estate in cities and towns
of all sizes. Generally speaking, and
as perhaps to be expected, the larger
reductions in film space was reported
by the smaller papers. Compensating somewhat was the fact that some
of the latter were using more film
news carried by the wire services and
syndicates.
With further restrictions in the
size of dailies in prospect for this
year, and with zinc for cuts at a
premium, reviewers not yet affected
by the space cuts said they were apprehensive. And increasing number
indicated that they were "doubling
in brass" in the city rooms; this was
especially true of those substituting
for established critics lost to the
armed forces.

Okay to Take in Movie
Driving to or From Work
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — OPA yesterday made
it plain that citizens are not violating the pleasure driving ban if they
stop to take in a movie on their way
to or from work. It was also made
plain that driving to a nearby restaurant is permissible, provided no
public transportation is available
and the pu:pose is primarily eating
rather than entertainment. In this
case, it is not a violation to stop and
see a motion picture, provided no
extra driving is involved.
OPA attorneys were informed
that driving to theaters, balls or
other places of amusements is not
to be permitted, even though it may
be to attend a charity performance,
or a benefit ball.

Sam Seplowin, Midwest; Merritt Davis, South, and Francis Bateman,

"Ten Best" and the B. ©.
• • • ANALYZING results of our Ten Best Poll oi 1942. one of the
facts, most complimentary to the astuteness of our Hollywood pic-makers, as well as of the highest consequence to the industry at large, is
that revealing the b.o. appeal of every attraction in the group
In
making this observation, Phil M. does so only after having cast a dissecting orb over winning lists during the past two decades
Thereon, one finds, not infrequently, a victorious feature which scored predominantly on quality, — or art, if you will — , but proved shy on that
outpouring of power neatly balanced
with quality
But the. '42
group exudes both of these essentials to an amazing degree
There
is not a single one but that lured the public in droves; entertained them
handsomely; and remains in their memory as product of consequence. . . .
V
V
V
• •
•
THE NO. 1 pic, "Miniver," was just such a powerhouse
and a feature of vast consequence
Leo the Lion had no better
grosser, and his customers no better turnstile-clicker
At Radio
City Music Hall, it ran 10 weeks, giving that huge stand its record take
and engagement
Nation-wide, it was everywhere very big. . . .
0 Runner-up 20th-Fox's "Valley" was tremendous on every count
This corner has no official figures at this writing, because the opus is
still raking-in the long-green
But this we know,— it's even now in
a revenue class with "Yank in the R.A.F." and "My Gal Sal," and appears headed for top coin honors, with much time in its release life
remaining. ... 0 "Kings Row," the third selection voted by the 592
participating critics, proved a phenomenon
After getting lukewarm reviews in New York City, it swept triumphantly through the
land, piling up an immense purse and reputation
V
V
V
• •
• PARAMOUNT'S "Wake Island," next in line, enriched alike
exhibs. and fans
Acme of timeliness and bristling subject matter,
it packed outlets, and so inspired onlookers that it sold millions in War
Bonds!. ... • Goldwyn's "Pride of the Yankees" was RKO Radio's
ace money harvester
It has been termed "an ideal screen document of ideals." and deserved its massive success with all strata of
filmgoers, young and old. ...
• "The Man Who Came to Dinner"
is the only outright comedy on the Ten Best roster
Notwithstanding
She some $250,000 paid out for the screen rights by the Warners, and
the fact that it had superb production values imparted at high cost, the
negative returned an immense profit
It made, too, Monty Woolley a
star of the first magnitude, ...
• "One Foot In Heaven" is a most
worthy choice
Emerging at a time when filmland was under the
fire of carping legislative and pressure group elements, it demonstrated
he motion picture's true potentialities as a constructive channel in
American life
Exhibitors acclaimed it the most effective shatterer
of barrier between them and militant, critical minorities, and because itbrought more straying and new patrons back into theaters than
any attraction within memory
V
▼
V
0
0
0
"SUSPICION"
grosser for RKO Radio

was also a big b.o. winner, and a hefty
It ranks tops as the 1942 pretentious

spine-chilling meller. . . 0 Metro's "Woman of the Year" permitted
theaters to rake in the sheckels wholesale
And hung up six solid
weeks at Radio City Music Hall, an honor achieved by only two other

Major

Edward
Hendrik

Bowes
Willem

Edward
P. Curtis
Van
Loon

pix,— "Philadelphia Story" and "Rebecca". ... 0 "The Pied Piper"
scarcely sailed into release when showmen and public went ga-ga
o.'er its merits
It's another triumph for 20th-Fox
V
V
V
0

0

0

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

West.
Gillis will headquarter at the home
office; he has been succeeded by Joe
Engal as Philly branch manager.
Davis, who will be stationed in Atlanta, formerly was branch chief
there. He is replaced by Winfield
Snelson, moved from this city where
N. J. Colquhoun has taken over.
Seplowin, former Detroit branch
manager, and branch managers in
his new district convene with Yates
in Chicago today. I. W. Pollard succeeds Seplowin as Detroit exchange
head.
Bateman will make his headquarters in Los Angeles where he has
been exchange head. John Frey succeeds in that capacity. Republic sales
meeting for the Western district will
be held in Seattle Jan. 25.

Harding to Make Stock
Survey for 20th-Fox
(Continued from Page 1)

companies to develop new talent to
replace that lost to the armed services. He will look over the situation in Bridgeport, New Haven,
Providence and Boston and will report back to the company on the
advisability of setting up stock companies in one or more of those cities.
Harding, who has been borrowed
from Equity by 20th-Fox, recently
surveyed possibilities in Washington, Baltimore and Philadelphia.
Twentieth-Fox is reported extremely anxious to adopt the Equity
stock proposal if conditions are found
favorable to its success.

Everett Callow Sworn
Into Marines as Captain
Philadelphia — Everett Callow, ad
and publicity chief for the StanleyWarner Theaters, local zone, was
sworn into the Marines yesterday as
a captain. It is understood that
he will do public relations work.
Callow, who has been in command
of the ad and publicity post for the
local circuit for several years officially leaves on Jan. 29 for the
duiation.

Bulce Et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori
Rochester — Lr. Amherst W. Bingham, who formerly
was
employed
in the Eastman
Kodak's
search laboratories
as rean
experimental
motion
picture photographer, w a s
killed in an airplane accident near Orlando, Fla., Dec. 23, the
War Department has announced.
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Bob HOPE « Dorothy
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in
"THEY
GOT
NE
COVERED"
Otto Preminger, Edward Ciannelli
with

Donald Meek, Lenore Aubert

Directed by DAVID BUTLER
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TERESA WRIGHT
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Ray Noble and his Orchestra
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16,486 Theaters Pledged
To Exhibit OWI's Films
(Continued from Page

1)

terday with the dispatch of a manual
designed to facilitate the establishment of a "locked booking" plan for
the shorts.
Manual of 24 pages was compiled
at the direction of William F. Rodger s, chairman of the WAC Distributors Division, in collaboration with
heads of other WAC divisions. It
bears the title, "Our Job — Distribution of War copies
Films."
Sufficient
have been shipped
to each exchange committee chairman to allow branch managers, salesmen, bookers, exhibitor chairmen and
other interested active personnel engaged in distribution of the OWI
iilms to have copies.
The manual contains specific dilections for setting up automatic
booking plans, stresses advisability
of continuing present plans where
they are successfully operating, and
stresses the need for industry to
give utmost co-operation in booking
the war films in every theater.
Theaters pledged to play the films
by territories follow:

Collect at £V£Rr
WgfMMAHCB!

J*» * "*

a°W

"Albany, 286;191; Charlotte,
Atlanta, 553;
941; Chicago,
Boston, 623
776
Buffalo,
Cincinnati, 688; Cleveland, 489; Dallas, 1,065
Denver, 314; Des Moines, 404; Detroit, 581
Indianapolis, 443; Kansas City, 525; Los An
geles, 634; Memphis,
456; Milwaukee,
381
Minneapolis,
807;
New
Haven,
196;
New
Orleans,
544;
New
York,
956;
Oklahoma
City, 432; Omaha,
351; Philadelphia, 824;
Pittsburgh,
607;
Portland, 232;
St. Louis,
481; Salt Lake
City, 362;
San Francsico,
516; Seattle, 292; Washington,
536; Total,
16,486.

Steffes Sees Hold-Over
Policy Ruinous to Indies
(Continued from Page 1)

You are
■*««**,

over and hold-over policy of the
major circuits. He contends this
policy is "milking"
products
before
independent
houses can
get the
big
money productions and that it will
mean ruination for many unaffiliated
exhibitors.
Steffes declared he will lead a nation-wide fight against this problem
which he insists is the gravest that
has confronted independent operators in years. He said he has a solution for it but refused to disclose
what, other than to admit it will not
involve any intercession by the Government. From here Steffes will go
to Kansas City and Chicago and then
on to Florida.

Downey Committee Chairman

OPPORTuwrtyTo

mf

Clark Engineering
New Attack on Pix!
(Continued from Page 1)

the AFM-Petrillo ban on recorded
music, he tendered what amounted
to an invitation to the music czar to
do battle against the sound motion
pictures.
fDeveloping
theme that
/■■')
pictures
have thedisplaced
far %\l
mwe
musicians than radio, recording or
any other mechanical form of music
presentation, Clark asked Petrillo
why, instead of fighting radio and
recoiders, he didn't ban sound
cracks. Petrillo's answer on this
point was that "you can't fight on
cooSenator
many Charles
fronts at
W. once."
Tobey of New
Hampshire, another member of the
sub-committee, then asked: "Does
chat mean that coming events cast
their shadows before them?" To
which Petrillo's answer was, "Senator, that's poetry, and I don't underThere
is small likelihood that
stand poetiy."
Petrillo will attempt to joust with
the motion picture industry, even
though he does feel that many "first
class theaters" not now employing
live musicians could afford house
bands. After yesterday's session he
laughed off a direct question from
The Film Daily as to whether he
had any intention of taking up his
cudgels against the motion picture
industry. He has stated that "300
of our men outin of
Hollywood"
are doing
thousands
jobs throughout
the
country, once setting the figure at
22,000, but it is not likely that he
now.
will attempt to do anything about it
Earlier in the session, Senator
Clark questioned the stocky AFM
chief who said Tuesday his instrument is "the trumpet — very quiet."
About the $200 charge for standbys
levied by the Los Angeles AFM local
because the Marine Band played outside the theater at a special premiere of "Wake Island," all receipts
for which went to service funds. Disclaiming any direct knowledge of the
case, Petiillo first said the standby
charge was decided upon by the local
probably because admission was
charged for the picture. Later he
said, "Senator, those things will
happen. We're not all angels, and
that does seem like an extreme case."

Heads SIMPP Publicity

Washington — California's junior
Senator, Sheridan Downey, was West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John Leroy Johnston
named chairman of the Senate Civil
has been appointed chairman and
Service Committee
yesterday.
William Hebert vice-chairman of the
newly-created publicity committee of
the Society of Independent Motion
tee.
Picture Producers, and Joe Reddy
was elected secretary of the commit-

WEDDING

BELLS

Carbondale, Pa. — Rita Margaret Roger Mahan Turns Exhib.
Farrell, daughter of Luke Farrell of
Waterbury, Conn. — Roger Mahan,
the Irving and Majestic Theaters,
was married to Thomas J. Burke in former Vitagraph manager, New HaSt. Rose Church here.
van and later New York, has acquired the 576-seat downtown Plaza,
Rochester — Arthur Krolick, man- Waterbury from Nick Mascoli, who
ager of the Century Theater, and continues
the same to
city.operate the Carroll in
Mildred Lind were married here.
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Hear First Momand
Case Witness Today
(Continued from Page 1)

by Momand attorneys. He will be
followed by other executives and
what Momand attorneys say will be
an exceptionally comprehensive list
' vitnesses.
ding of the more than 2,500 contracts between the distributor defendants and the various exhibitors
in Momand towns was completed
yesterday and reading into the
record of several thousand cutoff
cards of defendant distributor companies in Alva, Clinton, Guthrie,
Hartshorne, Holdenville, Oklahoma
City, Okmulgee, Pawhuska, Seminole, Shawnee, Wewoka and Maud
was begun.
Photostatic copies of master agreements between producers-distributors and the Griffith
companies of agreements between the distributors and Griffith's many hundred letters interoffice memos, etc., between the distributors
and Griffith, as well as other exhibitors, were
being counsel.
entered into the records by Momand's
chief
Judge Bower Broaddus, hearing the case,
announced yesterday morning that he would
exclude certain contracts which plaintiffs
were preparing to enter into evidence, these
being between the distributors and the exhibitors and circuits in sections of the country outside Oklahoma. Defense chief counsel,
D. I. Johnston, had asked that the court
exclude contracts for performance beyond 1933
and those in other sections of the country.
Judge Broaddus stated he believed there wouid
be enough in evidence already without bringing
in these contracts, and suggested that the
plaintiff attorneys confine their introduction
of evidence to this territory after they have
built up the general picture of the alleged
conspiracy.
"There will be nothing to prevent you from
offering these outside contracts," said Judge
Broaddus. "I'm merely making this as a
suggestion."
Judge Broaddus
decidedto
to
limit the number
of outsidefinally
contracts
be introduced and intimated that he wished
to keep all matters from "going too far
afield."

DAILY

71
Gives Axis Finger
(As Plus Attraction)
Out today is the January issue
of "Salute," little RKO Radio publication for former members of the
company now in the armed forces.

Its

Ah, but the cover's the big feature
this time. It illustrates the suggestion that three fingers for an allout victory over the Axis be substituted for the two finger salute
now in fashion. The added finger
not only symbolizes victory in multiple measure, but each raised digit
represents Berlin, Rome, Tokyo, respectively (^nd NOT respectfully!),
long.
into which we intend to march e'er

"The Film Daily Year Book is
indeed the standard reference
work in our industry/' says
Austin C. Keough, Vice-Pres. and

Foreign Language Press
Critics to Elect Jan. 20

Members of the Foreign Language
Press Film Critics Circle, inaugurated officially late last month will
elect permanent officers at a meeting
scheduled to be held on Jan. 20 at
a place yet to be announced. Posts
to be filled include the chairmanship,
vice - chairmanship, and secretary.
Serving temporarily are Dr. David
Krinkin, editor of the Russky Golos,
leading Russian journal, as actingchairman, and Andrew Valuchek, of
the Czechoslovak newspaper, Dennik,
acting-secretary. Sigmund Gottlober
is currently the honorary chairman.
On Tuesday night, some 70 editors
of American newspapers published in
foreign languages, attended a special
screening in Columbia's projection
room of "Commandos Strike at
Dawn," produced by Lester Cowan.
Another N. Y. Paramount
It was the largest gathering of exclusively foreign language editors in
Record Goes to "Rhythm" film industry annals, and the film was
Playing to 320,000 admissions in enthusiastically acclaimed. Cowan
two weeks, Para.'s "Star Spangled delivered a brief address.
Rhythm" is now the holder of the
N. Y. Paramount's two-week attend- Newburgh Clearance Over
ance record in addition to the opening day, week-end, holiday and first- Beacon Ordered Abolished
week marks, Bob Weitman reported
yesterday. Dollar gross for the two
The 14-day clearance now granted
weeks tops the nearest competitor to the Ritz and Broadway Theaters,
by 15 per cent.
Newburgh, N. Y., over the Beacon
Theater, Beacon, N. Y., has been
ordered abolished by an arbitrator
in a complaint filed by the Dutchess
Amusement Operators, Inc., against
the five consenting companies. Paramount, however, was dismissed as a
defendant inasmuch as it owns 100
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
interest in the Netco TheHollywood — There's a junior now per cent
aters Corp., operating the Ritz and
in the household of Dennis O'Keefe Broadway.
and Steffi Duna.
Complainant charged that the 14Dennis Caplin, Pi ess-book editor at day clearance was unreasonable because Beacon and Newburgh were
Republic, is passing out the cigars.
not in competitive areas. The arIt's a girl.
bitrator upheld the complaint on the
Felix Greenfield, syndicate con- grounds that while the two towns
tact for Warners' publicity depart- were across the Hudson River from
ment, is the father of a boy weigh- each other, the only means of communication between them was by
ing 7 lbs. 3 oz., born late Monday in
Israel Zion Hospital, Brooklyn. New- ferry boat. Abolishment of clearance, he ruled, would not affect the
comer has been named Elliott Richard.
grosses of the Ritz and Broadway.

The Standard Reference
B o o k o f the
Motion Picture Industry

Secretary of Paramount Pictures.
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Critics, Fans Agree
On "Ten Best" Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

Loew's, RKO Drop
Outdoor Ads in N. Y.

Local Polls9 Consensus
THE FIRST TEN

(Continued from Page 1)

"Mrs. Miniver"
(M-G-M)
"How Green Was My Valley" (20th-Fox)
"Wake Island" (Paramount)
"Kings Row"
(Warners)
"Pride of the Yankees"
(RKO-Goldwyn)
"The Pied Piper" (20th-Fox)
"Now, Voyager" (Warners)
"Woman
of the Year"
(Metro)
"The Man Who Came to Dinner"
(Warners)
"This Above
All" (Warners)
"Reap the Wild Wind"
(Paramount)

in Heaven" and "Suspicion," the
consensus substitutes "Now, Voyager," "Reap the Wild Wind" and
"This Above All," the latter two
tying for the tenth spot. "Reap the
Wild Wind" was second on the national poll's Honor Roll, "This Above
All" was sixth, and "Now, Voyager,"
ninth. Both "Suspicion" and "One
Foot in Heaven" were among the
runners-up in the consensus.
OTHER PICTURES CHOSEN
Consensus this year is on the basis
of 15 newspapers and radio stations "Suspicion"
(RKO)
thus far reporting on the tallies of "My Sister Eileen" (Columbia)
ballots cast in their local polls. Many "One Foot in Heaven" (Warners)
newspaper and some radio stations, "The Major and the Minor" (Paramount)
however, make no count of vote "Bambi"
(RKO-Disney)
cast, determining local contest win- "Holiday Inn" (Paramount)
ners by checking ballots against the "Talk of the Town" (Columbia )
(Warners)
official "Ten Best" list of The Film "Desperate Journey"
Daily. Their number increased this "Fantasia"
(RKO-Disney)
year as newspapers more keenly felt "Yankee Doodle Dandy"*
"In This Our Life" (Warners)
the war's manpower pinch.
"My Favorite Blonde"
(Paramount)
New high for prizes offered in
"Hold Back the Dawn" (Paramount)
local polls was set this year with
"Moontide"
(20th-Fox)
the $1,650 in maturity-value War
"Saboteur"
(Universal)
Bonds which went to winners in
"Honky Tonk"
(Metro)
the highly successful contest
"This Gun for Hire" (Paramount)
staged by A. De Bernardi, Jr.,
"Babes
on Broadway"
(Metro)
Drama Editor of the Denver
"Tales of Manhattan"
(20th-Fox)
Post. All Denver first-runs co"Take a Letter, Darling" (Paramount)
operated with the Colorado
daily.
..'Ineligible
in national
"Ten
Best."
Top award in the Post's poll
was a $1,000 War Bond. Other
prizes were: Second, $300; third,
$150; fourth, $100; fifth, $50;
sixth, $25; seventh, $25.
Post originally announced
a
first prize of a $300 War Bond.
When
thousands
of entries
poured in, the jump to $1,000
was determined upon, with other
awards also stepped up.
Winning pictures in the local contests where sponsoring
daily and
Sunday
newspapers
tabulated and
reported results follow:
Cleveland (O.) News (Peter Bellamy) :"Mrs. Miniver," "How Green
Was My Valley," "Pride of the
Yankees'," "Kings Row," "Wake Island," "Now, Voyager," "The Pied
Piper," "Suspicion," "Reap the Wild
Wind," "The Man Who Came to Dinner."
Philadelphia (Pa.) Inquirer (Mildred Martin) : Mrs. Miniver," "How
Green Was My Valley," "Kings
Row," "Yankee Doodle Dandy,"*
"Pride of the Yankees," "Wake Island," "Now, Voyager," "The Pied
Piper," "Reap the Wild Wind," "This
Above All."
Torrington (Conn.) Register (John
H. Thompson) : "Mrs. Miniver," "This
Above All," "How Green Was My
Valley," "One Foot in Heaven," "The
Man Who Came to Dinner," "Pride
of the Yankees," "Woman of the
Year," "My Sister Eileen," "In This
Our Life," "Kings Row."
Rochester (N. Y.) Democrat &
Chronicle (George L. David): "Mrs.
Miniver," "Pride of the Yankees,"
"Kings Row,' "Now, Voyager,,"
"Wake Island," "How Green Was My

Total Number of Local Polls Represented in Consensus,
Total Number of Pictures, 31.
Note:
Many
papers, several radio stations conducting

15
15
13
12
11
8
7
7
7
6
6

theaters. The circuit has sold more
than 1,000 Loew-controlled billboards to the Criterion Advertising
Co. and will use newspapers almost
exclusively in the New York ^T
RKO also has eliminated our r
advertising which formerly cost
$175,000 a year. This money, too,
will be spent for the increased use
of newspaper space.
Loew's newspaper yearly budget is
now in the neighborhood of $400,000
5
a year for New York daily news4
papers. Doob said that outdoor ad4
vertising had not been used in other
4 cities where the circuit operated the3
aters.
3
It is reported that other theaters,
2
independent and circuit, are swing2
ing toward a greater use of news2
paper space, because, it was said,
2 billposting was not as effective as in
former years.
The Billposters and Distributors
Union has filed charges with the
NLRB, insisting that Loew's and
RKO employ billposters.

Times Square Rally Lifts
Lid on UNW's Observance
(Continued from Page 1)

15.

local

polls

do

not

tabulate

votes, merely checking against the national "Ten Best" to determine their contest winners.

Valley," "This Above All," "My Sister Eileen," "Yankee Doodle Dandy,"* "The Major and the Minor."
Austin (Tex.) American Statesman (Ruth Lewis): "Mrs. Miniver,"
"How Green Was My Valley," "Kings
Row," "Wake Island," "Reap the
Wild Wind," "The Pied Piper," "This
Above All," "Suspicion," "One Foot
in Saginaw
Heaven," (Mich.)
"Bambi."News (Frank G.
Schmidt): "Mrs. Miniver," "How
Green Was My Valley," "Kings
Row," "Wake Island," "Pride of the
Yankees," "Reap the Wild Wind,"
"The Pied Piper," "This Above All,"
"Woman of the Year" and "The
Man Who Came to Dinner."
Harrisburg (Pa.) Telegraph (Paul
Walker): "My Favorite Blonde,"
"Mrs. Miniver," "How Green Was
My Valley," "Pride of the Yankees,"
"Suspicion," "Woman of the Year,"
"Bambi," "Fantasia," "Holiday Inn,"
"Talk of the Town."
Flint (Mich.) Journal (Rolland L.
Martin): "Mrs. Miniver," "How
Green Was My Valley," "Kings
Row," "Pride of the Yankees,"
"Wake Island," "Rean the Wild
Wind," "This Above All," "The Pied
Piper," "Suspicion," "One Foot in
Berkeley (Cal.) Daily Gazette (Hal
Heaven."
Johnson): "Mrs. Miniver," "How
Green Was My Valley," "Kings
Row," "Pride of the Yankees,"
"Wake Island." "The Man Who Came
to Dinner," "Hold Back the Dawn,"

in the New York area and 16,000
theaters throughout the nation will
start programs designed to bring
home to moviegoers the importance
of solidarity among the United Nations and the vital necessity for aiding in a material way those nations
under the Axis heel.
Special salutes to the United Nations will be held in all the theaters
in New York, Long Island and New
Jersey tonight.
The personalities scheduled for
appearance at the Times Square rally today include: Lillian Gish, Lily
Pons, Mme. Claudia Alhand, Zinka
Milanov, Vera Zorina, Robert Chisholm, Olsen and Johnson, Danny
Kaye, Jimmy Dorsey, Benny Goodman, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Milan
Petrovich,
Robert Coote, Alexander
Knox.
Similar demonstrations will be
held today noon in the Boroughs of
the Bronx, Brooklyn, Richmond and

"Fantasia," "Moontide," "Saboteur."
Springfield (III.) State Journal (W.
F. Dagon): "Mrs. Miniver," "How
Green Was My Valley," "Pride of the
Yankees," "Wake Island," "My Sister Eileen," "Kings Row," "Now.
Voyager," "Woman of the Year,"
"The Man Who Came to Dinner,"
"The Pied Piper."
Wheeling (W. Va.) News Register
(Thelma D. Hughes): "Mrs. Miniver," "The Pied Piper," "How Green
Was My Valley," "Wake Island,"
"Woman of the Year," "The Man
Who Came to Dinner," "Take a Letter, Darling," "Now, Voyager," "My
Sister Eileen," "One Foot in Heaven."
Lansing (Mich.) State Journal (W.
H. Hackett): "Mrs. Miniver," "How
Green Was My Valley," "Wake Island," "Pride of the Yankees," "Kings
Row," "The Pied Piper," "Now, VoyEarl Wingart of the public relaager," "Holiday Inn," "Woman of
the Year," "The Major and the Queens.tions committee of United Nations
Week will address the members of
Stations WMBR
(Jacksonville, the Bayside, L. I. Kiwanis club today at their weekly luncheon.
Fla.) and WFOY (St. Augrustine)
Minor."
(Ann Evans) : "Honky Tonk," "Mrs.
Miniver," "How Green Was My Val- Who Came to Dinner," "Desperate
ley," "This Gun for Hire," "Holiday Journey," "Tales of Manhattan,"
Major and the Minor."
Inn," "Woman of the Year," "The "The
Station WHLD (Niagara Falls,
Major and the Minor," "Babes on
Broadway," "Talk of the Town," N. Y.) (Al Fox): "Mrs. Miniver,"
"Wake Island."
"How Green Was My Valley," "Wake
Station WNEW (New York City) Island," "Pride of the Yankees,"
"Kings Row," "Suspicion," "Now,
(Bill Berns) : "Mrs. Miniver," "Pride
of the Yankees," "Wake Island," Voyager," "Reap the Wild Wind,"
"Holiday Inn," "Kings Row," "How "Desperate Journey," "Bambi."
Green Was My Valley," "The Man
* Ineligible in national "Ten Best."
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119 UNRELEASED BUTJRODUCT SHORTAGE
Customers and Staffs Balk at Femme Managers
Film Fans in Detroit Feel
That Women Would Be
Inadequate in Emergency

Plans for All-inclusive Industry Census
Stand; Spring Starting Date Now Expected
Industry's plan to conduct a census of everybody who derives his livelihood
from the motion picture business will be carried out, possibly this Spring, it

Detroit — Trend toward use of wowas reported yesterday. The census was set back temporarily but has not
men as theater managers, which
been discarded and will be launched this year, a spokesman said.
was started in recent months on a
modest scale experimentally and under necessity by some of the larger
circuits, is being reinforced now by
the addition of smaller independents
to the ranks of houses bossed by
the women.
From the customer standpoint,
the reaction appears to be much the
same as when one circuit here tried
Gasoline rationing to date appears
Industry Service Bureau in the
excessively young men or boys as East will be headed for the next to have had its most adverse effect
house managers a few years back. six months by Mort Blumenstock, in in Boston and Charlotte, according
Patrons were accustomed to a more
from the field. Full im(Continued on Page 8)
chargeners of
War- to reports
advertising
pact of the rationing order has not
and publicity in been determined, but exchange men
the East.
in Charlotte are predicting a 50 per
Blumenstock cent drop in grosses, based on preswas elected to
ent figures.
In Boston, neighborhood theaters
the post at a
with parking lots were especially
meeting of com- hard hit last week-end. One expany ad-publicchange manager checked on a number of nabe houses and learned that
t e r ditya chiefs
y at yesthe
City Mr.
— "I Momand
have notwith
or
didOklahoma
not discuss
New York Ath- week-end grosses were from 40-60
letic Club. He per cent below normal.
any dsitributor or distributor's representative.did
I
not have any deThere appears, however, to be a
succeeds
S. Barsire to nor did I ever desire to put
r e t McCormick note of optimism in reports from all
BLUMENSTOCK
Mr. Momand or any one else out of MORT
of RKO Radio. territories in that the drop in at(Continued on Page 4)
business or injure them financially." Bureau's by-laws provide for rotaThis was L. C. Griffith's answer to
(Continued on Page 8)
Momand Attorney
Tentative Approval for
(Continued onGeorge
Page 8) S. Ryan's

Blumenstock Hamed
To ISB Chairmanship

Charlotte Hard Hit
By Gas Rationing

Griffith on Stand
In Momand Suit

Decrease in Prints to Be
Asked by So. Calif. ITO
West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood — Robert
ecutive secretary of
ern California and
called a meeting for

FILM
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H. Poole, exITO of SouthArizona, has
Monday of all

(Continued on Page 8)

Gov. Vivian Would
Keep Colorado Tax
Denver — Gov. John C. Vivian will
press for reenactment of the 2 per
cent service fax, which includes all
admissions. However a fight is expected since several legislators had
promised they would seek to drop
the tax on June 31, expiration date
of the present law.

Screen Guild Plavers
Will Remain on CBS

MPPDA's New Budget

Circuit Bookers Contend
Long First-Runs Creating
Problem for Subsequents
A survey to determine the effect
of the extended holdovers of product in Broadway houses on subsequent-run theaters is being conducted by the ITOA and the results
are expected to be known by the
middle of next week. Circuit bookers contend that the long runs in
the first-run spots are creating a
product shortage that is becoming
more serious every week.
The product
shortage in reality is
(Continued on Page 4)

20th-Fox Holdover
Grosses Climb 32%
Indicative of the heavy rise in film
attendance throughout the nation in
the past year is the report from
20th-Fox that holdover grosses on
1942-1943 product are running 32
per cent over those of the last quarter of 1941, while extended playtime
has increased 41 per cent.
The tended
company
reports
that exruns have been
so numerous
(Continued on Page 4)

New Carriers Contracts
Go to War Labor Board

New contracts between the film
MPPDA board of directors yester- delivery services and the Film DrivScreen Guild Players air show
day approved
tentatively
year's
ers and Helpers Union will be forwhich benefits the Motion Picture budget
for operations
andthewithheld
warded to the War Labor Board in
Relief Fund has been renewed for the final okay pending a study of Washington today for approval of
Budget for the clauses providing for wage increases
the full CBS network by Lady Es- proposed activities.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 8)

Slide Biz Does a Come-Back
Large Circuits, Big First Runs Using Them
Slides, which became more or less
Donald Duck Tax Short
passe
with the introduction of trailGoes to Exhibs. Feb. 4
ers, are making a strong comeback
"The Spirit Of '43," the Walt Disney 6-minute film starring Donald
Duck, produced for the Treasury,
will be released by the WAC to as
many theaters as possible before
March 15. After this date, it will
(Continued on Page 6)

since the restrictions on raw stock
and slide manufacturers are reported
to be experiencing an unprecedented
boom. Large circuits and big firstrun houses are using slides to announce special events and some
(Continued on Page 4)

Sindlinger Resigns
AsMofT Ad Chief
Albert E. Sindlinger, in charge of
advertising, publicity and promotion
for March of Time, has resigned that
post and will shortly announce a new
business affiliation, it was learned
yesterday. Sources close to the
company said that no steps had yet
been taken to name a successor to
Sindlinger, but that this would be
done shortly.
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214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES — Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco- Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.
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YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High
91/s
131/4

Low

Am.
Seat
Col. Piers, vtc. (2y2%)
Columbia
Piers,
pfd.
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. . 141/g
do pfd
1 783/4
Gen. Prec. £q
44
153/4
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
131/4
7%
Para. 1st pfd
1 ioy8
251/4
20th
Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Warner
Bros
NEW
YORK BOND

131/8
9

Net

Close
13'/4
9y8

1 783/4 1783,4
141/g
141/g
44
44
155/s
153/4
1 ioy8 1101/8
13i/8
I31/4
25
251/4
73/s
75/8
MARKET

Chg.

Metro was represented by two — "Mrs. Miniver" and "Woman of the Year";
Paramount by "Wake Island" and "Reap the Wild Wind," the latter tying with
"This Above AM" for the tenth niche; and RKO by Goldwyn's "Pride of the
Of the 31 features found on the consensus, company breakdown shows:
Yankees."
Paramount,
8; Warners, 7; 20rh-Fox, 5; RKO, 4; Metro, 4; Columbia, 2;
Universal,' 1.

Cincinnati — With this city as the
hub of a sensational 50-city world
premiere, RKO Radio unleashed yesterday its current ace attraction,
"Hitler's Children," produced by Edward A. Golden. Despite a snow
storm and cold that prevailed
throughout the day in the Mid- West
and adjacent sectors where the twoscore-and-a-half showings of the
film took place, reports received in
this city declared that approximately 250,000 people witnessed the
premieres.
A dynamic advance campaign,
linking the radio facilities of Station WLW, the newspapers, and all
other principal media of promotion,
created intense public interest in
the picture's bow.
Following is a partial list of those
present at the Cincinnati premiere:
Industryites attending the local
premiere included:

MARIA MONTEZ, SABU, ELYSE KNOX,
Chai'les W. Koerner, RKO studio
head, will be the guest of honor NIGEL NOR,
BRUCE, DICK
DONALD
JEAN FORAN,
and PEGGY
RYANO'CONleave
at a luncheon Monday given by RKO the Coast GLORIA
tomorrow for Boston to attend the
theater managers in the Metropoli- local opening Wednesday of "Arabian Knights."
tan area. Luncheon will be held at
the Waldorf-Astoria. Hosting the Chi. Operators, Theater
affair will be Richard C. Patterson,
N. Peter Rathvon, Malcolm Kings- Managers Sign 2- Year Pact
berg, Ned Depinet, Edward Alperson, L. E. Thompson, Leon Goldberg,
Chicago— Chicago operators' union
Gordon Youngman and J. Miller and theater owners, both circuit and
Walker.
independents, agreed to a two-year
contract yesterday retroactive to
In attendance will be:
Rudolph Kramer, Harold Daly, Al Arn- Sept. 1, the operators receiving a
stein, George Dunn, Lee Koken, Rodney five per cent wage increase for the
White, Martin Rosen, John Thompson, Sam
Taub, Clayton Pruitt, Herbert Heintz, Dave first year, and another three per cent
for the second year. The men will
Lustig.
Ray Conners.
George Baldwin.
James Humbert
Fitzgerald,O'Camp,
Irving meet next Tuesday to ratify the
Gold. Max Mink, Samuel Rydell, Louis
Friedman, Warren Davis. Charles Oelreich. agreement.

+
+
—
+

l/8

Grainger on Coast Trip
J. R. Grainger, Republic president,
has left Chicago for the West Coast.
His itinerary includes stop-offs at
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle — where a sales meeting
is scheduled, Denver, Chicago, Dallas, New Orleans, and Atlanta. He
will return to New York the early
part of February.

MAX FRIEDMAN, buyer and booker for Warner Circuit houses in the Albany zone, is in
York for a few days.

New

RKO Theater Managers to
Fete Koerner on Monday

N. Peter Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet, Robert
Mochrie, S. Barret McCormick, Nat Levy,
Edward A. Golden, Robert S. Golden, Charles
Boasberg, B. G. Kranze. Stanley Jacques,
Vs M. E. Lefko, Terry Turner. Robert Hickey,
Hank Howard. Fred Ford, I. Libson, B. L.
Heidingsfeld, E. V. Dinerman, Bonita Granville, Mrs. Rose Granville, H. B. Warner,
y8
Col.
A. Frudenfeld, Maurice White.
1/4

l/8
1/8

LEON SCHLESINCER,
producer
of c"* nr
comedies
Warner
Bros.,
left weeks
yesterd^^l
the Coast for
after
spending
several
i7\0.,ie

Report 250,000 See
"Hitler's Children" Debut

3/8

1/2
Va

W. A. SCULLY, Universalis sales chief, left
last night for the Coast for studio conferences;
he will return in about
two weeks.
ALFRED HITCHCOCK arrives in New York
from the Coast Sunday to appear on the Fred
Allen air show.
'East.
GORDON MILLS, Soundies prexy, is due in
New York today from Chicago.

I. J. HOFFMAN, New Haven zone manager
today.
for
Warners is in town for a few days.

+

Para. B'way 3s55. . . .
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.1 021/4 IO21/4 IO21/4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 21/8
Vi
1 01 71/4
9% 1 03i/8 i03i/2 +
NEW
YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone
Corp.
....
21/s
2i/8
Technicolor
l/4
71/4 +
Universal Corp. vtc.
93/4
93,4 —
47
Universal
Picts
47
47+3

Bookers Install Monday

Twentieth-Fox clicked with "How Green Was My Valley," "The Pied
Piper" and "This Above All." (Latter by typo error in one edition yesterday
was attributed to WB.) Warners placed "Kings Row," "Now, Voyager" and
"The Man Who Came to Dinner."

Manager
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NEW

Placing three features each, Twentieth Century-Fox and Warners took top
honors in the consensus of local polls staged by newspapers and radio stations
in conjunction with the 21st annual FILM
DAILY national contest.

10 Cents

ALICOATE

DONALD

COmiRG and G0II1G

Local Poll Consensus Honors Divided by
20th-Fox and Warners With Three Pix Each

15,

Metro Names Fadiman
To Succeed McKenna
West

Coast

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

Joe DiLorenzo, Al Pluchos, Ansel Weinstein,
Jerome Baker, John Berger, William Cook,
Ray Hodgdon, Harold Heller, John Heinz.
Jack Reis, Leon Kelmer, Harry Weiss,
Sigurd Wexo. Maxwell Levine, Jerome
Greenberger, Joseph Fellman, Fred Smith,
Morris Rochelle, Warren Bartlett, James
Bergen, Larry Grieb, Barney Feingold. Louis
Grossman and Joseph Goldberg, also —
Alexander Reoch. J. Henry Walters, Garrett Van Wagner, Wilbur England, Al Dawson, Harry Mandel, Harold Mirisch, William
Howard, Barret McCormick, James Brennan, Sol Schwartz, Charles McDonald, Louis
Goldberg, Russell Emde, Edward Sniderman,
John Hearns, Michael Edelstein, Jack Lamont, Max Fellerman, Matthew Polon, Joe
Becker, Robert Sherman, Harry Mosley.
John A. Cassidy, William Kernan, Fred
Herkowitz, Vincent Liguori, Ray Malone.
Harold Seroy, Maurice Harris and Tom
Grehan.

ROBERT

BENCHLEY,

arrives on

the Coast

MORT BLUMENSTOCK arrives in Washington today from New York.

Studio Unions Conference
Approves 48-Hour Week
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Believing that a voluntary mutual agreement covering
48-hour week will help stabilize the
film industry for its maximum war
contribution, the Conference of Studio Unions has approved the War
Manpower
Commission's
war week
program for the
extended work
and is seeking a meeting with producers to approve final action on the
proposed
agreement.

DAILY

Hollywood — William J. Fadiman Dunlap Testimonial
has been appointed head of Metro's In Hollywood Monday
story department. Since last June
Fadiman has been assistant at the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A testimonial dinner
studios to Kenneth McKenna, who
has just been given a commission for Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram producer who was burned seriously in
as Army captain.
the Boston Cocoanut Grove fire, will
be held Monday in connection with
Walsh to Atlanta for
the monthly meeting of the IndepenWar Labor Conference
dent Motion Picture Producers Association.
Richard F. Walsh, president of the
IATSE, left for Atlanta yesterday
to attend the Southern War Labor
Conference which is being held there
tomorrow and Sunday under the
sponsorship of the AFL. He is expected back in New York the early
part of the week. Many IA locals
will be represented.

Officers of the New York Bookers
Club will be installed formally at
the Cafe Loyale Monday evening.
Installation ceremonies will be held
for Bernie Brooks, president; Har- Rep. Chi. Regional Starts
old Klein, vice-president; Harry
Chicago — Regional meeting of Republic Pictures at the Drake Hotel
Margolies, treasurer, and Lou Saleoff, recording secretary.
got under way yesterday.

THE

ANSWER

IS

§ We can reproduce
your ad with the realism
and lustre that makes
good engraving the final
step in the creation of
convincing advertising.

PHOTO

ENGRAVING

250 WEST

54th STREET.

Telephone

CORP.

NEW

YORK

COIumbus

5-6741

N. Y. TIMES SAYS THIS A
ALFRED HITHCOCK'S

You've got to hand it to Alfred Hitchcock. When
he sows the fearful seeds of mistrust in one of his motion pictures he can raise more goosepimples to the
square inch of a customer's flesh than any other director of thrillers in Hollywood. He did it quite nicely
in 'Rebecca' and again in f Suspicion' about a year
ago. And now he is bringing in another bumper crop
of blue ribbon shivers and chills in Jack Skir ball's
diverse production of * Shadow
came to the Rivoli last night.

of a Doubt,

which

'Yes, the way Mr. Hitchcock folds suggestions very
casually into the furrows of his films, the way he can
make a torn newspaper or the sharpened inflection of
a person's voice send ticklish roots down to the subsoil of a customer's anxiety, is a wondrous, invariable
accomplishment. And the mental anguish he can thereby create, apparently in the minds of his characters but
A SKIRBALL

PRODUCTION

Produced by Jack H. Skirball

actually in the psyche of you, is of championship proportions and a sheer delight."

%Jm
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With 119 Unreleased

Slide Business

There's Pix Shortage

Does a (ome-Back

only theoretical inasmuch as the 11
established producing companies
have plenty of pictures in their
vaults, a total of 119 features unreleased. But the extended runs
both in New York and in other key
cities have made it necessary for
many of the pictures to be held back.
Simultaneous with the ITOA's announcement of a study of the product situation, Al Steffes, former Allied leader, declared on the Coast
that he, too, was making a survey
of the country to learn the extent of
holdover policies and their effect on
independent subsequent-run theaters.
Harry Brandt, ITOA president,
said that in normal times his organization would have made a
squawk before this, but that a survey would be more appropriate to
find out the actual extent of the alleged damage in times like these.
Warner Bros, has 16 pictures in
the vaults but not released. Paramount has 15 pictures completed and
Columbia has between 15 and 20
including westerns. M-G-M has 11;
RKO, 10; 20th Century-Fox, seven;
United Artists, 15; Universal, eight;
Republic, six; Monogram, five; and
PRC, seven. Release dates have not
been set on all of them but are being
prepared.

houses are using them to announce
coming attractions.
A majority of theaters have slide
projection equipment and those that
do not have them are installing the
machines as quickly as possible.

(Continued from Page 1)

Tentative Approval for
MPPDA's

(Continued from Page 1)

first quarter was given full approval.
The March of Time appeal for a
code seal for "We Are the Marines" was discussed but no action
was taken. This will be taken up at
the next meeting. The new British
remittance agreement also was discussed but no decision reached.
Samuel Goldwyn became a member of the MPPDA personally. Formerly the spot was held by Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc.

Karl
;Harry
Karherine

Mack
Noah

"reund
JANUARY

Lloyd
16

En the Common

Cause

•

• • WHATEVER shortages Old Broadway had yes'day (including coffee, sugar, real cream, pleasure
driving, et al), there was
no
dearth of assorted flags waving in the crisp breezes at noontide
For down the Main Stem from 53rd St. as the clock struck 12, marched
a colorful parade, bearing Old Glory and the banners of the other United
Nations, — reverently

carried

en

masse

Brown
Bridges

Carey
Diana
Wynyard
Stewart Elmer C. Leterman
Mildred Terris
JANUARY
17
Sennett
Grant
Withers
Beery
Harmon Yatfa
Budd Cetschal

It was

sight, — powerful and patriotic showmanship

a pulse-quickening

sounding a call to the mil-

lions in our metropolitan melting-pot that "United Nations Week" is
under way, continuing through Jan. 20, and held under the auspices cf
filmland's War

Activities

Committee

But

the big parade, climaxed

by ceremonies and entertainment on the traffic island 'twixt 45h and
46th Sts., and virtually under the folds of a large flag, proclaiming
"United Nations Week," hanging from the classic facade of Loew's State
and the lair of Leo the Lion, was not the only promotional manifestation in behalf of the seven-day celebration and drive to aid the war welfare agencies of our gallant allies
There was the newspaper
ad
campaign, appearing in yesterday's editions, splendidly engineered by
National Advertising Chairman Harry (RKO) Mandel
All pic theaters in the local territory went

to town, too, in the matter of spot-

lighting "United Nations Week," which
nationally as well as hereabouts ......

T

•

•

•

AS

T

the flags went

is off to a magnificent start

V

by yesterday, thousands

bared their

Iieads, including your correspondent who did "double doffing,"— to the
colors and to the parade service rendered by Chairman Eddie Alperson
and all his aides including New

New Budget

JANUARY 15
William Beaudine
Chauncey

(Continued from Page 1)

York City Area Chairman

Eddie Dow-

den; Jerry Sager, Loew's; Mike Edelstein, RKO; Mannie Frisch, Randforce; Ethel Edell, RKO; Janice Rentschler, Skouras; Blanche Livingston, RKO; John Cassidy, RKO; Al Naroff, Brandt Circuti; Ben Serkowitch, Capitol; Harold, Janacke, Skouras; Maurice
Fred Herkoivitz, RKO

T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

Charlotte is Hard Hit
By Gasoline Rationing
(Continued from Page 1)

V

Seidlitz, Loew's; and

V

HARBOR!

Screen Guild Players
Will Remain on CBS
(Continued from Page 1)

While manufacturing of the si' rl „
projectors is not possible becaus£st r
the
it is them
reporYe-d'
that metal
supplyrequired,
houses have
in
stock, both used and new.
Approximately 50 per cent of the
Loew theaters in the Metropolitan
area are equipped for slides and are
using them for special events. The
Walter Reade and Skouras circuits
also are projecting slides.
According to Lou Semel, head of
Cinema-Craft, slide makers, the raw
stock order has created almost a new
industry within the film business.
Theaters that never used slides before are now turning to them with
good results, he said, inasmuch as
raw stock for special event trailers
is out for the duration. Regular
scene trailers as supplied by National Screen Service are not affected.

Alexander Preview Co.
Is Not Liquidating
Colorado Springs — Reports that
Alexander Preview Co. was liquidating because of the raw stock situation were denied here by Harold
Schwarz, vice-president.
If a way to meet the situation is
found or if the WPB relaxes its ruling, business will be continued as
usual, Schwarz said. If not, the company will have to depend on the approximately 4,000 negatives and 11,223,872 feet of prints now on hand
which include all productions released up to Jan. 1, 1943.
Very few cancellations have been
received, he added, but warned that
if cancellations are too excessive,
business will have to be suspended.
Alexander has been making coming
attraction trailers for the last four

tendance may last for only a few ther, Ltd., effective Feb. 15. Show years but will not be able to continue the production of new subjects
weeks and that the situation will is broadcast now on Mondays, 10 to
adjust itself as the public becomes 10:30 p.m., EWT from Hollywood. fect.
under slightly different as long as the WPB order is in efmore accustomed to the use of buses Program
names has been heard on Columbia
and trolley cars.
since October, 1939.
"Power oi God" via Globe
Chicago — Globe Film Co. will disCheshire, Conn. — The Cheshire, 20th Cent.-Fox Holdover
tribute "The Power of God," with
400-seat rural house, now inacces- Grosses Climb 32 P. C.
General
Manager
James
Jovaney
sible to its scattered public, since
(Continued from Page 1)
the pleasure-driving ban, is contemPleasure-Driving Quiz
plating closing all but week-ends, J. as to delay for weeks the normal
DiFrancesco
reports.
CtUs Pittsburgh Biz
flow of pictures from key to subsequent-runs. This fact is said to
Pittsburgh
— A survey of circuit
Stamford, Conn. — Avon and Stam- have held up considerable revenue.
heads and independent exhibitors
ford are advertising to their bus and
reveals that gas rationing has not
walking patrons "Our late show will Indie Operators Union
yet noticeably affected theater atend 11:30." The State, Springdale In Drive for Members
tendance in general throughout the
advertises, "All buses transfer to
terrtiory. However, the local OPA
The Independent Motion Picture
quiz of all motorists to curb pleastheater."
Operators Union has launched a
ure-driving has cut down theater atGerman Pix Outlet Closes
tendance somewhat, especially in
drive for new members to replace
outlying situations where direct
Detroit — Adlon, only German-lan- those who have gone into the service.
street car transportation is not availguage house in this city for the past Applicants for membership must
able.
several years, has closed for the du- have a year or more of actual projection room experience.
ration, Otto Marx, owner, said.

N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE SAYS THIS
ABOUT ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

'Alfred Hitchcock has reverted to a straight melodramatic technique in f Shadow of a Doubt. What
he is concerned with is murder, violence and suspense.
Since the great English director is a past master at
mixing these ingredients, the Rivoli offering is a tensely exciting show. Since the company has been brilliantly selected and subordinates its acting to the main
business of a curious horror tale, it is an altogether
superior motion picture.
ft 'Shadow of aDoubt' isasinisterandstrikingthriller."
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"The Meanest Man in
the Worl
with Jack Benny,
Priscilla d"
Lane, Rochester

"A NighOf
t to

TH6

Remember"

With Loretta Young, Brian Aherne
91 Mins.
20ih-Fox
57 Mins. Columbia
UNNECESSARILY PROLONGED FILM IS
POWER OF JACK BENNY'S NAME
SHOULD PUT THIS PRODUCTION ON MIXTURE OF COMEDY AND MELODRAMA
THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE LEDGER.
OF ONLY FAIR MERIT.
With the drawing power of the Jack
A comedy mystery can be superb enterBenny name being what it is, exhibitors
nment when properly executed. In "A
will experience little difficulty in inducing
to Remember" Columbia has taken
their patrons to see this film, which has aNight
crack at it with results not always
as its basis the Augustin MacHugh play
happy. The picture is a loose affair
of the same name which was produced by dragged out to the breaking point. The
George M. Cohan in 1920 with himself as production wastes much of its footage on
the star. Using a name of box-office
a lot of action that doesn't mean much.
potency was excellent showmanship in this Cutting
is needed badly. To make matters
instance since the simple fact is that
worse, the story has been developed with
"The Meanest Man in the World" is cer- considerable confusion, which may seem
tainly not the best of the Benny comedies. surprising in view of the fact that not very
The material seems to have been stretched
much happens despite the extended footage.
rather thin despite the extreme shortness
There are a few lines and situations that
of the f.lm, which offers a flimsy story
that depends heavily on the personalities provide a certain amount of fun, thanks
of Benny and Rochester for its box-office primarily to the work of Loretta Young and
bid. This, however, is not to say that iirian Aherne in the leading roles. Thanks
also to the lightning direction of Richard
the
and picture
situations.hasn't its quota of funny lines Wallace. The pace of the film does make
it possible
to forget some of the picture's
Benny has the part of a starving small- weak
moments.
town lawyer who comes to New York hoping
to make a success so that he can claim
"A Night to Remember" is a yarn about
Priscilla Lane as his wife. He is just as an unsuccessful writer of mystery stories
dismal a failure in the big city. For a who moves to Greenwich Village with his
brief moment he tastes success when, act- wife in the belief that the atmosphere
ing on the advice of Rochester, his facto- there will supply him with the material
tum, he turns mean as hell on the proposi- for a humdinger of a yarn. What happens
tion that the guy who is too nice never is that a real mystery develops right under
gets far. In practice the idea backfires, his nose. His insistence upon helping the
causing Miss Lane to regard him with horror. police to solve the crime gets him into a
He is in danger of losing the gal, who number of bad spots, from which he extricates himself neatly after a lot of comrefuses to accept his explanation for his
motion. Itseems the guy who was bumped
vile conduct. After a lot of sweating
Benny manages to straighten everything off was a blackmailer preying on a number
of innocent people.
out.
The

William Perlberg production received fast direction at the hands of Sidney Lanfield. George Seaton and Allan
House were responsible for the screenplay,
which is a spotty affair.
Benny breezes through his role, flinging
wisecracks about with little effort. He is
definitely superior to the material. Miss
Lane plays the lady of his heart. Rochester
has Benny looking to his laurels in many
of the scenes in which they appear together. Other players to be noted are
Matt Briggs, Anne Revere, Margaret Seddon, Edmund
Gwenn.
CAST: Jack Benny, Priscilla Lane,
Rochester, Edmund Gwenn, Matt Briggs,
Anne Revere, Margaret Seddon, Helene Reynolds, Don Douglas. Harry Hayden, Arthur
Loft, Andrew Tombes, Paul Burns.
CREDITS: Producer, Willaim Perlberg;
Director, Sidney Lanfield; Screenplay, George
Seaton, Allan House; Based on play by
Augustin MacHugh; Cameraman, Peverell
Marley; Art Directors, Richard Day, Albert
Hogsett; Film Editor, Robert Bischoff;
Musical Score. Cyril J. Mockridge; Musical
Director, Emil Newman.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Rood.

Miss Young and Aherne play the wife
and husband, doing the best they can with
their material. Jess Donnell, William
Wright, Sidney Toler, Gale Sondergaard,
Donald MacBride, Lee Patrick, Don Costello and Blanche Yurka supply their chief
support.
Samuel Bischoff is down as producer and
Richard Flournoy and Jack Henley as the
screen playwrights.
CAST: Loretta Young, Brian Aherne, Jess
Donnell, William Wright, Sidney Toler, Gale
Sondergaard, Donald MacBride, Lee Patrick, Don Costello, Blanche Yurka, Richard
Gaines, James Burke.
CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Bischoff; Director, Richard Wallace; Screenplay, Richard Flournoy, Jack Henley; Based on story
by Kelley Roos; Art Director, Lionel Banks;
Film Editor, Charles Nelson; Cameraman,
Joseph Walker; Musical Director, M. W.
Stoloff; Musical Score. Werner R. Heymann.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Goldwyn Signs Ann Carter

Hollywood — Ann Carter, child actress "find," has been signed by
Sam Goldwyn for a role in "The
Grey on Elliott Stint
North Star," Lillian Hellman's first
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY original for the screen which has a
Hollywood — Harry Grey will be Russian locale. Youngster recently
associate producer on the first two completed a part in Columbia's "The
Wild Bill Elliott westerns at Repub- Commandos Strike at Dawn."
Ann Harding also has been signed
lic. First will be "Calling Wild Bill
and
will be seen as Teresa Wright's
Elliott."
"Overland
Mail
Robbery"
mother.
is the second.
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"The Sundown
Kid"
with Don Barry
with Irene Hervey, Kent Taylor
Universal
62 Mins.

Shanghai"

SPY MELODRAMA IS ACTIONFUL EXHIBIT THAT SHOULD SERVE ITS PURPOSE NICELY ON DOUBLES.
A vital map of the Burma Road is the
prize for which the characters in "Halfway to Shanghai" contend. The battleground is a train traveling from Shanghai
to Rangoon — though you'd never guess so
from the title, which has the train moving in the wrong direction. Although the
title suffers from a bad sense of direction,
the same cannot be said for the film,
which moves straight ahead to its objective,
winding up as a nice little number for
double bills.
The fact that the formula is pretty old

Republic
59 Mins.
ABUNDANCE OF ACTION AND EXCITEMENT WILL WIN THIS A PASSING
MARK FROM WESTERN FANS.
Don Barry has to deal with counterfeiters
in his latest cinematic adventure. He goes
about getting the goods on the guys wi*iplenty of biff-bang. The kids will hav^st ,
swell opportunity to root for their frt&>
in "The Sundown Kid," since the plot requires Barry to come to blows with the
villains on numerous occasions.
Barry has the role of a detective who,
in order to get the lowdown on the murder of the dick preceding him, passes time
m a jail where a guy who knows something about the crime is doing a stretch.
Armed with the information he wants,
Barry is let out, heading for the western
town where the counterfeiting ring hangs

doesn't prevent the film from being an in- out. He poses as a pal of the jail-bird
teresting exhibit in which the suspense is and is taken into the confidence of the
neatly contrived and the atmosphere is counterfeiters. That makes it possible
well managed. The whole thing is quite
ming.
ror him to get the evidence he needs to
believable for all its melodramatic trimput the villains out of business. However, he has a tough time of it for a while
The film has benefitted a lot from the because
the counterfeiters keep an eye
work of its cast. Irene Hervey and Kent „n him to make sure of him. A newspaper
Taylor essay the leading roles capably, al- friend helps Barry with his task. The
though the colorful performance of J. Edward Bromberg as a Sherlock Holmes of the villains, including the murderer of the detective, are taken into custody at the finale
Far East is the most effective in the film. after a furious battle.
Henry Stephenson, George Zucco, Lionel
From Eddy White's original Norman S.
Royce and Alexander Granach handle small- Hall has squeezed out a screenplay which,
er roles exceptionally well.
while it is very much the same old stuff,
Miss Hervey and Taylor are involved in- contains enough excitement and action to
nocently inthe developments of the melo- put the film across with western audiences.
dramatic plot. Taylor, an American envVhite also did the honors as producer.
gineer working in China, is made conscious The direction, by Elmer Clifton, is fast.
of the villainy that is going on when one
Barry gives a stalwart portrayal of the
of the Axis agents hunting for the map tries
justice dispenser. Standing out among his
to make a goat of the fellow for a murder
committed by himself. Thanks to the fellow players are Ian Keith, Helen MacKellar, Linda Johnson, Emmett Lynn and
clever work of Detective Bromberg, Taylor one or two others.
is cleared in no time and the villains are
CAST: Don Barry, Ian Keith, Helen Macsent to their doom. The solution of the
Kellar, Linda Johnson, Emmett Lynn, Wade
story has been worked out with plenty of
Crosby,
Ted Adams, Fern Emmett, Bud
action and a good measure of excitement.
Geary, Bob Kortman, Ken Duncan.
John Rawlins' direction keeps the film
CREDITS: Producer, Eddy White; Director, Elmer Clifton; Screenplay, Norman
constantly on the go. Stuart Palmer's
screenplay is a skillful job. Cameraman
S Hall; Based on story by Eddy White;
John W. Boyle has captured some good Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Film Editor,
shots. Paul Malvern is listed as associate
William Thompson; Art Director, Russell
Kimball; Musical Score, Mort Glickman.
producer.
CAST: Irene Hervey, Kent Taylor, Henry
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Stephenson, J. Edward Bromberg, George Good.
Zucco, Charlotte Wynters, Fay Helm, Lionel
Royce, Willie Fung, Alexander Granach,
Charles Wagenheim, Mary Gordon.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Paul Malvern; Director, John Rawlins; Screenplay,
Stuart Palmer; Art Director, Jack Otterson;
Musical Director, H. J. Salter; Cameraman,
John W. Boyle; Film Editor, Edward Curtiss.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Burrows, Mono. Treasurer
Formal election of George D. Burrows to the post of treasurer of Monogram Pictures was held by the
board of directors in Hollywood this
week. Burrows formerly was vicepresident of the Guaranty Trust Co.
in New York. J. P. Freidhoff becomes assistant treasurer of the corporation.

Donald Duck Tax Short
Goes to Exhibs. Feb. 4
(Continued from Page 1)

houses.
complete the run in the remaining
On Feb. 4, National Screen Service exchanges will begin circulating the 677 Technicolor prints of the
short throughout the nation. A
special one-sheet is in preparation,
free to exhibitors playing the film.
The short was seen by the program committee of the Theaters Division, of which R. B. Wilby is
chairman, and received an enthusiastic OK. It is anticipated that
this film, of enormous importance
in this critical year, will receive
maximum exhibition in the theaters
pledged to play WAC. film.

N.Y. DAILY NEWS SAYS THIS ABOUT
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

'There is no doubt about it, Alfred Hitchcock is the
master of all film directors who try to produce and
sustain a suspenseful mood upon the screen. He has
succeeded admirably in conjuring suspicion, fear and
horror in mounting intensity throughout f Shadow of
a Doubt,' which had its first showing on the Rivoli
screen last night
ffThe picture is Hitchcock at his best. It ranks with
'The Lady Vanishes/ although it lacks the amusing
threads of comedy that were shot through the Britishmade

film, and with 'The 39 Steps,' 'Suspicion'

and 'Rebecca.' It is, however, more realistic than
A SKIRBALL

PRODUCTION

Produced by Jack H. Skirball

any of these earlier thrillers."

DAILY

IV

Griffith on Stand
En Momand Suit
{Continued from Page 1)

leading questions fired at him during
the brief hour's time he was on the
witness stand to testify in the antitrust action of Momand now being
heard before Judge Bower Broaddus
in Federal District Court here. The
action seeks $4,950,000 in damages
from the major producers, distributors and Griffth circuit companies.
Griffith will again appear on the
stand today for continued questioning.
Yesterday's
was
started
near the questioning
close of the session
as continued filings of documentary
evidences such as contracts, master
contracts and correspondence was
not completed until late and Judge
Broaddus asked for special statements from each side to clear up the
subject matter of the contracts in
his mind. Yesterday's testimony by
Griffith under questioning by Ryan
consisted chiefly of identification of
himself, his connections with his organization and similar data laying
foundations for more specific and
detailed questioning today.

Griffith was unable to supply any figures,
facts or such matter asked by Ryan for the
period 1926-1929 Of operations and referred
all such information to company controller
B. J. McKenna. Asked which were the
leading distributors in his mind during the
1926-27 period he answered M-G-M, Warner
Bros., Fox,, Paramount and RKO, but added
the remark that there were many years when
the Griffith companies had done as well with
small producer product as that of the larger
companies. He parried all questions with respect to his feelings toward Momand and
his
opinion
of the"
soundness of situations into
which
his firm
entered.
In his explanatory remarks Ryan stated
the documentary evidence he has been introducing for the past three days would show
favoritisfn and in some cases deliberate malice
by distributors toward producer-controlled exhibitors who were in competition with independents in the matter of prices, terms of
payment, credit, etc. He also called attention to cross-licensing between producers
and other producer-controlled circuits and recapitulation ofthe procedure as would be revealed in the evidence. He charged practices
had been to demand cash or C.O.D. payment
for film from independents while competing
producer-controlled outlets were given credit
accounts, and cited as evidence a case in the
record of one of the documents between Vitaphone and Griffith Amusement Company which
carried a clause "forgiving" the latter a $5,000
obligation.

Rosenfield Again Heads
Screen Publicists Guild
President Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.,
20th Century-Fox, Treasurer Charles
L. Wright, freelance artist, were
re-elected, and Harry Hochfeld, also
of 20th-Fox, was elected first vicepresident of the New York Screen
Publicists Guild, Local 114, UOPWA,
CIO, last night at the Guild's annual
election at the Hotel Piccadilly. All
three were unopposed.
In the only contested offices Lawrence H. Lipskin, Columbia, was
chosen second vice-president and
chairman of the union's Representative Council over Sam Geison, of
the same company, and Gertrude
Gelbin, freelance writer, was elected
secretary, defeating Fred Hodgson
of Paramount.
Guild members in the armed services voted by mail.
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"Silver
Skates"
Kenny
Baker, Patricia Morison
Belita

iicuj funis
"Shadows on the
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Fans, Staffs Balk
At Femme Managers

and

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
75 Mins.
MONOGRAM SCORES WITH A BIGTIME MUSICAL PACKED WITH AUDIENCE APPEAL.
This is the most ambitious effort of
Monogram to date and, as a testament to
the showmanship of studio heads, it must
be said they dived into the big-time with
a vehicle which can hardly miss ringing
the bell. This without unlimbering the big
exploitation guns the studio has been
getting into action for the release of "Silver Skates." Indications are that Monogram
is going to reach way down in the grouch
bag to peddle this for the exhibitors, but,
Mr. Exhibitor, your audiences will prob-

with Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, Jimmie Dodd
Republic
58 Mins.
ABUNDANCE OF MOVEMENT AND
VIOLENCE SHOULD STAMP THIS OKAY
FOR WESTERN
FANS.
Bob Steele does double duty in "Shadows
on the Sage," the latest of the Three
Mesquiteers series. He plays both a
villain and a hero. The script, calls upon

Sage"
with himself

him to fight it out
on a number of occasions, to say nothing of talking to himself. It's an old device that
robs the film of some of its interest. West-

ern fans, however, won't mind it too much
because their attention will be occupied
completely by the fury of the action and
the lightning developments of the plot.
Steele invites trouble when with the
ably do as good a job, for "Skates" is help of Tom Tyler and Jimmie Dodd, he
synonymous with audience appeal.
offers to help the sheriff get the baddie,
Producer Lindsley Parsons and Production supervisor William D. Shapiro have who is trigger man for a banker who is
certainly spared no expense in rallying a swiping the people's gold. The villain gets
name cast — nor have they been niggardly the jump on Steel. He corrals our hero,
in expenditures on such important items as locks him up in a shack and passes himself
off on Tyler and Dodd as their pal. His
sets, costumes and general production backnext step is to maneuver Tyler and Dodd
ground. Leslie Goodwins' megging is fine,
too, and the players respond with easy, into the hoosegow on trumped-up charges.
graceful performances. Tenor Kenny Baker, That leaves him free to do away with Steele
Patricia Morison, Belita, the wizard of — that is, the good side of Steele. While
the steel blades Eugene Turner and such he is on the way to deliver his final stroke
clever entertainers as Frick and Frack, of villainy, our hero's two pals bust out
Irene Dare, Danny Shaw, all with ready- of jail and dash to the rescue. They arrive just in the nick of time. The villain
made audiences, will help, because of their
fine work, bring plenty of stacks of that is nabbed and made to reveal the identity
long green into the box-offices.
of his employer. That ends the banker's
Ted Fio Rito is seen in a couple of quick dirty business.
Les Orlebeck has supplied thumping dishots, but his music is ever present — a
rection. The script is the work of J. Bensuitable background for the fine producton Cheney. Louis Gray is listed as assotion numbers. Eddie Kay's musical direcciate producer.
tion is also excellent, as is the score and
Steele, Tyler and Dodd throw themselves
original tunes by David Oppenheim and Roy
violently into the action. Among the playIngraham.
ers supporting them efficiently are Cheryl
The tale, sticking pretty close to the
tried and true formula, is of the diffi- Walker, Harry Holman, Bryant Washburn.
CAST: Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, Jimmie
culties encountered by Pat Morison, producer of an ice show in her attempts to Dodd, Cheryl Walker, Harry Holman, Bryant
pay off her bills so she can start married Washburn, Griff Barnett, Freddie Mercer,
life with a clean slate with Kenny Baker, Tom London, Yakima Canutt.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis
the band leader of her show. Complications in the love life of the pair develop Gray; Director, Les Orlebeck; Screenplay,
when Baker, making one colossal blunder J. Benton Cheney; Based on characters
after another, finds himself engaged to created by William Colt MacDonlad; Cameraman, Edgar Lyons; Art Director, Russell
Belita who is using him to bring her
Kimball, Musical Score, Mort Glickman;
jealous fiance around to the altar.
Pat, who is not in favor of marriage Film Editor, William Thompson.
DIRECTION, Good
PHOTOGRAPHY,
until she is out of the red, suddenly
changes her mind when she wants to adopt Good.
little Irene Dare — but by that time Kenny
is involved to the point where he has a
license to wed Belita in his pocket. His
blundering by now is deliberate as he is
{Continued from Page 1)
determined to make the supreme sacrifice
and marry the luscious Belita, in order to
of
from
10 to 20 per cent, with ankeep her working for Pat.
other hike of five per cent after
However, the tag straightens everything two years. The pacts, which run
up all around, and all the boys and girls for three years, replace those which

New Carriers Contracts
Go to War Labor Board

get their proper mates. Belita's and Frick
and Frack's skating numbers are sensational— particularly the closing number done
by the blonde star.
Yes, "Silver Skates" is a solid investment
for Monogram and will prove a healthy buy
for any house playing it.
CAST: Kenny Baker, Patricia Morison,
Belita, Frick & Frack, Irene Dare, Danny
Shaw, Eugene Turner, Joyce Compton,
Frank Faylen, Paul McVey, Ruth Lee, John
Maxwell, Henry Wadsworth, George Stewart, Jo Ann Dean, Ted Fio Rito and His
Orchestra.
CREDITS:
Producer,
Lindsley
Parsons;

expired on Dec. 31, 1942.

Supervision of Production, William D. Shapiro; Director, Leslie Goodwins; Production Numbers staged by Dave Gould; Author, Jerry Cady; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Mack Stengler, ASC; Editor, Richard
Currier; Art Director, Ernest Hickson;
Songs and Musical Score, David Oppenheim and Roy Ingraham; Musical Finale,
David Oppenheim and Archie Gottler; Musical Director, Edward Kay; Incidental
Music, Emil Seidel.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

(Continued from Page 1)

dignified manager, and felt that the
mere use of a tuxedo did not make a
manager. Others made1 verbal protests, that a youngster could not
adequately handle the situation in
the case of the emergency that^£>
public auditorium
always pst '
prepared
to face. must
Same reactions
meeting the use of girls and women,
even if middle-aged. The public,
including the femmes, feels more secure if they see a man in charge
around the house.
From the employe standpoint,
trouble simmers down to the fact
that male employes, necessarily employed as janitors, ushers, and miscellaneous help in most houses, despite a slight trend toward girl
usherettes, don't like to work for a
woman. For that matter, one or
two owners have reported unsatisfactory experiences with feminine
employes who wanted to be bossed
by a man rather than a woman.
Among the small independents,
the trend is, however, toward the
use of a member of the family as
manager nowadays. Shortage of
trustworthy help has become a more
important problem than film buying
for most exhibitors, and they are
turning to their wives, sisters,
daughters, and even mothers to find
managers these days.
Most recent move was at the little Dox Theater, which H. O. Cook,
a furrier who took his first step into
show business here, has just taken
over from Ambrose W. Fitzgerald.
Cook turned to his sister, Mrs. Al
Westway, who worked for United
Detroit Theaters prior to her marriage about five years ago, and named
her as manager. In this unique
case, her husband, Al Westway, is
also owner of a neighborhood colored house, the Willis, and she has
kept in close touch with theater
trends since her marriage and temporary retirement.

Decrease in Prints to Be
Asked by So. Calif. ITO
{Continued from Page 1)

independent exhibitors in the territory which is expected to result in
plans of pendent
procedure
protectpower,
inderuns under toFederal
asking for a decrease in prints.
It is also believed the matter of
moveovers and continued runs of big
pictures will also be discussed.

Blumenstock Is Named
To Chairmanship of ISB
{Continued from Page 1)

tion of chairmen, with terms fixed
at six months.
Blumenstock left for Washington
last night to confer on Army cooperation for the world premiere of
"Air Force" at the Hollywood here
on Feb. 3.
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Alfred Hitchcock is right, nothing else on the screen can come

close to the excitement and suspense he gets into a completely engrossing mystery story. And, boy, how

right he is in 'Shadow of a
— NEW YORK WORLD TELEGRAM

DoubtV'
". . . one of the season's entertainment
see this film."
in

Shadow

down

of a Doubt

aces.

I strongly advise you to
—NEW YORK DAILY MIRROR

is guaranteed

to send the chills racing up and
— PM
any spine . . . The picture is well worth seeing." —NEW YORK SUN

"This is a Hitchcock movie in the old hypnotic manner, with action,
lighting, and music building up to an overpowering climax of terror. ■

". . . suspenseful and intriguing . . . sufficiently good to warrant your
seeing and enjoying it."

A

SKIRBALL

PRODUCTION

—NEW

YORK JOURNAL AMERICAN

"it goes without saying you will want to see this picture ... it lives
and excites in its moments."
—NEW YORK POST

Produced by Jack H. Skirball

TERRIFIC RAVES ABOUT A TERRIFIC PICTURE
NOW PLAYING TO RECORD-BREAKING BUSINE55 AT THE RIVOLI THEATRE IN NEW YORK!
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You can obtain maximum efficiency and economy from
your Victory Carbons by observing the following simple
rules.
USE CARBON TRIM RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.

The Victory Carbon trims indicated in the above table
were established by comprehensive laboratory and field
tests to ascertain the best results obtainable in all types
of equipment.

tween positive and negative carbons. On lamps equipped
with adjustable feed and formerly operated above 45
amperes arc current, this ratio should be adjusted to
meet the new current conditions.
A bulletin describing operation of the new Victory High
Intensity Carbons is available for distribution and will
be sent promptly upon request.

OPERATE CARBONS AT SPECIFIED ARC CURRENT.

Better projection and greater economy are obtained
when recommended arc currents are maintained. The
maximum allowable arc current is stamped on each
Victory Carbon at the left of the trade -mark.
CHECK FEED RATIO CAREFULLY.

SAVE

T

H

E

COPPER

Most of the copper used for plating copper coated
projector carbons drops to the floor of the lamp house
when the carbons are burned. Continue to save these
copper drippings and turn them over to your supply
dealer as designated by our government.

Changes of arc current alter the ratio of burning rate beFQEJ/ICTORY
BUY
UNITED

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

BH3

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio
GENERAL

OFFICES

30 East 42nd Street, New
BRANCH

SALES

York, N. Y.

OFFICES

New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco
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IASTMAM5 DELIVERH^TO GOVT UP 600%
Construction, Remodeling Law Looming In Iowa
It Would Link Building
md Renovation With Provisions toBoost Safety
Des Moines — A bill which would
regulate the construction and remodeling of all motion picture theaters in Iowa is being prepared for
introduction in the Iowa Legislature.
The bill would set up requirements
which must be met before construction permits will be approved and
authorizes the State Fire Marshal
to make yearly inspections with a
charge of $7.50 a year to all theaters with 800 seating capacity and
$5 a year under 800 persons.

SPUR OIL -TO -COAL CONVERSIONS
New

York Territory Reports Large Number of Theaters
Hastening to Install New Heating Equipment

Nearly every theater in the Al- Bernstein, Syracuse, will be completely conveited from oil to a coal
bany territory has completed conversion to coal firing or else has the stoker unit in two weeks, according
transfer in the process.
to Everett Stutz, manager. The
Warner Circuit, has converted the Eagle Theater, opeiated by Abe
St: and and Albany, at a cost of Stone, rents from Catholic Union and
question of whether conversion is
$10,000. At its Ritz, a special engi- possible
may be clarified before the
neering job in oil there was solved Albany Ration
Board shortly.
by installation of a completely new
Fabian Theaters' Palace, Grand
boiler system. Its subsequent-run
Madison made it necessary to en- and Leland, all have coal-fired boilers. Only exchange using oil, Paragage a crew for manual coal firing,
mount, has switched its building to
but the conversion is about finished.
Equipment for conversion of its one- coal.
Warner Circuit houses in Troy and
year-old subsequent-run, Delaware Utica have been converted to oil,
Theater, is on order and delivery is while
the Park Theater, Cobleskill,
expected shortly, according to
Charles A. Smakwitz, assistant zone may close excepting week-ends.
Cameo, Schenectady, is closed
Most rcent additions to the na- manager.
Mondays and Tuesdays to save fuel,
Neil Hellman's indie Paramount 'vhile the Indian Lake, Indian Lake,
tion's reclaimed-copper pile, through
conservation, collection and ship- and Royal are both using coal. Para- has been closed by Charlie Wilson.
mount had both oil and coal units, The General Stark, Bennington, Vt.
ment of copper drippings and stripnow uses coal exclusively, while the has cut out, matinees.
pings,
are
announced
by
the
WAC's
headquarters here as comprising the Royal's boiler was converted last
Listed as in the converting process
metal sent in to accredited collection month.
are the Fairyland, Warrensburg, and
depots by the following film houses
Colonial Theater, owned by Harry the Star, Corinth.
in the Greater New York area:
Senate, Astor, American. Williamsburg: Playhouse, Berkshire, and
Loew's Bay Ridge, — all in Brooklyn;
Tuxedo, Bronx; Riverside, Manhat- 11 Firms Participated In Its Remodeling
tan; St. James, Asbury Park; New,
Elizabeth, N. J.; Lincoln, Passaic,
work & Lumber Co.. Romanoff ElecToledo — Recent re-opening of the
N. J.; Carlton, Red Bank, N. J.;
tric Co., Modern Sign Co.. Toledo
Strand, Lambertsville, N. J.; and local Loew's Valentine, at which
more than $400,000 in War Bonds Plaster & Supply Co., all of Toledo.
the Scarsdale, Scarsdale, N. J.
Architecture and decorations comwere sold, gave this city virtually a
bine the most modern example of
new theater. Only thing unchanged
in the seven months of remodeling theater construction with the most
was a grand staircase leading from ancient of the arts. It is believed
(flow Times Change)
lobby
to balcony. Rapp and Rapp, the only house in America that uses
Kids After Copper!
Chicago, were architects. Building as its decorative scheme and architectural plan a modernization of
Omaha — All theater operators in
was leased by Loew's from Scott centuries-old
Chinese art. Slanting
Properties Corp., a building company
the State have been asked to join
marquee
is
a modernized version of
of the Edward Drummond Libbey
in a copper-and-brass collection
Estate.
a Chinese pagoda roof. Poster frames
drive for WPB, with campaign sponManufacturers contributing to the and box office are of red granite.
sored by this city's Variety Club,
redecoration include: Sterling Sign Lobby is finished in light oak, some
with Joe Kinsky in charge. Free
Co., Inc., New York City, silk screen of the wall space representative of
Saturday a.m. movies weekly are set
for kids bringing at least two pounds
nrocess house; Kroeschel Engineer- Chinese reeds. Wall designs in the
of the metals. Outstate stands will
and auditorium are moderning Co., air-conditioning engineers lobby ized
Chinese. Rex Davis was decand contractors, Chicago; Mandel
ship collections here, and proceed!
orator in charge of the work at the
Brothers, Chicago, carpets, draperies,
of the brass-copper cache will defray cost of programs, and the
and lounge furniture; Kroehler Man- Valentine, working from prints in
ufacturing Co., Chicago, theater the Chicago Museum of Art. AudiVariety
Club's
charity
fund
will
get
torium is decorated in jade spinach
remainder.
seats; Hans Tiechert, Chicago; Gallo Studios, Cleveland; Art Mosaic green, and has no proscenium arch.
& Tile Co., Western Wood- All equipment is modern.

Drive For Drippings
Gains In Local Area

Valentine Well Modernized

Less Than 15% of Output
In Rochester Plants Now
For Non-Priority Needs
Rochester — Deliveries by Eastman
Kodak Co. to the Government in
1942, and to Government contractors
who required special work by Kodak,
were nearly 600 per cent greater
than similar deliveries in 1941, it
is revealed here.
More than 85 per cent of comtotal output
Rochester
now forpany's
military
and innaval
uses, oris
for industiial and commercial uses
recognized by priorities or by Government declaration as being essential to the war effort.

New Carbon Savers
Devised by Riallo
Through the ingenuity of the projectionists at the Rialto Theater,
New York, a method of saving projection carbons has been devised, and,
via their patriotism, it is placed at
the disposal of the industry, it is
announced
by that house.
The device is for low intensity
lamps consuming up to 65 amperes.
It is simplicity itself, and can be
made from sciap by any layman in
less than two minutes. A quart size
tomato can, for example, will supply carbon savers for a year.
The carbon saver is just a sleeve
or pipe made of thin scrap. It is
one and a quarter inch in length,
and holds a "butt" (short length
of used carbon) in each end, enabling the user to burn the carbon to
the last half inch. Formerly the last
two and a half inches, or more, of
carbon were thrown away.

Even Uncle Sam Has
Equipment Trouble

Detroit — George Frederick, lately
night manager of the Times Square
Theater, has been inducted into the
Army, and is temporarily immobilized
at Fort Custer in the warehouse.
He's one of the biggest men to
come into the service from the local
area, and the Army hasn't been able
to get
him
yet.an overcoat and pants to fit
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TEN CENTS

1,500 -FIX BACKLOG JOR EUROPEAN^ MART
Allied Protests Inroads by Itinerant Showmen
THE WEEK
REVIEW

IN

Kicks Filed with Three
Government Agencies as
16 mm. Competition Gains

The Critics Speak

Because itinerant 16 mm. showmen again are making inroads into
the theatrical field, Allied has felt
TEN BEST: The "ten best" pic- the situation sufficiently alarming
tures of 1942 as voted by 524 mo- to re-open its campaign against
! tion picture critics and 68 radio com- that form of competition, Abram F.
mentators on films were, in the order Myers, Allied general counsel, announced that Allied had again called
named: "Mrs. Miniver," "How Green
Was My Valley," "Kings Row," the subject to the attention of all
"Wake Island," "Pride of the Yan- distributors and had lodged protests with the OWI, OPA and WPB.
kees," "The Man Who Came to DinProtest was the result of a bulner," "One Foot in Heaven," "Sus(Continued on Page 7)
picion," "Woman of the Year" and
"The Pied Piper." Public polls taken
by various newspapers among their
readers agreed pretty closely with
the critics.
*
*
*
rriirr
===

By

L. H. MITCHELL =

ADVERTISING: Survey disclosed
that film theater advertising in the
: daily press is holding up in the majority of newspapers. . . . Loew's
and RKO are dropping outdoor advertising in the New York Area,
with billposters threatening a suit
to prevent.
*
*
*
UNW: United Nations Week got
off to an official start with a Times
Square
rally on Wednesday,
with
: 1,200 New York area theaters and
16,000 throughout the country starting programs to impress the public
/ with the importance of solidarity
among the Allied nations. The campaign is being plugged by 800 radio
£ stations.
TRUST SUIT: A. B. Momand's
12-year-old $4,950,000 anti-trust suit
against the majors and the Griffith
companies got under way Monday
with the filing of 2,500 individual
contracts. L. C. Griffith was the first
witness called, starting his testimony
on Thursday.
*
*
*
FILM STOCK: Harold Hopper,
WPB film chief, stated that raw
stock cuts were "down to the bone"
and that he would fight further curtailment. Slide biz is doing a comeback due to cuts in raw stock.
*
*
*
MISCELLANY:
RKO
plans
40
feature pix for the coming season.
. Loew's reported a year's net
ling Aug. 31, 1942) of $12,133,-

Help Shortage Hits
U" Detroit Branch

"Two Freedoms" for
The Screen Proposed
In declaring that motion pictures
must be free from political censorship and must never be allowed to
become the organ of any political
party or segment of any political
party, Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, has proposed "two
freedoms" for the screen as follows:

1. That the producers (meaning
all who collaborate in the creation of pictures) shall at all times
enjoy complete freedom in the
selection and treatment of subject matter, subject only to the
common-sense requirements' of
cency.
national safety and human de2. That the exhibitors shall be
free to choose from the pictures
produced those which are most
suitable for their respective types
and classes of audiences.

Detroit — Staff changes and employe shortages are causing drastic
changes at the local Universal exchange, where Ted Mendelson is
coming in as new manager. Simon
Lax, head booker, is resigning to
take a post as assistant field supervisor with Associated Theaters. Latter post itself is a new one, caused
A theater divorcement bill has
by additional burden of work in run- been introduced into the Kansas
(Continued on Page 7)
legislature by State Senator Coleman of Mission, Kans.
Copies of the
(Continued on Page 3)

theater Divorcement
Bill Offered in Kans.

Secretary Hull Hails
United Nations Week

Secretary of State Hull in a statement released in Washington Friday
hailed the industry's UNW project
as a "splendid opportunity to the
American people for strengthening
(Continued on Page 3)

Consent Award Winds Up
New Paltz Clearance Case
A consent award has been entered
in the complaint filed by the New
Paltz Theater,
New
Paltz, N. Y.,
(Continued on Page 3)

Peace Role Seen for Films

Figure Based on Assumption WarNearly
Ends Late
in '43;
Rentals
All Profit
Assuming that the war;
should end late this year and
further assuming that all of
Europe would be reopened for distribution, American film companies
Would have more than 1,500 fea^
ture pictures available for the continental European market.
: While up to comparatively recently, most American
(Continued onproduct
Page 3) has been

Momand Case Starts
Second Trial Week
; Oklahoma City — Three witnesses
had been heard as the A. B. Momand
anti-trust trial in Federal District
Court here(Continued
against onmajor
Page 8)producers-

Presentation Houses Hit
By USO Drain on Talent
; Thatablethe
drainhason reached
the avail-a
stock USO's
of talent
point where
bookerson Page
are 8) hard put
(Continued

Sister Kenny to Get
Humanitarian Award
Sacramento, Calif. — Sister Elizabeth Kenny, whose curative treatment has resulted in a new life for
thousands of polio victims, will be
presented with the 1943 National
Humanitarian Award of the Variety
Clubs of America at a luncheon
Wednesday.
tendered here by the Governor on
Presentation will be made jointly

"Can Dip the Pen in the lnk/#— Jack Warner
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
16 mm. Raw Stock
Hollywood — Films, while they cannot write the shape of the peace that
Allocation Up Friday
is to come, can at least dip the pen
in the ink.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
So says Jack L. Warner, back toWashington — A raw stock allocation order for 16 mm. film will be
day from Washington where he
discussed at a meeting of the in- talked at length with high Governdustry's
raw stock committee
ment officials.
Declaring
(Continued
on Page 8)that "mo{Continued
on Page 8) and the

by John H. Harris, national Chief
Barker, and A. K. Rowswell, chairman of the non-member committee
on judges. NBC will carry the ceremonies Coast to Coast at 4 p.m.
EWT. Variety Clubs will be officially represented at the luncheon in
addition toDuke
Harris
by R.
"Bob"
O'Donnell,
Clarke
andJ. Charles
Skouras.
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FINANCIAL

Parade

Picture and Distributor
Casablanca
(Warner Bros. Picturse)— 8th week
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 6th week
In Which We Serve (United Artists-Noel
Coward) — 4th week
The Black Swan
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 4th week
Yankee Doodle
Dandy
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — 3rd week
(b)
Star Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount Pictures) — 3rd week
The Silver Queen
(United
Artists-Harry
Sherman) — 2nd week
Tennessee
Johnson
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 2nd
week
Commandos
Strike at Dawn
(Columbia
Pictures) — 2nd week
American
Empire
(United
Artists-Harry
Sherman)
Seven
Days Leave
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(a-b)
The Gorilla Man
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a)
Lady from
Chungking
(Producers
Releasing
Corp.)— Last day (a)
The Old Chisholm Trail (Universal
Pictures)— Last day (a)

♦ FOREIGN
Fortress
Swedish

LANGUAGE

on the Volga (Artkino Pictures) — 4th
Panorama
(Scandia
Films)

♦

FUTURE

FEATURES

week

China
Girl
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— Jan. 20
Margin
for Error (Twentieth Century-Fox) — Jan. 23
Air Force (Warner Bros. Pictures)— Feb. 13
Reunion
in France
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
They Got Me Covered
(RKO Radio-Samuel
Goldwyn)
No Time
for Love
(Paramount (Pictures)
Lucky
Jordan
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
The Amazing
Mrs. Holliday
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
Arabian
Nights
(Universal
Pictures)— Jan. 21 (a-b)
Truck Busters
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — Jan. 21 (a)
Secrets of a Co-Ed
(Producers
Releasing Corp.) — Opens
Heart of the Golden West
(Republic
Pictures) — Opens
(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Meeting Wednesday to
Draft Local 702 Contract

The contents of new contracts to
be presented to the film laboratories
will be established on Wednesday
NEW YORK STOCK
EXCHANGE
Net
by the Motion Picture Laboratory
High
Low
Close
Chg. Technicians Union,
Local 702,
Am.
Seat
13'/4
13V4
13%
IATSE, at a meeting between the
Col. Picts.vtc. (2Vi%) 10
9V2
10
+
% negotiating committee of the union
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 31 '/2 31 Vz 31l/2 +
Vl
and the shop stewards of the labCon.
Fm.
Ind
11-16
%
5/s
oratories. The conferees will go
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
7%
7%
73,4 +
Vs
East. Kodak
14914 149% 149% +
% over the old contracts in an effort
do pfd
to eliminate possibly controversial
Gen.
free.
Eq
14%
14%
14%
Loew's,
Inc
44%
44%
44%+
% clauses as a means of hastening neParamount
15%
15%
15% +
%
gotiations between the union and
Paramount
1st pfd.. 111% 1105/8 111% + 1
the employers. Following the meetRKO
3%
3%
33/4
FKO
$6 pfd
ing Local 702 will ask the labora20th Century-Fox
.. 13%
133/8
13% +
%
tories for immediate start of con20th Century-Fox pfd. 25%
25%
25% +
%
ferences with its negotiating comUniv.
Pict.
pfd
mittee.
Warner Bros
7%
7S/8
7% -f
%
do pfd
The meeting, at which John J.
NEW
YORK
BOND
MAREKT
Francavilla, acting president, will
Para.
B'way.
3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 102% 102% 102%
preside, will be at the union's headWarner Bros. dbs. 6s48
7%
quarters.
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
7%
1%
Monogram
Picts.
9%
13/4 7-16
Mrs. Jesse Crawford Dies
7-16
7-16
Radio-Keith
cvs.
9%
Sonotone
Corp.
2%
2%
2%
Mrs. Jesse Crawford, 43, noted
%
Technicolor
7%
theater organist, died Friday after
Trans-Lux
1%
Universal
Corp. vtc.
9%
an illness of four days. Mrs. CrawUniversal
Picts
ford and her husband played the
twin organs at the Broadway Paramount from. 1926 to 1933.
John H. Hendger Dead
(January 15)

Follow

COminG and GOinG
JOHN

executive secretary of the

HARRY M. KALMINE, assistant general manager of BERG,
the director
Warner
and HARRY
GOLDof Circuit,
advertising
and publicity,
return today, from Chicago and Milwaukee,
where they spent the past week.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, is due back in New
York today from Washington conferences.
HARRY ROSENQUEST, Warner Circuit short

R°*y
Globe
Hollywood
Capitol
Music
Hall
Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli
Palace
Palace
New York
New York

(a)
(a)

to appear in the Sol Lesser picture, "Stage
PHIL ENGEL, Warners' New England rep is
Door Canteen."
in Buffalo setting up a campaign on "Casa-

blanca."

NEW YORK
THEATERS

bill.

Madison, Wis. — The State Supreme
Court has ruled that a dance hall
proprietor who hires a band for onenight stands does not become the
employer of the musicians within
the meaning of the state unemployment compensation law. Ruling is
accepted to apply in the case of theater operators.
Justice Chester A. Fowler, who
wrote the decision, said that if the
lower court order were permitted to
stand, a "tramp" who was hired to
shovel snow from a walk could claim
compensation benefits.

RADIO CITY MUSIC
ROCKEFELLER
RONALD COLMAN
•
In

James

HALL

CENTER
GREER GARSON

Hilton's

"RANDOM
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preference of discriminating advertisers who appreciate
fine craftsmanship.
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C. FLINN,

Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, has arrived in the East from the Coast
on business for the society.
SFYROS SKOURAS, 20th-Fox prexy, got back
from studio conferences on Friday.
LYNN BARI arrives from the Coast for a 10day vacation today before attending the President's Ball in Washington.
FRANK
MONEYHUN,
recently
switched
from
the 20th-Fox advertising and publicity
depae
ment here to the Indianapolis exchange, arrfct
in town on Friday on vacation.

a week's busitoday from
subject
ness tripbuyer,
to thereturns
Philadelphia
territory.
GEORGE RAFT will fly here from the Coast

Wis. Compensation Test
Applicable to Theaters

Neenah, Wis. — John H. Herziger,
63, former operator of two local
theaters and one in Menasha, is
dead here. Survivors include his
wife, a brother and three sisters.
James Herbst Dead
New Haven — James Herbst, 63,
doorman at the Roger Sherman,
died here as a result of an automobile accident on the way home
from theater duty. Charles Bartiss
is new doorman.

St.
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tomorrow
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Theater Divorcement
Bill Offered in Kans.

1,500-Pix Backlog
For European Market
(Continued from Page 1)

able to get into Switzerland, Sweden, Portugal and Spain, a high percentage of the backlog has not
reached a European screen since the
fall of France and the invasion of
the low countries.
In 1939, American studios, major
•^a independent, turned out 483 features. As the war started in September of that year, most of these
pictures found distribution in Europe with the exception of Italy from
which American distributors previously had withdrawn their product
when the Italian government took
over the film industry. In 1940,
American studios produced 477 pictures, some of which reached France,
Belgium and the Scandinavian countries until the Nazi invasion in May.
The 1941 American output was 403,
while 1942 saw approximately 475
pictures produced in Hollywood.
The last three years' programs
should find a ready market in Europe when the war ends, while a
sizeable portion of the 1939 lineups
will still be good for European distribution. Inasmuch as most of the
companies have written off their
losses on the continent, and product
has been amortized, distribution of
the backlog pictures will be almost
clear profit.
Several major companies have been
selling pictures outright to Spain,
the Spanish distributing agents putting American dollars on the line
when the deals were made. Some
deals call for down payment and
royalties.

"Hitler's Children" in
50-City Biz Clean-up
Reports coming in to the RKO
home office from the 50 mid-west
cities which participated in the heavily promoted world premiere of RKO
Radio's "Hitler's Children" last
Thursday, indicate record grosses for
the one day with a maintenance of
the box-office pace.
Such centers as Marion, 0.; Bedford, Ind.; Lexington, Ky.; Muncie,
Terre Haute, and New Castle, Ind.,
rolled up grosses on the opening
day running three to four times as
much as they did previously with
top "A" pictures RKO said.

(Continued from Page 1)

proposed measure were received last
week at the MPPDA.
• • • JUST in case you missed the unusual editorial in the local
Daily Mirror t'other day recounting the saga of Private Thomas Cook, a
former copy boy on that newspaper, and now a member of the U, S.
Marines, we give you a quickie on a portion thereof which testifies to
the inspirational value of the. motion picture,— one of the many facets
of service which ti is rendering in wartime
Cook, "a shy and mildmannered" youth saw Warners' "Sergeant York" and averred his intention to enlist
His bosses good-naturedly kidded him: "The Marinesll
make a man of you, but you'll never be a Sergeant York, Cookie"
"The Marines it is, — and don't put up any bets on that Sergeant York
stuff," the kid shot back
The Mirror bunch did well to avoid any
wager, for last week a dispatch came, out of the South Pacific that
Private Cook, wounded, and another Marine, wounded, and a third,
un wounded, stood off a band of laps for seven and one-half hours
lust before help came. Cook and the wounded buddy with him ran
out of ammunition
Then a Jap, gun blazing, rushed them, which
made the former Mirror copy boy mad
He charged and "split
the Jap's skull with his rifle butt"
His premise was that the best
soldier is the, soldier who wants to live, — and not like the Jap who is
taught that if you run out and give your life in battle, you win a fro*
ticket to a special warrior's heaven
You won't hear anything from
some of our gallant (?) pressure groups of what it meant to young Cook
when he saw Warners' "Sergeant York"
Like the Jap credo, there
are pressure groups who, disregarding the overwhelming merits of
movies, imagine that they will get a free ticket to a special reformers'
heaven if only they pick destructively upon the relatively rare occasions
when a great industry transgresses
▼
T
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

The bill is described as "an act to
prohibit the operation of motion
picture theaters which are owned,
controlled, managed or operated in
whole or in part by producers or
distributors of motion picture films
or in which such producers or distributors have any interest and providing penalties for the violation
The law, if passed, would affect
thereof."
only the Fox interests which have
45 theaters in the state and are operated by the Fox Midwest Amusement Corp., of which E. C. Rhoden
is president.
Under the provisions of the bill,
every theater in Kansas, independent
or circuit-operated, would have to
file an affidavit 30 days after passage of the bill and annually to the
effect that no producer-distributor
has any interest in it. Violation of
the proposed law, failure to file an
affidavit or giving a false statement
would call for a fine of not more
than $10,000, a year in prison, or
both. In the case of a corporation,
officers and directors would be liable
for violations.

Consent Award Winds Up
New Paltz Clearance Case

HARBOR!
(Continued from Page 1)

War Services by Theaters Secretary Hull Hails
Strictly Gratuitous, Myers United Nations Week
The extra services performed by
motion picture theaters should be
considered a gratuitous contribution
to the war effort and not an excuse
for their existence, according to Abram F. Myers, general counsel of
national Allied, who, in a current
bulletin, blasts the attitude of those
who spread the doctrine that unless
theaters function in war activities
they will be closed.
"The theaters have done a splendid job in running the Victory and
other informational shorts," Myers
asserts in his bulletin. "The theater
associations are setting up a clearing service in Allied territories to
enable theaters to do an even better job. The obligation to run these
pictures was freely assumed, it is
being fully discharged.
"The early manifestations of a
disposition on the part of some
zealots towards coercion was repudiated by the Government representatives. Yet one still hears overheated exhibitors telling their brethren in open meetings that unless
they show all reels of a patriotic
nature — indeed, unless they submit
to policing by the distributors to see
that they run such reels — they will

(.Continued from Page 1)

the spirit of unity so essential to
winning the war and winning the
peace." He added that it "gives us
another special occasion to learn
more about the United Nations,
sense their need and rally to the

which sought elimination of the 14day clearance granted to the Bardavon and Stratford Theaters, Poughkeepsie and the cutting of the sevenday clearance of Kingston to five
days.
Under the consent award, the
clearances remain the same, but
availability for the New Paltz shall
not be later than 45 days after firstrun in Kingston and Poughkeepsie.
Fox.
Defendants were Paramount, Warner Bros., RKO and 20th Century-

common
Pledgescause."
received from exhibitors
throughout the country observing
United Nations Week total to date Dismiss Texas Complaint
Complaint filed by the Capitol
9,684, according to Leon J. Bamberger, national compaign manager. Theater, New Braunsfels, Tex., seekFrom all sections come reports of
ing first-run availability in the
big
here.collections to WAC headquarters town, has been dismissed by the
arbitrator.
Francis S. Harmon, WAC executive vice-president, will be a
principal speaker at a UNW dinner
and rally at Lynbrook, L. I., Wednesday. Ed Freiberger of Century
circuit is in charge of the rally
arrangements.
La Crosse, Wis. — Everett King, an
be branded as unessential and put employe of the 5th Ave. Theater
here, has been married to Lorrain
out of business."
Myers declares that the next ora- Houlihan.
torfectwhothat"opens
his mouth
the this
efthe theaters
mustto do
Mauston, Wis. — Margaret Morse,
or that to justify their continued manager of the Gail Theater here,
operation should be pulled from the has been married to Corp. James
Devine, Jr.
platform with the traditional hook."
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Allied Protests
Itinerants'—Inroads
(.Continued from Page 1)

letin by the American Roadshowmen's Association to itinerant 16
mm. showmen advising them that
they were entitled to supplemental
gasoline allowances if they were
sowing Government films. On the
jfr hand, OPA officials have de1 CTwed that OPA is "not contemplating the issuance of preferred mileage to motion picture exhibitors for
the performance of their duties."

Signs Marjorie Morrow
IB
Marjorie Morrow, talent expert

th CBS for the past seven years
as director of auditions and casting,
will join Warners talent bureau in
the East on Feb. 15. Miss Morrow
will serve as assistant to Martin
Jurow.

SHOULD

"C. C." Celebrates —
By Working Longer
C. C. Moskowitz, vice-president
and general theater executive of
Loew's, Inc., celebrated his thirtieth
a n n i v e rsary
with
Loew's —to
by
the getting
office an
hour earlier
than usual
and remaining
three hours
Thirty
later!
C", aago,
vouneyears
"C.
college, became a junior bookkeeper
with Loew's. Keeping books during
the day time left his nights wideopen to study theater operation as a
doorman, house-treasurer, usher, assistant manager, manager and finally
as home-office
executive.

PROVE

WINNER

DAILY

Annual Meeting of Loew
Stockholders on Feb. 26
Annual meeting of stockholders
of Loew's, Inc., will be held Feb. 26
when the present board of directors
is slated to be re-elected.
According to the proxy statement
to stockholders last week, the aggregate amount paid to all officers and
directors for the year ended Aug. 31,
1942, was $2,819,832. For the same
period, Louis B. Mayer received an
aggregate sum of $935,866.

Arnold Will Accept
Judgeship, Says Report
Washington — Thurman W. Arnold,
dynamic trust-buster whose job has
been speedily whittled away from
under him during the past year, has
decided to take the judgeship which
is almost certain to be offered him.
He will replace Judge Wiley Rutledge, Supreme Court appointee, on
the bench of the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.

WHEREVER

SHOWN-

Help
rtiirr Shortage Hits
U" Detroit Branch
today.

(Continued from Page 1)

ning a circuit of a dozen theaters
Lou Berman, office manager at
Minneapolis, is being brought in here
to take the same post in a change of
organizational setup involving this
new title.
Office help, however, proved a
more serious problem, with Universal unable to replace six girls who
have left, because of local shortage
of labor and the glamor of highsalaried defense jobs. The office
was operating with only four girls
out of the normal 10.
To ease up the situation, Tom Murray, manager of branch operations,
who has made two recent visits here,
is sending in five girls from the
home office today to spend about six
weeks here in bringing routine work
up to date.

Daily

Variety

11.

DOUGHBOY

JOHNNY

starring

JANE

WITHERS

with

HENRY

WILCOXON

• PATRICK

BROOKS

. "SPANKY" McFARLAND
. "ALFALFA" SWITZER
. BABY SANDY
and members of the 20 minus club BOBBY BREEN
DONNELLY
• RUTH
DEMAREST
WILLIAM
BUTCH AND BUDDY . CORA SUE COLLINS • ROBERT COOGAN . Director JOHN H. AUER . Screen play by LAWRENCE KIMBLE . Original story by FREDERICK KOHNER
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Momand Case Starts
Second Trial Week
{Continued from

Page

1)

distributors and the Griffith circuits
ended its first week Friday and at
least seven more will be heard from
the Momand attorneys' lists starting
today. L. C. Griffith, B. J. McKenna,
general manager of the Griffith
Amusement Co., and Horace Falls,
booker and buyer for Griffith, testified Friday but will probably be
called back as the trial develops.
Griffith Friday completed testimony which began Thursday afternoon.
Under examination by Momand's
chief counsel, George S. Ryan, he
related details of negotiations with
Universal Chain Theaters, Inc., in
the course of securing a loan agreement for borrowing $450,000 to be
used in theater acquisitions and upon receipt of which loan the Griffith
Amusement Co. was formed and
started its expansion. Control of
the Griffith company, he said, remained with the three Griffith
brothers — himself, R. E and H. J. —
and the loan had been repaid in approximately eight years over which
time Griffiths paid 10 per cent interest.
Griffith related that the full amount
had never been borrowed, but that
the actual sum borrowed approximated $300,000.
He denied that the deal involved any commitments or implied commitments to take
Universal Pictures or any other producers
pix. He admitted the agreements provided
consultation with Universal Chain Theaters
executives before booking and buying agreements were completed.
He related how Universal Chain Theaters
executive AI Fair conducted preliminary negotiations for the loan and operating agreements. Griffith denied any desire at the
time to use this money to build his company
into a power in the Oklahoma area.

"We were not concerned with being powerwerethat solely
"We
ful" he _ said. properties
he of
would interested
in acquiring
value to our enterprise." i
commercial
No Help in Deals
Griffith stated that this connection had
been of no value whatsoever in making deals
with other large distributors and, on the
contrary, had in many cases been a liability.
He denied the Universal organization had
helped m any manner in influencing acquisition of product and their help had been
solely in making the loan in 1926. Griffith
expressed a complete lack of knowledge as
to details in company negotiations for product, pointing out this was left
to
subordinate executives since the solely
formation
of the company.
Under Ryan's examinatio he also related
how he had at one time n entered
into an
agreement with Momand whereupon their
interest were to be pooled into a company
to be headed by Momand at a salary of
$10,000 a year and Griffith was to have
lo-ned Momand $100,000, this being in 1930
He denied having discussed with Momand
or having made an offer to exchange some
theaters Griffith owned in Texas for Momand's
interests in Oklahoma. Defense attorneys waved
cross-examination, at this time and B. f. McKenna general manager of the Griffith Amusement Co., was then called to the stand to relate the system of bookkeeping used by the
comnany to identify exhibits, etc. In answer to
fineries by Rvan as' to records that had been
destroyed, McKenna stated it had always
been a policy of the company to keep such
records only three years.
Falls Testifies
McKenna was followed on the stand by
Horace R. Falls, buyer and supervisor of
booking, who stated R. E. Griffith did the
buying until 1932 while he served as an assistant. He related how records were used
m buying each year's product and declined

RfVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJ6CTS
"The (March
Navy andof the
Nation"
Time)
20th-Fox
19 mins.
Topnotch
The March of Time has come
through with a stirring short in
"The Navy and the Nation." With
the aid of topflight cemera work it
tells of the Navy's titanic task of
guarding the precious war cargoes
upon the safe delivery of which depends the safety of America and
the lives of our fighting men all over
the globe. The short gives considerable attention to the production
of arms and the other needs of our
armed forces, on the theory that
the Navy cannot do its job of delivering the goods unless the goods
are there to be delivered. The
footage also deals with the work
of the merchant seamen who man
tjhe convoys the Navy is assigned
to protect. Reception of this extremely interesting short should be
enthusiastic.

dropping
bombs. His mind's
eye sees
such
a catastrophe
in relation
to
its effect on his youngster. This is
a forceful subject.

"You, John Jones"
WAC-OWI
10 mins.
Excellent
A dramatic incident has been used
with good effect in "You, John
Jones" to stir our consciousness to
our duties on the home front in these
days of war. Production values
worthy of a feature film, plus a
name cast, guarantees the film a
widespread and sympathetic hearing.
James Cagney, Ann Sothern and little Margaret O'Brien are the players in the picture, which was made
by M-G-M under Mervyn LeRoy's
direction. Cagney appears as an
air-raid warden who, while at his
post on a peaceful night in an American town, falls to imagining what
might happen if the enemy started

Warner Bros, Fine
should take a bow
for this excellent tribute to the
United States Engineering Corps:
The story of our engineering in uniform has been told excitingly and
dramatically in topflight Technicolor. The training of this branch
of the service has been efficiently
recorded at Fort Belvoir, Va. Interest is enhanced by the care given
to the production of the film. For
added audience value there has been
worked into the action a yarn about
a pug and his manager who join the
corps to get even with the Axis.
Richard Travis plays the pug and
Robert Armstrong, the manager. B.
Reaves directed from a script by
Charles Tedford and Owen Crump.

"Community Transportation"
WAC-OWI
4 mins.
Helpful
Here is a short, made by RKO
as part of its contribution to the
war effort, that ought to be booked
by every exhibitor in communities
cursed by a transportation problem.
Places where war plants are located will benefit most from the
showing of the film, which handles
the subject well in such limited footage. The picture offers Bridgeport,
Conn., as an example of what can
be done by intelligent action in solving a bad transportation situation.
"The Fighting Engineers"
(Technicolor Special)
Warner
20 mins.

Sees Peace Role
For Motion Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

tion pictures must be up front in
the next 18 months in the work of
helping to shape the world after the
war," WB's executive producer said:
"Many million men will return to
civil life when this is over, in addition to our responsibilities to iV\
vast army, which will have brougJ, ..'
us peace, we have a tremendous responsibility to the entire world in
being an informative source for the
shape of the peace they fought for.
"Motion pictures definitely cannot
write the peace but they can help
interpret it and they must interpret
it with the wisdom and the power
they apply to telling the story of
the war. With the right kind of
peace, free men can live in a world
of unimagined liberty.
"Some of us rolled up our sleeves
and went to work for this country
long
before the "Some
war started,"
commented.
others Warner
were a
little slower in writing a war-time
picture program, some never got
around to it at all."

Presentation Houses Hit
By USO Drain on Talent
(Continued from Page 1)

to it to procure suitable acts for
stage shows in presentation houses
was disclosed on Friday in booking
circles here. Small acts, which provide the preponderance of material
for USO-Camp Shows units, make
up the bulk of the shortage. It was
said that the number of small turns
available to film theaters has been
cut in half. USO-Camp Shows has
some 60 companies touring the continental United States alone. Each
16 mm. Raw Stock
Salary Ceiling Queries
company is composed of five anywhere to 35 performers.
Flood IRB Regional Bureau Allocation Up Friday
Patriotism and the assurance of
(Continued from Page 1)
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
as many as 52 weeks' work a year
Washington — The first few weeks WPB in Washington on Friday. To were held chiefly responsible for luring the lesser vaudeville talent into
of this year, with the industry feel- date there has been no formal order the USO fold.
ing the full effect of the OES sal- governing 16 mm. film and it is expected that it will be placed on a
ary regulations, has brought just
similar basis as that of the 35 mm. Modify St. Louis Award
about as many individual decisions film.
as was expected. Because the reguOn Appeal by 20th-Fox
lations as issued fail to answer so
The committee also is slated to
A slight modification of an arbimany of the questions that arise in discuss a formal order for newsreel
trator's award in the case brought
various divisions of the entertainment industry, regional offices of the film and other topics relative to the by the Beverly Theater, St. Louis,
against the five consenting compaBureau of Internal Revenue's salary raw stock situation.
nies has been ordered by the apstabilization unit have been swamped
peal board. The arbitrator ruled
with queries on doubtful points, and "Outlaw" Will Debut
that the clearance granted to Tivoli,
a great quantity of rulings have
Shady Oak, Victory and Wellston
gone forth, particularly from Los In San Francisco Jan. 29
Theaters over the Beverly was unAngeles, Chicago and New York.
reasonable. He ruled that the maxiIndustry-artist relations are the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
mum clearance to the Wellston
concern of many of these rulings,
Hollywood — World premiere of should be one day, irrespective of
but the Bureau of Internal Revenue, "The Outlaw" will be held at Gary whether the Victory plays the picrefuses to discuss them individually. Theater, San Francisco, Jan. 29. On
ture or not.
Appeal board, after reviewing the
to give his judgment as to which were lead- conclusion of the picture, Jane Russell and Jack Buetel, the leads, will facts, modified the award to proing distributors or producers at any time in
the past, pointing out that the Griffith appear in a 25-minute sketch.
vide that the maximum clearance to
definition of a leading distributor is the one
the Wellston over the Beverly
on whose product they could make the most
Mayor Angelo Rossi's hospitality
profits and that this often had little to do committee for servicemen will hold should! be one day, and to the Vicwith the big pictures or trade names'. The a "Cinderella Ball" Jan. 28 in honor
tory over the Beverly should be one
defense legal staff was augmented Friday by
on all pictures not played by the
Miss Russell and Buetel with 7,- day
the
Wellston.
York arrival
City. of Richard Morgan from New of
000 servicemen expected to attend.
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Schenck Heads March of Dimes Drive Feb. 18-24
(See Column 2 Below)
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SALARYIN ESCROW PLAN ILLEGAL, MR RULES
20th-Fox and Para. May Pool for Stock Co. Plan
Operating Expenses Would
Be Jointly Shared Should
The Decision Be Favorable
There is a possibility that 20thFox and Paramount will join forces
in the establishment of stock companies to advance their mutual interests, it was learned yesterday.
The two companies have been
studying separately the feasibility of
adopting Actors Equity Association's
suggestion that film companies cooperate with the actors' union in
bringing back stock troupes on a
national basis as an instrument for
developing new talent to replace that
lost to the armed forces.
Should

"TRIPOLI", ARMY'S FAVORITE PIC
Twentieth Century-Fox Feature Tops Box-Office "Ten Best"
in Post and Camp Theaters

Salary in Excess of Ceiling
Is Corporate Income and
Subject to Tax, Says Burford
Washington

Ace box-office pic of 1942 in Army of the Islands" finished ninth and
theaters was 20th-Fox's "To the tenth. Placing four among the first
Shores of Tripoli," R. B. Murray, 10, 20th-Fox easily topped all comdirector of the U. S. Army Motion
day.
Picture Service, announced yester- panies.
Warners' "Sergeant York" was
third, Loew's "Tortilla Flat," fourth;
Twentieth-Fox's "Son of Fury" the RKO-Goldwyn "Pride of the
was runner up, while the same com- Yankees," fifth; Para.'s "Wake Is(Contiiiucd oh Page 8)
pany's "The Black Swan" and "Song

By ANDREW
Bureau
of

H. OLDER
THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Holding in escrow money called for by a contract which because of the OES

salary order may not be paid an
employe is not permissible, A. D.
Burford, head of the salary stabilization unit of the Bureau of Internal Revenue said yesterday. This
money must be considered a part of
the employer's
income,he and
taxed
on that basis,
said.will be

Questioned after a conference
Schenck Again Heads Zoellner on Stand
"Gas" Falis¥Cut
Newsreels Change to Dimes March Drive
In Momand's Suit
Oklahoma City — "A. B. Momand Hew York Business
Friday and Mondays serve
Nicholas M. Schenck will again
as national chairman of the gave us more trouble than all of
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

Wartime shipping difficulties lead- theaters' March of Dimes campaign
to aid the fight on
ing to delay in receipt of reels in
infantile paralymany sections of the country have
forced a change in newsreel makeup
sis, it nounced
was yesterday
andates, effective the end of this week.
coincident
with
Three editions will be made next
the launching of
week on Monday, Wednesday and
plans for the
Thursday
to be released Wednesdrive which will
(Continued on Page 6)
be marked by
audience collecColor Mat Service for
tions the week of
Press Started by Metro
Feb. 18-24.
Head quarters
M-G-M is launching a color mat
for
the industry's
service for newspapers and will have NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK campaign
have
the project in operation by the end
opened in Suite
of this month.
These mats will be
173, the Hotel Astor. National com(Continued on Page 3)

our other 250 customers put toFears of an adverse effect on thegether," W. B. Zoellner, resident
patronage as a result of the
manager of M-G-M told Judge Bower ban onaterpleasure
driving apparently
Broaddus as he testified in the A. B.
were unfounded insofar as the New
Momand $4,950,000 anti-trust suit
which yesterday entered its second York area is concerned, although reports from
scattered areas in other
week of trial in Federal District
(Continued on Page 3)
Court here.
Zoellner had been called to the Canada Ends Temporary
(Continued on Page 6)

Columbia yesterday announced the
signing of Arthur Schwartz as a
producer. Broadway composer reports to the studio Jan. 25. First
chore will be "The Cover Girl,"
Technicolor top budget pic. Columbia last year bought Schwartz's original "A Young Girl's Fancy" and it
will be made later this year.

:

Permits for Oil Heating

Treasury Dept. Slashes
Duty on Film Imports 50%
Rates of duty on imported positive and negative motion picture
film have been reduced 50 per cent
by
the
Treasury
Department,
(Continued on Page 3)

' (Continued on Page 7)

SV/m«r(:, Composer,
To Produce for Col.

Soviet Newsreel Deal Stymied
State Dept. Clearance Fails to Materialize
Gen'l Clearance Reduction
Advocated by Samuelson

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Newsreel men are
wondering just what has happened
to their projected exchange of films
with the Soviet Union. Arrangements were thought to have been
A general reduction in clearance
is advocated
in an organization completed several weeks ago for
bulletin issued by Sidney Samuel- regular weekly shipments of film
two countries, with the
son, business manager of Allied In- between the
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continucd on Page 6)

held

Toronto — No more temporary permits for the continued use of oilburning furnaces in theaters and
other business buildings will be issued by the
Department
(Continued
on Page 8) of Muni-

Walker Heads Dent.
National Committee
Chicago — Frank C. Walker, former Comerford circuit exec, now Postmaster General, was unanimously
elected national chairman by the
Democratic National Committee here
yesterday. Walker was nominated
by Gov. C. L. Olson of California
and seconded by Mrs. Emma Guffey
Miller of Pennsylvania. He succeeded
Edward J. Flynn who resigned to
enter the diplomatic service.
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STOCK

High
Am.
Seat
]3Vi
Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%) 10
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. lnd
Con. Fm. lnd. pfd...
8
East. Kodak
149V2
do pfd
1783/s
Gen. Prec. Eq
14%
Loew's,
Inc
44%
Paramount
16
Paramount
1st pfd. . 1 11
RKO
3y8
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
.. 14%
Warner Bros
77/8
do pfd
80
NEW YORK
BOND

18)
MARKET
Low
13'/2
10

Net
Chg.

Close
13y2
10

77/8
8
149
149
178
1783,4
14 Vs
14'/8
44V4
44y4
15ys
16
111
111
33/4
37/8
14%
14%
7%
7%
80
80
MARKET

+

%

+
+

Vs
y4

—

Vs

+

y4

Para. B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.102y4 102% 102% —
%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
103% 103% 103%
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
Technicolor
7%
7%
7% +
%
Universal Corp. vtc... 10
10
10
Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

67%

Pickwick Answers Filed
New Haven — Answers have now
been completely filed to the plaintiffs' interrogatories in the Pickwick,
Greenwich $5,452,575 anti-trust suit
against the major film companies,
brought in April, 1941 in the U. S.
District Court here. Additional
answers have now been filed by
Paramount, Vitagraph and United
Artists, showing schedules for the
years 1929 through 1941 on pictures, playdates, rentals, terms, etc.
at the Embassy and Capitol, Port
Chester.

Ontario MPTA Names
Regional Chairmen

Toronto — Secretary S. B. Taube
Selling
plans forby"Silver
Skates"
were
discussed
Eastern
and of Motion Picture Theaters AssociaSouthern franchise holders of Monotion of Ontario has announced that
gram over the week-end at the War- regional sub-organizations have been
wick Hotel. This picture is the most formed by the new exhibitor federaambitious in the history of the comtion which embraces circuit companies and independent owners
pany and represents the largest budget and longest shooting schedule throughout the Province.
since its founding.
William O 'Regan, manager of the
Advertising and publicity on "Sil- Francais, Victoria and Laurier Theaters, Ottawa, has been appointed
ver Skates" has been placed with
the Weiss & Geller advertising chairman for the Eastern Ontario
agency which will handle the cam- and Ottawa Valley division, followpaigns. Picture was declared the
ing the naming of Gordon Hogarth,
"picture of the week" by Jimmy proprietor of the Roxy at KingsFidler in his radio broadcast Sun- ville, as the chairman for the Windsor district.
day night.
Steve Broidy, general sales manMeetings of theater men are to
ager, said yesterday that Monogram be held in different sections of Onwas planning another picture with
tario for co-operative purposes and
a budget and shooting schedule al- arrangements are under way to
have
as
one of the special speakers
most as big as those of "Silver
Skates." This is "No Escape," cur- Chairman O. J. Silverthorne of the
rently in production. He said that Ontario Board of Moving Picture
Mary Brian had replaced Frances Censors.
Farmer in the cast.
Attending the sessions with
Broidy were Harry Thomas, East- Bookers Club Installs
ern sales manager, and J. J. Felder, With Execs, as Guests
A. J. Herman, H. L. Berkson, Sam
Rosen, George B. West, William
Officers of the Motion Picture
Onie, Harry Brown, Nate Schultz, Bookers Club of New York were inMark Goldman, John Mangham M.
stalled last night at a dinner at the
E. Winman and Nat Furst.
Cafe Loyale. They were: Bernard
Brooks, president; Harold Klein,
E. I. du Pont Loses Two
vice-president; Beverly Marmour,
secretary; Louis Solkoff, financial
Decisions in Pathe Case
secretary; Harry Margolis; treasurOn the heels of a decision last
er; Phillip Horowitz, sergeant-atweek by Federal Judge John W. arms; Joe Ingber and Archie Berish,
trustees. Max Cohen was toastClancy, directing du Pont Film Man- master.
ufacturing Corp. to permit Pathe's
Among distribution and circuit
accountants to inspect du Pont's
books, two decisions were handed executives present were: Harry
Brandt, Fred Schwartz, Si Fabian,
down yesterday by Federal Judge Si- Arthur Abeles, Jules Lapidus, Jack
mon H. Rifkind against E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Co. in the same Bowen, Sam Lefkowitz, Nat Cohen.
proceedings.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours, in its Harry Joe Brown Leaves
contract with du Pont Film Manufacturing Co., was to provide certain Columbia; Will Do Play
products at cost plus 25 per cent.
Pathe claims that these costs were West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Upon completion of
artificially stuffed.
Judge Rifkind denied du Pont's his present production, "Attack by
motion to quash a subpoena by Pathe Night," Producer Harry Joe Brown
to force the former to produce its and Columbia will part by mutual
consent. Brown will produce a new
books and rejected du Pont's claim
that there were valuable trade sec- stage play, "Legend of Lou," by
Gross at the Curran Therets in its books which might be re- Stephen
ater, San Francisco, after which he
vealed by the examination. Du Pont
announce his new picture afalso lost a motion to refer the cost will
filiation.
disputes to Price, Waterhouse & Co.
Louis Nizer represented the plaintiff, Pathe Laboratories. Robert
Snyder appeared for E. I. du Pont
and William H. Button appeared
WHEN SPEED'S YOUR NEED
for du Pont Film Manufacturing Co.

PHONE TELEGRAMS TO

Long Quits Pioneer Post
Toronto — H. T. Long has announced his resignation as general
manager of Pioneer Films Ltd. which
was organized last year by Oscar
R. Hanson. Previously Long was
general manager of Associated Theaters, Toronto, for 12 years during
which time Hanson operated that
buying and booking circuit. Long
declared that he was not yet able
to announce his plans.

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES
'PHONED
Sfjkv

FOR
TELEGRAMS
IN APPEAR ON YOUR

TELEPHONE

BILL.

COmiDG and GOiRG
H. M. RICHEY
morrow from the
CHARLES
wood.

and TED
Coast.

KOERNER

O'SHEA

leaves

today

return tofor

Holly-

|

BONITA GRANVILLE and her mother arrive
in New York tomorrow.
SAM WEINTRAUB, formerly of Xt». 20^-Fox
contract indepartment
at to
thetake
homeover
offy*
arrived
Des Moines
fet 'las
-w
there.
duties as booker at the company's eXcdnge
EDWARD HOLLANDER, adsales director for
20th-Fox, is in Oklahoma City to greet Jay
Haas, new field representative for the comLENA HORNE has arrived at the 20th-Fo;
pany.
studios for her role in "Stormy Weather."
DOROTHY McGUIRE is reporting to 20th-Fox
on the Coast for an acting assignment in the
film version of "Claudia."
NORMAN ELSON, general manager of TransLux Theaters, will be in Boston today and tomorrow, onin Washington
on Thursday, and Philadelphia
Friday.
CHARLES RICH, Warners' branch manager in
Cleveland, arrived in New York yesterday for
home
office conferences.
J. R. GRAINGER,
president and general sales
manager for Republic,
is in Los Angeles for a
week's
stay, during which
he will confer
Francis sales
Bateman,
vision
head. newly ' appointed Western

with
Di-

•
•

JAMES B. LANSING, vice-president of Altec
Lansing, has arrived in New York from the
Coast.
H. McNABB of Bell & Howell Co., is on the
West Coast.
LT. LEW MENTLIK
arrived
in New
York

and MRS. MENTLIK
from
Brooks
Field,

have
Tex.

RICHARD F. WALSH, IATSE prexy, yestership. day was back from the War Labor Conference
which was held in Atlanta under AFL sponsor-

B cS K to Pay a Dollar
Chicago — B & K has declared $1
dividend on the common, payable
this month. This makes $4 paid
during the past 12 months.

Now It's "The Kanson"

By a John
title switch,
Harryis Sherman's
"Meet
Bonniwell"
now "The f

Kansan."

cw*?flR$T\
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vou inn
Stop
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still

get
your Special
Trailers
on all
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FILMfiCK. irom
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FREE!
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All Executive Sales
Berth for Sussman

Combat Camera Units
En Army Air Force

Appointment of William Sussman
o an executive sales post at Naional Screen Service was announced
y e s t e r day by
George Dembow,
vice-president.
Sussman, who
will assume his
new duties immediately, resigned a 20thFox home office
berth last August. Formerly
Eastern division
sales manager,
at the time of
his departure he
WILLIAM
SUSSMAN
had been assigned to special
luties. Sussman had joined Fox in
932 after 12 years with Paramount
.nd Famous Players-Lasky.

Washington

Gasoline Ban Fails
To Cut New York Biz
(.Continued from Page 1)

aiarts of the country indicate a sharp
ive in attendance.
The
second
week-end
under
the
gas" ban was anything but harmful to the first-runs and a majority
'f the neighborhoods.
The Skouras
ircuit reported business on Sunday
s being the best in years except for
ne theater.
The Brandt circuit also
eported big attendance on Sunday
nd normal business on Saturday.
Broadway houses continued to do
tandout business.
! The gasoline rationing effect, if
ny, is expected by most industry
uthorities to be only a temporary
ituation and that normal business
./ill be the ultimate outcome. One
ircuit executive, in commenting on
he bad weather Sunday and the
•ood business that prevailed, said,
If they want to come out to see a
icture, nothing is going to stop
hem."
Rochester — Business at downtown
ouses is approaching normal again
fter a decided fall-off due to the ban
n pleasure driving. Theater parous are coming downtown by bus
nd a large number are walking,
jcal exhibitors report.

•

•

•

PREDOMINANCE

of pix based on novels in THE FILM

DAILY'S 1942 Ten Best Pictures Poll (six of the 10 stemmed from works
of fiction) brings a preparedness-for-victory-in-1943 report from Leo
the Lion, whose "Miniver" topped the list with a record vote •■.... One
of M-G-M's candidates already unveiled is "Random Harvest." adapted
from James Hilton's book
And soon to receive its first showings
is pic version of I. A. R. Wylie's "Keeper of the Flame," with Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn taking up where they left off in "Woman
of the Year," another Ten Best of '42 laurel-grabber
Among the
Friendly Company's crop of novels-into-movies awaiting release, or currently before the cameras, are Saroyan's "The Human Comedy," starring Mickey Rooney; "Assignment in Brittany," by Helen Maclnnes, with
Pierre Aumont, Susan Peters and Richard Whorf; Booth Tarkington's
"Presenting Lily Mars," starring Judy Garland and Van Heflin; Eric
Knight's "Lassie Comes Home," filmed in Technicolor; "The Youngest
Profession," by Lillian Day, featuring Virginia Weidler; and "Above
Suspicion," another Helen Maclnnes novel

• • • METRO'S roster also includes the celebrated Sienkiewicz
novel, "Quo Vadis," in which Robert Taylor will play the top role;
Louis Bromfield's newest novel, "Mrs. Parkington"; Pearl Buck's
"Dragon Seed"; "The Last Time I Saw Paris," by Elliot Paul; Judith
Kelly's "Marriage Is a Private Affair"; "The Sun Is My Undoing," by
Marguerite
Steen; Edna
Ferber's "Cimarron";
"A Thousand
Shall
Fall," by Hans Habe; and MacKinlay Kantor's "Gentle Annie"
In the non-fiction category, such sought-after properties as "They
Were Expendable," by William L. White; "See Here, Private Hargrove," by Marion Hargrove; "Madame Curie," by Eve Curie; and
"The White Cliffs of Dover," by the late Alice Duer Miller, are 'mong
Metro projects of the near future

•

•

•

LOCAL Fox Movietone Studio is humming with activity this

week via shooting scenes for Sol Lesser's "Stage Door Canteen"
Schedule yes'day called for sequences of Elliot Nugent, Ethel Merman,
Dorothy Stickney, and Howard Lindsay
Today, it's Helen Hayes,
Aline MacMahon, and Ilka Chase
Tomorrow, Lesser's young "finds,"
Cheryl Walker, Marjorie Riordan, and Margaret Early
Thursday, Ed
Wynn, Gypsy Rose Lee, Vinton Freedley, and Flora Robson
On
Friday, pic history'U be made when Katharine Cornell makes her
cinematographic debut, with a 19-year-old California youngster (also
screen debut-ing), Lon McAllister
Helen Menken is on the Saturday agenda

T

•

T

•

radio station on Friday to report to the Navy for officer's training
Harry H. Suxbaum
Lou Metzger

T

•

•

•
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Operation of these units is under
the direction of Capt. Milton Krihis,
who formed them according to plans
proposed by Col. William Keighley.
Both still and motion pictures are
shot, and each unit has one sound
camera.
exclusively.They will use 35 mm. film
Release to newsreels and for other
theatrical showing is dependent upon clearance from Army Intelligence
and Air Force Intelligence.

Color Mat Service for
Press Started by Metro
(Continued from Page 1)

approximately 10 by 14 inches and
each will be accompanied by a
thousend-word story on the subject.
First group of mats are on Lucille Ball in "DuBarry Was a Lady,"
Lana Turner -in "Slightly Dangerous," Susan Peters in "Random
Harvest" and Ann Sothern in "Three
Hearts for Julia."
Initial newspapers to use the service are the Milwaukee Journal,
Spokane Spokesman-Review, Minneapolis Star Journal, Omaha World
Herald, Portland Oregonian and Columbus Dispatch.

Treasury Dept. Slashes
Duty on Film Imports 50%
(Continued from Page 1)

Messce, Barnett & Co., film forwarders, was informed yesterday.
William Barnett said that duty
on imported positive film had been
reduced from one cent a foot to
one-half cent a foot, while duty on
imported negative film had been cut
from
three cents a foot to one and
30.
one-half cents a foot.
New

rates become

effective Jan.

T

• THIS- A AND THAT- A:
By proclamation of Syracuse's Mayor Thomas E. Kennedy, that city will celebrate "Ann Carter
Day" this Thursday to honor the six-year-old moppet, a native Syracusan, who plays a featured role in the Lester Cowan-Columbia opus,
"Commandos Strike at Dawn". ... # In relatively neighboring
Rochester, Lester Pollock, manager of Loew's Theater, has installed
in the lobby a spectacular display re "Random Harvest," with life
size figures of Greer Garson and Ronald Colman in the pic's balcony
scene. ... • Fred Wieting, WIBG stage and screen critic, leaves that
Hal Roach
B. P. Schulberg

Bureau

Washington — New combat earners
units of the Army Air Force are now
in operation, covering every theater
in which our troops are in action.
These units are now beginning to
ship in a steady stream of film,
some of which has already been released to newsreels and some of
which is being incorporated in Army
training reels.

T

STORKS
Rochester — Three members of the
Schine organization here are proud
parents of new babies. A baby boy
has been born to Mrs. Ray Ferrigno,
whose husband is manager of the
Grand, while Mrs. Bradley Bodenstein, whose husband is manager of
the Rialto, is the mother of a new
boy. Mrs. Elma Halpin, former
cashier at the Riviera, is the mother
of a girl.

TAKE A GOOD

MARCH

OF DIMES— FEBRUARY

18 TO 24

Jack L. Warner,

Executive Producer
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Escrow Plan Illegal,
Is Ruling of BIR
(Continued from Page 1)

earlier in the day with representatives of AFRA, Burford refused to
detail the questions discussed, but
did answer questions on a number
of points which are believed to have
come up. He said that individual
rulings covering nearly all the important questions applying to the
entertainment business have been issued, but these are to be considered
private matters, and will not be
made public by the bureau.
Holding in Escrow Illegal
"Very definitely, he said, it is illegal for employers to hold in escrow
money due an artist according to his
contract, but in excess of the $67,200
limit, or money which will raise the
artist's income higher than that for
last year.
"The law does not void any contract," he
stated, but made it plain that his unit will
insist upon observance of published regulations. An employer could hold extra money
for a short time pending determination of
legitimate expenses for which the artist
might claim deduction, he said, stressing
the word "temporarily."
The law requires now, however, that all
money over the ceiling be considered a part
of corporate income.
Only those contracts entered into prior
to Oct. 3 of last year, of course, are legal
if they call for payment greater than that
allowed by the regulations.
Ruling
on Agents'
Percentagein many
As for
agents,
it is permissible
instances for them to receive 10 per cent
of the gross amount called for in the contract, even though the artist may be limited
to 'only a portion of that amount. This
would depend usually on negotiation between the agent and the employer. In cases
where an agent represents more than one
artist, there would be no objection on the
part of the bureau to his receiving commission on the money the contract calls for,
whereas he might be considered an employe
if he handles only one artist, and would be
subject to the ceiling regulations.
Burford stressed the fact that no concessions are contemplated for artists, adding
that none have been asked during these conferences. He added that individual rulings
have been made by the bureau on nearly all
difficult questions, but refused to discuss
them.
In the meantime, it looks more and more
probable that many of the questions may soon
prove to1 be merely academic. The President
has made it plain that he desires to see an
income limitation, applying to income from
all sources, while scarcely a day passes that
some member of Congress does not make it
plain that he wants to see the whole theory
of salary or income limitation discarded.
Barring another exhibition such as last
year, when the debate on the tax bill lasted
well into the Summer, it is likely that salary
ceilings — and, if imposed, income ceilings —
will be voted out within another couple of
months.

SWG Secretary Explains
Salaries in Escrow Move
West

Coast

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Referring
to the
Screen Writers Guild board meeting

Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori
Ellwood City, Pa. — His relatives
here have been officially notifed of
the death in action of
Charles Baluts, formerly projectionist atthe Manos Theater. He was serving with
the Army in North Africa.

Harrisburg Telegraph Calls for Sunday
Films as Antidote for "Week-end

Blues"

Harrisburg, Pa. — Sunday movies, to combat "week-end blues" among
service men and war workers, are being urged for this city by the Harrisburg
Telegraph. Pennsylvania blue laws at present keep all movie houses — in the
absence of favorable local option opinion — closed on Sundays.
In its editorial, the Telegraph said:
"Movies, through the week and on Sundays, constitute the greatest
source of wartime entertainment for the British. They have been one of the
greatest factors in helping to maintain British morale during the blitzkriegs
of the past and their amazing war production of the present. Morale-sustaining
entertainment and relaxation are just as essential to wartime Harrisburg as
they have been to wartime Britain."

Momand

Suit in 2nd

Week

Zoellner Explains MGMfrom Page
Policy
With Plaintiff
1)
(Continued
stand to testify after B. J. McKenna,
Griffith general manager, testified
for a few moments on the purchase
by Consolidated Theaters, Inc., Griffith
of J. B.
Terry's theater subsidiary,
at Wewoka.
McKenna
said
Griffith paid Terry $30,000 for a half
interest but purchased none rf Roy
Hefner's interest. The lalur was
Paramount exchange mana r here
at the time.
Through a later series of purchases Griffith's Consolidated and Foster McSwain acquired all interests of Terry and Hefner, he
said, and under cross examination by C. B.
Cochran, Griffith attorney, stated he had no
knowledge of Hefner's interest at the time
Consolidated purchased Terry's half interest.
Evidence was then introduced, which McKenna verified, of box-office gross receipts of
Griffith in Shawnee for 1928-33, Seminole
1928-33, and Okmulgee
1930-32.
Another highlight of the day's session was
Judge
Broaddus's
declaration
he would
not require the defendants tothat
produce
any
records that were not present in Oklahoma
City inasmuch as plaintiff's attorneys had
had ample time in which to obtain these, and
that the only exception he would make would
be if some excussable reason were presented
why such documents in New York City or
other offices of the defendant producers and
distributors had not previously been requested
by the plaintiff attorneys. Zoellner was on
the stand for most of the day and still there
when court adjourned. He is expected to be
followed in today's session by J. B. Terry
whose testimony it is predicted will take
up the whole day.
M-G-M
Sales Policy
Asked if it was always his company's
policy to re-sell an exhibitor with whom
relations had been satisfactory, Zoellner replied that had
policy.to
He denied
his always
companybeen
madeM-G-M's
any effort
find out what other product an exhibitor was
buying when deals were "on the fire." "Why
should we?" said Zoellner. "We are merely
interested in selling a group of pictures at
the fairest terms which will yield the best
profit to us. It is no concern of ours what
other
productwas
the questioned
exhibitor buys."
Zoellner
at great length
on his activities as a member of the old Film
Board of Trade at Oklahoma City in 1930,
and when asked about clearance activities
said appointment of a committee for that
purpose was suggested by MPPDA counsel
Charles Pettijohn in a letter dated June 17,
1930, a copy of which was introduced into
evidence by Momand attorney George S.
Ryan, who conducted yesterday's questioning.

which adopted a resolution calling
for earnings in excess of $67,200 being placed in escrow, Secretary
Frank Partos said:
"Sentiment expressed at the meeting was that by some such plan
threat to the stability of the motion picture industry and disruption
of its scheduled productions would
be avoided; contracts would be
valid; excess compensation instead
of remaining with the producers
would go to the Government at a
time when it is greatly in need of

He

denied that the board, which he explained as being composed of distributor and
exhibitor members, had ever ordered film
cut off when exhibitors refused to abide by
their decisions.
He explained a $250 service deposit his
company required when an exhibitor on acquiring a theater refused to fill out a credit
form sent
by the board's
tee. Thehim
questionnaire
was credit
chieflycommitto fix
ownership of the theater and establish responsibility for film, he said. Momand had
refused to fill this out upon acquiring one of
his theaters insisting he had no desire for
credit and was requesting none, and Zoellner
had then demanded the service fee before
film would be delivered to Momand's theaters.
Says Momand Asked Rental Cut
In making the comment referred to in the
first paragraph of this story Zoellner said
that on with
manyMomand
occasions
his would
company's
dealings
the in
latter
play
only the "big" pictures and then demand 50
per cent reductions in film rentals on the
remainder. This was in instances where
Momand took over other houses and their
contracts. Such disagreement was generally
adjusted at a 20 per cent cut, Zoellner said.
Zoellner denied having ever discussed Momand with L. C. Griffith or other Griffith
representatives
in ahad"joking
as to how he, except
Momand,
said hemood"
was
going
to takeand
overspend
Griffith's
theaters
through
court action
his time
in travelling.
Zoellner's testimony was interrupted to take
that of L. W. Brophy, real estate and mining
operator of Muskogee, who had a train to
meet and could not wait. Brophy testified
he had at one time had 10 theaters in Oklahoma and Kansas and that his State at Pawhuska had been leased by Momand. He said
Roy E. Hefner, Paramount exchange manager here at the time and alleged part owner
of theaters at Wewoka with J. B. Terry in
competition with Momand, had come to him
inquiring if Momand was behind in his rent
and suggested he could make a much better
deal by renting to Terry. Brophy said he
told Hefner Momand was not and had not
been behind in his rent at any time.

Charles Ryan's Mother Dies
Chicago — Alice Behan Ryan,
mother of Charles Ryan, Warner
theater executive, is dead. Four
sons and two daughters survive.

Fred Lieberman Recovered
Fred Lieberman, of Proven Pictures, Hartford, Conn., is back at
woik after suffering injuries in the
Boston Cocoanut Grove disaster.
funds with which to carry on the
war; services of a writer for the
period during which he himself
would receive no pay would not only
permit the motion picture industry
to carry on, but would at the same
time be a direct contribution from
the writer himself to the GovernThe proposed escrow plan for
handling earnings in excess of $67,200 per year will be discussed by
actors
ment." at a special meeting of the
Screen Actors Guild Friday.

20lh-Fox, Para. May
Pool for Stock Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

20th-Fox and Paramount pool their
efforts in setting up stock theaters
in localities favorable to the venture's success, the operating expenses would be shared equally, it is
Indications yesterday were that,
•'"
understood.
20th-Fox's plans to establish stock
companies in a certain number of
carefully selected communities may
be affected by the drastic restrictions recently placed on motor travel.

Gen'l Clearance Reduction
Advocated by Samuelson
(Continued from Page 1)

dependent Theater Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Inc.
"With gasoline rationing certain
for the duration of the war, is there
any reason why prints should lie
mouldering in the vaults for lengthy
periods
of unnecessary
clearance?"
the
bulletin
asks and continues
with:
"Now is the time to reduce clearance to a fair, reasonable, equitable
basis in both time and area and this
should be done by the industry without resorting to consent decree arThe bulletin further urges the
consolidation,
under adequate superbitration."
vision, of the five newsreels, so that
alleged duplication and waste of raw
stock could be eliminated. The association contends that two newsreels with four issues a week, instead of five reels with 10 issues,
"would completely cover the requirements for the duration of the war
and would make available precious
raw stock for necessary features
Results might be hastened, the
and
prints."
bulletin
continues, "by exhibitors reviewing their situations and determining whether or not newsreels
in their theaters could not be supplanted by the official Government

Newsreels
war
films."

Change to
Friday, Monday Release

day.

(Continued from Page 1)

day, Friday and the following MonThereafter the reels will be made
on Mondays and Thursdays for release Friday and Monday. All prints
hereafter will be channeled through
the exchanges, with no more direct
shipments from laboratories.

Geddes Rites in Cincy
Funeral rites for Frances Waite
Geddes, 37, wife of Norman Bel
Geddes, noted stage designer, will
be held in Cincinnati this afternoon.
Death
in Doctors Hospital here
Sundaycame
night.

WB's "Casablanca" Sequel
Hollywood — "Brazzaville," a sequel to "Casablanca," is announced
by Warners.

.
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Soviet Newsreel
Deal Is Stymied
(Continued from Page 1)

Russians receiving one reel of film
clipped by the newsreels from all
five major reels.
Clearance proceedings were instituted by Newsreel
Co-ordinator
^aude A. Collins here some time
-Jgo, and Collins was informed by
Lt. Com. John S. Young, former
NBC announcer and correspondent,
now an aide to Admiral Standley,
Ambassador to the Soviet Union,
that clearance would be granted by
the State Department for shipment
of no more than eight pounds each
way each week. This clearance has
never come through and Young is
now in Moscow.
In the meantime, regular shipments have been arranged for the
United Newsreels, a weekly release
edited by the OWI overseas branch
mainly from the five, newsreels. It
is not known how many of these
reels have reached the Soviet Union,
but shipment began about three
months ago — which seems to be
about the time Collins sought clearance for the reels direct.
Shipping arrangements for the
United Newsreel have been stepped
up within the past week or 10 days,
John Begg, motion picture head for
the State Department, told The
Film Daily.
It has been reported that Soviet
officials are not too pleased with
the United Newsreels. The Russians would apparently prefer to
have their news shots edited by the
same people who edit them for the
American public. But the Overseas
Motion Picture Bureau, headed by
Robert Riskin, seems to feel differently. Ithas been rumored here
that he blocked the State Department clearance for the newsreel
companies.
Begg also revealed that he has
not been approached for any additional aid in shipping Russian films
here and our films to the Soviet
Union. "There is a tough situation
there," he told The Film Daily.
"Soviet officials apparently will not
accept films on the word of their
American representatives (Artkino),
necessitating the shipping of film
to Moscow for approval, and then
back here to have prints made."
No great influx of Russian film
into this country is looked for by
Lowell Mellett, head of the OWI
Motion Picture Bureau, who said
that he knew of no new arrangements under way. Russians use a
limited quantity of OWI material,
he said, but find no use for most of
it. This fact may in part substantiate reports that the Russians have
not been pleased by the United
Newsreels.
Mellett said that a representative
of the Russian film industry, M.
Antonov, was in his office last week.
Antonov was brought there by the
first consul of the Soviet Embassy,
but since he speaks no English at
all, and Mellett no Russian, the two
merely shook hands.

By Train to movies,
Then Late Bus Home
Rochester, N. H. — At least one
town hereabouts isn't going to let
the transportation problem keep its
residents from the movies.
The Milton correspondent for a
local newspaper wrote: "Since gas
went out of style, movie lovers are
taking the evening train to Rochester
and returning by late bus."

Schenck Again Heads
Dimes March Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

mittee members who will serve with
Schenck include:
Executive Committee: E. L. Aloerson, Barney Balaban, Harry
Brandt, Gus Eyssell, Si Fabian,
Harry Kalmine, Chas. C. Moskowitz,
Herman Robbins, Spyros Skouras.
Home Office Chairman: Leonard Goldenson. Exchange Chairman: Abe
Montague. Treasurer: Walter Vincent. Public Relations: Oscar A.
Doob and Ernest Emerling.
This year's movie "March of
Dimes" was set back from the usual
January 30th (the President's Birthday) to February to avoid conflict
with the United Nations campaign.
President Roosevelt approved the
shift.
Last year, the motion picture
campaign brought a surprising $1,450,000 "take"— which up to then
was an industry record, it represented a third of all money collected
in 1942 by the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis!

UNW Collections Ahead
In Loew Circuit Houses
United Nations collections in
Loew's Theaters are topping those
of all previous campaigns including
the "March of Dimes" and ArmyNavy Relief. Loew's Theaters in
New York City and vicinity report
$55,000 for the first four days of the
drive. Out-of-town figures are incomplete, but indicate a huge total.

Clearance Change Asked
In Maryland Complaint
Charging unreasonable clearance,
the Ellicott Theater, Ellicott City,
Md., has filed a demand for arbitration in the Washington, D. C, tribunal, naming RKO only.
Complainant claims that the 14day clearance granted to the Alpha
Theater, Catonsville, Md., over the
Ellicott is unreasonable. It is contended that there is no competition
between the towns, which are six
miles apart, and that there is no
direct transportation linking Ellicott City and Catonsville. A reasonable clearance scedule is requested.

Sixth
Week for "Harvest"
Metro's "Random Harvest" starts
its sixth Music Hall week Thursday.

They're Writing
History!

F

rom the industry's own war

front, where an "all-out" spirit
rules the day, are coming a
series of dramatic, thrilling and
inspiring reports of company

participation in the nation's
great martial program . . .

You'll read them with a glow
of pride and a sense of high
personal resolve in

The 1943 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK of
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Tripoli" Favorite Pic
At Army Theaters
(Continued from Page

1)

"The United States Navy Band"
(Melody
Master)
Warner
10 mins.
Superb
Exhibitors have here another capital band short from the brothers
Warner. It is a blood-tingling display of the artistry of the Navy
band that will stir audiences to
their patriotic depths. To remain
unaffected as the band performs
against a background provided by
the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D. C, will be next to impossible. Superb photographic effects
give the reel a tremendous visual
appeal. Kaleidoscopic scenes of the
Navy in action flash swiftly across
the screen as the band plays. This
makes for a certain mobility that
helps to hold the interest. "Anchors
Aweigh," "Don't Give up the Ship"
and "V Calls for Victory" acquire
new significance as rendered by this
ace service aggregation under the
direction of Lt. Charles Brendler.
The Navy Chorus lifts its voice in
several stunning numbers.

land," sixth; Warners' "Captains of
the Clouds," seventh, and Loew's
"Johnny Eager," eighth.
Runners up, according to Murray,
included:
"The Fleet's In," Para.; "Ship
Ahoy," Loew's; "Juke Girl," WB;
"The Bugle Sounds," Loew's; "Ball
of Fire," RKO-Goldwyn; "The Forest Rangers," Para.; "Desperate
Journey," WB; "Springtime in the
Rockies," 20th-Fox; "Flying Tigers,"
Rep.; "The Big Shot," WB; "Beyond
the Blue Horizon," Para.; "Road to
Morocco," Para.; "My Favorite
Blonde," Para.; "Rio Rita," Loew's;
"Wings for the Eagle," WB; "Kings
Row," WB; "Somewhere I'll Find
You," Loew's; "Corsican Brothers,"
UA; "Gentleman Jim," WB; "The
Major and the Minor," Para.
Six outstanding features from the
b.o. standpoint for the month of
December in the Army theaters were
in the order named: "The Black
Swan," "Road to Morocco," "White
Cargo" (Loew's); "The Navy Comes
"Wings for Fledglings"
Through" (RKO); "For Me and My
(America Speaks)
Gal," (Loew's); "Tales of Manhat- WAC-OWI
9'/2 mins.
tan," (20th-Fox).
Good
The training of air cadets is the
Canada Ends Temporary subject of this short made by Columbia for the Government. The
Permits for Oil Heating
picture uses the familiar device of
following a chap from his enlistment
(Continued from Page 1)
tions and Supply, but it is said the in the air corps to his emergence
authorities are hesitating with re- as a full-fledged airman. The footage offers interesting flashes of the
gard to increased oil-heating restrictions because of the coal strike situ- air cadet's routine. The training
ation and a possible coal shortage. scenes have been nicely managed.
Intimation has been made that Although the film contains stuff that
Eastern Canada will follow the ex- has been done innumerable times, it
succeeds in being an interesting
ample of the United States in the still
exhibit.
abolishment of pleasure motoring,
the plan to be put into effect by
Dominion Oil Controller on April 1
"Popular Science"
when the present gasoline rationing
(J2-3)
10 x/z mins.
Diverting
books expire. The step is being Paramount
taken, it is declared, because of reRich in interest, this short should
sentment at Washington, D. C, over
the fact that Canada draws prac- prove a satisfactory booking anywhere. The first item should be a
tically all of its gasoline supply
from the States and yet has not natural for the women since it deals
clamped down on free driving to the with a silver-fox farm in Wisconsin,
same degree as in restricted areas the largest of its kind in the world.
Thousands of the animals are seen
of the U. S.
roaming wild. Care of the prized
fur-bearers is gone into at length.
"
"A-B-C
butes
PRD Distri
No less attention-holding is a view
Entitled "The A-B-C of the PRD of the Texas plant where the B 24's,
of the WAC," a pamphlet covering the giant cargo planes, are made on
the aims and plans of the Public what is said to be the longest assemRelations Division of the War Acbly line in the world. Tbe short is
tivities Committee is being sent to in Magnacolor.
all of the 500 or more members of
the division throughout the country.
"Air Raid Warden"
In it, Oscar A. Doob, public rela(Walter Lantz Cartune)
tions chairman, outlines briefly the Universal
7 mins.
type of work in which the various
Fair
area and city chairmen will engage
A fair amount of entertainment
during 1943, with a list of the war is contained in this Technicolor car"assignments"
expected in the next
toon, which has to do with Andy
few months.
Panda's experiences as an air-raid
warden. His biggest headache
Frank Namen 111
comes when a goat gobbles up first
Wayland, Mich. — Frank Namen, his siren and then an auto headowner of the Wayland theater is
light that keeps glowing right
sc-riously ill at his home here.
through the critter's hide.
In try-

ing to extinguish the light he is led in love with an iron dog that stands
on a mad chase all over the place, on the lawn of an estate. A watchalmost
his
duty.being killed in performing
dog interferes with the romance
but cannot dim the goofy one's
ardor. Tragedy enters the picture
when the iron dog is taken away and
"Q-Men"
converted into a shell in a munitions
(Sportscope)
RKO
8 mins.
Good
While this short is of general in"Roar, Navy, Roar"
terest, it will make its biggest im- plant.
Universal
22'/2 mins.
pression on those who go in for pool
Fair
and billiards. The film presents three
This short, which is in Technicolor,
of the big names of the game, Willie offers a thumb-nail sketch of the
Hoppe, Charlie Peterson and Irving United States Navy. The presentaCrane. The three demonstrate the
tion and choice of material is not
technique that has made them fa- bad, but this sort of thing has been
mous. Some of their trick shots are
many too
times
it isn't
amazing to behold. The short has done
likely so
to evoke
muchthat
interest
on
enough on the ball to warrant its the part of the average film-goer.
being booked.
What the glimpses of the might of
our modern navy, the short can be
"Cuba — Land of Adventure and depended upon to have a patriotic
value. The footage showing the
present activities of our Navy is
(Sports Parade)
Warner
10 mins. by far the best in the film.
Attractive
This brief tour of Cuba serves
"Mitchell Ayres and His
well its purpose of creating a better understanding of certain of
our neighbors to the South. All the
(Paramount Headliner)
9 mins.
exotic beauty of Sports"
the island and the Paramount
Food for the Young
color that characterizes life in Cuba
tra"his orchestra
Mitchell Ayres
Orchesand
have been captured by the Technicolor camera. Various aspects of are right in the groove for the
existence on the island are revealed younger
generation in this short.
in interesting fashion. The narra- "You Go to My Head," "I Opened
tor is Knox Manning.
Up My Trunk,"
Song for tunes,
You,"
"Conchita
" are "My
the featured
which are delivered with plenty of
"Designed by Fannie Hurst"
swing.
Meredith Blake and Johnny
(Person-Oddities)
Universal
9 mins. Bond supply the vocals.
A light
touch
the
Good
short. is evident throughout
Of chief interest are scenes showing Fannie Hurst and the medieval
art works that fill her New York
"Confusions of a Nutzy Spy"
home. A woman who makes odd
(Looney Tune)
dolls out of pipe cleaners, a gold Warner
7 mins.
mine under a Nevada town, a private cemetery willed to each sucPorky Pig is Good
a constable gunning
ceeding president of the United
for
a
spy
bent
on committing sabStates and a trolley line built in
The spy proves a tricky
a backyard complete the short, which customerotage.who
keeps outwitting
has a lot of entertainment value.
Porky in spite of the fact the latter
has a bloodhound assisting him. The
"How to Fish"
villain leads our hero a merry chase
(Walt Disney)
hither and yon. A time bomb that
RKO
7 mins. threatens to go off at any minute
Good
gives Porky plenty of worry. The
Here's that Goofy guy again. short, which is in Technicolor, has
While an off-screen narrator ex- a bang-up finish. This Leon Schlesplains the art of fishing, the clumsy
inger item has many chuckles in it.
Goofy does the demonstrating — with
disastrous results, you may be sure.
He tries all the devices used by the
"Pluto
the Zoo"
(Waltat Disney)
fisherman but gets nowhere with RKO
any of them — that is, nowhere exExcellent
8 mins.
cept into the water. Goofy's antics
When Pluto sees how well the aniis
^retops.
plenty funny. The Technicolor
mals at the zoo are fed, he decides
to promote himself a free meal. It
doesn't take him long to realize it's
"Ding Dog Daddy"
(Merrie Melody)
going to be no easy job. He has a
Amusing
Warner
7 Mins. run-in with some of the most vicious
animals in the place and comes
A lot of cleverness has gone into perilously close to losing his life.
He is mighty happy at the end when
the making of "Ding Dog Daddy," he retrieves his old bone and exits
a Technicolor cartoon from the Leon from the zoo. The cartoon, done in
Schlesinger atelier. The footage tells funny.
Technicolor, is fast
3 and
K extremely
N
the story of a goofy hound that falls
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SUPREME COURT HEARS COPYRIGHT TEST
UNW

Campaign

Collections in RKO Houses
Already at $110,156; FWC
Theaters Report $90,000

to Yield Record $2,500,000

CIO Prexy Backs Roosevelt on Limitation
Of All Income; Calls for $25,000 maximum
Washington

Bureau

of, THE

FILM

DAILY

A record-breaking total of $2,500,000 will crown the United Nations
Week collection drive in film theSpeaking over CBS, the labor chief quoted from President Roosevelt's remarks
of last week before Congress that portion where the Ch'ef Executive said that
aters,- it was
"receipt of very large net incomes from any source constitutees a gross iniquity
I predicted
yesterday by
undermining national morale."
He added that the CIO favors limitation of all incomes to a maximum of
Edward L.
$25,000 yearly for the duration. He also urged increased taxation of high
Alperson, naincomes and war profits and suggested mandatory joint returns, taxation of
tional camtax-exempt
securities and increased
gift and estate taxes.
paign chairman.
In RKO
Theate r s
alone collections up to
yesterday
amounted t o
$110,156, and
from Los
EDWARD
ALPERSON
Albert E. Sindlinger, who resigned
Angeles,
The National Motion Picture Committee for the March of Dimes drive
Charles P. Skouras speaking for Fox- last week as director of advertising,
(Contiiuied on Page 2)
promotion and publicity for The announced yesterday that the organization ofstate chairmen for the
March of Time,
has joined the Feb. 18-24 campaign had been virtually completed within less than a
Audience
Re- week. Only
a few states still remain
search Institute
to be heard from, according to a
as executive vice- list of state chairmen sent out by
president. He will National Chairman Nicholas M.
leave Friday for
a three-week Schenck.
Oklahoma City— W. B. Zoellner,
These state chairmen are appointstay, after which
M-G-M manager here, was ques(Continued on Page 2)
he will set up a
tioned at length at the Momand
New York office.
anti-trust suit trial session in Federal District Court here, by both
The
office in So. California ITO Would
(Continued on Page 7)
Hollywood
will
continue
to be Retain Clearance Schedule
Detroit Branch Workers
headed
by Jack West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
AL SINDLINGER
Sayers.
Janet
May Seek Wage Boosts
Hollywood — Opposition to any
Mullins, who has move to change the present zoning
Detroit — Negotiations for wage been Sindlinger's secretary for a and clearance schedule in Southern
raises in the back rooms of all local number of years at The March of California because of the 20 per cent
(Continued on Page 2)
Time, will be in charge of the New reduction in prints was expressed

-

Washington — Full support for the President's position on income as well
as salary limitation was pledged last night by CIO President Philip Murray.

Al Sindlinger Joins
Gallup Organization

Pick State Chairmen
For March of Dimes

Disfrib.-Exhib. Deals
Up af Momand Trial

(Continued on Page 3)

Blame Price Boost
On Penny Shortage
Ft. Myers, Fla. — The shortage of
pennies is blamed for the increase in
theater prices in local theaters.
Frank Bell, manager of the Arcadia,
Edison and Ritz. and Mannie Sussman of the Lee, have raised all prices
so that now they are an even figure;
33 becomes 35 cents; 39 is now 40,
etc. The change was made at the
request of local banks now struggling
with the penny shortage.

WLB

(Continued on Page 3)

to Weigh 306 s Pay Plea

Projectionists Asking for Increase of 15%
The major circuits and Local 306,
Expect Famous Studios
operators, were marking time yesIn Miami to Suspend
terday in their wage controversy
Miami — Because of the small number of employes now at work in the
Famous Studios, formerly Fleischer,
it is believed here that the studio
(Continued on Page 3)

pending decision of the War Labor
Board on the union's petition for a
flat raise of 15 per cent to meet the
heavy increase in the cost of living
resulting from the war. The armistice followed receipt of notification
(Continued on Page 7)

"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling" Decision to Affect
Film Literary Properties
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — One of the most important test copyright actions since
the first Copyright Act of 1790, vitally affecting the literary properties
in the catalogues of music publishers, film, radio and other companies, is expected to be decided shortly by the U. S. Supreme Court, which
completed hearing arguments in the
case before recessing this week.
Suit involves ownership
of the
(Continued on Page 3)

Theater Construction
Bill In Iowa Senate
Des Moines, la. — Senate file 18,
introduced in the Iowa Legislature
by Sen. Roy Hill of Clarion, provides for the regulation and construction of new motion picture
houses, inspections by the state fire
marshal and enforcement powers.
The bill(Continued
sets upon certain
Page 3) require-

Some Trade Relief Seen
In Draft Reclassification
Washington — Selective Service local boards have been directed by national headquarters to classify as
(Continued on Page 2)

Ottawa Clergy Fight
Sunday Pix Proposal
Ottawa — Members of the General
Ministerial Association, representing
all Protestant denominations in the
capital, have gone on record as unanimously opposing the opening of
cinemas Sundays to service men and
their friends.
As an experiment, theaters are being kept open on Sundays in Edmonton, Toronto and Halifax at the request or interest of the Defense Department, but local clergy do not
wish the experiment tried in Ottawa.
Theaters are open Sundays throughout the province of Quebec.
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West Coast and affiliated theaters
in Northern rnd Southern California, stated that approximately $90,000 was collected in the first four
days of the drive.
Many theaters have special events
planned for tonight, such as benefit
previews of "Hitler's Children."
Others are staging rallies similar to
those that launched United Nations
Week last Thursday.

Fox West Coast Theaters
Report Big UNW Contributions
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Irv. Blumberg Will Head
S-W Advertising in Philly

%

A Tennessee state law repealing
all sections of the 1937 anti-Ascap
statute became effective yesterday.
The bill was passed last week by
the legislature. It was introduced
in the Senate by J. H. Ballew, floor
leader, and a similar bill was introduced in the House by Representative Fred S. Powell.

Pick Stale Chairmen
For March of Dimes
(Continued from Page 1)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ing committees and chairmen for
every county and are handling the
Hollywood — At a luncheon offi- distribution of pledges to theaters:
cially launching the United Nations
Arizona, Harry Nace, Phoenix; Arkansas,
War relief dive, Charles P. Skouras M. A. Lightman, Memphis; California, Chas.
Robert H. Poole, Los Anannounced $54,866.20 has been col- Skouras.geles; A.and
M. Bowles, San Francisco; Cololected in Fox West Coast Southern
rado, Rich Ricketson, Denver; Connecticut.
California theaters in the first four L. J. Hoffman, New Haven; Delaware, Carter Barron, Washington; Joseph D. Fiore.
days of the drive, $35,000 in the Wilmington;
District of Columbia, Carter
circuit's Northern California houses. Barron, and John Payette, Washington ;
The additional money includes Georgia, J. H. Thompson, Hawkinsville ; E.
Martin, Columbus; Idaho, I. H. Harris.
$10,000 from Fox West Coast cir- D.
Burley; Illinois, Jules J. Rubens, Chicago;
cuti and Skouras's personal contri- Indiana, Harry Katz, New York City; Kenbution, and $3,000 from other sources.
neth C. Kollins, Indianapolis; Iowa and

Detroit Branch Workers
May Seek Wage Boosts
(Continued from Page

(Tuesday, Jan. 19)
NEW

(Continued from Page 1)

Tennessee Repeals
Anti-Ascap
Statute

1)

exchanges are reported in the offing,
but no formal action is being taken,
pending a checkup of the status of
exchange _ employes under wage
freezing. Detroit remains the outstanding industrial area of the country which has been subjected to a
wage freezing order, and both employers and employes alike are feeling their way along.
One result has been a big turnover of employes here. This was emphasized in the uncertain plans of
male employes which made them
decline to run for most offices in the
union election, for Local B-25, just
held, turning all but two officers over
to women.
New officers are: president, Elizabeth M.
Lehr, PRC ; vice-president, Julius Pavella,
Paramount; financial secretary, William Sidenstecker, RKO ; recording secretary, Fleurette Keefe, Republic ; treasurer, Margaret
Laing, 20th-Fox ; chairman of board, Ruth
McBeth, vitagraoh; trustees, Mildred Crowley, UA ; and Garnet Dalton, Republic ; and
delegates to American Federation of Labor,
M.
Massey,
Vitagraph, and E. Feaser, Paramount.

Philadelphia — Irving Blumberg, Local 109 Signs 2-Year
manager of the Stanley-Warner Mid- United Artists Contract
way here, succeeds Everett Callow
as advertising and publicity head of
Contract covering home-office
local Stanley-Warner theaters for
the duration.
white-collar labor has been signed
between United Artists and the
Screen Office and Professional EmRites for Isaac Schneck
ployes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA.
Funeral services will be held to- The two-year pact, which can be
day for Isaac Schneck, father of reopened on wages at the end of a
Armand Schneck, assistant to Ar- year, provides for 79 per cent mainthur Greenblatt, of PRC. Schneck,
tenance of membership and rfises
who was 73, died Monday night at of $3 to $5, with a minimum of $18
the Beth Israel Hospital. Services weekly wages for office boys and
will be held at Memorial Chapel. $20 for office workers. Severance
Survivors include the widwow, Ar- pay is allowable up to 12 weeVs and
mand and five daughters.
retroactive pay to Nov. 21, 1941.

Nebraska, A. H. Blank, Des Moines; Kansas, Elmer C. Rhoden, Kansas City ; Kentucky, Fred Dolle. Louisville, and
Maine, Mass., N. Hamp., Vermont, M.
Mullin, Boston; Maryland. Sidney Lust,
Washington; Michigan, Paul Schlossman,
Muskegon ; J. O. Brooks, Detroit ; Missouri,
Harry C. Arthur, St. Louis; Montana, A.
M. Russell. Bozeman ; Nevada, M. Naify,
San Francisco ; New Jersey, Walter Reade,
New York City; New Mexico, Milas L.
Hurley. Tucumcari ; New York, J. Meyer
Schine. Gloversville; Charles Hayman, Niagara Falls ; Fred Schwartz, New York City.
North Dakota. Mike Cooper, Grand Forks ;
Ohio. P. J. Wood, Columbus; Oklahoma.
L. C. Griffith, Oklahoma City; Oregon, A.
Finke, Portland ; Pennsylvania, Ted Schlanger,
Philadelphia; Sidney Samuelson. Philadelphia;
M. A. Rosenberg. McKees Rock; Pennsylvania and West Va., Moe Silver, Pittsburgh;
Rhode Island. E. M. Fay, Providence; South
Dakota, Charles Klein, Deadwood ; Tennessee, Tony Sudekum, Nashville ; Texas, Julius
Gordon. Beaumont ; Utah, John Rugar. Park
City ; Virginia. W. F. Crockett, Virginia
Beach; Washington. Frank Newman, Sr..
Seattle; Wisconsin, Harold Fitzgerald, Milwaukee ; Wyoming,
E. J. Schulte, Casper.

Some Trade Relief Seen
In Draft Reclassification
(Continued from Page

1)

3-B all 3-A men engaged in any one
of the 35 essential activities listed
by the War Manpower Commission.
Motion pictures are included
among the communications index of
this list of 35 activities. The effect
of the order is to drain off men for
the armed forces from those whose
activities are not among the 35
listed as essential, before dipping
into those so listed.

COminG and GOMG
ARTHUR GREENBLATT, PRC's sales chief
who was on a tour of exchanges, has been
called back to New York because of the serious
illness cf his mother.
ROBERT YOUNG and LARAINE DAY will
appear at the Great Boston United War Fund
Benefit
tomorrow
at the Boston
Garden.
HARRY SCHLISINCER,
M. KALMINE, CLAYTON
HARRY GOL^.anX
LEONARD
BONtlOIty.
sTtwA^T
Mcdonald,
ed hinchy,
frank
MARSHALL, LOUIS KAUFMAN and RUDY WEISS
returned yesterday from the Philly bachelor
dinner for John Turner, WB circuit film buyer
and booker.
E. M. are
SAUNDERS,
E. K.returning
O'SHEA
andJACK
H. FLYNN,
M. RITCHEY
in Chicago
from West Coast trip.
TOM J. CONNORS, distribution chief of 20thFox, leaves for studio production conferences
tomorrow. HAL HORNE, the company's adpublicity director, will leave fcr the Coast Friday night, joining him in Chicago.
ANDREW
SMITH,from
JR.,Dallas
20th-Fox's
Eastern sales head,W. returns
tomorrow.
MARGOT JOHNSON, vice-president of Ann
Watkins, Inc., who left Sunday for Hollywood,
is stopping off on her way to the Coast
to see various authors.
A. A. WARD, Altec Lansing, has arrived in
New York from the Coast.
JOHN C. FLINN, executive secretary of the
SIM. P, who arrived from the Coast en Monday, goes to Washington tomorrow fcr talks
with Chris Dunphy of the WPB and other
Government
officials.
LT. EARL ALLVINE of the motion picture division of the Bureau of Aeronautics, U. S.
Navy, returns to Washington today after two
days in town conferring with newsreel
editors.

N. Y. BUI Would Exempt
Bingo from Penal Provisions
Albany, N. Y.— Senator Peter T.
Farrell yesterday introduced an
amendment to the penal law exempting Bingo fiom the prohibitions imposed in that section concerning
lotteries and gambling. Bingo would
be allowed under the bill where
operated by religious groups, incorporated veterans or other nonprofit making organizations. Assemblyman Gene Bannigan hoppered a measure prohibiting resale
of admission tickets to places of
amusement within 900 yards of theaters.
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Army Group (hecks
Use of Raw Stock
The U. S. Army has appointed a
committee to investigate the Army's
own use of raw stock and to re-check
t7 \stimate of requirements for the
p Jnt year, it was reported yesterday.
The committee is expected to
probe the report that too many prints
are being made for training films.
If the report is true, it is possible
that prints may be rotated among
the various camps instead of continuing the practice of making one
print for each camp.
Whether a reduction in the Army's
requirements would ease the raw
stock situation for commercial uses
could not be determined.

Theater Construction Bill
Introduced in Iowa
(Continued from Page 1)

ments that must be included in construction plans submitted to the
state fire marshfls before actual
construction can start. The fire marshal must either approve or reject
the plans within five days after receipt.
In addition the fire marshal is
required to inspect all theaters in
the state at least once a year with
the inspection fee set £t $7.50 for
theaters with 800 seats or more and
$5 for theaters with less than 800
seats. The fire marshal is also
given the power to enforce the provisions of the act with court penalty
set at 30 days in jail or $100 fine.

The requirements set up include:
Xo smoking except in segregated parts of
the theater which are fire proof and directly
ventilated.

Senate Passes Fiscal Year,
Income Payments Bills

Supreme Court Hears
Copyright Test

(Continued from Page 1)
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• • • TODAY witnesses "lie Wind-up of United Nations Week,—
the industry's first special job of 1943 under WAC's administrative guidance It is a job well done, and to the thousands who participated in
the drive great credit is due
. :But this- is just the beginning of the
year's war welfare activities by filmland
Currently in work are
plans for thre s campaigns, (1) Infantile Paralysis Drive, Feb. 18-24, which,
although not a WAC war effort, will receive valuable aid from that
body; (2) Spot campaign to sell "Spirit of '43" (Treasury-income tax);
and (3) Campaign to secure 16 mm, sound projectors for use over-seas
in behalf of the War Department
T
▼
▼
• • • TOO, considerable advance planning is going into the
huge Red Cross Drive, April 1-6, inclusive, and continuing campaigns
to sell more War Bonds; help scrap collection {copper SOS now!) of
WPB; help OWI get better war poster display, and to publicize war
short subjects to increase public interest in these vital messages
Additionally, there's the Victory Book Campaign (American Library
Ass'n., USO, and Red Cross); conservation and salvage of materials
used in theaters for WPB; aid to OPA in educating public on rationing of food, gas, fuel, etc.; aid to the Manpower Commission; and
assistance in the Autumn of '43 to the National War Fund
On
the schedule likewise are two possible campaigns,— for War Prisoners'
Aid (YMCA), and United Seaman's Service (Merchant Marine)
Foregoing is but a partial list
There will be more WAC activities And what is particularly bad news to the Axis is that there's
a helluva lot more rarin'-to-go enterprise and strength in our industry's rank and file to put all these services into the "super-successful"
column of filmland's World
War II ledger
George J. Schaefer,
chairman of our War Activities Committee, awards a much deserved
verbal decoration via the following statement: "One of the fine developments ofour organization for 1943 is the expansion and streamlining of the Public Relations Division. This group of alert showmen,
taking an active interest in our war efforts, can be of outstanding importance to our Government and to our industry. They are on the
firing line where all our plans must be transformed into action. They
are the ones who get the work done. Through their typewriters and
nimble brains we win the support of the public, without which all our

song, "When Irish Eyes are Smiling," published by M. Witmark &
Sons, a Warners subsidiary. George
Graff, author of the composition,
sold the original and renewal terms
in the copyright to Witmark. Both
Witmark and Graff applied for the
renewal term, Graff raising the test
issue that his previous assignment
of the renewal term was null and
void because he was without power
to assign his interest before the time
when applies tion for the renewal
could be filed.
George Graff assigned his renewal
term to Fred Fisher Music Co.,
which commenced publication. Witmark brought suit against Fisher,
seeking to enjoin the latter from
publishing the song.
When the case was first heard in
the District Court of New York and
the Circuit Court of Appeals, decision was against Fisher. It was then
taken to the Supreme Court, with
John Schulman of Hays, St. John,
Abramson & Schulman arguing the
case for Fisher, while Robert W.
Perkins, general counsel for Warners argued for Witmark.
In addition to the unusual importance of the issue at stake, this
will be the first time that the Supreme Court, as presently constituted, will have passed on a copyright matter.

Al Sindlinger Joining
Gallup's Research Institute
(Continued from Page 1)

York

office when it opens in Februay.Audience Research
Institute was
founded by Dr. George Gallup and
Mrs. Barbara Benson and has developed a technique of applying
scientific surveys to the field of motion pictures. Dr. Gallup will continue as consulting director and
Mrs. Benson will continue to head
the research staff.
Sindlinger joined The March of
Time in 1935 after a wide experience
in the theater business, He is a
native of Tuscarawas, O., and is a
graduate of Ohio University.

Albany, N. Y.— The State Senate
yesterday afternoon passed and sent
to the Governor a measure changing
the fiscal year to April 1. The
Senate vote was 31-20 on strictly
efforts would be futile." T
▼
▼
party lines. It came after the Assembly had passed the bill Monday
HARBOR!
PEARL
AVENGE
•
•
•
night. In effect this makes the 1943
fiscal year really only nine months,
f:om July 1 to April 1.
The Senate also sent to the Governor another Dewey program bill,
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
a measure permitting quarterly payment of income taxes.
will be closed completely shortly.
by
those
attending a meeting sponHalf the staff and other production
facilities have been moved to New
sored by the ITO of Southern California and Arizona.
York where Paramount's cartoon
HARRY LAWRENSON, make-up
subjects are being made.
It was the consensus of those pres- editor of Fox Movietone News, reProduction on a small scale is
ent that delays in clearance could
cently commissioned a first lieutenstill going on at Famous, but reant in the Army Signal Corps, toliable sources contend that all pic- be avoided by the distributors' recogreports to Astoria headquarters
nition of the opinion that the policy of theday corps.
tures, including animated cartoons,
can be made at less cost elsewhere now in effect could be organized to
than in the Miami area.
eliminate the condition caused by the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Colonnade Studio in Coral Gables
Hollywood — Columbia's Director
20 per cent reduction in prints. A SIDNEY
SALKOW has reported for
closed up several months ago.
committee of independent exhibitors active duty as a first lieutenant at
Chi. Operators Okay New Scale was authorized to make a survey of the Marine Corps' Camp Elliot.
Chicago — Members of the Chicago the territory and make recommendaSan Francisco — Manager ED
operators union accepted new wage
Hugo
Mayer
Leo Pillot
tions that would preserve the pres- the
Navy.of the Esquire has joined
GATES
scale with five per cent increase at
Dennie
F. O'Brien
ent clearance and zoning schedule.
special meeting yesterday.

Expect Famous Studios
In Miami to Suspend

So. California JTO Would
Retain Clearance Schedule
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The kind of musical that's packing 'em in todayi
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* * Revieius of the new fums * *
"The Crystal Ball"

"Tarzan Triumphs"

with Ray Milland, Pauiette Goddard
United Artists
81 Mins.
DELIGHTFUL COMEDY HAS PLENTY
ON THE BALL TO WIN STRONG AUDIENCE RESPONSE EVERYWHERE.

with Johnny Weissmulier, Frances Gifford
HKO
78 Mins.
TARZAN TANGLES WITH NAZIS TO
SUPPLY EXHIBITORS WITH WHALE OF
A PICTURE FOR THE TARZAN FANS.

It is hard to see how a crystal-gazer
could predict anything less than the kindest of fortune for this picture, which was
produced by Richard Blumenthal with a

Tarzan's faith in isolation. sm is badly
shaken in this newest chapter of his life.
The shaking is done by the Nazis when

smart showman's touch. The production
should keep audiences in a state of happiness throughout its running time. Crowded
with laughs, it is gay, inconsequential stuff
dedicated to only one proposition: to divert.
And the film is vastly successful in this
commendable mission.
The film is blessed with a cast that
plunges into the spirit of the story wholeheartedly. The result is a number of delightful performances that will tickle audiences in a big way. The outstanding contributors are Pauiette Goddard, Ray Milland, Virginia Field, Gladys George, William
Bendix, Cecil Kellaway, Sig Arno. To watch
these performers carrying on is enough to
make anyone forget his worries.
Although the story doesn't always make
sense, it has been told with a fine eye to
its comedy possibilities by Virginia Van
Upp with the help of Elliott Nugent's easygoing direction. The fun derives from the
contest between Miss Field and Miss Goddard over Milland, an attorney who is a
very desirable catch indeed. Miss Field
is an ultra-smart widow practically engaged
to Milland, while Miss Goddard is strictly
"from hunger." The gals try a variety of
wiles to win the prize. Milland is a most
amusing figure caught between two fires.
Miss Goddard even tries posing as a practitioner ofthe occult to get her man. When
all the romantic connivance is over, there
stands Miss Goddard as the winner. The
stages by which she reaches her goal are
one series of hilarious incidents after the
other.
Nugent

has extracted excellent performances especially from Miss Field, Milland and Miss Goddard. Miss Field reveals
herself as a swell comedienne.
CAST: Pauiette Goddard, Ray Milland,
Virginia Field, Gladys George, WilPam Bendix, Ernest Truex, Iris Adrian, Mabel Paige,
Regina Wallace, Peter Jamieson, Faye Helm,
Don Douglas, Nestor Paiva, Sig Arno.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Richard
Blumenthal; Director, Elliott Nugent;
Screenplay, Virginia Van Upp; Cameraman,
Leo Tover; Musical Score, Victor Young;
Art Directors. Hans Dreier, Roland Anderson; Special Effects, Farciot Edouard; Film
Editor, Doane Harrison.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

WEDDING

BELLS

New Haven — Marion Duff, War| ner Theater Department receptionist, has resigned and was married
this week to Lt. William Haesche of
Hamden. Loretta Monohan replaces
her.
Pahokee, Fla. — Olla Vene Angel,
cashier at the Prince theater, and
Woodrow H. Pierce, now in the Navy
were married at Okeechobee.

they invade our tree-hopping hero's domain
and put on an exhibition of treachery and
orutality that cops the prize. The film
does another thing for Tarzan: it adds
another word to his vocabulary. That word
s "Nazi." Tarzan uses it very much as
a swear word.
The Edgar Rice Burroughs' character rises
to new heights of heroism and fearlessness
in "Tarzan Triumphs." Superman never
was more effective in engaging a foe. Tarzan puts the villains to rout almost singlehanded. The way he does it makes for an
extremely exciting time for juvenile filmgoers, who will stay at the edges of their
seats throughout the footage. The speed
it the action will make them dizzy and
Sold them enthralled practically all the way.
What lures the Nazis into the jungle
are reports of a wealth of mineral deposits
.o be found in a community buried in the
depths of the wilds. The natives are eniiaved and put to work by the German conquerors. The plight of the people arouses
larzan, who sets out to do something
about it. And what he does will stir the
Kids to frenzy. Among the victims of the

"Queen of Broadway"

with Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bobby Jordan,
Gabriel Dell, Pamela Blake
MONOGRAM
73 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
SLUM MELODRAMA WITH DECIDEDLY
DIFFERENT SLANT PACKS PATRIOTIC
MESSAGE.
This latest of the Sam Katzman-Jack
Dietz, Banner Productions featuring the East
Side Kids, is as good as any of the heavier
budget films built around these juveniles by
the major companies. The story, adapted
from a Saturday Evening Post yarn by Paul
Ernst, is classy throughout — and the screenplay scribblers, Gerald Schnitzer and Morey
Amsterdam are to be congratulated for
keeping that "Post flavor" in the shooting
script.

"My Son, The Hero"

with Patsy Kelly, Roscoe Karns
PRC
66 Mins
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
WELL-PLAYED AND EXPERTLY/ afeECTED COMEDY-DRAMA NICELYtiojADEN
WITH
ENTERTAINMENT.
This offering is nicely laden with entertainment, and with such tried-and-true
troupers as Patsy Kelly and Roscoe Karns
heading the cast, it should have little trouble pleasing audiences generally, in addition to the leads, it also has Maxie Rosenbloom, in a role tailored to his talents
and the veteran Luis Alberni, who score
heavily with their comedy.
Edgar G. Ulmer has turned in a first-rate
job of direction and also shares original
screenplay credit with Doris Malloy. To
Peter Van Duinen goes credit for good pro
duction values, while Robert Cline and Jack

Barney Sarecky's chore as associate producer isup to his usual standard. There is
a lot of production, fine sets and no skimp- Greenhalgh's photography rates as excellent
Roscoe Karns, a broken-down manager
ing in any
Fox'severy
di- of a broken-down fighter, Maxie Rosenrection isdepartment.
fine — nicely Wallace
paced and
it.
bloom, is still in love with his wife, Joan
scene milked intelligently for all that's in Blair, from whom he has been separated
for several years. When Karns learns that
The players — all of them — are better than their son, Joseph Allen, Jr., a noted war
adequate, with Leo Gorcey turning in a
correspondent, who has been led to bereally ofsolid
withHall,
theGabriel
lion's
lieve that his father is still well-to-do, is
share
the performance
footage. Huntz
coming on a visit, he enlists the aid of
Dell, Bobby Jordan and Pamela Blake, headRosenbloom's wife, Patsy Kelly, who has
ing the supporting cast, all have their mogood connections.
ments, and do good work.
This is a tale of a good guy and a bunch
Patsy secures the "loan" of a beautiful
Nazis are Tarzan's youngster, Boy (Johnny of bad guys, and how they all got together home, and Karns and his "entourage" move
Sneffield), and Frances Gjfford, a girl to and become good guys. The story of the in. Patsy poses as his "wife," Aiberni as
whom the lad is attached. At the termina- rotten apple in the barrel of good apples his "cook," Rosenbloom as his "bodyguard"
tion of the film the Nazis are all done in in reverse. Leo Gorcey, the neighborhood and Lois Collier as his "stepdaughter.*
and peace has returned to the jungle.
Patsy invites Karns' real wife, Joan Blair,
terror, rules his gang with an iron hand —
Johnny Weissmulier is his same limber including milksop Bobby Jordan. Gorcey is to come on a visit, and many funny complications ensue.
self as Tarzan. Miss Gifford replaces Mau- the boxing champ of the East Side. On the
Allen, Jr., the son, arrives and must sell
reen O'Sullivan as the feminine attraction n ght of the big East Side — West Side fight,
$100,000 worth of war bonds for the Gov
n this Tarzan picture. Miss O'Sullivan's he is kidnapped by a pair of gamblers, and
absence is explained by the fact that the Jordan, untrained, takes his place, and by a ernment. His mother, Joan Blair, enlists
the aid of some of her wealthy friends, but
character she plays in the series is on a tricky stroke of fate wins the fight.
insists that Karns buy $25,000 worth of
visit to London. The actress, it will be
Gorcey, believing he has been jobbed by
bonds. Allen, Jr., has entrusted some money
remembered, has been appearing as Tarand feeling sure the mama's boy is to Karns, and Karns wagers part of it on a
zan's mate. Miss Gifford acquits herself Jordan,
afraid of him, begins a campaign to make
well, as do Sheffield, Stanley Ridges, Sig
Jordan lose face in the neighborhood, and, long-shot. Karns instructs dim-witted,
Rumann, Philip Van Zandt, Rex Williams,
Rosenbloom, to place the money on "My
Pedro de Cordoba. Ridges makes a most because Bobby's mother has forbidden him
to fight in the streets, Jordan takes it for Son," but Maxie puts it on "The Hero,1'
reprehensible
Nazi leader.
another long-shot — and it wins.
William Thiele directed the Sol Lesser several reels. There are many human and
CAST: Patsy Kelly, Roscoe Karns, Joan
production with emphasis on action. Roy amusing touches injected to tell this yarn Blair, Carol Hughes, Maxie Rosenbloom, Luis
of
the
fortitude
of
the
fellow
who
is
conChanslor and Carroll Young collaborated on
Atberni, Joseph Allen, Jr., Lois Collier, Jensidered a coward.
Lhe screenplay, which is based on a story
nie Le Gon, Nick Stewart, Hal "Price, Al
At
the
end
of
the
picture,
Jordan
joins
by the latter. They have put into their
St. John, Elvira Gurcy, Isabel La Mel,
script some pretty fantastic stuff that will the army and eventually comes home in his Maxine Leslie.
uniform, only to be ordered by his former
delight the kids.
CREDITS: Producer, Peter Van Duinen;
CAST: Johnny Weissmulier, Frances Gif- gang boss to help rob a garage. Jordan, Director, Edgar G. Ulmer; In Charge of
'ord, Johnny Sheffield, Stanley Ridges, Sig bolstered by the uniform he wears, breaks Production for PRC, , Leon Fromkess; OrRuman, Philip Van Zandt, Rex Williams, up the plot and then administers a thorough
Pedro de Cordoba.
thrashing to Gorcey, then, becomes engaged ig'nal Screenplay, Edgar G. Ulmer, Doris
Malloy; Additional Dialogue, Sam Newfield;
CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser; D:rector, to his sister.
Photography, Jack Greenhalgh, Robert
William Thiele; Screenplay, Roy Chanslor.
This is one slum picture mothers will Cline; Sound, Hans Weeren; Editor, Charles
Carroll Young; Story, Carroll Young; Based actually want their kids to see, for it is Henkel, Jr.
on characters created by Edgar Rice Bur- chock full of the patriotic messages the
DIRECTION, First-rate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
-oughs; Cameraman. Harrv Wild; Art Direc- Government is trying to get to the young-, Excellent.
tor, Hans Peters; Music, Paul Sawtell; Musisters of America in these times. And they're
-=■' D'rector, C. Bakaleinikoff; Film Editor, sold in the way kids will understand and vis, Ray Miller.
Hal Kern.
CREDITS: Producers, Sam Katzman and
like. Monogram has a fine picture here —
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
and has done a real service to the country Jack Dietz; Associate Producer, Barney
Good.
in its production.
Sarecky; Director, Wallace Fox; Assistant
CAST: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bobby Director, Arthur Hammond; Cameraman,
WAAC Gets Loew's Booth
Impressive ceremonies will make Jordan, Gabriel Dell, Pamela Blake, Bennie Mack Stengler, Screenplay, Gerald Schnitzer
Bartlett, Sammy Morrison, Bobby Stone, Additional Dialogue, Morey Amsterdam;
+he transferal of the J>ew's-M-G-M
Musical Director, Edward Kay; Film EdInformation Booth at Times Sauare Dave Durand, Vince Barnett, Daphne Pol- Fine,
itor, Edward Pierson.
lard, Charles Judels, Dudley Dickerson, Henry
and
46th
Street
to
the
Women's
day.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Hall, Minerva Urecal, Wheeler Oakman,

Army Auxiliary Corps at 1 p.m. to-

Margaret Padula, Jack Mulhall, Kay Mar-
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Dislrib.-Exhib. Deals
fUp at Momand Trial
{Continued from Page 1)

DAILY

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Glimpses ofTraveltalk)
Ontario"
(FitzPatrick
M-G-M
9 mins.
All Right
There is plenty of entertainment
here for those who like travel films.
All the places of interest in the
Province of Ontario are shown in
swell Technicolor photography.
There are glimpses of rural and
urban life, with part of the footage
devoted to various popular sports.
Among the Ottawa sights are the
Parliament buildings, the Victoria
Monument and the Peace Tower.

plaintiff and defendant attorneys not
only on matters pertaining to the
trial but on distributor dealings with
exhib
^s, quality of product and
(i/its r.
y-making value, etc.
Numerous letters, telegrams, etc.,
sent by Zoellner to T. J. Connors,
his immediate superior, and to home
1 office officials were read into the
record, most of them dealt with
comments about A. B. Momand and
his theater companies,
the selling
I'of product to Momand and his com' petitors and were evidently being Ginger Rogers Signed
used by Momand's chief counsel,
George S. Ryan, to show Zoellner For "This is the Army"
did have a knowledge of what other
Hollywood — Ginger Rogers has
, producers were selling to exhibitors been
engaged by Warners to play
in Oklahoma, what prices they were
getting, etc., as well as to show the feminine lead in the screen version of the Irving Berlin soldier reZoellne' 's attitude toward Momand
arid toward the Griffith companies.
vue, "This is the Army." Role will
Zoellner
testified
that there
were
many be specially written into the show,
advantages for his comoanv to sell away from which has an all-male cast in its
Momand
and other= to Griffith but that it
.did sell many exhihitors who were operating stage version.
Like the producer, director and
■ in opposition to Griffith.
When
asked to
name them he named
nnlv Hobart
among other studio talent and executives,
•:first-run situat:ons in Oklahoma.
In cross- Miss Rogers will donate her salary
examination
of Zoellner at one stage of the
f session. Edward McClennan. defense attorney, to the Army Emergency Relief Fund.
told the court Zoellner was about to be transferred to another territory by his home office
(and requested
a thorough
searching of all
.'questions at this time so that he would not
ahave to be brought back.

Introduce Zoellner's Letters
Zoellner reiterated that it had never been
the policy of his company or himself to hurt
anyone in any way. A copy of one of his
letters to Connors was read wherein he
stated : "As far as we are concerned I would
prefer to sell in Clinton and Hartshorne and
stay out of Wewoka, Alva, etc., until they
have opposition and we sue the Momand organization for uncompleted contracts," these
being Momand towns. He explained references in letters to Connors, stating "Momand
was paying very low film rentals" in Pawhuska
in that he secured this information from Momand's competitor A. B. Abott and not from
any film company. He denied that film exchange managers fraternized either socially
or otherwise and that film exchange employes mixed with one another and exchanged
information as to exhibitors' contracts with
each other. He displayed lack of any knowledge prior to his coming to Oklahoma City
that Momand had been a strong opponent of
the distributors' credit committees, arbitration, the Film Board of Trade, etc. "We are
not interested in how much money an exhibitor is making," he said in answer to
questioning at another time. "We are interested in how much we are making out of
our pictures in his theaters, but naturally
we're always glad to see him make money.
We're not interested in an exhibitor's expenditures any more than he should be interested in the cost of our productions."
After
having
Ryan's
he had discusseddenied
Momand
withsuggestion
Kesnick that
and
Pettijohn, Ryan showed Zoellner a letter dated Dec. 14, 1927 to T. J. Connors in
which he said, "Mr. A. B. Momand has
been a very bad actor in this territory as
both Mr. Kesnick and Mr. Pettijohn can
tell you. He is constanlty agitating against
the distributors and urging independents to
join the Momand circuit." He explained
he believed it obvious that Pettijohn knew
about this and reiterated that he had never
discussed Momand with either of the two
men.
Ryan asked if he had made contracts with
Griffith providing they could cancel them
after running one picture if they didn't like
the picture, he stated that he could not recall
whether he had or not. Ryan then introduced
in evidence a copy of such a contract dated
August 21, 1929 for Guthrie which provided
for cancellation after a single running of
two short series, "Oddities" and "Great
Events" after playing one of each. In
further questioning Zoellner stated: "Our
grievance with Mr. Momand
was in non-

fulfillment

of

his

own

contracts

and

not

those

he took over."
Reply to Momand's
Threat
Asked by McClennan what his answers to
Momand were when the latter charged conspiracy and threatened to sue. Zoellner said:
"I told him that in my opinion his charges
were absurd, that he could not give me one
reason why our company should want to put
him out of business, and as far as New York
was concerned they didn't even know he was
in existence until he started all of these actions. When he said the Hays office had
-Hotted Oklahoma to Universal I said we
•1'dn't care what the Hays office did and that
•hey didn't tell us where or to whom we
should
sell. My
home They
office always
didn't even
tell
me
to whom
to sell.
left that

"The State vs. Thomas Crosby"
(Famous Jury Trials)
RKO
18 mins.
Holds Interest
The interest is pretty well sustained by this short, which has to
do with the case of a husband on
t:ial on a charge of murdering his
wife out of jealousy. The story has
been capably developed, with suspense worked in nicely. The film
has a surprise ending in which the
husband is cleared and the crime
pinned on one of the witnesses for
the prosecution.

Donald Gledhill Joining
Signal Corps as Captain
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

captain.
Mrs. Donald Gledhill will assume
the post of acting executive secretary. She has been in charge of the
Academy's library on a dollar-a-year
basis, and has built it up to one of
the
three largest film libraries in the
industry.

to Under
my good
judgment."
cross-examination
by C. B. Cochrane.
Zoellner said that when M-G-M sold to Mom=>nd it was because there was "no other
suitable place to put our pictures."
J. B. Terry, now of Perry, formerlv at
Wewoka and with whom Ray Hefner, Paramount exchange head, was alleged to have
an operating partnership, testified he met
Hefner in 1923 and that they mutually deeded to go into Wewoka which they did in
September of 1930 against Momand. He said
Hefner was interested as a silent partner and
invested about half of the $8,000 expended
there. He was questioned at length as to
oroduct obtained and when this had been
related Judge Bower Broaddus interrupted
Momand Attorney Ray Smith to inquire what
Sm'th was trying to bring out.
"I want to bring out he had the vas'
majority of the suitable product, that he had
bought it away from Mr. Momimnd when he
enteredaters the
town
Mr. but
Momand's
were not
ableand
to last
eight orthe10
months
thereafter."
Judge Broaddus said : "Yes, you have
shown that." Judge Broaddus also ruled
vesterdaywe that
untiladmit
"we statements
find a conspiracv
existed
cannot
to link
•he defendant with the conspiracy." in suggesting that the introduct'on of certain documents be temporarily deferred.
Ray H. Russ. Stillwater theater owner
for
13 years,
alsoa testified
Smith's
nuestioning
that
battery under
manufacturing
firm of which he was an executive sold out
to his neighbors, Roy Hefner and Ed Brewer,
the First National manager at Oklahoma Citv,
and told him he should go into the theater
business and suggested the Camera at Tulsa,
which was leased by Brewer and turned over
to him. Griffith then in Stillwater had not
honght Paramount. Smith pointed out. Russ
said Hefner and Brewer did all of his picture buying and booking for two years while
he learned the theater business.

DAILY

Hollywood — Donald Gledhill, executive secretary of Academy of MP
Arts and Sciences, has been granted
a leave of absence for the duration
of the war and will join the Army
Signal Corps in Washington as a

WLB Will Weigh
306'$ Pay Rise Plea
(Continued from Page 1)

by the union and the circuits that
the board had voted to consider the
appeal of the projectionists for more
money. The circuits in the case are
Loew's, Paramount, RKO, Warner
Bros., Skouras and Randforce. Some
1,000 operators are said to be affected.
Employers and union were served
a stiff reminder not to make any
further moves against each other
until the board had a chance to make
its decision. The board's notification, as made public by Local 306,
said: "In the meantime, the Board
urges that the parties refrain from
any action which would aggravate
the situation or render the controversy more difficult to adjust."
According to a spokesman for Local 306, the dispute was thrown in
the WLB's lap after the circuits
had turned down every effort of the
union to obtain wage increases for
its members. While it was admitted
that the employers were within their
rights under their contracts with
the operators not to grant any wage
increases, it was pointed out that
the alarming rise in the cost of living had created an emergency beyond contractual restrictions. The
contracts
have two more years to
run.

Always
There'll
be

THE YEAR

BOOK!

The 1943 Film Year Book
Bigger and Better than
ever now in preparation
Ready

for

distribution

next

month!
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7,00<M)00 IN MAJOR COIN TOJMILIES
evenEditorialNew Vice-Presidents Created by Columbia
New Blood
. . . Young of PRC
==

By CHESTER

"CVERY

man

B. BAHN

—

is like the company he is

*~ wont to keep," wrote old Euripides.
Film biz, as keenly observant as the ancient Greek who had more than a name for
it, offers its own slant, with the result you
get the neat paraphrase that a company,
in turn, is known by the men it attracts
and keeps in top spots.
The bigger the man, the bigger the company . . . .trade annals are replete with
striking instances. Let a new company
make quick and substantial growth, and,
if you'll do a bit of digging, you'll find,
either up front, in the background, or both
unusual brainpower. A company so endowed will bear watching, for it's on its
way and rolling high.
o
COR

specific application, consider Pro-

' ducers Releasing Corp. Up front, this
wholly owned Pathe Laboratories company
has the industry-wise Briggs-GreenblattFromkess triumvirate, but potently in the
background is one of the day's ablest
financiers and industrialists, Robert Ralph
Young.
Virtually unknown to the trade as yet,
Young is in film biz, definitely! And if
his accomplishments in other fields provide any criterion, watch PRC's smoke.
For Young at 45 today is not only board
chairman of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, but is the controlling factor as well

Harry Cohn and Jack Cohn
Renamed to Company Top
Spots as Board Organizes

Columbia's board, meeting yesterday to organize following the annual stockholders' meeting, reelected Harry Cohn to the presidency and Jack Cohn to the executive vice-presidency and then
created and filled seven new vicepresidential posts.
Named to them were:
A. Schneider, who continues also
as treasurer; Sidney Buchman, A.
(Continued on Page 4)

Will AskRelund of
Invalid Penn. Tax
Pittsburgh — A move to obtain a
refund on the chain store and theater tax of 1937 which v/as declared
unconstitutional will be made by
Allied Motion Picture Theater Owners of Western Pennsylvania for its
members. This was decided at an
organization meeting here this week.
The Allied unit also laid plans for
the consolidation of local theater ad(Continued on Page 4)

Four-Day Operation for
Oil-Heated Mass. Houses?

Red Cross Drive to
Have Benefit Show
The Red Cross has approved a
plan whereby a mammoth show
will be produced in Madison Square
Garden as part of annual drive for
funds, Barney Balaban, head of the
motion picture collections, said yesare to
nowbebe'ng
out for terday.
theDetails
show
held worked
during
the first or second week in April.
It is the first time that the American Red Cross has permitted such
an exhibition to be held in its behalf at the Garden.

Court Questions
Momand Counsel
Oklahoma
City — "So far you
haven't shown any joint effort or
conspiracy on the part of these defendant distributors and producers,"
Federal Judge Bower Broaddus told
strrtled plaintiff attorneys a few
minutes before noon recess yesterday in the A. B. Momand $4,950,000
anti-trust action here. "It strikes
me* that there is a possibility and a
reasonable probability," he further
commented,(Continued
"that onGriffith
was buyPage 3)

Newsreel Reps. Meet

in the "Nickel Plate," the Wheeling &
Lake Ere and the Pere Marquette. All
that was achieved in a matter of five
short years — it was back in 1937 that
Young entered the railroad picture through
Alleghany Corp., a holding company in
which he now controls the major stock interest.

Boston — State Senator Maurice With Hopper Tomorrow
M. Goldman of Boston has introduced a bill which would limit oil- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
heated theate: s to f our-days-a-week
Washington — Representatives of
operation. The measure also would the five newsreels will be on hand
apply to other places of entertain- tomorrow for the regular monthly
ment and would remain in effect for meeting of the Motion Picture In(Continued on Page 3)
the duration of the war.

CILM

Flying Pix to Combat

biz, which understandably has a

great terested
respect
into know for
thatearnings,
the fourw'llrailbe lines
this vear will show a net of nearly $50,000,000 on a gross of $335,000,000.
VOUNG'S interest, financial and otherwise, in motion pictures stems from
his early association with duPont. A Texan,
educated at Culver and the University of
Virginia, he started with duPont in the
manufacture end, then went into the
treasurer's office. Ten years or so ago,
he became a major stockholder in duPont
(Continued on Page 2)

.1.^

Areas

Army Sets Up New Headquarters in New York
Sale of Lexington House
Still Pending, Say Schines

Speeding up of motion pictures to
the armed services in combat zones
has been the first effort on the part
of the Overseas Motion Picture Service of the U. S. Army which has
Buffalo — Negotiations with respect
to disposal of the Opera House, Lex- set up headquarters in the RCA
ington, Ky., are still pending and Bldg. under the direction of M>j.
lar negotiations regarding the Orton Hicks. The office was created
P ;a Theater,
Malone, are stymied by Joseph(.Continued
Seidelman,
on Page Universal's
4)
( Continued on Page 4)

Newspaper Ad Budgets of
Eight Companies Higher;
Warners Biggest Spender
Approximately $7,000,000 was
spent by eight major companies for
newspaper advertising in 1942, it is
disclosed by a Film Daily survey.
Warners led the list with expenditures of $2,723,000 in daily papers, followed by M-G-M with $1,800,000; 20th Century-Fox, $786,700; Paramount, $538,000; RKO Radio, $374,400; United Artists, $304,500; Universal, $272,790, and Columbia, $195,950.
The 1942 budgets generally were
(Continued on Page 4)

Driving Ban Brings
Varying Biz Effects
The pleasure driving ban has had
a varied effect on theaters in the
Eastern area. In some communities, theaters are dropping their
matinees to cope with the situation,
While in others there has been no
adverse results from the order.
In Fairfield, Conn., the Community
(Continued on Page 3)

Arbitration Complaints
In Detroit Down 75%
Detroit — Arbitration cases filed in
this territory's Motion Picture Tribunal showed a drop of 75 per cent
in 1942 — from eight to two for the
vears 1941 and 1942, respectively.
During the(Continued
early months
of the conon Page 4)

WAC Helping OWI in
Negro Theater Drive
More than 400 theaters in various
sections of the U. S., through WAC,
will co-operate with the OWI in its
campaign among Negroes, Si Fabian,
chairman of the WAC Theaters Division, announced yesterday. Houses,
all of which cater to colored patrons,
will helo the OWI in the distribution
of a 72-page pictorial mag. entitled
"Negroes and the War."

w
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Of Industry's War Role

10 Cents
DAN NOLAN, RKO visiting auditor form New
Ycrk,
office. is spending some time at the New Haven

ERNESTO CAPARROS, director of the Cuban
film "Fantasma del Caribe," is in town to
make prints of the film.

CAPT. DONALD GLEDH1LL, Signal Corps, on
leave from the Academy as executive secretary,
left the Coast yesterday for Washington and
active service.

DR. MANUEL TELLON, general counsel of
rhe Cuban Fi.m Board of Trade, is here on
business.

and
Y.,
WM.

THELMA STRABEt, author of Para.'s "Reap
'he Wild Wind," is in New York from her
home in Washington, to confer with her agent,
Ann
Watkins.

ROY HAINES, Warners' sales executive, left
yesterday tor Washington. He goes from there
0 Pittsburgh and Cincinnati, returning to New
York sometime
next week.

Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer. Entered as
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., unuer the
«ct of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
Jnited States outside of Greater New York
{10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber should
remit with order. Address all communications,
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway
Mew York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.

EDWARD A. GOLDEN and ROBERT S. COLDEN,
producer and associate producer, respectively,
of "Hitler's Children," wi.l go to Northampton,
Mass., on Saturday to participate in a seminar
on the film to be heid at Smith Ccllege.

FRANK N. PHELPS, labor contact for the
Warner Circuit, is on a tour through Ohio.
Ha is due back in New York on Monday.
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of the

night's special preview of "Arabian
there.
HARPO
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of

Nights"

MARX was in Boston yesterday in
the United
Nations
drive.

New Blood
. . . Young of PRC
(Continued from Page 1)
Film Manufacturing Co., his shares increasng until he was the largest single holder
next to the duPont interests. Subsequent
corporate moves, and Young emerged as the
dominant power in Pathe Laboratories which
eventually acquired all stock of PRC. Other
chapters of his colorful, brilliant business

rich infus'on of new

financial blood.

Andrew L. Stone to Release
Through United Artists
West Coast Btreau of THE

FILM

'45
70%

O. HENRY BRIGCS, PRC president, goes to
Washington tonight, proceeding from there to
riMsburgh
where
he arrives Saturday.

10th Pic Star to Attend
F.D.R/s Birthday Ball

DAILY

Hollywood — Andrew L. Stone, who
has formed Stone Productions, has
made a distribution deal with United
Artists and will pl^ce his initial
mature, tentatively titled "Hi Diddle
Diddle," before the cameras late in
April. The cast will include Adolphe
Menjou, Martha Scott, Lupe Velez,
Dermis
Horton. O'Keefe ?nd Edward Everett

+

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
68 Vi

RUTH

Stone w^ll direct "Stormv Weather"
for 20th-Fox before starting his own
productions.

Vi
2%
73/4 +

10

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Met.
Roxy

Net
Close
Chg.
13'/8 —
Va

14
14
44
44
15%
15%
110V4H1
33/4
3%

and

If you know your industry history, you'll
not under-estimate the possibilities of this

MARKET
Low
13Vs

L1NET

career saw h'm as a General Motors official and head of his own New York firm of
investment counsellors.

(Wednesday, Jan. 20)
NEW

HANK

Universal publicity staff are due back tomorrow from Boston after helping to arrange last

AL HARDING of Actors quity left yesterday
fcr New England to conduct a survey for 10thFox on the feasibility of establishing stock companies to develop talent to replace that lost
to the war e,fort.
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Hollywood — Of 20 storv purchases
Kalmenson on Southern Tour
made by Monogram, half are concerned with war themes, it is reKansas City — Ben Kalmenson,
vealed by T>em Carr, executive diWarners' general sales manager, who
rector in charge of v oduction. He
has just ferences
concluded
a se'studios
ies of with
conat the Burbank
said: "It is my observation that
Jack L. Warner and Charles Einfeld, nubb'c sentiment is divided almost
arrived here yesterday on the first evenly between esc^nist entertainment and realistic films concerning
leg of a tour that will extend
throughout the South. He leaves the present combat."
today for St. Louis, with Oklahoma
Among stories purchased a.r^
City, Dallas, New Orleans, Atlanta "W^no-c, Ov^r tbp Ppr>i'f> " "Rod
and Charlotte also on his itinerary "Red Bayonette." "Junsrle War" and
before returning to New York.
"Twenty-four Hours Leave."

Fawcett Will Suspend
Hollywood, Fan Mag.

to war."

Due to paper restrictions, Fawcett Publications is suspending Hollywood, frn magazine. Joan Votsis,
editor, will take over Motion Picture,
now edited by Larry Reid who will
supervise
both Motion Picture and
Movie Story.
Radio-Movie Guide, Annenberg
fan mag., is changing from weekly
to monthly publication.

1\EW YORK
THEATERS

DAILY

Washington — One more top Hollywood star — with Bing Crosby, Ann
Sheridan, Rita Hayworth or Hedy
Lamarr as possibilities — is expected to be named to round out the list
of those who will appear for the Pres•dent's birthday celebration here.
Stars previously selected a e Loretta
Young, James Cagney, Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Roy
Rogers, Robert Young, Laraine Day,
Lynn Bari, Roddy MacDowall and
Janet Blair.
The program gets under way with
an official welcome at noon next
Friday by J. Russell Young, chairman of the Board of Commissioners
for the District of Columbia. Next
event will be a banquet that evening
at the Mayflower, with Al Jolson as
master of ceremonies, and songs by
rence.
Conrad Thibaut and Marjorie LawThe stars will appear at three
midnight shows Friday — at Wa: ners' Earle, Loew's Capitol and
Lichtman's Howard.
Saturday will see a luncheon at the
White House, and probably a reception at the Chinese Embassy, with
appearances at the eight official balls
in the evening.

Daggett, Cagney Ad Chief

Hollywood — Chailes Daggett has
b°en made publicity and advertising
director for Cagney Productions.

**alf of Mouoqram's Story
Purchases Deal With War
West Coast Bureau of THE

Francis S. Harmon, WAC executive vice-chairman, yesterday addressed a joint meeting of the Advertising Club of New York and its
Fighting Film Forum on the subject,
"Movies Go To War." Harmon outlined the methods by which the industry, through the WAC, "has gone
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Court Questions
Momand Counsel

Driving Ban Brings
Varying Biz Effects

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

has eliminr ted its matinees on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday and has
reduced its evening running time to
"one complete show instead of two.
The Saybrook Theater, Saybrook,
also has adopted the one-show polV. At the end of the first full week
of the OPA "ban in Springfield,
Mass., theaters reported no box-office slump. The only time in which
the crowds are lighter thrn usual is
on Sunday when the houses open at
1 p.m., but patronage grows heavier
as the afternoon progresses. In
fact, managers say, business in
Springfield is just about capacity
most of the time.
A slight drop in business was
noted in Baltimore at the start of
the pier sure driving ban, but managers now say that the public has
adjusted its transportation problem.
William Saxton, city manager of
Loew's, has noted that the ban has
helped matinee business as more
women are now attending the tfternoon shows.
Despite dimout and consistently
bad weather, Boston downtown theaters are doing almost unprecedented
business. The sudden upturn after
a period of poor attendance has
amazed managers, although the
neighborhoods are still being hurt
by the driving ben.

Newsreel Reps. Meet
With Hopper Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)

dust: y Advisory Committee, meeting
with WPB motion picture chief, Harold Hopper.
Hopper will not say in advance
just what is to be discussed in regard to newsreels, but it is believed that he will go over the industry agreement regarding newsreel
footage and put WPB on record as
strongly opposing any fu ther cut
in such footage by the producers.
The newsreel people will also meet
with Lowell Mellett Friday, though
the OWI pix chief says he has no
specific program. Film manufacturers will meet with Hopper Thursday.

• • • CEREMONIES commemorating the 50th anniversary oi the
local and lsgit Empire Theater next Monday night, during which Dor-

Just who's there from celluloid circles may shed some light upon
what film cut.it will grab ofi the motion picture rights to "Father"
If representatives of all the majors are on deck (and they're all bidders,
mind you), the most burning question since David O. Selznick landed
GWTW may remain an enigma a bit longer
But it's possible that
the Empire shindig will furnish a clue
T
T
T
• • • HOW much more of 1943 will spin along without Oscar
Serlin giving the victor's nod to one of the bevy of bidders, this corner
doesn't know
But he does know
that the competition
to get
"Father" is hotter than a blast furnace
Strange as it may sound
and seem, acquisition of the rights depends not primarily upon price
(the bidders hold that half-a-million or so is duck soup), but upon
conditions surrounding production
One of our great producers
out Hollywood way, has christened these conditions "Serlin's Ten Commandments" Knowing and appreciating Serlin's inflexible integrity, as well as his reverent attachment to the play which contributed
so much to his present rank as Broadway's Number 1 Producer, is to
thoroughly understand just what gives birth to the so-called "Ten Commandments" In plain language,— it's plain ethics
He regards
his play as a parent regards a highly eligible, beautiful and brilliant
daughter
And so he is rightly concerned, not with her prospective
husband's bankroll, but about the good
the successful Hollywood Lochinvar
T
▼

.

Carlisle Arthur S. Dickinson
H. William Fitelson

treatment she receives from
T

• •
• STUFF:
Paul (20th Fox) Nord's new play, "God Strikes
Back," will be presented at the Barbizon Plaza Thea!er, via four tryout performances, starting Feb. 26 and ending Feb. 28, with a matinee
on the latter date
Paul will produce and direct his play, which
deals with a typical Greek family's war against the forces of occupation. ... • Ansel Sanborn, movie chain operator up in New Hampshire's Carroll County, probably holds a record for rapid rise to the
Governor's chair in the State
Two or three days after he had been
named as president of the State Senate, Gov. Robert O. Blood hied to
Boston to attend a fuel conference, and Sanborn became acting chief
executive of New Hampshire. ... • That an organist will help bring
in the crowds seems to be borne out at the Century in Rochester where
Frank Lyboit has already built up a following in the four weeks he
has been playing at the Saturday midnight show
The late show is
attracting big crowds with 25 per cent of the audience estimated as the
same folks week after week
T
T
T
•

Samuel

othy ('Liie With Father") Stickney will for the second time receive a
League
award, can easily have high cinematic significance

Drama

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

O'Connell, Film and
Stage Comedian, Dead

Fires Damage Theaters
In Arkansas and Oregon

West Coast Bureau of THE

Corning, Ark. — A projection room
explosion in the State theater
started a fire that caused $35,000
damage. The booth equipment had
been recently installed.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hugh V. O'Connell,
52, stage and screen comedian, who
scored on Broadway in "Once in a
Lifetime," "The Racket," "Gentlemen of the Press" and in the title
role of "The Sap from Syracuse,"
is dead here. Before clicking on
Broadwr y, O'Connell was a stock favorite in Syracuse, N. Y., with the
Frank Wilcox Co. An autopsy will
be performed.

Portland, Ore.— Taylor St. Theater here was damaged to the extent of $3,000 by fire which broke
out in the projection room. Cause
is believed to have been an electric
heater.

ing more than he needed for these
particular houses.
"It also seems to me that unless
some concerted action as far as the
producers and distributors are concerned is shown more definitely it is
not conspiracy and for that matter
they could do it, but as far as purchases are concerned this could have
been so. Every man has the right
to sell to whom he pleases.
"Nor can I see how the depositions you have introduced have any
bearing on this situation. Any combine tion they may have had in other
parts of the country couldn't affect
this situation here in Oklahoma unless that conspiracy was nationwide." He asked Momand's chief
counsel, George Ryan, what the lattei hoped to show by the contracts
in that regard.
"We've not completed our presentation as yet, Your Honor," Ryan
pointed out. "I submit to Your
Honor in view of the testimony of
witnesses it should apperr either the
defendant distributors had actually
sold Griffith the product in excess
of Griffith's requirements or that for
some reason which we say was the
conspiracy they were refusing to
sell the plaintiff, giving the excuse
they had sold Griffith. If Griffith
overbought with the distributors'
knowledge or they had knowledge of
Griffith's purpose they are certainly
The statement was made by Judge
party
to this."
Broaddus
not as a ruling but as a
statement of what was in his "mind
at the present." Previously
Johnson, former theater owner and
film salesman for RKO, Universal and United Artists and former
booker and buyer for Momand, had
testified that all film salesmen always hfd freely discussed exhibitors and their own deals with each
other and that branch managers did
the same thing.
Johnson testified Momand did not
have sufficient good film to keep his
theaters operating in Shawnee,
Seminole and Wewoka particularly
and stated that he hrd been discharged as a salesman from RKO
after testifying in the state case at
Shawnee which preceded the Federal action and on which the state
court ruled it did not have jurisdiction in the matter. Johnson testified the selling practices and hebits of all companies he had been
with were the same.

Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori
Rochester — John W. Junot, II,
formerly employed at the Bausch b
Lomb Optical Co.. has been
reported missing in the Pacif'c. Junot is believed by
kin here to have been lost
with the U. S. Cruiser
Juneau.
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Flying Pictures
to Combat Areas
(Continued from Page 1)

foreign department chief and spe;ial consultant on motion pictures
;o the Secretary of War.
The Overseas Service is attempting to distribute all film to the
armed forces by air transport and
',he office is now functioning in its
third week with that as its goal,
Distribution of film and equipment
is the purpose of the branch. A new
exchange will start operating Feb:
1 at 205 E. 42nd St.
Others on Major Hick's staff include Captain B. D. Lion who has
charge of the shipment and circulating of the 16 mm. prints; Lt,
Seymour R. Mayer who will direct
the distribution of the Frank Capra
subjects, "Prelude to War" and
"Nazis Strike," Lt. Norman Barnett,
specializing in the transportation
of the pictures overseas.
Captain Lion formerly was assistant to Phil Reisman, vice-president
in charge of RKO's foreign department. Lt. Mayer was a division
manager for Loew theaters, while
Lt. Barnett formerly was with
Massce, Barnett & Co.

TO THE

NORMAN BARNETT, son of WilHENRY S. ROSENWALD, manliam Barnett of Massce, Barnett &
aging director of the Fifth Ave.
Co., yesterday was sporting the gold Playnouse and Thalia here and the
bars of a second looey. The youth Cinema Theater, Detroit, and presiwas graduated from the Signal
dent of Trio Films, Inc., will enter
Corps school at Fort Monmouth, N. the U. S. Army as a private tomorJ., on Tuesday.
row. During his absence the enterprises will be continued by his assoMARVIN ROTHENBERG, son of
ciate, Martin J. Lewis.
Irving Rothenberg of Warners'
branch office sales staff in New York,
Chicago— ARTHUR
STERN,
son
has been commissioned a Second
of Emil
Stern,
Essaness
circuit
Lieutenant in the Army. He is tem- prexy, is entering officers candidate
porarily assigned to the Signal
chool at Fort Benning, Ga.
Coips at Astoria.
Chicago — S. JACOBSON, film
booker for the Indiana-Illinois circuit has joined the Army.

ill Ask Refund of
id Penn. Tax
(Continued from Page 1)

vertising in the newspapers under a
caption to be known as "Allied Independent Theater Owners."
The organization went on record
as being "unalterably opposed" to
It's
Now Com. Gene Markey
Washington Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY the practice of playing pictures on
Washington — Gene Markey, for- 50 per cent terms, with particular
mer Hollywood writer, has been pro- reference to "Reap the Wild Wind,"
moted to full commander in the "Pride of the Yankees," "Yankee
Navy. Markey entered service more Doodle Dandy" and "Star Spangled
than a year ago as a lieutenant
All future drives such as for the
commander. He is now on active Rhythm."
collection of met? Is or other essenduty.
■;
tial war materials requested by the
Government were endorsed by the
organization.

PRODUCTION!

a

DISTRIBUTION'S
EXHIBITION!

Soon ready for
distribution to all
subscribers of
THE FILM DAILY

$7,000,000 in Major
Coin to Dailies
(Continued from Page 1)

substantially higher than those of
previous years.
Marked Warner increase reflected
the company's new policy of practically doubling its newspaper advertising outlay as part of its campaign to get maximum runs fror s
pictures, it was indicated.

(According to the 1942 Film
Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures,
the 12-month industry expenditure
for U. S. advertising hit $80,750,000,
with $66,700,000 going to newspaChicago— HERB
LYON,
B & K
pers, magazines and other periodicals. Theaters naturally accounted
publicity department, enters officers
for
the
greater part of the latter).
candidate school at Camp Grant.

7 New Vice-Prexies
Created by Columbia
(Continued from Page 1)

Montague, N. B. Spingold, B. B.
Kehane, L. J. Barbano, and J. A.
McConville.
Charles Schwartz was renamed
secretary while David Fogelson was
elected assistant secretary as was
Duncan Cassell. Mortimer Wormser and Leo Jaffe were named assistant treasurers, C. W. Sharpe,
controller, and S. M. Love, assistant
controller.
Resignation of Lt. Com. L. M,
Blancke, now in active service in
the Navy, was accepted as a member of the board, and A. Montague
was elected in his place.
The following directors will comprise the new Finance Committee:
Stars in Boston P.A.'s
Harry
Cohn, Jack Cohn, A. SchneiBoston — Nigel Bruce, Elyse Knox,
der, N. B. Spingold, Dr. A. H. GianDonald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Glo- nini and L. J. Barbano.
ria Jean, Maria Montez and Sabu
arrived from New York and Hollywood for personal appearances at Arbitration Complaints
the special preview of Universal's In Detroit Down 75%
"Arabian Nights" at the Keith Memorial Theater. The players were
(Continued from Page ])
greeted by Gov. Saltonstall.
sent decree, the Michigan docket was
one of the most active in the country,
striking.
so that the decline is all the more
Joseph Sandman Dies
Chicago — Joseph Sandman, 62,
A major factor in causing the drop
veteran Chicago theater owner, is
dead here. He is survived by his here appears to be the fact that
)oth exhibitors and distributors realAvidow and two daughters.
ze, after studying the careful hanT
dling of cases here, that the other
side has certain rights which must
be respected, and which the tribunal
will uphold on trial. This has evidently led to a stricter conformity
to the spirit and letter of the consent
Joseph H. Lamm, comptroller of decree, and both sides have less
PRC, is passing out the perfectos. cause for complaint.
Another reason for the slacking
Reason — the arrival of a six pound
daughter in the Lamm menage. The off of cases is the rise of new warnew comptroller of the Lamm housetime operating problems, such as
hold will be known as Jill Madeleine labor turnover, which make buying
Lamm.
issues less important. The rise of
two new booking co-operative groups
It's a fourth daughter for Ter:y here has changed the picture also,
Turner, RKO exploitation chief, born and has undoubtedly had an effect,
to Mrs. Turner at New York Hos- as yet conjectural, upon the buying
power of local independents.
pital.

STORKS

i the
43
19LM
f FI
YEAR BOOK

COLORS!

Sale of Lexington House
Still Pending, Say Schines
(Continued from Page 1)

by forced closing of that house, Willard S. McKay, Schine counsel, disclosed in his eighth monthly report
on Schine divestiture, filed in Federal Court pursuant to the temporary order of test May 19 by which
the Schine anti-trust suit trial was
postponed two years.
Of the Plaza, McKay's report said
"it has been impossible to conclude
the negotiations . . . because after
an inspection by a lieutenant of the
New York State Troopers, and an
inspector of the Department of Labor" the house "was ordered closed
and has been closed pending the
making of repairs, etc., all of which
are entirely the responsibility of the
landlord, and none of which are the
responsibility of any Schine com-

Cuban Exhibitor Dead
Camaguey, Cuba (By Air Mail) —
Dr. Humberto Carrillo, manager of
the Aurora Theater, in Florida,
Camaguey, died of a heart attack.
pany."

WEDDING

BELLS

Buffalo — Spencer Balser of the
Basil Bros, circuit and Mrs. Balser
have announced the engagement of
their daughter, B-ernice, to Corp.
William
Chapman,
a paratrooper.
Havana (By Air Mail) — Mario
Cu:belo, manager of the Infanta
Theater, married Angelita Alvarez
here.
Havana (By Air Mail) — Antonio
°erdices, production manager of
Peliculas Cubanas, married Violeta
Llosa Rivero.
Cleveland — - Emily Scheuerman,
younger daughter of Fred Scheuerman, former Vitagraph office manager and now manager of the Lexington Theater, was married to Ensign Harold P. Streeper, currently
stationed at Norfolk, Va,

■
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ALLENTOWN'S

CHAMPION

SOUR-PUSSES

"Showmanship

WE BELIEVE THAT RED SKELTON'S
LATEST PICTURE—

is positively
not dead in

"WHISTLING IN DIXIE"
Which will be the next attraction at the
Rialto Theatre, is so funny that nobody
can sit through it without being convulsed with laughter.

SELL
SEATS
WITH
IDEAS!

Allentown!"

To test this, as an experiment, we would
like to engage the four sourest-pusses in
Allentown who think they can sit
through an advanced screening of this
picture without laughing — Each will be
paid $5.00. Apply today at the Rialto
Theatre.
LEO TRAINOR,
Manager

Above: The ad
that Allentown
saw first. Then,
(right) the second
ad of the unique
campaign.

Leo Trainor, Manager of the
Rialto Theatre, Allentown, put
on a campaign that clicked!

PROOF
HAS NO

THAT
MORE

ALLENTOWN
SOUR-PUSSES!

THEY SAID "YOU CAN'T
MAKE US LAUGH"

JAMES

fcfc

E. B1CKEL

ULYSSES

C. ALTEMOSt

JE

RANDOLPH

HOFFMAN

BUT WE DID"
AT A PRIVATE ADVANCED SCREENING OF "WHISTLING IN DIXIE" . . . YOD,
TOO. WILL BE CONVULSED WITH LAUGHTER. RED SKELTON IS AT HIS BEST.

Increased newspaper advertising. 8 24-sheets; 2 3-sheets;
4 6-sheets posted week in advance. Tie-up with Lion's
Club for underprivileged children. The tickets were
sold under the sponsorship of a committee consisting
of 100 members. Radio: Spot announcements immediately preceding and following the Red Skelton program
in advance. 30 station-break flashes. Daily spot announcements immediately following local news program during engagement. This program has an exceedingly large
listening audience. Radio Station WSAN. Dashboard
cards on all trolley cars and buses — approximately 100.
35 14x22 cards on newsstands. Tie-up with Mattie
Thompson Beauty Salon, including ad and window
display. 3,000 bags imprinted for McCrory's five-and-adime store. Story in Woman's Gossip column of Evening
Chronicle. Story in Shopper's Guide. Red Skelton window in building of Radio Station WSAN. Tie-up with
Morning Call and Evening Chronicle — on Shopping
Guide page — twice in each paper before opening. 30
bumper strips on Allen taxicabs. Sides of Bonded Coal
Company's trucks bannered; also trailer trucks hauling
coal from mines to yard in Allentown. Picture plugged
by Joe McCarron in his sports page in Morning Call.
Picture plugged by Johnny Van Sandt, sports commentator ofStation WSAN. 18 center-city window displays. 4 40x60's in empty store windows. 30x40's in
hotel lobbies.

There's Dough in This Show!

RED SKELTON ,„ m-g-m's
WHISTLING IN DIXIE
Ann Rutherford • George Bancroft • Guy Kibbee • Diana Lewis • Peter Whitney
Screen Play by Nat Perrin • Additional Dialogue by WilkieMahoney • Directedby
S. SYLVAN SIMON • Produced by GEORGE HAIGHT • An M-G-M Picture

Serve your country ! Sell Bonds !
WHO

U S A
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# * Reviews of the new filitis :< &
"Forever and a Day"

with all-star cast
RKO
104 Mins.
PRESTIGE FILM PACKING WEALTH
OF TALENT GIVES RKO ONE OF BIGGEST
BOX-OFFICE ACES.
You'll have to pry far back into your
memory to name an RKO product. on able
match
"Forever and a Day," a mighty
art into the creation of which has gone
tremendous amount of talent of the giltedge variety. The company has been prodigal beyond all belief in making this a quality picture par excellence. Seventy-eight
stars and featured players, seven producers
and d. rectors and 21 writers co-operated
to assure the artistic success of the film
and to put over its inspirational message,
all having worked without pay. The turn
vas long in the making and decidedly well
vorth the time spent on it. All profits will
go to Anglo-American war charities.
The war has served as the inspiration
for "Forever and a Day," which is the story
of a house — an old house impregnated with
nemories, a house which has seen generations of Engl.shmen born and go on their
way.
The house, almost a breathing thing,
is a symbol of the English spirit, of what
Britain stands for, of the fierce will of its
people to remain free whatever the odds.
In tracing the h. story of the house the
authors have paraded
English history from
1804, the year the structure was built, to
he present.
The
action
is necessarily
episodic.
The
incidents
selected
permit
varied emotional display with many monents of humor mixed with the drama.
Two
amilies are alternately
in possession
of
he house down the years.
Both are bitter enemies until marriage unites them in
common interest.
The film ties up the
history of these two families with that of
ngland.
A descendant of each family figures in
he present-day sequences. One is a girl
(Ruth Warrick); the other, a man (Kent
5mith). The former is the current occupant of the house; the latter, an American
war correspondent seeking to buy the place.
The story of the old home is told by the
girl in a series of flashbacks.
Everyone connected with the film has
covered himself with glory. Acting, writing,
direction, photography are of the finest,
ith few exceptions the portrayals are so
good that it would take no end of space
to list them all. Shining above all the
others, however, is that of Gladys Cooper
as a mother whose aviator son is killed on
the eve of his reunion with his parents.
CAST: Brian Aherne, Robert Cummings,
-harles Laughton, Ida Lupino, Herbert
Marshall, Ray Milland, Anna Neagle, Merle
)beron, C. Aubrev Smith, Claude Rains
Ian Hunter, Roland Young, Jessie Matthews,
jladys Cooper, Kent Smith, Edward Everett
■lorron, Ruth Warrick, Donald Crisp, Anna
Lee, Reginald Owen, Gene Lockhart, Lumsden Hare, Victor McLaglen, Clyde Cook,
Elsa Lanchester, Richard Haydn, Isobel ElDm, Patric Knowles, Montagu Love, Hallivell Hcbbes, Dame May Wh'tty, Edmund
Swenn, Arthur Treacher, Reginald Gardiner,
ligel Bruce, Ivan Simpson, Una O'Connor,
/alter K:ngsford, Eric Blore, Wendy Barrie,
Cecil Kellaway, Buster Keaton, George
Cirby, Connie Leon, Ernest Grooney. Billy
8evan, Aubrey Mather, Barbara Everest,
Ben Webster, Alan Edmiston, Alec Craig,
Daphne Moore, Marta Gale, Doreen Monoe, Joy Harrington, Ethel Griffies Stuart
obertson, Charles Irwin, Doris Lloyd, Wendell Hulett, Dennis
Hoey, Robert
Coote,

"Lost
Canyon"
with William
Boyd
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
UA-Sherman
61 Mins.
WESTERN WITH ALL THE INGREDIENTS NEATLY BLENDED SHOULD CLICK
EASILY.
Th.s latest entrant in the Hopalong Cassidy series should satisfy the William Boyd
fans. It has been given Harry Sherman's
usual expert production guidance, and has
jeen ably directed by Lesley Selander.
Russell Harlan's camera has again caught
.nteresting backgrounds.
Douglas Fowiey, a crooked lawyer, and
Guy Usher, a banker, connive to try to
deprive Herbert Rawlinson of his ranch.
Fowiey becomes engaged to Rawlinson's
daughter, Lola Lane, but when Fowiey becomes jealous of Boyd, Lola breaks the engagement.
When a bankroll is stolen from Usher's
bank, Fowiey pins the blame on Jay Kirby,
Boyd's young friend. One of Fowley's henchmen, Carl Hackett, also blames the robbery
on Kirby.
Boyd and his pal, Andy Clyde, are convinced of Kirby's innocence, and Boyd proceeds to gather evidence that clears Kirby
and results in the arrest of Fowiey and
Hackett.
Boyd does his usual convincing work as
Hopalong, while Andy Clyde provides his
excellent brand of comedy. Douglas Fowey, Lola Lane, Jay Kirby, Guy Usher, Carl
Hackett and Hugh Prosser are among the
capable principals.
Lewis Rachmil, functioned as associate
5roducer, while Harry 0. Hoyt wrote the
screenplay,
characters. based on Clarence E. Mulford's
CAST: William Boyd, Jay Kirby, Andy
Clyde, Lola Lane, Douglas Fowiey, Herbert
Rawlinson, Guy Usher, Carl Hackett, Hugh
Prosser.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Asso:iate Producer, Lewis Rachmil; Director,
Lesley Selander; Based on a story by Clarsnce E. Mulford; Screenplay, Harry 0.
Hoyt; Cameraman, Russell Harlan; Editor,
Sherman A. Rose; Art Director, Ralph
Berger.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

"Miss V From
with

Lola

Lane, Noel Madison,
Howard Banks
PRC
71 Mins.

Moscow"

SUSPENSEFUL, ACTION - CRAMMED
MElODkAmA
SHOULD iERVE ITS PUKr-uSE WELL.
Melodrama is dished out rather generously in ' M.ss V from Moscow," which
ought to serve its purpose well. The taci
that some of the incidents fairly strain the
credulity doesn't detract from the entertainment value of the production, ovet
wnich George M. Merrick had supervision.
Most of the events in the story have
been worked out with considerable suspense. The suspenseful quality is due to
two angles of the plot. One involves the
efforts of a Russian woman spy posing
as a German ditto from being found out
and given the works. The other has to
do with her association with an American
serving with the British whom she tries to
shield from the Nazis.
The action takes place in Occupied
France. The girl is sent there by the
Soviet to get information on the movement of German subs that are attacking
American convoys carrying stuff to Russia. To accomplish her mission she passes
herself off as a Nazi spy to whom she bears
a twin-like resemblance. Her job is made

"Fortress on the Volga"

with Mikhail Gelovani, N.kolai Bogoiiubov
Artkino
77 M.ns.
IMPORT FROM SOVIET UNION IS A
POOR EXHIBIT WITH EXTREMELY LIMITED POPULAR APPEAL.
In 1918 Stalingrad, then known as Tsaritsin, had to bathe for its life just as in 1942.
The German ally then was the White Russian. The fate of the Soviet experiment
depended upon the outcome of the con.est. Lenfilm Studios have tried w.thout
much success to capture on film the drama
jf that heroic event — an event deserving of
rar better treatment than has been accordad it in "Fortress on the Volga."
This production holds small entertainment
/alue for American audiences. In the first
place, it is technically so far inferior to
jur own product that there is absolutely
no basis for comparison. From the woeful
qual.ty of the sound and photography one
would suspect the picture was turned out
years ago. In the second place, the story
.ias been developed with so much confusion
and the continuity is, so choppy that it is
impossible to work up more than mild concern in the proceedings. The direction,
credited to Alexei Ginsburg, hasn't helped
much,
treme. being ragged and loose to the ex-

There is an element of novelty in the
fact that Stalin appears as a character in
the action, the part being played by Mikhail
Gelovani. The plot relates the efforts of
Stalin, then an up-and-coming young comeasy by the French underground's disposal misar, to hold Tsaritsin against the comof the Nazi spy. ' The battle of wits bebined assault of the Germans and the White
tween our heroine and the Nazis goes on
at an exciting tempo until toward the Russians. That he was able to triumph was
close of the film, when her identity is due no little to the valiant aid of Voroshirevealed and the villains close in on her lov, then also just beginning to come into
and the American she is aiding. Boy and the light. The story is full of high-sounding talk and chest-thumpings. Only one
girl escape in a bang-up finale after hold- citing.
ing off the Nazis long enough to permit or two incidents can be called really exher to get her message off to Russia on a
secret radio.
The film has one or two performances

Lola Lane plays the Russian spy acceptably. Noel Madison is properly sinister
as the Nazi who leads the search for her.
Howard Banks is good as the American.
Other members of the cast deserving mention are Paul Weigel, John Vosper, Ann
Demetrio, William Vaughn.
Arthur St. Clair and Sherman Lowe put
plenty of kick into their screenplay, which
was directed with bite by A.bert Herman.
CAST: Lola Lane, Noel Madison, Howard Banks, Paul Weigel, John Vosper, Anna
Demetrio, William Vaughn, Juan De La Cruz,
Kipling.
Kathryn Sheldon, Victor Kendell, Richard

Arthur Mulliner, May Beatty, Harry Allen,
June Lockhart, Gerald Oliver Smith, Claud
AHister, Helena Pickard, Clifford Severn,
June Duprez, Queenie Leonard, Emily Fitzroy, Odette Myrtil, June, Anita Bolster, Pax
Walker, Jean Prescott.
CREDITS: Producer, George M. Merrick;
CREDITS: Producer and Directors, Rene Director, Albert Herman; Screenplay,
Clair, Edmund Goulding, Cedric Hardwicke, Arthur St. Clair, Sherman Lowe; Based on
Frank Lloyd, Victor Saville, Robert Steven- story by Arthur St. Clair, Sherman Lowe;
son, Herbert Wilcox; Screenplay, Charles
Cameraman, Marcel Le Picard; Musical DBennett, C. S. Forrester, Lawrence Hazard, rector, Lee Zahler; Film Editor, W. L. Brown.
Michael Hogan. W. P. Lipscomb, Alice Duer
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
VI Her, John Van Druten, Alan Campbell,
Peter Godfrey, S. M. Herzig, Christopher Good.
Isherwood, Gene Lockhart, R. C. Sherriff,
Claudine West, Norman Corwin, Jack Hart- What's Facts to Hitler?
field, James Hilton, Emmet Lavery, Frederick
London (By Cable) — A captured
Londsale, Donald Ogden Stewart, Keith German
newsreel of the Russian and
Winter; Production Co-ordinator, Lloyd Middle East campaigns, designed for
Richards; Cameramen, Robert de Grasse
exhibition in France, will be shown
Lee Garmes, Russell Metty, Nicholas Musu- soon in theaters here, the Ministry
raca; Mus'cal Director, Anthony Collins; of Information indicates. The films
Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Di- are dated Oct. 26, 1942. British
-ectors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Lawrence P.
Williams, Al Herman; Film Editors, Elmo films will be inserted into the footage to show audiences that not a
J. Williams,
George
Crone.
DIRECTION, Superb. PHOTOGRAPHY, single item in the German pictures
Aces.
agrees with the facts.

that bid for an audience's interest. Gelovani,
bearing a striking resemblance to Stalin,
is the best of the players.
Similarity between the events of last
year and 1918 may help to draw attention
to "Fortress on the Volga," which is supplied with English titles.
CAST: Mikhail Gelovani, Nikolai Bogoiiubov, Mikhail Zharov, Barbara Miasnikova,
Sergei Nikashin, Piotr Kadochnikov, Alexander Gremin, Vyacheslav Safronov, Boris
Babochkin, Dmitri Dmokhovsky, Kyril Chepurnov, Ivan Sladkopyevatev.
CREDITS: Charge of Production, Sergei
and Georgi Vassiliev; Director, Alexei Ginsburg; Screenplay, Sergei and Georgi Vassiliev; Cameramen, Yefim Dudko, Mikhail
Ivanov, Alexei Sigayev; Art Director, Boris
Yakimov; Musical Score, Nikolai Kriukov;
English Titles, Charles Clement.
Poor.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Guild Post for David
Rochester — George L. David, film
critic and columnist for the Democrat and Chronicle here, has been
elected vice-president of the Newspaper Guild of Rochester.

Advanced Buys Out Circle
Advanced Music Corp. has acquired
the catalog of Circle Music Publications, Inc. Advanced is one of the
Warner Bros, music group and recently catalog.
obtained the Ager, Yellen &
Bornstein

to
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"Bellboy
Donald"
(Walt Disney)
RKO
7 mins.
Good
Here we have Donald Duck in the
role of bellboy. The job is no sinecure for him, thanks to the pranks
played upon him by a young bundle
of mischief. Donald has to stand
the abuse because of the hotel's
motto that "the guest is always
right." When he is fired, he finds
himself free to get even with his
tormentor. He takes advantage of
the opportunity with a vengeance.
There are many chuckles in this
Technicolor cartoon.
"Hit Tune Jamboree"
(Name Band Musical)
Zippy
Universal
15 l/z mins.
Lovers of popukr music will react favorably toward this display
of the art of George Olsen and his
orchestra. Featured are a number
of tunes which enjoy great popularity among young people. They
include "He's My Guy," "Woodchoppers' Ball," "Deep in the Heart of
Texas," "Green Eyes," "Congomania," "Heart of Herlem," "SleepyTime Gal," "Tiger Rag." Martha
Mears lends her voice to the first
one. The presence of the Mills
Bros, adds to the short's attraction.
They give "Tiger Rag" an especially
good going-over.
"Jasper(Madcap
and theModels)
Choo-Choo"
Paramount
7Vi mins.
Funny
Jasper gets a nickel from his
mother and the scarecrow and the
crow conspire to relieve him of it.
They inveigle the kid into a crap
grme, using loaded dice. The dice
rebel at the dirty business and take
a form that scares the scarecrow out
of taking Jasper's money. Their experience with the enraged dice coneveryone thatTheit doesn't
pay
to be vinces
dishonest.
Technicolor
subject has been capitally done. It
is good for a lot of laughs.
"Barnyard WAAC"
(Terry -Toon
20th-Fox
7 mins.
Fairly Funny
Excitement and confusion hit the
barnyard when all the animals and
the fowl decide to go all-out for defense. The rooster stands by disapprovingly as the hens go off to become WAACS. All his endeavors to
bring them back are of no avail.
No wonder he doesn't like the idea —
he is left to run things at home
alone. There are a number of laughs
in the cartoon, which is in Technicolor.
"Madero of Mexico"
(Passing Parade)
M-G-M
11 mins.
Dramatic
The heroic story of Francesco Madero, president of Mexico whose ex-

ecution by his enemies brought on film offers amazing evidence of the
the Mexican revolution that rescued progress made by Russia in those
the people of his country from serf- eight years. It clearly shows the
dom, is the subject of John Nesbitt's physical and mental development of
latest issue in his Passing Parade the masses and helps to explain the
series. The film is a good minia- nation's heroic stand against the
ture drama well acted out. The Nazi invaders. The footage contains some stunning camera shots.
story tiestraces
swiftly
Madero's
activiin behalf
of the
downtrodden
FitzPatrick serves as commentator.
people of Mexico, his elevation to
office by the grateful populace and
"America's Battle of Beauty"
his tragic end. Paul Guilfoyle plays
(Sports Parade)
Madero beautifully.
Warner
10 Mins.
Fairly Entertaining
"First Aid"
The friendly rivalry between Cali(Pete Smith Specialty)
fornia and Florida has been made
M-G-M
10 mins. the subject of a short that is passVery Good
ably entertaining. A traveler who
Instruction is made easier to take is torn between California and Florby sugar coating it with humor.
ida sets off a debate between a
Pete Smith has demonstrated the Floridian and a Californian. The
verity of this time and again. He case for California is presented by
demonstrates it anew in "First Aid," Knox Manning; that for Florida, by
which in its more emphatic humorous Sidney Blackmer. The result is a
moments is extremely droll stuff. tour of California and Florida. TechWhat not to do to an injured pernicolor is used. The subject was
son is demonstrated in broad com- made to order for it.
edy vein by Dave O'Brien and Edna
Harris. Proper first aid methods are
"Modern Vikings"
shown by Sally Eilers, Leila Hyams
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
and Eileen Percy, instructresses in Paramount
10 mins.
the Beverly Hills chapter of the
A Bit Different
American Red Cross.
There is more to water than mere
wetness. This short proves it — and
in an interesting manner. It is a
"Destruction, Inc."
(Superman)
study of water, which has moods
Paramount
8'/2 mins. just like a human being. The variRather Flat
ous kinds of water are described as
Strictly for the most infantile "white," "luring," "windy," "fast,"
mentalities. There really isn't much "rough." The camera shows where
to this latest Superman release. This each is to be found. As a concestime our hero foils an enemy plot
sion to the times "danger waters"
to blow up a munitions plant. The has been added to the list. This
guy has to work doubly fast because has to do with water areas of the
also at stake is the life of a girl re- world where war is being waged.
porter who has been caught snoop- This short is out of the usual.
ing on the saboteurs. Again the incidents are utterly beyond credibil"Steelhead Fighters"
ity and on the foolish side.
(Ed Thorgersen Sports Review)
20th-Fox
9 mins.
"Strange Empire"
Fisherman's
Luck
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
This one will catch the devotees of
20th-Fox
8 mins.
Isaak Walton hook, line and sinker.
Full of Interest
Th: ill after thrill is provided by
Vital spot which India holds in the the scenes of fishermen trying their
war scene makes this a most timely luck with the steelhead trout in the
booking. The camera catches vari- lakes and rivers of the Pacific
ous aspects of life in that fantastic Northwest. Exhibitors may be asland. High interest is generated by
sured that the fishing is good and
the strange customs and practices the scenery most inspiring. City
recorded by the Thaw Asiatic Ex- folks could ask for nothing better
pedition in Cinecolor. Delhi and than this peek at the outdoors. ChalAgra, site of the Taj Mahal, are mer Sinkey's camera work is fine.
among the cities visited by the expedition. There are some corking
OkayDolly"
"Pretty
shots of the Taj Mahal. Lowell
(Leon Errol Comedy)
Thomas has narrated with his usual
RKO
17 mins.
excellence.
Leon Errol is rocked by another
marital disturbance in "Pretty Dolly." This time a doll (the inanimate
kind) is the cause of it all. The fun
starts when the doll falls into the
James FitzPatrick has put to- fi eplace and is destroyed. Errol
gether an interesting short on the has a tough time clearing himself
people of the Soviet Union. Footage when the missus finds some of the
shot by him in 1932 is combined with doll's blond hair on his person. The
scenes made two years ago.
The wife files a divorce suit, but every"People
of Russia"
(M-G-M Miniature)
M-G-M
10 mins.
Revealing

ft ft

thing is explained satisfactorily at
the end. Bert Gilroy directed the
hilarious film and Ben Holmes directed.
"My (Looney
FavoriteTune)
Duck"
Warner
7 Mins.
Good
Porky Pig again is the butt off
smartalecky Daffy Duck's humor ui
this Technicolor cartoon. The antics have to do with the pig's attempt to set up camp away from the
hustle and bustle of civilization. The
duck comes upon the scene and hinders the fellow at every turn. The
tormentor takes advantage of the
fact it is closed season on ducks, but
when the season opens the pig takes
after the duck ready for his revenge.
While this Leon Schlesinger cartoon
is far from a scream, it has enough
laughs to deserve booking.
"Marines
in the
Making"
(Pete Smith
Specialty)
M-G-M
9 mins.
A-l Booking
Pete Smith takes up the process
of toughening our Marines. Although this sort of stuff has been
done many times, Pete must be credited with making it seem fresh. His
commentary is chiefly responsible
for that. The training program
which makes the Marine a match
for the toughest foe in the world is
recorded with the aid of good photography. The toughener-up in this
case is Dick Hanley of football fame.
Recitation of the Marine's "Creed
of the Rifle"
stirring
close. brings the film to a
"When Winter Calls"
TopsSports Review)
(Ed Thorgersen
20th-Fox
10 mins.
What else could this short be but
beautiful with Mt. Rainier National
Park in all its snowy loveliness as
the setting for an exciting display
of winter sports. The maneuvers
performed by the 15th Infantry Ski
Patrol are really something to look
at. And thrilling, too. Audiences
should relish the • restfulness induced by this short.
"The LastMiniature)
Lesson"
(M-G-M
M-G-M
10 mins.
Inspiring
This short draws a parallel between the prostrate France of today
and of 1870. What adds point is that
the conqueror then as now was Germany. The picture, which has the
benefit of excellent photography,
tries to create faith in the power of
France to rise again. It does this
through the medium of a dramatic
scene showing a French schoolmaster of 1870 taking leave of his class.
While waiting for his German successor he expounds movingly on the
France.
indestructibility of the spirit of
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"Cinderella
with Guy Kibbee, Swings
Gloria Warren It"
RKO

"The Old Chisholm

70 Mins.

UNIMAGINATIVE PRODUCTION LOADED WITH HOKUM WILL DO NO BETTER
THAN MILD BUSINESS.
The presence in the cast of Gloria Warmakes
"Cinderella
Swings
It" a bit
~"e bearable than the film's predecessors
in the Scattergood Baines series. The
girl's sweet, wholesome personality permits one to take a slightly more tolerant
view of the production's many faults, among
which are a script by Michael L. Simmons
sorely lacking in inventiveness, acting that
for the most part is barely adequate and
direction by Christy Cabanne that is quite
ordinary. Yes, Miss Warren is the picture's brightest asset. The girl registers
in spite of some poor recording that robs
one of the full enjoyment of her singing.
What the young miss has to offer is worthy
of far better presentation than it received
in this exhibit, which was produced by
Jerrold T. Brandt.

with Johnny Mack Brown,
Universal

Tex

Ritter
61 Mins.

FEMININE MENACE GIVES ADDED INTEREST TO THIS WESTERN, WHICH IS
FAST AND FURIOUS.

Trail"

A menace in skirts has been wished upon
Johnny Mack Brown in "The Old Chisholm
Trail," a western that sw'ngs along noisily
and furiously. It must be said that the
lady gives a sterling account of her meanness wh'ch is of the highly versatile kind.
The villainess is a most attractive devil.

Usually it is hard to believe in the blackness of a femme character when that character is played by a beautiful woman. That
the skirted Satan in this case is a convincing number is a tribute to the acting of
Mady Correll in the role.
Miss Correll, that terror of the badlands,
goes in for a racket that can be tremendously lucrative in the dry lands of the west. She
takes over the sole water-hole available to
The yarn is one of those sweetness-andlight things in which Guy Kibbee as Scat- ranchmen in a vast stretch of country and
tergood Baines goes around drooling crack- permits its use only upon payment of a
er-barrel philosoohy until it hurts. The handsome bounty. She has various ways
screenplay has Kibbee occupied with the of visiting her vengeance upon those who
task of making a success of Miss Warren, try to fight her. The gal halts at nothing
a singer with fancy aspirations. He ac- — be it stamoeding the herds, destroying
equipment belonging to the ranch owners,
the miracle
the girl
to abandoncomplishesthe
musicbyofinduc'ng
the immortals
or hindering their efforts to find water elseand devote her talents to interpreting the
where. You may be sure Brown and his
hot emanations of the modern tunesmiths. oals put her in her place before all the
A show put on by the community to raise shooting is over.
funds for the USO is the medium of her
Elmer Clifton's direction keeps the acharmonic transformation. The script is
tion go:ng without let-up and whips up no
not satisfied with having a little lady tussle end of
excitement. Clifton doubled in brass
with present-day prejudice against classical by knocking out the screenolay from a yarn
music. She also has to fight with Helen
by Harry Fraser. Oliver Drake functioned
Parr"sh for the affections of Dick Hogan, as associate producer.
amateur orchestra leader who helps to stage
A great asset to the enjoyment of the
the show at which the singer comes into
her own. Miss Warren has to take a lot film is the work of the Jimmy Wakely Trio.
The lads garnish the action with a number
of cattiness from Miss Parrish before it's
of catchy tunes which they put over exall over.
Kibbee plays Scattergood capably. His "■eotionally well. Brown does a solid job as
best suoDort comes from Miss Warren. the hero. Backing him nicely are Tex
Rittpr. Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt.
Leonid K'nsky (who supples most of the
CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Tex R'tter,
comedy as Miss Warren's music teacher),
Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt, Mady Correll,
Hogan.
Earle
Hodgins, Roy B^rcroft, Edmund Cobb,
CAST: Guy K;bbee, Gloria Warren, Helen
Parrish Dick Hogan, Leonid Kinskey, Billy Budd Buster, Jimmy Wakely Trio.
Lenhart, Kenneth Brown, Dink Trout. Willy
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Oliver
Best, Pierre Watk'n, Lee "Lasses" White. Drake; Director. Elmer Clifton; Screenolay,
Fern Emmett, Ed Waller, Kay Linaker, Elmer Clifton; Based on story by Harry
ChrVne Mclntyre, Grace Costello.
Fraser; Cameraman, Will:am Sickner; Art
CREDITS: Producer, Jerrold T. Brandt; Director, Jack Orterson; Musical Director,
Associate Producer Frank Melford; Direc- H. J. Salter; Film Editor, Ray Snvder; Songs,
tor. Christy Cabanne; Screenplay, Michae'
Drake, Jimmy Wakelv. M:lton Rosen.
L. Simmons; Cameraman, Arthur Martinelli; Oliver
DIRECTION, Good. PHOT03RAPHY,
Musical Srore, Paul Sawtell; Film Editor. Good.

"Truck Busters"

with Richard Travis, Virginia Christine
Warner
58 Mins.
FORMULA MELODRAMA IS TOO WEAK
TO DO MORE THAN MILDLY ON DOUBLE-FEATURE BILLS.
"Truck Busters" is strictly formula melodrama that rates no better than a weak
half of a double bill. If the story material were able to match the drive and
punch with which it has been developed,
there would be a better report to make
on this production, which depends for its
effect on incidents worn thin by constant
use in the creation of cinematic excitement. Even so, there are several situations which should get a strong reaction
from lovers of melodramatic entertainment.
The source of all the violence in "Truck
Busters" is a war between independent
truck owners and a group of bigg'es in the
business determined to eliminate competition. Richard Travis does the honors
for the indies, while Don Costello, strongarm man for the big truckers, carries on for
the villains. It's a fight in which no
quarter
is asked.Lang)
The adds
killingfire
of to
Travis'
father (Charles
the
feud. Travis is framed into taking the
rap for a murder committed by Costello and
his henchmen, but he has the last chuckle on
the villains, who are disposed of neatly
at the end after a lot of furious goingson.
Travis plays a forceful hero. Virginia
Christine aopears opposite him in a romantic role which the girl handles fairly well.
Costello makes a vicious head villain, with
Rex Williams an adequate stooge. Most
of the players do no more than fill their
roles.
B. Reaves Eason has had regard only for
sound and fury in his direction. Robert
E. Kent and Raymond L. Schrock punched
out the screenplay.
CAST: Richard Travis, Virg'nia Christine,
Charles Lang, Ruth Ford, Richard Fraser,
Michael Ames, Frank Wilcox, Don Costello
Rex Williams, Bill Crago, Monte Blue,
B'll Kennedy, William B. Davidson, George
Humbert, Peggy Di'g'ns, John Harmon. John
Maxwell, Glenn Cavender, Frank Ferguson, Robert Middlemass, Edward Keane,
Jean Ames.
CREDITS: Director, B. Reaves Eason;
Screendav. Robert E. Kent. Raymond L
S'hrock; Cameraman. Harry Neumann; Film
Editor, Clarence Kolster; Art Director,
Hugh Reticker: Soecial Effects, Byron Haskin. Willard Van Enger.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

War

Shorts in February

Columbia will relerse OWI's short,
"Troop Train," on Feb. 11 and ParaWebster Hearing on Feb. 18
mount will send out the WAC's "Red
Buffalo — First hearing of the ar- Cross" on the 18th, while Universal's
bitration case of the Webster The- Victory short, "Arsenals of Might"
Friday.
set for the 25th, the WAC said
ater. Rochester, chareins: RKO-Ra- is
dio Pictures with withholding prints
Whalen Edits Supercharger
Set. Dave Whalen. former New of "Pride of the Yankees" and thereby favoring three competing Schine Local 702 Ball for Jan. 30
York director of publicity for Re- houses,
has been postponed to Feb.
public and public relations man for 18.
Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union. Local 702, IATSE,
Gene Autry, who followed the cowwill hold its fifth annual entertainb^v actor into the U. S. Army Correction
ment and ball at the Henry Hudson
Air Corps, is stationed et a technical school in New York City, and
Title of Monogram pic reviewed Hotel on Jan. 30. Ninety per cent
was recently appointed Editor of the vesterday as "Queen of Broadway" of the proceeds will go to the welfare fund of thp union, the remainder
school news sheet, "The Super- should have read, "Kid Dvnamite."
charger."
"Queen of Broadway" title is PRC's. going to the USO.
R'chard Cahoon; Art Director, Bernard
Herzbrun; Songs, George Jessel-Ben Oakland. TeH Grouya-Jerrie
Kru«er.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Jacare

UA-Mayfair
65 Mins.
BRAZILIAN EXPEDITIONARY PIC
PACKS DRAMA AND HUMAN INTEREST
—EXPLOITATION ANGLES ABOUND.
Among
man'sindeepest
an intense interest
animals.instincts
While isthose
of
domestic kind bring out in his nature an
appreciation of value, companionship, service,
and frequently evoke affection, it is, nevertheless, the wild fauna which stir him, and,
through an ages-long memory born of fear,
make his heartbeats more rapid and his
senses more alert. Fundamentally, it is because of primeval human facets that films
dealing with the untamed life of the air,
waters, and land, have such a strong grip
upon all segments of the public.
Fundamentally, too, it is because the
best of such attractions have been fashioned by Frank (Bring 'Em Back Alive) Buck
that the current picture, "Jacare," has a
very tangible pre-sold value, although, in
this instance, Buck is only the footage's
sponsor, and not its producer. But with
his name and personally extended auspices,
plus the fact that he is the narrator, the
film takes on much of the box office lure
of his predecessor pix.
The shooting, — both by camera and, only
via necessity, by high powered rifles — , was
undertaken by an animal collecting expedition including James Donaldson and Miguel
Rojinsky in jungle venues in and about the
lower reaches of the Amazon. A plethora
of wild life is shown, — peaceful culling
for subsequent zoo exhibition, and occasionally battles to the death as exemplified
by the fierce encounter between Donaldson
and the Giant Anaconda, and the former's
thrilling in-the-water combat with the horrify'ng "Jacare," — the Black Crocodile.
Both of these sequences are powerful
climaxes capable of putting entertainmentseekers' hair into a permanent, perpendicular wave. It is worth the admission price
to see nature's cast of comical creatures
along with the'r more fearsome contemporaries. Among them are monkeys, the marmoset, the wild pig, the so-called giant
rat, iguana, vulture, coati-mundi (a sort
of raccoon), et al.
"Jacare" is an exploitation picture with
almost linvtless promotional possibilities.
The stuff is there for showmen to work
with. From first to last, the film packs
drama and high human interest.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

Robinson Pic to Astor
Reissue rights to the Edward G.
Robinson picture "Thunder in the
City" has been acquired by Astor
Pictures, President Bob Savini announced yesterday. Picture will be
streamlined to 70 minutes and be
released, with new advertising and
accessories, on March 15.
Greene
Re-issuing
"Dr. new
Carver"
Ira Greene
has opened
offices
at 1600 Broadway where he will reissue "The Life of Dr. George Washington Carver." a feature originally
produced in 1940. The Negro scientist, who died last week, played himself in the film.
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WASHINGTON

. . .As I have said in
the past and repeat
now — nothing is closer
to my heart than the
health of our boys and
girls and young men
and young women.
To me it is one of
the front lines of our
National Defense.
I feel strongly,
therefore, that the
work of the National
Foundation must be
continued.. . .

To NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, Chairman,
National Motion Pictures Committee,
194-3 March of Dimes Campaign,
Suite 173-ASTOR HOTEL, New York City

My heart, like our President's, is also in the war against.
Infantile Paralysis — and I pledge my complete and hearty
cooperation in the motion picture industry's campaign to raise
funds to carry on this necessary fight.
During the week of Feb. 18-24, I promise to show the appeal
trailer and make audience collections in my auditorium.
Send full details.
Sitned — __ — _
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WAR HITS UNION ORGANIZATIONAL^PLANS
R. I. Exhibitors Will Cut Hours of Operation
First-Runs Will Start
Shows Mondays Through
Fridays at 1:20 P.M.
Providence — Rhode Island theater
managers meeting yesterday agreed
to follow non-competitive operating
schedules in carrying out Governor
McGrath's fuel conservation mandate
to cut one-seventh from the total
hours operated during the week of
Jan. 3. First-runs will start shows
Monday through Fridays 1:20 p.m.
running continuously to 11 p.m., retaining the existing 11 a.m. to 11
(Continued on Page 6)

Employment Turnover in
Film Industry Slowing
Up Drives for Members

RULE ON AFTER-CEILING EXPENSES
They Must be Paid by Employer or Employe — May Not be
Deducted from Income Tax

LOU PELEGRINE
FILMBy DAILY
Staff Writer
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Expenses normally
deductible for income tax purposes
are allowable under the OES salary
regulations only if incurred incident
to the earnings of the gross salary
allowed under those regulations,
The Film Daily was told yesterday
by an official of the Bureau of Internal Revenue's salary stabilization
unit, charged with administering the
OES dictum. This means that if an
employe collects his salary limit by

May, for instance, any further business expenses, even though he may
be working after that date, must be
born either by the employer or by
the
employe himself out of his net
income.
If an employe receives $80,000, for
example, $67,200 for his gross income and $12,800 for expenses — before the end of 1943, then continues
working, his business expenses for
the period during which he is not

Momand on Stand as
MOT Wins Point But
Trust Suit Speeds Up Film Makers Meet
Oklahoma City — A. B. Momand
took the stand yesterday afternoon
Hopper on Limitation No Changes in (ode
to begin testimony in his own be-

half as the second week of his antitrust action drew near a close in
federal District Court here. The
(Continued on Page 7)

Small to Make Three
Feature Pix for Army
of THE
West Coast Bureau
I
ood

FILM

DAILY

Hollyw
— Edward Small, United
Artists producer, has converted his
ng organization to make
picture-makinti
nued
e
(Co
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on Pag
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\ictirds Nomination
Blanks
to Artists
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Achievements in 456
feature motion pictures shown in
Los Angeles during 1942 will be
eligible for honors in the 15th annual Awards balloting of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.
Nomination ballots will be mailed
today to 3 800 creative arists qualified to vote in the preliminaries in
production, acting, writing and direction divis ons. Technical and special
nominations are now being decided
bv a score of committees and some
8,000 members of industry will take)
part in final voting.
A

WctHnpton

Bureau nf THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The advisory committee of the film and film base manufacturers met here yesterdav with
WPB motion picture chief, Harold
Hopper, to discuss the operation of
the WPB film limitation order L233. Production of film for still
(Continued on Page 4)

"Doucrhairls" Riahts to
WB; $250,000 Said Price

(Continued on Page 4)

Board of directors of the MPPDA
vesterdav voted against the amending- or alteration of the Production
Code, but granted The March of
Time's appeal to allow the words
"damn" and "hell" to remain in M
of T's feature nroduction- "We Are
the Marines." The board denied the
(Continued' on Pages')''-

Loew's Meets Dailv News'
Request to Trim Ad Space

Intensification of the nation's war
effort is beginning to have serious
effect on the organizational activities of the unions in the film industry, it was learned yesterday. The
rapid and constant turnover in the
ranks of film labor that today is such
a headache to the industry has also
created a problem for the labor
unions, according
to that
the latter's
organizers, who assert
their work
is hampered badly by the heavy flow
(Continued on Page 5)

Bingo Charity Bill
Drawing ITOA Fire
The ITOA plans to fight a New
York legislative proposal which
would legalize Bingo in churches,
institutions, etc., provided proceeds
go to charity. It was the consensus
of the membership
at 7)a meeting
(Continued on Page

Bill Proposes Congress
Control Size of Army
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Congressional conLoew theaters in the New York
Screen riehts to Max Gordon's
trol over
the suggested
size of America's
armed
stage hit "The Doughgirls" were ac- area will complv with the Daily forces
was
yesterday
by
quired yesterday bv Warner B^os. News' request, via an editorial, to Senator Bankhead, Alabama Demo*nr a reported price of $250,000. cut down on their advertising space
(Continued on Page 6)
as a paper conservation
Under the agreement, the picture in the News
(Continued on Page 6)
cannot be released until June, 1944.

Loew's $4,650,000

to Dailies

Co.'s Overall Ad Expenditure, Films* Peak
Would Require Mo. Unions
To File Financial Report

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DATLY

Hollywood — Loew's overall investment in newspaper white space in
1942 hit, the industry's peak sum of
Jefferson City. Mo. — The result, it S4.650.000, it was disclosed here last
is reported, of the Nick-Weston case night by Howard Dietz, vice-president in charge of publicity and adin St. Louis involving the adminis- vertising.
tration of Local 143, operators, a
Dietz. who is at the studio from
bill has been introduced in the State
for conferences, issued
Senate here to require all unions to New York(Continued
on Page 4)

Major Eric Knight
Dies in Plane Crash
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Death
of Maj. Eric
M. Knight, author and former Philadelphia film critic, in a transport
plane crash in Dutch Guiana

sed
disclo
nt.
day 15
was
- five
partme
Dethe War
by Twenty
yester
on Jan.
of
crew
and
passengers
nine were lost. Knight's "This Above
last
All" was filmed by 20th-Fox
""^
J^>
P£^

(Continued on Page 5)
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FINANCIAL
(Thursdayq, Jan. 21)
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
13V4
13y4
13l/4 +
Vs
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 10
9%
10
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 32
32
32
+
Vi
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
148'/4 147
148% + 1%
do pfd
Cen. Free. £q
13%
13%
13% —
%
Loew's,
Inc
44
43%
43% —
l/8
Paramount
15%
15%
15y8
Para.
1st
pfd
1111/8 HI
Hl'/8+
Vs
RKO
37/8
3%
3%
RKO $6 pfd
20th
Century-Fox
14
133/4
13%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd...
■
Warner
Bros
73,4
71/2
7% +
Vs
do pfd
NEW
YORK BOND
MARKET
Para.
B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 102% 102% 102%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
103
103
103
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
%
7-32
7-32—1-32
Sonotone Corp

Technicolor

83/8 -f

3/8

Trans-Lux
1%
1%
1% —
Universal
Corp. vtc. 10%
10
10% +
Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES

83/8

7%

i/g
%

Bid

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Koxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

68i/2

Asked
72

Weisberger Heads Big "U" Club

Essie Weisberger has been elected
president of the Big "U" Club, composed of employes at the Universal
exchange. Other officers named are:!
Fred Mayer, vice-president; Martha
Mamula, secretary; Harry Tissot,
treasurer; Jack Horowitz, sergeants
at-arms. The new board of directors consists of David A. Levy,!
branch manager; Leo Simon and
Frank Galotto,

Deuber Hearing Ends;
Arbitrator to Rule Later

Biz
Up to 300% Above Average

Cleveland — The Deuber theater
three-day arbitration hearing concluded yesterday. After receiving
briefs from contending attorneys
Arbitrator Sidney Jackson will rule
on the reasonableness of the present
14-day second-run clearance over the
Deuber which was stated as the
basis of the Deuber complaint.
Testimony showed Canton clearance history for past 13 years as 42
days first-run by all majors except
20th Century-Fox with 30 days and
14 days' second-run clearance affecting the Mozart and Valentine,
operated respectively by Harry
Reinhart and Joe Calla. Second-runs
claimed equal equipment and appointment tothe new Deuber opened
in January 1942 by Frank Gaethke
and Haroid Makinson.
Jack Sogg, Metro manager, testified Loew's product was sold to the
Deuber prior to its opening immediately to follow the Mozart or Valentine. Upon complaint of Reinhart this contract was later changed
restoring 14 days' clearance to the
intervening second-run Mozart and
Valentine. Irving Cohen was here
for Paramount, Harry Pimstein for
RKO, C. Stanley Thompson for
Loew's. Stanley Kositsky, local
Vitagraph office manager, represented Vitagraph.

Business on "Hitler's Children" is
running as high as 300 per cent
above average, according to figures
released yesterday by Ned Depinet,
RKO Radio president, who said that
all indications point to it as becoming one of the outstanding high
grossing pictures of recent years.
The pictux-e is either being held over
in the area of the 50-city premiere
held on Jan. 14 or, where previous
commitments interfere, it has been
booked for early return dates.
Theaters in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia report patronage ranging from 150 per cent
to 275 per cent above average business, hitting the 300 mark at the
Sipe Theater, Kokomo,
Ind.
In the larger cities and smaller
towns, there was uniformity of record-breaking attendance, Depinet
said, pointing out that house records have toppled in a number of
instances.

Mochrie Sets Release
Dates for 9 RKO Pix
National release dates of nine
RKO pictures were announced yesterday by Robert Mochrie, general
sales manager.

In order of release they are: "Hitler's Children," Jan. 22; "Fighting
Frontier," Jan. 29; "They Got Me
Local 702 Will Ask Labs.
Covered," Feb. 5; "Journey into
Fear," Feb. 12; "Two Weeks to
For 10% Wage Increases
Live," Feb. 19: "Cinderella Swings
"The Pride of the YanWage increases of "probably 10 It," Feb.kees,"26;
5; "Tarzan Triumphs,"
per cent" will be sought by the Mo- March 12;March"Forever
and a Day,"
tion Picture Laboratory Technicians March 19.
Union, Local 702, IATSE, in new con"Pride of the Yankees," which has
tracts with the laboratories, it was
pre-release engagedisclosed yesterday following a meet- been playing
ments at advanced admission prices,
ing
of
shop
stewards
and
the
union's
now
goes
into
regular runs at the
negotiating: committee. The union usual house scales.
will base its demands on the heavy
hise in the cost of living, said John
J. Francavilla, acting president, who "Immortal Seraeant"
asserted that the negotiators also Debuts In 18 Theaters
will ask for longer vacations and
added compensation for night work. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Another meeting- of the committee
Hollywood — "The Immortal Serand the stewards is scheduled for
Wednesday.
geant" will open in 18 theaters in
Southern California Feb. 4. An
elaborate newspaper advertising
NBC Will Shortwave
campaign will be instituted in such
towns as Santa Barbara, Long
Late Screen, Stage News
Beach, Ventura, San Diego and
Glendale.
Late news of the screen and stage
will be shortwaved by the National
Broadcasting Co., to our overseas Midnight Shows Dropped
fighting force every Thursday at
Arcadia, Fla. — Midnight shows
3:45 p.m.. EWT over its shortwave
have
been suspended "for the durastation WBOS. it was announced
tion" at the Star theater in the interest of conservation.
veste"day
by
NBC's
international
division.
The urogram is titled "Standing
Room Only."

CEDRIC
YorkSIR Monday.

HARDWICKE

is due

in New

BOB MOCHRIE left yesterday on a tour of
RKO Southern exchanges.
RICHARD F. WALSH, president of the IATSE,
left for Denver yesterday with WILLIAM P.
RAOUL, assistant president; JAMES ). BRENNAN,
fourth vice-president, and LOUIS KROUSE, secretary-treasurer.
HARRY
GOLDBERG,
director
of at
sing
and publicity for the Warner
Circuit, i
{ to
Philadelphia today for a special week-ent .meeting of theater executvies.
ANN

CORIO

arrives in Hollywood Feb. 5 to

appear in Monogram's "Sarong CirP.'
ROY DISNEY is in town from the Coast to
formulate plans for the official American premiere of "Saludos, Amigos" at the local Clobe
on Lincoln's
Birthday.
HARRY RAPP, M-C-M scout in Chicago signing juvenile
talent for the company, left for
Hollywood
yesterday.
JEAN HERSHOLT and SPENCER
in Chicago from Hollywood.

TRACY

BR»a~t9-4153-4

are

Cohens Cinema Circuit
Theaters Now in ITOA
Max A. Cohen, head of the Cinema
Circuit, yesterday joined the ITOA,
bringing in his group of nine theaters into the organization. Cohen
also is president of Allied Theater
Owners of New York, MPTOA affiliate.

20th-Fox to Buy Novel
Steinbeck is Writing
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — 20th-Fox has made
an oral deal with John Steinbeck
on his next novel which will be taken
from a book idea by Alfred Hitchcock. Twentieth-Fox has agreed to
buy
the be
book,
which
will also
the "Life
title ofBoat,"
the picture.
ST In Palma Ceia Trial
Tampa, Fla. — State Theaters, Inc.
has taken over operation of the
Palma Ceia theater on a 90-day trial
basis.

THE ANSWER

IS

# We can reproduce

VtA—

your ad with the realism
and lustre that makes
good engraving the final
step in the creation of
convincing advertising.

Delay Playhouse Opening
Portland, Me. — Openins- of the
Playhouse, formerly, the Elm Theater, as a movie house after manv
closed years, is being held un pending compliance with the new safetv
regulations imposed bv the local
City Council fdllovring the Cocoanut
Grove disaster in Boston.
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SORRY, MRS. MINIVER!
You're a swell gal, but "Random Harvest"
is the new marvel of Radio City Music Hall
1st Week

Below Zero!

2nd - Circles Block!

3d -New

Records!

44
4th-Lobby

Hold-out!

5th-Rain! Who

Cares?

6th -And

Still SRO!

$ fiH ?

mWhil. ' ' ■■' ".

//

RANDOM
HARVEST"
TOPS!
Biggest grosser in 10 -year history of Music
Hall! Now

challenges "Miniver1 length of run!
ILL CATCH

UP WITH THAT GAL YET!'

New York — ►
watches
the ads
that tell
the amazing
story of M-G-M's
"Random

When Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "Mrs. Minjiver" ran so long at the Radio City Music
Hal), everybody thought that its amazing record would stand for all time... But
now look what's happening! "Random,' Harvest" is right on "Mrs. Miniver's" heels I

Harvest."
And
in
Los Angeles
it's blazing
new long-run
records, too J

RONALD

COLMAN

• GREER

"RANDOM

GARSON

HARVEST"

Directed by Mervyn LeRoy • Produced by Sidney Franklin with Philip Dorn • Susan Peters • Henry Travers
Reginald Owen • Bramwcll Fletcher • Screen Play by Claudine West, George Froeschcl and Arthur Wimperiji
Baaed upon tbc novel by James Hilton • A Mervyn LeRoy Production • A Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Picture

6th

WEEK!

RADIO

CITY

IUi» United State* War HmuU

MUSIC

and Staupi fur Victory !

HALL

Enlist in "March
Feb.
18-24th1
of Dimes"

ire
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(.Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

earning — the rest of the year — may
not be added to his gross receipts
from his employer.
The official declared also that
there is no provision in the regulations to permit the holding of money
in escrow over and above wnat may
legally be paid the employe. "If an
employer cannot pay tne money,
there
is nothing to put in escrow."
he said.
He revealed that there has been
no actual decision on the holding of
money in escrow, and he does not
believe there have been any rulings
on the question. He intimated tnat
it may be necessary for a court to
decide the question.
Any statements from the Bureau,
another official said, should not deter individuals from seeking lulings
on their own individual questions.
The working of the regulations is
mainly a matter of individual rulings. Asked why these individual
rulings, with names and exact
amounts deleted, could not be made
available for the guidance of the
industry, he insisted that the Bureau must hold all such rulings in
secret, lest someone be able to tell
from the circumstances of the contiact, or in some other way, what
individuals are concerned in the ruling.

the following statement as a result

Film Makers Meet Hopper
On WPB's Limitation Order
(.Continued from Page 1)

cameras seems to be holding up well,
but there were detailed discussions
of methods of increasing the production of 16 and 35 mm. motion picture
film. A WPB announcement at the
end of the meeting said that the industry is "hopeful" production of
motion picture film can be inci eased
without too great a disruption of
over-all production schedules.
The conferees also discussed in
detail the export of film, through the
Board of Economic Warfare and
lend lease, and decided that export
demands could better be met if they
were integrated. There was consideration also of packing more film in
individual packages, as a means of
saving pulp.
Today a group of prominent producers will meet with Hopper for a
general review of the raw stock situation, with newsreel representatives on hand also. Discussion of 16
mm. film needs is anticipated, as well
as a review of the newsreel situation.

Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori
Cass City, Mich. — Russell Dewey,
former projectionist at the Cass Theater, a machine gunner on
the lost "Hornet," has been
55$, reported killed in action in
the Solomon Islands.

of a story
on major
ad
budgets
in 1942
which companies'
was published
in The Film Daily yesterday:
▼
•

•

•

▼

T

LEO THE LION roared (with laughter) yesterday, right in

Der Fuehrer's face
It appears that a broadcast was picked up on
Wednesday, wherein the German people, according to newspaper accounts, were informed by Herr(brained) Hitler's propagandists that Robert Taylor, American movie star, had been interned in Spanish Morocco,
following the forced descent there of a U. S. bomber
The fact is
that young Mister Taylor is currently in Hollywood on a shooting assignment closely connected with the war, but not even closely with the
North African sector
• •
• SCREEN
Coast are Billy Rose

Opus is Metro's "Bataan Patrol"
T
T
▼
MEETS
and B.

STAGE:
G. De Sylva

Pow-wowing
on the
Subject is proposed

production of "Here Comes the Navy," under auspices of the Navy
Dept. and Naval Aid Auxiliary, albeit no starboard light has been displayed by the Navy chiefs down Washington way for a salty version of
"This Is the Army"
'Tis Billy's idea to give the proposed show
a Los Angeles debut, and then bring it by strategic stages across the
country
De Sylva avers that the production will not be similar
to Irving Berlin's work, but patterned along that line. . . • Absent
from B'way footlights for tnor'n a decade, Ralph Bellamy is comin'
back in the top role of the Elliott Nugent-directed "Follow the Leader," formerly titled "Suffer Little Children". . . • Sidney Harmon,
producer-writer, has planed in from Hollywood to huddle with Oscar
Serlin re production of "Wherever the Wind Blows," Harmon's new
play. ...
• 20lh-Fox has signed Williatn Prince for pic work
The Prince-ly work in Maxwell Anderson's socko success at the local
Cort was a factor

▼

•

•

•

EDGAR

GOTH,

TV

director of publicity-advertising for the

Fabian interests o'er on Staten Island, performed one of the really topflight promotional deeds in behalf of United Nations Week, — and we can
well see how much his achievement must have pleased his all-out-forvictory boss. Si (WAC)
Fabian)
Energetic Edgar conceived
the
idea of creating a special section on United Nations Week, and interested
the isle's leading newspaper. The Staten Island Advance, in the project
Not only did the special section spring into being, — lavishly in
stories, picture layouts, a full-page advertisement on the drive, and
merchants' ads, each of which was devoted to one of the United Nations
and bearing the member country's flag — , but the regular news columns
heavily accented the event, and included a big and stirring editorial;
an exclusive statement to the Staten Island Advance given by Secretary
of State Cordell Hull on the United Nations (published in a front page
box); and other r.o.p. blasts
Of both the Advance and Goth, the
industry should feel proud
It was a magnificent job
▼
▼
▼
• •
• PATRIOTISM oft entails physical discomfort, as well as
hard work, long hours and other sacrifices
Witness the case of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young, and Laraine Day and her hubby, Ray
Hendricks
En route to Boston to be honor guests at the Greater
Boston United War Fund Benefit last night, their train arrived too late
in Chicago to make connection
Undaunted, they took the next
train (10:10 p.m.), and, sans reservations, sat most of the night on their
luggage until accommodations could be arranged
So, as it stood
last evening, they were due in Beantown at 9:30 (if that train is on
time)
A salute to four swell troupers!
▼
▼
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

"With an expenditure in t" jiation's newspapers by Metr\ }A&wyn-Mayer Pictures and Loew's theaters of $4,650,000 in 1942 it is obvious that the article printed in
The Film Daily yesterday requires
claiification in the interest of accuracy. Loew's-M-G-M are by far
the largest users of newspaper advertising inthe industry Your comparison yesterday was innocently
misleading. You compared the direct company advertising of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer ($1,800,000) with
the overall and affiliate theater advertising of Warner Bros, which you
stated was $2,723,000. The direct
company advertising of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, when added to the money
spent by Loew's theaters, which is
$2,850,000, gives this company an
overall nespaper expenditure of $4,-

Small to Make Three
Feature
Pix for Army
650,000."
{Continued from Page 1)

a series of training pictures for the
United States Army.
His present commitment is for a
series of three pictures, all featurelength, first of which got under way
yesterday at the General Service
Studios. Small will supervise all
phases of all the pictures.

Mono. Surrenders Rights
To "Grand Street Boys"
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Rights to the title
"Grand Street Boys" have been surrendered to 20th-Fox by Monogram.
Monogram, although it assertedly
had prior right to the title, agreed
to turn it over to 20th-Fox because
of the latter's advance preparations
on a film bearing the same name.

D.

W.

JANUARY 22
Griffith
Conrad

Veidt

Ann
Sorhern
JANUARY 23
Humphrey Bogart
Sid Rechetnik
Ralph
Graves
Bob Steele
Vera
Paul

JANUARY
Zorina
Fejos

24
Jack
A.

Lustberg
Zuelch
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War Hits Union's
Organizational Plans
(.Continued from Page 1)

of manpower into the armed forces
and into defense industries.
With film personnel in a perpetual
state of flux as result of the war,
the M *n organizers complain that
they^^e never had to work so hard
to bring workers into the fold. New
faces keep turning up every day,
so fast are film workers reported
to be moving into the armed services and war plants. The organizers' task is especially difficult
where a union is attempting to extend its jurisdiction to a new field,
it was said.
Theater Drive Stalls
Richard F. Walsh, president of
the IATSE, reported yesterday that
the employment turnover had severely slowed up the alliance's drive
to organize front-of-the-house employes in the film theaters. Dick
Scott, IA organizer, who turned his
attention to the film theaters a number of months ago, to date has not
been able to report more than slight
progress in bringing the front-ofthe-house people into the IA fold.
i The organizational problem is more
acute where this type of labor is
concerned because the turnover is
heavier than in any other department of the industry.
"The probi lem is bad enough in normal times,"
said one organizer. "Now it's
worse."
CIO Proposes Survey
In an attempt to solve the problem the CIO unions in the film field
will hold a conference with representatives of the picture companies
early next month. Out of the conference isexpected to come "a manpower and salary classification survey of the office and professional
employes in the film industry in
New York City." The call for the
get-together was sent out by William Piehl, national representative
of UOPWA-CIO film unions, at the
authorization of the executive boards
of the Screen Publicists Guild and
the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Locals 114 and 109,
respectively, of the UOPWA.
Dave Golden, organizer for Local
109, said that the establishment of
stable wages would be sought at the
conference. "We feel that if we can
stabilize wages fewer people will
leave the industry for defense or
other jobs," he asserted. "If we can

_
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Milwaukee— IRVING BECK, forScranton, Pa.— Pvt. LAWRENCE
mer booker at the local M-G-M ex- J. WYNNE of the Comerford Thechange, is taking his basic training
ater, is now chief projectionist at
in finance at the Fort Benjamin Har- Camp Young, Indio, Calif.
rison (Ind.) finance replacement
training center.
Cheyenne,
Wyo. — DON
SMITH,
assistant for Fox theaters, has
— • —
Memphis— FRANK
NEEL, sales- joined the Army as first lieutenant
gone to Camp Young, CaliArmy.man with Paramount, has joined the and has fornia,
for desert training.

— • —

— • —

Chicago — MIRIAM GLICKMAN
Pittsburgh — KENNETH
WEILlocal in
contract
departAND, son of A. A. Weiland, who op- of 20th-Fox's
ment has enlisted
the WAVES.
erates the Fifth Avenue Theater,
— • —
Coraopolis, will be inducted into the
Army.
Scranton, Pa.— Pvt. JOHN RORICK,
Comerford
employe, has been
— • —
to Camp Carrabelle,
Fla.
Chicago— JAMES McCARTHY of transferred
the B & K Southtown Theater has
— * —
joined the Marines.
Milwaukee — GEORGE E. MUR— • —
PHY, formerly a driver for Film
Chicago— DICK STABILE, prominent orchestra leader, appearing at Service, Inc., and more recently an
assistant
theater manager here, has
Oriental theater, has joined the Coast
been inducted into the Army.
Guard.
— • —
— • —
Berwick, Pa.— ERNIE SCHMIDT West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of the Strand and Temple Theaters
Hollywood— BOB WILLS, Columis a civilian aviation instructor for
bia's cowboy star and radio maestro, has left the studio, reporting
Lafayette and Muhlenberg College
air cadets.
for Army induction at Tulsa, Okla.

(Continued from Page 1)

producers' appeal to permit the word
"bastard" to stay in the picture.
Charles Francis Coe, vice-president and general counsel of the
MPPDA, said following the meeting
that it was clearly stipulated by the
board of directors that in no sense
should the boaid's action be deemed
an amendment or alteration of the
code. The code stands as always, he
said.
Coehave
agreed
that going
"hell" getting
and "damn"
will
tough
into
another picture and that stronger
words would have no chance at all.
It was indicated by the members
that the. issue is not a closed book
and that further discussions would
be held by the board to determine a
definite policy on even mild profanity
in pictures. It appeared certain that
"damn" and "hell" would be barred
definitely from future productions.

Would Require Mo. Unions
To File Financial Report
(Continued from Page 1)

file annual financial statements with
DeVry Gets 16 mm. Rights the Commissioner of Labor and InOPA Driving Ban Closes
dustrial Inspection.
To Hollywood Productions
Miami Drive-in Theater
Fathered by Sen. H. B. Hart, Republican, the bill provides that only
Chicago — DeVry has acquired 16 native citizens
Miami, Fla. — The OPA order banshall be eligible to
ning pleasure driving hit the Miami mm. rights to a number of Holly- office of any kind in a labor orwood pix and will include them in its
Drive-In theater so hard it has been
also that in order
forced to close. From an average of new catalog. Company won't dis- to be eligibleganization,a and person
must reside
close
the
distribs.
with
which
deals
500 cars per night the attendance
in Missouri at least five years, must
were
made.
Pix
however
date
back
dropped to 11.
be the owner of real estate, and
several years, it is said.
must have paid taxes on real estate
within one year preceding election.
eld Joins "U"
Ungerf
BobRobert
The measure further provides that every
Ungerfeld has joined Uni- GDT Files Carmen Brief
union in Missouri shall file not later than
versale home office publicity departDetroit — Suit of Greater Detroit Feb. 15 each year with the State Commissioner of Labor and Industrial Inspection,
ment and will handle special exploi- Theaters, filed on behalf of the Cara list of all officers with their addresses: In
tation assignments. Currently he
the statement of the financial condition, the
men
Theater,
against
Co-Operative
is doing special work on the British Theaters of Michigan in Federal union would be required to state all amounts
war pic, "Next of Kin." A veteran Court, has made another move to- of money received and their source, and also
information as to expenof 30 years in show biz, Ungerfeld
ward decision with filing of briefs to give detailed
ditures. Certification by a certified public
was with Skouras' New York the- by the plaintiff. Case, in effect, accountant who is a resident of Missouri
aters as manager of the Academy of challenges the whole setup of Co-Op, and who has been approved by the State
Commissioner of Labor, would be mandatory,
Music, Park Plaza and Merrick The- and may seriously affect the legality the
audit then becoming a matter of public
aters for the last two years.
of booking combines everywhere. All record.
Violation
would be a misdemeanor, punmajor
companies
except
Paramount
establish such a policy there will
ishable by a fine of not to exceed $1,000
not be so wide a gap between the are also named as co-defendants, but or imprisonment for not more than one
salaries in the picture business and apparently figure in a secondary year, or both such fine and prison term.
A companion bill is to be introduced in
those in other industries. That will capacity in the suit.
the lower House, it is understood, while Sen.
give film workers less reason to
H. R. Williams, Republican, has announced
want to quit the industry and work Col. Suspends Rita Hayworth
he plans to present a bill to require incor-

Springfield Theaters
Bar Kids Under 16

elsewhere."
Some film unions, the SOPEG for
one, take the stand that some adjustment in salaries should be made
because of the films' status as a
vital industry. It is felt that this
would be one way of holding film
workers to their jobs.

Springfield, Mass. — As a result of
complaints made by ministers, who

Al Margolies Opens Agency

had been "requested" to ban Sunday
school sessions here for the duration
of the scarlet fever epidemic, theaters are barring all children, who

Al Margolies, well known in industry publicity circles, has opened
his own publicity agency on the 19th
floor of the Paramount Bldg. He
will handle general publicity in pix
and other fields. Margolies at present is acting as co-ordinator of the
publicity campaign on Sol Lesser's
"Stage Door
duction here. Canteen," now in pro-

can't prove they are over 16.
The theaters had made an attempt
before to do this, but the burden of
proof now rests on the child, attempting to purchase the ticket.

MOT Wins Point But
No Changes in Code

West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

poration of unions.

Hollywood — Production of "My
Client Curley" has been postponed Ala. Legislature Adjourns
indefinitely because of a disagreeMontgomery, Ala. — The State
ment between Rita Hayworth, who Legislature adjourned until May
was the star, and the studio over her without taking up any legislation
role. Miss Hayworth has been sus- affecting theaters.
pended by Columbia as a result of
this disagreement.
City as Exhib. Makes Money
Northampton, Mass. — The Academy of Music, city-owned and cityoperated motion picture theater, has
shown a satisfactory profit since the
management of it was taken over by
the board of trustees on the 5th,
terday.
Mayor Walter W. O'Donnel said yes-

Even Sunny Florida
Feels Fuel Shortage
Bunnell, Fla. — Insufficient fuel oil
for heating the Flagler Theater has
caused the management to eliminate
mid-week showings. The house will
be dark on Tuesday and Wednesday
for the present.

* OAILY
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R. I. Exhibs. to Cut
Hours of Operation
(Continued from Page 1)

p.m. on Saturday and 2 to 11 p.m.
on Sunday schedules.
Neighborhood houses will eliminate sufficient mid-week matinees to
fulfill the requirements.
All houses must file by Wednesday with State Director of Labor
copies of their schedule of operation
during the week of Jan. 3 and the
new schedule effective Jan. 28. Act
provides $500 fine, 90 days imprisonment for violations.

Conn. Theaters to Cut
Operation Hours to Save Fuel
New Haven — Wesley A. Sturges,
state administrator, announced to
Herman Levy, chairman of the joint
exhibitors' committee that he was
"pleased to advise that it will be
deemed sufficient compliance with the
Governor's appeal for fuel conservation by closing buildings. If theaters are closed one full day each
week, the proprietor may determine
the day of closing. It is requested
that theaters maintain on public
display the day of closing. I recognize that theaters regularly open
seven days a week are instrumentalities of entertainment, patronized
by war wo: kers and others, and that
the pleasure driving ban is especially serious for motion picture theaters."
The Governor's fuel conservation
appeal will be effective next Sunday.

WHO'S WHO
•

•

•

Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

;- -'"Evidence of the intense public
impression made by. the United NationsWeek-,
"
and the popularity of.
the drive, continues to pile up.
An example is the following letter re-„
ceived at drive's headquarters here
yesterday from the Andrew School
for Girls, Wlloughby, O.
"Enclosed you will find a check
for $60 for the United Nations War
Relief. This is the result of the tenth
grade commercial art class project, in
designing and selling original shell
necklaces,

lapel ornaments,

etc."

•

•

•

and later played opposite Gertrude Lawrence in "Lady
in the Dark." Then Paramount made a test of him —
and signed him. Is married to the former Elizabeth
Crosby Heckscher of Philadelphia. Stands, 6'; Weighs
170 pounds.
Hair, brown.
Eyes, brown.

Loew's Meets Daily News'
Request to Trim Ad Space

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Bill Proposes Congress
Control Size of Army
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)
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Washington — Treasury's procurement division is still working on
contracts for the 155 films to be
Services for Rodner Kin
turned out for the Office of EducaFuneral services were held yestertion. Although awards were due to
day in Glens Falls, for Mrs. Sarah be announced several weeks ago, an
Kaplan, mother-in-law of Harold official of the Division said yesterday
Rodner of Warners. Mrs. Kaplan it will be at least another week before all details are cleaned up and
died
at Rodner's home in
New Tuesday
York.
approval obtained from the office
of Education. Although no contracts
have yet been written, award of
most has already, been decided upon.
"Nations" Campaign

Aided by Youngsters

Personalities

MACDONALD CAREY. Actor. Born, March 15, 1913, Sioux City, la.
Education in Sioux City grade school and later to Central High, where he
was a bass-baritone with the high school glee club.
Attended Philip Exeter prep school, in Exeter, N. H.,
and, University of Wisconsin. Organized a quartet
with college friends, doing Rhythm Boy sort of things
around the Mid-West. In 1933, enrolled at Morningside
College in Sioux City, but remained there only a month
or so. Went to New York, and from there on a freighter
to Los Angeles. Returned to Sioux City and attended
the University of Iowa in the Department of Speech.
During his college career, played leading roles in many
plays at the University Theater. In 1937, went to
Chicago and became a radio actor, and appeared in
several serials. Appeared on the stage in New York,

move. It is expected that other circuits will do likewise.
The News editorial yesterday declared that "we are asking our advertisers please to tailor their space
requirements in The News so as to
effect an immediate reduction, which
we hope will level out to at least
10 per cent and preferably to 15 per
cent." At the same time, The News
said it would raise its advertising
rates by about 10 per cent shortly.
Because the daily paper does not
want to change its policy of having
"Casablanca" SRO in London
80 per cent . advertising and 40 per
'■■ London (By Cable) — Notwith- cent editorial matter, the advertisstanding the air raids, "Casablanca"
ing columns will have to take up
did turnaway business and topped
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" in its first part of the paper conservation load.
week at the Warner Theater, with
equally sensational business in its Treasury Still Working
simultaneous showing at the Regal.
On Contracts for 155 Pix
The "Dandy"
13-week London
run wascinema
confined to one house.
business generally has been good in
spite of the severe raids.

WAR

crat, who introduced a resolution authorizing the Senate Appropriations
Committee to begin immediate hearings on the problem.
Any action by Congress to limit
the number of selectees to some figure below that presently contemplated would relieve the strait of
the motion picture industry — with
industry workers formerly in 3-A,
now
temporarily at least in the 4-B
bracket.
In the meantime the revised index
of essential workers in the various
communications media — including 12
film production jobs — went Wednesday night to Major Gen. Lewis B.
Hershey, selective service director.
It will be mailed to local draft boards
over the week-end, and should be
msde public late next week.

Reg Armour in London
To Represent Disney

Roy Disney announced yesterday
that Reginald Armour, managing director of Walt Disney Prods., has
arrived in London to take charge of
Walt Disney company affairs in Europe, Africa and the Near East.
In addition to representing Disney,
Armour will work in conjunction
with the film1 divisions of the Office
of the Co-Ordinator of Inter-American Affairs and the OWL
Before joining Disney last Fall,
"Harvest" In Philly Jan. 29
M-G-M's "Random Harvest" will Armour was assistant general manager of the RKO Radio Studios in
open in Philadelphia, at the Boyd
Theater, on Jan. 29, and in a score Hollywood. Previously, he had
served as RKO's European general
of other key cities during Febru- manager
and aa executive assistant
ary. Louisville premiere will take
to Prexy George J. Schaefer.
place at Loew's on Feb. 11, and engagements starting Feb. 18 include
Reading, Nashville, Houston, Har- Driving Ban Aids B. O.
risburg, Golumbus and Atlanta.
Phenix City, Ala.— Since the OPA
banned pleasure driving in Georgia,
separated from this city only by
'Dawn
Premiere' for "Dawn"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the Chattahoochie River, attendance
Hollywood — A "dawn premiere" at local places of amusement, inof "Commandos Strike at Dawn" measurable.cluding theaters, has increased
will be held here next Tuesday.

SERVICE

. . .on the Film Front
'
Copper matinees, in aid of the Government's drive for metal, will be held on Feb.
3 by the Warner Circuit in 21 of the Philadelphia houses, in addition to 21 of the circuit's theaters in the Philadelp' ' .zone
which previously set dates for tV jveek,
it was announced yesterday by harry M.
Kalmine, assistant general manager of the
circuit. This, together K=
with
S the Cleveland
zone and other theaters, makes a total of
more than 75 Warner houses that have
held or scheduled copper matinees to date.
Drives will be extended throughout the
entire circuit.
. . . — V. . .—
Omaha — Collection of copper and brass
through Nebraska theaters is being sponsored by the Omaha Variety Club from
Jan. 23 to Feb. 13. Joseph Kinsky, TriStates Theaters district manager, heads
the drive.
Exhibs. will offer free Saturday morning
shows to children, the admission to be
two pounds of brass or copper. Outstate
theaters will ship their collections to
Omaha.
. . . — V. . . —
Boston — Forty tons of scrap steel from
the engine room of the Normandie Theater are on their way to the steel mills
to be fashioned into weapons for Uncle
Sam. The metal consisted chiefly of three
huge electric generators installed when the
present Normandie was the old B. F. Keiths
Theater and boasted of 6000 lights. Theater is now owned by the Leibermanns.
Charlotte, N. C. — Collections in the five
local Paramount-Wilby-Kincey theaters
totaled $970 in the first four days of
United Nations Week, the largest donation
ever made by free-will offering in these
theaters. City's population has barely
reached the 100,000 mark.
... _V ... —
Columbus, O. — One pound of copper,
brass and bronze, will serve as children's
admission to designated downtown and
neighborhood theaters on "Copper Saturay" Jan. 28. Downtown first-runs will
admit children to the Saturday matinee.
Other theaters will have special hours.
. .. — V. ..—
Chicago — Approximately $25,000 was collected by the Chicago Theater in the
United Nations Week campaign. All Chicago theaters will participate in the copper
27.
and brass scrap drive set for Feb. 20 and
Walter Immerman, Will Hollander of B
& K, Jack Kirsch of Illinois Allied. Harry
Turrell of Warner circuit and Clarence
Mill of the Essaness circuit met yesterday
with salvage directors planning the campaign in Chicago.

Another Example Of
The Patriotic Vein
Ten members of the Screen Office
and Professional Employes Guild,
Local 109, UOPWA, employed in the
front office of the local 20th-Fox
Exchange, will sally forth in a group
today to give blood for the Red
Cross blood bank.

m
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Momand on Stand as
Trust Suit Speeds Up
(Continued from Page 1)

action is seeking $4,950,000 from
major producers,
distributors and
the Griffith Circuit in Judge Bower
.! Broaddus's court.
Momand's testimony, guided by
11 his counsel, George S. Ryan, was
; concop
facts^b^ vithesolely
littlewith
over establishing
two hours
J he was on the stand yesterday. He
j related the story of his and his
, (father's venture in the picture busi| ness and how by 1926 he had 18
' theaters in a number of Oklahoma
; cities.
Ryan then began questioning him
at length as to each of these theaters for the injury for which he is
'seeking damages.
The history of
! the acquisition of each house, purchase and improvement price, operating policies and how it was disposed of or lost was brought out.
At close of the day's session this
'had not been completed.
Momand is expected to be on the
; stand at least two and possibly four
days testifying in his own behalf,
! and an equal if not longer period
i under cross-examination by defense
'attorneys.
Observers have also noj ticed the speed with which Judge
\ Broaddus
is conducting
the hearings, refusing to listen to any but
i:matters material to the case brush'j'ing
aside questioning
time-wastingwhenarguments,
[stopping
the point
has been established, in line with
i his goal of bringing the case to a
! speedy conclusion yet without eri ror. It is now freely predicted the
ijitrial will be concluded by the end
f of February.
ii Ryan also introduced into evidence
i the ruling- in the Southern District
i|iof New York court on the case of
the United States vs. First National
and the United
States vs. Paramount-Famous-Lasky
which
was
i (Carried to the Supreme Court.
He
I : also introduced as an exhibit certain items annexed
to the aereed
II statement of facts in action 7024 in
, the U. S District Court for the District of Massachusetts
known
as
Momand
vs Universal
Film
Exchanges et al.
Earlier in the day defense attorneys cross-examined Cleland Lvles,
former Momand partner and independnet operator, who had testified
in Momand's behalf. Momand's
counsel, Rav Smith, also questioned
Guy Fox, Shawnee CPA who prepared the summaries of figures of
Momand's books presented to the
court.
The documentary evidence grew
ap-a'n in volume yesterday with
plaintiffs' exhibits passing the 390

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The news roundup: Sam Goldwyn has added Walter Huston to
the cast of "The North Star". . . . Paramount has signed Luise Rainer for a
screen return in "Hostages," with other roles to follow. . . . Paramount is losing
Michael Harvey to the Army shortly. . . ."Murder with Music" has been added
to Producer Jack Schwartz's schedule at PRC. . . . UA will distribute Harry
Sherman's "American Empire" overseas as "My Son Alone"; switch is by Governmental request. . . . Steve Sekely is PRC's newest producer; first chorer is
"Raiders of the Pacific". . . . Warners has signed Henry Waxman, portrait
photog. and pioneer film cameraman. . . . Columbia has named William A.
Anderson drama coach as well as dialogue director. . . . Phil and Julius Epstein
will script "This Is the Army" for Warners.

Local Conservation
Committees Urged

-..

Earl Carroll Sues Chi. Hotel

Chicago — Earl Carroll filed suit in
Federal court yesterday for $450,000
Speaking before the members of against the Morrison Hotel, allegSMPE's Atlantic Coast Section last
ing breach of contract. He signed a
night in the Hotel Pennsylvania, contract to operate the Terrace GarJay Emanuel, theater owner and
den inCourt.
the Hotel as William Campbell
publisher of the Exhibitor, suggested
under the topic of "War Conservation From the Theater Owners'
Standpoint" that local equipment
conservation committees be set up in
each of the some 29 film distribution territories in order to keep
houses in operation, both systematically and effectively under the
stress of war problems.
The local supply dealer should be
the key man around whom should
be built a conservation and maintenance program, and that each
committee's basic composition should
be one representative from each
recognized supply store; an equal
number of representatives of major
circuits; an equal number of representatives of independent theaters;
and an eaual number of representatives of IATSE Locals.

1942

Bingo Charity Bill
Drawing ITOA Fire
( Continued from Page 1)

yesterday that the proposal was
outright discrimination and that it
would not be allowed to pass without
a vigorous fight.
George Goldson, Brandt circuit executive, cautioned exhibitors against
hiring personnel between the ages
of 16 and 18 unless they have their
working
and Hehealth
department papers
credentials.
advised
exhibitors to ascertain immediately if
their present workers have their
necessary papers if they are within
the age bracket.
William Brandt told the members
that the city's fire regulations were
being revised and that details would
be issued officially shortly.

was

a record

Year for changes

in The

Motion

Picture Business,

Setup, he declared, should be under the
supervision of WAC, and that pooling of inventory in each sector would have a generally beneficial effect upon the vital objective of keeping houses in operation. One
of the most important cogs in the conservation and maintenance program, he added, is
the wholehearted co-operation between thelocals. aters, the projectionists, and the projectionists'
Touching on conservation via the "rationing" of show hours, Emanuel stated that both
proposed systems. — general one-day-a-week
shuttering and shuttering on a stagger basis
— , have merit, and should conditions outcrop, necessitating1 such closings, the rationing should be voluntary rather than enforced.
Exhibitor reDresentation within the framework of SMPE was also advocated by Emanuel. "Exhibitors, as the merchandising
branch of the motion picture industry. " he
said,
"should
represented
in SMPE's
inner councils be
in much
the manner
that
SMPE collaborates with the manufacturing
branch through the Academy of Motion Picand Sciences."
It ture
is Arts
possible
to build up such an active
committee of the non-engineering merchandisers "who can add. mightily to SMPE's
usefulness
industry,"
for
example.to 10theideas
are bad,heoneadded.
might If,
be
good, and thus compensate for the unusable
suggestions. Hollywood, Emanuel pointed
out. does consult the exhibitors, but not
SMPE. The organization has a Projection
Room Planning Committee, a' Theater Planning Committee, etc.— so why not a Theater Operations: Committee?
^
The meeting ■', was welh .attended,, _{or,r<iing
another constructive tfiTk ...nVtbei' warWrne series hf SMPE's Altanitr Coast Section conclaves.

mark, covering an estimated 6,000
rjapers, contracts, letters and documents.
Toid-ay's session, which will be
A daughter was born last week io taken;- up entirelv with Momand's
will toadjourn
the Emmet Cashmans. Father is in testiipwny,
out of respect
Baliff Cat D.2 o'clock
Smith,
the playdate department at the RKO whose wife's funeral will be held
Radio home office.
this afternoon.
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(war
D LJ

of course)

all important changes
are

accurately

recorded in

e 1943
n_lvt Year Book
Now in intensive preparation and soon
ready for distribution to all subscribers
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 B'way, N. Y. C.
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TO MEET HERE ON ARMY FILM RECOVERY
21 Stage Plays Bought by Majors in Past Year
Reeling 'Hound - •

WASHINGTON
iBy ANDREW

I OOK

H. OLDER;

—WASHINGTON
for more and more chatter about

*~ television from here on. . . Increasing
activity in the stock of television producers keeps pace with discussions here concerning the possibility that mass production
of home receivers may be one of the industrial bridges to keep us out ef the postwar chasm. . . . Several new developments
are believed to be under wraps until the
war is over, while it was charged last
week, at the Senate hearings on the Petrillo
recorded music ban, that television has
been ready for wide home use for several
years. . Clark
. . Incidentally,
D.
Worth
showed on Idaho's
several Senator
occasions
during the hearing that he feels no more
kindly toward the industry than he did 16
months ago, when he led the silly "propaganda" investigation.

r^ON'T be surprised if the industry is called
'*' upon to help keep the boys down on
the farms soon. . . . Discussion in the office
of Sen. Harry Truman this week revolved
about the possibility of pepping up the
morale of agricultural workers by awarding
them "A's" (similar to the Navy "E's") and
getting troupes featuring Hollywood allure
to give shows in agricultural centers. . . .
Senator Truman assures us it's just a vague
idea now, but says it'd be too bad if the
morale of servicemen and industrial workers was as sadly neglected as that of farm
workers.

e

DONALD

REAGAN,

e

if he wants to do it,

' * will appear in the celluloid "This is
the Army". . . . But Reagan is the only
star who will be allowed to doff his uniform for the show. That's defintie — no
other uniformed star will be approved.

•
\A/E

HEAR

•

that Lowell Mellett of the

~™ OWI whose film contribution of raw
stock indicates an especially motherly attitude toward newsreels. still isn't entirely
pleased by everything the reels are doing.
... It could be that they'll get a parental
earful here today. . . . Talking about newsreels, reports that Milton Starr, owner of a
number of Negro theaters in the South and
now with OWI has the money behind Moe
Ghilucksman's All American reel are not
rictly true. Starr says he has no money
{Continued on Page 7)

20th-Fox Leads Field
With 7 Purchases; Five
Are Still on Broadway
The Broadway stage is strongly
represented on production programs
lined up by the Hollywood studios,
a study of play purchases during the
past year reveals. In the past
twelve-month rights to 21 produced
stage properties were acquired by
the various film companies for conversion into screen entertainment.
Twentieth-Fox topped the field with
seven play purchases, M-G-M coming next with five. Warner Bros,
snared three; Paramount, two; Co(Continued on Page 3)

To Deny 2 Momand
Damage Requests

F.D.R. LAUDS
THEATERS

Washington Meet of Industry's Advisory Com.
Heated Over Stock for MOT

He Okays Feb. 18-24 Date for
March of Dimes Drive. . .
A fine tribute to the results of
the industry's March of Dimes drive
in 1942 is contained in a personal
letter
from
Pies ident
Roosevelt
to
Ni c h o las M.
Schenck,
national chairman for the
movie's 19 4 3
infantlie paralysis
c a mP r e s i dent
Roosevelt
also
paign.
has approved
the date of the

Oklahoma City — Request for
damages on two real estate holdings
president
24, as Feb.
if the18theater
drive roosevelt
had been
will be denied and stricken from the drive,
(Continued on Page 7)
oetition Mondav by Judge Bower
Broaddus who Friday completed the
second week of the A. B. Momand
$4,950,000 anti-trust ?ction against
major producers, distributors and the
Griffith companies.
The items referred to the Maud

IA Board to Ad on
Manpower Situation

[Continued on Page 7)

First official action on the manpower situation as it affects those
branches of the film industry and
the legitimate theater in which the
alliance has representation will be
"Gone With the Wind," now in taken by the IATSE at the mid-winits third release, will be withdrawn
from distribution about April 1 and
ter session(Continued
of the organization's
genon Page 6)

Metro Will Withdraw
GWTW Again in April
(Continued on Page 3)

Admissions
December

Taxes Sei Record

Collections Soar to $15,922,909

20th-Fox Forms Coast
Exploitation Department

Washington Bureau of THE
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Washington — Showing a strong
comeback from the low of $11,310,821
collected in November, December
tax collections on NoIn line with its policy of more in- amusement
vember admissions rose to a record
tensive exploitation of its top flight
16 million dollars, the
pictures and long sustained advance high of nearly
of Internal Revenue ancampaigns on specials, Twentieth Bureau nounced
this week-end. The nationCentury-Fox has organized a new
wide total was $15,922.909.43— the
department to be known as the spehistory — onof Page
which3) approxicial exploitation department which highest in (Continned
(Continued on Page 3)

Washington

By ANDREW
Bureau

of
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Washington — A meeting of
the Motion Picture Advisory
Committee
with the for
WPB's
film
division is scheduled
tomorrow
in New York to work out a new formula under which studios may recover a goodly portion of the film
they furnish the Army in prints for
Army showing, it was stated following Friday's meeting of the two bodies here. Under the present arrangement studios may recover only
50 per cent, on the assumption that
a large part of these prints may be
(Continued on Page 7)

Dickinson Seeking
Kansas Allied Unit
Kansas City — Establishment of an
Allied unit in the Kansas City territory looms as a possibility this year.
It is reported here that Glen W.
Dickinson, circuit operator, has been
discussing the project with Abram
F. Myers, (Continued
Allied ongeneral
Page 6) counsel,

Freeport, 111., Award
Is Reversed on Appeal
Contending that it could find nothing in the record which justified the
inference that the refusal of the distributor-defendants tochange from
(Continued on Page 6)

Usherettes9 School
Work Comes First
Olympia, Wash. — Theater operators
now have another problem in that
under Washington laws, school girls
under 18 can work in theaters only
on such evenings that do not conflict with their school work. This
means hiring twice as many ushers,
and extra work for auditing departments.
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♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

FUTURE

20th
Century-Fox
.
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros. ......
do pfd
NEW
YORK

73/4
BOND

75/g

.73/4 +

%

MARKET

Para.
B'way
3s55...69i/2
69%
69%
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.102i/4 102y4 102i/4
Warner Bros. dbs. 6s48
103%
103
103% +
%
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts
Radio-Keith
cvs
5-16
Vi
5-16+1-16
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
8%
83/8
83/8 —
i/8
Universal
Corp. vtc. 10%
10%
10i/8 —
%
Universal
Picts
N.
Met.
Roxy

Y.

Bid
Asked
SECURITIES'

OVER-THE-COUNTER

Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb.
Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

'45
683,4

71%

(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Coe to Address Boston
Ad Club on Pix in War
Motion pictures in wartime will be
the subject of an address to be delivered by Charles Francis Coe, vicepresident and general counsel of the
MPPDA, before the Advertising Club
of Boston on Feb. 16. This will be
Coe's initial talk on the subject in
the East and he will cover it from
the smallest theater to the largest
studio.

♦

Follows

current

Motion to Dismiss Suit
By J. J. Theaters Denied
Appellate Division yesterday affirmed the decision of the New York
Supreme Court in denying a motion
by the Brandt Theaters to dismiss
the action brought against the circuit and the major distributors by
J. J. Theaters on charges of conspiracy to violate the State antitrust laws. Brandt sought the dismissal on the claim that the complaint stated no cause of action.
J. J. Theaters charges that the
Selwyn, Liberty, Harris and New
Amsterdam Theaters are given
choice product to the detriment of
its Times Theater.
II

COmiFIG and G0II.G
HAL HORNE, left New York Friday night to
meet Tom J. Connors in Chicago Saturday and
then to continue on to the Coast for product
conferences with HARRY BRAND, studio advertising and publicty director.
ABBOTT and COSTELLO arrive today, on the
Century, to remain in New York for four weeks.
BONITA GRANVILLE, accompanied by her
mother, is at the Waldorf-Astoria from the
Coast.
NIGEL BRUCE and ELYSSE KNOX i> P a
USO-Camp shows tour today at Camp Hulen,
Tex. while MARIA MONTEZ and EDDIE FOY.
JR., start a similar tour today at Camp Forrest,
Tenn.
ROY DISNEY is here from the Coast.
BOB
CILLHAM,
MAX KRAVETZ

left Saturday for the Coast.
trained to the Coast Saturday.

AL SINDLINGER, executive vice-president of
Audience Research Institute, left Friday for
Hollywood.
HON. JOSEPH E. DAVIES, former ambassador
to Russia, returns Friday from the Warner studios where he was consultant on "Mission to
LARAINE DAY is vacationing in town with her
husband, Ray Hendricks.
Moscow."

NEW YORK
THEATERS

bill.

RADIO CITY MUSIC
ROCKEFELLER
RONALD COLMAN
•
In James

Hilton's

Gala
Stage
Revue
• Symphony
Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

China Girl

GENE TIERNEY •

reMMt
n/H <1U.M

8UY

GEORGE MONTGOMERY . LYNN BARI.

NAN LOMBARDO
wynN • Other
Acts
I| Guy
& Band

BONOS

Paramount

'STAR

ROXY

7'h Av.., SOHl St.

In

presents

SPANGLED

and his
orchestra
EXTRA

Frank

43 STARS

PARAMOUNT

•

RHYTHM"

and

express

the

of discriminating advertisers who appreciate
fine craftsmanship.
PHOTO

ENGRAVING

250 WEST
Ttltphone

54th STREET, NEW YORK
COIumbus 5-6741

CORP.

Sinatra

Times Square
47th St.^

DALAfF

■ WAV

A

L ° ■**«& MtWE
1 JON HALL • MARIA MONTE
"ARABIAN

Z + SABU
NiGHTS"

— in —technicolor
—
and —

"IT COMES • UPIanLOVE"
Hunter

Gloria Jean

iLoew'sSTRTS
Broadway

Person

BENNY
GOODMAN

with

Pick up your phone

HALL

CENTER
GREER GARSON

"RANDOM HARVEST"

GIVE ME

preference

Mono.'s "Silver Skates"
Bows in Buffalo Jan. 28
Monogram's high-budgeted "Silver Skates" will have its world premiere at the 3,000-seat 20th Century
Theater in Buffalo on Jan. 28, Steve
Broidy, vice-president and general
sales manager, announced Friday.
An elaborate publicity campaign by
a corps of special exploiteers, already is under way.

♦
48th St. Theater
Stanley

Air Force (Warner Bros. Pictures) — Feb. 3
Hollywood
They
Got Me Coveed
(RKO
Radio-Samuel
Goldwyn)
(c)
Music
Hall
Reunion
in France
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Capitol
Immortal
Sergeant
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Roxy
No Time for Love (Paramount Pictures)
(c)
Paramount
The
Amazing
Mrs. Holliday
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
Rivoli
Pittsburgh
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
Criterion
The
Black
Swan
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Jan. 28
(a-b)
Palace
Truck Busters
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — Jan. 28 (a)
Palace
Isle of Missing
Men
(Producers
Releasing
Corp.) — Opens
tomorrow
(a) . . . New York
Mysterious
Rider
(Producers
Releasing
Corp.)— Opens
tomorrow
(a)
New York
The
Feudists
(Scandia
Films)— Feb. 6
48th
St. Theater

22)

+ 2

FEATURES

OPENINGS

Portland, Ore. — Near zero weather,
plus strong winds, deep snows,
equals the worst weather for the
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
Pacific northwest states in 20 years,
Net
Chg.
High
Low
Close
and slump of from 25 to 50 per cent
Am.
Seat
101/4 +
% at the box-offices last week, clos10
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%) IO14
32
32
ings were numerous. Transportation
Columbia
'Picts. pfd. 32
Con.
Fm.
Ind
in many cases was at a standstill.
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd
149i/g +
% In other cases, lack of fuel, also
East.
Kodak
149y2 149
43%
caused the exhibitors to mark-time
do pfd
3%
until the weather moderates.
Gen.
Prec.
Eq
16
33/4
3%
Loew's,
Inc
43%
43% 1121/2
To many exhibitors, curtailed opParamount
16
15%
erations practically wipe out the
Paramount
1st pfd.. 11 2% 112
+
+ 1%1/8
RKO
profits earned in December when
133/4 133/4
RKO
?6
pfd
business was exceptionally good.
58
14
58
58
{.January

Hollywood
Music
Hall
Capitol
Strand
Paramount
Astor
Criterion
Rivoli
Roxy
. Rialto
Globe
Palace
Palace
New York
New York

Swedish Panorama
(Scandia Films) — 2nd week
Girl from Leningrad
(Artkino
Pictures)
(b)

♦

H
Theater

Casablanca
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — 9th week
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 7th week
In Which We Serve (United Artists-Noel
Coward)— 5th weke
Yankee
Doodle
Dandy
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 4th week
Star Spangled Rhythm
(Paramount Pictures) — 4th week
Tennessee
Johnson
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 3rd
week
Commandos
Strike at Dawn
(Columbia
Pictures) — 3rd week
Shadow
of a Doubt
(Universal
Pictures) — 3rd week
China
Girl (Twentieth
Century-Fox)
lucky
Jordan
(Paramount
Pictures)
Margin
for Error (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Arabian Nights
(Universal
Pictures)
(a-b)
It Comes Up Love (Universal
Pictures)
(a)
Secrets of a Co-Ed
(Producers
Releasing Corp.) — Last day (a)
Heart of the Colden West
(Republic
Pictures) — Last day (a)

Storms Cut Northwest
Coastal Biz Up to 50%

FINANCIAL

Parade

On Screen
"YOU
WERE
FRED
ASTAIRE
RITA HAYWORTH

NEVER

LOVELIER"

J

In Person
EARL
VANITIES
. of Stai;s j
MUSICAL
REVIEW
CARROLL'S

fd
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Admission Taxes
In Dec. Set Record

<?<{<

(Continued from Page 1)

mately 90 pe rcent is accounted for
by motion picture theater admissions. Collections during the previous December amounted to only
$11,412,678.66.
Cm ections from the third New
Yo^— district (the Broadway area)
were more than double those for the
previous month, rising from $1,317,362 to $3,378,751.47. Of this total,
$3,186,085.84 was revenue from theater admissions, including season
tickets. Roof garden and cabaret
admissions accounted for more than
$175,000, and b: oker's sales of tickets
barely under $15,000. Theater admissions in the Broadway area accounted for only $1,193,457 in the
November total, and only $1,068,787
in December, 1941.
The record December collections
are thought to be an indication of
how amusement taxes will run
through 1948. Rceipts of only $115,000,000 from this source during the
fiscal year 1942 are expected to rise
to nearly $155,000,000 for the fiscal
vear ending next June, with an additional five million estimated for the
fiscal year 1944.

Metro Will Withdraw
GWTW Again in April
(Continued from Page 1)

will be withheld from the screens
until September, 1944.
It is reported that the picture has
played more than 3,000 theaters in
its third release and grossed about
$1,200,000. Exchange managers
have been instructed to complete all
bookings by April 1.

Loew's Promotes Reller
St. Louis, — Frank X. Reller, Jr.,
assistant at Loew's State, will manage Loew's New Orpheum Theater,
which opens Jan. 28. Eleanor Roberds will be Reller's assistant, while
Abe Ludecar of Loew's Valentine,
Toledo, is coming here as assistant
to Rex Williams, at the State.

NCAC Has Patsy Kelly
Patsy Kelly is now under management of National Concert and
Artists Corp.

Majors Bought 21
Plays in Past Year

▼

T

(Continued from Page 1)

T

Premiere, Pins, Product, Promotion:
• •
•
CONSIDERABLE
and understandable
excitement
prevails
out San Francisco way among pic fans
Reason is the glittering
world premiere of Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" in the institutional
Geary Theater there on next Friday night
Mayor Angelo J. Rossi
is personally setting pace for the community's interest, and will meet
the film's stars, Jane Russell and Jack Buetel, on their arrival, and
accord 'em an official reception at City Hall
Too, by official proclamation, Friday has been designated "Cinderella Day" in said stars'
honor
Influx from Los Angeles will include members of the Fourth
Estate
-Other highlights on the debut schedule are the 25-minute
personal appearance sketch which the Russell-Buetel combo will do
as a prelude to the pic, and the Cinderella Ball on Thursday night
under the aegis of the Mayor's Hospitality Committee
for Service
Men
Some 7,000 members of the armed forces will enliven the
latter function
Soldiers getting the right tickets at the door will
be given, sez Russell Birdwell, the right to dance with Miss Russell
during the evening
▼
▼
▼
• •
• KEEP 'EM ROLLING DEPT.:
The United Nations
Fund was the beneficiary of a spirited tilt at the Kenmore Bowling
Alleys o'en in Brooklyn
Match saw the Empire Operators defeat
the Century Managers
Winning squad was headed by Abe Kindler, and composed of N. Pitta, P. Elarde, B. Strauss, I. Ricca and A.
Schnall
Century team was captained by J. R. Springer, and consisted of M. Greene, M. Nicholas, L. Rosenthal, W. McDeavitt, and
K. Williams
All dough wagered on the match was turned over
to Fred Schwartz, chairman of the New York Section of the United
Nations Drive
Sallying in the alley nooze hereabouts also discloses that John Farmer, personnel manager of RKO Radio's home
office, set t'other day a new record in the RKO Radio Bowling League
when he ran up a score of 650 in three games, averaging 217 per
game
• •

•

T
▼
▼
TAKE a gander at Great White Way marquees if you want

to see consistent cinematic "class" and, incidentally, the biggest reason
why the January biz of B'way stands has been so husky:
"Random
Harvest," Music Hall; "Yankee Doodle Dandy," Strand; "In Which We
Serve." Capitol; "Tennessee Johnson," Astor; "Casablanca," Hollywood;
"Shadow of a Doubt," Rivoli; "Star Spangled Rhythm," Paramount;
"Commandos Strike at Dawn," Criterion; etc., etc
Wotta lineup!
..... To us, it looks like just about as strong an array as has ever
concurrently played the Main Stem. . . • Anent product. Monogram
is obviously headed for a banner season, one of the real (or reel)
milestones of which is a honey of an opus, "Silver Skates," — big in
budget, big in player talent, big in entertainment power, and big in
ability to grab coin for Mister Exhib
T
T
T
• •
• POWER AND APPEAL of Warners' trade ads lately has
evoked a helluva lot of attention and praise within industry ranks
Now that power and appeal is harnessed additionally in oncoming
issues of such publications as Collier's, Life, Liberty, Fortune, et al
Over the week-end Phil M. had a preview of a socko ad which Collier's will run
It combines $a timely institutional message with
selling copy on a current biggie -("Yankee Doodle Dandy")
another example of WB foresight in advertising approach
see exactly what we mean whetviyou see it
T
T
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

'Tis
You'll

lumbia, RKO, Universal and Hunt
Stromberg Productions,
one each.
"Claudia," "The Moon Is Down,"
"Flare Path," "In Time to Come,"
"The Eve of St. Mark," "Candle
in the Wind," and "The Russian
People" are the shows bought by
20th-Fox. Rights to "Ethan Frome,"
"Cabin in the Sky," "Without Love,"
"Best Foot Forward," and "The
Wookey" went to M-G-M; "Doughgirls," "Brooklyn, U.S.A." and
"Broken Journey," to Warner; "High
Kicker" and "Let's Face It" to
Paramount; "Guest in the House"
to Hunt Stromberg Productions;
"Heart of the City" to Columbia;
"See My Lawyer" to Universal;
"Higher and Higher" to RKO.
Five of the 21 shows are still playing on Broadway. They are "Doughgirls," "Without Love," "The Russian People," "Let's Face It" and
"The Eve of St. Mark."
During the year rights were acquired to two stage properties previously done as film entertainment.
These are "Lady in Ermine" and
"Bird of Paradise," the Richard
Walton Tully play. Both are on the
20th-Fox program. The first was
made in 1930 by First National as
"The Bride of the Regiment." Rights
to the second were bought from
RKO, which made a picture of it in
1932 under the original title.

20th-Fox Forms Coast
Exploitation Department
(Continued from Page 1)

will work out of the West Coast studios as an arm of the Eastern advertising and publicity department
under the direction of Hal Home
and in conjunction with the western
publicity department under Harry
Brand. This department will function along the same lines as similar
departments have been operating at
M-G-M, Warners and Universal for
some time.
The new department will be
headed by Richard Condon, Eastern
publicity manager, who will proceed
to the Coast to take up his new duties. He will be succeeded by Jack
Goldstein who will take charge in
New York when Condon leaves for
Coast.
Condon will have a group of field
publicity men working under his direction and in direct co-operation
with the regular exploitation staff
operating under Rodney Bush of Hal
Home's publicity department in the
East.

WEDDING

BELLS

Portland, Ore. — Mona Merry of
the Paramount exchange, is now
Mrs. Art Thompson. She was recently married at Orofino, Ida.

THE WINNING COMBINATION OF "THE SrOILEK

LIBERTY GOES TO THE MOVIES
PITTSBURGH

WinCash Evans (Randolph Scott) and Josie e in
ters (Marlene Dietrich) stage a rescu
d Ume.
a coal mine and meet for the secon

k
Pitt Markham (John Wayne) tells Doc (Fran
sulfa
Craven) that his experiments on
work.
drugs must give way to commercial

It;

MacfOftiie
Pitt and Cash call a truce, with Josie as
mediator, and pledge themselves to putevery
thing they have into working for victory.

e
and
t, len
ph ofScotMar
. ringRandol
team
star
THEDietrich
John Wayne, last seen in The
Spoilers, is together again in this / ,
lusty melodramatic story of a mining V !
town. Pittsburgh not only has plenty
of action and a romantic triangle, but
also carries a definite message for
the war worker and the country as
a whole in these days of all-out prq^
duction drives.
The message is simply that nothing—personal feuds, supposedly unconquerable problems, or anything
else — can stand in the way of turning out material for our armies. It is
for the war
effective propaganda
effort and good entertainment, too.
The story concerns itself with two
(John
"Pitt" Markham
miners,
(Ranand "Cash" Evans
Wayne)
dolph Scott) who are not quite resigned to a life of digging "black
diamonds." Pitt is the mercurial half
of the team, short-tempered, hasty,
thoughtless. Cash, just as anxious to
get out, is more cautious.
A mine cave-in brings them together with Josie Winters (Marlene
Dietrich), the daughter of a mine
worker who had been killed in an
explosion. She provides the romantic
incentive for the boys to get out of
the mines and into the coal business
for themselves.
The story of their rise to power
and Pitt's conversion to a hard,
shrewd, money-hungry boss provides some good acting opportunities
for the cast and a few mighty tense
moments for the audience.
Frank Craven, repeating his now

film's
nallynar-in
familiar routine
he didtheorigi
rator—which as
Our Town— gives a fine portrayal of
the posDoc, whose curiosity about tar
leads
sible derivatives of coal
cs
to important discoveries on psplasti
even
and sulfa drugs— and perha
the solution to synthetic rubber.
Pittsburgh has a few slow spots,
is lots of action,
but generally thereWayn
e staging a
with Scott and
minor repetition of their bang-up
fight in The Spotters.
For a change, Marlene Dietrich
isn't a bedizened hussy. Her part is
a straight one, giving her a chance
to do some honest acting. Her Josie
is restrained and believable.
All in all, Pittsburgh is sure to
ce,
please because it has action, roman
pare
since
e,
simpl
a
and
nse,
suspe
(Universal)
triotic message to deliver. UIEITY

TT
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"Spoilers" Cast Moves to "Pittsburgh

'Pittsburgh/RKO-Keith's,
Exerts a Twofold Wallop
Marlene Dietrich, Randolph Scott, John "Wayne
Shine Again in Picture With a Dual Purpose;
Short Subjects Sharpen Flavor of Ace Bill
HATS

OFF

TO

UNIVERSAL

fpr having exercised unusual

adroUn&e« in combining a strong plea for the country's wartime
prodil Effort and a rip-snorting biographical melodrama, to the
end o^
.resting and exciting entertainment
In "Pittsburgh," which opened yesterday on the screen at RKOKeith's Theater, the urge to patriotic, all-out war effort has not
tieen. overstressed, nor have the humorous, thrilling and romantic
elements, of an enlivening personal narrative been slighted. The
nice balance of the two results in a rough-and-ready item of "escape"
and admonition that represents as fine a job of its kind as has come
along to date.
The picture Is described as a "personal narrative" because its.
title pertains to one of the principal characters in the story and
not to the steel metropolis. "Pittsburgh" Markham and Cash Evans
are the sturdy coal miners whose careers form the basis of the
fiction. The action opens with their exhortation of their thousands
of workers, who have Just won a Government "E" for exceeding
production schedules. Then "Doc" Powers recalls their beginnings,
and the part Josle Winters played UTtheir lives and the tale thereafter is presented by the familiar flashback method, initiating the
narrative proper in the mining shafts deep under ground.
This "Pittsburgh" Markham is a double-order of man— physically
fearless, egotistically inflated and ruthless in his dealings with
those around him. When he and Cash hit upon a scheme to reduce
the price of coke by improved fabricating methods and win a huge
contract from the steel company, his rise and downfall have their
simultaneous origin. He— and his -saner and not silent partnerbecome tycoons of the first water. Evans achieves real standi] g
by square dealing. Markham builds on the false premise of might
over right and is bounced out of his position of power much more
rapidly than he achieved it
How he learns his bitter lesson in 'humility and rehabilitates

y
erous-

Num
J« "Hud-

himself and his giant enterprises constitutes the "surprise" climax
of the drama, which deserves better than premature exposure.
CM
Since the three stars of the last edition of "The Spoilers" again
find themselves In costellar association, something of the formula
of that perennial hit has been woven into the warp and woof of
"Pittsburgh." It is packed with rowdy goings-on and boisterous
comedy, has its foil share of rough-and-tumble fights, gets Itself
finally Into the precincts of "smart" society and then manages that
final climax and denouement that lose nothing of dramatic punch
by being dedicated to the high principle of service to country- As
If that tremendous battle between the feuding partners — beginning
on the floor
the surface—
mine, finding
"into anoneelevator
and
ending
op onof the
were its
notwayenough,
of thecage
earliest
comedy sequences Is devoted to "Pittsburgh's" acceptance of the
challenge to stay three rounds with the heavyweight contender on
a theater stage and then sending Cash into the ring to do his
battling for him, while he makes a play for the "Countess," who
tarns out to be a "hankie." who finally emerges as Josle Winters,
the distaff director of destiny. As we were saying, it's a pretty
good picture.
Played to the Hilt by Stars
In this sort of epic of both physical and temperamental violence
there is scant call for finesse. The stars and their supporting
players make no effort to inject any into performances that demand
luggedness of mind as well as body. Marlene Dietrich is strikingly
effective In the role of th? ambitious young woman, striving for
something better 'than the penury she has always known. Desperately
in love with "Pittsburgh" as long as he seems to be worth it, she
is not unaware of the sterling qualities of Mr. Evans, whose wife
she finally becomes. It is to her that the film owes not only a great
degree of its dramatic soundness, but most of its patriotic real, as
well. Randolph .Scott and John-Wayne, as the firm of Evans &
Markham, are partners in excellence as well as big business. Scott
has a part cut to his order and Wayne has never been better — If as
jood. Frank Craven, the "Doc" Powers, serves as narrator in
addition to playing another cut-to-measure role, and Thomas Gomez
contributes an excellent portrait of the labor leader who has an
Important finger in everything that goes on. The side of social
aristocracy is represented by Samuel S. Hinds and Louise AUbrltton, as the steel magnate and his unhappy daughter who
becomes Mrs. Markham to her sorrow. Those lor the lesser assign.
ments are uniformly competent
The excellence of the new bill at Keith's is not confined to Its
major feature. An Interesting Insight Into war production In
England is afforded by "Night Shift" In which 2000 women war
workers take over a munitions plant and operate it In its entirety
with Inspiring spirit and skill. The newsreel continues Its recital
of vital affairs In North Africa and one of Walt Lantt's color
cartoons, "Swing Symphony," Introduces a new note into the comle
aspects of war production, to add further test to a program that Is
practically as dynamlo as dynamite.
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IA Board lo Act on
Manpower Situation
{Continued from Page 1)

eral executive board which opens today at the Albany Hotel, Denver,
for a week's stand.
The manpower problem will be but
one of a number expected to be discussed by the board on the general
subject of how the war is affecting
the alliance, it was said at the weekend by Richard F. Walsh, IATSE
prexy, before he pulled out for Denver. Accompanying him were William P. Raoul, assistant international
president; Louis Krouse, general secretary-treasurer, and James J. Brennan, fourth vice-president. At the
close of the meeting Walsh will go
on to the Coast.

Femmes to the Fore in
Memphis Warners Branch
Memphis — Office personnel at
Warner's exchange went into a promotional high gear last week when
the branch manager's secretary,
Mary Ripley Porter, resigned to
join her husband who has been stationed at Tampa, Fla. Her spot was
taken over by Mrs. Wilma Bryant,
former secretary to the office manager.
• Dorothy Rocco, former bookerstenographer, became secretary to
the office manager. Bonnie Bradley,
supplementary clerk, was stepped up
to booker-stenographer, while a newcomer in the office, Charlotte Weaver, succeeded Fara Redding as
availability clerk. Miss Redding
was advanced to bookkeeper. Katherine Hutchinson returned to her
former position as inspectress from
the availability desk. Richard Johnson, advertising manager has resigned to take a short vacation while
awaiting his expected Army call.

Starr to Describe Filming
Of "Stage Door Canteen"
The inquiring reporter program,
'Other People's Business," will find
Martin Starr on the other side of
;he microphone at station WQXR,
.1 a.m., today, describing the makng of a picture in New York, Sol
..esser's "Stage Door Canteen," now
>eing filmed for United Artists reease at the New York Fox Movietone Studios, with virtually al of
the big stars of stage, screen and
radio in the cast.

Norris Gets Metro Award
Grand Rapids, Mich. — With county
and city officials attending, Walter
J. Norris, Butterfield city manager
here, was presented with a War
Bond awarded by Metro for his
"Seven Sweethearts" premiere campaign.

Ellis Jeffreys Dead
London (By^ Cable)— Ellis Jeffrey, 74, British stage arid screen actress, is dead at her Surrey home.

reviews of new mms
"Mug
Town"
with Dead End Kids
Universal
60 Mins.
MELANGE OF COMEDY AND MELODRAMA SHOULD WIN FAVORABLE REACTION IN NEIGHBORHOODS.
The Dead End Kids — or what is left of
them — are on the loose again in "Mug
Town." The proceedings are neither as
noisy nor as rough as in other films which
the cinematic toughies have graced with
their presence, the reason being that there
are only four of them in action this time.
But don't take this to mean that "Mug
Town" is necessarily any the less entertaining. In a way, it's an improvement
because for orice the lads don't get too
much on your nerves or make themselves
as obnoxious as has been their custom in
pictures.
The four members of the gang seen in
this Ken Goldsmith production are Billy
Halop, Huntz Hall, Bernard Punsley and
Gabriel Dell. Halop has the top role in
the film, which presents the lads as a
bunch of tramps who are taken in by the
mother of a runaway lad accidentally killed
while on the road with them. The woman
(Virginia Brissac) gets Halop a job in
the service station where her son (Dick
Hogan) is employed. Hogan, who is using
his job to pilfer merchandise from trucks,
plots to have Halop take the rap for a fur
robbery, but the latter neatly turns the
tables on the youthful villain and elevates
himself to the status of a hero by nipping
the crime. The film winds up with the
End boys in the army.
four Dead
Much of the credit for the considerable
entertainment in "Mug Town" goes to the
authors of the screenplay — Brenda Weisberg, Lewis Amster, Harold Tarshis and
Henry Sucher — who did a good comedy
job from the original of Charles Grayson.
The direction of Ray Taylor keeps the
interest constantly alive.
Halop gives a sincere performance. He
receives capable assistance from Hall,
Punsley and Dell. Grace McDonald has
been injected into the action for romantic
purposes. Others who handle their roles
well are Tommy Kelly, Edward Norris,
Hogan, Miss Brissac, Jed Prouty and
Murray Alper.
CAST: Billy Halop, Huntz Hall, Bernard
Punsley, Gabriel Dell, Tommy Kelly, Grace
McDonald, Edward Norris, Dick Hogan,
Virginia Brissac, Jed Prouty, Murray Alper.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ken Goldsmith; Director, Ray Taylor; Screenplay,
Brenda Weisberg, Lewis Amster, Harold
Tarshis, Henry Sucher; Based on story
by Charles Grayson; Cameraman, Jack
McKenzie; Art Director, Jack Otterson;
Film Editor, Ed Curtis.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Schwartz Leases in Louisville
Lexington, Ky. — Harry Schwartz,
of Lexington, has leased the National
theater properties in Louisville, it
was announced here. Coupled with
the announcement was information
received from the Louisville Title
and Insurance Co., trustee of the
property, to the effect that the properties, had been sold to A. J. Hoffman, of Evansville, Ind., for approximately $100,000.

"It Comes Up Love"
with Gloria Jean, Donald O'Connor
Universal
64 Mins.
UNUSUALLY GOOD LITTLE COMEDY
SHOULD GO OVER SOLIDLY WITH
FAMILY AUDIENCES.

For the lower half of a double bill this
film packs a lot of entertainment. Ideal
stuff for the family trade, the production,
brightly and smartly produced by Ken
Goldsmith, is a special treat for the young
folk. The film's young people are a pleasant
and personable lot whose work is somewhat above the ordinary. Their problems
are certain to gain the sympathy of their
audience and their activities cannot miss
drawing plenty of smiles and laughs.
The film teams Gloria Jean and Donald
O'Connor. It is difficult to resist the
charm of these two young people. Miss
Jean performs with a sweetness that
matches her singing voice, while O'Connor
carries on with a sense of comedy that
belies his meager years. This boy is blessed
with surprising talent and a personality
that comes over like a million. The lad's
assurance is astounding. His scene-stealing
proclivities are really something, even when,
as in this case, he is surrounded by such
players as Ian Hunter, Frieda Inescort and
Louise Allbritton.

The romance between Miss Jean and
O'Connor is encouraged by Miss Allbritton,
the latter's aunt, in an attempt to break
up an impending marriage between Miss
Inescort and Hunter, Miss Jean's pop, whom
she wants for herself and gets. Miss
Inescort tries to break up the attachment
between the two young ones without getting
anywhere. Music plays an important part
in bringing Miss Jean and O'Connor together.
Dorothy Bennett and Charles Kenyon,
working from a yarn by Aleen Leslie and
Jay Dratler, have packed their screenplay
with amusing incidents and musical interludes.
tremely Charles
good. Lamont's direction is exIan Hunter is a delight. The Misses
Allbritton and Inescort give him healthy
competition. Standing out in lesser roles
are Mary Lou Harrington and Raymond Roe.
CAST: Gloria Jean, Ian Hunter, Donald
O'Connor, Frieda Inescort, Louise Allbritton,
Mary Lou Harrington, Raymond Roe, Charles
Coleman, Leon Belasco, Beatrice Roberts.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ken Goldsmith; Director, Charles Lamont; Screenplay, Dorothy Bennett, Charles Kenyon;
Based on story by Aleen Leslie, Jay Dratler;
Cameraman, George Robinson; Musical
Director, Charles Previn; Art Director, Jack
Otterson; Film Editor, Paul Landres.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Wings for the Fledgling'
In All N. Y. C. First-Runs
"Wings for the Fledgling," Columbia's Victory short subject which
Ben Blake produced, is currently
on the screens of every theater on
Broadway. The Roxy, Radio City
Music Hall, Capitol. Paramount, Rivoli, Criterion and Strand Theaters,
as well
city. as every newsreel theater in
the

Award is Reversed
In Illinois Case
(Continued from Page 1)

a satisfactory customer to another
having no superior advantages of
any kind was unreasonable or arbitrary, the motion picture appeal
board reversed the decision of an
arbitrator. Case involved thf ;Vee-

port
Theater,
Freeport, 111., V 'Anst
Loew's,
20th Century-Fox,
Warner
Bros, and Paramount.
Complainant
had asked that an
award be made prohibiting the defendants from licensing their features for exhibition either in the
Patio Theater or in the complainant's house on such run except by
a separate contract or agreement.
Complainant
sought the first-run
product of the distributors or a
"reasonable part" of it. Defendants i
refused to sell the Freeport their
first-run pictures because the Patio \
standing.
was a satisfactory account of long I
Arbitrator ruled that the defen- I
dants had refused to license product
to the Freeport because the Patio
was a circuit house and that the refusal was arbitratry.
Appeal board disagreed with the
arbitrator and reversed the decision
on appeal by Loew's and 20th-Fox.

K & S Theater Corp. Wins
2 Weeks Clearance vs. RKO
Chicago — The K
Corp., North Chicago,
two weeks 's clearance
by the Arbitrator on

& S Theater
was awarded
against RKO
Friday.

Appeal Board Reverses Award
In Bennis' Freeport Thea. Case

Chicago — The arbitration appeal
board has reversed the award in the
Bennis Freeport Theater case.

Report Dickinson Seeking
Allied Unit in K.C. Terr.
(Continued from Page 1)

during the last 10 months and that
Dickinson
has been soliciting exhiblit.
itors to form a nucleus for an Allied

While several attempts have been
made to set up an Allied organization in this territory, the KansasMissouri Exhibitors Association
(MPTOA) continues to dominate the
field and all efforts to form another
group have been without success.
It is understood that Allied leaders look favorably on the establishment of a unit in this area.

Rep. Production at Peak
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— With six features in
the cutting room, three features and
one chapter-play before the cameras, and four features in preparation and scheduled to go into work
the beginning of February, Republic Studios reaches an all-time production high as it readies pictures
for early delivery in accordance with
its announced schedule.
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leet Here Tomorrow
In Army Film Issue

R6VIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

"Dick Stabile and His Orchestra"
(Jamboree)
RKO
8 mins.
(Continued from Page 1)
Popular Stuff
back in their hands within a month.
Those to whom popular music
The full footage sent to the Navy
may be recovered because these rare- does "things" will get a certain
ly are returned within three months. amount of pleasure out of this musical short. Dick Stabile and his
Because Army returns have not
band,
who go strong on the saxobeenj§ taing in as rapidly as antiphone business, toot several good
cipator R. B. Murray, director of
the Army Motion Picture Service, tunes, including "The Dempsey
will confer with studio officials Swing," "You Go to My Head,"
Tuesday in New York to try to work "Pack Up Your Troubles in Your
out a more satisfactory formula.
Old Kit Bag," and "Melody in F."
All numbers have been nicely exeA highlight of Friday's meeting
cuted. Gracie Barrie warbles to the
here was heated arguments concerning film for the March of Time. Al- strains of two of them, "You Go to
though the March of Time has been My Head" and "Pack Up Your
transferred from RKO to Twentieth Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag," the
Century-Fox, the film allocation for latter one of World War I's biggest
the reel has not been transferred. hits.
Estimate is that 8,000,000 feet per methods for crediting Technicolor
year is involved.
film will be worked out.
RKO still may receive the film
The industry representatives
originally intended for the March of
Time, while 20th-Fox must take it heard Harold Hopper, WPB motion
from its overall allotment, made be- picture chief, tell of the heavier
fore the transfer. An appeal is demands in view for 35 mm. film
pending. This discussion, The Film from the Army and Navy and the
Daily, was informed by one of the
Board of Economic Warfare, alparticipsnts, was '"marked by some
though he said he hoped no further
curtailment of studio use would be
acerbity."
Further Newsreel Cut Unlikely
necessary. There was no discussion
Lowell Mellett, OWI motion pic- of 16 mm. film, nor were there any
ture chief, was on hand to join in
about allotting film on
a discussion of newsreel footage. complaints
There is still no reason to look for the basis of 1941 use.
Representatives of the newsreels
another cut in newsreel film, but it
were on hand for the meeting, to
was decided that "all practical meth- oarticipate in the discussion of print
ods for curtailment" short of cur- curtailment and be assured that
tailing the length of the finished
print be employed. It was agreed fhere will probably be no further
that newsreel length remain at 750 curtailment in reel length.
Consult With War Dept. Rep.
feet, but reduction in the number of
In the afternoon, newsreel men
prints, will probably take place.
Reels now in circulation three weeks, went to the War Department to confer with Col. Curtis Mitchell, who
will probably be out for four weeks
hereafter. Distributors will work has replaced Col. W. Mason Wright
out final plans on how to cut down hs chief of the motion picture dithe number of prints.
vision of the Army's Bureau of Public Relations. Here thev conferred
There wes also a discussion of
the internal footage use of film in on general problems with Col. MitTechnicolor productions. Internal
chell, and will return in the near
waste has been found to be greater future for more specific discussion.
than the two per cent for black and
Newsreel representatives, joined
white, and it is probable that new by local reels' chiefs, also met with
Lowell Mellett, Arch Mercey and
Nelson Povnter assistant directors
->f the OWI motion picture bureau
stationed in Washington and Hollywood respectively, and Harold Jacobs, OWI newsreel chief. Again the
Rochester— Maj. J. EDWIN OLS- iiscussion was general with Mellett
SON, formerly of Eastman Kodak, sneaking of story types. No long
has been promoted to lieutenant- faces were observed as the conference broke up.
general and now is attached to the
Chemical Warfare Service.
On hand for the various confer— • —
ences were Tom J. Connors. Edward
P vt. ROBERT H. MARING, for- ^eek and Tonv Mutofi of 29th-Fox:
merly of Kodak, has graduated from N. Peter Rathvon. S. Kramer and
the aviation mechanics school at W. C. Ament of RKO; Barnev BalaSeymour Johnson Field. N. C, and ban. W. B. Cokell and Bob Denton
Cadet MELVIN E. EILERS, also of Paramount; Joseph Hazen, and
forme- ly of Kodak, has entered Army \. W. Schwalberg of Warner Bros.:
Air Forces Weather Training School. T. Robert Rubin and M. D. Clofine of
— • —
Metro: Allen Cummine-s of Loew's:
ROBERT YOUNGSON, who has Tobn J. O'Connor and Thomas Mead
heen writing Navy training scipts of Universal; N. V. Ritchev of Monfor Pathe, enters the Army Signal
ogram: W. G. Brennan of Columbia:
Corps as a senior script writer today O. H. Brisrgs of PRC: Arthur Lee of
in a civilian capacity.
He will be Avtlpe Corp.; Joseph C. Flvnn of
aed at storia Photographic
Cen- SMPP; Herman Robbins, National
Screen Service.

TO THE COLORS!

"So You Think You Need Glasses"
(Hollywood Novelty)
Warner
10 mins.
Entertaining
The plight of a fellow badly in
need of glasses is told amusingly in
"So You Think You Need Glasses,"
in which the central character is
played by George O'Hanlon, who will
be remembered pleasantly from "So
You Want to Give Up Smoking."
O'Hanlon's eye trouble gets him
into loads of trouble of one sort or
another. He finally gets glasses,
only to have them taken from him
by his brother-in-law, who advises
him to take eye treatments, which
are too successful (they land him
in the Army). Art Gilmore is the
spieler.

President Roosevelt Lauds
Pix Industry's Polio Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

held Jan. 30, to coincide with the
President's birthday, it would have
conflicted with the United Nations
Week.
President Roosevelt wrote:
"I am delighted to learn, through
Basil O'Connor, of the generous offer which you and your associates
have made in connection with the
1943 fund-raising effort of the National Foundation of Infantile Paralysis.
"Your suggestion that the drive
in the motion picture theaters be
conducted during the week of February 22, instead of the last week in
January, is agreeable to me. The
Birthday Celebration must, of course,
go on in the month of January but
naturally there should be no interference with the motion picture campaign which has been scheduled for
the
United
Nations in the middle of
January.

To Deny 2 Momand
Damage Requests
(Continued from Page 1)

situation and a real estate property
purchased by Momand for the purpose of building in Wewoka. Actual
construction was never started on
the two projects which were pending
when the Momand circuit disintegrated. The lots had been purchased
and nothing expended on them.
"To make these defendants liable
for damages on such property would
be no different than making them
liable for a gold mine thereon,"
Judge Broaddus commented. "The
law doesn't as far as I know recognize one's intentions. You are therefore requested," he told George S.
Ryan,
"to
draw upMomand
citations chief
on thiscounsel,
point over
the week-end and unless they are
definite I shall rule these two requests for damages as denied then.
I am warning you that the matter is
very fixed in my mind and your citations will have to be very conclu-

The sums requested in the petition
are not particularly large. Judge
Broaddus had previously ruled out
a request for damages by the Momand theater company involved in
the Maud situation, which firm was
to sive."
have built a theater there.
Momand himself continued testimony Friday in his own behalf, but
the whole period was devoted to a
continuation of getting into the record his statement of facts with
regard to acquisitions of properties,
details and operations, etc., of his
various theater realty and holding
companies. Filing of booking charts
for all Momand theaters over the
period was also done and at adjournment Friday filings were getting under way on several hundred
distributor-exhibitor contracts by
Momand from his own files, contracts
"I think you know how much I not covered by those already filed.
value the magnificent performance Tabulation, indexing and filing of
of the motion picture theaters in the these is expected to continue over
National Foundation's 1942 Cam- into this morning's session and if
completed Momand will again take
paign, and I hope that this year's
effort will be equally as successful." the stand to delve further into the
Every exhibitor in the U. S. is be- events leading up to and including
ing asked to write a birthday greet- the alleged conspiracy.
ing letter to President Roosevelt in
connection
with the industry's March
of Dimes campaign.

Reeling 'Round - -

Budd Getschal Joins WB
Advertising Department
Budd Getschal, who for the last
four years has been with the Paramount publicity and press book department, today joins Mort Blumenstock's advertising department at
Warner Bros, under Gil Golden.
Getschal, a former member of The
Film Daily staff, has had a wide
experience in publicity, advertising
and exploitation with major companies.
Lift "Native Land" Ban
Chicago — The police have lifted
the ban on "Native Land." The film
was refused a permit by the Chicago censor board.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)

in the reel, but is its largest customer. . . .
And Mellett says OWI has done very little shooting for the reel — probably less
than for other reels.

•

•

COMEONE played a dirty trick on Man*J ager Charles Clark, of the local Atlas,
one of the Kogod-Burka chain, the other
night. . . . Two officials with proper OCD
insignia called upon him within 10 minutes,
informing him that a surprise blackout was
due. ... All OCD workers in the theater
were immediately instructed to report to
their posts, and the house was cleared in
record time. . . . Spectators went home to
await the sirens, which never blew. .
The whole thing was a hoax — funny to the
two guilty parties, but hardlyl amusing to
Clark or his patrons.
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TRADE SHOWINGS

PICTUR

TWO WEEKS TO LIVE
BRANCH

PLACE

Albany

OF SHOWING

Fox Projection Rm.

ADDRESS

DAY AND DATE

1 052 Broadway

Tues.
Tues.

191 Walton St.

Atlanta

RKO Projection Rm.

Boston

RKO Projection Rm:

122 Arlington St.

Buffalo

Fox Projection Rm.

290 Franklin St.

Charlotte

Fox Projection Rm.

Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland

1 300 So. Wabash

RKO Theatre Proj. Rm.

12 E. 6th St.

Fox Projection Rm.

Ave.

2219 Payne Ave.

11:00 A.M.

Tues.

2/2
2/2

11:00 A.M.

Tues.

2/2

Tues.

2/2

Tues.
Tues.

Dallas

Paramount Proj. Rm.

412 So. HarwoodSt.

Tues.

Denver

Paramount Proj. Rm.

2100 Stout St.

Des Moines

Fox Projection Rm.

1300 High St.

Tues.
Tues.

Detroit

Max Blumenthal Proj. Rm.

2310 Cass Ave.

Indianapolis

Fox Projection Rm.

326 No. Illinois Ave.

Kansas City

Paramount Proj. Rm.

1 800 Wyandote

RKO Projection Rm.

1 980 So. Vermont Ave.

Memphis

Fox Projection Rm.

151 Vance Ave.

Milwaukee

Warner Projection Rm.

212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

Los Angeles

Wed.

Tues.

Fox Projection Rm.

1015 Currie Ave.

New Haven

Fox Projection Rm.

40 Whiting St.

Tues.

New Orleans

Fox Projection Rm.

200 So. Liberty St.

New York

RKO Projection Rm.

630 Ninth Ave.

Tues.
Tues.

Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Fox Projection Rm.

10 No. Lee St.

Tues.

Fox Projection Rm.

1502 Davenport St.

Wed.
Tues.

RKO Projection Rm.

250 No. 13th St.

RKO Projection Rm.

1623 Blvd. of Allies

Portland

Star Preview Rm.

925 N.W.

St. Louis

S'Renco Projection Rm.

3143 Olive St.

Salt Lake City

Fox Projection Rm.

216 E. 1st St.

San Francisco

RKO Projection Rm.

251 Hyde St.

Jewel Box Projection Rm.

2318-2ndAve.

Seattle

19th St.

Sioux Falls

Hollywood Theatre

212 No. Philips Ave.

Washington

Fox Projection Rm.

932 New Jersey Ave.

11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.

2/2

8:30 P.M.

2/2
2/2

11:00 A.M.

2/2
2/2

11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.

2/2
2/2

11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.

2/3
2/2

Tues.
Tues.

Minneapolis

City

11:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.
Tues.
Tues.

Tues.

Oklahoma

11 :00 A.M.

2/2
2/2

Tues.

308 So. Church St.

RKO Projection Rm.

TIME

11:00 A.M.
2/2

11:00 A.M.

2/2

11:00 A.M.

2/2
2/2

11:00 A.M.

2/2

11:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

11:00A.M.&

2/2

2:30 P.M.
11:00 A.M.

2/2
2/3

11:00 A.M.

2/2
2/2

11:00 A.M.

Tues.

11:00 A.M.

Tues.
2/2
Wed.
Tues.
Tues.
Tues.

2/3

11:00 A.M.
11:30 A.M.

2/2

11:00 A.M.

2/2

11:00 A.M.

Tues.

2/2
2/2

Tues.

2/2

11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
N
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CONN. THEATERS SETJrARYING CLOSINGS
Peak
Music Hall
Gross in '42 Hit Warner
$4,836,000
Circuit Alone Goes
But 15 Features Were
CUBANS PREFER DOUBLE FEATURES
Shown During the Year
Against 26 in 1941

University

of Havana
Survey
Shows
Dramas
Best
American Product heads All Others

Fifteen pix — the smallest number
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
to play Radio City Music Hall in
Preference for duals highone year's span — grossed approxi- Censor) l—ighted a suivey
just completed here
mately $4,836,000
to determine motion picture preferin the country's
ences of Cuban audiences, exhibitors
No. 1 pix palace
and distributors. Canvass was underin 1942, a checktaken by the faculty and graduates
up disclosed yesterday. The 15
of the University of Havana's commercial statistics department. Quesattractions presented last year
tionnaires were mailed by the Unicontrasted with
versity to all exhibitors and dis26 exhibited in
1941.
Quality and boxoffice value of
1942 feature film
releases, as well
as the booking
CUS S. EYSSELL
astuteness of Gus
The first case in the industry inS. Eyssell, are reflected in the checkvoking the power of the National
(Continued on Page 11)
War Labor Board in preventing wage
cuts has been brought by Local 306,
operators, in behalf of three projectionists employed at the Park
West Theater in Manhattan, it was
learned yesterday.
The case first came up on Friday
in Washington Heights Magistrates

Draw;

tiibutors throughout the Island.
Other results of the poll are:
Film dramas got first rating
among types of pictures preferred,
with comedies runner-up. The query
"From what countries?" found U.
S. attractions getting top vote, and
then Cuban, Argentine and Mexican
films in that order.
Shortcomings
of Cuban
pictures
(.Continued on Page 3)

Stories for 2 Years
Invoke WLB's Powers
In Wage Cut Battle
Al Work at 20lh-Fox

Hollywood Studios
Start 10 This Week
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ten new pictures
scheduled to go into production
week, making 40 shooting.
check-up:
At Columbia:
Five shooting,

are
this
The

( Continued on Page 3)

Milwaukee Theaters
Oppose Smoking Ban
Milwaukee — A proposed ordinance
to ban smoking in local theaters has
been sent to the city attorney for
revision by the common council's
judiciary committee after a public
hearing at which theater representatives opposed the measure. Theater
spokesmen argued the proposal was
discriminatory and that little fire
hazard existed because smoking in
most houses is restricted to men's
and women's lounges.
St. Augustine, Fla. — The City
Commission has passed an emergency
ordinance prohibiting smoking within
a motion
picture theater.

in-

(Continued on Page 11)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox has
protected itself against further drai'i
of writing talent by laying out its
program for the next two years.
Eighty stories are in work at the
studio. Many of them are already
completed and ready to hit the cameras. The company's extensive future plans
were learned following
(Continued on Page 6)

Para. Named in Vermont
"Some Run" Complaint

Para, and Warners Drop
Biog. Pix of War Heroes

Because Paramount allegedly refused to license product to the Welden Theater, St. Albans, Vt., unless
Affiliated Theater Corp., booking and
buying organization, closed with
Paramount for all other houses in

West Coast Bureau of THE

(Continued on Page 6)

Momand

FILM

DAILY

Connecticut theaters this week
started complying with the request
of Wesley A. Sturges, state fuel administrator, toclose one day a week
as a fuel conservation move. Closing days in the Loew-Poli group
vary so that the public will not be
showless on any one particular day,
while the Warner houses in the
stateter
— uniformly
approximately
30 — will shuton Mondays.
The Loew-Poli circuit's schedule
of closings is as follows:
Bridgeport: Poli, Tuesdays; Majestic, Wednesdays; Globe, Fridays,
(Continued on Page 11)

Raw Stock Protest
Tabled Until Feb.
Protest by six companies of the
WPB raw stock order which was
scheduled to be considered at last
week's meeting of the Motion Picture
Advisory Committee in Washington
has been tabled until the regular
monthly meting in February. Disposal of the newsreel situation is the
(Continued on Page 11)

RKO Sets Back Release

Hollywood — At the suggestion of Dates on Two Pictures
the State and War Departments,
Paramount is dropping its plans to
RKO has moved back the release
produce "Advance Agent to Africa" date of "Hitler's Children" to Feb.
which would have dealt with ad- 12 to follow the publicity depart(Continued on Page 3)
ment time to set additional radio

Tells of Booking Ebb

Says Refused Second-Runs After Griffith Came
Oklahoma City — A. B. Momand
yesterday continued the story of
the alleged conspiracy against him
by the producer-distributors and the
Griffith companies as the third week
Saratoga
— Benton's
munity Springs
Center, operated
in a Compool of his $4,950,000 anti-trust action
between Benton's and Reade's Cir- against them got under way.
cuit, closes after the performances
Momand related how, in 1926-27,
tonight for at least five weeks and he was able to make contracts for
his Shawnee and Seminole locaprobably until April.
William E. Benton, president of tinos as well as for his other the(Continucd on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)

Fuel Oil Shortage Closes
First-Run in Saratoga

On Uniform Schedule, with
Houses Dark Mondays

(Continued on Page 3)

Gary Cooper Delays
Inking JVet« Pix Pacts
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gary Cooper held a
lengthy conference Saturday with his
legal representatives, business manager, and tax experts, and it is reliably reported his proposed deals involving "The Story of Dr. Wassell"
and "Saratoga Trunk" are still in
status quo and that he has as yet not
inked an agreement to appear in
either picture.

Albany Variety Club
Fetes Louis R. Golding
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Muth Movietone News
General Make-Up Editor
Russell Muth, Fox Movietone News
foreign editor, has been made general make-up editor of the reel as
successor to Lieut. Harry W. Lawrenson, who last week reported for
active service with the Army Signal
Corps.
Another promotion places Louis
Tetunic in the post of foreign makeup editor.

Eastern Pa. Allied Names
Governors and Officers

Philadelphia — Governors and officers of Allied Independent Theater
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania
were elected at the fifth annual meeting of the organization last week.
Governors elected for a threeyear term were Leo Posel, E. B.
Gregory, Charles Stiefel, Harry
Chertcoff and Charles Moyer. Alternate governors elected for a oneyear term were George L. Ickes,
Melvin Koff and Norman Lewis.
Bert Fertel succeeds himself as
treasurer and E. B. Gregory was reelected secretary and Joseph Conway was re-named chairman of the
finance committee. Sidney Samuelson was re-elected business manager
and Morris Wax was named national
director and Harry Chertcoff alternate national director. To intensify
Members of the tent pledged and continue the campaign for new
guy.
themselves to raise $500 for the members Helvin Koff was elected
March of Dimes campaign. First chairman
of the membership committee.
in a series on Monday night dinners, with the March of Dimes camSamuelson reported that the orpaign as beneficiary, was held last
ganization was in excellent financial
night.
condition and that membership had
increased greatly during 1942.

Albany — Local Variety Club, held
a testimonial dinner here for Louis
R. Golding, Fabian divisional chief,
in recognition of his services as
chief barker in the tent's first year
after reorganization.
Golding was presented with a
wrist watch. The retiring barker
then served as installing officer for
the induction of C. J. Latta, Warner Circuit Management zone manager, as chief barker.
Other new officers include Herman
Ripps, Metro branch manager, as
first assistant barker, Neil Hellman,
who operates the Royal and Paramount Theaters, second assistant
barker, Joe Shure, Fabian booker,
secretary and Clayton G. Eastman,
Paramount branch manager, dough

Prepare Trailer to Aid
U. S. Prisoners of War

A two-minute trailer, with NBC
announcer Ben Grauer contributing
his services as narrator, has been
prepared to aid in three test campaigns to secure musical instruments and athletic equipment for
prisoners of war.
The test campaigns will be held
in Rochester the week of Jan. 25-31,
and later in New Haven and Pittsburgh, by the local War Activities
Committee, to determine the feasibility of making the effort throughout the nation.
The trailer, according to the War
Prisoner's Aid of the WMCA, with
whom the WAC is co-operating, asks
patrons to bring the sports equipment and instruments direct to the
theaters. Or, the trailer states, the
material will be picked up at homes
of patrons who declare their willingness to aid "the men behind the
barbed wire."

Earlier Sunday Opening
Proposed In N. H. Bill
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Hollywood — Harpo Marx, Lawrence Tibbett, Jack Benny and Mary
Livingstone have been added to the
roster of stars who will appear here
this week-end to participate in the
festivities surrounding the President's Birthday Ball.
Negotiations are still in progress
for war department authorization to
have Lt. Clark Gable on hand, but
no decision on the matter has yet
been reached.
Definitely scheduled to show up
here Thursday night and Friday
morning are Roddy MacDowall, Roy
Rogers, Loretta Young, Lynn Bari,
Robert Young, Janet Blair, James
Cagney, Anita Louise, Edgar Bergen and Al Jolson.

OWI-WAC Shorts Schedule
For Feb. Announced
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

Washington— Lowell
motion picture chief,
nounced the schedule
shorts for the month

FILM

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, M-C-M vice-president in charge of sales, will arrive in New
Ycrk tomorrow following a visit to the Culver
City studios.
NAT LEVY, iRKO's Eastern division sales manager, is on his way to Atlanta, while WALTER
BRANSON, the company's Western division sales
manager,
is headed
for Minneapolis.
BOB WOLFF and HARRY CITTLESON yesfrl
were in Los Angeles on the first leg of *(r
Ned
Friday. Depinet sales drive. Following a sales
meeting there they left for San Francisco, Portland and Seattle. They head back East on
ARMANDO TRUCIOS, Warners' manager in
Panama, has arrived in New York for conferences. He expects to return in about a week.
LILLIAN

HELLMAN,

her work on the script

of Samuel
Goldwyn's
"The theNorth
pleted, arrives
today from
Coast.Star" comWALTER COMPTON, publicity director at
the Republic studios, has arrived in the East
as advance man for the studio's players who
will attend the President's birthday ball in
Washington.
F. HUCH
Hollywood.

HERBERT,

the writer, is here from

MICHAEL TODD has hied himself to Hollywood
to induce Orson Welles to direct the William
Saroyan

play,

"Get Away,

Old

Man."

JESS SMITH, producer of "The Barber Had
Two Sons," arrived from San Francisco yesterday
to make arrangements for the opening of the
play at the Playhouse
next Monday.

More Stars to Attend
Birthday Ball in D. C.
Wst

COmmC and come

DAILY

Mellett, OWI
yesterday anof OWI-WAC
of February.

Concord, N. H. — A bill introduced
in the Legislature by Rep. Harry H.
Foote of Portsmouth would benefit
film theaters in New Hampshire's
war industry area, where the dimout rules now prevail.
The measure provides for earlier
opening of Sunday shows, which
would ease a wartime problem in
Portsmouth, Somersworth and Dover, as well as several smaller communities where the dim-out is affecting movie business.

The
short,
"Spirit of
made Disney
for the U.
S. Treasury,
will'43"
be
released Feb. 4. while "Troop Train,"
"Since Pearl Harbor" and "Arsenal
of
will follow on the 11th,
18thMight"
and 25th.

Paul Scott. Actor, Dies
Paul Scott, 79, former stock company player, director, producer and
theatrical agent, died Sunday at
the Richmond Memorial Hospital,
Staten Island, after a brief illness.
He leaves a widow and son, Alexander.

Jacksonville, Fla. — SRO biz in local theaters has brought the reopening of the old Temple, closed
for about 12 years. House has been
redecorated and seats reconditioned.
On the other side of the ledger,
the pleasure driving ban has closed
the local Drive-in.

Jacksonville Theater, Dark
For 12 Years, Is Reopened

NORMAN ELSON, general manager
Lux Theaters,
is in Boston
today.

of Trans-

CONSTANCE BENNETT, is stopping at the
Towers of The Waldorf-Astoria.
CHESTER MORRIS and MRS. MORRIS have
arrived at The Warwick
from
the Coast.
has

L. W. CONROW, president of Altec Service,
left on a trip to the Coast.

Wilkinson and Jacocks
Swap Conn. MPTO Posts
New Haven — George H. Wilkinson, Jr., has been elected president
of the MPTO of Connecticut, succeeding Irving C. Jacocks, Jr., who
has been elected treasurer, the post
formerly held by Wilkinson, Adolph
Johnson wfs elected vice-president
ant! Herman
Levy was re-elected executive secretary.
Members of the board of directors elected for the ye?r were Hy
Fine, B. E. Hoffman, Irving Jacocks,
Jr., Adolph Johnson, Arthur Lockwood, Edwin Raffile, A. E. Robbins,
Peter Perakos, Samuel Rosen, Louis
Schaefer, Harry F. Shaw, Lou
Brown, Irwin Wheeler and George
H. Wilkinson, Jr.

"Tostal

EVERY TELEGRAM GETS
INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION

Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.
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Cuban Fans Prefer

Hollywood Studios
Star) 10 This Week
(Continued from Page

{Continued from

1)

eluding- "Sahara," drama, starring
Humphrey Bogart, supported by an
all-male cast, consisting of J. Carrol
Naish, Rex Ingram, Jess Barker,
Lewis Wilson, Louis Mercier and
F— ^. Kruger. Zoltan Korda di;V jJng; and, "Blondie Buys a
Horse," with Penny Singleton,
Arthur Lake, Larry Simms and
Danny Mummert. Frank R. Strayer
directing and producing. "My Client
Curley," scheduled to start week of
January 18th, has been postponed
indefinitely.

At M-G-M :
Nine shooting.
At Monogram: One shooting, Sam Katzman Production with the Dead End Kids._
At Paramount: Eight shooting, including
"Let's Face It," musical version of the
Broadway hit by Vinton Freedley and Cole
Porter, co-starring Bob Hope and Betty Hutton, with ZaSu Pitts, Eve Arden, Phyllis
Povah. Dona Drake, Raymond Walburn, William Demarest and Gail Russell. Associate
producer, Fred Kohlmar, and Sidney Lanfield
directing.
At PRC:
One shooting.
At RKO-Radio: Five shooting, including.
the Frank Ross production, "Free For All,"
romantic comedy, with Jean Arthur and John
Wayne in the top roles. Henry Hathaway
directing. "The Fallen Sparrow," drama,
with John Garfield, Maureen O'Hara. Walter
Slezak, Patricia Morison, Martha O'Driscoll,
John Miljan, George Lloyd and Waltei
Kingsford. Robert Fellows producing and
Richard Wallace directing; and, "The Falcon Comes Back." mystery drama, with
Tom Conway and Jane Randolph in the leading roles, supported by Wynne Gibson. Edgar
Kennedy, Rita Corday, Joan Barclay, Margie
Stewart, Erford Gage, Joyce Compton and
Grady Sutton. Producer, Maurice Geraghty
and Edward Dmytryk directing.
At Republic:
Three shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Three shooting,
including,
"Jane Welles,
Eyre," Edith
drama,Barrett.
with Joan
Fontaine, Orson
Sara
Allgood,
Barbara
Everest. Margaret
O'Brien
and
Peggy
Ann Carter.
Robert Stevenson
directing and William Perlberg producing;
and, "Bomber's Moon," drama, with George
Montgomery and Annabella. Edward Ludwig directing the Sol M. Wurtzel production.
At United Artists: Lesser's "Stage Door
Canteen."
At Universal: "Phantom of the Opera."
drama in Technicolor, with Nelson Eddy,
Susanne Foster, Claude Rains, Edgar Barrier, Jane Farrar and Barbara Everest.
George Waggner producing and Arthur Lubin
directing.
At Warners:
Three shooting.

▼

▼

• •
•
FROM "Somewhere in North Africa" came a letter yesterday
from Corporal Dave Golding, former member of our editorial staff
We quote:
'Son of Fury'

"On one of my trips to town. I picked up a print of
Back at camp we showed the picture under a canopy

of North African stars, brighter than any interior roof of a Loew's deluxer
It was quite a scene, since most of us stood up with rifles slung
over

our

shoulders,

forgetting

the

chilly

Leslie
Abe
Hopper
Norman
Ralph R. Martin

Meyer
Burnstine

night

at

the

sight

of

Gene

Tierney
Electricity to operate our 16 mm. projector was piped from
one of our KWA sets, and occasionally the sound would diminish when
someone turned the lights on in the camp area
But we had that all
under control, and the show
What
•

came

off swell for sight and sound

I want to say is. — how important to have these films available!"
T
T
T
•

•

Armed

SPEAKING

of the importance of films to the lads of our

Forces,— we of the industry

know

it

And

all America

is

learning that truth
Here in New York, this past Saturday appeared an impressive, stirring advertising message prepared by Donahue
& Coe, Inc., as one of a series contributed jointly by leading advertising
agencies

and

the

New

York

Times

This

six-column

message

clarioned in part:
"The Motion Picture Industry is daily delivering complete motion picture programs to entertain our fighting forces
in 'Flying Fortresses'— sailing with our warships and our convoys as
they plough through dangerous seas toward friendly ports— rushed by
fast train to every American training and mobilization center — American films have truly joined our 'Armed Forces'
We luish YOU
could see the 'kick' the boys get out of these films
They forget
for a few blessed moments, the storm and strife of war
They
laugh and cheer.— and best of all,— they relax!"

▼

•

•

•

TV

Films are helping daily to AVENGE

Pepper Reminds Senate
He's Studying Manpower
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

HARBOR!

Para, and Warners Drop
Biog. Pix of War Heroes
(Continued from Page

DAILY

"Jordan" Sets Rialto Mark
Paramount's "Lucky Jordan" was
credited by the Rialto yesterday
with setting a new Saturday-Sunday
attendance record.

PEARL

1)

Trailers
were voted a big help.
short
subjects?"
Number of seats on the Island
were disclosed as totaling 235,381,
of which 110,266 are concentrated
in Havana, and the remainder in the
five provinces.

Fuel Oil Shortage Closes
First-Run in Saratoga
(Continued from Page 1)

on every Continent, on all the Seas. Speeding to our far-flung outposts

Washington — Sen. Claude Pepper,
Florida Democrat, told the Senate
yesterday that in the midst of all its
talk about Congressional action on
Bernet Starts Poster Firm
muddle, it has apparChicago — "Sunny" Bernet, who the manpower
ently been forgotten that his Eduhas been identified with the poster
cation and Labor sub-committee has
business here for many years, has
opened an office at 512 Sherman St., been delving into the manpower situation for several months. Deplorunder the trade name of the Bernet
ing- the failure of administrative auPoster Corp.
thorities to work out any comprehensive manpower plan as yet, Pepper said he hoped administrative
action in the near future will make
it unnecessary for Congress to adopt
national service legislation.
Authorization for continuance of
the sub-committee's work must be
obtained from the new committee,
which lists six new members, and
it was indirectly in support of the
resolution for continuance that Pepper spoke.

Joan
DeWolf

T

Page

were attributed to stories particularly, secondly to players, and thirdly to directors.
Factors suggested for improvement of Cuban pictures were cited
as, first, larger budgets; second,
technical skill's application; and,
third, Government subsidy.
Relative importance of factors motivating people to go to movies were
set down as (1) players, (2) stories,
(3) publicity, and (4) directors.
Campaigns most, effective for
Havana exhibitors were voted those
using the newspapeis and handbills,
and posters and handbills outside
of Havana. A rousing affirmative
answered the question "Would Cuban
audiences accept Cuban historical

1)

ventures of Major General Mark
Clark and his aides in Africa. Warner Bros, has indefinitely postponed

Benton Theater Enterprises said
that
city's conversion
first-run had
to oil
be
closedthebecause
from
to coal was impossible and not
enough fuel oil could be secured to
carry on. Most of the theater employes will be shifted elsewhere in
the chain.
Trend in the Albany district in
rural communities is to close midweeks and open Friday, Saturday,
Sunday and Monday with two
changes. Copake and Pine Plains,
(N. Y.) and Manchester Depot, Vt.,
are changing to this status effective
this week, while theaters in Essex
and Hunter, (N. Y.) are closing due
to gas rationing until late spring.

RKO Sets Back Release
Dates on Two Pictures

its plans to make "The Life of De
Gaulle," but representatives of the
(Continued from Page 1)
Burbank studio would not admit that
exploitation
simile r to the WLW
this action was taken at the sugtie-up
in
Cincinnati.
Disney's
gestion of any Government depart- "Saludos Amigos" has Walt
been set
back
ment.
to Feb. 19. It will make its Broadway an
premiere
at the run.
Globe on Feb.
12 for
indefinite

Signal Corps Seeks
Amateurs' Film Apparatus
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — An Army purchasing mission is now touring the major
cities of the country in an effort to
purchase from amateurs motion picture cameras, projectors, sound
equipment, printers, film examining
machines and high speed cameras.
All types of 16 and 35 mm. equipCorps. ment are sought for the Signal

STORKS
Pittsburgh — A 7XA pound son was
born to Mrs. Dick Fortune, wife of
the theater and night club columnist
of The Press, at Mercy Hospital.
Chicago — John P. Gleason of the
Fox Movietone News staff here is
the father of a baby girl, who will
be known as Mary Katherine.

VIM

m

k

*N\

Jack L. Warner
Executive Producer
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lories for 2 Years
At Work at 20lh-Fox
(Continued from Page 1)
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Tells of Booking Ebb
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Hollywood — COLLIER YOUNG,
Hollywood— Scenarist BOB TASconferences among President Spyros Goldwyn story editor, has received KER has entered the Army.
— • —
Skouras, Jospeh M. Schenck and his commission in the Navy (lieuWest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
William Goetz.
tenant, j.g.), and reports to the
A breakdown of the scheduled University of Arizona for preliminHollywood — Two more Disney studio employees, JOAN ORBISON and
stories shows that musicals and
ary training. Pat Duggan, New
comedies represent 30 per cent of York literary agent, will assume his ELLEN ANNAN, have followed in
the footsteps of Ruth Plumleigh,
the total in work. The remaining duties at the Goldwyn studio.
70 per cent comprises dramas, melo- West Coast Bureau — of• —THE FILM DAILY former publicity department worker,
in joining the ranks of the WAVES.
dramas and biographical yarns based
— • —
Holly wood — Capt. JACK HOLT,
on dramatic figures well known uniJACK ROY, popular theater and
QMC left yesterday for temporary
versally.
night club M.C. in the East, went
Thirty-three of the 80 announced duty at the replacement training
Jan. 5.
stories have war themes, although center at Fort Francis Warren, into the Army on
— • —
few of them have actual battle back- Wyo., with orders to proceed 30 West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— FORREST E. JUDD,
grounds. Rather, most of them con- days later to the quartermaster depot at Fort Rene, Okla.
exploitation manager of Monogram
cern developments of war, occupa— • —
tion, etc. Dramatic stories total 21.
studios and former Des Moines, Omaha and Kansas City exchange man,
On the list, too, appear 15 stories
JOEL LEVY, JR., son of Joel
for comedy productions and 10 are Levy of Loew's booking department, has enlisted in the Signal Coips and
musicals. Two are outdoor stories. has joined the Photographic section
is nowdios,inCulvertraining
.; Of the announced stories, 74 have of. the Army Signal Corps.
City. at M-G-M Stualready been assigned to the 16 pro500,000 Free Admissions,
ducers on the has
company's
payioll.a Para. Named in Vermont
Robert Bassler
been assigned
total of 10. William LeBaron, too, "Some Run" Complaint
Iowa Copper Drive's Goal
has 10 on his list.
(Continued from Page 1)
Des Moines — Iowa theater exhibiWilliam Perlberg has nine and
Kenneth Macgowan eight. Bryan the Affiliated group, Welden Thetors hope to give 500,000 free adater, Inc., has filed a demand for
missions during the first two weeks
Foy has six, Nunnally Johnson and
Walter Morosco each have five. Four arbitration in the Boston tribunal.
of February to promote the colOriginally, Affiliated Theater Corp.
pach have been assigned to Sol M.
lection of copper for war industries, A. H. Blank, state chairman
Wurtzel, Lamar Trotti and Lee Mar- filed the complaint on behalf of the
Welden and the case was scheduled of the WAC announced.
cus.
Ernest Lubitsch, Damon Runyon to be heard Feb. 1. While no reaTwo plans to collect the scrap
was given for the second filing, will be used with virtually every
and Eugene O'Neill each have two. it is sonbelieved
that under the consent theater in Iowa contributing. One
Boris Morros-S. P. Eagle combination, Andre Daven and John Stahl decree a booking organization can- plan is to give free admission to
each have been assigned one.
not file a complaint for a client. Ac- regular movie performances at a
cording to the complaint, Paramount selected date for every pound of
insisted that Affiliated contracted
scrap
Clem Pope, Crash Victim
tributed.copper, brass or bronze confor all its theaters on Paramount's
Cleveland, O.— Clem Pope, RKO own terms.
The second plan will be copper
Complainant charges that prior to
division manager in charge of Cleveshows on Saturday mornland theaters is at Mount Sinai Hos- 1942 the Welden had Paramount and brass
ings for school children who will
pital, where he was taken following first-run in St. Albans, but that the be admitted free to special shows
an automobile accident which oc- distributor refused future deals for for bringing in a pound of scrap.
curred when his car skidded. His first-run unless Affiliated included
Monday, Feb. 1 will be copper
all its theaters.
condition is said to be good.
and brass day for all Des Moines
theaters. The same plan will be
Louis Hellborn Paralyzed
Gillham Sets Up National used Feb. 8 at theaters in Davenport, Dubuque, Clinton, Burlington,
Dcs Moines, la. — Louis Hellborn, "Happy" Campaign
Cedar Rapids, Icwa City, Waterloo,
M-G-M exploitation man is seriOttumwa Oskalosa, Cedar Falls,
ously ill in the Lutheran hospital at
Emphasizing the Technicolor in
Grand Island, Neb. He is suffering which the picture is produced, Para- Newton, Ames, Marshalltown, Mason
City, Fort Dodge, Centerville, Charifrom paralysis of both legs.
ton, Oelwein and Forest City.
mount will merchandise "Happy Go
Lucky," the new musical, in a "blaze
Alex Evelove 111
of color" national advertising camChicago theaters have set copper
paign which will utilize as media matinees
Alex
Evelove,
Warners
studio newspapers
for Feb. 20 and Feb. 27.
and
magazines
with
a
publicity chief, is ill in New York.
Children will take their copper and
combined circulation of 21,805,264.
In the newspaper field, Paramount brass to their schools, between Feb.
has contracted with the Metropoli- 8 and 19 and receive credit slips,
will be accepted by the thetan Sunday comics for half-pages in which aters,
both circuit and independents,
four colors. Through the thirty
for
admission.
. . . on the Film Front
member papers in this group, these
ads will reach a coast-to-coast circulation of 12,261,264. In addition, New "Bluebook" Edition
similar half-page, four-color ads will
Seventh edition of F. H. Richardson's "Bluebook of Projection,"
To aid the industry drive for much needed be placed with the Kansas City Star,
Denver Post, Toronto Star Weekly, edited by Aaron Nadell, has just
copper, bronze and brass, the SPG has
conceived and executed a poster for the Salt Lake City Tribune, Atlanta Con- been published by Quigley Publishstitution and Memphis Commercial
ing Co. New volume includes four
WAC which will be released free to thechapters on television, and chapters
aters through National Screen. Legend Appeal.
on control track and stereophonic
reads: "Americans! Your Country Needs"
sound. There is a new arrangement
No Deal Yet — Rickenbacker
— and the words "Copper, Bronze and
Chicago — Capt. Eddie Ricken- of material, with five chapters on
Brass" are printed, in turn, across three
backer told The Film Daily here general electricity beginning the
enormous shells, whizzing into space. Betbat he has completed no deal for book. Purpose is to facilitate reflow that is printed, "They asked for it. . . .
erence as well as study.
the filming of his life.

WAR

let's give

SERVICE

it to 'em."

(Continued from Page

1)

aters with practically all major distributors, but that things were different the next season. Telling how
Giiffith came into Shawnee and
Seminole in 1926-27, Momand^elated how he could not obtairt^M;
of the major product for the jbJW28 season and that even when he
went to beg for second-run major
product he found it, too, had been
sold to Griffith.
Only United Artists would sell
him that year and under a contract
which Momand labeled as "confiscatory and obtain
extortionate
so that
he could
picturesprices"
for Shawnee
and Seminole. He related how
United Artists demanded $375 for
Corinne Griffith pictures for which
he had paid $60 the previous year
to First National. During the day's
testimony, Momand recited scores
of conversations he had had with
film exchange managers in which
they had suggested in 1925 he leave
his
work with
statehisexhibitois'
association
and the
confine
activities
to his own business whereupon he
would
along better."
W. B."get
Zoellner,
M-G-M manager,
in the fall of 1926 told him that
Griffith's entrance into Shawnee
created a serious condition in competition. Momand testified, and that
if he would move out and buy the
four
in Tulsa where
"you
would first-run
have an houses
ideal situation
all the majors could sell you." J. L.
McKinney, Pathe manager, asked
him if he realized Giiffith's coming
against him at Shawnee meant that
Griffith came against him in every
place where he was, Momand said.
Momand related a conversation
with Roy Hefner in 1926 in which
Hefner said he knew what Momand
was paying other distributors for his
pictures and when challenged told
Momand to name three pictures of
any company he wished and he, Hefner, would tell him the pi ices he was
oaying.tures Momand
named three
picof First National,
Hefner
called Ed Brewer, First National
manager, and turned to Momand repeating the exact prices Momand was
paying for the pictures. Brewer
later told him that "if he was in my
place, he'd just give half of my
organization to Griffith and be able
to save the other half for myself
in He
thatthen
way."
related how major distributor managers told him that the
Shawnee and Seminole situations
where he competed with Griffith had
been taken out of their hands and
that contracts had to be negotiated
for these two cities with home
office officials. Momand will continue his testimony today and probably will be on the stand at least
another week, both in his own behalf
and under cross-examination.

Milder Defers Coast Trip
Max Milder, Warner British chief,
is illthe
here,
postponing his departure
for
Coast.
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Invoke WLB's Powers
In Wage Cut Battle
(Continued from Page 1)

Couit, where Harry Karesh, general
lanager of the Harburg Realty and
Amusement Co., operators of the
theater, was held for trial in Spec/^^Sessions after a hearing before
IW jpstrate William Klapp. Karesh
wks paroled on his own recognizance.
No date was set for the Special
Sessions hearing.
.Karesh is accused of having cut
the wages of the three operators,
William Kantor, Tobias T. Schwalbee and Joseph Horowitz, from $55
weekly to $28.32 in defiance of the
President's wage stabilization order
under which wage reductions as well
as raises cannot be instituted without WLB- approval. Karesh is understood to have admitted placing the
[cuts into effect on Jan. 1.
In piesenting the case for the
three men before Judge Klapp, N.
Frankel, Local 306 counsel, argued
that under the wage stabilization
order the only wages that could be
legally
paidhadby been
'an employer
were
those that
in effect prior
Uo the date of the order, Oct. 3.
The specific charge against Karesh
is withholding wages. This charge
was made possible by the refusal
of the three operators to accept the
reduced wages, it was pointed out
yesterday. The men have remained
at their jobs since Jan. 1, in accordance with Local 306 policy not to
be a party to any action that might
be construed as a walkout.
The Park West Theater is covered by the ITOA pact with Local
306 which runs until September,
1945.
What WLB action will develop
will not be known until after the
Special Sessions heaiing, it was indicated.

Woollcott Rites Thursday
At Columbia University
Funeral arrangements for Alexander Woollcott were completed yesterday following the arrival of his
brother, William, sole surviving relative, from Catonsville, Md. The body
lis testing at the Universal Funeral
Chapel. Woollcott, 56, died Saturday night as result of a heart attack suffered during a radio broadcast at CBS. A non-religious service will be held Thursday at Columbia University. The remains
will be cremated and the ashes sent
to his Alma Mater, Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.

Johnny lUuch Brown
in l\ew Mono. Series
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Monogram has signed
Johnny Mack Brown to star in a series of westerns to be produced by
Scott R. Dunlap. Series will replace
that starring the late Buck Jones.

n

Music Hall Hit

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The day's news roundup: Mark Hellinger's next stint for Warners was set yesterday as "The Life of Will Rogers". . . . Shooting of the March
of Dimes campaign trailer, starring Greer Garson, started yesterday at Metro;
Frank Whitbeck is shooting. . . . OWI has okayed 2,000,000 feet of raw stock
for 10,000 prints of the reel. . . . Speaking of Metro, the studio's 1943 lineup
will emphasize musicals and stage plays. . . . Orson Welles is bedded; cause,
overwork. . . . Buster Crabbe and Al St. John are on a p. a. tour to aid PRC's
"Sheriff of Sage Valley". . . . Louis Calhern and Charles Coburn go into 20thFox's "Heaven Can Wait". . . . Frank Ryan will direct Deanna Durbin in U's
"Here to Hold". . . . Benjamin Glazer will produce "Night Shift," Ann Sheridan
starrer, for Warners. . . . Jack Schwarz subs for Steve Sekeley as producer
of PRC's "Raiders of the Pacific". . . . Sam Goldwyn has signed Jane Withers
for "North Star" . . . Mary Ann Jackson, one time of "Our Gang," essays a comeback in Columbia's "Destroyer."
— WILK.

Raw Stock Protest
abled Until Feb.

Conn. Theaters Set
Varying Closings
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

aim of the committee and WPB officials before taking up the protests.
The six companies that claimed
the 25 per cent cut under the 1941
consumption was unfair were Universal, United Artists, RKO, Republic, Monogram and PRC.
The committee meets today in
New York to work out a formula
whereby the studios may recover a
portion of the film they furnish to
the Army.

"Film is Industry's Blood —
Don't Waste It," Hopper
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The motion picture
producers and distributors' Industry
Advisory Committee, meeting with
WPB officials last Friday, heard
Harold Hopper, WPB motion picture chief, warn against the waste
of even the smallest bit of film.
"Film is blood in the body of the
motion picture industry today," he
warned. "It is the plasma, the essence of your life. Use it carefully
— sparingly — don't waste a drop of
it. Without it life cannot be sustained. When it is gone, the motion picture industry goes with it."
Outlining the causing of "a film
shortage without parallel in history,"
Hopper pointed out that the United
States is today practically the sole
source of film for the United Nations. Production of film and film
base have been at capacity for some
time, he said, but essential requirements have continued to skyrocket
so that more film is required today
than can be produced.
During the meeting the industry
representatives informally pledged
one-quarter of the industry typewriters of 1935 vintage or more recent to the typewriter procurement
program for use by the armed forces.

1)

and Lyric, Thursdays. New Haven:
Poli Palace, Tuesdays; College,
Thursdays, and Bijou, Fridays.
Hartford: Poli, Tuesdays, and Palace, Wednesdays. Meriden: Palace,
Wednesdays. Waterbury: Poli, Tuesdays, and Strand, Fridays. Norwich: Poli, Tuesdays.
The Roger Sherman in New Haven will close on Tuesdays and the
Paramount on Thursdays. In the
New Haven neighborhoods, the Dixivell, Strand and Whitney will close
on Wednesdays for the present.

File Emergency Mileage
Cuts, Taximen Instructed
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Bus and taxi operators throughout the country were
asked today by ODT Director Joseph B. Eastman to prepare emergency plans to eliminate 10, 20 and
30 per cent of their mileage in the
event that further curtailment is
found necessary. Operators in the
Eastern states are asked to submit
their plans not later than Feb. 8,
while Feb. 22 is the dead-line in
the rest of the country.
These plans are to be worked out
so that in the event of emeigency
ODT may order any one of the three
in effect for a specified period without too great a disruption of transportation schedules.
OPA yesterday advised the Oregon
and Washington congressional delegations that fuel oil rationing in
those states will be imposed in the
near future because of increased
military needs.

United Nations Film
Festival Starts Tomorrow
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Lord Halifax, British Ambassador, and Mrs. Roosevelt
will share the platform of the Jewish Community Center here tomorToday is Deadline for
row to inaugurate the 11-week
United
Nations film festival to be
Theaters to Convert to Coal
sponsored by the USO and the Center for Service Men and War WorkToday is the deadline for con- ers,
version1 of film theaters from oil to
"The Lady Vanishes" will be the
coal or for explaining why conversion
first film shown in the series.
is impossible.

PeakOtherGross
in '42
salient features embrace:
(Continued from Page

1)

up.

(1) The 12-month span was the
most successful in the big theater's
10-year history; (2) Some 7,020,000
entertainment-seekers paid the $4,830,000 into the house's coffers, or,
in terms of weekly business, the average attendance was 135,000, and
the "take" was about $93,000; (3)
Features of Paramount, M-G-M, and
20th-Fox appeared in the lineup;
the companies were not frequently
represented previously; (4) One of
the 15 pix, all
Metro's
"Mrs.records
Miniver,"
shattered
existing
by
playing 10 consecutive weeks, or
19.23 per cent of all the theater's
1942 booking time; (5) The current
feature, also a Metro attraction,
"Random Harvest," which was the
final opus booked in 1942, is runner-up to "Miniver" (film starts its
seventh week on Jan. 28, and will
undoubtedly get an eighth week inasmuch as the first four days of the
present week have produced more
business than the corresponding period of the fifth week, and with
school vacations commencing around
Feb. 1 vest"
thewill possibility
rap upon, isif that
not "Harequal
and exceed, the "Miniver" record).
Following is the record of Music
Hall attractions in 1942: "Ball of
Fire" (RKO Radio), 3 weeks, "Woman of the Year" (M-G-M), 6;
"Bedtime
Story" (Columbia), 1;
"Reap the Wild Wind" (Paramount),
5 (with Music Hall's celebrated Easter Show); "We Were Dancing"
(M-G-M), 1; "Saboteur" (Universal), 2; "Tortilla Flat" (M-G-M), 2;
"Mrs. Miniver" (M-G-M), 10; "Bambi" (RKO Radio), 2; "Talk of the
Town" (Columbia), 4; "Tales of
Manhattan" (20th-Fox), 4; "My Sister Eileen" (Columbia), 3; "Once
Upon a Honeymoon" (RKO-Radio);
"You Were Never Lovelier" (Columbia), 2;and the current "Random
Harvest"
(M-G-M).
Set to follow are: the GoldwynRKO Radio opus, "They Got Me
Covered," with Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour, and M-G-M's "Keeper
record-breaking was the
of Likewise
the Flame."
intensity during 1942 of the Music
Hall's promotional campaigns, both
institutional and directly aimed at
the box-office, unleashed by the theater's Fred Lynch, director of publicity, in concert with "tenant" film
companies publicity-advertising departments.

C'est la Guerre!
Norwich, Conn. — The Police Department used to send a radio car
down to take Manager Joe Boyle of
the Broadway to the bank. Because
of the gasoline shortage, Joe now
lides the Black Maria.

ON
TO GLORY
AND
- ^
BOX-OFFICE
GREATNESS . .

Join the Industry's March of Dimes Drive . . . Feb. 78 to Feb. 24

:■:.:-:■: :-:,-,>;. : •;. : . :,■ : ■.■■.-.:.:.■. : . .

The First Great Epic
*
of the
African Campaign!
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WITH

THOMAS MITCHELL
ALLYN JOSLYN • REGINALD GARDINER • MELVILLE
COOPER • BRAMWELL FLETCHER • MORTON LOWRY
Directed by JOHN STAHL
Produced and Written lor the Screen by LAMAR
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GOV'TMAY TROLL 8 MAJORS
Coast
Studios Is Salesman's
Notified
ofD of Industry's
Essentiality
Actors, Lamp Operators,
J Will Not Push "Little Three" Trial Before
Call
Pleasure or Biz?

White Collar Workers
Believed Not Included
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The motion picture
industry has been declared an essential activity to war effort, according
to bulletins sent by K. H. Leitch,
State Director of Selective Service,
to local draft boards.
The first bulletin said: "Motion
picture is an essential activity; (2)
the production of motion pictures has
been included as an essential activ-

Harry Kahn, RKO salesman of
the Washington branch, drove up
to the Hippodrome in Baltimore to
discuss a sales deal. He promptly
was arrested for pleasure driving.
When his case comes up in court,
he will endeavor to prove that he was
at the theater on business and not
for pleasure.

Nov. 20 Expiration Date of "Big 5" Consent Decree;
Expected' to Then Press General Conspiracy Charges
By

ANDREW

H. OLDER

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Department of Justice strategy, as now shaping
up, points to the strong possibility that the Government is planning to press anew the New York equity suit charges against

all majors upon the expiration of the
three-year
trial period
Five's" consent
decree of
on the
Nov."Big
20
next.
Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the Attorney
General and
(Continued on Page 7)
special one-man
unit handling decree enforcement for the Departanti-trust division, told The
men's
imit
found
have
Theaters that
possible' to convert from oil to coal Film Daily here that:
1- The Government has no mpatrons,
urge to
heat
ers ifshould
obtainable,
be sure byto trailturn
Oklahoma City — A. B. Momand down
their
furnaces
before
coming
will face the cross-examination fire
of defense attorneys D. I. Johnston, to the movies, it is advised by Abram
Myers, general counsel of Allied,
C. B. Cochran and others after com- F.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in a current bulletin. Myers points
pleting the remainder of his testi- out that such urging by theaters
Hollywood — PCCITO announces
that it has received requests from the chief counsel,
mony in his ownGeorge
behalf.S. Momand's
Ryan, on probably is unnecessary, as everyAllied caravan committee consisting
one is fuel conscious these days,, but
Monday
stated
that
he expected to it would
of M. A. Rosenberg, E. E. Samuelson,
at least call attention, to
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
W. L. Ainsworth, H. A. Cole and finish the direct examination by noon
(Continued on Page 7)
Hollywood — At a meeting Monday,
Abram F. Myers to present their yesterday. Momand yesterday testified that he had offered a half inmembers of the Screen Actors Guild
plan to exhibitor members
of the
terest in all of his properties in 1928
{Continued on Page 7)
the Guild board of di(Continued on Page 4)
Newsreels to Show African instiucted
rectors not to accept the escrow plan
IATSE Wins Place On
in connection with the $25,000 salMeeting of FDR, Churchill
Reports of Further Cut
ary ceiling. In the Screen Actors
20th Century-Fox Ballot
Executive SecreIn Raw Stock Denied
Early clearance of newsreel foot- Guild'starymagazine,
Kenneth Thomson said the
age of the historic and unprecedented escrow plan
The IATSE has won its fight for
has been extensively
(Continued on Page 4)
a place on the ballot in the white Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY North African meeting between
Washington — Reports of any cut P:esident Roosevelt and Prime Mincolhr bargaining election to be held
ister Churchill and the combined
at the 20th-Fox exchange, it was in raw stock other thsn the 25 per
cent reduction already announced American and British General Staffs Goldwyn Signs Hartman
learned yesterday.
The alliance had been permitted are without basis, according to Lin- may be expected, it was learned last As Associate Producer
(Continued on Page 10)
coln V. Burroughs, assistant chief night, as details of the conference
of the WPB motion picture section. and the decisions on war strategy for West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in a special
Burroughs
stated that the revised 1943 were announced
Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn an(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued
on Page 8)
nounced yesterday that he has signed
Transportation Maps
Don Hartman to a five-year contract
To Aid Detroit Fans
as associate producer. Hartman, who
has collaborated
the 10)Bob HopeDetroit — United Detroit Circuit is
(Contiuuedon onallPage

PCC Units to Study
Allied Caravan Plan

Offered Half Interest

Open Theaters Mean
Fuel Saving— Allied

To Saenger-Momand

SAG Throws Out

Salary Escrow Plan

Asks Lower Production Costs

making a play for street car and bus
trade in all its houses by means of
a huge city map, about e ght feet
square, in each lobby. Map shows
the individual theater location in red,
and all transportation lines. Adjoining the map is a detailed schedule
of street car and bus schedules in
the neighborhood of the theater, to
enable patrons to plan their showgoing time by unaccustomed public
transportation to the best advantage.

Must Cushion Tax Shock on Public— Myers
Predicted 10.500,000
Army to Hit Pix Hard
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A total of nearly
10,500,000 men in arms by the end
of this year is forecast by Congressional leaders who have been studyfor sevmanpoweron problem
ing the (Continued
Page 7)

Hollywood must scale down its
costs in order to cushion the shock
that is likely to come as the result
of increased taxes on the public
whose spending power probably will
be reduced drastically. That opinion
is expressed by Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, in a current
organization bulletin.
There will be room for a moderate
(Continued on Page 8)

AAA Board to Hear
Film Beport Today
Annual meeting of the board of
directors of the American Arbitration Association will be held today.
Report of the year's activities, including motion pictures, will be
made.
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bia; the reason's obvious. . . . Metro is loaning Marjorie Main to 20th-Fox
for "Heaven Can Wait". . . . Columbia plans a quick start on "Blimp Patrol,"
Ralph Cohn producing.

50-50 Split for Talent
In Lyons Producing Deal
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

COmiM and GOIflG

DAILY

Hollywood — Day's news roundup: Paramount is bringing Francis Lederer
back to the screen in "Hostages". . . . Columbia is dickering for rights to
"Nine Girls" recent Broadway offering. . . . David Willock goes in the Bob
Hope Para, pic, "Let's Face It," courtesy of 20th-Fox. . . . Sam Goldwyn
has added Agnes Moorhead to the cast of "North Star". . . . Twentieth-Fox
wanted Ann Carter, signed by Goldwyn for that pic, for "Jane Eyre". . . .
Goldwyn holds an option on the new Syracuse wonder child for a term contract.
. . . R chard Aherne of the Broadway stage becomes Richard Nugent for Colum-

10 Cents

ALICOATE

DONALD

of THE

Universal in Campaign
For Print Conservation

PVT. LEO PILLOT, following a furlough in
New York, left last evening for the Army Air
Base, Salt Lake City, where he is in training.
HAROLD
HOPPER,
WPB
official,
left for
the Coast yesterday.
GEORGE

RAFT

flies in from the Coast today

to appear as a busboy in Sol Lesser's "Stage
Dcor Canteen." The actor will return Jfcst
immediately upon completion of his cho|
morrow.
H'NRY SIECEL and TED 'BALDWIN, Columbia
advance exploiteers are working in New Haven,
Hartford and Bridgeport this week on "The
Commandos
Strike at Dawn."
WILLIAM J. KUPPER, executive assistant to
Tom Connors, distribution boss of 20th-Fox,
was back at his desk yesterday after a trip
to Jacksonville, Fla., to visit his son who is ill
of pneumenia
in the Army Air Corps there.

F. agerT.of branch
Murray,
Universal's
manDENNIS MORGAN and GERALDINE FITZGERoperations,
is holding
a series of meetings with bookers,
ALD, go to Washington from New York tomorrow night for the President's Birthday Ball.
auditors and office managers for the
BOB HICKEY, RKO publicity director in Hit
purpose of devising ways of conserv- ences.
Chicago area, is here for home office confering
prints
becaust:
of
the
reduction
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
in raw stock. Personnel from the
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
branches in Chicago, Cleveland, Cin- Toint War, Navy Com.
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
cinnati, Milwaukee, Minnerpolis and
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
Indianapolis met with Murray in For Procuring Films
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Chicago last week and discussed
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
methods of stretching prints to their Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
full use. Another meeting will be
Washington — A joint clearing comBUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck.
mittee was announced yesterday by
held Monday in San Francisco with
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, MexSuch artists will automatically be- Western representatives.
the War and Navy Departments to
ico, D. F.
come investors in the productions
co-ordinate production of equipment
in which they appear. Two to four Cinema Lodge to Hold
for aid in training men for the serproductions will be released annuvices. The purpose of the joint comally through United Artists accord- Liberty Meet Tomorrow
mittee is to eliminate needless duing to agreement, and the stars, diplication of effort by both branches
rectors and writers will receive 50
in
the
procurement
of motion picCinema
Lodge,
of
B'nai
B'rith,
per cent of the net profits.
will hold an open get-together at its
tures, slide films and other articles
(Tuesday, Jan. 26)
First production, according to "Liberty Meeting" tomorrow at 8:30 needed for training purposes.
Lyons, will be a filmusical by Jerome p.m., in the Grand Ballroom of the
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Army members are Lt. Col. Louis
Net Kern.
Hotel Edison. A "3 for 1" program W. Haskell, F.A., Lt. Col. David E.
High
Low
Close
Chg.
is announced by President Irving H.
Am.
Seat
133/8
13Vs
13% —
1/4
GSC, and Lt. Col. J. F. WatGreenfield. The guest speakers will Liston,
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
Inter-American Affairs
ers, Corps of Engineers. The Navy
Columbia Picts. pfd
be
Countess
Marie
Tolstoy,
grandRole of Films Lauded
Con.
Fm. Ind
3^4 11-16
3^+3-16
daughter of Leo Tolstoy, Russian is represented by Lt. Commanders
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10
9V4
9% +
%
Bureau of Aeronovelist, and the Rev. R. E. Evans, Donald L.nautics,Hibbard,
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understanding."
Boston Variety Club
authorities have asked that the
Host for Lou Walters
53 "Casablanca" Holdovers
booths be removed. The group will
"Casablanca," which Warners attempt to take steps so that these
Boston — Members of the Variety placed in general release only last houses will comply with regulations
Club gave a cocktail party, dinner Saturday, already has been set for and continue the sale of stamps and
and theater party yesterday for one holdovers in all of the first 53 spots bonds.
of their members, Lou Welters, one to play the picture, it was disclosed
In response to a reauest by the
of the owners of the new "Ziegfeld by the Warner playdate department Red Cross, the body will discuss the
Follies" and former picture theater yesterday. New York run of "Casa- feasibility of having someone in loboperator here. Walters operates the
bies to give applications to blood
blanca" goes into its tenth week tomorrow, and picture will move over donors. The industry's collection
Latin Quarter he- e and in New
for
the
infantile paralysis fund is
York. Variety Club members at- from the Hollywood Theater to the
Donna Reed
Strand for a continuation of the another important point on the
tended
the
"Follies"
in
a
body
after
Jerome
Kern
George C. DeSylva
dinner at the Hotel Statler.
Broadway run.
agenda.

FINANCIAL

Hollywood — A talent roster of 201
creative artists under managerial
contract to A. & S. Lyons, Inc., will
be available to Producing Artists, a
new production company of which
Arthur S. Lyons is p: esident. As
announced yesterday, 50 actresses
and 42 actors, most of them established stars, 79 topnotch writers,
six directors, eight composers and
lyricists, two designers and a camroundup. eraman, comprise the Lyons agency

rw
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Charges No Authority
For Salary Ceiling

Singles Educational
Agenda in St. Louis

Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Washington — ''I don't think there
is a lawyer in the House who thinks
the President had the constitutional
or statutory authority to establish
the OES salary ceilings," Represegtative Jesse P. Wolcott of Michig ^ i anking Republican of the
House Currency and Banking Committee, told The Film Daily yesterday. Earlier Representative Wolcott had placed before the House a
bill providing for the rescinding of
the salary order.
Charging that the President has
abused the authority given him
under the piice control act, Rep. Wolcott offered a bill to alter the language of that act, originally wricten
by the Banking and Uuirency Committee, bpecinc reference is made
to Section IV of the act, which provides that the President may not direct the reduction of salaries and
wages below the highest level f.om
Jan. 1 through Sept. 15 of last year,
unless it be to correct inequalities
or aid in the prosecution of the war.
The executive order setting the
salary ceilings stated that the action
was taken "to correct inequalities
and aid in the prosecution of the
war." Rep. Wolcott has :ewritten
the section to make it plain that
this reasoning may be used only in
individual cases, and not as a general
policy such as is contained in the
executive order. As rewritten, the
bill will not permit reduction of
wages for any reason whatsoever,
and will also rule out any possibility
of any possible future o der to place
a ceiling on income from sources
other than salary.

St. Louis — Campaign of Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., vice-president and general manager of Fanchon & Marco,
to eliminate duals has reached the
stage where consideration is being
given to a plan for educating the
terday.
cash customers to the advantages
of single bills, it was revealed yes-

"The salary limitation order will
be rescinded, as well as all regulations and orders which have subsequently appeared and are based upon
that order," said Rep. Wolcott.
The bill was referred to the banking and Currency Committee, and
Rep. Wolcott is hopeful that it will
be favorably reported there soon. In
i hat case, it must be voted by both
the House and the Senate, and then
be signed by the President. It is
considered likely that it will be sent
to the President. The real fight will
come in trying to round up the necessary two-thirds majority of both
houses in the event of a presidential
veto.

To Serve Breakfast
At Dawn Premiere
Boston — Breakfast will be served
at the RKO Boston, on Feb. 11, to
those attending the dawn premiere
of "Commandos Strike At Dawn," and
accompanying new stage show. Arranged by Zone Manager Sol
Schwartz, show will start at 8
a.m., and war workers wishing to
be among those present, are urged
to come to the RKO theater directly from their work without taking
time out to change their clothes.

T
The "Ice" Has It!
•

•

▼

▼

• ONE of 1943's most pleasant experiences for Mister Exhibitor and John Q. Public will come to light on Feb. 5, the day upon

which "Silver Skates" goes into national release
We say pleasant
because all showmen like the merry tinkle of coin and the crinkling
sound of greenbacks
And John Q., his Missus and the Kids, like
the merriment
and satisfaction which a good picture evokes
Monogram's aforementioned production is highly geared to attain both
these results in handsoms fashion
It is the best attraction the company has turned out in a proverbial blue moon, and signalizes the intent and determination of that company's solons to hike the org.'s status
to that of an independent "major"
With a few more features like
"Silver Skates," the task would be a breeze
▼
T
T
•

•

• "SILVER SKATES" cost the Monogram cohorts an impressive bankroll
And it's worth it
But there's a helluva lot
more injected into the footage than production dough
There's
husky entertainment value, springing from plenty of thought and
planning; a brisk and breezy story; unflagging action; and the talent
of name players who are expertly cast, along with a host of skating
specialists
The outcome is a film which is as refreshing as a
clear and cloudless winter day,— or the crystal ice upon which much
of the happenings take place
▼
▼
T
•

• • TO classify "Silver Skates," it is a romantic musical comedy The screenplay has altogether too much substance to tag the
picture as a revue, although in numerous scenes it is that, but all are
close knit with the oif-ice doings
Latter are concerned chiefly with
the love mutually of Kenny Baker and the attractive Patricia Morison
He is the ork lsader of the i:e show, and she its producer, — so
the yarn has it
The show is beset with financial difficulties because the comely and flashy femme skating star, Belita, is going to leave
it in order to wed a Chicago suitor
And so, to save the day, the
sacrificial Ksnny Baker courts the departing lady in the hope, that she
will remain
To this plot situation is attached a timely and sympathy arousing circumstance, — that of the diminutive refugee girl, Irene
Dare, whom Patricia Morison wants to adopt, and who proves to be a
ska ing sensation
Additionally
timely is the whirlwind
finale,
staged on the deck of a fighting ship
It is here that the dervish
Belita turns in an astonishing routine that will thrill audiences everywhere
T

T

T

• •
• MUSICAL numbers in "Silver Skates" are of the socko pop
type
For the most part they are rendered vocally by Kenny Baker
(in one instance Patricia Morison very neatly teams), and instrumentally by Ted Fio Rito and His Orchestra.
The skating comedy team
of Frick and Frack adds to its already verdant laurels* on blades, as
do Eugene Turner and young Danny Shaw
Technically, the picture is first-rate, Lindsley Parsons having imparted to it his thorough
skill, and surrounded himself with a staff adept in the ways of picmaking
Our grapevine avers that the budget of this picture was
boosted frequently during the shooting stages,— always striving for
bigger and better values
It was money well spent, as will be
proved when the picture reaches the end of what doubtless will be a
rugged release life with exhibitors and Monogram mutually profiting.
T
▼
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL HARBOR!

Circulars giving reasons for the
elimination of duals are being prepared for distribution at various
theaters. The necessity for saving
raw film as a war measure and the
fact that duals prevent the showing
of mrny good short subjects will be
stressed in the circular, which will
be tagged "Double Features Have
Gone to War" and will be executed
in red, white and blue to lend a patriotic note. Among the contents
will' be a "roll of honor'" containing
names and photos of topflight players who have entered the armed
forces.
Each theater owner who has
pledged co-operation in the drive to
end dufls will receive a "certificate
of participation" which will be
placed on display in his lobby.
The reaction of some partons to
the drive is that it is simply another effort to use the war as an
excuse on the part of theater owners to reduce costs without any corresponding benefit to the cash customers.

Appoint Karl McDonald
Temporary Alstock Aide
Karl McDonald will succeed
Charles E. McCarthy temporarily as
assistant to Francis Alstock, chief
of the Co-.ordinator of Inter-Americrn Affairs. McCarthy resigned last
week and currently is in Washington
on personal business. No successor
has been named to fill the vacancy
left by Phil Dunne of the script
Carthy.
department who resigned with Mc-

Bites for Yorke Today
Last :ites for Oswald Yorke, who
saw half a century of service as an
actor here and in England, will be
held at noon today in the Little
Church Around the Corner. The actor died of pneumonia Monday night
in his apartment at the Hotel
Schuyler.

State Ready to Try
10 Indicted in Fire
Boston — Attorney General Bushnell
announced yesterday that indictments
against 10 men in Cocoanut Grove
disaster are ready for trial and that
proceedings against them will be
pushed to the limit. Several Grove
victims are still in hospitals. Bushnell insists that the guilty will be
punished before he has finished with
prosecutions.
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SAG Throws Out
Salary Escrow Plan
(Continued from Page

1)

discussed by the Guild board of directors and from discussions have
come several valid objections to it.
Chief of these objections is one
of principle. The escrow plan in no
way settles the light or wrong of
curtailing income by imposing a ceiling on salaries. The actors feel
i.nat taxation on all income, earned
.or unearned, is the only equitable
means of regulating net income.
Tney therefore oppose the principle
of the ceiling itself. The actors
feel, too, that the escrow plan will
place them at a disadvantage with
respect to producers and actor-producers both of whom derive part of
tneir income from their percentage
interest in product, rather than from
salary.
Finally the actors feel that the
escrow plan tacitly implies the validity of current contracts, whereas a
legitimate question still exists as to
whether a contract is valid so long
as the financial terms of the contract cannot be fulfilled.
, -Thomson states that the salary
of freelance players will not be
frozen, at any arbitrary salary levels,
and that where actors are paid on a
percentage basis the rulings make
following provisions; If work on
picture was completed before Dec.
31, 1942, the earnings from the picture wlil be allocated to the year in
which the work was done — in most
cases, 1942 — thus will not be subject to ceiling restrictions. If the
picture, in percentage contract was
completed after Dec. 31, the earnings will be allocated to the year in
which they are actually received,
which will mean, in many cases, that
earnings on picture will span a
period of several years. He points
out that each new contract may be
reviewed by regional director of salary stabilization before the contract
is signed by tbe parties. If he approves the contract, he will approve
it in its entirety — that is, he will
approve not only the original salary
.but all option increases. He may
"approve only original salary, and
wish to review the case at the time
the option increase is due; however,
if an actor knows in advance that
Option increases in his contract
are going to be open to question at
a later date, he need not enter contract.
"In short, we have avoided the
danger that actors will find themselves blindly committed to a longterm contract which they must work
out at a starting salary," Thomson
stated. Referring to rumors that the
producers would attempt to have the
star's gross earnings of $67,200 prorated on a weekly basis over the entire year, reducing the weekly pay
for such stars to approximately $1,300 h e declared the Treasury
Department has assured. Guild officials that it has no intention of asking-for this type of pro-Tated pay.

TO THE

COLOKS:

Offered Half Interest
To Saenger-Momand

Gloversville, N. Y. — Because he
had a "yen" for the Jap language,
and studied it at Yale, where he ha»
just entered his junior year, DONALD G. SCHINE, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Louis W. Schine, has been assigned to the Cryptographic diviiiion of the Signal Corps, and will
report for duty at Arlington, Va.,
Feb. 1.

— • —

Army, is with the American forcac
in Casablanca.

— • —

Richmond, Va. — HENRY CONNELL, manager, Bellevue, has
joined the Navy.
— • —
Buffalo— WALTER BURGON, assistant
managersworn
of Shea's
drome,
has been
into theHippoNavy
and is awaiting the call to active
duty.

— • —
New Haven — Lauralee O'Neil is
new office assistant to John Hesse,
Cincinnati — Twentieth Centurymanager of the Roger Sherman. A
woman assistant is an innovation at Fox Club is preparing a grand party
to celebrate the departure of the
chis house.
— • —
Queen are
CityEILEEN
Film Row's
first WAACS.
Tney
BURKE,
booker,
West Palm Beach, Fla.— EARL J. and DOROTHY FRANZ, secretary.
BEARD, former manager of the
— • —
Palace Theater, is training as an
Detroit— THOMAS O. BYERLY,
M. P. at Camp Gordon, Ga.
former assistant manager at the
Milwaukee, Wis.— PAUL D. GU- Cinderella Theater, has been commis ioned a second lieutenant.
TEN, employe at the Columbia ex— • —
change here, has been inducted into
the Army.
Akron, O.— ROf BROWN, JR.,
former assistant manager of the
— • —
Richmond, Va. — E M M E T T Strand, Akion, has been promoted to
MOORE, projectionist of the Walker the grade of corporal in Africa,
Theater, was inducted into the Army. where he is with the Army Air Corps.
— • —

VIRGIL WYNN, former doorman
of the Westhampton Theater, is now
a member of the ground crew of the
Air Corps in Miami.

— • —

JACK
KUHN ofdepartment,
M-G-M's home
office
exploitation
is in
the Army.

— • —

Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — JOSEPH
A.
KAZLAUSKAS of Family Theater
— • —
Pittsburgh — GEORGE
STERN, was inducted into the Army. His
who recently took over the Heights brother, WILLIAM, also a Family
Theater, Crafton Heights, from C. employe, is stationed at a Georgia
Army.
S. Philbrook, was inducted into the Army camp.
— • —
New Haven— LEON JAKOBSON,
Portland, Ore. — DICK HART- Metro booker here, and with the company for the past 14 years, has joined
MAN, assistant manager at the Palo- the Coast
Guard.
mar, has reported to the Army at
— • —
Ft. Lewis
Milwaukee-^FOSEPH
P. KLAU— • —
ZAR, JR., former manager of the
Fort Atkinson, Wis. — HARLAN
here, has been inducted into
the Army.
NICKODEM, manager of the Fort Riviera
and Uptown theaters here, is in the
— • —
Army. He is succeeded by Frank
Chicago— JAMES McCARTHY of
Young, formerly of Platteville.
B & K Southern Theater has joined
— • —
.ne Marines, while ARCHIE DRUMCleveland— GUY ELLIS, manager MOND
of the service department is
of
Warners'
Variety
Theater
and
now
in the Army Air Force.
ALLEN TREUHAFT of the theater
— • —
Ensign ROBERT JOHNSON, son
booking department are among WarArmy. ners' latest contributions to the of Adolph G. Johnson, operator of
-• —
the Strand, Hamden, Conn., has been
named assistant athletic director of
Oak Harbor, O.— JUSTIN KNOPP, the Miami sub chaser school, after
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Knopp, completing the training course at the
owners of the Portage Theater, has school.
been inducted into the Coast Guard.
— • —
— • —
Portsmouth, N. H. — First Lt. CONPHYLLIS PAIGE, for years man- STANTINE Z. GANELLAS of Ogunager of Loew's Sheridan Theater, quit, Me., former circuit manager
Greenwich Village, and one of the in New York and New Jersey, is
fi: st women-managers, who enlisted now special service officer of the
Defenses.
recently in the WAACS has been as- Portsmouth Harbor
— • —
signed to manage
the
new
post
the— • —
Buffalo — Home on furlough reater in Des Moines.
cently from Aberdeen, Md., ARTHUR
Portland, Ore. — DON CONDON BOLDT, former assistant to Manager George Mason of Shea's Great
has resigned as booker for Evergreen
heaters to enter the U. S. Merchant Lakes,
stripes. was wearing sergeant's
Marine.
— • —
— • —
Charlotte, N. C— RICHARD RUMIKE DAVIDSON, who was an FUS "DICK" PITTS, formerly movie
organizer for the Screen Office and commentator
with station WSOC
Professional Employes Guild, Local here and movie editor for the morn(Continued on Page 8)
109, UOPWA, when he went into the

(Continued from Pac/e 1)

to E. V. Richards of the Saenger
circuit and that Richards expressed
extreme regret that he could not
make the deal, explaining the reason being that Oklahoma hadW^en
allotted to Universal and that SKhger, being a Paramount affiliate,
could not go into Oklahoma any more
than Universal could come into
Saenger 's territory.
Testifying in his own behalf during this third week of his $4,950,000
anti-trust action against the major
producers, distributors and Griffith
companies he also told Federal Judge
Bower Broaddus that L. C. Griffith
offered to swap him some very poor
theaters in Tonkawa, Earlsboro and
Texas for his properties at Shawnee,
Seminole, Wewoka and Holdenville.
During his testimony he also revealed ability to obtain product for
the 1926-27 season but after Griffith came in against him at Shawnee
and Seminole he could get nothing
there, it all going to Griffith. Then
in 1928-9 he found branch managers
willing to talk business as they had
found Griffith hard to deal with and
in testifying in conversations with
each of them he revealed how each
branch manager told him that the
others had agreed to do business
again with him after their conspiracy with Griffith turned out to their
extreme disadvantage.
Momand also testified that he could
not sign for sound for his theaters
because distributors kept delaying
the making of plans for signing
talking picture contracts with him.
He said he could not sign an obligation with Erpi amounting to
around $10,000 a week until he could
get
picture contracts.
Then some
later talking
with Paramount
he found
home office approval of his sound
contracts delayed many months and
demands for higher prices than had
been contracted for. All distributors did the same thing both on film
rental and score charges, Momand
declared.
The prices demanded of him for
these sound pictures by all distributors "would have wrecked my business in 30 days," Momand testified.
Even in the 1928-9 season, when he
was able to get product, he found
great difficulty in obtaining dates for
sound pictures unless all other product that had been put aside was
either paid for or played. Momand
also testified that during a visit with
Tom Connors, then an M-G-M exNewforget
York,about
the latter
visedecutive
him into
trying adto
to go back home and
product,
buy
make whatever deal he could for
Griffith to take over his theaters.

Yolan Edits Guard Paper
William Yolan of the Warner
Bros, publicity department has been
named editor of Pro Patria, newspaper of the 12th Regiment, New
York Guard.
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Open Theaters Mean
Fuel Saving— Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

the saving that is effected by keeping the theaters open.
"Those who assume that the
amount of oil consumed by the theaters would be saved for other use
ar'iJtfsing sight of the fact that in
ea^/movie audience there are persons who have turned down the furnace before leaving for the theater,
thereby saving, in the aggregate,
vastly more fuel than the theater
consumes," Myers declares. "Not
only do families leaving for the theater turn down the heat, but they
also turn off the lights, thereby reducing the consumption of fuel at
the power house."
In Myers' opinion, "it would see
that public officials, if they want to
conserve fuel, should urge the people to congregate in places of amusement and absorb comfort from a
central plant instead of operating
their own furnaces 24 hours a day."
He points out that theaters which
were unable to convert are mainly
the neighborhoods and small town
houses, catering to the family trade.
This type of audience, Myers says,
is more likely to represent a substantial saving of fuel by the banking of home fires than any other. It
is this class of audience, he adds,
that the Government should be most
eager to reach with its informational pictures. The authorities
should do all in their power to help,
not cripple, the independent theaters, Myers writes, and adds that
"this side of the argument has not
been sufficiently stressed. It is up
to the exhibitors to see to it that it
is properly understood in their communities, especially by local officials."

DAILY

TOI'
Four Hours and 10 Minutes
of Screen Show
Proves Too Much for Milwaukee. Wis., Critic

Milwaukee — A lengthy twin feature bill at Fox' Wisconsin here held no
enthusiasm for Richard K. Bellamy, screen reviewer of the Milwaukee Journal.
Bellamy, who caught the house's A feature, "White Cargo," when it was soloed
on its opening Sunday, completed his review of the show with this observation:
"Starting Monday, a second full length feature, 'Seven Sweethearts,' was
added to the Wisconsin bill, making a tidy four hours and 10 minutes of show.
Except for knowing that Van Heflin is featured, we're completely ignorant of
'Seven Sweethearts' and intend to stay that way for the time being. Four
hours and 10 minutes!
Whew!"

Predicted 10,500,000
Army to Hit Pix Hard

PCC To Present Caravan
Plan to Member Units

(Continued from Page 1)

eral days. This huge armed force
makes virtually imperative, according to several members of the Senate, the swift passage of national
service legislation in order that they
may be supplied — unless the administration stops marking time, and
comes forth with a practical plan
for manpower utilization.
Motion picture exhibitors, particularly, are almost certain to be
hit hard by any form of labor draft,
since it is assumed that the administration of any national service act
will be based upon previous policies
of the War Manpower Commission.
Although selective service, a part of
the WMC setup, last week ordered
reclassification of all men with dependents engaged in the motion picture industry, along with those in
a broad list of 35 activities, shifted
from the 3-A to the 3-B bracket,
this shift is not expected to result
in any large number of deferments
over the period of a year.
More important, it is doubtful that
3-B classification for the military
draft would rate such consideration
per se when it comes to the labor
draft. The dependency argument
Connecticut Theaters
loses its force when it comes to laSet Matinee Closings
bor draft. Continuing shortages of
New Haven — Afternoon closings skilled production workers and farm
are planned by the Colonial and labor threaten a wholesale raid on
Capitol, Bridgeport, for Wednes- the workers in many activities listed
days, Shelton Theater, Wednesdays as essential by WMC, but not of
and Thursdays, Rialto, Windsor critical importance for the supplying of our military and essential
Locks, all but Friday, Saturday and
Sunday matinees, Colonial, South- civilian needs.
Manpower Chief Paul V. McNutt,
ington, all but Wednesday, Friday
Saturday and Sunday. Strand will appear today before the Senate
Amusement's Hippodrome, Rialto military affairs committee to be
and American close every afternoon questioned on the operating plans of
but Saturday and Sunday.
his office. The passage of a national service act by Congress is
largely dependent upon his ability
to satisfy the committee that WMC
"Silver Skates" Gets "A"
has an adequate manpower program
r
Time in Saenge "A" Spots in preparation.
For the first time, a Monogram
picture will play the "A" time in the Court Takes Petrillo
"A" theaters of the Saenger-Richards and Theater Service Operating Action Under Advisement
Co. circuits when "Silver Skates"
makes its debut Feb. 1 in the 117
Chicago — Assistant Attorney General Thurman W. Arnold returned
situations.
Picture also has been booked to t:> Washington yesterday after apopen at the Palace, Dallas, March 5;
pearing before Judge John P. Barnes
Metropolitan, Houston, and the Az- in the Federal action against the
tec, San Antonio, March 19; Denver ban on music recording by James C.
and Esquire, Denver, from Feb. 16 Petrillo, AFM president, which
to Feb. 22 and the Aladdin, Denver, Judge Barnes took under advisement
from Feb. 23 to March 1.
for an early ruling.

(Continued from Page 1)

San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and
Los Angeles units of PCCITO.
PCCITO has granted this request
and meetings will be held as follows: For Washington, North Idaho
and Alaska exhibitors in Seattle on
Feb. 1; for Oregon exhibitors in
Po:tland, Feb. 3; for Northern California and Nevada exhibitors in San
Francisco, Feb. 5 and for Southern
California and Arizona exhibitors in
Los Angeles, Feb. 8.
At least four trustees of PCCITO,
together with its executive secretary, will attend all four meetings.
Hugh W. Bruen, trustee of Southe n California and Bob Poole, executive secretary, trained out yesterday to attend the first meeting
to be held in Seattle. Other trustees
in attendance will be announced
later.

Va. MPTO Shifts Parley
In Richmond to March 1

Notify Coast Studios
Of Pix Essentiality
(Continued from Page 1)

ity under occupational bulletin No.
27. Where applicable, critical occupations listed in that bulletin will
be considered in connection with motion pictures as an essential activity.
A new list of critical occupations
will be issued shortly.
"(B) Under the foregoing authority, local boards a: e authorized to reopen cases of registrants who have
been placed in Class 1-A either by
local boards or by the appeal board
and reclassify such registrants if
they qualify
occupational
deferment underfor
bulletin
as amended.
"Initial list of essential occupations included animators, film editors, cutters, came: amen, sound technicians, electricians, laboratory technicians, technical writer, technical
consultant and projection supervisOccupations of persons engaged
full time and exclusively in production of technical and vocational
training films for the Army, Navy
and war p: oduetion industries also
were included. It is believed that
the amended list includes practically
all artists and technicians in the
industry with the exception of actors, who asked not to be included,
and lar
lamp
workers.operators and white col-

Reports of Further Cut
In Raw or."Stock Denied
(Continued from Page 1)

Virginia Beach — William F. Crockett, president of the MPTO' of Virginia, has announced that the midwinter business meeting of the organization, which was tentatively
set for Feb. 1, has been changed to
March 1, at the John Marshall Hotel, Richmond. All social activities in connection with the meeting have been eliminated for the
duration.

requirements of the Army, the Navy,
the BEL land-lease and other Government agencies have not yet been
approved and that until these are
set, there will be no further action
lotment.
in regard to the industry's film al-

"Serve's" Coast Opening
Receipts UN Relief Fund

Recovery of Army Footage
Parley Continues Tuesday

Harold Hopper, chief of the section, could not be reached here. He
left yesterday for a one-week trip
to the Coast.

Distributor representatives met
here yesterday to discuss a new formula whereby the companies could
Hollywood — Receipts totaling more recover a large part of the films
than $11,000 for the opening of "In
to the Army but no deWhich We Serve" at the Carthay supplied
cision was reached and another sesCircle, Jan. 27, will be turned over
sion was scheduled for next Tuesto the United Nations war relief
day. The group did not represent
fund.
the Motion Picture Advisory Committee and therefore could make no
Finkelstein Heads Local F-51
Jack Finkelstein of RKO has been official decision, but its findings will
be submitted for action when the adelected president of Local F-51,
visory committee meets in WashingIATSE, which came into being last
ton sometime during the fourth week
year when the alliance extended its in February.
jurisdiction to the field of exchange
white-collar labor. Other officers Walker Joins Blumenstock Staff
elected: Irving Barron, Paramount,
Don M. Walker, former city edivice-president; Mildred Weber, Wartor of the Joplin Globe, has been
ner, treasurer; Eleanor Howard,
engaged
by Mort Blumenstock as a
Warner, financial secretary; Gertrude Reiman, Warner, recording member of Warners' field publicity
staff.
He will
his headquaters
secretary; Murray Blutreich, RKO, in
Kansas
City,make
succeeding
Ted Tod,
sergeant-at-arms. Installation cere- who was transferred to Chicago.
monies will take place on Feb. 1.
Trustees will be elected at that Walker is now in New York for pretime.
cedure. liminary training in home office proWest
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Lower Production
Cost Asked by Myers

TO

THE

COLORS!

(.Continued from Page 4)

ing paper, the Charlotte Observer, is
gineer, has reported at Ft. Monmouth
amount of recreation, Myers writes, now learning the art of camouflage tor Signal Corps duty.
as a private in the Army, stationed
— • —
but price is going to become an in- at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
MURPHY C. ROBERTSON, Warcreasingly important factor. He
— • —
ner Bros, ad-salesman in Atlanta,
Springfield, Mass. — Staff Sergt has been inducted into the Army.
adds that "the Government can
ROBERT GLAZER, former assistant Donovan S. Hassler was promoted
exempt motion pictures fiom the manager,
Paramount Theater, has to fill his spot.
price regulations but it cannot pro- been transferred to Myrtle Beach,
— • —
S. C.
ALFRED M. SIMON, son of Mrs.
tect the producer-distributors against
— • —
the effects of reduced spending
Simon of Warners' Purchasing Department and brother of Staff Sgt.
Chicago — CARL BRAUN, poster
cle-k
at
the
20th-Fox
exchange,
is
NATHAN
J. SIMON, Weather Forepower."
Myers contends that there is only now in the Army at Camp Callan,
caster, at Pine Camp, N. Y., has
one way in which this menacing Calif.
entered the Army and is in training
— • —
at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Md.
situation can be met: "The salaries
of the executives and stars must be
Cincinnati — Metro's CHARLES
— • —
reduced; production costs must come LONG, shipper, has left for Army
Bridgeport,
Conn. — MURRAY
service.
HOWARD, manager of the Merritt,
down; the waste and extravagance
— • —
has been called to the colors and
that are synonymous with Hollywood
Springfield, Mass.— Sergt. HENRY Vincent Palmeri, formerly at the
must cease. These savings must be
reflected in the film rentals demanded FERRIS, of the Marine Corps, for- Roger Sherman, New Haven, fills
mer assistant manager of the Arcade the vacancy.
of the exhibitors. The exhibitors
must have latitude in meeting the and Broadway, is on Guadalcanal.
— • —
needs of their patrons for entertainMemphis— ERIC
— •-LANDAU, bookDover, N. H. — WILLIAM E.
ing and advertising manager for
ment at a price they can afford to
pay. Only in this way can the in- PINEO, JR., of the Broadway Thea- Malco's neighborhood theaters, has
ter staff, has joined the Marine joined the Army. Edwin P. Sapinsdustry adjust itself to changing conditions without serious dislocations. Jorps.
ley, publicity director for Malco,
— • —
Now is the time to cushion the
has taken over Landau's duties.
Fort George Wright, Wash. — Lt.
— • —
shock."
CLARK GABLE has reported to the
Lt. RICHARD MUNSELL CHAMDeclaring that the Government's Second
Air Force here.
brakes haven't
on several
BERS, formerly in the sound-effects
ulations so far held
as the
movies regare
— • —
department at the 20th-Fox studio,
Cincinnati
—
ROBERT
WARING
has
been
transferred to Wright
concerned, Myers warns that "this
time the producers-distributors will BUGIE, son of Harris Bugie of Re- Field, O. He is in the Signal Corps
have to act and act promptly, otherpublic Pictures and nephew of Leav- attached to the Army Air Corps.
— • —
wise they may expose the industry itt Bugie, 20th-Fox branch chief, is
to a shock from which it will take an aviation cadet at Cimarron Field.
Chicago — RALPH BREWER of
years to recover."
the B & K Riveria Theater has joined
— • —
In conclusion, Myers advises that
Pittsburgh — FRANCIS FLEISH- the Army and is stationed at Fort
"a thoroughgoing revision of the salMAN, associated with his father in Sheridan.
ary and bonus racket, a genuine in- operating
the
Brighton
Theater,
— • —
sistence upon rigid economy and ef- North Side, has entered the Army.
Indianapolis
—
GEORGE
LEWIS,
ficiency in the studios, plus a vol— • —
untary undertaking not to allow
adsales
head
of
20th-Fox's
Pittsburgh — EDWARD
STACK, was
inducted into the Army. branch,
profits to rise above the levels pre- head inspector for the local RKO
— • —
vailing in other essential industries exchange and brother of JOSEPH
engaged in actual war work, would
Hamden,
Conn.—
MYRON RAPP
.insure that movies will continue un- STACK, shipper for M-G-M until of the Strand staff has enlisted in
joining
the
Navy,
is
the
sixth
emthe
Marines.
inter uptedly asthe basic entertainploye of that branch to enter ser— •—
ment of the American people and
would increase the confidence and Marine. vice. He has joined the Merchant
Detroit — ADOLPH and IRVING
{Continued from Page 1)

respect of the people themselves."

20th-Fox Signs Martha Raye
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox has
signed Martha Raye to a long-term
contract and she reports to studio
March 1.

One-Bay Metal Drive
To Net Some 5 Tons
New

Orleans — Although final returns are not yet in from the recent one-day, but unusually intensive, drive by 105 theaters of the
local exchange area in a mass attempt, via special matinees and
promotion, to get a sizeable amount
of copper, brass and bronze urgently needed by the Government, it is
estimated that the yield will be
close to 10,000 pounds. Additionally,
the metals will be systematically
collected twice a month in schools
here.

»

Newsreels to Show
Meeting in Africa
(Continued from Page

1)

radio broadcast over all netwo:ks.
It is understood that a comprehensive camera record was made of
the President's flight to North Africa,
the conferences which covered the
10-day period between Jan. 14^and
the
24th,
and bytheplane
President's
M seStates.
quent return
to the United

One of the striking photographic
features covered the President's visit I
to the American
divisions in the
field which he reviewed.
Wendell L. Willkie, -20th-Fox
board chairman, in a WOR-Mutual
broadcast last night paid sincere
tribute to the President for his
North African trip, but expressed
disappointment that Premier Stalin
and Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek
did not personally participate. Willkie also voiced disappointment that
the conference did not bring the
formation of a grand staff strategy
board.

CBS Granted License for
Commercial Tele Station

Washington— The FCC yesterday
granted CBS a conditional license
for a commercial television station
in New Yo:k City to be operated
with a reduced ESR of 1,000, upon
the condition that construction be
completed as soon as the required
materials and engineering personnel
have become available.
Metropolitan Television, Inc., of
New York was granted modification
of its construction permit to reduce
power to 50 watts (peak) visual and
50 watts aural, emission A3, A5 and
special for FM (au:al) with March
31 as the completion date.
One year renewal was granted
General Electric for television station WRGB in Schenectady. Temporary extensions through next
month, pending final determination,
werp granted Balaban & Katz for
GOLDBERG, twin brothers and part- W9XBT, Chicago, NBC for WNBY,
— • —
ners in the Komer & Goldberg The- New York, and the State Unive: sity
Aliquippa, Pa. — WESLEY R.
aters, have temporarily broken their of Iowa for W9XUI, Iowa City,
LUND, for the past several years
manager of the Strand Theater here teamwork. Now in the Army Air Iowa.
and son of J. C. Lund, manager of Force, both were stationed at SelMetropolitan Television was grantthe Alpenn Theaters in this town, fridge Field, but Irving, first to go
ed a license to cover the construction
has joined the Army.
into service, has just been trans- permit of W75NY, new FM station
— • —
ferred to Miami for officers' training,
and Bamberger BroadMonessen, Pa.— ANTHONY AS- after being named top sergeant. in New York,
casting Service, Inc., of New York
KOUNES, manager of the Star The- Meanwhile, Adolph has been pro- was granted a license to cover in
ater and son of Andy Askounes,
moted to sergeant.
pa~t
construction
permit for
for
general manager of the Monessen
— • —
W71NYthe FM
outlet scheduled
Amusement Co., has been inducted
Fort
Custer,
Mich.
—
Lt.
LEE
completion
yesterday.
into the Army.
TRACY graduated here upon the
— • —
of an officer - refresher
Salem, Ore.— LORING SCHMIDT, completion
at the Provost Marshal GenWarner LucU Again
former owner of the Grand Theater, course eral's
training center.
is now stationed at Fort Lawton as
— • —
The luck of the Irish had nothing
a Lieutenant in the Quartermasters
Victorville, Cal.— JACKIE
COOon the proverbial luck of the WarCorps, following his training in
ners, instanced again last night with
GAN, graduating from the local
Texas and North Dakota.
the disclosure that the setting for
A: my Flying School as a glider pilot,
— • —
the North African meeting between
been appointed a flight officer
FRANK PALUMBO, RKO assis- has
President Roosevelt and Prime Mintant shipper, New Haven, has left in the Army Air Force.
ister Churchill was Casablanca.
for Army duty.
— • —
Miami Beach, Fla. — It's now Lts.
The Warner picture with that title
— • —
GILBERT ROLAND, WILLIAM
thus gets a second plug thanks to
Capt. FRANK M. GOOKIN, of
ERIC RHODES and
war developments.
North Attleboro, Mass., with RCA HOLDEN,
BRYANT
WASHBURN,
JR., the
(Continued on Page 10)
for the past 12 years, as field en-
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Weather Dents Biz
In Boston Theaters
Boston — Business at all Boston
theaters while excellent over the
week-end, dropped a bit Monday and
yesterday because of the unusually
bs d weather and icy roads and walks
wlri^ prevented many from coming
BitsSpie downtown section.
The Metropolitan, playing "Icecapades," had one of biggest weekends in recent years and line of
ticket buyers two deep stretched
for more than a block at high points
of day and evening.
Keith theaters did the best business since last November
as also
idid the two Marcus Loew theaters.
Noel Cowerd's "In Which We Serve"
: opens at these theaters tomorrow
and preparations have been made
for a socialite premiere, at the State
Theater for this occasion with the
Governor, Mayor and other dignitaries present, including Maj. Gen.
Sherman Miles and Rear Admiral
William Brown.
Neighborhood theaters did not do
so well over the week-end. The
drastic dimout and the gas rationing restriction has unquestionably
greatly harmed these houses, with
some few exceptions like the Circle
in Brighton,
the two
Cambridge
I theaters and a few others on street
car lines. Parking spaces usually
filled to capacity now are virtually
empty. "Ravaged Earth," playing
at the Majestic continues to attract
turnaway audiences.
Film is being
I advertised for adults only.

* SHORTS

*

"One Day
of War—
Russia 1943"
(March
of Time)
20th- Fox
21 mins.
Tops
One of the finest releases put out
by March of Time, this record of
one day's fighting on the vast Russian front, compiled by some 160
cameramen offers a vivid account of
the heroic proportions of the Soviet
struggle against the Nazi invaders.
Here is smashing drama that will
draw a tremendous response wherever it is shown. Exhibitors may be
assured that war scenes such as these
have rarely been flashed upon their
screens. Every foot is authentic
and gripping beyond the wildest
imagination. It is film material that
gives audiences in this country a
fuller awareness of what the Russian spirit is capable of in its determination to free itself of the Nazi
scourge. Shot in close-up, the action parades scenes that are not
easily forgotten. The work being
done on the home front to advance
Russia's victory is shown with great
effect. The picture represents a
superb editing job. Appraisal of it
would not be complete without a
word for the excellent musical background.

"The Spirit of '43" 6 Mins.
WAC
Excellent
The art of Walt Disney again has
been put to fine use in behalf of the
war effort. In this short, produced
for the Treasury Department, Disney has enlisted the services of Donald Duck to impress upon the people
Oil-Burning Theaters Will
of the nation the importance of payGet 90 Gals, 4th Period
ing their taxes. Donald is a war
worker well supplied with dough. He
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DATLY
;s torn between the urge to spend
Washington — Value of Period Four and the urge to save to pay his infuel oil ration coupons for commertaxes. These u" ges take the
cial buildings, including those the- forms come
of a duck called Scotty and
ate: s still burning oil, was yester- another named Zootie. The two conday set at 90 gallons for the fourth Lend for Donald's attention. After
period.
This value is the same as
with himself on what disfor the third period. These coupons debating
posal to make of his money Donald
were originally supposed to be worth decides to save for taxes to beat the
100 gallons each. An announcement Axis. The film puts over its meswas prepared last Thursday by OPA
sage in highly humorous fashion.
that coupons for some owners were
to be cut another 10 per cent from
the original value, but it was called Okay Priority Label
off at the last minute.
Commercial To Expedite Newsreels
coupons
were
not to have been
i affected, however.
In the meantime,
A design for a Priority K-4 (newsa PAW snokesman indicated yester- reel)
label was submitted to, and
i day the fuel oil rationing may yet approved by, the International Film
have to be extended throughout the
Relations Council The label, to be
! country, and that the pleasure drivplaced
on newsreel cans, is to exing ban, which has brought headpedite deliveries of newsreels to
j aches to so many neighborhood an^ Latin-American countries. It was
j rural exhibitors, may have to be
designed by David Blum of M-G-M
! continued light through the Summer. and
Fortunat Baronat of Universal.
Session yesterday wps attended also
by Wilbur Morse of the OWL

WEDDING

BELLS

Over the Top, and How!
St. Louis— With a quota of $10,Annette Quinto, formerly of The 000, local theaters went over- the
Film Daily business department, "".op in the United Nations Week drive
was married last Saturday to Eli and turned in approximately $25,000.
Ellis, an attorney.
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Government

May Elect to Try All Eight Major*

D of J Won't Prosecute
"Little Three" Before
Decree Expiration Date

WHO'S WHO
•

•

DATRICIA

(Continued from Payc 1)

tention of pushing the New York
litigation pending against the
"Little Three"— United Artists,
Universal and Columbia — before
the expiration date, pointing out
that the trio will be blanketed
with the "Big Five" after that
time.

•

Introducing
MORISON.

TO THE COLORS!

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

Actress. Born New

Personalities

•

•

•

York City. Prepared at Metro-

politan Museum of Art for artist's career. Turned to acting, at
behest of father, an amateur playwright. Studied
drama with Marta Oatman and the Neighborhood
Playhouse. First play was "Growin' Pains." Understudied Helen Hayes in "Victoria Regina." Became musical star in "Two Bouquets." Signed by
Paramount in 1929. Featured in "Persons in Hiding."
"Magnificent Fraud," "One Night in Lisbon," "Beyond
the Blue Hor'zon," and "Are Husbands Necessary" for
that studio. Has her first starring role in "The Hangman." Has traveled extensively in North and South
America, was member of original troupe from Hollywood
that flew to England and Ireland to entertain AEF.
Miss Morison lives at home in Santa Monica with her
parents. Hair, brunette. Eyes, blue. Stands 5, 5.
Weighs 118 pounds. Unmarried but not unescorted-

2. The
Government
has no
plans to amend, add to or delete
from the provisions of the decree before the termination of
the trial period late in the year.
(The New York suit against the
"Little Three" was taken off the
ready calendar in Federal Court and
placed at the bottom of the general
•alendar on Feb. 18 last when Judge
Henry W. Goddard denied an application by the Government to confine
trial to the sole issues of blockbooking and blind-selling practices.)
If the Government's strategy develops along the lines indicated, the
Department
of Justice, subsequent
to Nov. 20, will press for the disposition of the general
conspiracy
cha: ges contained in the suit and
preferred against all eight companies.
Apparently, the Government has
no intention to seek an extension of
the trial period.
In this connection,
Wright told The Film Daily that
he hardly expects anything of that
nature either from the distributors
or exhibitors prior to November.
(In New
York, it was said
that counsel for the "Big Five"
have not as yet discussed the
industry problem poised by the
question,
"After
Nov.
20,
what?")
Although a year ago, Wright issued a lengthy statement reviewing
the consent decree's first year in
which it was said, significantly, "It
has not yet demonstrated that film
licensing discriminations inherent in
the ownership of theaters by distributors may be effectively remedied
by
measures
short ofat divorcement,"
he has no intention
this time of

(Continued from Page 8)

four screen actors receiving their
commissions at the local Army Air
Forces technical training comr^ nd
officer candidate school. P

— • —

MIKE PECCERRELLO, former
assistant of the Globe, Bridgeport,
Conn., is at Camp McCoy, Wis.

— • —

DAN CUMMINGS, stage manager of the Paramount, New Haven,
for 15 years, is now on the S.S.
Seattle, Navy training ship.

— • —

Salem, Ore. — Lt. L O R I N G
SCHMIDT, QMC, former owner of
Grand Theater, is now stationed at
Ft. Lewis

— • —

about-town.

Portland, Ore. — BILL HEATH,
former local theater executive is now
IATSE Wins Place on
Goldwyn Signs Hartman
a CPO in the Navy Intelligence Department in Alaska.
As
Associate
Producer
20th Century-Fox Ballot
— • —
Oak
Harbor,
O.— JUSTIN KNOPP,
(Continued from Pane 1)
{Continued from Page 1)
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Knopp,
to contest the right of the Screen Bing Crosby "Koad" pictures, was owne: s of the Portage and Royal
manyBefore
yearsthat
Pa: heamount's
ace Theaters, was tendered a farewell
Office and Professional Employes for
writer.
was known
Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, to repre- as an actor, creating the role of oarty by his parents on the eve of
leaving to enter the Coast Guard.
sent exchange white-collar labor Andy Hardy on the stage.
He has been assigned to duty at
only
at
Loew's
and
United
Artists
Hartman,
who
is
now
collaboratwhen the board handed down its
Manhattan Beach, L. I.
ing with Allen Boretz on the screen— • —
original order early this month callplay for the new Danny Kaye-Dinah
Sebring, Fla.— T H E O D O R E
Fox. ing for elections there and at 20th- Shore Technicolor musical, "Up In
"Ted" CASON, manThe board was understood to have Aims," earlier titled "With Flying ROOSEVELT
ager of the Circle Theater, has reColors," will be given associate pro—
ported
to
Camp
for basic
reversed itself upon the presentaducer credit on that film; also on Army training. -•Blanding
tion of proof by the IA that it had
succeeded in collecting membership Goldwyn's next comedy, "Treasure
Chest," starring Bob Hope.
cards from a majority of the whiteOmaha— M. G. SHACKELFORD,
Previously signed by the Goldwyn
collar workers at the 20th-Fox ex- office was William Cameron Menzies Columbia salesman, has entered the
change. Motion to have the pro- as associate producer on the Lillian Army Air Fo:ce. His wife, Golda,
ceedings reopened was filed with the
will retain her position at the Fox
original, "The North Star," exchange.
board by David Halper of Judge Hellman
now in production.
— • —
Matthew Levy's office as counsel for
the IA.
Child
Actor
Bill
Again
Wilmington,
Del. — Warner theaNo date has been set for the electers here have sent three into the
tions, which must be held before Introduced at Albany
armed srevices. RICHARD KIRSHFeb. 8 by stipulation of the board.
mar.ager of the Queen Theater, has
Albany — Assemblyman Harold enlisted in the Army and is now staEhrlich, Buffalo, and Sen. William
Spencer Charters Dead
tioned at Atlantic City. HERBERT
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY H. Hampton, Utica, co-sponsored a
SLATTERY, assistant manager of
Hollywood — Funeral arrangements bill hoppered yesterday to amend the the Queen, and JOSEPH STUART,
for Spencer Charters, 68, were be- relation
education, penal and ";labor
laws in assistant manager of the Warner,
of children
ing completed yesterday. The vet- under 16 toin employment
have also been called.
pix, radio, etc.
eran character actor was found dead
— • —
issuing
any
statement
on
the
decree's
Ehrlich
bill,
which
passed
the
in his garage of carbon monoxide
second year.
Legislature
the
last
two
years
but
Madison,
Wis.—
Pvt. JAMES NELWright, however, was frank in poisoning.
SON, formerly assistant manager
vetoed by the then Govsaying that there are several angles with which the Department is far which was
ernor, would empower local boards of the Pai'kway and Strand theaters here, is now stationed at the
f : om satisfied. These, he added, of education to grant permission
finance replacement training center
would be disclosed "at some future for any such exhibitions, rehear- at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
sals of performances with the conAh, Coincidence!
sent of local educational authorities
Wright indicated that he still
Springfield, Mass. — Andy Sette,
when, in the judgment of the latter,
favored
the
decree's
provisions,
manager, Capitol Theater, has just
date."
such exhibition of a child would not
"Peas in a Pod"
received word from a former assistsince
stymied
by the "escape"
be harmful or undesirable from the
clauses,
for
mandatory
trade
ant, Anthony DiCaro, that he has
West Palm Beach, Fla. — James
shows and the sale of pictures
point of view of the welfare, dearrived in Casablanca, and — believeJurney, manager of the Palace, and
in maximum blocks of five.
velopment or proper education of the
it-or-not — the letter arrived just
child. Consent could be given for
George' Knight, manager of the Park
While it has been generally under- period not to exceed six months.
when the Capitol was playing the
Theater, have several things in comstood
that
all
companies
had
dropAt present time, such employment
film "Casablanca" and — to carry the
mon. They were born on the same
ped shorts forcing, it was hinted
coincidence further — that was the
or exhibitions are in violation of
day of the same year and at the
last picture DiCaro saw before he
that the decree's failure to wholly existing laws. Allegedly, however
same hour. Both are southpaws.
sailed with the invasion fleet. He
eliminate that practice will be con- such laws are more rigidly enforced
They attended the same high school
sidered by the D of J before the
is a pharmacists' mate third class
and have been associated in busiupstate due to the tremendous detail
November expiration date.
in the Navy.
ness, off and on, for many years.
job entailed for metropolitan enfCopvright. 1843. bv Wid's Films and Film forcement.
■1J
Folk.
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EXPECTJ.ITTLE NEW STATE LEGISLATION
Use of Publicity Stills Shows
Total Submitted to AAC
Falls from 121,584 in
1941 to 98,335 Last Year
Sharp drop in the number of publicity stills used by the industry in
1942 is disclosed in the annual report of the MPPDA's Advertising
Advisory Council.
Whereas in 1941 a grand total of
121,584 stills were submitted by companies to the Council for clearance,
number in 1942 wes down to 98,335.
Several factors entered into the drop,
it is said, including the fact that
(Continued on Page 4)

Nov. Theater Bond
Sales Running High

Not a Single Exhibitor Protest Lodged at
Albany Against Bingo Legalization Bills
Albany — Although the New York ITOA declared war last week on any
Bingo bill which covered religious and American Legion auspices but not those
of independent theaters, a survey here discloses that not a single theater owner
or exhib. has written in protest against pending bills to legalize Bingo.
Attitude on Capitol Hill is that religious sources and veteran forces are
voluble in connection with Bingo but that exhibs. neither communicate for nor
against pending legislation.
Accordingly, politically-wise do not expect that Bingo legalization bills
will be amended to include theaters.

May End Closings in Momand Details
Conn, to Save Fuel
Theater Finances

New Haven — As theaters settle
down into one day a week closings,
and readjustment of policies, etc.,
State Fuel Administrator Wesley A.
With onlv 3,051 theaters report- Sturges admits that the fuel situaing, and with no nationally organtion just surveyed by him is brightized attempt to promote sales, a
ening, and that if present progress
total of $8,315,399 in War Bonds continues, closing of business houses
and Stemps was registered for the would no longer be necessary. Ten
month of November.
days' supply
of oilon isPage
on hand,
deal(Continued
10)
The theaters reporting include independent and circuits, and official
issuing agents as well as those which
Reels May Get Casablanca
are not.
While it is difficult to estimate Footage for Showing Mon.
(Continued on Page 9)

Met. WAC to Go All-Out
On "March of Dimes"
At the meeting yesterday of the
N. Y. and N. J. War Activities Committee, plans were outlined by the
conferring independent and circuit
(Continued on Page 3)

Sponsor Calls Off
la. Bank Night Bill
Des Moines, la. — It looks like there
will be no anti-Bank Night bill in
the Iowa legislature w!th Rep. W.
A. Yager of Spirit Lake, who introduced such legislation last session,
disclosing he felt differently this
time.
Yager said he felt the small town
theater exhibitors were having enough
trouble and didn't want to add to
their troubles with a bill to regulate
Bank Night.

Sharp Curtailment

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Governors' Resort to Executive Authority Viewed as
Industry's Real Headache
A minimum of state laws affecting the motion picture business is
predicted by industry authorities
during the current year. While
bills involving theater divorcement,
anti-blind checking, admission taxes
and kindred subjects have been introduced or discussed, definite action on them is said to be remotely
The chief headache confronting
probable.
both the exhibition and distribution
branches of the business is the utilization of executive authority by gov(Continued on Page 3)

rr

Oklahoma City — Stepping up to
the witness stand for the sixth consecutive day A. B. Momand will continue his testimony under direct examination this morning since there
were still some facts with regard
to the financial operations of his
For the first time in the history
companies untold at the end of yes- of the Bropdway Paramount an RKO
terday's session in his $4,950,000 picture will open at the house on
anti-trust suit now in its third
week before Federal District Judge Feb. 24 when "Hitler's Children"
will start an indefinite run. Be(Continued on Page 8)
cause of the public reaction to the
picture, the Paramount management "
Film Execs, in Capital
.
expects that
"Hitler's
Children"
will
(Continued
on Page
4)

Hitler's Children1
To B'way Paramount

for WAC-Gov't Conference

Washington — At least two news- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Local 109 to Safeguard
Washington — A number of top in- "White Collars" Welfare
reel correspondents — Irving Smith of
Universal and Howard Winner of
dustry executvies arrived here last
Pathe — are known to have had their night for a joint WAC meeting with
Plans will be made to safeguard
cameras trained on the historic Casa- several Government officials. Spy- the welfare of white-collar workers
blanca conference between President ros Skouras, Barney Balaban and
(Continued on Page 3)
in the industry here who may be
(Continued on Page 4)
thrown out(Continued
of theiron jobs
should proPage 10)

Cut JV. Y. Export Shipments

Films Now

Go From Philly, Southern Ports

A new development in the shipping situation which sees New
York's importance as a point of
shipment for picture cargoes drastically reduced was disclosed yesAlbany — Assembly Co-ordinating
Committee on War Legislation has
terday by William Barnett, vicereturned the bill hoppered by As- president of Massce-Barnett Co.,
semblyman George Manning to Edu- Inc., film forwarders. Barnett said
cation Committee recommending a that for inexplicable reasons the port
favorable report. Manning's bill of New York was being little used
extends to moving picture operators "for the time being" for film shipments to foreign markets.
in cities, now in service or entering
Barnett revealed that shipments
before July 1, the right to apply

Manning Operators Bill
Okayed by Assembly Com.

(.Continued en Pag* 9)

(.Continued on Page 9)

Recruit OCD Workers
In Newark's Lobbies
Newark, N. J.— Acting spontaneously on an appeal from the local Office of Civilian Defense, managers of
this city's first-run houses, began yesterday to set up lobby booths for a
two weeks' drive to enroll 5,000 addihere

tional civilian
volunteers urgently'
for
defense needed
work.

Booths are being set up at RKOProctors, Loew's State, Paramount,
Warners Branford and at the Adams
Theater.
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Collective Bargaining
Elections Set for Feb. 5
Elections for collective bargaining
agent to represent white-collar workers at the Loew's, United Artists
and 20th-Fox exchanges here have
been set for Feb. 5 by the NLRB.
The IATSE and the Screen Office and
Professional Employes. Guild, Local
109, UOPWA, will be on the ballot.

IRVING BRISKIN, Columbia producer, has
arrived in New York from the Coast for h.o.
conferences.

HUGH IE PRINCE, writer on Abbott and Costello film scripts, is in town to work on a stage
revue.

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER and EMILY KIMBROUGH, authors of "Our Hearts Were Young
and Gay,"forwill
leave shortly
Paramount
studios
conferences
on for
thethefilm
version
of the book.

CABRIEL PASCAL is scheduled to leave for
England shortly to confer with George Bernard
Shaw on the filming of more of the playwright's works, as well as his biography.

HENRI ELMAN is in town in connection
with arrangements for the national Variety
Clubs convention
in Chicago
next month.

NORMAN J. AYRES, New England district
manager for Warner Bros., has been in Springfield, Mass., and Albany, N. Y., on business.

C. J. LATTA, Warner Circuit zone manager
in the Albany territory, and MAX FRIEDMAN,
film buyer and booker for that zone, arrived
in New York yesterday for a short business
visiK

MORRIS MECHANIC, owner of the New Theater, Baltimore, has returned from a 10-day
vacation at Palm
Beach, Fla.

ARTHUR JEFFREY of United Artists leaves
for Washington today to meet James Cagney,
who arrives the following day to attend the
President's
Birthday
Ball.
DAVID O. SELZNICK leaves New York Saturday for Hollywood.
INCRID BERGMAN leaves Rochester, N. Y.
Sunday to spend a week on a farm in a
Swedish
colony
near Minneapolis.

New

ISADOR M. RAPPAPORT, owner of the Hippodrome, Baltimore, is spending several days in
York.

WILLIAM K. SAXTON, city manager for
Loew's in Baltimore, has returned from a brief
vacation
in Florida.
ROBERT YOUNG, MRS. YOUNG, LARAINE
DAY and her husband, RAY HENDRICKS,
leave today for Washington to attend the President's Birthday Ball.

Schine Malone District
Post for Col. H. E. Long

Cahill Named to Head
New RCA Service Co.

Gloversville — Col. Harry E. Long,
for five months with the Schine
circuit here, after coming from
Cleveland, has been promoted to
district manager of the Northern
N. Y. Division with headquarters at
Malone. Long's territory includes
Saranac Lake, Tupper Lake, Oswego, Massena and Malone.
Larry O'Neil, for five years city
manager at Amsterdam, has resigned, and Norman Prager, Empire, Syracuse, moves into the Rialto, Amsterdam, to take O'Neil's
place.
Lou Marcks, manager of the Hipp,
Gloversville, goes to the Colonia,
Norwich, replacing Ted Barker who
goes to the Cameo, Rochester.
Reynold Wallach, a new addition
to the Schine roster, from Lakewood,
N. J., takes over as manager at the
Hipp, Gloversville.
Eddie Gray, former assistant at
the Hipp, who married Marion Maxson Saturday as the result of a theater romance, Miss Maxson being
former cashier at the Hippodrome,
moves from the Gloversville post to
the Empire, Glens Falls.

Camden — RCA Service Co., Inc.,
has been formed for the more efficient handling of the technical servicing and installation activities of
the RCA Victor Division of the Radio Corporation of America as a
subsidiary of that organization, it
is announced here, with Edward C.
Cahill, manager of RCA Victor's
sound equipment setup as new company's president.
In addition to this post, Cahill retains his other responsibilities with
the RCA Victor Division.
W. L. Jones, former manager of
RCA Victor's Service and Installation Division, has been designated
as
the
new company's
and general
manager. vice-president

Skinner-Kimbrough
Tome Rights to Para.
West

Coasf Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount has acquired the film rights to the Cornelia Otis Skinner-Emily Kimbrough
non-fiction tome "Our Hearts Were
Young and Gay." The price was
somewhere around $40,000, it is unlerstood. The screen play will bf
ione by Sheridan Gibney, who alsc
will function as associate producer

AVAILABLE— AT ONCE
SECRETARY to busy executive; formerly with outstanding motion picture

Funeral Services Today
For Schneider's Father
Joseph Schneider, — father of A.
Schneider, vice-president and treasurer of Columbia Pictures Corp., —
died here yesterday, and services will
be held today at 1:30 p.m. in Riverside Memorial Chapel, 76th St. and
Amsterdam Ave. Interment will be
in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Surviving, in addition to the Columbia official, are four daughters,
Mrs. Anna Cohen, Mrs. Fan Brasel,
Mrs. Molly Sussman and Mrs. Lena
Spiegel.

British Subsidiaries May
Subscribe to English Loan
British subsidiaries of American
film companies may subscribe to the
new English Victory Loan, it was
learned following a meeting of the
foreign managers at the Harvard
Club on Tuesday. Quota for KRS has
been set at a million pounds. American companies are prevented from
subscribing, themselves, by the Johnson Act.
A i
Lawrence Fisher, OWI motioSPxcture representative in Chungking,
offered a plan whereby the OWI
would get one American print into
Chungking from Indian every two
weeks. Plan was approved by the
foreign managers.
Mitzi
Holmes,
for the
Mitzi
Holmes
Leaves
"U" last five
years with Universale publicity department, has resigned to join Leeds
Music Co. to handle the publicity
for the Andrews Sisters.
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Met. WAC All-Out
For Dimes March

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ernors in, enforcing edicts, such as
the situation in Connecticut where
the governor restricted the operation of theaters to six days a week
as a fuel conservation move.
£~h industry sources are of the
oj( :=^i that proposed laws not directly concerned with the war effort
will get scant attention or consideration during the present sessions,
except, possibly, those dealing with
taxes.
In states where governors are
vested with great authority to dictate to business enterprises on policy, a sharp eye is expected to be
focussed to guard against discrimnation. Bills proposed to date in
state legislatures have not created
a great deal of concern in industry
cii'cles, according to reports.

exhibitors that presage 100 per cent
collection-co-operation on the March
of Dimes Campaign by the 1,000some odd theaters in the Metropolitan area.
It was also decided by the group
that, at the request of the Red Cross,
representatives would be stationed
in theater lobbies to solicit blood
donors. Red Cross representatives
will sit at tables in the lobbies, with
applications to be filled out immediately for appointments to give the

Quincy, Mass., Theater
Wins Clearance Reduction
The 28-day clearance held by the
Boston first-runs over the Strand
Theater, Quincy, Mass., was declared
unreasonable in an award issued by
Arthur Hardy, arbitrator in the
complaint filed by Hancock Theater
Co., operating the Strand. Hardy
ruled that the maximum clearance
to the Boston first-runs shall be 14
days provided that whatever rights
that Loew's, Paramount and RKO
have or to which they may be entitled under Section XVII of the consent decree are not curtailed or in
any way affected by the award.
Costs were directed to be shared by
the defendant.

Gary Theater Co. Amends
Its Arbitration Petition
Chicago — The Gary Theater (Gary,
Ir.d.) Company filed an amendment
to its arbitration complaint asking
the right to bid for first-run films
against the Chicago Loop theaters,
B & K theaters Tivoli and Southtown, also against the Capitol and
Avalon, Warners key houses.
"Ecstasy" Withdrawn in Chicago
Chicago — Essaness theaters withdrew "Ecstasy" from the Woods Theater. It is reported that many complaints against its continued showing were received.

v
Strictly Trade
• •
• IT wasn't brought out in the trade press accounts oi last
Friday's WPB's
raw stock sessions in Washington
but it was
alleged in the huddles, nevertheless, that the raw stock requirements on
Technicolor productions is an extra 25 per cent
This is the basis
for a lot oi headaches on the part of producers inasmuch as the stock
has to come out of the general pool
And so in order to offset that
25 per cent, it may mean that a producer may have to drop one or
two black and white pictures to bring out one Technicolor production
There are 28 Technicolor features in production or in preparation, six
in current release and seven ready for release
So with such a
heavy schedule, it looks as if Hollywood sees the advantage of using
Technicolor insofar as box-office revenue is concerned
T
T
T
• •
•
OCCASIONALLY a few smiles come out of those serious
raw stock conferences in Washington
For example, at a recent
huddle the president of a company went to call for his official badge
of admittance when he was informed that another person already had

Wendell L. Willkie were among those
evening.
who
registered at the Carlton in the

former's name
on it
When
asked for an explanation
the
"imposter" replied, "Oh, I wanted to come in and I knew you could

Willkie and Skouras spent most
of the evening with Col. Darryl F.
Zanuck.

(Continued from Page 1)

get in, anyway!"

T
▼
▼
• • • IF you ever he.ard raves about forthcoming pictures, you
should listen to those M-G-M sales execs, who have just returned from
looking at new pictures at the studios
They have coined new superlatives and adjectives to describe the coming-up product ...... Incidentally, it is understood that "The Human Comedy" which puts Mickey
Rooney in a straight role will be sold separately and apart from any

M-G-M block ...
• Last year PRC released a picture callled "Girls
Town"
It was a natural title for a picture Paramount has on tap
and so PRC very graciously handed the title over to Paramount
without cost . . • If you don't think Broadway business is good, listen
to this: A theater on the Big Stem that usually gets off the nut on
Monday — allowing the rest of the week for clear profit — grossed its
expenses by Saturday afternoon, allowing an extra day and a half for
"gravy". ... • "Is Salesman's Call Pleasure or Biz?" read a FD headline yesterday
First to answer was RKO's Jack Level who assured,
"If he's selling RKO pix, it's a pleasure!"
T
T
T
• • • GEORGE JESSEL is reported discussing three picture
deals with three different producers ... % And it looks as if there
ing "Stage Door Canteen" at Fox Movietone
It's rumored that
three features to be made there are being considered ... • Seeing
the sign "Stage Door Canteen" on the stage door of the studio, a real
Coast Guardsman mistook it for the real thing and strolled in
Somebody sat him down in a chair, put makeup on him and pushed
him in with the sailor-garbed actors and before he knew it he was a
screen player
He collected a day's pay, too ...
• Then there
was the exhibitor who had to go to the poorhouse because he had a
poor house

Tom
Neal
Paul Malvern
Robert W. 8ischoff

Film Execs, in Capital
for WAC-Gov't Conference

obtained the badge by giving the prexy's name
The prexy insisted
that he was the person whose name he was giving and showed credentials to prove it
so the receptionist ushered him into the conference room
There the aforementioned president spotted a top
executive of another company wearing the necessary button with the

may be a spurt of Eastern production after Sol Lesser completes shoot-

Ernst Lubittch
Florence Dudley
Ted Green

plasma.
The March of Dimes collection,
scheduled for the week of February 18 through the 24th, will use
the Greer Garson trailer. The important point, WAC officials stated,
was that collections would be taken
at every show, with theaters properly manned, and that the mood would
be sustained by playing music that
would synchronize with the spirit of
the collection.

•

•

•

Well, that's one way to finish up this column
T
T
T
AVENGE

PEARL

▼

HARBOR!

▼

▼

Toledo Operator Sues
Local for Membership
Toledo, O. — Sam Seligman, Toledo,
projectionist, has filed suit in Lucas
County Common Pleas Court seeking
damages of $25,000, court action requiring his admission to Local 228,
IATSE at Toledo, and restraint in
preventing him from obtaining emSeligman asserts he joined Local
ployment.
598 in Marion, at the Toledo local's
suggestion in 1921, later transferring
the Defiance, where he continued to
work with approval of Local 228. He
charges efforts have been made to
keep him from working by refusing
him membership in the union, which'
operates a closed shop locally.

Exhibs. Making Glad
F.D.RSs Natal Day
Suggestion of the March of Dimes
film committee to send a brief birthday letter to President Roosevelt has
been eagerly accepted by thousands
of exhibitors throughout the nation.
According to C. C. Moskowitz, cochairman, campaign headquarters
has received word from several thousand theatermen that they have already mailed their letters, expressing
good wishes and assurances that their
houses are participating in the March
of Dimes campaign.
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Hitler's Children1.»»
To B'way Paramount
(Continued from Page 1)

equal the record-breaking eightweek run of the current attraction,
"Star Spangled Rhythm." Stage
attraction for the run of "Hitler's
Children" will headline Xavier Cugat and his orchestra.
The RKO picture was produced by
Edward A. Golden and is based on
the book "Education for Death" by
Gregor Ziemer.
A national spot campaign on
"Hitler's Children" will be started
by RKO in St. Louis and New Orleans on Feb. 4. The spots consist
of 16 different one-minute dramatic
episodes produced under the direction of S. Barret McCormick director of advertising and publicity.
Among the talent to be used on
the transcriptions are Paul Stewart,
Vicki Vola, Ted Jewett, Peg La Centra, Dick Willard, Keith Palmer,
Gladys Tornton, Jackie Ayres and
Robert Lee.

OWI To Film Miss Bergman
At Minn. Swedish Colony
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ingrid Bergman
leaves Rochester, N. Y. Sunday for
Minnesota and will spend a week on
a farm in a Swedish colony 50 miles
from Minneapolis and the Office of
War Information will send a camera
crew to photograph her stay there.
She will be joined in Minneapolis
by
Joseph representative.
Steele, David 0. Selznick's
publicity
Selznick
leaves New York Saturday for Hollywood.

Selznick Loaning Players
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David 0. Selznick is
making plans to loan Gene Kelly to
20th-Fox to co-star with Betty
GrableAlanin Marshall
"Rosy O'Grady"
loan
to Warner and
Bros,to
on a one-picture deal. Marshall may
play opposite Vivien Leigh in "She
WalksCities
in Beauty"
to bein made
by
Two
Productions
London.

WEDDING

BELLS

London (By Cable) —
son, now a flying officer
ish Air Force, has been
Lilli Palmer, Viennese

Rex Harriin the Britmarried to
actress.

New Haven— Marion Chase, of the
contract and booking department of
the Warner Theater zone office here,
will be married on Feb. 6, to Charles
Russell of Hardwick, Vt., at Hardwick.
Sergt. Harry M. Onie of Rochester, was married in New York to
Millicent Lawrence, formerly with
United Artists in Hollywood. Ceremony was performed by Judge Ferdinand Pecora.

WHO'S WHO
•

•

•

A GNES
**

Introducing

MOOREHEAD.

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

Actress.

Rev. Dr. John H. Moorehead.

Personalities

Born Massachusetts.

Graduated from Muskingum

•

•

•

Daughter of the
College (Ohio).

Post graduate work at University of W.sconsin for Master's Degree in English
and Public Speaking. Taught English, Publ.c Speaking and Drama in Soldiers
Grove (Wis.) High School. Her students won high honors in those subjects
in competition with larger schools. Appeared in a succession of Broadway hits. Became one of radio's highest
paid actresses, appearing with Al Pearce, Bob Hope, Fred
Allen. Was one of first members of Orson Welles'
Mercury Players. Her dramatic screams and terse delivery in Welles' "Invasion From Mars" broadcast were
more than a little responsible for the realistic presentation of that sensational radio show. Accompanied Welles
to Hollywood to play Kane's mother in "Citizen Kane."
Returned to New York, only to be recalled for important roles in "Journey Into Fear," "Big Street" and
"Magnificent Ambersons." For her performance in
"Ambersons" she has just been named 1942's "best
actress of the year" by the New York Film Critics' poll.
Stands
6. We'ghs 115 pounds. Eyes, blue. Hair,
reddish 5,
brown.

Bert Lytell, Sister Kenny
For President's Ball
Washington

Bureau

of THE
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Washington — Bert Lytell, president of Actors' Equity, and Sister
Kenny, famed nurse and discoverer
of a new cure for infantile paralysis,
have been added to the list of celebrities who will appear here for the
President's birthday ball tomorrow.
Bonita Granville, Dennis Moigan
and Geraldine Fitzgerald are new
additions to the roster of film stars
who will be here for the ball. It is
also probable that Sir Cedric Hardwicke, who is in Washington on business, will stay over and take part in
the activities of the star group.
Harpo Marx, originally scheduled to
be on hand, will probably be unable
to make it.

Reels May Get Casablanca
Footage for Showing Mon.
(Continued from Page 1)

Roosevelt and Premier Churchill and
their chiefs of staff. It is probable
also that Jack Barnett of Movietone
was also on hand, but this has not
yet been confirmed. Winner and
Smith were both stationed by the
pool at Casablanca more than a
month ago, while Barnett has been
based at Oran.
Film shot by these men, as well
as large quantities shot by Army
Signal Corps and Navy cameramen
has been promised the leels for
Monday release — which means today's makeup. At a late hour last
night, the plane carrying the film
had not arrived here, nor was there
any indication as to just when it
would arrive. If it does not arrive
by early this afternoon, the scenes
will piobably not be released before
Thursday.

Use of Publicity
Stills Curtailed
(Continued from Page 1)

production fell below 1941 levels.
Other reasons advanced include the
higher photographic costs and general industry desire to conserve film,
chemicals and paper.
stills last
to run
c^': of
theNumber
Council'sof code
year afwHj
.,308 as against 2,350 in 1941. Majority were cleared after retouching.
Exploitation dipped in 1942, the
Council statistics show, there being
nearly 2,500 less ideas submitted
for okays. Figure was 7,188 last
year as against 9,641 in 1941. Eleven
ideas in 1942 were either revised to
meet AAC requirements or eliminated; figure in 1941 was 21.
Industry publicity writers last
year were not quite as prolific as in
1941. The blurb spinners turned
out 9,599 in 1942, 9,844 in 1941. One
needed to be rewritten to get by last
year as against three in 1941.
Posters submitted last year numbered 1,555 with 35 requiring alterations; inthe preceding year, the
total was 1,615, the number altered,
37.
Trailers shrunk from 1,129 in 1941
to 918 last year, but the number
which needed changes to comply
with the code jumped from three in
1941 to 10.
There also was a sharp increase
in the number of advertisements
which needed to be revised to clear.
In 1941, when 11,143 ads were submitted, the initial rejection hit 472
or only 2 per cent. Last year, 313
(or 3 per cent) of the 10,099 ads
passed upon were revised or reA much better showing, 'however,
was
in the miscellaneous acjected.made cessories
column. In 1941, when 4,916 were submitted, the Council directed 18 changes. Last year saw
4,999 submitted, eight changes re-

Goldhammer Silver Jubilee
To be Marked in Northwest

Col. Curtis Mitchell, chief of the
quired.
motion
section
of the assured
Army's Ripley-Monter
Form
Bureau picture
of Public
Relations,
Producing
Company
The Film Daily late yesterday that
Minneapolis — L. E. (Nicky) Gold- the Bureau hoped to clear enough
hammer, RKO's prairie district man- for the reels within a couple of hours West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ager, next month will celebrate his after it arrives, but he did not know
Hollywood — Arthur Ripley and
silver jubilee in the motion picture when to expect ariival. The only
Rudolph
Monter have formed a partindustry, having made his entry 25 man believed to have any informaner ship and will release . through
years ago as a shipping clerk here
PRC.
Their
tion on the ari-ival was the Presi- "Hate Ship." initial picture will be
for the Supreme Feature Film Co.
dential Secretary, Stephen T. Early,
As a tribute to his quarter of a who wasn't talking.
century in distribution, a committee
CU Election Is Deferred
of prominent Northwest exhibitors
Annual election of officers of the
has been formed to direct the cele- Roy Rogers to Play Army Camps 20th-Fox Home Office Employes
bration. Committee is headed by West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Credit Union will be held on Feb. 2,
John Friedl, Eddie Rubin, Ben FriedHollywood — Roy Rogers, Sons of
been postponed from last
man, William Frank, Bennie Berger, the Pioneers and Trigger, have ac- having
week because of lack of a quorum.
Harold Fields, Paul Mans and Oscar
cepted a special invitation extended
Woempner.
by General Richard Donovan to play
Plans are under way to make the the Army camps in the Southwest.
Goldhammer Silver Jubilee a contin- Rogers will play 12 camps on a fouruing affair from Feb. 19 to March week tour.
26 and to tie in the slogan "Say It Texas House Appeals Award
With Playdates."
Albany — It was a boy for the HerCapitol Theater, New Braunsfels,
Goldhammer joined the organizaman Ripps' at Albany Hospital, the
tion nine years ago when it was FBO Tex., has appealed from an award
as a salesman, later becoming branch which dismissed the Capitol's case youngster weighing 8 pounds, 10
manager. He has been district chief which
sought first-run availability ounces. Ripps, who is branch manin the town.
ager for Metro here, has one other
for the last three years.
child, also a son.
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From Coast-to-Coast it's the host to millions of palpitating patrons! Wham!
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First 50 cities are 224%

beating "Somewhere I'll Find You" and "For Me and My Gal". Fox Theatre, 'Frisco, best M-G-M
gross in 4 years ! Fox, Philadelphia, best in 6 years ! Clear your decks for box-office action in extended
runs! Of course it's Metro-Goldmine- Mayer. Another Harvest from the "Random
Enlist in "March of Dimes," America's Great Cause! Feb. 18 — 24
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:< « Reviews of the new films -y h
"Strictly
inErrol,theShempGroove"
with Leon
Howard,
Mary Healy
Universal
MUSICAL GOES BERSERK ON
AND

HOT

0'-=HIVIN'

LICKS; IN THE

60 Mins.
COMEDY

GROOVE

FOR

YOUTH.

■T~?ictly in the Groove" is strictly for
the fast-stepping crowd. The jiving element will go ecstatic; others will be driven
dizzy by all the blaring and senseless commotion. The film, produced by Joseph
G. Sanford, goes overboard on music and
broad comedy. Everything else has been
subordinated. The young ones have more
than a dozen musical numbers to hold
their attention. Taking part in the musical
entertainment are Ozzie Nelson and his
orchestra, the Jimmy Wakely Trio, the
D.nning Sisters, Ken Stevens, and the Diamond Soiid-A.res, Martha Tiiton, Mary
Healy, J.mmie Davis, Grace McDonald and
a few others. The comics who romp through
the yarn give out just as energetically as
do these caterers to the nation's hep-cats.
The comedy dispensers, headed by Leon
Errol and Shemp Howard, work like mad
under the handicap of some pretty routine
material.
What story there is in "Strictly in the
Groove" is smothered by the outpouring
of music and comedy antics. The film can
be described as a western out of which
the gun-toting has been cut and horntooting substituted. The story has something to do wih a young blade who is
packed off to his pop's dude ranch when he
refuses to accept the destiny his parents
have figured out for him. The lad will
brook no interference with his interest
in his school band. The dude ranch is a
peaceful place until he invites his jiving
pals out. From there on it's bedlam. The
plot also calls upon the lad to play Sir
Galahad to a cutie who is about to lose
her property.
The players are all over the screen, doing the best they can with the stuff that
has been thrown to them by the authors of
the screenplay, Kenneth H ggins and Warren Wilson. Vernon Keays has given his
direction plenty of zip if nothing else.
CAST: Mary Healy, Richard Davies, Leon
Errol, Shemp Howard, Grace McDonald,
Ozzie Nelson and His Orchestra, Franklin
Pangbom, Russell Hicks, Martha Tiiton,
Eddie Johnson, Charles Lang, Jimmie Davis,
Ken Stevens, Jimmy Wakely Trio, Dinning
Sisters, Diamond
Solid-Aires.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Joseph
G. Sanford; Director, Vernon Keays; Screenplay, Kenneth Higgins, Warren Wilson;
Cameraman, John Boyle; Film Editor, Edward Curtis; Art Director, Jack Otterson.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Air Medal to Terry
For Meritorious Service
Rochester — For "exceptionally
meritorious service on bombing
planes," Technical Sergt. Charles R.
Terry, formerly with Eastman Kodak' Co., has received the Air Medal.
He is stationed in England.

"You Can't Beat the
with

Edward
Norris, Joan Woodbury,
Jack La Rue, Milburn Stone
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
64 Mins.
SUSPENSEFUL MELODRAMA
WELL
PLAYED AND DIRECTED HOLDS INTEREST TO FADEOUT.
This offering holds interest from the start
and has been well acted, directed and produced. Director Phil Rosen created suspense, which is maintained to the end, while
fo Lindsley Parsons goes credit for the excellent production values.
Edward Norris, heads the cast, while Jack
La Rue, Joan Woodbury, Milburn Stone,
Robert Homans, Charles Jordan, Paul Mcv*ey Bryant Washburn, George Kamel and
Kenneth Harlan do splendid work in supporting roles.

Law"

Edward Norris, a playboy, is "framed" by
3 gang of bank thieves, headed by Willy
J-stello, and is forced to drive their getiway car. Despite his protests of innocence,
he is convicted and sentenced to the state
)en tentiary, along with Charles Jordan and
.wo other members of Costello's gang.
In jail, the embittered Norris meets Jack
La Rue, who believes he can use Norris in
naking a break for freedom. Milburn Stone,
iew prison warden, who believes in giving
."he pr soners a fair deal and abolishes
mitality, tries to persuade Norris to drop
lis surly attitude and not be influenced by
'.a Rue. Jordan, fatally wounded in tryng to escape jail, informs Stone that Norris
wasNorris
"framed."
is pardoned and becomes one of
Stone's aides at the penitentiary. He is
attacked by La Rue, who starts a jail
jreak. Stone appeals to the prisoners not
ro follow La Rue, and when the nervous
La Rue fires at one of the convicts, they
turn on him.
CAST: Edward Norris, Joan Woodbury,
Jack La Rue, Milburn Stone, Robert Honans, Charles Jordan, Kenneth Harlan,
Bryant Washburn, Selmer Jackson, Paul McVey, Inna Gist, George Kamel.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons;
Associate Producer, Ralph M. Like; Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Albert Beich; Additional Dialogue, Charles Marion; Cameranan, Mack Stengler; Editor, Carl Pierson;
Sound, Glen Glenn; Musical Director, Edward Kay.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

*

SHORTS

*

"Coal Black and De Sebben
(Merrie Melody)
Amusing
Warner

7 mins.

Set this one down as a rather
amusing satire Dwarfs"
on "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs." All the characters in the latter are replaced by
darkies. The satire sounds a timely
note by placing the seven dwarfs
in the Army. Coal Black has a
deuce of a time keeping out of the
clutches of the Enemy Queen, a
terrifying villainness. The dwarfs
come to the rescue in a way that
makes for numerous laughs. The
cartoon was produced by Leon
Schlesinger in Technicolor.
"Screen Snapshots"
(Number 6)
Columbia
10 Mins.
All Right
This reel takes you to a Ginny
Simms broadcast where the audience
is made up of service men. Several
soldiers participate in the program.
Miss Simms is heard in an effective
musical number. Also included in
the footage are scenes showing
George Montgomery, Eddie Cantoi
and Jack Benny, among others. The
short has much entertainment value.
"His Wedding Scare"17 Mins.
Columbia
Scare Is Right
There isn't much to be said for
this comedy short, a mess of slapstick that labors to be funny with
mild success. The footage is made
up of stuff old as the industry itself.
vVhy any studio should insist on
spending time, labor and, above all,
film on this kind of thing is beyona
understanding. El Biendel is the
main performer. He plays a bashful
bridegroom whose honeymoon is
marred by a series of stupid incidents
in which subtlety plays no part at
all.

"Barney Bear's Victory Garden"
M-G-M
8 mins.
Fairly Funny
Playing to 109,341 people, Columbia's "Commandos Strike at Dawn"
Barney Bear, moved by patriotism,
set a new two-week mark at the sets out to plant a victory garden
Criterion, where it holds over, the and runs into no end of difficulties.
house reported yesterday.
A mole that insists on devouring
every growing thing in the garden
supplies his chief headache. In his
Kelland
as "Fall Guy"
Clarence Budington Kelland, au- efforts to destroy the critter Barthor of the Scattergood stories proney makes a shambles of the garduced by RKO, was the "fall guy" ing. den. Some of the incidents in the
at the monthly luncheon of the Cir- Technicolor cartoon are quite amuscus Saints and Sinners yesterday
at the Waldorf-Astoria.

"Dawn" Tops at Criterion

Radin Joins OWI Here

"Slay
It With
Flowers"
(Color
Rhapsody)
Paul Radin, account executive for
6 Mins.
Buchanan & Co., and formerly with Columbia
United Artists, has resigned from
The Fox and Fair
the Crow are at it
the advertising agency to join the
OWI in New York.
again in this Technicolor
cartoon.

Okay
SERIAL

*

"The Valley of Vanishing 20
Men"
Columbia
Mins.
On the basis of the first two epi"The Valleyimmensely
of Vanishingpopular
Men"
shouldsodes prove
with the kids. The opening reels
of the serial are packed with action
and exciting incidents that are cercain to work the youngsters into a
furore. The time is after the Civil
War and the setting is the territory
of New Mexico. The hero, played by
Bill Elliott, goes West when he is
mustered out of the Confederate
army to locate his father, a prospector who has vanished mysteriously.
Investigation discloses that his dad
is but one of many persons who
have dropped out of sight without
explanation. Our hero sets out to
get at the bottom of the mystery.
It seems the villain has been spiriting people away to work as slaves
in
a
mine
to involves
Elliott's
father.
Thebelonging
action also
efforts of the villain to prevent assistance from being sent to Juarez
in his struggle against Maximilian.
Slim Summerville plays a comic aide
to Elliott. Also in the cast is Carmen Morales. The chapters run
about 20 minutes each.

WB Signs Alex Actrons
As Gershwin Film Aide
Alex A. Aarons, Broadway producer, who presented George Gershwin's first musical comedy and 10
of his subsequent musical shows,
has been signed by Jack L. Warner,
executive producer of the Warner
Bros, studios, to assist Jesse L.
Lasky on the Gershwin film biog.,
"Rhapsody in Blue."

Set Blood Donors Night
Boston — Theatrical Post of the
American Legion in co-operation
with the local Variety Club will
sponsor
blood
March 8 awith
the donor's
goal 100 night
pints on
of
plasma.
Fire Damage Closes House
Huntington, W. Va.— The State is
closed owing to heavy damages suffered when fire broke out in rear of
stage.
Abe Hyman operates.
This time the Fox is trying to plant
a victory garden. The Crow eats up
the seeds as fast as the Fox plants
them. When the latter tricks the invader into eating a hot pepper seed,
the fight is really on. The two keep
at
it until the
Crowthelearns
he's of
beena
interfering
with
planting
victory garden. That makes him
pretty much ashamed of himself,
and at the end the two enemies have
become friends. This one is good for
a few laughs.
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Momand Details
Theater Finances
(Continued from Page 1)

Bower Broaddus. George S. Ryan,
Momand chief counsel, Tuesday told
The Film Daily that direct examination of Momand would in all probability be completed this morning
and he would then be ready for
cross-examination.
Questions will be fired at Momand chiefly by D. I. Johnston for
the distributor defendants and C.
B. Cochran for the Griffith defendants. This cross-examination will
probably last from three to five days.
Yesterday Momand's testimony
was devoted to placing into the
records dollar and cents details of
the operation of his theaters and the
losses sustained in the 1926-1931
period covered by the action. Purpose of this procedure was to establish Momand's request for damages.
Judge Broaddus has as yet given
no decision with regard to the Maud
and Wewoka realty claims for damages which he last Friday asserted
would be denied and stricken from
the petition unless Ryan could prove
through citations of law in a specially prepared brief that damages
could be collected for intention to
build or. operate a theater. The
Maud request for damages approximates $35,000 and the sum asked in
the Wewoka request is approximately $120,000.
John Caskey, defense staff attorney, has returned from a hurried
business trip to California to resume
his activities in the case. Caskey
left his seat at the counsel table
Jan. 15. During Wednesday's session the standard contract came up
for considerable discussion between
Judge Broaddus and Ryan over the
clause relative to playing of pictures
in sequence of release. Ryan maintained that everything in the standard contract was wrong and that the
contract itself was plain conspiracy.
Judge Broaddus commented that it
could't bebinationmaintained
every
was restraint of
trade.com-

City College Revamps Courses

The immediate need for trained
technicians in the production of war
information and training films has
prompted the Institute of Film
Techniques at City College to drop
from its curriculum all courses on
the use of film and the history of
film "until further notice." The
institute announces that its facilities for. the present "will be devoted to the instruction of production personnel."
PRC Sets Near East Deal
PRC has closed a deal with A. Ali
of Bombay for the distribution of
the 1942-43 program in the Near
East,, including Egypt. PRC was
represented in the negotiations by
Roberto D. Socas, export manager.
Femme Aide Steps Out
New Haven — Lauralee O'Neill,
first woman assistant at the Roger
Sherman, has resigned, and Charles
Patch is new assistant..

THE FEMININE TOUCH
Memphis — Eddie Mae Hamil, is
making Main St. theater history as
the first woman to manage a Loop
cheater. She has been appointed
manager of the Strand where she
oegan her career as a candy girl two
years ago. Promotion of Miss Hamil
further establishes the policy of M.
A. Lightman, owner of the Malco
circuit, in advancing women to executive jobs in his theaters. He was
the first to appoint a woman manager in his nabes.

town first-run theaters to capitulate
to the feminine trend in service
staffs.
LeMars, la. — Shirley Crowley has
been named manager of the Pic ana
Royal Theaters here. The houses
a»e owned by the March brothers,
who have houses in South Dakota
and ISIebraska also.

Midwestern Femme
Exhibs. Successful
St. Louis — Femmes in theater biz
may strike a new note in the country generally, but feminine theater
operators in this neck of the woods
are an old, old story.
Success of Mrs. Bessie Schulter
with her Columbia and Roxy^^s
been outstanding in recent y^ijMrs. Frank Tabler as manager of
the Ivanhoe Theater in Southwest
St. Louis is another highly efficient

Wilmington — With Shirley Munter granted a leave of absence due operator.
Out in Central Missouri, Mildred
to ill health, Helen Tindall takes
Rauth of Rolla, has a chain of sevNew Haven' — Frances Sorensen is over management of Warners' Ritz,
eral houses including the Ritz, Rolchus becoming
the city's first femme burg.la; Crocker, Crocker; Dixon, Dixon;
the new accessories manager here nouse
pilot.
for Vitagraph. Miss Sorensen is
Roxy, Leadwood, and Lyric, Newthe first girl to be appointed to this
Russellville, Ark. — Mildred Warpost at Vitagraph.
Other women in this territory who
ren is the new assistant manager at
the Ritz here, stepping up from have proven successful in motion
Ritz is a Malco house.
Chicago — Femmes are coming into cashier.
pic. theater operations include: Mrs. I
their own along Chicago film row.
Grace Rodgers of Cairo, 111., who
Until last fall, there was only one
Fort Worth, Tex. — Mrs. Ruth has aided her husband, I. W. Rodggirl serving as a film booker — Edna Hightower, wife of Dennis Hightowers in the management of his cirFrank of M-G-M. She now has
cuit in Missouri, Illinois and Arkaner,
co-owner
of
the
Tower,
takes
company. Anna Mae Suffern and over the managerial helm at the
sas; Lottie Wohlert, Main Theater,
Irene Graham are at 20th-Fox, Net- Gateway, replacing George Buell Altamont, 111.; Mrs. W. A. Collins,
tie Solomowitz at RKO, Alice Dubin, who has gone into the Army.
Canton; Ethel M. Hogues, Little !
at the Capital Exchange and the
Theater, Brookport, 111.; Mrs. Alpha
M. Hissy, State Theater, Nashville,
iatter's sister going into B & K
Des Moines — The Monogram ex- 111.;
Mae Preston, Lyric, Campbell;
booking department at the Chicago
change in Des Moines has turned to
cheater headquarters.
feminine bookers with Pat Crosland Miss Bernice Montgomery, Horstcaking over the duties formerly held man Theater, Chaffee; Mrs. Roy
Tampa, Fla. — Mrs. Darrel Y. by Louis Bulgarelli who is now in Hunter, Cuba, Cuba; Mrs. Charley
Howton has been named assistant to the Army stationed at Camp Dodge. Goodnight, DeSoto; Mrs. C. W.
manager Paul G. Lewis of the Vic- Miss Crosland formerly worked for Cannon, Orpheum, Elsberry; Mrs.
tory Theater, which is served by Warners in Des Moines.
D. E. Williams, who has houses in
usherettes, most of whom are there
Hermann, Owensville, and Union;
because the Army has taken their
Pittsburgh— The local RKO ex- Sara Muchneck, Globe, St. Louis;
husbands.
change has appointed its second wo- Pauline B. Ayers, Legion, Steelville,
man booker, Miss Mildred Ludin, and Mrs. J. C. Shannon, owner of
Jacksonville, Fla. — Elsie L. Smith, who replaces Earl Friedman, recent- two houses in Portageville.
ly inducted into the Army. Miss
who as Ann Evans, is film commentator for Stations WMBR and Marion Willett was recently made
WFOY, is doubling as manager a booker at this exchange, replac- That "Casablanca" Copy
ox the San Marco theater at South
ing Jack Weltner who also entered
Just Sheer Coincidence
Jacksonville. House is operated by the service about a month ago.
Florida State Theaters circuit.
Warners was insistent yesterday
Sheffield, Pa. — Because of a shortthat it was just sheer coincidence
Charlotte, N. C. — Jack Austin,
age of male operators, H. H. Balmanager of the Paramount-Wilby- densperger, who operates the Uto- that the New York morning dailies'
Kincey theaters here, announces
pian Theater here, has employed a ads for "Casablanca" were headed:
these changes in personnel: Mrs. Viv- woman apprentice projectionist, Miss "Was there ever a picture more
ian Thomas, formery of the Dil- Thadia Christiansen.
Radio survey organizations estiworth, assumes charge of all "book
mated that there were no less than
work" for the five theaters, and Mrs.
Memphis — With Gerald Kornegay, 5,000
Ruby Thomas and Mrs. Mildred
timely?"
mentions
of Casablanca in nation-wide radio broadcasts between
Lawing are named assistant man- office manager at Columbia exchange,
10
and
11
p.m.
Tuesday night alone,
resigned,
Mrs.
Clair
Michael
has
agers at the Carolina. Martin Street,
formerly assistant manager at the ben appointed biller.
while yesterday's New York papers
Carolina theater, has been made
had as many as four CasablancaNewark — The first female ticket- dateline stories on page 1, plus many
manager of the Dilworth.
chopper in this city has appeared yarns and editorials on inside pages.
at the Rialto Theater, a 3,200 indie
Result: A general rush to the boxColumbus, O. — Loew's Ohio here located in the downtown sector. This
now has an usherette staff for after- theater was also first to experiment office, according to reports from
about 40 spots. Far western houses
(.Continued on Page 10)
noon duty. It's the last of the downwhich heard the Roosevelt-Churchill
meeting news as early as 7 p.m. Pacific War Time, started cashing in
Feminine Managers So Common in Detroit
advised.
the
same night, the home office was

They're Employing Them for Replacements
Detroit — Feminine managers are getting so common now that they're using
them for replacements. The Broder Circuit is putting in Carol Scholar, head'
cashier at the Times Square, as new manager at the Rainbo, which made history
a few months ago when another ex-cashier, frances Marie Brock was namedl
manager.
to a larger circuit. Pearl Vash is taking Miss Scholar's!
place.
at theLatter
Timesgoes
Square.

:=

Print demand, it was said, far exceeded the supply with one exhib.
vainly offering a 75 per cent split
for the pic. Colonial theater, Allentown, broke a half page ad in the
Call there this morning to tie in the
North African news with the pic's
opening there tonight.

m
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Nov. Theater Bond
Sales Running High

TO THE

DAILY

Cut New York
Export Shipments

COLORS!

PHIL REISMAN, JR., scripter of ) Army. JAMES HILL and JOHN
the
"This is America" series re- MUSANTE, projectionssts at the
what the November total will be
Army.
and Strand, are also in the
leased by RKO, has given up his American
when all houses listed on the WAC motion picture work for the duration
— • —
roster have made their returns, past and has joined the U. S. Marines.
performance and a steady national He is the second of the twin sons of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ir^- "\se in theater sales would in- the RKO vice-president to join the
Hollywood— MICHAEL HARVEY,
diJF^ that an additional $5,000,000 colors.
actor under contract to Paramount,
is probable.
reports to the Army Feb. 1.
SOL ZATT, associate editor of
— • —
has gone into the MariBenton, 111. — J. E. DeSilva, man- Billboard,
Coral Gables, Fla.— JAMES BARtime
Service,
U.S.N.R.
as
a
yeoman
ager of the Fox Capitol Theater,
NETT, manager of the Coral Thehandling
spearheaded a war Bond drive in head
ater, has left -•
for —Camp Blanding,
Bay. public relations at SheepsFla.
this town of 8,000 inhabitants that
resulted in a sale of $362,850, one West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of the largest per capital records
Hollywood— GLENN FORD, CoMontgomery,
Ala. — JOHN
S.
in the country. Campaign had as
lumbia star, will leave Hollywood for CALDWELL, Paramount assistant
its central idea the auctioning off of Quantico, Va., immediately after manager, has reported to the Army.
a giant porker, called "King Nep- completing the final scene in "Detune."
stroyer" to begin training with the
Marine Corps.
(Continued from Page 1)

Manning Operators Bill
Okayed by Assembly Com.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

"Something JSew
Has Been Added"
Something new —

and extremely

topical — has been added to M-G-M's
national Lion's Roar program. This
is a series of messages combining
the morale value of film entertainment with a plea to the public to
conserve fuel and power to meet
war-time
contingencies.

to
to Trinidad out of Mobile,"
saidship
Barnett.
An encouraging note, according,
to Barnett, is that currently "shipments are moving more freely."

Thanks/

DAILY

Hollywood— JIMMY LYDON, the
Henry Aldrich in Paramount's Al(Continued from Page 1)
drich Family series, reports for induction into the Army this week,
after the war for renewal of license
without an examination or any pen- following completion of "Henry Alalty. Since several other businesses
drich Plays Cupid." Lydon, who is
years old, has three brothers
are now so covered, ultimate ad- twenty
in
the
Army, and all of them have
vancement of the bill to a vote and
been in the thick of the fighting.
passage is regarded as likely.
A bill hoppered by Assemblyman
Russellville, Aak.— WILLIAM C.
Hulan Jack, Manhattan, would es- PRUETT, assistant manager of the
tablish in the State Labor Depart- Ritz, has been inducted into the
ment a board of fair employmenl Army.
practice of five members, to be ap
pointed by the Governor, to preven
Newark
— MARK
ZOTSTEIN,
race, color or creed discriminatior several years publicity director at
in defense, in places of public accom
Proctor's RKO Theater here, has
modftion, etc.
The proposed fai
quit his desk to join the Army at
employment
practice board woul
Camp Dix. Jack Dotzauer succeeds
him.
be empowered to investigate all com
plaints.
The bill was referred t;
Ways and Means
Committee.
TO THE COLORS
Rochester— LOTTIE COLTONIAK
of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
Paramount Expanding Usf here
was the first woman from that
Of Magazine Column Ads plant to enter the WAVES.
Paramount is expanding the usr
of its one-column edvertisements ir
magazines of national circulation ar
a result of the success which har
greeted the initial insertions, according to Bob Gillham, advertising
and publicity director. The company also is utilizing its established
formula of using color in advertising
to sell color on the screen. With the
current addition of Liberty, True
Story and American, Gillham estimates that the one-column ads will
reach a potential reading public of
40,000,000.

(Continued from Page 1)

marked for Brazil were at present
going out of Philadelphia. He said
that his company was now able to
ship out of its New Orleans office
film product intended for markets
in the Far East and Middle East,
adding that shipments to certain
Central American countries and
Cuba were now also being made via
Tampa
regularly."
"We able
are
now also"pretty
in a position
of being

WE again thank the
executive who told us
the FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK was the finest
book of reference that
is published in any industry in the United
States — That's why
FILM DAILY gets a kick
out of making them
better, more efficient
and more interesting
each year.

Canton, O.— LEON OANCEA, assistant manager at Warners Ohio
here has been inducted into the
Army.

— • —

Denver — RAY DAVIS, manager of
the northern district for Fox Intermountain Theaters, is attending Officers C?ndidate School. He was
eiven a farewell party and luncheon,
the former by Fox headquarter personnel and the latter by exchange
and theater men. Among the many
gifts he received was a wrist watch.

The 1943

— • —

Bridgeport,
Conn. — Clark Smith
is new manager of Strand Amusement's Park Citv. replacing "SONNY" GREENBERG,
now
in the

Film Year Book

Sylvia Hahlo With NCAC
National Concert and Artists Corp.
has expanded the activities of its
popular division to include the booking of artists for the legitimate theater. Sylvia Hahlo, theatrical agent
who was secretary to Martin Beck
when he was head of the Orpheum
Circuit, will be in charge of the
deprrtment beginning Monday.
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May End Closings in
Conn, to Save Fuel
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WAR

THE FEMININE TOUCH

SERVICE

. . .on the Film Front

i (Continued from Page 8)
(Continued from Page 1)

ers report, and three weeks' supply
of anthracite coal.
Tuesday closings have now been
adopted by the Loew-Poli, Paramount, Roger Sherman, Westville
and Whitney, while on Wednesday
the Dixwell, Howard, Lawrence,
Lincoln, Pequot, Rivoli, Strand and
Whalley close. The College will close
on Thursdays and the Bijou, Fridays.
Critics of the closing plan here
pointed out that theater, store and
other buildings containing offices or
residents must maintain their heating at normal, and little saving of
fuel is actually affected. Moreover,
it is pointed out that the project
defeats its own purpose by sending
hundreds of sales people to their
homes, where they will step up
temperatures and burn as much fuel
or more as is saved by store closing.

Local 109 to Safeguard
"White Collars" Welfare
(Continued from Page 1)

duction be drastically curtailed as
result of raw stock reduction or
other war strictures. This was
learned yesterday when Dave Golden, organizer for the Screen Office
and Professional Employes Guild,
Local 109, UOPWA, let it be known
that should such a problem arise his
union was prepared to take it up
with the U. S. Employment Service,
which, he said, would be gsked to
retrain the film workers for jobs
in other essential industries.
Golden asserted that the SOPEG
was waiting to see what happened
before taking any definite measures.
"We don't know what the next few
months will hold," he said.

with high school girls as usherettes
after school hours, two weeks ago,
replacing men lost to the Armed
forces and war industry.
Omaha — Hazel Anderson, head
booker at the Metro exchange, has
been promoted to office manager,
succeeding Howard E. Clark, now
in the Navy. Fred Fejfar moves to
the first booking desk and Evelyn
Cannon, cashier, has been named
second booker. Helen Baum moves

Worcester, Mass. — Harry F. Shaw,
Loew-Poli division manager, announces that Joe Amstead, manager
of the Elm Street here, is on a
leave of absence because of illness,
and Gertrude Tracy, former assistant at the Poli, Worcester, has
been promoted to Amstead's position. Mary Foley, relief cashier at
uhe Poli, has become assistant manager, making the tenth woman on
the Loew-Poli
managerial staff.

Skouras Radio Program
To be Devoted to China
The "This Is Our Cause" radio
program, sponsored by the Skouras
Theaters as a contribution to the
war effort, on Sunday will be devoted to China.

Des Moines, la. — Georgia Bricker
becomes the first femme manager
here, taking over the management
of the Tri-States Ingersoll Theater
in place of Vernon Carr, who has

Preceding the world premiere of
"Air Force" at the Hollywood Theater on Wednesday, Warners will
hold an invitation preview of the
picture at 11 p.m. Tuesday night,
following the last showing of "Casablanca."

Press Post for Neilson
Rutgers Neilson, RKO publicity
manager, was named chairman of
the public relations committee at
the January meeting of the Dance
Educators of America, New York
chapter of the Dancing Masters of
America.

Cincinnati — Mrs. Sylvia Gertzman
change.
is the new booker in PRC's local exSulphur Springs, Fla. — Mrs. Onita
Miles is the first femme theater
manager in this area. Formerly connected with the Florida Theater in
Roxy.
Tampa,
she now is manager of the

up to the cashier's desk.
Richmond, Va. — Gertrude Peace,
Chicago — Sylvia Astrahan has former cashier at the Venus, has
been named assistant manager of the been appointed assistant manager of
Ellisburg Loop Studio Theater. She the Venus and Ponton Theaters, succeeding Bob Dunnavant, who was
is the first Loop woman manager.
called to the Army. She is the first
Memphis — Louis Head, booker at woman assistant manager in this
M-G-M exchange has joined the section.
Army. He has been succeeded by
Cleveland— Vitagraph has added a
Evelyn Bowers.
second girl to its booking department. Jeanne Cooke has been proNew Haven — Gertrude Horowitz
moted to the position, joining Ruth
is the new office assistant at the
Spott who
Loew-Poli here, working with Bob months
ago. was appointed several
Russell, manager.

Toledo, O. — Angela Krupp is manager at the Palace, Toledo, replac;ng Bill Callaway, now out of show
biz. Miss Krupp was formerly in
charge of the candy counter.
Judith Lubit has been named assistant manager of Loew's Esquire,
Toledo. These are the first feminine executives in local downtown
houses.

Invitation "Air Force" Preview

joined the Army. Miss Bricker formerly was assistant manager of the
Uptown Theater.

Memphis — Mrs. Bernice Hunt has
been appointed assistant cashier at
Columbia exchange.
San Francisco — Film row now
boasts a total of five femme bookers
owing to vacancies caused by demands of selective service and national defense work. Included in
this number are Betty Baker, Paramount; Betty Gamble, Universal:
Gladys Paull, Warner Brothers; and
Gladys Brownsee and Kathryn Hackett of M-G-M.
Pittsburgh — Clare Neiderberger,
secretary and assistant to J. T. McGreevey, booker and buyer for the
Harris Circuit of Theaters, is resigning to take the position of head
booker at the local RKO exchange.

Baltimore — "Our Service Boy of the
Week" is a new and novel idea originated
by the Ambassador Theater, de luxe nabe
here. Each week, the name of a neighborhood boy in the armed forces is sgL'Nsd
and to him goes credit for all WarlHj'Jjs
and Stamps sold during the seven-day
A photograph of the theater showing his
name
period. on the marquee is also sent him; as
well as a program with his name in it; a
list of those who purchased Bonds and
Stamps during the week, and a letter -telling
him how many Bonds and Stamps were
sold.
... — V ... —
So impressive is the 175-foot March of
Dimes trailer that will be shown on 14,000
screens during the Infantile Paralysis drive
Feb. 18-24 that its merits "credits"— Herman Hoffman, Edward Lawrence and Frank
Whitbeck did the script; Robert Surtees
and Joseph Ruttenberg, the photography;
Roy Brickner the film editing and Pacific
Title & Art studio the titles; music by
M-G-M studio.
M-G-M
recording orchestra; produced at
... — V ... —
With exhibitor pledges for the March of
Dimes drive (Feb. 18-24) pouring in by the
hundreds in every mail, the campaign headquarters is busy mailing out the "citations" that go to each showman signing
up. Unlike the usual "certificate" issued
as "decorations" for meritorious service in
industry campaigns, this one is so designed
that it can be framed and displayed in
the boxoffice
in the colors
manager's
own
office. and
It islater
in three
and
bears both the signature of National Chairman Nicholas M. Schenck and the facsimile
signature of President
Roosevelt.

Stellar P. A. Junkets Will
Promote PRC's Westerns
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — PRC is arranging national promotion for its three series of Westerns through p.a. tours
involving
their stars and featured
New Hampton, la. — Verna Johnson of New Hampton is the newest players. Plans are now being worked
feminine theater manager to be in- out for junkets for Bob Livingston,
stalled in Iowa, taking over the
in "The
Lone Jim
Rider"Newill
sermanagement of the Mars theater at appearing
ies and Dave
O'Brien,
La Porte City. The house has just and Guy Wilkerson, starring in
been leased by Harry Herman, New "The Texas Rangers" series.
Buster Crabbe and Al St. John,
Hampton theater owner.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

appearing arein currently
PRC's "Billy
pictures,
on athe
tourKid"
of
the Robert
Leppert
circuit
in
Northern California. Cal Shrum and his

News Range
DAILY

Rhythm Rangers, who appear in
"The Texas Rangers" series, are now
touring the Pacific Northwest tying
in with "The Rangers Take Over."

Hollywood — The day's news roundup: Sydney Greenstreet gets Warner stardom via "Brooklyn. U.S.A.". . . Para, has added Oscar Homolka to the cast of
"Hostages". . . . PRC has signed Florence Rice for the lead in "The Ghost and
the Guest". . . . Flora Robson arrives at the week-end from New York to play
in "Saratoga Trunk". . . . Simone S'mon has withdrawn from 20th-Fox's "Heaven
Can Wait". . . . Vincente Minnelli will direct "Meet Me in St. Louis" for
Metro. . . . Republic has signed Henry Steohenson, Llovd Corrigan and Dorothy

Dietz Hears Fate Today
Sentence will be pronounced on
Jack Dietz by Judge William Bondy
in Federal Court, Manhattan, today
on an indictment charging income
tax evasion of $200,237. The producer pleaded guilty to the charge
on Jan. 14. Sentencing was postDAN
poned from Tuesday.

Lovett for "The Man Trap" leads.
with Arline Judge, Dorothy Burgess,
. . Martha Raye will star in a
from North Africa. . . . Reoublic

. . . PRC starts "Girls in Chains" Feb. 12
Roger Clark, Barbara Pepper, among others.
series of 20th-Fox musicals on her return
will glorify the Salvation Armv lassies in
— WILK.
"Front Line Hostess". . . . Norman Foster will be featured in 20th-Fox's "I
Escaped from Hong Kong" when he finished a directorial stint in Mexico.
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TIE EXECS.' CAPITAL PARLEY TO RAWSTOCK
House Bill Calls for Voiding Salary Ceiling Ukase
Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
;By ANDREW

Washington

H. OLDER:
—WASHINGTON

I F the coal situation gets much

worse,

' there's a real possibility that marquees
will be blacked out for the duration. The
WPB power division has been toying with
the idea of dimming all "unnecessary lighting" for more than six months now, but
never got too hot about it. If the action
should be taken now, it'll be at the behest
of Harold Ickes, whose worries as Petroleum
Co-ordinator have been matched only by his
worries as Sold Fuels Co-ordinator. . . .
Only street lighting, generally, and not
even all street lighting would be permitted.
The coal situation could mean a nationwide dim-out as severe as that along the
Eastern seacoast. . . . The reason being,
of course, to save some of the huge quantities of coal burned by local power companies.

•

•

A ND still the word we hear in Washing** ton — from all but government sources —
is that a substantial new cut in raw stock
is due to be announced for the next quarter.
Harold Hopper hasn't made any bones about
the seriousness of the situation, but in
expressing hope that industry allotments
will not have to be reduced below the
present level he has been far more of an
optimist than most people here interested
in the problem. . . . And we think that
when Hopper gets back from the Coast
next week he's liable to find some more
bad news from the Army, which may be
requesting film for another few secret devices about which he hasn't yet been told.
. . . And, honest, we couldn't name them,
either. . . . And wouldn't admit it if we
could.

•

Rep. Gearhart's Measure
Would Kill Plan Outright
As "Communist Platform"

•

IT seems to be a safe bet that swollen
' Washington will far surpass its $27,000
showing in the M'le 0' Dimes of last year.
The long counter in front of Loew's Capitol,
with bottles for every state and many foreign
countries, ought to take care of a pretty
good part of that amount by itself. . . .
That same theater, incidentally grossed over
$5 200 in the United Nations campaign,
wh le the Palace, of the same circuit, topped
$5,000. The Trans-Lux, with only 600 seats,
collected $3,340 — which ought to be the
record per capita. . . . Returns are still
coming in from theaters in the district, but
(Continued on Page 2)
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RATHV0N NAMES
FREEMAN AIDE

New Presidential Assistant
Washington — Charging that the
OES salary ceiling regulations were
With Company Since '41
"part of the Communist Party platform in 1928," Rep. Bertrand W.
Gearhgrt, Republican from Fresno,
Appointment of Norman Freeman
Cal., yesterday put a bill before the as assistant to the president was anHouse calling for the voiding of the
nounced yesterday by Prexy
N.
Peter
Rathvon
regulations.
RKO
Corp.
Gearhart's bill, the first to call of Freeman
has
specifically for the killing of the
salary ceiling, followed by only two been identified
(Continued on Page 10)
with RKO since
Jan. 1, 1941 but
had aided in
connection with

Col. to Talk 1943-44
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Top-ranking Columbia home office and sales executives, headed by
Jack Cohn, executive vice-president,
will convene at the Drake Hotel in
Chics go Sunday, for a three-day
sales meeting. A. Montague, general sales manager, will preside.
Chief topic of discussion at the
meeting will be the method of dis(Continued on Page 4)

Lift Juvenile Admission
Restriction Temporarily

the
company's
reorganization
and other
tivities acsince
April, 1935. He
was named assistant secretary
and assist a n t treasurer
of RKO Radio
NORMAN
FREEMAN
in March, 1941
F; eeman (Continued
graduatedon Page
from2) the Busi-

Bookkeeping Errors
Charged to Montand

Growing Seriousness of
Situation Believed Cause
Of Feverish Consultations
Washington

By ANDREW H. OLDER
Bureau of THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — The growing
seriousness of the raw film situation and means by which
available film may best be used to
aid in the prosecution of the war
are believed mainly responsible for
feverish consultation here yesterday among a small group of the industry's top executives.
(Continued
on Page 10) During

Storm Cuts Grosses
In Local Theaters
The snow and sleet that swept
over New York yesterday and
coated the city with ice had their
effect on Broadway theaters. With
the apparent exception of attendance at the Radio City Music Hall
and the Paramount, business was off
from 5 to 25 per cent along the
street.
While many transients appeared
(Continued on Page 7)

Sheehan Will Produce
Rickenbacker Biog. Pic

New York City film theaters will
not be required from Jan. 30 to Feb.
Oklahoma
City — Charges
that
Winfield R. Sheehan will produce
8 to observe the existing regulation serious errors in bookkeeping rec- a feature based on the life of Capt.
governing admission of unaccomords as compared
with totals ar- Eddie Rickenbacker, the latter dis(Continued on Page 4)
panied under-age children before 3 i ived at in the requests for damages,
(Continued on Page

{Continued on Page 4)

10)

Grierson Heads Canadian WIB
Film Commissioner

Gets Newly Created Post

Keith's Philly, Purchased
By Goldman, Gives Him 3
Philadelphia — William Goldman of
William Goldman Theaters announced yesterday that he had purchased
Keith's Theater in Chestnut St. from
Harvard University, owner of the
building:. Price paid is reported to
be $250,000.
Goldman
will take
(Continued on Page 2)

Montreal — What is indicated as a
radical change in the War Information Board is involved in the official
announcement yesterday of the appointment of John Grierson as general manager by Charles Vining,
chairman.
Vining explained that Grierson in
the newly created position of general manager will be the chief executive
officer of the Board.
Grier(Continued on Page 10)

Arnold's Elevation
To Bench Closer
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Senate approval of
the appointment of Judge Wiley
Rutledge to the Supreme Court,
voted yesterday, makes the elevation
of Trust-Buster Thurman W. Arnold
to the seat on the Federal Court
bench Rutledge vacated loom even
closer. No action is looked for, of
course, while the President is out
of the country, but he is expected
to name Arnold to the post upon his
return.

Ws?
Reeling

'Round

WASHINGTON
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(Continued from Page 1)
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Metro Extends Air Show
Use to WWJ in Detroit

1/4

%
1/8

there ought to be a full report for the
district in a few days.

•

•

DICK LaFALCE tells us that "Road to
'^ Morocco," during its first week at the
Earle, drew more customers than any film
in the 18-year history of that theater.
Slightly under 60,000 Washingtonians piled
into the 2,200-seater, despite the fact that
SRO signs were out at the Ambassador,
another Warner first-run house which plays
the same pix as the Earle simultaneously
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Kate Smith May Portray
Marie Dressier for RKO
The long search for someone to
play the role of Marie Dressier in a
film biography of the late comedy
star will be at an end if nothing
happens to upset negotiations with
RKO Radio for the services of Kate
Smith. It was learned yesterday
that negotiations were started during the recent Eastern trip of
Charles duction
Koerner,
the company's prohead.

The deal hinges on whether RKO
for neighborhood patrons. Only "42nd will be able to obtain rights to "The
of Marie Dressier" from David
Street," which played at holiday prices Life
during the 1933 inauguration week, showed O. Selznick, who owns the property,
it was indicated by Ted Collins,
a better gross.
•
•
Miss Smith's manager. Negotiations for the rights are now in
\A/E understand "Commandos Strike at
progress
between the company and
T ™ Dawn" was snapped up without any Selznick.
hesitation by representatives of Soviet
Collins announced yesterday that
Russia, and will be seen on Russian screens
before long. . . • And that the OWI Miss Smith had been engaged by
Central Film Index is coming along fast' Warner Bros, to appear in a "God
now, soon to provide super-super service Bless America" production number
on battle scenes.
in the screen version of "This Is
the Army," in which she would sing
the famous Irving Berlin tune. He
Keith's Philly, Purchased
said that the RKO negotiations for
By Goldman, Gives Him 3 the singer's services in the Marie
Dressier film were expected to be
(Continued from Page 1)
completed upon her arrival on the
possession of Keith's theater on Coast some months hence to disApril 1.
charge the Warner assignment.
Purchase of Keith's gives Goldman
three downtown theaters in Philadlephia, the other two being Er- "Casablanca" Business
langer's and the News, the forme:
closed for lack of product, the latter Boosted 30-80 Per Cent
showing both newsreels and revivals.
As a result of the stimulation
Keith's has been operated in re- provided by the Casablanca Confercen tyears as subsequent-run house
ence story "breaks," Wednesday
by Stanley-Warner. Goldman has box-office results for "Casablanca"
an anti-trust suit pending against throughout the country were boosted
Warners and other majors, claiming from 30 to 80 per cent above normal,
hat he is unable to buy films from according to the daily business reports filed with the Warners home
them for the Erlanger. Keith's, it
is believed, will continue to get sec- office yesterday. The Hollywood
id-run pix, giving rise to a new Theater on Broadway, where the
complication in an already compli- picture has just gone into its tenth
cated situation — that of Goldman week, showed an increase of 60 per
being refused product for one down- cent.
town theater and getting it for an- today.
"Casablanca" opens simultaneous
other.
runs in three Los Angeles houses

Local Option Referenda
On Sunday Films In Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa. — Local option referenda on Sunday movies in Pennsylvania will be held at the Fall
general election this year on Nov. 2.
Electors in any political sub-division wishing to take the issue to
the polls — either to approve Sunday
movies if they are not permitted at
present or to repeal movies on the
Sabbath if thev are currently legal
— must file petitions with the county
commissioners bearing the signatures of electors equal to five per
cent of the highest vote cast at the
Ipst general election.
Any given municipality may vote
on the Sunday movie only once in
every five years.

After experimenting successfully
in Chicago with a 15-minute radio
program three times a week over
Station WGN, M-G-M has contracted
for a similar program with Station
WWJ, Detroit. First of the M-G-M
pictures to receive a special advance
build-up over the Detroit station
will be "Stand By for Action," "Random Harvest," "Keeper of the
Flame" and "White Cargo."
Ripley, Tenn. — A referendum on
Herschel Hart, columnist on The Sunday movies resulted in a vote of
Detroit News, is the master of cere- 299 to 78 in favor. They will greatly
monies. Donahue & Coe, Inc., is the benefit thousands of soldiers in
advertising agency.
training in this area.

RKO

COmmG and GOIRG
C. C. MAR60N, Latin American supervisor
for Universal, is back from a five-month trip
to Latin America.
MICHAEL TODD has arrived on the Coast.
today.
CHARLES

VIDOR

is expected from the Coast

BILLY ROSE is back from Hollywood.
IRENE
MANNINC
arrives Sundaylonday.!JB>jv
from
the
ot Armv^nd
Army, and
Coast to begin a two weeks' tour of
at theA'jJil
Navy Station,
posts for
USO-Camp
Shows
Air
Lakehurst,
N. J.,
on M
FLORA ROBSON,
signed New
by Warner
"for
"Saratoga
Trunk," leaves
York onBros.
Sunday
for the Coast.

Norman Freeman Made
Assistant to RKO Prexy
(Continued from Page 1)

ness Administration course of Penn
State College in 1928, and from the
Fordham University Law School in
1936. From 1928 to 1933 he was in
Wall Street, and with Atlas Corp.
from 1933 to 1937. From 1937 to
the end of 1940, he was associated
with Rathvon & Co., Inc.

in Rio
Post "U";
Assi
rstein toJoins
Silvegned
Silverstein
as Universal
home "Red"
office
Appointment
of Maurice
rep., with an assignment to Rio de
Janeiro, was announced yesterday
by J. eign
H. department
Seidelman,
company's forvice-prexy.
Silverstein recently resigned a
post in the 20th-Fox foreign department. Prior to that, he had been
with Metro for 16 years. America's entry into the war caused his
return from the Far East where he
was Metro's supervisor.

Abbott-Costello to be
Feted at "U" Luncheon
Universal will play host to Abbott
and Costello at a trade luncheon at
the Waldorf-Astoria next Wednesday, the occasion honoring the comics for their 1942 box-office achievements. Speakers will include Mayor
LaGuardia. Guests will include industry leaders in all fields.

RADIO

PICTURES

BOSTON TUBE SHOWING

"SQUADRON^ LEADER X"
TUESDAY,

RKO

FEBRUARY

2, at 2:30 P.M.

Projection Room
122 Arlington Street
Boston, Massachusetts

&

All the history -shaking happenings of the American
invasion of North Africa . . on the very spot where last
week's

epochal

Roosevelt-Churchill
was held!

Conference

The landing of the assault
barges! The all-out bombing
of strategic strongholds! The
routing of the Axis
Armistice Commission at
the points of bayonets!

Headline names
action! Rommel
Giraud • Eisenhower
Montgomery Clark
and a score
of others!
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ITOA Asks Hearing
On N. Y. Bingo Bills
The ITOA has filed an application
in Albany for a committee hearing
on pending bills to legalize Bingo
when played for charitable purposes.
While members of the New York exhibitor organizations are not using
money games in their theaters and
reportedly are in favor of dropping
them permanently, opposition to the
bill is voiced over the discriminatory
angles of the measures which limit
games to religious or benefit groups
and prohibit them from theaters if
their owners wished to put them in.
Reports from Albany indicate that
Bingo legislative proposals will be
passed without amendments to include theaters unless the exhibitors
put in strong protests.

Lift Juvenile Admission
Restriction Temporarily
{Continued from Page 1)

p.m.

and

after 6 p.m., it was announced yesterday by License Commissioner Paul Moss.
Temporary relaxing of the ban,
Moss declared, will permit children
to ga to movies unaccompanied
throughout the designated span, because the local schools will be shuttered for a vacation period, because
of the fuel shortage, — replacing the
usual Easter vacation.
Actually, Feb. 1-5, inclusive, are
affected by the Moss dictum, for
youngsters are allowed free rein to
attend movies on week-ends, inasmuch as there are no classes on Saturdays and Sundays.
Checkup of exhibitor channels last
night disclosed that theater operators are pleased over the ban's lifting, and generally characterized it
as an intelligent and worthwhile
move. Obviously, it will tend to increase business, and provide needed
recreation for more juvenile entertainment-se kers, itwas agreed.
On Monday, Feb. 8, the rule again
is operative.
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Song of the Islands:

T

T

9 • • UP from Trinidad, the polyglot-populated
hard by the coast of Venezuela, recently came
American woman whom we know, but had not heard
before Pearl Harbor
Why of it was that the good

W»»i IndlM 1*1*
via bomber an
of or from since
lady was la the

said island's metropolis. Port of Spain, working with USO
.She fold
us of Al lolson's visit to the isle's military establishments, which was a
great tonic for the soldier boys, and also of the wallop they got Iron
periodic personal appearances of other entertainers, as well as girlie
shows
But when she spoke of what the movies at« doing on those
far-off strands, — Hollywood movies — , her voice switched from mere
narrative tones to those of downright reverence
T
T
T
•

•

•
OUR industry's feature films, saxs she, are shown nightly
The soldiers give you the impression that all that is done and
demnaded during the tropical daytime
routine is bearable because
evening will bring them their movies
Far more than entertain
ment are the celluloid productions
They are like regularly re
ceived letters from home,— long letters
Everything in the footage
is of consequence
to them, outwardly
and inwardly
All endealing, exciting
They see in the players and the settings, and in
the drama and comedy, so many things,— familiar faces and places, behavior and customs, sitrring in their consciousness lilt/e instances and
experiences once enjoyed in their homeland
In the glamorous
star is mirrored the idyllic gril-back-home
The hero always acts
in the way they themselves would, or have, in certain circumstances
All screen fathers and mothers, in their most kindly qualities,
are always understandably short of the- divine standards of their own
The most pretentious drawing room is but a symbol of the
warmer fires that light the cherished hearths from which they are
absent
And the kitchens devised of our art directors,— elaborate
scientific equipment and decorative atmosphere notwithstanding—,
call up the greater glory of Ma's or Sis's culinary creations beyond
compare (and make it tougli for the Army cooks until the memory of
the movie scene slowly vanishes into dreams, and into time)
T
T
T

Archie Bell Stricken

•

Cleveland, O. — Archie Bell, 65,
veteran dramatic critic of the News,
is dead following a heart attack.

literal target, this phrase of the returned USO worker:
"Those boys
down there would just about go stark, staring mad without their movies"
They appreciate what is being done for their recreational well-

•

•

IT is patently a figure of speech, but not far shy of the

being, she asserts
"Many of the boys axs aware of, and like, the
fact that they are getting lots of films considerably in advance of the
folks at home
When I reutmed to New York, two pictures ware
playing on Broadway which had been seen weeks previously in Trinidad
One boy who handed me a letter to mail home for him replied.
when I remarked that I'd bet his folks would be glad to get such a fat
letter, 'Sure, but they won' tbe happy about the part telling 'em hew
much sooner we get the big movies than they do!'"
▼
T
T
• • • THE USO lady gave lavish praise to General Osborne for
the role which he and his Army colleagues are playing in overseas pic
JANUARY 29
Allen B. DuMont
Johnnie
JANUARY 30
Gradwell
L. Sears
E. V.
C. C. Burr
Oscar
JANUARY 31
Tallulah
Bankhead
Eddie
James Boyle

Cassidy
Richards
Serlin

distribution
"He's a big man by any yardstick," said we, adding
"Have you ever seen him? He's about 6 ft.-8 in. tall"
."He'll be
taller than that when the kids get home
He's up on their pedestal
now," she shot back......

T

Cantor

•

•

•

AVENGE

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

T

(Continued from Page 1)

tribution to be employed in Columbia's 1943-44 program. Another
highlight will be the screening of
three of the company's top pix soon
to be released, "Something to SfcijJt
About," "The Desperadoes," P . .1
Plans will also be laid for the
with Beverly." ^d'
"Reveille co-op.
greatest
campaign ever given
a Columbia picture, for "The More
the Merrier," which will have its
pre-release at the Radio City Music
Hall in April. This co-operative campaign will be keyed to start eight
weeks before release.
Home Office contingent leaving
New York tomorrow on the Twentieth Century, will consist of Cohn,
Montague, Rube Jackter, assistant
general sales manager; Louis Astor
£nd Louis Weinberg, circuit sales
executives; M. J. Weisfeldt, sales
executive; George Josephs, manager
of sales accounting; Maurice Grad,
sales promotion manager; and H. C.
Kaufman, exchange operations manAlso present will be District Manager.
agers Phil Dunas, Sam Gflanty,
Carl Shalit, Jerome Safron and Sam
Moscow; ;s well as Branch Managers B. C. Marcus, Kansas City;
R. C. Hill, Denver; J. B. Underwood,
Dallas; H. J. Chapman, Minneapolis; J. H. Jacobs, Omaha; M. H.
Evidon, Des Moines; 0. J. Ruby,
Milwaukee; W. Guy Craig, Indianapolis; and R. J. Ingram, Atlanta.

Sheehan Will Produce
Rickenbacker Biog. Pic
(Continued from Page

1)

closed in a statement released for
publication today through Christy
Walsh. Arrangements will be handled jointly by Sheehan and Walsh,
a friend of the World War I hero
for many years.
Rickenbacker's st?ttment said
that he had agreed to the filming
"following a year of consideration
based on frequent requests from my
friends in the War Department and
elsewhere." Pic will be based on
episodes in the aviator's life which,
the statement commented, "has embraced all the opportunities and
many of the rewards in the reach
of every citizen."

Western Pa. AMPTO
Stands by 50-50 Nix
Pittsburgh —
Pennsylvan'a,

AMPTO
at

of Western

its last business

meeting,
to crntinue
itsunan'mnus.'v
unalterable agreed
opposition
to
play'ngorganization
piciures onalso
a 50-50
basis.
This
decided
to
consolidate newspaper advertising of
the local theaters under the caption,
Aliied
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. . . And Right Off The Bat He Tops
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with HELEN WALKER • Mabel Paige
Sheldon Leonard * Marie McDonald
Directed by FRANK

TUTTLE

Who Made "This Gun For Hire"
creen Play by Darrell Ware and Karl Tunberg

c^a

Company

Made

Him

le "ROAD
TO MOROCCO" • "STAR SPANGLED RHYTHM" \
The'
'
"THE PALM BEACH STORY" • "HAPPY-GO-LUCKY" • and Cecil B. DeMille's I
(
"REAP THE WILD
WIND ," Released at Popular
/
Prices for Easter
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Slorm Cuts Grosses
In Local Theaters
(.Continued from Page 1)

The ....

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

FEMME

DAILY

Hollywood — The day's news roundup: Cary Grant draws the lead in Columbia's "Concertina" . . . Veronica Lake returned to work yesterday in Para.'s
"So Proudly We Hail" just three weeks after an emergency appendectomy . . .
Republic will make "The Phantom General," based on General LeClerc, commander of the Free French forces in North Africa . . . That current studio

to find refuge from the storm in theaters, the blizzard kept the usual
biographical urge is further reflected by RKO's plan to film the life of the
customers indoors. In most cases,
late Marie Dressier, probably with Kate Smith starring; by Winnie Sheehan's
grosses were off only by 5 to 10
forthcoming production based on the career of Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, by
pey cent, but in others the drop hit
the Billy Wilder-Charlie Brackett idea of doing a pic on the late
Alexander
— WILK.
£___w as 25 per cent.
Woollcott, by the 20th-Fox project for "Kaiser of the U.S.A." and by the
numerous others already on studio schedules.
— "TTburban and neighborhood theaters reported sub-normal attendance, due both to the ban on pleasure driving and the curtailed service
of buses.
Francis Palms Dead
Business appeared to be virtually Mich. Co-Op. Cuts Capital
Detroit — Co-Operative Theaters of
Detroit — Francis Palms, 54, head
normal at the Paramount and the
Music Hall.
Michigan is reducing its capitaliza- of tht family owning the Palmstion from $60,000 to $30,000, allow- State Theater, first-run house, is
ing reclassification of the organiza- ded.
He was the father of Lt. James
Deny Yamins-Interstctte Report
tion according to its capital structure. It was pointed out by David C. Palms, first man connected with
Boston — Published reports that
Nathan Yamins would join Interstate Newman, counsel, that the change Michigan show business to be killed
Circuit as a partner were emphati- in no way impairs the financial in this war, in the Dieppe raid in
cally denied here yesterday by Har- structure, but merely removes ex- September. He is survived by his
old Stoneman.
cess capitalization no longer needed. widow and four children.
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Memphis — Mrs. Kitty Phillip Loop,
resigned as booker's stenogiapher,
ana has been succeeded by Grace
noiioway at Paramount exchange.
Ann Robinson, a newcomer to the
iorce, took over Miss Holloway's
spot as assistant booker's stenograChicago — The Indiana-Illinois circuit is now using girl doormen for
pner.
'.everal houses including Indiana
Theater at Indiana Harbor and the
Lido Theater, Maywood.
Portsmouth, O. — Ruth Garret, with
the Warner theater organization for
the past 13 years, part of that time
as assistant manager at the Columbia Theater, takes over as manager
of the Capitol Theater, Sidney. She
succeeds Ralph Halliwell, who has a
little matter to settle with the Axia.

MUSIC-Film

HENRY

TOUCH

WILCOXON

• PATRICK

Daily

BROOKS

WILLIAM
DEMAREST
• RUTH
DONNELLY
and members of the 20 minus club BOBBY BREEN
. BABY SANDY
. "ALFALFA" SWITZER
. "SPANKY" McFARLAND
BUTCH AND BUDDY . CORA SUE COLLINS • ROBERT COOGAN . Director JOHN H. AUER . Screen play by LAWRENCE KIMBLE . Original story by FREDERICK KOHNER
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RCA SERVICE CO. AID TO GOV'T^TRADlE
Building Code Revision Before Ohio's Functions
Legislators
of the New

Changes In Regulations
Held Necessary; Many
In Force 30 Years Old

Columbus, 0. — The Ohio General
Assembly is considering legislation
introduced by Lucas County (Toledo) representatives, to change the
state building code, established in
1911. Sponsored originally by the
Toledo chapter of the American Institute of Architects and Toledo Section, Architects Society of Ohio, as
a result of the Cocoanut Grove
disaster in Boston, the move for revision of the building code now has
the support of the state architects'
organizations.
Sen. Raymond Hildebrand, and
Rep. Fred Myers, of the House,
have introduced identical measures
asking for the appointment of a
seven-member building code commission to survey the present code
and recommend changes.
Since the establishment of the
present building code more than 30
(Continued on Page 9)

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE

THAT fires, notwithstanding their destructiveness, can have a constructive
aspect is exemplified by the blaze which
damaged the interior of the Cheshire (Conn.)
Theater isrecently.
The constructive
out'growth
worth noting,
because, through
the mishap, an excellent lesson can be
learned by our industry currently, — particularly by the exhibition field and those channels which supply it. The lesson is a symbolic one.
Bill Hutchins, National Theatre Supply's
branch manager at New Haven, was oddly
enough, the discoverer of the blaze, while
en route from his headquarters to New Brita'n on a service call. Passing the Cheshire
Theater on the main highway, he espied a
wisp of smoke curling up through the booth

Wheeling — Largest and newest
West Virginia film house, the Capitol, is uncle' going alterations under
the aegis of the Byrum Construction
n*>. and at an estimated cost of some
$1,800.
Improvements, according to Manager Reese Rosser, include enlargement of staff offices ;. plus new quarters for executives and provision of
better secretarial and auditing departments ofWest Virginia Theatrical Enterprise Co., the owners.

WPB Gives Okay to
Stand's Rebuilding
Bloomington, Ind. — Immediate rebuilding ofthe Harris-Grand Theater
here, which was gutted by fire last
July, has been authorized by WPB
on the ground that additional recreational facilities are needed in the
local area for service men and women
at Indiana University, Camp
bury and Burns City.

Atter-

INTIL the fire engines arrived, the NTS
branch manager, held the blaze in
check as best he could via a 21 2 -gallon
fire extinguisher, — all the while hoping that
the flames would not eventually reach the
projection booth. When the town's firemen
put in an appearance, he stood guard in
front of the booth, using all his persuasive
power to convince the fire fighters that
the room and its equipment needed none
of their ministrations. Finally, he won his
Naturally, when the owner of the theater
point.
arrived, he was gratified to see that the
blaze had not done more damage than it
did, and, too, was exceedingly grateful to

venHlator. It wasn't a matinee day, and
besides, thought Hutchins, that wisp of
:-moke had no business being there anyway.
So he stopped his car and ran over to investigate.

Hutchins for the latter's alert and valuable
aid. And shared, also, the relief that nothing had happened to the projection booth
and equipment.

DY

the time he reached the theater,

KjOW
the tale.
lesson, — or moral, if you
•^
will, for
to this

^ smoke was billowing out from a crack in
the booth door which opened onto the

All over America today, — and inieed the
world, — a conflagration is raging, beside
which the crackling blaze in the Cheshire
Theater is not even a microscopic cinder.
We mean the war. To arrest ITS destructive powers, we all have to stop in our
normal pursuit of business, as Hutchins did
when he saw the smoke-wisp, and pitch
into the immediate task, as he did into the
threatened
theater.

•

heeling's Capitol
ets Improvements

H. MORRIS

Equipment Editor of THE FILM DAILY

theater's roof, so Hutchins called out to a
gasoline station attendant next door to turn
in an alarm, while he himself managed,
'fter some difficulty, to force open an exit
door leading to the auditorium.
What greeted him was a heavy blanket
of smoke, but off in the distance he could

•

hear
the hefirehimself
crackling
vigor.
Because
had with
helpedom'nous
in equipping
Additionally, the Cheshire incident is
lhe theater several years previously, Hutchins j symbolic to this writer of the war functions
knew the house intimately, and could tell of the supply dealers of the nation. They
that the fire was blazing in a room con- MUST preserve the operations of our theater,— the heart of which is the projection
ta'ning
oanels. the switchboard and all the meter |room.

Organization Cover Both
War and Peace Problems
Camden — Three objectives, — namely, stepping up of service to the
TJ. S. aimed
ters facedforces; aid to film theawith the neces ity to
carefully conserve sound
their
vital
equipment
for the duration; tablish
and esment
of highly eftiesficient
nowfacilito
provide
postwar assistEDWARD C. CAHILL
ance picture
to motion
houses, — are the chief purposes behind the formation of RCA Service
{Continued on Page 9)

SMPE Huddle Feb. 25;
Anderson Will Speak
Film theaters' value and functions
in wartime community safety is
planned for further delineation at
the next Atlantic Coast Section
meeting of SMPE, scheduled for
Feb. 25 in the Hotel Pennsylvania,
with Henry Anderson, chairman of
the organization's
sub-committee
on
(Continued on
Page 9)

Copper Drive Nears MO Tons

Pix9 Equipment, Aid
To Defeat The Japs

Greater N.Y. Stands Step Up Contributions

Chicago — In an address before the
DeVry Co. employes here, Lt. Commander Henry P. Michiels of the
U. S. Navy declared that film shows
are not only a great help in the
building of morale among the crews
of the Pacific war zone ships, but

Indoor and Outdoor Shows
Motivates Lease Deal

Checkup
with Committee
the film industry's
War
Activities
disclosed
yesterday that the national total of
copper, salvaged via drippings and
Toledo, O. — Community Theaters carbon butts and turned into accredited collection depots by theaters
of Toledo, Inc., has leased the 1,000seat indoor theater of the Museum co-operating in the drive with WAC,
of Natural Science in the Toledo has reached 19,439 pounds. MomenZoological Gardens of Walbridge
tum of the campaign is also reported
Park, which it will operate as a to be gaining steadily, but is still
neighborhood house.
jCmtimuti «s Pag* *)

give the men a better combative
spirit to use against the Japs. He
gave DeVry equipment the highest
rating,tion and
called
for more co-operafrom the
industry.
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A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre
hensively covering the equipment field. _ pub
lished every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.
Ralph Wilk, Bureau
Chief.

Gov't, Trade Aided
By RCA Service Co.
(Continued from Page 8)

Co., Inc., whose launching was announced at mid-week, it was declared
yesterday by sources close to the
move.
The new company, a separate subsidiary of the RCA Victor Division
of the Radio Corporation of America, is headed by Edward C. Cahill,
veteran engineer and prominent in
the activities of SMPE, with W. L.
Jones as vice-president and general
manager. Foimer retains his other
responsibilities with the RCA Victor Division, and the latter, former
(Continued from Page 8)
considerably short of the potential. manager of RCA Victor's Service
Accordingly, film houses are urged and Installation Division, likewise
serve the RCA orto join the drive itself instead of will continueganization into
additional capacities.
turning their drippings and stripRCA Service Co., Inc., will conpings into their local junk dealers.
tinue to devote a major part of its
efforts to the installation and serWAC's copper collection from
vicing of vital radio and sound
scrap matinees has attained the
equipment for the armed forces
23,000-pound mark, it was asserted
"wherever they may be, and in all
yesterday by Arthur Mayer, chairman of the National Salvage Camparts
of the
world."
Twelve
district
service offices are
paign.
maintained in Hollywood, San Francisco, Dallas. Kansas City, Atlanta,
Most recent shipments of carbon
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, New
drippings and butts from these sec- York Boston, Philadelphia, and
tors came from the following stands:
Beacon Theater, East Orange. N. J, ; Sc anton, respectively. From these
offices a highly trained technical
Hempstead, Hempstead. L. I. ; Playhouse.
Great Neck, L. I.; Pilgrim, Bronx; Park staff installs and services theater
Lane, Palisades. N. J. ; Arcade. Lynbrook.
sound equipment for industrial
L. I.j Apollo, Jersey City; Roosevelt. Flush- ilants, schools, churches, hospitals,
ing; Victoria. Ossining, N. Y. ; Plaza, Englewood, N. J. ; Rivoli, Belmar, N. J. ; Gra- and homes.

l%er Drive Close
To the 10-Ton Mark

nada, Corona (Queens) ; Rivoli, Little Carnegie, New Amsterdam, Yorktown and Dorset, Manhattan; Still well, Park, Embassy,
and Ambassador. Brooklyn ; College, College
Point, L. I. ; Capitol, Jersey City ; Court
Square, Newton, N. J. ; Roosevelt. Woodhaven, L. I.; Vogue. Bronx; Park, Morristown, N. J.; Hicksville, Hicksville. L. I.;
Paramount, Plainfield, N. J. ; Oxford. Plainfield, N. J.; Kingston. Kingston. N. Y. ;
Sussex, Sussex, N. J. ; Paramount. Peekskill, N. Y. ; Strand, Plainfield, N. J. ; Summit, Union City, N. J.
Also the Majestic, Perth Amboy, N. J. ;
Park Plaza, Loew's Elsemere, Tuxedo. Blenheim, and Concourse, Bronx; Lane, New
Dorp, S. I.j Roosevelt, Flushing; Englewood, N. J.; Manhasset, Manhasset. N. J.;
Victory, Bayside, L. I.; Mayfair, Brooklyn;
Palace. Bergenfield, N. J. ; Capitol. Jersey
City ; Laurel, Long Beach, L. I. ; anl Grove,
Freeport.
Copper scrap, not in the form of drippings
and butts, and likewise invaluable to the war
effort, came from the Franklin TheatT.
Franklin, N. J. ; Harry Rubin, c/o The
Paramount Theater. New York ; Central,
Yonkers; Maspeth, Maspeth. L. I.; Commodore, and Marlboro. Brooklyn; Loew's Astor. Xew York ; Schuyler and Cosmo. New
York ; Rovs. Blairstown. N. T. ; Oxford and
Strand. Plainfield. N. J. ; and the Opera
House, New
Brunswick,
N. J.

(leniaU —
J^ FULL ntline of rmodern
togethe with
equipme
a staff of trained men to
handle any job large or small
anytime, anywhere. Generator trucks, searctalighti and
floodlights, for premieres and
general lighting activities.
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Genius Is Projected
By a Projectionist
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — On the premise
that an ounce of fire prevention is
worth a pound of cure in any theater's booth, Robert Fine, projectionist
at the local Capitol Theater, turned
his off-hours to research and invention, and now comes up with his improved fire douser, — film safety device. His brain-child proved of such
merit that a State certificate of approval was issued. Fine now feels
just as his name indicates.

SMPE Huddle Feb. 25;
Anderson Will Speak
(Continued

from

Page

Ohio Building Code
Revamping Proposed
(Continued

ROSS Inc.

S33 W. 32nd St.. N«w

York City

Telephone! : Clr.le 6-M70-M7I
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RCA's plants are now on a war
production
footing. RCA's
Theatre
Service
Organization
is contributing
to the all out war effort by helping

oil rationing. He's got the "priorities" and his "B"
card doesn't let him get out very often.
But — he's still there.

theatres "Keep 'Em Running" in the
projection rooms, so that both
civilians and members of the armed
forces can get the recreation they
need in these trying times.
Only RCA Theatre Service
Offers You All These Advantages!

He's got a glint in his eye and willingness in his heart
and he's on the job to help see you through from
here on out.

•
•
•
•
•

"He", of course, is your National Theatre Supply
Company representative — a good man to remember
these days.

•
•
•
•

SUPPLY

COMPANY

Frequent, scheduled check-ups
Prompt emergency service
Sound and projection parts
RCA Magicoce Lens Service
Laboratory, engineering and manufacturing coordination
Projection engineering service
Acoustic engineering service
Emergency portable sound system
Emergency parts stocks

t THEATRE

Let Us Enlighten You on
Your
Lighting
Problem

CHARLES

Page

8)

He may be a little hamstrung by gas rationing and

THEATRE

from

years ago, there have been added
numerous amendments and regulations, and it is said by the architects to be confusing and obsolete
in many respects. Further, the present code does not take into account
the new methods and materials being used in construction of public
places such as theaters and night
clubs, the sponsors state. The new
code should be enacted with a view
to the protection of the public
more than of the owner, they stated.

Theater Civilian Defense, as principal speaker.
At the session, members of the
Section are expected to be apprised
of the progress by the SMPE general board in weighing the suggestion advanced at the Jan. 21 conclave by Jay Emanuel with respect
to the formation of an Exhibitors
Advisory or Theater Operations
Committee within the framework of
SMPE,— a step which Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, the Section's chairman,
asserted "is overdue, and I think
I can promise action on it."

HE IS
STILL THERE

NATIONAL

NEWS

SERVICE
PHOTOPHONE

DIVISION

RCA Manufacturing

Inc., Camden,

Company,

N. J.
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Tie Execs.' Capital
Parley to Raw Stock
(Continued from Page 1)

most of the day Barney Balaban,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Joseph P. Hazen and N. Peter Rathvon were
closeted in Schenck's suite at the
Carlton discussing the film situation.
Also in conference with them at
various times during the day were
Wendell L. Willkie, Lowell Mellett,
Spyros Skouras, Carter Barron,
Loew's division manager here, and
Claude Collins, WAC representative
and newsreel co-ordinator.
Although a number of questions
affecting the industry we:e believed
under consideration, it is probable
that the raw stock situation was held
the No. 1 worry. The group left the
hotel only briefly, but kept the telephone wires humming all day.
Gov't Officials Absent
It is not believed, however, that
they conferred with any Government
officials on the workings of the salary ceiling regulation — nor did they
> to the War Department for any
conferences there. Washington's
day-long sleet storm made it impossible for them to have gone to the
War Department from the Carlton in
the brief time they were out.
It is believed that, there were some
discussions on ways and means by
which, from the production angle,
the industry could increase its war
mo: ale activity, although there is
nothing to indicate that any decision was reached.
In fact the whole meeting remains somewhat of a mystery, with
none of the principals willing to
talk about it at length. Asked what
the group was doing here, Barney
Balaban, Paramount president, said:
"Just picking up some loose ends."
Questioned further as to why the
conf e: ence should be held in the
Capital — since he had remarked
'hat the purpose was not consultation with Government officials — he
quipped that "We enjoy the Washington scenery."
No D of J Conference
One possibility — that the executives were here for consultation
with the Department of Justice —
seems to be ruled out by the fact
that there were no lawyers here
other than Wendell
Willkie, and

STORKS
Pittsburgh — A seven-ound son was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Lefton
at Mercy Hospital here. The new
father is salesman for PRC and
mother is the daughter of Maurice
Spitalny, the orchestra leader, whose
son, James, was inducted into the
Army and left the same day the
baby was born for Camp Mead.
Miami, Fla. — A son has been born
to Edward Glass, in charge of the
accessory division of Wometco Theaters' display department!

TO THE
CHARLOTTE HANFT, secretary
in Paramount's short subjects and
newsreel publicity department, is the
first girl in the home office to join
the WAAC's. About a month ago,
Miss Hanft was assigned to contact the WAAC in conjunction with
the campaign around "Hands of Women," short subject. She learned
so much about the women's army
that she decided to join up. Miss
Hanft leaves shortly for one of the
three training centers.
IRA WIT of the New York staff
of Hollywood Reporter reports to
the Army
todaySignal
at Fort
Dix. He's
slated
for the
Corps.

Bookkeeping Errors
Charged to Momand

COLORS!
Cambridge Springs, Pa. — MARTIN ROTHENSTEIN, of the Cambridge Theater here, has entered the
Army and reports to the Camp at
New Cumberland, Pa. He is a brother
of Louis and Abe Rothenstein, and
son of Samuel Rothenstein, all of
whom operate theaters in other
owns in Western Pennsylvania.

(Continued from Page 1)

chat excessive valuations were given
assets in various Momand corporations and that such methods have
been used in all such calculations
were implied yesterday as Defense
Attorney, C. B. Cochran began c^.ssexamination of A. B. MomaA i'p
the latter's
$4,950,000
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
tion
now nearing
the anti-trus^d;.econclusion of
its third week before Federal DisHollywood — JOE ALLEN, JR.,
trict Judge Bower Broaddus here.
signed for Para.'s "Lady in the
At
the Cochran
closehad
of gotten
Wednesday's
session,
under way
Dark," is awaiting his call from the
Army
Air Forces.
an exhaustive cross-examination into the financial details of the MoMemphis— GLENN WOOD, shipmand companies, and had shown erper at National Screen, has joined ro:s in
answers to his interrogathe Army.
tories as compared with their audits, and had cited figures from Momand's own renditions from the
books directly to imply that valuaions had been set down at excessive
figures in many instances.
Discrepancies Alleged

House Bill Calls For Grierson Named
Voiding Salary Ceiling Canadian WIB Head
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

lays the bill of Rep. Jesse Wolcott,
Michigan Republican, which proposes
re-wording of the price control act
to eliminate the authority under
which the President issued the OES
order and provides for voiding of
;he salary regulations.
Either or both these bills have
a real chance of passage in both
chambers of Congress, but Presidential veto is a genuine possibility.
The question then is whether opponents of the salary limitations can
muster the necessary two-thirds majority to override the President's
veto.
In the event that a veto blocks
aither of the bills, there is still another strategy that opponents of
the salary ceiling measure may resort to. This would entail attaching
a rider nullifying the ceiling order
to the new tax bill. In order to
veto that, the President would also
have to veto the entire tax bill, an
action which is considered extremely unlikely.
Willkie told The Film Daily that
the matter was not discussed in his
presence.
The major part of Skouras's time,
it is believed, was devoted to his
activities in behalf of Greek war
relief. He told The Film Daily
that was his main purpose here, and
it is known that he consulted at
some length with Former New York
Governor Herbert Lehman, now allied relief director.
OWI Motion Picture Chief Lowell
Mellett confirmed reports that the
raw stock situation was the main
point of the discussion so far as he
knew. Harold Hopper, WPB motion
picture chief in whose hands lies
the authority for film allocation,
was not in town.
Confer With Zanuck
Willkie and Skouias were in conference at some length Wednesday
evening with Col. Darryl F. Zanuck,
and it is possible that they were discussing in general terms the need of

son will retain his present position
as Government Film Commissioner
of the National Film Board, but
"arrangements have been made to
make him available for his new duties." The story is amplified by reports that Vining, who has been in
poor health, is retiring along with
his associates, Campbell Smart and
David Rogers. Vining could not be
reached but Rogers says he is still
carrying on.
Grierson came to Canada from
England several years ago to become
head of the National Film Board.
In that position, he has been responsible for production of numerous documentary films associated
with Can? da's war effort.
The Wartime Information Board
was appointed last Fall with Vining
as chairman and a number of permanent high officials in Government
departments as members. There has
not been an office of General M?nager heretofore. The work of the
Board is divided into domestic and
foreign activities. D. B. Rogers, former managing director of the Regina Leader-Post, is director of the
domestic branch, and foreign offices
are supervised by Campbell Smart,
former Montreal advertising exec.
There are offices in New York, Washington and London, end a representative of the Board accompanied
T. C. Davis when he went to Australia some weeks ago as Canadian
High Commissioner.
+.he Signal Corps for films. Army
film needs generally are what makes
a further drastic cut seem imminent.
and since Army film, for the most
part, is used for military purposes
— to help the war directly and to
save the lives of American boys —
there is little the industry can do
about it. One thing seems certain,
however,
that mainly
yesterday's
meeting
was concerned
with how
the
industry, using what stock it can
get, can best serve the nation dur~l A

1SIZ

Cochran through cross-examination showed how a theater valuation
on the books of the Oklahoma Finance Corp. at approximaately $62,000 made on Dec. 1, 1928 was put
down at approximately $120,000 on
.he books of the Momand Theater
Co., Inc., as of Jan. 1, 1929 when
che latter company took over the
former. He also began delving deep
into the stock records of the various Momand companies showing
how stock was distributed and given
for assets that he implied were nowhere near the valuation
of the
;tock figures. So deeply did Cochran delve into these details that Momand requested many such ques;ions besosetthat
forward
untilhave
today's
session
he might
his
auditor on hand to help him locate
hese figures and ascertain the toals asked by Cochran.
The remainder
of yesterday's
;mony
was given
earlier in testhe
day
by
Clara
Mueller,
Earl
S.
Momand's former bookkeeper, by I. D.
Brown, his former auditor, and by
Ruth Burroughs who assisted the
former at various times during the
Dusiness periods of the Momand
companies.
Today's testimony is expected to
be devoted to continuation of Cochran's cross-examination of Momand.
The thoroughness with which Cochran is proceeding indicates that
->uch examination may continue for
fhe entire day and possibly longer.

4 Networks Give
Ditties March Plug
The motion picture industry's
March of Dimes campaign (Feb. 1824) will get a great coast-to-coast,
four-network plug Saturday n'ght
when
Binginfantile
Crosby, paralysis
on the President's
Birthday
broadcast,
will urge the moviegoers to come
through again when the March of
Dimes drive is made at the movies.
(P.S. — Have you sent in your pledge?)
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TEN CENTS

WASHINGTON REP. FOR INDUSTRYTAIKED
Metro's
SalesNamedElevations
Headed
Assistant General
THE WEEK IN
REVIEW
House

Opens

Sales Manager; Aaron,
Flynn, Moloney Step Up

Fight

Extensive promotions in the M-Gsales
organizations
were
announced Friday by William F. RodgON SALARY CEILING:
Repre- er s, vicei n ^aism
sentative Rertrand W.
Gearhart, president
of
California Republican, offered a bill charge
sales.
, in the House which would void the
Leading the
I ukase.
president's
salary
ceiling list was the
. . . $25,000
Rep. Jesse
P. Wolcott
advancement
. (Mich., Rep.) charged that the President had no authority for placing a of E d w a r d
. ceiling on salaries. . . . SAG's board M. Saunders,
l of governors threw out suggestion Western
made bv members that their salaries sales manabove tbe ceiling be placed in escrow,
ager for sevchief objection* being
eral years, to
* one* of principle.
the post of
TRUST SUIT: A. B. Momand's assistant
$4,950,000 anti-trust suit against the general sales
W. F. RODCERS
majors and Griffith theaters, charg- manager.
ing conspiracy, went into its third Edwin W.
weak. Momand, on stand, told of his Aaron, who has been assisting the
{Continued
on Page 8)
entry into theater biz, detailed finances, charged an ebbing tide in his
bookings. Court indicated it would
deny request for damages in two
instances. Defense attorneys charged
Momand with various bookkeeping
eirors.
==

By

L

*

H. MITCHEL1 =

*

*

M

New Turkish Studio
ill Dub Nazi Pix

FUEL: Connecticut theaters, at
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
request of the governor to close one
Washington — With the future
day a week as a fuel-saving meas- course adopted by Turkey of paraure, planned to vary days of closing.
mount interest to the United
Na(Continued
on Page 7)
Later, the ending of closing of theaters to save fuel was discussed, it
being held that more fuel would be Clark Gets Added Duties
used by persons staying in their
homes than if they went to the- At RKO; New Post Slated
aters, holding down the heat in their
homes. Abram F. Myers, Allied
William H. Clark, assistant treasurer of both RKO Corp. and RKO
chairman, issued a statement holding
that keeping
theaters
open
would Radio Pictures, will assume super(Continucd on Page 4)
mean a saving
* of *fuel. *

Momand

byMan Saunders
to Act for Distribs.

To Huddle on Film
For Foreign Prints

Foreign department managers of
major companies are scheduled to
meet in Washington Wednesday for
the purpose of discussing the allocation of raw stock for foreign
prints with the WPB. While there
has been no serious problem to date
as to raw stock for foreign prints,
the future situation will be discussed.

Sub Theater Building
Bill Hoppered in la.
FILM

By OTTO

DAILY

WEBER

Staff Correspondent

Industry leaders have been discussing a setup whereby one, or
possibly two, men would represent
the distributors as a whole in the
various conferences in Washington
necessitated by the war. Such an
arrangement, it was said, would
eliminate the necessity for groups
of executives making frequent trips
to an already over-crowded Capital
and at the same time permit the
executives to spend more time at
their own company jobs.
It was
pointed
out at informal
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Hold Higher Taxes
Won't Hurt Theaters

Des Moines, la. — A new bill, file
116, regulating construction of theaters and providing for annual inAssertion by Abram F. Myers,
spection regulations and licensing
has been introduced in the Iowa Allied general counsel, to the effect
Senate. Measure replaces an earlier that the impact of the new income
bill which did not make clear the in- taxes will result in less spending
spection regulations.
money for motion picture entertainThe original measure virtually rement was questioned in some indusquired all existing theaters to comtry quarters yesterday.
Consensus
was that with other
ply with the same regulations set up
(Continued on Page 6)
forms of recreation curtailed for the

Detroit Carriers Asked
To Cut Mileage by 40 P.C.
Detroit — Further cut in mileage of
film carriers, asked at a recent meeting of Detroit delivery execs, by a
representative of the Office of Defense Transportation, has the carriers in a(Continued
dither. onThe
25 per cent
Page 6)

Dismissal Looming?

NEWS GRAB-BAG: December
admission taxes soared to $15,922,909
nationally, while receipts from the
Broadway area were more than double the November "take," or $3,378,751. . . . Music Hall had its peak Karesh Trial Tomorrow
gross year in 1942, receipts totalling
$4,836,000. . . . Government may try Tests Powers of NWLB
all eight majors, lumping the "LitSpecial Sessions trial of Harry
tle Thr-ee" with the "Big Five," at
the expiration date of the consent Karesh, general manager of the Hardecree on Nov. 20. . . . Raw stock burg Realty and Amusement Co., operators of the Park West Theater in
situation occupied attention of major film execs, at a Washington Manhattan, on charges of withhold(Continued on Page 4)
meeting at the week-end.

On War Problems Said to
Be Under Consideration

Court Might Honor Move in Part at Least
Oklahoma City — A strong possibility that a motion to dismiss will
be honored in whole or at least with
respect to many of the locations
loomed at the close of Friday's
sion of the Momand anti-trust
when Judge Bower Broaddus
cussing
the future courses on
(Continued on Page 6)

sessuit
disthe

(Continued on Page 4)

Local 702 Pact With RKO
Goes to WLB for Approval
Contract with RKO covering workers in the film laboratory unit recently organized there was sent to
Washington on Friday by the Motion
(Continued on Page 4)

Iowa Bill Legalizes
Operators, Aged 16
Des Moines — Sixteen-year-old projectionists would be permissible in
Iowa under the provisions of a new
theater construction and inspection
bill just introduced. Measure replaces one earlier introduced which
made the legal age for booth men 18
years. Change is believed to reflect the war's drain upon operator
manpower.
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Silk, Blood and Sand (Maya Film Distrib. Corp.)
The Girl from Leningrad
(Artkino
Pictures) — 2nd

♦

FUTURE

Dual

bills,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

"The Spirit Of '43," the Disney
short starring Donald Duck as envoy for the Treasury, opens solid
MARKET
Net across the nation Thursday. Every
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STOCK

(c)

Follows

♦

(b)

♦

Air Force
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Feb. 3
They Cot Me Covered
(RKO Radio-Samuel Goldwyn)
(c)
The
lmmotral
Sergeant
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Feb. 23
The Amazing
Mrs. Holliday
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
Pittsburgh
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
The Feudists
(Scandia
Films)— Feb. 6
Hitler's Children
(RKO 'Radio Pictures)— Feb. 24
Saludos
Amigos
(RKO
Radio-Walr
Disney)— Feb. 12
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Feb. 5 (b)
The
Crystal
Ball
(United
Artists)
(c)
Life Begins at Eight-Thirty
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— Feb. 4
Tarzan Triumphs
(RKO
Radio
Pictures) — Feb. 4 (a)
Secrets of the Underworld
(Republic Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
Two-Fisted
Justice
(Monogram
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
(a)

Hollywood
Music
Hall
Capitol
Strand
Paramount
Astor
Criterion
Rivoli
Roxy
Rialto
Globe
Palace
Palace
New York
New
York

FEATURES
week

®
Theater

Casablanca
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 9th week — Closes tomorrow
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 8th week
In Which We Serve (United Artists-Noel Coward)— 6th week
Yankee Doodle
Dandy
(Warner Bros. Picufres) — 5th week
(b)
Star Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount Pictures)— 5th week
Tennessee Johnson
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 4th week
Commandos Strike at Dawn
(Columbia
Pictures) — 4th week
Shadow
of a Doubt
(Universal
Pictures) — 4th week
China Girl (Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Lucky
Jordan
(Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd
week
Margin
for Error (Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Black
Swan
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Trust Busters
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a)
Isle of Missing Men (Producers Releasing Corp.) — Last day (a)
Mysterious
Rider (Producers
Releasing
Corp.) — Last day (a)

"Spirit of '43" Opens
In 677 Spots Thursday

FINANCIAL

Parade

Distributor

current

48th

(a-b)
(a)

Hollywood
Music Hall
Roxy
Rivoli
Criterion
St. Theater
Paramount
Globe
Strand
Capitol
Palace
Palace
New York
New
York

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Dunphy Studies Fuel Oil
Situation Here for WPB
Chris Dunphy of the WPB is in
town studying the fuel oil situation
as it affects the amusement industry.
He expects to be here another week
before returning to Washington.

Trade Contributes $36,000
Chicago — Johnny Jones, chairman,
says the amusement trade contributed $36,000 to the Chicago Community Fund.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

Turn Down $250,000 Offer
RADIO CITY MUSIC

By 20th-Fox for "Boys"

A $250,000 bid by 20th-Fox for
the film rights to the Michael Todd
stage show, "Something for the
Boys," has been rejected as inadequate, itwas learned on Friday from
Richard J. Madden, who represents
Cole Porter, composer of the show,
and Heibert and Dorothy Fields, its
authors. The film company owns a
fourth of the musical. Its offer was
said to be the highest received to
date. Also bidding are Paramount,
M-G-M and Samuel Goldwyn. Should
a deal be put through, the film version would not be released before
June, 1944, it is understood.
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Reynolds Denniston, Actor. Dies
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and lustre that makes

Hollywood — Robert T. Kane, head
of British production for 20th-Fox,
plans to remain on the Coast to
function in a producer capacity for
the studio.
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"Saludos Amigos" Set in Hub

DAILY

Reynolds Denniston, 62, veteran
actor most recently seen on Broadway in "Flare Path," died Friday at
his apartment in the Hotel Claridge.
A native of New Zealand, Denniston
was first seen on Broadway in 1923.

Ben Kalmenson, Warners general
sales manager, returned to New
York over the week-end from a threeweek tour of exchange centers, where
he conferred with district and branch
managers on current sales problems.
Before starting the tour, Kalmenson spent a week on the Coast in
conference with Jack L. Warner and
Charles Einf eld regarding forthc^;^
ing product.
■<JV

bill.

Universal Picts

Robert T. Kane to Stay
On Coast for Production

Ben Kalmenson Returns
From Three-Week Tour

Travis

HE PICTURE SETTING A NEW ER
IN BOX-OFFICE ACHIEVEMENT...
THE PICTURE TO WHICH ALL
GREAT GROSSERS WILL IN
THE FUTURE BE COMPARED

Now in its 6th week at the CAPITOL, NEW YORK CITY.
Now playing day-and-date in FOUR theatres in LOS
ANGELES (STATE, CHINESE, CARTHAY and RITZ). Now
soaring to record figures, at GREAT LAKES, BUFFALO;
STATE and ORPHEUM, BOSTON; LOEW'S JERSEY CITY;
LOEWS NEWARK and LOEW'S CENTURY, BALTIMORE !

"GONE WITH THE WIND" and
"THE GREAT DICTATOR" are the
only pictures to play six weeks
at
the Capitol
the theatre's
twenty-five
yearin history!

r&&*

ed tUu UNITED ARTISTS

<w
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Hold Higher Taxes

COfllinG and GOIflG

Won't Hurt Theaters
(Continued from Page

duration, motion picture theaters
will be the only entertainment unrestricted. Because of the improbability that vacationers next Summer will be able to go far from home
because of travel conditions, it is
expected that the picture theaters
will get the major portion of the
spending money regardless of how
much the new taxes pinch the pocketbooks.
It was admitted that there may
be an initial drop in attendance
shortly after the taxes strike their
first blow, but that a drastic cut in
attendance is not looked for.

Karesh Trial Tomorrow
Tests Powers of NWLB
(Continued from Page

1)

ing the wages of three projectionists at the house has been set for tomorrow. The charges are based on
an alleged cut in wages from $55
to $28.32 per week put into effect
by the defendant on Jan. 1 in defiance of the President's wage stabilization order.
The case is the first in the industry, perhaps the first in the country,
invoking the power of the National
War Labor Board in preventing wage
cuts. The action was brought by
Local 306, operators, in behalf of
William Kantor, Tobias T. Schwalbee and Joseph Horowitz.
Karesh was ordered held for trial
in Special Sessions after a hearing
in Washington Heights Magistrate's
Court on Jan. 22 at which the defendant was paroled on his own
recognizance. WLB action will depend upon the outcome of the Special Sessions hearing, it is understood.

Clark Gets Added Duties
At RKO; New Post Slated
(Continued from Page

JESSE JAMES GOLDBERG has arrived in New
York trom the Coast to talk distribution deals
for "A Yank In Australia," and is stopping at
the Hotel Astor.

1)

MOE SILVER, Warner Circuit zone manager
for rhe in i ittsburgh
visitor
New
York.territory, was a week-end
returns to New
fromROYa HAINES,
Detroit
trip.

WALT DISNEY, accompanied by JOE GRANT
and DICK HU'EMER, two of his writers, left
for the East on Friday for Washington conferences on future cartoon production for the
Government.

has already demonstrated
its power to pack 'em in
Its force,
indeed, is such that this corner predicts that the picture will prove RKO

WINFIELD R. SHEEHAN
from New York.

Radio's top grosser this season, — and, if not, it will be. so close to it
that a CTy will go up for calipers ...... Probably the best barometer
of its strength lies, in addition to already husky "takes," in the fact
that it is to play the local Paramount, right after "Star Spangled Rhythm"
checks out of that auditorium
Before Golden Boy's celluloid baby
even starts there, it has a record to its credit, namely, the first RKO
Radio opus ever to be harbored at Bob Weitman's
emporium
Mister Weitman,
'tis said, is already pushing the lobby easels
against the walls to make maximum room for the Gold(en) rush

flush

is back on the Coast

LEONID ALEKSANDROVITCH ANTANOV,
Soviet film emissary, is scheduled to leave for
the Coast soon to see how the American picture
industry does it.
MAURICE FEUERLICHT, chief of the Health
and Medical Film Unit of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, is on a
business trip to Washington and the Mid-West,
and returns to New York early this week.
JUDY CANOVA is set for a USO-Camp Shows
tour opening at Pensacola,
Fla., on Feb. 8.
PAUL

LUKAS

returns to New

York on Feb. 7

from a tour in the stage production of "Watch

• • • SMALLEST surprise:— That Alfred Hitchcock's hipperdipper creepy gets a fourth week, starting Wednesday, at the Rivoli.
• Ted R. Gamble, Portland theater operator now serving as assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury, supervising War Bond field
organizatioti throughout the nation, is one of the 10 men selected by
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce for outstanding contributions
to
their country in 1942
Appointment to Treasury post came last
June, after he had served as War Bond administrator of Oregon —
and placed the State at the head of the list in Bond sales
Operation of his pic stands now is delegated to his capable younger brothers.
• On Saturday, Century's 37 outlets in Brooklyn and Long Island
furnished a handsome photo of President Roosevelt to each patron
attending performances that day
Thousands of the pictures were
given away as a good-will gesture, but no advance publicity attended
the step. . . • Latest dope now is that the reason foe Stalin didn't
attend the recent Casablanca conference is 'cause the Warners are
saving him up for the premiere of "Mission to Moscow"

• •
Week:

•

SHORT short stories anent recently-held United Nations
What with the manpower situation, manager of the diminu-

tive Miami Theater o'er on Sixth Ave. was able to
collections, which were made
faithfully at each
things went well
Each patron sorta felt in the
shook the collection box in his or her face
collections came one night when a sailor in the
dollar in the box
Later, he came back to the
for change of a
put another five
of it, the gob put
of United Nations

Clark
Cable
Harold
Rodner
Franciska
Caal
Ernest
Hilliard
George
Pal
Cene Sheldon
Maxwell A. Silver
Helen
Chandler
Marie (Pat) Donahoe

ED HOLLANDER, 20th-Fox adsales dM £r,
has returned to his desk from a tour ot
Southwestern
branches.

•
•
•
NOW
the industry is calling him Golden
Boy
We
mean Producer Eddie
Reason is as clear as the nose on an anteater
It's that "Hitler's Children" is 24 karat box-office stuff
There's an old adage to the effect that a producer is only as good as
his last picture
That makes Eddie Golden plenty good
Opus

1)

vision of administration of contracts
other than those involving exhibition, Ned Depinet announced Friday.
It is expected that Clark also will
be elected an assistant secretary of
RKO Radio.

York 'JJft?*
today

put only one gal on
show
At that,
spotlight as the gal
Bulk of the stand's
audience jammed a
manager and asked

twenty
"Why," he was asked
"I want to
in that box"
Despite attempts to talk him out
in the additional five-spot
He knew the meaning
Week, all right!. . . • Second yarn has to do with

Irwin Fredlyn, assistant manager of the local Loew's Delancey Street
Theater
He knew the house would come through with a sizeable
collection, but he figured that if he did some outside contacting, he
could swell the total
Fredlyn made his outside contact, which
agreed to collect for United Nations Week
The "contact" collected
$1,500
It was the Metropolitan Opera House!. .....
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

V
HARBOR!

Y

BROWN, the comedian, arrived from
on WALLY
the Rhine."
the Coast Friday. He starts a two-week engagement in Chicago on Feb. 5 at the end of which
he will report back to the RKO studios.
MORRIS LEONARD, B. & K. general counsel
has returned to Chicago from Mexico City.
JUNETime
HAVOC
is featured
"No
For who
Love,"
arrived ininParamount's.
New York
Saturday
from Hollywood.

Local 702 Pact With RKO
Goes to WLB for Approval
(Continued from Page

1)

Picture Laboratory Technicians
Union, Local 702, IATSE, for approval of the WLB. The pact calls
for wage increases averaging 18
per cent. The increases are expected to bring earnings of the affected workers to the scale prevailing for laboratory workers in the
East, according to John J. Francavilla, acting head of Local 702. The
pact is retroactive to Nov. 1, 1942.

New Plan Governs
M of D Collections
Nation's film exhibitors participating in the 1943 March of Dimes
campaign (Feb. 18-24) will be interested in the newly evolved plan
of the drive committee for handling
of money collected. New method,
outgrowth ef suggestions by many
theatermen, prescribes that, instead
of all money collected being sent to
the New York headquarters by each
theater, collection checks this year
are to be mailed, immediately following the drive, to the State Chairman by the theaters of each state.
The State Chairmen have accepted
the responsibility of handling the
money and returning to each county
50
per cent
in that
county.of the money collected

THE

WHITE

HOUSE
WASHINGTON

COAST FLASH!
GREER GARSON
IS MAKING THE
APPEAL TRAILERI

December 12, 1942
Dear Mr. Schenck:
I am delighted to learn, through Basil O'Connor,
of the generous offer which you and your associates have
made in connection with the 1943 fund-raising effort of the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
I think you know how much I value the magnificent
performance of the motion picture theatres in the National
Foundation's 1942 Campaign, and I hope that this year's
effort will he equally as successful.
Sincerely yours,

Mr. Nicholas £. Schenck,
1540 Broadway,
New York City.

"HE REMEMBERED!
WON'T YOU?"

The gallantry of showmen throughout the land has again been evidenced in
MAIL YOUR
PLEDGE
TO
MARCH OF DIMES
AS T O R HOTEL
N. Y. • Room 173

MARCH

the returns of pledge cards for this year's fight against infantile paralysis. If your
pledge is not in, please send it today. You will receive a showman's press book
— and what a trailer! Few will resist Greer Garson's appeal. Your patrons
know how splendid this work is. They will give gladly so that the little girl
on this page and thousands of her fellow sufferers may walk again!

OF DIMES, FEBRUARY 18th to 24th

THE

Momand Trust Suit
Dismissal Looming!
(Continued from Page 1)

case implied as much in remarks to
the attorneys.
"I think now that some of these
issues and some of the defendants
ought to be out of this case," he said
from his Federal District Court
bench as the trial's third week came
to an end, and he added to Momand's
attorneys: "but you gentlemen may
change
my mind."
His comments
came when he asked for
estimates
of how
more time
attorney's
would need.
C. much
B. Cochran
intimated
he
would need at least two more days for crossexaminaiton of Momand ; D. I. Johnston asked
for at least three days, and Malcolm MacKenzie for at least one day.
To Hear Dismissal Motion
Judge Broaddus said that he hoped to be
able to hear arguments for the defense attorneys' motion to dismiss at the beginning of
the fifth week and that he probably would allow two days for arguments on this motion
but that he would pass on the motion the day
following these arguments. If the motion is
denied the case will of course continue, but
Judge Broaddus added in his remarks: "As
to some of the points, I don't think there is
any case at all with regard to these certain
locations. I'll call on you gentlemen for
particular points at that time and we'll argue
those particular points in turn and I'll rule
on them. As soon as I can I'm going to
eliminate these towns unless, my mind is
changed and when we get through With that
you'll know exactly what the issues are as
to the remaining defendants. Right now I
don't believe Alva should stay in, but I
may change my mind. Nothing in this evidence so far has connected any of the defendants other than Paramount and Terry,
but of course you still have the factor of
how much damage prior sound equipment installations byGriffith in Shawnee and Seminole
had on Wewoka."
A Guide for Attorneys
Judge Broaddus made it clear that these
explanations were not decisions but that they
were expressed to give attorneys a guide as
to how to proceed in the future in order
that the trial may be concluded as soon as
possible. He went into no details as to which
of the towns he thought should be eliminated,
but did state that these would be the ones
he would call on for first arguments and that
unless convinced otherwise he intimated that
there would be a good many of these Momand
locations eliminated from the case.
Considerable doubt has been expressed by
attorneys as to their ability to follow Judge
Broaddus's
scheduleandwhich
and
not binding
they was
felt only
the suggestive
motion to
dismiss might not be presented until at the
end of the fifth or beginning of the sixth
week. Friday's heated cross-examination of
Momand by Cochran on financial and statistical points came close to the bursting point
at one time when Momand flung at Cochran
these words from the stand : "Until this
conspiracy was directed against me I never
was delinquent for one day on any piece of
paper anywhere at any time." The single
word "gentlemen" from the bench served to
cool both parties during this period when
Cochran was bringing forth details of Momand's difficulties in meeting notes and
mortgages in connection with the Wewoka
properties and in connection with Western
Electric foreclosure suits against all of his
installations except in Oklahoma
City.
The whole of Friday's session was devoted
to inquiry by Cochran into details of Momand's operations in Wewoka, Seminole,
Oklahoma City and Holdenville. Descrepancies noted in Thursday afternoon's session
were explained by Momand
as bookkeeping

WEDDING

BELLS

Memphis — Eva Mai Butler of MG-M's exchange, is being entertained
as the bride of Sergt. Bennie Benton, stationed at Camp Shelby, Miss.
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reviews m ncui fiLms
"How's About It"
with The Andrews Sisters, Grace McDonald,
Robert Paige
Universal
61 Mins.
FAIRLY DIVERTING, LIGHT MUSICAL
WITH ZIPPY CLIMAX. SHOULD DO
OKAY
FOR
THE
AVERAGE
OUTLET.
In these war days, when any type of
wholesome entertainment has a value to
the public in need of escape from the
stress and strain of national and world
events, it is extraneous to harp critically
upon the esthetic attributes of a production.
"How's About It" is frankly a functional
offering, made to divert the average fan.
It is light, tune-studded stuff, unintended
to raise folk's I.Q. or give any onlooker
something more to think about than is already on the mind. Specifically, it is a
compendium of swing music, warbled for
the most by the three Andrews Sisters,
and in their best manner; some torrid
swift-stepping by young Bobby Scheerer;
hot arrangements and trap drumming gyrations featured by Buddy Rich and his ork;
and a story, dealing with the vicissitudes
of Robert Paige, cast as a music publisher,
who finds himself eventually with no vacation time on his hands, but a plagiarism
suit instead instituted by the easy-to-look-at
Grace McDonald who wins his heart instead of the court prize of $100,000 which
she originally sought on the allegation that
Mr. Paige used her calendar poem for a

"The
Rider"
with Mysterious
Buster Crabbe, Al St.
John
PRC
56 Mins.
ACTION AND COMEDY SUCCEED IN
OVERCOMING HANDICAP OF POORLYDEVELOPED SCREENPLAY.
That Robin Hood of the cow country,
Billy the Kid, goes to the rescue of innocence again in "The Mysterious Rider."
Selflessly he jousts with the villains of the
piece with a good show of violence and
routs them with his usual competence.
Buster Crabbe repeats as Billy the Kid with
no loss of vigor. Al St. John is still his
comic sidekick.
The development of the story fails to
match the quality of the action, which
is pretty steady. The obviousness of the
proceedings robs the film of most of its
suspense. The production must stand almost wholly on the physical aspects of the
action.
The villains in "The Mysterious Rider"
have made a ghost town of the community
so that they may be able to carry on their
activities without molestation. Said activities have to do with their efforts to
locate a gold mine belonging to one of
their victims. Crabbe and St. John move
into the town in defiance of the villains
and set out to get the goods on them while

protecting the murdered man's son and
daughter from the wrath of the scoundrels.
A lot of hard riding and furious gun-play
song's lyric represented as his own.
is called for before the villains' disposal.
Best portion of "How's About It" is
The film, produced by Sigmund Neuthe peppy and patriotic finale wherein the feld, was directed by Sherman Scott with
Andrews Sisters sparkplug a big production emphasis solely on speed. The screenplay
number staged with a fighting ship's gun is the work of Steve Braxton.
turrets as a background. In the sequence
Among the players assisting Crabbe nad
they harmoniously and zippily chant "Here St. John are Caroline Burke, John Merton,
Edwin
Brien, Jack Ingram.
Comes the Navy," which most juke box
devotees know as an Andrews Sisters' speCAST: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Carocialty thereon. The composition is the
line Burke, John Merton, Edwin Brien, Jack
famed "Beer Barrel Polka" with Jack Tar Ingram, Slim Whitaker, Kermit Maynard,
Ted
Adams.
lyrics. Erie Kenton's direction is okay and
so is the photography by Elwood Bredell.
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld;
"How's About If" is no world-beater as Director, Sherman Scott; Screenplay, Steve
musicals go. But it's better than thinking Braxton; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Film
about the oncoming income tax installment.
Editor, Holbrook N. Todd.
CAST: The Andrews Sisters (Patty,
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Maxine and LaVerne), Grace McDonald, Good.
Robert Paige, Mary Wickes, Shemp Howard,
Bobby Scheerer, Buddy Rich, Walter Catlett, Dave Bruce, Gus Glassmire, Louis Da
Pron.

Detroit Carriers Asked
To Cut Mileage by 40 P.C.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ken Goldsmith; Director, Erie Kenton; Screenplay,
Mel Ronson; Adaptation, John Grey; Cameraman, Elwood Bredell; Art Director, John
Goodman; Film Editor, Charles Maynard;
Sound Supervisor, Bernard B. Brown; Original Story, Jack Goodman and Albert
Rice.
DIRECTION,
Ditto.

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

errors which would be gone into further
Monday. Cochran told the court that his
sole idea in such close inquiry was to obtain an idea as to the real value of the assets
of the various Momand corporations.
Cause of the Flare-Up
In connection with an acquisition by Momand at Wewoka, Cochran drew up totals
of $29,034.93 in assets as compared with
$33,320.84 shown on the books as assets.
During this questioning Judge Broaddus
commented that he could not see how Momand's accounting of sound rental costs on
the equipment could be counted as a capital account and added : "Though I don't
know what they can be called."
Cochran pointed to net profits of the Wewoka company from 1926-30 inclusive as
$78,423 and compared it with dividends paid
for the same period totaling $83,059.26.
"leaving no cushion for leaner times," and

(Continued from Page

1)

cut in mileage requested last year
was met without a great dislocation
in the service, but an additional cut
of 15 per cent is a serious matter for
the transportation companies.
The ODT request was made verbally at a meeting of the carriers
and not in writing, but that the hequest was made is confirmed by the
carriers, who assumed that the request was national in scope. Later
developments indicate that the 40
per cent cut is local.

Fla. House Cuts Matinees
Tarpon Springs, Fla. — The Royal
is discontinuing three weekly matinees as a fuel conservation measure.
showed by the records that this company
had an overdraft at the bank on Dec. 31,
1930. It was at this point that both became more heated in their questions and
answers and the flare-up occurred when
Cochran asked Momand if he maintained it
was good business to operate without cash
in the banks and heavy mortgages overdue
on his properties.

Sub Theater Building
Bill Hoppered in la.
(Continued from Page

1)

i

for new construction. The new bill
provides for the inspection of existing theaters, with several changes
in other portions of the measure.
All plans for construction of ?^ew
theater must be submitted i^ir^ae
state fire marshal's office with w-.?25
fee and approval or rejection must
be given within 10 days. Much of
the requirements are left to the fire
marshal with a clause stating that
the plans must have a margin of
safety to the satisfaction of the fire
marshal.
For new theaters, all seats must be fastened
to the floor and spaced not less than 30
inches from back to back measured in a
horizontal direction. No more than 14 seats
will be allowed between aisles except where
there are only one aisle anl in this case no
more than seven seats. Aisles must not be
less than 36 inches in width, and all foyers,
in width.
stairways,
corridors not less than 48 inches

The entrance and exit requirements are 30
inches horizontal measurement for each 150
seats and all doors must open outward.
All projection booths must be not less
than 48 square feet and not less than seven
feet in height and 24 feet for each additional
machine. The booths also must have at
least two approved fire resistive doors.
Minimum requirements for theaters already
in existence also provide a margin of safety
to the satisfaction of the fire marshal and the
theater must be separated from the rest of
the building by substantial partitions, walls,
etc. All seats must be fastened and spaced
not less than 28 inches back to back. No
row of seats shall contain more than 15
seats and where only one aisle no more than
seven seats.
The aisles must be not less than 32 inches
in width and persons waiting to enter building shall not occupy more than one-half of
the lobby. All entrance and exit openings,
including emergency exits, must be provided
at a minimum rate of 30 inches horizontal
measurements
for each 150 seats.
The booth requirements for existing theaters would be 30 inches of clear space on
the sides and rear of projectors and the
booth must be of fire resistive construction
as defined by national board of fire underwriters. The bill states that no theater shall
be forced to comply with this requirement
if unable to secure fire-proofing material because of war-time restrictions.
The fee for both licensing and inspection
would be $5 for theaters with 800 seats or
less and $10 for over 800 seats. The license
would year.
be due on the first day of October
every
ii
The bill also gives the fire marshal policing
power with the right to prosecute with a
sentence of not exceeding 30 days or a fine
not exceeding $100 and the power to apply
for an injunction to enforce the regulations.

STORKS
Harry K. Mc Williams and his wife
are recipients of a son and heir,
weighing seven pounds and two
ounces, born in Brooklyn Hospital
on Thursday, last. Father, now with
Columbia Pictures, was formerly
with Ted Bates Advertising Agency,
Benton & Bowles, San Carlos Opera,
Major Bowes, Cincinnati Opera, and
Paramount-Publix Theaters. Mother
is known in opera, radio and the theater as Rosa Di Giulio. New arrival
will
be
Williams.christened Harry Kahle Mc-

Buffalo — A son, Robert Lynn, was k
born to Branch Manager Phil Fox |
of Columbia Pictures and Mrs. Fox I
at Children's Hospital.
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New Turkish Studio
Will Dub Nazi Pix

Cr*\

TO THE

MARIAN PADILLA, of United
Artists'
home office staff, left New
tions, the Nazis are preparing to
York yesterday to join the WAAC's
step up their film propaganda there in Des Moines where she will train.
through the medium of a new stu- Her husband is Ensign JACK
dio, scheduled for completion next SANDERS of the U. S. Navy.
PHIL BROZIER, JR.,
moyi." , which will specialize in the sonPittsburgh—
of the owner of the Brozier Thedu, — ig of German pix into the
ater in Avella, and manager of the
Turkish language and thus make
them a potential propaganda arm in theater, has been inducted into the
Army and stationed at Camp Mead.
theThis
country's
interior. here at the
was disclosed
Detroit— SAMUEL GREISMAN,
week-end hy the Department of who was manager of the Center
Commerce which reported that the Theater, has been assigned to the
studio, located in Istanbul, presum- Coast Artillery Anti-Aircraft at
ably has the financial backing of the Camp Stewart, Ga., after completing
German Ministry of Propaganda, basic training at Fort McClellan,
headed by Dr. Goebbels. All equip- Ala.
ment is being imported from Germany and Hungary.
Detroit— (GEORGE McARTHUR,
American films, which now domi- JR., youngest son of George McArnate the Istanbul scene, with seven
hur, head of the theater supply
of the eight first-runs playing U. S. company bearing his name, has enlisted in the paratroops, being sent
product, will get some further competition in March when a new the- to Fort Custer, Mich.
ater will be opened by an Italian
national as an outlet for Fascist
Pittsburgh— JOHN KALLSTEIN,
features. House will also play Ger- booker for the local Republic exchange, has been inducted into the
man imports and, curiously, some
A: my and leaves this week for Camp
U. S. pix.
The Department of Commerce re- Mead.
ported that approximately 200 films
Winter
Haven, Fla. — HOWARD
produced in the U. S. are now in the
possession of Turkish distributors — PALMER, manager of the Ritz theater, was honor guest at a banquet
enough to meet normal trade requirements. The number of Axis tendered him by employes of the
films to be shown during the present Ritz and Grand theaters before he
season probably will not exceed 45 — left for Camp Blanding.
about 30 from Germany, 10 from
Italy, and 5 from Hungary. British
Miami, Fla.— It's Lt. STANLEY
companies are reported to be evi- STERN now, since he graduated
from
0 T C at Miami Beach this
cencing little interest this season in
furnishing feature films to the Turk- week. He was formerly manager
of the Cameo.
ish market.
The Turkish motion-picture indusDetroit — RUFUS
SHEPHERD,
try itself is new and comparatively
small, comprising: only two studios manager of the Fisher Theater for
(not including the one now under
construction). Turkey's industry N. J. Allied Bids Solons
performs a valuable service to foreign producers, however, by dubbing To Checking Ban Parley
films (mostly from the U. S.) into
State senators, assemblymen and
the Turkish language.
Much of the positive film neces- Attorney General Wilentz will attend a general luncheon meeting of
sary for this work is customarily
imported from Germany, and fears New Jersey Allied in Trenton today. Members will confer on
have been expressed that in the futheir legislative proposal for a law
ture the studio now being built to that
would prohibit blind checking
dub Axis pictures will be given pref- of theaters.
It is reported that the
erence when film is snipped from
anti-blind checking bill will be the
Germany.
unit's only legislative move this
(Continued from Page 1)

Among the solons who are schedyear.
uled to appear are Sen. Harold Eastwood, minority le?der of Burlington County; Sen. Charles Barton of
Paterson and Assemblymen David
Young and Arthur Lewis.
Advance reservations indicate that
Denver — Jane Mulcahy has been
it
will be one of the largest at)laced in charge of the 20th-Fox adtended meetings in recent years.
»ales department in this city, suc:eeding Merle Gwin, who has resigned. Miss Mulcahy was formerly Ira H. Cohn 111
Pittsburgh — For the first time in
lookers' stenographer.
his 14 years as branch manager of
he local 20th Century-Fox exchange,
Buffalo — "Jackie" Becker, daugh- Ira
H. Cohn has been confined to
ter of Al Becker of Becker Theatri:al Equipment, is a new member of his home by illness for the past 10
!0th Century-Fox exchange's
staff. days.

The ... .
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Talk Washington Rep.
For Film Industry

COLORS!

(Continued from Page 1)
United Detroit Theaters, has been
inducted into the Army, and sent to discussions of the subject that a
Fort Custer. His place is being tem- man well versed in the industry and
porarily taken by Robert Salter.
thoroughly familiar with all its
problems, especially in regard to
Mason City, Wash.— DICK HART- raw stock allocations, ramifications
MAN, son of OUie Hartman, local
xhib, has been inducted into U. S. of the salary ceiling, etc., could do
Army at Ft. Lewis. His brother, much in alleviating the pressure of
RAYMOND, is a lieutenant in the top company executives.
Army
Air Force.
One or two well known men already have been proposed for the
Miami
Beach, Fla. — LEONARD post, but other duties have prevented
ALLEN, manager of the Lincoln their acceptances, it was said. While
no immediate action is expected, the
theater, has been accepted for ser- trend
toward such a move is said to
vice in the Army Air Forces and
be definitely in the wind.
is leaving this week for camp.

IVt^_

was

a record

Year for changes
in The

Motion

Picture Business,
(war
D LJ

of course)

all important changes
are

accurately

recorded in

The 1943
Film Year Book
Now in intensive preparation and soon
ready for distribution to all subscribers
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 B'way# N. Y. C.
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Saunders Elevated
In Metro Promotions

WAR

WIN METRO SALES PROMOTIONS

SERVICE

. . . on the Film Front

(Continued from Page 1)

general sales manager, goes into the
newly created post of circuit sales
manager.
John E. Flynn, central sales manager, has been promoted to succeed
Saunders in the Western division.
Flynn will continue to headquarter
in Chicago and will supervise sales
activities in the Chicago, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Omaha, Des Moines,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland and Seattle
areas.
Maloney to Central Post
John J. Maloney Pittsburgh district manager, moves up to central
sales manager with supervision over
sales activities in the Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Buffalo, Indianapolis St. Louis, Kansas
City, Oklahoma City and Dallas territories. He will continue to headquarter in Pittsburgh. The Eastern
sales territory under E. K. O'Shea
remains unchanged except for the
addition of Memphis and the shifting
of Dallas to Maloney's Central division.
John P. Byrne, district manager
in the Inter-Mountain section with
headquarters in Denver, assumes the
post vacated by Maloney. Byrne
will headquarter in Detroit and will
supervise Detroit, Buffalo, Cleveland
and Pittsburgh distribution activities.
Burtis Bishop, Jr., Kansas City
district manager, hereafter will
headquarter in Dallas and will supervise that area as well as Kansas
City and Oklahoma City. The Memphis territory, formerly in Bishop's
district, will be under the direction
of Charles E. Kessnich, who makes
his headquarters in Atlanta.
To fill the Atlanta vacancy created by the resignation of Roy
Avey, the exchange there will be
managed by William B. Zoellner,
Oklahoma City manager. Jacques c'
Reville,
Memphis salesman, succeeds
Zoellner in Oklahoma City.
Added Scope for Hickey
George Hickey, West Coast dis-

Word-of -Mouth for
Warners by Brokers
Brokerage boardroom talk, which
follows the news of the hour for its
effect on stock movements, was
chiefly about Warners last week,
following the Casablanca Conference. Word-of-mouth for "Casablanca," "Yankee Doodle Dandy" and
other Warner hits echoed throughout Wall Street and, presumably, in
brokerage rooms all over the country. Among the results, Warner
stock on Friday made a new five-year
high on a heavy turnover.

San

Francisco — United Nations collections in the Fox West Coast circuit in
Northern California exceeded $46,000. This
is 25 per cent higher than any previous
collection by this chain.

... - V ... -
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Newsreels May Get More
Of Zanuck's African Shots
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although there has
not yet been any official word on the
matter, it now seems probable that
exhibitors will be given the opportunity to show more of the North
African footage shot by Col. Darryl
F. Zanuck and his several camera
crews in the early days of the North
African invasion.
A small portion of this material
was released to newsreels a month
ago. Col. Curtis Mitchell, motion
picture head of the Army Bureau of
Public Relations, said Friday that
the matter is still under discussion
at the War Department, although
no official action has been taken.
The Film Daily, however, was
scheduled for an exclusive interview
with Col. Zanuck on Friday, but was
informed that it would have to be
postponed until release of more of
the film shot by Col. Zanuck and his
crews.

All Roy Rogers' Westerns
To be Exploit'n Specials
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Republic has decided
to make no more regular series westerns with Roy Rogers. The studio
has launched all-out production plans
for specialization of both production
and exploitation on all his future
pictures.
trict manager, hereafter will supervise the activities of the Denver and
Salt Lake City territories, in addition to Los Angeles, Portland, San
Francisco and Seattle. The rest of
the district now supervised by Byrne,
including Omaha and Des Moines,
will be under the direction of Samuel Shirley, Chicago district manager, in addition to Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis.
The promotions, in line with M-GM's policy of advancement from
within the ranks, will go into effect
Feb. 15, said Rodgers who explained
that the changes were made "to enable our executives to keep in closer
touch with existing and frequently
changing conditions and with a desire to more efficiently serve our
customers."

JOHN

E.

FLYNN

JOHN
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MALONEY

Score of Stars Attend
President's Birthday Ball
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Nations approximately $35,000, of wh;ch
the first- runs collected approximately $15,000 with $20,000 coming from the subse-

DAILY

Washington — With Abbott & Costello as last-minute additions, a score
of film and stage luminaries went
through three days of celebrations
here in honor
of the
Birthday.
Festivities
got President's
under way
Friday and the final portion of the
program did not come until yesterday afternoon, when the stars appeared at abyservice
men's tea-dance
sponsored
the USO.
Others on hand besides Abbott &
Costello were Loretta Young, Robert Young, Laraine Day, Janet Blair,
Edgar Bergen, Geraldine Fitzgerald,
James Cagney, Roy Rogers, Dean
Murphy, Roddy McDowall, Lynn Bari,
Dennis Morgan, Anita Louise, Bonita Granville, Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Lawrence Tibbett and Marjorie
Lawrence.

Release for Rickenbacker
Film Not Yet Closed
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

quent runs.
... — V ... —
Detroit — The Roxy Theater, operated by
Ben and Lou Cohen, has found a new
way to plug the sale of War Bonds. The
manager is cashing pay checks for customers now, but only if they buy Bonds.
... — V ... —
Olympia, Wash. — Harold Murphy, head
of Evergreen Theaters, heads a committee
of the Army-Navy Club to raise funds to
furnish some 300 beds at the Totem Club
for the soldiers of Camp Lewis on leave
of absence week-ends.
... — V ... —
Fox West Coast Theaters have prepared
a special 14-page manual called "SOS
Copper Drive," giving instructions and outlining plans for the circuit's effort to collect
copper, brass and bronze. The pamphlet has
been sent to all FWC managers, who will
inaugurate their campaign on Monday.
. . . _ V . . . —
Pittsburgh — Show business, headed by

DAILY

Hollywood — Despite a published
report that 20th-Fox has made a
deal to distribute the picture to be
produced by Winfield R. Sheehan
based on the life of Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker, authentic sources declare no agreement has been reached
as yet.
It is known 20th-Fox is anxious
to handle the picture, but other companies are also bidding for its dist' ibution. Feeling here is that, 20thFox has the inside track for it.

M. A. Silver, Warner's zone manager, has
gone "all-out" in helping the Variety Club
Canteen become the armed services' favorite
"Steel City" hang-out.
Each Tuesday night, the complete Stanley
Theater stage show is taken to the Canteen
where a special late show is staged for the
Army and Navy boys and aired by Station
KDKA.
Chief Barker, Brian McDonald, of the
Variety Club acts as emcee. The special
show is produced under the direction of
former Chief Barker Joe Hiller, local talent
booker.

Morale Pix Too Full
Of Hoke, Says Critic

'U' Sians Noah Beery, Jr.,
And Wedlock and Synder
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Buffalo — Morale

DAILY

Hollywood — Noah Beery, Jr., has
been signed by Universal to a sevenyear
contract.has also signed the team
Universal
of Hugh Wedlock, Jr. and Howard
Snyder to a long-term writer-producer contract, and their initial picture will be "Abbott and Costello in
Society."
"Yankees"

and

propaganda

films are "too full of the kind of
hokum that is common in the leastinspired flicker fictions," said Ardis
Smith, Buffalo Evening News film
critic, declaring they need straight
reporting instead of lily-painting.
"Simple, unvarnished, truthful,
understated reports have far greater
force than fantasies in which some
famous Hollywood personality elocutes platitudes with tears and a

for Spring Release

trembling

RKO Radio will release "The Pride
of the Yankees" nationally in Spring.
1 J

£k

Cleveland— William N. Skirball, ^*mC
field chairman in Northern Ohio, estimates
that the theaters in this territory will turn
over at least $80,000 as a result of collections for the United Nations Week.
Skirball bases this estimate on the fact
that $69,000 has been accounted for by
250 theaters. There are still 200 more
to report.
Cleveland collection netted the United
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REPORTWRICHT PROBING DECREEJFFECTS
OP A Decrees NoOil f orlO Days for HubTheaters
Approximately One-Sixth
Of City'sConversion
Houses HitSeen
by
Order;

SAG Recommends That Its Members Finish
A Pic Even Though Salary Ceiling is Overshot

Boston — The local OPA office yesterday banned delivery of oil or
petroleum products to Boston theaters for the next 10 days.
Houses which have been forced to
continue heating with oil because
of lack of time or priorities for
conversion to coal — estimated at onesixth of those in the city — will feel
effects badly but majority of theaters have managed to get in under

Hollywood — In order to forestall costly disruption in motion picture production, the Screen A:tors Guild's board has adopted a resolution recommending
to its members that if they find themselves in the middle of production of a
picture when they reach their maximum allowable earnings under the salary
ceiling, they complete the picture.

(Continued

on

Page

7)

Proposed Conn. Tax
Apes Federal Levy

West Coast Bureau of THE

(Continued on Page 6)

Tenn. Bill Offers
Good Guessing Game
A guess ng game as to the interpretation of Ssction 4 in the Tennessee bill governing the operation
2nd management of motion picture
theaters is being played by attorneys.
The Section reads:
"Be it further enacted, that it
shall be unlawful for any person,
partnership or corporat'on or their
agents to hold the producer of films
under contract to select for showing
the producer's films
of his competitor in
Nobody appears
what the sponsor is

to the exclusion
a like business."
to know just
driving at.

From Wright's Findings
Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General,

DAILY

is reported to be making a complete survey on the status of the
consent decree and the functioning
of the arbitration system. Results
of the survey, it is understood, £re
being kept in strict confidence and
its object is said to have some bearing on the fate of the decree after
Nov. 20 of this year.
It is reported that Wright has
even sought
information
from arbi(Continued
on Page 3)

The text of the resolution reads: "Resolved that although SA3 does not
wish to interfere with its members' freedom of action in relation to problems
confronting them as a result of salary ceiling reguiat ons, nevertheless, it is the
sense of this board, and it hereby recommends to its members that they complete their services in any motion pictures already in production." Motivating
this recommendation by the Guild is a realization that if a star were to cease
working in the middle of a picture the livelihood of hundreds of other actors
would be jeopardized and a waste of film and other critical materials would
be incurred.

Illness of Momand
Brings Trial Recess

An admission tax of one cent for
2ach 10 cents or fraction thereof is
proposed in Connecticut Senate Bill
583, copies of which were received
Oklahoma City — Federal Judge
in New York yesterday. The bill Bower Broaddus yesterday recessed
virtually paraphrases the Federal the Momand anti-trust trial, due to
admission tax law as to rate, col- ^he illness of A. B. Momand who hrs
(Continued on Page 7)
been testifying under cross-examination. Momand's condition was not
serious as he was suffering from a
Heavy Storms Fail to Cut
slight
attack
of influenza. Judge
Boston Theater Business
Broaddus said a further recess would
Boston — Boston dug its way out of
the worse storm in three years and
the second worst in 50 years, to
zrowd the downtown theaters to capacity over the week-end.
Snow,

FILM

Future of Decree and
Arbitration May Result

Service Bureau
To Launch Program

Laudy Lawrence
Re-joins Loew's, Inc.

After months of planning and
prepare tion, the Industry Service
Bureau of Motion Pictures (formerly the Public Relations Council) is
ready to launch its program, having co-ordinated
connected
with it.the various details
Three field men have been named

Laudy Lawrence, head of the foreign depa tment of 20th CenturyFcx until about two months ago, has
re-joined the foreign department of
Loew's, Inc. Lawrence was with the
Metro organization for 15 years,
serving as manager in Paris and
other European
and6) ultimate(Continuedcities,
cm Page

(Continued on Page 3)

Casablanca Newsreel
Footage on Screens Thurs.

(Continued on Page 6)

Columbia Sales Force
To Direct Own Campaign
Chicago
Columbia's
sales
force,— Members
themselves ofrepresenting
the entire U. S., will, within the
next few weeks, nominete the committee which will act as the active
(Continued on Page 3)

Morgenthau Lauds Indie
And Circuit Taxes Aid

Washington

In a wire to "the film exhibitors
of America," Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr., yesterday praised both independent and
circuit theaters for past performances, and deck red
that
these

Albany — New York State's receipts from the tax on motion pictures are currently showing a small
Industry's War Effort
decline as compared with last year,
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey's budget
The motion picture industry's con- message
to the Legislature indicated
t. ibution to the nation's war effort kst
night.
will be saluted by mmebers of AMPA
For the fiscal year ending June 30,
at a testimonial luncheon in New
York City, tentatively scheduled for 1942, the tax on motion pictures,

IS

(Continued

on

2)
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Page

an increasing number of subsequentrun exhibitors have been turning to
re-Issues available from the major
companies.
For the most part, re-issues are
reported fairly easy to obtain in this
territory and there are some exhibitors who believe that the number of
months.
-,
such films JAN
will increase in coming

to Salute Film

(Continued on Page
~1 J6)

FILM

Milwaukee
— With prints
a cont'nued
shortage
of available
making
the booking situation not too easy,

Dewey Expects Further Substantial Decline

(Continued on Page 6)

of THE

Subsequents in Wis.
Turning to Re-issues

(Continued on Page 6)

N. Y. Pix Tax Receipts Down
AMPA

Bureau

Washington — More than 8,000 feet
of film on the Casablanca meeting
rnd the Presidential stop at Natal
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Albany— The ban on pleasure driving, which has severely cut into grosses
in small towns and villages, last week found seven such theaters in this
territory closing down Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
Going on the four-days-a-week plan, with two changes weekly, were
theaters in Manchester Depot, Vt.; Copake, Pine Plains, Inoian Lake, Keeseville, Ausable Forks and Lowv.lle, N. Y.
The Essex, Essex, N. Y. has closed down for the Winter due to the ban
on pleasure driving.

Casablanca Newsreel
Cleveland Exhibs. Ass'n
Footage on Screens Thurs. Re-elects Schwartz Prexy
(Continued from Page

1)

Clevelend — Ernest Schwarz was
re-elected by acclamation to serve
as president of tne Cleveland Motion .ficaire Exhibitois Association
xoi- the tenth consecutive term. Also
re-eiecced by acclamation were: vicepresident, Albert th. Ptak; and secretary, George W. Erdmann. Upon
None of the footage received so relu^al ot L. G. Baldwin to serve
far was shot by newsreel pool men. again as treasurer, James E. ScoIt was all from the cameras of the vnie was unanimously named as his
Army Air Force, Army Signal Corps successor. Board memoers elected
and the Navy — a good deal of it we.e L. G. Baldwin and Henry Barmade by Teddy Rickman, former den to fill vacanc.es of tnree-year
News of the Day cameraman now members, and Meyer Fine, P. E.
with the Air Force.
h-ssick and James E. Scoville for
Although, as was the case of the one-year terms.
President's trans-continental tour
At a business meeting which follast Fall, there has been considerlowed luncheon and preceded the
able1/4 resentment that private pho- election of officers, William N. Skirtographers were not given a chance ball, WAC field chairman, announced
to cover the story, there has been .hat the United Nations Drive will
no complaint on the quality of the net approximately $100,000 from 4j0
pictures this time. They went into northern Ohio theateis. A previous
Monday's makeup for Thursday re- $80,000 estimate has already been
lease and newsreel men have little
fault to
find with them.
passed.
1/2
In addition,
it is still believed that
two and possibly three members of iingo Legalization Bill
the newsreel pool were on hand and Draws Fire of Churches
have shipped material,
Albany — Substantially the same
ipposition exists concerning legaliSeparate Para. Publicity
zation of Bingo as pertained in the
long fight against pari-mutuels,
Unit to Handle "Tolls"
Capitol Hill sources say.
A separate
publicity unit to hanNearly all of the Protestant
dle the1/4world premiere, road show
hurch groups are opposed to any
1/8
and subsequent
engagements of "For
.'elaxation in present prohibitions
Whom the Bell Tolls" will be estab- contained
in the state constitution
lished by Paramount. First of the
special force to be lined up by Bob unde: Article 1, Section 9. Similarly,
Gillham include Mervin Houser and in at least two upstate dioceses, Albany and Buffalo, the playing of
Idwal Jones of the studio staff and
Allen Meltzer, New York press Bingo in Catholic church halls or
agent. They will be augmented by under religious auspices has been
others to assist in the premiere banned for some time. Bishop Edmund F. Gibbons of Albany banned
slated for the Spring.
Bingo in this diocese four years ago
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" will and Bishop Duffy of Buffalo imposed
open at a legit, house in New York a similar prohibition some two years
tion.
in the Spring as a two-a-day attracwas released to the newsreels Sunday night, following a day of feverish activity by the Army and the
OSS in processing and clearing the
film. The magazines came by speurday.cial plane, arriving here late Sat-
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Walt Disney to Lampoon
Hitler's Racial Theory
Walt Disney, who arrived in New
York from the Coast yesterday,
plans a pic which will explode the
Hitlerian theory of racial superiority. Producer, who was accompanied
by Joe Grant and Dick Huemer, staff
writers, will go to Cambridge to
confer with Dr. Ernest Hooton, Harvard professor of anthropology.
Disney also has in mind a fantastic bit about what life might develop into on this earth under totalitarianism. The world will be
shown in 2040 as a geometrically
regimented state.

LOUIS KRCUSE WILLIAM P. RAOUL and
JAM.S J. BRtNNAN, IAiSE executives, have
returned from Denver, where they attended the
mid-Winterboard.
sess.on of the alliance's general
executive
He

1/

FINANCIAL

RICHARD F. WALSH, IATSE head, has gone
to the Coast from Denver.

Metro Pays $480,000 for
Two Theater Guild Hits
Film rights to two of its current
season's productions have been sold
by the Theater Guild to M-G-M.
"The Pirate" went for $220,000 and
"Without Love" for $260,000.

F. J. A. MCCARTHY left for Dallas vest
will return to town later in the weer

LCU LIFTON, Monogram's advertising and
publicity director, arrived yesterday from the
Coast.
ARTHUR
GREENBLATT,
PRC sales head, left
New Yoik Saturday for Hollywood where he w
confer
en
budgets
and
production
p.ans for
the coming
season.
HOWARD
terday
Cuiver
day.

DIETZ

returned

after studios.
a two
City

WALT

DISNEY

weeks'

to

New

visit

arrived in New

York

to

yes

M-G-M's

York yester-

Funeral Services Held
Here for Carl F. Zittel
Funeral services were held yesterday afternoon at Riverside Memorial Chapel for Carl F. "Zit" Zittel, 66,which
formersuspended
publisher
of years
Zit's
Weekly
three
ago. He had been seriously ill for
six months.
Long identified with local Hearst
publications, both in the editorial
and business departments, Zittel
also at one time wrote reviews for
the old Evening Mail. His other
interests included a film theater on
Columbus Circle, restaurant and
club.
His widow survives.

"Green Light" for Pay Jump
The WLB has ruled that no approval will be required for wage increases called for the agreement
signed between the Screen Office
and Professional Employes Guild.
Local 109, UOPWA, and the De
Luxe Laboratories. The ruling is
btsed on the fact that the pact was
negotiated prior to Oct. 27, 1942.
White collarites at De Luxe will get
raises of $3 to $5 a week which will
be retroactive to Oct. 12, 1942.

Herbert Friedrich Dead
Madison, Wis. — Herbert V. Friedrich, 52, former Fond du Lac theaterman and also manager of the
Majestic in Sheboygan, from 1918
to 1922, is dead here. Survivors
include his wife, a daughter, three
brothers and two sisters.

Mandel
past.

Adds Three to
RKO's Publicity Dept.

Three new members have been
added to the RKO Theaters' Publicity Department, Harry Mandel, national director of . advertising and
publicity, announced today. They
are Al Zimbalist, formerly with
Rites Held for Fred G. Latham
Warner Bros. Theaters advertising
Fred G. Latham, 90, stage direc- department in Philadelphia; Ira Motor who was a playreader for RKO
rals, former newspaperman and pubin Hollywood toward the close of his
licist, and Ruth Newman, formerly
life, was cremated yesterday follow- bureau.
of the Waldorf-Astoria publicity
ing private funeral rites.

v.
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Service Bureau
To Launch Program
(Continued from Page
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; to represent the industry, their functions being to help fill the theaters
and to keep them filled. The trio of
representatives is composed of Gor) White, Duke Hickey and Mark
l^Ain who make it their business
to m?ke friends for the industry
through contacts with editors, civic
organizations, educational leaders
and various clubs and groups. The
men have not been assigned as yet
to definite territories.
To support the field men, the ISB
is issuing
a series of pamphlets
dealing with the industry's place and
activities
in war
?nd public life.
These pamphlets will be furnished
to educational groups, women's clubs
and similar organizations and may
be obtainable by theaters to distribute to their patrons as a good will
' emblem.
Titles of the pamphlets include "The Press Looks at the Movies in Wartime," "Movies at Your
i Theater," "Movies at War." "Stars
' for Victory," "Movies, the New Wea' pon for Victory," "Movies at School,"
"Movies at the Library" and one in
preparation, "The Production Code."
Supported
bv these
pamphlets,
the field men will arrange for speak " ers to point out the place of motion
1 pictures in every community.
The Industry Service Bureau end
" organization
its field men

will bedefined
a permanent
with
duties
during war time and to perpetuate
the work of the War Activities Committee
and the Hollywood Victory
. Committee when the war is over, according to Charles
Francis
Coe,
.vice-president
and general
counsel
of the MPPDA, who yesterday outlined the duties of the ISB to the
; trade press.

Ask WLB to Okay Pact
Clause for Wage Boost
The
Motion
Picture
Laboratory
Technicians
Union,
Local
702,
IATSE, has applied to the WLB for
- approval of a clause in its contract
>with De Luxe
Laboratories
which
provides
for automatic
wage
in. creases of five and 10 per cent on
.March
10 for more
than 600 employes of the company.

This-a and That-a
• •
• THIS noontide, Billy Rodgers is huddling at the luncheon
table (Hotel Astor) with the trade press
Affair fell into conflict with
a Monogram luncheon in honor of Lou Lifton arranged by Madeleine
White •-.... but Mono.'s solons politely and sportingly postponed their
session to 12:30 Thursday in the Pine Room of the Hotel Warwick. . . .
• N. Y. Times yesterday
told of Donald
Heywood
writing a hew
ballet for "More Powers To You"
Actually, the composition was
penned quite a spell ago, — being kept under blankets for the right spot
In its initial form, 'twas played as a feature of a femme concert
pianist's program (alumna of the Milwaukee Symphony), and opinion had
it that composition was best since Gershwin. ... • Lee Goldberg,
PRC-Pathe franchise holder out Cleveland way, is in town with Mrs. Goldberg to celebrate their 30th wedding anniversary
They're at the
Edison. ... • And anent the Forest City, Winsor French, former pic
and drama editor o' the Plain Dealer, has joined Jean Dalrymple's publicity forces, taking the p'ace of Phil Bloom who's gone off to the war.
• Lowdown is that Bausch & Lomb is now making more binoculars in
a month than it used to make in a whole peacetime year. ... • Big
pix deserve big accessories; examples, the "Star Spangled Rhythm" press
book, and the tickets printed by WB for Thursday night's special press
preview of "Air Force" at the Hollywood
T
T
▼
• • • CERTAIN prexy of a big pic outfit boils on subject of
social parties during wartime, but his org still gives one now and then
(answer is that said prexy is no autocrat). ... • Why's it such a
secret that Walt Disney's comin' to toiun?. ... # Socko picture layout recently in N. Y. Times re mass murder in Norway by Nazis was
placed by none other than Al Sherman, m.p. biz p.a., now handling
publicity consulting post for the Royal Norwegian Info Service. . . .
• Maybe Brooklyn radio station WBYN doesn't know it, but the young
lady it has on spot news broadcasts, and presenting women's features
and Hollywood nooze, is the scion of a first family of Western New
York (uncle is one of America's great industrialists), and is going
places in entertainment field. ... • Metro sez John Nesbit doesn't
own a dress suit,— but you'll notice that well-to-do Leo and Leo Jr.
both have tails. ...
• "Shadow of a Doubt" isn't the only suspenseful
opus on B'way
Hitchey should have been at the* Metropolitan
Opera on Friday night
La Roman made her entrance, got her
foot tangled in her gown, and was headed for flopper had not Tenor
Peerce (formerly of Radio City Music Hall) tossed a neat body-check,
thus keeping the soprano in a vertical state
A few minutes later
the audience gasped when Peerce obliviously stood right in the middle
of the trailing section of her gown
Back of us a would-be wag
exclaimed: "Ever since the 'no travel' order, every so-and-so wants to
get on a train"
▼
▼
▼
• • • UNCENSORED:
Yesterday Ampa's release on its luncheon to honor WAC was late going out
So George (Columbia) Fraser
started calling the local fi!m editors and colyumists to tell 'em the yarn
was on its way
First phone call was beamed to the Herald-Tribune,
and, when that paper ostensibly answered, Fraser said: "Eddie Gross.
please"
During the conversation, the gent on the answering end
cryptically remarked when he was told what the release, was about:

Bonita
Granville
Frank Albertson
Burton
Lane
Ralph
Ceder
Frank Zucker

Erhd Doherty
Molly Malone
Seymour Burns
Benny Rubin
Bobby
North

Rob'! Wright Probes
Effects of Decree

"That doesn't sound so crazy"
This moved Fraser to ask: "Is this
Eddie Gross?"
The voice stiffly replied: "This is Dr. Edward Gross
of the New York Hospital's Psychiatric Division"
It was an embarrassing moment
Fraser apologized (or should he?)
Mixup
came when the switchboard operator originally dialed RE-4-6000, instead
of PE-4-G000
T
▼
▼
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

\)

trators who have listened to motion picture cases in order to get
their opinions on the arbitration
code provisions.
Meanwhile, interpretations of the
decree as to arbitration appear to
differ among industry attorneys.
One slant on the situation is that
if no suit is brought by the Government against the eight major
companies upon the expiration of
the three-year trial period, the arbitration system will remain in force
indefinitely because, according to
some attorneys, the system was created as part of the settlement of a
suit. On the other hand, there are
other legal opinions that arbitration
will be liquidated with the expiration of the decree.
As a whole, arbitration under the
decree is reported to have been
satisfactory with both exhibitors and
distributors, despite some squawks
to the contrary. As of yesterday,
a total of 277 cases have been filed
in the tribunals. From Dec. 1, 1940,
to Nov. 30, 1941, demands for arbitration totalled 148, while 129 were
docketed from Dec. 1, 1941 to Feb.
1, 1943. There were 174 awards
rendered and 64 withdrawals. Sixtysix appeals
were filed and 51 decisions rendered.

Columbia Sales Force
To Direct Own Campaign
(Continued from Page 1)

supervising force for the company's
1942-43 sales drive, it was announced at the sales meeting here
yesterday by A. Montague, vicepresident and general sales manThe decision to have the men in
the field select ager.- .their own committee, and also to determine the method used in the drive, marks the
first time in the history of the compsny that the sales force has been
placed in complete charge of its own
drive, without any supervision from
the executives.

Cleveland Holdovers
Establish Precedent
Cleveland — For the first time in
local memory, both Loew's State and
Warners' Hippodrome, two of the
three leading downtown first-runs,
are simultaneously playing holdovers.
The State is holding over "Star Spangled Rhythm," thereby delaying for
one week the showing of "In Which
We Serve." The Hippodrome is
holding
over "The
Blackofficials,
Swan"
which, according
to Warner
did, in its first week, the biggest
business of any popular priced picture during the past 12 months.
Usual policy for box-office attractions at the State and Hippodrome is
to move them, over to the Stillman
and Allen, respectively.
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New York Pix Tax
Receipts Are Down
(Continued from Page 1)

derived from a three mills per foot
tax on original film and two mills
per foot on anv prints thereof,
yielded $335,488. This figure was an
all-time high. For the nine months
of the fiscal year ending March 31,
1943, the estimated receipts are
$188,000 and the estimate for the
12 months beginning April 1, 1943
is $250,000.
Governor Dewey, in commenting
specifically on the anticipated revenue drops on several tax yields, had
this to say: "The motion picture tax
collections to date show a small decline as compared with last year, and
the estimates allow for a further
substantial contraction."
Governor Dewey's budgret message
recommended a total of $369,600,000
for the fiscal year beginning Auril
1, a reduction of nearly 12 million
on the basis of customary comparison with the previous year's appropriations. The Governor, however,
termed the reduction seven millions
by a comparison he considered more
proper. He estimated revenue for
the next fiscal year at $379,600,000,
with accumulated surplus March 31,
1944 of $50,600,000.

Recalcitrancy, Or
— Are Pix Too Good?
Chicago — Charles Ryan, local Warner circuit chieftain, says a wave of
vandalism in theaters has evoked a
warning to offenders. Now stenciled
on doors of WB houses is admonition
that forcible entry into any theater
without payment of Federal admission tax subjects the offender, if
convicted, to five years in prison,
or a $10000 fine, or both. Special
police have been employed in some
spots to nix the gate-crashing. Other
chains report similar trouble and
puttting on extra men to stop the
practice.

Morgenthau Lauds Indie
And Circuit Taxes Aid
(Continued from Page

1)

groups, by playing "The Spirit of
'43," would contribute a "distinct
service to the Treasury and to the
33,000,000 people who will pay income tax this year."
The Secretary's wire was received
at WAC headquarters by Si Fabian,
chairman of the Theaters Division,
with the request that Fabian pass the
contents on to the more than 16,000 exhibitors who will play the Disney reel.
Communique from the Treasury
Dept. chief follows:
(Editor's note: Reason for the "nine
months fiscal vear" is recent change
"Last year the independent exhibitor in the small town, as well as
voted by legislature from July to
April 1 cutting three months off the big city theater, performed a
current fiscal year).
signal patriotic service to the country by exhibiting Walt Disney's
short, 'The New Spirit.' It aided
Heavy Storms Fail to Cut
the Treasury immeasurably in expediting tax collections and lightenBoston Theater Business
ing the task of the Treasury and its
workers. The Treasury is calling
(Continued from Page 1)
which blocked streets and walks, upon you again, confident that you
seemed to offer little or no obstacle will respond as you did last year.
to patrons anxious to find amuse- Mr. Disney has prepared another
ment.
film dealing with the subject of taxes
Audiences at all downtown the- 'The Spirit of '43.' The exhibition
aters werp record-breaking' Friday of this film as much in advance of
m>ht desnite fact that in many in- Ma:ch 15 as possible will be a distinct service to the Treasury and to
stances business houses had been
closed f^r the day after the terrific the 35 million people who will pay
income
this year. The message
storm whi"h had continued through- the film tax
contains was never more imout the night previous. Saturday all
portant than today.
am confident,
d^-v the crowds were huge and it was from past experience, I that
your reobvious that thousands of Bostonsponse will be outstanding."
ia^s had remained at downtown hotel^ and then sought the theaters.
The Me+T-onolitan, playing "Star A. R. Zimmer Funeral Held
Snangl°d Rhythm," showed to more
Milwaukee — Funeral services for
than 24.000 persons in the period
R. Zimmer, 52, who died sudA.
fro-m Friday nisrht thr^ue-h Sundav:
denly at his home in Iowa City, la.,
Keith Memorial and RKO Boston did
/ere held here. Zimmer formerly
t>>p best business since earlv last
nanaged the Fox-Lincoln, SpringFall. Loew's State and Orpheum,
field, 111., leaving therein September,
plavmsr "In Whi^h We Serve," were 1940 to become district manager for
packed to capacity and first-named
■he Fox interests in Kansas City.
plaved tn 20,000 and latter to more
had recently purchased a half
than 19.000. The two Keith houses He
ran well over 40.000. The Para- .nterest in a theater at Iowa City
and assumed its management.
mount and Fenway, playing "IeeSurviving are his wife and two
Capades" and "Forest Rpnger," were daughters, Laura Belle and Nannie.
jammed to roof tops. Four newsreel
theaters downtown ran 12 to 15 Charles J. Hohman Dead
shows and
formances. were packed at all perManchester, N. H. — Charles J.
Neighborhood houses fared some- Hohman, 75, who operated the Globe
what less well but still did unusual- Theater here from 1914 to 1936,
when he retired, is dead.
lv good business.

Illness of Momand
Brings Trial Recess
(Continued from Page

1)

be granted today if his condition has
not improved.
Momand's attorney said his condition had been brought about by the
gruelling pace to which he has been
subjected during the past three
weeks and particularly during the
last seven days when he has been
on the witness stand almost continuously. In addition, Momand, his
attorneys and auditors have been
working every night, Saturday and
Sunday included, until past midnight. If he has recovered enough
to continue, today's session will be
devoted to a continuation of crossexamination by C. B. Cochran, defense attorney.

Laudy Lawrence Rejoins
Loew's Foreign Dept.
(Continued from Page 1)

FROM the KEYS
and BEYOND
==

By R. E. PORTER

-

Tony Sudekum, president of Cres k
cent Amusement Co., has been electee i
a director of the Commerce Unioi k
Bank, Nashville, Tenn. . . . Lew G t
Shaw takes over the film revie—m^ fe
assignment on the Detroit Free,
s. :
from Frank P. Gill who goes^vitr! i
the National Safety Council in Chicago. . . . A. B. Covey follows L. J, |
Pepper as city manager in Kings- l
port, Tenn.,
Kingsul
Pepper
starts forcivilian
pilotTheaters'"
training
at Georgia Tech.; Covey hails fron.„
Birmingham, Ala. . . . Maurice Gol- 1
den is Metro's new talent scout, head- ,
quartering in Chicago; Golden sue-/
ceeds Clarence Shapiro, resigned. . .
Charles Rich, Warners' branch man
ager in Cleveland, will be installecrr
as chief barker of the Variety Club I
A

there at a Mid-Day Club dinner dance '
on the of13th.
. . . Ben Hull,
agent
the Westfield,
Mass.,business*'
operators union, has been elected presiof thea ninth
city's Central Labor
Union dentfor
consecutive year
—Tell It to PorterFrank Zawodnick, after 17 years
as manager of the Dattola theater
in New Kensington, Pa., has resigned
to take an important war production
post. . . . Robert Hoffman heeds the
new 20th-Fox Family Club in New

ly becoming managing director for
continental Europe.
After the Nazi invasion, Lawrence
returned to New York but made one
more trip back to Europe. Resigning from M-G-M. he became assistant to David O. Selznick, later joining United Artists as vice-president. He went to 20th-Fox as foreign department, chief in May of
Haven. Dallas
. . . W.salesman,
C. Kroeger, fo"mer
last year.
Para.
has shifted
to
Memphis
to
replace
Frank Neal,
AMPA to Salute Film
who entered the Army. . . . Eddie
Speigelof of the Essaness
circuit,
Industry's War Effort
head's
Chicago's
Jewish
Welfare lii
(Continued from Page 1)
Fund drive in the industry;
goal is
March 10, it was announced yesterA. for
J. O'Keefe,
"U" disday by Vincent Trotta, chairman of $50,000.
trict...manager
the Denver-Los
the testimonial committee, and Angeles-Portland-Seattle-Frisco and
Maurice A. Bergman, AMPA presi- Salt Lake City area, took first prize
in
the company's
district
recent. .three-month
sales contest.
.
dent.
Invitations to attend the luncheon
have already been extended to Paul
—Tell It to PorterV. McNutt, chairman of the War
Phil Blake goes from Seattle to
Manpower Commission; Elmer Davis, Portland,
Ore., as manager of the
director of OWI; Lowell Mellett,
F. Sheerer Co., with Tom Shearer
head of the film division of OWI; B.
transferred
Seattle. . . . Tony
and leading officials of the War Ac- Hartford has to reached
Seattle from
tivities Committee of the Motion Pic- California
to succeed Leonard Raatz
ture Industry, all of whom are exas 20th-Fox salesman; Raatz joined
pected to attend as speakers.
the Navy.
. Sam Weinstrub is now
The purpose of the testimonial 20th-Fox's . .No.
1 booker
in Des
luncheon, Trotta explained, is to
demonstrate to the country at large Moines; Sam, formerly at the New
York exchange, replaced Dave Gold,
the scope and importance of the
who entered the Army. . . . "Lack of
film industry's over-all war effort, business," says E. H. Dartsch,
explaining his decision to close the
Royal at Fulton, 111. . . . Fred
"Harvest" and "Flame"
Thacker has sold his Royal at Burt,
Big in Philly and Cincy
la., to Dr. B. K. Bahnson but will
"Rsndom Harvest" and "Keeper continue to operate his houses in
of the Flame" set non-holiday open- Fenton and West Bend, la. . . . Baling box-office records at the Boyd,
timore Variety Club will hold a dinPhiladelphia, and Albee, Cincinnati,
ner dance Feb. 16, advises Chief
premieres, respectively, M-G-M re- Barker Lauritz Gar man. . . . Charles
ported yesterday. "Harvest" hit Holland, manager of Miami's Maytair, is hospitalized in John Hop264 per
per cent
217
cent. of normal and "Flame,"
kins, Baltimore. . . . Gus Copeland
is
managing
at
Miami.
. . .the reopened
Flagler
In stay
New York,
"Random Harvest"
will
an eighth
week at the
Radio City Music Hall, starting Charles Bauman
Dies
Thursday. Business for the film's
Oshkosh, Wis.— Charles Bauman,
seventh week-end topped that
of
Mrs. Miniver" for a similar per- 86,
theateone-t
r, isime
deadopera
here.tor of the Star
iod, it was reported.
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Proposed Conn. Tax
Apes Federal Levy
(Continued from Page

Riding Herd on the Hollywood
West Coast Bureau of THE

1)

Eddie Rickenbacker
Praises "Air Force "

No Oil for Boston
Theaters for 10 Days
(Continued from Page

1)

deadline and are operating heating
plants and rll else on coal. Only
fear of these is the now threatened
shortage of coal if the present severe weather continues for a long

has signed Carl Esmond, former Austrian star; first chore, "The Story of Dr.
Wassell". . . . Lewis Milestone will direct "The Russian People," jut bought by
20th-Fox. . . . France Marion returns to Metro as editorial assistant. . . . WB
will co-star Irene Manning and Dennis Morgan in the Cole Porter musical,
"Mississippi Belle". . . . Monogram's Ann Corio starrer, "Sarong Girl," will have
Ed Kay as musical director. . . . Aaron Copland will write the musical score for

Theaters still burning oil will close
period.
until such time as the conversion
can be made, it was indicated.

Goldwyn's "North Star". . . .Universal has signed Ray Eberle, Gene Krupa's
vocalist. . . . Rep.'s next serial will be "Secret Service in Darkest Africa". . . .
Roy Rogers will be on Rudy Vallee's air show Thursday.
— WILK.

"Casablanca" Breaks Records

Week-end engagements of "Casablanca," stimulated by the Casablanca Conference newspaper and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
radio coverage last week, broke more
Montpelier, Vt. — This state's bill- records than any Warners release
Hollywood — Marie M. Quigley,
board regulation law has been de- day.
secretary to Trem Carr, executive
clared
valid by the Vermont Supreme has scored in a single week-end to
director in charge of production at
Court.
The
case had attracted in- date, it was disclosed by the comMonogram studios, underwent a cyst
pany's playdate department yesterterest
in
a
number
of states.
operation on Saturday.

Vt. Billboard Law Upheld

Marie Quigley Under Knife

LIVELY MERGER OF SIMPLE HUMOR

JOHNNY

News Range

FILM. DAILY

Hpllywood — Day's news roundup: Raoul Walsh stays at Warners; next stint
is Ann Sheridan's "Night Shift". . . . Harold Lloyd will produce a romantic
comedy for Columbia. . . . 20th-Fox will star Carmen Miranda in "Mexico City,"
to be filmed in Technicolor. . . . Warners will also use Technicolor for "Saratoga Trunk"; that's now final. . . . Charles R. Rogers has acquired "Navy Hotel,"
tale of the WAVES and SPARS, for a musical, possibly with Benny Goodman's
ork. . . . William LeBaron has a new two-year 20ih- Fox pact. . . . Paramount

ection methods, penalties, etc. It
would mean that all places of smusenent in Connecticut would have to
Icuble their present admission tax
•e'-^rements, haif 0f which would
j, the Federal government and
laix to the state.

Santa Ana, Cal. — Following a spe:ial showing Sunday night of "Air
Torce" under auspices of Brig. Gen.
'^eo A. Walton for 22,000 cadets at
.he Santa Ana base, Cspt. Eddie
Rickenbacker, guest of honor, said:
"We should all be very grateful to
Warners for making such a picture.
Air Force' is worthy of the name it
jears. I cannot say more."

DAILY

DOUGHBOY

AND POPULAR MUSIC-The Independent

„amn9 jane withers

with

HENRY

WILCOXON

• PATRICK

BROOKS

WILLIAM
DEMAREST
• RUTH
DONNELLY
and members of the 20 minus club BOBBY BREEN
. BABY SANDY
. "ALFALFA" SWITZER
. "SPANKY"
McFARLAND
BUTCH AND BUDDY . CORA SUE COLLINS . ROBERT COOGAN . Director JOHN H. AUER . Screen play by LAWRENCE
KIMBLE . Original story by FREDERICK KOHNER
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PICTURE
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BOllDi

ATION C. B. S. BROADCAST. . . FEB. 5 !
16-MILLION AUDIENCE PRESOLD FOR YOU!
ILiM>1

ALLYN JOSLYN • REGINALD GARDINER • MELVILLE COOPER • BRAMWELL FLETCHER • MORTON LOWRY
Directed by JOHN

STAHL

•

Produced and Written for the Screen by LAMAR

TROTTI "*

CENTURY- FOX
PICTURE

-

Join the Industry's March of Dimes Drive . . . Feb. 18 to Feb. 24

No Deferment for Actors?:

Washington — Inclusion of actors and other entertainers among the jobs not entitling their
holders to draft deferment or dependency
consideration
is expected
shortly, it was
FILE
o not

. revealed here last night by a War Manpower Commission official.
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Court to Hear Momand
Judge Broaddus to Detail
'How He Feels' About Each
Of 15 Requests for Balm
By ERNEST W. FAIH

!

Case Theory Arguments

CATHOLIC DRIVE LEADERS NAMED
John J. O'Connor and Bert Sanford to Serve as Co-chairmen
of Industry Group

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent!
Oklahoma City — Unless A. B. MoJohn J. O'Connor of Universal, and Bert Sanford of Altec Service Corp.
mand has recovered sufficiently to
take the witness stand under cross have been appointed chairman and vice-chairman, respectively of the Motion Pictures group of the Archbishop's • Committee of the Laity in the
examination Federal Judge Bower
twenty-fourth annual fund Appeal
Broaddus will hear o:al arguments
of the Catholic Charities of the
on the theory of his anti-trust suit
Archdiocese of New York, it is antoday and has intimated that he will
nounced by John A. Coleman, exoutline the state of his mind with
ecutive chairman of the Special
regard to most of the locations and
Gifts Committee.
points after this had been done.
The former
Archbishop's
Committee
of
Momand's
condition had not imwhich
Governor
Alfred E.
(Continued on Page 7)
Smith is general chairman, solicits
contributions from professional and
business leaders through the Special
Gifts Committee, which last year col-

Blind Checking Ban
On Flat Rentals Only

The much discussed anti-blind
checking bill was introduced into the
New Jersey legislature on Monday
by Assemblywoman Mattie A. Doremus of Passaic.
The bill would make it illegal for
motion picture distributors to post
checkers at theaters to ascertain the
{Continued on Page 6)

Appeal Board Reduces
Salt Lake Clearances

more thanraised
$336,000
'in addition tolected
$792,000
by teams
of
parish workers.
The 1943 Appeal will open April
4 in the 376 parishes of the Archdiocese.
New York Catholic Charities coo: dinates the work of 182 hospitals,
child-caring homes, day nurseries and family relief and
agencies in the 10 counties of the New York Archdiocese.
JOHN

J. O'CONNOR

Earlier Release for
Browne and Bioff?

Modification of an award from
Federal Judge John C. Knox has
which the complainant and two of extended the term of court for all
the intervenors appealed has been purposes so that there may be a posordered by the appeal board. Case
sibility that the prison terms iminvolved the Bountiful Theater,
posed upon George E. Browne and
(Continued on Page 7)
William Bioff will terminate much
(Continued on Page 4)

Anti-Games Bill in
Indiana Legislature
Indianapolis — "Bank Nights" or
distribution of any article as an inducement to bring patrons to theaters, or persons to any other attractions, would be outlawed by a
bill introduced by Sen. Charles Fleming of Hammond.
The bill would provide a fine of
$200 to $1 000 for operating a "Bank
Night" in connection with the theater or any public entertainment

SANFORD

other welfare

Denver's First-Runs
Boost Night Scales

The time is coming in the not
too distant future when the distributors and exhibitors again

must sit down for the purpose of
mutually working out common problems as distinct from trade practices, William and
F. Rodgers,
M-G-M's
vice-president
general sales
manager, asserted yesterday at a trade
press luncheon-conference, of which
he was the host, at the Hotel Astor.
The motion picture advisory committee, composed of top distribution
executives,(Continued
should oninclude
exhibitors,
Page 7)

Married Ushers and
Doormen Face Draft
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Doormen and ushers, persons engaged in the manufacture of signs and advertising displays and persons engaged in the
operation of theatrical, dance, music
and art schools and studios will cease
(Continued on Page 6)

Prexies to Attend Coast
Meet of Attorneys Com.

Denver — Six first-runs, the OrThe Co-ordinating Committee of
pheum, Denver, Aladdin, Broadway
and Esquire, ?re boosting their week- the Motion Picture Industry, composed of three Eastern and three
day night prices from 50 to 60 cents
will hold its semiand their week-end night prices from Western attorneys,
(Continned on Page 7)
60 to 65 cents.
The Paramount is

Trust Suit Names
Goldberg Would

BERT

Rodgers Sees Need for Mutual Attempt to Work Out
Common Industry Problems

(Continued on Page 4)

"

1 J
'Random
Harvest9 May
Beat 'Miniver' Mark

Tri-States

Oust Circuit from Nebraska

Ten-week run mark set by "Mrs.
Miniver" at the Radio City Music
Hall may be equalled or shattered

Omaha, Neb.— The Tri-States Theaters Corp. of Des Moines, headed
by A. H. Blank, was charged with
an "unlawful monopoly" of firstWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY run pictures in Omaha in a suit
Washington — Elmer Davis, former filed in Federal District Court by
CBS newscaster, now director of the the R. D. Goldberg Theaters Corp.
Office of War Information, will re- and $540,000 damages sought.
The suit(Continued
also asks
that Tri-States
turn to the air shortly as official
on Page 4)

Elmer Davis to be Gov't
News Spokesman on Air

by Metro's "Random Harvest" which
starts its eighth week there today.
Pic will pass the 1,000,000 mark in
attendance today. Held for a ninth,
it would have the benefit of the Lincoln's Birthday holiday and, given a
tenth, it would be aided by Washington's Birthday.

T

(Continued on Page 6)
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Con. Fm.
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East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen.
Prec.
Eq
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 1st pfd. called.

133/8
10
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MARKET
Low
13%
10

hies back

to the Coast this

AL HARDING of Equity has returned to town
after completing a survey of stock theater possibilities in New England for 20th-Fox.
RODDY McDOWALL is in town from the
Coast.
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE has arrived from
Hollywood.
JUNE HAVOC is here from the Coast for a
brief respite before resuming her acting chores
at the 20th-Fox
studio.
JOHNNY MARIS, the sergeant who was reeased from the army
when
he was found
to
be only 15 years old, is in town from his home
n Milwaukee to attend the Roxy premiere of
'The Immortal Sergeant" as guest of the 20thFox publicity department.
TOM CONNORS,
returns on Monday

20th-Fcx distribution boss,
from studio conferences.

Close
13% —
10
—

Net
Chg.

Playhouse,
Inc.
Thea.
Bldg. 4s

2nd deb.
1st '57

67%

70 V4

Exhibs. to Display Four
OWI Posters in March
Theaters will receive four OWI
posters for display during March.
Two of these, one a 22x28, the other
28x40, are designed to aid in the
sale of War Bonds and Stamps. A
third, 22x28, cautions against c?reless talk; the fourth asks civilians
to do with less so that the soldiers
will have more.

FRED MEYERS of Universal departed for Pittsburgh, Buffalo and Cleveland
yesterday.
W. J. HEINEMAN, assistant general sales
manager of Universal, has returned from Dallas.
trip.
H. M. BESSEY, secretary-treasurer of Altec
Service, is back at his desk from a business
HARRY MICHALSON, RKO short subject sales
manager, and FREDRIC ULLMAN, JR., president
-f RKO Pathe, have started on a tour of RKO

LT. SANDY KORN, formerly assistant to Abe
Goodman, 20th-Fox advertising production manger, is in town on furlough prior to reporting
:t Mitchel Field. Ha's just been graduated
'rom the A'my Air Corps officers' candidate
school at Miami.

DANE CLARK, new Warners' contract player
who has just completed work in "Action in the
North Atlantic," has arrived in New York to
visit his mother, who is ill.

CHAUES
/esterday.
DAVE
ton.

FRANCIS

PALFREYMAN

COE went to Philadelphia
left yesterday for Bos-

LEO J. MCCARTHY, PRC assistant general
lales manager, is en route to New York.

Small Theaters May Get
Unemployment Insurance

%
i/4

'45

"PECK" GOMERSALL, Universal's Western
division manager, left for Detroit yesterday.
From therp h° goes to Chicago. He will be
back on Monday.

Southern exchanges to study reaction to "This
Is America" series of factual two-reelers. They
will visit Dallas, Oklahoma City, Memphis, New
Orleans, Atlanta and Charlotte.

Albany — Sen. William Kiman of
Brooklyn
hoppered a measure yes11-16 11-16 11-16—1-16
terday extending unemployment in9%
9%
9% —
%
surance benefit provisions to em1557/4 155
155
—
Vz
ployers
of one or more persons, in14
14
14
stead of four or more. If enacted,
447/g
443/4
447/8 +
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17Vi
17'/8
17yg
123
1193/4 1193/4 —
Vz the scope of unemployment insurance law small therters where
1193-4 119
119
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$6 pfd
ploye works for exhib.
20 h Century-Fox
. . 14%
14%
14%—
%
Ofh Century-Fcx pfd. 26
26
26
Sen. William T. Condon, Yonkers
Warner
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8%
%
8V2 —
1/4
do
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80
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80
—
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1
1
1
+1-16
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PETER COLLI, Warners' supervisor for Central
America and '. eru with headquarters in Havana,
and ARMANDO TRUCICS, manager in Panama,
are on their way back following home office
conferences.

HAL HORNE. 20rh-Fox publicity chief, gets
back from the Coast on Friday.

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER and EMILY KIM"ROUGH authors of the best-seller, "Our
Hearts Were Young and Gay," will arrive in
Hollywood from New York on Feb. 15 to con;u't with Sheridan Gibney regarding the adaptation of their bock for Paramount.

FINANCIAL
NEW

LYNN BARI
week-end.

To License Slot Machine Pix

J. H. SEIDELMAN, Universal foreign head,
is on the Coast to attend a series of production
conferences.
HARPO

MARX

has

returned

to

the

Coast.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, attorney for Angelus Pictures, arrived from the Coast yesterday
with a print of the company's
"The
Hangman."

first picture,

ABE WEINBERG goes from the Columbia meeting in Chicago to St. Louis today.
ABE MONTAGUE and RUBE JACKTER reChicago.turn today from the Columbia meeting in

Extra $5,000 Granted
To WAC for Its Budget
An additional $5,000 requested by
the War Activities Committee for its
budget was granted yesterday at a
special meeting of the MPPDA board
of directors.
At the same meeting, a drawing
was held to decide which company
would distribute the British short
subject "A Letter from Ulster."
tion. drew the picture for distribuRKO

Charles Osborn Named
WB Field Supervisor
Charles R. Osborn has been appointed field supervisor of Warners
film checking service in the Buffalo
and Albany territories, succeeding
Ben W. Price. Headquarters for the
upstate area has been transferred
from Buffalo to Albany.
R. P. Hagrn, checking service manager will be in Albany all this week
setting up the new headquarters.

Chicago — Juke film machines will
be taxed $20 annually under a new
ordinance.

Circuit heads and leading exhibs.
of the New York territory were
among the invitation audience that
attended last night's midnight invitation preview of
Force"
the Hollywood.
Pic"Air
has its
formalat
world premiere today.
Home office delegation was headed
by Maj. Albert Warner and included
Harry
Kalmine, Ben
Kalmenson,
Mort Blumenstock,
Roy Haines,^^
thur Sachson, A. W. SchwalH^^
Sam Schneider, Harry Goldberg,
Clayton Bond, Leonard Schlesinger,
Ed Hinchy, Mitchell Rawson, Jules
Lapidus and Leo Jacobi.
Attendance included Barney Balaban, Leonard Goldenson, Sam Dembow, Leon D. Netter, Ed Hyman, Ed
Alperson, Mflcolm Kingsberg, Spyros Skouras, George Skouras, Louis
Frisch, Sam and Harold Rinzler,
Charlie Moses, Freddie Schwartz,
Eddie Rugoff, Herman Becker, Irving Lesser, Harry and Lou Brandt,
Si Fabian, Julius Joelson, Joe Vogel,
Joe Cooper, Harry Katz, Dick Kearney, Jack Shea, Bernie Brooks, Irving Dollinger, Max Cohen, Cliff
Smith, Sam Strassberg, Joe Seider,
Walter Rerde, Lee Newbury, Leo
Brecher, Irving Kaplan, Harold Blumenthal, Sam Goodman, Harold Eskin, Jack Hattem, Norman Eicon,
Stanley Colbert, Irving Wheeler,
Frank Lynch, Bill White and other
exhibitors.

Three Canadian Theaters
Enroll in Dimes Drive
The united response being received
to the 1943 March of Dimes campaign is illustrated, the campaign
committee points out, by the fact
thet in the very first rush of pledges
received at headquarters every one
of the 48 states was represented!
And,, through some odd circumstances still unexplained, three Canadian theaters responded! Pennsylvania was the first state in with
over 100 pledges, with Massachusetts and New Jersey close behind.
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# We can reproduce
your ad with the realism
and lustre that makes
good engraving the final
step in the creation of
convincing advertising.
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When Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer's "Mrs. Miniver" ran so long at the Radio City Music
Hall, everybody thought that its amazing record would stand for all time. ..But
now look what's happening ! "Random Harvest" is right on "Mrs. Miniver's" heels !
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GARSON

WEEK!
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ing whether it will beat "Mrs. Miniver's" record too. . .Just three weeks to go.
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CITY
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COLMAN
"RANDOM

HARVEST"

Directed by Mervyn LeRoy - Produced by Sidney Franklin with Philip Dorn • Susan Peters • Henry Travers
Reginald Owen • Bramwell Fletcher ■ Screen Play by Claudioe West, George Frocschel and Arthur Wimperis
Based upon the novel by James Hilion • A Mervyn LeRoy Production - A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

6th

As it races into its seventh week, "Random Harvest" has smashed all the
long-run records in Music Hall history— except one. All New York is wonder-
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Directed by Mervyn LeRoy • Produced by Sidney Franklin • with Philip Dorn - Susan Peters • Henry Travers
Reginald Owen ■ Bramwell Fletcher ■ Screen Play by Claudine West, George Froeschel and Arthur Wimperis
Based upon the novel by James Hilton
• A Mervyn LeRoy Production
• A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Buy United States War Bonds and Stamp's for Victory '
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6th Week!
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HARVEST"

Directed by Mervyn LeRoy • Produced by Sidney Franklin with Philip Dorn • Susan Peters • Henry Travers
Reginald Owen * Bramwell Fletcher • Screen Play by Claudine West, George Froeschel and Arthur Wimperis
Based upon

the novel by James Hilton • A Mervyn

MARCH

LeRoy Production

• A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

OF DIMES — FEB. 18 — 24

"7 was easy! Now watch me do 8 !
It merely looks easy! Actually, only one other picture in the entire history of the
Music Hall has run as long as M-G-M's "Random Harvest". That was M-G-M's
"Mrs. Miniver" which set a 10-week record... Look out Mrs. M. — "Random Harvest"
has a record-smashing gleam in its eye!

RONALD

COLMAN
"RANDOM

•

GREER

GARSON

HARVEST"

Directed by Mervyn LeRoy • Produced by Sidney Franklin • with Philip Dorn • Susan Peters • Henry Travers
Reginald Owen • Bramwell Fletcher * Screen Play by Claudine West. George Frocschel and Arthur Wimperis
Based upon the novel by James Hilton
• A Mervyn LeRoy Production
* A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

8th

WEEK!

RADIO

CITY

MUSIC

HALL

Buy United States Wax Bonds and Stamps for Victory!

8th Week!
*$obest Leo, I'm
not a bit tired/"

"YOU'RE THE
MINIVER
OF 1943!
Press-time! "Random Harvest" phenomenal in Philly, biggest
non-holiday M-G-M gross in 2 years at Boyd Theatre. Riverside,
Cal., first small town engagement is 219%! Los Angeles gives it
12 weeks with simultaneous four theatre run plus move-overs!

a
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Omaha Trust Suit
Names Tri-Slates

IK'

(Continued fromi Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

be ousted from the theater business
in Nebraska. R. D. Goldberg operates the Town theater and a group
of neighborhood houses while TriStates operates the Omaha, Orpheum and Paramount theaters in
Omaha.
Goldberg charges Tri-States made
it impossible for him to get product for his Town, downtown theater, until 60 days after it had
been shown at Tri-States' Omaha
or Orpheum, both first-run downtown houses near the Town. He
claims the damages due to an "unlawful monopoly" on first-run product and states the only first-run he
is able to get consists of a few pictures of "very poor quality" such as
westerns.
The whole thing has cut down the
Town's income and relegated it to
athe"secondary
suit states.and inferior position,"
The officers of Tri-States named
in the suit included as defendants,
Blank; G. Ralph Branton, general
manager, both of Des Moines and
Joseph Kinsky, district manager at
Omaha.
A similar suit against Goldberg
was brought by Nebraska Attorney
General Walter Johnson for the
state, charging he was monopolizing
the second-run picture business in
Omaha, was recently dismissed.

"Something for the Boys"
Faces Plagiarism Charge

Earlier Release for
Browne and Biofl!

"Meat"
Plent
• • y • ofNOTWITHSTANDING

that yesterday was Meatless Tuesday,

there was plenty of "meat" to yesterday's luncheon pow-wow at the
Hotel Astor 'twixt William F. Rodgers and the Industry's Fourth Estate
Having just returned from the West Coast production lair of Leo
the Lion, Mister Rodgers, — among other items reported elsewhere in this
issue — . had something to say about forthcoming M-G-M product, particularly of interest to the Friendly Company's customers
First off.
he remarked upon the enthusiasm with which the studio forces are facing
wartime production problems, and averred that Metro, as result of
processes in force, is incapable of making a bad picture, because if any
feature is judged to need strengthening, it is, if need be, turned over to
another producer
But no opus is allowed to go out without box-office
muscles
T
T
▼
•

•

• OF "The Human Comedy/' Leo's v.-p. in charge of distribution declared "I have never seen a picture come out of our studio
that is any better,"— which is an understatement compared with other
verbal salvos of its worth, notably that of Joseph I. Breen who characterizes itas the perfect picture
Rodgers said there were three particularly wonderful scenes therein, and that Metro will sell the attration alone and apart from any block, because it deserves individual
treatment in the market
He was also very keen about other oncoming product he viewed at the studio, including "DuBarry Was a
Lady" (Red Skelton, Lucille Ball, Virginia O'Brien, Gene Kelly, et al);
"The Youngest Profession," with Virginia Weidler (Rodgers states it's
"greatest comedy I've seen"); "Assignment In Brittany"; "Slightly Dangerous" (Lana Turner, et al); and "Presenting Lily Mars," the new Judy
Garland vehicle
T
T
▼

Charging plagiarism, James F.
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
Waters and Alfred Schebel, producers of the radio show, "Court of
Denver First Runs Boost
Missing Heirs," yesterday filed suit Ralph Goldberg Buys Half
in U. S. District Court for an in- Interest in K. C. Theater
Night Admission Prices
junction against 20th-Fox and Michael Todd as owners and producers
(.Continued from Page 1)
Omaha, Neb. — Ralph Goldberg,
of "Something for the Boys," Her- local theater owner, has purchased boosting week-day night prices for
bert and Dorothy Fields as authors
a half interest in the Main St. main floor and mezzanine from 45 to
and Ethel Merman, Allen Jenkins,
50 cents; balcony prices from 30 to
Jed Prouty and Paula Lawrence, theater of Kansas City, paying a re- 35 and from 30 and 45 to 50 cents
stars of the stage musical.
ported $75,000. The other half was all over the house on week-ends.
Accounting of profits and unspeciTwo neighborhoods are also boostbought by 20th Century-Fox.
fied damages are sought.
ing their top prices. At the Mayan
The house is one of the largest
it will be from 35 to 40 cents, and
in
the
country
and
has
been
closed
"Covered" to Major Circuits
a.z the Bluebird from 30 to 35 cents.
RKO has closed deals which puts for five years, due to litigation
Goldwyn's "They Got Me Covered" among the owners. Goldberg said Expect Bus Tokens to
in 400 Warner houses and 500 FWC
he tried to obtain sole ownership,
theaters.
but failed. Later he tried to buy Help Rochester Exhibs.
out the other half from the new
Rochester — Downtown theaters
owner, which refused to sell. Gold- should benefit from the action of the
berg is now negotiating for the sale local bus company whereby tokens
of his interest to RKO which for
will $1.
be used giving patrons 12 rides
previously had leased the property.
At the same time, the city is conAlbert Schoenberg, Kansas City
templating wider use of the subway
real estate operator, represented
Goldberg in the transaction. Gold- — with more cars and an extension
planned — thus enabling more people
berg's Omaha theaters number seven,
to reach the downtown
area.
ail in-operation except the State.
Both measures are the result of
the ban on pleasure driving.
Setting Metro "Jumbo" Deed
Deal between M-G-M and Billy
in "New
West Coast
Bureau ofOrleans"
THE FILM •DAILY
Rose for the screen rights to "Jum- Faye
Mary
Carlisle
Milton
Silver
Hollywood — Alice Faye will star in
bo,"
stage
attraction
of
the
1935Albert S. Howson
James A. Starr
"New
O: leans," Technicolor pic for
1936 season, was reported near closPat H. Harman
ing yesterday.
'
20th-Fox.

sooner than expected, it was learned
yesterday. In the case of Browne,
serving an eight-year sentence for
extorting almost $1,000,000 fromnd^i
the
major film producers, the term l was
was
extended to Nov. 12, 1949, anc
the Bioff case to Nov. 12, 1951.
is serving 10 years for the same'
fense. Acting U. S. Attorney ie^l
Howard C. Cochran would make no comment with respect to the extension.
It has been the practice of Federal judges to extend court terms for
various reasons, such as reducing
sentences where convicted defendants are co-operative toward the
Government. The investigation by
Federal authorities which resulted
in the filing of indictments against
Browne and Bioff is still under way.
Browne and Bioff are lodged in
New York's Federal House of Detention months after their conviction, although the usual stay there is
usually about two weeks. It is
known that both since their convictions have been willing to discuss
many matters relating to the film
industry with Federal authorities
and they have actus Uy attended conhouse ferences
here. held in the Federal CourtMeanwhile the trial of Louis Kaufman, business manager of Newark
Local 244, operators, is under a similar extortion indictment which is
pending in Federal Court. Kaufman
was indicted with Nick Circella,
alias Nick Dean, who was sentenced
to eight years' imprisonment when
he pleaded guilty. Browne and Bioff,
although not defendants, are named
co-conspirators in the KaufmanCircella indictment and may be Government witnesses at the Kaufman
trial.

Name Weldon Exec. G. M.
Of the Talisman Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Francis Weldon has
been made executive general manager of the Talisman Studios, succeeding John F. Meehan who resigned
the post.

STORKS
Boston — Eddie Segal, booker in
the father
local Warner
Bros, exchange is
the
of a boy.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A daughter, Ellen,
weighing seven pounds, has been
born to Mr. and Mrs. Andre Dumonceau at Good Samaritan Hospital.
Father was associate producer of
PRC's "Behind Prison Walls."
A baby girl weighing six pounds,
seven ounces arrived for Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Pergament on Monday
at the French Hospital. The father
is vice-president
of Crystal Pictures, Inc.

■

RKO RADIO PICTURES PRESENTS

THE SEARCHING STORY OF TWO HUMAN COGS
IN THE MIGHTY MACHINE THAT IS WARTIME WASHINGTON
"BOOMTOWN, D. C" produced by Frederic
Ullman, jr., is the latest release in RKO Radio
Pictures "This Is America" series of two-reel features. Itgraphically tells the story of the little people
of our wartime capital — the people who have
come to this bedlam on the Potomac from all over
America to lend a patriotic hand. In "Boomtown,
D. C," that pulsating city where the biggest shortage
is elbow room, the folks back home will see a new
kind of war film, a picture of a Washington never
before filmed quite so entertainingly. Here is the
kind of short that can't help but be tops at the boxoffice. See it and you'll book it.

LATEST IN THE VITAL
NEW SERIES

ONCE EVERY
FOUR WEEKS

at
reviews of new fiLms
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Married Ushers and
Doormen Face Draft
(Continued from Page

1)

being deferable after April 1 "regardless of dependents," the Selective Service Bureau announced yesterday.
The Bureau's pronouncement,
which affected men engaged in 29
occupations or employed in 19 industries, eight wholesale and retail
trades and nine services, was the first
move to draft married men with children into the armed services.
Termed "only the beginning" by
Paul V. McNutt, chairman of the
War Manpower Commission, it was
said that the list of "nondeferable"
occupations and industries will be
extended and amended from time
to time. McNutt yesterday told the
House Military Affairs Committee
that at the year end, "10 out of every
14 able-bodied men between 18 and
38 will be in the armed forces."
Men in the categories named will
have until May 1 to shift to an occupation essential to the war effort.

Elmer Davis to be Gov't
News Spokesman on Air
(Continued from Page

1)

spokesman for the U. S. Government
in a series of 15-minute talks on
war news, both on the home and
foreign fronts. Details as to time,
networks and number of stations is
not yet set. Some reports here had
it that all four major networks
would carry Davis's program, with
transcriptions available to other interested broadcasters.
Davis will present a weekly roundup of the news, without using any
news previously released to the
press and radio.
Davis's taking the air marks the
first time the Government has had
an official radio voice.

SAG-Producers Meet Mon.
On Pay Rise for Extras
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Negotiations between
the Screen Actors Guild and the producers' representatives for increases
in minimum rates for extras, day
players and free-lance players, will
be resumed Monday night.

WEDDING

BELLS

Sam Boverman of Paramount's
legal department was married Friday to Muriel Lang.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Donna Reed, Metro
actress, and Bill Tuttle, makeup artist, were married.

"Air Force"
Garfield, Gig Young, Harry

the Philippines after a stop at Wake Island.
The men arrive at the Pnilippine base just
with John
Carey, as it is being evacuated by the American
John Ridgely, George Tobias
forces under Japanese pressure. Before
Warner
124 Mins. taking off with instructions to head for
SMASHING TRIBUTE TO AIR FORCE IS Australia, the crew mows down the Japs
trying to seize the plane and sinks several
DRAMATIC DOCUMENT OF TREMENships of an invasion fleet. En route to
DOUS BOX-OFFICE FOWER.
Warner Bros, has a way with service Australia the men have occasion to participate in the Coral Sea fight. The
pictures. This Howard Hawks production
offers new and incontestible proof of this. gallant fellows come to disaster several
t.mes on their flight, at the end of which
In "Air Force," the story of a tlying fortress death has claimed two of them.
and its heroic crew, the studio has applied
Assistance provided by the Army Air
its magic touch to material that has made
proud and glowing reading in our public Force has helped give the picture an air
prints since that fatal Dec. 7 and trans- of authenticity. The authorities allowed
the air base near Tampa for producformed itinto dynamic boxoffice entertain- use of
tion of the film.
ment that will draw such hefty grosses that
the exhibitor who plays it will have to give
The photography is something to get excited about. Unsurpassed is the camera
himself
assurance
that
he
isn't
dreaming
wizardry of James Wong Howe, director
when the count is in.
of photography; Elmer Dyer and Charles
As a service film "Air Force" is un- Marshall, aerial photographers, and Roy
excelled; as a tribute to the men whose
air exploits in the Battle of the Pacific Davidson; Rex Wimpy and H. F. Koenehave thrilled the nation it stands without a kamp, special-effects men. Some of the
air shots are positively stunning. The
peer. This dramatic powerhouse is no
less a tribute to Jack L. Warner as show- battle scenes are memorable, being amazingly realistic. The Coral Sea encounter
man and patriot. It was he who first
is a masterpiece of the camera art.
nurtured the germ for so ambitious a project. That germ has come alive with an
Although the cast doesn't possess much
marquee strength, it discharges its duties
impact that should give the Warner execuwith
compelling earnestness and thorough
tive producer cause for boundless rejoicing.
All associated in translating it into action competence. John Ridgely, as crew captain, and John Garfield, Harry Carey and
have realized its possibilities to the full,
George Tobias, as subordinates, take top
having given it a scope that is breath- honors. Gig Young, Arthur Kennedy
taking and lifted it to a high inspirational
plane. Born of this happy union of talents Charles Drake, Ward Wood, Ray Montgomery and James Brown, playing the reis a smashing film of tremendous force and
maining members of the crew, are also
unparalleled
excitement.
^
above reproach. Standing out among
Whipped into fury by the bold and un- the other players are Stanley Ridges, Moroni
compromising directorial mind of Hawks, Olsen, Willard Robertson, Edward Brophy,
the Dudley Nichols screenplay, a solid job Richard Lane. There are in the cast only
with all the forcefulness and directness that
three women none of whom is of any
vonificance, since the romantic stuff is
characterize this writer's creative work, nil.
sets a terrific pace from the opening shot,
maintaining it right up to the end. The
Hal B. Wallis produced the film with
action, productive of thrill after thrill,
sweep and careful attention to detail. The
will make audiences look on goggle-eyed
Franz Waxman score is a fitting musical
and leave them limp at the finish. Rarely
setting for the valorous exploits of the men
has a film been endowed with such redblooded action — action that builds in- whose praises "Air Force" sings.
CAST: John Ridgely, Gig Young, Arthur
exorably to a crashing crescendo in a reenactment of the Battle of the Coral Sea Kennedy, Charles Drake, Harry Carey,
that raises the blood pressure to the danger George Tobias, Ward Wood, Ray Montgomery, John Garfield, James Brown, Stanley
point. Since the film spends most of its
time off the ground, there is ample oppor- Ridges, Willard Robertson, Moroni Olsen,
tunity for spectacular aerial scenes. The Edward Brophy, Richard Lane, B II Crago,
roar of plane motors is like a symphonic Faye Emerson, Addison Richards. James
Flavin, Ann Doran, Dorothy
Peterson.
accompaniment to the action.
CREDITS: Producer, Hal B. Wallis; DiThe story follows the flying fortress on a
rector, Howard Hawks; Screenplay, Dudley
momentous flight from a California air
Nichols; Director of Photography, James
base to Australia. It is a vividly documented
odyssey recorded with profound eloquence Wong Howe; Aerial Photographers, Elmer
and startling effectiveness. What starts out Dyer, Charles Marshall; Special Effects,
as a practice flight to Hickam Field, Hawaii, Roy Davidson, Rex Wimpy, H. F. Koenekamp;
suddenly develops into a journey fraught Film Editor, George Amy; Art D re-tor,
with peril when Pearl Harbor is attacked John Hughes; Musical Score, Franz Waxand war is declared against Japan. Arrived man; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbste'n.
DIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY,
at Hickam field right after its bombing, the
crew is ordered to proceed immediately to Superb.

Farrow Named Ostrer's
Co-chairman for G-B

London (By Cable) — Leslie W.
Farrow has been appointed deputy
chairman and co-managing director
Scranton, Pa. — Lucille Tyler of with Mark Ostrer of Gaumont Britthe Comerford Circuit home office
ish, it was announced yesterday.
was married to Master Sgt. Harry Farrow is a widely known accountant and a director of Odeon circuit.
Baker in St. Stanislaus Church.

Hartford Will Manage
20th-Fox Seattle Branch
Seattle— Anthony W. Hartford has
been promoted from salesman to
manager of the 20t,h-Fox exchange
here as successor to Herndon Edmond, who has been transferred to
the home office distribution department.

Blind Checking Ban
On Flat Rentals Only
(Continued from

Page

1)

number of persons patronizing the
theater during the presentation of
a flat rental picture controlled by
the producers.
New Jersey Allied, which is supporting the measure, contends t£
blind-checking "is espionage by i
producer for the sole purpose of rS
ing film rentals." Allied members
have asserted that the checking sysbuptem gives the distributors an unfair
fair
trade act.
advantage
and violates the state's

§

Columbia Plans Eastern
Sales Meet in New York
Chicago — Concluding Columbia's
three-day sales meeting at the Drake
Hotel, A. Montague, vice-president
and general sales manager, yesterday announced that a similar meeting will shortly be held in New York
City, for branch mrnagers from the
entire Eastern seaboard.
Present at this New York meeting will be home office executives,
as well as sales department executives, including New York Division Manager N. J. Cohn; Branch
Managers Saul Trauner and Irving
Wormser, New York; H. E. Weiner,
Philadelphia; fnd managers from
the New England States including:
Joe Miller, Albany; I. H. Rogovin,
Boston; Phil Fox, Buffalo, and T. F.
O'Toole, New Haven.
Sales conclave's pattern will follow that of the Chicago meet.
Montague said the largest radio
program in Columbia's history would
be placed behind "The More the
Merrier" which has an April release
date, opening at the Music Hall, New
Yo:k.
Large newspaper and magrzine
campaigns are being planned for
"Commandos Strike at Dawn," Gregory Ratoff's "Something to Shout
About" and "Desperados." Columbia
plans equitable distribution of available prints to small exhibitors as
well as to the circuits, and the needs
of smaller exhibitors will be given
full consideration. Montague said.
He repo ted that Columbia business
is at record levels.

In Swapping GiftsIt's Tit For Tat!
Toronto — Graduating class of
navigators at No. 1 Air Observers
S:hool in Malton want some glamour
and inspiration on Feb. 19, when
covered
21 was
they finishthat
theirFeb.
course.
They Ann
d'sSheridan's birthday, and would probably be in a generous mood. So
they've asked her for her sweater.
However,
the lads don't
want something for nothing.
A:cordingly,
they
have prepared an elaborate petition,
written on a model plane wing, seeking the wooly garment.
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New Disfrib.-Exhib.
Parley Proposed
(Continued from' Parte 1)

and the Government should invite
theater representatives to the frequent conferences in Washington,
Rodgers said.
Disclosing that such a suggestion
fcs*^ already been advanced to the
B, the Metro distribution chief
indicated that he would not be adverse to again taking the leadership.
For Rodgers' comments on forthcoming M-G-M product see Along
the Rialto on Page 4.
The many problems confronting
the industry in the matter of raw
stock, conservation, etc., should be
placed before exhibitor representatives as well as representatives of
distribution, he contended, adding
that he had made such suggestions
to the WPB. Rodgers said that many
of the problems could be ironed out
quicker if exhibitor leaders were included.
M-G-M's third block of pictures
in the current season will be composed of ft least nine and not more
than 12 features. Foreseeing a
product shortage, Rodgers said that
the third block would be held back
until the market was ready to absorb it.
The company's cancellation policy,
he explained, has resulted in very
few cancellations rnd where they
have occurred, it has been due to pictures being unsuitable for a particular type of theater.
With a 30 per cent cut in raw
stock. M-G-M is doing everything
possible to conserve film. Directors
are making fewer re-takes and are
using less film stock risrht down the
lire, Rodgers said. Proposals for
staggering prints, therebv causing
territori-l release dates, do not appeal to Rodgers 01 to other company
executives for practical reasons. He
pointed out that to release a picture
in one territory would mean that the
next territory the first-runs would
be getting scratched and badly used
prints.
It appears likely that the five signatories to the New York decree will
cnnMnue to sell their pictures in
blocks, following trade screenings
even after the decree expires offici? 1ly on Nov. 20 unless the Government takes steps to extend or modify
it, Rodgers said.

Ohio Exhibs. Back
Farmers EST Fight
Cleveland — Cleveland exhibitors
are 100 per cent in back of Ohio
farmers
fightStandard
to putTime
the
state backin onthe'r
Eastern
as against the present War Time
schedule. Attorney General Herbert
has ruled it constitutional for states
to alter the Fedreal time schedule.
Inasmuch as the farm vote holds the
balance of power in Ohio, it is expected the time change will be
shortly effected.

Conn, Nabes Culling
2 Changes Weekly
New Haven — Wednesday has been
chosen fs closing day for most of
the state's neighborhoods which are
complying with the Governor's reauest for fuel conservation by oneday cessation of business. Most of
the first-runs have chosen Tuesdays,
opening
the new week's program on
Wednesdays.
Nabes chose Wednesday for its
convenience since it most easily reduces three to two changes a week
and interferes least with the usual
nremium giveaway days. It is reported that those theaters that had
already announced matinee closings
in the interest of oil or coal economy before the Governor made his
T'adio address originally requesting
Sunday and Monday closing, may
now resume afternoon shows in
spite of the full-day sacrifice. Nabes
have particularly suffered from the
"ut in business, maintrining that
grosses on other days do not incrpase proportionately.
Many flso find their buildings
which contain offices or types of
business not required to close, must
supply heat anyway, and feel that
therefore thp purpose of the ruling
is not served.

Prexies to Attend Coast
Meet of Attorneys Com.
(Continued f-wi

Pnne

\>

->nnual meeting in Hollywood on Feb.
15 for a s-eneral discussion of industry problems. Presidents of the
major companies have been invited
Lo attend the sessions and several
ilready have pecepted.
The co-ordinating committee is
-imposed of Mendel Silberberg.
Maurice Benjamin and Herbprt Fresfon. renresenting the studios, and
Austin Keough, J. Robert Rubin and
Tosenh Hazen, representing the East
Distribution problems, war activi"Pittsburgh" Tops "Spoilers" 25%
ties and censorship of exported prints
"Pittsburgh." the Charles K. Feld- ^re said
to be among the subjects on
man production for Universal, is
the
agenda.
reported by the home office to be
doing 25 pe- cent better business Harrv St. Alwyn Dies
than "The Spoilers" which had the
Hollywood — Harrv St. Alwyn. 50
same starring combination of Marline D'etrich, Randolph Scott and who in 1915 started thp first talent
John Wayne. There have been hold- service bureau in the film industrv
overs and exfended playing time in which wao a forerunner of Central
pr-.rHpoi]v nil the key city engage- Casting Corporation, died Tuesday
of a heart attack.
ments that it has played to date.

Appeal Board Reduces
Salt Lake Clearances
(Continued from Page

1)

Bountiful,sentingUtah,
companies.and the five conWhile the arbitrator reduced existing clearances, the complainant
and the complaining intervenors took
the position that the reduced clearances were still unreasonable. The
45-60 days' cles ranee granted to the
first-runs in Salt Lake City was the
object of the attack.
After reviewing the evidence, the
arbitrator's award was modified to
read as follows:
The mount
complainants
were dismissedagainst
as wereParathe
declarations of interventions by the
Burke Theaters in Sandy and Midvale and the Holladay Theater at
Holladay. The maximum clearances
after first-run on the remaining distributor defendants' product shall be
21 days to the Centre, Utah, Studio,
Paramount and Rialto over the Bountiful; to the Capitol and Victory
over the Bountiful, 14 days, provided
that if and when the Capitol shall
establish a price policy to conform
with
the Utah's,
the Capitol's
clearFnce shall
be 21 days;
to the Centre,
Utah, Studio, Paramount, Rialto,
Capitol and Victory over the intervening Murray Theater, 28 days and
over the Southeast, 35 days.

Para. Sales Staff Sets
Two New Firm Records
Paramount sales staff set two new
sf les records last week when a combined total of 3,004 contracts were
received on both the A-l and A-2
product,
terday. Charles M. Reagan, assistant sales manager, announced yesThe new figure, beating the record of 2,787 set the previous week,
is the greatest number of contracts
ing.
received in any one week period under the present Consent Decree sellThe second record established was
on the number of contracts received
on the A-2 group, current line-up,
which resulted in a total of 2,703
contracts beating the previous high
of 2,473.

Local F-51 Names Com.
To Draft Constitution
Local F-51, IATSE, which covers
white-collar workers at the exchanges in this area, has appointed
a committee to draft a constitution
for the union. On the committee
are Jack Finkelstein. Irving Barron,
Sadie Cohen. Joan Raphael, Jeanne
Joel, Gerfude Thorman.
Installation of officers of the local
was held on Monday at the Times
Square Hotel. Inducted were Finkelstein, president; Barron, vice-presidpnt; Mildred Weber, treasurer;
Fleanor Howard, financial secretary;
Gertrude Reiman, recording secrearms. tary; Murray Blutreich, sergeant-atTrustees will be elected on Feb.
16.

To Hear Arguments
On Momand Theory
(Continued from Page

1)

proved yesterday. His condition,
while not serious seems to indicate
a slight attack of influenza. Momand's $4,950,000 anti-trust action
against the majors and Griffith companies was recessed Monday when
his condition aided by long hours
of work for /the past three weeks of
the trial became known.
Judge Broaddus held court yesterday for an hour discussing the case
with attorneys for both sides and
asked that both George S. Ryan, Momand counsel and defense attorneys
C. B. Cochran, Edward McLennan
and D. I. Johnston be ready to argue
the theory of the case this morning
if Momand was still unable to take
the stand in resumption of Cochran
cross-examination.
Questions Generic

Conspiracy Angle

During Tuesday's court discussion Judge
Broaddus stated that he did not, see how the
generic conspiracy which he has also intimated had not been proven to his satisfaction
could have affected the Alva situation in
which Momand is asking $313,248.09 damiges. "It clearly shows that outsiQe of some
degree you secured everything in the way of
Product," he commented, "so I djb not see
how you can tie this in with ycfar generic
conspiracy. What is more there $are a numlier of these locations upon whiep the same
thing
mightBroaddus
be said."
Judge
informed attorneys that
he
always
felt
it was
allow
a torneys to make
their"malidiiousf'
arguments towithout
'etting them" know "what is onfmy mind,"
nd for that reason after hjearing the arguments on the theory of the case1, would derail how he felt about eac(i of the IS separate requests for damages that make up
he suit.
Defendant attorneys had suggested yesterday that Judge Broaddus might like to hear
their motion to dismiss argued while Momand
was recovering but Ryan objected vigorously,
stating that he had not introduced all of his
evidence "by any means" and that if he
were to attempt to argue that motion before
'he evidence
was in he would, be giving away
his
case.
Must Show Conspiracy
McClennan pointed out that there could- be
no recovery in this case unless combination
for conspiracy is shown. He asserted : "This
is not a case for restraint of trade. It is a
ase for combination in restraint or trade.
There can be no separate recovery for any
particular defendants since there must be a
combination. The complaint is the same in
every cause of action. The things set out
as overt acts pursuant to conspiracy alleged
lack a cause of action." Judge Broaddus
commented that "I'd say your statement is
correct," as McClennan continued to point
out either the whole cause or none of it
must
if the original complaint is
to standbe proved
up.
Ryan also informed Judge Broaddus that
there would be no more plaintiff witnesses
called to the stand unless something unexpected developed and that the remaining evidence to be introduced would be documentary.
Sound Connection Unimportant
Judge Broaddus also commented yesterday
that there was nothing so far to show that
the sound companies had anything to do with
the conspiracy. He pointed out that so far
as he could gather from the evidence that
Momand himself could have secured, his
sound equipment whenever he secured the
pictures "so I cannot see how this affects the
cse," adding the sound connection is so
slight it is not important.
Sound
equipment
companies
are not defendants in the case but a great many documents relative to their contracts with Momand.
and others have been introduced by plaintiff
"I'll explain myself" Judge Broaddus; comj attorneys.mented in the recessing the short Tuesday
session, "and after I've done that we'll try
I to eliminate some of this case."
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By CHESTER B. BAHN

—

FILM biz, which counts a sense of humor
among its own cherished Lares and
Penates, is doing a bit of good-natured
kidding these days about the luck of the
Warners when it comes to coincidences, the
latest instance being the b.o. runaway by
"Casablanca" as a result of the North African meeting of the President and Britain's
Churchill. . . . And already there are those
who feel, somehow or other, that the finale
of "Air Force" presages another bombing
of Tokyo, say in March, when the pic will
be released, tying that hunch to the recent
bread hint by the Secretary of the Navy
It could happen, of course, for the long
arm of coincidence can stretch from Hollywood t6 Tokyo just as it did from Hollywood to Casablanca. . . . And if it does,
it exactly wouldn't hurt "Air Force" at the
b.o. . . . But even the kidders won't deny
that both "Casablanca" and "Air Force"
are backed by something more than "the
luck of the Warners". ... If the gods
chose to smile on the former and, later,
elect to do an encore for "Air Force," the
reason could be that they, too, appreciate
a couple of corking pix — pix rich in entertainment values. . . . You need something
more than just luck for that, pal.

of "Aii Force," that was a
SPEAKING
helluva fine page
ad that Warners
used in the New York dailies yesterday
Signed by Jack L. Warner, keyed to the
President's "State of the Nation" address
in January, and eye-catching with its personalized demand, "When the President
Was on the Air where were you, sir? . . .
and you ma'am?" it was a prize example
of the new WB policy of combination institutional copy, slanted for timely appeal.
. .. Those responsible for the idea and the
copy, from Charlie Einfeld down can take
a couple of bows. . . .
o
AND speaking of newspaper ads, a doff
** of the editorial lid to our esteemed
contemporary, the New York World-Telegram, in acknowledgment of its latest display copy emphasizing the value of recreation for civilians and saluting the entertainment world for its generosity to the
armed forces. . . . Captioned "This is Hollywood's Own V-Mail to the boys on every
fighting front," the copy stresses that
many a new feature today has its real
(Continued on Page 2)

WPB Limiting Use of
Film to Keep Within
Its Six-Month Quota
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Governor

Lauds War

Co-op. by NIass. Exhibs.
DAILY

Washington — Exposure of 35 mm.
film for factual motion pictures has
been prohibited since Jan. 1, unless
specifically authorized, the WPB motion picture branch pointed out yesterday in calling attention to pertinent provisions of General Limitation Order No. L-178. This warning was issued that
to emphasize
determination
the use of WPB's
film in
(Continued on Page 6)

Opposition Growing
To Manpower Policy

Boston — Gov. Leverett Salronstall
yesterday publicly thanked the state's
picture theaters for their co-operation in the war effort. He said that
no other industry was more entitled
to award of glory than the picture
theaters and further that they had
been of immense value in spreading
to
ism.the public the doctrine of patriot-

Allied Affiliation
For PCC Reported

Acceptance No Prejudice
To Claim for 100%; Distribs.
May Get Blocked Coin
American distributors would be
permitted to withdraw $3,100,000
from Australia during the current
calendar year under a proposal made
by the Australian Government, it
was learned here yesterday.
The American companies have
been informed that their acceptance of that figure at this time
would not prejudice their claim for
100 per cent remittance nor their
(Continued on Page 11)

Court Acts to Speed
Momand Suit Trial

Reports that the Pacific Coast
Conference of Independent Theater
Owners may become affiliated with
terday. Allied were heard here yesnational

Oklahoma City — Returning to the
witness stand for cross-examination,
Washington — Opposition among
A. B. Momand, still showing the efthe nation's legislators to the War
fects of his three-day illness, again
Manpower Commission's plan for
faced the cross-examination of C. B.
While a series of meetings bedrafting all men, regardless of detween PCC units and Allied leaders Cochran
during
of 9)yesterday's
pendency, whose jobs or age do not
(Continued all
on Page
entitle them to deferment became are in progress supposedly for the
increasingly apparent yesterday. purpose of discussing the Allied
Senator John H. Bankhead, Alabama "caravan" plan, it also is reported Tenn. Overbuying Bill
(Continued on Page 11)
Democrat and chairman of the ApSaid "Spite" Measure
Washington

Bureau

of THE

(Continucd on
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Albany Bingo Measure
Given Little Chance

Shortage of Print Cans
Spurs Conservation Move

Albany — Insiders here are of the
opinion that the ITOA is unduly
excited over the probability of a
Bingo bill passing the New York
legislature. A majority of legal
authorities believe that such a law

Increased shortage of print cans
has inspired a new effort by the industry in co-operation with the WAC
to prolong the life of this vital film
equipment, it was learned yesterday.
The distributors are being reminded
(Continued on Page

(Continued on Page 9)

Anti-Spy

10)

Bill in /a. House

Exhibitor-Solon Sponsors Checking Measure
Capital Parley on Foreign
Nations' Film Needs
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A preliminary meeting to go over 1943 film requirements of foreign countries was held
here' yesterday, with representatives
of WPB, BEW and the Lend-Lease
Administration
on hand.
Harold
(Continued on Page 6)

By OTTO

WEBER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Des Moines, la. — An anti-blind
checking bill was introduced in the
lower House of the Iowa legislature
by Rep. Frank W. Less, Democrat
from Cascade who also operates a
theater while not doing legislative
duties.
The bill would prohibit "spying"
upon the business
(Continued operations
on Page 8) of man-

in

Nashville, Tenn. — Bill, introduced
the Tennessee
legislature, designed to(Continued
regulate onthe
operation of
Page 9)

Recruit WAVES and
SPARS in N. Y. Houses
Both indie and circuit houses in
New York City will become recruiting centers for the WAVES and
SPARS for the week beginning Monday. AWVS representatives will be
set up in theater lobbies, in juxtaposition to striking recruiting one-sheets
for both WAVES and SPARS, with
application and enlistment blanks.
Theaters' newspaper ads Saturday
and Sunday will carry slugs calling
attention to the nation's need for
increasing the registration in these
two groups. The Newsreel Division
of the WAC will cover a mass swearing-in ceremony, which will serve as
an unofficial trailer for the campaign.
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"world premiere" in combat areas, thanks
to the industry's donation of free 16 mm.
prints for overseas use. . . . Copy also emphasizes that on the home front as well
"time out for relaxation and fun is the best
insurance against wartime worries, wartime
fatigue". . . . It's the sort of advertising
story that will bear re-telling in your home
town, pal.

Gas Rationing May Force
Southern Jersey Closings
A number of theaters in the southern part of New Jersey may have to
close because of the gas rationing
situation, it was pointed out at a
meeting of New Jersey Allied in
Trenton on Monday. Rural theaters,
it was said, have been hurt severely
by the ban on pleasure driving.
The Trenton meeting, which had
tho largest attendance, was addressed by Gov. Charles A. Edison,
Attorney General David Wilentz,
State Senators Harold Eastwood and
Charles Barton and Assemblymen
David Young and Arthur Lewis.

Newsreel Pool Cameramen
Got No Casablanca Film?
Washington
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Washington — Although representatives of the newsreel pool were
on hand for the Casablanca conference, reports here yesterday are that
they have shipped nothing on the
historic meeting. One report is that
they had insufficient equipment while
others claim that they were not allowed to get close enough to the
actual events to shoot, any film.
More than 85 per cent of the film
shot on the conference was made by
the Army Air Force crew of Teddy
Richman, former News of the Day
cameraman.

Zanuck North African
Experiences as Book

DAILY

fitu

Chi. Theaters Convert
From Oil to Coal Heat

COmmC and GOIflG

Chicago — Both circuit and indie
theaters here are rapidly changing
CEORGE BORTHWICK and LESTER THOMPSON
over from oil to coal heating. B & have arrived on the Coast.
MARTIN leaves the Coast for New
K circuit switched the Tivoli, Tower YorkMARY
en Tuesday.
and Southtown theaters, while the
WALT DISNEY leaves New York for Boston
Essaness circuit made the change in
today for talks with Dr. Earnest Hooton, professor of anthropology at Harvard
University.
its Embassy, Vic, Devon and Liberty theaters. The Indiana and IlliARTHUR GREENBLATT, PRC distribution head
nois circuit converted at the Jefferin Hollywood yesterday from Nf ; vork
son theater in Goshen and is chang- arrived
to confer with Leon Fromkess, in cKfa of
«^
ing over in three other houses. The production.
Alliance theater circuit is using oil
in several houses. Chicago Warner Mantell Rites Held
Funeral services were held at Park
theaters are converting.
West Memorial Chapel yesterday
for Edmund Mantell, 63, Bronx theCoal Shortage Reported
ater operator, who died Tuesday folBy Theaters in Conn.
lowing a heart attack.
New Haven — The few theaters left
Seven
Tripling
in Chi.
unconverted are again in the throes
of doubt as to the future of the
Chicago — Seven nabe theaters, all
heating situation, in view of the 10- indies, advertised triple-features this
day emergency no-delivery period, week. Number of houses using premiums and giveawys is getting
to end Feb. 10. It is believed, how- fewer each
week.
ever, that those who can prove application for grates or other equipment not yet received, and those requiring heat for stores and other
tenants, may be covered, Meantime,
some exhibitors are experiencing
difficulty obtaining coal.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

20th-Fox Credit Union
Elects Seven to Board
Results of 20th-Fox Credit Union
election, held at the annual meeting
of the organization Tuesday night,
were announced yesterday. Elected
to the board of directors were Eugene McEvoy, Molly Grill, Murray
Chikofsky, Mary Kaem, Theodore
Shaw, Nat Brower, Luke Stager.
David Mason, H. Salant f nd Helen
Portnoy were named to the supervising committee. The credit committee now consists of William Krewer, Raymond Schreiber, Harry
Fenster, Deon Di Titta and Sam
Shapiro.
Officers of the union will be elected
by the directors from their own
ranks at a meeting expected to be
held the end of the week.

RADIO CITY MUSIC
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Allied
Polling
Board
new agreement. Negotiations with
Bid
Asked
the employers are expected to get
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45
On Quarterly Meeting
under way next week, it was said
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
68
70%
National Allied is polling its di- yesterday by John J. Francavilla,
rectors to decide on a date and place acting president of Local 702.
A. H. Schnitzer Heads
for the next quarterly meeting of
Western Costume Co.
the board. Sessions will be held this Sid Rose Hospitalized
month in either Philadelphia or
Sid Rose, Chicago branch manWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY New York.
ager for United Artists, is in the
Hollywood — A. H. Schnitzer has
been elected president of Western Martin Mooney Aide to Fromkess Wesley Memorial Hospital following a heart attack. He expects to
Costume Company, and Albert Nickle
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY return to his home shortly and will
vice-president.
be
confined
there for four or five
The board of directors comprises
Hollywood — Leon Fromkess, head
L. L. Burns, E. H. Goldstein, Fred of PRC Productions, has appointed weeks. During Rose's absence, Rud
L. Metzler, Edward Muhl, Sid Rogell Martin Mooney as his assistant and Lohrenz, district manager, will be
in charge. of the exchange.
and B. B. Kahane.
story editor.
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WPB Warning on
Use of 35mm. Film

it

Feb. 10:
Motion Picture Associates installation
luncheon, Hotel Astor.

(Continued from Page 1)

this fashion not exceed its 6-month
quota.
A factual picture is denned in the
order as any picture whose main
function is informational or instructional. This would include such subjects as industrial training, civilian
defense activities, salvage, and
others serving educational purposes.
"Any belief that film in inventory,
or approved for transfer for making factual pictures prior to January 1, can be used now without authorization isa serious misinterpretation of the order," declared Harold
C. Hopper, chief of the motion picture branch. "Any exposure of 35
mm. film for a factual picture without our specific authorization — even
if the film was in inventory before
January 1, 1943 — is not permissible.
No person (including Government
agencies) shall expose or have exposed for its account or for the
account of any other person whatsoever any 35 mm. film for the
production and distribution of factual pictures except pursuant to
the specific authorization of the
director general for operations. During the period beginning January 1,
1943, and ending June 30, 1943 the
director general for operations will
not authorize the exposure of more
35 mm. film for factual pictures
than 44,300,000 linear feet."
Order L-178 also restricts the exposure of 35 mm. film for special
pictures and for entertainment pictures unless specifically provided for
in the order, or specifically authorized by WPB. Special pictures are
held to be those produced for purposes of scientific research (such as
recording and measuring), microfilming, identification pictures and
for such other special purposes as
WPB may specify.

Goldwyn Signs Nugent
Samuel Goldwyn yesterday signed
Elliott Nugent to direct "Up In
Arms," musical which will introduce
Danny Kaye to pic audiences. Nugent is currently co-starring on
Broadway with Katharine Hepburn
in "Without Love."

Feb. 15:

Hizzoner Crowns the Champs
•

• • SERIOUS and comic veins blended yesterday to make perfect Universal's luncheon in the Waldorf-Astoria's Starlight Hoof to honor
the Messrs. Abbott & Costello as 1942's box-office champs
Charles
D. Prutzman, U's v.-p. and general counsel, was function's toastmaster
Following his reading of a glowing message of congratulations to
Bud and Lou from the entire rank and file at Universal City, he introduced
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the company's board and executive
committee, who eulogized the two guests of honor for their outstanding
service to the nation
They have, he declared, sold over $100,000,000
in War Bonds; given over 570 performances; and attended over 400 camp
shows to entertain the men of our Armed Forces
In recognition
of this superlative record. Universal, through Cowdin, presented them
with plaques
▼
T
T
• •
•
THEN it was New York's Mayor who took the floor,— La
Guardia at his humorous
best
Satirically pouring fuel on the
flame of his farcical feud with Costello (because of their alleged physical resemblance), His Honor welcomed only Abbott back to New York
Later, when the gales of laughter had subsided, La Guardia paid
sincere tribute to .the comedians, who are, he said, "the best revenue
producers Uncle Sam has"
He also praised the Government's plan
of entertaining our fighting men, and added that "we are all working
hard to keep America laughing,— for without laughter we are doomed"
Royal raiments, including crowns, were formally placed on the
Abbott and Costello brows, the Mayor refusing the headgear on the
representation that he had been crowned enough
However, he
was designated "the best Mayor New York has ever had"
Virtually
every pic big-wig hereabouts was present
At the finale, the comedians did their "Who's on first?" baseball routine whose popularity
never seems to fade
T
▼
T
•

• • ON the dais with the Mayor, Abbott and Costello, Prutzman and Cowdin, were William German, Budd Rogers, lack Alicoate,
Commissioner M. P. Davidson of Power Authority of N. Y„ Charles Francis Coe, Bernard Kreisler, Chester B. Bahn, Mrs. Lou Costello, Mother
Costello, Papa Costello, J. J. O'Connor, Sam Machnovitch, David A. Levy,
Jay Emanuel. Charles E. "Chick" Lewis, William Formby, Terry Ramsaye,
William J. Heineman, Dave Bader. Abel Green, and Adolph Schimel. ...
T
T
T
• • • MOVIE MISCELLANY: Earl McEvoy, son of veteran film
exec. Ed McEvoy, has been given the nod by- Leo the Lion as first
assistant director on Charles Laughton's new pic, "The Man From
Down Under". . . • Emil Jensen and Charles Kranz have been appointed ad representatives for the official program to be published by
the Variety Club at its annual meeting in Chicago Feb. 19-21. . . .

12 weeks' course, "How to Choose and Present Ideas for Motion Pictures", got started at New School for Social Research under Jean BenoitLevy, French producer. ... • $64 Question: What producer made a

Nigel

Bruce

Nate

J.

Blumberg
Margolies
J.
Scholes
Dowling

Cillis

testi-

Feb. 19-20:
Variety Clubs national convention,
the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.

• Columbia clarions that Sam Wood has acquired story rights to "Mission To Africa" by Ann Morgan and Lorraine Noble. ... # Latest
count shows 723 employes of 20th-Fox in the armed forces, and here's
the breakdown: Studio, 511; home office, 48; the field, 164. ... % A

Ethel
A'bert
Ida Jackson
Lupino
Williard
James
Craig
Pat
William french

Joseph
Engel-Maxwell
monial, Ritz, Philadelphia.

tab pic for a Gov't agency which had to shelve it, and then whipped
around and made one of the season's greatest shorts?. ... + Frances
O'Brien, member of Tom Fizdale's staff since his early Chi days, has
asked for (and received) a leave of absence till Sept. 1 to study languages at N. Y. U. . . .
T
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

Feb. office.
26:
Loew's

stockholders

meeting,

March 1: MPTO
of Virginia
convention, Tohn
Marshall Hotel, Richmond.
March 4:

Academy

March 10:

Ampa's

awardi
War

dinner,

Activities

Hollywood.
luncheon.

Capital Parley on Foreign
Nations' Film Needs
(Continued from Page 1)

Hopper, WPB motion picture chief,
was not present, being represented
by Lincoln V. Burroughs. Hopper
is
expected
Coast
today.back here from the West
Figures on the needs of alllied
and neutral nations are still incomplete in many cases, with cable delays preventing the furnishing of
complete information by representatives of several countries.
India, New Zealand, Australia and
the Union of South Africa were represented at yesterday's meeting.
The major part of the film we
ship to these countries is for military use, although this is not true in
all cases. Britain, for instance, produces enough film to take care of its
industry studios, using American
film largely for military purposes.
All of the considerable quality of
film shipped to the Soviet Union is
used for military purposes.
Another meeting will be held
shortly, where it is hoped the requirements of the various countries
can be definitely established. It is
hoped
the entire
"needs"
picture also
can that
be collated
within
another week or so, after which WPB
will be able to tell more definitely
just how the raw stock picture looks.
Burroughs told The Film Daily
yesterday that he is still hopeful
that it will not be necessary to cut
the industry drastically in the near
future, and has not yet seen any
strong- need for any lowering of the
first quarter allotments. He emphasized, however, the very tentative
nature of such predictions, because
of the uncertainty of the demands
by the Army and the Navy.

Lou Costello's Mail
Found
In City "Haul"
Referring to the close physical
resemblance many people contend
exists between himself and Lou
Costello, Mayor F. H. LaGuardia
stated in his humor-studded address
at Universal's luncheon in the Waldorf-Astoria that he had received
numerous letters evidently meant for
the film comedian. One such missive, he declared, indignantly asked:
"Where's that wrist watch Abbott

HARBOR!
promised

me?"

SIX* SPM&& /WTMf
Paramount
Cpammounl

sensation of the industry as it out-socks even miracle

"Morocco" in every situation to date, with Los Angeles, Boston, New Orleans,
Dallas, Atlanta, Houston, Birmingham, Hollywood joining the hit parade
last week . . *. And 4th week topped the 3rd week at N.Y. Paramount!
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Anti-"Spy" Bill
Hoppered in Iowa
(Continued from Page 1)

ufacturers, merchants, motion picture theater operators and others.
A fine of not less than $25 nor
more than $500 or one year or both,
is provided in the measure for violators and in addition any corporation
or association, either foreign or domestic, which violates the law would
be prohibited from transacting any
business in the state.
The provisions of the act will
also apply to auditors or inspectors performing their duties with the
consent of the person whose business
is involved.
The main portion of the bill is as
follows:
"No person acting directly or as an agent
or employe of another, or acting through
an agent -or employe, shall spy upon the
business of any other person engaged in
manufacturing, merchandising, operation of
a motion picture theater or any other business, for the purpose of identifying or counting the customers of, or of ascertaining the
amount or value of the business done by,
such other person, with the intention of
using such information or permitting it to
be used to the hurt or disadvantage of such
person in commercial transactions or otherwise.
"No person acting directly or as an agent
or employe of another, or acting through an
agent or employe, shall by subterfuge, stealth,
misrepresentation, bribery, or . impersonation
of an officer obtain or attempt to obtain information concerning the identity or number
of the customers of or concerning the amount
or value of the business done by any other
person engaged in manufacturing, merchandising, operation of a motion picture theater
or in any other business, with the intention
of such information or permitting it to be
used to the hurt or disadvantage of such
other person in commercial transactions or
otherwise."

Manning Operators Bill
Heads for Assembly Vote
Albany — The Education Committee in the Assembly yesterday reported out favorably Assemblyman
George Manning's bill to allow motion picture operators in cities now
in the armed forces or joining by
July 1 the right to re-licensing without examination after the war. The
Assembly advanced the bill to third
reading for a likely vote Monday
night.

Case Of "Child Is
Father Of The iff an"
Little Rock — Leslie Goodwins,
former feature director for RKO Radio, is leaving local Camp Robinson
because of his age, and, in his new
civilian status, is slated to direct
training pix for the Army. Strange
to relate, this is the second time
Goodwins has been released from the
U. S. Army because of age. The
first time was in World War I, when,
it being discovered that he was only
15, Uncle Sam took him out of uniform. Now it's because he is "over
38."

HfjyifjIljS Of fiClil FILMS
"Flight for Freedom"

with Rosalind
Russell, Fred MacMurray
RKO
99 Mins.
DRAMA AND ROMANCE ARE MIXED
SKILLFULLY TO MAKE THIS A GOOD
AUDIENCE PICTURE.
With the life of Amelia Earhart unquestionably as its inspiration, RKO has turned
out in "Flight for Freedom" a film of
wide popular appeal that combines drama
and romance effectively. Most of the
events parallel those in the life of Miss
Earhart closely enough to give the production strong exploitation values.
The film prototype of the famous aviatrix is Rosalind Russell, who essays the role
to the complete satisfaction of her admirers. She projects the character with
feeling and an inner fire that adds strength
to her performance.
The Oliver H. P. Garrett-S. K. Lauren
screenplay, which is a highly skilled piece

"Behind
Prison Walls"
with Alan Baxter, Gertrude
Michael,
Tully Marshall, Edwin Maxwell
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
PRC
64 Mins.
TOPICAL STORY MARKED BY ORIGINALITY IS ADMIRABLY PLAYED AND
CLICK SOLIDLY.

SHOULD

This is one of the most entertaining offerings to come from the modest budget field
in many moons. It is marked by originality
snd it should do handsomely by every exhibitor who plays it. Quality characterizes
eveiy department and it is easy to bestow
praise on everyone concerned in its making.

Pace of Production
Slows; Five Start
West

Coast

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Marked slackening in
the production pace sees only five
pix
in Coast
this getting
week. the
Newgunstarters
willstudios
make
46 shooting. The weekly cheeky
At Columbia: Four shooting. ^
At M-G-M: Nine shooting.
At Monogram: One shooting, Sam
Katzman-Jack Dietz picture, "Clancy
At

Paramount : Seven shooting.
shooting, Alexander Stern
production, "The Ghost and the Guest."
drama,
with
Florence
Rice, James Dunn, RobActing befitting an "A" production is
ert Dudley. Under the direction of William
contributed by all the principals and bit
Nigh ; and,
Atlantis
Pictures'
"Girls
In
players. Turning from his usual role of Chains,"
drama,
with Arline
Judge,
Roger
a sinister, steel-hearted killer, Alan Baxter Clark, Barbara Pepper and Robin Raymond,
Edgar Ulmer
directing.
plays a sympathetic part, while that vetAt RKO-Radio:
Five shooting.
At Republic : Three shooting, including
eran trouper, Tully Marshall, does full justice to a role of a hard-bitten, business "The Mantrap," drama, with Henry StephJoseph Allen, Jr., and Dorothy Lovett.
"buccaneer." Gertrude Michael and Edwin George enson,
Sherman producing and directing ;
of work, places two men in the girl's life.
One is Fred MacMurray, flying fool to Maxwell do their usual good work, while and, "Santa Fe Scouts," a Three Mesquiteer
whom aviation is a religion, and Herbert one of the highlights is the performance western, with Tom Tyler, Bob Steele and
Jimmie Dodd. Producer, Lou Gray, and
Marshall, plane designer and flying in- of Olga Sabin. Jacqueline Dalya, Matt director, Howard
Bretherton.
structor, whose retiring character is in Willis, Richard Kipling, Isabelle Withers,
At 20th Century-Fox: Five shooting, inLane Chandler, Paul Everton, George Guhl
cluding
"Heaven
Can
Wait," drama, with
sharp contrast to his rival's forcefulness.
Don Ameche, Gene Tierney, Charles Coburn,
MacMurray bests Marshall in the game and Regina Wallace are other valuable memMarjorie
Main,
Louis
Calhern,
Spring Byingbers of the cast.
of love.
ton, Reginald Gardiner, Eugene Pallette.
Dickie Moore and Dickie Jones. Ernst LuSteve
Sekely
turned
in
a
top-notch
job
bitsch directing and producing.
The story traces Miss Russell's rise from
of direction, blending the comedy and
At United Artists: One shooting, Sol Lesan inexperienced flyer to the country's number one feminine ace via a series of startling drama effectively. To Arthur Ripley goes ser's "Stage Door Canteen."
At
Universal : Four shooting.
much
credit
as
producer.
Leon
Fromkess
flying feats. She gets an opportunity to
At Warners:
Three shooting.
serve her country when the Navy enlists was in charge of production for PRC. W.
her services to obtain pictures of secret A. Ulmaii, Jr., furnished a timely, refreshJapanese fortifications on the Mandated
ing story, and Van Norcross an entertaining
Islands of the Pacific. The idea is to have screenplay. Marcel LePicard's photography
her come down on a coral reef in the vicinity is highgrade.
Tully Marshall, a ruthless business tyof the islands — which would give the Navy
coon, and his son, Alan Baxter, are cona chance to photograph the fortifications
Harrisburg, Pa. — Legislation revicted and imprisoned for the misuse of
on the pretext of searching for her. When
quiring Pennsylvania film houses to
steel rations. Edwin Maxwell tries to re- show on their screens during each
the Japs discover what's up, she deliberately
plunges to her death in the ocean, thereby
place Marshall and manipulate Marshall's performance a diagram of the floor
giving the Navy a genuine excuse for the holdings for his own profit. A review board plans and exits of theaters has been
search.
rules that Baxter is guiltless and he is introduced in the House by AsDavid Hempstead has given this moving pErdoned. Baxter, a liberal, who is opposed
semblyman Frank J. Tiemann, Rebit of entertainment a good production. to monopoly, urges small manufacturers
publican, Philadelphia. The measure,
and
business
men
to
work
together
and
drop
House Bill No. 162, was referred to
Lothar Mendes' direction has realized all
the dramatic worth of the screenplay, which their petty jealousies. He takes over the ernment.
the House Committee on State Govmanagement
of
the
Marshall
business
and
is based on a yarn by Horace McCoy. Tops
is the word for the Lee Garmes camera despite opposition, puts the enterprise
House Bill No. 124, by Rep. David
work.
back into profitable operation. Incidentally,
H.
Weiss, would require flame-proofsecretary.
Miss Russell and MacMurray are given he wins Gertrude Michael, long his father's
ing of draperies and decorations in
swell support by Marshall, Edward Ciannelli,
that induce human beings
CAST: Alan Baxter, Gertrude Michael, premises
Walter Kingsford.
to congregate for any purpose.
CAST: Rosalind Russell, Fred MacMurray, Tuily Marshall, Edwin Maxwell, Jacqueline
House Bill No. 165, also hoppered
Herbert Marshall, Edward Ciannelli, Walter Dalya, Matt Willis, Richard King, Olga
Sabin, isabelle Withers, Lane Chandler, by Weiss, provides for equal rights
for all persons in Pennsylvania;
Kingsford, Damian O'Flynn, Jack Carr, Matt Paul Everton, George Guhl, Regina Wallace.
McHugh,
Richard Loo, Charles
Lung.
CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Ripley; As- prohibiting discrimination on account
CREDITS: Producer, David Hempstead;
sociate Producer. Andre Dumonceau; Di- of race, creed or color in places of
Director, Lothar Mendes; Screenplay, Oliver
specifically
rector, Steve Sekely; Author, W. A. Ul- public
includingaccommodations,
movies.
H. P. Garrett, S. K. Lauren; Adaptation,
Jane Murfin; Based on story by Horace man, Jr., Screenplay, Van Norcross; Cameraman, Msrcel LePicard; Editor, Holbrook N.
McCoy; Cameraman, Lee Garmes; Special
Dialog Director, Kurt Steinbart.
Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Directors, Todd;
DIRECTION, To-notch. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Albert S. D'Agostino, Carroll Clark; Musical
Score, Roy Webb; Musical Director, C. High-grade.
Bakaleinikoff ; Film Editor, Roland Gross.
Eastman Man War Prisoner
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Swell.
Kerk Burbank, an assistant to
Rochester— Sergt. Daniel R.

Street
Boys."
At PRC:
Two

Three Industry Measures
Hoppered by Pa. Solons

STORKS

Cole,
formerly of Eastman Kodak, is an Hal Home in the promotional department of 20th-Fox, announces
enemy prisoner following action in
Rep. Checks Over Stories
Northwe
Africa, according to word birth on Tuesday of an eight-poundWest Coast Bureau of THE
FILM 'DAILY receviedsthere.
three-ounce son, Kershaw Burbank,
Hollywood — Republic is making a
Jr.,
ter. at Harkness Pavilion, Columbia
survey of its unproduced story mate- Wehrenberg Drops Apollo
Presbyterian Hospital, Medical Cenrial in case any of the yarns are
St. Louis— The 659-seat Apollo has
suited to current production, so far
they have uncovered seventy-nine been cut adrift from the Fred WehScranton, Pa. — Corp. and Mrs.
renberg Circuit at the request of John Gaughan became the parents
stories and are now going through
scripts which were written but not Joe Litvag, head of the owning com- of a son.
Father is formerly of
he Capitol Theater.
produced.
pany.
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Court Acts to Speed
Momand Suit Trial
(.Continued froth Page 1)

WHO'S WHO
•

•

PJAVID

•

Introducing

J. CHATKIN.

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

Personalities

•

•

•

Producer. Born in Allegheny, Pa., June 13, 1894.

*~* Educated in Allegheny grade and high-school, and Western University of
session of his $4,950,000 anti-trust
Pennsylvania. Entered film industry in 1907 as a salesman for Globe Film
action before Federal District Judge
Exchange in Chicago. Became Chicago Branch Manager for United Films
Bower Broaddus here.
Service. Came to California to open first short subject
, ^e questioning followed a similar
exchanges in United States, establishing them in San
t rn begun by Cochran before
Francsico and Los Angeles, in association with Marion
IVj;^. /land's illness, and delved into
Kohn. Later helped to organize and became general
financial details, checking of Mosales manager of Educational Films. Joined Publix
mand books against defendant's
Theaters in 1925 as general director of Publix Circuit
audits, etc., of Momand companies
of 1,500 theaters. In association with Sam and Harry
at Seminole, Hartshorne, Okmulgee,
Katz acquired Monarch Crcuit in Indiana, Ohio and
Clinton, Alva, Pawhuska and Shawnee.
Pennsylvania. In 1940, joined Columbia, and after spending two years observing production methods, produced
Cochran's questioning today will
be devoted to the same line of in"One Dangerous Night," with a cast headed by Warren
William, Eric Blore, Marguerite Chapman and Tala
quiry with regard to the Oklahoma
B'rell. Now producing "Right Guy" with Claire Trevor,
Finance Co., Momand Theaters, Inc.,
Edgar Buchanan and Jess Barker. Is one of very few
and Momand Realty Co., and then he
producers with previous exhibition and distribution expewill proceed to cross-examination
rience. Stands 5, 7. Weighs 140 pounds. Eyes, brown.
with respect to product. This will
Hair, gray.
require at least two days.
Judge Broaddus yesterday stated
that court would hold its first Saturday session this week-end in an Tenn. Overbuying Bill
Albany Bingo Measure
effort to speed up the cross-examiGiven Little Chance
nation. Richard Morgan, defense Said "Spite" Measure
(Continued from Page 1)
attorney, left for New York yester(Continued from Page 1)
day, following John Caskey, who left
would be constitutional only if
Tuesday.
motion picture theaters is regarded
passed turesby
two successive
and submitted
to the legislapeople
as unconstitubv legal
tional andlights
is saidhere
to have originated in a referendum.
Rivoli Sets 13- Week Air
Such mail as is being received on
at Newport as a "spite" measure
Show on Station WINS
growing out of a local controversy. Bingo bills hoppered still is coming
Under the provisions of the bill, from individuals and fraternal, vetA series of 13 weekly radio broad- it would be unlawful for a theater
eran organizations, etc., but not from
casts will be launched on Sunday by to buy more product than it needs exhibs. or exhib. organizations, acand
to
operate
at
a
financial
loss
in
the Rivoli Theater, it was announced
cording to some legislators. Mayesterday by Montague Salmon, order to discourage or eliminate comjority of people writing letters on
petition. The proposed bill also subject favor legalization.
managing director of the house. The
outlet will be WINS and the time 12 would prohibit the making of contracts for the exclusive showing of
to 12:15 p.m. Film stars and directors, plus radio personalities and pictures and the giving out of free Press Photographers Ball
opera and stage celebrities, will ap- passes to "numerous and various Program Rich in Talent
pear on the programs. Arrange- persons so as to discriminate against
ments are being made to have Al- a competing place of amusement."
Only
few 14th
tickets
are still
able fora the
annual
danceavailand
Attorneys here say the bill is
fred Hitchcock, Joseph Cotten and
Jack H. Skirball, director, co-star wholly unconstitutional in that a entertainment of the Press Photosingle type of business is selected
graphers Association of New York
and producer, respectively, of "Sha- for such restrictions.
tomorrow night in the Hotel Astor,
dow of a Doubt," the Rivoli's curand the affair, entire profit of which
rent attraction, participate in the
goes to the USO, is certain to be
opening broadcast.
10 New York Theaters
the most glamorous and successful
To Solicit Blood Donors
yet held by the organization, it was
fsserted yesterday by Joseph HeppRiding Herd on the
Ten New York theaters, beginning chairman.
ner, publicity and entertainment
Monday will station Red Cross nurses
Studio IKeics Range
The show portion of the program
in their lobbies, to solicit plasma
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
donors for the Red Cross Blood Bank. will offer an unprecedented array of
Hollywood — Day's news roundup:
This is a campaign in which all ':op entertainers of screen, stage and
Para, has signed comedy dance team
houses in the Metropolitan area radio. Among those slated to appear
of Lorraine and Rognan for two pix
eventually will be involved. How and perform are Abbott and Cosstarting next July. . . Gary Cooper
quickly they will be involved will de- tello, Benay Venuta, Milton Berle,
is off next week for a Mexican huntpend on the rate of public response; Lynn Bari, Jack Benny, Mary Living trip. . . Universal will star
ingstone, Rochester, Dennis Day,
the Red Cross collection centers are
Michele Morgan in "Two Tickets for
able to handle only approximately Jimmie Walker, George Jessel, Olsen
h
Johnson,
Nan Wynn, Hal Le Roy,
600 donors a day.
London," mystery yarn. . . Bonita
Zero Mostel, John Emery, Diane
Granville's new RKO termer permits
Theaters
participating
in
what
is,
outside pix. . . Eddie Golden may
in effect, a "test campaign," are Courtney, Barry Wood, Lucy Monmake a "Hitler's Children" sequel...
Paradise and Chester, Bronx, New
roe, Dorothy Keller, Mitzi Gi'een, Al
Discharged from the Army, Douglas
Rochelle and Mt. Vernon, Westches- Tolson, Danton Walker, Alec TemDrake returns to pix in Columbia's
ter; Pitkin, Savoy, Kingsway and nleton, Bonita Gi-anville, Danny
"Redhead from Manhattan". . . RKO
Kenmore, Brooklyn; Loew's 72nd St. Kaye, Sophie Tucker, Phil Baker,
has signed Frank Sinatra, currently
rnd Academy of Music, Manhattan. Adrienne Ames, Ronald Graham,
at the N. Y. Paramount, to a termer.
Larry Adler, Harry Hershfield, Jane
. . . Donna Reed gets the romantic
Pickens, Ben Bernie, Ed Sullivan,
Mayor Wants 9:30 Curfew
lead in "The Man From Down UnJerry Cooper, Ethel Merman, Ralph
der". . . Rep. wants Gracie Fields
Monroe, Mich. — Mayor George Bellamy, Annamary Dickey, Carol
for "Thumbs Up". . . Kenny Baker
Danz has asked representatives of Bruce, Jay C. Flippen, Edmund
vrrious social agencies to assist in Lowe, Betty Rann, Abe Lyman, Marsubs for Robert Haynes in Col.'s
Scott, Clark Dennis, Wilbur
"Doughboys in Ireland." — WILK.
framing
a 9:30 p.m. curfew ordi- Evans,tha etc.
nance.

FROM the KEYS
and BEYOND
By R.
E. PORTER
Al Lever,
Houston
city manger
fcr Interstate, and Francis Deering,
manager of the Texas city's Loew's
State, are co-chairmen for the Treasury's "Submarine Day" Saturday
when the captured midget Jap sub
will arrive to spur War Bond sales.
. . . L. L. Wells of Sumner, la., has
acquired the Tripoli theater in Tripoli, la., from John R. Shales who
has moved to Heyward, Calif. . . .
Robert Daggett is the new assistant
a'c the New Holyoke theater, Holyoke, Mass. ... Tennessee Legislature by resolution thanked Tony
Sudekum, Crescent circuit prexy,
for supplying free films to state institutions. .. . Walter Coy has opened the new Center theater at White
Center, Wash. . . . Paul Aust has purchased the State theater, Santa Barbara, Calif., from B. F Shearer of
Portland, Ore. . . .
—Tell It to PorterJohn Sullivan, son of A. J. Sullivan. Portland, Ore., exhib., is headed
for the Merchant Marine as a cadet
officer. . . . Douglass Quinn is the
new manager of the Woodbine theater, Nashville, Tenn. . . Chief
Barker Lauritz Garman of the Baltimore Variety Club has named
these new committee chairmen: William K. Saxton, advertising- finance;
I. M. Rappaport, ways and mefns;
Harry Goldman1, publicity; Nat Rosen, entertainment; J. Louis Rome,
welfare-charity; Sam Saltz, membership; Rodney Collier, house. . . .
Wallace "Wally" Rose, exploitation
manager for the J. J. Parker houses
in Portland, Ore., enters the Merchant Marine shortly. . . . Millicent
Smith, long with the B F. Shearer
Equipment Co., Portland, Ore., has
shifted to the J. J. Parker circuit as
confidential secretary to Mrs. J. J.
Parker. . . . Harold Lee. manager of
the Babcock in Bath, N Y., has offered the use of his theater to a
Bath church which has been forced
to move to smaller quarters because
of the fuel oil shortage.
—Tell It to PorterJoseph Kinsky, Tri-States district
manager, served as mediator to end
the deadlock in a four-day strike
that cut off heat and stopped elevators in 21 Omaha downtown buildings, including a theater. . . . Sergt.
Owen Golden, former usher at the
Palace, Avoca, Pa., is back from the
New Guinea battle area proudly
wearing a DFC; decoration was
awarded by General Douglas MacArthur for " extraordinary achievements while participating in flights."
, , , Tom
McMahon,
RKO branch
office manager
in Denver,
has been
upped to salesman by Manager Al
Kolitz. . . . Rube Perleman, salesman in Southern Iowa for Columbia's Des Moines exchange, has returned to Philadelphia to take over
a sales route. . . . His Southern Iowa
route will be taken over by Bill
Johnson, former life insurance agent.
. . . Raymond Conrad has been installed as the prexy of the WilkesBarre operators union; William Piatt
is business agent.
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Opposition Growing
To Hanpower Policy

TO THE

COLORS!

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
JEROME KAHN of Fox Movietone
Army. has been inducted into the
Hollywood — Inducted into the News
Army, HUNTZ HALL is on 30-day
Four more 20th-Fox home-office
furlough to appear in Monogram's
"Clancy Street Boys," which Bill employes have been inducted. They
Beaudine is directing.
are MICHAEL DALY and LOUIS
LA NUTO, accounting department;
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— RUDOLF ISING, M- RALPH NOHA, international division, and LEON JACOB-SON, pubG-M cartoon producer, who was half
licity staff. JOHN KELLY of the
of the Harman-Ising duo for 10
years, enters the Army Air Force, publicity department reports to
with the rank of Major. Because of Camp Dix on Monday.
his technical background Ising will
HARRY BRAUN, director of
devote his efforts to the production
sound operation at the Radio City
of animated training films.'
Music Hall has been commissioned
— • —
a Lieutenant (1st _ Grade) in the
Chicago — JOHN KADOW and Navy
and leaves immediately for
JOHN FELT of the Warner booking
force have reported to the Army Washington, where he will be stationed. Succeeding Braun at the
Air Force.
Music Hall will be Vincent J. Gil— • —
formerly director of general
Rochester — Sergt. JOSEPH H. cher,
services at NBC.
APPLETON, former newsreel pho— • —
tographer here, is now with the Army
Nashville, Tenn. — CHARLIE
"somewhere in the Middle East."
BESS, manager of the Woodbine
Army.
— • —
Theater has been inducted into the
-* —
Rochester— IRA
D. BECK,
formerly assistant manager at Loew's
Rochester, is now an instructor at
Greenfield, Mass. — First Sergt.
an Army air base in Alabama.
RICHARD J. McCANN, a motion
— • —
JEROME KAHN of Fox Movie- picture operator in Philadelphia, Pa.,
tone News has gone into the armed for 10 years before joining the Maservice.
rines, has been transferred from recruiting duties here to the Hartford,
— • —
Conn.,
office. — • —
Danville, Pa. — Pvt. BERNARD
KIRKENDALL of the Capitol ThePittsburgh — IRVING S. STEIN,
ater, has been promoted to the rank
for the past six years night shipper
Studios Await Clarification
of corporal "somewhere
— • — in England." for the local 20th Century-Fox exOf "Work or Fight" Order
change, who enlisted in the Army
Rochester— MRS. PEGGY HOOK,
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM (DAILY cashier at the Century, has left to Air Force several months ago, leaves
today for training at Miami Beach.
Hollywood — Just how seriously the
film industry will be affected by the join the WAAC's.
Place Washed Film Scrap
Selective Service Bureau's "work WLB Okays IATSE Pacts
or fight" order, in which men will For 350 RKO Employes
Under Complete Allocation
be subject to draft after April 1, regardless ofwhether they are fathers,
Contracts between the IATSE Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
does not yet appear. Although the
Washington — Washed film scrap
industry was not included in the and RKO covering 350 employes at
company's exchanges through- was placed under complete alloca"non-deferable" occupations, a Gov- the out
tion yesterday by the WPB with isthe nation where the union exernment official in Washington was
of an amendment to M-196
ercises jurisdiction over white-collar effectivesuance next
quoted as declaring that actors and
Wednesday. Until
baseball players would be affected help have been approved by the
later.
WLB. The pacts call for wage in- now dissolved scrap has been governed by M-196, but washed film,
It is not believed the Screen Actors
creases of $3 to $7 for those who
Guild will take any action, if and have had raises since Jan. 1, 1941, while undissolved, was not. This led
confusion in the dewhen actors are affected, believing with others getting a flat 15 per cent to considerable
hydrated, alcohol wet, xylol wet or
it is a matter for the Government to hike. The increases are retroactive
water wet condition. It does not indecide.
to the date of each local union's
clude any base solution unwashed
Studio representatives were advis- formation.
ing; their employes to await more
A wage increase of 7% per cent, film scrap, still film or nitrocellulose
definite information from Washing- retroactive to Nov. 1, 1942, also has suitable
namite. for the manufacture of dyton before hurrying to seek more been approved for members of
Specific allocation of all amounts
essential work.
IATSE Local 640, operators, who
excess of 232 pounds per month
To overcome any possible short- are employed in the Skouras nouses in
is required.
age in manpower the studios are in Nassau and Suffolk Counties.
co-operating with Manpower Training Commissions. Paramount was "Air Force" Opens Strong
the first studio to take advantage of
WB's "Air Force," bowing in at
the job instruction training offered the Hollywood yesterday, started big,
"Blithe Spirit'9 Will
by the Government and as early as with late afternoon receipts topping
last May placed Bob Hunter in the Thanksgiving Day opening of
Be Filmed by Coward
charge of this work. It has training "Casablanca." Maj. Albert Warner
London (By Air Mail) — Noel Cowdepartment heads, foremen and key hosted a party for Army officers
ard's comedy, "Blithe Spirit," now
men who know how best to impart and Air Force heroes last night.
in its second year in New York, will
their knowledge to newcomers. A
be filmed on this side next Summer.
Government man representing Man- "Air Force" on March 20
Coward will produce, direct and
power Training Commission recentstar in the pic, which is slated
Warners will release two in March,
ly started a class at Warners and he
to be shot in Technicolor.
conducts two hours a day, five times "The Mysterious Doctor" on the 6th
a week.
and "Air Force" on the 20th,
(Continued from Page 1)

propriations Sub-committee investigating the manpower situation,
was among those voicing opposition.
Senator Bankhead charged that if
the armed forces take more than
11,000,000 men this year the nation
"will be on the brink of starvation."
Representative Paul J. Kilday of
Texas was more direct in his attack
on the plan. He stated that the
WMC is "on dangerous ground" when
it proposes to break up families on
a wholesale basis. He stated that
all single or childless men should be
taken before Selective Service begins to take on family men with
children. He brought before the
House Military Affairs Committee a
proposal that all single men be taken
first, then married men without children, then married men with one
child, then married men with two
children and so on.
Indications are that this measure
will have considerable support from
the Committee, with several members already having expressed their
disapproval of WMC Chief Paul V.
McNutt's policy.
Kilday also suggested the passage
of national service legislation giving the WMC full power to direct
workers as to what jobs they might
hold. The Government at present,
has no such power.
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WAR

SERVICE

. . . on the Film Front

West

A striking example of how an individual
theater can perform an outstanding service
in the war effort is the use that Loew's
State theater, Cleveland, is making— of its
unusually large lobby.
I
A spectacular
exhibition
of "Wot,^.
At
War"
has been placed
in the
State lobby
in co-operation with the U. S. Employment
Service, the Cleveland Press, and the various war plants, in Cleveland. The mayor
of Cleveland and high ranking Army ordnance officers officiated at the dedication
of the exhibit, which includes booths and
displays
industries. from eight different local war
The exhibit has a definite purpose — to
help enlist women in Cleveland war plants.
At the booths in the lobby, women workers
are actually producing war materials, just
as they would be doing in their shops.
Many women enrolled as workers during the first six days of the exhibition.
Government officials have visited the exhibit and it is said that plans are being
made to use the Cleveland idea for exhibits in other cities — in railway stations,
including Grand Central, N. Y., and other
spots where crowds assemble.
. . . — V. . .
Detroit — A local record for War Bond
auctions was set by the Great Lakes Theater, nabe managed by Fred B. Miller, when
"Billy" Rogell, former Detroit Tigers baseball star, and now a City Councilman, auctioned off his old uniform and equipment,
netting a total of $375,000. Event was
staged by a group of six neighborhood civic
associations. The uniform itself netted
$100,000, and a glove went to Gustave
W. Funk, owner of the theater, for $3,500

Shortage of Print Cans
Spurs Conservation Move
(Continued from Page 1)

anew that there is no possibility of
obtaining any additional print cans
for the duration of the war.
The importance of taking care of
available print cans was stressed last
week by 20th-Fox in a letter to its
branches throughout the nation. The
letter, signed by Jack Sichelman,
urged press
exchange
executives
to "imupon the film
handlers
that
they
please
use
the
utmost
care"
in
handling
reels
as
well
as
shipping
cases.

Ornstein Back With Metro
William (Bill) Ornstein who yesterday rejoined the M-G-M publicity
department after an absence of 15
years will be in the press book division. He had been with the company
1920-1927,
leaving to
enter the from
trade
paper field.

WEDDING

BELLS

London (By Cable) — Diana Wynyard and director Carol Reed were
married here yesterday.

1 MILY

11
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Allied Affiliation
For PCC Reported

TOE1
There Are Many Mean
Men in This WorldRut Memphis "Informer" Is Probably Champ!

if*1-*

(Continued from Page 1)

that the caravan committee will talk
an affiliation deal with the PCC members.
The PCC has been an independent organization with units in Los
Ar~"-les, San Francisco, Portland
a
pattlp
First of the sessions is
sla^H to be held today in Seattle.
Although independent, the PCC in
the past has worked closely with the
MPTOA.

Sherman Signs Jimmy Rogers
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Harry Sherman has
signed Jimmy Rogers to a seven-year
contract. Rogers will play the romantic side-kick of William Boyd
in the "Hopalong Cassidys."

Hackel Pic to Republic
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Memphis — An informer, — characterized by channels here as Memphis'
Meanest Man, — reported to the Police Department that the Variety Club had
six slot machines installed behind sliding panels in its Hotel Gayoso club room,
and thereby a worthy charity, the Mothers' Mlk Bank, will be the loser of
many dollars. The police raided the club, turned the money ($392.31) in the
machines over to the Milk Bank and then destroyed said machines.
M. A. Lightman, club's Chief Barker declared: "These machines were
used only for the Mothers' Milk Bank, and not even their upkeep was taken
out of the profits. When anyone dropped money into one of them he knew
that it was to be used for charity. They were not used regularly, but only
on special occasions. This is the payment which some lowdown person has
given

us for our hospitality to him."
Police Chief Seabrook said: "We
machines by an informer."

were

told of the existence of the

' Down Under" As Rep. Super

"Silver Skates" Luncheon Set

West

Steve Broidy on behalf of Monogram will be host at a special "Silver Skates" preview and luncheon
Monday noon on the Starlight Room
of the Waldorf-Astoria.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Republic is planning
aAustralia
super-special,
Under," with
as its "Down
background.

$3,100,000 Aussie
Coin for Distribs.
(Continued from Page 1)

right to reopen negotiations and
press their case at some future date,
presumably after the British remittion,tance
is set.agreement, now in negotiaThe distributors were permitted to
withdraw $2,300,000 from Australia in the 1942 calendar year.
Seventy-five per cent of the $3,100,000 would be remittable in the
first six months of 1943, subject
to the companies'
business and collections in that period.
It is understood that there is an
excellent possibility that the U. S.
companies may be enabled to take
out the remaining 50 per cent of
their blocked earnings by the end of
June of this year.

Devore as Road Manager

Army Rejects Lydon

Sy Devore joins Lou Levy and the
for "Casablanca"
"Casablanca,"
which moves into
Andrews Sisters on March 1 as road 5 More
manager. The girls and Sy go on a the New York Strand tomorrow after a 10-week run at the Hollywood,
four months' tour which starts is set
March 5 at the Orpheum Theater in stand. for five weeks at the new
Omaha.

Hollywood — Republic is making IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
arrangements with A. W. Hackel. to
Hollywood — Rejected for Army
distribute his independently made service as a result of a childhood
picture,Phil
"Small
Big Shot," injury, Jimmy Lydon stays as Para.'s
which
Rosen Town
will direct.
Henry Aldrich.

On Filmdom's Collective Desk
Every Day
I

of 1943
The 1943 Film Year Book of
Motion Pictures is now in
intensive preparation and
will soon be ready for distribution to all subscribers
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NIVERSAL'S 1492 EARNINGS MOVEJHGHER
Managers
Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
;By ANDREW

H. OLDERWASHINGTON

THERE'S a strong feeling here that the
' industry advisory committee scheduled
for the last week of February will see the
breaking of plenty of bad news. Heretofore, producers have been warned of the
gravity of the raw stock situation, but
the statements of the WPB have not been
without hope that further serious steps
might be averted. . . . The staff there is
now trying to get in order the estimates
of all the various agencies which use film —
including the Army, the Navy, the Maritime
Commission, BEW, Lend-Lease — as well as
the needs of the Canadian government and
that very important group of civilian needs
presided over by Lowell Mellett. Until
these are all examined and put together,
the picture does not clearly appear. . . .
Army needs have not yet been submitted,
and until they are WPB cannot have a
clear picture of the situation. It is believed, however, that enough information
will have been received from the Army
by the end of the month to afford the producers attending the meeting a very harrowing couple of hours. . . . It's rumored
here that WPB's Harold Hopper has been
dropping some gloomy hints to the industry
during the course of his 10-day trip to the
West Coast.

•

•

and
Assistants
Essential
—
ITOA
New York Association
Tells McNutt Theater Men
Aid in National Morale
The ITOA has sent a letter to
Paul V. McNutt, War Manpower
commissioner, urging his adherence
to the opinion that theater managers and assistant managers be declared on the essential list. This
was disclosed at an organization
meeting yesterday at the Hotel Astor.
The ITOA took the stand that managers and assistant managers were
essential to morale, inasmuch as they
are the men who take care of all
drives for {Continued
the Government.
It repon Page 6)

Newark. Cops Must Go
To Pix on Own Time

Newark, N. J. — Policemen in this
city will have to see their movies on
their own time and at their own
expense in the future and Police
Commissioner John B. Keenan, who
is responsible for the sweeping edict,
doesn't mean maybe. He made this
clear at a department hearing when
he suspended one offending officer
three days for the 47 minutes he
spent onin duty.
a neighborhood theater
while
"The public doesn't pay its policemen to spend their time at the
movies," the commissioner decreed.

PCC-Allied Merger
Anti-'Spy' Measure
To Be Known Feb. 10 Introduced in Penn.
Whether the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theater Owners
will become a part of national Allied is a question that probably will
not be determined until after Feb.
10, according to West Coast reports
yesterday. (Continued
Memberson Page of13) Allied's

Harrisburg, Pa. — Legislation to
prohibit "spying" upon the business
operations of competing motion picture houses was introduced Wednesday in the Pennsylvania House by
Assemblyman Kenneth G. Leydic,
Republican, Allegheny County. The

Local 702 Negotiations
For New Pact Start Thurs.

WB Give Up Teletypes
For the War Effort

Negotiations for renewal of contracts between the Motion Picture
Laboratory Technicians Union, Local
702, IATSE, and the film laboratories will be launched on Thursday

In order to help the Government
in its urgent need of telegraphic
equipment for the war effort, Warners exchanges throughout the country have (Continued
been instructed
from the
on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 11)

IT seems likely that new national service
' legislation will be voted fairly soon,
despite opposition by labor and liberal
groups and a rather lukewarm Administration attitude. It's probable that the legislation, when it is finally written, will provide for complete authority over manpower
and then will be subject to a bit of whittling down before it's enacted. . . . Paul V.
McNutt's fairly certain to run into a good
deal of resistance on the Hill with his
plan to discount dependency as a reason
for deferment, but it's doubtful that the
plan will be blocked. When national service
legislation is finally voted, it'll probably
carry with it a rather general revision of
the Selective Service Act.

•

\A/ASHINGTON'S

•

theater people heaped

~» glory upon themselves last week for
the bang-up job they did in promoting the
birthday balls. In fact, with the President
out of town, practically all the local publicity and man-on-the-street discussion was
{Continued on Page 13)

{Continued on Page 12)

Momand

Rebuked

by Court

Asked Not to Refer to His Suit as Conspiracy7
No Film Employes Yet
Frozen to Their Jobs

By ERNEST W. FAIR

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Oklahoma City — Judge Bower
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY Broaddus who is hearing A. B. Moanti-trust trial reHollywood — ■ Representatives of mand's $4,950,000
quested that Momand stop referring
the War Manpower Commission declared no film industry employes to "this conspiracy" in his testimony
have been frozen to their jobs, nor pointing out that whether or not
is any such action contemplated at what happened to him was a conspiracy was to be determined by the
this time. Government agencies
(Continued on Page 13)

Universal Pictures Nets
$2,968,231, While Parent
Company Earns $2,806,952

Increased 1942 earnings by both
Universal Pictures and its parent
company, Universal Corp., were reterday by J.
C h e e ported
v e yes-r
C o w d i n,
chairman o f
the boards of
ations.
both corporU n iversal
Corp.
had
consolidated
net income
of $2,806,952
in the fiscal
Oct. 31, ended
1942,
year
after al 1
charges including
(Continued provision
on Page 6) for fedJ. CHE'EVER

COWDIN

YDD in 50 N. Y. Met.
Theaters on Feb. 22
In one of the biggest holiday dayand date deals ever negotiated for
the New York met. territory, Warners has set "Yankee Doodle Dandy" to play(Continued
the 40 local
on PageRKO
12) houses,

Paramount Is Victor in
Bonus Fight with SPG
Screen Publicists Guild of New
York yesterday lost its figh£ to collect the cost-of-living
bonus
(Continued on Page
12) for its

Loew's $12,132,606
Close to Estimate
Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for
the year ended Aug. 31, 1942, was
$12,132,606, according to the annual
statement made public yesterday. A
preliminary and semi-official financial report was made on Jan. 11,
and the final figures are only $688
below those of the preliminary re-

(Continued on Page 12)

port.
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Paramount's board yesterday declared the regular quarterly dividends of 30c per share on its common and $1.50 per share on its First
Preferred stock, payable April 1,
1943 to the holders of record of both
classes of stock on March 18.

SEIDELMAN

is in

Hollywood.

arrives on the Coast^day

HARRY UNTERFORT, RKO-Schine city manager in Syracuse, and MRS. UNTERFORT left
New
York
yesterday
for Miami.
family.
STUART ERWIN is at the Warwick with his
WILLIAM
PHIL

A.

WILLIAMS

of T five years ago had been Sindlinger's assistant for the past two
years. Sindlinger recently resigned
to become executive vice-president
of Audience Research Institute, Inc.,
a Dr. George Gallup subsidiary.

Strike Hits 30 Movie
Theaters in Puerto Rico

Fitzpatrick to Conciliate
Local 109's Para. Dispute

With the replacement of Clyde
Mills by James Fitzpatrick as federal conciliator, contract negotia+
Vi
tions between the Screen Office and
Professional
Employes Guild, Local
—
Va
+
1/8
109, UOPWA, and Paramount will
be resumed on Monday or Tuesday.
Involved are office workers at the
+ Vs
PRC Closes Panamq Deal
company's, home office and music
+
1/4
+ 11/2
PRC 1942-43 product will be dis- subsidiaries, Famous Music Corp.
tributed in the Republic of Pan- and Paramount Music Corp., as well
ama, in accordance with the terms as maintenance workers. The getof a contract signed by the Asso- together will be held at the ParaWLB Okays New Scales
mount home office.
ciacion de Teatros de Panama, it
For 20th-Fox Readers
was announced yesterday. Roberto
D. Socas, PRC export manager repAVAILABLE— AT ONCE!
resented the company in closing the
New wage scales ranging from deal.
FEATURE WRITER —
Interviews,
$52.40 to $60 per week have been
newspaper contact work, sales promookayed by the WLB for inside readtion, house organ editing. Seven years
ers at 20th-Fox on petition of the Same Old SRO Story
motion picture experience. Dynamic
Screen Office and Professional EmHouston, Tex.— GWTW is being
young woman.
ployes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, held over a second week at the KirTHE FILM DAILY
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tion conferences
head of RKO.
for
with Charles Koerner, te>r'' c-

L oiu i s deR o c h emont,
March
of
producer. Williams

KAY FRANCIS and MITZI MAYFAIR are
back from their tour of England, Ireland and
North Africa in behalf of USO-Camp Shows.
They
were
away
three months.
HERBERT J. YATES is due on the Coast
Feb. 15.

NED

was announced
yesterday b y

Time

cominc and ooi nc

JOSEPH

Paramount's Directors
Vote Regular Dividends
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Omaha — In contrast to two previous blackouts which hurt theater
business from 10 to 25 per cent, a
daylight test air raid at 3 p.m. aided
theater grosses.
Many persons elected to spend
the time of the "raid," which lasted
about an hour, in theaters and most
downtown houses were packed. Suburbans reported they were not hurt
by the test.

who

5/8
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Daylight Test Air Raid
Boosts Omaha Grosses

Appointment of Phil A. Williams
as publicity and promotion director
of the March of Time as successor
to Albert E.
S i n d I i nger,

5/s

4)
MARKET
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13'/4
ioy8

A resolution praising the entire
amusement world for its generous
support of the USO was passed at
the second annual meeting and luncheon of the organization at the Hotel Astor yesterday. Singled out for
tribute was Abe Lastfogel, head of
USO-Camp Shows, Inc. The affair
was a magnet to more than 1,000
persons.
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., honorary chairman of the USO, thanked
USO-Camp Shows for its fine work
in providing entertainment for the
armed forces. Chester I. Barnard,
president of the USO, said that
USO-Camp Shows had become an
important agency in the USO's work
of providing recreation for the men
in the service. Another who praised
the activities of USO-Camp Shows
was Walter Hoving, chairman of the
USO Board.

Succeeds
To Sindlinger Spot

San Juan, P. R. (By Air MailPassed by Censor)— A strike of such
proportions that Gov. Rexford Tugwell has been forced to step in as
mediator is in progress in Puerto
Rico. So far the efforts of Tugwell
to end a labor dispute which has
thrown picket lines in front of some
30 theaters all the way from Caguas
Poughkeepsie Theaters
to San Juan have been unavailing.
Bought by Para. Company The houses belong to Cobian Theaters, Inc., and T. Llamas Theaters,
The Bardavon and Stratford The- Inc., the territory's leading circuits.
The strike was called by the Asaters in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., have
of Projectionists, Helpers
been purchased by Netco Theaters, and MotionsociationPicture
House Employes
Inc., Paramount subsidiary. Houses
have been under lease to Netco since on the grounds that the circuits had
1927 but the titles have now passed fired six employes for refusing to
to the operating company for a re- join a company union which, it was
ported price of more than $350,000. charged, was operating in violation
Netco operates 14 theaters in New of a collective bargaining agreement
York State.
signed last year. The circuits deny
the union's charges.

FINANCIAL
NEW

<3fi$ Williams

SHILLING,

the director, has arrived

from Hollywood
to stage "More Fowers to You,"
Broadway
musical.
PIERRE AUMONT, starring in M-G-M's "Assignment in Brittany" arrived in New York yesterday from Hollywood to consult with Free
authorities.

French

KATHRYN CRAYSON, is heading East for a
long-awaited visit with her husband, Corp. John
Sheiton, stationed at Fort Monmouth. She
is expected
on Tuesday.
A. MONTAGUE, Columbia's general sales manager, and RUBE JACKTER, assistant sales
manager, have returned to the home office
from
company's
sales meeting
in Chicago.

Brower Succeeds McEvoy
As Credit Union's Prexy
Election of Nat Brower to its
presidency as successor to Eugene
McEvoy was announced yesterday
by the 20th Century-Fox Credit
Union. Brower's former post as
vice-president has gone to Molly
Grill, who is succeeded as secretary
by Murray Chikofsky. Mary Kaem
replaces Helen Portnoy as treasurer.

PRODUCTION!
DISTRIBUTION!
EXHIBITION!
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MPA Installation
Will Attract 600

Sarnofff Envisions
Television Webs

Plans to make the installation of
officers on Feb. 10 the biggest event
in its history are being mapped by
the Motion Picture Associates in

A future in which there would be
intercity networks of television stations similar to those in sound
broadcasting

it:- "ampaign to make the industry
a yp °f what the group is doing
to alleviate distress among its film
employes. The ceremonies at a
luncheon at the Astor are expected to be a magnet for some
600 members of the industry, among
whom will be top executives in distribution and exhibition in this territory. The turnout will be largest
ever attracted by an M. P. Associates luncheon, thanks chiefly to the
fact that the membership has been
swelled by approximately 300 names
during the past year.
The services of William F. Rodgers, M-G-M distribution head, who
was primarily responsible for the
i tremendous increase in the M. P.
Associates membership rolls, have
been enlisted as principal speaker.
I James J. Walker will be among a
number of other notable personalities who will be present. The former mayor may handle the toastmaster assignment.
Invitations have been accepted so
far by Jack Cohn, Steve Broidy,
Robert Mochrie, Bob Weitman, Gus
Eyssell, Charles C. Moskowitz, Edward Alperson, William A. Scully,
Carl Leserman, Charles Francis
Coe.
Officers to be installed are Jack
Ellis, president; Morris Sanders,
vice-president; Matthew Cahan, second vice-president; Moe Fraum, secretary; Saul Trauner, treasurer;
Charles Penzer, financial secretary;
Harry Furst, sergeant - at - arms;
Charles Berliner, chaplain. Installed
as trustees will be Seymour Schussel and Jerry Wilson.

was edenvisionyesterday
•

•

•

IF by nightfall today the local trade press scribes take

on a lean and hungry look, it's because there was no industry luncheon,
— thus breaking a solid skein since the week's outset. ... • Yesterday's noontide feed-bag session was hosted by Monogram in honor of
Lou Lifton, org's promotional big-wig who's in town with Hollywood tan
on his face and "Silver Skates" on his mind
Every trade sheet was
multiply represented at this luncheon in the Hotel Warwick's Pine Room,
and, introduced by Harry Thomas, the honor guest gave a short talk
which evoked long applause. ... • The Monogram forces will pick
up the business-social ball again on Monday via a screening of "Silver
Skates" in the Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-Astoria at 11 a.m., followed
by a luncheon. ... • On Tuesday, RKO Radio Pictures steps into the
spotlight (also at the Waldorf-Astoria, but this time the Grand Ball Room)
via a gala press preview of "Hitler's Children" at 8:45 p.m., in wake of
which a reception will be held for Gregor Ziemer, Bonita Granville, and
H. B. Warner, with buffet and refreshments at 10:15 p.m.

• #
Cormier

•

CRIPES, Aren't We Jealous Department:
lucky!
Snooper,
our little jour-legged

Is that guy Al
nooze hound,

barked in our good ear yes' day that he came across Al and one of filmdom's most popular femmes parked on a love-seat, while the radio to
which they were listening appropriately announced,— "This Is Mutual".
• Add recommended reading: Howard Dietz's profile of Louella O.
Parsons, the "cosmopolite of the month," in the March issue of Cosmopolitan It's the lo (e)wdown. ... # Likewise the article, "Hollywood Holocaust," in the Feb. 13 issue of Collier's
Kyle Crichton
points out that Hollywood has the following: (a) No gas, (b) no hired
help, (c) no money, (d) an awful ache in the head. ... • Max Richard can now handle talent for the stage as well as the screen as result
of a franchise granted him by Actors Equity. ... • Lester B. Isaac,
chief of projection for Loew's Theaters, has been 'lected prexy of the
Projectionists Square Club here, and also made honorary member of
the "20-30" Club. ... • Eleanor King, authors' rep and playbroker
{clients include Josef Weinberger, Ltd., of London; Ermanno
WolfFerrari, Franz Lehar, Erich Wolfgang Komgold, and Oscar Straus),
has opened an office at 10 West 44th St. where she'll handle scripts
in French, Italian, Spanish and German,
besides English
Miss
King has acquired exclusive rights to all material by Michael Young,
British playwright, now living in the U.S

• • • THAT sock-laden campaign for the world premiere of "Air
Force" was another feather in the cap of Mort ("Yankee Doodle Dandy"
War Bond Premiere) Blumenstock
He. came through with a bangup showmanship performance
And, by the way, did you lamp
FEBRUARY
Stella Simon
Tim
Holt
Stanley
W. Rand
FEBRUARY

5
Jack
Donohoe
J. A. Miller
Monta
Bell
6

Lupe Velez
William
M. Pizor
Louis Nizer
Ben
Lyon
Charles
S. Goetz
Jack
Luden
Russell Gleason William
Cary
Duncan
Ronald
Reagan
Marion
Orth
FEBRUARY
7
Buster Crabbe
Paul Cuertzman
Fred F. DeSilva
Edward Nugent
Fred Stanley

yesterday's intriguing feature of the "Air Force" campaign?
We
mean the series of ads, all individually designed, spotted throughout the
news pages of all daily papers, and carrying the simple but direct message: "AIR FORCE is at the Hollywood
It's from Warners". . . .
• Douglas Rothacker, president of Rothacker Films, Inc., returned to
his desk yesterday after several days' serious illness. . . • Marcy
Klauber and E. H. Kleinert have just completed their latest story, "Duchess of Broadway," with plans for production of the feature now under
way
Shooting' 11 be done on the Coast
Their next'U be "Hitler'- Ghost"

▼

•

•

•

A VENGE

PEARL

T

HARBOR!

T

by David
Sarnoff,identpresof the
that
RCA, indicting
prewhen the war
is over the
science of
sight would
and
sound
"go forward
DAVID SARNOFF
as a new service of pub1 i c information and entertainment." The prediction was voiced in a speech delivered at a meeting of the New
York State Chamber of Commerce.
In asserting that the television
networks eventually would become
nation-wide,
said programs
that "we
look
forward Sarnoff
to television

in theaters as well as in the home,"
adding that as a result of war research "these television pictures will
be technically much better than they
were before the war."
Sarnoff also
voiced for
a pleaAmerican
for "an
American
charter
business" because of "the important
place which Government must have
in the picture of American industry."
"If big business is a crime, business men are entitled to know it,"
he remarked. "What is declared
lawful at one time should not at another be upset by the caprice of bureaucracy. Laws should be changed
by legislation, not by bureaucratic

Corcoran, Ex-GM Pic Head,
Named Sound Masters V.P.
Laurence M. Corcoran, who operated a chain of small-town theaters
fiat."
in Virginia and West Virginia before he became associated with General Motors in charge of the company's activities, has been named
vice-president of Sound Masters,
Inc., producers of industrial pictures.

Canadian Film Board
To Have Own Building
Toronto — Plans have been made
for the construction of a new Federal Government building to accommodate the rapidly growing needs of
the National Film Board of which
John Grierson of London, England,
is the commissioner. The information was brought to light when a
survey of prospective sites for the
studio in Ontario and Quebec was
made by the Department of Public
Works.
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ABSOLUTE CAPACITY
IN N.Y. HOLLYWOOD

EXTENDED RUN! '

Want

to see the reviews?

Drop us a line. They're great for advance

Jack L. Wamer/
OUCEO GY

Executive Producer

...AS THE MEN WHO LOVED 'MARY ANN'— THE FLYING FORTRESS. JOHN GARFIELD -GIG YOUNG • HARRY
CAREY- GEO. TOBIAS- ARTHUR KENNEDY • JAS. BROWN • JOHN RIDGELY • SCREEN PLAY. DU DLEY NICHOLS
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1942 V Domestic Revenues Soar to $25,101,506
IDE'

Figure is More Than Full
World Revenue Three Yrs.
Ago, Cowdin Report Shows
{Continued from Page 1)

eral income and excess profits taxes.
This is equal to $5.34 on each of
the 525,681 voting trust certificates
outstanding. In the preceding year,
net was $2,341,202 of $4.45 each on
the same number of certificates.
Consolidated net profit of Universal Pictures, and its subsidiaries
for the year after all charges and
taxes, amounted to $2,968,231 as
compared with net profit of $2,673,249 in the preceding year, according to the annual report which was
released also by Cowdin.
Before Federal income and excess
profits deductions, net income of the
picture company was $7,255,531 (including an adjustment of reserves of
$171,217 for prior years' taxes) as
compared with $4,396,499 in the year
ended Oct. 31, 1941.
During the year the picture
company and its subsidiaries set
aside out of income for payment
to various tax authorities an aggregate of $5,254,664, an increase
of $2,624,238 or more than 99.7
per cent as compared with $2,630,427 tax provision in the year
before. These taxes were equivalent to $21.02 for every share
of the company's
outstanding
stock and to $1.77 for each dollar of net profit earned.
Cowdin said that the company had
signed more sales contracts than in
any previous year and that domestic
revenue, amounting to $25,101,506,
were more than the revenues from
world-wide
operations three years
ago.
Total income of $39,177,488
represents an increase of $8,893,965
for the year.
Foreign business continues to
increase, he said, the gross revenues for the year just closed
amounting
to $14,075,981
or
35.9 per cent of total revenues.
In the 1941 fiscal year they
amounted to $11,275,028 or 37.2
per cent of revenues in that year
Inventories showed a gain of more
than $3,500,000 for the year and
amounted to $13,865,221 while total
borrowings were $380,000 higher at
$5,514,000.
However, of this letter
sum, $1,300,000 was repaid to banks
on Nov. 6. Net current assets at the
year-end amounted to $14,039,156 as
compared
with $11,169,580 at the
and of the previous year.
Cash position was improved by release of
blocked funds from Great Britain,
Australia and New Zealand.
Purchases of first preferred stock
foi sinking fund purposes have reduced the amount outstanding at the
year-end to 8,866 shares.
Subsequent purchases have brought a further reduction to 8,652 shares.
Much thought and effort has
been devoted by the board to the
objective
of simplifying
the
Company's
corporate
structure,
Cowdin said.
To this end an

WHO'SWHOIN
•

•
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Introducing

HOLLYWOOD

Interesting

Personalities

•

•

•

Writer-director-producer. Native of Vienna (Austria). First

ULMER.
came to the U. S. A. in 1923 as art director of Max Reinhardt's "The
Miracle." Born September 17, 1900 and graduated from the Vienna Academy
of Arts tr Sciences as M.ph. in 1918. Was actor, stage assistant and finally
stage manager and art director in Vienna and Germany, also assistant to F. W.
Murnau in film work prior to arrival here. Has been
in Hollywood and New York City in film production since
1923 with exception of 1929-1930 directing-producing
in Germany. First gained fame as art director for
Murnau's-William Fox films: "Sunrise," "Four Devils,"
"Our Daily Bread," "Tabu" etc., in the 1925-1927 era.
From 1931 to 1934 was an occasional Universal film
EDGAR

writer or director ("The Black Cat"). From 1934 to
1940 in independent film production in New York City
("Damaged Lives," "Natalka Toltalvka," "Green Fields,"
"The Singing Blacksmith," "Let My People Live,"
"Light Ahead"). Returned to Hollywood year ago.
Now is writer-director-production manager-producer

Harry Brandt, ITOA president,
leaves tomorrow on a tour of 11
cities in the interest of the March
of Dimes collections.
The ITOA joined the Theater AuCode atA.yesterday's
at whichthority
Max
Cohen was meeting
elected
to the board of directors. Proposals for two men in projection booths
meeting.
were opposed by the ITOA at the

Church and Civic Groups
Fight Penn. Sunday Shows

First Denver War Casualty

Canadian MPDA

Denver— Frank Boost, PFC, 35,
was the first industry war casualty
from Denver. He was ad salesmanager of the Warner exchange at the
time of his induction. For several
years he was assistant manager of
the State Theater, Denver. He died
at Stimpson Field, Texas, of a heart
attack. He is survived by his wife,
mother, brothers and sisters.

Toronto — The Motion Picture Distributors Association of Canada has
moved its headquarters from 105
Bond St. to more spacious quarters
at 229 Yonge St., where offices for
Col. John A. Cooper, chairman, and
Ed. Wells, national secretary of the
Film Boards of Trade, as well as
board room facilities are available.

agreement is in the process of
of consummation with the Company's banks which will make
available certain funds for a limited period of time, which the
board hopes will make possible
a merger of the Company with
the parent Company, Universal
Corporation.
"Our unit cost of production," said
Cowdin, "has advanced due to the
increased cost of both labor and
materials. We have encountered
difficulties also in our production
activities because of the scarcity of
many of the materials we need. The
Government has found it necessary
to curtail sharply the amount of film
at our disposal — both positive and
negative. However, if we are not
confronted with further cuts we believe we can operate without too serious a contraction of our production

sion to peace time production.
"It is obvious that additional
sums must be raised by the
Treasury and it is to be hoped
that new sources may be found
from which to secure these
funds rather than create any
further burdens on corporations
of the country.

Moves

The $25,000 salary limitation order, said Cowdin, "has been tremendously disturbing to the motion
picture industry. Whereas in the
case of most other businesses the
order affects only the executive personnel, it applies in our business
not merely to management, but to
leading producers, directors, writers
and stars, whose services are essenuct. tia] in the manufacture of our prod"Few people realize that these
motion picture characters average only about six years of peak
popularity. They are the ingredients with which motion
pictures are made, assisted by
highly skilled technicians. Disturbance of these ingredients
carries with it all the possibilities of seriously upsetting the
industry, which is one of the
largest in the world, at a time
when our greatest abilities and
production activities are needed
to maintain morale the world

over."

{Continued from Page 1)

resents
the first industry mov^
that
direction.
{ in

the meeting.
Fred tended
Strom
of Minneapolis' at-

of P. R. Van Duinen's Atlantis Pictures, Inc., turning
out six features this season for PRC ("Prisoner of
Japan," "My Son, the Hero" etc.) Wife (Shirley Castle)
is a magazine fictionist. One child, daughter, Arianne,
8. Stands, 5, 10. Weighs, 178. Hair, black. Eyes,
dark brown.

After discussing taxation probprogram."
lems of corporations with particular
relation to effect of the draining off
of cash resources, Cowdin pointed
out that "corporate net income is
very seldom represented by cash and
in many instances, is composed to
a large extent of inventories, receivables, additions to plant and
equipment. All of this gives ground
for concern as to the ability of corporations to meet post-war problems and to make prompt conver-

ITOA Says Managers,
Assistants Essential

Harrisburg, Pa. — Vigorous opposition to Sunday movies in Pennsylvania was voiced here by the Federated Legislative Committee, representing 12 religious and civic organizations.
Theance commitee,
said:
observof the Sabbath
in "The
Pennsylvania
is by no means up to the standard of
the days previous to the enactment
of the Sunday Motion Picture Law
brought about by the pressure of
commercial amusement interests."
Meanwhile, continuing its campaign for Sunday movies in Pennsylvania— especially in Harrisburg —
the Harrisburg Telegraph in a frontpage editorial suggested that in the
absence of repeal of Sunday Blue
Laws, the State Legislature amend
the current Sunday movie local option law to permit any community
to hold a special referendum on Sunday movies this year, instead of
waiting
five years since its last vote
on the issue.
The paper contended that wartime employment conditions make
Sunday
both war
workers and movies
soldiers for
essential
to morale.
As evidence that its only thought
is for war-time necessity, the paper
further proposed that the projected
law amendment could contain a provision for a subsequent referendum
ties.
one year after the close of hostiliHarrisburg voted on Sunday movies in 1940, rejecting Sunday shows
by a poll of 17,456 to 15,502. Under
the present
law another
not be held until
1945. contest can-

Faces Trial as Theater Bandit
New Haven — Returned to the scene
of the crime after 10 years, John
Grady, one of a trio of robbers who
allegedly
heldhere
up in
the1933
Roger
man Theater
and Shertook
$1,450, perior
is Courtfacing
here. trial in the Su-

called net
The Amazing
Mrs. HoIIiday
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DEANNA

DURBIN

as a bachelor bride who bursts

from a shuttered past — into a wide open future on
the Gold Coast of San Francisco.

She's got a way —
with young and old

This Durbin — is dynamite! What she does to San Francisco . . . hasn't been done since
the earthquake! All heart! ... all woman! . . . she's the toast of the Gold Coast — as
she lives its most shocking, lie !
aililii

She survives a torpedoing by Japsand saves the kids.

She pulls at your heart strings!

«HV1

.

In war-torn China, she becomes a
mother of nine — in one day.

He thinks he's her grandson — A
strange business that turns out O.K.

She sings a Chinese Lullaby.

Out of war-torn China — and the ashes of her hidden
past ... to live the flaming lie that shocked the
Gold Coast of San Francisco !

She crashes a mansion and mashes a butler.

DURBIN
*%?

with EDMOND O'BRIEN
BARRY FITZGERALD
ARTHUR TREACHER
HARRY DAVENPORT GRANT MITCHELL
FRIEDA INESCORT
ELISADETH RISDDN
UNIVERSAL

PICTURES

Screen Play by Frank Ryan . John Jacoby . Adaptation by
Boris Ingster « Leo Townsend . From an Original Story
by Sonya Levien .Associate Producer, FRANK SHAW
Produced

JOIN
THE
INDUSTRY'S
'MARCH
OF DIMES"— Feb. 18-24
Sign your pledge
at once!

BRUCE

and Directed by

MANNING

<M
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Let Contracts For
105 Training Pix

HOLLYWOOD

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Contracts for 105 industrial training films to be made
for the Office of Education were announced yesterday by the procurement division of the U. S. Treasury.
Se^ ^n producers have contracted for
bl yr§ of 10 films (one-reel each)
wh.,j another seven will make groups
of five. Three of these groups of
five will be in 16 mm., while the
rest will be in 35 mm.
Although the original contracts
called for completion of all films
by June 30, there is some doubt
now that this clause will be adhered
to. Since the films are now contracted for, there will be no budgetary difficulty if all are not completed by the end of the fiscal year.
The following seven producers will
make 10 films each, with the unit
price given for each: Atlas Film Co.,
Chicago, $6,000; Bray Studios, Inc.,
New York, $5,900; Hugh Harmon
Productions, Beverley Hills, Calif.,
$4500; Jam Handy, Detroit, $6,000;
RCM Productions, Inc., Hollywood,
$6,000; Ray-Bell Films, Inc., St.
Paul, Minn., $6,000; and Emerson
Yorke Studios, New York, $6,000.
Five 16 mm. films each at $3,500
apiece, will be made by the Calvin
Co., Kansas City, and the Medical
Film Guild, New York. Five other
16 mm. reels, at $3,250 each, will be
made by Photo and Sound, Inc., of
San Francisco.
Groups of five 35 mm. films will
be made by De Frens Co., Philadelphia, at $5,000: Har-Films, New
Orleans, at $4,500; Jamison Film
Laboratories, Dallas, at $4,500; and
Spot Film Productions, Inc., New
York, $6,000.

United Nations Brochure
An eight-page booklet, called
"Uniting the United States for the
United Nations" has been printed
and is being sent out to government
figures, educators, the WAC personnel, and the reps, of the various
United Nations.

The ....
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

Washington Bureau
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Rochester — Rose Tantillo has been
named manager of the Cuba, in nearby Cuba, N. Y., succeeding Maryrose
Polvino who operated the house for
the Martina Chain for nearly five
years.

/^EORGE PAL, stepping into the feature
^
field, will make a $1,000,000 puppeteer
production of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," which
will find a spot on Para.'s 1944 program.
Stephen Foster melodies will be used for
the score.

•

•

MONOGRAM has signed Hoot Gibson for
a screen comeback in a Ken Maynard
western.

•

•

CRICH VON STROHEIM stays at Para.
^" for "Hostages"; he's now completing
the Marshal Rommel role in "Five Graves
to Cairo."
r\AME MAY

•

•

WHITTY

has signed a new

" long-term contract with Metro. Her
first picture under the new contract will
be "Madame Curie," co-starring Greer
Garson and Walter Pidgeon.

•

WICTOR

MOORE

•

is the latest addition

' to "Tropicana," Gregory Ratoffs forthcoming Mae West starring musical for
Columbia. He will be teamed in the film
with William Gaxton.

•

•

—

a fictional story to the soldier show, has
assigned Joan Leslie to the romantic lead.

•

D ICHARD

WALLACE,

•

who is at the RKO

'* Radio studio directing "The Fallen
Sparrow," after completing "Bombardier,"
has been signed •
to a long-term
contract.
•
CIGNE HASSO, Swedish stage and screen
^ star who was brought here several years
ago, has been borrowed from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer by 20th Century-Fox for a role
in the Lubitsch picture "Heaven Can Wait."
She replaces Simone Simon.

•

•

LJOWARD BRETHERTON, who is direct' * ing one of the Three Mesquiteer series
for Republic, has been given a term contract by that studio.

•

•

l^eWITT BODEEN, who wrote the screen
*J play of RKO's "Cat People," has been
assigned by this company to scenarize
"Walk Away From
• 'Em."

•

MIKHAIL RASMUNY has been signed by
Paramount to replace Francis Lederer

in "Hostages." •
•
I KILLED HITLER," an original story by
' Robert
Kehoe,
has been acquired
by
JIMMY CAMPBELL, head of one of EngMonogram, and is scheduled for early pro- ~ land's biggest music publishing houses,
duction. King Bros, will produce.
has been set by Republic as musical tech-

•

•

D EPUBLIC has registered "Istanbul" and
' * "Ankara," both stories having Turkish
backgrounds.

W

ARNERS which in filming Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army"
will add

Pix Theater Is No. 1
Task Force, Says Reeve
Menard, Tex. — The motion picture
theater is the No. 1 task force of
the American home front, according
to Henry Reeve, president of the
Texas Theater Owners, Inc., who, in
a current bulletin, declares that he
intends to run his theater "in spite
of the difficulties that lie ahead."
Reeves asserts that he will continue to operate "so that it may continue to be the strongest force in
my community to aid our Government in every phase of this war; to
run it so that my people may not
only see and know what goes on,
but may also relax and forget at
times those very things and leave
my theater refreshed and stronger,
each for his or her own task."
Reeves adds that "in our own
business, if we in the small towns
are exploited for increased distributor profits, the time has come to call
a halt, stop buying at unfair terms."
Ho asserts that "no deal at all is
far better than a bad deal for you.
Films be fewer and drastically so;
conserve them and play later; it
won't
Remember
that has
the
small hurt
town you.
theater
of America

• '

nical advisor on "Thumbs

•

Up."

JACK
L. WARNER
"Mr.
*"
Skeffington"
as Bette has
Davis'selected
next starring
picture for Warners. Julius J. and Philip
G. Epstein have been assigned to pen the
screen version.

WB Gives Up Teletypes
For the War Effort
{Continued from Page 1)

home office to give up all their Western Union and Postal teletype machines.
Notification to the branches from
A. W. Schwalberg, vice-president in
charge of exchange operations, also
instructs the field offices to immediately discontinue use of these machines in order to relieve the congested wire facilities.
Telegraphic communications between Warner home office and its
exchanges will hereafter he routed
via the regular service of the telegraph companies.

Henry Clay Bate Dies

Lieut Col. Henry Clay Bate, 52,
a veteran of the first world war and
a newsreel monologue writer at Universal, whose publicity department
he joined 18 years ago, died Wednesday in the Veterans AdministraAlice Brodner, new on the Vitation Hospital, the Bronx, following a
graph staff, New Haven, replaces
lingering illness. Funeral will be
Katherine Bolton, resigned.
held at 9:30 tomorrow morning at
the Devlin Funeral Home, 404 West
Toledo, O. — Angela Krupp, former
51st St., with burial with military
manager of the Palace, has been
honors in the Long Island National
transferred to a similar post at the
Cemetery, Pinelawn, L. I. Col. Bate
Pantheon, succeeding Eldine Dennis,
now in the Army. Both are down- played a grand part in this war to is survived by his widow, a daughtown second-run houses operated by date, and still has a job to do in sister.ter, two sons, two brothers and a
Skirball Brothers.
months to come."

Anti-'Spy' Measure
Introduced in Penn,
{Continued from Page 1)

bill is now pending committee action.
The measure, House Bill No. 196,
specificlly prohibits spying by stipulating that "no person, acting directly or as an agent or employe
of another, or acting through an
agent or employe, shall spy upon
the business of any other person engaged in . . . operating a motion
picture theater or any other business, for the purpose of identifying
or counting the customers or, of ascertaining the amount or value of
the business done by, such other person, with the intention of using such
information or permitting it to be
used to the hurt or disadvantage of
such other person commercial transactions or otherwise."
The bill also prohibits "subterfuge,
stealth, misrepresentation, bribery
or impersonation
an officer" to obtain commercial of
information.
Violation of the proposed law
would be a misdemeanor, subject to
a fine of not more than $25 or more
than $500, or imprisonment of not
more than one year, or both.
Corporations violating the projected law would be barred from the
right to do business in Pennsylvania.

Canadian Seamen Will
Finance Own Ship Shows
Toronto — The Naval Service of
the Department of National Defense
has sponsored the formation of the
Royal Canadian Naval Film Society
as a permanent organization for the
providing of film shows aboard all
ships of the Royal Canadian Navy
while at sea in any part of the
world. Arrangements have been
made for the buying of films by the
society under a self-sustaining plan
through finances obtained by contributions ofthe seamen themselves.
The Navy, Army, Air Force Films
Committee, headed by N. L. Nathanson, will continue to arrange trade
co-operation in supplying shows for
the camps of the Army and R.C.A.F.

Goldwyn, Selznich,
WB, on Inside Trach?
Contenders now reported leading
the pack in the headlong race for
the film rights to Oscar Serlin's
glittering stage comedy, "Life With
Father," are the House of Warner,
Samuel Goldwyn, and David O. Selznick. But the hot competition does
not rule out the possibility of a
dark horse, what with all the majors
in the running, it was asserted yesterday by channels

in-the-know.
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YDD in 50 N. Y. Met.
Theaters on Feb. 22
(Continued from Page 1)

as well as four Randforce, four
Skouras and two Century theaters,
over Washington's Birthday. Entire 50 bookings will run simultaneously through Feb. 22.

No Film Employes Yet
Frozen to Their Jobs

Joe Lee Does Motion Picture Adaptation of
"The Best Tunes of All, Etc." and Boosts Biz

Extend Life of Com.
Probing Recordings Ban
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

With Warners' powerhouse, "Yankee Doodle Dandy," playing a third week at
the Fabian Fox, Lee took "personal" ads in metropolitan dailies Wednesday and
headed them with: "For The Best Tunes Of All, Go To Fabian Fox Brooklyn,"
etc. He also took an ad (and paid for it himself) in radio's own bible, THE
RADIO DAILY. This copy was headed: "For The Best Tunes Of All, Don't Go To
Carnarsie Hall, But Go To The Fabian Fox Brooklyn." Business at the theater
promptly rocketed by a large percentage in the wake of the Lee campaign, —
which also probably helps to give popular momentum to the Lucky Strike hour.

Rogers to Start Army
Camp Tour in Houston

Local 702 Negotiations
For New Pact Start Thurs.
(Continued from Page 1)

when negotiators for the union will
get together with representatives
of Pathe to discuss the terms of a
new agreement.
The draft of the new pact was
completed last night at a meeting
of the union's negotiating group.
Local 702 is expected to ask for
w;rge increases of probably 10 per
cent, longer vacations and added
compensation for night work. The
wage hikes are sought to compensate for the higher cost of living.
The old contracts start expiring in
March.
The union's negotiators are headed by John J. Francavilla, acting
head of Local 702. The others are
Adolph Grude, Albert Dassa, Catherine Grogan, Nicholas Koutrouby,
William
Carthy. Vermont and Joseph Mc-

DAILY

Washington — Extension of the
authority of the special Interstate
Commerce Sub-committee, headed by
Senator D. Worth Clark, which has
been investigating the AFM ban on
musical recordings, was voted yesterday. The authority of the group
legaly expired last week-end. Resolution to extend its authority was
adopted. No additional funds were
sought.
Senator Clark told The Film
Daily yesterday that no further
hearings are in prospect until the
end of thet AFM executive board
meeting now in progress. He is
simply marking time, he said, until
he sees what happens at the meeting and what the attitude of recorders to whatever may be proposed by the AFM will be.
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FROM the KEYS
and BEYOND

The Fabian Fox is not only a theater but a good descriptive nickname for
Joe Lee, that Brooklyn house's director of publicity. Hot on the heels of the
slogan, "The Best Tunes Of All Go To Carnegie Hall," introduced by the "Hit
Parade" air show of Lucky Strike, Lee commenced to cash in on the phrase as
well as the kidding it has taken by radio comedians and newspaper columnists.

(Continued from Page 1)

were overwhelmed with inquiries
when a report gained circulation
that Walt Disney studio employes
had been frozen to their jobs.
Employes had signed a routine
pamphlet distributed by WMC asking if the organization would cooperate in stabilizing employment by
issuing "certificate of availability"
when workers resigned or were discharged.
A WMC representative declared
that industry workers and artists
will be required to be employed 48
hours weekly in an essential occupation to be reasonably assured of
draft deferment and that draft
boards were not to grant deferment
to men unless they are employed
substantially full time on work that
would require at least six months to
train a replacement.

DAILY

Karesh to Pay Operators
In Full, Ending Court Case
What was believed to be the first
case in the country where an employer, was held for trial on a criminal
charge arising from an alleged violation of the President's wage stabilization order came to an abrupt end
this week in Special Sessions when
Harry Karesh, general manager of
the Harburg Realty & Amusement
Co., operators of the Park West Theater in Manhattan, decided to pay
three projectionists at the house in
full for salaries assertedly withheld
by him since Jan. 1. The payment
was made in court.
The action was brought by Local
306.

WB Short in Seven Tongues

"Beyond the Line of Duty," Warners short showing the exploits of
Maj.
Hewitt T. Wheless, is being
Houston — Roy Rogers will arrive
here tomorrow to open a tour of dubbed in Spanish, Portuguese, Chines, French, Dutch, Norwegian and
Texas Army camps on Tuesday at Russian
for distribution as a morale
Ellington Field. With Rogers will stimulant.
be the Sons of the Pioneers, William
Saal and Lloyd Rust, Republic managers for Texas. Reception for Rog- "Payoff" Set in 100 Camps
ers will be held by local theater men
Dallas— "The Payoff," PRC feature starring Lt. Lee Tracy with
at the Rice Hotel Sunday. Rogers
Tom Brown and Tina Thayer, has
is slated for p.a.'s next Tuesday and been
booked into 100 Army camps
Wednesday at the Horwitz circuit's
der. Jack Adams, local franchise holTexan. Rogers' newest pic, "Idaho," by
will open here this month.

By R. E. PORTER

Roxy theater, Longview, Wash.,
dark for the past year, has been
purchased by W. R. Foreman from
Val Quoidbach and will reopen shortly. .. . John V. Dostal, manager of
the Orpheum, Waterloo, la., goes to

New Orleans
pheum
theater. to. .manage
. Jerry the*<p;
Blf|^ ■-r
comes on from Minneapolis to take
the Waterloo house. . . For the first
time in 15 years Ben Simon, 20thFox New Haven branch manager,
missed a sales parley in New HaParamount Is Victor in
ven this week; reason: illness. . . .
M. O. and L. C. Wells have organized
Bonus Fight with SPG
two new Chi. theater firms, the NRA
Theater Co. and the Prairie Amuse(Continued from Page 1)
ment Co. . . . Leo Goldman is the
members employed at Paramount.
new
assistant
at Warners' Bradford,
In ruling in favor of the company,
Newark, N. J.; he was promoted
Milton Diamond, the arbitrator in from
the service.
Savoy .where
he had been
. .
the case, held that there was nothing chief of
in the contract between the union
—Tell It to Porterand the firm entitling the publicists
to the bonus. He cleared the comHarry
F. Shaw, Loew-Poli divispany of charges of discriminating in
ion manager, reports a series of
favor of other employes.
managerial shifts, along the circuit.
The SPG had contended that mem- . . Joyce Foster, former student at
bers of the Paramount unit were en- the Bijou is now College assistant,
titled to the bonus in common with New Haven, succeeding Sherman
other employes of the company. Germaine, now at the Majestic,
Paramount's position was that the Bridgeport. . . . Arthur Martikke,
the wage increase granted to Guild Majestic assistant, is moved to the
members absorbed the bonus.
New Haven, Globe, replacing ArParamount was represented by
thur Pierce, resigned. . . . Alice
George
A. Barry and Ai-thur Israel. Peterson has resigned at the PoliSFG
Hyman Glickstein appeared for the Waterbury, and Milton Baker, formerly of Loew's, Columbus, O., is
new assistant. . . . Mary Foley, acting assistant at the Poli, Worcester,
has been named full assistant, and
Musicals and Slapstick
Nat Renard is relief assistant at the
Majestic, Bridgeport.
Favored by Australians
—Tell It to PorterMusicals and slapstick comedies
William
Powell, Liberty Theaters
are the type of film entertainment
preferred in Australia, both by civ- Corp., general manager, has set a
ilians and American and Australian 10:30 p.m. closing for the circuit's
Springfield, Mass., nabes. . . . Eddie
troops, according to Frank J. Cuhel, Brunnel,
owner of the Metropole,
WOR-Mutual network correspondent
just returned from down under. Chi., is back from a California vaWesterns are next in preference,
cation. . . . Jerry Banta of Metro's
branch heads the new Local F-39 in
Cuhel reports.
Des
Moines.
. . . Kenny Weldon of
The radio correspondent asserts Metro is vice-prexy,
Bernice Rudsthat our soldiers in Australia are ton
20th-Fox, secretary. . . .
brought film entertainment asi close Wayneof Shepler
is the new assistant
to the front lines as possible, adding at Loew's Ohio, Columbus. . .
.
that the boys often build makeshift James Tallman
has been named to
theaters out of doors, with jungle manage the Bexley, Columbia,
just
clearings sometimes used.
acquired by J. Real Neth, indie circuit operator. . . . George Raab, manager of the Suffolk, Holyoke, Mass.,
B. P. Schulberg Quits
becomes chief booker for the Liberty Theaters Corp., headquarterCol.'s Producing Staff
ing in Boston. . . . Burton Holmes
starts his 50th anniversary travel
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY film tour at Orchestra Hall,
Chi.,
Hollywood— B. P. Schulberg has Feb. 17. . . . Frank Linnehan succeeds Gil Canfield as manager of the
resigned from Columbia's producing
staff. He states he resigned because Jefferson, Springfield, Mass. . . .
he is not in agreement with the new Canfield joins Station WSPR, Springfield, as announcer.
producing regime instituted at studio. The last two scripts prepared
Col.
Signs
Vera Vague
for production for Columbia by
Schulberg before his departure were West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood— Columbia has signed
"Appointment in Berlin" and Vera
Vague (Barbara Jo Allen) to
"Knights Without Armor,"
Schulberg plans a trip to New star in a series of two-reelers to be
York before announcing a new stu- made by Producers Jules White and
Hugh McCollum.
dio connection.
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Momand Rebuked for
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TO

THE

COLORS!

"This Conspiracy"
(Continued from Page 1)

court at the conclusion of the trial.
He asked that Momand find some
other description for the situation.
"My differences with Paramount
v vs always on prices and terms
ano that was all," Momand declared
under cross-examination yesterday.
"Roy Heffner, Paramount's manager,
was a hard man to get along with.
I often told him his prices were highway robbery and that he was a hijacker." Momand related in the latter part of yesterday's questioning
on product by defense Attorney C.
B. Cochran, which will be continued today, that Paramount insisted
not only on higher prices than everyone else but demanded he play pictures on. high percentage figures in
his Class B towns, in explaining
Cochran's charge that he was always late in signing Paramount's
contracts.
Explains Entertainment Cost
"You can't profitably operate Class
B theater towns with percentage
pictures," Momand declared. "Your
total entertainment costs for everything must never exceed 25 per
cent." He further charged from the
witness stand that Paramount,
through insisting on percentage
rentals, sought to obtain inside information as to his theaters, would
only sell to him on percentage, then
turned around and sold Griffith on
flat rentals. Cochran cited from the
record percentage pictures played by
Griffith at the time under discussion.
The discussion of Momand's relations with Paramount followed
lengthy questioning by Cochran on
the amount of product Momand had
available for his theaters in the
1926-7 season, Cochran reciting
company for company and city for
city tabulations by the distributor
defendants on films Momand had
available then. In many cases these
did not agree with Momand's tabulations. Judge Broaddus ordered
attorneys to get together and
prepare such a tabulation showing
product contracted for by both Momand and Griffith interests upon
which both plaintiff and defense attorneys could agree and which would

The Navy Pays Off
Frankfort, Ind. — It pays to be in
the Navy.
Specifically, it paid $800 in War
Bonds to Sterling L. Shaw.
His number was called in a theater game at the Alliance Circuit's
Roxy. Ordinarily, the rules require
attendance to collect. But when the
circuit learned that Shaw had reported to the Great Lakes Naval
Station for training, the rules were
waived and Shaw got the War Bonds.

Springfield, Mass. — Second Lt. JUTYREE DILLARD, Jr., of Loew's
legal staff, will report Feb. 15 to
LIAN RIFKIN, former chief booker
Ft. Schuyler, N. Y., as a lieutenant of the Liberty Theaters Corpora(j.g.) in the U. S. Naval Reserve.
tion, and son of Herman Rifkin,
H3
1935.has been with the company since president of Liberty and vice-president of Monogram Pictures, has
— • —
been promoted to first lieutenant. He
Toledo, O.— HOWARD FEIGLEY, has also been transferred from Camp
JR., former manager of the Palace Tyson at Parris, Tenn., to Los AnTheater, Toledo, now in the Air
Force, was one of four men in his
Indianapolis — The armed forces
geles.
class to be giver a pilot's rating. have claimed G. LEWIS, adsales
All others were ranked co-pilots.
manager for 20th-Fox here.
— • —
Buffalo— Staff members of the M-GSpringfield, Mass. — A veteran of M exchange, headed by Manager
the grim battle raging on Guadal- Ralph W. Maw and Office Manager
canal, HENRY FERRIS of the Ma- Marion Ryan, presented a money
rine Corps, former manager of the gift to BOB JACKSON at a sendoff
Garden theater, has been promoted party on the eve of his departure
to sergeant while on front-line duty. for Army duty.

Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)

Bar Springfield Kids
From Chicopee Movies

Springfield, Mass. — As the scarlet
fe\er epidemic here entered its fifth
month, children, barred from local
theaters, were met at the city line
by Chicopee police and turned back
into this city when they attempted
toi take in movies in that city.
Chief of Police Frank Linnehan
of Chicopee, who said he took the
unusual step after receiving orders
from the health authorities, said
that the reason was to keep Chicopee children from contact with the
disease. Theaters here are voluntarily banning children under 16,
Linnehan pointed out, and he said
that permitting the kids to go to
Chicopee and come in contact with
children there would defeat the purpose of the ban.
Chicopee police patroled the town
line, stopping cars and busses containing children, and those unable to
give satisfactory account of themfield. selves were turned back into Springcheck
sible. with the record insofar as posDistrib. Tabulations
Cuban Producing Co.
Distributor tabulations also lumped
all features in one tally, to which Switches to Distribution
Momand objected at each narration
and insisted on breaking the total
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
figure down into "feature pictures" Censor) — Compania Cinematojrraand "western" pictures, the latter fica Cubana is switching from production to distribution, with Juan
comprising the bulk of many such
contracts.
Menendez as president and Jeorge
J. Gomez as general manager. New
The morning
part finish
of Wednesday's
session
saw Cochran
his cross- offices are at 209 Consulado. Comexamination with respect to Mopany's studio equipment has been
mand's financial operations as de- acquired by Manuel Alonso's Notitails of the Momand Realty Corp., ciario
Nacional CMQ-E1 Cristol,
Momand Theaters, Inc., and the which is expanding at 59 Prado.
Oklahoma Finance Company were
brought out. All questioning by Pressburger Changes Title
Cochran was directed toward finding out what were the actual assets West Coast Bureau- of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Arnold Pressburger
of each of the many Momand companies. Unless Cochran ^completes has changed the title of "Unconhis cross-examination by tonight quered," produced and directed by
Judge Broaddus has intimated that Fritz Lang, to "We KiUed Hiterrs
he will hold the first Saturday ses- Hangman." Change was made folsion of the four-week old trial, as
lowing
Sears' poll
exhibitorsGradwall
which definitely
feelsof that
he has felt more time has been used
office.
on this point than was originally what hurts Hitler, helps the boxplanned.

accorded Hollywood talent. Appearance here
of more than two dozen stars, and their
untiring efforts in hospitals, theaters and
ballrooms paid huge dividends in good-will
toward the industry. ... To John J. Payette
and Carter Barron, co-chairmen of the
entertainment committee, and to every one
of the 75 members, a host of orchids because after planning and arranging for a
terrific entertainment schedule they actually
carried it through despite the most difficult conditions. ... A three-day snow
and sleet storm left Washington streets in
the worst condition this correspondent has
ever seen them — we had to leave two cabs
stuck in snow banks during one trip from
just above the White House to Capitol
Hill Friday — but with the exception of a
minor shakeup suffered by Jack Benny all
the stars filled all their scheduled appearances. And filled them just as if each
were the only show they were doing that
evening. Grand troupers all of them!

PCC-Allied Merger
To Be Known Feb. 10
(Continued from Page 1)

caravan committee already have
held sessions with PCC units in
Portland and Seattle and others are
to be held during the next few days
in San Francisco and Los Angeles.
It is known that the PCC is interested in Allied's caravan plan, calling for the comparison of sales policies in different parts of the country. Plan has been outlined to PCC
members in Seattle and Portland
and Bob Poole and it is still not
definite whether the PCC will become
a part of the caravan set-up. Indications are, however, that it will.
Both the Seattle and the Portland
meetings were greeted with capacity attendance. Sessions on the subMonday.
ject wind up in Los Angeles on

Washington Upped Prices
Fail to Cut Attendance
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The first week of
raised
first-run prices
houses at
hereWarners'
has meantthree
no
falling off in business, nor has any
complaint from customers been registered. Morning and matineee
prices were unchanged, but evening
prices were hiked at the Earle, the
Metropolitan and the Ambassador.
The Earle went up from 44, 66
and 72 cents for balcony, orchestra
and lodges after five o'clock to 50,
75 and 90 cents. Business, with
"Commandos Strike at . Dawn" on
the screen has been unaffected. The
same is true at the Ambassador,
where the evening price has been
raised from 44 to 50 cents. The Ambassador is showing the same film,
without stage show.
Evening prices at the Metropolitan, which has had "Road to Morocco" after two weeks at the Earle
and Ambassador, rose from 38 and
44 cents to 50 cents throughout the
house. There has been no falling
off noted there.
Other Washington theaters are
expected to announce price rises
soon. Loew's has been considering
raising the admission for it's Capitol, Palace and Columbia for several months, and some announcement is looked for soon. Likewise
Keith's, the only other first-run
house in town, is expected to boost
evening prices.

Short Short Story
Springfield, Mass. — This little
number on the marquee of the Court
Square theater attracted a great deal
readattention and press comment. It
of
"GENTLEMAN
JIM"
with Errol Flynn
"BEHIND

THE 8-BALL"

■
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"Sparkles with fun! Sure to make a hit at
the box-offke !"
- Hollywood Reporter

"A unique plot with a strong romantic

"Has plenty on the ball to win strong audience response everywhere!" -Film Daily

"Smart comedy has lots of appeal!"

flavor keeps the action rolling!" -Variety
-The Exhibitor

ir

/

Yes, Paulette and Ray are doing a great wartime job of lifting the
public's spirits with the hit that Daily Variety calls "fast moving
comedy

that spells complete relaxation for theatregoers!"

Gross for gross, it has topped all United Artists pictures in the last year at
STATE, PROVIDENCE
LOEWS, RICHMOND
STATE, ST. LOUIS
VALENTINE, TOLEDO
LOEWS; SYRACUSE

LOEWS, READING

LOEWS, ROCHESTER

LOEWS, HARRISBURG

LOEWS, INDIANAPOLIS

LOEWS, LOUISVILLE
ALDINE, WILMINGTON
LOEWS, AKRON
STATE, NEW ORLEANS

MIDLAND, KANSAS CITY
VENDOME, NASHVILLE
LOEWS GRAND, ATLANTA

Qp^f *»» CAPITOL THEATRE, New York City
, ..■■-:;
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regents of Loyola
with a heart attack at
Giannini, 69, film industry pioneer, president of United Artists from
his widow, Leontine Giannini, and a son, Bernard,
1936-1938, and currently a member of Columbia's directorate, died here yesterday.
widow, L
PO Sunmae
NO
Taxe his
He was a native of San Francisco.
■ 'Lfc.
COPV
Angeles — Stricken
Dr. A. H. Giannini Dead: Los
u Diversity,
Dr. A. H.
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"GAS"_RATIONING FAILS TO SLASH B. 0.
Movie Mats Getting Wide Use in Big City Dailies

Papers, Conserving Zinc,
Giving Greater Space to
Matted Motion Picture Art
The industry, concerned by the
white space curtailment of film departments in nearly 50 per cent of
the country's papers, saw a ray of
hope yesterday in the marked increase in the number of dailies, particularly those with sizeable circulations, which are filing requests
for mat service.
RKO Radio, as an example, is expanding its mat service to meet the
requests of newspapers, which, because of the war, are conserving zinc.
Editors also are requesting four-color
(Continued on Page 8)

FILE "C" CARD TEST FOR SALESMEN
OPA

Refusal to Warners' St. Louis Salesman Appealed to
Bring Decisive Washington Ruling

St. Louis — To bring a decisive and
clarifying ruling by Washington on
the right of film salemen to Class C
gasoline rationing cards, an appeal
has been filed from a ruling by the
St. Louis OPA office denying such
a classification to W. K. Gleeson,
Warner salesman.
The decision to bring this test
proceedings was reached at a recent
conference
here attended by Fred

In exchange territories handling distribution for cities and
of towns that account for nearly

Wehrenberg, president, MPTO
St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, representing the
theaters of this section, and Lester
Bona, St. Louis manager for Warners, and Maurice J. Schweitzer,
manager for Paramount Pictures,
representing the film exchange managers and salesmen.
William (Continued
Bryan, onSt. PageLouis8) admin-

New Tax, Sunday Pix Momand, Cochran
Bills Filed in Tenn.
Exchange Thrusts

EAC Cold to Films'
Essentiality Claims
By ANDREW H. OLDER
U ashington Bureau
of THE
FILM

Many Fans Adapting
Themselves to Restrictions
And Attending Regardless

DAILY

Washington — The Essential Activities Committee of the War Manpower Commission is "extremely unlikely" to consider favorably the reported ITOA request that theater
managers and assistant managers be
ruled
essential,
it was
learned
(Continued on Page 9)

20th-Fox Using More
Femmes in Exchanges

Nashville, Tenn. — Three measures
affecting the movies were introduced
in a 24-hour period in the Tennessee
legislature after 30 days in session
with only one bill proposed.
One of the three would add a State
tax of one cent for each 10 cents of
(Continued

on

Page

10)

IATSE Loses to CIO
In Exchange Elections

By ERNEST W. FAIR

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Oklahoma City — The fourth week
of the A. B. Momand anti-trust trial
came to a close in Federal District
Court here Friday with Momand
completing his eleventh day on the
witness stand exchanging cross-examination thrusts with C. B, Cochran, defense attorney.
Cochran is
(Continued on Page

10)

Canada's Nat'l Film Board
Opens Office in Chicago

80 per cent of national motion picture attendance and receipts, gasrationing and the pleasure driving
ban have not thus far had any visible effect on picture business, according to a Film Daily survey of
the country's exchange centers completed over the week-end.
Areas served by New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, Dallas,
Kansas City, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Washington, onPittsburgh,
Cleve(Contiuued
Page 10)

Moves to Amend
Selective Service
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington. — Congressional opposition to the WMC plan for induction
into the armed forces of family men
without regard to their dependency
status resulted Friday in a move by
the House (Continued
Military on Affairs
Page 9) Commit-

Training Pix Program Hits

16 mm. Film Availability
The CIO's Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109,
Chicago ■ The National Film
UOPWA, on Friday, defeated the Board of Canada has opened an ofIntensification of the war effort
The results turned in by women
three white-collar elecfice in the International Relations is increasingly
the avail(Continuedaffecting
on Page 10)
v/ho have taken over jobs formerly IATSEtions forin
collective bargaining agent.
held by men in the 20th-Fox field Front-office exchange workers were Center Building at 84 E. Randolph
(Continued on Page 10)
St., with (Continued
J. Margaret
Carter in
on Page 8)
(Continued
on Page 8)
Conn. Exhibs. to Map
Fight on Gross Levy
New Haven — Theater operators,
who received another jolt in the form
of introduction of a 10 per cent gross
recc'pts tax in the State Legislature
by Sen. Brock of New Haven, will
formulate opposition strategy here tomorrow. Connecticut Allied will appoint a legislative committee. Dr.
J. 6. Fishman will preside at the session.

Sharp Detroit Delivery Cuts
Plan 3 -Day Elimination, No Special Trips
Detroit— Committee of exhibito: s
and distributors has been appointed
here to work out a schedule to cut
down film carrier mileage as requested by the ODT. Exhibitor
Twentieth Century-Fox on Friday
moved a step closer to its goal of members are: Pearl M. Sprott, office
establishing a string of legitimate manager, Allied Theaters of Michistock companies in co-operation with
gan; Asher Shaw, Associated Theaters; (Continued
David Newman
and Henry P.
Actors Eauity as a means of develon Page 8)

20th Cent.-Fox Studying
N. E. Stock Co. Survey

(Continued on Page 8)

"Thanks," Wires FDR
To Dime Drive Tops

President Roosevelt, informed by
Basil O'Connor, head of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
of the hard work being done by the
various state chairmen of the 1943
March of Dimes movie committee,
sent to each a personal telegram
of congratulation and gratitude. Text
of the wire has not been made public— but the wires will undoubtedly
blossom forth on the office walls
of the highly pleased state chairmen.
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Dick Condon to Coast
To Assume New Duties

Parade

Distributor

Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 9th
week
In Which
We Serve (United
Artists-Noel
Coward) — 7th week
Star Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount
Pictures) — 6th week
Tennessee
Johnson
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 5th
week
Commandos
Strike at Dawn
(Columbia
Pictures) — 5th week
Shadow of a Doubt (Universal Pictures-Alfred Hitchcock) — 5th week
Lucky Jordan
(Paramount Pictures) — 3rd week
Margin
for Error (Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 3rd week
Air Force (Warner Bros. Pictures) — 2nd week
Casablanca (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(b)
Immortal
Sergeant
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
Life Begins at Eight-Thirty (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Tarzan's
Triumph
(RKO
Radio
Fictures)
(a)
Secrets of the Underworld
(Republic
Pictures) — Last day (a)
Two-Fisted
justice (Monogram
Pictures) — Last day (a)

♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

♦

FUTURE

Music

Hall
Capitol
..Paramount
Astor
Criterion
Rivoli
Rialto
Globe
Hollywood
Strand
Roxy
Palace
Palace
New
York
New
York

FEATURES

Silk, Blood and Sun (Maya Film Distributing Co.) — 2nd week
The Girl from Leningrad
(Artkino Pictures) — Last two days (b)
The Feudists
(Scandia
Films)

OPENINGS

48th

Dual

biil.

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Follows

♦
St.

World
Stanley
Theater

♦

They Got Me Covered
(RKO Radio-Samuel Coldwyn)
(c)
The Crystal
Ball (United Artists)
(c)
The Amazing Mrs. Holliday
(Universal pictures) — Feb. 17
Pittsburgh
(Universal
Pictures)
Hitler's Children
(RKO Radio-Eddie Golden)— Feb. 24
Saludos
Amigos
(RKO
Radio
Pictures-Walt
Disney)-Feb.
12
Frankenstein
Meets
the Wolf
Man
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
The Hard Way
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
(c)
The Meanest
Man
in the World
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Yankee
Doodle
Dandy
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Feb. 11 (b)
You Can't Beat the Law (Monogram Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
Ridin' Through Nevada (Columbia Pictures) — Opens tomorrow (a)
Leningrad
Fights (Artkino
Pictures) — Feb. 10
(a)

®
Theater

current

Music Hall
Capitol
Rivoli
Criterion
Paramount
..Globe
Rialto
Strand
Roxy
Palace
New York
New York
Stanley

RKO's Patterson May Be
U. S. Minister to Canada
Col. Richard C. Patterson, Jr.,
chairman of the board of RKO, may
be the next U. S. Minister to Canada, Drew Pearson reported Friday
in his Washington Merry-Go-Round
syndicated column. Patterson is a
former
merce. Assistant Secretary of Com-

Morgan Heads 20th-Fox
Spanish District Office C.
Twentieth-Fox is establishing a
new foreign district headquarters
in Barcelona, Spain, with William
Moi'gan, formerly manager in Trinidad, slated for the assignment. Morgan's new territory will include the
20th-Fox Spanish and Portuguese
offices and those now reopening in
Casablanca and Algiers, following
American
Army
occupation.

I\EW YORK
THEATERS

bill.

RADIO CITY MUSIC

Allies Demand for Film
One Reason for Shortage

WE 10- Year Pact to Save
Majors Around $750,000

West Coast Bureau of THE

West

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — One of the reasons for
the shortage of film raw stock is the
amount of film now required to furnish the United Nations with prints
of American pictures. This was revealed by Ray Klune, production
manager for David O. Selznick and
one of the industry's contacts with
the War Production Board, by a
Government official reporting on the
part American pictures are playing
in the maintenance of morale among
civilian populations of Allied countries.
Most surprising news in the communication was unofficial information from the Russian Embassy that
Stalin, on the day the siege of Leningrad started, ordered theaters to
remain open 24 hours a day as long
as the siege lasted. Most of the
films shown during the long siege
were American product.

ROCKEFELLER
RONALD COLMAN
•
In

Coast

Bureau

of_ THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — It is estimated that
M-G-M, Paramount, Columbia, 20thFox and Universal will save between
$500,000 and $750,000 annually from
sound royalty under the proposed
10-year contract submitted to them
by Western Electric and which
would become effective Jan. 1, 1945.
The reduction offered is approximately 75 per cent below the present
cost, but under the new agreement
WE will give less coverage on patent protection. Under the present
agreement licensees could apply 25
per cent of royalty they owed to
Western Electric to purchase of
Western Electric equipment. This
clause is not in the new contract.

Des Moines Nabes Curtail
Matinees to Conserve Oil

Des Moines, la. — Tri-States Theater Corp. has eliminated matinee
during the week-days at
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker starred programs
in a special film for the American three nabes, the Hiland, Roosevelt
Uptown to conserve on fuel oil,
Red Cross Saturday, photographed and
it was disclosed.
on the set of "Stage Door Canteen"
The houses are now open for matiat the Fox Movietone studios, under
nee programs only on Saturday,
the direction of Frank Borzage. Sol
Sunday, Tuesday and holidays.
Lesser supervised the filming.
Tuesday is the regular Bank Day,
Ballance Under Knife
On the other week days, the boxoffices will not open until 5:45 p.m.
Atlanta — Harry G. Ballance, 20thFox Southern division manager, is
Clinton, Conn. — The 498-seat Clinrecovering from an emergency operunable to convert to coal, has
ation performed on Wednesday after closedton,Wednesdays
and Thursdays of
he had suffered a ruptured appendix.
each week for the heating season.

Rickenbacker in R. C. Short

Richard Condon, Eastern publicity
manager of 20th-Fox, left for the
Coast on Saturday to assume charge
of the company's special exploitation
department, which was recently organized to work out of the studio
as an arm of the Eastern advertising and publicity department under Venezuela Post to Day
the direction of Hal Home and in
Stanley Day, formerly with 20th- Scully Back from Coast
William A. Scully, Universale
conjunction with the Western pub- Fox in Trinidad, has been made mandistribution chief, returns today from
licity department under Harry
ager of the company's branch in the Coast.
Venezuela.
Brand.

James
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Maj. W. S. Van Dyke
Stricken on Coast
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

COminG and Gome
S. H. FABIAN, EDWARD ALPERSON, HARRY
BRANDT and OSCAR A. DOOB went out of
town yesterday in behalf of the March of
Dimes drive. The first two are visiting Chicago,
Cleveland, Cincinnati and St. Louis. The others
wlil hold meetings in Indianapolis, Memphis,
Jacksonville and Richmond.

'DAILY

Beverly Hills— Maj. W. S. Van
Dyke, II, U. S. Marine Corps Reserve, one of the industry's outstanding directors, died suddenly at his home
h°re Friday.
'Ji££jile
in some
poor
hTTTth for
time — illness had
forced his retirement from active
service with the
Corps
some
months ago — his
death was unexpected. Van Dyke
was 53.
Responsible for
W. S. VAN DYKE II
M e t r o's "Thin
Man" series, Van Dyke also had directed such expeditionary films as
"Trader Horn," "White Shadows of
the South Seas," "The Pagan" and
"Eskimo." In 1942, his productions
included "Dr. Kildare's Victory," "I
Married an Angel," "Cairo" and
"Journey for Margaret."
Prior to his film career, which
dated back to 1916 when he played
in "Intolerance," Van Dyke had
played on the stage and written
several plays. He served in the
Army in World War I, and years
later was commissioned in the Marines.
Surviving are his widow, the former Ruth Mannix, and three children, Barbara, W. S. Van Dyke III,
and Winston.

Smith, Buffalo Critic,
To be RKO Script Writer
Buffalo — Ardis Smith left his post
Saturday as film critic of the Buffalo Evening News to - become a
script writer in New York for RKORadio, working on two-reel documentaries. He will serve under
Fredric Ullman, Jr., former Buffalonian. The News rejected Smith's
resignation for the present but
granted him a leave of absence.
Edmund F. Kowalewski, of the
reportorial staff, succeeds Smith as
film critic.

C'est La Guerre, and How!
•

•

•

BY the mere inversion oi a digit in the headline of THE

FILM DAILY'S top news story on Friday, there developed a wild sequel to Universal's relatively recent opus, "Hellzapoppin"
It seems
that when the issue went to bed (and the press staff, too). Universal
Pictures had netted in 1942 a handsome $2,968,231. and the parent
company a neat $2,806,952
But somehow, when the paper came
off the presses, this is what greeted the eye: "Universal's 1492 Earnings
Move Higher"
While complete calm reigned subsequently in U's
home office, all was not so quiet on other fronts
From Washington
came word that Henry Morgenthau rubbed his hands together gleefully, and saw some 450 years of back taxes coming to him
The
abashed Beardsley Ruml set to work devising a "Pay-As- You-Went" Plan
. . ■ ■ . .And the Smithsonian Institution, lacking as much as a plank from
the Nina, Pinta or Santa Maria, decided to acquire Universal's "board"
In New York, J. Cheever Cowdin's laundry changed his mark to
indicate J. Christopher
Columbus
Merchant
mariners
on leave
in the city gathered under Nate Blumberg's window shouting: "Sail on,
sail on, and on, and on!"
Too, Radio City architects began designing a new entrance for 1250 Sixth Ave., to be known as the San Salvadoor
The Columbus Washboard Co., up on Broadway, asked us
for advertising rates
And the Columbus Self Service Market sent
in a subscription
Egad! What a day!

▼

T

T

• • • THE president and trustees of The National Conference
of Christians and Jews will hold a reception from 4 to 6 p.m. on Feb.
15 in the Faculty Club of New York University, and many standout
pic execs, and other trade personages will attend
Function honors
the contributing writers to the Feb. issue of The Journal of Educational
Sociology, "United We'll Stand". ... • While the two-weeks, personal appearance of Grace Moore at the local Roxy, beginning March
10, is still a husky four weeks in the offing, that theater's operators are
readying a helluva campaign to spotlight the event
Step is also
notable in that it signals that the house does not intend to maintain a
strictly name band policy, but will combine attractions and presentations as they come along
Phil M. understands the move to be
only the beginning of big surprises on Roxy's stage
It's La Moore's
first pic house engagement in a decade. ... • Nathaniel Doragoff,
recording secretary of Local 306, operators, has been elected president
of the Projectionists Square Club
Lester B. Isaac, chief projectionist for Loew's Theaters, has been named first v.-p
we had Lester up in the spot Nat is actually in

T'other day
Charge it off to

all the requests we get for "promotion". ... • Tip to our theatermen: The one-reeler, "Troop Train," which OWI is releasing to pic
stands this coming Thursday via WAC, is a humdinger, and another
sweetheart OWI short to be distributed shortly is "Mission Accomplished," the story of America's Flying Fortresses on raids o'er Nazi
Europe

T

T

T

JOSEPH
ager, is in MULLEN,
New York.20th-Fox's Mexican
MACK
20th-Fox

man-

CORDON, the tunesmith, returns to the
etudios on Friday.

EDMUND

COULDING

is in town

from the

Coast.
JOSEPH
next

MOSKOWITZ, New York studio representative for 20th-Fox, gets back from the Coast
week-end.

H. S. MORRIS of Altec Service was in Washington Friday from New York, for consultation
the WPB
Amusement
Section.

with

HAL
Coast.

HORNE, 20th-Fox ad-publicity chief, returned on Friday from a two-week stay on the

ERIC HAICHT. head of Films, Inc., is back
from an out-of-town
business trip.
ALLAN KENWARD, author of "Cry Havoc,"
which had
a brief
turned to the
Coast. life on Broadway, has reJAMES
E. COSTON,
Warner
Circuit
zone
manager
for the Chicago
territory, spent the
week-end
in New
York conferring with Harry
M. Kalmine.
HENRY BRASH, Eastern representative for
Arnold Pressburger, returned to town late last
week following a hurried trip to the Coast to
view
"rushes"
MARGARET

on "Unconquered."
EARLY, who has one of the six

principal roles in "Stage Door Canteen," left
Saturday night for Hollywood to report to
RKO.
DON N. WALKER, recently engaged by Mort
Blumenstock as Warners' field man for the
Prairie territory, left over the week-end for
Kansas City to assume his post.
H. P. HAGEN,
checking
service, manager
returns of
to Warners'
his New picture
York
office today after a week in Albany, where
he set up the new upstate headquarters.
PAUL LUKAS, returns to New
from a stage tour.

York this week

SI SEADLER, M-G-M advertising manager,
left New York Friday for a trip to the company's Culver City studios to see product. He
will stop over in Tucson for a brief rest.
RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's assistant general
sales manager, left for Florida over the weekend.HERMAN ROBBINS arrives in Hollywood early
this week
from
New
York.
ALEX EVELOVE, Warners' studio publicity
manager, left over the week-end for the Coast
after
day. spending two weeks in the East.
ANNE
SHIRLEY is here from the Coast.
PAT

O'BRIEN

got in from Hollywood yester-

Director GREGORY RATOFF is due to return
to Hollywood today from New York, bringing
back
the first footage shot for "Russia" which
Ratoff
at
Metro.is making for Producer Joe Pasternak

WEDDING

BELLS

• • • EVER since F.D.R. ordered the nation to keep physically
fit, and mentioned horseback riding among the valuable channels, a
number of folks in the home offices of Paramount, Warners', and RKO
Radio have turned in their leisure from footage to hoof age
One
of haunts most favored by our celluloid equestrians is the Little Riding
Club over in Brooklyn
Because these customers are from filmland,
King Vidor
Louis
Morrison
Lana
Turner
Hallam
Cooley
Samuel
J. Briskin Charles
A. Logue
Howard
Jackson
Walter Klinger
Roger Williams

the equines let 'em ride not only at a gallop and a canter, but at what
is popularly known as a "cut rate"

T

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

T

HARBOR!

▼

Richmond, Va. — Marriage of Patricia Dorsey, daughter of Tommy
Dorsey, ork leader, to Henry L.
Hooker, Jr., took place here, the
knot
by the
groom's
father, being
Judge tied
H. Lester
Hooker.
Detroit — Marion Raskin, daughter
of Ralph Raskin, premium distributor, was married to Jay Goldberger.

I

^ffik

Get a load of that
Second Group from

etro-GOL
DMIN
E-Ma
yer
The Friendly Company!

•V

MARCH

OF DIMES

FEB. 18-24

Now it's RKO RADIO

THE BIGGEST jft

Ihat gives you

SSftTOF EM ALL!
Y?

New

thrills by the thousands ... as a new forest beauty arouses
Tarzan's fighting heart . . . and a new treacherous terror
challenges his courage! Great entertainment . . .
for every age . . . and every theatre!

Join the
industry's
March
of Dimes
Drive
Feb. 18 to Feb. 24
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Movie Mats Getting
Wide Use in Dailies
{Continued from Page 1)

Treasury Relies on Walt Disney Tax Short
To Drive Home Fact Returns Must be Filed
Education of the American people to the fact that Federal income tax
returns must be filed and first payment of taxes made on March 15, regardless
of which of the proposed "plans" is adopted, will gain tremendous momentum

if the nation's exhibitors advertise as weil as play the Disney film, "The Spirit
process mats and RKO is preparing
This is the comment of Savington Crampton, Treasury Department official,
to supply the demand. Metro recently inaugurated such service.
in
'43." York for discussions on the film, which is being released under WAC
of New
RKO always has served approxiauspices. .
mately 700 small town newspapers
Si Fabian, chairman of the theaters division of the WAC, accordingly has
with publicity mats, according to
wired exhibitor chairmen, requesting that all theaters "build up" the film by
Charley Levy of the feature service
billing it in regular theater ads and posting the one-sheets already supplied.
department, but now the important
newspapers in 85-100 large key cities are receiving and using the mats
extensively.
A tendency on the part of editors
to give greater space to motion picture art has been noted in recent
months. Mats largely have accounted for the increase. Use of
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
stills by papers is reported down
50 per cent.
Zapp, Co-Operative Theaters; and oping pew talent to replace that lost
William Schulte and Sam Brown, to the armed forces when it began
circuit operators. Distributor mem- study of the results of a survey of
bers are James Velde, Paramount;
File "C" Gas Card
George Custer, Monogram; E. Loye, conditions in New England.
Test for Film Salesmen
RKO; and G. Becker, M-G-M.
The survey was made for the com(Continued from Page 1)
Principal recommendations, tentapany by Al Harding of Equity, who
istrator for the OPA, said that the
tively decided upon, are for elimination of film deliveries on Monday, visited a group of communities with
best means to determine the status
of the film salesmen was to have Thursday, and Saturday, and possi- an eye to their adoption as sites for
bly on Tuesday as well, and for the stock companies. The group studythe local board rule against an appliing the report is headed by Bertram
strict elimination of all special trips
cant for a "C" card and then have for
serials and newsreels.
Block, the company's play and story
the applicant take an appeal. This
chief.
According to Howard Craven of
accordingly was done.
Exhibitors Service, no cut in mileage
The company's final decision on
A "C" card would enable a motion whatever
was made during 1942.
the proposal will depend in great
picture salesman to travel up to
measure
8,650 miles per year. With such
understood.on Harding's findings, it is
great distances as prevail in the Introduces New Procedure
Middle West, Southwest, West and
Northwest a motion picture sales- In Gary Arbitration Case
Canada's Nat'l Film Board
man cannot properly cover his terChicago — For the first time in Opens Office in Chicago
"C"
a
with
ritoryforced
unless equipped
card. If
to use the trains a Chicago arbitration a new procedure
(Continued from Page 1)
salesman can make only about five Was adopted by Arbitrator Benjamin Wham in deciding a case upon charge. Non-theatrical distribution
to seven towns per week. This cuts
his efficiency to about one-third of the opening statement of counsel in the United States of National
and questions as to facts asked by
his normal working capacity.
Board productions will be hanthe arbitrator of counsel. No evi- Film dled
from this office. A supply of
dence was introduced by either plain- 18 mm. prints will be kept on hand
IATSE Loses to CIO
tiff or defendant counsel. The arbi- for shipment to educational film
In Exchange Elections
trator closed the proceeding, indicat- libraries, Boards of Education, and
ing he would find against the com- dealers throughout the country. Ar(Continued from Page 1)
plainant Gary Theater Co. on the
rangements have already been made
involved in each case. At 20th- basis of the opening statement, mo- with Bell & Howell, Films, Inc.,
Fox the SOPEG won by 17 votes to
tions made and admissions intro- National Film Board productions
duced into the records.
10. At Loew's the count was 31 for
through regional exchanges.
SOPEG and 19 for the IA. The
Attorney Sol Malkin for the Gary
In addition to subjects offered for
SOPEG was returned victor at Theater Corp. said they would probgeneral 16 mm. distribution in the
United Artists by seven votes to
ably appeal if an adverse award was United States, one set of prints of
three. The elections ended a bitter made.
films intended only for Canadian disfight between the IATSE and
Arbitrator Wham is expected to
tribution will be placed in Chicago
SOPEG for control of office em- announce his decision this week.
ployes at the film exchanges in this Harry Pinkstein of New York was for preview by organizations primarily interested in production. Inarea.
RKO counsel; C. S. Thompson for
cluded in this group will be a numDave Golden, organizer for Local M-G-M; M. Ruff man for Vitagraph;
ber of news clips and animated color
109, said after the elections that his Myles Seeley for 20th Century-Fox; cartoons made for the Wartime
union would move for opening of Edmond Adcock and Arthur Gold- Prices and Trade Board and the War
contract negotiations with the three
berg for Paramount.
Finance Committee of the Dominion
Government.
companies this week.

Plan Sharp Cuts
n Detroit Deliveries

161 Local 702 Men
Now Wear Uniforms
Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702, IATSE, has
contributed 161 men to the nation's armed forces, a tabulation
just completed by the union discloses.

Auxiliary Lighting Plants
In All Conn. Theaters
New Haven — State Police Inspector Earl Morin reports Connecticut
houses-are equipped with automatic
auxiliary lighting equipment 100
per cent now. Equipment required
cannot be dry cell, but must be by
gasoline engine with generator, or
storage batteries.

20th-Fox Studying
N. E. Stock Survey

Urge Staggered Dates
For Copper Matinees
St. Louis— Because
and bronze matinees on
Birthday will exhaust
prints, the MPTO
is
theaters in Eastern
Southern
Illinois to
special shows.

local copper

the available
Washington's
asking other
Missouri and
stagger their

FROM the KEYS
and BEYOND
By R. E. PORTER
I. W. Rodgers, of Cairo, 111., first
prexy of the MPTO of St. Louis,
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois is reported improved in health
in Florida, where he has been ill for
some time. . . . Clarence Shapiro,
until recently Metro's Chi. talent
scout, has opened a talent ofJP in
the Windy City's Fine Arts ^ Iding. . . . William Newkirk has replaced Wendell Brown as treasurer
of the Brandeis theater, Omaha;
Brown was transferred to Mort Singer's Orpheum at Sioux City, la. . . .
J. H. Schachner and S. F. Pendery
have formed Schachner Theaters in
Oak Park, 111. . . .
—Tell It to PorterNew faces at the Paramount Oklahoma City branch include Dorothy
Wahl, Ralph Warren, Imogene Bawcom, Toby Martin and Mabel Raye.
, . . Sebe Miller, booking manager
in Para.'s Memphis exchange, is the
only one of the office staff who has
escaped the measles to date..'. Marvin in
Kempner
has as rejoined
Para.'s
branch
Buffalo
a salesman;
he
takes over the Syracuse territory.
. . . Bill Rosenow, who formerly had
the Saline City sector, has moved
West to Rochester. . . . That permits
Mike Simon to concentrate on Buffalo; he previously had the Flower
City as well. . . .
— Tell It to Porter—
Al Bevans may succeed the late
Phil Seletsky as M & P booker. . . .
Pix theater, Johnstown, Colo., has
been reopened by L. F. Flower. . . .
Two exhibs. are members of the
lower house of the Iowa Legislature;
they're Rep. Frank Lass, Cascade
Democrat, and Rep. Carroll A. Lane,
Carroll Republican. . . . Guy Hancock, UA Indianapolis branch salesman, and Herman Black, RKO Indianapolis salesman, are out of the
hospital. . . . Elsie Wagner, general
manager of the Film Transit Co.,
Memphis, is enjoying her first vacation in seven years. . . . Dave Kantor is RKO's
adelphia. ...new exploiteer in Phil—Tell It to PorterVariety Club of Michigan is adding 10 new members according to
John R. McPherson, Chief Barker.
Seven are exhibitors — Irving Moss,
Pfrkside Theater; Sidney Foreman,
Midwest Theaters; Harry Park and
Mo Saslov, Savoy Theater; Julius
Hirschman, Joy and Ritz Theaters;
Lee Carrow, Lee Theater, Carson
City; and Jack Krass, circuit owner.
Others are Manuel Smerling, Confection Cabinet Corp.; Mike Falk,
orchestra booker; and Donald K. Fill,
manager of the Cameo Theater.

Chi. Censors Pinked Three
Chicago — Local censor board in
January rejected one pix ("Native
Land") which was later okayed,
pinked three and made a total of 20
cuts. Total of 92 pix were examined;
footage aggregated
348,000 feet.
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Moves to Amend
Selective Service
(Continued from Page 1)

tee to amend the Selective Training
and Service Act to block such procedure. The proposed change would
make mandatory induction of single
ana childless men before fathers
were taken.
It was introduced by Rep. Paul
J.
"YJ^ay, and was supported
severd=^ongressmen,
committee bymembers and non-members. The Kilday bill, committee members said,
was intended to block plans for the
induction of men with dependents
if they do not switch from so-called
non-essential to essential work
fields. Kilday's bill would put draft
quotas on a state-wide instead of a
local dreft board basis and would
set up these four categories for induction.
Group 1: Single men without
dependents.
Group 2: Single men with collateral dependents, such as
mothers, fathers or other relatives requiring support.
Group 3: Married men with no
children but maintaining a bonafide family relationship, provided they were married prior to
Dec. 8, 1941, or prior to imminent
induction, or were married when
they had no reason to believe
their services would be required
by the armed forces.
Group 4: Married men with
children, maintaining a bona-fide
family relationship.
The legislation would prohibit the
induction of men in the higher numbered groups before all eligible men
in preceding groups within a state
had been drafted.
Legislation of a similar nature
was written into the teen-age draft
bill by the House last year but was
removed in conference after Senate
objections.

Savoy, Bloomfield, N. J.,
Wins Clearance Relief
Samuel Hochberg, operating the
Savoy Theater, Bloomfield, N. J.,
has won a reduction in the clearance of competing houses over the
Savoy. In his demand for arbitration, Hochberg contended that the
14-day clearance granted to the
Royal was unreasonable as to time
and the 14-day clearance granted to
the Broadmoor was unreasonable as
to time and area.
The arbitrator reduced the clearance of the Royal to seven days and
eliminated all clearance between the
Broadmoor and the Savoy.

GM Elevates Merle Johnson

THE

Well, Salvage Means
"Saving the Remains"
Des Moines — During the brass and
copper drive here, Harry Hiersteiner
was standing in front of his Family
Theater when a customer approached
with a brass container about eight
inches high and four inches square.
Hiersteiner examined the piece and
admitted the man free, figuring he
had turned in about five or six pounds
of brass. The container had a circular removable top which screws
into place. Someone told Hiersteiner
it is used to hold the ashes of a

DAILY

Who Can Answer
These 14 Questions?

deceased one. He looked inside, —
and there were the ashes.

d to Films'
EAC Col
Essentiality Claims
(Continued from Page

1)

authoritatively
over the week-end.
While an official of the committee
told The Film Daily that it had
not been apprised of the New Yo:k
indiehesitate
exhib. to
unit's
request,
did
not
indicate
that he
it was
slated for the brush-off.
At the same time, he disclosed
that the Committee is "not disposed
to include any of the distributive
workers in the motion picture industry as necessary men."
Failure to include workers in distribution is part of the general
WMC policy, it was explained. Transportation, which the official said is
somewhat connected with distribution, has been covered in part.
The WMC spokesman made it
quite apparent that the fact the film
industry is included amon? the essential industries is largely the result of representations by various
Government sources.
Probably the greatest single factor in film inclusion was the argument that if we couldn't produce
pictures to send to Latin-America
and other foreign lands, Axis films
would go in their place. The morale
factor is also potent, he admitted,
but made it plain that the committee
is still unconvinced of the wisdom
of its action.
In the meantime, it appears likely that addition of actors and other
^alent to the non-deferrable list — although fairly certain to come — will
be he^ nn for a month or more while
••he WMC observes the results of its
initial announcement, of non-deferable classifications. This might take
from a month to six weeks. Rum^r*
that it will be held up until the Fall
seem unfounded.

Chi. Staaehands' Union
Accepts New Contract

Merle Johnson has been promoted
by General Motors Corp. to direcChicago — Stagehands' Union, affiliated with film operators, has nftor of the company's film production activities. He formerly was "epted the new wage contra pt with
assistant to Laurence M. Corcoran, fivf ppr cent increase for this year
who recently resigned to become and three per cent increase for the
rice-president of Sound Masters, following year. The new contract
was referred to WLB for approval.
BC., makers of industrial films.

1. What important motion picture
event will take place on Wednesday,
February 10th, at 12:30 p. m.?
2. Who will be the principal speaker?
1 Who will be the Toastmaster?
4. Who will he there?
(Answers will be found on bottom of page)

1. Motion

Picture Associates

Luncheon, Hotel Astor
2. Mr. William F. Rodgers
3. Mr. James J. Walker

4. Everybody
P.S.

SERVICE

PROMPTLY

AT

12:45— (NO

FOOLIN')
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Momand, Cochran
Exchange Thrusts

TO THE

COLORS!

MARK BARRON, drama editor of
Lt. Col. ARTHUR H. GOLDthe
Associated
STEIN
has
graduated
from
the
Comducted into the Press,
Army. has been inexpected to round out his questionmand and General Staff School at
ing on product obtained by Momand Ft. Leavenworth. Colonel Goldstein,
— • —
during the 1926-31 period covered by now on leave awaiting assignment,
Word has been received here that
the action during today's session. formerly managed the Majestic, JOHN P. EDMONDSON, formerly
Judge Bower Broaddus has intimated West Springfield, Mass.
of the 20th-Fox legal staff at the
that he expects defense cross-exhome office, has been promoted from
— • —
amination as well as arguments to
JOE SHEA, 20th-Fox publicist, is first lieutenant to captain. Edmondnow
a
second
lieutenant
in
the
New
son is serving with the Army Air
be completed before this week's end.
Force somewhere in Europe.
Friday's cross-examination was York State Guard.
devoted to inquiry into product available, profits earned, grosses and
similar data covering the Momand
towns. Cochran was attempting to
show that Momand had sufficient
available product and that the losses
he sustained were due to a temporary recession between 1927 and 1929
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
prior to the boom of 1929 and that
land,
Cincinnati,
Minneapolis and admission charged at all places of
this accounted for Momand's losses
rather than the alleged conspiracy.
Portland, Ore., generally report in- amusement except those operated
creased business over the latter part
Verbal Thrusts
for charities or public welfare inVerbal exchanges between Mo- of 1942, as well as compared with stitutions.
mend and Cochran highlighted the the same time last year, and a negAnother bill would legalize Sunday
entire day's session as Cochran read cations. ligible number of industrial dislomovies in the city of Knoxville where
into the records distributor defenThe survey brought to light the a local fight over the question has
dant allies of product Momand had
available and asked Momand to interesting fact, reported by a number of the exchange centers indi- been in progress for months.
verify these figures. Distributor
A measure sponsored by the State
vidually, that many movie fans are
tallies lumped all feature product
a willingness to go consid- administration would legalize SunMomand obtained. As each figui'e showing erable
distances and use any form
was read, Momand disputed it by
movies in all cities and towns
of transportation available in order of theday state
insisting that major and independent to
for the duration of the
avail themselves of their favorite
product be separated and that reg- form of amusement — particularly war for the benefit of the soldiers
ular feature and western features
when the picture is one they are but would authorize City Councils
to set first show openings at 1 p.m.
be separated or no true picture "of anxious to see.
the product situation can be obThe measure to prohibit operaEven
the
sparsely
populated
sections of movie theaters at a loss to
tained." Otherwise Judge Broaddus
tions do not yet show any general
recognized these distinctions and
eliminate
competition and to limit
falling
off
in
attendance
resulting
made his own tallies accordingly.
from transportation problems. While contract bookings in these situaWhile Cochran was narrating ac- there are some remote cases of temtions, introduced earlier, has been
tual pictures played at the Savoy in
porary isolation, the picture as a amended so as to apply only to cities
Shawnee as a rejoinder to Momand's
under 15,000 population. This measstatement that from Sept. 1 to Dec. whole is reported to be encouraging.
ure as amended passed the House
1927 the Savoy was without product,
on third reading but its defeat in
the Senate is expected.
Momand interrupted to comment to 20th-Fox Using More
The state legislature is scheduled
Judge Broaddus: "You can see what Femmes in Exchanges
happened to my theater by reading
to adjourn Thursday and all bills
will hereafter be handled by a
those programs." The programs
(Continued from Page 1)
listed a majority of Tiffany, Asso- forces have prompted the company steering committee, a fact which
ciated and other indie product.
may result in the failure of some of
to assign female help an increasing- these measures to receive serious
Comparative Photographs
ly greater part in the future branch consideration.
Cochran introduced numerous pho- office activities of the firm, it was
tographs showing exteriors and in- learned on Friday.
Fourteen promotions last week
teriors of Momand's and competing
Griffith theaters as he presented brought to 90 the number of women Training Pix Program Hits
comparative data on the location to- who have been advanced in the field 16 mm. Film Availability
ward establishing Griffith houses
the company in this coun(Continued from Page 1)
were more desirable theaters than forcestry of
and Canada in less than six
those of Momand. Momand also re- months. The promotions were in ability of 16 mm. films, it was revealed on Friday.
lated Friday that he had had no step with instructions to branch
difficulty in getting major poduct managers from Tom Connors, distriTwo factors were blamed by
for his theaters after ceasing activibution boss, to train their women spokesmen for the 16 mm. industry.
ties in the state association which workers to take over more impor- One was the heavy strain placed on
had been directed against distributant duties at branches suffering film laboratories by the deluge of
tor practices.
training films and entertainment
from loss of manpower.
At one point Momand stated a
Three girls are now head bookers. films for the armed forces at home
Class A theater could not be op- They are Elizabeth Bacon, New Or- and overseas. It was pointed out
erated profitably without major
leans; Florence Patke, St. Louis; that the laboratories are badly handiproduct. Cochran showed how Mo- Sarah Young, Washington, D. C.
capped by shortage of manpower and
mand had most major product in Female adsales managers are Jane insufficiency of equipment to meet
Shawnee in 1927 and yet Griffith Mulcahy, Denver; Eva Daniel, Min- the sudden demands placed upon
grossed $80,650.30 in his Ritz withneapolis; Helen Remigi, Salt Lake them. Another reason given was
out that product while Momand City; Ruth Bateman, Oklahoma the reduction in raw stock.
grossed $70,380.48 in his Savoy with City; Louella Frazier, San FranThe problem has been complicated
very little of the product. Momand
cisco; Alberta Gilbert, Des Moines; by the fact that the training films
was unable to offer an explanation. Annabelle Kelly, Cincinnati.
are practically 100 per cent in 16
mm. Cut in the use of raw stock
Judge Broaddus asked attorneys
to prepare an analysis of grosses been used in tabulations already of- has made it difficult for the 16 mm.
fered in evidence. He said a much people to replace worn-out reels, it
covering the booking season rather
than the calendar year which had truer picture could thus be obtained. was said.
(Continued from Page- 1)

"Gas" Rationing
Fails to Slash B. 0.

New Tax, Sunday Pix
Bills Filed in Tenn.

THE WEEK IIS
REVIEW
Manpower
=
By L H. MITCHELL =
No Deferment: Mid-week report
from Washington indicated the WMC
would permit no deferment from the
draft for actors and other entertainers. SAG's directors decided
not
to
protest,
it isv'^
to
the Government holding
to rule on
e^ :ial
callings. Married ushers ana ^oormen were specifically declared not
essential. ITOA, in a letter to WM
Commissioner McNutt, declared theater managers and their assistants
essential. . . . Opposition to McNutt's
manpower creasingpolicy
was reported inin Congress.

*

*

*

Trust Suits: Indications pointed to
a possible dismissal, in part at least,
of A. B. Momand's $4,950,000 damage suit charging conspiracy against
the majors and the Griffith circuit,
when the motion to dismiss comes
up. Judge Broaddus requested Momand to stop referring to his suit
as "this dicated
conspiracy,"
inthat he might and
callfurther
Saturday
sessions to speed up the trial. . . .
R. D. Goldberg Theaters of Omaha
filed an anti-trust suit, asking $540,000 damages, against Tri-States
Theaters, charging it is an "unlaw* *
*
ful monopoly."
Promotions: Metro promoted Edward M. Saunders from Western division manager to be assistant general sales manager; named Edward
W. Aaron to a new post, that of circuit sales manager; advanced John
E. Flynn from central sales manager
to succeed Saunders as Western division head. Changes also brought
promotions to John J. Maloney,
John J. Byrne, Burtus Bishop, William B. Zoellner and George Hickey.
. . . Laudy Lawrence rejoined
Metro's foreign department.

*

*

*

This and That: Robert L. Wright,
special assistant to the Attorney
General, is making survey of the
effects on the industry of the consent decree, with future of the decree and of the arbitration system
possibly hingeing on his report. . .
Industry Service Bureau is about
ready to launch its program after
months of planning. . . . Denver
first-runs and Warners's Washington first-runs upped prices. . . . Abram F. Myers holds higher taxes
won't hurt theaters. . . . Australia
offers $3,100,000 of blocked coin to
U.
distributors.
. . Universal's
1942S.earnings
were .higher
than for
the previous year: Universal Pictures' earnings were $2,968,231,
while the parent company, Universal
Corp., earned $2,806,952, with domestic gross at $25,101,506. . . .
Anti-blind-checking bills introduced
in Iowa and Pennsylvania. . . .
WFB issued warning against unauthorized use of 35 mm. film for factual pictures. . . . Earlier release
from imprisonment for Geoi'ge E.
Browne and Willie Bioff seen a possibility resulting from their giving
evidence to the Government.
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BOBBY BREEN
BABY SANDY
"ALFALFA" SWITZER
"SPANKY" McFARLAND
BUTCH AND BUDDY
CORA SUE COLLINS
ROBERT COOGAN
Associate Producer-Director— JOHN H. AUER
Screen Play by Lawrence Kimble
Original story by Frederick Kohner
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OF the Ten Best Pictures, selected in the
Film Daily's critics poll for 1942, eight
were made on Eastman Negative Films.
This gratifying result provides striking
evidence of the strong preference for
these high-quality films. Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

PLUS-X
for general studio use

Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when little light is available

BACKGROIXND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Years Old
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NEW MEASURE MAY HITTRADE'S MANPOWER
Giannini Funeral to be Held on Coast Tomorrow
Industry Mourns Death
pi Man Who Contributed
Greatly to Its Growth
West

Coast

By RALPH WILK
Bureau of THE FILM

terday united in mourning for Dr.
A. H. Giannini whose death occu red suddenly on Sunday.
j As funeral arrangements were being completed, expressions of tribute and(Continued
of a sense
of deep peron Page 8)

Charges Gov't Uses
IPix for Propaganda
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

i8?4-JBr. 8. & #tanmm-i943

DAILY

Washington — Charging that the
Government is using magazines and
motion pictures for political propaganda, Sen. Rufus C. Holman, Rep.,
Ore., yesterday introduced a bill calling for Senatorial investigation of
the publishing and producing activities of the Government. This
followed by two weeks a suggestion

CLOUD of deep sorrow yesterday cast a misty shadow upon a worldwide industry when the news of the sudden passing of Dr. A. H.
Giannini was flashed from Coast to Coast.
It was our good fortune to have known him
intimately. Strong, sympathetic, courageous and
sentimental, no one in pictures was more respected.
We know of no man more responsible for the
solid economic foundation upon which the industry
stands.

State Department
instructs Hollywood
FILM

DAILY

Washington — State Department
officials, it is reported, have passed
along some rather definite instructions on foreign affairs to Hollywood.
The whole story of the State Department's involvement with the making of "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
makes it quite obvious that the dedoesn't
freedom ofpartment
the simply
screen
whenbelieve
it comesin
to diplomatic questions.
Warner Bros., Paramount and 20thFjx have dropped projected films
de'Mng with the North African situation on hints from the State Department.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — War Manpower
Commissioner Paul V. McNutt refused to comment yesterday on the
new national service legislation introduced jointly in both Houses of
Congress yesterday by Sen. Warren
R. Austin, Rep., Vt., and Rep. James1
W. Wadsworth, Rep., N. Y. This
bill, which provides for the calling
of volunteers
fill criticalof labor'
needs
before theto invocation
compulsion{Continued
by the Government,
would
on Page 4)

He was charitable, human and his was the extreme grace of understanding the ambitions, inconsistencies and frailties of his fellow man.
The death of "Doc" Giannini leaves a void that
cannot be filled. His name will be carved forever
upon the marble walls of industry achievement.
DR. A. H. GIANNINI
The world has lost a truly great humanitarian,
By ERNEST W. FAIR
the industry has lost a wise and understanding counsellor. We have lost a FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
dear, beloved friend.
Oklahoma City — Defense Attorney
JACK ALICOATE.
C. B. Cochran completed his four
days of cross-examination of A. B.
Momand with the narration of a
number of(Continued
conversations
the Shawon Page 11)

Momand Nixed
Griffith Merger

Boston Biz Biggest

Days of '29
Since
Boston — Boston theaters seem

(Continued on Page 4)

Washington Bur., THE

WMC Refuses to Indicate
Whether It Will Stick
To "Essential 35" last
Washington

DAILY

Lcs Angeles — The industry to
whose evolution and growth in stature he contributed so markedly yesFor tributes by motion picture
industry haders to the late Dr.
A. H. Giannini, turn to Pages 10
and 11,

Washington

Editorial

since
were
filled
Two

determined to set new records for attendance over week-ends. Unquestionably the greatest theater throngs
the palmiest days of 1928-29
on hand at all theaters and
the streets over the week-end.
theaters which had long since
'Continued

on

Page

8)

Confer on Furthering
Films' War Effort

Top execs of filmland met at the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
University Club last night and, while
Washington — It is believed here
the primary purpose of the dinner that public release of four Technicolor reels shot in North Africa by
and subsequent conversation had
F. Zanuck and his Army
the announced purpose of having the Col. Darryl
(Continued on Page 8)
principal executives personally meet
Elmer Davis of the OWI, the almost
five-hour long session
admittedly
{Continued on Page 11)

Talk Credit lor Army Pix Film
Offer New Basis for Allocation of Raw Stock
Chi. Theaters Aim for 30%
Jump in Dimes Collection

A proposal for a new basis to allocate the raw stock credit to distributing companies for pictures
supplied to the armed forces was
Chicago — Theaters here will aim discussed yesterday at ■. a meeting
for a 30 per cent boost in March of of representatives of the 11 established companies.
Dimes collections this year, it was
Under the original plan, the film
determined at a meeting of exchange
managers, circuit heads and indie ex- companies would be given a credit
(Continued on Page 11)

May Release 4 Reels
Of Zanuck's African Film

(Continued

on

Page

8)

iff ass. Bill to Limit
Operations Opposed

Springfield, Mass. — Industry
spokesmen have raised strong objections to a bill filed in the Massachusetts Legislature in Boston by
Sen. Maurice W. Goldman of Boston
which would limit oil-heated theaters
and amusement
places Opponents
to four nights'
operation
a week.
of
the bill listed as their objection the
facts that theaters help maintain
morale of members of the armed
force? and workers in war plants and
give many benefit performances.
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Film Reps. Will Attend
Memorial for Slain Jews
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Para, and 20th-Fox Join
In New Scophony Co.

Representatives of the film indusInterests of two major film companies have been joined for the first
try will participate in the memorial for Jews slain by Hitler which time in the establishment of Scowill be staged in Madison Square
phony Corp. of America which will
Garden on March 9. Plans for the
make large screen television projection available in the home,
memorial, to be called "We Will
Never Die," will be discussed at a schools and places of public amuseluncheon
at
the
Hotel
Commodore
today.
ment. Paramount, through its subsidiary Television Productions, Inc.,
Among film people present will be and 20th Century-Fox, through GenJulius Joelson, Sam Rinzler, Abe
eral Precision Equipment Corp., toMontague, Dave Levy, Fred
gether own the "B" stock of ScoSchwartz, Nat Cohn, Lee Brecher.
phony, while the "A" stock is owned
Ben Hecht and Billy Rose, co-chair- jointly by Scophony Corp. of Engmen of a special committee named
land and Arthur Levey, president of
to plan the memorial, will be guests the American company. Paramount
of honor. Harry Kurnitz is among already is financially interested in
the
members of the production com- tele via the Allen B. Du Mont Labs.
mittee.
New corporation is a completely
The memorial will be produced by independent American organization,
a group of writers, artists and mu- incorporated in Delaware. Initial
sicians in co-operation with Hecht, board embraces Joseph E. Swan,
Rose and Kurt Weill. It will be re- partner in E. F. Hutton & Co.;
ligious in character and will consist Franklin Field, director of the Piper
of a pageant based on Hecht's "Read- Aircraft Co. and chief operations
advisor, Outpost Division of the
ers' Digest story, "Remember Us."
OWI; Paul Raibourn, president of
Television Productions, Inc.; Earle
Rochester Theaters
G. Hines, president of General PreIn Bomber Campaign
cision Equipment Corp., and Arthur
Levey, a founder and director of
Scophony, Ltd.
Rochester — Local theaters yesterOfficers of the new company are
day started their participation in a Arthur
Levey, president; J. E.
drive to sell $335,000 in War Bonds
for a bomber to be called the Spirit Swan, vice-president; Franklin Field,
treasurer; R. B. LaRue (appointed
of Rochester. Clair Luce; Dave El- by General Precision Equipment),
man of Hobby Lobby; Florence Colebrook Powers; Joseph Levy of the secretary; Bernard Goodwin (appointed by Television Productions,
New York Times; Hazel Harmon,
director of the Modern Playwrights Inc.), assistant secretary.
Company of New York, and Louis
K. Straus, radio reporter, will ap- Monogram Reports $44,470
pear at five downtown houses toProfit for 26- Week Period
night in behalf of the drive.

William Danziger Quits
20th-Fox Publicity Post
Acceptance of William Danziger's
resignation as his assistant was announced yesterday by Hal Home,
20th-Fox's ad-publicity chieftain.
Danziger
on Jan. 4. joined Home's department
William French, formerly associated with Harry Brand, head of
the studio publicity department for
Twentieth Century-Fox, has been
transferred to the New York home
office publicity department.

Monogram yesterday reported a
net, after provision for Federal taxes
and employes bonuses, of $44,470.02
for the 26 weeks ending Dec. 26
last. This compares with $86,802.07
for the comparable period in 1941.
Net before provision of taxes and
bonuses, which totalled $64,638.86,
was $109,108.88. For the 26 weeks
ended Dec. 27, 1941, net prior to
income taxes was $142,618.16.

Kalmenson Promotes
Pearlman to Calgary

Ben Kalmenson, Warners' general
sales manager, yesterday announced
the
promotion of Samuel Pearlman,
8%
8%
8% +
%
1%
1%
1%
formerly booker in the company's
12%
12%
12% +
1/4
Montreal exchange, to branch man52
52
52
+2
ager in Calgary.
"Star Spangled Rhythm," now in
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Pearlman succeeds Harry Kohn,
its
sixth
week
at
the
New
York
Bid
Asked
Paramount, will be held over for who resigned to enter the armed
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
services.
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
64%
70% eight consecutive weeks, completing
its record shattering engagement on
Feb. 23, Manager Robert M. Weit- Harry Kalmine Holding
Declare K-A-O $1.75 Dividend
man announced yesterday. "Rhythm"
Meeting in Pittsburgh
K-A-O's board yesterday declared is the first pic. in the Para.'s 16a dividend, out of operating surplus, year history to play eight.
of $1.75 per share on the 7 per cent
Pittsburgh — Harry M. Kalmine,
cumulative convertible preferred Moray Back From South
assistant general manager of the
stock for the quarter ended March
Norman H. Moray, Warners short Warner Circuit, is here conducting a
31, payable on April 1, to the hold- subjects sales manager, returned two-day meeting of district theater
ers of record at the close of business yesterday from a three-week trip managers and executives in the local
on March 15.
zone office under Moe Silver.
through the Southern territory.

COfninC and Gome
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK leaves today on
his semi-annual visit to the M-C-M studios.
SPYROS SKOURAS, president of 20th-Fox,
is scheduled to leave on Friday for the Coast
for the meeting of the Co-ordinating Committee of the Motion Picture Industry. LARRY
KENT, his executive assistant, will accompany
him.
BONITA GRANVILLE. H. B. WARN1-" and
KENT
the wtih
cast GRECOR
of "Hitle^
lildren" SMITH
are in of
town
l
.ER,
author of "Education for Death," on which
the film is based, for the special preview and
press reception
Astoria
tonight. to be held at the WaldorfMORT BLUMENSTOCK and GIL GOLDEN of
Warner
Bros, were
in Philadelphia
yesterday.
HANK LINET, Universal publicist, went to
Pittsburgh yesterday to set the opening there
of
Amazing Mrs. Holliday." He gets
back"The
Thursday.
H. WILLIAM FITELSON, film attorney, has
returned
East after a brief stay in Hollywood.
on

KATHARINE HEPBURN departs for the Coast
Feb. 17.
MAJOR ANATOLE LITVAK is in town.

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON has returned to
New York from Boston, having completed his
directorial job on "Ziegfeld
Follies."
TERRY TURNER, head of the RKO exploitation department is in Houston with F. O.
STORZ, advertising manager of the Interstate
circuit, to map advance plans for the opening
of "Hitler's
on CHARLES
Friday.

Children."
P. SKOURAS

returns to the Coast

JACK SKIRBALL went to Washington yesterday and will return to New York tomorrow.
TOM J. CONNORS, 20th-Fox distribution
boss, will be back at his desk today after an
Friday.
absence from the city for studio conferences.
JOSEPH

HAZEN

leaves

for

the

Coast

on

MAURICE "RED" SILVERSTEIN has left for
Brazil to take up his assignment in Rio de
Janeiro in connection with his new duties as
home office representative in the foreign department of Universal. .
ANDREW W. SMITH, JR., Eastern sales manager of 20th-Fox, will be in Washington today
and in Philadelphia tomorrow, with his return
to town scheduled for Thursday.
C. J. LATTA, Warner Circuit zone manager
in the Albany territory, and NAT FELLMAN,
of
Cleveland zone are in New York for a
few the
days.

PAT O'BRIEN, who has the title role in RKO's
"Bombardier," reached New York from Hollywood
over the week-end.
NORMAN AYERS, Warners' Eastern district
manager, and ROBERT SMELTZER, Mid-Atlantic
district manager, arrived in New York yesterday
for home
office conferences.
BEN WOLF, HARRY GITTLESON and FREDmeeting.
RIC ULLMAN are in Chicago for the RKO sales

"Rhythm" Staying Eight
To Set New Para. Mark

Ronald Colman
Heather
Angel
Lon Chaney, Jr.

James
Murray
Joe Kiiig

Phil Zuinn

L. Virgil Hart
Kathryn
Grayson
Lyle Talbot
Albert
De Sart
Lee L. Goldberg
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The WARNER

kind of Smash!

Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ
Screen Play by Julius J. & Philip G. Epstein and Howard Koch • From
a Play by Murray Burnett and Joan Alison • Music by Max Steiner
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New Legislation May

Charges Gov't Uses
Pix for Propaganda

Hit Trade's Manpower
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

by the Senator that the Army Picture, "Prelude to War," made by
Frank Capra, be shown to the Senate.
Senator Holman's bill obviously
springs largely from his viewing of
that picture last month. He told the
Senate that he has arranged a special showing of the film for members of Congress for next Tuesday,
in order that the members "may
judge for themselves the justification for the making and showing of
this picture at Federal expense and
on official time, and as a proper war
expenditure for every episode depicted in it."
Holman referred also to the pic"Spy Ship,"
he hasture,not
seen. which he admitted
Although Sen. John Danaher,
Rep., Conn., urged that the resolution be referred to the Byrd committee on non-essential Government expenditures, itwas finally sent to the
Appropriations Committee. It calls
for investigation of the "preparation and distribution of motion pictures, magazines and periodicals by
the Government, for the purpose of
determining among other things:
the authorization. . . . the appropriations. .. . cost . . . the persons
to whom disseminated — the underlying purpose."

PCC Board to Act Today
On Allied's Caravan Plan
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The board of directors of PCC of ITO will meet today
to take action on the "caravan"
plan submitted by representatives of
national Allied. Abram F. Myers,
Colonel H. A. Cole, Sidney Samuelson and W. L. Ainsworth were among
national Allied representatives who
addressed 100 Southern California
exhibitors
yesterday.
M. A. Rosenberg, president of
Allied was unable to attend. Allied
officials refused to make any statement pertaining to matters outlined
at yesterday's meeting.

WEDDING

BELLS

Cleveland — Julie Kutzko of the local Universal front office staff, was
married Friday to Benjamin Vura,
who leaves next week to do his stint
for Uncle Sam.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Billie Weisel, secretary to Sig Nefueld and S. & N. Productions, isback in Hollywood after
marrying Capt. George Arnold of
the Army Medical Corps at Seattle.
He has returned to his post in
Alaska.
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gave the trade press, metropolitan pic critics,

and the fan mag fraternity a lavish look-see at the company's potent
production, "Silver Skates," via a screening yester mora in the WaldorfAstoria's Starlight Roof, and followed it with a social-and-calory-laden
luncheon in the same setting
A box-office aristocrat with pop punch
a'plenty, this opus is bound to make history for the Mono, forces and
copious kale for Mister Exhibitor
The Waldorf was a worthy setting
for the preview
The waiters and attaches were a mite high hat,
probably because the hotel has an Oscar and "Silver Skates" hasn't
Oh, well, life is like that!

T

T

T

• • • SCREEN lights to Margaret Webster's production of
"Counterattack," stirring war metier of Europe's Eastern front, and
current at the local Windsor Theater, are, in full keeping with sound
and ethical biz practice, on the open market, although Columbia Pictures is the show's backer
In most cases, the backer is the successful bidder, but this is not at all inflexible
Whoever grabs the
property for a feature pic will have a rugged timely yarn indeed
Although the play is enacted in a single setting, this corner can readily
envision the tremendous scope the cinema can give to the action
When "Counterattack" reaches the screen, it will prove again the limitations of the legit as against the enormity of the celluloid medium
Even back of the footlights, however, the Webster production is
dynamic entertainment, and immensely informative of our gallant
ally, Russia, and the insidiousness of the Nazi cult
T
▼
T
• • • ON the evening of Feb. 25, Vladimir M. Lissim, foreign
division manager of RKO Radio, will deliver the first of a series of lectures before the Institute of Comparative Law dealing with the motion
picture industry
Initial topic is "The Legal Aspect of Motion
Picture Copyright or Who Is the Copyright Owner of a Motion Picture"
Venue of the lectures is the auditorium of the New School for
Social Research, 66 West 12th St
Lissim, for many years assistant to the European general manager of RKO Radio in Paris, arrived in
the U. S. in 1940, following the Nazi occupation, and has since been
associated with company's foreign department under supervision of Phil
Reisman, vice-prexy in charge of foreign distribution......
T
T
T
• •
• ANENT Phil Reisman, son Phil Jr. is now with the U. S.
Marines down at Parris Island
Advent there is merely a projection
of the lad's constant contributions
Pearl Harbor
and prior thereto

to the national weal, both since
Young
Phil scripted of late

the three standout shorts in the "This Is America" series,— "Private
Smith of the U. S. A.," "Women at Arms" and "Army Chaplain"
Before that, he authored Sportscopes for Pathe, wholesome and inspiring
subjects contributing to a healthier America. ... • Alfred Noyes, renowned English poet, has been engaged by PRC to write and narrate
a poem for the special production of "Corregidor," 'tis announced by
Vice-Prexy Leon Fromkess
PRC controls the first syndicate and
serial rights to the jyoem. ... • Sigmund Gottlober, prexy of American Foreign Language Press, has been named chairman of the Foreign
Language Division of the Committee on Public Information
of the
1943 Red Cross War Fund of New York City
'Mong other things.
he's founder of the Foreign Language Press Film Critics' Circle
T
▼
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

administered

by the

War

Man-

power Commission.
Although McNutt said he had not
read the bill, it is known that he
~"s
terms,
sincebeen
it is familiar
based on with
the ^Inhas long
gestion made some months ago by
Grenville Clark, New York lawyer
who was largely responsible for the
form of the present selective service
legislation.
There is nothing in the bill to indicate just how the motion picture industry will fare under its operation. Affected by its terms will be
all women from 18 to 50, unless pregnant or with children under 18, and
all men registered for selective service. When a labor shortage develops, the first step will be a call
for volunteers to fill the vacant jobs.
This applies, of course, to war industries and essential civilian activities. In the event that there are
inrufficient volunteers, other workers may then be drafted through
local selective service boards.
The Commission yesterday refused to say whether or not it will
stick closely to its list of 35 essential activities for the purposes of
this bill, in the event that it passes.
Whether or not some of the activities might be dropped is an open
question,
but industries
it seems covered
almost certain that all
will
not be on the same footing. It is
probable that these activities will be
classified in three groups — actual
war production activities, essential
civilian activities and those civilian
activities which WMC might decide
less essential.
If such a policy is followed, it is
not unlikely that broadcasting, for
instance, would fall into the second
group, while motion pictures would
probably be in the third. This would
mean that producers could not count
on a great deal of help from the
Government in the solution of their
man-power difficulties, although
they might receive some assistance.
Distributors and exhibitors might
conceivably be left out entirely.
Although no exhaustive poll of
Congressional sentiment was undertaken, it is believed that there is a
reasonably good chance that the bill
will pass before very long. It has
been
referred to the Military Affairs
Committees.
Actors' Deferment Unlikely
Addition of actors to the nondeferrable list appears to be some
time off, if it ever takes place, Paul
V. McNutt, head of the WMC, said
yesterday that he still considered
baseball players unessential but did
not mention actors. With Congressional opposition rising to the drafting of married men before all single
men are gone, it does not appear at
all likely that actors will be declared essential at any early date,
if at all.
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Be Patriotic! Sell Bonds Day and Night!

Screen play by Lou Breslow and Edward Eliscu
Produced and Directed by GEORGE RATOFF
A COLUMBIA
PICTURE
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Boston Biz Biggest

Was

Since Days of '29

(Continued from Page 1)

May Release 4 Reels
Of Zanuck's African Film
(Continued from Paye 1)

Signal Corps crews will be announced
within the next week or two. There
has been no official action on the
matter yet, but it is believed "unofficially settled" in the War Department that the film shuold be
released.
Lowell Mellett, OWI picture chief,
through whom the announcement,
will probably be made, was not in
town yesterday, and could not be
reached for comment.

Bonds "With Future"
to Remember the Past
FILM

Leading Figure in Banking and Films
(Continued from Page 1)

been consigned to the limbo of forgotten houses were reopened for
the week-end with third-run pictures and continued to pack them in.
Thousands of those standing in
line are wearing the ever-present
identification badge and photograph
of war plant workers and many of
them obviously have come direct
from the plants to view the pictures.
During the three-day week-end the
Metropolitan reported 25,600 patrons, the two Loew houses, State and
Orpheum, played to better than 18,000 each. The two Keith houses,
the Memorial and the RKO Boston,
bettered their previous 20,000 mark.
The Paramount played to 12,000 and
the Fenway to better than 11,000.
Nothing like it has been seen in the
past decade.
Neighborhood houses reaped a
harvest Saturday when heavy rains
caused many to patronize them instead of seeking places downtown.
Tht Circle, the University, the Harvard Square, the Coolidge Corner,
the Brookline Village, the Somerville and Newton houses, the Dorchester, Hyde Park and Roslindale
and Roxbury houses all played to
capacity and did a three and fourshow turnover throughout the day
and Sunday.

West Coast Bin:, THE

Dr. Giannini Rites Tomorrow

DAILY

Hollywood — A nation-wide War
Bond drive in memory of the late
Buck Jones, who lost his life in the
Cocoanut Grove fire in Boston, was
launched here on Sunday night, with
full co-op of the Treasury Dept.
Previous to the announcement, purchase of memorial Bonds was already under way among employes of
Monogram studio, Jones' home lot
at time of his death. Every member
of the home office and studio will
participate. Campaign hopes to vend
at least a large part of the Bond
volume the western star would have
effected had he lived.

sonal loss were voiced here, in New
York and in other cities by company executives and trade leaders.
Countless messages of sympathy
were received at the family home in
Holmby Hills.
The remains of Dr. Giannini will
lie in state from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
oday at the chapel of Cunningham
& O'Connor, 850 West Washington
Blvd., Los Angeles. Private Rosary
for his family will be held tonight
it 8 o'clock at his late home in Holmby Hills. Requiem mass at 11 a.m.
Lomorrow at the Church of the Good
Shepherd, Beverly Hills, will be followed by entombment at Calvary
Mausoleum.
Word of Dr. Giannini's sudden
demise, story of which . dominated
the late edition of The Film Daily
yesterday, brought profound shock
to all sections of the trade throughout the nation, as well as to the foreign fields.
He only recently had visited New
York on a business trip which included attendance at the meeting of
Columbia stockholders, upon whose
directorate he served as part of his
widespread trade interest.
Soon after arriving on Sunday at
the annual meeting of the board of
regents of Loyola University, Los
Angeles, in whose affairs he was enthusisstically active, Dr. Giannini
complained of a sharp chest pain. At
the luncheon in the home of Frank
Powell, being tendered to the faculty and regents of Loyola, Dr.
Giannini, who had been scheduled
to confer posthumously upon the
late Admiral Daniel Callahan, Navy
hero, in behalf of the University,
an honorary Doctor's degree at the
ensuing commencement exercises,
collapsed in his chair. A second
heart attack, following shortly upon
the first, proved fatal.
A Native Californian
Dr. Giannini was born in San Jose,
Calif., in 1874, the son of Louis
Giannini. He graduted from St.
Ignatius College, San Francisco, and
subsequently studied medicine at the
University of California from which
h > received his medical degree in
1896. During the Spanish-American War. he served as an Army surgeon. He was past president of the
San Francisco County Medical Society.
In 1908, commenced a new career,
destined to win for him international
renown. He joined his brother, A. P.
Giannini, who in 1904 had founded
the Bank of Italy. "Doe," as he was
always known to his intimates, became vice-president and manager of
the bank's first branch in San Jose,
his native community, and later
headed the Market Street branch in
San Francisco.
Dr. Giannini had been in active
banking circles then but a short
while, but recognized tangibly the
financial potentialities of the youthful motion picture industry, and
manifested his interest by extending

loans to struggling nickelodeon
stands. From this practice initiated
by him 35 years ago, filmland at
large came to know him as the
"Financial Doctor" of many of the
industry's monetary ills. But,
shrewdly, these ills received his ministrations only if the enterprise was
fundamentally healthy and gave
promise of substantial recovery.
Came to New York in 1909
New York, then the production
hot-bed of filmland, came to know
him in 1909. He shifted his activities to this city that year to assume
the presidency of the Bowery and
East River National Bank, which
merged later with the Bank of America National Association, of which
he became chairman. When the
Brnk of America occupied the premises at 41st St. and Broadway, the
Doctor's office was the rendezvous of
a wide assortment of celluloid showmen seeking frequently his backing
of their projects, but more frequently his uncannily clear and valuable
advice. To "see the Doctor" became
a part of local and national, — and
later international — , film language.
Among his other positions was vicepresident of the powerful Transamerica Corporation.
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president of
M-G-M in charge of production, said
some years ago: "Dr. Giannini was
the first banker to recognize motionpicture making as a legitimate industry. He started producers whose
greatness would never have been
known had it not been for his courReturning to California in 1931,
Dr. Giannini became chairman of
the general executive committee of
the Bank of America National Trust
and Savings Association, with headage." quarters in Los Angeles, supervising Southern California branches of
the banking firm which developed
from the original Bank of Italy. As
a beloved member of the film colony,
for his friends were legion, he was
ever in close and conscientious touch
with trade progress, and his activities consequently expanded. He was
made a membe" of the board of Fox
West Coast Theaters in 1936. He
was also a member of the board of
directors of Sol Lesser Productions
and of Selznick Productions.
President of UA 1936-38
He served as president of United
Artists from 1936 to 1938, and still
held varied interests in the industry
both then and at the time of his
death. But even cloaked with the
presidential robe of a particular major company, the entire motion picture field, its competitive spirit notwithstanding, regarded him as its
own in an astonishingly unique way.
In this respect he stood out in a
degree of individualism which has
had no counterpart in film annals.
Among his more recent activities
was the Chairmanship of the USO
for Southern
California.
His retirement from major bank-

Talk New Credit Plan
For Army Pix Film
(Continued from -Page 1)

of 50 per cent on the pictures sent
to the service camps. The WPB
now has suggested a plan which
would allocate the percentage on
the basis of playdates or the number of showings of each print. The
plan was described yesterda/ s
being "somewhat complicated^, at
it is expected to be simplified in
time to be presented to the advisory committee late this month.

Rites Held for Van Dyke
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services were
held here yesterday for Maj. W. S.
Van
Dyke,lastII,Friday.
whose sudden death
occurred
ing positions dates from 1936, but
that retirement meant only a stepping-up of his devotion to those
things and institutions of a humani- ,
tarian character. He blazed new
trails in civic progress, led community chest campaigns, sponsored
the Philharmonic Orchestra and
other organizations of cultural
stamp. He was a leader of the
USO movement in Los Angeles. One
of his particular hobbies was the
welfare of Loyola University and
other seats of learning on the West
Coast.
Financed
Many
Productions
The banker-doctor gave successful
treatments to many important film
enterprises.
CharlieDisney's
Chaplin's "Snow
"The
Kid"
and Walt
White
and
the
Seven
Dwarfs"
were
two monumental pictures which
might never have become realities
had it not been for the financial aid
held out by Dr. Giannini. Hosts of
other film productions owe to him,
either directly or indirectly, their
being. No clear estimate can be
made of the amounts the motion
picture industry has received from
and through this banker-friend. It
is an astronomical figure running
into the tens of millions. But he
was strong in his denial that he was
an "angel," and insisted that he
financed shows, shadow or flesh, as a
profitable matter to his banks. His
contention always was that "the
box-office of a good show is the quickesl-paying cash business in the
Surviving, in addition to his
brother, are his widow, the former
Leontine Denker, scion of a pioneer
Los Angeles family, and a son, Bernard.
world."

"Harvest" Held for
9th by Music Hall
Metro's "Random Harvest" stays
a ninth at the Radio City Music
Hall, thus requiring only one more
week to tie the show window's mark
held by "Mrs. Miniver." Pic's eighth
week-end biz topped that of the
seventh.
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We mourn
the loss of
DR.

A.

H.

GIANNINI

a true friend
to all the industry
and a member of our
Board of Directors
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Giannini
Film Leaders Pay Tributes to Dr. A. H.
In His Passing Films

Pix Execs. Emphasize His
Friendliness, Wise Counsel
and Financial Helpfulness

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK: The
motion picture industry throughout
the world has lost a friend, a counselor, and a pioneer in the passing
of Dr. Giannini. He was one of, the
finest men I ever knew.
WILL HAYS: In Dr. Giannini's
last moments, as throughout his life,
he was engaged in good work. Of
him we can indeed be sure that he
has merely passed a turn in the
road. That pathway persists and
the traveler goes on. He was a
friend of man, and men innumerable will mourn his loss. His life
will continue an inspiration while
memory lasts.
BARNEY BALABAN: No man in
the financing field did more during
th.j formative years of this business
to assist and encourage it than Dr.
Giannini. And his whole-hearted interest and support continued until
the very moment of his death. His
influence never will be forgotten.
N. PETER RATHVON: Dr. Giannini's
this soundness
industry did
more confidence
to establishin the
of
motion pictures in banking than anybody else. He was the first to recognize the industry's importance and
for a long time was the only banker
who saw its possibilities. His death
is the loss of the entire business.
SPYROS SKOURAS: Dr. A. H.
Giannini was a far-seeing pioneer in
the motion picture industry and more
than any other man believed in the
future of the screen. He was the
first banker to consider motion pictures a sound business investment
His passing is an irreparable loss to
the industry and a shock to every
executive. I counted him among my
closest friends, and his passing is
a great personal sorrow.
DAVID 0. SELZNICK: Beyond
any question, Dr. Giannini was the
greatest friend the motion picture
industry ever had in the financial
world. His faith in business and
its leaders, coupled with his great
vision, contributed enormously to the
formation and to the progress of
many of the industry's most successful units. He never sought
personal gain or advancement from
his contributions. Dr. Giannini will
bci mourned by countless friends who
valued highly his kindliness and his
wise counsel.
EDWARD C. RAFTERY: Motion
picture industry lost one of its greatest benefactors in the passing of
Dr. Giannini. It was my privilege to
have his friendship for twenty years
and I never found him wanting for
anything to be done for good of industry.
JACK COHN: The passing of Dr.
Giannini comes as a great personal
loss to me for I have known him
longer than anyone else in the motion picture business today. He was

Harry Cohn Pays Tribute to Dr. Giannini* s
y and Guidance as Col. Director
Integrit
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Harry
board:

Cohn,

president

of Columbia

Pictures,

paid

the

fol-

lowing tribute to the late Dr. A. H. Giannini who was a member of Columbia's

"Dr. Giannini's death is a blow to the industry and the community. I
have known him intimately for many years and have had the highest regard for
his integrity, guidance and judgment. To me his passing is a heavy personal
loss. He was on the board of directors of Columbia for many years and we
will keenly miss his help and guidance."

the greatest champion motion pictures has ever had, and could truly
be called "father of the Motion Picture Industry." He worked ceaselessly for its betterment. He aimed
consistently for its growth. He always strove for its progress. He
was truly a great man; imbued with
a remarkable degree of understanding, loyalty and tolerance — the one
man to whom we could always bring
our problems and be assured that
they would be wisely solved. He
fought for the industry up to the
last. It is, indeed, with a great sense
of sadness, that I mourn the passing
of a great friend, a close and constant pal and one of the finest figures motion pictures has ever possessed.
J. CHEEVER COWDIN: I consider Dr. Giannini one of the great
leaders of this industry and one
who did inestimable good for the
business and its personnel. His
death is a loss to us all.
HERBERT J. YATES: In the
passing of Dr. A. H. Giannini I feel
that I have lost one of my best
friends and counsellors. His loss will
be keenly felt by the entire motion
picture industry for he has been a
most helpful and constructive force
for many years.
MAJ.
ALBERT
WARNER:
The
debt that the motion picture industry owes to "Doc"
Giannini
be calculated
in dollars
and cannot
cents.

friend for many years. The industry has lost one of its real pioneers
in this man who helped to develop it.
W. C. MICHEL: The motion picture industry has lost one of its
staunchest supporters and counsellors in the passing of Dr. A. H.
Giannini. His close associations in
this business included nearly all of
the companies and executives who
helped build this industry.
A. MONTAGUE: The loss of our
Dr. Giannini is not only a great
personal one to me, but I have a
keen appreciation of the tremendous
loss this industry has suffered. He
was indeed a friend when one was
greatly needed. He taught us that
character is the greatest of all personal assets. May his soul rest in

ADOLPH ZUKOR: In the passing
peace.
of Dr. Giannini, the motion picture
industry has lost a veteran and true
friend. From his earliest days in
the banking business he aided the
struggling young motion picture, industry. He continued that friendship and support of the industry to
the day of his death. Without his
assistance the progress of development in the film world might have
been retarded many years. Many
of us will miss him as a business
associate; all of us will miss him as
a friend.
HARRY BUCKLEY: Dr. Giannini
was
a great constructive force in
He not only was a banker with a
our industry. He was a financier
heart, but also a showman and keen with
a warmth of human kindness,
student of public affairs whose coun- beloved and respected by all who
sel helped to guide the film business knew him. His passing is a distinct
through its most trying years. Men loss to the motion picture business
of his stature can be succeeded but
and his legion of friends will mourn
him.
can never be replaced.
WILLIAM F. RODGERS: Dr.
JOSEPH BERNHARD: In the
Giannini's passing will be felt by death of Dr. A. H. Giannini the inproducer, distributor, and exhibitor,
dustry has lost a great friend and a
large
country.and small, throughout the pioneer whose efforts were of great
value in furthering the production
J. ROBERT RUBIN: Dr. Gian- of better motion pictures. America
nini's passing is a great blow to the has lost an outstanding citizen.
entire industry. His continuous conJOSEPH McCONVILLE: Dr.
fidence in the future of the motion
Giannini's death has removed a figpicture is one of the contributing
ure of great stature from the motion
causes for its present day world picture industry, which it can ill
afford to lose. His counsel and
prestige.
JAMES R. GRAINGER: Dr. A. H. thinking will be greatly missed.
Giannini has been one of my close
CHARLES SCHWARTZ: Words
friends for many years. His contri- fail me in attempting to express my
bution to the industry will be great- sadness at the loss of the doctor.
ly missed.
He was a grand person, a great and
TOM J. CONNORS: I was grieved loyal friend and a fine gentleman.
and shocked to learn of the loss of The industry has lost one of its
Dr. Giannini, a man who was my great representatives.

Lost a Friend Whose
Influence Will Endure

SAM SCHNEIDER: Dr. A. H.
Giannini was a rare combination of
financial genius and astute judge of
excellententertainment
financial structure
screen
value. ok
/ "'hee
motion picture industry today is
due in no small measure to his sympathetic and untiring efforts in its
behalf.
CHARLES FRANCIS COE: The
industry has suffered a tremendous
loss and the world has been deprived
of a great personality.
DON MERSEREAU: The industry
as a unit and to a man has lost one
of its greatest and most sincere
friends in the passing of Doctor
Giannini.
E. W. HAMMONS: The course of
motion picture history was changed
by Dr. Giannini whose faith in the
industry
paved through
the waybanking
for financial assistance
and,
as a result, made the industry a
sound investment. We will remember him not only as a great banker
but as a loyal friend.
CARL LESERMAN: In the death
of Dr. Giannini, the motion picture
industry has lost one of its greatesat figures. We at United Artists
were particularly close to him as
he had been identified with our
firm for many, many years. His
death is a great personal loss to me
for many times he gave me the
benefit of his vast motion picture
experience.
CHESTER B. BAHN: The motion
picture industry as an American
institution together with the men
and women who provide its human
side possessed no better friend than
Dr. A. H. Giannini, whose sudden
and wholly unexpected passing they
mourn most sincerely today.
DAVID "SKIP" WESHNER: Dr.
Giannini's death creates an irreparable loss to the motion picture industry. Since the film business was
in its infancy, Dr. Giannini was one
of its most valued and respected figures. There is hardly an important
man in the industry who is not innini.
debted in some measure to Dr. GianL. J. BARBANO: To those of us
who were actively associated with
him for so many years, the untimely death of Dr. Giannini is an
especially hard blow. No one can
replace him in our hearts and minds.
His beloved wife and son have our
deepest sympathy.
A. SCHNEIDER: It is with a
deep sense of sorrow that I learned
of the unexpected passing of Dr.
Giannini. My relations with the
Doctor which extend over a great
number of years afforded me the
opportunity of observing his many
fine qualities both as an outstanding
executive as well as an individual.
He was a man possessed of courage,
wisdom and a sense of fairness. The
(Continued on Page 11)
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Film Leaders Pay
Tributes to Giannini
(.Continued from Page 10)

industry has suffered an irreplaceable loss.
GRADWELL L. SEARS: The motion picture business can ill afford
to lose a figure of Dr. Giannini's
r — J^re. His understanding of its
^y^lems, coupled with his able
counsel will be sorely missed for
years to come.
ARTHUR KELLY: The industry
mourns the greatest outside figurehead it has ever had, and I mourn a
great personal loss.
WILLIAM GOETZ: The passing
of Dr. Giannini leaves the motion
picture world deeply grieved. He
helped to build the industry by the
millions of dollars of credit he
placed behind it and it was his great
boast that he had never lost a single
dollar of these loans. But the real
debt of the motion picture industry
to Dr. Giannini was not in dollars,
but in gratitude for the sympathy
and wise counsel he gave it. It was
only natural that a man who had
contributed so vastly to the motion
picture industry had become an integral part of it and so Dr. Giannini left the banking business to
become president of United Artists.
It was therefore fitting that the
final chapter of his life is in the annals of the industry he helped to
build.
MAX STUART: Dr. Giannini was
a human being, always understanding and always ready to help. A
real American.
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Dr. Giannini Was the Greatest Friend Motion
Picture Industry Ever Had, Says Jos. M. SchencU
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

Hollywood — Joseph M. Schenck paid
Giannini whose, death occurred Sunday:

the

FILM

DAILY

following

tribute

to Dr. A.

H.

"Although it was in the banking business that Dr. Giannini served a major
part of his career, the real monument to the life of this great man is in the
motion picture industry. No single individual contributed more to the film industry's establishment and growth. His vision, understanding and sympathy
were given to the nurturing of motion pictures at a time when it was struggling for existence. Dr. Giannini was a true pioneer in the motion picture inustry, but even more, he remained throughout a true friend of the industry and
its people. Always gentle, understanding and wise, he was an inspiration to
exceutives, artists and workers in the film ranks. I shall always remember

Momand Nixed
Griffith Merger
(Continued from Page 1)

nee theater owner had testified to
in his $4,950,000 anti-trust suit now
in its fifth week, — points which were
not mentioned in the Shawnee case
of 1931 which covered much of the
same ground.

The remaining hour of Monday's
session was devoted to cross-examination by Malcolm MacKenzie
for Regal Theaters, Inc., on the CirCanadian Execs. Studying
cle Theater in Oklahoma City and
WPTB Trading Definitions it was announced that Defense Attorney Edward McClennan of BosToronto — By a decision of the legal
ton representing the distributors
branch of the Wartime Prices and will take over the cross-examination
Trade Board, traditional obligations of Momand this morning when Judge
of trading have been upset in con- Bower Bioaddus reconvenes the case.
nection with the responsibilities of
Cochran yesterday laid great stress on the
distributors and exhibitors. Accord- information Momand had testified to as havin the period 1926-31 which he
ing to the rulings, there is no com- had ingnotoccured
mentioned in the Shawnee case —
pulsion to sell to any person even a state action
on the part of the county atthough commodities or services are
torney
against
Griffith
and Hal
distributorsdirected
which was
dismissed
by Judge
offered for sale or advertised and
Johnson
on
the
grounds
he
did
not
have
juristhe product is available. It was
diction in the action. The suit was then filed
stated that no person need enter into in Federal District Court 12 years ago by
Momand
constitutes the present action.
any contract to buy or sell unless he Momand and
could not recall the points raised
wants to do so. Advertising an- by Cochran but added at the conclusion of
this portion of the cross-examination that he
nouncements were defined as "an had
asked his attorney, Judge Blankeney,
invitation" and any order was sim- when the state case was over how much
ply an offer to buy which can be of their evidence he had used and the latter
accepted or refused.
replied not more than 10 per cent.
Film execs, have been studying
Judge Broaddus
Comments
the trading definitions in relation to
During yesterday's questioning with regard
their bearing on spot bookings and to the Wewoka claim, Judge Broaddus commented that he couldn't see where Momand
son.
on film contracts for the 1943-44 sea- had anything
to complain of in the Wewoka

him as the best friend the motion picture industry ever had."

Confer on Furthering
Film Industry's War Effort
(Continued from Page 1)

embraced all the vital topics attendant upon filmland's participa-,
tion in the prosecution of the war.
While there was no formal announcement as to who hosted the
function, attaches of the University
Club had the meeting under the
name of Col. Darryl F. Zanuck. In
addition to Zanuck and the guest of
honor, Lowell Mellett came to New
York from Washington especially
to attend. George J. Schaefer,
chairman of the WAC, was president, and among others who attended were Francis S. Harmon, Co-ordinator of WAC, J. Cheever Cowdin,
N. Peter Rathvon, Maj. Albert Warner, Nicholas M. Schenck, John J.
O'Connor, Spyros Skouras, Joseph
Hazen, J. Robert Rubin, Jack Cohn,
Barney Balaban Austin Keough and
R. G. McMullen, Administrator of
Charles Francis "Socker" Coe.
Following the meeting Col. Zan- Theaters and Films, Wartime Prices
uck left for Washington, as did Har- and Trade Board, asserted that the
Chi. Theaters Aim for 30%
mon and Mellett.
policy of the Government commission would be to insure equitable
Jump in Dimes Collection
distribution of product among all
exhibitors, particularly in the event
(Continued from Page 1)
of a shortage. The legal rulings
hibs. held yesterday in the office of Copper Drive Brings
41,000 Lbs. of Metal
John Balaban.
are looked upon as contradictory to
this statement of policy, however.
In attendance were: Johnny Jones,
Clyde Eckhardt, Jack Shunnow, IrvAccording to the latest WAC fig- Sam Coslow to Make
ing Mandell, W. E. Banford, Harris
ures, collections of copper drippings
Silverberg, E. Heiber, Will Baker, and strippings from the theaters Ten Pix for Government
Phil Dunas, Tom Gorman, Sam Gore- total 41,000 pounds to date. Some
lick, J. H. Stevens, John Balaban, exhibs. have still to report.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Jack Kirsch, James Cosden.
Hollywood — The Office of EducaThis
for-the-duration
"conservaThe meeting was addressed by
tion has awarded Sam Coslow a
tion program," coupled with hun- Government contract to make 10
Eddie Alperson, Harry Brandt, and
dreds of "copper, brass and bronze
Oscar A. Doob, of the national ex- matinees" now being held around the educational pictures. The first five
ecutive committee, Herman Loerber,
will be made with the Coast Guard.
is the industry's attempt to
Coslow, who recently completed
Cook County chairman of the Na- country,
meet the serious growing shortage
tional Foundation for Infantile Para- of this metal.
"Heavenly Music," a featurette for
M-G-M, will resume his work at
lysis, Warren Coss, representing the
Washington, D. C. chapter of the
that studio when the Government asFoundation. Stevens, Kirsch and Rites for Louis Weitzenkorn
signment is completed.
Cosden also spoke.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Funeral ser- Harry Maizlish Heads
Para., Local 109 In Parley
vices for Louis K. Weitzenkorn, 49,
Contract negotiations between the editor and playright, who died of WB Studio Radio Dept.
Screen Office and Professional em- burns and suffocation in the kitchen
ployes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, of his home here Sunday, will be West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A new radio departand Paramount will be resumed to- held this afternoon at 3 o'clock.
ment headed by Harry Maizlish,
day with Federal Conciliator James Weiztenkorn was Sunday feature
Fitzpatrick sitting in on the case editor of the old New York World, working under the direction of Whitney Bolton, studio publicity direcas successor to Clyde Mills. Office editor-in-chief of The Graphic, and
tor, has been created by Jack L.
workers at the company's home office was the author of "Five Star Final," Warner at the Warner Bros, stuand music subsidiaries, Famous Mus- produced on both stage and screen,
dios. New unit will cover national
ic Corp. and Paramount Music Corp., and of several screen plays. He is
and contacts with all networks.
as well as maintenance workers, are survived by his widow, Use, former field
Maizlish takes office on the Burbank
involved. The meeting will be at Viennse actress, two sons in the lot
next Monday.
armed
services and a sister.
the Paramount home office.

situation. The request for damages at this
point amounts to $848,102.22. Damage by
prior sound installation in Shawnee and
Seminole and nearby towns on the part of
Griffith and drawing of business from Wewoka
is cited by Momand apart from the generic
conspiracy charge — as reason for the losses
there despite the existence of no competition
to his theaters at that point.
Cochran also brought out that prior to
the acquisition of some Fox product in 1929,
Momand had never had Fox product anywhere. Mommand related that he had introduced Fox product in Shawnee and had
later had it taken away from him by Jake
Jones. He said his trouble with Fox were
over the difference between what Momand
wanted to pay on conversion of silent sound
films on contract and what Fox expected
him to pay. Cochran also brought out that
Momand obtained Universal product in the
1928-29 and 1929-30 saesons when Paramount
and Fox were not selling him, and claimed
that he showed Universal was doing anything but conspiring with the other two
companies. Momand said that Universal had
nothing but action and western films for
him those seasons.
The Erpi Correspondence
A great deal of emphasis was given to
correspondence between Momand and Erpi
which set forth early date reservations for
sound
installation
the former's
which Cochran
saidin showed
Momandtheaters
could
have gotten sound during the earliest stages.
The reason he didn't get it, Cochran charged,
was that he couldn't make up his mind what
he wanted. Momand said otherwise, claiming his inability to contract sound product
was his reason for delaying installations.
Cochran also charged that the proposed Griffith and Momand merger testified to earlier
in the trial had been broken off on Momand's
part and not by Griffith. Momand said he
did, but only after Griffith refused to let
him audit their books to establish relative
values and that they did not reveal this
point until near the end of August when he
had no film booked for September in any of
his houses. Momand charged statements
presented by Griffith would have necesstiated
him putting in $400,000 in cash with his theaters to obtain a SO per cent interest.

STILL OUT
IN FRONT!

Y

OU have read a
lot in this space

But may

we digress a bit now, and

lately, about the necessity for saving

only just enough to tell our clientele that
we are still warmly devoted to the idea

film; on conserving restricted materials;

of serving them with the best box-office

about the rapid turn-over in war-time
help, and many printed pleas aimed at

aids possible -STANDARD ACCESSORIES SPECIALTY ACCESSORIES and TRAILERS.
We

keeping everybody Victory-minded.
As patriotic Americans, it is a genuine
pleasure and a privilege to dedicate
our white space and printer's ink to the
cause that is nearest all our hearts, and
we intend to do more of it.

pledge ourselves also, to maintain—as far as war conditions will permit—the same high standard of service
that this company has striven for ever
since its inception.
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PRESIDENT ORDERS J8-H0UR W0RK_ WEEK
Warners'
Sales Promotions Headed
Haines, Lapidus, Seed and
HOSPITAL AS HUB FIRE MEMORIAL

Rich Advanced; Blank
Back as Mgr. in Cleveland

Appointment of Arthur Sachson
as assistant general sales manager
of Werners featured a series of promotions within
the company's
sales organizat i o n announced
yesterday by Ben
Kalmenson, general sales manager. Sachson
for the last 18
years has been
prominently identified with home
office sales operations here.
Roy Haines,
Eastern division
BEN KALMENSON
manager, has
been transferred to head the West(Continued

on

Page

8)

Selznick Discloses
Producing Plans
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David 0. Selznick
stated yesterday that he is not planning to produce
anyon pictures
in Eng(Continued
Page 8)

Confer on Distribution
Plans for Zanuck's Film
A distribution plan for the hanDarryl F.production
Zanuck's
four-reeldling of Col.
Technicolor
(Continued on Page 6)

UA Will Make Own
Quota Pix in Eng.
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— With its deal with
Ealing Studios expiring this year,
United Artists will make its own
quota pictures through United
Artists Corp., Ltd., but may also
make deals with other British companies from t:me to time. "The
Goose Steps Out" and "The Chetniks" are two of the three pictures yet to be delivered by Ealing.

Maurice Wolf Plan Calls for Erection on Site
Holocaust as Monument to Trade Dead

of

by Sachson

Existing Provisions for
Time and a Half for OverTime Are Not Affected
Washington

By ANDREW H. OLDER
Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — A 48 - hour
popular subscription, by events work week loomed on the film
By FLOYD BELL
staged for that purpose, or in any
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
legitimate manner to erect a modern industry's horizon last night in
Boston — If the plan proposed by receiving
the wake of the Presidential exhospital on that site.

Maurice Wolf, division manager for
M-G-M in this territory, is adopted,
and outlook is it will be, there will
be built on the site of the ill-fated
Cocoanut Grove a handsome and useful as well as humanitarian memorial to the motion picture victims of
that tragedy.
Wolf would have the Variety Club
and picture interests purchase the
ground on which the shell of the
former night club stands. Then he
would have them raise money by

Wolf himself missed the fire by
being called to Chicago that weekport.
end. He was to have been one of
the guests of Herman Rifkin, with
whom it is understood the plan has
been discussed. Rifkin was badly
burned in the holocaust and his wife
was one of the victims.

Court May Whittle
Momand Damages

Conn. Admission Tax
As Sub for Seat Levy

A definite announcement may soon
be made. It is felt that the plan hours
would have enthusiastic public sup-

ecutive order establishing a mandatory minimum work week of 48
for the duration.
Existing

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Conference of
Studio Unions hailed OES Director James
Byrnes' announcement. TheF.
conference,
representing screen cartoonists, painters,
machinists, SOEG and screen set
designers, is willing to waive time
and a half overtime after 36
hours, with overtime to start after
40 hours if the 4,8-hour week is
instituted, feeling the members
would be guaranteed steadier
work under the extended week.
Producer representatives decline
any comment at this time.

By ERNEST W. FAIR
Hartford, Conn. — Bill pending in industrial provisions for time and
all work
more
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
the State Legislature, imposing a a half payment
(Continued for
on Page
4)
Oklahoma City — Possibility that 10 per cent admission tax, to be paid
$1,596,695.49 of the $4,958,476.94 by the patron, provides that the
based on seating capacA. B. Momand
seeks as damages present tax
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Industry Execs. Among
Giannini Pallbearers

Tenn. to Have Sunday
Films for the Duration

PCC Units Adopt
Allied Caravan Plan
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE- FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Col. H. A. Cole, actNashville, Tenn. — For the first
ing chairman of the Allied Caravan
Hollywood — Active pallbearers at time in history Sunday movies are Committee,
and Robert H. Poole,
the funeral of Dr. A. H. Giannini to legal throughout Tennessee as the
of a legisilative
measure executive secretary, Pacific Coast
be held at 11 a.m. today at the result
(Continued
on Page 8)
Conference of Independent Theater
(Continued on Page 6)
Owners, last night issued the following statement: .
"We are(Continued
authorized
on Pageto6) announce
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Atlas Film Holdings Advance
Total $8,573,956; RKO

Position Strengthened

Amusement securities in the $25,r
773,934 portfolio of Atlas Corp. as of
Dec. 31 last was valued at $8,573,956, with RKO holdings accounting
for $7,715,849 of that total accordWilmington, Del. — Senator Robert
ing1 to the annual report to the stockH. Yerkes introduced yesterday a
holders released for publication toskeleton bill for the creation of a
day by President Floyd Odium.
state board of censors for motion
Valuation compares with $7,273,pictures.
The board will consist of 344, aggregate of film securities in
(Continued on Page 6)

Censor Bill Hoppered
In Delaware Senate

(Continued on

Page

21

Await Wallace's Reply
To Awards Dinner Bid
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Word is awaited from
Vice-President Henry Wallace, who
on Monday was sent an invitation to
address the 15th annual Academy of
M. P. Arts & Sciences award dinner on March 4.
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Doffs His Hat —

(Continued from Page 1)

seven members, two of whom at
least will be women.
In introducing the skeleton bill
Senator Yerkes said a substitute
measure would be offered containing
full details of his plan which will
follow closely the moving picture
censorship law now in force in Pennsylvania.
The bill would provide that the
board serve without compensation
and no more than four members
;ould come from the same political
party. One member of a board would
lome from Wilmington, two from
rural Newcastle County, two from
Kent County and two from Sussex
County. No motion picture could be
shown in Delaware unless it had
been approved by at least two members of the board under this plan.
The chairman and the secretary
of the board would be chosen from
within the board's membership.

To

the WAC

for its annual

port, published yesterday

re-

as a 32-

page informative booklet, "Movies
at War." and dedicated to the more
than 200,000 men and women engaged, directly or indirectly, in the
war effort. It is a recital which will
thrill all those who have a part in
the common task. A recital, too,
which will be of inestimable value in
the

enlightenment

of

the

general

And heartening indeed is the
public.
pronvse of a second volume, "Movies
and Peace," with this explanation,
"Vol. II has not yet been written!
It shall be! As the movies prepared
—BAHN.
for victory in war — so shall
they prepare for victory

in peace."

Ross Federal Streamlines
Home Office Exec. Force

Caribbean Assignment
For Joseph G. Mullen

Because of draft demands on home
office personnel, a revision of executive duties is now in effect at
Appointment of Joseph G. Mullen
as 20th-Fox's district manager for Ross Federal Service, Prexy H. A.
the Caribbean area has been an- Ross announced yesterday. C. B.
nounced by Irving A. Maas, acting Ross is now executive vice-president
head of the company's international and has assumed the supervision of
department. Mullen, who has been the executive office reports and field
in charge of distribution for the operations, leaving D. A. Ross, genfirm in Mexico, will have superviseral manager, to devote his entire
ion over Mexico, all of Central Amer- time to general supervision of 31
ica,
Ecuador,
Venezuela,
Colombia,
branch offices, and to keep in close
{Tuesday, Feb. 9)
Trinidad, Puerto Rico and Cuba. His touch with distributor home offices.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
headquarters will be in Mexico City,
H. A. Ross, who has been conNet from where he will continue manageHigh
Low
Close
Chg
stantly visiting distributor branches,
ment
of
the
company's
interests
Am.
Seat
will
continue to cover that phase of
) 133/8
ioy2 13 13
—
% there.
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%
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operations, leaving next week for a
Columbia
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Para. B'way
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MARKET
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fused to join in the action.

FINANCIAL

3-7c Price Increases
Accepted in Springfield
Springfield, 111. — Price boost placed
in effect here by local theaters to
meet higher operating costs and
eliminate the "penny nuisance," has
been accepted without protest, managers reported yesterday. Biggest
jump was that of seven cents, 33
cent tickets being upped to 40. Other
jumps ranged from three to six.

Post;
Mark Sandrich Succeeds
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Producer - Director
George Stevens has resigned as president of the Screen Directors Guild
to accept an assignment as chief of
a combat photographic unit outside
the continental United States. He
leaves in two weeks.
Stevens is succeeded as prexy of
SDG by Mark Sandrich who, earlier
in his career, was a cameraman.

TOM J. CONNORS, 20th-Fox distribution
head, will be back at his desk today after an
absence
on the Coast
for studio conferences.
BOB
returns

MONTGOMERY, 20th-Fox radio contact,
from
Chicago
on Friday.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, 20th-Fox's Western
sales manager, is expected back in town on
Monday from a tour of his territory.
JOSE!~H MOSKOWITZ,
sentative for 20th-Fox,
Coast on Monday.

Eastern studio repregets back from the

CHERYL WALKER. WILLIAM TERRf-S ARJORIE RIORDAN, LON McCALISTbP and
MICHAEL HARRISON return to the Coast within
the next few days, scenes for "Stage Door
Canteen"
here having been completed.
RICHARD F. WALSH, IATSE prexy, left Los
Angeles yesterday on his return trip home.
MIKE HAVAS. RKO manager in Venezuela,
is a visitor in New York for home-office conferences.
HARRY A. BRUNO, head of H. A. Bruno &
Associates and public relations chief for Atlas
Crop., leaves New York en Friday for the Coast
and is scheduled to return to his headquarters
here about
March
21.
FRANCIS S. HARMON. WAC vice-chairman,
was in Washington yesterday to see several
Government
officials.
WALT DISNEY is in Washington for conferences with CIAA. He leaves tonight for
New
York, Detroit and Hollywood.
ART BALDWIN of National Theatre Supply Cowas in Washington yesterday to confer with
iVPB's amusements
section.
HAROLD JACOBS, who resigned last week
3S OWI newsreel director, has gone to Florida
for his health.
ROBERT
conferences
CHARLES
"The

Powers

CILLHAM returned from Coast studio
yesterday.
R. ROGERS will return to Coast immediately after the New York premiere of
Girl."

DON HARTMAN is expected from the Coast
soon to join his wife at Essex House.
LEON ZALLERS, owner of the Roxy Theater
in Baltimore, is spending two weeks vacation
in Florida.

Southern Circuits Back
March of Dimes Drive
Unusual representation in this
year's March of Dimes among
Southern theaters was assured by
the acceptance of state chairmanships by Karl Hoblitzelle End Robert O'Donnell for Texas, Bob Wilby
for Georgia and the Carolinas, and
E. V. Richards for Louisiana and
Mississippi. According to national
chairman, Nicholas M. Schenck, the
Interstate, Wilby-Kincey and Lucas
and Jenkins theaters have signed up
for all-out participation in the drive.

The plaintiff claims that the film
plot was pirated by Kaufman from
his play, "The Murder Issue," also
known as "Sticks and Stones."

WB to Pay 96 Vi Cents on PfcL

Board of directors of Warner
Bros, at a meeting Tuesday declared
the regular quarterly dividend of
96*4 cents a share on the preferred
stock payable March 1 on stock of
record on Feb. 19.

W. C. Fields
B. F. Lyon
John Farrow
Alan Hale
Fay Pulsifer
Henry
Herzbrun
Ceorge Henry Leverett.
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President Orders
48-Hour Work Week

Conn. Admission Tax
As Sub for Seat Levy

(.Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ity be repealed in favor of this new
tax, to be collected one cent for each
10 cents or fraction thereof, on and
after July 1, 1943. Exempt would
be admissions 10 cents or less, and
benefit performances of religious,
educational, agricultural, or charitable organizations, war veterans,
and symphony orchestra performances.
Other industry bills pending include an act providing for prohibition of smoking in theaters, an act
requiring installation of sprinkler
systems in all buildings used for
public amusement, of a type approved by the State fire marshal,
the perennial bill attempting legalization of horse-racing in this state,
an act providing for the keeping and
maintenance of free and pay toilets,
and an act providing for the unrestricted use of 8 and 16 mm. film
in all places that are not set up as
theaters, including schools, Sunday
schools, churches, Y.M.C.A., Grange
Hall, clubs or lodge rooms.
In addition, several bills have been
filed by title only, contents to be
filled in at a later date, including an
act concerning storage of inflammable material, an act concerning
Sunday dancing, an act concerning
safety of persons in places of public assembly, and an act concerning
carnivals.
Although the time for offering
bills has passed, laws affecting theaters through amendment, revision
and otherwise, may still be introduced.
Mrs. Blcrnca Pintado Dead
Havana (By Air Mail) — Mrs.
Blanca Pintado, wife of Dr. Felipe
Trinchet, secretary and counsel of
the Association of Motion Picture
Theater Exhibitors, is dead after
a long illness.

"Human Comedy" at Astor
M-G-M's "The Human Comedy"
will have its world premiere at the
Astor Theater, Broadway, on March
2. Picture will play oh a popular
price, continuous performance policy.

Roy Rogers and Pioneers
Aid Recruiting in Houston
Houston — Roy Rogers and the
Sons of the Pioneers, here on the
first lap of their tour of Army camps
in the Southwest, yesterday were
guests of the WAACS and aided in
the current recruiting drive. They
appeared in a special street program,
attracting a crowd estimated at 10,000, and then did a broadcast. Last
night, they were guests of the
Eighth Service Command at Camp
Wallace, making p.a.'s at post theaters and hospitals.

T

T

T

• • • RKO Radio added ace to ace last night by press-previewing
Producer Edward A. Golden's "Hitler's Children" at the Waldorf-Astoria
The grand ball room, scene of the showing, bulged with members
of the Fourth Estate plus pic, civic and social register bigwigs
It was a notable send-off for a notable screen properly
New Yorkers, other than those present, will have to wait to see the literally and
figuratively Golden Hit until Feb. 24 when it opens at the local Broadway Paramount, — the first RKO Radio pic so to do in the annals of that
house
Following the picture, and before the reception and buffet
supper, RKO Radio's able promotional chief, S. Barret McCormick. introduced on the grand ball room stage George. Ziemer. author of "Education
for Death," upon which the pic is based; Bonita Granville (Anna); Kent
Smith (Nicky); H. B. Warner (Bishop); Eddie Golden (producer) and Emmet
Lavery (screenplay)
Among those present, in addition to the aforementioned, were N. Peter Rathvon, Richard C. Patterson, Jr., lack Alicoate,
Robert Mochrie. Adrienne Ames, Bide Dudley. Don Mersereau
Joseph Connelly, Gabriel Pascal, Alton Cook, Chester B. Bahn, Antoinette
Spitzer, Bob Weitman, Jack Mclnerney, Rutgers Neilson, Jack Pegler,
Louis Sobol, Irene Thirer
Major Leslie E. Thompson, Lieut. Elliott
Arnold, Gordon E. Youngman, Ned Calmer, Arthur Mayer, Walter Branson, Phil Reisman
Nat Levy, James Mulvey, Merlin H. Ayles worth,
Leon Netter, G. W. Johnstone, Erin O'Brien Moore, Jack Lait, Jules Levey.
Harry Mandel
Jack McManus. George Dsmbow, Major George Fielding Eliot, Jay Emanuel, Rube Goldberg, Charles "Chick" Lewis, Abel
Green, Adelaide Hawley, Alice Hughes and scores of others too numerous
to mention
It was a sparkling, highly patriotic event

▼
•

▼

▼

•

• THOSE Red Cross-Paramount nutrition classes are paradoxically arranged for Meatless Tuesday nights,— first of which is set
for the Para. h.o. recreation room, 6:30 p.m., Feb. 16
Snooper,
our little four-legged nooze hound accounts for Paramount's selection of
Tuesday via the unusual statistic that the company has had no feature
pic in its annals with even the word "Meet" in the title,— but Warners,
RKO, M-G-M, Fox, Universal, Columbia and Republic all have
That canine certainly digs up things!. ... # Intensive work has begun by our industry forces on the approaching Red Cross campaign
N. Peter Rathvon and Major Leslie E. Thompson are co-chairmen of the Motion Picture Industry Division of the Red Cross War
Fund 1943 Campaign for Greater New York
And Barney Balaban
is chairman of the National Committee of Motion Picture Week
Our filmland theater drive is April 1-7 inclusive, dovetailing into the
general campaign which goes on throughout March. ... # Frank
Cunningham, who used to cover the studios for syndicates and magazines, isauthor of "Sky Master— The Story of Donald Douglas," shortly to be published by Dorrance & Co
# Ted Schlanger, WB
Theaters' Philly zone mgr., had something to clarion in his recent
announcement of Jim Tigue's appointment to that area's publicity
dept
Jim has a helluva fine and versatile record in journalism
and public relations, ranging from publicity chief of the Pennsylvania
Dept. of Forests and Waters under the Earle administration, and for
the State Guard, etc., to delivering lectures on public relations to Army
officers, and working on such newspapers as the North American,
Public Ledger and Inquirer, in Philly, and the Examiner out Los Angeles way

▼

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

▼

HARBOR!

▼

than 40 hours are not affected by
the order whose promulgation was
first disclosed last night by James
F. Byrnes, director of the Office of
Economic Stabilization in a radio
address at 10 o'clock over CBS.
In his speech, Byrnes, who first anmerely: nounced the 48-hour order, dijflfcot
explain details of the order. HffiJ 'd
"To make more effective use of
our manpower during the war period, the President has today signed
an executive order establishing a
minimum 48-hour work week, withthe worker's
existing
rightouttoaffecting
overtime
pay. Many
war
industries are already working 48
hours or more a week, but the order
will compel other industries to go
on a minimum 48-hour week wherever feasible. The general adoption of the 48-hour week will enable us to get more work out of
our limited labor supply. While
overtime payments will add to the
wage bill, tke addition will be largely made up by the increased production assured. And we shall thereby release manpower for the armed
forces, for war industry and for the
The order will be put into effect
wherever the WMC regards it as
farms."
necessary as part of "the fullest
mobilization"
out war plans
for
an invasionto ofcarry
Europe.
Affects 32 Areas
Shortly after the P:esident issued
the order, Paul V. McNutt, War
Manpower Commissioner, stated
that it would apply at present to
only 32 areas where there is a work
shortage, and that in these areas it
will apply to all employment; —
stores, newspapers, house servants,
etc. — except to those who normally
work part time. Deputy Commissioner Fowler V. Harper stated that
the
order
would be "mandatory" in
the 32
areas.
Harper stated that it was unlikely
that areas with a labor surplus would
be brought under the order. He
added that he did not think "we will
ever come to New York City until
or unless it gets a lot tighter in its
labor situation than it is," but that
every place in the country would be
put on a 48-hour week "where it is
necessary to meet production schedules and needs."

Ray Bell Leaving Metro
For Air Lines Ad Post
Ray Bell has resigned from M-GM where he was in charge of national syndicates for the last three
years, prior to which he was the
head of publicity and advertising for
Loew theaters in Washington. Bell,
on Feb. 15, becomes director of advertising and public relations for
Pennsylvania-Central Airlines with
headquarters at the National Airport
in Washington.
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reviews of new mms
"The Amazing Mrs.
iday
" O'Brien
with DeannaHoll
Durbin,
Edmond
Universal
96 Mins.
DURBIN'S WORK HELPS TO MAKE THIS
MIXTURE OF DRAMA AND ROMANCE
GOOD
POPULAR
ENTERTAINMENT.
This film is of interest chiefly because
it m-^i Deanna Durbin's reappearance on
the rSsn after a considerate absence.
Audiences will be glad to welcome her
back is this expert blend of drama and
romance. It is a new Deanna — fully grown,
more matured in her art, richer in assurance. Her singing voice has gained a fullness that does complete justice to the several songs the script assigns to her.
Miss Durbin is completely charming and
competent as an American teacher in China
who stows away on a ship bound for San
Franc. sco when Japanese bombings force
her to flee with a group of orphaned children. The ship is sunk but she and the
kids are rescued and brought to Frisco. Miss
Durbin obtains refuge for the children at
the palatial home of the wealthy commodore of the sunken vessel by pretending
she is his widow. (The old chap is supposea
to have gone down with his ship.) By saying the ceremony was performed aboard
ship she is spared the necessity of producing evidence to support her story. The
skipper's grandson finds out her secret and
falls in love w.th Miss Durbin, meanwhile
keep.ng the truth from his vulture-like relatives, who hate the girl because she
stands between them and the old man's
dough.
The romance between Miss Durbin and
the grandson is threatened when the girl
tries to leave because of the embarrassing
position in which her lie has placed her.
The young people's path to the altar is
smoothed when the skipper suddenly turns
up very much alive, reveals the truth and
clears Miss Durbin of any wrong intent.
In return for making it possible for her
and his grandson to be married he asks that
he be allowed to adopt the children.
The story, which takes its time unravelling itself, was produced and directed by
Bruce Manning. There is little fault to
be found with his work on either count.
He has given the film a light touch where
such treatment was indicated. Mann.ng
had Frank Shaw as his associate producer.
The screenplay of Frank Ryan and John
Jacoby, as based on a Boris Ingster-Leo
Townsend adaptation of a Sonya Levien yarn,
is loaded with human interest and other
qualities that make for good popular entertainment. Also deserving of ment.on
are the photography of Elwood Bredell and
the work of Art Director Jack Otterson
and his associate, Martin Obzina.
Miss Durbin is capably supported by Edmond O'Brien as the man of her heart.
The comedy assignment is borne chiefly
by Barry Fitzgerald and Arthur Treacher.
Esther Dale, Harry Davenport, Frieda Inescort, Elisabeth Risdon, Grant Mitchell, Gus
Schilling are some of the others who deserve a kind word.
CAST: Deanna Durbin, Edmond O'Brien,
Barry Fitzgerald, Arthur Treacher, Esther
Dale, Harry Davenport, Frieda Inescort,
Elisabeth Risdon, Grant Mitchell, J. Frank
Hamilton, Christopher Severn, Yvonne
Severn, Mila Rich, Diane Dubois, Billy
Ward, Teddy Infuhr, Linda Bieber, Michael
Chanin, Gus Schilling, Jonathan Hale, Marie
Osborne.
CREDITS: Producer, Bruce Manning; Associate Producer, Frank Shaw; Director, Bruce

*

SHORTS

*

"Boomtown, D. C"

(This Is America)
RKO
19 Mins.
Good
This, the fourtn m the RKO Radio
series called "This Is America,"
casts furtner light on an America
at war. The subject this time is
wartime Washing con. The film gives
an excellent idea of the maelstrom
tnat is the nation's capital oi toaay.
"Boomtown, D. C," wnicn has been
vividly produced by Fredric Ullman, Jr., is tne sto.y oi the small
people of Washington, the omce
worKers and the liKe, who, though
insignificant as individuals are as a
group an important factor in the
nation's ultimate victory, in paying
its tribute to these people tne mm
takes the audiences in and out of
various Government buildings and
presents an intimate picture of the
aort of life the working gal is required to live in jam-packed Washington. The picture adds to its
numan values by fictionally tracing
une experiences of one girl come to
ohe country's nerve center to do her
Dit for the war effort as a clerk.
Although there isn't much in the
short that is new, the material has
oeen presented exuemeiy well. Phil
Reisman, Jr., did the script. Much
of the film's success is due to the direction of James Moore, who has given the staged scenes values worthy
of a feature production.

"Troop Train" 10 Mins.
OWI-WAC
Excellent Subject
Produced by the Office of War
Information Film Unit, this short
is easily one of the best yet turned
out by that skilled Government
agency. It pulsates with action, inspiration for eve.y American, and
is full of drama, human interest and
delightfully natural humor. Its story
recounts the transportation of a
IT. S. Army Motorized Division from
a coastal area to a far-off destination in the country.
Eye-filling and thrilling are the
scenes of loading heavy and light
tanks, motor vehicles, motorcycles,
et al, with special emphasis placed
upon the during
routine the
of long
the rail
division's
personnel
trek.
\Var or no war, "Troop Train" is an
intriguing offering that packs a
whale of a punch. Of course it is
to be distributed free to all exhibs.
commencing Feb. 11, — a rich gift
for any screen in the land.
Cuban Distrib. Dissolves
Havana (By Air Mail) — Films Art
Exchange, distributing company, has
been dissolved. Films it has been
handling have been acquired by Blue
Ribbon Films, Trocadero 109.
Manning; Screenplay, Frank Ryan, John
Jacoby; Adaptation, Boris Ingster, Leo Townsend; Based on story by Sonya Levien;
Cameraman, Elwood Bredell; Art Director, Jack Otterson; Film Editor, Ted Kent.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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THE DEADLINE IS NEAR.' WE CANT SHIP
TRAILERS UNLESS YOU TELL OS NOW.'
(AND THt TRAIIER iff A HONEY!)

COLLECTIONS

"*?F"

FEB.18-24 FOR.

MARCH OF DIMES
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MAIL OR WIRE PLEDGE TODAY.'
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Film Holdings
Of Atlas Advance
(Continued from Page 1)

the corporation's portfolio on Dec.
31, 1941; comparable figure for Dec.
31, 1940 was $6,477,735. RKO securities in the portfolio on Dec. 31, 1941
were held at $6,556,588.
With reference to Atlas' position
in RKO, Odium in his report says:
"Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation is currently doing well in all
branches of its business. The problems which previously concerned its
production branch for so long seem
to have been satisfactorily cleared
up by the Fall of 1942. With increased moving picture attendance
quite general, the theater branch of
the business is doing exceptionally
well. Your Company now owns
about 44 per cent of the Preferred
Stock and about 46 per cent of the
Common Stock of RKO. During the
year 1942 it added to its holdings
5,330 shares of Preferred Stock (constituting about 71 per cent of all the
shares dealt in on the New York
Stock Exchange) at an average cost
about 44 per cent of all the shares
of Common Stock (constituting
about 4 per cent of all the shares
dealt in on the New York Stock Exchange) at an average cost of $3.24
per share. With such a large holding
your Management might properly
disregard the market quotations and
carry this stock at an appraised figure but at this time has not elected
to do so. The appraisal of the value
of the stock at the year end would
not have been less than the then
market quotation."
Holdings of amusement issues, as
listed in the current report follow:
Preferred Stocks
Amounts
based
on Dec. 31,
1942 market
quotations

Shares
56,400 RKO
Corp.
6%
Cum.
Conv. $3,017,400
3,500 20th - Fox
$1.50
Cum.
Conv
91,000
18,978 Walt Disney Prod. 6%
Cum.
Conv
123,357

Common

Stocks

30,000 Paramount Pictures .... 502,500
1,324,853 RKO
Corp
4.636.985
327,811 RKO
Corp. option warrants
61,464
10,000 20th-Fox
141,250

Changes of industry interest in
the Atlas portfolio over the course
of the last 12 months are indicated
by this comparison with film securities held by the corporation as of
Dec. 31, 1941:
Preferred Stocks

Shares
51,070 RKO
Corp.
6<7c

COLORS!

Complete Catholic
Drive Commitee

M. CLAY ADAMS, former RKOPathe shorts producer, who enlisted
in the U.S.N.R. last Fall, is at Dartmouth College training for a commission as lieutenant, junior grade.

Georgia, has joined the Army Air
Corps, making the 473d employe
serving in some branch of our armed
forces.

MARSHALL SLADE, former chief
of staff at the Stanley, Baltimore,
has joined the Army.

Toronto— LOCKIE HAIGHT is the
latest member of the headoffice advertising department of Famous
Players Canadian to join the colors.
Haight has enlisted in the R.C.A.F.
photographic
branch.
Haight's departure followed
the resignation
of
LOU KARP to serve in the R.C.A.F.

Completion of the motion pictures
grouptee of of
Archbishop's
Committhe the
Laity
for an annual
Appeal of the Catholic Charities of
the Archdiocese of New York was
announced over the week-end by
Chairman John J. O'Connor.
Named to serve on the group, of
which Bert Sanford is vice-cb^Kman
are:
Jack Alicoate, Martin F. Bffmett,
Maj. Edward Bowes, Steve Broidy,
Harry Buckley, Patrick Casey, T. J.
Connors, H. M. Doherty, G. S. Eyssell, Si Fabian, E. C. Grainger, J.
R. Grainger, Al Hovell, John Kane,
Austin C. Keough, Joseph McConville, Charles B. McDonald, Joseph
P. McLaughlin, Joseph E. McMahon,
James A. Mulvey, and
John Murphy, Sen. William J.
Murray, Leon Netter, John Nolan,
Dennis F. O'Brien, John O'Connell,
Thomas F. O'Connor, Charles L. *
O'Reilly, P. A. Powers, Martin Quigley Charles Reagan, Phil Reisman,
Herman Robbins, W. F. Rodders,
George J. Schaefer, William A. Scully, George Skouras, Spyros Skoui*as. Postmaster General Frank C.
Walker, William White.

TO THE

Amounts
based
on Dec. 31,
1941 market
quotations

Cum.

Bundling?
Laconia, N. H. — Maybe they had
housing problems even way back in
those days.
Anyway, the Colonial Theater here
announced:
"Washington Slept Here With Jack
Benny and Ann Sheridan."

Charlotte, N. C— W. C. DAVIS,
assistant manager of the Imperial
theater, one of the Kincey chain serving the Carolinas, Tennessee,
and

Confer on Distribution

PCC Member Units Adopt
Allied's Caravan Plan

Plans for Zanuck's Film
{Continued from Page 1)

which Zanuck made recently in
North Africa is being considered by
industry leaders. One proposal said
to be under discussion calls for the
picture's distribution through one
company on a gratis basis, similar
to the deal used for "The Battle of
Midway."
been reached.No official decision has
The Zanuck picture, as yet without a title, was shown to company
presidents just prior to their dinner-meeting with Elmer Davis and
Lowell Mellett at the University
Club Monday night.
It was reported yesterday that
Mellett and Davis re-emphasized to
the company chiefs that the recent
"censorship" ruling on scripts was
not meant to be consorship but
merely a move to advise on stories
that might create friction among
the Allied Nations.
James
Heme's
WidowKatharine
Dies
Final A.rites
foi Mrs.
Corcoran Heme, 86, widow of James
A. Heme, actor and playwright, will
be
held today
St. Bartholomew's.
Cremation
in at
Fresh
Pond Meadow
will follow.
Conv
$2. 400. 290
3,500 20th - Fox
$1.50
Cum.
Conv
65,188
17.928 Walt Disney Prod. 6%
Cum. Conv
107. 56S

Common

40,000
1.266.253
327,811

Stocks

Paramount Pictures
RKO
Corp
RKO
Corp. option
rants

....
war-

580,000
4.115.322
40.976

Indicated asset value of the Atlas
Common was shown at $12.56 per
share in the report. This compares
with a valuation of $11.01 per share
on June 30, 1942 and $11.42 at Dec.
31, 1941.
The increase in asset value during
the year 1942 was after deduction of
dividends paid during the year,
totaling $2,298,201.50, of which $1079,331 was paid on the outstanding
Preferred and $1,218,870.50 paid on
the outstanding Common.
Gross income for the year amounted to $1,394,793.87 and expenses before taxes and contingencies amounted to $807,481.09. _ The net before
deducting for realization of loss on
investments amounted to $500,212.78.
The company during the year reduced its unrealized depreciation by
$6,383,549.66.

(Continued from Page 1)

that the Pacific Coast Conference
of Independent Theater Owners, acting through its board of trustees,
today approved and became a participant in the Allied caravan plan.
Purpose of the caravan plan is to
strengthen the position of independent exhibitors by affording them
an information service relative to
conditions in the film market comparable to that enjoyed by distributors.

"Adoption of the plan followed a
series of exhibitor meetings in Seat- Industry Execs. Among
tle, Portland, San Francisco and Los Giannini Pallbearers
Angeles. At these meetings the plan
(Continued from Page 1)
was presented by the caravan committee and in each instance was
Church of the Good Shepherd, Bevunanimously
approved by the as- ?rly Hills, will be Judge Timothy
sembled exhibitcrs.
Fitzpatiick, San Francisco; Frank
"Last Fall the caravan plan was Powell,
P. J. Normanly, A. J. Bayer,
adopted by regional associations for- Toseph Schenck, Harry Cohn, James
merly affiliated with Allied States Tohnston, Edward McLaughlin and
Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors. Addition of the four strong Charles P. Skouras. Honorary pallbearers will be Felix McGmnis Dr.
Coast units, functioning through the Cornwall Bricca, Dr. L. McMahon,
conference, brings into participation
Casey, Carol Del Pine, James
the largest number of independent Pat
exhibitors ever enlisted in support Sword, Roy Disney. Dwight Clarke,
•John O. Prasszo Harry Bardt, Edof a protective movement.
mund Nelson, Louis Canepa, Joseph
"Members of the Allied commit- Cregni, Sol Lesser, Richard Culver,
tee stress the fact that their only
W. Kelly, Frank Risso, Wilauthorized mission was to present Arthur
liam Baluer, Fred Frerrite: o, Thomas
to the Conference units the plan and Brandt, Martin Quigley, James R.
to enlist their support thereof.
Winfield R. Sheehan, W. R.
Gratified at the success of their mis- Paige,
Rothaeker, Bobby North. Maurice D.
sion, they expressed their appre- Kann, Gurney Newlin, Edward
ciation of many courtesies extended Small, Charles Strub, Dr. R. T.
by Coast representatives. Cordial
relations that have been established Mo?ui. Thomas L. Wald. Julian Hazard, Nicholas Gullio, Thomas Lick,
insure the fullest co-operation in Harry M. Warner, Jack L. Warner,
Victor Rosetti, Josenh Scott, Is^ore
carrying plan into execution."
Dockweiler. L. B. Mayer, E. J. ManStrand, Plainfield, N. J.,
nix, Fred Flint, A. J. Gock, F. Bush,
Touis Ferrari, and William May
Drops Clearance Squawk
Garland.
Entombment at Calvary Mausolem
By mutual consent and without will follow the requiem mass.
prejudice, the clearance complaint
filed by the Strand Theater Operating Co., Plainfield, N. J., has been
withdrawn. Terms of the settlement,
"ALakeHorse,
A Horse—99
if any, were not revealed, but costs
Butler, Fla. — Manager H. A.
Dale of the Lake Theater has put
were assessed one-tenth to each of
the parties involved. Defendants
up a hitching rack in front of the
were 20th Century-Fox, RKO, Wartheater with a sign inviting horsemen to "hitch here." The rack is
ner Bros., Loew's, Paramount, Essex
Amusement Corp., Warner Bros. Cirfilling a definite need in the face of
cuit, Skouras Theaters and RKO
gas
ridingrationing,
horses. for many people are
Proctor Corp. Case was filed originally on Nov. 3, 1941.
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^INFORMATION

^
FEATURE
1942

RELEASES

PRODUCERS

CREDITS

Producer credits for pictures released during 1941
and 1942. (Previous credits
in previous Year Books.)

A complete list of all features released during 1942
together with complete
credits — producer — director — star — cameraman —
cast — author — etc.
FILM DAILY review date
and running time.

THEATERS
An up-to-date list of all
theaters in the U. S. and
Canada. Theaters listed individually byStates, towns
or cities.
A circuit list which covers
all theaters in circuits. Circuit headquarters and important personnel.

DIRECTORS
The complete listing of all
directors with the names of
the pictures they directed
during 1941 and 1942.

EXPLOITATION
TITLES

A manual of tried and
proved ideas for Ballyhoos.
Theater Fronts, Lobbies,

A list of more than 18,500
titles of motion pictures
dating back to 1915 with
names of companies who
distributed them together
with FILM DAILY review
date.

Window Displays, Newspapers, Printed Matter and
Special Stunts.
-"ifji

Over
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Sachson Promoted
By Ben Kalmenson

Court May Whittle
Momand Damages

FILL NEW WARNER SALES POSTS

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ern division; a post vacant since the
start of the Kalmenson regime.
Haines, recognized as one of the
outstanding figures in Eastern film
sales activities, will headquarter in
New York.
Jules Lapidus, at present New
York Metropolitan district manager,
has been promoted to Eastern sales
managership, formerly supervised
by Haines. .. _
—,
"*
,
Seed
l district
Har
trary
Cen
manager covering
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cleveland
and Cincinnati,
succeeds Lapidus
in the New York
post.
Charles R i c h, |
now Cleveland
branch manager,
becomes Central
district manager
to fill vacancy
created by Seed's ARTHUR SACHSON
promotion.
This realignment also marks the
return to the Executive field force
of the former all-star sales executive, Leo Blank, one-time district
manager of the important Chicago
territory, who was slated for more
important duties with the company
when suddenly stricken ill and
forced into temporary retirement.
With his health restored, Blank returns to Warners as Cleveland
branch manager, succeeding Rich.
The new promotions go into effect
immediately.

"Stage Door Canteen"
Winding Up in the East
Sol Lesser's "Stage Door Canteen" finishes production today at
the Fox Movietone Studios where the
unit has placed before the cameras
practically every star of radio, stage
and screen in the East as well as
several name bands, in four weeks
shooting. Frank Borzage, is directing with Harry Wild at the camera.
More than 2,000 extras and bit players have been handled by Max Richard for the troupe, which heads back
to Los Angeles tomorrow where the
picture will be completed.

Salacious Pix Seen
As Imitating Hitler
Detroit — Wart:me protection instead of relaxation of moral standards for film production is seen
as a duty in a lead editorial in the
current "The MictTgan Catholic,"
organ of the Detroit archdiocese.
"Letting down the bars for salacious
movies . . . means imitating Hitler
in his attacks on the moral law,"
the editorial warns.

from major producers, distributors t\.
and the Griffith companies may be
eliminated shortly became apparent
in Federal District Court here yesterday as Judge Bower Broaddus
expressed a comment on his present
opinion as to the chief complaints
in this case, and suggested J| [ unless Momand's chief counseljM~orge
S. Ryan "changes his mind" he
wculd eliminate others after hearing Ryan's
arguments
either this
week-end
or early
next week.
ROY

HAINES

JULES

LAPIDUS

25% Raw Stock Cut
Slated in England
London (By Cable)— The Board of
Trade is fixing a 25 per cent cut in
rcw stock to take effect within a
month, it was announced here yesterday. All users of film will be affected. Distributors expect that
the allocations will be alone: lines
similar to those put into effect in
the United States.

Tenn. to Have Sunday
Films for the Duration
(Continued from Pane 1)

which has passed both Houses with
little opposition and will be signed
by the Governor without delay. This
law which is effective for the duration of the war and six months after
repeals the requirement that Sunday
shows must be legalized by a majority vote of each city council.
Knoxville and Jackson are among
the cities and towns that will have
Sunday movies as a result because
of the passage of this act.
Another bill proposing to legalize shows in Knoxville will be allowed to die in committee although
presented with a petition bearing
6 000 names. The Knoxville council had refused to legalize Sunday
shows by an amendment.
The opening time was fixed at 2
A bill making illegal the operap.m. tion of a movie house at a loss and
overbuying films to discourage competition in cities and towns under
1 5,000 population has passed the
House on third reading, but is believed unlikely to pass the Senate.
Only local pressure is behind this
measure and the Assembly has only
two days to run before edjournment.
The fate of another measure calling
for 10 per cent state tax increase in
admissions is unknown. Its defeat
is expected.
Blackout for Indianapolis
Indianapolis — Merion county will
have a complete blackout test in
March.

Judge Broaddus specified Seminole, Wewoka, Holdenville, Okmulgee and Shawnee as the points he
had in mind at this time as the
chief complaints. He virtually
ruled out Clinton and Alva in his
comments but stated such rulings
would not be given until Ryan had .
an opportunity to change his mind.p'
Since Ryan is only two or three
days from completion of his case,
(Continued from Page 1)
the court's remarks were particularly significant
to sumland personally, although he did conmarize hints heandhastended
been dropping
firm that he has made arrangements
along
the
same
line
for
the
past
for one English film in which his week.
players will be used and expects to
Not All Defendants Liable
conclude negotiations for others.
Earlier in the day Judge Broaddus comThe series will be particularly
mented on another subject previously discussed
— that not all of the defendants would be
designed,
Selznick
stated,
to
maintain and further the status of Vivien
HARRY

SEED

CHARLES

RICH

Selznick Discloses
Producing Plans

Leigh, who is under contract to him,
as a star of the first rank. With
Selznick's consent, Miss Leigh went
to England to join her husband, Lau"ence Olivier, and to star in the
London stage production of "The
Doctor's
SelznickDilemma."
further stated that he
would not know how to produce a
picture from a distance of 600 feet,
much less 6,000 miles.
For the first picture, "She Walks
in Beauty," Selznick will supply the
services of Miss Leigh and another
of his contract players, Alan Marshal, as well as story, a director,
and scenarist, whom he will choose
within the next few days and send
ho England. He also has certain
financial obligations in connection
with the film, rights of which he will
"ontrol for the Western Hemisphere,
Australia and South Africa.
Because of the great shortage of
leading men in England, Schenck
may leave Marshal there to appear
opposite Miss Leigh in other films.
Selznick is negotiating: various
other film setups in Hollywood as
well as in England, to utilize his
large and growing list of contract
players
and othertopersonnel,
including in addition
Miss Leigh
and
Marshal, Ingrid Bergman, Joan
Fontaine, Alfred Hitchcock, Robert
Stevenson, Jennifer Jones, Dorothy
McGuire, Gene Kelly, K. T. Stevens and many others.
Selznick's own personally produced
pictures will be distributed through
United Artists of which his company
is one-fourth owner, but the films
for which he will supply the talent,
and partial or complete finances are
not yet committed as to distribution although it is considered prob-

held liable
defendants'
to dismiss to comeif the
up next
week is motion
not sustained.
"I don't think that either Pathe or Columbia
had
damaged
Mr. HeMomand
to any extent,"
the court
stated.
asked Momand,
who is
still
on
the
stand
under
cross-examination
Pathe.he considered he had been damaged bv
how
"By
to
get
"That
'hese
I had

the high prices I had to pay in order
their
pictures,"
was the for
latter's
was the
main offense
they answer.
forced
high prices on me when they knew
to have their product because of inability to get any other. They also damaged me by splitting their product with Griffith when he had most all of the other major

Court Stops Defense Procedure
Defense attorney Edward McClennan also
spent much time yesterday questioning Momand on his Film Board of Trade experiences.
He referred to the credit statement Momand
product."
had filed for Clinton at the insistence of
M-G-M Branch Manager W. B. Zoellner.
which both Momand and Zoellner testified to*
as having been done at the latter's urging
ind suggestion that just figures be put down.
McClennan charged that this was a criminal
offense under the Oklahoma state law — i.e.,
giving false statements in an application for
credit. Judge Broaddus stopped him at
this point with the comment that "we've gone
far Momand
enough also
along testified
that line."
that he first got
the idea of filing his anti-trust action for
damages in 1923 and 1924 when the business began to develop as a racket instead
of a business and that he then began accumu'ating data for the present suit for damages.
McClennan also bore heavily on the testimony of Momand entered in the present suit
which he had not related in the state case
at Shawnee, implying such testimony had
been manufactured in between the two suits.
Momand insisted his testimony at Shawnee
was on short notice and that he had had
ample time (12 years) to refresh himself on
such matters for the current trial. Judge
Broaddus commented then that he could not
hold Momand accountable for any relationship or lack of it between the two cases.

able that he will also place these
through United Artists.
Selznick did not comment on a
published report that he is seeking
to buy control of UA and that he
would -also produce two radio- shows^
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RODGERS ASKS NATIONAL THEATER ASS'N
Would

Let Pearl Harbor Date Salaries Stand

Disney Amendment Would
Keep Salaries Since Dec. 7,
1941 at $25,000 Ceiling
Washington

By ANDREW
Bureau

H. OLDER

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — An amendment to
the Gearhart proposal calling for the
killing of the salary ceiling regulations was offered yesterday by Congressman Wesley Disney, Oklahoma
Democrat. The amendment would
permit large salaries to be paid to
radio and screen stars, for instance,
provided they did not exceed the salaries received by these same individuals at the time of Pearl Harbor.
Increases to amounts over the $67,-

TALK PAY LID
AT COAST MEET
New

Cite Giannini Faith
In Screen at Rites

Washington

Bureau

of .THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued on Page 6)

Announce Little WLB
For Calif. •Nev.-Ariz.
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The regional War
Labor Board for California, Nevada,
and Arizona was announced this
morning by Hie WLB. First session will be held wittiin a few days.
No motion picture people were included on the board's roster.

Army lo Pay for 300
Prints of Zanuck Pic
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The only thing yet
to be settled on the matter of release of four Technicolor reels on
the invasion of North Africa filmed
by Signal Corps crews under C61.
Darryl F. Zanuck, is the release
date, it was revealed yesterday by
Lowell Mellett, OWI film chief, who
confirmed for the first time rumors
that the film would be made available to the public.
The present working title of the
film is "On the North African Fron:t"
said Mellett, who continued that
"about 300(Continued
prints onare
Page to6) be made

Seven Film Stocks Reach
New Highs for the Year

In the most active stock market
Los Angeles — Representatives of session in a year, seven film stocks
civic, religious and philosophical or- hit new highs for 1943.
Warner Bros, at 9% was V2 above
ganizations, former banking and
medical associates and members of year's previous high and at its top
film colony completley filled the for more than six years. Paramount
to a new high of 19,
Church of( Continued
the Goodon Page
Shepherd
yes- common went
(Continued on Page 6)
3)
West Coast Bureau of THE

Washington — Although he would
very much like to attend, Vice-President Henry A. Wallace doubts that
it will be possible for him to accept

FILM

DAILY

Staff Writer

A plea for the welding of all exhibition forces into one national
theater organization as a step to promote unity in the film
industry was voiced by William F. Rodgers, Loew's vice-president, yesterday
at the installation
Ceiling on film salaries, particuof officers
of

"Go on WlihCase ,"
Momand Trial Advice

Wallace Unlikely to
Attend Awards Dinner

By LOU PELEGRINE

York Execs, to Leave for
Conferences Tomorrow

larly as it releates to stars, directors, writers, producers and others
engaged in the production of pictures, will be one of the principal
topics at the industry conference to
be held throughout next week in
Hollywood under auspices of the
"Committee of Six."
(Continued on Page 7)
Raw stock curtailment, both domestic and foreign, also is prominent on the agenda, with other topics including War Manpower Commission edicts and their effect on
the motion picture industry, expanded activities of Navy and Army
Air Force training films and a coOklahoma City — "The way I feel the Army. ordinated training film program for
right now I'd go on with the case."
Contingent leaving New York toThese world of Judge Bower Broad(Continued on Page 6)
dus at the close of A. B. Momand's
cross-examination in his $4,950,000
anti-trust suit being heard in Federal District Court here brought
wide smiles to the faces of Momand
attorneys for it meant they had won
a partial victory.
The court's statement came in discussion of procedure to follow when
(Continued on Page 6)

Loew's Vice-Prexy Urges Organization Which Will
Include All Exhibition Interests; Asserts Time Will
Come When Trade Will Realize United Front Benefits

New

FILM

DAILY

JV. J>. Divorcement

Bill

Identical With State's Law Repealed in 1939
Universal Stockholder
Meeting on March 15
Annual meeting of Universale
stockholders will be held March 15
but it is problematical whether the,
plan for the simplification of the
corporate and financial structure will
be ready to present by that time.
The proposal to merge Universal
(Continued on Pagre 6)

Second theater divorcement bill to
be introduced during the current
legislative session has been offered
in the North Dakota House as House
Bill 95. A similar measure is currently before the Kansas solons.
The North Dakota proposal is reported to be identical with the bill
introduced in 1937 and which had an
unprecedented career. After its
passage, a three-judge
court de(Continued on Page

7)

the

Motion

Picture Associates at a
luncheon a t
the Hotel Astor. Speaking beforethat
an
audience
jammed the
room
grand of
b a the
1i 1hostelry
n
what was
the greatest
turnout
in
the
history

W.

F.

RODGERS

of the charitable organization, Rodgers said such a group was urgently
(Continued on Page 3)

Employers May Have
To Let Some Men Out
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Industry employers
who cannot keep all their workers
busy 48 hours per week will soon
have to release some of these employes, it was explained yesterday
by the War Manpower Commission.
Although (Continued
the text on
of Page
the 6)
President's

Home

Offices Will
Observe Holiday

At least three home

offices will

be closed all day tomorrow, Lincoln's Birthday, while others will
shutter at one o'clock. Those that
will take a full holiday, are RKO,
Columbia and 20th CenturyrFox.
Closing at 1 p.m. are.M-G-M, Universal, Paramount, Warner Bros.,
United Artists, PRC, Monogram and
the MPPDA. Republic and the War
Activities Committee had not decided their plans late yesterday.
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JOHN TURNER, Warner Circuit film buyer
for the Philadelphia zone, has returned from
his honeymoon
in the Saranac
country.

GREGOR ZIEMER, author of "Education for
Death," on which "Hitler's Children" is based
left for Cincinnati
yesterday.

HARRY GOLDBERG, director of advertising
and publicity for Warner theaters, held a meeting in Philadelphia
yesterday.

%

BCB

WOLFF

and

HARRY

GITTLESON

with
him a print
"Aerial Gunner"
to Paramount
H. O.of execs.

Driving Ban, Population
Loss Closing N. Y. Houses

Eves
QuitsFilmCanada's
National
Board

Buffalo — Exchanges and MPTO
of New York State, Inc., have been
advised of the closing of several
theaters as a result of the pleasure
driving ban and shifting of population from some small towns to war
production centers.
The following closings are reported: Hemlock at Hemlock, Gordon D. Cox, manger; Point at Whitney Point, Norman Pearlman; Lyric,
Syracuse, W. E. Doyle; Andrews,
Salamanca, Schine; Lakes at Interlaken, Ray Pashley, operating four
day.
days, closed Tuesday through Thurs-:

Eastman Declares Dividends
Rochester— Directors of Eastman
Kodak yesterday declared a regular
quarterly dividend of 1% per cent
on the preferred stock and a quarterly dividend of $1.25 on the common, payable Apr. 1.

to show

The complaint claims that SherToronto — Resignation of Bob Eves
man earned about $450,000 during
from the National Film Board to
the term of the contract and that
accept an Army commission as lieu- Blum was prevented from fulfilling
tenant is linked by observers here to
the criticism of the board and its his
ment. obligations under the agreechairman, John Grierson, by certain
politicians and a section of the press.
Other resignations are anticipated.
It is hinted that the move to erect
NEW YORK
a studio for the Film Board has been
blocked in an economy wave which
THEATERS
is accompanying
tion of the board. some reorganiza-

Mai. Hal Roach Returns
. After nearly five months active
service abroad, Maj. Hal E. Roach,
Signal Corps, i-eturned to this country by air yesterday. Major Roach
spent only a few hours in New York
before reporting to Washington,
arily.
where he will be stationed temporAdded
West
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Hollywood — Harry Maizlish,
manager of KFWB, has also been
appointed radio director at Warners
studio.
Plus In Person I CON NEE
BOSWELL
On Our Stage I PAUL LAVALLE & Orch.
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Albany — Senate reported out the
Oliver bill to extend re-licensing
privilege after the war to moving
picture operators now in service
or entering by July 1, 1943. As it
is -identical with the Manning bill
passed by the Assembly Monday
night, the Manning bill was substituted for it in the committee of
the whole and advanced to third
reading1 in the Senate. Measure
probably will be passed next week
and sent to the Governor.

transactions involving "motio*' *"ucture
deals,or contracts,
plays,
pictures
productions
in >m&^swrnch
Sherman may have interest." The
plaintiff also alleges that under the
contract hein was
be the producer's
assistant
film toproduction
at $150
ainterest.
week in addition to the one-third

%

Operators Re-licensing
Bill Slated to Pass

will

return tonight from their first- tour in connection with RKO's
Ned Depinef. Drive.
BILL THOMAS of Pine-Thomas will leave
Hollywood for New York next Tuesday bringing

AL O. BONDY, film distributor for General
Electric, left New York last night for New
Haven
and Bridgeport.

reopenings have been reported: Avon at Fulton, Pulton Enterprises, Inc.,reopened
and Schine's
Capitol at Oswego,
to operate
Saturdays and Sundays only.
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LEO J. MCCARTHY, assistant general sales
manager of PRC, is due to arrive in Hollywood
tomorrow
from
Denver.

Two

FINANCIAL
NEW

JULES LAPIDUS, newly appointed Warners'
Eastern sales manager, will visit Pittsburgh
over the week-end.

The $150,000 breach of contract
suit brought by David Blum against
Harry Sherman was transferred
from New York Supreme Court yesterday to Federal Court on motion
of Sherman's counsel. -Blum alleges that under a five-year contract
entered into on May 17, 1936, he was
to receive a one-third interest in any

his orchestra
Extra Added
Attraction

Frank Sinatra
Times
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B'WAY &

E3EI3

47th St.

Rhythm"
Johnny
Gifford
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Weissmuller
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Johnny

Sheffield

'

staff operating from Dtstnct ^Office m £*
& theatres, broadcas^
cians will provide services to e\eCtr°
he and hospitals. f™6^
stations, industrial plants, schools, church
.^
|^ ^
The entire managerial ^^^tision
has been inco,
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(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

have all lost entirely too much time
pulling in opposite directions."
the maxilish
accheomp
W"To
mum,"
asserted, al "I believre
eventually
a nation
theate
orga^'itation is necessary, one
tha ^1 include all motion picture heater interests, one that
will be representative of all theatermen's views. When that time
arrives, if it does, and I believe
it will, then there will be on the
horizon an opportunity for expansion in this business that
will surpass the dreams of even
the most optimistic."
In calling upon the various elements in the business to join in a
common bond to advance the interests of the screen, Rodgers told his
Jisteners that "the time may be disyet itand will secome, when l this ize
tant, dustry
tho
in it wil real inthe benefits of a united front and
will by consultation with and trust
of each other then commence to realize and reap to the fullest extent
the possibilities of this great industry."
Dream of Utopia?
The speaker added that though
it might seem a dream of Utopia
he foresaw "the day when this industry and all of its branches will
have a more thorough understanding of each other's problems and
thereby act in unison for the general
good of all."
Rodgers said that the sooner the
industry gained a united front the
better. He "urgently" advocated
that "the welding of interests" be
accomplished by voluntary action of
the industry. It was Rodgers' opinion that "the granite qualities of
charity" offered a great opportunity on which to build a foundation of industry unity.
Tribute to M. P. Associates
■ In a tribute to the work of the
m.. P. Associates in alleviating distress among members of the industry here Rodgers urged expansion
of the group into an agency through
which every deserving case could
be assured of relief.
Rodgers urged that every effort
be exerted to make the MPA the
equivalent here of the West Coast's

Joseph
Mankiewicz
Mike
Mindlin
Dave

O'Malley

Eva
Parti
Anita

Cabor
McCarty
Garvin

•

•

•

MEETING

of the

Advertising

Club

of Boston

in

the

Hotel

Statler there on Feb. 1& (it's a luncheon) will be addressed by colorful
Charles Francis "Socker"- Coe
Prominent
ad and business
execs.
are inundating the function's pilots with demands for reservations
Lots of pic folks want to be on hand 'cause "Socker" is a son of celluloid He's also been a scion of other branches of endeavor, — author.
attorney, criminologist, radio announcer, U. S. Navy boxing champ, auto
salesman, insurance solicitor, etc., etc
Which further explains the
ticket

rush

The

Coe

address

is

titled,

"The

Motion

Picture

Columbus, Miss. — Speaking for
the MPTOA, President Ed Kuykendall on his return here yesterday voiced the following tribute
to the late Dr. A. H. Giannini:
"The industry has lost a great
friend and benefactor in Dr. Giannini, who understood its problems.
His keen, analytical mind saved
many near-failures over the

Goes

To War"
Invited to sit at the head table are Norman Ayres, Warners; Bill Erbb, Paramount; John Scully, Universal; Ed Callahan, 20thFox; Gus Schaefer, RKO; Harry Rogovin, Columbia; John Dervin, UA:
Ed Morey, Republic; Maurice Wolf, Loew's; Joe Brennan of Allied Theaters, Art Howard of Independent Exhibitors, Ernest Hoptyzer, prexy, and
Ray Fletcher, vice-prexy, of the
Tent No. 26 announces through
man, that reservations for the
shift has been made from the
Ballroom for this event

Ad Club. . . • New Chicago Variety
Henri Elman, national convention chairconvention banquet are so great that
Blackstone Ballroom to the Drake Hotel

Biz session and conclave headquarters re-

main in the Blackstone

Tis

also asserted

that by

the time Tent's

new club rooms are opened on Feb. 16, the Chi "chapter" will have a
total of 125 members, — all paid up, too!
▼
T
T
•

•

«

AlEXGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

YDD to Tops
Biz
Up
150% "York"
in Towns
In its first batch of engagements
in smaller cities and towns, "Yankee Doodle Dandy" is drawing attendance that is generally about 200
per cent of average and in many
cases as much as 150 per cent over
"Sergeant York," pevious Warners
high-mark setter, the company's
sales records disclose. Many towns
already have booked "Dandy"
for
needed in the industry because "we
Motion Picture Relief Fund, so that
"we may take care of our own in a
manner that will reflect great credit
on our industry."
The sales executive recommended
that a committee of two be appointed by the MPA to go to the
Coast to study the operations and activities of the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Rodgers said the MPA should set
itself a goal of "not less than 1,000
paying
members."
ship is now
more thanThe500,memberhaving
been swelled by 300, chiefly through
the efforts of Rodgers. Among the
newest members is Babe Ruth, who
was present at the luncheon.
At the close of his address Rodgers was presented a plaque by Jack
Ellis, the new president of the MPA,
for his work in behalf of the group.
James J. Walker, who served as
toastmaster, also appealed for unity.
"This is a great industry," he said,
"but there must be unity in it. Set-

Einfeld Names Bolton
Director of Publicity
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

terday to attend funeral services for
Dr. A. H. Giannni.
Fr. Edward J. Whelan, president
of Loyola, and a lifelong friend,
eulogized the former UA president,
stressing his love for humanity. He
told of Dr. Giannini's faith in the
screen as a cultural medium and of
his unstinted backing of several
producers.
Father
Whelan
also

touched on his numerous charities
and mentioned his wealth of friends.
He related Dr. Giannini's background
of culture and told of the degrees
won
by the
medicine,
and deceased
surgery. in literature,
Private entombment rites in Calyears."
vary Cemetery Mausoleum followed
the church services.
Tribute was paid to Dr. Giannini
on a memorial program over station
KFWB last night. Speakers included Paul Yost, Community Chest;
Guerney Newlin, Red Cross; Frank
Wiel, USO; Rabbi Edgar Magnin and
Father Whelan.

Frederick C. Hinds Dead
DAILY

Hollywood — Charles Einfeld of
Warner Bios, has appointed Whitney Bolton director of studio publicity. Alex Evelove continues as
studio publicity manager.
the third time around and close to
75 additional third-time bookings in
other sections are awaiting available prints.
tle differences between exhibitors
and distributors inside."
Besides Ellis those inducted included Morris Sanders, vice-president; Matthew Kahn, second vicepresident; Saul Trauner, treasurer;
Moe Fraum, recording secretary;
Charles Penser, financial secretary;
Harry Furst, sergeant-at-arms ;
Seymour Schussel and Jerome Wilson, trustees. The new officers were
presented by Walker.
Others on the dais were Steve
Broidy, Gus Eyssell, Abe Montague,
William Scully, Charles Francis Coe,
Edward A. Golden, Jules Levey, Sam
Shain, Jack Alicoate, Chick Lewis,
Harry H. Lowenstein, Max Cohen,
Jack Cohn, Joseph J. Lee, David A.
Levy, Bob Mochrie, Bob Weitman.
At the termination of the luncheon Eddie Dowden, Phil Hodes,
Dave Burkman, Mike Edelstein and
Mike Siegel took up a collection for
the March of Dimes.
The luncheon was a magnet for
top exhibition and distribution executives in this area.

Whitewater, Wis. — Frederick C.
Hinds, 49, president of the Lakeland
Theaters, Inc. and manager of the
Strand here as well as the Uptown
here.
and Fort in Fort Atkinson, died
Mrs. J. W. Exxon Dies
Kenosha, Wis. — Mrs. Grace Adele
Exton, 41, wife of J. William Exton,
manager
dead
here.of the Roosevelt theater, is

STORKS
Memphis — Mr. and Mrs. M. A.
Lightman, Jr., are celebrating the
birth of their first child, a son. It
is the first grandchild of the president of Malco Circuit. The young
father was former manager of the
Malco theater before joining the
Army Air Force as a private. He
is on leave from Harlingen Field,
Tex., to greet the new arrival.
Cleveland — A second son was born
last week to Mr. and Mrs. M. J.
Connor. Father is contact manager
of the Warner theater department.
Larry Kent, executive assistant
to president Spyros Skouras of 20thFox, is a grandfather via the birth
of a son, Kent, to his daughter, Mrs.
Geo:ge Kennedy. The event took
place in Los Angeles.

CHINESfCEMGRAM:

*****«K4.*I
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If loud braying counted for
anything-

«*M
ii

i| # % h

The ass would be King of
the jungle!"
Dr. Lee-o's American
translation:

PICTURES, NOT
CONVERSATION
FROM M-G-M I
Completed and in production at the great M-G-M Studios in Culver City are the finest
shows this industry has ever seen. With confidence in the future, with an enthusiastic willingness to go full speed ahead you can depend on the Friendly Company now and in months to
come. With our first two groups giving a fine account of themselves at box-offices nationwide,
with "Random Harvest" outgrossing "Miniver," look ahead with us and remember; "Not for
just a day, not for just a season, but Always !"

MetroGOL
DMI
N
E-M«
y^
PICTURES IN PRODUCTION
"PRESENTING

LILY MARS"

BARRY

A

Judy Garland, Van Heflin, Bob Crosby & Band
it

DU

WAS

LADY"

(Technicolor)

Red Skelton, Lucille Ball, Gene Kelly, Tommy Dorsey & Band

"ASSIGNMENT
IN BRITTANY"
Pierre Aumont, Susan Peters
"CABIN

IN THE SKY"

Ethel Waters, 'Rochester,' Lena Home, Duke Ellington & Band

"THE HUMAN

COMEDY"

Mickey Rooney in Saroyan's Book-oj-the-Month Club masterpiece

"SLIGHTLY
DANGEROUS"
Lana Turner, Robert Young
"THE YOUNGEST

PROFESSION"

The Season's Surprise with top M-G-M

"LASSIE

COME

names as Guest Stars

HOME"

(Technicolor)

Roddy McDowall, Donald Crisp

"DESTINATION

TOKYO"

Franchot Tone, Ruth Hussey, Gene Kelly

"AIR RAID
WARDENS"
Laurel and Hardy
"SALUTE TO
THE MARINES"
Wallace Beery
"BATAAN'S

LAST STAND"

Robert Taylor, George Murphy, Thomas Mitchell, Lloyd Nolan \

"BEST FOOT

FORWARD"

Lucille Ball, William Gaxton, Virginia Weidler, Harry James & Band

|

Joan Crawford,
Fred MacMurray
CION"
E SUSPI
"ABOV

\ "DR. Lionel
GILLESPIE'S
CRIMINAL CASE"
Barrymore, Van Johnson, Donna Reed
"GIRL CRAZY"

Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Tommy Dorsey & Band

"PRIVATE

MISS

JONES"

(Tecfm/co/orJ

Kathryn Grayson, Gene Kelly, Mary Astor, John Boles, Jose Iturbi

"SWING

SHIFT MAISIE"

Ann Sothern, James Craig

"FACULTY

ROW"

Susan Peters, Herbert Marshall, Mary Astor

"I DOOD

"MARCH

OF

IT"

Red Skelton, Eleanor Powell, Jimmy Dorsey & Band
FEB. 18-24
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TO THE COLORS!

(Continued from Page 1)

Minneapolis — Lt. JOE PODOLOFF, 20th-Fox branch manager,
(Continued from Page 1)
was feted at the Variety Club last
the subject of a motion to dismiss night prior to his departure for
because of insufficient evidence was active naval duty at Fort Schuyler,
to- N. Y.
a possible filing
as Defense
brought up morrow.
attorneys were
New Haven — FRANK PALUMmind as to
feeling out the court'swould
be re- BO, assistant shipper at RKO, is
how such a motion
now
at Miami in the Air Corps, as
of
ceived, but Edward McClennan
the defense staff later pointed out is BILL BONDE, former assistant
the defendants were more than anx- shipper at Metro.
ious that the case be tried to final
A est Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
judgment unless it be dismissed on
Hollywood — ROBERT TAYLOR
an affirmative finding for the deentered the naval force at Los Anfendants. Judge Broaddus' comment
makes it almost certain that at least
geles yesterday as a lieutenant, junior grade, and will report to Corpus
a major portion of the requests for Christi,
Tex., within 30 days for
damages as outlined in The Film training as
a ferry pilot.
Daily yesterday will be carried
through to defense hearings and
final adjustment.
the genBefore yesterday's session closed,Ryan,
Moeral estimate was that George S.
exre-direct
finish
will
mand chief counsel,
the
introduce
amination of Momand today,
small amount of additional evidence he has
and then present his argument either this
afternoon or tomorrow and that Judge Broadwill then decide Monday on what pordus
tion of the suit will be continued.
Defense Opens Next Week
The defense will then call its witnesses
next week and present its arguments during
that period. There now seems to be a strong
finished bepossibility that the case may inbe view
of yesfore the end of this month
terday's developments. Judge Broaddus during his comments said that he was inclined
to think each side will be benefited if the
case is closed and not dismissed on such a
motion as for insufficient evidence. He stated
that he expected the arguments to be heard
comthe rest of this week to be full and
plete, in fact much more so than those to
be made at the end of the trial.
Ryan announced that he would introduce
this morning copies of The Film Daily
V EAR BOOK as authentic data covering
defendants
financial
points as
and'
schedules
productiosn of
s, statement
ownership
theater
releases, theater changes, mortality among the
ranks of independent producers and other
.
general information.
C. B. Cochran, Griffith attorney, objected
BroadJudge
evidence.
as
entry
their
to
YEARdus stated that he would admit thethen
hear
BOOKS this morning and would
arguments on questions which they _ involved.
Ordinarily trade journals are admissible as
this case
but on"inwhether
he commented,
evidence,
we will have
to decide only
or
not they will be of value for our purposes."
Cochran's Objections
Cochran's chief objection was in that the
YEARBOOK showed film by calendar year
rather than by release session such as the
schedules he has prepared showed. McClennan's cross-examination yesterday met with
many objections from Ryan and Ray Smith,
Momand counsel, the majority of which were
sustained as attempts to show the unreliability of this witness by quoting from previous testimony and from a huge volume of
communications between Momand and branch
managers as well as other correspondence.
One such group contained a letter from Momand to Sidney R. Kent, Paramount executive, asking that he investigate branch
manager Roy Hefner's ownership and financing of theaters. Kent had a local law firm
do this and informed Momand no evidence
existed to substantiate such claims. Momand
wrote him the whole thing had been a
whitewash and telling Kent: "Your remarks
reduce you to the status of a common liar."
Kent replied he had known nothing like
that in 15 years of film experience and said
"I hope you will prove your manhood the
first time you are in my office in New York
City and repeat that to my face. Then we
will see whether you are a man or skunk."
Ryan then insisted that a following letter
t'rom Kent to Hefner be read into the record in which Kent told Hefner to cease doing
business with this man and "not sell him
any of our pictures at any price." Hefner's
reply
that but
"we one
now and
have that
all accounts
in hiswastowns
will be
'.aken
care
of
soon,"
was
also
read
into the
record.

Universal Stockholder
Meeting on March 15
Corp. and Universal Pictures Corp.
has been in various stages of completion for more than a year, but
there is nothing to indicate that the
plan will be ready by March 15.
Company executives are inclined to
doubt
it.
According to reports, the plan involves the borrowing of $6,000,000
from banks to retire 8,600 shares
of 8 per cent first preferred Universal Pictures stock at $110 per share,
in addition to $68 in accrued dividends, which will require $1,530,800,
and $4,000,000
of 5dueperin cent
vertible debentures,
1946. conThe
merger would also eliminate the $2,000,000 debt owed to Universal Corp.
by Universal Pictures, as well as the
20,000 second preferred 7 per cent
shares of Universal Pictures.

Warners Buy Theater
Site in Mexico City

Seven Film Stocks Reach
New Highs for the Year

Meanwhile, Charles Skouras and
Dan Michalove plan to go to Mexico
City shortly to inspect a group of
theaters that has been offered to
National Theaters.

points to 175%, 5 points above previous high. Twentieth Century-Fox
preferred, up 94, closed at 24^4,
quarter
of a point
year'swashigh.
Consolidated
Film over
common
up

{Continued from Page 1)

closing
187/8,
1% first
above
1943's
previous at
high.
Para,
preferred
advanced 7% points to 128, 4%
Property opposite the Hotel Reover previous 1943 high,
forma in Mexico City has been pur- points
chased by Warner Bros, as a site while the first preferred called
for a future theater, it was reported jumped
TVs above previous high97sfor tothe132,
year.
yesterday. Warners also is reported
to have leased the Central Theater
Loew's closed % above previous
at 47, after losing half a point.
iod.
in Lima, Peru, for a five-year per- high,
Universal preferred jumped 2%

Wallace Unlikely to
Attend Awards Dinner
(Continued from Page 1)

the invitation to attend the Academy Awards dinner in Hollywood
March 4. Press of Government business makes it difficult for him to
travel that far, he told The Film
Daily yesterday. Another engagement in the East the same week
makes it virtually impossible that
he could go to the Coast, even if
he felt he could take the time.

V* to 1%, a gain of Yi, and the preferred up % to 10 Vs, gain of Vs from
previous highs.

To Talk Salary Ceiling
At Coast Parley of Execs.
(Continued from Page 1)

Employers May Have
To Let Some Men Out
(Continued from Page 1)

order establishing the 48-hour week
was not made available, WMC did
attempt to clarify the workings of
the order to some extent.
It will be mandatory that all employes work the full 48 hours, WMC
said. Release of workers whose^jjvices will not be needed bec4(^
others are doing more work will take
place in an orderly fashion but not
before the end of March. Government protection in the event that
release of some workers is disputed
by unions as a violation of union
contract is implied.
The order takes immediate effect
in the 32 labor shortage areas outlined by the WMC and applies to all
workers within those areas. Other
areas will be added, and in the meantime all employers not covered by
those areas are urged to require 48
hours work from their employes.
WMC Chief, Paul V. McNutt, reassured many employers concerning
their status with the commission.
"A war job does not mean merely a
job in aircraft or ships, ordnance or
ammunition," he said, explaining
that essential civilian activities are
on the same plane with basic war
industries. Workers engaged in
communications and educational activities, along with others, are protected to the same degree as basic
war industries, with respect to occupational classification and dependency status, he said.

Army Paying Bill for 300
Prints (Continued
of Zanuck's
4-Reeler
from Page 1)
with the Army footing the bill.
The raw positive stock will come
from the Army quota. The picture
will be released free to all theaters
which care to handle it. The firstrun houses around the country will
have it in the next few weeks, as
soon as the film companies which
are co-operating in the distribution
have rearranged their own release
schedules.
"Believe me, it is the best thing
ever made; better than anything
we have done and better than anything done by the Germans because

morrow to participate in the meetings, which will be attended by all
film company presidents among
others, includes Nicholas M. Schenck,
Barney Balaban, Spyros Skouras,
Joseph H. Hazen, J. Robert Rubin,
Austin Keough, N. Peter Rathvon,
Francis S. Harmon, George J.
Schaefer and possibly others. They
arrive on the Coast Monday via the
Super Chief.
Urges American Release
Harry M. Warner, Harry Cohn,
For Mexican Productions
Ed Raftery and Nate Blumberg are
It is believed
that footage shot
true."
the company heads now in it istheallNavy,
Relations between the U. S. and among
the Air Corps and the
Hollywood. Will H. Hays, MPPDA by
Mexico would be further improved prexy, also is there and will remain OSS will be included in the release.
were Mexican films, to which Eng- for the sessions.
lish titles have been added, to find
Selznick Offered to Buy
a place on American screens, in the
Pickford-Chaplin
UA Share
opinion of Manuel Reachi, president Zevin, Browne's Aide,
Stands
Trial
Feb.
23
of Mexico City's Proniesa Films,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
here to set a distribution deal for
Hollywood — Although no stateTrial
of
Isadore
Zevin,
former
his latest production, "Yolanda."
ment was issued, it is reliably re"Yolanda" is set for a premiere secretary of George E. Browne, yesported that David O. Selznick did
terday was set for Feb. 23 before
in the California theater, Los Anmake
an
offer to purchase Mary
Federal
Judge
Vincent
L.
Leibell.
geles, with Irina Baranova, ballerina, and her ballet, appearing on the Zevin is charged with perjury be- Pickford and Charles Chaplin's interests in United Artists, but that
fore a Federal Grand Jury and a
stage. Miss Baranova stars in the
they refused to sell.
special agent of the Treasury DeIt is known that Selznick is conReachi's Mexican studio schedule
partmentofduringthethemore
Government's
sidering producing a radio show, but
calls for four more features, first investigation
than $1,pic.
matter is still in the very early
assessment fund collected by the
of which will be Jack London's "The 000,000
stages.
the IATSE.
Mexican."
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Lei Pearl Harbor
Dale Salaries Stand
(Continued from Page 1)

200 gross would not be allowed under the Disney compromise.
The Gearhart proposal, sponsored
by Rep. Bertrand W. Gearhart, California Republican, called in bald and
simpl^erms for the killing of the
sala- =eiling regulations. It had
stron6- committee support, and it is
toss-up whether or not it can be
passed when the committee meets.
No Salary Hike From Dec. 7, 1941
Disney's compromise, as he explains it, provides that on or after
Oct. 2, 1942, no one may be paid a
salary exceeding the greater of his
annual compensation on Dec. 7, 1941,
or an amount that will equal $25,000
after Federal income taxes have
been deducted.
"This amendment," according to
Disney,as "instead
of confiscating
salt eries
the President
ordered fixes
Dec. 7, 1941, as the ceiling date. It
disturbs no salaries as of that date
just as no wages of that date have
been reduced. But it does not permit
salary hikes, say for example by
war contractors, after that date,
above $67,200, or $25,000 net after
taxes.
"I believe," he continued, "that
outright repeal of the $25,000 limitation order is objectionable because
some companies whose sales are
made solely to the United States
have increased the compensation of
executives who were already receiving large salaries and such increases have been paid entirely out
of revenue received from the U. S.
Government. This situation should
not be permitted during the war."
Predicts Passage by One Vote
Representative Disney told The
Film Daily last night that he is
not in favor of complete abrogation
of the ceiling on salaries. He said:
"Ifwould
we must
have ceilings
on wages
it
be unfair
not to have
them

iw

DAILY

The Next Time Someone Raises the Issue
Of Essentiality, You Might Tell Him

This

Rochester — With no theaters in their towns, and the pleasure driving ban
prohibiting trips to the nearest film houses four to seven miles away, organizations in nearby Shortsville and Manchester have taken things into their own hands
to insure film entertaniment, deemed vital to morale.
Booking films, most of them a year old, through regular school movie service
channels, the Tw!n-Cities Lions Club is sponsoring film programs every Tuesday
night in the Shortsville High School auditorium, while the Parent-Teacher Association sponsors films every Wednesday night in Manchester. Same projector
is used for both programs, and admission is 30 and 20 cents. Business is
great. Nearest film houses are at Clifton Springs, four miles distant; Palmyra, seven
miles, and Canandaigua, six miles.

Brandt and Doob Speak
At Memphis Dimes Parley

Chi. Delivery Service
Cutting Mileage by 1,000

Memphis — Harry Brandt and Oscar A. Doob addressed a meeting of
Tennessee, Mississippi, and Arkansss
exhibitors and distribution representatives at a March of Dimes
meeting yesterday at the Hotel Peabody, called by M. A. Lightman.
Speakers included Frank Willingham, Memphis chairman of the
WAC; James Pritchard, district
chairman of the March of Dimes;
Wray Williams, representing the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis; M. A. Lightman, Oscar A.
Doob and Harry Brandt.

Chicago — Film truck service out
of Chicago is reducing mileage by
1,000 miles weekly through the cutting out of Friady night deliveries
on five routes. Full service will be
maintained only on the DanvilleChampaign run from Chicago.

Speakers at this meeting included Harrv
Ma-ndeflT Ernest Emerling. and Edward
Dowden. Present were: Al Zimbalist, RKO;
Maurice
Loew's;
DiLorenzo.
RKO XewSeidlitz.
Rochelle;
RobertJoseph
Paskow,
Warner

Bros., Xew Jersey Division; Irving H. Ludwig, Rugoff & Becker circuit; Manny Frisch.
Randforce; Teddy Arnow, Loew's; James T.
Grady, Loew's; Gene Meyers. Loew's; Larry
Beatus. Loew's; Charles T. Burns, Sam
Coolick, Paula Gould. Sol Handwerger. TerrSager. \Vm. Downs, Salli Levi, Carl Fish
man.
Peter RKO;
McCartv.
of Loew's;
Herkowitz.
John allCassidv.
RKO; Fred
Ira
Morais, RKO; T. Trust. Fabian Theaters;
Edgar Goth. Fabian Theaters ; Peggy Foldes
and Blanche Livingston. RKO ; Al Xaroff.
Brandt Theaters; Ed Sniderman. RKO; M.
L. Ashman, Interboro Circuit; Rav Malone.
RKO; John Xeams. RKO; Myron Siegel.
Century Circuit; and Michael Edelstein, RKO.

on salaries." He predicted that his
1 amendment would be passed Saturday by the Ways and Means Committee. He believes he has a onevote margin.
Asked about the cases of actors
and other talent whose ability to
command large salaries has been established since Peai-1 Harbor, he
said: "They can't go over $67,200
gross. They're out of luck, but we Regent Mangan Renominated
must have a ceiling."
Albany — As the only candidate
Subject to Treasury Authority
nominated in both houses, Re"Under
the
proposed
amendment
gent Thomas J. Mangan of Bingmen who had demonstrated their
ability to earn large salaries, before hamton will be unanimously reelected to a 12-year term when the
the war may continue to receive
them, subject, of course, to the au- legislature convenes in joint session.
thority which the Treasury has and Mangan as Chancellor of the Board
has had for many years to disallow of Regents selects the sub-committee of that group which hears apthem if they are unreasonable. On
peals brought from decisions of the
the other hand the right of corporations to increase salaries would be motion picture censor on pix submitted for licensing.
subject to the following limitations:
1. The Treasury may disallow the
increase if it is not reasonable, and Times-Union Critic 111
2. The increase may not cause the
Rochester — Athur Goodman, film
compensation
to exceed
$67,200, editor of the Times-Union here, is
"l even if the above condition is met." confined to his home by illness.

(Continued from Page

1)

clared the law to be constitutional.
Producers appealed the decision to
the United States Supreme Court
but before any action could be taken,
the North Dakota legislature suddenly repealed the act in 1939.
Under the provisions of the act,
producers-distributors would be prohibited from owning or controlling
theaters in the state. The Kansas
bill was pattemd along the same
lines.
Rites Held for Yudelevitz
Cleveland, O. — Funeral services
were held here yesterday for Ben
Yudelevitz, 46, Schine partner and
manager of the Medina theater, Medina, who died Tuesday at the Cleveland Clinic. His wife, three daughters, a brother and a sister survive.

* The War

Auditorium Collections to
Key Dimes Drive in N. Y.

Publicity committee of the New
York exchange area organized its
1943 March of Dimes campaign at
a meeting called yesterday by Harry
Mandell and Edward Dowden. It
was urged that every manager concentrate his efforts on his auditorium collections, obtaining the cooperation of various women's organizations.

New North Dakota
Divorcement Bill

and the
]

..--. _ '

MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY-
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global war on the industry is reflected in the 1,000 pages of the
1943

Film

Year

Book

. . . The

full story of the trade's myriad
contributions to the United Na^•H^

tions Victory program, told therein for the first time, will, inform, amaze,
thrill and inspire.

The

1943

FILM YEAR

BOOK

Soon ready for distribution
to
all subscribers of The Film Daily
1501 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK CITY
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The show
boxoff ice
weekdays
and Sun.

"Morocco"

/#

that turns Mondays and Tuesdays into
weekends! Holds up on the weakest
right on the heels of sensational Sat.
figures . . . Topping even amazing
week

after

week

everywhere...

1

^O NOT

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

REMOVE

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Four
Years Old

NEW YORK, MONDAY.
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EXHIBSLJPEN-MINDED ON RODGER^ PLAN
Hopper Sees No Need for Exhib.-Distrib. Parley
THE WEEK H\
REVIEW
Presidential Order

WPB

Exec. Admits Merit

In Rodgevs' Suggestion,
But Plan "Out" for Now
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although he admits
there is a great deal of merit to the
48 - HOUR WEEK: President recent suggestion of William F.
Roosevelt's
a 48- Rodgers, Metro sales head, that
hour work order
week calling
threw for
additional
WPB meet with a joint group of distributors and exhibitors to clarify
confusion into the film industry already deeply concerned over the the materials situation in the industry, Harold Hopper, WPB motion
manpower situation. Paul V. McNutt, WMC head, explained that the picture chief, said on the week-end
48-hour work week would be applied he doesn't think such a meeting is
to 32 areas where there is a labor necessary.
shortage at present. New York City
"The only thing we could do is
there's a film shortage,"
probably won't be affected for some tell them (Continued
on Page 6)
time yet if at all. . . . New measures
introduced into Senate and House
calling for volunteers to fill critical
labor needs before resorting to compulsion, caused additional trade jitters.
By

L.

*

H.

MITCHELL

*

*

SALARY CEILING: The President's $25,000 salary ceilinsr order
continued in the snotlisrht, with Rep.
Wes'ey
Disney, to
Okla.
offerine
an amendment
the Dem.,
Gearhart
bill
for Congressional overriding of the
Presidential order. Amendment would
permit salaries above the ceiling in
effect before Pearl Harbor, Dec. 7,
1941, to be continued, leaving the
ceiling otherwise intact. . . . Company execs, are off for the Coast for
conferences on the salary ceiling situation.

*

*

Defense Witnesses
Open in Momand Case

Oklahoma City — Defense witnesses
vill begin arriving1 today for the
^rst presentation of the "other side"
of the case in the Momand anti-trust
action now entering its sixth week in
federal district court here. All defense witnesses are expected to be
(Continued on Page 6)

Hound Table to Follow
Coe Boston Ad Club Talk

*

SAG Wants Million
In Wage Increases

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — It is estimated pay
raises demanded by Screen Actors
Guild for extras, bit players and free
lance players w II total $1,000,000
yearly. SAG leaders point out that
despite Economic Stabilization Director James F. Byrnes' wage stabilization orders, increases could be made
under the "little steel" formula inasmuch as extras have not had any pay
tilt in more than a year despite higher
cost of living.

Unity of Exhibitors
Urgent— Kuykendall

*

*

*

THIS AND THAT: Survey showed
that gasoline rationing fails to affect
the box-office in 80 per cent of exchange areas serving cities and
towns. . . . Survey disclosed that
many big city dailies are using the
trade's mat service. . . . PCC units
adopted Allied's caravan plan.

Local 702 Opens Contract
Talks With Pathe Labs.

Negotiations for renewal of, ^Qn*racts between' the Motion Picture
Laboratory Technicians Union, Local
702, IATSE, and the film laboratories
got under way on Thursday when
(Continued on Page 8)

"Out"
Are national
Politics
IfWhile
several

exhibitor
leaders have side-stepped any attempt to get an opinion from them
on William F. Rodgers' proposal for
a unified exhibitor association, others
— and they don't want to be quoted —
have taken an open-minded attitude.
If exhibitor politics can be eliminated, jealousies put aside and egos
put in the background, there may be
some hope for a single association,
according to the consensus of opinions. But the whole success of the
(Continued on Page 6)

Cuban Exhibs. Kick

Without openly endorsing W. F.
Rodgers' suggestion for one national
exhibitor association, Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA president, warns that unity
among exhibitors should be one of
the most important functions of the
industry at this time.
Writing in a current organization
bulletin, Kuykendall declares that "it
is absolutely necessary that the important theater interests work together,
that they organize
for their
(Continued
on Page 7)

To Gov't on Terms

Quebec Juvenile Ban
Modification Looming

West

A round table discussion and question period will be conducted by
Montreal, Que. — Prospects of reDEATHS: The entire film industry mourned the death of Dr. A. H. Charles Francis Coe, vice-president
moval in part of the 12-year-old ban
Giannini, financier and former film and general counsel of the MPPDA, on admission of juveniles to motion
in
Boston
tomorrow
following
his
picture theaters in the Province of
exec, who contributed greatly to
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)
the development of the industry
financially and through wise counsel. . . . Another death of the wpek
that saddened the industry was that
of Major W. S. Van Dvke II, famed
Metro director and officer in the U. Censors Bar Films Misrepresenting Negroes
S. Marine Corps Reserves.

Restrict Crime

See Possibilities of
One Exhib. Association

Pix Exports
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Pictures depicting organized crime will be barred from
exhibition in Allied countries by censors passing on product, according
to a statement made by Nelson
Poyntor, Hollywood Representative
of OWI at a meeting of Independent
(Continued on Page 7)

Havana (Via Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — Booking terms asked by
American distributors have been
protested to the Government by a
committee appointed by the National
(Continued on Page 6)

Bronston Announces 15
Top Budget Pix for 5 Years
Coast

Bu-eau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Samuel
Bronston,
head of the newly organized Bronston Pictures, announced plans for
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Hold Divorcement
Hearing in JV. D.
Bismarck. N. D. — A public hearing on the North Dakota theater divorcement bill will be held this week.
There appears to be little interest in
the bill, however, and observers are
of the opinion that the proposal has
little chance of pass ng. Bill is said
to stem from the competition faced
by small exhibitors with Paramountoperated
theaters..
No other
legislation affecting the
industry is on the docket and the
date has passed for the introduction
of new bills.
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Parade

Picture and Distributor
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 10th week
In Which We Serve (United Artists-Noel Coward)— 8th week
Star Spangled Rhythm
(Paramount Pictures)— 7th week
Tennessee
Johnson
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 6th week
Commandos
Strike at Dawn
(Columbia
Pictures) — 6th week
Shadow of a Doubt (Universal Pictures-A'fred Hitchcock) — 6th week
lucky
Jordan
(Paramount
Pictures) — 4th week
Air Force (Warner Bros. Pictures)— 3rd week
Immortal Sergeant
(Twentieth Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Casablanca (Warner Bros. Pictues) — 2nd week (b)
Saludos Amigos
(RKO Radio Pictures-Walt Disney)
Andy
Hardy's
Double
Life (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Life Begins at Eight-Thirty (Twentieth Century-Fox) — 2nd week (a-b)
Tarzan's
Triumph
(RKO
Radio
Pictures) — 2nd week
(a)
You Can't Beat the Law
(Monogram
Pictures) — Last day (a)
Ridin' Through Nevada
(Columbia Pictures) — Last day (a)

♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

Silk, Blood and Sun (Maya
Film Distributing
The Feudists (Scandia Films) — 2nd week
Leningrad
Fights (Artkino Pictures)

♦

FUTURE

Music

Hall
Capitol
Paramount
Astor
Criterion
Rivoli
Rialto
Hollywood
Roxy
Strand
Globe
Loew's
State
Palace
Palace
New York
New York

FEATURES

Co.) — 3rd

week

OPENINGS

♦
World
48th St. Theater
Stanley

♦

The Amazing Mrs. Holliday
(Universal Pictures) — Feb. 17
Frankenstein
Meets the Wolf Man
(Universal
Pictures) — Feb. 19
Hitler's Children (RKO Radio Pictures-Edward A. Golden) — Feb. 24
The
Human
Comedy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — March
2
They Got Me Covered (RKO Radio Pictures-Samuel Coldwyn)
(c)
The Crystal Ball (United Artists) (c)
The Hard Way
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(c)
The Meanest Man in the World
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c) . ... r...
Yankee
Doodle
Dandy
(Warner 'Bros. Pictures) — 'Feb. 18
Kid Dynamite
(Monogram
Pictures)— Opens tomorrow
(a)
Lost Canyon
(United Artists-Harry Sherman).— Opens tomorrow (a)
(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Follows

®
Theater

current

Rivoli
Rialto
Paramount
Astor
Music Hall
Capitol
Strand
Roxy
Palace
New York
New York

Army Hospitals to Get
Dimes
DriveSwing
'Stormof Troops'
Back from
States New 16 mm. Pix Service

Sam Boverman, Paramount attorney, was the guest of honor at a
luncheon Thursday by his associates
prior to his departure for the Army.
Arthur Israel was emcee. Herman
Lorber, president of the Paramount
Pep Club, presented Boverman with
a gift as did his associates. The
legal department gave him a wedding
gift as he was married Jan. 28 to
Muriel Lang.
Among those present were Henry
Anderson, George A. Barry, Harold
Blumenthal, Bernard Brooks, Charles
Brouda, Clark T. Brown, Roger C.
Clement, Irving Cohen, Clinton
Combes, Arthur Dunne, Benjamin
Fincke, Thomas Gibbons, Jerome
Golden, Monroe Goodman, Bernard
Goodwin, Walter Gross, Arthur
Israel, Jr., Austin C. Keough, Herman Lorber, Fred Mohrhardt, Richard Morgan, Oscar Morgan, James
S. Polk, James Powers, Myron Sattler, C. J. Scollard, George A. Smith,
Mae Lotti, Edith Schaffer, Irene
Scott, Martha Vargas and Rose
Weinberg.

Winding up a cross-country series
of meetings in conjunction with the
1943 theaters' March of Dimes campaign, the national committee's
"storm troops" returned to New
York today. E. L. Alperson and Si
Fabian conducted meetings with indie
pxhibs.. circuit operators, distribution officials, and representatives of
the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis in Detroit, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, and St. Louis.
Harry Brandt and Oscar A. Doob
together with Warren Coss of the
National Foundation barnstormed
Chicago, Indianapolis, Memphis and
Jacksonville. Both teams report more
enthusiasm and a greater number
of pledg-es received than in any previous "Dimes" drive.
Exhibitors from four states,
Georgia, Florida, North and South
Carolina, were present at Friday's
Jacksonville rally.
National Chairman Nicholas M.
Schenck plans to issue a complete
state-by-state, theater-by-theater report of collections as soon after the
drive as possible. Each individual
chairman or manager will receive
credit for his part.

Moross and Jacoby Now
Schwartz-Frohlich Member

Bureau

State tax appraisal of the estate
of Maurice A. Shea, who operated
the Shea Chain, Inc., which controled
a number of theaters in Ohio, Pennsylvania and New Hampshire, was
filed on Thursday in New York appraiser's office. Shea, who died in
October, 1940, left a gross estate of
$1,198,567 and a net of $1,068
Mrs. Margaret L. Shea, the wiv
was bequeathed $36,113. She will
also share equally in the residuary
trust with a daughter, Mrs. Dorothy
Tuckerman, and three sons, Thomas
H. Shea, William H. Shea and Maurice A. Shea, Jr.

Rites Held for J. T. Powers

Funeral services for James T.
Powers,
81, famed comedian and sintion.)
ger of the stage, were held Friday
at the Little Church Around the
Corner (Church of the Transfigura-

NEW YORK
THEATERS

bill.

Fete Para/s Boverman
On Departure for Army

Washington

Maurice A. Shea Estate
Appraised at $1,068,003

of

THE

FILM

DAILY'

Washington — A new program to
bring 16 mm. prints of new feature
pictures right into the wards and to
the bedsides of U. S. Army hospital
patients has been inaugurated by the
American Red Cross. It is estimated
that before the end of this year the
Red cover
Cross some
hospital
ward "circuit"
will
350 hospitals.
Paramount, RKO, Twentieth-Fox
and Universal have already agreed
to co-operate with the Red Cross.
They will make first-run features
available for hospital showing on
16 mm. film from 30 to 60 days after,
release. Bookings will be handled
by the Red Cross national headquarters here, and films will be distrib-,
uted from six main exchange points.
Projectionists, in most cases, will be
enlisted men detailed to the Red;
Cross.

First Cash Dividends
For '43 Declared by 20th

The board of 20th Century-Fox;
on Thursday declared a cash dividend
of $.37% per share for the first;
Todd Holds to $350,000
Irving Moross and Herbert P.
quarter of 1943 on the outstandings
preferred stock, payable March 31,,
Jacoby have been admitted to mem- Price for "Boys'" Rights
bership in the law firm of Schwartz
1943, to stockholders of record at
Twentieth-Fox is understood to the close of business March 15, 1943.'
& Frohlich. Both have been associated with the firm for a number have boosted its offer for the screen The board also declared a cash divi-;
of years. Moross, in charge of the rights to "Something for the Boys" dend of $.25 per share on the outwork of Columbia Pictures, for which to nearly $300,000, with Michael
standing common stock, payable
the firm is general counsel, will con- Todd, producer of the musical, re- March 31, 1943, to stockholders of
tinue to handle the company's legal nortedlv refusing to settle for less record at the close of business March
than $350,000.
work.
15, 1943.

RADIO CITY MUSIC
ROCKEFELLER
RONALD COLMAN
•
In

Jamet

HALL

CENTER
GREER GARSON

Hilton's

"RANDOM HARVEST"
Gala Stage Revut • Symphony
Orchestra

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

HENRY

FONDA

Circle 6-4600

• MAUREEN

O'HARA

in

Plus In Person I CON NEE
BOS WELL
On Our Stage I PAUL LAVALLE
& Orch.
Johnny
BUY A WAR fSAVV
7th Ave.
& 50th St.
BONDatthe
Continuous Perfs.

"Sta
r Spapresents
ngled
Paramount

In

Person

LONG
with

and his orchestra
Extra Added
Attraction

43 STARS

PARAMOUNT

*

Frank Sinatra
Times
Square

Rhythm*
Frances

Johnny
Gifford
"TARZAN

Monty
"LIFE

47th St.
Weissmuller
*
Johnny
Sheffield
TRIUMPHS"

. Woolley
— and * — Ida
BEGINS

TC&STRT6
(Second Big Week)
FIRST On
N. Screen
Y. SHOWING
MICKEY
ROONEY

"ANDY

DOUBLE

B'WAY &

HARDY'S

LIFE"

AT

T

1

L

Lupino
8:30"

ED
In Person
SULLIVAN
AND
NEW
BROADWAY
ON PARADE
REVUE

^ §\ "Blue Monday For
Some Folks— But It's
Just One Long

Weekend For Me!"
Weekdays aren't weak days
anymore — not when you're playing Paramount^ miracle money
show! Watch how those Mondays and Tuesdays stand up after
the most phenomenal weekends.
Watch how it tops "Morocco" in
date after date. Watch how it's
hol-1-l-l-ding everywhere. Watch—

h

*B*g8«

##

Pi

6th Top- Grossing Sensation In A Row

From PARAMOUNT

7-" Happy Go Lucky." 8- Cecil B. DeMille's "Reap the Wild
Wind" First Time at Popular Prices. 9-"China." 10-"Dixie."
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Balaban Sets Aides
For Red Cross Week
Staff appointments to the Red
Cross Fund Week have been completed by Barney Balaban, national chairman. Staff will devote itself
to theater collections during the
week of April 1-8.
Named by Balaban were Claude
F. Lee, assistant to the chairman;
Walter Vincent, treasurer; Thomas
J. Connors, distribution; Oscar A.
Doob, publicity; Ed Sullivan and Bob
Weitman, special war fund shows.
Co-chairmen for the collections are
Nate Blumberg, Jimmy Cagney, Jack
Cohn, Ed Kuykendall, Martin Quigley, N. Peter Rathvon, Sam Rinzler,
M. A. Rosenberg, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Charles Skouras and Albert
Warner.
Red Cross Fund Week will be
conducted in theaters pledged to the
WAC sometime after the campaign
for the Infantile Paralysis Fund, the
main current activity of the film
houses.

John W. Considine, Sr„
Pneumonia Victim at 80
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — John W. Considine,
Sr., 80, co-founder of the SullivanConsidine circuit and father of John
W. Considine, M-G-M producer, is
dead of pneumonia. The elder Considine sold out to Marcus Loew in 1914
for a reported $6,000,000, climaxing
a career that started in the Klondike
gold rush. He opened the first cabaret
in Seattle.
Funeral services for Considine will
be held this morning at Church of
the Good
Shepherd, Beverly Hills.
Jerry Solomon,

Yeoman,

West Coast Bureau of THE

Dies

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Death somewhere in
the Pacific of Jerry Solomon, 26,
yeoman, third class, from bronchial
pneumonia was reported by the Navy
Department. For eight years a member of 20th-Fox publicity staff, Solomon enlisted in the Navy about a
year ago.

COmiDG and GOIflG
SPYROS SKOURAS, president of 20th CenturyFox, left on Friday for Los Angeles for studio
confeiences.
LARRY
KENT,
his assistant, and

u

•
•
• FILMLAND will soon be able io learn at iirsi hand what the
foreign language groups in this country think about its output
This will come about via a periodic Bulletin to be published in English

paganda

by the recently formed Foreign Language Press Film Critics' Circle,
founded by Sigmund
Gottlober
That the foreign-bom Americans
and their press take their movie going seriously was evidenced by the

LOU KAUFMAN, assistant film buyer for Warners, is on a business trip to Ohio and returns
short. y to New York.

earnest discussion at the Circle's last meeting
Hollywood would
do well to send a fraternal delegate to these gatherings, for the problems
raised there concern importantly the makers of pix, distributors and audiences Representing some 1,000.000 readers in New York alone,
and a potential audience of many millions throughout the land, the American foreign language newspapers, it was brought out at the meeting,
devote much space to film reviewing and frequently print feature articles
discussing the merits of outstanding pix and their bearing on the foreignborn
Worthy of careful weighing were the suggestions made and
opinions expressed by Nathaniel Buchwald ( ilm editor of the Freihei);
Roy M'zara (lilm editor of the Lithuanian Daily Laisve); Dr. George (editor
of the Aufbau); and Sigmund Gottlober. .:.. .These views and opinions
will be made available, in condensed form, in the proposed Bulletin
to be published under the Circle's auspices
William Edlin. veteran
stage and screen critic of "The Day" (Yiddish) was unanimously elected
president of the Circle
Other officers chosen are Andrew Valuchek,
secretary, and Roy M'zara. treasurer
The program
of activities
mapped out by the Circle includes open forums on films, with leading
film industry personalities participating

• •
• ABOUT Pix and People:
Howard Pearl, formerly
of 2Qth-Fox Broadway exploitation office, has been made assistant to
Fred Bullock, head of the h.o. still dept. ... # Albert Margolies
will continue to conduct the Eastern publicity campaign on "Stage
Door Canteen" ... 9 Shakespeare penned: "If you have tears, prepare ot shed them now"
Smart theatermen are writing on their
memo pads: "If you need carpet, prepare to buy it now" (or never)
... • Suggestion to Warners, OWI, WAC, and Mr. Exhib.: How's
about playing the OWI-WAC one-reeler, "Mission Accomplished," as
introductory short for "Air Force" when latter goes into general release? ... # Charles Light, widely known in pic circles, is serving as
liaison twixt Red Cross and filmland in connection with oncoming
Red Cross drive, and is working closely with Co-Chairman Leslie E.
Thompson ... • Appraisers hold M of T's "One Day of WarRussia, 1943" to be org's best offering to date
Principal factor,
along with quality and timeliness of footage, is the splendid editing —
which is Louis de Rochemont at hist best
It's a miracle of condensation for dramatic punch
Also a noteworthy aspect of subject's release is the sensational promotional campaign devised by
M of T's new publicity chief, Phil Williams, and the 20th-Fox public
relations dept. headed by Hal Home
On Lincoln's Birthday Eve
and the holiday itself there appeared in the New York newspapers the
most amazing barrage of stills-from-a-movie in the annals of the industry
and the Fourth Estate
Photos were accompanied by credit lines
mentioning both the picture and M of T
All over the nation the

stills from "One Day of War" are outcropping in print, with several
of the major photo news syndicates doing the distribution
Mag
space is correspondingly
terrific
shattering
job
Howad
Higglns
Hugh Wedlock, Jr.
I. E. Chadwick
A. H. Halprin
Lou
Ostrow
William
Janney
Benjamin Listengart

CHARLES SKOURAS,
president of National Theaters, accompanied him.
er
hi
SIR ALLXAND.R
KORDA returned to England
ast week Io t^ke an important GoveinmefEnglan

▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

All in all, it's a precedentT

PEARL HARBOR!

T

post.

STANLEY
JACQUES,wasRKO
Radio office
branch visitor
^manager at Cincinnati,
a home
.ast week.

MICHAEL TODD is back from a three-week
stay on the Coast.
FRANK BORZAGE, accompanied by players
and
technicaltocrew
of "Stage Door Canteen,"
has returned
Ho.lywcod.
EDMUND GOULDING, Warner Bros, director,
is en route back to the Coast from New York.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in charge of Warner
advertising and publicity in the East, goes to
Washington and later to Tampa this week to set
•tcal "Air Force" openings.
JOSEPH
director
tor FRIEDMAN,
Great Britain Columbia's
and lieland, managing
left New
York at mid-week for London.
PAUL LUKA5 is
next two weeks due in Hollywood within the
tor a rc.e
in Paramount*
"Hostages."
MARY
to We

MARTIN

has arrived from the Coast

a ro.e in the s.age mus.ca., "Dancing

H. MORAY, Warner drive captain,
.n NORMAN
tha Sheets."
left ov.r the wecK-end on an extensive field
tour which will not terminate unli, May 1. He
,s aiso Siated to v.sit Hj.iywtod.

Product Shortage Seen
Solving Duals Problem
Shortage of product resulting from
the unprecedentediy longer engagements being chalked up by new films
in the first-run situacions is going
far toward helping to solve the duals
problem, for the moment, at any
rate, it was indicated on Thursday
in industry circles here. The situation is understood to have become
so favorable to the elimination of
double bills as to prompt Harry C. j
Arthur,
the nation's
exponentsoneof of
singles,
to ease leading^
up for
the present in his campaign against
twin features.
"The double-feature problem seems
to be solving itself," Arthur said.
"If the situation continues this way,
maybe by next Fall only singles
will be available to exhibitors."

STORKS
Morris
Frantz, and
of M-G-M's
foreign department,
M s. Frantz
became the parents, Monday, of a
six pound four ounce daughter, Susan
Barbara at the Methodist Episcopal
second
Hospital,child.
Brooklyn. This is their
Cincinnati — Don Reda, operator
of theaters at Pineville and Vicco,
Ky., named
is passing
cigars. It's a(
boy,
Don the
Jr.

1
■i-L
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.v .v Reviews of the new films :< #■
"The Outlaw"

with Jack Buetel and Jane Russell, Walter
Huston, Thomas Mitchell
(SAN FRANCISCO PREVIEW)
Howard Hughes Prod.
123 Mins.
PLENTY
OF
BCX
OFFICE
IN THIS
LLY THE KID SAGA, BUT IT COULD

o.

"Two withWeeks
to Live"
Lum and Abner

RKO
76 Mins.
COMEDY OF THE HAYSEED KIND HAS
ENOUGH TO PLEASE THE FOLLOWERS OF
LUM-ABNERTEAM.

"Two Weeks to Live," should have little difficulty pleasing the Lum and Abner
STAND "TIGHTENING."
fans. In fact, it should have little trouble
Definitely pointed for box-office value,
pleasing any one who relishes hokum and
this film, with proper exploitation on its
of it.
extreme. y slanted version of the saga of plenty
The authors, Michael L. Simmons and
William Bonnie, alias "Billy, the Kid," Roswell Rogers, have bothered little with
should bring a steady flow into Mr. Exoriginality in slapping the screenplay tohibitor's coffers, and more than passable
gether from all the tag-ends of hayrick
audience satisfaction despite its somewhat
humor. The Lum and Abner boys are put
too lengthy footage.
Word-of-mouth advertising among ticket through their familiar paces — this time as a
buyers seems certain due to the well-handled, inoffensive-but-potent portions of the
personal aspect of "The Kid's" life.
Jack Buetel, who portrays "The Kid,"
does an especially fine job of it under the
skillful directorial guidance of Howard
Hughes; leaving but little to be desired as
far as understanding his character is concerned, which is deftly aided by flashes of
excellent photography (credited to Gregg
Toland) revealing Buetel's inner reactions
as "The Kid." Buetel definitely registers.
Jane Russell in the thankless role of
"Rio," the half-breed, shows emotional fire,
personal. ty and tla r which, although not
fully capitalized upon herein, holds great
promise for roles to come. Especially wellhandled was the Walter Huston portrayal of
"Doc" Hadiey, with Thomas Mitchell scoring in his fine performance as the "Kid's"
nemesis, Sheriff Pat Garrett. Mimi Aguglia,
Joe Sawyer and Gene Rizzi perform ably in
supporting roles.
Howard Hughes is deserving of a full
measure of praise for his dual enactment of
the roles of producer-director. Top criticism of Hughes' handling that could be
made is that of "stretching" in several
sequences, which may have been caused
by necessary omission of portions of the
sequences due to censorship. A little more
"tightening" of the film should go a long
way in enhancing its audience reaction.
Jules Furthman is to be credited with a
finely delineated screenplay which covers
the portion of
time he meets
Sheriff Garrett
From here on

"The Kid's" life from the
up with "Doc" Hadiey and
in Lincoln, New Mexico.
in the strange friendship

which develops between "Doc" and "The
Kid," when the latter steals his horse, and
the eternal enmity of the Sheriff, former
close
of Hadley's,
winds through
course friend
of unusual
human reaction
betweena

M-G-M

98 Mins.

FANTASY MANNED BY ALL-NEGRO
CASl HAj PLENTY OF ENTER. AINMENf.
"Cabin in the Sky," based on the Broadway musical of the same name, is a fine
showcase for the d. splay of colored talent.
The subject of the film is made to order
for colored entertainers. The cast, which
is one hundred per cent Negro, performs
vigorously in a fantasy that has many delightful moments to woo the time and
money of the discerning film-goer.
Ethel Waters and Rochester head the

"Hi' Ya, Chum"

with Ritz Bros., JaJie Frazee, Robert Paige
Universal ;
61 Mins.
FAST COMEDY SHOULD SUCCEED IN
GETTING FAVORABLE REACTION FROM
FAMILY AUDIENCES.
The energetic clowning of the Ritz
Brothers should get this comedy over with
family audiences. The work of the three
comics keeps the film moving at a lively
pace under the direction of Harold Young.
It is nonsensical stuff and all pretty familiar, but that shouldn't stop the Ritz followers from hav ng a merry time. One
thing is
there's
dull moment,certain:
thanks to the
speednever
with a which
the
film is unfurled.

paraoe of Negro talent. They are surrounded by such sterling performers of
The Ritzes appear as stranded ham perthe.r race as Lena Horne, Louis Armstrong,
formers who head for Hollywood with a
Rex Ingram Kenneth Spencer, Bubbles sister act consisting of Jane Frazee and
(John W. Subiett), Oscar Polk, Mantan June Clyde. They get another tough break
Moreland, Willie Best, the Hall Johnson when tne r jalopy goes flooey in a CaliChoir, Nicociemus, Duke Ellington and his
fornia town boomed by the war effort. Com'nvest adds to the senselessness of the plot.
plications arise because of lack of funds
As is to be expected, Abner finally manages orchestra, and many others hardly less comto continue to the Coast. The Ritz boys
petent.
Every
type
of
taient
.s
represented
in
to get the money to pay his friends back and
the lineup. There is enough variety to give get the defense workers sore when they
save his reputation. The experiences of the
two men in the big city make for a certain some measure of pleasure to every one who cause the cook in the town's only restaurant
can be induced to see tne film.
to quit. The day is saved when the Misses
amount of simple and obvious humor.
Frazee and Clyde take over the kitchen. The
Despite all its merits as entertainment,
The stars are backed principally by Franklin Pangborn, Kay Linaker, Irving Bacon, "Cabin in the Sky" is not likely to give too girls make the place so successful as to
Herbert Rawlinson, Ivan Simpson. The film strong an account of itself at the box- offer serious competition to a gambler (Edmund MacDonald) who runs a gaming casino
has the benefit of snappy direction by ottice. Films with all-colored casts have
Malcolm St. Clair.
the edge of town. The gambler's plans to
always been tough to sell to wnite audiences. at
wreck the joint are defeated by a smart
CAST: Chester Lauck (Lum), Norris Goff The exhibitor's chief problem w.ll be to
bit of strategy devised by Robert Paige,
(Abner), Franklin Pangborn, Kay Linaker, overcome this handicap. Once he has suca chemist who shares the romantic burden
ceeded in getting his patrons inside he with Miss Frazee.
Irv ng Bacon, Herbert Rawlinson, Ivan Simpson Rosemary LaPlanche, Danny Duncan, can be certain that the reaction to the film
The Frazee and Clyde girls and Paige
will be favorable.
Evelyn Knapp, Charles Middleton, Luis Alhelp the Ritzes nicely in making "Hi' Ya,
berni,
The action transpires in a dream. Rochest- Chum" an acceptable item for family patronEdward Jack
Earle.Rice, Tim Ryan, Oscar O'Shea,
er does the dreaming while ly.ng unconscious
age. The Ritz trio and Miss Frazee raise
CREDITS: Producer, Ben Hersh; Director, from a wound inflicted by a gambler. their voices
in a number of snappy song
Malcolm St. Clair; Screenplay, Michael L.
Basically the story is the old one about routines. The six tunes in the production
Simmons, Roswell Rogers; Cameraman, Jack
the struggle of good and evil for domination are the work of Don Raye and Gene de Paul.
Mackenzie; Film Editor, Duncan Mansfield;
Musical D rector, Lud Gluskin; Art Director, of man's soul, but it has the advantage of The associate producer credit goes to Howard Benedict. Edmund L. Hartmann is down
being told differently and w.th an elaborate
F. Paul Sylos.
show of fancifulness. Good and evil take as the author.
DIRECTION, All Right. PHOTOGRAPHY,
CAST: Harry, Al and Jimmy Ritz, Jane
human
shapes andis contend
for Rochester's
Good.
favor. Rochester
torn between
loyalty to Frazee, Robert Paige, June Clyde, Edmund
his wife (Miss Waters) and fascination for MacDonald, Lou Lubin, Brooks Benedict,
Lillian Langdon Dead
a hussy (Miss Horne) whose physical charms Richard Davies, Ray M Her, Paul Hurst, Earl
Santa Monica, Calif. — Lillian
considerable. The winner, it stands Hodgins,
Michael Vallon.
Langdon, in private life Mrs. Lillie are
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Howard
H. Bolles, retired screen and stage to reason, is Miss Waters.
Vincente Minnelli directed from a script Benedict; Director, Harold Young; Screenactress, died here.
play, Edmund L. Hartmann; Art Director,;
by Joseph Schrank. There are three nice
Burl Kelly with Columbia
musical numbers written by E. Y. Har- Jack Otterson; Cameraman, Charles Van
Hollywood — Burt Kelly, formerly burg and Harold Arlen. Georgie Stoll did Enger; F.lm Editor, Maurice Wright; Musical
with Universal and Paramount, has a fine job with the musical direction. The Director, H. J. Salter.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
been signed to a producer contract producer was Arthur Freed.
at Columbia.
CAST: Ethel Waters Rochester, Lena Good.

couple of hicks in the b'g city, to which
they are brought in quest of money to repay
the folks back home who have bought shares
in a defunct railroad inherited by Abner.
That Abner and his pal failed to investigate
the property before getting their friends to

in his scoring of the accompanying music,
and in one instance set the scene for a
tremendous audience reaction.
CAST: Jack Buetel, Jane Russell, Thomas
"Rio" his love. Final portions of the story
revealing the four-way inner fight against Mitchell, Walter Huston, Mimi Aguglia, Joe
each other culminating in the eventual un- Sawyer and Gene Rizzi.
leashing oftheir killer instincts against each
CREDITS: Producer - Director, Howard
other, winds up with the story twist of Hughes; Assistant Director, Sam Nelson;
"Doc" Hadiey, killed by his Sheriff pal to Screenplay, Jules Furthman; Photography,
thwart his escape, being buried under the Gregg Toland; Photographic Effects, Roy
headstone of "Billy, The Kid"; the Sheriff Davidson; Musical Direction, Victor Young;
losing out in his efforts to by-hook-or-crook Sound, Frank Maher; Film Editor, Wallace
kill or capture "Billy," and "The Kid" trek- Grissell; Supervising Film Editor, Otho Loving off to the northland in search of a ering; Production Manager, Cliff Broughton;
newer, cleaner life with his revealed love Settings. Perry Ferguson.
DIRECTION: Very Good. PHOTOGinierest "Rio."
RAPHY: Excellent.
Victor Young showed fine musicianship

the two killers, with "The Kid" taking
possession of almost everything "Doc" accumuhtes including his prized horse and

"Cabin
in the Sky"
with Ethel Waters, Rochester

Horne, Louis Armstrong, Rex Ingram, Kenneth Spencer, Bubbles (John W. Subiett),
Oscar Polk, Mantan Moreland, Willie Best,
Mike (Fletcher Rivers), Poke (Leon James),
Bill Bailey, Buck (Ford L. Washington), Butterfly McQueen, Ruby Dandridge Nicodemus, Ernest Whitman, Duke Ellington and
his orchestra, Hall Johnson Choir.
CREDITS:

Producer, Arthur Freed; Asso-

c'ate Producer, Albert Lewis; Director,
Vincente Minnelli; Screenplay, Joseph
Schrank; Musical Director, Georgie Stoll;
Musical Adaptation, Roger Edens; Cameraman, Sidney Wagner; Art Director, Cedric
Gibbons; Film Editor, Harold F. Kress.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Tenn. Industry Bills
DieNashville,
by "Pocket
Veto"
Tenn
Because

of his

belief in "local option" in such matters, Governor Prentice Cooper has.
announced his intention to kill any I
legislation on Sunday movies passed j
by the Tennessee legislature which
adjourned Thursday by allowing the
bills to remain unsigned by him for
five days, giving them a "pocket
This action means the defeat of all j
four measures introduced at this ses- 1
sion affecting films.

veto."
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Exhibs. Open Minded
On Plan of Rodgers
(Continued from Page 1)

ventux-e, they say, revolves around
that "if."
There are others who believe such
an undertaking should not stop with
exhibitors but should be expanded
to include all branches of the motion
picture industry. With the three
branches combined solidly into one
united front, adverse forces would
have total opposition, they say.
. Col. H. A. Cole, national Allied
leader, refused to make any comment
on the Rodgers' proposal until he
could read Rodgers' entire speech.
Col. Cole currently is in Los Angeles.
Robert Poole, executive secretary of
the PCC, said he would hold back on
comments until he could learn the
full
import of purposes of Rodgers'
address.
Robert Galston, Well known Los
Angeles exhibitor, said that it was
all right for distributors to invite
unity on the part of theater interests,
but "it is even more desirable that
distributors practice sincerity and
afford wholehearted co-operation to
exhibitors to encourage unity."

Round Table to Follow
Coe Boston Ad Club Talk
(Continued from Page 1)

address before the Advertising Club
of Boston at the Hotel Statler. Parley is expected to be widely attended
by exhibitors and exchange personnel and subjects regarding trade
problems are expected to be threshed
out. Coe's remarks at the round
table huddles probably will be separate and apart from those he will
make
luncheon.at the Advertising Club's
More than 200 reservations by industry people, alone, have been made
for the luncheon meeting. In addition, there will be representatives of
civic organizations, women's clubs,
libraries and educational groups.
Those accompanying Coe to Boston today include David Palfreyman,
Arthur De Bra, Roy Norr, Gordon
White, Duke Hickey and Mark Larkin.

Alstock Going to Coast
To Inspect Welles' S. A. Pic
Francis Alstock, film chief of the
CIAA, and Karl MacDonald, his aide,
will leave here for Hollywood tomorrow or Wednesday for a short stay.
Chief among the items on their
agenda is a study of the Orson
Welles footage from Latin America.
Welles is believed to be about
ready to show his film to Twentieth
Century-Fox, and it is probable that
he will do so within two weeks.
The CIAA film men are also expected to go over several films now
in production at Walt Disney's studio— among them the sketches for
the film based on Prof. Albert
Hooton's "Apes, Morons and Men."

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The news roundup: Merle Oberon returns to England shortly to
star in Korda's "War and Peace," following which she will retire. . . . Columbia
plans a stellar buildup for Nan Wynn, just signed to a long-termer. . . . Joe
Louis will be in WB's'This Is the Army." ... Ira Gershwin will do the lyrics
for Aaron Copeland's folk songs in Goldwyn's "The North Star." . . . Rep. has
signed Judy Canova for "Louisiana Hayride." . . . Ray Milland gets the male lead
in Para.'s "The Uninvited." . . . Isadore Goldsmith's first pic for Columbia will be
"Women at War." . . . Steve Sekely will produce and direct "The Night Is
Long" for PRC; he wrote it. . . . Monogram has renewed Bela Lugosi's termer.
. . . And PRC has signed Buster Crabbe to a new deal. . . . WB has signed Joe
Pagano, novelist. . . . Solly Baiano, WB talent scout, is off on a college tour. . . .
WILK.
Rep. has acquired "Dancing Debs" from Para, and will star Mary —Lee.
. . . R.
Monter is prexy of Arthur Ripley Prod. . . . Robert Wilmot will direct "Talent
School" for PRC.

Defense Witnesses
Hopper Sees No Need
Open in Momand Case For Joint Sessions
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

heard before the week is out. If
things move as speedily as they did
during the past week it may be the
last of the trial.
Judge Broaddus instructed the attorneys to begin their arguments
Thursday and these will continue
throughout the new week. Momand
Chief Counsel George S. Ryan completed his case Thursday afternoon.
Griffith Attorney C. B. Cochran
had introduced a motion to strike

he
The Film
"and there's
no told
question
that Daily,
they already
know

It is unfortunate, said Hopper, that
many exhibitors apparently are
angry with distributors because it
has been necessary to cut the numthat."ber of prints. Exhibitors should
understand the situation better than
they do, he added.
"The actual physical difficulties
of handling a large industry committee" preclude the swelling of an
already unwieldy group to include
large portions of Momand's testi- exhibitor representatives, he pointed
mony concerning various conversa- out. Even a special meeting with
tions he had related and a motion to exhibitors is out at this time, he said.
dismiss the action on the grounds "I don't see that enough could be
that the facts showed the plaintiff
accomplished to justify it," he dehad no right to relief. Malcolm clared.
Mackenzie offered a similar motion
Hopper seemed hopeful about the
for Regal Theaters, Inc. Judge raw stock situation generally — more
Bower Broaddus reserved his rulings so than many in the industry whose
upon these motions until after he faces have been set in deep lines of
gloom. He told The Film Daily
had heard Ryan's argument.
that he still maintains the position
that WPB will try not to cut further
than the present 25 per cent, and
Cuban Exhibitors Kick
sounded genuinely hopeful that he
would be able to justify that hope.
To Government on Terms
Most raw stock stories in the
press, he said, have been gloomier
(Continued from Page 1)
than the situation warrants. He
Union of Exhibitors. The commit- said that producers with whom he
tee consists of Edelberto de Carrera, met in New York last Monday and
Fernando Gonzalez, Eugenio Luque, Tuesday feel more hopeful as a result
Manuel Fernandez and Humberto of those conferences. This upsurge of
Lopez.
The Cuban exhibitors demand new confidence in the future stock situation apparently stems from a reregulations governing film rentals.
examination of production capaciThe distributors are charged with
ties as well as a study of film re"asking for the moon." Meanwhile ants.
quests from all the various claimM-G-M, Paramount, 20th-Fox and
United Artists have declined to close
new contracts with the Smith and
Valcarce circuit, which has all first- V.C. to Hear Sister Kenny
runs under one control here.
Chicago— Sister Kenny, recipient
The dissatisfaction of the exhibithe Variety Clubs' Humanitarian
of
tors has inspired some newspapers
address the national conto start a campaign in favor of the award, will
exhibition of Argentine and Mexi- Saturday.vention banquet at the Drake here
can product at the America, Encanto and Fausto, local houses which
show only American films. The RKO Denies Trinz Report
papers assert that films made in
Chicago — RKO officials deny negoArgentina and Mexico have imtiations are underway to acquire the
proved to the point where they would
Trinz Circuit loop Monroe and Clark
be acceptable to patrons of those Theaters
.
houses.

FROM the KEYS
and BEYOND
By R. E. PORTER
Sam Friedman, Comerford district
manager at Hazleton, Pa., heads
the B'nai B'rith lodge's drive to
sell $15,000 in War Bonds Feb. 15.
I. J. Siegal, I. Davis and I. Gol<*have organized the new Nita The/
ter Co.andin other
Chi. tohouses..
operate. .the
New-'
Nita
Charlie
Meeker, of Interstate's publicity
dept., is contributing a series to the
Dallas News on the trials of a film
booker. . . Capt. Eddie Craneman,
formerly with PRC in Cincy, is now
an Army instructor at Purdue U.
Martin Durkin, formerly Beverly
theater service chief in Chi. is heading for sign...
a Navy
Commission stepping
as enJimmy Christian,
from booker, is the new 20th-Fox
sales rep. in the W. Va. territory;
replaces Ed Burkart ill. . . . Cincy
Cinema Club installs Rudy Knoepfle
as prexy again March 8.. . Nat L.
Lefton, former Rep. franchise holder
in Cleveland, is back in film biz,
taking over the Jam Handy films for
Ohio.
—Tell It To Porter—
Dr. J. C. Newbold of the Newbold
circuit has taken over the Grand,
Roncevert, W. Va., from Jim Shanklin. Bill Burns, co-owner of the
Cincy Imperial exchange and operator of the Freeman there, is
hospitalized following an auto crash;
he was catapulted through the windshield. .Hugh Ward and James
Fennell of WB's Chi. circuit and
Walter Starck of WB's Wisconsin
string have won their single gold
Army bars.. . Missus of Ed May,
Schine manager in Maysville, Ky.,
has just completed knitting her
160th sweater for boys in the armed
forces. . Claude Frederick, manager
of the Garden, Greenfield, has been
appointed deputy regional director of
the state industry division of the
Mass. Committee on Public Safety.
—Tell It To PorterBetty French succeeds Eddie Gloss
as movie critic of the Akron, O.,
Beacon-Journal. . . . Jack Matlack has
joined the J. J. Parker circuit advertising department in Portland, Ore.
. Guy Palmerton, New England
stock producer, succeeds Harold J.
Kennedy, retired, as manager of
the New
Holyoke, Holyoke, Mass.
. . Manager Rex Williams has inaugurated an early Sunday morning
show at Loew's, St. Louis, for war
plant workers. . Richard G. Moffett,
film critic of the Jacksonville, Fla.,
Times-Union, has been appointed
manager of the St. Johns theater
there; it's the WB first-run outlet
operated by Arthur J. Steel and Al
J. Leeds. Irv Mills is prexy of the
new 20th-Fox Omaha Family Club.
Honor Moloney March 1
Pittsburgh— Variety Club of Pittsburgh will pay tribute to John J.
Maloney at a testimonial dinner to
be held March 1 in the William Penn
Hotel. Maloney was recently appointM-G-M.
ed a division manager of sales for

w
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Unity of Exhibitors
Urgent— Kuykendall
{Continued from Page 1)

own defense, and that they collaborate with each other to present a
united front of the responsible exhibitors. Factional organization of
..-— chibitors to fight each other, refusal
r support any sort of exhibitor
association and the foolish idea of
standing alone and aloof, weaken and
undermine the motion picture industry at a critical time."
While asserting that no motion
picture legislation is likely in this
session of Congress, Kuykendall
takes the stand that the motion picture industry "is plainly overlooking
the fact that wartime delegation of
authority and power for the drastic
control and regulation of industries
has created a much more dangerous
situation than has ever existed heretofore." It also is being overlooked,
he continues, that the industry "is
really disorganized, unprepared and
shot through with dissension, abuses,
injustices and prejudices as never
before, hence is not in a position to
meet these attacks with a co-ordinated defense." Only spokesmen for
organized groups get any attention
in Washington, he adds.
"Exhibitors must organize themselves," Kuykendall writes, warning
that "in no other way can they protect their interests these days. They
should not expect the Government to
organize them, nor should they wait
for any distributor to organize them.
And they should have their own trade
organizations, both local and national, of. bv and for exhibitors, to
deal with the already organized
distributors and producers and to
collaborate with them when and if
the occasion requires. But such a
trade association of theater owners
for protection and mutual benefit
must not be used to buy film, manage
theaters or to secure special favors
from the distributors for any insiders."

DAILY

"Commandos" Tops
In Army Theaters
Columbia's "Commandos Strike at
Dawn" was the top b. o. pix in Army
theaters in January, R. B. Murray,
director of the Army Motion Picture
Service, reported at the week-end.
WB's "Casablanca" was runner-up
followed by "U's" "Arabian Nights,"
WB's YDD, Metro's "Stand By for
Action" and Metro's "Andy Hardy's

They're Writing
History!

Double Life."

Restrict Exports
Of Crime Pictures

rom the industry's own war

< Continued from Page 1)

Motion Picture Producers Association. Pictures based on individual
crime cases, however, are permissible.
Poyntor suggested that Monogram
and PRC each appoint a representative to confer with OWI on pictures
designed for export, with these two
representatives to represent all independent producers.
Lowell Mellett's local rep. also
declared that pictures misrepresenting Negroes would also be barred
from export and charged that thus
far American-made productions depict them as being grossly ridiculous
and illiterate.

Quebec Juvenile Ban
Modification Looming
(.Continued from Page 1)

Quebec brightened over the weekend when the Protestant Board of
School Commissioners of Montreal
endorsed a resolution drafted by the
Boys' Bureau of the Federation of
Catholic Charities calling for modification of the statute.
The Protestant resolution was
moved by Prof. John Hughes of
McGill
University,
who
said: one
"It
seems odd
that in this
Province
may marry a girl 12 years of age
and she will have to wait four years
before her husband can take her to
a picture show as part of the honey-

front, where an "all-out" spirit
rules the day, is coming a
series of dramatic, thrilling and
inspiring reports of company

participation in the nation's
great martial program . . .

You'll read them with a glow
of pride and a sense of high
personal resolve in

Van Dyke, Richter at CC

Copies of the resolution, which adWillard Van Dyke, director of sev- moon." vocates creation of a board of motion
eral American documentary films, picture censors selected by the
and Hans Richter, European produc- Catholic and Protestant boards of
er, will conduct the work shop public instruction, are being forwarded to Premier Adelard Godbout
courses during the Spring session
at the Institute of Film Technique of Quebec, Mayor Raynault of Montreal, local service clubs and other
at City College. Institute this year
is offering only production courses. interested groups.

House Gets Equipment Without WPB Sanction;
— But It's Windfall for Latter's Scrap Drive
Rochester — Burglars moved enough equipment into the local Monroe Theater
to break into the strongest of vaults, but bungled the job and fled without
opening the house's husky wall safe. Behind them they left an acetylene blow
torch; two heavy tanks; a two- wheeled truck with rubber tires for moving the
tanks; two flashlights; two screwdrivers; a wrench, and other tools. They
also smashed a candy vending machine in the rear of the theater, and broke
open a filing case containing theater records. The abortive job was discovered
by Frank Neuland, the theater's janitor, when he went to work.

The 1943 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK of
MOTION PICTURES
Exclusively
Of Course/
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"Aw'th Stranger
in Town"
Frank Morgan, Richard Carlson

M-G-M
67 Mins.
CROOKED POLITICS IS THEME FOR A
FAST-MOVING AND EXCITING FILM
CERTAIN TO PLEASE.
Richard Carlson runs for mayor in "A
Stranger in Town," a pleasant little drama
that should do good service on dual bills.
His opponent is Robert Barrat, the incumbent, head of a crooked political machine
that has the town sewed up. The machine
is determined to stop at nothing to shove
the reform-minded Carlson out of the running.

with

'Hi,ForanBuddy'
Harriet Hilliard,

Dick

Robert Paige

Universal
DRAMA MIXED WITH MUSIC
AT FAMILY TRADE; SERVES
FAIRLY WELL.

RKO
68 Mins.
IS AIMED
ITS END

All the hullabaloo in "Hi, Buddy" is over
the efforts of a couple of public-spirited
citizens to keep a club for East Side kids

from fold'ng up. All the ones interested in
the welfare of the club, which is committed to the task of keeping the youngsters
out of trouble, are very sacrificial about
it. They are willing to submit to any personal discomfort to see the club continued.
It is fortunate for Carlson that he has
The most sacrifxial of all is Robert Paige,
on his side a United States Supreme Court who sets aside his ambitions to join the
Justice (Frank Morgan) who, incognito, Army so that he can take a job as radio
is spending his vacation in the town. Morgan singer to make money to keep the club
becomes aware of cond'tions when he is in operation. When the radio show goes
made the victim of a phoney charge brought
a tour of army camps Paige's agent
against him by the game warden. He on
pockets the money sent by our hero for the
coaches Carlson on how to lick the opposition and clean up the town. In the end use of the club. Paige's pals back home,
them Dick Foran, Marjor'e Lord and
Carlson stands triumohant after weathering among
Bobs Watson, not knowing the truth, turn
every attempt of Bsrrat and his hench- against the guy. Harriet Hilliard, the star
men to discredit him. The plot requires if the radio show, who has designs on
Morgan f'nslly to reveal his identity to Paige, takes advantage of the situation in
her efforts to get the chap to withdraw
help the chap's cause.
The direction of Roy Rowland has given his support from the club and shake off
the film pace and excitement under the Vs associations in the East Side for more
gu:danre of Producer Robert Sisk. The refined pastures. Paige gets back in time
screenolay of Isobel Lennart and William to s've the club and square accounts with
Kozlenko contains some excellent material. Schilling. After he has restored himself
The authors have not overlooked the vir- in the good graces of his friends he goes
off to enlist.
tues of humor.
Morgan runs away with the acting honors :n a role that keeos him always on the
serious side. Cirlson is extremely good as
the honest young lawver camoaigning for
mayor. Je?n Rogers offers Carlson attractive romantic bait ;n the part of Morgan's
se'ret^rv Porter Hall, Bsrrat, D-'naM MacBride. Walter Baldwin, Andrpw Tombes are
the best of the supporting players.
CAST; Frank Morg'n. Rrhard Carlson.
Jean Rogers. Porter Hall Robert Barrat.
D^n^ld M"B-Mp. Walter B'ldw'n. Andrew
Tombes. O'in Howlin, Chill W:lls, lrv'n?
Bacn. Eddie Dunn, Gladys Blake, John
Hodi-k.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; D:rector, Rnw Rowl'nd; S'reenilay. Isobel Lennart. William K-'zlonko; Cameraman S'dnev
W'gner; Musi"! Score. D'n'ele Amf'theatmf Nath'n:el Svlkret: Art D:rector, Cedric
GiJ-t>-n<-: F:'ti Editor. Elmo Vernn.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

MeUett A*tsndiner Coast
Parley of Film Execs.
Wert

Court

Bu-eau
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Hollywood— Lowell MeVJett of OWI
arr'ves here today to attend the
conferences of the industry's attorneys' cemmittee and executives.
He is due to remain here about a
week.
Nelson Rockefeller, Co-ordinator
of Inter-Amei-ican Affairs, is expected on Thursday for a meeting
with his Hollywood staff and film
executives. He expects to remain
here about a day or two:

"Thewith Avenging
Rider"
Tim Holt, Cliff Edwards

Comedy and music have been worked into
*he act;on. which is fast throughout the
film which is aimed at the family trade and
the young people, who should find much entertainment inthe goings-on. Harold Young's
-"rection has Dlenty of zip and go. Paul
Malvern produced.
P^ige, Foran. M:ss H'lliard, Watson. Mrs.
Lord, and Gus Schilling give good accounts
-,f ti-p-ncelves in the leading roles.
CAST: Di<-k Foran. Harret Hilliard, Roberr Paige. Marjorie Lord, Bobs W'tson Gus
^hill'ng.
TommvRoddy.
Cook Jennifer Holt, Wade
B^t-'er D-ew
CREDITS: Associate Producer. Paul Mal"ern; D;rector. H'rold Young; Cameraman,
'^hn Bovle; Art Director, Harold MacArthur;
c:|m Editor. Charles Maynard.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

T ocal 709, Onens Contract
Talks With Pathe Labs.

55 Mins.

POOR STOSY SHOULDN'T STOP THE
KIDS FROM WHOOPING IT UP FOR HERO
IN ACTIONFUL WESTERN.
Tim Holt makes a stalwart hero in this
western, which makes up in action and excitement for what it lacks in story strength.
The actor shows qualities which should gain
him a wide following among the kids.
The motivation of the action in "The
Avenging Rider" is Holt's determination to
get the murderers of his partner in a gold
mine development. While going about his
sleuthing with the aid of Cliff Edwards he
and his pal are arrested and charged with
the crime. The two escape and carry on
their search for the man behind the gang of
bandits. After several flirtations with death
they finally trace the man they want through
an ingenious bit of headwork. The head
villain turns out to be the town banker who
munity.
has been enjoying the respect of the comHolt acquits himself well physically as
well as histrionically. Edwards handes the
comedy assignment nicey. Ann Summers
provides the feminine interest. Among the
other players are Davison Clarke, Norman
Willis Karl Hackett.
The direction of Sam Nelson keeps the
film moving at a fast clip. The Bert Gilroy production is grounded on a screenplay
by Harry 0. Hoyt and Morton Grant. Edwards has contributed a song called "Minnie
My Mounta:n Moocher," which he sings
himself. It's not a bad number. J. Roy
Hunt is responsible for the fine camera
work.
CAST: Tim Holt, Cliff Edwards, Ann
Summers, Davison Clarke, Norman Willias,
Karl Hackett, Earl Hodgins, Edward Cassidy,
Kenneth Duncan, Bud McTaggart, Bud Osborne, Bob Kortman.
CREDITS: Producer. Bert Gilroy; Director, Sam Nelson; Screenplay, Harry 0. Hoyt,
Morton Grant; Based on stoy by Harry 0.
Hoyt; Mus:cal Director, Paul Sawtell; Cameraman, J.Roy Hunt; Art Directors, Albert
S. D'Agostino, Walter E. Keller; Film Editor, John Lockert.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Bronston Announces IS
Top Budget Pix for 5 Years
(.Continued from Page 1)

production of 15 top budget pictures
during the next five years. His
bankers are Lazard Freres of Wall
(Cotitinifpd from P^oe \)
negotiators for the union met with Street, Guaranty Trust Company of
representatives of Pathe to discuss New York and Security-First National Bank of Los Angeles. Distri+he terms of a new pact. The union
■'s understood to be asking for wage Artists. bution will be through United
;npveases of 10 ner cent to meet the
On the board of directors with the
higher cost of living:, as well as for
1 on e'er vacations and added compen- producer are George Burrows, until
sation for night work. The old con- recently vice-president of Guaranty
Trust, who will serve in a similar
tracts begin to run out in March.
The union's negotiators are topped capacity with the film company;
hv John J. Francavilla. acting presi- Chester Rohrlich of the New York
dent of Local 702. Adolph Grude, law firm of Cook, Lehman, GreenAlbert Dassa, Catherine Grofan, man, Goldmark & Loeb, who will
Nicholas Koutroubv. William Ver- represent Lazard Freres, and Henry
mont and Joseph McCarthy are the HeT-zbrun, local attorney- .
Bronston will concentrate off bestother members of the negotiating
committee.
sellers, successful stage plays and

"Two-Fisted Justice"
with John King, David Sharpe, Max Terhune
Monogram
54 M.ns.
LATEST RANGE BUSTERS IS WEAK
WESTERN NUMBER EXCEPT WHERE THE
YOUNG FOLKS ARE CONCERNED.
Even a grade B western shouldn't bf
punished with the sort of script that Will

m

Nolte has pasted together for "Two-F.i
Justice," the latest in the Range Busters series of gallopers. The story, flat and interest-lacking, flops into a rut from which
neither director nor cast is able to rescue
it. Little thought has been given to the
development of the yarn in a manner to gain
the attention of the grown-ups. The result is a film which can expect consideration
solely from the juveniles, who will find the
gunplay and fisticuffing sufficient to claim
their attention.
This film, produced by George W. Weeks,
s another chaper in the crime-busting activities ofJohn King, David Sharpe and Max
Terhune. This time their good offices are
performed for Dry Gulch, the citizens of
which have enlisted the r services to wipe
out a gang of outlaws who are terrorizing
the place and driving good folks out. Armed
with sheriff's powers and flanked by Sharpe
and Terhune as deputies King r des out to
do battle with the villains. After the usual
set-tos with the outlaws the three men are
victorious and the town is a place of law
and order once more.
Robert
supplied
tion.
He Tansey
has nothas
been
able toweak
get d'recmuch
out of his players. As comedy rel'ef, Terhune isn't any too successful. Charles King
plays the leader of the villains. H° is just
about the best of the lot. Other important
roles are taken by Gwen Gaze, Joel Davis,
John Elliott, George Chesebro.
CAST: John King, D3viH Sharpe, Max Terhune, Gwen Gaze, Joe' Dav:s, John E'l'ott,
Charles
K'ng, Georpe
Chesebro, Frank Ellis,
Cecil Weston
Hal Price.
CREDITS: Producer, George W. Weeks;
Director. Robert Tansey; S'reenolay, WT'i*m Nolte; Cameraman, Robert Cline; Film
Ed'tnr. Rov C'aire.
Okay.
DIRECTION, Poor. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Robson
Imo-ovroq"
St. John,"Slowly
N. B.— Condition
of Clarence
Robson
of
Toronto,
sune,-visor
of theaters for the Odeon circuit, is
reported
"slowly
improving."
although heasis still
seriously
ill. He
was taken suddenly with a heat
attack on a train en route from
Monckton, N. B., to St. John.
nopular biographies. Budgets will be
set at from $750 000 to $1,000,000
ner picture. A sum in excess of
$1,000,000 has already been earmarked for advertising and exploitation, the greater part of which will
go for newspaper and trade paper
First picture tentatively set to roll
space.
in May will be the life of Jq^k
London, based on private records and
memoirs of his widow, Charmaine K.
London.
Bronston will headauarter at the
Samuel Goldwvn studios. Production aides thus far set are Jo° Nadel
as production manager, Bernard
Herzbrun, art director, and Frank
advertising.
N.
Seltzer, director of publicity and

:

In Today's Issue: The Equipment News section
Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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COAST PARLEY TO DISCUSS LABOR POOL
WAC

Executive Committee Meets Here Feb. 24

All Phases of the War
Effort to be Discussed
At All- WAC Conference
A meeting- of the executive committee of the WAC has been called
for Feb. 24 in New York where all
phases of the industry's war effort
will be discussed. Regional members from all parts of the country
are expected to be on hand for the
parley which is to be one of the most
important of the year.
It is probable that delegates from
each territory will bring with them
recommendations on the manpower
(Continued on Page 3)

Momand Counsel
Blasts at Para.
Oklahoma City — Blasting Paramount as having attempted to monopolize the motion picture business
with the aid and connivance of the
other majors, George S. Ryan, Momand's chief counsel, continued his
arguments as the sixth week of the
$4,950,000 anti-trust action got under
way here Monday. Ryan took up
his arguments which were begun
Saturday
after
William
Anthony
(Continued on Page 2)

Protective Committee
For Universal Merger
Ben Kessler, broker representing
stockholders with a substantial
amount of Universal stock, is forming a protective stockholders committee for the purpose of facilitat( Continued on Page 3)

Tenth lor "Harvest";
Even Money on 11th
Equalling "Mrs. Miniver's" record,
Metro's "Random Harvest" will stay
a 10th week at Radio City Music
Hall, and on the Main Stem yesterlay, it was even money that the pic
would go an 11th. Meanwhile, Metro
yesterday said "Harvest" is averaging
.more than 200 per cent of normal
'biz in its newest key openings.

Senate Committee Will Open Inquiry Today
Into Army's Commissioning of lndnstryites
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — In a surprise move, Sen. Harry S. Truman, D. Mo., who chairs
the special Senate Committee investigating the conduct of the war program,
called a hearing for this morning on the matter of the letting of contracts
for Army training films. The purpose of the inquiry is, according to Truman,
to determine "the basis for giving Officers' commissions in the Army to persons
associated with the motion picture industry."
Maj. John Harlan Amen, former special prosecutor in Brooklyn, will place
before the Senators the results of his investigations on the Coast. Major
Amen went to Los Angeles about three months ago as reported at the time in
THE FILM DAILY after looking over records of the Truman Committee on the
training film matter. He went as representative of the Inspector General of
the Army.
Senator Truman's statement said the hearing is to discover why industry
people are commissioned, not whether or not there was anything suspicious in
the letting of the contracts.

Salary Ceiling and
Raw Stock Other Topics
Facing Execs., Lawyers
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Among war-made
problems to be discussed at conferences of film company heads and the
industry's lawyers' committee starting today are manpower, raw stocks,
critical materials and the salary
freeze order.
Under manpower it is expected
possibilities of a labor pool will be
fairly investigated as it is believed
there will be an acute shortage of
help as the(Continued
war grows
older.
Some
on Page 11)

Sees Salary Ceiling
Appeal Board Cuts

Allied Board Meets

Schine's Clearance

Here on Feb. 25-26

Fm-ther clearance relief has been
National Allied's board of directors will hold its quarterly meeting
granted
Smalley
Delhi, N. toY., theby the
appealTheater,
board. I' at the Hotel Warwick, New York,
Complainant had charged that the ' Feb. 25-26. A report on the cara30-day clearance over the Smalley
van committee's sessions with the
enjoyed
by Oneonta
and
Palace Pacific Coast Conference units in
Seattle,
Portland, San Francisco and
Theaters, (Continued
Oneonta, on Page
N. Y.,
11) was un(Continued on Page 11)

N. Y. Metropolitan Area
Theaters Total 1,191

Cleveland Exhibs. Fight
Proposed Shift to EST

Repeal Possible
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — That the House
Ways and Means Committee compromise on the President's salary
ceiling regulations will be thrown
out by the Senate in favor of a full
repeal of the ruling was confidently
(Continued on Page 2)

Dimes Campaign Pledges
Ahead of Those in 1942

More exhib. pledges have been
received for the 1943 March of Dimes
to yesterday, than for last
Cleveland — Theater men plan to drive, up (Continued
on Page 3)
Theaters in the New York Metattend
in
a
body
a
City
Council
ropolitan area totalled 1,191 as of
tomorrow night when a disJanuary, 1943, according to the di- meeting cussion
will be held on the question
rectory of theaters issued yesterday
Stewart Quits Post
of time change
in onCleveland.
Theby the New
York
Film
Board
of
(Continued
Page 3)
(Continued on Page 11)

Cold Affects N. Y. Grosses
But Sub-Zero Fails to Cut Deeply Into Biz
Sub-zero tempertures yesterday —
it was 8 below at 9:30 a.m. to give
the city its coldest Feb. 15 in history— cut into theater biz here in
Boston — The coldest day in 71 varying degrees and exhibitors and
years halted the remarkable upsurge managers, faced with forecast of
of business at all Boston theaters. no relief, were admittedly apprehenOfficial temperatures in the Hub sive.
were 15 below, but in some suburbs
However,i Continued
some theaters
professed
(Continued on Page 11)
on Pane 3)

Boston's Coldest Day
Halts Business Upsurge

With Canada's WPTB

Toronto — James Stewart of Toronto yesterday announced his resignation as Administrator of Services
in the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board of Federal Government for
business reasons. Successor is W. M.
McCutcheon of Toronto, a lawyer.
R. G. McMullen continues as administrator oftheaters and films to
carryartout
theto Board's
decrees.
Stewreturns
his post
as assistant
general manager of the Canadian
Bank of Commerce.
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10 Cents
:

expressed yesterday by Rep. Bertrand
W. Gearhart, California Republican.
Gearhart was the author of an
CHESTER B. BAHN
::::::
Editor earlier proposal that the committee
attach a rider to the debt limit bill
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and repealing the OES salary dictum in
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., toto. His suggestion was shelved last
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Saturday by the committee in favor
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer. Entered as of a compromise suggested by Rep.
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the Wesley Disney, Oklahoma Democrat.
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
suggestion, which should
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) Disney's
United States outside of Greater New York come before the House with the bill
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, in another week or 10 days, provides
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber should that salaries which net more than
remit with order. Address all communications
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway $25,000 annually should be pegged at
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, their pre-Pearl Harbor level, while
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address: no others can be brought above the
Filmday, New York.
$25,000 net level. It would be retroactive until last Oct. 2.
This compromise was obviously deRepresentatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif. —
signed to bring some of the 15 DemoRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
crats on the commitee along with the
Older, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253. 10 Republicans, and it succeeded, by
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
a 15-10 vote, whereas there was
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12). doubt that the Gearhart proposal
HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes would have passed.
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck.
Rep. Gearhart said he is "not comCasillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
pletely satisfied" with the comproMarco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexmise, but feels that it was quite an
ico, D. F.
accomplishment to "pry that much
locfse from the Democrats on the
committee." He told Film' Daily he
does not look for any strong house
pressure toward a full repealer, but
he does feel confident that when the
bill gets to the Senate it will be
(Monday, Feb. 15)
worked over until there is nothing
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
of a compromise left in it. There
Net
High
Low
Close
Chg. is little question that Congress will
131/2
135/s +
% pass the bill, said Gearhart, and he
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RKO Radio's Australia
Publicist Dies in Action
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New Jersey Allied Holds
Luncheon Meeting Today
New Jersey Allied will hold a
buffet luncheon meeting at organization headquarters today. Among
topics for discussion at the session
are the manpower shortage, March
of Dimes, Red Cross drive, WAC
report, gasoline rationing and pleasure driving as they relate to theaters, and the blind-checking bill now
before the New Jersey legislature.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING. 20th-Fox Western
territory.
sales manager, has returned from a tour of his

(Continued from Page 1)

"Tony" Ryan, former 20th-Fox
branch manager here, had been
brought from Albany, N. Y., to testify as a defense witness. Tony
Ryan emphatically denied having
made any of the many statements
Momand attributed to him with reCharges of conspiracy as to
Educational, Pathe and Columbia
were dismissed in the Momand
anti-trust suit. Federal Judge
Bower Broaddus, who discussed
each of the specific Momand
claims for damages with George
S. Ryan, Momand's chief counsel,
declared the three companies had
not been connected with the case
in the evidence, stating that under
no
imagination"
could"stretch
he see ofhowthethey
could be
held. First National had previously been dismissed in a pre-trial
conference. Other companies may
also be dismissed before the week
is over.
gard to the conspiracy, advice to get
out, etc., and was not shaken in his
stand by cross-examination.
Categorically, under examination,
Edward L. McClennan read each of
the Momand statements and the witness denied each in turn. Under
cross-examination he said he and
Brewer never got along and that
he and Roy Hefner had a very cordial dislike for each other and never
associated together. He could not
recall the many instances Momand's
attorney questioned him about.
Two additional defense witnesses
were scheduled to be presented today, according to D. I. Johnston,
and after their testimony George
tinued. arguments will again be conRyan's
The Momand counsel traced the
organization of Paramount and its
history, and reading from records
of stockholders' meetings quoted
specific acts which he charged were
attempts to secure a monopoly of
the motion picture business.

SAUL Z. MARTELL
LEO

BLANK

is here from Hollywood.

is in Cleveland from the West

Coast tothere.
take over the managership of Warners'
branch
JIMMY

DURANTE

has flown

to the Co^:-

HARVEY DAY, business manager of ^
ryToons, is back from a tour of 20th-Fox exchanges
in the Middle West, Southwest and Southeast.
JOSEPH HOLTON and ROBERT GOLDSTEIN
of the 20th-Fox talent department are in Chicago on a talent prowl.
LAMAR
from New
COL.

TROTTI
York.

JASON

has arrived on

JOY

is back on

the Coast.

TENNESSEE RAMBLERS quartet has left Charlotte, N. C, for the Coast to appear in Republic's "Swing Your Partners."
F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universale Southern and
Canadian division manager, today leaves for
Nashville, from where he will go on to Toronto.
He returns next week.
NORMAN ELSON, Trans-Lux general manager, is in Boston today, goes to Washington
tomorrow
and to Philadelphia
Thursday.
CHARLES V1DOR arrived in Hollywood from
New York yesterday.
RICHARD THORPE,
New York today.

Metro director, arrives in

NEAL BISHOP, for several years secretarytreasurer of the Chicago operators union, is in
Chicago on a visit from his Florida home.
BONITA GRANVILLE and H. B. WARNER arrive in Cleveland tomorrow to participate in
the Northern Ohio premiere of "Hitler's Children" at Warners' Hippodrome.
A. PELAY and D. HALES of the 20th-Fox
home office, visited several days in New Haven.
MAX CILLIS. new Republic district manager,
spent a few days with local manager Samuel
Seletsky in New Haven.
LT. SAMUEL ROSEN, of Rosen Film Deliveries.
New Haven, and connected with Lockwood and
Gordon in operation of several Connecticut
houses, is in New Haven on leave from Cultport, Miss.
RICHARD ARLEN is at the Plaza for a month.
28.JOHN BOLES and MRS. BOLES are at the
Plaza, they plan to go to Palm Beach on Feb.

JACK

Mrs. A. J. Holt Stricken
Cincinnati — Mrs. A. J. Holt, wife
of the operator of The Idle Hour,
died of a heart attack.

SHAINDL5N
Musical

Direction

COMPLETED

"One March
Day of of
TimeWar"
"Arsenal of Might"
Universal

Lt. John Perakos Survives
Plane Crash in Sky Fight
New Britain, Conn. — Lt. John Perakos of the Perakos New Britain
and East Hartford theatres, is reported recovering in a hospital
abroad after his plane crashed in
action in the Pacific.

Sydney, Australia (By Cable) —
The local film colony is mourning
the loss of Sergt. Francis Emanuel
Aarons, former assistant publicity Todd Talking $200,000
manager of RKO Radio's Sydney Film Deal for "Garter"
branch, who is reported by the Government to have fallen in action in
Michael Todd is negotiating with
the Middle East. Aarons was a ser- an unnamed film company for the
geant in the Australian Army Med- purchase of the screen rights to
ical Corps.
"Star and Garter" for $200,000.

the Coast

Edward A. Golden Productions
Announces
In Preparation for early Release

"THE MASTER RACE"

^•"V
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Below Zero Weather
Affects N. Y. Gross

WAC Exec. Committee
Meets Here Feb. 24

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

to find the cold wave a benefit to the
box-offiee. They reported many were
turning down the heat at home to
conserve fuel, and patronizing their
h-r=»s instead. This was evidenced,
t,_a_^/said, by the large numbers remaining for more than one show.

situftion and other problems facing
the motion picture industry.

Reports from other spots hit by the frisrid
wave indicated that theaters in such spots
as Buffalo, Albany, Syracuse. Bos'on and
Hartford, where the cold was still more
severe, were encountering tough sledding at
the b.o.
The 8-below-zero weather yesterday failed
to. cut materially into the Music Hall's daily
business with "Random Harvest." It was
admitted that the sub-zero blast caused a
slight drop in attendance, but not sufficien'
to cancel plans completely for an ilth week
The Paramount, where "Star Spangled
Rhythrrr" is in its seventh week and heading
for an -eighth, felt, only- a slight drop-off in
business due to the cold. .Even with the"
mercury at the eight below mark, the morning
line extended West on 43d Street to the
Times Bldg.
Other theaters :on Broadway reported an
expected falling off' in business yesterday
because of the low temperatures but th»
week-end boom was up to expectations, with
grosses and attendance continuing strong.

Dimes Campaign Pledges
Ahead of Those in 1942
(Continued from Page 1)

year's campaign, it was announced
yesterday.
A straw in the wind which indicates 1943 collections may exceed
by 30 per cent or more last year's
total is the report by Loew's Palace, Washington of $4,001.29 for 7
days this year against $2,759.48 for
8 days in '42. Mrnager 0. J. Eatto
hf d his Dimes collections at the time
of the tions,
President's
Birthday
celebrabecause of the
local situation.
Drive headquarters yesterday said
that extra prints of the appeal
trailer will be available at f11 National Screen branches to insure service for all late pledges.

•

•

O

THAT Fabian gang, — Joe Lee, John Burke and Charles Dowe,

augmented by Meyer (Zorina's Press Agent) Beck — , did a helluva swell
job of puttin-over the huge "Commandos Strike at Dawn" benefit opening
performance on Thursday night at the. Fabian Fox o'er in Brooklyn for
the Fighting Norwegian Seamen's Fund
The entire 4,000-seater was
sold out at $1.65 per ticket
As a result of the unusually intensive
spotlighting the Columbia opus received at the hands of the aforementioned promotional solons, the Friday, Saturday and Sunday biz was
of the hang-'em-off-the-chandeliers kind
Yesterday, with the Brooklyn temperature at nine, below, the biz continued hotter than hot
Borough's newspapers, sparked by Lee, gave magnificent co-op to the
benefit and the pic's general advent.
Phil M. hears that "Commandos" is headed, as outcome of the Lee-Burke-Dowe and Beck enterprise, for an anticipated record-shattering run of four weeks
La
Zorina's personal appearance at the benefit was roundly hailed by pic
ians in the municipal den of the Norse and the Dodgers

T

LeBaron
Morris
Bergen
Lovett

Dolores
Starr
Leah Ray
H. R. Kassman
Patty Andrews

▼

• • FOR the first time, a foreign-language newspaper has invited its readers to cast their votes on American movies
'Tis the
Aufbau, anti-Nazi German-language organ published here
It called
upon the immigrant population to select the 10 best films, actors and
actresses
Results will be valuable info for the trade. ...
9 Lester
S. Bare ford, of WB's legal staff, and a Stanley Co. director, leaves Thursday for active duty as an officer in the U. S. Army
Yes'day h.o.
associates gave him a farewell party and a gift at the Hotel Astor. . . .
9 Dear Fred Allen: Zeb Epstin is manager of the New York Strand
Harry Maizlish happens to be with WB on Coast
Catchee?
AVENGE

PEARL HARBOR!.

Congressional Sentiment
Strong for Kilday Bill
Aashington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The House Military
Affairs Committee yesterday resumed hearings on the proposal by
Passage of N. H. Sunday
Representative Paul J. Kilday, Texas
Movie Measure Expected
Democrat, that draft deferment be
granted to men with dependents.
Concord, N. H. — House is expected
Lieut.-Col. Francis V. Keesling,
to follow Senate example and pass
the Sunday movie local option bill. chief legislative officer of the Selective Service system told the comSenate killed amendments to limit
mittee that administration of the
Sunday shows to the duration and
Kilday
bill
would be extremely diffibanning price boosts for Sunday
cult. He said that Selective Service
performances.
officials had already tried to do on
their own what the Kilday bill would
make mandatory, and had found it
almost impossible to accomplish it.
Both WMC chief, Paul V. McNutt,
and Maj.-Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, director of Selective Service, hit at
the bill over the week-end, but Congressional sentiment continues
strong for its passage.

William
Chester
Edgar
Dorothy

▼

•

Cleveland Exhibs. Fight
Proposed Shift to EST
(Continued from Page 1)

ater men are definitely opposed. The
state legislature has voted to drop
Eastern War Time in favor of Eastern Standard Time. Although farmers and PTA representatives are
opposed to war time, strong support for it has been aroused in war

In Boston yesterday Nathan Yamins was named to represent the- New
England exhibitors. At a general
meeting of independent and circuit
operators, Yamins was authorized to
convey, to the exhibitors of the nation the decision of New England
operators to declare managers and
time.
operators
the most essential at this
The New England exhibitors asked
that authorities in Washington be
told that these two classes were regarded as absolutely essential to the
maintenance of the industry and that
aon positive
stand must be assumed
this point.
The labor situation was discussed
at length and it was the consensus
of those present that many positions
migh be filled by women and from
other sources not yet tried, but that
managers and operators must be
trained men who rre skilled in their
work or the industry would crumble.

Protective Committee
For Universal Merger
(Continued from Page 1)

ing the merger of Universal Corp.
and Universal Pictures Corp.
Kessler srid yesterday his committee would be in no way an "obiecting" group but would work with
the
company
in with
"formalizing"
the
details
connected
the proposed
consolidation. He said, however,
that there would be no protest on
he part of his clients as long as
they were assured of a fair deal
and that all would benefit equally by
Lhe merger. The manner in which
the stock of the two companies
^ould be exchanged represented one
of the important obstacles in the
ieal, Kessler srid.
Meanwhile, there appears to be no
:ndication that the plan will be
•completed by March 15 when the
Universal stockholders are scheduled
to hold their annual meeting.

plants.

WB Switches Detroit
To New Haines Division
Warner's Detroit branch, formerly part of the Centre 1 District, has
been transferred by General Salet
Manager Ben Kalmenson to the Midwest District, part of the territory
being supervised by Roy Haines in
his new status as Western and Southern Sales Manager.
Charles Rich, new Central district manfger, will make his headquarters in Cleveland instead of
Pittsburgh.

TO THE COLORS!
Miami Beach, Fla. — LEONARD
ALLEN, manager of the Lincoln, has
gone into the Army Air Force. A ■ s
brother, Corp. LOY ALLEN, was
>illed in desert meneuvers on the
West Coast. Another brother, Lt.
THOMAS ALLEN, is in the infanat Camp
' '■ •
It tryCoat
BureauRoberts,
of THE Calif.
FILM . DAILY
Los Angeles— WALLIS PALMER
is going into the Army. He has been
succeeded as 20th-Fox ads?les manager here by Irving Schechter.

Set N. Y. C. Red Cross Quota

Albany V. C. Hears Rabbi

A quota of $1,500,000 has been set
for the New York City entertainment industries in the Red Cross'
national drive for $125,005,000 funds.
The city's quota from all sources is
$12,920,700.

Albany — Warner-Vitagraph exchange members were "kings for a
Miami, Fla.— THOMAS JEFFERday" et the Variety Club dinner in
its Ten Eyck Hotel rooms last night.
SON, publicity
ParaTheaters,director
Inc., hasfor
reported
Guest speaker was Rabbi I. Mose- at CampmountBlanding.
son.
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Jack L. Warner,

Executive Producer
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TOPPING SUCH BIG ONES AS "THE BLACK
SWAN" AND "SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES"
IN KANSAS CITY, TULSA,
LOS ANGELES,
NEW YORK, SAN DIEGO!

2o

CRACKING "CHARLEY'S AUNT" RECORDS
AND THE HIGHS SET BY "ORCHESTRA
WIVES" IN ST. LOUIS, DES MOINES,
MIAMI, MILWAUKEE, DAVENPORT!

-<

To

X

tfr

<

itfr

BEATING "FOOTLIGHT SERENADE"
AND "CHINA GIRL" W PITTSBURGH
AND EQUALLY BIG IN DENVER
ANDELMIRA!

2o*
ry where

Century-Fox Hits!
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You can obtain maximum efficiency and economy from
your Victory vJarbons by observing the following simple
rules.
USE CARBON TRIM RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.

The Victory Ca«bon trims indicated in the above table
were established by comprehensive laboratory and field
tests to ascertain the best results obtainable in all types
of equipment.

tween positive and negative carbons. On lamps equipped
with adjustable feed and formerly operated above 45
amperes arc current, this ratio should be adjusted to
meet the new current conditions.
A bulletin describing operation of the new Victory High
Intensity Carbons is available for distribution and will
be sent promptly upon request.

OPERATE CARBONS AT SPECIFIED ARC CURRENT.

Better projection and greater economy are obtained
when recommended arc currents are maintained. The
maximum allowable arc current is stamped on each
Victory Carbon at the. left of the trade-mark.
CHECK FEED RATIO CAREFULLY.

SAVE

T

E

C

0

P

PER

Most of the copper used for plating copper coated
projector carbons drops to the floor of the lamp house
when the carbons are burned. Continue to save these
copper drippings and turn them over to your supply
dealer as designated by our government.

Changes of arc current: alter the ratio of burning rate beV

,
kkj/ictory
Mi BUY
rffr war

/f/tWBONDS
rfJgjj|\STAMPS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

003

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio
GENERAL

OFFICES

30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
BRANCH

SALES OFFICES

N ew York, Pi ttsburgh/Chicago.St,

Louis, San Francisco
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CARPET MANUFACTURING FACES SHUTDOWN
Atlantic Coast SMPE
Feb. 25 Meeting Seen As
Vital to Proper Conduct
Of Wartime Film Stands
Featuring papers presented by the
various members of the sub-committee of the Theater Engineering Committee, the general subject of "Theater Protection" will receive further
attention and co-ordination at the
Feb. 25 evening meeting of the Atlantic Coast Section of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, to be
held in the Hotel Pennsylvania, with
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, body's
chairman, presiding.
Because of its vital consequence
to film theater operation in wartime, the session is expected to attract representatives of major and
independent circuits, as well as individual exhibitors, because under
{Continued on Page 10)

Buffalo May Exempt
Small Stand Lighting
Buffalo — A proposal to require
theaters to see that auxiliary lighting systems are in good operating
condition at all times is expected to
be modified to exempt small houses
lacking such systems, before adoption within the next two or three
weeks of a comprehensive, uniform
and officially-authorized wartime
code for the protection of theater
patrons, employes and property in an
emergency.
Preliminary reports of two subcom it e s oftheater men and civilian protection officials were accept-

Furthers Thea. Protection
WPB's Freezing Order
May Become Effective
Mar. 20; Supplies Low

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
Equipment Editor of THE FILM DAILY
VA/ITH

apologies to Will H. Hays for

* ™ appropriating one of his colorful expressions, we contend strongly that "it
isn't the size of the dog in the fight, it's
the size of the fight in the dog."
Today on rigorous, far-flung fighting
fronts, the motion picture projectors of
various types are performing invaluable service to victory's attainment. Without them,
all the film in creation would be just so
much inert celluloid.
And today, on the far-flung, and, in its
own way, rigorous fighting home front,
where the battle of fashioning weapons and
supplies for our armed forces (and the
training of the latter) goes on day and
night, projectors are just as truly instruments of warfare as guns, munitions and
bayonets. And without them, all the film in
creation would be merely a Prometheus
bound.
CO when we say that it isn't the size of
*^ the dog in the fight, it's the size of
the fight in the dog, — the point is that projectors accommodating any width of film
are invaluable units in the global fray.
For example, what the relatively pintsize 16 mm. machines are doing is exemplified by the testimony of Lucian Scott,
assistant Red Cross field supervisor for the
Aleutian area. Uncle Sam's fighting men
out on the barren, wind-swept Aleutian
Islands know the meaning of the once wide
ly-clarioned slogan: "Motion Pictures Are
Your Best Entertainment." In tents and
barracks from Kodiak to the Andreanofs,
movies are not only the best, they are about
the only entertainment the men now have.
Some
15 mobile
projection
units, each

complete with a generator, for creating
power where there is no other source, are
being shuttled through the Northern fighting
front service
by both branch.
the Red Cross
and the Army's
field
The projector
crews
travel to places where men have only their
rifles for company. Sometimes, giving a
show means a long trip in a small boat and
several hours of walking through the mud
or snow. Nothing can be permitted to impair the operation of these mobile units.
Their functioning MUST be kept at 100 per
-ent efficiency. What is true of such maintenance in the Aleutians is just as true
of
tor. other fronts, including our home

sec-

o
LJERE

at home there are tens of thousands

" ' of projectors, — including 35 mm., 16
mm. and 8 mm. Irrespective of size, their
upkeep is essential. They are all "dogs
in the fight." Lower their fight'ng, or operating efficiency, and the war effort suffers.
A working 16 mm. unit is incalculably
better than a 35 mm. machine which cannot be used. The opposite also holds.
No factor in film exhibition, whether at
home or overseas, is as vital as projectorcondition. That we are as well off as we
are in this respect springs from the quality
of the modern American projection machine; the skill of the overwhelming majority of operators; the abil'ty and accessibility
of service organizations plus their continual
use of promotional channels to drive home
the importance of maintenance; and the intelligence of so many showmen in not
permitt'ng deterioration to set in.
But nothing is so good that it can't be
better. Only 100 per cent will do.

Manufacture of carpet for civilian
use, — which includes film theaters—,
will be dealt a death blow for the
war's duration, if the War Production Board, as reported, insists upon
freezing output of spindles producing
course counts as of March 20. There)by the Government will channel cotton yarn into critical war products.
In the interim only a very small
quantity of rugs and carpets will be
turned out, because manufacturers,
notwithstanding the regulation permitting 25 per cent of their output
for civilian purposes, have been far
below this allowance in actual practice during the past several months.
As a consequence, inventories are
shallow, and when they become exhausted,
theaters and other branches
{Continued on Page 10)

American Seating Net
'42subsidiSeating For
Co. and
$479,610
IsAmerican
aries for the year ended Dec. 31,
1942, show net profit of $479,610,
after usual deductions and provision
of $100,000 for contingencies, equal
to $2.17 a share on 221,062 no-par
shares of capital stock. This compares with a net profit of $505,031,
or $2.28 a share in 1941.
Current assets as of Dec. 31, 1942,
amounted to $6,174,785, including
on Page
10)
$1,345,640 (Continued
cash, while
current
liabili-

(Continued on Page 10)

Uncle Sam Sits Up
And Takes Notice
Grand Rapids — Lieut. Commander
E. L. Johnson presented the Army
and Navy "E" pennant to the American Seating Co. at their local headquarters via a colorful ceremony.
Harry M. Taliaferro accepted the
award for the company and its employes.

Copper

Collections Strong

Reports from South, Mid- West Are Typical
Herzbrun Methods Aiding
Studio Sets Situation
Revolutionary ideas and devices
for obtaining a maximum of effect
with a minimum of expense in the
design and construction of sets, pioneered by Bernard Herzbrun, ace art
{Continued on Page 10)

Local headquarters of the industry's War Activities Committee announces receipt of word from Roy
L. Smart, WAC public relations
chairman for the Charlotte territory, that copper, brass and bronze
matinees staged by 38 theaters there
has resulted in a collection just
(.Continued on Page 10)

More Eastman Help
To The War Effort
Rochester-r-The Navy has tapped
the employment rolls of Eastman
Kodak here for a dozen V-Mail special'sts. The 12 workers selected
for the berths were trained at the
company's local plant. This unique
manpower draft had as its aim the
stepping up of V-Mail to U, S. forces
serving overseas.
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SMPE Meet To Stress
Theater Protection
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau,
^6+25 -Hollywood -Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
Ralph W.ilk, Bureau Chief.

Small Stand Lighting
{Continued from Page 9)

ed with only a few suggestions for
changes at a second conference called
by Mayor Joseph J. Kelly, Buffalo
OCP director. Circuits and indie,
theaters, members of the technical
committee on structural protection,
and city fire, police, public works
and law departments were represented.
■' The conference was told the priorities situation niay prevent some small
houses' from ' acquiring auxiliary
lighting -systems.
A proposal that theaters be required to provide suitable screens or
light -locks at entrance doors was
referred back to sub-committee after
a theater owner pointed out it would
conflict with the city building code,
which forbids' blocking exit doors.
To ease the burden on small houses
afflicted with a rapid labor turnover,
modification of another proposal was
suggested. -It would have required
that : accredited wardens must' have
completed first aid and basic training
classes covering about 10 weeks.
Buffalo is -expected to become the
nation's second city-^Chicago was
first — to have an official, uniform
wartime code for theaters, said
Deputy Director Harold P. Jarvis
of Buffalo OCP. The code when
adopted will have the effect of law.
It is being prepared under the provisions of the state war emergency
act.

(Continued from Page 9)

today's conditions even a minor fire
or other accident in a film house may
well mean, it is pointed out, that the
theater is through for the duration.
SMPE's Atlantic Coast Section announces that tickets of admission will
not be necessary on this occasion.
Purpose of the papers will be to
show theater management how under
present conditions the best use of
equipment can be made, and to warn
theatermen against the purchase of
improper and unsafe equipment.
Topics set for coverage are:
"Lighting Systems for Theaters," by
Earl Morin, Connecticut State
Police; "Psychology of Handling
Crowds in Emergencies," Dr. Walter
Cutter, Co-Ordinator, Center of
Safety Education, New York University; "Fire Extinguishing Devices
for Motion Picture Theaters," E. W.
Fowler, National Board of Fire
Underwriters; "Use of Luminous
Materials in Blackouts," James
Frank, National Theatre Supply Co.;
"Plate Glass Protection," Gilbert W.
Taylor, Engineer, Employes' Liability Assurance Corp.; "Theater Construction," Ben Schlanger, Theater
Architect and Consultant; and
"Flameproofing of Curtains, Draperies and Other Textiles," Henry Anderson, Manager Insurance Department, Paramount Pictures, Inc.
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Pic Sound Engineers
Win New Laurels
By producing 14 tons of intricate
communications equipment for the
U. S. Army Signal Corps in 26 days
instead of the 26 weeks normally
required for a task of this magnitude,
Western Electric Co. played a major
part in the establishment of communications for the new AlaskaCanada Army Highway. Several engineers who have been identified
with sound transmission problems for
filmland had a hand in this accomplishment.

WPB May Discontinue
Carpet Manufacture

Is $479,610 For '42
(Continued from Page 9)

ties were $1,562,677. Gross sales
for 1942 were $14,438,794 as against
$10,310,949 in 1941, and $8,870,362
in 1940.-

%■ --'
Piano,for111.—
The ation
Grand s Theater
Alter
Closes
here has been closed for alterations
by Paul Sweeney, manager. The
Henry Theater at Henry, 111., has
reopened after installation of new
heating apparatus.

(Continued from Page 9)

of the film trade will not be able to
buy new carpet.
Among war products said to be
in urgent need of additional coarse
cotton yarns are camouflage nets,
webbing for machine gun belts, and
other critical items. It is also asserted that agricultural interests
have insisted upon greater output
of binder twine due to insufficient
supplies of hennequin and sisal.
A complete shutdown of carpet
production would require higher subsidies by the Government on future
war work, rug and carpet manufacturers declare. Millmen added that,
while carpet production in itself was
not absolutely essential, it was useCopper Collections
ful, even on a restricted basis, in
Maintain Strong Place
helping to defray the overhead costs
of war production.
(Continued from Page 9)
Survey of mill executives, in wake
under 8,000 pounds. A block of 36 of the WPB report, admit that if
of these houses were in the Caro- film stands want any floor coverings
linas, with one each in Virginia and for the duration, it is "a matter of
West Virginia.
One standout feature of these buying now, or not at all."
matinees was close co-operation of Herzbrun Methods Aiding
schools with the exhibitors. The
Studio Sets Situation
copper was sold and the revenue
turned over to various charities.
(Continued from Page 9)

Waterloo, la. — More than 2,000 director, are expected by industry
Mpre Duties for De Titta
patrons attending the six theaters leaders' to be widely adopted by all
.. DeonDe Titta, chief projectionist here during Copper Day, each studios. Interest in Herzbrun's
at.; Twentieth.. Century-Fox home brought at least a pound of copper methods is heightened by the Government edict limiting set costs to
office, has been elected chairman of or brass for a free admission.
the ^Credit Committee of the TwenHerzbrun was the art director on
Omaha— More than 30^000 pounds $5,000:
tieth CeirturyrFoX' Employes Credit
of copper and brass will be collected Charles Rogers' "The Powers Girl,"
Unjon.
>.; .■
by the Omaha Variety Club's drive and Hunt Stromberg's current "Lady
in the local distribution area, accord- of Burlesque," in which he introduced
ing to Joe Kinsky, chief barker, who a number of set construction innovations, including the use of muslinbases prediction on amount already
contributed. A total of 152 theaters covered frames for walls instead of
A FULL line of modern
in Nebraska, Western Iowa and the more expensive three-ply wood
'-—■■
equipment
-together
Southern South Dakota participated walls normally used. Another strataa staff
of trained
menwithto
gem was the use of dyed canvas for
in the drive. After costs of conhandle' any job large or small
ducting the drive are deducted, pro- rugs and floor coverings.
anytime,,
anywhere.
_ Generator trucks,
searchlights
and
floodlights, for premieres and
ceeds will go to the Variety Club's Charter to Fonda Org.
charity fund, Kinsky said.
' general lighting activities.
Let Ui Enlighten Yeu en
Albany — Jay C. Fonda, Inc., has
Your
Lighting
Prebleme ■
Iowa Stand Soon Unshutters
been issued a charter to deal in motion picture apparatus of all kinds,
Sloan, la.— A. J. Anderson will reCHARLES ROSS Inc.
open his theater here soon. The according to the Secretary of State's
333 W. 32nd St.. New York City
house was closed after being dam- office. Capital stock authorized is
Telephone*; Circle 6-5470-5471
$10,000 with $10 par value shares.
aged by fire. -

fontcM—

American Seating Net

Exhibitors of America have many duties to perform these war days. You
build unity and morale through motion
picture presentations— and you promote
and support the various government
drives that are initiated to spur war
production and civilian defense.
.RCA Service, like exhibitors, is carrying on important war duties : RCA en- .
gineers are rendering scheduled service
to projection room equipment in thou-'
sands of theatres to "Keep 'em Run- '
ning"— and other RCA Service groups >
are installing .military equipment andinstructing personnel, ■ in this country
and at the battlefronts.
The RCA Service organization is today more.than nation-wide
.. . it is world-wide . . . serving the home front and
battlefronts too!'

RCA SERVICE CO., INC.
RADIO

Subsidiary
CORPORATION OF AMERICA*
" Camden,

N.~J.

w
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Appeal Board Cuts
Schine's Clearance
{Continued from Page 1)

reasonable and the arbitrator cut
the clearance to 14 days.
The complainant appealed the
award, claiming that the relief afforded was insufficient and asked
tfsi. the clearance be cut to one
cj Schine Enterprises, operating
the Oneonta and Palace, also appeled, asking that the arbitrator's
award be reversed and the complaint
dismissed. The defendants, the five
consenting companies, filed a joint
brief urging like action.
Because Oneonta is 21 miles from
Delhi and the towns have no adequate transportation between them
except by private car, the appeal
board could see no strong competition existing and modified the arbitrator's award to read as follows:
"The maximum clearance which may
be granted to the Oneonta or Palace Theaters over the Smalley Theater in Delhi in licenses hereafter
entered into by Loew's, Paramount,
RKO, 20th Century-Fox and Vitagraph shall be three days after the
termination of the exhibition of pictures at that one of said two theaters which shall first exhibit the
same." Costs were assessed equally
among the defendants and the interveners.

Carroll, III., Exhibs.
Want Clearance Relief
Chicago — Marcheisi Brothers, operating the
Carroll Theater, Carroll, 111., has filed a
•complaint
Loew's andofWarner
Bros.,
asking foragainst
the elimination
the existing
-clearance in favor of the Orpheum and Web
Theaters, Savanna,
111.

Delphos, O., House Asks
Adjustment of Clearance
Cleveland — Claiming that the 14-day clearance of Warners' Ohio and Sigma Theaters,
Lima. O.. over the Capitol, Delphos, is unreasonable, E. L. Staub, owner of the Capitol, has filed a demand for arbitration in
the Celveland tribunal, naming Warner Bros.,
RKO, Loew's and Paramount.
In his petition, Staub asked for the elimination of clearance so that pictures shall be
made available on territorial release date and
without regard to Lima licenses.
Staub fur-

WEDDING

BELLS

Madeleine S. White, Monogram's
Eastern publicity representative, is
now Mrs. Albert Astor Cormier. She
was married to the radio executive
Thursday at the Little Church
Around the Corner. The former Miss
White will continue at her present
Monogram post.
Indianapolis — Herbert Boss, assistant shipper, Paramount exchange,
and Betty Sue Hoffman, were married.
Camp Adair, Ore. — At a miliary
wedding, Thomas McKean, and Helen
Ruth Berry, Rushville, Ind., were
married by the camp chaplain. McKean, before his induction into the
Air Force, was the confirmation
clerk a the Warners exchange, Indianapolis.
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IV. Y. State Council of Churches Opposes
Pending Measures for Bingo Legalization
Albany — The New York State Council of Churches, Inc. has written all
members of the legislature in opposition to the pending Wilson and FarrellArchinal Bingo legalization bills which would permit religious, charitable and
veterans' organizations to operate the game but exclude theaters. The Council
includes alt Protestant groups.

Allied's Board Meets
Here On Feb. 25-26

N. Y. Metropolitan Area
Theaters Total 1,191

{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

Los Angeles is expected to be one Trade. In January, 1942, there
of the important topics on the were 1,194 theaters in the same area.
agenda. It is possible that the PCC
In 1942, however, there were 1,055
will send a delegate to the New
York parleys.
theaters open, compared with 1,044
Reports that the PCC may become
1943. There were 139 theaffiliated with Allied have never open in
aters closed in January, 1942, while
been confirmed, but some action may the current directory lists 147 theaters closed.
be taken at the board meeting. Directors are due in New York on Feb.
24.
New York State theaters in the
Metropolitan territory total 862. New
Jersey houses in the Metropolitan
Mrs. Jimmy Durante Dead
area total 329, with an over-all seatWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for 1,334,923.
the two states withLos Angeles — Mrs. Jean Olson Duining
the capacity
area of
rante, wife of Jimmy Durante, is
There
are
810
circuit theaters in
dead here after a long illness. The
comedian flew in from New York the area, of which the affiliated
houses in New York State total 120
yesterday for the funeral services.
and 67 in New Jersey. New York
State unaffiliated circuit theaters toNew Hawks-Boyer Corp.
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tal 461, and 162 in New Jersey. Independent theaters in the area have
Hollywood— Capitalized at $1,000,a combined total of 381, of which
000, B. H. Productions has been 278
are in New York and 103 in New
formed by Howard Hawks and Jersey.
Charles Boyer.
ther asked for the same clearance as shall be
determined in the case of the Van Wert Theater, Van Wert, O., now awaiting a decision
from an arbitrator.

Granada, Buffalo, Asks
Reduction of Clearance
The S. G. Theater Corp. of Gloversville.
.\T. Y., operating the Granada Theater, Buffalo, has filed an arbitration complaint in
Buffalo, charging that the five consenting
companies have refused to license pictures
to the Granada on a reasonable clearance
basis. Complainant asks that the clearance
now
Shea's
Kensington
and Northor
Park granted
Theatersto in
Buffalo
be eliminated
reduced.

Beatrice, Neb., Theater
Says All Runs Refused
Frank P. Gattner and Howard W. Harvey,
operating the Rialto Theater, Beatrice, Neb.,
have filed a case in Omaha, claiming that
Paramount, RKO, 20th Century-Fox and
Loew's have refused to license product to
the Rialto on any run. Case was brought
under Section VI of the consent decree.

L. A. Suburban Theater
Gets\ Equal Availability
Under an arbitrator's award in the Los
Angeles tribunal, the Eagle Theater in suburban Los Angeles was given equal availability
with other theaters in the Los Angeles suburban area charging the same admission prices
in their respective zone. The Eagle had
charged that the seven-day clearnce granted
to the Glen Theater was unreasonable, to
which the arbitrator agreed.

Boston's Coldest Day
Halts Business Upsurge
{Continued from Page 1)

thermometer readings were as low
as 40 below, that mark being registered at Ware.
The week-end business was excellent and all theaters reported business keeping up to the high mark of
the past two weeks. The Circle theater in Brighton, the two large
Cambridge theaters, the Brookline
and Coolidge Corner theaters in
Boston's wealthiest suburb did the
best business of the season.
Many suburban houses reported
that OPA rulings apparently have
frightened many neighborhood residents into staying within own precincts instead of going downtown.
A blow to downtown attendance is
threatened in strict checkup of all
automobiles in the district Saturday
and Sunday, first evidence that the
local OPA isi really going to clamp
down hard on those offenders who
drive cars in town to attend theaters.

Withdraw Bexley, O., Case

Supreme Court Sustains
Petrillo on Recordings

The clearance and designated run complaint docketed by the Bexley Theater, Bexley, O., has been withdrawn by general stipulation. Terms of the agreement were not
disclosed.

Washington

Texas Complaint Dismissed
Complaint filed by W. V. Adwell, operating the Roxy Theater, San Angelo, Tex., has
been dismissed by the arbitrator. Case involved some run, designated run and clearnce.

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The U. S. Supreme
Court yesterday affirmed the ruling
by the Chicago Federal Court that
the Government could not prosecute
the AFM under the Sherman antitrust law for its ban on music recoi'dings.

Coast Parley to
Discuss Labor Pool
{Continued from Page 1)

major studios have recently given
long-term contracts to technicians
which is a procedure heretofore unknown. It has also been suggested
that wives of camera operators who
have been inducted into armed services replace them, but officials of
the cameramen's union have opposed
this move.
At Technicolor and at some studios, wives of men who have been
inducted into service have replaced
them in laboratory work.
It is also believed that executives
and lawyers will discuss possibilities
of a reduction in the number of pictures for 1943, but of course each
company will make its final decision
on number of pictures it will make.
Officials of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
plan to call a meeting of organization members in a few weeks to
discuss industry problems. The society's membership comprises James
Cagney, Charles Chaplin, Walt Disney, Samuel Goldwyn, Alexander
Korda, Sol Lesser, Mary Pickford,
Hunt Stromberg, David O. Selznick,
Walter Wanger and Orson Welles.
Wage Stabilization Up Today
Discussion of the wage stabilization order and its related problems
will be the first item of business
introduced at today's session. The
industry's Co-ordinating Committee,
in conjunction with a number of executives, expects to complete the
series of important meetings Thursday evening.
Lowell Mellett will speak to the
executives Wednesday afternoon.
One session will be devoted to relations of production with Governmental agencies interested in the
content of films, including the office
of postal censorship, OWI, and Inter-American Affairs. Methods of
bringing about more effective voluntary co-operation with these Governmental agencies in Hollywood will
be discussed.
Among other matters to be given
attention are training films and future methods of working with the
armed forces, overall public relations problems, production problems
arising out of gas rationing.
J. Robert Rubin of the Co-ordinating Committee was unable to make
the trip West, as was Nelson Rockefeller who will be unable to visit the
West Coast until early in March.

STORKS
Fowler, Ind. — J. P. Griffis, operator of the Dream Theater here, is
the father of a 7 pound, 9 ounce
baby girl,
born at St. Elizabeh Hospital, Lafayette.

"THE

OUTLAW"

PROVES

SEX HAS NOT BEEN RATIONED!
By Russell Birdwell

Howard Hughes' production of "The Outlaw" conclusively proves that sex has not yet been
rationed.
You may have to start putting cardboards in your shoes, dry out and re-use your coffee grounds,
whip up a suit from your husband's shiny breeches but — if you hurry — you can still enjoy the sight
— both on the screen and in person — of the most exciting girl who ever came from the Hollywood
incubators.
A million soldiers can't be wrong. And that's the number — one million, from Guadalcanal to
Algiers — who have taken time out from their drilling, fighting and dreaming to ask Jane Russell to
send them a photo for their barracks.
A million photos of Janie, who has thrown a "curve"
into the hearts of a million men on a dozen battlefronts,
smile down from points all over the world to let those
battling men know there's a lot to fight for back here.
Last night, for instance, at a point in "The Outlaw"
where Janie, as the sultry half-blood is tucking Badman
Jack Buetel in bed, a sailor rose in the audience, tossed his
hat into the air and declaimed:
"Holy jumping cats — that's what I came for. . now I
can go back to my ship for another six months."
The audience applauded his impulsive but justified outburst. (If the sailor will send in his name Janie will send
him an autographed photo of the very scene that precipitated his unscheduled personal appearance.)
Early yesterday afternoon a woman, representing her
club of 186 women, appeared at the box-office and posed a
rather unusual but understandable request.
"Ordinarily we are not the type to be incredulous," she
explained, presenting the petition of 186 signatures. "But
we just don't believe it cduld be true. We are now petitioning you to give us a private showing of reel number seven
so we can study it more thoroughly.
"We are somewhat in the position of the farmer who,
attending a circus, gazed at a giraffe and finally concluded,
'there ain't no such animal'."
The request of the good woman — and she wasn't being
catty either — will be granted.

science — the entire reel may be presented to the Smithsonian
Institute. With few exceptions great books and great
plays, in common with motion pictures, are based upon sex
and action. Subtract sex and action from most books, plays
and motion pictures and there remains something less than
nothing. Life is built upon and motivated by sex and action.
For the love of the opposite sex men and women fight to
the heights and it is action that gets them there.
Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" does not minimize the
importance of these two ingredients in the unfolding of its
never-before-told story now playing at the Geary Theatre.
In order that he might bring the most exciting motion
picture of the year to the film-going public of America,
Hughes fought for two years against censorship boards
which would have scissored the very scenes and situations
which today are giving contented looks to the thousands.
Justifiably "The Outlaw" has come to be known from
coast to coast as "the picture that couldn't be stopped."
When the first threats of censorship began Hughes pledged
to the film public of the country that they would see "The
Outlaw" as he made it or not at all. He promised that he
would fight with all his might and resources every attempt
to throttle the motion picture screen, which he holds has the
same rights to freedom of expression as enjoyed by press and
citizens.

"The Outlaw," as it is running today, is exactly as
Hughes made it. Not one inch of film has been removed
and any efforts to delete a single piece of the film wherever
it may play will be greeted with the toughest court fight
that time and patience and resources can wage.

If reel number seven continues to get as much attention
there is a chance the title of the picture may either be
changed to "Watch for Reel No. 7" — or — in the interests of

(Reprinted from news columns of the San Francisco Chronicle.)
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TEN CENTS

ARMY LAUDS PIX EXECS. TO SENATE COM.
United Front in Editorial
Washington
Plan for All-Industry
Group in Work, MPPDA
Exec. Tells Boston Meet
By FLOYD

BELL

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Boston — The motion picture
industry must make plans to
form a united group which
would be representative
in
Washington,
Charles
Francis
Coe, vice - president and general
counsel of the
MPPDA, said at
a round table
discussion following his address
before the Advertising Club of
Boston yesterday.
Coe said
he
didn't know just
how the united
group would
be
CHARLES F. COE
nor how
formed
it would go about accomplishing its
{Continued on Page 7)

Print Shortage Will
Delay Availabilities

Scratch-Pad
. . . jottings
=i
THE

By CHESTER B. BAHN

—

lines immediately following are pri-

' marily addressed to the nation's exhibitors. . . 1943
Tomorrow
the "zero
hour"a
for the
Marchbrings
of Dimes.
. . For
variety of reasons, this is one of the most
important assignments the industry ever has
received. . . It is no secret that the industry, faced with countless other war-time
activities, would have preferred not to
take it on, and so advised the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. . . . But
the President, appreciative that in 1942 the
:ndustry accounted for 37 per cent of the
$4,000 000 collected and that loss of the
$1,400,000 would require curtailment of the
national fight against polio, made a personal request. . . So again under the na(Continued on Page 2)

Interstate Offsets
"No Gas" Biz Slump

is Needed — Coe

Pictorial Division Chief Tells Truman Group They're
"Whole-Hearted, Sincere, Patriotic People"; Zanuck
Termed "Invincible," His Work Called "Remarkable"
By ANDREW

H. OLDER,

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

DAILY

FILM

Washington — Unstinted praise for film executives generally
and Col. Darryl F. Zanuck specifically was voiced by Col. Kirk
B. Lawton, Chief of the Army's Pictorial Division, in testifying
yesterday before the Truman Committee as it opened hearing
on
Army training
film contracts
Army.
and the commissioning of industry men in the
Oklahoma City — Roy Hefner,
During the
around whom so much controversy
has been directed and whose name
course of his testimony. Colonel
has appeared in almost every day's
Lawton hailed
testimony at the Momand anti-trust
suit trial in Federal District Court
here, will take the stand to testify as
Zanuck a svaluable""inand a
a defense witness today. Hefner ar"go-getter" withrived here Monday and has been
I out parallel and
\ s
said with regard
boning up for his examination by
DARRYL f. zanuck
ecutives
Edward L. McClennan and cross-exthat he
to the trade's ex(Continued on Page 6)
has "never(Continued
found onsuch
a group of
Page 8)

Hefner Appears Today
At Momand Trial

CIAA to Contribute Film
For Three S. A. Countries

Senate Concurrence
On Ceiling Expected

A campaign to help prevent gasoline rationing from adversely afThe Co-ordinator of Inter-Amerifecting attendance in Dallas thecan Affairs will give up some of its
aters has been prepared and executed successfully by the Inter- raw stock allotment so that ParaDetroit — Availabilities to many
guay, Bolivia and Ecuador can get
state Circuit, Inc., of Texas. Assuming that the public would be newer American pictures, Francis Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
theaters will have to be delayed because of reduction in number of confused by the transition from au- Alstock, CIAA director, told a meetWashington — That the Senate
tomobiles to buses as a means of
prints,
and
a solution
must
be
ing of foreign department manag- would concur with the action of the
(Continued on Page 7)
transportation, Interstate set out to
ers yesterday. Those three coun- House
Ways
and Means
Committries had complained that they reeducate the people to the new routee, which(Continued
Saturdayon voted
Page 8) to recomceived
only
old
prints
and
had
asked
tine of going places and at the same

Rogers to Produce
"One Man's Family"

Carleton R. Morse's radio show,
"One Man's Family," will be filmed
this Summer by Charles R. Rogers
for UA Fall release, it was announced yesterday by Rogers. Deal
for the film rights to the NBC Sunday night air program, now in its
11th year, is said ot have entailed
terms of more than $100,000 in cash
and percentage of the profits. Morse,
originator, producer, director and
writer of the show for which a
20000,000 radio audience is claimed,
will provide the story for the pic
and also will be associated with
Rogers in the production.

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

Analyze

Wage

Deletions in Capra Film,
Says Holman; Army Denies

Stabilization

Exec. Parley Defends Handling of Training Pix
Two Clearance Complaints
Docketed in St. Louis
St. Louis — Two complaints involving clearance have been filed in the
local arbitration tribunal.
Loe Litvag, operating the Ap°ll°
Theater, St. Louis, has filed a complaint against the five consenting
companies charging that the clear< Continued on Page 8)
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Hollywood — Ananlysis of wage
stabilization order to date highlighted the discussion of important
industry problems at the opening
session of the conferences between
industry executives.
The current situation under the
salary stabilization law was reviewed in detail by Austin Keough
who paid tribute to the Treasury
(Continued on Page 7)
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Washington — More than 100 Senators and Representatives were witnesses(.Continued
yesterday when
Senator Rufus
on Page 8)

Awards Diners Will
Hear Mme. Chiang
West Coast Bur., THE
Hollywood — Mme.

FILM
Chiang

DAILY
Kai-

Sheck
will address
Academy's
annual Awards
dinner theon March
4.
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tional chairmanship of Nicholas M. Schenck,
the country-wide drive starts tomorrow. . .
Ten thousand theaters have pledged they
will make audience collections. . . That
pledge means exactly what it says — audience collections. . . Lobby boxes won't
turn the trick. . . Experience has taught
that lobby boxes net only about 10 per cent
of the total resulting from audience collections. .. So keep the pledge, boys. . .
And at ALL shows. . . Don't let your industry down. . . Don't let the President
down. . . And, for God's sake, don't let
the poor crippled kids down in their
struggle
health. . . Last year's results
MUST be for
exceeded.
0

THERE'S growing debate these days of the
' value of the motion picture as an instrument of war propaganda by the United
States. . . Those in Congress and elsewhere who are pressing the issue might
do well to ponder this report which Charles
Collingwood of CBS broadcast from North
Africa the other night:
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Eberstadt, Former RKO
Director, Out of WPB
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

COminC and GOING
DAILY

Washington — WPB Chairman
Donald M. Nelson yesterday asked
Ferdinand E. Eberstadt, program
vice-chairman of the War Production Board for his resignation, and
named Charles E. Wilson as executive vice-chairman in charge of
all WPB programs.
Eberstadt, New York investment
banker, was in the early 1930's a
member of RKO's board of directors,
and, in the reorganization of that
company was proposed for the directorate of the present RKO parent organization setup, but the
suggested post did not materialize.
Charles E. Wilson is also widelyknown in film biz, having headed
General Electric, prior to his call
to Washington to importantly aid the
war effort as a Government department executive.

Col.'s Eastern Seaboard
Branch Mgrs. Convene

"An hour or so ago, I saw the first American propaganda films to reach North
Africa. . . It was a documentary film put
out by the United Newsreel and it showed
various phases of the American war effort
from war factories to the Battle of Midway. . . The audience was mostly French,
and there is no doubt they were impressed.
. . . The ships coming off the ways, the
olanes roaring in the air, the fine, healthy
faces of American fighting men ... it all
added up to a reasonably accurate facsimile
of the mental picture these people have
of a legendary America . . . terribly powerful and pouring forth an irresistible flow
of the tools of war. . . They applauded and
they were impressed. . . That kind of
propaganda is something we ought to do

Columbia branch managers from
the Eastern seaboard together with
home office executives, open a twoday sales meeting here today. Execs,
present will be Jack Cohn, A. Montague, who will preside; Louis Astor, Louis Weinberg, and Max J.
Weisfeldt.
Delegates will include New York
Division Manager N. J. Cohn;
Branch Managers Saul Trauner and
Irving Worms er, New York; H. E.
Weiner, Philadelphia; Joe Miller,
Albany; I. H. Rogovin, Boston; Phil
Haven.
Fox, Buffalo; and T. F. O'Toole, New

more

Chase Replaces Goodman

of."

PRC's Latin American
Grosses Increased 40%

As Oscar Morgan's Aide

Stanley Chase has been appointed
PRC's grosses in Latin America assistant to Oscar Morgan, short
are up approximately 40 per cent subjects sales manager of Para+
mount. Chase succeeds Monroe
above those of last year, while
Goodman who reported yesterday to
grosses
on
the
company's
westerns
have increased 47 per cent, compared Fort Dix.
with a year ago, President O. Henry
A veteran of 12 years service with
Briggs reported yesterday.
Paramount, Chase comes to the short
subject department from the foreign
Para.
B'way deb.3s55
department in which he served in
Home Adds Dickson
Para. Picts.
4s56. 103
103
103
Cuba and Mexico. He previously was
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
Addition
of
Gregory
Dickson
to
103% IO31/4 103%
in the ad-sales department.
the
20th-Fox
home-office
advertising
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
staff was announced yesterday by
Monogram
Picts.
..
V/i
1%
1%
Radio-Keith
cvs.
...11-16
% 11-16
Hal Home, the company's ad-public- Censors Report Reflects
Sonotone
Corp
2%
2%
2% +
%
ity chief. Dickson will work directTechnicolor
9%
8%
8% —
%
ly under Charles Schlaifer, adver- War's Product Shrinkage
Trans-Lux
1%
1%
1%
tising manager.
Universal
Corp. vtc. 13%
13%
13% +
%
Chicago — Shrinkage in product
Universal
Picts
Bolle Here From Africa
under the war's impact is reflected
Elect Seifert Rep. Director
O. W. Bolle, managing director for in the Chicago's censors' report for
Edward H. Seifert, who has been 20th-Fox in South Africa with head- January which shows only 92 pix
associated with Consolidated Film
quarters in Johannesburg, has ar- inspected as against 103 in January,
rived in the States for home office 1942. Comparative footage was
Industries, Inc. as assistant treasurer and member of its board has conferences. It's his first visit here 348.000 and 505,600. Censors last
month "pinked" one, made 20 cuts.
been transferred to an important in two years.
executive post at Rep.'s home office
coincidental with his election as di- Manning Bill Passes Senate,
Dave Lipton Under Knife
rector.
Albany, N. Y.— The Senate has | David A. Lipton, director of advertising and publicity for Columpassed and sent to the Governor the
Denies Esscmess-RKO Deal
Manning bill to protect the license
bia, is in Mt. Sinai Hospital recuperating from an operation perChicago — Eddie Speigel, Essaness rights of motion picture machine opformed yesterday. He will be away
partner, denies negotiations are
erators on termination of military
service.
from
his
desk
about three weeks.
underway to sell the circuit to RKO.

SALVADOR ELIZONDO, Mexican film man, is
here from below the Rio Grande.
GEORGE MURPHY is here on vacation from his
film chores.
RICHARD THORPE is in New York from the
Coast for a brief respite before starting work
on his next picture.
GENE
KELLY
ends
his New
York
visit i
Sunday.
He will drop in on Pittsburgh^
home town, on his way back to Hollywood^ <
KATHRYN GRAYSON is a visitor from the
Coast.
PIERRE AUMONT, French film star, is looking over the town.
JEANETTE
MacDONALD,
who makes her
New
York
Met.
debut
next
Fall, leaves the
Coast
next
week
for New
York where she
will undergo coaching.
EDDIE SILVERMAN of the Essaness circuit has
returned to Chicago from New York.
EMIL
vacation

STERN, circuit prexy returns from a
at Palm Springs this week.

NATHAN E. COLDSTEIN, president of Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., is in New
on a business trip.

York

Warners to Distribute
Zanuck's African Film
Warner Bros, will distribute the
picture made by Col. Darryl Zanuck in North Africa, it was reported yesterday. A total of 677
prints will be placed in the field and
a nominal charge will be asked of
exhibitors for its showing.
Revenue will go to cover cost of
Technicolor, it is understood.

Re-licensing Bill to Dewey
Albany — The Senate yesterday
passed, without debate, Assemblyman tending
George re-licensing
T. Manning's
exprivilegesbillafter
the war to moving picture operators
now in the armed forces or entering
by
July 1,Dewey.
1943. Bill now goes to
Governor

James Preece Dead
Newport, R. I.— James Preece, 50,
projectionist employed in various
Newport theaters in recent years,
died suddenly at his home.

Bannell Leaves AAA
Marshall Bannell, public relations
director of the American Arbitration Association, has resigned to
join Pancapacity.
American Airways in a
similar

Sol Lesser
Arthur Kennedy
Wayne Morris
Mary Brian
Milton Krasner
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Hefner Appears Today
At Momand Trial

Interstate Offsets
"No Gas" Biz Slump

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

time eliminate an attendance slump
that was expected during the early
stages of rationing.
The campaign was planned and
put into operation by James 0.
Cherry, city manager, and Charles
R. Meeker, publicity director for Interstate's Dallas theaters. Ray
Beall created the special ads.

Interstate first contacted the Dallas Railway & Terminal Co. which operates all the
buses in the city. The intent was not to increase the bus business, because the bus operators had all they could do to handle the
increased traffic. The plan was presented
on the basis of educating the public to the
"thoughtful" use of transportation facilities,
thereby assisting the bus company in handling the larger crowds.
The circuit then went to the Dallas Restaurant Association and obtained its support
in the campaign. The fact was presented
that if the public could be educated to plan
its shopping and its entertainment so that
the customers would be able to stay downtown
for dinner, it would mean additional business
for the association members.
Campaign
Expense Shared
Concentrating on the theory that gasoline rationing would necessitate an entirely
new mode and method of shopping, dining
out and attending the theater in the downtown area, Interstate was able to get the
support of the bus company and the restaurant
operators to share the expense of the campaign. Interstate insisted that the campaign
would alleviate rather than increase the
crowded bus problem because it stressed
riding the buses during "off hours." An
"unselfish" attitude was taken inasmuch as Interstate did not insist that its theaters be
mentioned.
Sales angle was built around the slogan
"Dinner Time — Show Time — Bus Time," with
a supplementary angle urging the public
not to let gas rationing "make you a shutin" and to "ease the squeeze" by shopping
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., meeting the
family and having dinner downtown and to
see a good movie "at your favorite theater
and ride the bus during off hours."
Special newspaper ads were prepared, as
well as those for the buses, lobby, restaurants
and radio.
According to Leonard Goldenson, head
of Paramount theaters, the campaign has
been in use since the first week in December
and "has proved very successful."

276 "Casablanca" Holdovers

Out of the first 285 openings of
"Casablanca," which went into general release on Jan. 23, Warner Bros,
reports 276 holdovers up to yesterday. Remaining nine engagements
could not extend the run due to booking policy, but the pic already has
been set for a repeat run in several
of these houses.

l\etc Filmland Slogan:
'Remember the Mane? '
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — WPB, which until now
has been giving the industry generally a "dressing down" in the interests of conservation, has shifted its
attention to Veronica Lake hair, and
ordered it given specifically a "dressing up." The Lake coiffeur, 'tis
contended, has been so widely copied
by American gals in munitions and
other war goods manufacturing, that
it interferes with efficiency. Monroe Greenthal, of WPB, and former
director of publicity for UA, had a
hand in the negotiations leading to
the enforced raising of the Lake
locks.

amination by George S. Ryan, chief
Momand counsel.

T

T

T

• • • ONCE upon a time. — something around 18 months ago — .
the Red Cross chapter of a Long Island town was given an unprecedented quota to raise
The community's
good ladies, because
of the task facing them, couldn't stick to their literal knitting, and bandage-rolling They were worried, and confused o'er where the dough
would come from
So they toyed with the idea of staging a midnight benefit show at their local theater
Inescapably, the matter
of a suitable screen attraction bobbed up, and an emissary was dispatched to sound out a certain major company, which had a number of
potent attractions on hand and upcoming
Well, the emissary went
straight to the company's prexy
The latter listened attentively to
the request for a pic, and said: "Name it, — anything for the Red Cross!"
The emissary, knowing that one of the company's screen powerhouses was in the immediate offing, replied: "Suppose I selected (name
of the attraction)?"
This would have meant holding a pre-release
showing, actually in advance of the film's planned world premiere
The prexy calmly said: "I repeat, — anything for the Red Cross!"
P.S. — The event failed to materialize only because the theater was not
available
But the offer stood
•

•

•

TODAY,

T
T
T
that company prexy is national chairman of our

industry's Red Cross Fund Week
He is Paramount's Barney Balaban
His selection to head this vital drive is the perfect appointment Now, and until his assigned job is completed, we can heai
him say to those serving with him, "Anything for the Red Cross!"— and
instilling that spirit into theatermen throughout the nation
T
T
T
• •
•
POSTSCRIPTS:
Morris Helprin is now assistant to the
Chief, Motion Picture Bureau, Overseas Branch, OWL ... • Yesterday,
Lester B. Isaac, chief of projection for Loew's Theaters, celebrated his
27th anniversary with that organization. . . • An early Spring item
on William Rowland's production schedule is "Stalin's Children," which
deals with the activities of teen-age boys and girls in war-torn Russia.
• Title mentioned reminds Phil M. that if Eddie Golden's "Hitler's Children" attains the gross revenue figure of between $2,500,000 and $3,000,000, as anticipated in some accountancy circles, it will mean about
18 times the negative cost. . . • We have it on authority of Major Ken
Grimes that when Irene ("Yankee Doodle Dandy") Manning performed at
the Army camp in Indiantown, Gap, Pa., under the aegis of USO, she
took 30 curtain calls! ... • With mills having to lock down on manufacture of floor coverings for civilian use, including pic stands, it will
soon be a badge of honor to be called on the carpet. ... • Montague
("Monty") Salmon, the local Rivoli's managing director, is changing the
attraction at that house next Sat'day, when U's Deanna Durbin starrer,
"The Amazing Mrs. Holliday," moves in for a run
Monty's mood,
resulting from many weeks of exposure to the terrorizing technique of
Mister Hitchcock, will probably change, too
The Durbin attraction
is a good transition, what with the young star's romantic and vocal
proclivities
But it's not all lilting, frothy stuff, for there's some terror
also injected as Deanna and a brood of youngsters hie out of the Orient
in time to escape the Japanese. ... • That test campaign, conducted
for the War Prisoners Aid Committee by the WAC of Rochester theaters, was highly successful, bringing in some 1,000 musical instruments
and 2,500 pieces of athletic equipment
Jay (RKO-Paramount-Comerford) Golden, Lester (Loew's) Pollock, and Bud (Schine Circuit) Silverman
mapped the campaign, — and contributions keep comin' in
▼
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

E. V. Richards of Saenger Circuit Theaters
took the stand to testify as a defense witness
yesterday morning and branded as ridiculous
A. B. Momand's previous testimony, t he
had offered
Saenger
a half
interest
heaters as a gift
if they
would
take irj
o\ heir
operation. Momand said Richards recused
because Saenger told Universal Richards
denied having made any such statement. He
estified that when he was approached by
Momand with the deal he informed the latter
that his company was selling their theaters and
was not interested in buying any more. Negotiations with Paramount were then going on.
Saenger operated wherever it pleased, Richtold Ryan
"We
were ardsnot
boundunder
by cross-examination.
any restrictions placed
upon us through the Paramount stock ownership. As for this story about the countr>
being divided up into different zones for dif
ferent
fastastic."
The producers,
remainder it's
of the
day was taken up
in a continuation of arguments by Ryan and
C. B. Cochran. Ryan continued his arguments by comparing the treatment given
Momand by these distributors as compared
with that given the Griffith and other competitors. Cochran dwelt at length upon the
lack of any connection of the Griffith com
pany with defendant distributors and sur
veyed the product situation in each of the
towns where Griffith and Momand were in
competition. The only relationship between
Griffith and the distributors was in the forpi
of the $400,000 loan Universal made them,
he said, and under the terms of that loan
contract
the Griffiths
trol of their
company.retained operational con-

Showmen's Masonic Lodge
Staging Patriotic Fete
Pacific Lodge, No. 233, F. & A. M.
comprised of many theatrical and
film people will stage a gala patriotic festival at the Grand Lodge
Room of the Masonic Temple, 71 W.
23d St. tomorrow night, in honor of
Masons in the armed forces and
their sons. M. J. Weisfeldt of Columbia and Sam E. Morrison of Warners are committee co-chairmen.
Speakers will include John W.
Vandercook, Charles Francis Coe,
George Sokololsky, Maj. John B. Ferris, and Willard Johnson. Entertainers to appear number Bennv
Fields, Ed Gardner, Tom Slater.
Henny Youngman, Bill Ames, and
Adele Norvel.

Fields Succeeds Remington
Chicago — Jules Fields, exploiteer
for 20th-Fox in the St. Louis area,
has been promoted to Great Lakes
exploitation manager as successor
to Harry Remington, who has resigned to join the local office of Carl
Byoir Associates.

C'est la Guerre!
Boston — The Circle Theater in
Brighton has erected a huge bicycle
rack for its patrons and many of
them pedal over to this swanky theater. The same is true at Coolidge
Corner in Cambridge.

Des Moines — Fifteen years ago.
Frank Snyder retired as doorman1
at the Des Moines theater.
Today, at 74, he's back on the job
to replace Otto Paul who resigned
to C'est
take la
a war
plant post.
guerre!
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\jnited Front Needed
In Washington— Coe
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TELLING POINTS
MADE BY COE

CIAA to Contribute Film
For Three S. A. Countries
(Continued from Page 1)

the State Department for relief. Distributors claimed that the small
(Continued from Page 1 )
market afforded did not warrant the
purpose, but that that plan was in
additional film stock.
work. He said he could not commit
Boston — Highlights from Charles
Alstock also told the foreign manhimself further, except to say that
agers that the CIAA was endeavoraddress before the Adverthe industry must be ready to FrancistisingCoe's
Club of Boston yesterday:
ing to obtain one or two transport
thwagt any attempt or effort to "tell
"The motion picture industry is as much a planes to expedite film shipments to
asset as munitions plants. Ask the boys
us
1 we can put into pictures." war
South America.
at the fighting front about that. What we
Coe, ^id that "we tell writers and offer is not in any sense mere defense of an
The Zanuck picture and two Walt
producers what to take out, but no'ndustry; it is preservation of an indispensable Disney documentary shorts were prebody is going to tell us what to put Government
sented.
* #
asset."#
in." This statement was in answer
see fit to criticize our pictures and
to reports that Washington was en- ve"Some
are glad that this is so. We ponder careJoins WB
deavoring toinsert propaganda into
fully such criticism and it plays a huge part John Richmond
films.
•n our picture production. It seems not unJohn Richmond, formerly head of
reasonable to suggest to those who criticize
A pot-shot at some movie column- unknowingly that if the United States had no
magazine
publicity division,
ists was taken by the MPPDA gen- mmigration laws, other lands might have no has been engaged by Mort Blumeneral counsel who declared that the copulation. The impression we make on our stock as a member o fthe WB publicaverage columnist was not construc- leighbors abroad is not as bad as some apparentity department.
# *
*
tive, but apparently sought to tear
down the industry rather than build
"Dwellers in most foreign lands do not under- Copper Shows in 76 Houses
stand our language in print or on the air but
it up. In answer to questions on the y think."
CBS' Louis — Seventy-six city and
St.
Errol Flynn case, Coe said he did "hey see Democracy in action on the screen
* *
county theaters will stage morning
not believe the industry had been 3nd they understand# that."
thurt by it. Even if Flynn had been
"I say to you that in all this land there is "copper matinees" Monday.
guilty, Coe said, the business could to more patriotic, earnest, able a group of
citizens
than the operators of our 17,000 thenot have been hurt because the inaters. Drop in and chat with your neighborhood
dustry is bigger than any one man. exhibitor. You will find an eager friend and
As an example, Coe pointed to Oscar 3 community asset of immense capacity."
Wilde ?nd Michaelangelo, whose
"The people, however, are anxious for the
characters were not of the purest, fruth.
In this country the Government is theirs
and yet their characters had not re- ind they want to know its problems and activities. So our producers co-operate. We make
duced the value of their writings or
'documentary' pictures under Government supertheir paintings.
vision. We do this without
profit."
1,000 Hear Ad Club Talk
In his address at the Advertising
Club luncheon, which was attended
by almost 1,000 persons, Coe pointed
out that the American motion picture is an instrument of victory on
every fighting front. Tomorrow, he
added, American pictures will help
(Continued from Page 1)
light the way for the onward march
of democracy.
and Internal Revenue Departments
Coe outlined the position of the in Washington, D. C, particularly
motion picture in the world today, in view of the heavy load of repointing to it as the greatest instrusponsibility they are carrying, for
mentality of education known to the amount of time and attention
man. He disclosed that in 1933 o^iven to the representatives of the
\.
"Hitler recognized that the purposes motion picture industry, for their
of Nazism would fare badly with recognition of industry problems and
people who could see democracy at their expression that the industry
work in American motion pictures. has been reasonable and co-opera^
So he banned the showing of our
tive. Local offices of both departpictures in Germany. Hitler proved
ments were included in his comthat he who would destroy democ- mendation.
Plans are under way for continuing the
racy must first destroy the American
discussions with the talent guilds relative
notion picture."
to
the wage stabilization order and it clariApproximately 500 representatives fication.
:>f the film industry attended the lunIn welcoming the executives, Y. Frank Freecheon.
man, who presided, voiced regret at the in-

Print Shortage Will
Delay Availabilities
(Continued from Page 1)

worked out, possibly on radical lines,
Jack Flynn, newly-appointed Western division manager for M-G-M,
told exhibitors at a meeting here.
Flynn said:
"I think when you get better pictures these
days, you've
extended
playing
time. got to have
"We are forced to reduce the quota
of prints
for aeach
branch
got
to take
longer
timeandto we've
play
prints out. We will co-operate to
the limit by various methods, but
we've got to delay the availabilities
to some. We've all got to be big
enough to get together and solve
this oneproblem
too much. without hurting any"We have no control over the
conservation of raw stock. All the
pictures we can throw on the screen
for mo: ale purposes are fine, but
they don't lick the enemy."

LABOR

Execs. Analyze
Wage Stabilization

Indiana House Passes
New Safety Regulations
Indianapolis — A bill subjecting
>tate amusement places to new fire
regulations was passed by the House
53 to 22.
The measure would make it ilegal for such amusement places to
>e operated without a permit from
he state fire marshal. A penalty of
mprisonment and a fine is provided.
Hie yearly inspection fee would be
>5 for places of less than 150 seating
apacity, and $10 for larger places.

'Cabin" in Dallas Mar. 11
M-G-M's "Cabin in the Sky" will
iave its world premiere at the Maestic, Dallas, March 11.

ability of Nelon Rockefeller and Colonel
Kirke B. Lawton, director of pictorial division,
Army Signal Corp. to be present.
Knowing the unselfish and patriotic work
of members of Academy Research Council
in handling making of training films for
the Signal Corps on a cost basis, the general sentiment of the meeting was one of
astonishment that any public hearing should
question the sincerity of their effort and accomplishments. It was indicated that all
possible aid will be given in bringing out
the facts, to the end that there may be complete vindication of the men who so unselfishly have contributed their energy and
abilities to aid successful prosecution of the
war, and a true recognition of what has been
accomplished.
The 48-hour week prospect, job freezing,
and manpower act were discussed at length
and it was agreed that the industry will
mnke every effort to co-operate with other
California industries in working out plans
for the War Production
Board.
While dealing with raw stock situation
the meeting was advised that the same quota
is being allowed for the second quarter of
1943 as in the first quarter.

ORGANIZATIONS

A list of labor organizations serving the motion
picture industry arranged in alphabetical order, and, wherever
possible, under the international
union with which each is
affiliated.
Data includes proper names of unions and guilds,
local numbers and city.
Union names are also listed under their international affiliation.
Personnel.
There is also a list of unions arranged by crafts under the major
headings: Production, Exhibition, Distribution.
One of the many interesting sections of
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Truman Com. Hears Army Praise of Pix Industry
Col. Lawton Cites Turning
Over of War Material to
Government Without Profit
(.Continued from Page 1)

whole-hearted, sincere, patriotic people, anxious to do something for
their Government."
Colonel Zanuck did not appear at
the session. Julius H. Amberg, special assistant to the Secretary of
War, explained that Zanuck was out
of town but would appear whenever
he was given sufficient notice by the
committee.
A major portion of the questioning, which
was handled mainly by Hugh Fulton, committee counsel, concerned the activities of
Zanuck, both for the Army and as chairman
of the Research Council and vice-president
in charge of production for Twentieth Century-Fox.
Signal Corps Contacts
Signal Corps contacts with Hollywood were
handled almost exclusively through the Research Council, according to Col. Lawton, and
as far as he could recall, all former members
of the industry taken as commissioned officers in the Signal Corps were recommended
by the Research Council. It was disclosed
that the Council had a hand in the commissioning of about 100 of 437 officers commissioned by the Signal Corps, and that 55
of the 100 were from major studios.
Col. Lawton, without explaining fully, said
that he had had reason since August 1 of
last year to believe that Zanuck was not
devoting his full time to his duties with the
Signal Corps. Zanuck went on active duty
status August 29 of last year, after having
been a reserve officer since January, 1941.
Zanuck's
duties, according
Col. Law-of
ton,
who disclaimed
personal to
knowledge
Zanuck'stoactivities,
were and
to serve
as chief
advisor
Col. Lawton
to handle
the
procurement of training films through the
Research Council. In reply to questioning
by Fulton, Col. Lawton admitted that Zanuck
is still chairman of the Research Council, but
Col. James
Lawton's
predecessor, asT.
headWatson,
of theCol.
Pictorial
Division,
pointed out that since Zanuck was assigned
to active duty, training film procurement activities were directed by a committee which
includes Maj. John Aalberg, RKO, chairman,
?nd Bernard Brown. Universal ; Farciot
Edouart, Paramount; Thomas Woolton, Samuel Goldwyn Productions ; Col. Charles S.
Stoddard, Army Signal Corps, and Gordon
S. Mitchell, Research Council manager. This
committee was appointed by Zanuck.
Probes Zanuck's Other Duties
Fulton then asked if Zanuck had any
additional duties to those mentioned above
by Col. Lawton. When he received no answer
Fulton asked if Zanuck had not supervised
production of training films No. 22 and 23,
both produced' by Twentieth
Century-Fox.
"Was this not on behalf of his company?"
Fulton asked. Col. Lawton's renly was that
it was on behalf of the Signal Corps.
"Darryl
Zanuck
is invaluable
Col.
Lawton
asserted,
because to
he us,"
can
go to any company executive where a
film is lagging and tell them to 'get on
your bicycles.' The Chief Signal Officer needs just such a man to get the
films out, one, good, two, as fast as you
can get 'em. Zanuck has done a remarkable job on it."
Asked _ why this job must be handled by
a man in uniform Col. Lawton cited Zanuck'sAfrica.
photographic assignments in Alaska
and North
Fulton then asked why it was necessary
that he be ranked a Colonel, rather than as
a lesser officer, and Col. Lawton replied that
Zanuck's
prestige
him
to that
rank. in the film industry entitled
Again he burst out with praise for the
former Twentieth Century-Fox production
chief.
a go-getter
which
I "He's
have not
seen in the
the equal
motionof picture
industry or anywhere alse," said Col.
Lawton.
Speaking of film executives generally, Col.
Lawton said at another point that he has
had personal contact with nearly all the top
men and has "never found such a group of
wholehearted, sincere, patriotic people — anxious to do something for their Government —
urging us to give them more scripts."
"I know of no other industry, although
I suppose there might be some, turning

Riding Herd on the Hollywood
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

News Range
DAILY

Hollywood — Day's news roundup: Para, has assigned its Army tank destroyer
pic, "Seek, Strike, Destroy" to Producer Joseph Sistrom; story will be by
Stephen Longstreet. . . Jack Skirball has signed 10-year-old Edna May Wonacott
to a termer. . . Edward Lilley will direct "U's" Ritz Bros, comedy, "Never a
Dull Moment". . . Para, will star Albert Dekker in the shocker, "The Man
in Half Moon Street". . . Steve Sekely will megaphone Mono.'s "Revenge of
the Zombies," starring Bela Lugosi. . . PRC has redubbed "Danger — Women at
Work" as "For Service Men Only". . . Cobina Wright, Sr., makes her pix bow
in it. . . PRC's top budget musical will be, "Oh, Say Can You Sing".— .WILK.
. Lynne
Overman is seriously ill. . . Orson Welles will make a series of shorts for the
Office of the Co-ordinator
of Inter-American
Affairs.

Two Clearance Complaints Deletions in Capra Film,
Docketed in St. Louis
Says Holman; Army Denies
{Continued from Page 1)

ance granted to the Pageant and
Will Rogers Theaters over the Apollo is unreasonable.
Dr. G. J. Hobbs, owner of the 40th
Street Theater, East St. Louis, 111.,
has filed a similar complaint against
the same defendants, charging unreasonable clearance in favor of the
Majestic and Avenue Theaters.
over to the Government items of war
material
absolutely without profit," said
Col. Lawton.
Discuss Training Films
There was some discussion of the cost of
training films, and their assignment among
the studios, but there appeared to be little
evidence of any "skullduggery." As one
reporter remarked, "this committee seems to
be trying to find out why some studios were
more anxious to lose money
than others."
Col. Lawton said that the Signal Corps
has yet to reject a single film from the
Hollywood studios.
"These
people are past masters," he
declared.
"It is inconceivable that they
could not make the run-of-the-mill boltand-nut pictures that we need.
They can
make any films they want to make."
The Army has paid the Research Council,
which receives payment
for the studios for
training films. $1,050,000 for these films from
Jan. 1, through Dec. 10 of last year.
Of
this amount, Paramount has received $270,682.
Twentieth
Century-Fox
$243,515,
RKO.
$110,815 and M-G-M.
$106,453.
These figures included payment for all
finished work, while there was a total of
$789,118 in unfinished films on hand as of
Dec. 10. Of this Paramount had $253,850.
M-G-M $131,439, Republic $88,956, . Samuel
Goldwyn, $77,488, and Twentieth CenturyFox only $33,500.
Col. Lawton admitted under questioning
that he1 had no accurate figures on the cost
of films actually produced by the Signal Corps,
but said that he was having a cost study
made "because investigations of the Air
Corps, the Signal Corps and all other Army
and Civilian branches" insofar as their motion picture activities are concerned "is going
to get worse instead of better and we know
we must have figures."
Amen Refuses to Testify
Lt. Col. John Harlan Amen, despite a
~'<mmittee subpoena refused to testify at the
direction of Acting Secretary of War Robert
P. Patterson. Colonel Amen had conducted
■•n investigation
for the Inspector General of
the
Armv.
Sen. Harrv S. Truman insisted to THE
FILM DAILY yesterdav that the committee's objective was the elimination of "people
;n civilian jobs from parading around in Armv
uniforms"
and that no particular individual
was
a target.
Zanuck, he said, would be called when the
''earing resumes "in about three weeks."
Truman praised Zanuck's North Africa battle footage as "fine" and "beautiful," adding
"I think that's a fine way to let us know
what's going on over there."
Fulton made it plain that he believes the
Truman committee has important evidence
and
follow.that he expects startling disclosures to

(Continued from Page 1)

C. Holman, Oregon Republican,
charged the Army with deleting
portions of the Frank Capra film
"Prelude to War," which was specially shown in the Senate office
building. The film had been scheduled at Holman's demand, after he
charged last week that it contained
propaganda for a fourth term for
President Roosevelt. He introduced
a resolution calling for investigation
of propaganda in Government films
and in OWI's film-making activities.
At the conclusion of the showing
of "Prelude to War," Senator Holman rose in anger, shouting that
the Senators had been tricked. The
parts of the film, to which he had
objected when he saw it at an American Legion convention last month
were edited from the film shown
yesterday.
The Army later issued this denial:
"It may be said that, Col. E. E. Munson, Jr., technical information officer, special service division, who is
in charge of the picture, states that
the picture shown to Senator Holman is unchanged from the picture
previously shown to him."

Shafer to Build New Chain,
Via Schine Acquisitions

Senate Concurrence
On Ceiling Expected
(Continued from Page 1)

mend drastic alteration of the if- sident's salary limitation order, sff J^d
a certainty last night as three Democratic Senators spoke out in supporttion.
of the
House
Committee's
acNothing
can actually
be done
in the Senate, however, until the
House votes on the recommendations
of the Ways and Means Committee.

It is highly probable that the Senate will
reject the House compromise, which would
peg
at their
pre-Pearl-Harbor
levelshigh
and salaries
allow no
salaries
to rise from
below to above the $25,000 net level. This
compromise was offered by Rep. Wesley Disney, Oklahoma, Democrat, who made his
proposal because he was fearful that the
committee would have rejected the proposal
by Rep. Bertrand W. Gearhart, Calif., Republican, who would have wiped out the
salary order completely. Both measures were
proposed as riders to the bill to raise the
National debt limit from $125,000,000,000 to
$210,000,000,000. Democratic Senators Harry
F. Byrd and Bennett C. Clark, Virginia and
Missouri respectively, yesterday said that
their votes as members of the Senate Finance
Committee would be to attach a repealer to
the national debt measure when it comes
before that committee, after House approval.
"I'm in favor of ending this Government
by
declared.
"I order
think
we decree,"
ought toSenator
wipe Byrd
out the
executive
and then let Congress decide what ought to
be done about limiting salaries.
"These matters are things that the Congress and not the executive should decide.
The executive certainly had no right to
order such a limitation in the face of the
refusal of the last Congress even to consider
Clark said that as a long-time
suchSenator
a proporal."
opponent of the salary limitation idea he
was more than ever convinced that the executive order ought to be nullified because
revenue.
of the Treasury's need for additional tax
"The action to limit larger salaries means
a sacrifice of revenue by the Government for
the theoretical purpose of punishing somebody," Senator Clark declared. "I'm for
its Senator
repeal to
increase
the revenues."
Walter
F. George,
Georgia Democrat who is Chairman of the Finance Committee and has long been known to be opposed to the salary limitation, told THE
FILM DAILY yesterday that he has not had
in mind personally the acceptance of any
compromise. He said he has not yet canvassed the members of his committee, but he
knows that several of them are opposed to
accepting the House compromise, preferring
to nullify the salary order entirely.

Rochester — Sol Shafer, veteran
theater man here, has leased the Arthur Roth Dies in Hub
Grand from Schine and plans to
Boston Arthur Roth, 55, father
make it the headquarters of a new of Lillian— Roth,
died yesterday.
theater chain which he will head.
Shafer already owns the Scotia in
Scotia, N. Y., and plans to take over
~l J
the Plaza in Malone and several
houses
Kentucky.now operated by Schine in

TO THE COLORS!

Shafer came here in 1924 as manager of the Grand. He has been a
partner of J. Meyer Schine in the
operation of three houses in Oswego. He later became manager of
the State and Liberty for Schine
here and resigned last Summer to
start his new chain.
The action leaves Schine with 11
houses in Rochester and the immediate vicinity.

DAVE GOLDEN, organizer for
the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA,
since the union's inception, left for
the
Army yesterday. SOPEG threw
a farewell
party for him.
WILLIAM SULLIVAN of the
in the Army.
20th-Fox
accounting department is

Tilson Leases Majestic

HAROLD LUND of Ross Federal
the
Navy.home office staff
Service
is now in

West Springfield, Mass.— The Majestic Corporation of Springfield has
sublet the Majestic here to M Edward Tilson for a term of 18 years
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Execs. Decide on Greater Aid to the War
Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
;By ANDREW

H. OLDER:

West Coast Bureau of THE

—WASHINGTON
•"* ENERAL Washington feeling about the
^■^ Truman Committee, is that it hit its
low point Tuesday. That was as baffling a
session as any Senate investigating committee has staged in a long time. . . . Obviously the apple cart was upset when Col. John
Harlan Amen was forbidden to testify by
the War Department, but Senator Truman
has since made it plan that he was not
out to uncover "skullduggery" in the procurement of Army training films so much
as he was to discover why approximately
100 motion picture people have been commissioned bythe Signal Corps. . . . Truman
is not a Nye or a Clark, and it is unfair
to assume that he is launching a "smear"
campaign. . . . One certain thing is that
whether or not the industry is to be regarded as a battler in this ring, it certainly
scored a few knockout punches Tuesday. . .
Every time Col. Kirk Lawton got his dander
up he scored a few new blows for the motion picture industry. . .

•

•

IT'S cheering that the WPB's Harold Hop' per, still feels that it may be unnecessary
to cut the industry's raw stock allocation
any deeper than at present. ... If his hopeful attitude is justified by his future action, it'll mean that he's really done a job
for the industry. . . . There's no question
that the size of Army and Navy demands
have put him in a tight spot. . . .

•

XA/HAT

•

apparently happened

at that

' ' Senate showing of Frank Capra's
"Prelude to War" Tuesday is that Senator
Holman discovered his colleagues liked the
film and didn't react as he did to the
allege "fourth term propaganda" in it. . . .
Thus in a rash moment, in order to save
face, he got up shouting that the film had
been deleted. ... He could not refer to
any specific deletions, and the brief dignified Army denial that there was any editing
of the film since Senator Holman first
saw it will probably close the matter. . . .

•

•

THREE films on various aspects of our food
' situation are believed in the works at
this point — one being made by the Agricultural Marketing Administration of the Department of Agriculture, another by OWI
and the third by Paramount. ... A rather
extensive program is planned to acquaint the
(Continued from Page 9)
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ASSEMBLY

Will Name Special Com.
For Further Talks to
That End With Mellett

SOJVBS

FILM

(Continued on Page

F.D.R. Urges $50,000 Top for
Married, $25,000 for Single,
War Tax on Excess Income

11,000 START
DIMES DRIVE

DAILY

Hollywood — Promises of greater
contributions to the nation's war
undertakings by the film industry
came out of the industry committee's
meetings yesterday. A unanimous
vote instructed President Y. Frank
Fieeman of the Association of Motion Picture Producers to appoint a
special committee to meet with
Lowell Mellett in a series of meetings over the week-end to determine
how best the industry may serve
the Government.
More than two hours of the after10)

UDT Badly Hit by
Loss of Manpower
Detroit — Problem of help in this
war production city has become so
serious to theater operators since
the recent new regulations affecting manpower that it approaches
the ludicrous. Most seriously affected of all is the biggest circuit,
United Detroit Theaters, which has
shifted about 50 managers and as-

Effort

-,

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

30% Increase in Collections
This Year Predicted

Washington — Faced with
Congressional revolt to overthrow his October executive

Calls to Washington for priorities
on more raw film stock for additional
"March of Dimes" appeal trailers
resulted yesterday when there was
a last minute shower of pledges at
the national headquarters, the final
flurry of enrollments pushing the
theater total above 11,000.
Washington came through with an
okay for an extra 250,000 feet of
film at the last minute, and laboratories both in New York and on the
Coast worked all night turning out
additional trailers.
A wire call from Ray Beall in
Dallas brought air express shipments
of 225 extra trailers for use in the
Texas area. Virtually every theater
in the state is signed up. From Chi-

order setting a $25,000 limit on salaries, President Roosevelt yesterday
offered to rescind that order if Congress would vote new taxes to accomplish the same purpose.
If his suggestion is accepted by
Congress, which is not at all certain,
he will have scored a considerable
victory in his fight to limit incomes,
since all incomes, not only salaries,
will be affected.
At the same time, he concedes to
(Continued from Page 9)

Hefner Denies All
Momand Remarks

( Continued on Page 7)

Oklahoma City — Testifying cooly
and with determination, Roy E. Hefner, former Paramount branch managermandhere,anti-trust
took the
in the
trialstand
to deny
38 Modifferent remarks, conversations or ac*

Gould Creates New
Foreign Print Plan

(Continued on Page

10)

(Continued on Page 7)

A new departure in preparing Zanuck African Battle
prints
non-English speaking
War-Time Sunday Movies countries for
was described yesterday by Film Released Mar. 18
Proposed in Penn. Bill
Walter Gould, United Artists foreign maneger, who expressed the
"At the Front," the War Department picture produced by Col. Darryl
Harrisburg, Pa. — Legislation to opinion that a 50 per cent increase
suspend Pennsylvania Sunday movie in revenue was possible under the F. Zanuck which is to be distributed
local option law for the duration of
by Warner Bros., will be released
(Continued from Page 9)
The new technique was used first
the war and permit all movies in
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued
on
Page
3)
plan.

Agree on 34% Cut in Mileage
Plan Horse-and-Dray
Capra's
"Prelude
War"
Heads for
Public to
Release
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Public release of the
film, "Prelude to War," made for
the Army by Lt. Col. Frank Capra
will probably follow the release of
"At the Front,"
(Continued which
on Page is
9) the title

TODAY — FALL WTO

Hopper
Bill to Tax
Show Patrons
10 Cts.

Deliveries in Detroit
Detroit — Exhibitor and distributor representatives have agreed on
a joint plan to cut film delivery
mileage about 34 per cent in the city,
for presentation to ODT. This is
close to the 40 per cent sought by
the local administrator.
Highlight is the decision of the
20 Loop theaters, including all firstruns, to (Continued
return to
the 10)
horse-andon Page

LINE FOR

THE

INDUSTRY'S

Albany, N. Y. — Assemblyman John
V. Downey, Democrat, Queens, introduced a bill yesterday which
imposes a tax of 10 cents on each
person over 14 years old attending as
a spectator a radio broadcast show
or exhibition in a radio station or
theater except shows to encourage
the sale of United States War Bonds
where admission is contingent upon
their purchase.
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Five former RKO men have been
killed in service and five others have
been wounded, it was revealed yesterday in The Salute,
RKO's monthly magazine
published exclusively for
ex-RKO employes in the
Army, Navy or Marines.
These losses, out of approximately
800 men and women from RKO Radio and its affiliated companies who
have joined the nation's fighting
forces, are: Harold Oldham, studio
employe, lost while ferrying plane
across the Atlantic; Weldon McNichols, studio employe, killed in
training plane crash; Lt. j.g., Eugene
Schoop, theater department, killed
in action off Casablanca; Seaman
First Class Jerome E. French, theater department, killed in action
aboard U. S. Cruiser Juneau; Francis E. Aarons, foreign department,
sergeant in the Australian Army,
killed in action in the Middle East.
Wounded in action are: P.F.C.
Albert N. Garbarino, theater department, wounded in Solomon Islands;
P. O. George K. Weise, U.S.N., theater department, wounded in Battle
of
Midway;
Seamon
Douglas wounded
O'Neill,
1st CI., theater
department,
in Marshall Islands; P.F.C. Silo Gisolo, Marines, theater department,
wounded in action; P.F.C. Frank
Castillo, theater department, wounded in North Africa.
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+
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Western Central Time
Proposed in lnd. Bill
Indianapolis — A bill designed to
return Indiana to central standard
time appears to be gaining strength
among rural legislators in the House.
The Senate already has passed a
resolution asking Congress to revert to central standard time in the
period Oct. 1 to Apr. 1. The House
has adopted an amendment designed
to sidetrack any possible Washington objection. This amendment creates a new term — "Western central
time" — which, under present conditions, is the same as Mountain war
time.

A reduction in clearance of five
first-run houses in Camden, N. J.,
was ordered by an arbitrator in the
case
den. of the Liberty Theater, CamThe arbitrator ruled that the 21day clearance granted to the Broadway, Tower, Lyric, Victoria or Rio
over the Liberty was unreasonable,
fixing the clearance on future contracts at 14 days.
As to those pictures which play
first in Camden at the Savar, Stanley and Grand, the 21-day clearance
over the Liberty is reasonable, the
arbitrator ruled.
Case was brought by the LibertyParkside Theater Co. and in a previous case brought in behalf of the
Parkside Theater, the exact award
was made.

Troops in N. Africa Get
Film Program Shipments

Personnel Problem
Acute in Hub Area

COmillG and G0II.G

Boston — All Boston houses are finding the personnel problem a decidedly tough one. Girl ushers arid
girl ticket sellers and takers have
displaced men gone to war and are
constantly being hired for new jobs
to fill new places. It is openly admitted that the theaters cannot
compete with war work jobs in wages
paid and this has caused the new
problem of being unable to retain
men or women when once they are
hired.

United Newsreel Footage

JACOB WILK, Warner Bros. Eastern story
chief, returned yesterday from a visit to Louis
Bromfield
in Ohio.
ROY
manager

HAINES, Western and Southern sales
for Warners,
is on a Midwest
trip.

in Warners' "Air
who appears
CAREY,
HARRYarrives
Force,"
in New
York tomorrow
M
JOHN

CROMWELL

has returned to the West

Coast. /".
Coast.
EVELYN KOLEMAN, of Republic's home office
publicity staff, leaves New Ycrk this week-end
for Havana.

Theaters Back Fund Drive
For New Cruiser Chicago

Going Into Navy's Reel

FILM DAILY
Chicago — Chicago theaters are
Washington — First of the new backing the drive to sell $40,000,000
Navy newsreels, none of which is worth of War Bonds to build a new
to be shown in this country, will be cruiser to replace the Cruiser Chireleased next week, it was revealed
cago lost in Guadalcanal fighting.
by Comdr. Reuben Donnelly, in
charge of production. This reel will
be sent Naval units in foreign service every two weeks.
The reel is largely made up of the
United Newsreel distributed by the
OWI overseas branch, said Commander Donnelly. Printed entirely on
16 mm. film, it will involve some
changes in the sound track and titles
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
and "several bits of our own film
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
will be Makeup
cut intoof each
edition,"
RONALD COLMAN
• GREER 6AR30N
said.
the film
will he
be
done in Washington.
Washington Bureau of THE

MEW YORK
THEATERS

In James Hilton'*

15-Minute Daily Radio
Program for Tri-States
Des Moines, la. — Tri-States will
use the radio for promotion-advertising with a 15-minute daily program oyer a local station. It is the
fi: st program-type show for TriStates which has used only spot announcements inthe past.
Dale McFarlane of the Tri-States
staff will be in charge of the programs with Eddie Forrester, manager of the Des Moines Theater, giving a four-minute newscast on movie
news under the name of Eddie Pix.
Daily contests will be featured along
with recordings of bands and movie
stars.

Para. Informs SEC It Has
Arranged a $5,000,000 Loan

Paramount yesterday reported to
the SEC that it had arranged for a
$5,000,000 loan from the Bankers
Several shipments of 16 mm. film Trust Co., the Manufacturers Trust
programs have been received by U. Co., the First National Bank of
S. troops in North Africa, it was Chicago and the Bank of New York.
revealed yesterday by Phil Reisman, Interest will be 2% per cent and the
chairman of the foreign managers !oan is repayable serially over a
division of the WAC. Reisman said five-year period.
Paramount advised the SEC that
the film shipments, and 16 mm. proiectors, were made in January. The the loan would be used for corporate
films, arranged in 90-minute programs of current features, shorts purposes.
and newsreels, are part of the 4,700 Henry Ray Lapham Dead
programs given to the War DepartDetroit — Henry Ray Lapham. 57,
ment by the film industry for free
showing to men in the armed seiv former owner of the Redford, Cozy,
vices abroad. Additional shipments and Universal Theaters, died in Receiving Hospital after a long illness.
are going to North Africa each week.
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Gov't Sees Peak
Box-office Year

Gould Creates New
Foreign Print Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

Washington

on the Loew-Lewin production "The
Moon and Sixpence" and was
achieved by introducing an unseen
s — /fer at the beginning of the pictu-rrrwho carries on as a narrator,
telling parts of the story as the plot
unfolds and supplementing the
scenes in which superimposed titles
are used. The narrator speaks in
Spanish, Portuguese, French or any
other language for which the print
has been prepared. By this means,
the audience is relieved of what
Gould describes as the "perfunctory
monotony" of the printed subtitles
which have been a standard practice for too long a time, in his opinion.
Gould pointed out that the initial
presentation of the "narration" technique may revolutionize the foreign
market in all non-English language
territories, but he made it clear
that not all Hollywood productions
were sdapable to this treatment.
Classical, historical, literary masterpieces, he said, could be prepared
in advance for greater audience appeal by applying the methods used
in "The Moon and Sixpence."
Before announcing the "narration
plan" to the trade press, Gould
showed the picture to a group of
Spanish-speaking experts at a private screening. All agreed that the
treatment was a distinctly beneficial
service to patrons in other countries. The United Press flashed the
news to more than 200 newspapers
in South America.
The entire plan was conceived by
Gould who predicted that the cost of
adding the narrator's voice would be
repaid many times over in additions 1
playdates and extended engagements.

Studio Union May Issue
Work Permits for Women
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — If the manpower
shortage becomes more serious, Studio Utility Employes Local 724 will
issue work permits limited to the
duration to women, with no initiation
fee being charged. However they
would be required to pay regular
dues of $2.50 per month. It is anticipated they will eventually be able
to furnish 150 women sweepers, and
perhaps 250 to salvage nails from
studio lumber.

•

•

•IN this business, pictures talk in more than a literal sense
And so does money, especially quantity revenue derived from
quality product
On both counts. — and make no mistake about it— ,
we now have nine major companies
The latest and incontrovertible
addition is Republic
Thousands of iheatermen and John Q. Public
can testily to the power and appeal of that organization's recent lineups, particularly that of the present so-called season
But what we
can tell you is something about the revenue from that product during
1942, or the company's fiscal year which differs somewhat therefrom,
if memory serves correctly
Our informing channel is realistic, hardboiled Wall Street
Down there, where evidence and expectancies
are whipped-up in mysteriously accurate fashion, solons say: "Wait'U
you hear Republic's earnings!"
These are scheduled for announcement during the latter part of March, and, according to report, will be
record-shattering, both in gross and net
The broad hint is that
there will be seven big digits at the left of the decimal point, and they
will be of surprising magnitude
▼ '"
T
T
• • • WALL ST. has long and attentively cast admiring gaze
on the business acumen of Herbert J. Yates,— CFI head and daddy of
Republic
He is characterized by some of our American bankers
as "The Midas of the Movies" ..... .Whatever he touches apparently
turns to gold (or silver, depending only upon the monetary standard
of the times)
When Mister Yates had youthful Republic in swaddling clothes just a few years back, he had great plans for the celluloid
"lad"

In his good paternal way, he confidently crooned to the offspring: "When you grow up, you're going to be a Major"
It was
no fantastic lullaby or cockeyed bedtime story
It has come to pass,
—and how!
All the formulae on which Kid Republic was fed
came from head and hand of Papa Yates
To assist him and his
plans, Papa signed up a couple of high-powered helpers,— one, M. J.
Siegel, in charge of the studio, and the other James R. Grainger, in
presidential uniform
and in charge of sales
.As the cinematic
offspring got into its more impressionable years, Papa built up under
the personal aegis of Charles Reed Jones a potent publicity and advertising department which has progressively and consistently increased
Kid Republic's promotional sweep and prestige
The young company has reached maturity and major status,— and should you be passing 1790 Broadway and hear an exulting shout, it will be Kid Republic
clarioning: "Today I Am a Man!"

Menjod
Arnold

Russell
Maury

Hopton
Ascher
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Nathan D. Golden, the Department's motion picture specialist,
contributing to the current issue of
Domestic Commerce Weekly, declares that already many theaters
are doing at least 50 per cent better
than a year ago, and that even in
those sections hit by population
losses to war production centers
theaters "are beginning to show
signs of strengthening."
In foreign markets, Golden reports a similar boom condition, with
a greater demand for U. S. pix
noted. Transportation and shipping
space, not customers, are called the
major problems. Golden points to
a b.o. gain of 50 per cent in England
and a 10-15 per cent attendance jump
in Latin-American countries to support his forecast.
Predicting that the seriousness of
the raw stock situation will not mean
a great product shortage this year
because of the heavy backlog of completed films on hand, the Government
film problems
authority
that "wartime
of said
transportation,
gasoline, deley, rubber rationing and
manpower will be the big worries in
distribution of motion pictures during 1943. Extended bookings, pooling of transportation by salesmen
and mail selling may be some of the
methods employed" to solve these
problems.

20th-Fox to Do Pic on
Femme Stars' African Trip
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox will
produce "Four Girls in a Jeep" dealing with the trip of Carole Landis,
Martha Raye, Kay Francis and Mitzi Mayfair to England, Northern
Ireland and North Africa.
Miss Landis and Miss Ray will appear in the picture.

Making Book
• •
• THIS-A AND THAT-A:
Saluting the 100th anniversary
of B'nai B'rith, a special broadcast of the Skouras Theaters' War Effort
Department presentation, "This Is Our Cause," will be aired next Sunday
from 4:30 to 5:00 p.m. o'er WINS, with Sam Jaffe heading a star-studded
cast. . . . • Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli division mgr. up New Haven
way, has been appointed to the executive committee of the State Advisory
Committee of the Treasury Dept., and attends a first meeting today in
Hartford. ... • Mrs. Harry Seed, wife of the recently promoted Eastern
sales manager for Warner Bros., is in the Montefiore Hospital, Pittsburgh,
where she has just undergone a serious abdominal operation. . . .
• Smuggled out of France in sections, "The Heart of a Nation" (which
gave the Nazis heart failure), has reached the U. S
'Twas directed
by Julien Duvivier and produced by Paul Graetz

Adolphe
Edward

Bureau

Washington — Film theater receipts this year will soar to an alltime high, running "far in excess of
any year's ticket sales ever recorded
in the amusement field," it is foremerce. cast by the Department of Com-

•

«

•

AVENGE

T
PEARL

T
■▼
HARBOR!

Staff
Warners'
ater hasofdeveloped
enthusiasm toward
there that they are

Hollywood
Thesuch
a sporting
pictures playing
making book on

lengthestimates
of runs.
the
ran Onas "Casablanca"
high as 20
weeks, so the boys with the upper
number tickets felt they got a raw
deal when the picture was moved of
the Strand to make room for "Air
Force" — because the continuation run
at the larger Strand will just about
equal 20 weeks at the Hollywood.
Now on "Air Force" the minimum
prediction is 12 weeks — and this
time the higher boys want clauses
protecting them against a premature
switch!
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a & Reviews or me new nuns & &
"Idaho"
with

Roy Rogers, Smiley Burnette,
Virginia Grey
Republic
70 Mins.
LOOKS LIKE THE BEST OF THE ROGERS
WESTERNS;
SHOULD
OFFICE
STRENGTH.

BOOST

STAR'S BOX-

is plenty of evidence in "Idaho'"
of There
the higher budgeting the Roy Rogers pictures are gett.ng from Republic. The improvement over preceding Rogers vehicles
is marked in the star's latest western.
Physically and in story material the production bears out the company's promise to
make the Rogers films fitting successors
to the Gene Autry series of horse operas.
The film offers further proof of Rogers'
right to step into Autry's boots.
"Idaho" looks very much like the best
of the Rogers series. It is a nifty western
that gives full play to the varied talents
of the star. Whether he is singing or
dishing out the heroics he is a sizable attraction certain to gain a more fervid following among the western fans.
The story of "Idaho" has many interesting angles and some novel touches. It is
more than merely exciting and packed with
action; there is meat to it. Its foundation
is a feud between the owner of a bistro
(Ona Munson) and a judge (Harry J.
Shannon) who has a ranch where boys are
saved from lives of crime. Shannon, a reformed bank robber living under an assumed
name, vows to put the woman out of business because of her corrupting influence.
Miss Munson is just as determined to stop
Shannon from interfering with her activities.

"Young
and Willing"
with William Holder., Eddie Bracken,
Susan Hayward
UA
82 Mins.
FATE OF THIS COMEDY RESTS WITH
YOUNG PEOPLE, WHO SHOULD HND
MUCH IN II TO AMUSE THEM.
"Young and Willing" has sprung from
'Out ot the Frying Pan" (its stage parent)
ngnt into the tire — that is, as tar as audiences that are at all particular are concerned. The treatment is so juvenile that
rhe appeal of the picture version of the
Francis Swann play is primarily to young
people, wno may still be able to get exciteo
over the mad cavortings of a bunch ot
ihespic incompetents angling for a stage
oreak. The exhibitor can be reasonably
sure of getting a satisfactory response
rrom the young folk. Where maturer people
are involved he will be taking a gamble in
showing this production, which was produced as well as directed by Edward H.
oriffith.
For what is professes to be "Young and
Willing" runs too long. This sort of thing
is all right just so far; after that it becomes
a bit boring and repetitious. With only
one or two exceptions, the acting is woefully inadequate. Robert Benchley and
Mabel Paige are just about the only ones
who make any sort of an impression. That
is surprising in view of the fact that in the
cast are such players as William Holden,
Eddie Bracken and Susan Hayward, all of
whose names are associated with some excellent screen, work. The weakness of the

"Fighting Frontier"

with Tim Holt, Cliff Edwards
RKO
57 Mins.
WESFERN SHOULD PROVE PASSABLE
ENlEKTAINMtNf DESPITE ITS OVtRLr
SlREOlYfED SlORY.
It's a good thing th.s western has a full
load of action because the story has little
to recommend it to audiences beyond tne
kid stage. The good photography augments
tne commotion in helping tneater patrons to
rorget the weakness ot the yarn, wnich is
punctuated with plenty of gun shots ana
noof beats.
The story is the old one about the Government agent who joins a gang of outlaws
,n order to learn the identity of the heao
man. The assignment becomes still more
unpleasant when the hero has to take a lot
of abuse from the good people of the community before he can reveal who he really
is. Such is the predicament of Tim Holt
in "Fighting Frontier," which follows the
stencil much too closely even for a western.
What helps to make the whole business more
miserable for Holt is the fact that there is
a gal in his life. It isn't any fun to have
a gal you like think the worst of you without your being able to do anything about

"Cosmo Jones in the
with Frank Graham,

Edgar Kennedy,

Storm
CrimeGaleSmasher"

Monogram
62 (
'S(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
NEW SERIES BASED ON RADIO SHOW
HOLDS PROMISE
NESSES.

DESPITE INITIAL WEAK-

First in starring
a new series
"Cosmo star
Jones"
features,
Frank ofGraham,
of
the CBS radio series of the same name,
this should find favor with audiences as
filler-fare on a twin-b!ller.
Full scope of the characterization was
not taken advantage of, but subsequent releases of the series can be looked forward
to for film fare of choicer story material
that will provide Cosmo Jones followers
with reason to watch for the series' playdates. Radio tie-ins and Cosmo Jones
fare.
publicity should make this series exhibitors'
Graduate of a mail-order detective
school, Cosmo enters the lair of Capt. Edgar
Kennedy during the hectic stages of a kidnap wave that has enveloped the city.
Offerings of his services and deductive

powers with
soon comedy
get indevelopment
the "hair" from
of this
this
official
situation. Unable to force his way into the
police set-up, the serio-comic Cosmo, takes
to pickzens asone
the baddie.
town's most honored citi- advantage of his own powers of mimicry
the ofboss
to soon play both ends of the underworld
The screenplay, which has Holt arrested against each other, run the police ragged
and almost lynched for the crimes of the
villains, was brewed by J. Benton Cheney on false orders, and bring to bay the culprits through his connivances. Love runs
performances is traceable largely to Grif- and Norton S. Parker from a story by Ber- Its course throughout.
Producer Lindsley Parsons handled the
nard McConville. Lambert Hillyer's directreme. fith's direction, which is loose to the exWhen she learns of the judge's past she
tion keeps the yarn popping like a fire- production of the Walter Gering original
threatens to expose him unless he lays off.
cracker.
Bert
Gilroy
produced.
There
are
The yarn has to do with the attempts
story, which is based on the CBS program
His refusal to alter his stand drives her to
of the young hopefuls to interest a producer a number of songs by Fred Rose and Ray series. James Tinling directed from a
frame him on a murder charge. She tries
(Benchley) who lived in the apartment be- Whitley which are rendered by Cliff Ed- mons.
to have him lynched, but Rogers, a state
wards, who works with Holt in rounding up screenplay by Gering and Michael L. Simlow theirs in his lean days. Their hopes
ranger, galloos to the rescue and brings rise when the producer moves back into the the villains. Credit Jack Greenhalgh with
Graham does satisfactorily in the Cosmo
about the villains' capture.
apartment for sentimental reasons. They some fine camera work.
role despite the handicaps of unsuitable
The acting is far above the western try every ruse to get the fellow to give them
Among the players appearing with Holt
character makeup. Correction of this would
standard. Virginia Grey is the cause of a a break. As a last resort they stage a and Edwards are Ann Summers, who is the
greatly appeal.
enhance future popularity and boxfriendly romantic rivalry between Rogers murder play for him in their apartment. gal in the case; Eddie Dew, William Gould, office
and Onslow Stevens, his superior. Smiley Their performances are so bad that the Davison Clarke, Slim Whittaker.
Edgar
Kennedy, Gale Storm, Richard
Burnette is entrusted with most of the producer is inspired to put the play on as
CAST: Tim Holt, Cliff Edwards, Ann Cromwell, and Mantan Moreland handled
comedy. Dick Purcell and Arthur Hohl play a burlesque.
Summers, Eddie Dew, William Gould, Davison well their assigned portions of screen footVirginia Van Upp did the screenplay with Clarke, Slim Whitaker, Tom London, Monte
the guys who do Miss Munson's dirty work.
age, with capable support offered throughThe box-office strength of the film is considerable emphasis on romance. This Montague, Jack Rockwell.
out by the balance of the cast.
CAST: Frank Graham, Edgar Kennedy,
bolstered by a number of first-rate inter- ought to help the box-office possibilities
CREDITS: Producer, Bert Gilroy; Direcludes. The singing burden is shared by of the film, which is another of the block
tor, Lambert Hillyer; Screenplay, J. Benton Gale Storm, Richard Cromwell, Mantan
Rogers with the Sons of the Pioneers and of pictures acquired from Paramount by Cheney, Norton S. Parker; Based on Story Moreland, Gwen Kenyon, Herbert Rawlinson,
the Robert Mitchell Boychoir. The musical United Artists.
by Bernard McConville; Musical Director, Tristam Coffin, Charles Jordan, Vince BarCAST: William Holden, Eddie Bracken, Paul Sawtell; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; nett, Emmet Vogan, Maxine Leslie, Mauritz
selections are "Idaho," "Lone Buckaroo,"
"Home on the Range," "Holy, Holy, Holy," Robert Benchley, Susan Hayward, Martha Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Walter Hogo and Sam Bernard.
E. Keller; Film Editor, Les Millbrook.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons;
"Whoopee Ti Yo," "Don Juan," "Stop."
O'Driscoll, Barbara Britton, James Brown,
Director, James Tinling; Photography, Mack
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Joseph Kane has done a swell job both as Florence MacMichael, Mabel Paige, Jay
associate producer and director in bringing Fassett, Paul Hurst, Olin Howlin, Billy Good.
Stengler; Editor, Carl Pierson; Sound, Glen
Glenn; Musical Director, Edward Kay;
out all the excellent qualities of the Roy Bevan.
Chanslor-Olive Cooper screenplay. The
CREDITS: Producer, Edward H. Griffith;
Screenplay, Michael L. Simmons and Walphotography is a tremendous asset. For Director, Edward H. Griffith; Screenplay,
ter Gering; Original Story, Walter Gering.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
this a bow to Reggie Lanning.
Virginia Van Upp; Based on Play by Francis
Good.
CAST: Roy Rogers, Smiley Burnette, Bob Swann; Cameraman, Leo Tover; Art DirecPossibility that Warner Bros, will
Nolan, Sons of the Pioneers, Virginia Grey,
tors, Hans Dreier, Ernest Fegte; Film Editor,
release but one film a month starting Local F-51 Elects March 9
Harry J. Shannon, Ona Munson, Dick Purcell, Ed Warren.
next month was seen yesterday in
Local F-51, covering New York
Onslow Stevens, Arthur Hohl, Hal Taliaferro,
DIRECTION,
Poor.
PHOTOGRAPHY, the wake of an announcement by a
exchange white collars under IATSE
Robert Mitchell Boychoir.
spokesman for the company
Good.
it. You can imagine Holt's relief when he
finishes his job and is in a position to disclose his identity. It takes only one guess

Warners May Release
One or Two Pix Monthly

j CREDITS: Associate Producer, Joseph
Kane; Director, Joseph Kane; Screenplay,
Rjoy Chanslor, Olive Cooper; Cameraman,
Rjeggis Lanning; Film Editor, Arthur Roberts;
Art Director, Russell Kimball; Musical Director, Morton Scott.
! DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Swell.

that the
firm would adopt a policy of issuing
"one or two" new pictures a month
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY in the future. The shortage of product resulting from reduced producHollywood— Al Vaughan, formertion schedules and extended engagely assistant to producer Lester Coments in the firss-runs were given
wan, and before that publicity direcas
reasons
for the reduction in the
tor for Edward Small, has joined
Warners studio staff.
number of monthly releases.

Al Vaughan

Joins WB

jurisdiction, had finalized its organization yesterday with the adoption of a constitution by the membership, which includes office help
at the RKO, Paramount, Universal
and Warner Bros, exchanges.
Trustees of the union will be
elected at the next membership
meeting on March 9.
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Metro-GOLDMINE-Mayer's
Surefire Nationwide Hit!

SPENCER TRACY
Katharine HEPBURN
KEEPER OF
THE FLAME

3^

t

-
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IT

with Richard Whorf • Margaret Wycherly • Forrest
McNally • Percy Kilbride • Screen Play by Donald
Book by I. A. R. Wylie • Directed by GEORGE
SAVILLE • Associate Producer Leon Gordon
•

Tucker • Frank Craven • Horace
Ogden Stewart • Based Upon the
CUKOR ■ Produced by VICTOR
A Metro-Goldmine-Mayer
Picture

"March of Dimes" Feb. 18—24
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11,000 Theaters
Start Dimes Drive
(.Continued from Page 1)

cago, Detroit, New Orleans, Atlanta
and other exchange centers came
ca'1- to rush trailers to cover dela — ) pledges.
r-redictions that the total raised
during March of Dimes week, which
starts today, will exceed last year's
"Dont take pennies from cripkids!" of Dimes Committee
The pled
March
points out that any exhibitor who
fails to return his appeal trailer
will be doing just that. All trailers are to be returned to the National Screen exchange from which
it was shipped. Trailers will be
sold for reclamation and the
money added to the polio fund.
collections by 30 per cent were made
by drive leaders.
Exhibitors are urged to make
prompt accounting of collections at
the d:ive's close sending their report and check to state chairmen.
They in turn, will return 50 per
cent of the collections to the county
chairmen of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, thus quickly
completing localizing of accounting.

Iowa State-wide Newsreel
Suspending "for Duration"
Des Moines, la. — Burton J. Jerrel,
producer of Iowa News Flashes announced that production of the
weekly state-wide newsreel would
be suspended March 1 for the duration of the war.
The United States Air Service
Command of Wright and Patterson
Fields, Dayton, O., has taken over
the firm's equipment and part of its
personnel, Jerrel said. Additional
employes are expected to be taken
into the Army and Navy photographic service.
The Iowa News Flashes were
founded eight years ago and have
been showing in 250 theaters
throughout the state.

STORKS
New Haven — Phyllis Ricciuti Neri,
■r formerly of Vitagraph here, is the
' ' mother of a baby girl, Marie Angela.
Charlotte, N. C— Born to Roy
Dewanner Stallings, manager of the
Imperial theater, one of the important Wilby-Kincy chain, a son, Roy
Dewanner, Jr.
Wesleyville, Pa. — Mr. and Mrs. E.
P. Brown, who operate the Penn Theater here, are the parents of an
eight pound son, born at the local
hospital.

W
TO THE

DAILY

COLORS!

Charleroi, Pa.— ROBERT KEASager of the post theater at Trunx
ER, manager of the Palace Theater Field, Wis.
— • —
here, and son of the owner, Mrs.
Cleveland— DOUGLAS FLEMING,
Fannie Keaser, was inducted into the
Army.
assistant to Warner publicity director, J. Knox Strachan, who enlisted
— * —
Springfield, Mass.— KEN FREE- in the Navy months ago, has been
MAN, former assistant manager of called into active
— * service.
—
the Capitol theater here, has reHarrisburg, Pa.— Sergt ROBERT
ported via letter to Manager Andy
Sette of that house, that he is now W. GIBBONS, formerly an assistant
a corporal in the Army Signal Corps manager at Loew's Theater, Harrisburg, has been named manager of a
"somewhere in the Pacific."
new GI theater (702 seats) at the
•—
Pittsburgh — — ROBERT
FILSON, New Cumberland Army Reception
formerly head booker for the Blatt Center.
Bros. Theater Circuit, who was as— * —
Wheeling, W. Va. — HAZEN
signed to Fort Riley for special M.P.
training, has been transferred to BOOTH, assistant manager of Liberty Theater and son of Ralph Booth,
Fort Custer, Mich.
— • —
of the Court Theater, is now entertainment director at Fort Riley,
Camp Davis, N. C— GEORGE E.
Kan.,
where
he was sent upon inducSHELLEY, formerly Film Daily's
staff correspondent in Harrisburg, tion.
Pa., has won his first promotion to
— • —
Toledo, O. — ELDINE DENNIS,
p.f.c. here and is slated to take
over the duties of librarian in the manager of the Pantheon, went into
the Army at Camp Perry.
Department of Training Publications.
Toledo, O. — FREEMAN TATE,
— * —
Denver — DICK LUTZ, National student assistant at Loew's Valentine, Toledo, has been inducted into
Theatre Supply salesman, has left the Army
at Camp Perry.
for the Army as an aviation cadet,
going to Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,
— • —
for induction.
Des Moines, la. — OLIVE BORDEN, screen aceress, has, joined the
DON HART,— *manager of the WAACS at Fort Des Moines.
— * —
Oriental, has joined the Army.
— • —
Chicago
—
NATALIE
BEIERSScranton, Pa. — Three drivers for
the Horlacher Film Delivery Ser- DORF, daughter of District Manager Beiersdorf of 20th-Fox has
vice, WILLIAM FARRELL, JOHN
LINN and CHARLES NEVERSKI, joined the WAACS. RETHNA
daughter of Abe Fischer
are now driving trucks for Uncle FISCHER,
of the U Aexchange, has also joined
Sam's Army.
the WAACS. Both will train at
— • —
Fort Des Moines.
Scranton, Pa.— JOHN PERRY of
— • —
the Capitol Theater has enlisted in
the Merchant Marine.
Chicago— BOB EMANUEL of the
B & K publicity department will
— • —
enter the Army this month.
Scranton, Pa. — KATHRYN AL— • —
LAN, cashier of the West Side TheSlippery
Rock,
Pa.— ROBERT E.
ater, goes into the WAACS.
SHAFFER, son of the owner of the
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— MARY TEN- Roxy and who has assisted his father
SER, nurse at the Comerford The- in its operation, has been called by
ater, accepted for the WAACS, is the Army and reports to Camp Mead.
— * —
now training at Daytona Beach,
Fla.
Pittsburgh — ROBERT
PETRIE,
— * —
of the local National Screen Service specialty department, has
Danville, Pa.— RICHARD SMITH
of the Capitol Theater has been entered the Army.
transferred to Bainbridge, Ga., as
— * —
aviation cadet in the Army Air
Altoona, Pa.— DAVID MURPHY,
Force.
manager of the Wilmer & Vincent
State Theater, has enlisted in the
_• —
Volunteer Officers Corps and
Scranton, Pa. — JOSEPH PHIL- Army
to be called within the next
BIN of the Comerford Circuit candy expects
week or two.
department, has been advanced to
— • —
the rank of sergeant at Camp ShelWeirton, W. Va. — THOMAS
by, Miss.
ANAS, son of the veteran exhibitor,
Hammond, Ind. — RAY DUNN, Nick Anas, and associated with his
father in the operation of their four
manager of Warners' Paramount
here, has joined the Army; Frank theaters here and in Holidayscove,
has joined the Air Force and will
Reiger replaces.
train at Miami Beach.

UDT Badly Hit by
Loss of Manpower
(Continued from Page 1)

sistants at its 19 theaters since the
most recent checkup.
It has got so bad, with men quitting for the services, and now war
work, that UDT actually lost a girl
assistant, Dorothy Martin of the
Riviera Theater, to go into a war
Solution was found with dramatic
suddenness by the appointment of
six girls as managers of theaters.
Previously, only one girl had been
appointed as manager, although
numbers were tried out and trained
job.
as assistants. The new group includes Mary Turrill, appointed to
boss the first-run Madison.
The latest group of changes includes a loss
of 22 men, three of whom take positions in
the office or warehouse supervision of the
circuit. Of the others, three quit to take
war
"work
fight"
order jobs
was when
issuedtheforpractical
this town,
five orquit
for
reasons unknown, possibly to take war jobs,
and 10 have joined various of the services.
Among the latest to join the services are :
Leo Ward, manager of the Norwest, Marine Corps ; Lawrence Jump, assistant at
the Broadway-Capitol, Army; Don Belfore,
assistant at the Fisher, Army ; Frank Upton,
manager of the Michigan, to the Marines,
while his two assistants, P. Baltzer and
William Cadmus, are both in the Coast
Guard; Jack Martin, assistant at the Regent,
Air_ Force; Robert Upchurch, assistant at the
Riviera, Navy; Paul Morphew, assistant at the
Royal,tant atAir
Edward
the Force;
United and
Artists,
Army.Rauff, assis-

Quiz Games With Cash
Prizes Illegal in Mo.
Jefferson City, Mo. — AttorneyGeneral Roy McKittrick's office has
ruled that theater quiz contests with
cash prizes for the correct answers
are lotteries and therefore illeeal under Missouri lottery laws. He furnished this information to Kelso
Journey,
prosecuting attorney for
Henry County.
Prosecuting Attorney Journey said
that a motion picture theater in Clinton, conducted a quiz contest under
the title: "Dr. E. Z. Money." Those
who answered a 50-cent question correctly were paid in cash and the
contestants who missed the correct
answer were given tickets to the
theater.
Some months ago the Missouri
Supreme
"Bank
Night" and Court
similarruled
prize out
affairs.

WEDDING

BELLS

Max Cohen, Universal branch manager in Washington, has announced
the enggement of his daughter Janet Doris to Capt. Joseph Weil Kuhn
of Philadelphia. Capt. Kuhn is now
stationed at Fort Custer, Mich.

Pittsburgh — Lt. Russell Labelle,
Army Air Force, son of Fred LaScranton, Pa. — Getting into the
belle, personnel director for Warner
Des Moines — JOHNNY BEAL, Theaters in the Pittsburgh Zone,
Army was little change of duties
Phil Fox, Buffalo Columbia man- for Pvt. BILL McANDREW of the Warners' head shipper here was in- and Audrey Ramos of San Fran, ager, is father of a second boy, Comerford Art Shop. He is cashier, Dodge. ducted into the Army at Camp
cisco, were married at the home of
the bride.
Robert.
artist, electrician and stage man-

— *-
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& £■ Reviews of the new fums * &
"Secrets of the
withUnd
John erg
Hubbard,
rouVirginia
nd" Grey
Republic
70 Mins.
MELODRAMA

IS LOADED WITH ENTERTAINMENT; ACTING AND HUMOROUS CONTENT ARE A BIG ASSET.
.;

In "Secrets Of the Underground," the
enemy on our home front extends his activities to include the counterfeiting of war

"Somewhere in

with Constance Cummings, Tommy Trinder,
Clifford Evans
UA
89 Mins.

France"

BRITISH WAR FILM IS TOO SLOWPACED AND UNEVENTFUL TO GET
HEAVY
PLAY FROM
U. S. AUDIENCES.

There is something oddly tame about
this war film, produced by Michael Balcon
stamps. It's a twist that helps to make at the Ealing Studios in England. Only at
this production extremely interesting and the end does the action really perk up and
highly diverting. The counterfeiting gang, acquire some measure of excitement. Up
is a tricky bunch of lice who give the hero to that point the production ambles along
quite a contest before hollering quits. That
means plenty of excitement for the cash; without much happening. Inventiveness isn't
one of the film's prime virtues, the material
customers, who should find this melodrama, jeing
rather commonplace.
surprisingly good. There are several mur-i
Despite the aforementioned defects, the
ders to build up the suspense.
picture might not offer too great a risk
The job of running down the villains is to the exhibitor were it acted out by a cast
assigned to John Hubbard, a district attor- with marquee significance. ; As it happens,
ney. Working with him is Virginia Grey,! there is only one principal player in the
his sweetheart, who is— you've guessed it—
cast whose name means, anything to Amera newspaper woman. The two have to do
ican audiences, and that is Constance Cumsome smart sleuthing to get the goods on
mings, .whose work helps: the film imthe counterfeiters since the head of the
measurably. The interest picks up when she
outfit hides his villainy under the guise of .s around. This is not by way of saying
the operator of a fashionable salon.
that there is no acting strength in the rest
Humor adds considerably to the enter- of the cast, for that is far from the truth.
tainment values of the film. Most of it
In fact there are several good performances
stems from the perpetual verbal tiffs be- augmenting that of Miss Cummings. Tommy
tween Hubbard and Miss Grey. Another imTrinder's, for one; Clifford Evans', for anportant contribution to the lighter moments
other. Trinder gives a lively account of
is made by Olin Howlin in the role of a himself. His work is pleasant to watch.
baggage agent.
to Miss Cummings' the name in the
Robert Tasker and Geoffrey Homes have Next
cast best known on this side of the water
derived a workmanlike screenplay from the s that of Robert Morley. This player,
original of the latter. Their script contains however, has a role that is hardly more than
some extremely good lines to which the a bit.
cast does full justice. Its potentialities have
the story revolves around the efforts of
been fully realized by the players, especially
Evans, foreman of a British war plant, to
Hubbard and Miss Grey, who make a swell
team. The two get some excellent help keep out of German hands three of his
from Lloyd Corrigan, Robin Raymond, Miles
Mander, Howlin, Ben Welden, Neil Hamilton, Maria Shelton.
The direction is a credit to William Morgan. Leonard Fields handled the producing
assignment like a true showman.
CAST: John Hubbard, Virginia Grey,
Lloyd Corrigan, Robin Raymond, Miles Mander, Olin Howlin, Ben Welden, Maria Shelton. Neil Hamilton, Ken Christy, Dick Rich.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Leonard
Fields; Director, William Morgan; Screenplay, Robert TaSker, Geoffrey Homes; Based
on Story by Geoffrey Homes; Cameraman,
Ernest, Miller; Film Editor, Arthur Roberts;
Art Director, Russell Kimball; Musical Director, Walter Scharf.
DIRECTION. Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Riding Through

"The Siege of

Artkino

56 Mins.

LENINGRAD DEFENSE FILM REPRESENTS ONE OF THE FINEST DOCUMENTARIES EVER PUT TOGETHER.

Leningrad"

Here, recorded for posterity, is one of
the most heroic stands ever made by a beleaguered city. After viewing this film
One can readily understand why Leningrad
was able to come triumphantly through the
terrible ordeal to which the Nazi hordes
subjected it. There could be no finer
tribute to the courage of a people in time
of war. The picture offers Americans a
sample of the determination that is bringing such glowing success to Soviet arms
in the struggle against the invader. It is
something to bolster tremendously the
morale of the whole family of United Na-

A documentary of the first water, "The
Siege
the providing
audience
smack of
into Leningrad"
the thick of brings
the action,
an experience
such
as
few
films
of its
tions.'
class have been successful in duplicating.
Even the most blase person will not be
able to resist the excitement that packs
the footage in as stirring a celluloid document as one could hope to see.
The film clearly shows what a stupendous
undertaking the defense of Leningrad was.
Every soul was mustered info service to meet
the emergency. No distinctions were made
in age or sex in the job of defending the
city from attack from land and air. The
suffering and privation which the population was forced to endure in order to beat
the Nazi challenge is depicted in graphic
scenes. No less vivid are those portions
of the picture shot on the battlegrounds
outside the approaches to the city. Some
firm's machines reposing in a French fac- of the scenes of the Soviet soldiers and
tory. The Nazis are anxious to learn the
secret which makes the. machines so valu- guerrillas in action against the Nazis are
able to the British cause. Evans goes to terrifically gripping. Many of them represent a new high in realism.
France, where, with the aid of Miss CumNo attempt has been made to disguise
mings, an American employed at the French
plant, and Trinder, a British Tommy separ- the damage done to the city. The extent
ated from his buddies, he carries the ma- of the damage only bears greater testimony
chines off in Trinder's lorry to the coast, to the grit of the citizens of Leningrad.
from where they are taken to safety in Exalting indeed must be to some the sight
England. There is a lot of fifth-column of men, women and children defying hell
to keep their homes from falling into alien
stuff involved in the proceedings.

with Charles Starrett
Columbia
6LMins.
WESTERN FANS SHOULD FIND H
TY
OF MATERIAL TO CLAIM ATTENTlWlN
THIS ONE

Nevada"

In "Riding Through Nevada" Charles
Starrett has to deal with a villain impersonating aGovernment agent assigned to
keep a watchful eye on a gold shipment.
The impostor is able to get away with it
because he has the credentials of an agent
kidnapped by him in his plot to steal the
Starrett, himself a postoffice agent, isn't
completely
the villain's
ade, but hefooled
has tobymove
cautiouslymasquerto get
the evidence against the guy, who is a
mighty mean hombre — a fact which the
gold.
latter proves innumerable times in his
brushes with our hero. Starrett has to
use plenty of cleverness and alertness to
come out of the fight with his skin intact.
The unmasking of the villain is brought
about in exciting fashion. Action galore
is required to accomplish the feat. Western fans will not be disappointed at what
greets the eye and ear in "Riding Through
Nevada." Punches aren't pulled anywhere
along the line of battle.
Gerald Geraghty has set his screenplay
in the blood-and-thunder days of the West.
He has given his material a walloping
climax, not forgetting, however, to create
3 moment of levity here and there. His
comedy touches are nicely realized through
the good work of Arthur Hunnicutt. William Berke's direction speeds the action
along like a tornado.
Jack Fier produced.
CAST: Charles Starrett, Arthur Hunnicutt, Shirley Patterson, Jimmie Davis, Clancy
Cooper, Davison Clark, Minerva Urecal, Edmund Cobb, Ethan Laidlaw, Art Mix.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Fier; Director,
William Berke; Screenplay, Gerald Geraghty;
Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Film Editor,
Burton Kramer; Art Director, Lionel Banks.
DIRECTION. Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Hart Swears Woollcott
Was "Dinner" Inspiration

Trial of the plagiarism suit involving the play "The Man Who
Came to Dinner" began before Federal Judge Charles G. Galston yesterday. Vincent McConnor, who is
suing George S. Kaufman and Moss
Hart, authors of the play; Warner
Bros'., producers of the film version;
the estate of Sam H. Harris, who
presented the play, and Random
Army's Film Producing
House, publishers of the book, tesUnits Won't Consolidate
tified that in 1936 he submitted,
"The Murder Issue," a play written
Wn*kin-gt»n Bureau, pf THE
FILM
DAILY
by himself, to Kaufman and that
Washington* — Reports to the effect
the script was returned with the
that consolidation of the Army's film
explanation that the playwright was
producing units — Signal Corps, Air
too busy to consider the manuscript.
Force, Special Services and OSS —
He said that in 1939 Kaufman and
impends were denied here yesterday
by Army spokesmen.
Hart copyrighted "The Man Who
Meadow
As
Legit.
Producer
Col. Kirke B. Lawton, Chief of Add Vaude, Boost Scale
Came to Dinner," which, the plaintiff
Noel
Meadow,
publicist
for
the
asserted,
was pirated from his play.
the Army Pictorial Service1, Signal
Stanley
Theater,
will
join
the
ranks
Testifying in his own behalf, Hart
Chicago — Van-Nomikos circuit has
Corps, termed the ':, plan "old;" saying that it "had been kicking around added "five acts of vaudeville to Sun- of legit, producers with the Broad- said that "The -Man Who Came to
way presentation later in the season Dinner" was based on the knowledge
bilk? at the Empress, with the
for years" but was- no eloser than price dayadvanced
,to 33 . cents to cover of a comedy-drama called "Russian he and Kaufman had of Alexander
separation of ,the. Air Force from
Woollcott.
the
increased
cost.
...
Dressing,". the work of .P. W. Tell.
the Army.
.... . .
Charles Frend's direction is slow. Angus
For all its effectiveness and realism the
MacPhail, John Dighton, and Leslie Arliss
film is surprisingly free of many of those
wrote1 the screenplay from a narrative by hands.'
H. -6. Prrestley. Wilkie Cooper provided gruesome details that serve to limit the
some effective photography.
appeal Of pictures such as "The Siege of
CAST: Tommy Trinder, Constance Cum- Leningrad." One can be reasonably certain of escaping that sick feeling in the
mings, Clifford Evans, Robert Morley, Gorpit of the stomach when one sees this
don Jackson, John Williams, Francois Sully. film.
CREDITS; Producer, Michael Balcon;
The services of 22 cameramen were used
Associate Producer, Cavalcanti; Production
Supervisor, John Croyden; Director, Charles by Lenfilm Newsreel Studios to make "The
Frend; Screenplay, Angus MacPhail, John Siege of Leningrad" possible. The work
Dighton, Leslie Arliss;. Screen Narrative, of these lensmen is a superb achievement.
The English commentary, written by John
H. B. Priestley; Continuity, Daphne Heathcoat; Cameraman, Wilkie Cooper; Art Di- Gordon, editor of the London Express, is
rector, Tom Morahan.
spoken by Edward R. Murrow. Paul Capon
did a fine editing job.
DIRECTION, Fair, PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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Super-Tax Would
Rescind Ceiling
(Continued from Page 1)

Congress its right to vote away the
salary order, even though he said
yesterday in a communication to the
Hr _ i Ways and Means Committee
th. — '.e felt, and the Attorney Generamad assured him, the order limiting salaries is. legal and constitutional. The Ways and Means Committee last week-end approved the
bill to raise the national debt limit
from $125,000,000,000 to $210,000,000,000, adding to the bill a rider
which would peg high salaries at
their pre-Pearl Harbor level and
p: event the payment of any salaries
larger than $67,200 gross since Oct.
2 last, the date the disputed salary
limitation order took effect.
Sidestepping Defeat
The President thus seeks to turn
what looked like certain defeat into
a brilliant victory, since he has al, ready made it known that he was
dissatisfied
because
only
salaries
i were limited by the order.
His
chances of success are -limited, but
i they do seem brighter today than
they would have a week or two ago.
What the President seeks is special taxes on lare-e income which
would in effect limit the incomes of
single persons to a net of $25,000
and married persons to a total of
$50,000 net. The plan is substantially the same as that proposed last
year by Treasury Counsel Randolph
Paul, and rejected by Congress.
The immediate reaction on Capitol
Hill was not favorable. Several Congressmen charged the President with
trying to put over a deal, with Rep.
Disney, a Democrat of Oklahoma,
terming the suggestion "confiscate: y," implying that the President
is again taking it upon himself to
say what and how things should be
done. Disney remarked that the tax
on large incomes already goes to 88
per cent, and "Congress might hesitate to pass a tax statute that is
avowedly
confiscatory."
On the Senate side silence
was the rule.

DAILY

Reeling 'Round --

THE FEMININE TOUCH
Pes Moines, la.— The RKO-Or- charge of the Roxy and Clinton thepheum has gone feminine with gal
aters at Frankfort, succeeding Morushers now being used oh the main
ris Robley, who joined the Army.
.
floor. Emil Franke, manager, is
still using boy ushers upstairs, howMemphis— Mrs. Carol Inman, assistant cashier at Columbia exMemphis — Margaret Cox replaces resigned. change, replaces Mrs. Bernice Hunt,
Val Brandon, resigned, at Universal exchange as billey.
- Detroit— United Detroit Theaters,
Jacksonville, 111. — Carolle Car- has appointed its first woman manruthers has been placed in charge
ager— Kay Breihan, at the Vogue.
of Fox Majestic; she formerly han- She moves' up from assistant, at the
dled advertising and publicity.
Palms-State, in a series, of shifts
Bonnie Sherrill has been placed in started with the induction of Rufus
Army.
Shepherd, Fisher manager, into the

Capra's for"Prelude
to War"
Heads
Public Release
(Continued from Page 1)

finally selected for the four Technicolor reels made by Col. Darryl F.
Zanuck and his crews on the North
African front.'
Elmer Davis, OWI director, said
yesterday that the only question now
to be settled on the matter of public
release for "Prelude to War" is
"The Mechanism" of distribution.

Buffalo-^After 10 years at 20thFox exchange, Mrs. Ruth Berger resigned. Anita Samson steps up to
her post as contract clerk.

It

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)

public with the reasons for food rationing
and the contributions of the farmer to the
war effort. . . ,
THE

Washington Times Herald has started

a new

wrinkle, marking all downtown

pix in its time table NW,

WA

or WB—

meaning "no war," "war action" or "war
background." Only two of the seven Class
A features downtown this week were marked
NW. ...
• Jay Carmody, popular
critic, has reversed the usual procedure.
He returned this week to the chair of the
Washington Star, after a year in the Army.
He was over age and was ill through most
of the year. . . "There's no question that
movies are the soldier patient's finest form
of entertainment," says Jay. "They are
enthusiastic about the truly good film and
even the unspeakably dull one is viewed
with some degree of favor, if not en-

The Standard
Reference
thusiasm."

t htrye
o k Pictuo ref Indus
o on
SB Moti

f

"The Film Daily Year Book is indeed the standard reference
work
in ourof industry,"
Austin / C. Keough, Vice-Pres. and
Secretary
Paramountsays
Pictures.

Sen. Holman Would Like
To Forget All About It
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— "Let's wash all that
out and forget it," Sen. Rufus C.
Holman, R., Ore., said yesterday referring to his charges, and the denial
of them by the Army, that the version of "Prelude to War" shown the
Senate Tuesday had been edited to
remove portions of the film to which
he had objected when .he saw it
earlier, ,
"All I'm trying to do is to win
this war," said Senator Holman. "I
want our generals to put their time
in winning battles rather than fighting psychological warfare. Does the
administration have the nerve to
Whether the Democratic majority say that our fighting men don't
can be held in line on the issue of know why they're fighting this war?
income limitation is another matter. That's the sort of thing we are going
So many Democrats have already to find out, and that's why I introduced this resolution to have the
declared themselves in opposition to
the p' inciple of income limitation Appropriations Committee look into
that any ultimate victory for Presi- the matter."
dent Roosevelt on this matter will indicate that the administration has Zanuck African Battle
;ucceeded for the first time in more
than a year in regaining control of Film Released Mar. 18
Congress.
(Continued from Page 1)

interstate Turns to
Femme Assistants
Houston — Women are filling the
position of assistant manager in all
Interstate Theaters, but as yet, accent on the immediate present, they
are not serving as manager. With
one exception, namely, the Majestic
Theater, the Interstate Theaters are
all staffed by usherettes.

March 18. The U. S. Army Signal
Corps had 42 cameramen on the assignment which took them into the
thick of the invasion of North Africa.
Mort Blumenstock, Eastern advertising and publicity chief of Warners, has started his department preparing the accessories and . a trailer
which will be furnished gratis. The
cost of "At the Front," which will
be approximately $150,000, will be
pro-rated among all exhibitors who
show the film.

The 1943 FILM YEAR BOOK
NOW

IN PREPARATION

—

OUT

SOON

Published by THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York City
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Pix to Give More
Aid to War Effort

FROM

the KEYS

DAILY
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and BEYOND

By R. E. PORTER:

Frank
from theState
Ar-'
cade,
Ft. Bell,
Myers,promoted
Fla., is Florida
noon session was devoted to the
Theaters'
new
city
manager
in
Lakeworkings of the OWI in Washington
land. . . Norman Levin, former UA
and Hollywood. The film executives salesman in Cleveland, has been dispresent expressed praise for Melcharged from the Army to take a war
lett's unremitting and intelligent
service to the industry and the as- job. . . Wayne Shepler has been
at Loew's Ohio, Cosistance he is giving it in making named assistant
lumbus. .. M. J. Kearney, first film
it effective in the war effort. It
theater
operator
in Medina, N. Y.,
was agreed that further effort be
made to smooth out what practical who died recently, left an $8,000
difficulties have arisen and discuss estate. . . Shirley Stern is the new
what further things the industry can p. a. for Loew's theaters, Baltimore,
do to be of all possible service to succeeding George Avis, who enlistthe Government. Details will be
ed in the Navy. . . Sick list at the Detroit PRC office includes William
worked out by a committee to be
named by Freeman.
Clark, fighting pneumonia, and Bob
"It was a frank, thoroughly friend- Snyder, hospitalized for an operaly and constructive discussion offtion. .. Michael J. Chargot's Esquire,
the-record,"
will Detroit, has joined Co-op. Theaters
be continuedsaid
to Mellett,
further "and
meetings
of Michigan.
with a sub-committee now being ap—Tell It to Porter—
pointed. From these meetings, I
believe, much good will come and
J. E. Austin, Charlotte, N. C, city
from them, I myself, hope to obtain a manager for Paramount- Wilby-Kincey, has set these changes. . . Eli
benefit."
great
Mellett
plans to leave for the East Dreylinger from the Broadway,
on Monday. Francis S. Harmon and Charlotte, to Rockingham, N. C, as
Joseph I. Breen will address today's city manager. . . Glenn Grove from
meeting.
Rockingham to the Broadway. . .
Many stars will be sent abroad to William Briggs from the Dilworth
entertain American troops in expanded plans, the Hollywood Vic- to the Broadway as Grove's assistant.
tory Committee announced at the . . . Arthur Broome to succeed W. C.
Davis as assistant at the Imperial;
industry's committee meeting. The Davis enters the armed forces.
report
was
lauded
by
the
committee.
—Tell It to PorterAn informal dinner tonight will
Frederick R. Gibbs, one time Metro
be attended by the industry com- salesman, is the new manager
of
mittee members, representatives of
the Actors, Writers and Directors Benj. Shindler's Ace, Wilmington,
Guilds, the M. P. Academy and the Del. . . And Cal Hellpen is now at
Hollywood Victory Committee.
(Continued from Page 1)

Film Boom "Down, Under"
Reported by WE Manager
Film boom in Australia is reported
by George Applegate, former manager of Western Electric's subsidiary there, just back to take charge
of technical engineering activities
for Western Electric Export Corp.
Applegate says that the record attendance at Australian theaters
seems to be a direct result of increased national income due to employment in war industries, coupled
with strict rationing of many commodities, afact inducing people to
spend surplus funds on entertainment.

Latest Accessories:
— Stills for Hitler
Greensboro, N. C. — Some night
when an American bomber is winging its destructive way over Germany, a bomb containing certain
copper culled in the local drive by
the Carolina Theater may explode
right in Der Fuehrer's face. At
least that's the earnest hope of the
donors, — local policemen — , who sent
their kids to a recent copper matinee
bearing two moonshiner's stills seized
in the up-country.

Hefner Denies Remarks
Momand Said He Made
(Continued from Page 1)

tions of his to which Momand himself had testified. Hefner either
denied completely, could not remember or dismissed as ridiculous all
of the remarks Momand had attributed to him earlier in the testimony.
Previously this week Tony Ryan,
former Fox manager, and E. V. Richards, Saenger circuit head, had taken the stand to follow the same defense line of procedure in the six
weeks' old trial.

Cross-examination of Hefner begun late
yesterday afternoon will continue, and Ralph
Libeau, Paramount district manager, is also
scheduled to testify as a defense witness.
Witnesses for the Griffith defendants will appear tomorrow and final arguments will be
made either Saturday, Monday or Tuesday
with Joe Copper, Paramount partner and
local theater owner, scheduled to take the
stand Monday.
Judge Bower Broaddus has expressed the
opinion that unless something interrupts the
schedule as it now exists the trial will be
completed not later than the middle of the
week. He has as yet given no indication
as to how long it will take him to arrive at
a decision.
A great
part of Hefner's
testimony
devoted
to repetition
of the troubles
he was
had

the helm of 'the Paramount, Newport,
R. I., succeeding Gerald Wagner,
while George Deber is the new pilot
of the New Park, Woonsocket. . .
Bandit who held up Ruth Biddle,
cashier at the State, Anderson, Ind.,
fled with $531. . . Ray Mowers, OPA
public relations man in Albany,

34% Mileage Cut
Agreed on in Detroit
(Continued from Page 1)

buggy age in the heart of the motor
city, by making deliveries twice a
day by horse and dray. Cinema
will handle deliveries downService town,
starting as soon as a I Ye
is located, cutting mileage ther>^00
per cent, about 50 miles a week.
ruling cuts all city deliveries
the piano .in . Gloversville's
playednickelodeon.
first
William D. onNew
Mondays and Thursdays, and
Haynes is the ad accessories man- some houses having changes on
ager at Warners' Memphis branch, those days are readjusting sched^
succeeding Richard Johnson, called ules, but not reducing numbers of
by the Army. . . William P. Barry of weekly changes, merely shifting
the Roger Sherman staff is in charge change days.
of Local 74's benefit ball in New
Upstate,
all Tuesday
shipHaven on Feb. 20. . . Golden State
ments are being
cut out,night
replacing
the
former
decision
to
eliminate
purchased J. J. Franklin's Friday night shipments, which fell
Strand has
in Frisco.
circuit
through.
—Tell It to PorterCut in the city already has elimiJoseph Blumenfield, Northern Calinated 22 per cent, chiefly by dropfornia theater operator, has purchased the T & D theater in Oakland
ping
special deliveries for newsfrom Mrs. Maude Syufy; Clarence reels, serials, etc., and new cut of
Laws will manage. . . Lt. Vance 12 per cent by these changes brings
Schwartz, former manager of the it up to 34 per cent.
Orpheum, Chicago, is now in charge
of the post theater at Camp McCoy, War-Time Sunday Movies
Wis. . . . Monty Woolley told the AlProposed in Penn. Bill
bany Variety Club that "In Which
We Serve" is "the greatest picture
(Continued from Page 1)
ever produced". . . Charlie Smakwitz the State to open after 2 p.m. on
promptly used the quote in advance Sundays for the duration has been
ads in the local sheets. . . George P.
Busch, son of George Busch of the introduced in the House by Assemblyman Daniel A. Verona, DemoChi. RKO exchange, is now in OCS
crat, Allegheny County. The bill
was referred to the Committee on
at
Camp
Knox,
Ky.
.
.
Mildred
Jedlicka of the Essaness circuit home Law and Order.
office in Chi. is a five-time Red Cross
The proposal, House Bill No. 301,
blood donor.
would open the movies on Sundays
for service . men only and for persons accompanying them. AdmisSelznick
Names
Com'tee
sion charges would be left to the
On Documentary Awards
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David O. Selznick,
chairman mentaryoffilm awards,
the academy's
docuhas appointed
a committee consisting of John Abbott, director of the Museum of
Modern Art Film Library; Leonid
Antonov, special representative of
the Soviet cinema commission;
George Archibald, director of film
division for the United States of the
British Ministry of Information; Dr.
Henry Fast, chairman of the film
division of the United National Information Service; John Grierson,
director of National Film Board of
Canada; Dr. C. L. Hsia, director of
Chinese News Service, of New York;
Lowell Mellett, chief of motion picture division of Office of War Information.
The committee will name short
subject and feature entries in this
division. Final judging will be by
a committee of 15 Academy members, representing various branches
of the organization, and they will
view the entries at screenings next
week.

with Momand" in not only getting contracts
but in getting play dates after the contracts
had been made. He also stated that he came branch manager he had a salary "of
could not remember ever having made a S4.600 a week," and that when he left it
threat to build or promote an opposition had mounted to $12,500 a week. Questioned
house when any exhibitor, Momand or other- on his relationships with other branch managers, he said that he, Brewer, W. P. Moran
wise, refused to purchase Paramount product.
Ryan in his first cross-examination elicited I and Otto Rhode were particularly good friends
the statement from Hefner that when he be- 1 and
frequently associated with
each
other.

; operators
establish.
"Service
men" wouldtoinclude
"men and
women wearing the uniform of any
branch of the armed forces of the
'United States or of any of her allies, or of any organization of women officially connected with any
branch of such armed forces."
The measure further stipulates
that projectionists may not be employed on Sundays unless they have
had 24 consecutive hours of rest
during the preceding six days.

Up-State Stand Is
Heaven for Pennies
Albany — Frantic cries of local
banks and biz orgs for pennies to
meet current shortages is being answered here by the Fabian Palace.
In conjunction with exploitation for
"Random Harvest" which opens
today, Manager Sayles, via tieup with the Knickerbocker Press
and Times-Union, is giving a War
Bond to the patron bringing in the
most coins. Latter are cashed into
bills. Ofher prizes are being offered,
and by the time the contest is over
there should be no small-change
shortage in town.
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PRODUCTION CODE HELD MORE VITAL IN WAR
j

Sees Editorial
Great Opportunity for U.S. Pix in So. Africa
Scratch-Pad
. . . jottings

=
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By CHESTER B. BAHN
COUPLE

=

of thoughts concerning the

** Senate's newest industry inquiry. . . .
In the last analysis, if it desires to be fair,
there should be a -single major point for the
Truman Committee to determine: . . . .
Have the industry men commissioned in the
Army fulfilled their specific assignments
effectively? .... If they have — and the
record will speak eloquently for itself —
whatinhell is all the oratorical shooting
about? .... For it may be, indeed it
should be, emphasized that there's nothing
new in the commissioning of specialists from
civil life to undertake assignments for
which they are the best qualified. . . . It's
the accepted practice. . . . And explains
why transportation experts, experienced engineers, surgeons and a host of others today wear bars, maple leaves, eagles and
stars. . . . There's no more reason why the
Army should not turn to men who know
how to make films when films are required
than it should not commission medical men
to staff its medical commands. ... Or to
put it the other way 'round, would the Truman Committee care to see a plumber
wearing a colonel's eagles and the Medical
Corps caduceus? .... As for the evident
Truman Committee contention that the motion picture men required no Army status
to make Army training and other films, it
would be as reasonable to contend that
the Army should revert to the old system
of contract surgeons and physicians. . . .
Or that the Army should man its tanks with
civil an chauffeurs, its planes with civilian
pilots and its Signal Corps with mufti-clad
Bell telephone operators, Postal and Western Union key pounders, and its crack infantry regiments with civilian members of
the Nationa Rifle Association or the New
Hope Rod and Gun Club.
o
D EPORTS

from

the Albany legislative

'^ front indicate that there's little interest
n Bingo, pro or con. . . . Many legislators
lave not received a single piece of mail
)n the subject. . . . And up-state, the issue
hus far is not a "live" one although fraternal
ind church groups concededly can obtain
ilcnty of mail on the issue should they
hoose. . . . While metropolitan New York
irobably has the greatest stake, three of
he pending Albany bills are state-wide in
pplication.
o
THE

Washington

" those

"grapevine"

Belle Holds Opportunities
For U. S. Pix There After
The War Unprecedented

insists that

employing
than2) eight per(Continucd fewer
on Prior

By LOU PELEGRINE

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
That the tremendous development
of South Africa will be reflected
in unprecedented opportunities for
American film distributors there
when the war is over was the belief
expressed yesterday by 0. W. Bolle,
South African managing director
for 20th-Fox who is in the States
for home-office conferences for the
first time in two years.
Bolle said that expansion of the

Seek Ralph Capone
In Extortion Probe
Chicago — Federal authorities are
reported to have questioned numerous witnesses here in connection
with the extortion of more than $1,000,000 from the film industry by
George E. Browne and William Bioff.
Ralph Capone, brother of the former
Chicago racket king, Al Capone, is
one of those wanted for questioning.
Browne and Bioff, as well as Nick
Dean, have appeared for questioning
before the Federal Grand Jury in
New York on numerous occasions
during the last few months, it was
learned yesterday.

(Continued on Page 3)

Momand Testimony
Is Again Refuted

Foresee Defeat for
F.D.R.'s Super-Tax
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Almost certain defeat for President Roosevelt in his
eleventh hour attempt to substitute
limitation through taxation on all
large incomes for his shaky salary
ceiling order was seen yesterday,
following the unanimous vote by the
House Ways and Means Committee
(.Continued on Page 6)

Oklahoma City — Ralph Libeau,
Paramount district manager for 22
years, stepped to the stand yesterday in the Momand anti-trust trial
here and added his denials to those
of three previous witnesses as the
previous testimony of A. B. Momand
was again refuted. Previously Tony
Ryan, E. V. Richards and Roy Hefner had denied statements of promises Momand had attributed to them
(Continued on Page 6)

Delaware Bill Would Slap
ITOA Calls for Equity
Ban on Sunday Pictures
As Prelude to Unity

Coast Parley Reaffirms
Allegiance to Principles
And Standards of the Code
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Reaffirming the industry's production
code in
as war
an even
more vital
instrument
time
than in peace, company executives
and the Co-ordinating Committee
yesterday unanimously adopted the
following resolution:
"The motion picture industry, sensible of special obligations that confront it at this period of national
stress, reaffirms its allegiance to
high principles and standards set up
in the production code of the industry and reaffirms its determination
to conform to these principles and
standards
in
practice."
Will H. (Continued
Hays,
MPPDA
on Page

6)

prexy, re-

Producer Combination
Will
be "U" Policy
Universal is leaning more toward
producer - director, producer - writer
and producer-actor names for its top
productions and properties involving
those producers for the next year,
according (Continued
to Williamon Page
A. Scully,
vice6)

Connecticut Admission
Tax Measure Withdrawn

Dover, Del. — The showing of moA resolution designed to enlist
tion pictures or the presentation of
Hartford, Conn. — The bill which
any theatrical performances on every independent exhibitor in a most concerned exhibitors in this
Sunday would be banned for the du- movement to bring about equity be- session of the Legislature, a protween distributors and exhibitors
ration of(Continued
the war on
under
the provisPage 8)
posed taxmissions
of over1010per
cent toon beall paid
ad(Continued on Page 8)
cents,
by the patron, has been withdrawn

CIA A Pix Face Byrd Inquiry

Examination Within Two Weeks, Says Prober
Harris to Urge V. C.
Service Men Canteens

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The film activities of
the CIAA are due for examination
within the next week or two, acChicago — The tremendous war job
cording to Joseph Borda, chief inthat Variety Clubs must perform
vestigator for the Joint Congresthis year will be outlined to the
sional Committee to Investigate
officers from all tents at the Black- non-essential Government Expendistone Hotel this morning when John tures.
H. Harris, national chief barker,
Borda said he had been in New
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

"Take" Jingles Via
Those Sleigh Bells
Cooperstown, N. Y. — Managers of
Smalley Theaters have met with warm
success in campaign to promote attendance byoffering prizes to drivers
bringing in the largest sleighload
parties. It all has proved an ingenious channel to keep folks in the
movie-going habit.
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sons will be exempted from the 48-hour
minimum work week by regulations which
Chairman Paul V. McNutt of the WMC
will promulgate. . . . Ditto that the salary
ceiling repeal is virtually a certainty. . . .
On the lighter side, there's a smile in the
sales drive theme song which billers in
the Warners' Denver branch are singing to
the bookers, "Praise the Lord and Pass the
Confirmations."

Rodgers Hosts Moloney,
New Divisional Manager
John Division
J. Maloney,
Metro's new
Central
sales manager,
was
guest of honor at a luncheon yesterday tendered him hy William F.
Rodgers, vice-president in charge of
ssles, in the College Room of the
Hotel Astor.
Guests included:
J. R. Rubin, Howard Dietz, J. R.
Vogel, William R. Ferguson, E. W.
Aaron, Earl Beatty, Joel Bezahler,
Sidney Braunberg, William Brenner,
Harold Cleary, A. F. Cummings,
Oscar Doob, Charles C. Deesen, Jay
A. Gove, Leonard Hirsch, Irving
Helfont, W. D. Kelly, H. M. Richey,
Gene Picker, Laudy Lawrence, Henry
Krecke, Joseph Rosthal, Arthur
Lacks, J. T. Mills, J. S. MacLeod,
■John Murphy, Harold Postman, Bill
Orr, E. M. Saunders, M. L. Simons,
Charles Sonin, C. K. Stern, John
Bowen, Ralph Pielow, Ben Abner, C.
Stanley Thompson, Ira Martin, Leopold Friedman, Morton Spring, Mike
Rosen, Ben Melniker and Pincus
Sober.

V4
V4

Mme. Chiang's Lights Out
Request Blow to Newsreels

%
Vi
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Washington— Because of lighting
163,4
^6^/s
difficulties, the newsreels1 will prob473/8
47 V2 —
%
ably not be able to supply very good
18V4
18%
12834 128%+
% coverage of the appearance in Con4%
5
+
%
gress yesterday by Mme. Chiang
Kai-shek. Although they are still
14%
14% —
%
28%
28% —
% trying to arrange a retake for today, local reel men are doubtful
9%
9% —
i/4 that they can crowd in on the very
tight schedule of the wife of the
MARKET
Generalissimo.
Para. 8'way
3s55
Lighting was all set up yesterday
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 103'/4 103% 103% +
%
»s Madame Chiang walked into the
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
House chamber to deliver her address, but she requested of Sneaker
1,003 Blood Donors Via
Sam Rayburn that the floods be put
Seven N. Y. C. Theaters
out. She could not read her address
because of the brightness of the
In the first week of the campaign lights, she said. Although the scheduled portions of her speech were
staged by New York independent
and circuit exhibitors for the Red shot, it is doubtful that much beside the sound track will be usable.
Cross, the seven theaters involved
registered a total of 1,003 patrons
who made appointments to donate to Tohnson Net Estate, $8,569
the Red Cross Blood Bank.
Howard E. Johnson, composer who
For the week beginning Monday, died in 1941, left a gross estate of
an additional six houses will place 3510,543 and a net of $8,569, accordRed Cross reps, in their lobbies to
ing to an appraisal of the estate
continue the appointment-making. made by Former Judge Louis J. Lefkowitz
of the State Tax Commission.
Sextet are Loew's Lexington and Alpine, Randforce's Rainbow, Skouras' Since -Tohnson left no will, his widow,
Riverside. Century's Marine and Mrs. Edna L. Johnson, received $5,RKO's 58th St.
000, plus half of the remainder. The
Campaign will ultimately involve remainder goes to his father, Charles
all theaters.
H, Johnson.

Blackout Has Little
Effect on B.O. Biz
The city's first blackout under
the new uniform warning system
failed to have any appreciable effect
on theater business last night. The
20-minute blackout started at 9
p.m., an hour when the neighborhood trade had been virtually all accounted for. On Broadway the policy
of late shows counteracted any possible ill effect the test might have
had. Besides, the film attractions
were strong enough to lure the public to the Times Square area after
the blackout.

Kaufman and Hart Deny
Reading "Murder Issue"

George S. Kaufman and Moss
Hart testified in Federal Court yesterday in the plagiarism action
brought against them by Vincent
McConnor that neither had ever read
the play "The Murder Issue," which
the plaintiff charges they plagiarized
in writing "The Man Who Came to
Dinner." Co-defendants are Warner
Bros., Random House, the estate of
Sam H. Harris and James Monks.
Kufman testified that he never
read McConnor's play but remembered that in 1936 his secretary, Mrs. H. H. Streger, had
read the script and reported that it
was a mystery play. He said that
on the basis of the secretary's report he sent the play back with a
polite note of rejection.
Mrs. Streger gave similar testimony. She asserted that Kaufman
said he believed that mystery plays
were not good money-makers.
The trial, being held before Federal Judge Clarence Galston, who is
sitting without a jury, is expected
to end tomorrow.

COmmC and GOinG
RICHARD F. WALSH, IATSE president, is
back at his desk after a trip that took him
to the West
Coast.
ARNOLD PRESSBURGER leaves
New York on Monday with the
"Hangmen
Also Die."
IRENE MANNING, yesterday
tour of service camps for the

the Coast for
first print of
conclui. P a
USO with a

final performance at the Quantico Marine Barracks in Virginia.
HERMAN STARR, Warners' vice-president,
leaves today for the Coast to confer with
studio officials on music in forthcoming films.
MOE SILVER, zone manager for Warner Theaters in the Pittsburgh territory, returns to
Pittsburgh from New York this week-end.
GEORGE SOMMA, former Republic shipper,
flew in from Camp Kronkhite for a 15-day
furlough in New Haven.
WILLIAM C. SMALLEY, of the Smalley Circuit
left this week
for a vacation
in the South.
LOU LIFTON, Monogram advertising and
publicity chief, returns to the Coast today.
DONALD HYDE has arrived at The Warwick
from the Coast.
SIR CEDRIC

HARDWICKE

will be in Ottawa,

this week-end for a special showing of RKO's
"Forever and a Day" for Lord Athlone, Governor
General.
HARRY M. KALMINE, W. STEWART McDONALD and HAROLD RODNER left for Chicago last
night.

They'll

be back on Tuesday.

"Lucky Jordan" Stays
Fifth Week at Rialto
Paramount's "Lucky Jordan" stays
a fifth week at the Rialto, establishing a new house record for runs.
Pic in its first four weeks played to
110,000 admissions. Sixth week is
not improbable, it is said. Set to
follow is Universal's "Frankenstein
Meets
Man,"stay.
likewise
counted the
on forWolf
a lengthy

Kaufman Trial March 1

Trial of Louis Kaufman, business
agent of Newark Local 244, operators, was postponed until March 1
Ambassadors Attend
yesterday by Federal Judge Samuel
Mandelbaum. Kaufman is charged
with having been a party to the
Premiere of "Chetniks'
extortion of more than $1,000,000
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
from major film producers by George
Washington — Practically all the E. Browne and William Bioff.
embassadors of the United Nations
ioined last night in making the
Washington premiere of 20th-Fox's
THE ANSWER IS
"Chetniks" at Loew's Capitol a brilliant event. Also among those in
attendance were the city's social
leaders and high-ranking officials of
the State Denartment and the Army
«ud Navv and members of Congress.
The ambassadorial delegation was
headed by Constantin Fetitch of
Jugoslavia.
# We can reproduce
Virginia Gilmore and Roddy Mcyour
ad with the realism
Dowall made personal appearances. A
and lustre that makes
oress reception at the Jugoslav embassy was held in conjunction with
the premiere. The use of floodlights
good engraving the final
was permitted for the opening.

IdtA-

Films Not Hit by WPTB Order
Toronto — Regardless of previously
published reports, any Wartime
Prices and Trade Board ruline that
advertisers are under no compulsion
to sell, applies only to retail stores
and has no bearing on the film industry, itis learned authoritatively.

step in the creation of
convincing advertising.
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Great Field for Our
Pix in So. Africa

Chicago Loop Biz
At Highest Levels

(Continued from Page 1)

Chicago — Theater attendance in
the Loop houses, both film and legit'" ^te, is at the highest level in rei =/ years, according to Van Nomikos, vice-president of Illinois Allied
and director of the Loop Grand,
which shortly adopts a first-run policy.
B & K's six leading Loop houses,
are holding over many films for
longer runs than usual. Currently,
YDD is in its sixth week, "Random
Harvest" in its third, "Black Swan,"
also in its third, and "Casablanca"
in its second, with more time for a
second Loop run in the making.
RKO Palace is playing "Arabian
Nights" for a fourth and a longer
run is assured for "Hitler's Children." The Trinz Monroe theater is
now in its eighth week for "Ravaged Earth." It is reported that
Monroe soon will be showing firstrun RKO films, that are being held
up by the long RKO Palace runs.
Theater managers, say that higher
weekly wages of the employes in
the Chicago area is bringing heavier biz to not only the Loop houses,
but the nabes as well. Gasoline rationing has not affected the attendance, according to the managers.
Week-ends bring full theater parking lots.

Ascap Wins Dismissal
A motion to dismiss the action
brought by Denton & Hoskins Corp.
and the Gem Music Corp. to obtain a
declaratory judgment against Ascap
was granted by Judge Aaron Steuer
in the New York State Supreme
Court. The plaintiffs sought to define whether Ascap would retain
their public performing rights in
their catalogs after Dec. 31, 1950,
when their contracts with the society
expire.

• • • DECLARATION by Russell Birdwell, anent Howard Hughes'
"The Outlaw," that the pic "conclusively proves that sex has not yet
been rationed," should be a signal to the Metropolitan Opera's promoional forces that they too can have something to clarion along these
lines
Latest streamlining move of the Met is acquisition of the
glamorous Jeanette (M-G-M) MacDonald to debut this coming Autumn
in the role of Juliet ...... Thus will be added to the new season some
oomph
seasoning
Outside of easy-on-the-orbs
Lily Pons, and a
couple of other femme warblers, there has been a decided famine of
said oomph, which is so essential in the world of entertainment (Met
carries its ads on the amusement pages) to the imparting of credible
romance
to audiences
You'll see and hear no Miss Six-By-Six
when Jeanette (Juliet) MacDonald flashes forth in the balcony scene
Signing her for the role also has a patriotic side, in that far less lumber
will have to be used to bolster the balcony than might be the case
otherwise
▼
▼
▼
• • • JULES LEVEY, whose film fame ranges all the way from
winning an award as the Best Dressed Golfer at a FILM DAILY tourney
to turning out potent "money" pix, is about to announce his new lineup
of productions for 1943
He hatted 1.000 in '41 and '42 with six
hits for six appearances at the production plate. ... • Industry's
March of Dimes drive got off to a flying start yes'day in more than 7,000
pic stands, and the N. Y. Times devoted editorial space to the campaign,
giving copious credit to theater patrons for their current and past generosities Comments would have been all-just and all-embracing if
a bit more credit had been given to the nation's theatermen whose
efforts, both humanitarian and patriotic, had received a public and
richly deserved pat on the back. ... • Early yesterday afternoon, we
saw Harry Hershfield taking an after-luncheon constitutional amble on
Sixth Ave., doing a bit of window shopping en route
It must
have made his heart feel good when he looked into one of the big windows of Lewis ir Conger
That store has a display telling folks that
whatever articles they purchase during February, 10 per cent of the
asked price will go to any charity of their choosing, wherever it may be
On a large panel in the window is a list of suggested charities,—
with the McCocker-Hershfield Cardiac Foundation prominently included. ... • Unless biz picks up, the Columbia-bached footlights attraction, "Counterattack," will fold on Feb. 27
Whatever its flesh
fate, 'twill, we contend, make a rugged, timely feature picture. . . .
• John J. (Silver-Hair) Moloney, recently appointed Central Division
Sales Manager for M-G-M, will be honored by his many friends and
Variety Club Tent No. 1 at a testimonial dinner in Pittsburgh's William
Penn Hotel on the night of Mar. 1
Since the tickets are $7.50 a

Iharles
C.
Marian

FEBRUARY 19
Merle Oberon
FEBRUARY 20
Moskowitz
Ed Schiller
Spitzer
Ralph Cokain
Danny Mummert

FEBRUARY 21
Ann
Sheridan
Gordon S. White
Arline Judge
Edwin L. Marin
Arthur
Rosenberg
FEBRUARY 22
James
Kirkwood
Albert
Herman
Robert Young
Nacio
Herb Brown
B. P. Fineman
G. W. Yates

throw, with proceeds going to the Variety Club's "Heart Fund," the
event might be christened "Silver Threads Among the Gold"
T
T
T
• • • BECAUSE of the necessity to get clear and impressive
explanation of Point Rationing to the American public speedily via the
important, influential medium of the sdeen, OWI and WAC have tagged
the new short, "Point Rationing," for Feb. 25
short that Mister Exhibitor has EVERY reason to
his audiences anxious to get the lowdown on
them decidedly in their daily lives, but every
his kin will want to see the reel for the same

release
Here's a
play ..... Not only are
this topic which affects
pic stand operator and
reason
Subject is

the contribution to the war effort of the Screen Cartoonists' Guild, Local
852
Members made it under aegis of the Leon Schlesinger unit,
and deserve a big hand for so doing
T
T
T
• «
• A VENGE PEARL HARBOR!

film industry in that part of the
globe, with resultant benefits to the
American picture business, is measurable only by the expansion of
South Africa, which he described as
"one of the best markets the United
States has today." He added that
the future of American films in South
Africa was assured because that
commonwealth has "the greatest potentialities of any country in the
Country Has Everything
"The American film industry
should profit from the fact that
South
world."Africa has everything," said
Bolle, who attributed the sensational
growth of the country chiefly to its
vast mineral wealth and the mild,
equable
climate for which that land
is famous.
Conditions in the film business in South
Africa were said by Bolle to be "fairly comparablethatto those
in theproduct
States."
disclosed
outstanding
was He
getting
longer runs. However, he pointed out that,
unlike the United States, South Africa was
experiencing no film shortage as the result
of longer film engagements.
To explain this seeming paradox Bolle
cited as an example the fact that his company is required under its contracts to bring
52 pictures into South Africa to meet the
needs of the smaller exhibitors.
Bolle revealed that the war was not seriously harming 20th-Fox's expansion program
in South Africa. The slowing up of film
shipments was giving the company no concern, he asserted, because release schedules
were planned far enough in advance not to
cause delays in meeting booking dates.
Public's Pix Taste Unchanged
According to Bolle, the war has not altered
the film tastes of the South African picturegoers. He said that the audiences' likes and
dislikes were hardly different from those existing in this country. "Anything that is
satisfactory goes over well with the people
of South Africa," he remarked.
Queried on the reaction to our propaganda films in South Africa, Bolle said that
the
such people.
pictures "are looked upon favorably" by
Bolle revealed that of all the film product
shipped to his territory since the start of tht
war
onlysinkings.
three newsreel issues had been lost
in ship

Court Refuses to Dismiss
Case Against Petrillo, AFM
Chicago — Prompt trial of new
Government anti-trust suit is expected with the refusal of Judge
John Barnes to dismiss the case
against James C. Petrillo and AFM.

Wolf's Son Decorated
Dallas— Charles Wolf, 18-year-old
son of Al Wolf of the local Warners'
sales staff, has been decorated with a
D.F.C. and the exclusive Blue Ribbon, laurel-leaf gold-encrusted, for
heroic air fighting in New Guinea,
New Ireland, New Britain and the
Solomons. This was the first decoration of its kind to be handed out as
it is exclusive with the 19th Bomber
Group. Wolf, who also has been recommended for an Air Medal for
sinking a Jap ship in Buna, is now
back in the U. S. faking advance
flying training.
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Production Code
Held Vital in War

TO THE
Washington

(.Continued from Page 1)

viewed the history, problems, purpose and accomplishments of PCA.
Breen gave a comprehensive analysis of the last 2,000 features to receive the PCA seal "which show a
steady and definite improvement in
their standard."
Attorney Maurice Benjamin of the
Co-ordinating Committee reported
that representatives of the local office of the salary stabilization unit
of the Treasury Department had advised that where long-term contracts
involving succession of options, with
increases, and where they think salaries are proper — subject always to
the salary ceiling — they will give
advance approval of the entire contract, not only for the original terms
but for all option periods.
Y. Frank Freeman named Edward
J. Mannix, N. Peter Rathvon, Austin
Keough, William Goetz, B. B. Kahane and Herbert Freston as a committee to confer with Mellett as to
how the industry can best serve the
Government in the prosecution of the
war.

OWI to Make 26 Shorts
In 1941, No Feature— Mellett
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The OWI, which produced "The World at War," does not
contemplate making any more features, according to Lowell Mellett
who addressed a luncheon given in
his honor by the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers. OWI,
however, does plan to make 26 short
subjects in 1943.
Mellett declared that the newsreels are doing an excellent job and
that OWI has been turning much
material over to them. He praised
the work of Walt Disney, Samuel
Goldwyn, Walter Wanger and Sol
Lesser, members of the society who
attended the luncheon, in making
morale-building pictures.
Among society members present
were William Cagney, David 0. Selznick, Hunt Stromberg, Orson Welles,
and secretary John C. Flinn. President Loyd Wright presided at the
luncheon. Present from the OWI
were Nelson Poynter, Ulric Bell and
Warren Pierce.
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Is Again Refuted

Pittsburgh —
LAS, sales rep.
Service in this
ducted into the

FRANK G. BERGScranton, Pa.— Pvt. ROBERT KILfor National Screen CULLEN of the Comerford Circuit
territory, will be in- Booking Office, has been transferred
to Fort Collins, Colo.
Army Monday.

Producer Combination Foresee Defeat for
Will be "U" Policy

(Continued from Page 1)

Herbert

Washington— RICK LAFALCE of Wilcox's publicity rep., was sworn
Warners publicity department leaves in yesterday as a lieutenant, senior
today for the Army. Rick was forthe Navy. He will be asmerly classified in 4-F, but finally grade, in
signed to the Photographic Science
managed to make it.
Lab. in Washington.

F.D.R/S Super-Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

president and general sales manager,
in
a statement to the sales department.
Scully informed the sales department that the creative manpower resources of the studio had now
reached the point where the producing roster insured the making of
more top pictures than the company
had ever undertaken before.
As evidence, Scully pointed out
that Charles Boyer, who is now
completing "Flesh and Fantasy,"
his first producer-star assignment,
will also assume the same responsibilities in the making of "United
Nations." Among the producer-writer combinations are Felix Jackson,
Frank Ryan, Hugh Wedlock, Jr.,
Howard Snyder and Warren Wilson.
Recent promotions in the studio,
Scully said, include the advancing
of Alex Gottlieb from an associate
producer to a full producer. The
advancements have been awarded to
Howard Benedict, George Waggner
and Paul Malvern. Edwin L. Marin
has been signed as a producer-director for one picture.
Universal's move to give added
strength to its production supervisory organization started with the
signing of Walter Wanger and was
followed by the signing of Howard
Hawks, Scully said. By setting a
pattern for extra values, Scully concluded, pictures will justify longer
runs which, in itself, will be a vital
point in view of the limitations of
raw stock.

to report the Disney compromise
proposal, pegging large salaries at
their Pearl Harbor level. Although
administration supporters were never
optimistic about passage of such
"super taxation" as the President
called for Wednesday, they were
hopeful that they might be able to
put up a stiff fight in Congress simply along party lines.
Even the party unity which was
apparent Wednesday has gone-a-glimmering now. From the standpoint
of welding the Democrats into an
integrated voting bloc, it is believed,
the President's letter could not have
come at a worse time. There is general resentment on Capitol Hill
among those who have been opposing salary limitation right along,
and almost no Congressmn would
be quoted as strongly favoring acalong the lines the President
called tionfor.
It has become openly a matter of
personal resentment, with some, like
Republican Harold Knutson of Minnesota, pointing out that Congress
is going to rescind the salary order,
not the President. On the Senate
side, several members of the powerful Finance Committee, including
Chairman Walter F. George, said
with no qualification that they favor
outright repeal of the salary order
and will probably not accept the
Disney amendment.
The matter will come to the House
floor Monday, according to Disney's

Rites for Frank H. Tooker
Two Warner Tradeshowings
Warners "Air Force" will be na- Pioneer N. Y. Exhibitor
tionally tradeshown on Tuesday. The
New York screening takes place at
Buffalo — Funeral services were
10:30 a.m. in the home office projec- held yesterday in Canandaigua for
tion room. At 2:30 p.m. the same Frank H. Tooker, 88, one of pioneers
day,
"Mysterious Doctor" will be in film exhibition, who died there
tradeshown.
Tuesday after a long illness. Burial
was in Bergen.
In the show business more than
half a century, he was one of the
founders of the Davis circuit in
Pittsburgh, where he lived most of
his life. Later he built and operated the Regent, Elmira, and in
Oakland, Calif. — Marriage is announced of Judy Anne Soanes, 1924 he and son George took over
daughter of Wood Soanes, film critic the Glen Theater, Watkins Glen. He
of the Tribune, to Cadet Robert Jos- made his home there since 1925.
Survivors are his widow, Gertrude
eph Taft, Army Air Force.

WEDDING

Momand Testimony

Release
plan.

Donald Duck Pic
Made in Mexico Next June

between the period of 1926 and 1931.
Libeau denied even having had
many of the meetings with Mo>wi.id
at which the alleged converse p '.s
took place and related troubles he
and Hefner had had in making Paramount deals with Momand.
Previously Roy Hefner, who testified
Wednesday, had faced cross examination and
admitted financial interests in the same theaters put in against Momand, but only after
considerable
questioning
by He
Momand's
chief
counsel,
George
S. Ryan.
also denied
the earlier testimony of L. W. Brophy, Pawhusak Theater building owner, as to inquiries
about Momand's financial condition and alleged arrears in rent. Hefner also admitted
he had made contract deductions to Cleland
Lyles and other Momand competitors when
the going got rough but had not made them
to Momand.
Judge Bower Broaddus in whose Federal
District Court the case is now being held,
heard Malcolm Mackenzie, attorney for the
Regal Theaters, a defendant, explain that Joe
Cooper, Paramount partner, and local theater
owner, was very ill in New York and might
not be able to appear here to testify Monday.
The court gave him permission to take
Cooper's
testimony
his trial
illness continued
afterbythedeposition
close of ifthe
which
will probably be some day during the
next week.
Adam Hornback, Griffith partner at
Shawnee since 1926, also testified yesterday
as to how he came into Shawnee and the
details of the purchase and building of various
theaters there. Other Griffith partners and
officials are scheduled to testify briefly today.
Arguments will then continue Saturday morning, Monday and Tuesday, and possibly on
Wednesday at which time, unless something
unforeseen occurs, the trial will reach its end.

House Com. Approves Bill
Deferring Men with Kids
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — By an overwhelming
vote the House Military Affairs Committee yesterday approved the Selective Service amendment offered
last week by Rep. Paul J. Kilday,
Texas, to place married men with
children at the bottom of the draft
lists and order Selective Service
quotas on a state-wide basis. Only
two members voted against the
amendment, with 23 supporting it in
spite of testimony against the bill
by top
tive Manpower,
Service officials.Army and SelecThe bill will probably come before
the House next week and, in view
of the strong committee support, it
is likely that) it will be passed. In
fact it is likely that almost any bill
to reverse rulings by Government
agencies and executive orders of the
days.
President would be passed these

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The Kilday amendment provides
Washington — Next June has been that draft registrants be taken in
set for the release of the feature- the following order — single men, sinlength Donald Duck film to be laid
gle men with collateral dependents,
in
WaltMexico,
Disney.made for the CIAA by married men without children and,
finally, married men with children.
Washington.

Roscoe Funston Dead
Columbus, O. — Roscoe Funston, 53,
for many years on the staff of
Keith's here, died at his home at
nearby Buckeye Lake.
Hamlin Tooker; two sons, George
and Frank H. Jr. of Watkins Glen;
a granddaughter and two greatgrand-children.

Thomas Martin Cowan Dies
Montreal — Thomas Martin Cowan,
52, died suddenly in the Chateau
Windsor at Joliette. Former owner
of the Cowan Piano Co., he gave it
up to go on the vaudeville stage
with Lieut. Gitz Rice in the "Northwest Mounties." He was a member
of the Lambs
Club, New York. Two
children
survive.
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(Listed below are a few of th e important features.)

LABOR
ORGANIZATIONS
A list of labor organizations
serving the Motion Picture
Industry arranged in alphabetical order together
with international union
with which each is affiliated. Data includes names
of unions and guilds, local
numbers and cities.
•
ARBITRATION AND
APPEALS

■^L. &M».

The rules governing arbitration and appeals, pursuant to Subdivision 6 of Section XXII of the Decree.
•
THE WAR AND THE
MOTION
PICTURE
INDUSTRY
The
story of the trade's
myriadfullcontributions
to the
United Nations Victory
program,
told will
therein
for
the first time,
inform,
amaze, thrill and inspire.
•
FINANCIAL
Financial history, price
ranges, dividends, earnings,
etc. of important motion
Over 1000
Weighs five
Beautifully
with stiff
A library

pages.
pounds.
bound
cover.
piece.

FILM CARRIERS
A list of Film Carriers in
the various states together
with their addresses and
telephone numbers.
•
MUSIC
Composers, Lyricists, Supervisors together with
musical compositions.

EXCHANGES
A list of all Film Exchanges
in key cities with major
name addresses and companies they represent.
NEGRO THEATERS
A complete list of Negro
Theaters arranged by states.

picture companies and imdustry. portant companies serving
the motion picture inPLAY AND STORY
BROKERS
A list of Play and Story
Brokers in Los Angeles and
New York together with
addresses and telephone
numbers.

SUPPLY DEALERS
A list of names, addresses,
telephone numbers, manand aname
list of importantagers,brand
handled
by the products
supply

dealer in every key center.
•
TELEVISION
A list of commercial television stations together with
call letters and frequencies.
Also a list of experimental
television stations with the
same information.
•
ACADEMY OF MOTION
PICTURE ARTS AND
SCIENCES
1942 activities by Walter
Wanger, President.
•
ASSOCIATIONS
A complete list of Associations together with their
officers and directors.
•
ARBITRATION
TRIBUNALS
Addresses, name of Clerk
and the Boundaries covered by each Tribunal.
•
CIRCUIT THEATER LIST
A complete list of Circuits
in the United States and
Canada operating four or
more theaters.
•
CRITICS
A list of Motion Picture
Critics arranged by states,
towns and newspapers they
represent.
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CIAA Films Face
Byrd Com. Inquiry
(Continued from Page 1)

York on the matter recently, but
complained he had had "little cooperation" from motion picture people. He asserted he had had a "number of complaints" about the activities of the CIAA film division,
headed now by Francis Alstock and
earlier by Jock Whitney. Complaints
are also on hand concerning the motion picture expenditures of the OWI,
he added.
Borda, stated that he has already
seen enough in preliminary studies
of cost data to make him "fairly
certain" that the committee will be
interested in the CIAA film activities, and mentioned particularly an
arrangement whereby the CIAA, he
said, guarantees a producer that
when he makes a picture they've
recommended they will cover any
loss which might result from the
picture. "On one picture," said
Borda, "the producer lost either
$80,000 or $800,000. Whichever it
was, the Rockefeller people made it
up to them and we want to know
about it.
"There's no intention of investigating the film production activities
of the armed forces," said the Byrd
committee1 investigator.

Connecticut Admission
Tax Measure Withdrawn
(Continued from Page 1)

after appropriate committee hearing.
At the same time, H. B. 723, proposing installation of sprinkler systems in all buildings used for public amusement, of a type approved
by the state fire marshal, has been
withdrawn, also. However, Herman
Levy, executive secretary of the
Connecticut MPTO, points out that
H. B. 720, "An Act Concerning Safety of Persons in Places of Public
Assembly," filed in blank, with the
privilege of filling in the body of
the bill at a later date, is believed
to provide for some type of sprinkler
installation as well. The bill will be
assigned for hearing by the Committee on Public Health at an early
date.
Other bills of varying interest to
exhibitors in this state, concerning
legalization of horse-racing, smoking prohibition, labor provisions,
and 16 mm. film showings, will also
be scheduled for hearing soon.

STORKS
A son was born on Wednesday
morning to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Seidman at Doctor's Hospital. Daddy is
vice-president of Donohue & Coe.
The new arrival's name is David.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

News Range
DAILY

Hollywood — Day's news roundup: Columbia yesterday signed John Hubbard
to a long termer. . . . Top singing role in "U's" "1 Want to Sing" goes to Rosemary Lane. . . . While Ben Bernie is improving, his doctors have ordered a
four months' rest. . . . WB will star Sydney Greenstreet in "The Fat Man,"
Jerry Wald producing. . . . Metro has signed Blanche Ring to a termer. . . .
Sol Lesser gets back today from New York. . . . Sam Goldwyn has signed
Carl Benton Reid for "The North Star". . . . Leigh Jason will direct Columbia's
"Let the Eagle Scream," Sam Bischoff's next. . . . Milt Gross will direct his
own original, "I Should Have Ate the Eclair," for PRC. . . . Martin Mooney
has sold two originals, "The Last Page" and "His Honor, the Mayor," to PRC. . . .
Jack Skirball has signed Sally Benson to an exclusive writing pact. . . . Frank
Fay will co-star with Billy Gilbert in four Mono, comedies. . . . PRC has
acquired Igor Karnoff's "The Cossacks Ride Again". . . . Arthur Dreifuss will
direct Harry Owens and ork in a "U" featurette.
— WILK.

Harris to Urge V. C.
Service Men Canteens
(Continued from Page 1)

Delaware Bill Would Slap
Ban on Sunday Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

ions of a substitute bill introduced
in the House by Rep. Ralph S. Keenan yesterday. The ban would end
upon proclamation of the Governor
that the emergency is over or six
months after the ending of the war,
whichever would be sooner. The
preamble
"the
exigencies ofof the
the bill
war states
emergency
demsnd the total mobilization of
the manpower and natural resources
of the nation" and declares that "to
accomplish this purpose it is deemed
to be an unnecessary waste of labor
and fuel to exhibit motion pictures
and other theatrical performances
on Sunday and consequently a diminution of the total war effort."
The measui-e provides that any
person, firm, or corporation violating any of the provisions of the act
would be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and would be subject to a
fine of $100 for the first offense and
of $500 for each subsequent offense,
or three months' imprisonment, or
both.

opens
meeting.theTheorganization's
meeting today national
will be
confined to tent and national officers
and from the sessions will stem
the policies to be presented tomorrow to the delegates as a whole.
During the meetings, Harris will
recommend that each tent establish
service men canteens patterned after
the highly successful canteen in
Pittsburgh.
Harris is expected to tell the representatives that their duties are to
be doubled; that in addition to continuing and expanding their present
charity work, the tents must take on
more war work through effort on
the home front and co-operation with
the nation's activities here.
Although the individual tents and
their officers are aware of the activities of their own tents, the current meeting will mark the first
time that collectively they will
hear from the national chief barker
of the war1 job that the tents have
achieved up to the present time.
Every one of the 26 tents are rep- ITOA Calls for Equity
resented at the meeting here. Delegates of from three to 10 men from As Prelude to Unity
each tent have made reservations
(Continued from Page 1)
and top industry executives also are
present and will participate.
was passed by the ITOA at a memA banquet wil wind up the meetbership meeting yesterday. It was
ings tomorrow night at the Drake pointed out that the ITOA believes
Hotel.
that such a resolution will act as a
spearhead for bringing about ultimate unity which, the members deForeign Language Press
clared, is lacking today.
Critics Hear Lillian Gish
The resolution, which was passed
unanimously, bases its claim on the
Lillian Gish, now appearing in premise that without equity there
Columbia's "Commandos Strike at can be no unity and without unity
Dawn," was honor guest and speaker there can be no post-war industry
at last night's meeting of the For- relations between the interests that
eign Language Press Film Critics produce, distribute and exhibit. It
Circle held in the local Marseilles was asserted that the ITOA will act
Restaurant. She told the some 25 to propel the thought of equity
editors representing various nation- now, rather than wait until after the
alities of the advances made in film war,
and "knowing from past exproduction, and related experiences
perience that the matter cannot be
on returning to the screen after a done overnight and the time to work
prolonged absence.
on The
it isBingo
now." situation was discussed
Robert Stevens Dead
and while the ITOA is still opposed
Toronto — Robert Stevens, 47, to its operation, it was admitted that
widely known theater proprietor of some of its member-theaters were
Northern Ontario, died in the hos- again offering the game. The March
pital at Sudbury after a lengthy of Dimes, the shortage of product
illness. He owned theaters in five and the manpower shortage were
other topics considered.
mining and lumber towns.
U
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FROM the KEYS
and BEYOND
By R. E. PORTER
Sidney L. Grossman, owner of the
Elmwood, Syracuse, has been apclerkat toALi.iy.
/ *v; " e
Sen. G. pointed
Frankconfidential
Wallace
. . . Grossman is vice-prexy for the
Syracuse district of the MPTO. . . .
Albany berth puts the Syracusan in
a key spot strategically from the
trade standpoint
To stimulate
attendance through other means than
auto transportation, Manager H. A.
Dale of the Lake, Lake Butler, Fla.,
offers free passes to the largest family groups arriving from out of town
by wagon, buggy, hoiseback, bicycle
or
on foot.
. M. J. Chargot's
Pine
Grove
and . .Riviera,
Port Huron,
Mich., have been added to the Co-op i
Theaters of Michigan lineup. . . .
Dick Greer is now piloting the Chi.
Grand and Jonan Perlberg the Chi.
City; both are Van Nomikos theaters.
—Tell It to R. E. PorterJack Zide, who has been operating
the Cinema Bar, Detroit, returns to
pix selling via Republic in the Western Michigan territory. . . . Nick Condello has been named manager of
Warners' Lincoln, Massillon, O. . . .
John Sirica has stepped out as manager of the Hamilton, Waterbury,
Conn., to take a war plant job. . . .
M. Kennan replaces Sirica. . . . Lou
Vogel, formerly with WB in Pittsburgh, joins Universal there as Main
Line salesman. . . . He succeeds Leo
Gottlieb, transferred to Cleveland.
—Tell It to R. E. PorterWarner Circuit has added the Latonia Theater, Oil City, Pa., long
operated by Mike Marks. . . . Bob
Bowman succeeds Henry T. Rastetter
as manager of the Warner, Erie, Pa.
. . . Geraldine Hucha, former steno
with 20th-Fox Exchange, Des Moines,
who was the first Film Row gal there
to join the WAVES, has completed
her basic training at Bloomington,
Ind., and been assigned to active
duty at naval
sonville, Fla. air station at Jack—Tell It to PorterBud Silverman, Schine's city manager in Rochester, is stepping out to
enter theater biz on the West Coast;
Col. Harry Long succeeds. . . . Frank
W. Hollis, Olympia manager, again
heads the Portsmouth, N. H., Salvage
Committee. . . .Russell Uswetsky of
the H. and E. Balaban circuit is the
new prexy of the Chi. Film Bookers
Club. .-•„-... C. S. Dunn, owner of the
Chattahoochee, Fla., Gibson theater,
has taken over direction of the
Quincy, Fla., air observation tower.
. . . Charley Waldman, formerly assistant at the B & K Chicago, is a
civilian instructor at the Army Technical Training School in the Windy
City. . . . Tom Reilly moves from the
Garfield, Milwaukee, to the Town,
Omaha, succeeding Eric Sheldon,
now in the Army. . . . Milt Yudelson,
RKO salesman in Omaha, has resigned toreplaces.
take a war job; Jack Andrews
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SEE TRADE MOVE TO GAIN ESSENTIAL RATING
Coe to Carry Industry Message
THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Success of Boston Meet
Spurs Extension of
Public Relations Plan

Exhibitor Unity?

to Key Cities

LATE NEWS
BULLETINS

Success of the Boston Advertising Club's luncheon meeting with END MO. INCOME TAX?
Francis Coe, vice-president
PLANS
AND
PARLEYS:
Any Charles
and general counsel of the MPPDA,
Jefferson City, Mo. — Abolition of the
consummation of the William F. has stimulated a program for similar
income tax law, Missouri's second
Rodgers proposal for a unified exhib. meetings in other key cities. It was state
largest revenue producer, is proposed in a
association will be possible only upon suggested by industry representa- bill introduced by Rep. Edgar J. Keating,
setting aside of politics, jealousies of
tives in Boston that Coe speak in 50 Kansas City Democrat. Measure calls for
theatermen was general opinion key cities. While such a tour would the repeal of the income tax law as applied
voiced "off the record" by leaders in be practically impossible, steps al- to both individuals and corporations, firms
ready have been taken to conduct or partnerships.
that field. . . Coincidentally, WPB's
Harold Hopper, though conceding meetings in New York, Washington,
Keating pointed out that Illinois and Ne{Continued on Page 10)
braska do not have an income tax law,
much merit to Rodgers' plan, said
he saw no need for exhib. -distrib.
Iowa has cut its income tax 50 per cent
parley now. . . . Confabs started
while Kansas and Oklahoma have repeal
bills pending.
Tuesday on the Coast, attended by
pic company heads and industry lawyers, to solve important war-made
HOLLYWOOD COVERAGE OFF
problems ... On agenda were manWest. Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
power, raw stock, critical materials,
Hollywood — The war has brought a sharp
| salary freeze order, etc. . . . Analysis
drop in the number of correspondents and
of wage stabilization was studied;
Week-end figures on the March staff photographers covering Hollywood,
handling of training pix defended; of Dimes drive are not available but checkup for the 1943 FILM DAILY YEAR
and greater contributions to the war national headquarters reported yes- BOOK of Motion Pictures, shows. Total
effort promised. ... It was also held
terday that the 1943 campaign which has dropped from 439 a year ago to 277.
that the production code is more vital started Thursday is moving along Breakdown shows: wire services, 16; newsin war. . . . Speaking in Boston before at a fast clip, with every indication
papers, 79; trade publications, 24; nathat city's Advertising Club, Charles that collections are running ahead
tional magazines, 21 ; fan magazines and
of
the
1942
drive.
free lance writers, 58; foreign publications,
Francis Coe, MPPDA's vice-prexy
18.
and general counsel, declared that
Opening {Continued
day figures
Loew's 50; radio newsgathers, 11; photographers,
on Page for
8)
filmland must make plans to form a
united group which would be representative in Washington, — for both Bronx Clearance Case
CUBAN TICKET TAX SOUGHT
the
national
and the industry's Is Modified on Appeal
freedom. . . weal
.
==

By

L.

H.

MITCHELL

=

See March of Dimes
Ahead of '42 Drive

WASHINGTON SCENE: High
praise for film execs, generally and
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck in particular
was voiced by Col. Kirk B. Lawton,
Chief of the Army's Pictorial Division, in testifying at initial Truman
Committee hearings on Army training film contracts and commissioning of industry men in Army. . . .
President Roosevelt at mid-week offered to rescind $25,000 salary ceiling if Congress would vote new
taxes to accomplish the same purpose. . . . *
*
*

Following oral argument, the motion picture appeal board has modified in part the award of an arbitrator in the complaint of J. J. Theaters, (Continued
Inc., and Kingsbridge
Theon Page 4)

Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by Censor)— Cuban exhibitors are faced with a
new headache in the form of a proposed
measure to levy a tax of one and two
cents on each theater ticket to provide
security for old artists. The bill was presented in the Cuban House by Dr. Marino
Lopez

Blanco.

Show-less Day Okay in Conn.
Six-Day Earnings Even Ahead
Warner Troy Theaters
Shift Policies, Prices

of Full Week

, One-day-a-week closing of theaters in the State of Connecticut, as
a fuel saving measure, has had no
ALSO HEADLINED: 0. W. Bolle,
injurious effect i on the box-office, a
So. African managing director for
Film Daily survey shows. With
Warners has reopened the long- equal quality pictures being shown,
20th-Fox, said great opportunity
awaits U. S. pix there after the dark Griswold Theater, Troy, as a weekly grosses on a six-day basis
war. . . . Anouncement was made pooled operation with Fabian. Re- actually have beeiii higher, in a big
aligningof the house brings sevthat WAC's executive committee
eral policy changes in Warner houses majority of cases, than under sevenwould meet in New York tomorrow,
operation.
Feb. 24, to discuss all phases of in Troy, the Griswold inaugurating a dayTaking
Hartford as a typical sit{Continued on Page 4)
{Continued on Page 9)
industry's war effort. . . .

Concerted Action Expected
To Get Under Way at
Allied's Board Meeting
A concerted effort to gain recognition from the War Manpower Commission of the essential nature of
motion picture exhibition seems to
be afoot. Although the campaign
is still in a preliminary stage, it is
to be expected that its lines will be
drawn within the next week or two.
Considerable discussion on the matter is looked for at the meeting of
the Allied National board, which will
{Continued on Page 9)

Industry to Fight
N. H. Playdafe Bill
Boston distributor representatives
and New Hampshire theater interests will appear in Concord today at
a: hearing on a bill which would make
it mandatory for every picture to be
(Continued on Page 9)

■

Momand's Anti-Trust
Suit May End Today
Oklahoma City — Unless unexpected material presents itself the
$4,950,000 Momand anti-trust action
will come to an end today at noon
in the middle of its seventh consecu{Continucd

on Page

10)

Oft, Yeah? Well What
About Coupon No. 17?
Concord, N. H. — Walking to shows
is being encouraged by New Hampshire theaters.
The Plymouth in Plymouth is sponsoring a walking contesr, in which
patrons who come via "shank's
mare" are given guest tickets. Mileage reports are turned in at the
box office. The management claims
that 82-year-old Mrs, Ida: May Colby
walks one and one-half miles regularly to see the movies.
"Walking Never Hurt Anybody,"
reads a line inserted in the newspaper advertisements of the Colonial
Theater in Laconia.
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Croft, Financial Man,
To MPPDA Utility Post
Alfred Croft, for 25 years identified with international banking and
formerly with J. S. Bache & Co., has
joined the MPPDA in a "utility"
capacity. Croft's first duties will be
to familiarize himself with the motion picture industry before being
assigned to a specific post- He will
work closely with Arthur DeBra,
head of public relations.

Todd Gets $350,000 UA Offer?

Michael Todd is understood to
have received an offer of $350,000
from a member of the United Artists family for the screen rights to
the stage musical "Something for
the Boys."

Harry Feinstein Hospitalized
Pittsburgh — Harry Feinstein,
chief buyer and booker for Warner
Theaters in this zone, is at Montefiore Hospital here for a thyroid
operation.

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.
CO., IMC.

INSURANCE
Specializing
in requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St.
Los Angeles

Parade

Distributor

Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 11th week
Star Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount Pictures) — 8th
week
Tennessee
Johnson
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 7th
week
Commandos
Strike at Dawn
(Columbia
Pictures) — 7th week
Lucky Jordan
(Paramount Pictures) — 5th week
Air Force
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — 4th week
Immortal
Sergeant
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 3rd week
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 3rd week
(b)
Saludos
Amigos
(RKO
Radio
Pictures-Walt
Disney) — 2nd
week
Andy Hardy's Double life (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — 2nd week
The
Crystal
Ball
(United
Artists)
The Amazing
Mrs. Holliday
(Universal
Pictures)
Yankee Doodle Dandy (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(b)
X Marks the Spot (Republic Pictures)
(a)
Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground (Universal)
(a)

♦ FOREIGN
Silk, Blood and Sun (Maya
Leningrad
Fights
(Artkino

LANGUAGE

FEATURES

Distributing
Co.) — 5th
Pictures) — 2nd
week

♦ FUTURE

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

♦
World
Stanley

OPENINGS

(c)

Music
Hall
Paramount
Astor
Criterion
Rialto
Hollywood
Roxy
Strand
Globe
Loew's State
Capitol
Rivoli
Palace
New York
New York

week

♦

Hitler's Children
(RKO
Radio
Pictures) — Feb. 24
The Human
Comedy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — March
2
They Got Me Covered
(RKO Radio Pictures-Samuel Coldwyn)
(c)
The Hard Way
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(c)
The Meanest
Man
in the World
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Feb.
Reunion
in France
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man
(Universal Pictures)
Pittsburgh
(Universal
Pictures) — Feb.
24
Forever
and a Day
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(c)
China
Girl
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a-b)— 'Feb. 25
Hiya
Chum?
(Universal
Pictures) — (a-b) — Feb.
25
(a)

®
Theater

Follows current

Paramount
Astor
Hall
Strand
Roxy
Capitol
.....Rialto
Criterion
Rivoli
Palace
Palace
Music

24

Mexican Pictures Booked
In Cuban Circuit Feud

While Wall Street appeared to be
puzzled over Paramount's bank loan
of $5,000,000, the Wall Street Journal asserts that the explanation of
the move is a simple one and sums
it up as follows:
"The company has just called half
of its 6 per cent preferred stock
which is convertible into common.
The loan was made to insure against
the remote contingency that a drastic market decline prevent the conversion of the preferred which is now
selling some 30 points above the call
price. It is understood that about
60 per cent of the 'called' portion of
the issue has already been converted
so that there is little chance of this
money being needed. It will consequently go into the already swollen treasury and furnish the basis
for clearing up the balance of the
outstanding preferred in the not too
distant
future."
The Wall
Street Journal concludes
its explanation with the reminder
that "stockholders will get rather a
pleasant surprise when they view
the year-end cash account."

Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — The shortage of American
film product caused by the reported
refusal of M-G-M, 20th-Fox, Paramount and United Artists to close
contracts with the Smith and Valcarce circuit has driven some houses
in the swank Vedado district to book
Mexican product for the first time.
These films, which have always been
exhibited at a 40-cent scale, are now
being
that. shown at an admission double

Manager and Staff Held
On Lobby Bingo Charges
The manager of the New Chatham Square Theater and three members of his staff were held for Special Sessions on Friday after a hearing in Bowery Magistrate's Court
on charges of permitting Bingo to
be played in the lobby of the house.
The defendants are Robert Salnit,
manager; Dora Lerner, assistant
manager; Florence Blumenthal, cashier; Edmund Connors, doorman.

For the first time since its opening the first-run America, the best
house here, was compelled to run a
play instead of films for one week.

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The second of two
newsreel sequences on point rationing was shot here last week-end,
with a talk by Prentiss Brown, OPA
administrator featured. The cameramen also got a brief address fro t ES
Director James Byrnes. The Af te~
rial will be released to the five newsreels this week for individual editing.
Release of the six-minute cartoon
on the same subject made by Leon
Schlesinger
for OPA is scheduled
for
this Thursday.
Harris Missing in Action
Chicago — Edward J. Harris, husband of Mrs. Esther Harris, secretary to district manager Al. Kvod
of the Warner Theater circuit, ia
reported missing in action in the
South Pacific.
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Hollywood — Lynn Overman, 55,
died Friday of a heart attack. He
had been a jockey, minstrel man,
one-night man trouper, dance hall
singer in Alaska, vaudeville headliner, and Broadway star before being brought to Hollywood by Paramount in 1933.
His ringlast
role was in "Dixie" starBing Crosby.
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WAC Reels Use Up 15%
Buffalo — A 15 per cent increase in
circulation of WAC reels distributed
by Metro exchange during January,
brought congratulations to Metro
Branch Manager Ralph W. Maw and
Marion Ryan, office manager, from
Sydney Samson, 20th Century-Fox
branch manager, who is WAC territorial chairman for distribs.

Frank Sinatra
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Bronx Clearance Case
Modified on Appeal

COminC and GOIflG
PETE SHAYNE, president of the Chicago
Operators' Union is in Florida on a Winter vaca-

(Continued from Page 1)

ater, Inc-, operating the Kingsbridge,
Oxford, Avalon and Jerome Theaters in the Bronx
In their demands for arbitration,
the complainants claimed that the
seven-day clearance in favor of
Skouras' Valentine 'Theater over
the four complainant houses was
unreasonable as to time and area
and requested "that the said clearance be eliminated or reduced to
'following day'."
The arbitrator found that competition existed between, the houses
and dismissed the complaint. On
appeal by the complainant, the appeal board eliminated clearance between the Valentine and the Jerome,
but, otherwise affirmed the award
of the arbitrator.

Warner Troy Theaters
Shift Policies, Prices
(Continued from Page 1)

second-run policy at- 22-33 cents.
Lincoln, former first-run, switches
to a moveover policy, getting its pix
from Fabian's Proctor and Warners'
Troy and titling prices to first-run
level — a jump of 15 and 20 cents.
The American, formerly secondrun, goes first-run at 30-40 cents, a
dime boost for the house.
C. J. Latta, WB zone manager,
has moved Jack Swartout from the
American, Troy, to the Griswold. Al
Newhall, formerly at the Regent,
Elmira, takes the American.

Gallup, Sindlinger Back
From Hollywood Parleys
Dr. George Gallup, director, and
Albert E. Sindlinger, executive vicepresident of Audience Research Institute, Inc.j returned to New York
early last week- from a trip to Hollywood where they conferred with studio heads.
Today Sindlinger is opening
an office in New York at 444 Madison
Avenue. He will divide his time between New York, Hollywood and the
Research Headquarters in Princeton,
New Jersey.

tion.
JAMES GREGORY, Alliance circuit manager,
and PETE PANAGOS, promotion manager, have
returned to Chicago from Fond du L^ »Wis.

• LOWELL MELLETT. Chief oS OWI's Bureau of Motion Pictures, inaugurated the holiday week-end by wiring to WAC his delight
at the promptness with which! filmland has gathered its forces to effect
distribution of "At The Front". .
While properly dispatched to WAC.
it nevertheless is a message to you, and you, and you of the industry And so we quote: "I am delighted to get your message that
the War Activities Committee is adding to is long list of services in
the war effort the distribution of the picture of the North African
Front
We consider this picture important
Photographed
by
crews from the Signal Corps, the Air Force, the Navy, and the Office of
Strategic Services, it is intended to inform the American people in the
most graphic manner possible concerning this operation of our Army
in the field
We believe it is something every American citizen
•

•

will wish to see

(signed) Lowell Mellett"

• • • PRC, which is making important strides toward major
company status, is partly accomplishing this through use of bigger
names in its productions
For example, Lee Tracy in "The PayOff"; Alan Baxter, John Litel and Tiff D'Orsay in "Submarine Base";
Arlene Judge, Roger Clark, Dorothy Burgess and Barbara Pepper in
"Girls In Chains"; Otto Kruger, Elissa Landi and Donald Woods in
"Corregidor"; and Alan Baxter, Gertrude Michael and Tully Marshall
in "Behind Prison Walls"

•

•

•

THAT comment we made a few

days back re Veronica

Lake's new hair-do proved to be a decided liability
Now, every
morn when Phil M. gets to his desk, the top thereof is piled high with envelopes addressed to the Women's Page Editor of FILM DAILY. . .
• Up in New Haven's Cafe Mellone, Lou (UA Salesman) Ginsburg will
be feted at a luncheon party by both his Film Row and other friends
throughout Connecticut
Lou, who has been with UA for the past
nine years, is the first salesman to enter the Army from that city's Film
Row
He goes to Officers' Candidate School
Who will replace
him ain't disclosed yet
Mort Katz, Metro salesman, is the luncheon
chairman. . . • The WB-Moss Hart combo has decided not to make
proposed screen version of "The Unvanquished." Revolutionary War
novel wherein George Washington is the principal character. . .
•, Today and tomorrow, Gertrude Lawrence, just in from Chi, will face
the cameras locally for her scenes in Sol Lesser's "Stage Door Canteen" 'Cause of their importance. Producer Sol has brought his
first cameraman, HaTxy Wild, all the way from Hollywood to do the
job. . . • Nothing new to report on pic org.'s Kilkenny to grab screen
rights to "Life With Father," but Oscar Serlin is making his holdings
still more interesting via production of "The Family," which, after it
goes on the road for a spell will be unveiled on B'way. . . • That's
no synthetic barber shop sun-tan that Film Attorney Louis Nizer is
sporting, — but the McCoy imprint of Florida's Ole Sol. . . • Betty
French, movie critic of the Akron Beacon Journal, has inaugurated a
new feature in connection with her daily colyum
Captioned "Rubbertown Reviews" and in box make-up. she asks one well-known
Akronite each day what kind of a movie he or she prefers, and favorite
film player, if any
Feature is proving highly interesting and receives many favorable comments

Victor
Norman

Emil
C. Jensen
Rita Weiman, ■.

Fleming
Taurog

■
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AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!.

JACK S. BERKSON, PRC Buffall AJt,nchise
holder, was here at the week-end in anticipation of the arrival home on furlough of his
sons, EDDIE from Fort Knox, Tenn., and BOB
from
Camp
Edwards,
Mass.
SUSAN
Friday

HAYWARD,

for a short

returned to New

York

vacation.

IT. A. CORWIN, former member of the 20thFox international department, who has been
in town on a brief visit, left for Boston yesterday to report to Army Air Corps authorities.
He was transferred
from
Gainesville,
Fla.
RODDY McDOWALL
March
1.
ANITA

COLBY,

returns to the Coast on

the model, arrived in Holly-

wood yesterday to help exploit Columbia's "The
MARTHA SCOTT is back from the Coast, to
which
Cover she
Girl."will return early in April to play in
"Hi, Diddle Diddle."
JOAN BLONDELL started a tour of army
camps at Fort Sill, Okla., yesterday under the
auspices of USO-Camp Shows.
EMMET LAVERY, who did the screenplay
for "Hitler's Children," has gone back to the
Coast.
HARRY M. KALMINE, W. STEWART MCDONALD and HAROLD RODNER of Warners,
return today from Chicago, where they spent
the week-end.

Judge Reserves Decision
On "Dinner" Law Action
Federal Judge Clarence Galston on
Friday reserved decision in the suit
of Vincent McConnor against George
S. Kaufman and Moss Hart charging
"The Man Who Came to Dinner"
was plagiarized from the plaintiff's
play, "Sticks and Stones," also known
as "The Murder Issue." Also parties
to the action are Warner Bros., Randon House and the estate of Sam H.
Harris.
Earlier in the day Samuel N.
Behrman, in testifying for the defense, pointed out that his plays
"Brief Moment" and "Wine of
Choice" were both written and produced before "The Man Who Came
to Dinnei" was written and that
each of them had a characterization
based on the antics of Alexander
Woollcott.
Counsel for both sides was instructed to file memoranda with the
court this week.

Army Training Accident
Fatal to Warners' Exley
Chicago — Will Exley, formerly assistant manager of the Hamilton
Theater of the Warner circuit, was
killed in an accident, while in training at a western military camp.

Two Lopert Synchronizations
Spanish and Portuguese versions
of "The Moon and Sixpence" and
"The Gold Rush" were synchronized
by I. E. Lopert
scriptions, Inc. of Soundfilm Tran-
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3 Warner Brothers
Add to WB Holdings

TO THE

Pittsburgh — While its owner,
GEORGE STERN, is in military serWashington — Picking up a total of
vice, William Stich will take over
23,900 shares of $5 par common the management of the Heights TheWarner Bros, stock, Major Albert L.
ater in Crafton Heights, Pa.
Warner boosted his holdings to 141,248 shaies, according to the latest
Pittsburgh — ALICE BOWSER,
SH.C reports covering the period from daughter of Les Bowser, manager of
Dec. 11 to Jan. 10. He sold 2,000 the Harris-Denis Theater, Mt. Lebashares of cumulative preferred at
non, has joined the WAVES.
$3.85, leaving him 12,884 shares of
that stock.
Detroit — United Detroit Theaters
During the same period, Harry M. has lost two more managers to the
Warner upped his holdings of com- services — this time both going to
mon stock to 89,060 shares, buying the Marine Corps. They are FRANK
9,500. He bought no cumulative pre- UPTON, manager of the first-run
ferred, retaining his holding of 9,884. Michigan, and LEO WARD, manager of the Norwest.
The third brotner, Major Jack L.
Warner, heaviest holder of common
Clearfield, Pa.— HARRY SEIGEL,
stock in the corporation, boosted his
total to 167,860, adding 23,900 shares. manager of the Roxy Theater, has
He dropped 4,500 shares of the cum- been inducted into the Army and has
ulative pief erred, leaving him with been succeeded by Maurice Fruhwho was formerly manager
10,384. Another WB executive, Sam- linger,
uel Carlisle, dropped half his 600 of the Harris Theater, Donora.
shares of common.
Tidioute, Pa.— HOWARD CHRISChase National Bank was in the
TY, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
market again during the period cov- Christy who operate the Tidioute
ered by the current report, dropping Theater here, has been inducted into
1,800 shares of no par common stock the Army and stationed at Camp
in 20th Century-Fox. The bank still Gruber, Okla.
holds 207,868, however, and kept
all its 671,916 shares of $1.50 cumuRochester — Women
at Eastman
lative preferred.
Kodak Company here are joining the
Universal Corp. of Delaware add- services in ever increasing number
ed 200 shares of Universal Pictures ANNA L. CONLON and RUTH V.
common, now holding 231,327 shares, HEISNER have joined the WAVES,
while there was no change in its while DOROTHY MEYERING is
20,000 shaies of 7 per cent second serving as a nurse with the Army.
cumulative preferred. Preston Davis, The following have joined the
Universal board member, sold his WAACS:
NELSA
L.
BAKER,
150 shares of $1 par common.
ETHEL H. DOCHARTY, GLADYS
American Co. of Jersey City, sub- GORDON, BETTE L. BROWN,
sidiary of Floyd Odium's Atlas Corp., EDNA M. WALCH, CORALEE V.
added 9,900 shares of RKO $1 pai HICKS, CHARLOTTE B. THOMAS,
common, bringing its holdings to VIVIAN V. CADY, JUNE GIL343,530. It also added 2,000 shares MORE, ANNABELLE HARDING,
of RKO 6 per cent preferred, to the VIRGINIA HOTCHKISS, JEAN
C.
1,230 it previously held. Atlas Corp. MacKENZIE, KATHERINE
itself holds 981,323 shares of the SCHMIDT, M. EILEEN SEYMOUR,
RKO common and has warrants for CORNELIA J. VAN PELT, JENan additional 327,812. It also holds
NIE E. WELCH and AMY WILLIAMS.
53,171 shares of the prefeired.
David Bernstein and J. Robert
Philadelphia — WILLIAM FLAN
Rubin dropped 3,900 and 3,700
NERY,
shipper at the 20th-Fox exshares, respectively, of Loew's no
par common, with Rubin retaining
change,Island.
has joined the Marines. He's
at
Parris
1,865.
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM
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Loew's, Inc., took two shares of
Loew's Boston Theater's $25 par,
now holding 119,560.
Three thousand shares of Paramount $1 common were sold by
Hemphill Noyes for members of the
family of Stanton Griffis, Paramount
board member.
Only change in Consolidated Film
Industries $1 par common was 100
shares reported for Walter P.
Stevens, a director, bringing his
holdings to 1,800. An option to buy
5,350 shares of Monogram $1 par
common was dropped by W. Ray
Johnston, who also sold 3,333 shares
of the same, letting his holdings sink
to 19,071. A gift of 50 shares of
Columbia no par common was reported by Abraham Schneider, who
still holds 1,864 with options on an
additional 7,880 shares.

COLORS!
Cooperstown, N. Y. — HELEN
THA\ER who, for several years has
been office secretary and purchasing
agent in the Home Office of Smailey
ineaters, has enlisted in the WAACfi
ana
reports
tnorpe,
Ga. Feb. M to Fort OgleDanbury, Conn.— MARLIN
ROBIJNiaOJN, manager of tne (Japitoi, and
with the Warner circuit xor some
time in Connecticut, is in the Army.

— • —

Alliance, O.— JuSEPH GORDON,
manager
Tri-Theaters'
Mount
union here,oienters
the armed forces.
Bridgeport, Conn. — MURRAY
HOWAKU, iormer manager of the
Merritt, is now at Camp ±iaan, Calif.
Des Moines, la.— HARRY HOLDSBEKG, former manager of the Des
Moines theater, is now assigned to
.Long Beach, Cai., with the Army Air
.force transport command. L,t. i&OtsEKT LOW in, former assistant manager of the Des Moines, has been
named as an instructor in navigation
at Hondo Field, Hondo, Tex.
Chicago— GERALD SKIBBINS of
M-G-ivi Exchange sales department
I has been commissioned
an Army
lieutenant and is stationed at Camp
Waycross, Ga. JOJU KEL.EHER oi
Metro's booking department has been
promoted to a sergeantcy at the El
Oentro desert camp.
Des Moines — Mrs. Helen Robertson, the former HELEN STEVENS,
film comedienne, is now an officer
with the WAACS at Fort Des
Moines. A dog fancier, she is now
the
only woman veterinarian with
the WAACS.
Des Moines, la. — Four employes of
the Capitol theater at Ottumwa who
were en route for the armed services
were given a dinner at Des Moines
by R. Ralph Branton, general manager of Tri- States Theater Corp.
The men were CHARLES PLOWS,
former manager, who is entering the
Navy Air Corps; BOB BROWN,
the
Marines;
MONTIS
I entering
BEIN, the Air Force, and RICHARD
SMITH, Marines.

See March of Dimes
Ahead of '42 Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

out-of-town theaters in most cases
are double those of 1942. Total collections amounted to $19,383 ag,0 I t
$10,023 last year. Leading irl a}. "
lections were Loew's Orpheum, Boston, $800; Century, Baltimore, $800;
State, Houston, $749; Penn, Pittsburgh, $677; State, St. Louis, $665;
Poli, Hartford, $636; State, Cleveland, $634; State, New Orleans,
$644; State, Norfolk, $643; State,
Providence, $605.
Both RKO and Loew's circuit in
New York City report figures slightly
under those of 1942. This was considered more than satisfactory by cochairman C. C. Moskowitz, who pointed out that the practice blackout
on Thursday night reduced attendance considerably, and therefore
must have hit the infantile paralysis
collections. The blackout Friday
night was also a handicap, but it
was apparent that the public was
donating more generally and more
willingly than last year.
Final returns on the national collections will be speeded up this year,
it is believed, because of the new
method of handling the money. Each
exhibitor is to send his collectioncheck to his own state chairman. The
state chairman is then responsible
for returning
to each
county's
infantile paralysis
chairman
50 per
cent of the money collected in each
county. Formerly all of the money
was sent to New York and later
redistributed bythe National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
Theaters were again urged to return, immediately after the drive
the appeal trailer to the National
Screen Exchange from which it was
shipped to them. It is hoped to salvage several thousands of dollars
for the charity through reclamation
of silver from the old film-

Judge Withholds Decision
On "Doe" Plagiarism Case

Federal Judge Vincent L. Leibell
on Friday reserved decision in the
suit of Robert Shurr and Pat A.
Leonard against Warner Bros, and
Vitagraph, Inc., which are accused
Chicago — The U. S. Army Air
plagiarizing the plaintiffs' play
Cherokee, la.— F. W. NAULTEUS, of
Corps has claimed ROBERT GECH"The Stuffed Shirt" in making the
ENBACH of the 20th-Fox shipping manager of the Arrow theater, has film "Meet John Doe." Co-defendroom staff.
reported for induction into the Army
ants are Richard Connell, Robert
at Camp Dodge.
Presnell, Robert Riskin, Frank Capra
and
Jacob
Wilk.
Indianapolis — GEORGE LEWIS,
Shurr and Leonard assert they
20th-Fox adsales manager here, has
Des Moines— KENNY
WELDON,
donned khaki.
formerly with M-G-M exchange here submitted "The Stuffed Shirt," which
has enlisted as an aerial gunner in they wrote in 1936, to Wilk, WarDallas— DAVID INGRAM, assis- the Army Air Force and has rener's Eastern story editor. They
ported to Camp Dodge at Des charge that the defendants contant shipper for 20th-Fox, has reMoines. A stag party was given
ported for duty as an Army cadet.
spired to rewrite his play for their
M-G-M. by Fred Armington of use.
Weldo'n
Oil City, Pa. — The veteran exMrs. James Wigton Dead
hibitor, Herman L. Stahl, who opCleveland— Lt. ALFRED VERMES,
erates the Drake and Lyric TheLaGrange, Ind — Mrs. Florence
aters here and the NuLuna and Ga- formerly associated with his father Wigton, 62, widow of James M. Wigble Theaters in Sharon, has three and brother in the operation of the ton
and operator of the Wigton
sons, MORTON, JACK and RALPH, Eclair Theater, who returned from Theater and the Platz House here,
in the Army. A fourth son is await- Iceland to attend OCS, was gradu- was found dead of a heart attack in
her hotel room.
ated from Camp Lee, Va.
ing: call.
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Trade Move lo Gain
Essential Rating
(Continued from Page

1)

be held at the Hotel Warwick, in
Np-" York, Wednesday and Thursday
o
]s week.
There is in evidence at present a
cleavage in the. tactical approach to
the matter, with exhibitors charging
that the WAC plans to approach the
WMC on the hasis that exhibitors
have been co-operating with the
Government and are thus entitled to
a concession. Exhibitor line, however, is that its contributions to the
war effort are freely given with no
ulterior motive and that motion picture exhibition should be recognized
as essential becausse it is essential.
Since production has been declared
essential and production is valueless
without exhibition, the exhibition of
films itself must be declared essential to the war effort.
In broad terms, the showing of
motion pictures has been declared
an essential activity already, but
when it came to listing the necessary
jobs for which deferment might
reasonably be allowed, the WMC
ignored all but a dozen studio production classifications. Half a dozen
or more classes of theater workers
openly declared exhibition unessential, its treatment of specific jobs
has made it obvious that that is the
way it feels about the showing of
pictures. This in line with its admitted policy of not listing as essential any workers in distribution and
retail business.
While the New York ITOA wrote
WMC a few weeks ago to ask a "necessary designation" for theater
managers and assistant managers,
Allied will probably seek the preferred listing for operators first.
There has been no official disposition
of the ITOA request as yet, but reliable sources indicate that the WMC
will not grant it.
Allied hopes, however, to be able
to convince WMC through the weight
of various state, local and union laws
and qualifications that, a projection
booth operator is a man who cannot
readily be replaced. Inexperienced
operators, it will probably attempt
to show, will mean greater fire danger and less expert screening.

Restrict Smoking in
Milwaukee Theaters
Milwaukee, Wis. — Smoking in
theaters, except in properly protected areas, is prohibited under an
ordinance adopted by the common
council. Originally written to ban
all smoking in theaters, the measure,
after protest by exhibitors, was redrafted to permit smoking in rooms
approved by the building inspector.
Theater managers are required to
advise their patrons of the no smoking ban by means of trailers.
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Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
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Hollywood — PRC, which will start 12 shooting in March and April, already
has 11 stories set for its next season's program. . . . George Beck and Phil
Yordan will adapt the Elliott Arnold-Marian Spitzer original, "Victory Caravan,"
for Sam Bischoff at Columbia. . . . RKO has signed Elaine Shepard, blonde

FROM the KEYS
and BEYOND
By R. E. PORTER

George Elmo, one - time Para,
branch manager in Cleveland, has
model; she reports April 1. . . . Mono, has purchased Dixon MacArthur's "Night
Fighters" .... Arthur Ripley, PRC producer, has signed Duncan Renaldo as
been appointed Para, salesman in
his assistant. . . . Warners will star Alexis Smith in a remake of "The Animal
the Cincy territory; he has recently
been a "U" salesman in Cleveland. . .
Kingdom" .... Metro will film "All in Favor," Louis Hoffman-Don Hartman
Leonard Campbell is the new prexy
stage play, as "Here Comes the Band."
— WILK.
of Rochester's musicians' union. . .
Philly film biz was well represented
at a testimonial tossed for Jeff Keen,
Philly Record columnist and former
m.e. of the Daily News. . . Leo Murphy, "U" booker in Buffalo, has
switched to PRC as Buffalo-Rochester salesman. . . Sam Geffen, former
Metro dish salesman in Buffalo,
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
shortly from the Army
uation, grosses for the past month available for every theater 30 days graduates
OCS at Fort Riley, Kan.
at two representative houses, the
after its first showing in the State.
—Tell It to PorterStrand and Regal, a first-run and a
Because passage of the measure
subsequent, were higher in all of the
would
"throw
a
monkey
wrench"
in
Lou
Phillips,
four weeks under six-day operation, the entire clearance situation in the Equipment
managerModern
in New TheaterHaven,
with increases running from 10 to
Phillips saved four neighit andappears
certain will
that combine
exhibi- and Mrs.
30 per cent over comparative weeks state, tors
distributors
bors from probably asphyxiation,
in previous month, when operating
when they discovered a leaking gas
to oppose the bill.
seven days a week.
refrigerator had overcome the entire
Sponsors
of
the
measure
are
said
Exhibitor analysis of the situation
to be banking interests which have family, and a doctor failed to find
is that, so long as a picture is prop- theater properties. It is said that the cause. . . Warner exchange in
erly sold, practically the same numBuffalo has lost two more employes
ber of moviegoers will manager to these interests do not understand the to war plants. . . Eugene L. Murphy
mechanics
of
distribution
and,
beattend in a space of six days as in
cause they appear to have powerful quit the accessories department to
seven.
backing, New England industry au- work for Bell Aircraft and Florence
Spinley left the inspection room. . .
thorities are frankly concerned.
Mexico, Mo., Exhib. Loses house
Under such a setup, a third-run Mrs. Genevieve Siebert was shifted
in a large town could play a from inspection to succeed Murphy.
Remanded Case Complaint picture before first-run, provided the
—Tell It to Porterpicture had played first in some other
Grace
Meier of Metro's Cleveland
city.
Current
print
shortage
also
St. Louis — Louis Sosna, owner-operator of the Sosna Theater, Mexico, would create a serious situation if exchange has resigned to join the
Red Cross field service overseas. . . .
Mo., for the second time has lost his the bill passed.
Her dad, Fred Meier, handles pix ads
some run complaint against RKO,
for the Cleveland News. . . . Hal
20th Century-Fox and Paramount. Four Committees Named
Cawthorne, manager of the Dave
Ethan A. H. Shepley, arbitrator,
found that the defendants had ofGross theaters in Alaska, is recoverfered runs to the complainant on For IATSE's Local F-51
ing from a serious illness at Ketchiterms and conditions not calculated
kan. .. . Sam Coslow, Soundies proThe
formation
of
four
commitducer, is making five Coast Guard
to defeat the intent and purpose of
tees
to
help
administer
the
activishorts
for Uncle Sam. . . . Art Catlin,
Section VI of the consent decree.
ties of Local F-51, which covers all formerly in Chi. for UA, has been
Vitagraph originally was a defen- white collars in the city's exchanges
dant but it was shown that it had who are under IATSE jurisdiction, named RKO field publicist in Minneapolis. .. Mike Ford, former manager
offered pictures on satisfactory terms is announced.
of the Stadium, Evanston, is now a
to Sosna. The action was dismissed
The
constitutional
committee
conMetro
salesman
in Chi. . . . Wallace
and costs were assessed against the
sists of Irving Baron, Joan Raph- Folkins is back at the RKO Palace,
complainant.
ael, Jean Joel. Sadie Cohen, Jack
In the original proceeding, Shep- Finkelstein; publicity, Gertrude Rei- Rochester, as assistant. ... Ed Burley found against Vitagraph but man, C. Liebman, Sadie Cohen; kart of 20th-Fox, Cincy, is recuperating in Florida from a heart attack.
ruled in favor of the other defen- house and business, Mildred Vallon,
dants. Sosna appealed the award Lee Faeder, Richard Magan; war . . . John Wolfberg, son of Metro's
and the appeal board upheld the ar- effort, Eleanor Howard, Joan Raph- district manager, H. P., has received
his commission in the Tank Corps.
bitrator as to Vitagraph but reversed ael.
his ruling as to RKO, 20th-Fox and
—Tell It to PorterParamount. The board remanded the
Edward Salzberg, former W. Va.
case to the arbitrator for further Cleveland Will Ignore
consideration, setting a date by
exhib., is now a Paramount salesman. . . . Para, has also added
which the defendants would have to State's Change of Time
George Elmo to sell in W. Va. . . .
make a showing that they had ofCleveland, O. — This city will not On the basis of population, one of
fered Sosna films on terms and conditions not calculated to defeat the conform to the state time bill which the best United Nations drive recprovides
Eastern Standard effective
ords was hung up by the Alliance
intent and purpose of Section VI.
Sunday because the compromise bill circuit; Prexy Peter Panagos reports
to retain war time until the end of 12 theaters garnered $5,390. . . .
Defendants File Appeal
September won, 7 to 2, at a City Mrs. E. H. Ralston has converted the
In Quincy, Mass., Award
Council Legislative Committee meet- Strand, Seymour, Conn., to soft coal.
ing. Assistant Law Director Joseph ... Ed Fitzpatrick has succeeded
Warner Bros., 20th Century-Fox
and New England Theaters, Inc., F. Smith questioned the constitu- Wally Cooper at the Poli, Waterbury,
have filed an appeal against an award
tionality of establishing time in con- Conn. . . . Louis H. Kahn, operating
in favor of the Hancock Theater Co. act. flict with the Congressional war time the Grand, Des Moines, has asked
of Boston, operating the Strand Thethe court to legalize that name. . . .
Cleveland suburbs have not indi- After using it all his life, he disater, Quincy, Mass. The Strand won
a reduction from 28 days to 14 days issue. cated any action regarding the time
covered the family name actually was
after first-run Boston.
Cohen.

Show-less Day
Okay in Conn.

Industry lo Fight
H. H. Playdate Bill

w

10

C. F. Coe to Speak
In Other Key Cities
(Continued from Page 1)

Atlanta, Dallas, Minneapolis, Chicago and San Francisco.
The next affair patterned on the
Boston meeting will be in New York
early in March. These sessions are
designed to sell the motion picture
industry to the public and to make
employes proud of the business in
which they work.
It is reported that Coe's address
in Boston did inestimable good in
awakening the public to the motion
picture industry's position in the
world today and paved the way for
greater good-will between the public
and the industry.
Coe declared on Friday that unity
within the business insofar as public relations are concerned will be
an established fact within six
months. He announced that first of
the pamphlets, "Movies at War,"
issued by the Industry Service Bureau of Motion Pictures, had been
purchased by M & P Theaters of
New England which put in an order
for 200,000 copies. Coe also announced that Mark Larkin, one of
the field men, had been assigned to
the New England territory. Field
men will be assigned after each industry meeting addressed by Coe.

Blumenstock Leaves
On "Air Force" Dates
Mort Blumenstock, in charge of
Warner Bros, advertising and publicity in the East, left over the weekend for Washington, and Tampa,
Fla., to complete arrangements for
special premieres of "Air Force."
Blumenstock will be away about a
week. The Washington premiere at
the Earle and Ambassador Theaters
is set for March 5, and the Tampa
opening, at the State, March 11.

Settlement of Adelphi
Trust Case in Prospect
Chicago — The long pending Adelphi Theater anti-trust action may
be settled out of court, it is reported here.
While negotiations are said to be
continuing, it is understood that settlement may hinge on a provision
reducing from 10 weeks to eight
weeks the clearance between firstrun and the first week of general release to independent houses.

WEDDING

BELLS

Gail Silleg, executive secretary to
Mort Blumenstock at Warner Bros.,
is on a brief honeymoon trip following her marriage Sunday to Alfred
Goldstein, a prominent Washington
attorney who is now a Chief Specialist in the U. S. Coast Guard.
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reviews of new mms
"The Lost Canyon"

with William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Lola Lane
UA
61 Mins.

* SHORTS

BLAZING ACTION AND HIGH-KEYED
EXCITEMENT MAKE THIS WESTERN
SUREFIRE FOR KIDS.

"The Invasion of North Africa"
(World in Action)

"at ease"
is scarcely
in There
this Harry
Shermana moment's
western, another in
the Hopalong Cassidy series. The film
opens like a flash and keeps going at a
high pitch of excitement until the final
scene. There is hardly a second when the
pounding of hoofs or the barking of firearms isn't heard. That the story is a bit
confusing and not always logically worked out
doesn't seem to matter very much when
the action is of such potency as that to be
found in "The Lost Canyon."
In his newest Hopalong portrayal William
Boyd draws as his oponent a crooked lawyer
seeking to corral all the ranches roundabout by fair means or foul, preferably
foul. Working in cahoots with him is a
town banker. Boyd has a double interest
in what is going on. In the first place,
among the ranches the lawyer (Douglas
Fowley) is trying to gobble up is that belonging to an old friend of his (Herbert
Rawlinson). In the second place, the villain
tries to frame a young pal of Boyd's for
a bank robbery engineered by himself. The
lawyer attempts to seize the Rawlinson
ranch by arranging a marriage with the
fellow's daughter (Lola Lane). When the
gal breaks off her engagement to him,
the villain resorts to violence to attain his
ends. The way Boyd rounds up Fowley
and his gang with the aid of Andy Clyde
and his young friend (Jay Kirby) provides a
pretty exciting time.
The players handle their assignments
competently. Clyde's work is productive of
many humorous interludes.
Lesley Selander as director is responsible
for the fast movement of the film. Harry
O. Hoyt punched out the screenplay.
CAST: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jay
Kirby, Lola Lane, Herbert Rawlinson, Douglas fowley.

UA

Excellent

Momand Trial
May Conclude Today

*
20 mins.

Again the National Film Board
of Omaha crashes through with a
superb factual record of events of
shattering world importance. The
subject in this latest World in Action short is the Allied invasion of
North Africa. Stuart Legg, who
edits the series, has put together
footage that is loaded with action
and excitement. He has created a
headline film that should be of tremendous interest to audiences
throughout the land. The chain of
events that led up to the invasion
and that made such a move by the
United Nations imperative is explained clearly and effecitvely.
There are many well-photographed
scenes of the convoy that carried
the American and British invasion
forces and of the landing and seizure of control in North Africa.
Round-up of the German Armistice
Commission and others operating
against the interests of Allied victory is shown in the film, one of the
best releases of its type.
"The New Canada"
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
19 mins.
Good

This latest March of Time takes
you on a revealing swing through
wartime Canada. How Canada was
transformed almost overnight from
a predominantly agricultural paradise to an arsenal of war is conveyed impressively in photography
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Director, Lesley Selander; Screenplay, Harry of the finest sort. The camera pries
O. Hoyt; Based on characters created by into every corner of the dominion,
Clarence E. Mulford; Art Director, Ralph bringing out some extremely interesting bits of information concernBerger.
ing our neighbor to the North. Many
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
who see the film will be surprised
Good.
by what Canada is contributing as
her share in the business of winning
the war. In all the industrial exPara. Tele Subsidiary
pansion the country is undergoing
today there is hint of greater things
In Weekly Coast Shows
to come for Canada as a nation after
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY the war. The film, an excellent editing job, points out the factors which
Hollywood — Television Produc- hold promise of still closer ties betions, Inc., Paramount subsidiary,
tween the United States and the
has instituted a series of Tuesday dominion when peace is established.
and Friday tele casts over Station
W6XYZ, located on the Paramount exec, and president of Television
lot. Programs, arranged and super- Productions, Inc., stated that the
vised by Klaus Landsberg, are de- investment in the DuMont Televissigned for the training of Civilian
ion Co. "has turned out to have been
Defense personnel. Susan Hayward a very
successful one, not only in
and Albert Dekker appeared on the money terms
but of far greater imopening telecast, as did Mayor
portance inthe fact that its research
Fletcher Bowron.
and developments have contributed
materially to the national war effort.
In explaining why Paramount be"It was with exactly the same mocame a minority stockholder in the
recently organized Scophony Corp.
tives and hopes" that Para, invested
of America, Paul Raiboum,
Para. in Scophony, Raiboum added.

(Continued from Page 1)

tive week. All of the evidence is in.
Judge Bower Broaddus has extf> t \
all witnesses. Only final argurfAJtes-"s
Friday's
remain after taking ofexecutives.
A
timony from Griffith
Saturday morning session and Monday's session were all devoted to
completion of final arguments as
will be today's session.
Judge Broaddus said Friday that
he did not expect he would be able
to give his decision on the action
until late the forthcoming Fall, possibly in October. He pointed out
that there was a huge mass of documents he must read and thousands
of letters and correspondence as well
as the voluminous 3,000-page record
that must be inspected.
C. B. Cochran, Griffith company
defense attorney, called B. J. McKenna, general manager; Horace
Fells, chief buyer and booker, and
the brothers L. C. and R. E. Griffith
to the stand during Friday's session.
They testified as to details of comas to records previpany
ously operations
introduced and as to references
Momand had made in his testimony
to conversations he had had with
them. As with previous defense
witnesses all such conversations were
denied as ever having occurred.

Lt. Samuel Rosen Feted
At New Haven Luncheon
New Haven — Lt. Samuel Rosen,
operator of Rosen Film Deliveries
here, and interested in several theaters in the state, was entertained
at a luncheon party at the Hotel
Taft Friday while home on furlough
from man,Gulfport,
Hoffof Warner MissTheaterMaxwell
Department,
Samuel Seletsky, Republic manager,
Samuel Weber, of Rosen Film Delivery, and Herman M. Levy, Connecticut MPTO executive secretary
formed a committee in charge of
the luncheon. Among those attending were Arthur Lockwood, of BosMorey Goldstein,
Tim O'Toole,
Ben ton,
Simon,
Lou Wechsler,
Philip
Sherman, Edward Ruff, Barney Pitkin, Herman Levy, B. E. Hoffman,
Ben Lourie, Henry Germaine, Earl
Wright, Milton Hyams, Morton Katz,
others.
George Weber, Bill Canelli, and

C'est la Guerre!
Dade City, Fla. — The Crescent
Theater, according to Manager Johnny Jones, has adopted a policy of
periodic precautionary sanitation.
This is a war measure and in the
interests of public health. The place
is sealed Saturday night and professionals fumigate with sterilizing

gas.

CENTRAL

STATES
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« . . for according preferred playing time to the
screen's greatest Musi-Gal

Ice-Travaganza -

BAKER * MORISON
FRICK & FRACK • IRENE DARE • DANNY

SHAW

• EUGENE TURNER • TED FIO RITO

Produced by Lindsley Parsons • Supervised by Wm.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins

MAKE

WAY

•

Musical Numbers Staged by Dave Gould

FOR MONOGRAM/CHEERS

* BELITA

•

D. Shapiro
Original Screenplay by Jerry Cady

MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

ANC
NLIKE THE FA
THE SMART Sfifc WMAN
COVERS EV YTHING!
fif
Running a theatre today, with hit-or miss or
part-coverage advertising, is about as safe as a
Jap army, with General MacArthur coming up on
the double-quick.
The smart showman — now as always — runs no risks,
takes no chances, trusts no gamble, plays safe!
He is not misled for one measly minute by any current
war prosperity. Every scurrying second, he is building for
the future— with advertising.
And trust him to never make the real villain of the film —
his advertising. He lets his hair down, spits on his hands,
and makes doubly dead sure that his ad coverage is comprehensive, conclusive, complete. Unlike this fan dancer,
he puts it on plenty and plus. He makes like a tent.
He is boning up on Showmanship continually, and goes
cute, cunning and clever, for his showshop
regularly, with a most elementary rule
that has never laid an egg.
HE MAKES ABSOLUTELY DEAD CERTAIN THAT
EVERY SINGLE SOUL IN TOWN

KNOWS

ACTLY WHAT HE'S GOT TO SELL, AND
CISELY WHEN HE WILL SELL IT!

To accomplish this, he faithfully utilizes every
advertising possibility; but naturally— and
of course, he does the greatest portion of it,
on the most economical basis offered —
this is, with
STANDARD ACCESSORIES,
SPECIALTY ACCESSORIES,
TRAILERS,
all by

a

nmionniC^ctie&i
service RV
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International in Scope
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FILM SHORTAGE MAY BRING STAGEJHOWS
Appeal

Sure Despite Momand

Verdict Winner

Long Anti-Trust Trial Ends
In Oklahoma City; Court
Asks Findings in 30 Days

LEE
MISSING IN CLIPPER'S CRASH
N. Y. Film Executive Lost in Lisbon Plane Disaster

By ERNEST W. FAIR

While En route to England

"Flesh" as Sub for Second
Feature Looms; Capitol
To Book Vaude and Bands

Net operating profit of $1,723,383
after all charges, including amortization and depreciation and Federal
income and excess profits taxes, was
reported yesterday by Warner Bros.
Pictures and subsidiary companies
for the period from Sept. 1 to Nov.
28, 1942. This compares with $2,079,601 before Federal excess profits

Skouras Kin Slain
By Nazis in Greece

Joseph Appoints Linet
As Bergman Exec. Aide

George P. Skouras, president of
Skouras Theaters Corp., was informed yesterday that his nephew,
Thanos
D.(Continued
Skouras,on Page
28, 7) was exe-

A shift to stage shows to take the
place of the second feature looms
as a blanket policy among circuits
first leg on a hop to England for because of the product shortage,
the purpose of obtaining some Brit- bookers indicated yesterday. The
ish pictures for distribution in the shortage in pictures, they say, is
United States.
becoming more acute every week
Jane Froman, well known radio
and stage singer who has appeared and the booking problem is becoming more difficult.
in several pictures, was among the
While there may not be an actual
rescued passengers. She was re- shortage of pictures, distributors are
ported to be slightly injured. Tamara, said to be holding back their major
the dancer, and Roy Rogan, dancer,
product and recommending that exare among the missing.
tended playing time be adopted. It
Lee started in the film industry in was pointed out, however, that the(Continued on Page 6)
1912 and was associated with General Film Co. and Gaumont Company
prior to the first World War. A.fter fft
the war he re-joined Gaumont, later
becoming president of AmerAnglo Corp., from which he resigned
to head Gaumont British in New
York. After the outbreak of the
present
war, Lee
formed Artlee
Corp.
,
Broadway theaters — both motion
picture and legitimate — cashed in on
the Spring-like holiday week-end.
The balmy weather, which ordinarily would have sent the populace over
the roads in their automobiles, was
a magnet for the theaters.
Among the leaders of the amusement (Continued
parade was onRadio
City Music
Page 10)
Methods of helping the Government to preserve raw stock and the
extent to which short subjects are WPB-Industry Meetings
used will (Continued
be among
the important
on Page 10)

Studios Not Committed
To Show All Scripts to OWI

Weiner's "Bedrock" Report
Lauds Pix's Morale Aid

West

Washington

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Oklahoma City — Six and a half
weeks after it began, the Momand
$4,950,000 anti-trust action against
the majors and three Griffith companies came to an end in Federal District Court here yesterday as Momand attorney George S. Ryan concluded his arguments.
The last testimony was given Monday when Joe H. Cooper, Paramount
partner and Regal Theaters head,
and Pat McGee, his former general
(Continued on Page 7)

Taxes Cut Deeply
Into Warners Net

(Continued on Page

10)

Appointment of Hank Linet as executive assistant to Maurice Bergman, Universal's Eastern ad and
publicity director, was announced
yesterday by John Joseph, national
(Continued on Page 7)

Arthur A. Lee, prominent distribution executive and former head
of Gaumont
British in the United
,„_..,

States, was
| reported late
yesterday t o
be among the
missing
in
the crash of
the
Yankee
Clipper in
Lisbon bor.harFirst
reports
said
that Lee was
among
the
injured and
had been resarthur A. lee Cued, but information from Washington late yesterday contradicted earlier advices.
Lee had clippered to Lisbon as the
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Harvest" Stays 11
Weeks; Holiday Big

ied to Discuss
Film Conservation
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Deferred to March 8-9
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Washington — Eloquent testimony
Hollywood — Although the subof motion pictures in
committee appointed by Y. Frank to the value
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 6)

Clergy Nearly 50-50
On Sunday Pix Bill
Concord, N. H. — A newspaper
poll in this Capital City showed
clergymen about evenly divided in
their sentiments on the controversial
legislative bill providing Sunday
afternoon movie shows. There were
four vigorous opponents and five
ministers thought the matter of insufficient importance "in these
times" to cause much
of a stir.

WAC Tackles Manpower

Woes

Theaters Division Executive Group Meets
Name Morfa to PRC Board;
Plan 70% Budget Boost

The manpower situation as it relates to theater operation will be the
chief subject for consideration today
when the executive committee of the
A. J. Morfa was elected to the theaters division of the WAC meets
board of Producers Releasing Corp. at WACmount headquarters
in the ParaBldg.
at a week-end meeting of the direcField representatives of the WAC
tors. Morfa is assistant to the
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 10)
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Washington — Because so many executives were on the West Coast last
week, and(Continued
because onfilm
need figures
Page 10)

Small-City Theaters
Gain Thru Gas Edict
Springfield, III. — Theaters in smaller cities near Springfield have reported increased attendance with
more farmers coming into town for
diversion. Gas rationing has curbed
the trips of small town people and
farmers to the large communities
and enhanced the position of the
small city theater, area managers
report.
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Early March of Dimes campaign
reports yesterday ran substantially
ahead of last year's comparable returns, leading drive headquarters to
predict the 1943 collections may go
above $1,500,000 and might— if the
rate of increase is sustained — hit
$2,000,000.
Loew's theaters, inspired by the
fact that Nicholas M. Schenck is
chairman of the drive, report amazing figures. The out-of-town theaters report for five days over $97,240, as against $60,385 for same period last year. In-town Loew houses
report $66,034 for first five days
against $61,855 last year. RKO,
Skouras, and Century Circuits in
New York City report collections
about neck-and-neck with last year.
In Northern California, in four
days FWC houses collected $39,673;
last year in a full week the houses
reported $26,888. Fifty houses in
the D. C. area got $28,000 in four
days; last year, 63 theaters in a week
got $30,000.

Metro Sets Tradeshows
For Six Pix In March
M-G-M will tradeshow "The
Youngest Profession" and "Slightly Dangerous" in most exchange
centers March 2, except in Denver,
Los Angeles, Portland, Salt Lake
City, San Francisco and Seattle,
where they will be shown March 4.
"Harrigan's Kid" and "Assignment in Brittany" will be screened
March 9, except in Albany, Buffalo,
Charlotte, Cleveland, Dallas, Des
Moines, Indianapolis, Los Angeles,
Memphis, Minneapolis, New Haven,
New Orleans, Oklahoma City,
Omaha, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and Washington, where they
will be shown March 10.
"Pilot No. 5" and "DuBarry Was
a Lady" will be screened March 16
in Boston, Chicago, Denver, Kansas
City, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland and St. Louis, and
in the other exchange centers on
'/a
March 17.

WW

Five-Year Scophony
Contract for Levey
Arthur Levey has been signed to
a five year contract as president and
general manager of Scophony
Corp.
o f America,
it was
anio w i n g
a
nounced folmeeting of the
board

of
directors of the

t e I e v i s i on
com pany. It
was reported
that the board
took tion
this
acto insure
continuity o f
man
and

agement
to
keep

ARTHUR
LEVEY
Levey at the
helm of the organization which he
established. Television Productions,
Inc., a subsidiary of Paramount,
and General Precision Equipment
Corp. are associated with Levey in
the operation
of Scophony.
Levey's career in the film industry dates back 27 years. He is a
founder, director and a major sharecompany.holder in Scophony, Ltd., the British

Flameproofing Mandatory
In Pending Conn. Bill

New Haven — Flameproofing of all
curtains and decorative materials is
required in the new H. B. 720, act
concerning safety of persons in
places of public assembly, filed in
full at the State Legislature, and
awaiting hearing in Committee. The
bill would require places of assembly of a capacity of 50 or over, to
obtain an annual permit from the
Chief of the Fire Department or
Building Inspector. Use of imitation
leather or other inflammable materials as a base is ruled out.
Width of aisles, width and number
of exit doors and exit ways is prescribed for houses of various capacities, and the proper authorities are
required to hold a bi-annual inspecZevin Trial on March 9
tion and designate necessary fireFederal Judge Samuel Mandel- fighting appliances. In some cases
baum yesterday adjourned until an automatic direct communciation
March 9 the trial of Isadore Zevin, with fire headquarters would be reformer secretary to George E.
Browne, on a charge of perjury returned by the Federal grand jury quired.
which investigated a slush fund of
$1,500,000 collected from members Ernest Koenig Funeral
of the IATSE.
To be Held Here Today
Barnett Hurt in Tunisia
Funeral services for Ernest KoeJack Barnett, Movietone News
nig, on leave from Universal's forcameraman, was injured in the knee
eign department since December,
1941,
will be held at 3 p.m. today
while photographing a German divebomber attack on an American po- at Riverside Memorial Chapel, 76th
sition in Tunisia, according to word and Amsterdam Ave. Koenig's
received here.
death occurred Monday at the Will
Rogers Sanitarium at Saranac Lake.
Taylor Burial in Memphis
Koenig, who left Europe in November, 1941, had been with Universal
Houston, Tex. — Funeral services
were held here for William Vannah since 1936. Previously, he had filled
sales exec, posts for 20th-Fox, WarTaylor, manager of Interstate's Vilners and RKO.
lage Theater, and pioneer showman.
His
one brother and three
The body was sent to Memphis for sisters widow,
survive.
burial.

COminG and goim
and

NAT WOLF, Warner Cleveland zone manager
MRS. WOLF
are vacationing
in California.

HAROLD HOPPER, WPB Motion Picture Chief,
left Washington for Hollywood last night to
remain a week.
EMIL STERN, Essaness circuit prexy, has returned to Chicago from a Winter vacation,
with his family at Palm
Springs.
RICHARD C. PATTERSON, JR., return!
Washington yesterday afternoon from
York, following attendance as principal speaker
at the Hotel Astor luncheon hosted by War
Effort Dept. of Skouras Theaters Corp.
ROYern division
HAINES,
Southern
WestsalesWarners'
manager,
leaves and
today
for
the
Southern territory; he will be away about
10 days.
WOLFE COHEN, Canadian district manager
for Warners' arrived in New York yesterday
for several days of conferences.
RAYMOND MASSEY, who recently completed
work in Warners' "Action in the North Atlantic," has arrived in New
York.
ALEXIS SMITH, is due in New York in about
two weeks to start a tour of Army camps under
USO auspices.
CAROLE LANDIS has arrived in Natal on her
way home from her USO-Camp Shows tour of
England and North Africa.

20th-Fox to Discuss Sales,
Production at Chi. Meet
Twentieth Century-Fox sales and
production plans will be discussed at
the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, at a
three-day meeting of the company's
division and district managers which
opens tomorrow.
Division Managers Herman Wobber and H. G. Ballance will be on
hand with the following district managers: George M. Ballentine, Edgar
Moss, E. X. Callahan, J. J. Grady,
Paul S. Wilson, Ward Scott, M. A.
Levy, Herman R. Beiersdorf, J. P.
O'Loghlin. Present from his home
office will be Tom Connors, distribution chief; W. J. Kupper, his executive assistant; Andrew W. Smith,
Jr., Eastern sales manager; William
Gehring, Western sales manager;
Hal Home, ad-publicity boss; F. A.
Harley, managing director in Britain; O. W. Bolle, managing director
in South Africa, and the following:
Roger Ferri, E. H. Collins, C. H. Hill.
This group leaves for Chicago today.
Journeying from the Coast for the
meeting will be President Spyros
Skouras; William Goetz, production
head,
and Joseph M. Schenck. The
Saturday.
three are expected in Chicago on

Harry 0. Buckley
Harry
Blair
Richard
Thorpe
Marcus A. Benn
Nathaniel
Finston
Leonard L. Schlesinger
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January Ticket Tax
Receipts in Decline

O'Donnell lo Press
Expansion of V. C.
Chicago — Despite the war, the
Variety Clubs of America will carry
on its expansion program to install
a Variety tent in every key city, R.
J. O'Donnell, newly elected national
cr
^barker, declared at a meeting
oi-^^ional officers following the convention here last week-end. Cities
in which tents are expected to start
functioning this year are Portland,
Ore., Denver and New Haven.
O'Donnell took over the helm of
the Variety Clubs from John H. Harris, founder of the clubs, who was
elected Big Boss, a post he will hold
for life.
Other officers elected were Carter
Barron, Washington, D. C, first assistant national chief barker; Earle
Swiegert, Philadelphia, second assistant; Marc Wolf, Indianapolis, dough
guy, and J. Louis Rome, Baltimore,
property master.
It was reported by the tent representatives that $1,255,657 had been
raised and expended for Variety
Club charities during 1942. The
$482,000 pledged at the. 1941 convention in Atlantic City was exceeded
by $773,657. A special committee
consisting of Chick Lewis, C. C. Kellenberg and Maitland Frosch checked
the charity reports of the 26 tents
and gave the charity citation for
1942 to Philadelphia's Tent No. 13
for its outstanding work in connection with infantile paralysis. Honorable mentions went to Tent No.
17 in Dallas, Tent No. 1 in Pittsburgh and Tent No. 22 in Oklahoma
City.
The following were elected national canvassmen: Joe Hiller, Bill
Pancake, Allan Meritz, Harry C. Arthur, Jr., John B. McPherson, Lester Zukor, Robert Murphy, Lou Golding, Carl Neisse, Julian Brylawski,
Maitland Frosch, Jack Beresin, Walter R. Greene, R. E. Griffith, Roy
E. Wolls, Bernard Seman, M. A.
Lightman, William E Jenkins, L. C.
{Continued on Page 6)

WEDDING

BELLS

Mr. and Mrs. George J. Schaefer
of Larchmont announce the engagement of their daughter, Isabel Mary
Schaefer, to John Joseph Cahill,
USNR, son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
B. Cahill of Pelham.
Dover, N. H. — Announcement has
been made here of the marriage of
James E. Beckingham, former assistant manager of the Strand, and
Valarie 0. Lundberg, assistant manager of the Revere Theater in Revere.
The bridegroom is serving in the
U. S. Navy at Jacksonville, Fla.
Indianapolis — Margaret Surface,
RKO-Radio inspection department,
and Pvt. August Machelli, were
married in the First Methodist
Church, Franklin, Ind.
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Washington — With Broadway collections dropping off by two and a
half million dollars, the January admissions tax collections amounted to
O

•

•

THAT praise begets praise was demonstrated decidedly in

the Grand Ball Room of the Hotel Astor yes'ter noontide
Skouras
Theaters Corp.'s War Effort Dept. tendered a testimonial luncheon
in recognition of the splendid services contributed to its War Bond
Sales campaign by staff members and some 750 AWVS workers, — all
of whom attended
Now while they were lauded richly for the
results (vending in excess of $10,000,000 in War Bonds in the 66 Skouras
outlets), and the hard physical effort, plus high patriotism, which went
into the drive, the House of Skouras came in for glittering verbal and
telegraphic laurels, too
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., New York State
Chairman of the War Saving Staff, hied up from Washington to be one
of the chief speakers
lust before he took to the rostrum, one of
the species now rapidly becoming extinct (a messenger boy) handed
him a telegram which he read to the assemblage
It was from Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr., who thanked George
Skouras on behalf of the Treasury for "his loyalty to Country and home,"
and added "It is men like Spyros and George Skouras who win wars."
▼
T
T
• • • PATTERSON told the many workers that they have done
and are doing magnificent service to aid the Dollar Front, which enables the Production Front to supply the essential needs of the Bullet
Front
He assured all present that "nothing will jeopardize War
Bond investment"
Additionally
he credited the Skouras houses
with inaugurating the War Bonds and Stamps sales booths in theater lobbies
Mrs. Douglas Gibbons, New York Chairman, Women's Division for the Sale of War Bonds and Stamps, U. S. Treasury
Dept., ably presided at the luncheon
Other top speakers were
the Duchess of Leinster and Michael Doritzas—the latter Professor
of Political Geography, University of Pennsylvania, whose subject was,
"What We Are Fighting For"
George Skouras received a fine ovation after his brief speech just prior to adjournment
T
T
T
•

•

• FROM all quarters, wires, letters, editorials, and other expressions are flooding into the local headquarters of WAC in praise

of its recently published "Movies At War"
Among the enthusiastic
responses was acknowledgement by New York's Mayor LaGuardia of his
copy
Penned the Mayor: "I have read with interest the booklet
'Movies At War'
The various war services rendered by motion
pictures and the motion picture industry were already well known
to me, but the booklet points them up with exceptional interest
Surely, there can be no question that movies serve a very important
function in war training, and, as morale builders, they cannot be beaten
Not only do they aid the morale of our men at the fighting front,
but they certainly do much by way of offering relaxation and entertainment to civilians."
▼
▼
▼
• • • ROLLINS COLLEGE, Winter Park, Fla., bestowed on
Jean Hersholt on Monday the honorary degree,— Doctor of 'Humanities
Harry M. Warner, you'll recall, has a similar degree from that
seat of learning. ...
• Weather Bureau is studying closely the latest
meteorological miracle
It seems that as soon as. Ann Sheridan
sent her scented Cardigan sweater eastward from Hollywood, the temperature in and about the Atlantic Coast States and Southern Ontario
rose 75 degrees
Garment, obtained by Warners' Glenn Ireton as
a publicity stunt (and morale builder for the lads of Toronto's No. 1
Air Observers
School), was won by happily-married
James
(Cam)
Baxter of the RCAF who said: "Gosh, I hope this fits my wife!"
// it doesn't, the Province of Ontario can use it to force early crops.
T
T
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

only $11,728,489, according to reports from the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. This total is slightly more
than $4,200,000 less than the record
high of $15,922,909 collected in December of 1942. Imposition of nation-wide gasoline rationing might
account for the falling off of a million and a half dollars nationally,
but it does not tell the story for
the Broadway area.
Over the country, January collections this year — on December admissions, of which 90 per cent are estimated to be motion picture admissions— were somewhat better than
the collections for the same month
of last year, which totalled only
$11,355,639. Broadway collections for
January, 1942, however, amounted to
an overall $1,774,444, compared with
only $678,381 this year. Theater
admissions collections last month in
the Broadway area were only $546,463.30, while they amounted to $1,648,360.11 January a year ago.
The sharpness of the drop is readiiy apparent from an examination of collection
figures for the Broadway area during last
December — on November admissions. Theater admissions then accounted for taxes of
$3,186,085.84, with an additional $14,983 from
brokers' sales. Brokers' sales in December
brought in $13,387.67 in taxes last month.
Total December collections from the Broadway area were $3,378,752 — more than onefifth the total national collection. Broadway
collections last month amounted to less than
one-fifteenth the national total.
The Christmas drop was apparent also in
receipts from
roof garden"
admissions, with"cabaret
Decemberandcollections
of $175,120 dipping to $117,566.
Although December is traditionally a poor
month in the theater, admissions in 1942
apparently held up well everywhere but in
the New York theatrical district. There, it
must be presumed, the imminence of the
holiday, travel curbs and the general economic plight of the city of New York combined to make it one of the poorest months
in recent years.

"Rhine" Tradeshowing March 22
"Watch on the Rhine," from the
Broadway stage hit, will be nationally tradeshown by Warners on
March 22, it is announced by Ben
Kalmenson, general sales manager.
Also set for screening on that date
is "The Last Ride."

STORKS
Springfield, 111. — He doesn't know
it, but John D. Giachetti, son of the
Frisina Amusement Co. treasurer, is
a Dad. New father is in the Southern Pacific with the Marines. It's
a girl. History did a repeat — John
D. was born while his father, Domimic, was overseas with the AEF in
World War I.
Cleveland — Frank Cost, manager
of the Short Theater, is the proud
pappy of a son.

The Terrific Twelve!

A Timely
Review of
M-G'M's
First Two Groups
of the Season!

BOX-OFFICE
"SOMEWHERE I'LL FIND YOU": Clark Gable, Lana Turner. It started M-G-M's 1942-43 season with a rush to the
box-office that has never let up!
"PANAMA HATTIE": Red Skelton, Ann Sothern and a host of headline entertainers in the kind of money show that
fits the times like a silk glove.
"TISH":
Coast toMary
Coast.Roberts Rinehart's

beloved character played by Marjorie Main,

a heart-warming joy to folks from

"A YANK AT ETON": Mickey Rooney with a screenful of howls. A let-down-your-hair comedy for the grateful paying
public.
"CAIRO":
Jeanette MacDonald, Robert Young. Novelty of comedy, wealth of song and talent give it surefire audience
satisfaction.
"SEVEN
Kathryn Grayson, Van Heflin, Marsha Hunt. Delightful entertainment, gorgeous singing,
romance SWEETHEARTS":
for the fans.
"THE WAR AGAINST MRS. HADLEY": Edward Arnold, Fay Bainter, Richard Ney. Provocative human drama of an
American Mrs. Miniver.
"FOR ME AND MY GAL": Judy Garland, George Murphy, Gene Kelly. One of the greatest musicals the screen has
ever known.
"APACHE TRAIL": A big scale Western in the M-G-M manner with Lloyd Nolan, BillLundigan and the famed Starlets
Ann Ayars, Donna Reed.
"WHITE CARGO": Hedy Lamarr, Walter Pidgeon. When she says "I am Tondelayo" it sends the box-office thermometer
to happy highs!
"OMAHA TRAIL": James Craig is the new "he-man" featured by the fan magazines and the reason is obvious from this
Western thrill picture.
"EYES IN THE NIGHT": Edward Arnold, Ann Harding. As absorbing a detective story as this season has yielded for the
fans who crave suspense!

The Ten Strike!

//

$5S/
■3f s^\

STRONG

Heaven-sent
by the Random
Harvest Company!

FORCE!

"STAND BY FOR ACTION": Robert Taylor, Charles Laughton, Brian Donlevy. It's the Big Guns of Entertainment
booming at box-offices everywhere.
"ANDY HARDY'S DOUBLE LIFE": Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney and the beloved family. Business sensationally close to
"Babes on Broadway." One of the series' best!
"WHISTLING IN DIXIE": Red Skelton convulsing a nation with the kind of show worth a fortune for war-time relaxation.
"REUNION IN FRANCE": Joan Crawford, John Wayne, Philip Dorn. Folks pay for a timely story absorbingly told! This
is it. Powerful romance of the French underground movement.
"JOURNEY FOR MARGARET": Robert Young, Laraine Day, 'Margaret' O'Brien (new child star). Stirring film picked
in Year's 10 Best by N. Y. Times.
"NORTHWEST
RANGERS": James Craig (new fan idol), Bill Lundigan, Patricia Dane. Outdoor action with the everpopular Mounties!
"KEEPER OF THE FLAME": Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn. As predicted the b.o. blaze they kindled in "Woman
of the Year" is raging now!
"DR. GILLESPIE'S NEW ASSISTANT": Lionel Barrymore. "The case of the runaway bride" is proving one of the most
absorbing of the series.
"TENNESSEE JOHNSON": Van Heflin, Barrymore, Ruth Hussey. "A natural" says Time Mag. Gets highest praise
from N. Y. critics in Astor Theatre World Premiere.
"THREE HEARTS FOR JULIA": Ann Sothern,
press hails a swell comedy romance.

Melvyn Douglas. Featuring the screen's first all-girl orchestra. Trade

STEADY PERFORM ANCE-AND
Enlist Your Theatre— Join Red Cross Drive— Week April 1-7!

FRIENDLY!
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London (By Cable)— JOHN HAY
Griffith, M. J. Mullin, H. H. Everett. WHITNEY, who resigned as director
It was voted that the national Var- of the mp division of the Office of
iety Clubs would adopt the Sister the Co-oidinator of Inter-American
Kenny Clinic for infantile paralysis Affairs to accept an Army Air Force
treatment in Minneapolis as the first commission as captain, has been
charity activity of the year. Each promoted to lieutenant-colonel and
tent will endeavor to defray the ex- has been named director of the pubpense of a registered nurse to take
lic relations section, of the Army's
the complete course at the clinic, 8th Air Force Command.
— • —
requiring
year's training.
while, theanational
organizationMeanand
Springfield,
Mass. — SAMUEL
the individual clubs will take under GOLDSTEIN, wide
president of
advisement the possibility of con- Western Massachusetts Theaters,
tributing to and support of the Inc., has enlisted in the reserve of
Sister Kenny Clinic. Earle Swie- the Army engineering corps.
gert will be in charge of furthering
— • —
the clinic program.
Portsmouth, N. H. — Employes of
The convention voted that special the Colonial and Olympia Theaters
red, white and blue membership here gave a farewell party for WILcards be issued to all barkers in
LIAM C. McPHETRES, Jr., usher,
service and their dues be suspended when he left for the Army. Frank
for the duration, although they will W. Hollis, Olympia manager presented a wrist watch.
remain in good standing.
(Continued from Page 3)

Bring Stage Shows

(Continued from Page 1)
Cleveland — DOUGLAS FLEMING of the local Warner publicity aters in smaller situations that play
staff, who enlisted in the naval air on national release and make two
corps has been sent to Delaware, for
preliminary trainingj
changes a week cannot play a picture
— • —
Omaha — ROD MOUER, United more than four days beeause^he
Army.
Artists poster clerk, is now in the patronage isn't there to suppoJJJJ^P.
The situation has come to a point,

it is said, where bookers are planOmaha, Neb.— Tom Reilly of Milning to put in vaudeville or revues
waukee has been named as manager
either
as a filler for a second feaof the Town theater at Omaha to
or to support a weak feature.
succeed ERIC SHELDON who has The tureBrooklyn
Strand last week
entered the Army.
played
Earl
Carroll's
Vanities,
the
— • —
first stage show to play
the house
Indianapolis. — THOMAS GOOD- this season. On the other hand, a
MAN, Paramount chief accountant,
has been inducted into the Army as new difficulty arises in the fact there
appears to be a scarcity of good
has
RKO- talent for stage offerings.
RadioROBERT
assistant ANDERSON,
shipper.
The Capitol, Broadway, shortly is
— • —
Cincinnati— ROBERT
NICKNELL, "name"
bands.
adopting stage
a policy
of vaudeville with
former Paramount shipper, is now
a corporal.
As an indication of the apparent

Name Morfa to PRC Board;
Plan 70% Budget Boost
(Continued from Page 1)

picture shortage, "Andy Hardy's
Double Life" opened first-run at
Loew's State in order to be available quickly for the Loew circuit.
Picture might have played at the
Capitol had it not been for the extended run of "In Which We Serve."

chairman of the board of Chesapeake
& Ohio railroad.
The board also approved the budget for the new season. While the Studios Not Committed
figure was not revealed, it was indicated that the appropriation for To Show All Scripts to OWI
the year will be approximately 70
(Continued from Page 1)
per cent higher than any previous
year. Two specials will cost 50 per Freeman reviewed the work of OWI,
cent more than any other PRC in relationship to films for the past
higher bracketed pictures.
12 months and found that Lowell
Mellett's sorship
avowed
of non-cen140 Shorts Produced
had been policy
maintained,
it is
believed
no
action
was
taken
comBy Canadian Board
mitting all studios to submit all
Toronto — During the past 11 their scripts to OWI.
months, the national film board, of
It is known that no such commitment was asked by OWI whose
which John Grierson is Commissioner, produced 140 shorts, includ- representatives have always maintained that arrangements regarding
ing trailers and propaganda news
clips, according to a report tabled scripts was purely voluntary on the
in the House of Commons at request part of the studios and could be rescinded bythem at any time. Further,
of an opposition member. Returns
no such commitment will ever
showed expenditures of the Film that
be asked.
Board from April 1 to Feb. 15 totalled $1,176,661 or average of $8,404 for each short, news clip or
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trailer'.
Two USO-Camp Shows units comprising 15 entertainers have arrived
in Australia. The performers are:
Stan Kavanaugh, Bob Ripa, John
Fogarty, Will Aubrey and the Memory Lane Trio, George Stalzer, Ralph
Kirk, Bill Rector, Bobby Del Rio,
Peter Kova, Nino Milo, Harry Mendoza, George Prentice, Pat Lane,
Barney Grant, Bobby Gilbert.

Joseph A. Catena Stricken

Toronto — Stricken with a heart attack, Joseph A. Catena, 36, of the
accounting department of Famous
Players Canadian's head office, is
dead.

Gilbert Penn Dead
Cleveland— Gilbert Penn, one-time
Goldwyn sales rep., died here.

Riding Herd on the
Studio News Range
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DA1L Y

Hollywood — Day's news roundup:
Sam Goldwyn has signed Farley
Granger, 17, to a termer; he'll play
the romantic lead opposite Teresa
Wright in "The North Star". . . .
He'll be known on the screen as
Don Granger. . . . Twentieth-Fox
will star George Sanders in "The
Porcelain Lady," "The Incredible
Earl of Suffolk" and "The Story
of Norman Bethine". . . Susan
Peters will be opposite Robert Taylor in "Russia" and Dennis Morgan
opposite Alexis Smith in "The Animal Kingdom". . . Metro has signed
Leatrice Joy Gilbert, daughter of
the late John Gilbert and Leatrice
Joy.
... PRC
will film Jim Tully's
"Forgotten
Children."
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Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
=By ANDREW

no " eads the OWI Overseas Branch. . .
ft. I topic — the movies and their use
overseas in helping to fight the war. General
conclusion — they're invaluable. . . We started
talking about it when Sherwood mentioned
the OWI office in Teheran, Persia, which
is just getting under way. . . It's a new
outpost and at this writing really serves
only one purpose. . . A very vital service,
says Sherwood. Being to get celluloid pictures of Americans and America before
the natives. . . Although nearly every
time an OWI man talks about movies for
foreign use, he says: "We've got to have
more documentaries and educational films,"
there's no slight intended toward the commercial product, development of which has
made the others possible. . . "We talk
that way," Sherwood told us, "because
the motion picture people here do such a
good job in getting their commercial products into the foreign lands that we don't
have to bother about them." . . . The newsreels, he pointed out, are one of the most
effective of all weapons in the warfare by
psychology which is so important a counterpart of warfare by military weapon. . . .

•

THE'

HERO ROLE
FOR BEVAN

H. OLDEFU

—WASHINGTON
WAS
fortunate enough this week to be
able to chat a bit with Robert E.
Sherwood, the distinguished playwright who

VA/HEN

Skouras Kin Slain
By Nazis in Greece

•

our troops went

into North

{Continued from Page 1)

cuted by the Nazi occupation authorities in Athens, Greece, becauseformed
of "spectacular
perin the interest service
of freedom
for
the the
subjugated
people."
He was
oldest sonGreek
of Demetrius
P. Skouras, oldest of the four Skouras brothers.
Word of the young film executive's
death, — he was head of the Skouras
Film Co. in the Greek capital, and a
distributor and producer of motion
pictures, as well as operator of a
chain of theaters in Athens specializing in the exhibition of U. S.
pictures — , was revealed, just before
the testimonial luncheon tendered by
Skouras Theaters Corp. yesterday in
the Hotel Astor to its War Effort
Department members and some 750
uniformed members of the AWVS
who had assisted the circuit in its
War Bond sales campaign.
The gathering generally was
shocked at the news of the Nazi
deed when Richard C. Patterson,
Jr., of the Treasury Department,
disclosed it in his address, characterized it as "nefarious," and, in
referring to George Skouras, said:
"Strong men endure a great deal in

Springfield Theater Man Gets
Focke-Wulf First Trip
Springfield, Mass. — Press cables
from London carry the thrilling tale
of the heroism of Sergt. Donald Bevan, formerly of the Paramount theater here and the nephew of Harry
Smith, general manager of the Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.
Bevan, substituting for an ailing
buddy who was a machine gunner in
a Flying Fortress was a hero on his
first flight in high altitudes.
His squadron headed for Rouen
on a bombing mission and became involved in a dogfight with German
Me-109's and Focke-Wulf 190's. In
a short time Bevan caught a FockeWulf in his sights and tried a burst
at long range but the gun would
not fire. After two primings it did
fire and the enemy aircraft blew up
in midair but not until it had
plumped a 20 mm. shell into the
waist of the Fortress. Bevan told
reporters, "That one had my name
on it, but it wasn't my day."
Bevan is
only one
of six
of Smith's
nephews
serving
in the
armed
forces.
Three others of them are also former
theater employes, Joseph Bevan,
formerly of the Victory, Holyoke,
now serving with the Navy; Harold
Bevan, a Naval Air Corps photographer, who was formerly at the
Strand, Holyoke and John Courtney,
with the Marine Corps, and formerly
on the Staff of the Victory, Holyoke.

cials do feel that Hollywood films don't
present the truest possible picture of life

Thanos D. Skouras came to Amersilence."
ica in 1933. He entered Amherst
College where he studied political
science, following he attended Yale
University's Law School from which
he graduated, and then returned to
Greece. His last visit to the U. S.
was a summer vacation trip in 1939.
About three weeks ago, George
Skouras was informed that he had
been arrested by the Gestapo.
Deceased's other two uncles in
America are Spyros P. Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp. and national president of the
Greek War Relief Association, and
Charles P. Skouras, president of
National Theaters Corp., who headquartered in Los Angeles.

in America, there's no question that they
are aware of the value of these films in the

Truck Kills Ed Mullen

work they're trying to do. . .

New Haven — Edward T. Mullen,
74, manager of the Pequot for 15
years until his retirement in 1939,
was killed when a truck struck him
while crossing the street. He is
survived by Jack Mullen, of the Vitagraph booking department here, and
Frank Mullen, once with Metro, New
Haven, now in the Army.
Century Joins in Price Jump
Rochester — The Century here, folJohn Lightholder Dead
lowing the lead of Loew's RochesUnion Township, N. J. — John
ter, has raised its week-end prices to
Lightholder, assistant manager at 50 cents.
The increased price goes
Warners'
died at hisCastle
home. Theater, Irvington, into effect at 5 p.m. on Saturday and
2 p.m. mainSunday.
Children's
reat 11 cents.
Temple prices
and the
number of shorts and newsreels have gone
Capitol are the only downtown
in. . . .
houses now that have not gone to
•
•
the higher price.

' » Africa, for instance, they brought with
them 14 editions of the United Newsreel
(an OWI combination of the five major
newsreels.) . . . One of the first things
they did for civilians in the occupied territory, said Sherwood, was to put these together into a one-hour picture. . . And
it scored with "terrific success". . . It's
the commercial Hollywood product that's
most wanted for North Africa, Sherwood
pointed out. . . "We want to get United
States films in at all cost — the more entertaining the better. . . This does not
mean, of course, that we don't hope to
supplement the commercial product" . . .
Even though Sherwood and other OWI offi-

•

KIOR

•

is there any question that the Axis

' ^ and its satellites fear the power of
American films and do all they can to prevent their screening. . . It's no news that
when our troops arrived in North Africa
they found that about the most recent
American films they could see in most
places were of about the vintage of 1935.
Rin-Tin-Tin was still box office over there.
. . . But maybe it is news that when the
Americans arrived they came across vaults
full of more recent Hollywood product — five
years old and less — which were forbidden
by the Vichy government It's fear and
fear only that prompts a government to
lock up dozens of motion pictures in a
vault . . The Yanks released these films
at once, and one of the most popular today
is Charles Laughton's version of "Hunchsack of Notre Dame". . . More than a score
)f Hollywood features have been brought
n since — and only difficulties of transmutation have kept the number that low,
iccording
to Sherwood.
In addition, a

.
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Joseph Appoints Linet
As Bergman Exec. Aide
{Continued from Page 1)

ad and publicity director as a move
in a departmental realignment.
Linet's new duties will include supervision of the field adv. force,
which has now been augmented with
representatives in Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Memphis, Chicago
and Cincinnati. Linet will also continue as trade paper contact.
In addition to the field advertising
force, three additions have been
made to the home office exploitation
department including Morris Abrahams, formerly of Metro, Irving
Golder, formerly in the adv. agency
business, and Robert Ungerfeld.

talking briefly of Hollywood films

and their reception by Russia, Sherwood said he has heard — but does not
vouch for the report — that the Garbo film
"Ninotchka" was shown there privately. . .
And, he went on, the Russian leaders who
saw it laughed their heads off.

Legion
Condemns
"The has
Outlaw"
The Legion
of Decency
placed
"The Outlaw," Howard Hughes profication. duction, in the "condemned" classi-

Certai
ealand
AppMom
Casn e
In
{Continued from Page 1)

manager, appeared briefly to deny
most
timony.of the statements Momand had
credited to them earlier in his tesAttorneys now have 30 days in
which to file their findings of fact
with Federal Judge Bower Broaddus as he has set that deadline on
receiving them over the protests of
both sides. Judge Broaddus explained
that it was insistent in his mind for
consideration of the case to be undertaken while all of the testimony
was fresh in his mind. He has stated
during the last days of the trial that
he did not see how it would be possible to hand down a decision before
this Fall and most attorneys expected this to be in October.
Appeal Said Certain
Whatever decision is handed down
in the case, which was filed under
the Sherman and Clayton acts and
charged a conspiracy on behalf of
the defendants to bring financial
ruin to Momand's circuit of theaters
in Oklahoma, it is certain to be
taken to the Tenth District Circuit
Court of Appeals at Denver.
There were many guesses as to
which way Judge Broaddus' decision would go but it is felt unanimously certain by observers that the
full judgment will not be handed
down even if the court finds the conMomand. spiracy did exist and it did damage
He has intimated during the trial
that the damage claims had already
been whittled down in his mind to
aroundtion of$3,500,000
by theand
eliminacertain claims
it is
thought that the final award, if any,
will be even less than that figure by
aattorneys
considerable
havepercentage.
asked six Momand's
per cent
interest as guaranteed them by law
and if this is granted, considering
that the case is 12 years old, the
sum may approach the above-named
figure.
Four Defendants Freed
Four of the original defendants
were freed of any liability during
the trial, these being Pathe, Educational, Columbia and First National.
It is felt that others will also be
relieved in any judgment for the
plaintiff the court may hand down.
If such judgment is given, least
chance of all to escape is given
Paramount, this opinion being based
on thedant attention
given and
that in
defenin the evidence
the
court's

questions.

W. J. Norris' Brother Dies

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Walter J.
Norris, manager of the Butterfield
theaters here, was called to Columbus, O., by the sudden illness and
death of his mother, who died there
while visiting another son.

Mrs. Mabel Strong Dead
Hollywood — Rites for Mrs. Mabel
day.
Rowland Strong, 61, former actress,
writer and director, will be held to-

And how they
thrill to
" BRAZIL"
— the Hit Parade
sensation!
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Disney brings festive South America to Broadway as
happy crowds storm the Globe Theatre in endless procession all day AND ALL NIGHT. . . and critics take up
the cry of a new — AND GREATER— Disney triumph!
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from Rio who's
gotallN.Y.
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Frisco Circuits Hit
By Loss of Managers
San Francsco — Example of the
crisis faced by local theater operators, owing to demands on personnel of war work and military service, is the fate of the Fox-West
Coast chain here, which had five of
its managers in this area re-classified into 1-A during a single week.
Two of the men were taken immediately—Bob Apple of the Rox News,
Oakland, and Jack Lucy of the Senator, Vallejo. The others, awaiting
call, are Jack McDonald of the U. C,
Berkeley; Walter Milestone of the
Velmar, Vallejo; and Jack Burman
of the Grand Lake, Oakland.
Golden State circuit here, which
operates more than 20 neighborhood
houses in San Francisco, Oakland
and nearby towns, found it necessary to advertise in local newspapers for experienced theater managers, owing to inroads made by
war jobs and military forces.
Film row has solved the booker
problem by employing femmes including Gladys Paull, Warner
Brothers; Betty Gamble, Universal;
Gladys Brownsee and Kathryn Hackett, M-G-M; and Betty Baker, Paramount.

WPB-Industry Meetings
Deferred to March 8-9
(Continued from Page 1)

are not yet completely correlated,
Harold Hopper, head of WPB's Motion Picture Section, has altered the
schedule for industry advisory committee meetings. The meetings
scheduled for this week will be held
on March 8 and 9, with film manufacturers on hand for the Monday
meetings and producers and distributors the next day.
Although the figures are not yet
completely readied, Hopper again
told The Film Daily that he does
not look for further cuts below the
present basis, under which producers
are allowed 25 per cent of their 1941
film consumption. He hopes he will
be able to assure industry representatives that no further cuts are in
view at next month's meeting.
The meeting scheduled for March
will probably be put over until early
April, with the schedule shifting
from meetings the final Monday and
Tuesday of each month to the second Monday and Tuesday of each
month.

RKO Managers Organize
for Red Cross Fund Drive
RKO managers of Greater New
York have been organized into zone
and district captains by Edward L.
Alperson for the Red Cross War
Fund of New York City. This enrollment has nothing to do with
the Red Cross theater collection drive
to be held April 1, but is in line with
N. Peter Rathvon's chairmanship
which includes corporate gifts, executive gifts and employees' contributions within the industry.

WAC

Tackles Manpower

Woes Taxes Cut Deeply

TOE'
Theaters Division Executive
Group Meets

Into Warners Net

(Continued from Page 1)

will be present for the sessions which
will be presided over by Si Fabian.
Others who are not members of the
theaters division have been invited
to attend. Meeting has been called
for 2 o'clock.
Also on the agenda are such items
as the Red Cross drive, distribution of "On the Front" and the general operations of the theaters division.
Parleys will adjourn for dinner
and be resumed later at the Hotel
Astor.

newspaper want-ad columns, offering
top-wage,
part or full
time with
employment to theater
workers
or
without experience, without success.
The ad of a downtown house calling for a man with executive ability
for a position as assistant manager,
has had a week's run without a taker.
Calls for ushers, ticket takers and
doormen by one of the circuits and
several independents, have either
gone begging the past two weeks
or, if they are answered at all, the
applicants are for the most part,
men in their late fifties or early
sixties. Even these oldsters, manTheaters Unable to Meet
agers point out, are unreliable, inasmuch as most of them work a
War Plants' High Wages
week or two and then quit without
notice.
Newark, N. J. — How acute has become the personnel employment
"We simply can't meet the topproblem for circuit and independent wage competition of the war plants,"
exhibitors here, is seen in the daily theater operators openly admit.

Allied to Discuss
Film Conservation
(Continued from Page 1)

topics for discussion by the Allied
board of directors which opens two
days of sessions at the Hotel Warwick tomorrow.
By means of questionnaires, Allied units have polled their members on short subjects. The units
assert that the companies are making fewer pictures and cutting down
on the number of prints and yet the
production of short subjects continues as before.
Questions asked of members include: If you use short subjects,
from what companies do you buy
them ? Do you buy and pay for any
short subjects that you do not use?
If so, from what companies do you
buy them? Under your present policy of operation, approximately how
many short subjects could you use
in a season? Could you get along
without showing any short subjects ?
A report on the caravan committee's activities and the recent sessions with the Pacific Coast Conference also is on the agenda.

Harvest" Stays 11
Weeks; Holiday Big
PI

(Continued from Page 1)

Hall where "Random Harvest" in its
10th week continued to cater to long
waiting lines and establishing a new
attendance and box-office record for
the theater and possibly for the entire industry. Gus Eyssell, managing director, announced that the picture would start its Hth week tomorrow, an all-time record in the 10year history of the Music Hall.
Eyssell estimated that by the end
of the 11th week, "Random Harvest"
would have been seen by more than
1,550,000 persons and to have grossed
well over $1,000,000. The previous
record-holder "Mrs. Miniver" played
10 weeks and was seen by 1,500,013
during its run at the Music Hall.
Paramount's "Star Spangled Rhythy" ends a record-breaking eightweek run tonight at the Broadway
Paramount, beating the previous
record holder, "Road to Morocco,"
"Lucky Jordan," at the
week.Paramo
one also
by
Rialto
unt, scored heavily over the week-end and will be
held for a sixth week. It was the
first picture to play as long as five
since the house opened in 1935.
See Senate Approval for Arnold weeks
Other theaters along the big
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
stem reported heavy holiday busiWashington — That the Senate will ness.
approve of the nomination of Thurman W. Arnold to the bench of the
District of Columbia Court of Ap- Eyssell as Luncheon Host
Commemorating the 11-week recpeals appeared certain last night
as a result of the hearing by the
ord run of "Random
," Gus
Senate Judiciary Committee, Sen- Eyssell, Music Hall's Harvest
ng director, will be host atmanagi
ator Carl Hatch, sub-committee
a luncheon
chairman, said he would recommend next Monday at which director
approval to the full committee with- Mervyn LeRoy will accept plaques
awarded to Sidney Franklyn, proout a full report.
ducer; Ronald Colman and
Garson, co-stars, and himself. Greer
25c GenT Precision Dividend
General Precision Equipment Corp. Ollef Larson Dead
yesterday declared a cash dividend
Peshtigo, Wis.— Ollef Larson, 70,
of 25 cents per share on the capital exhibitor
here for 40 years, is dead
stock, payable March 15 to stock- Larson retire
d six years ago.
holders of record March 8.

(Continued from Page 1)

taxes reported for the 13 weeks
ended Nov. 29, 1941.
Net profit for the period ended
Nov. 28, 1942, was $6,173,383 before
Federal income and excess i^^L ts
taxes, as compared with $3,0^^J1
for the 13 weeks of the previous
year. Earnings were equivalent to
$17.33 per share of preferred and 43
cents per share of common after alments. lowance for current dividend requireCash in the United States on Nov.
28, amounted to $12,274,793, after
appropriating $3,197,909 for payment of six per cent debentures
called for redemption on Dec. 18.
The figure on Aug. 31 stood at $9,550,223.
Gross income, after eliminating inter-company transactions, for the
period ended Nov. 28, 1942, was $30,111,163. Gross income for the 13
weeks ended Nov. 29, 1941, was $28,586,534.
During the period ended Nov. 28,
1942, there was an additional provision for contingencies in the
amount of $325,000 in respect of the
net assets of subsidiaries operating
in foreign territories.

Weiner's "Bedrock" Report
Lauds Pix's Morale Aid
(Continued from Page 1)

the maintenance of civilian morale
is contained in the "bedrock" report
of Joseph Weiner, director of the
Office of Civilian Supply. This report, prepared at the request of
James F. Byrnes, director of the
Office of Economic Stabilization, contains Weiner's estimates of the minimum levels to which it is safe to
go in Civilian life without harming
civilian morale to a greater degree
than
the effort.
savings effected would aid
the war
The Weiner report runs through
all types of civilian goods and civilian needs, estimating that approximately $56,000,000,000 of goods and
services are needed each year to
maintain civilian economy on a minimum, or "bedrock," basis.
The motion picture box office take
in 1941 was $899,500,000, according
to the report. Civilian morale would
be harmed more than the war effort
would be aided if this figure should
drop below $809,600,000, according
to Weiner. No other amusement was
considered so vital, apparently, that
it should be kept to 90 per cent of
its 1941 admission total in order to
maintain
the minimum
ed for civilian
morale. activity needOpera missions
andin1941
legitimate theater adtotalled $43,600,000,
with the minimum standard set at
$34,900,000, or 80 per cent.
OCS is especially anxious that
the purport of these estimates be
made clear. They are not recommendations, says OCS, but rather
they are warnings that civilian functions should not be cut below the
levels contained in the report.
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WAR MAY STYMIE 20TH-F0X STOCK PLANS
Year's
Feature Releases in U.S. TouchGas Rationing,
New Theater
Low
Majors and Indies Send
Manufacture of Photographic Equipment
Ends; Conversion of Business Almost 100%

Out 533 in 1942, Fewest
In Last Quarter Century

Fewer features were released in
the U. S. in 1942 than in any year
of the last quarter century, according to statistics compiled yesterday
for the forthcoming 1943 edition of
The Film Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures.
Total number of features released
by major and indie companies in
1942 stood at 533, a drop of 65 from
the 1941 figure and 321-feature
slump
the industry's
high of from
854 releases
in 1921. all-time
The

12-month

drop

reflects

(Continued on Page 8)

not

Some Theater Ads
Draw R. I. OPA Fire
Providence — "Serving light suppers, come direct from work." This
advertisement by the R. I. Auditorium, in connection with "Ice Follies of 1943" engagement opening
Tuesday, along with some theater's
advertising, brought
condemnation
(Continued on Page

Except for direct and indirect military purposes, manufacture of photographic equipment has stopped, according to a report by the Consumers
Durable Goods Division of the WPB. This includes cameras, projectors and
accessories. Through this curtailment of civilian supply, it is anticipated
that 25,000 tons of carbon steel, 2,250 tons of alloy steel, 1,500 tons of copper
and copper alloys and 1 500 tons of aluminum will be conserved annually.
Conversion of this $50,000,000 business, employing 20,000 persons, has been
almost 100 per cent.

Weshner Resigns UA WPB's Hopper Meets
With Allied Board
Ad, Publicity Post
Resignation
of David
E. "Skip"
Weshner
as director
of advertising
and publicity of United Artists was
announced yesterday by Grad
Sears, vicepresident in
charge of distribution. W e s hn e r ' s resignation becomes effective March 5.
H i s successor

10)

may

10 of 16 Schine Houses
Remain to be Divested
"SKIP"

WESHNER

be nouncedantoday.

Post, it derstood,
is willungo
to an agency
exec, formerly
with one of the

"No developments"
in
theBuffalo
Schine —divestiture
since Jan. 18
majors.
are recorded by Willard S. McKay,
Weshner joined UA two years ago
Schine counsel, in the ninth monthly
report, filed in Federal Court. Thus, as director of exploitation, later mov(Continued on Page 8)
ing into Monroe
Greenthal's
post
(Continued on Page 5)

They're
"Rationing"
Sex in Old Frisco
San Francisco — It seems

Russell

Birdwcll was mistaken — they're "rationing" sex after all. At least, in
Frisco.
Following a court hearing on
charges that 24 sheers posted for
"The Outlaw" were "sexy," the
posters are coming down. Court
ordered their removal, with the
threat that jail terms rather than
fines would be the alternative.

Remodeling as Problems;
Fall Start is Possible
Restrictions imposed upon the nation as part of the Government's war
program may place in jeopardy 20thFox's plan to establish a chain of
legitimate stock companies in cooperation with Actors Equity Association as a means of developing
terday.
new talent to replace that lost to
the armed services, it is learned yesIn any event, it is now expected
that the proposal, should it be proved
feasible, will not come into being
before the Fall. The hope is that
by then (Continued
conditions on Page
may 5)have im-

Harold Hopper, WPB film chief,
will meet with the Allied board of
directors this morning at its annual session at the Hotel Warwick.
The WPB executive is expected to
answer questions relative to essentiality, conservation and all matters in which the WPB is concerned
with the industry.
A ceiling on film rentals to halt
One of the principal topics for the alleged steadily rising film
discussion at the two-day board par- prices was advocated yesterday by
(Continucd on Page 10)
Nathan Yamins, former head of national Allied and leader in the independent ranks. Yamins, who was
Radio Show Tax Measure
here for the WAC theaters division
Echoed in State Senate
meeting, foresaw little hope for relief in rental terms unless it came
Albany— Sen. Peter T. Farrell of from Washington in the form of a
(Continued on Page 8)
Queens hoppered an identical measure to that of Assemblyman John
Downey's of last week, calling for Delay Reporting Bill With
imposition of 10 cents tax on persons
over 14 years old attending radio Pre-Pearl Harbor Pay Rider
broadcasts in stations or theaters.
It is understood that sponsors do Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Reporting of the
not have in mind the taxation of
House bill to raise the national debt
(Continued on Page 5)
limit, which includes the controversial Disney rider which would
take most of the teeth out of the
President's(Continued
salary on limitation
order,
Page 10)

Film Rental Ceiling
Advocated by Yamins

N. H. and N* D. Bills Killed

"Ill-Advised"
Availability Measure Found
Two state legislative proposals

affecting the industry in New Hampshire and North Dakota have been
killed, for the time being, at least.
In New Hampshire, the proposal
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Addressing a meeting which would require all pictures to
attended by representatives of 42 become available to subsequent run
studio unions, the Association of Mo- houses 30 days after first showing
tion Picture Producers, and the So- in the state was reported out of a
ciety of (Continued
Independent
Pic- committee (Continued
5)
hearing on asPage being
"illon PageMotion
8)

Urge Labor-Management
Committee for the Industry

LiftConservation
R. f.'s Fuel Order
Providence —

Fuel

conservation

orders imposed by Governor McGrath January 23 will be ilfted tomorrow ending a five-day business
week and reduced operating schedules in all theaters.
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Lamarr vs. Loew's Suit
Stays in Calif. Court
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hedy Lamarr still
has a few months to go for Americanization, Federal Judge Hollzer
rejected
Loew's,
Inc. Court
petitionin to
try
the case in Federal
which
she is suing the company for its;
right to tailor her salary to suit the
$25,000 salary ceiling. Action accordingly will be tried in California Superior Court.
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Exec. Com. to Set Meet
Of MPTOA's Directorate

MPTOA executive committee will
meet shortly, possibly in New York,
NCrcMAN J. AYERS, New England district
for the purpose of setting a date
LO'J ANSELL of Ansell Brothers' St. Louis
manager for Warner Bros., is in New Haven on
Ciicuit has gone to Miami, Fla., for a vacation.
and place for a national board meetbusiness.
ing, Ed Kuykendall, president, said
DENNIS MORGAN, Warners' star who has
CLARENCE NASH, the voice of Donald Duck, been on a p. a. tour, leaves for the Coast yesterday. The board probably will
stay.
gets in frcm the Coast Saturday for a two-week
after
tomorrow
night's
performance
in
Pittsmeet in April in some central point
burgh.
that will be convenient for all memWILL YOLEN of Warners left yesterday for
bers. This will be decided by the
LOU LEVY, president of the Leeds Music
Tampa, Fla., to assist on the special opening
Corp. and manager of the Andrews Sisters,
executive
committee.
««►
of "Air Force." JOHN HARKINS is in Washingarrives in New York from the Coast next week.
ton for the twin-theater D.C. premiere.
Kuykendall said that Ma:
Cohen's trip to Hollywood Wv.-id
CLARENCE BROWN is due from the Coast
1. W. CONROW, president of Altec Service,
tomorrow.
have a multiple purpose, details of
is back at his desk after a month's Coast-toCcast
business
trip.
JOHN R. WOOD, JR., business manager, and
which are not yet ready for anGEORGE W. ERDMANN, secretary of the FHIL WILLIAMS, publicity director of March
Cohen's
mission will have nouncement.
to Part
doofwith
a survey
of Time, have gone to Chicago for the 20th-Fox
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association, arrives today to attend the Allied board meeting cf division and district managers.
meeting.
of
conditions
and
product
possibiliANNA
LEE is here from the Coast.
ties for the coming year, Kuykendall said, adding that Cohen would
5% Front-of-the-House
make a report of his findings to the
"Small Business" Study
board. Cohen will be in Hollywood
Pay Hike Asked in Detroit Bill Introduced in Illinois
from Feb. 28 to March 6. He will
be assisted by H. V. Harvey, presiDetroit — Negotiations for a 5 per
Springfield, 111. — Representatives
dent of the Theater Owners of
cent wage boost for ushers, cash- Brydia, Virkus and Vicars have in- Northern
California, an MPTOA
iers, doormen, and other theater
troduced abill into the state Legis- unit.
service staff employes have been
lature to create a commission to
started by Local B-179, covering study the problems of small busiall theaters in the city, although
ness and theaters under indepensome smaller houses are not now ordent management. The new comganized, according to James W.
mittee would have three members
Padfield, union president. Present from the House and three from the
top scale is 40 cents an hour in Senate. Such members would serve
downtown houses and 35 cents else- until July 1, 1945 without salary,
where.
but would be reimbursed for their
A 2M: cent an hour raise went expenses. The bill has been reRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
into effect last October, and a similar
ferred to the Executive Committee
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
one is scheduled for next October, for prompt action.
RONALD COLMAN
• GREER 0AR80N
under the three-year contract now in
effect, until October, 1944. The Paulus Succeeds Smith
In James Hlltcn'i
move for an additional boost is in"RANDOM HARVEST"
tended to meet the rising cost of As Akron Indies Prexy
Gala Stage Revue • Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seati Reserved.
Circle 6-4600
living, and negotiations will unAkron — R. E. Paulus, owner of the
doubtedly proceed on a friendly basis. It is Padfield's contention that Spicer Theater, has been elected
the higher wages available elsewhere president of the Akron Independent
in this war plant city is causing Theater Owners Association. He
relatively large numbers to consider succeeds "Weary" Smith who has
desertion of theaters for factories, held the post the past four years.
-..* ROCHESTER
e%NESTMAN,NrHtWORiDj
and that the wage boost will induce Other officers named were: Bob
Plus In Person I 'Truth or Consequences'
many to stay in their present jobs. Roniwebber, State Theater, treasOn Our SUge I CAROL
BRUCE
. Order.
Special consideration is being
urer, and Nes Auth, manager of the
BUY A WAR
Q AVI/
7th Ave & 50th St
given the case of older employes, Highland Theater, secretary.
BONDatthe llvAl
Continuous Perfs
especially cashiers — older in years
of service — who were receiving above
See what
really happens
to
the contract scale when it went into Honor Flynn, Moloney and
effect, but less than they earned Byrne In Cleveland Today
"HITLER'S
CHILDREN"
sometime earlier, according to PadIN PERSO\
field, and received a $2 raise then,
Cleveland
—
Jack
Sogg,
local
M-Gbut, substantially in most cases, no M branch manager, is in charge of a
XAVIER CUGAT
0R--RA
raise since.
testimonial luncheon to be held toHENNY YOUNGMAN
day at the Statler Hotel in honor
WAC Theaters Division
PARAMOUNT
Times Square
of Jack Flynn, promoted from Central to Western sales manager; John
Tackles Manpower Problem
J. Maloney promoted from district
Executive committee of the WAC manager to succeed Flynn and John
B WAY &
theaters division delved into the P. Byrne, newly named district man47th St.
GENE
TIERNEY
ager. Leading local exhibitors as
manpower situation yesterday at
GEORGE
MONTGOMERY
sessions which lasted through the tend.
well as M-G-M personnel will at"CHINA
— and —GIRL"
afternoon and, after a recess for
"HI-YA
CHUM"
supper, continued into the night. ReRITZ
BROTHERS
sults of the meetings will be an- Lou Mayer to Cleveland
nounced today.
Rochester — Lou Mayer, manager
of the RKO Temple here for the last
In Person
SWG to Discuss Cut
six years, has been named manager
of the RKO Palace in Cleveland, O.,
In Agency Commission
it has been reported here. Mayer,
loTw0. STATE
LATIN
who came here from the Main Street
"IN On WH
Screen
We<t
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
ICH
QUARTER
theate
NOEL
COWARD
r
in
Kansas
City,
is
a
memREVIEW
Hollywood — Downward revision of
with West
ber of a family owning several Midagency commission sought by several
Buster
Lucille Page
dle West theaters. Mayer has been
writers will be sole topic to be discussed at general membership meet- highly successful with the stage
ing of Screen Writers Guild March 1. shows he has staged at the Temple.
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N. H. and N. D. Bills
Affecting Pix Killed

War May Stymie
-Fox Stock Plans

(Continued from Page 1)
advised legislation" at this time. A
large delegation of theater and distribution interests attended
the
learing in Concord on Tuesday.
The North Dakota theater divorcejt bill was
given an indefinite
jonement by a committee apred to consider
the measure,
irther
consideration
during
the
arrent sessions is said to be unikely.
Two
other North
Dakota
jills, one which would prohibit seats
rom being closer than 25 feet from
ie screen and another calling for
one cent tax on admissions, also
re dead.

ladio Show Tax Measure
Hchoed in State Senate
(Continued from Page 1)
persons
attending theaters
to see
lotion pictures and that an amendient to so exempt may be f orthcomig. The bill reportedly is only designed as a tax on those attending
free broadcasts.
Under present lan_ aage the bill has been construed as
including a tax on those attending
theaters if a broadcast took place
from there during the show, unless
the primary object of the broadcast
was to sell U. S. War Bonds or other
wartime governmental securities.

"Lucky
Jordan"
Staying
Sixth Week
at Rialto
Having already shattered all run
and receipt records at New York's
Rialto Theater, the Paramount feature, "Lucky Jordan," will be held
over for a sixth week, commencing
tomorrow, it is announced by the
management of the house.

Louis Wolfson Dead at 87
Miami, Fla. — Louis Wolfson, 87,
died Monday at his home. He was
the father of Mitchell Wolfson, and
Mrs. Sidney Meyer. Wolfson and
Meyer are co-owners of the Wometco
Theaters, Inc.

"Marines" in 45 N. Y. Houses
Forty RKO and five Skouras theaters in Greater New York will play
the MOT feature: "We Are the Marines" on March 2-3.

The Elegant Eleventh
• • • THIS colyum is moved to suggest a companion-slogan to
Metro's "Terrific Twelve" and "The Ten Strike!," i.e., "Random Harvest's" Elegant Eleventh!
▼
T
T
• • • WHEN Leo's "Mrs. Miniver" set a new Radio City Music
Hall record by staying 10 weeks last Summer at the ace New York
house, and playing to 1,500,000 admissions,— industry, press and public
observers alike compared it to such Herculean all-time feats as Babe
Ruth's 60 round-trippers, the two-year roadshow run of "The Big Parade" at the Astor, and the phenomenal book sales (to say nothing of
the film itself) of "Gone With the Wind"
Certainly no one, not
even the sanguine Metro publicity department, would have gone unequivocally on record as asserting that within six months the Friendly
Company would present a film at the Music Hall which would minimize the myriad "Miniver" marks and reap a new harvest of standards
at Gus Eyssell's showcase

T

• •
screen

•

▼

▼

BUT Dec. 17, 1942, brought "Random Harvest" to the RCMH
And today, as you read this, the Ronald Colraan-Greer Gar-

son opus will establish a brand new mark for posterity's photoplays to
shoot at, — namely. 11 weeks
T
T
T
• • • AMONG the things-you-probably-know-by-now must be
listed the fact that Greer Garson was the femme star of both these
pix; that Sidney Franklin produced them; screen writers Claudine
West, George Froeschel and Arthur Wimperis had a hand in both
photoplays; and James Hilton wrote the book on which "Random Harvest" is based and helped write the scenario for "Mrs. Miniver"
For the glorious Miss Garson, incidentally, this makes her 28th week
on the Music Hall screen, more than any other actress (four in "Pride
and Prejudice"; three in "Blossoms in the Dust"; 10 in "Mrs. Miniver";
and 11 to date in "Random Harvest")
T
▼
T
• • • FOREMOST among contributing factors in the super-success
of "Random Harvest" here and elsewhere is the Howard Dietz national
ad campaign, an innovation which consisted of personally-written byline ads by the nation's leading novelists and with art by top-flight illustrators,— a campaign which not only created an admiring stir in advertising circles but reached a reader circulation of some 126,000,000
prior to the film's release
Backing up this assumption, and proving
that "Random Harvest" isn't merely a one-theater record-breaker, are
the sensational grosses being piled up by it in Philadelphia, Chicago,
San Francisco, and the other spots where it is already being shown
"Harvest" is a 100 per cent holdover, and is enjoying the same kind
of extended playing time as its illustrious predecessor
•

•

•

T
▼
▼
PARENTHETICALLY, there are two other observations:

(1) the initials "R.H." stand not only for "Random Harvest" but for
"Record Holder" (Messrs. Rodgers, Dietz and Eyssell please note), and
(2) M-G-M has just announced that it will film "Madame Curie" with
Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon, under producer aegis of Sidney
Franklin

Zeppo Marx
Warren
Helen Jerome Eddy

Hymer

"Curie" hasn't gone before the cameras yet, but, notwithstanding, there are realistic souls in the astute den of Leo the
Lion who are already murmuring about bigger and better Music Hall
records,— when, as and if
T
T
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

(Continued from Page 1)
proved sufficiently to allow the plan
a good chance of success. When the
plan was first considered by 20thFox, it was the intention of its
backers to put it into operation as
soon as its feasibility was assured.
To that end the company engaged
the services of Al Harding of Actors Equity to conduct a thorough
survey of conditions favorable or
unfavorable to the success of the
venture. The results of that survey are now in the hands of the
company and are being minutely
scrutinized.
Two Major Bugaboos
There are two bugaboos plaguing
those working on the project. One
is the stringent gas rationing in
existence in the East, where the
stock companies would be located in
the beginning. The difficulty here
stems from the fact that the sites for
the stock companies would be accessible most readily by motor.
Bugaboo number two has to do
with the difficulty in remodeling
theaters for legit, use under wartime limitations. It was pointed
out by a representative of the film
company that the Government today permits the expenditure of only
$5,000 for alteration work on a theater. According to expert estimates,
it costs far above that properly to
convert a theater to the needs of
the drama. Heavy remodeling would
be required because most of the
available houses are equipped strictly for the showing of film entertainment.
The proponents of the plan are
also faced with the fact that most of
the desirable houses are controlled
by film interests.

"Skip" Weshner Resigns
UA Ad, Publicity Post
(.Continued from Page 1)

when the latter joined the WPB.
Prior to his association with UA,
Weshner was with Warner Bros, for
13 years in various executive theater positions in New York, New
Jersey, Wisconsin and Philadelphia.
His future plans were not disclosed
shortly.
but an announcement is expected

Showmanship
West Coast Bur., THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — PRC explored a bit in
showmanship in connection with the
sonnet composed by Alfred Noyes,
distinguished English poet, for the
special, "Corregidor," starring Otto
Kruger and Elissa Landi. Copies
autographed by Dr. Noyes were sent
to leading syndicated columnists and
trade paper editors and resulted in a
flock of breaks. Dr. Noyes also narrated the
his poem
"Corregidor,"
which is
most for
ambitious
picture
so far undertaken
by PRC.
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Feature Releases
Touch New Low

reviews of new mms
"At the Front" 41

Warner
(Continued from Page 1)

only curtailed Hollywood major production, made necsesary by the war,
but the shrinkage of feature imports. While major studios turned
out 346 features in 1942 as against
368 in 1941, indie studios tilted the
1941 total of 124 to 142.
Breakdown of the 533 releases
shows the majors delivered 358 and
the indies, 175. The majors produced 346 features in the U. S. and
imported 12. Indies produced 142
and imported 33.
In 1941, total imports was 106,
the majors accounting for 11 and
the indies for 95. Import highwater
mark of 314 was established in 1938.
Features as released by companies
in 1942 follow:
Columbia, 59; Metro, 49; Paramount, 44; RKO, 39; 20th-Fox, 51;
UA, 26; Universal, 56; Warners, 34.

Urge Labor-Management
Committee for the Industry
(Continued from Page 1)

ture Producers, and the Association
of Independent Motion Picture Producers, and the War Labor Board,
Herbert Sorrell, president of the
Conference of Studio Unions, asked
union and Guild representatives to.
urge their organization to endorse
a move for a labor-management
committee for the film industry.
Y. Frank Freeman, president of
AMPP, said management would welcome the proposed establishment of
labor-management committee.

Three Outdoor Ad Bills
Filed in N. Y. Legislature

Mins.

FILM RECORD OF OUR NORTH AFRICAN CAMPAIGN PACKS TERRIFIC SOCK;
SHOULD CLEAN UP AT B.O.
Here revealed at last- is the footage
which Col. Darryl F. Zanuck brought back
with him from the North African theater
of war. What catches the eyes and ears
is something that should bring America
crowding
intoabout
the nation's
Thereof
is no doubt
it. Thistheaters.
film record
our invasion of North Africa and of the
early stages of our campaign there is one
of the plums of this or any other year.
Jammed into the picture is material that
comes close to being the best screen
documentation of men at war. For raw
drama few films have come along to excel
'At the Front," which had the benefit of
Zanuck's supervisory skill.
The action takes the audience as close
to the fighting as any cameraman could
advance without risking destruction not only
of himself but of his precious cargo of
flim. The battle scenes on land and in
the air pack a terrific punch. Tremendous
excitement infuses the film, which contains
some of the finest scenes of actual combat
ever caught on celluloid. What takes place
on the screen is guaranteed to hold any
audience in rapt attention throughout the
screening, for this is gripping stuff par
excellence.
The film's appeal to our patriotism is
unexampled. Stirring beyond measure, the
picture has an uplifting quality that should
be a great blessing to our citizenry in
these bitter days. To see "At the Front"
is to affirm our faith in our nation's ability to win the ultimate victory in the battle against the Nazi terror.
After preliminary scenes of preparations
for the North African campaign the film
plunges into the very midst of the fighting
without pulling punches. Thrilling especially are shots of the Nazi air assault on
Souk el Arba and of the engagement between our forces and those of the Axis at
Tebourba in Tunisia.
The use of Technicolor photography
makes the action startling in its realism,

Albany — Assemblyman John D.
to the film's impact. And what
Bennett, Nassau, and Sen. Thomas adding
masterly employment of color camera
C. Desmond, Orange county, spon- wizardry! Yes, the photography in "At
sored three bills filed yesterday con- the Front" is something to talk about.
cerning outdoor advertising. One
The picture, which Warner is distributing
permits local and county bodies with for the War Activities Committee, was
concurrence of the county executive filmed by Army and Navy cameramen. They
to designate by resolution, law or have done a job for which they can be
ordinance any portion of highway more than proud.
as scenic highway and to prohibit,
restrict, etc., maintenance or dis- New Racial Discrimination
play of billboards or other outdoor
advertising devices within view of Bill Hoppered at Albany
such scenic highway. Other two
bills amend the public works law;
Albany — Assemblyman Dan Burset up licensing and regulation of
rows, Harlem Democrat, yesterday
outdoor advertising and define and hoppered a bill to amend the civil
rights law relative to discrimination
outline roadside zoning.
in places of public accommodation.
The bill provides that failure to extend and make available to all persons within the jurisdiction of the
state full and equal accommodations
would be punishable. Upon verification of a petition filed concerning refusal, both sides would have right to
Dayton, O. — William Saroyan,
playwright and author, now a Signal hearing and if the infraction was
Corps private at Wright Field, was upheld, for the first time, suspension of license for at least a month
married here on Saturday to Carol
Marcus of New York.
would be in order.

WEDDING

BELLS
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Film Rental Ceiling
Advocated by Yamins
(Continued from Page 1)

price ceiling patterned after the
formula adopted in Canada.
Yamins
charged back
that the
distributors were holding
product,
not
because of any shortage, but because the release of more pictures
would
mean togreater
revenuein "V[j
would have
be returned
tk. /.

"Since Pearl Harbor"
Red Cross-WAC
7 Mins.
Magnificent Subject
Produced by the March of Time,
under the able supervision of Louis
deRochemont and in behalf of the By releasing fewer pictures, Yamins said, and raising the terms, the
Red Cross, this
distributors are making as much
reel is a stirmoney as they were with a larger
ring document
volume of pictures.
which ranks
With a ceiling on rentals, based
with the very
on 1940 or 1941 deals, distributors
best of theformativein-war
could let the product flow again and
eliminate the exhibitors' grief in
films. It tells
trying to get sufficient pictures to
factually and
keep
their theaters open.
i n s p iringly of
New England Exhibitors, Inc., of
RED
CROSS
the tremendous
which Yamins is the head, is an inwork which the WAD FUND
dependent and unaffiliated organizaRed Cross has
tion and is too small to push such a
done, both on
move, he said, but the association
our many fighting fronts and at would back up any campaign inaughome, since the Day of Infamy when
urated by a larger group.
the U. S. was plunged into the curYamins
pessimistic over the
rent conflict by the sneak attack by chances of was
one national exhibitor orthe Japanese. With the Red Cross
ganization, which, he contended,
collection week coming along, — Apr. would be only a front for the dis1 to 7 inclusive — , in film theaters,
tributors. UMPI, he charged, was
this short's exhibition both in ad- the proof. The distributors, he asvance and in conjunction therewith
serted, were "patting the exhibitors
should swell patron contributions on the back"
and at the same time
to record totals. Following se- were boosting their film prices.
quences depicting the care of the
wounded-in-battle and the dispensa- 10 of 16 Schine Houses
tion of mercy, too, on the domestic
scene, deRochemont brings forth Remain to be Divested
testimonials from men in our armed
(Continued from Page 1)
services anent how much the Red
Cross means to them. Footage was with completion of three-fourths of
directed by Jack Glenn from a script the year which the court allowed the
by James Shute. Leo Zochling edited circuit to divest itself of 16 houses,
the film. It's aces.
10 of them
remain requirement
in Schine's
hand.
The still
divestiture
was
part
of
the
temporary
order by
Escrow Plan Up Again
which the D of J anti-trust suit
If Salary Ceiling Remains two
against
years.the circuit was postponed
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Hollywood — With recommendation
of the Screen Actors Guild board of
directors that actors complete their
services in any pictures already in
production and with other procedures established for whatever emergencies may occur between now and
such a time as Congressional action
is taken on the $25,000 salary ceiling, the Guild temporarily has suspended its exploration of the proposed escrow plan.
Although the first reaction of the
board of directors had been to reject the plan on principle, further
consultations with actors who would
be involved by the plan disclosed
that if the majority of actors were
to continue to work after they had
reached the ceiling, their interests
would be better protected by their
entering into an escrow plan than
otherwise. Should the ceiling regulation still be in effect after its
present Congressional consideration,
the entire problem of the escrow
plan will be reopened.

Odeon Circuit's Prexy
In Army Education Post
Ottawa — Paul Nathanson, president of the Odeon circuit, has joined
the Army as a lieutenant of the Canadian permanent force and will be
on the directorate of visual education which involves the use of instructional films. He will headquarter in Ottawa. Lt. Nathanson
is the son of N. L. Nathanson who
is nowtion in recuperating
from an operaFlorida.

STORKS
Arnold Albert, formerly of Warners home office and now assistant
to Gordon Hollingshead, head of the
company's short subjects department
on the coast, is the father of a girl.
Newcomer, born at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital
in Los Angeles, has
been named
Lesley.
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Theater Protection
SMPE Theme Tonight
Because of the unusual importance to theatermen of tonight's meeting of the Atlantic Coast Section of
SMPE in the Hotel Pennsylvania, full
support of this session on the subject of "Theater Protection" is announced by high officials of the industry's
War Activities
Committee.
Because of
his absence
on the
West Coast, Co-ordinator Francis S.
Harmon will not be able to attend,
but SMPE leaders declared yesterday that a message from him will be
read from the rostrum by Dr. Alfred
N. Goldsmith, Atlantic Coast Section chairman.
Co-operating closely with SMPE
for maximum attendance is Harmon's assistant in WAC, Arthur L.
Mayer. Latter this week dispatched
letters to local showmen memoralizing them to be present if possible.
Papers vital to the trade generally,
and the exhibition field in particular,
will be presented. The topics include the following: "Group Panic
and Its Control," Dr. Walter Cutter,
Co-ordinator, Center of Safety Education, New York University; "Fire
Fighting Equipment in Theaters,"
E. W. Fowler, Engineer, National
Board of Fire Underwriters; "Emergency Lighting," Earl Morin, Connecticut State Police; "Theater Glass
in Wartime," Gilbert F. Tyler, Safety Engineer, Pan American Airways; "Theater Construction in Civilian Defense," Ben Schlanger, Consulting Architect; "Luminous Materials," James Frank, National Theatre Supply Co.; and "Flameproofing
of Fabrics," Henry Anderson, manager, Insurance Dept., Paramount
Pictures, Inc.

Hanson, Lee Associate,
Here On Distrib. Deal
Toronto — Oscar Hanson, Canadian
business associate of Arthur A. Lee,
hurried to New York yesterday on
the report of Lee's apparent death
in the Yankee Clipper crash at Lisbon. Lee had conferred with Hanson on a distribution project involving British pictures prior to the
former's flight to Europe. Lee and
Hanson had been partners in many
deals, including the formation of
Monogram Pictures of Canada last
Fall.

"Hitler's Women"
To Be Mono. Release
West Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Herman Millakowsky,
European producer, will make "Hitler's Women," based on material
he has gathered in Germany, France
and Austria, for release through
Monogram. Millakowsky's producing
organization, Hollywood Pictures
Corp., vests in Monogram all distribution rights for the U. 5 Hawaii,
and Alaska.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

JVeius Range
DAILY

Hollywood— Day's news roundup. Charles Rogers, having acquired John
Gilligan's novel, "The Gaunt Woman" is negotiating with John Farrow to direct. .. . Jack H. Skirball has signed S. J. Perelman, writer. . . Sam Goldwyn
has added Martin Kisleck, Bill Walker and Michael Towne to "The North Star".
. . . Arthur Ripley will direct as well as produce "Strange Music". . . . John
Carradine will be in PRC's "Isle of Forgotten Sin". . . . Tina Thayer gets the
lead in PRC's "Career Girl". . . . PRC will re-issue "Beast of Berlin" and
"Paper Bullets," crashing in on Alan Ladds popularity. . . . Rep. has signed
Dale Evans, radio songbird, for "Swing Your Partner" . . . Columbia has signed
— WILK.
radio's Nan Wynn.

WPB's Hopper Meets Some Theater Ads
With Allied Board
Draw R. I. OPA Fire
{Continued from Page 1)

leys will be Allied's policy on the
New York consent decree, inasmuch
as the Govei'nment's consideration
of the decree's status comes up in
November. A definite stand insofar
as Allied is concerned is expected
to be taken by the board, along with
recommendations.
Report of the caravan committee,
both on the functioning of the caravan plan and its sessions with the
Pacific Coast Conference, will be a
highlight of the board meeting. Reports that the PCC would become
affiliated with Allied could not be
confirmed, but it is known that the
PCC is affiliated with Allied in the
caravan plan. The manpower situation also will be discussed.
Election of officers for the year
will be held tomorrow.

Seaford, Del., Exhibitor
Asks Clearance be Ended
Charging unreasonable clearance,
T. E. Ayers, operating the Palace
and Layton Theaters, Seaford, Del.,
has filed a demand for arbitration
in the Philadelphia tribunal against
Paramount, Warner Bros. and
Loew's.
Ayers claims that Paramount and
Loew's grants seven days' clearance
to the Wicomico and Allman Theaters, Salisbury, Md., over his houses
in Seaford and that Warner Bros.
gives the Salisbury houses 14 days
clearance.
Complainant asks that the clearance be abolished and that his theaters be given the same availability
a sthose in Salisbury. Schine Enterprises and Schine Theater Corp.
are named as interested parties.

WB Appeals Royal Decision
Warner Bros, has filed an appeal
against an arbitrator's award which
reduced the clearance of the Royal
Theater, Bloomfield, N. J., from 14
days to seven days over Samuel
Hochberg's
Theater
and eliminated allSavoy
clearance
between
the
Broadway and the Savoy.
Chicago — Negotiations are under
way for the settlement by agreement
of the Bartelstein Annetta theater
arbitration case which comes before
Arbitrator James Sprowl today.

(Continued from Page

1)

from State OPA director
pher Del Sesto.
Of the Auditorium's ad,
it "was an open invitation
ple to circumvent the no

Christohe said
for peopleasure

driving
regulations."
Effectiveness
of the ban on pleasure driving has been diminished, he
said, through "general apathy of the
public" and "concerted effort on the
part of a number of operators of
amusement places to encourage circumvention of theoperators
regulation."
"Some theater
are sugthat people
the theatersgesting
on their
way stop
fromin shopping
trips. We find many cases where
people are shopping in centers near
theaters long distances from their
homes simply to have the excuse to
attend a theater. We find places of
amusement inviting people to stop in
on their way home from work and,
in many cases, these places are not
on a direct route from the home of

FROM the KEYS
and BEYOND
By R. E. PORTER
Gertrude Bunchez, formerly of the
Baltimore News-Post staff, takes
over as p.a. for Loew's theaters
there, succeeding Shirley Stern, resigned. .. . Louis Swee, ex-manager
of the Knickerbocker, Cleveland^ is
out
of the and
Army
via an hono/}1
discharge
is working
in a\ Jj
plant. . . . Clyde Elliott, who is handling midwestern distribution, reports "Ravaged Earth" is in its
eighth week at the Chi. Monroe. . . .
H. A. Joslin is the new prexy of
Local 316, operators, in Miami. . . .
Arbold Gould, city manager in Jefferson City, Mo., for the Dubinsky
Bros, circuit, has been elected a director of the C. of C. . . . Moe Koppelman, with "U" in Cleveland and
Philly for 16 years, has joined NSS
as office supervisor.
—Tell It to PorterFrank Jones, former manager of
the Parsons, Wilkes-Barre, is now
stationed at Fort Leonard Wood,
Miss., while Aloysius Cannon, former service chief at the Capitol,
Hazelton, Pa., is at Fort Logan,
Colo. . . . Joseph Killian, formerly
of the Bell, Scranton, is at Camp
Blanding, Fla. . . . Edward Gallagher,
formerly of the Pastime, Duryea,
Pa., is attending the Supply and
Administration School, Duncan Field,
Tex. . . . Gerard Stuart, who left the
Rialto, Scranton, for Army service,
has arrived in England.

Ned Depinet Drive Off
To Successful Start

the
persons
who frequent them,"
Billing pace for the first two weeks
Del Sesto
declared.
of RKO
Ned Depinet
Drive
Public hearings on pleasure driv- for
1943 Radio's
has resulted
in bringing
ing violation charges, to be insti- the company some of its biggest
tuted in Rhode Island this week, will
in years, according to tabulabe a "major step" in getting patrio- weeks tions
yesterday at the home office.
tic support of the regulations from
The
span
from Feb. 5 to 19 finds the
the public, Del Sesto believes.
following leaders in the National
Prize class, in order of their standDelay Reporting Bill With
ing: St. Louis (R. V. Nolan, manPre-Pearl Harbor Pay Rider
ager), Minneapolis (C. J. Dressell,
manager),
manager.) Seattle, (E. A. Lamb,
(Continued from Page 1)
manager), and Buffalo (Elmer Lux,
is being delayed apparently because
Disney expects to see a minority reIn ionLeo
Devaney's
Canadian
the two
National
Prize Divisclass
port filed. The approval of the Disney amendment by the House Ways leaders are St. John (H. H. Mc Arand Means Committee was by a 15-10
thur, manager), and Montreal (H.
vote.
F. Taylor, manager), closely folRep. James P. McGranery, PennToronto, Calgary, Vancouver,lowed
and byWinnipeg.
sylvania Democrat, is believed to
be spearheading the administration
Leader of the three divisions in
fight to head off a favorable House the Western Division under Walter,
vote on the Disney proposal, which E. Branson, western division sales
would peg large salaries at their manager, with the district leader the
pre-Pearl Harbor level and not per- Rocky Mountain District headed by |
mit any others to rise above $25,000 L. S. Gruenberg.
Drive ends May 20.
net. McGranery is expected to submit a minority report either late
this week or early next, and then the
May Continue Adelphi Case
debate will get under way.
Chicago — If agreement is not
Bush Installs Ehrlich
reached on a settlement of the AdelRodney Bush went to Boston yesphi theater anti-trust action against
terday to install Joe Ehrlich as as- B & K and the majors is not efsistant to Ralph Stitt, 20th Centuryfected before March 18 when a hearland.
ing is scheduled, it is understood
Fox's exploitation chief in New Engthet the case will be continued.
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In Today's Issue, The Equipment News Section
(See Pages 6-7)
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WILL INCREASE RAWJTOCK'S PRODUCTION

Exhibitors, McNutt Meet Today on Manpower
Si Fabian Heads Theater
Conferees; Would Clarify
Situation on Deferment
Si Fabian, chairman of the Theater Division of the WAC, yesterday headed a committee of exhibitors to Washington for the
purpose of discussing the
manpower situation with Paul
V. McNutt,
chairman of the
WMC. Session
with the manpower commissioner is scheduled for today.
Fabian's c o m mittee is composed of E. V.
Richards, chairtnan; Harry
si fabian
Brandt, E. L.
iMperson,
Ed
Kuykendall,
Bob
O'Donnell and M. A. Rosenberg.
The Theater
Division executive
(Continued on Page 3)

Palhe Faces Strike
&s 702 Talks Flop
Pathe Laboratories faced a strike
hreat yesterday when negotiations
ror a new contract with the Motion
'icture Laboratory Technicians
Jnion, Local 702, IATSE, were sud(Continucd on Page 2)

Gangster Pix Out as
PRC Co-ops With O II I
est Coast Bur., THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — PRC is eliminating
ut-and-out gangster pictures from
s program in co-operating with
Wis desire to ignore this type
f story for the foreign market, it
is announced by Leon Fromkess, vicepresident in charge of production.
Whenever crime is employed as story
material, it will be handled in such
a manner as to comply with the
Government's idea on this type of
subject, explained
Fromkess.

ALLIED PREPARING
FOR DECREE TALKS

200,000,000 Additional Feet to be Provided Through
Equipment Conversion and Production Step-up at Agfa
And DuPont Plants, Harold Hopper of WPB Discloses

To Revive Suggestions Made
When
UMPI
Was Alive

Raw stock production will be increased by 200 million feet in
the duPont and Agfa plants through the conversion of existing
35mm. manufacturing equipment from other types of film making equipment and also by stepping

Recognizing the fact that the consent decree comes up for reconsideration by the Government in November, Allied's board of directors
yesterday directed Ab: am F. Myers,
its chairman and general counsel,
to prepare data with the view of
formulating a policy under which all
independent exhibitors can unite.
Myers was authorized to summarize the recommendations and suggestions made to the Department of
Justice at the time the consent decree was under conside: ation and to
revive the suggestions relative to
the decree when UMPI was in existence.
The board yesterday invited the
Pacific Coast Conference to name a
member to the Allied Caravan Committee. The PCC recently voted to
participate in the Caravan plan which
calls for the exchange of information on film terms.
President M. A. Rosenberg
will
(Continued on Page 3)

Kansas Divorcement
Hearings Called Off

up the output of present 35mm.
machinery, Harold Hopper, head of
the motion picture division of the
WPB, said yesterday in New York.
Hopper said that so far the necessary priorities for the conversion
Hearings on the Kansas theater equipment had been obtained only
divorcement bill have been postponed for DuPont, but that the WPB was
indefinitely, it was learned in New working on similar priorities for
York yesterday. Proponents of the Agfa.
Each of the two companies will
measure had presented their arguments before a committee, and op- be able to boost its film manufacturing (Continued
by 100 million
feet a year
ponents were to have appeared beon Page i)
fore the committee in Topeka on
Wednesday.
The chairman of the committee,
however, stepped out of the picture
following a controversy over another
matter and future hearings on the
divorcement bill were cancelled.
It
(Continued on Page 8)

Army Pix Every 8 Weeks;
Aleutian Subject is Next

Signal Corps films covering American battle action on far-flung fronts
will be made available for theater
exhibition at intervals of approxiWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
mately eight weeks, it was learned
Washington — A loss to the Fed- yesterday.
eral government of $110,000,000 as a
The Army films, it is understood,
result of the President's salary sta- will run in length from two to four
bilization order is estimated by the reels, the latter the footage in which
(Continued on Page 8)

Grand Jurors Quiz Browne
Ex-IATSE

Prexy Heard in Racketeering Probe

Home Expands Publicity
Staffs, East and West

Exemption Bill
Washington

Tax Loss Cited in Slap
At F.D.R. on Pay Ceiling

(Continued on Page 8)

Wheeler Hoppers

George E. Browne yesterday was
called before the Federpl Grand Jury
here investigating alleged racketeering in the film industry, it was
learned.
The former IATSE head,
Expansion of 20th-Fox's publicity
staff, both East and West, was an- now serving an eight-year term in
nounced yesterday by Hal Home.
prison on a charge of extorting more
Richard Condon, recently sent to than $1,000,000 from major producthe Coast to head a new studio
ers, presumably was questioned on
the whereabouts
the 8)
special asexploitation
department,
will
be
fol(Continued of
on Pag*
( Continued on Page 3)

Bureau
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Washington — Disdaining half-way
measures, such as the Kilday bill now
before the House to defer married
men with children from military service before all available single men
have been called, Senator Burton K.
(Continued on Page 8)

Appeal Board Modifies
Calif. Clearance Award
Motion picture appeal board has
modified the award of the arbitrator
in the arbitration case brought by
the Tumbleweed Theater, Five
Points, Calif., against 20th CenturyFox, Warner Bros, and Paramount.
Complainant
had charged that the
(Continued on Page 8)

Firemen Must Tend
Pittsburgh Furnaces
Pittsburgh — Local fire authorities
are notifying exhibitors that according to a 1930 ordinance a registered
fireman is required to take care of
furnaces in theaters, which will be
strictly enforced.

W

Pathe Labs Face Strike
As Local 702 Talks Flop
(Continued from Page 1)
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Fete Silverman, Long
Rochester — A farewell party for
Bud Silverman, who has resigned
as Schine city manager, was combined with a welcoming party for
Col. Harry Long who succeeds him
at the Seneca here last night. Theater men from Buffalo as well as all
local managers attended.
Rites for Mme. de Gresac
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

denly broken off after both sides
had reached an impasse on monetary
issues.
Possibility of a walkout was indicated by the assertion of John J.
Francavilla, acting head of Local
702, that failure to offer terms acceptable to the union by March 10,
when the present contract expires,
"may force the company to halt
production" because "our service to
theFrancavilla
laboratory
will be at an end."
_ charged the company with

"flatly" refusing to negotiate on longer paid
vacations, severance pay and more compensation for night work and multiple production. The company's position was termed
"non-co-operative and unfair" by Francavilla,
who asserted that the local was asking "for
something that is justified." Both parties
were in accord on a 10 per cent wage rise
to meet the higher cost of living.
Speaking for Pathe, George Bonwick, its
executive vice-president, said that the company had turned down Local 702's demands
because it felt it was "being singled out."
"We will agree to anything provided it is
made effective in all the laboratories simulhe asserted,
ance of the taneously,"
terms
of theadding
contractthatas acceptdrawn
up
union as
would
so increase
Pathe's
cost byof the
operation
to make
it difficult
for
the company to compete with the other laboratories.
Pathe was the first laboratory to open negotiations with Local 702 for a new contract. The negotiations started on Feb. 11.
The union was represented in the negotiations by Francavilla, Adolph Grude, Al
Dassa, Catherine Grogan, William Vermont,
Toseph McCarthy. Bonwick, Nicholas Tronolone and Robert Young were the company's
spokesmen.

Majors Competing for
"Dark Eyes," "Moon Vine'

(Thursday, Feb. 25)

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services were
held yesterday for Madame Frederique de Gresac, prominent screen
writer of silent pictures, who died of
a heart attack.

Universal and Metro are reported
angling for the screen rights to the
legit, show "Dark Eyes." Metro is
competing with Paramount for the
rights to "The Moon Vine," it is
understood. "Dark Eyes" is being
fins need by 20th-Fox, while Paramount is part owner of "The Moon
Twentieth-Fox has reportedly acVine."
quired "Two-Faced Quilligan," yarn
by Herbert Clyde Lewis of the Herald Tribune editorial staff which appears in Story magazine.

Canadian Kodak Founder
Dies at Toronto Home

Friday, February 26, 1943
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Goldman Takes Karlton
When S-W Lease Expires
Philadelphia — William Goldman
Theaters, which last month acquired
Keith's Theater here from Harvard
University for a reported pi ice of
$250,000, has now added the Karlton,
under lease to Stanley-Warner, it
was learned yesterday. The Goldman Company is reported paying between $700,000 and $800,000 for the
new property, title to which has been
held by the Fidelity Trust Co., probably for an estate.
Goldman bid was high in sealed
proposals which the bank had asked.
S-W, it is understood, was among
other interests submitting bids. Lease
under which the Warner circuit has
been operating the Karlton as a firstrun and repeat outlet is said to expire in thetakes
Spring.
Keith's, on
to which
Goldman
possession
April
1, is now operated by S-W as a continued or carry-over run.
Goldman also has the News and
Erlanger here, the latter dark. He
is plaintiff in a pending anti-trust
suit against Warners and the majors.
The lease of two theaters in Pottstown, Pa., held by Goldman, of which
Warners are the landlord, come up
for renewal within the next year.

Mort Blumenstock Off
For Einfeld Confabs
Tampa, Fla. — Mort Blumenstock,
in charge of Warners advertising
and publicity in the East, who has
been here for the past few days
completing arrangements for the
special "Air Force" premiere at the
State Theater, left last night for
Chicago en route to the Coast, where
he will confer with Charles Einfeld
on plans for "Mission to Moscow,"
"Watch on the Rhine," and other
forthcoming productions. Blumenstock will remain at the Burbank
studio for about a week.

Para. Dance Team Among
Victims of Lisbon Crash
Jeanne Lorraine and Roy Rognan,
comedy dance team who were among
the victims of the Clipper plane
crash in Lisbon Tuesday, recently
completed work in Hollywood in
Paramount's "Salute For Three"
and signed to appear in two more
pictures starting in July. They
made their film debut in Paramount's
"The Fleet's In." Miss Lorraine was
injured and Rognan is reported
missing.

Toronto — Henry Sexton Beckwith,
65, one of the founders of the
Canadian Kodak Co. and widely
known in photographic circles in
Canada, died at his home here. A
native of Brighton, N. Y., he formerly was associated with the Eastman Kodak at Rochester, moving to
Canada 43 years ago to organize "One Million B. C." Gets
the Canadian Company. He retired U. K. Okay After 2 Years
last June as treasurer of the company. His widow and daughter,
Hal Roach's "One Million B.C."
survive.
has been passed for exhibition in
England after having been withheld from exhibition for two years
Fever Epidemic Bars Kids
at the request of the British Society
Ludlow, Mass. — Children have for
the Prevention of Cruelty to
been barred from theaters in this Animals.
Minor deletions were made
town and from all other public recmeet the Society's request, UA
reations for the duration of an epi- to
has been informed.
demic of scarlet fever here.

COminG and GOIIIG
NED DEPINET, president of RKO Radio, has
returned from a trip to the West Coast studios.
FLORENCE STRAUSS, Eastern story editor
for Edward Small, departs for the Coast on
Monday for studio conrerences.
for several months.

She'll be awayj

JULES LAPIDUS yesterday left on his first
tour of the territory since his elevation by Warner Bros, to Eastern
division sales manaaer.
LOWELL

MELLETT,

OWI

arrived in Washington
day trip to California.

motion pict( fief

yesterday after* —
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MERVYN LeROY. director of "Random Hararrives in New York today on the
Twentiethvest,"Century.
FRANCIS ALSTOCK has arrived in Mexico
City from Hollywood.
ARNOLD
PRESSBURCER
and
FRITZ
LANG,
producer and director respectively of "Hangmen Also Die," arrive in New York today on
ihe Twentieth
Century
Limited.
GENE and KATHLEEN LOCKHART start East
from the Coast today for a tour in behalf of
the American Red Cross drive. GAIL 1A1RICK
will be with them. The tour opens in Phiiadel
phia on Monday. Stops in Wilmington, Ba.ti
more, Harrisburg, .Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit,
Gary and Chicago will follow.
COL. DARRYL F. ZANUCK
is on a visit here

hi

BOB WOLFF, captain of the 1943 Ned Depinet
Drive, accompanied by Western Sales Manager
WALTER BRANSON and Short Sub.ects Saies
Manager HARRY MICHALSON, will leave today
for a second swing around
RKO
branches.

Soviet Exec, and Artkino
Prexy Leaving for Coast
Leonid A. Antonov, special repre
sentative of the Soviet Cinema Com
familiarize
mittee, leaveshimself
for thewith
CoastHollywood
today to'
production. With him will be N.
Napoli, Artkino president. Antonov
will stay on the Coast a couple of
months, while Napoli will return in
three weeks.

Pallos in London for Korda?

Steve Pallos, former representa- $
tive for Sir Alexander
Korda
in
New York, is currently in Lisbon $
awaiting passage to England.
It is
repoited
Pallos will represents
Korda in that
London.
Be
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Will Increase Raw
(lock Production

Exhibs, Meet McNutt
oday on Manpower

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ifter raw stock production gets into
'ull swing within the next three or
'our months.
Hopper
said that the WPB
contemplated
no further raw
?4tf«k cuts, despite increased use
■^"ilm
by the Army,
especially
n. the utilization
of the
Arrow
cameras
carried
in bombers.
These cameras use a wider film,
thereby
requiring
more
raw
stock.
He said that the film
manufacturers would meet with
the WPB
in Washington
on
March 8 and that the industry
advisory committee would huddle with the WPB on March 9.
The United States, Hopper said,
was supplying film for the entire
world, with the exception of Gernany and occupied countries.
He
idded that Hollywood was saving
56% in film consumption
through
conservation measures.
As to the much discussed proposal
)f universal switching to single features because of raw stock shortage,
Hopper said that such a move was
in industry problem and not one
'or the WPB, which is interested
mly in supply and conservation.
Hopper spoke before the Allied
joard meeting at the Hotel Warwick
/esterday morning.

committee met in New York Wednesday when all phases of the manpower situation as it relates to theater operation were discussed. Reports on the United Nations Drive
and the possibility of future drives
were made by Ed Alperson, while
plans for the Red Cross drive were
presented by Claude Lee. Arthur
Mayer reported on finances of the
division.

ilelax Wartime Regulations
'Soon as Possible"— OP A
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — OPA restrictions on
)leasure driving, the denial of "C"
:ards to film salesmen and other
vartime regulations will be relaxed
is soon as practical, according to
he policy outlined yesterday by OPA
Administrator Prentiss M. Brown.
The relaxing of OPA regulations
'for the benefit of the public as
•apidly as circumstances permit,"
was promised by the former Michgan Senator.
Jrazilian UA Outlet Opens
The Ritz Theater, United Artists'
lewest first-run outlet in Sao Paulo,
3razil, opened Feb. 17.

And Have YouPlanned
Your Victory Garden?
Halifax, N. S.— R. S. Roddick,
regional supervisor of theaters for
Famous Players Canadian, has
launched a campaign in behalf of
Victory Gardens by staff members of
each of the houses within his jurisdiction, which are at Halifax, St.
John, Sydney, Glace Bay, Moncton,
nine in all. He is distributing free
seeds in the name of FPC and organizing the theater workers, including ushers, usherettes, projectionists, cashiers, doormen, engineers,
jan tors, charwomen, into a movement
to establish vegetable gardens just
as soon as the soil is receptive.
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• WHEN Allied's caravan committee was Coast-bound recently. Sid Samuelson had a birthday while on the train
So Col.
H. A. Cole. Abram F. Myers and Bill Ainsworth ordered a special dinner
to be served in their compartments in Sid's honor
Alter Cole made
a very glowing speech in behalf of Sid, the latter was handed an envelope Sid opened it expecting to find a gift of some
sort, but
instead found the bill for the dinner
Sid paid it. . . © Variety
Clubs
in Kansas
City and Milwaukee
have been
suspended by the
national organization for lack of proper charitable activity
Charters
have been recalled and headquarters have been closed. . . • Jack L.
Warner's second message to the public in the recently launched series of
timely institutional ads being run by WB in national mags, newspapers
and trade press, is a honey
It's headed: Casa blanca. . . • Harry
Buxbaum is back at his 20th-Fox desk after an illness of a couple of

It is expected that the committee
in Washington will endeavor to get
some
sonnel. clarification on deferable per-

Home Expands Publicity
Staffs, East and West
(Continued from Page 1)

lowed Westward by James Dunn,
Kerk Burbank, Jessica Landau, Marmonths, — and is everybody glad to see him in harness again!. . . • Arjorie Chapman and Marie Van Slyke,
rangements for the annual exhibition of outstanding news pix made by
now at the h.o. New setup espemembers of the Press Photographers Association of New York, to be
cially will create and plant advance
publicity on important pix in key
held at the Museum of Science and Industry in Rockefeller Center, Apr.
3 to May 2, have been completed, sez Chairman John J. Reidy.
. .
city dailies.
Additions to Jack Goldstein's pub• Framed on one wall of Arthur L. Mayer's WAC headquarters office
licity staff here include Jack Slocum,
is a most
original check
Being
a Dollar- A-Year
Man
on Uncle
from CBS; Gladys Mansh, formerly
with Disney and Selznick on the
Sam's payroll, but not having served for the entire twelve-month span
Coast; Mrs. Jeanette Sawyer, from
corresponding to the Government's fiscal year, the check is made out to
the WAC; and Ned Norworth, preArthur in the amount (according to regulations) of — One Cent!
viously with UA and the Music
▼
T
T
Hall. Kay Schancer of the h.o. staff
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
becomes Goldstein's secretary.
Rodney Bush, exploitation manAllied Is Preparing
ager, has transferred Dick Owen
Hollywood Star Groups
from the studio to his old post as
For Decree Conference
Will Tour for Red Cross
field rep. in Dallas and Oklahoma
City. Tommy Thompson, who has
(Continued from Page 1)
Groups of screen personalities will been there, returns to KC, St. Louis
attend the manpower conference with make tours under Hollywood Vic- and Indianapolis.
tory direction to appear at Red Cross
Paul V. McNutt in Washington torallies and dinners to stimulate con- Lack of Oil Closes House
day.
Organization's
activities,
electributions while the general War
tion of officers and the budget aie
New Britain, Conn.— The 963-seat
on the agenda for today. New Jer- Fund drive is on in March. Pix insey Allied was host to the directors
dustry's own R. C. drive takes place Roxy Theater was first in the terriat a luncheon yesterday.
April 1-7. WAC members have been
torycausetoofbe
five days
belackclosed
of oil.for
Although
grates
asked to co-op with the touring
for
coal-burning
had
been
ordered,
4.000 "Jacare" Contracts Sold
groups by Claude Lee, campaign director.
they had not yet arrived and the
Archie Mayers, executive assistItineraries so far arranged follows:
ration board refused oil because
ant to Jules Levey, said yesterday
Route
No.
1
—
March
5
—
Denver;
6,
Coloprevious extension had been given.
that more than 4,000 contracts have
rado Springs; 8, Albuquerque.
Route No. 2— March 1 — El Paso; 4, New Latest to convert from oil to coal
been sold on "Jacare," Frank Buck Orleans;
5,
Memphis;
6,
Montgomery;
7,
feature. All important circuits, in- Atlanta; 8, Knoxville ; 9, Nashville; 11, in this territory are the State, New
Haven, and Alcazar, Naugatuck.
cluding RKO, Loew's, Fox West Cincinnati; 12. Dayton; 13, Fort Wayne.
Coast., Wometco, M & P, Publix,
Route No. 3— Feb. 26 — Boston; 27, Cambridge; March 1, Spingfield; 2, Worcester;
Skouras, Prudential, Griffith and In- 3, Hartford;
4, New Haven; 5, Bridgeport;
terstate, have booked the picture 6-7, New York;
Peah B.O. Returns
8, Paterson ; 9, Elizabeth;
solid on an exploitation basis, with 10, New York; 11, Pittsburgh.
fit Frisco Theaters
Route No. 4 — March 1 — Philadelphia; 2,
p.a.'s by Buck in principal cities.
Wilmington; 3, Baltimore; 4, Harrisburg ; 5,

Henry E. Dixey Dead

Atlantic City, N. J. — Injuries received when he was run down by a
bus Sunday brought death yesterday to Henry E. Dixey, 84, legit,
star for many years.

Buffalo; 6, Cleveland; 8, Detroit; 9, Chicago; 10, Gary.
Route No. 5— Feb. 26— Omaha ; 28, Minneapolis ; March 2, St. Louis.

Honor Roy Haines

Detroit — In honor of his promotion to Western and Southern DiviIndie Publicists Re-elect Shapiro
sion sales manager, for Warners,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Roy Haines was tendered a luncheon
Hollywood — Victor M. Shapiro has in the Book-Cadillac Hotel here by
been re-elected president of Inde- a group of leading theater men in
pendent Publicists. The organization this territory, which has been shifted
also adopted a code of ethics at a new
to Haines'
setup. jurisdiction under his
meeting Wednesday.

San Francisco — Box office returns
for theaters here reached their highest peak in history when first-run
grosses for one week exceeded
$100,000. On top of that, $180,000
was grossed in the two-week run of
Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army,"
and Howard
"The $27,Outlaw," broughtHughes'
returns pic,
averaging

500 per week in a two-week run.
"Junior Miss," at the Curran, had a
second-week gross of $14,000 and
Sid
"Highlights
1943"
had Grauman's
a seventh week
gross ofof$15,000.
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G.B.-KALEE SEEKING EQUIP. DOMINANCE
SMPE

Meet Crystallizes Theater Protection

Seven Papers Delivered
On Aspects of Problem;
Harmon Praises Efforts
Various important phases of film
theater protection under war conditions, and including many beneficial
post-war applications, featured last
night's strongly attended meeting
of SMPE's Atlantic Coast Section in
the Hotel Pennsylvania. Papers
presented included "Luminous Materials," James Frank, National Theatre Supply Co.; "Flameproof ing
of Fabrics," Henry Anderson, Paramount's Insurance Dept.; "Group
Panic and Its Control," Dr. Walter
Cutter, New York University (see
adjacent editorial) ; "Fire Fighting
Equipment in Theaters," E. W. Fowler, National Board of Underwriters;
"Theater Construction in Civilian
Defense," Ben Schlanger, Architect;
"Emergency
Lighting,"
Morin,
(Continued
on Page Earl
7)

Motiograph Steps Up
War Manufacturing
Chicago — To better facilitate the
handling of extensive war orders,
Motiograph, Inc., pioneer manufacturer of projectors and sound systems, headquartering here, has not
only gone on a 24-hour work basis
but has acquired an additional plant.
After completion of Navy contracts for sound and projection
equipment, Motiograph will manufacture aircraft and ordnance components only, to the production of
which the organization will devote
(Continued on Page 7)

Red Cross Benefits
Via Whiteway Sign
Chicago — Charles Bidwell, owner
of the Chicago Cardinals football
team, successfully bid $5,000 for the
electric American flag donated to
the new Chicago Variety Club by
Tom Flannery, owner of Whiteway
Sign System and a member of the
Variety Club here. Money was
turned over to the American Red
Cross.

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
Equipment Editor of THE FILM DAILY
AS A service to the nation, its people
** (some 90,000,000 of whom attend
film stands each week), its theaters and
the operators thereof, we devote this editorial space to a condensation of the valuable remarks made at last night's Atlantic
Coast Section of SMPE meeting by Dr.
Walter Cutter, Coordinator, Center of
Safety Education, New York University,

There is, too, the unexperienced danger.
Such dangers may be known mentally, but
when they appear in reality they cause
consternation. The unexpected and the
unknown are also sources of panic. Fear,
the effect of a personal experience in conditioning the mind toward panic, must be
taken into account.

on the subject of "Group Panic and Its THE central problem in combating panic
' is to drain off the panic elements and
Control":
I N ORDER to understand the occurrence restore "normalcy" or "usualness." There
is a psychological moment, as panic is
' of panic in groups, it is first necessary gathering, when, if the proper direction is
to understand the nature of a group. A applied, it may be averted. This takes a
group, while it is a collection of individuals, strong, assured type of individual.
is something more. Whether or not we
call it a "Group Mind" is unimportant.
What is important is that a group seems
to be moved by the same impulses which
move individuals, but which are raised to
a point of contagious intensity. Joy, grief,
fear, frenzy — all can spread with the speed
of a quick chemical reaction through a
group, and the individual, unless he is a
very strong character, is irrestibly swayed
by it.
THE sources of the fears which lead to
' panic are undoubtedly many. First,
there is the survival of primitive fear. Then
there is the fear of the unusual — when a
person who is geared to meet certain types
of emergencies fails in meeting other types.

k^USIC of certain types, played instan'"'taneously, may help avert panic. The
teaching of people to expect constantly the
unexpected is a long-time partial solution,
but there are certain devices which can be
used to help out in emergency situations.
Special emergency devices can be "standing
by"; such as particular types of moving
pictures, special music, the use of trailers,
etc.

THE overall clue to panic avoidance is to
take every reasonable and even extreme
precaution to avoid panic, but to be ready
to head it off instantaneously when it
comes.

Army Air Base Theater Set
Will Fill Needs Arising From Expansion
Ehrlich Bill Favorably
Reported by Committee
Albany — The bill of Assemblyman
Harold B. Ehrlich amending the
penal law in connection with revolving doors, — with which numerous
film theaters in the State of New
York are still equipped — , was reported favorably yesterday by Assembly Codes Committee, and is
headed for a vote by that body early
next week. The bill, designed to
overcome some of the fire hazards
pointed out by the Boston Cocoanut
(Continued on Page 7)

Chicopee Falls, Mass. — In a move
to provide entertainment for more
soldiers at Westover field, a new
post theater will be constructed by
June 1, according to officials at the
air base here.
Known as post theater No. 2, the
new theater will also have a large recreation room and will be equipped
with the best sound motion picture
equipment available, according to
air base officials. Actually, the theater will be Westover field's third.
The first was a temporary combination theater and chapel. The second, now (Continued
in operatio
was7) designed
onn,Page

Supplanting Germany In
Post- War World Markets
Reported Among Its Aims
London (By Cable) — Supremacy of
British-made motion picture equipment in the post-war markets
throughout the world, — and chiefly
to supplant this type of trade formerly held in high percentage by Germany— , is declared here to be the
motivation for the consolidation here
of G.-B. Equipments and Kalee, with
chairman.
J.
Arthur Rank as the new firm's
To effect this aim, Rank, it is
understood, in conjunction with his
business associates, will greatly stepup manufacturing facilities. In addition to the intention to supplant
the commerce of German-owned
companies, it is hoped that the
planned expansion will aid in stabilizing employment among technicians in (Continued
the motionon Page
picture
equip7)

Rochester Theaters
Spurred On Safety
Rochester — Stringent regulations
for maintenance of "the safest possible conditions in theaters" are announced here by Public Safety Commissioner Thomas C. Woods, who
ordered (1) fire drills for theaters'
employes once every 10 days, with
all emergency doors and fire exits
opened and tested; (2) testing
emergency exits daily prior to admitting audiences; (3) all inclined
approaches to theaters covered with
non-slip material (4) smoking only
in smoking rooms or outside entrances
devoid of furniture and in(Continued on Page 7)

He Builds a Theater
As Fast As a Ship!
Salem, Ore. — Henry Kaiser, speed
king of ship production, announces
the construction of an 800-seat, brick
construction theater at the Recreation
Center in Vancouver, Wash. The
house is scheduled for early March
opening.
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SMPE Conclave Spurs
Theater Protection
i A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, _ published every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadwa_y, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
iRalph Wilk, Bureau
Chief.

iv.im Leadership Is

'Sought by G. B.-Kalee
(Continued from Page 6)

Ijment field when the war is over.
Many modern factories will be in
the G.-B-. Equipments and Kalee setup, each a specializing unit. Among
them will be, augmenting new plants,
British Acoustic
(all sound equipment) ; Kershaw
(projectors, lighting, optics, cabons); Pixtons (seat;:ing and furnishings);
and Kalee
- (draperies and decorations).
* Consolidation will result in pooling of research, development, manufacturing, marketing and servicing
for the benefit of exhibitors at home
: and abroad. Firm will actually manufacture 75 per cent of all goods in
which it will deal. Headqua: ters of
. G. B.-Kalee are at National House,
60-66 Wardour
St., London,
W.l.
, Directorate is said to comprise, in
;, addition to Chairman
Rank, Mark
|^Ostrer, Ian Cremieu-Javal, H. R. A.
de Jonsje, Commander W. B. Pirie,
. E. F. Lyons, and F. H. Christlieb,
| with Lyons and de Jonge joint managing directors.

Spur Rochester Theaters
On Safety Measures
(Continued from Page 6)

flammable materials; (5) all booths,
stands and counters removed from
entrance halls and lobbies where existence will impair full and free use
of space devoted to passage of public (6) all courts and passageways
outside of theaters kept clear of all
■ obstructions (7) all drapes and stage
hanging
effectively
flame-proofed
once a year; (8) no drapes hung in
front of or around exit doors; (9)
all hand extinguishers recharged at
least once a year and bearing name
i of person lecharging
and date of
• such action; and (10) that there
. must be separate lighting circuits
for aisles, auditoriums and emergency exits.
Overcrowding must not be permitted, he warned, and that theaters
having a stage and curtains must
have a city fireman present during
all peiformances.

Ehrlich Bill Favorably
Reported by Committee
(Continued from Page 6)

Grove fi: e last December, would not
become effective until Sept. 1, 1944,
and specifies that failure to obtain
necessary mate: ials due to war
shortages would be sufficient defense
against prosecution.

(Continued from Page 6)

Connecticut State Police; and "Theater Glass in Wartime," Gilbert Tyler, Pan-American Airways.
Francis S. Harmon, WAC's coordinator, sent from the West Coast
a personal message to the assemblage, and it was read from the rostrum by Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith,
Atlantic Coast Section SMPE chairman. Characterizing theater protection as of "uncommon import both
to the nation and the motion picture
industry," Harmon cited that the
subject is high on WAC's war agenda
because "the topic is charged with
consequence to the successful prosecution of the war." One of the paradoxes of the global struggle, he
added, "is that to achieve complete
t:iumph, we must not only expend
our resources effectively, but just
as effectively conserve them." He
praised the current series of SMPE
meetings, and the work which the
organization and the members of the
exhibition field are doing to protect
life and
property.
"Just aswith
American families
are concerned
the
safety of their loved ones overseas,
our men in uniform are concerned
with safety of their loved ones at
home," he declared.

B & K Warehouse In
Temporary Quarters
Chicago — Balaban & Karz are settling the fire loss on their big Ashland Ave. warehouse. Loss was estimated at more than $200,000. Temporary warehouse quarters have been
secured on Jackson Boulevard, adjoining Halstead St.

Army Air Base To Have
Third Theater by June
(Continued from Page

6)

(Continued from Page 6)

nearly 100 per cent, of the facilities
of both plants. No new booth equipment, except replacement parts, will
be available for the duration, it is
stated by Fred C. Matthews, Motiograph chieftain.

Carpet For Four

TedSpokane,
Lay to Wash.
Shearer's
— Ted Lay has
joined the Spokane staff of the B.
F. Shearer Equipment Co.

Exhibitors of America have many duties to perform these war days. You
build unity and morale through motion
picture presentations — and you promote
and support the various government
drives that are initiated to spur war
production and civilian defense.
RCA Service, like exhibitors, is carry-

He may be a little hamstrung by gas rationing and
oil rationing. He's got the "priorities" and his "B"
card doesn't let him get out very often.
But — he's still there.
He's got a glint in his eye and willingness in his heart
and he's on the job to help see you through from
here on out.
"He", of course, is your National Theatre Supply
Company representative — a good man to remember
these days.
THEATRE

Motiograph Steps Up
War Manufacturing

New Haven — New carpets are being installed at the Bijou, Poli and
and built too small for the air base's
needs. It will be kept in operation College, New Haven, and at the Palafter the new theater is built. Funds
ace, Meriden.
have already been earmarked for the
new theater, Westover authorities
said, and the ground will be broken
sometime next month.
It is expected the new theater will
provide recreational facilities much
larger than the present group, but
the exact seating capacity was not
revealed by authorities at the post.
Soldiers said they had been told
more and larger USO shows might
be presented at the base after the
theater had been built. Up to now,
it was pointed out, Westover field,
off the beaten path for Governmentsponsored
shows, has had few presented.

HE IS
STILL THERE

NATIONAL

NEWS

SUPPLY

ing on important war duties: RCA engineers are rendering scheduled service
to projection room equipment in thousands of theatres to "Keep 'era Running"—and other RCA Service groups
are installing military equipment and
instructing personnel, in this country
and at the battlefronts.
The RCA Service organization is today more than nation-wide
... it is world-wide . . . serving the home front and
battlefronts too!
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Wheeler Hoppers
Exemption Bill
{Continued from Page 1)

Wheeler, Montana Democrat, yesterday proposed complete exemption
from Selectice Service liability for
men married before Dec. 8, 1941, who
have any children under 18 years
old.
Although the Wheeler bill will of
course not be acceptable to the Administration, the Army, the Navy, or
the War Manpower Commission, the
former isolationist from Montana,
believes his bill has a fair chance of
passage. Possible farm bloc backing could conceivably swing the bill
through the Senate.

In the event that it did pass, the
manpower problem of the motion picture industry would be stabilized for a period — at
least until the passage of national service
legislation or some other legislation giving
the Government power to assign these exempted citizens to direct war work. An attempt to pass such a law would be a certainty
the Selective
event that
Wheeler's
amendment to inthe
Service
Act became
law, and if legislation failed to pass an
executive order would almost certainly follow.
The Wheeler bill provides that "every
registrant who was married prior to Dec. 8,
1941, who has maintained a bona fide family
relationship with his family since that date,
and who has a child or children under 18
years of age, will be exempt from training
and service under this act." The bill was
referred to the Military Affairs Committeee.
Passage, or even strong support, of the
Wheeler bill would just about sign the discharge papers for Paul V. McNutt, manpower czar, whose seat is getting hotter every
day. McNutt was put out in the middle
Wednesday when the House Appropriations
Committee flatly refused to authorize a fund
of $2,454,000 which he claimed he needed for
the U. S. Employment Service in order to
carry
throughago.
his "work or flght" dictum of
three weeks
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Grand Jurors Quiz Browne

if**-

Ex-IATSE Prexy Heard in Racketeering Probe
(Continued from Page 1)

sessment fund of $1,500,000 collected
from members of the IA.
The Government has been probing
for more than two years the use to
which the fund was put and the reason why Browne and his personal
representative, William Bioff, had
almost sole control of the fund.
Bioff is now serving 10 years in
prison.
It was learned that many union
leaders and others from Chicago
were questioned by the jury during
the last few weeks in an effort to
sustain the Government's belief that
Browne and Bioff were the "front
men" for Chicago interests.

During the trials of Browne and Bioff
high-ranking
picture executives testified that

Appeal Board Modifies
Calif. Clearance Award
(Continued from Page 1)

63-day clearance granted to the El
Monte Theater over the Tumbleweed
was unreasonable and asked that
clearance be cut to seven days. The
arbitrator reduced the clearance to
42 days in favor of the El Monte
when the two houses charged the
same admission price and ordered
a graduating clearance scale upward as the Tumbleweed reduced admission prices.
Complainants appealed, still asking for seven days clearance after
the El Monte. After reviewing the
case, the appeal board modified the
award so that the maximum clearHear Charge Some Run
ence to the El Monte over the Tumbleweed shall be 28 days "so long
Arbit'n Award is Refused
as the present admission price differential of six cents between these
St. Louis — The hearing yesterday theaters shall not be increased by
on charges made by Mrs. Mildred
Rauth, of the Ritz Theater, Mo., that any action on the part of the Tumbleprovided, however, that the
the five big film distributors refuse weed;
maximum clearance shall be reduced
to comply with the AAA award of to 21 days when and in case the
Nov. 21, 1941, ordering them to cdmission price differential should
license their product for some run,
attracted two New York attorneys for any reason be less than five
in addition to local counsel for the
distributors. Harry Pimstein, for
cents." Opens Coast Office
RKO Radio and C. W. Thompson for Angus
Loew's, Inc., joined the local barris- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ters in contesting the case which was
Hollywood — John Angus, veteran
heard by Arbitrator Harry G. Erbs.
Mrs. Rauth was subjected to business counsellor of film personalities, has opened an office in the Warsevere cross-examination by the ing. ner
Bros. Hollywood Theater Buildcounsel for the defending companies,
which, in addition to Loew's and
RKO, are 20th Century-Fox, Vitagraph and Paramount. The attorneys expect to finish today.

To Tradeshow 4 RKO Pix
Four RKO pictures will be trade
screened March 15-17. "This Land
is Mine" will be shown March 16;
"Ladies' Day," Maich 15; "I Walked
With a Zombie," March 15, and
"The
Falcon Strikes Back," March
16.

Price Tilt in Waterbury
Waterbury, Conn. — Roger Mahan
has raised prices at the Plaza from
25 to 30 cents, including tax.
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Bioff in making money demands upon them
stated that "it's for the boys in Chicago."
The office of Acting U. S. Attorney Howard F. Corcoran would not discuss the probe
other than to admit that it was in progress.
It is expected that an indictment naming
numerous
Chicago citizens will be filed in the
next two weeks.
Federal authorities have questioned Browne
and Bioff on numerous occasions since their
conviction last year. They are being held in
the Federal House
of Detention
here.
Indications that Browne and Bioff have
been supplying the Government with valuable
information is indicated by the extension of
time of court by Federal Judge John C. Knox,
who sentenced them. The Government usually
recommends reduced sentences for those who,
after conviction, supply information concerning other crimes.
Corcoran intimated that most of the stories printed concerning the current probe
are just guesses as to what is going on in
the Grand Jury room but he refused to brand
them as such.

Kansas Divorcement
Hearings Called Off
(Continued from Page 1)

is understood that no action on the
measure will be taken until the opponents have been heard, but indications are that the bill is dead for;
this session of the legislature.

Oj

TaxF.D.R.
Loss Cited
Slap v
At
on Payin Ceiling
(Continued from Page 1)

Joint Congressional Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation, according to the report submitted to the
House yesterday by Rep. Wesley E.
Disney, D., Okla.
Disney reported for the House
Army Pix Every 8 Weeks; Ways and Means majority on th
Aleutian Subject is Next
bill_ to increase the national debt
limit, to which he attached a rider
(Continued from Page 1)
voiding the major part of the salary
the North African invasion pictures limitation order.
for which Col. Darryl F. Zanuck is
The committee formally accused.
largely responsible are reaching the the President of going beyond the1 •
screen.
intent of Congress in his limitation
order and recommended that the
Next subject in the Army's "ser- Congress itself set the ceiling on
ies" will cover the Aleutian front, it high borsalaries
at their pre-Pearl Harlevels.
was said.

OFFICIAL

U. S. NAVY

PHOTOGRAPH

The worst dangers are invisible
Shrewd showmen realize that mastery of showmanship,
today is
dependent on mastery of electricity. Unseen dangers lurk
in the
mechanisms that project sound and image: only
the best, most
modern knowledge of electronics, applied by the ablest,
most experienced technicians, can forestall and master these dangers
For
this primary protection, 5,100 theatres have turned to Altec
Service

JilTEC
250 West 57th Street, New York City

Protecting the theatre -Our

"first line of morale

«?£ &v

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Four
Years Old
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[VEATERHELP THREATENED, McNUTT TOLD
Higher Canadian
Amusement
Parliament at Ottawa Will
THE WEEK IN
REVIEW
More
By

Raw
L.

H.

Stock

MITCHELL

HOPPER TALKS: Harold Hopper,
ead of the motion picture division
f the WPB, while in New York
tated that raw stock production
/ould be stepped up by 200,000,000
eet in the duPont and Agfa plants
hrough conversion of 35 mm. manfacturing equipment from other
ypes, and through the stepping up
•f the output of present 35 mm. mahinery.

Get New Budget Measures
Tomorrow; Rate Now 20%
Ottawa — The 20 per cent amusement tax of the Dominion government, which brought $8,000,000 to
the Treasury last year, will be
hoisted in budget measures to be laid
before the House of Commons tomorrow by J. L. Ilsley, it was reported at the week-end.
Canada needs a huge sum for war,
and luxuries, in which screen entertainment is classed, will suffer because the Government plans to lay
off necessities in tax increases in
(Continued on Page 10)

Anti-Blind Checking
Bill Dies in Iowa

Tax Looming

NAME LAZARUS
UA'S AD HEAD

Deferment for Employes
Not Asked by WAC; WMC
To Probe Threat Report

Buchanan Agency Exec, to
Join Company Today

Washington

Appointment of Paul N. Lazarus,
Jr., as director of advertising and
publicity of United Artists was announced
Friday by Gradwell
L. Sears,
vicejpresident
in
| ution.
charge of distribLazarus, recently an executive
on motion picture
and theater accounts with Buchanan & Co.,
Inc., starts today at UA where
he succeeds David
E. "Skip" Weshner, whose
nationresigbecomes PAUL
effective next Friday.
The
incoming
UA

TRADE VICTORIES: Film indusry won its fight against proposed
sew Hampshire legislation to make
ill films available to all theaters in
he state 30 days after first showng in the state. . . . North Dakota's
heater divorcement bill was indefiDes Moines, la. — The anti-blind
litely postponed by the committee checking bill was virtually killed in
the
Iowa legislature with the House
lolding hearings on it. . . . In Kansas proposed hearings on divorce- Commerce and Trade Committee
nent were called off.
LAZARUS,
JR.
CCosmo-Sileo
recommending "indefinite postponement" of the measure.
The House members would have to
DECREE AGAIN : Allied board at
ad-publicity
(Continued on Page 8)
(.Continued on Page 11)
ts New York meeting directed its
counsel, Abram F. Myers, to prepare data for formulating a polLoew's Earnings Holding;
icy on which indie exhibs. can unite, John S. Young Heads
Rename Directors, Officers
and to revive suggestions and recom- Pathe Laboratories
mendations made to the D of J relative to the consent decree when
John S. Young was elected presi- ; Entire slate of Loew's, Inc., direcUMPI was still in existence. Film dent
of Pathe Laboratories by the \tors was re-elected at the annual
conservation and the budget were board of directors last week. The jmeeting of the stockholders Friday
other matters on the agenda.
post of president has been vacant morning. The board is composed of
♦
#
#
since O. Henry Briggs resigned in David Bernstein, Leopold Friedman,
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 11)
NEWS NOTES: Film trade was
seen in concerted move to gain essentiality rating from the WMC. . . .
March of Dimes was foreseen surpassing collections in the 1941 drive.
Counsel to Discuss Movies at War
. . . Appeal considered certain which- MPPDA
ever side wins in the Momand antitrust suit as trial ended after six RCA Net at $9,002,437;
Charles Francis Coe, vice-president
and a half weeks. . . . Revival of
and general counsel of the MPPDA,
Federal
Tax
Up
Sharply
will discuss motion pictures at war
stage shows likely, due to film shorton March 9 when he will be the guest
age. . . . 20th-Fox's stock company
plans are apt to be stymied by the
RCA's 1942 net was $9,002,437, speaker at the luncheon of the Sales
war. . . . Arthur A. Lee missing in compared with $10,192,716 in 1941, Executives Club of New York. Indithe Clipper disaster in Lisbon har- according to company's annual recations are that attendance will exbor; Jane Froman rescued but inceed the 1,000 mark.
port released yesterday. After prejured. .. . Nathan Yamins advocates
ferred dividend payment, per share
Coe opened a new and vigorous
iling on film rentals. . . . David earnings of common stock were 41.7
campaign
of the industry's
problems
with 50.2 cents in and achievements
in an address
made
E. ''Skip" Weshner resigns as UA cents, compared
i ( outiuued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
ad-f)u

Sales Executives

'I- [Rib.

he; d.

to Hear

Coe

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Charges that United
States Employment Service officials
in some areas have been "threatening" theater employes that unless
they shifted to direct war work they
would be called for military service
were brought to War Manpower
Chairman Paul V. McNutt Friday by
a delegation of the theater's divistee.
ion of the War Activities CommitThe word "threaten" was used by
the WAC group, it was learned by
The Film Daily, but no specific instances were outlined. McNutt asked
for specific
instances
of such
unwar(Continued
on Page
10)

Rosenberg, Myers
Renamed by Allied
M. A. Rosenberg of Pittsburgh was
re-elected president of national Allied at the closing session of the
board of directors meeting at the
Hotel Warwick Friday. Abram F.
Myers was re-elected general counsel and chairman of the board and
Martin Smith was re-elected treasurer. Meyer Leventhal was elected
(Continued on Page 8)

Warner Houses in Chi.
Zone Increase Prices
Chicago — Warner theaters in this
territory have advanced matinee
prices to (Continued
40 cents, ona Page
five-cent
jump,
ft)

Eastman
5 Army

Man Wins
Decorations

Rochester — Capt. J. Austin Emens,
formerly of Eastman Kodak, is the
wearer of five decorations. Serving
with the Middle East Bomber Command, he has been awarded the
Purple Cross, Oak Leaf, Oak Leaf
Cluster, Distinguished Flying Cross
and the Army's Silver Star.
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Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.
CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing
in requirements of the

Motion

Picture

Industry

75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St.

Los Angeles

LANGUAGE

♦ FUTURE

Music

Hall
Rialto
Hollywood
Strand
Globe
Capitol
Rivoli
Paramount
Roxy
Criterion
Palace
Palace

FEATURES

OPENINGS

♦

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

World
Stanley
Theater
Theater

week
48th St.
48th
St.

♦

The Human
Comedy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
They Cot Me Covered
(RKO
Radio-Samuel
Goldwyn) — March
4
Reunion
in France
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — March
4
The Hard
Way
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)— March
12
Frankenstein
Meets
the Wolf
Man
(Universal
Pictures)
Forever and a Day ( RKO
Radio Pictures)
Happy-Go-Lucky
(Paramount Pictures) — March 24
It Ain't Hay
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
Young
Mr.
Pitt
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Shadow
of a Doubt
(Universal
Pictures) — March
4 (a-b)
When
Johnny Comes
Marching Home
(Universal
Pictures) — March
4 (a)
A Night for Crime
(Producers
Releasing Corp.) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
Riding Down the Canyon
(Republic Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
The last Will of Dr. Mabuse
(S. Krellberg)
(c)
(a)

®
Theater

Silk, Blood and Sun (Maya
Distributing Co.) — 6th week
Siege of Leningrad
(Artkino
Pictures)
(English
commentary) — 3rd
My Friend Clock-John
(Scandia
Films)
(a-b)
We
and Our Little Farm
(Scandia
Films)
(a-d)

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD,
Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU
— Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS
AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO
CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

FINANCIAL

Parade

Picture and Distributor
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Uth
week
week
Pictures) — 6th
(Paramount
Jordan
Lucky
Pictures)— 5th week
Bros
(Warner
Air Force
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)— 4th
week
(b)
Saludos
Amigos
(RKO
Radio
Tictures-Walt
Disney)— 3rd week
The
Crystal
Ball
(United
Artists)— 2nd
week
The Amazing
Mrs.
Holliday
(Universal
Pictures) — 2nd week
Hitler's Children
(RKO
Radio Pictures-Edward
Golden)
The Meanest
Man
in the World
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
Pittsburgh
(Universal
Pictures)
China
Girl
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Hi Ya, Chum
(Universal
Pictures)
(a)

Follows current

bill,

(d)

Astor
Music
Hall
Capitol
Strand
Rialto
Rivoli
Paramount
Criterion
Roxy
Palace
Palace
New
York
New York
World

When the 48-Hour Week
Does Not Apply to Exhibs.

Chicago — Five features will be
tradeshown by 20th-Fox in all exchange centers on March 8 and 9,
it was announced Saturday by Tom
Connors, the company's distribution
head, at the close of the meeting
here of division and district managers. The films are "The Moon Is
Down," "Hello, Frisco, Hello,"
"Dixie Dugan," "He Hired the Boss,"
"Quiet Please, Murder."
Friday night "Hello, Frisco, Hello" was shown to the sales execs, at
a special prevue at the State Lake
Theater. "The Moon is Down" was
shown at the exchange Friday afternoon.

Washington

First of the company's new exploitation films to succeed the "B"
V» product, which are being discontinued, is "Tonight We Raid Calais."
Other pictures completed are "Coney
Island," in Technicolor, "They Came
l/4
to Blow Up America" and "Crash
Dive," starring Tyrone Power.
Phil Williams and W. Woods of
The March of Time also addressed
the gathering giving details of the
new season's product from their organization. President Spyros Skouras was due here Saturday from the
West Coast.
Mayor
West

Squawks

Coast

Bureau

of

at Pic's Title
THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Following a protest
made by Mayor Rossi of San Francisco, 20th-Fox has agreed, that
where practicable, the title, "Hello,
San Francisco, Hello" will be used
instead of "Hello, Frisco, Hello,"
which
screen. marks Alice Faye's return to

of

Local 702 Opening Pact
Talks With 4 More Labs.
The Motion Picture Laboratory
Technicians Union, Local 702
IATSE, this week opens negotiations
for new contracts with four more
laboratories. The union's negotia
tors get together with representatives of DuArt and Mercury tomor
row, Ace on Wednesday and Para
mount on Thursday. Wage incrr. ;sj
longer paid vacations, added cofV isation for night labor and severance pay will be among the advantages sought by the union.
On Friday Local 702 was in receipt of War Labor Board approval
of its contract with RKO covering
laboratory technicians in the company's foreign and domestic filmi
unit. Wage increases of up to $10
per week retroactive to Nov. 1, 1942,,
were allowed by the board, it was
said. The increases average 20 per
cent.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

Revival.

20th-Fox to Tradeshow
Five on March 8 and 9

Bureau

1, 194=
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Washington — Exhibitors who employ less than eight persons in a single theater will be exempt from the
provisions of the 48-hour week, even
though they may be in one of the 32
areas where the longer work week
is to be enforced, the War Manpower
Commission announced Friday.
All employers of eight or more
men who can maintain their schedules with fewer men than they now
have will be expected to institute the
48-hour week. The boundaries of the
32 areas where the order is to be
effective will be fixed by regional
WMC directors.
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C. F. Coe to Address
Sales Execs. Club

COminC and come
r«"-Mnj

WILL H. HAYS arrives from the Coast today.
LtO J. MCCARTHY, FRC assistant general
sales manager, leaves Hollywood this week for
San Francisco and other keys en route to New
York.

(Continued from Page 1)

recently in Boston before the Advertising Club and civic and educational
leaders, women's organization representatives and motion picture industry leaders. At that meeting,
Coe presented the record of the
screen as a medium of entertainment, education and inspiration for
the coming victory. The response
was so great that a policy of holding similar sessions in key cities
was adopted.

RCA Net at $9,002,437;
Federal Tax Up Sharply
(Continued from Page 1)

1941. Total gross income from all
sources in 1942 was $197,024,056, as
against $158,695,722 in 1941, an increase of $38,328,334. Operations
for 1942 over 1941 show gross income increase of 24.2 per cent, a decrease in net profit of 11.7 per cent,
and increase of persons employed of
14.4 per cent.
Indicating the upward trend of
Federal income taxes, provision for
these taxes was $19,074,850, an increase of $2,701,250, or 16.5 per cent,
over the preceding year, and representing 67.9 per cent of income before Federal income taxes.

Warner Houses in Chi.
Zone Increase Prices
(Continued from Page 1)

according to Charles Ryan, zone executive.
The Capitol's week-day prices will
advance 10 cents to 50 cents and
evening admission prices go into effect at 6 p.m. instead of 6:30.
The Stratford and Metropolitan
theaters have increased juvenile admissions from 10 cents to 15 cents.

Yorke Studio Moves
Emerson Yorke Studio over the
week-end moved from 130 W. 46th
St. to new and larger quarters on
the third floor of 35 W. 45th St.,
the same building which houses the
Office of War Information Film Unit.
Yorke organization, is currenty devoting its personnel and facilities
to war effort film projects exclusively.

Michele
Morgan
Wells Root

•tr

Harvest Haul
• • • WE have a letter oi
who claims that he helped install
Hall when the house was built,
loyalty to that establishment

indignation from one Obadiah Pason.
the Grand Organ in Radio City Music
and, therefore has a deep sense oi
Mister Pason says he read our column

t'other day about the record-shattering engagement of "Random Harvest" at the house, and that "it's all about Metro, and relatively nothing
about the theater"
Our carping correspondent
(not, we admit,
without some justice) contends that the. M-G-M facts on the 11-week run,
while accurate, haven't the warm, human appeal of those which RCMH
could issue if so disposed
T

▼

▼

• •
• PASON points out that Gus Eyssell is seriously considering
changing the name of the Music Hall to the Harvest Haul
And
that the line Fred Lynch has in the house program, "this program is
subject to change," is a gross misrepresentation
That the General
Staff in Washington called off the Arizona cotton picking because
soldiers might head for the other "Harvest"
Pason also reveals
that Helen Wheels, the sixth Rockette from the left at the matinee
on Groundhog Day, declared: "I thought wartime stockings got long
runs, but, Gosh!"
"Harvest," he adds has played so long now
that people are confusing Bruno Maine with Leo the Lion's hair-do.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic's president
left N<;w York by plane yesterday for the West
Coast, with stopovers in Chicago, St. Louis
Cnaha, and San Francisco, and upon
Los Ange.es will attend there the fir:
series or sa.es conferences on March 17
r of the
H. C. COSTELLO,
managing director
Oriental,
Chicago,
was
in New
York
at the
week-end.
SONjA HENIE returns to Hollywood today.
SUSAN HATWARD is at the Waldorf-Astoria
MICHAEL MINDLIN, JR., Duke University
sruaenr and son ot the film executive, letl
New York on Friday for Army Air Force train
.ng at Miami.
PIERRE

AUMONT,

current title notwithstanding, a "Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man"
And that the Music Hall's projection room film vault has now been
christened "Goldwyn's Hope Chest"

• • • DESPITE the entire program's marathon, the only literally
tired unit is the real Army jeep that rolls across the stage
Khakiclad Albert Gifford who rides therein is billed as a Private,— but he's
been in front of audiences so long now that MaJiaging Director Gus
is changing that to Public
Fire Commissioner Patrick Walsh is
about to append to the printed Fire Notice that the phrase applicable
normally to all occupants of the theater, "please do not run," obviously has nothing to do with the picture..,.,.

• • • ON some future year of the engagement. Pason avers,
there is bound to outcrop the most unique arbitration case in pic industry annals, — for M-G-M, at this date, will find it impossible to ever
re-release "Harvest" because it will still be in first-run at the Music
Ha'J, and Eyssell won't give Leo clearance
Another point Pason
brings out is that, if necessary, the administrators of the Rockefeller
Estate will arrange with some future generation of film theater architects to build a New Radio City Music Hall on the present site without
interfering with the picture and stage show which started way back in
1942
Mister Eyssell, it is reported, is inserting a slip next week-end
in pay envelopes of all personnel informing them that time off will
surely be given from the show so that they can collect their Social
Security

T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

T
HARBOR!

▼

makes

BEN KALMENSON, general sales manager foi
Warners, ana SAMUEL SCHNEIDtR, who handles
financial matrers tor the company, lerr New
rork over tne week-end tor the Coast.
MORT
today tor

BLUMENSTOCK
sruaio parieys.

arrives

in

I

A. W. SCHWALBERC, Warners' supervisor of
exchange operations, leaves tonight tor Washington on a cnecKup trip.
MARTIN JUROW, head of the Warners' talent
bureau in the Last, leaves New York tomorrow
ror the Coast with a stop over in Chicago,
FREDRIC ULLMAN, Jr. of Pathe News returns
from cut of town tomorrow or Wednesday.

OWI to Use Pix to Teach
Women to Buy fresh Foods
Washington

• • • IT'S going to be a helluva race to see who gets to the
Music Hall screen next. — Bob Hope or Virginia Weidler's great granddaughter If Hope wins, observes Pason, his picture will be, its

French actor who

his U. S. Occur in M-G-M's "Ass.gnmenf in
brittany,"
New
York. has returned to Hollywood from

Bureau

oj
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Washington — The OWI motion picture section is working now on one
phase of what is expected to be
among the most comprehensive of all
wartime information campaigns —
that designed to persuade housewives to substitute fresh foods and
other
types
of unrationed foods for
rationed commodities.
Several motion picture shorts are
planned, for extensive non-theatrical
as well as theatrical distribution.
Newspapers, radio, lectures and billboards will be used, as well as motion pictures.
Food advertisers recently pledged
$100,000,000 worth of advertising for
foods recommended by the Government.

To Air Gov. Warren,
Mellett Awards Talk
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lowell Mellett and
Governor Earl Warren of California
will speak at the M. P. Academy
awards banquet, March 4. Their
speeches wil be broadcast from 10:30
to 11 p.m. over CBS Coast-to-Coast.
The OWI is making a transcription
of the whole program which will be
shortwaved to the armed forces
abroad, and the Office of Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs will
also make its own broadcast of the
whole show which will be translated
and broadcast to all Latin-American
countries.
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Rosenberg, Myers
Renamed by Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

secretary, succeeding Charles Olive,
and Pete J. Wood was elected recording secretary, replacing Don Rossiter.
William Ainsworth of Wisconsin
was elected to the executive committee, filling the vacancy left by
Nathan Yamins who previously had
resigned from the organization
Other members of the executive committee who were re-elected were Col.
H. A. Cole, M. A. Rosenberg, Sidney
Samuelson, Jack Kirsch, Roy Harrold and Martin Smith.
Elected members of the caravan
committee were Rosenberg, chairman; Cole, Samuelson and Ainsworth. Provision was made for one
man to be named by the Pacific Coast
Conference.
Next meeting of the board will be
held in Detroit in late April or early
May.

Anti-Blind Checking
Measure Dies in Iowa
(Continued from Page 1)

override the committee report in order to bring it up for floor consideration. As the deadline is already
past for filing bills in the Senate, it
means the bill is dead.
Rep. Frank W. Less, Democrat
from Cascade, who also operates a
theater, sponsored the bill. It would
have prohibited "spying" upon the
business operations of manufacturers, merchants, motion picture theater operators and others.
One of the reasons given for dissatisfaction with the bill was it included other merchants and some
termed it an anti-picketing bill.

Rites for Mrs. Essie Gerson
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services were
held at the week-end for Mrs. Essie
Gerson, 54, wife of William Gerson,
manager of Universal studio commissary, and one-time Broadway
restaurateur. A son and daughter
also survive.

Leo Brown Dead
Chicago — Leo Brown, a veteran
operator at the B & K State, is dead,
after a long illness.

The Winner! ! !
Quincy, Fla. — Albert Bass writes
from somewhere in the South Pacific claiming the $100 prize which
was offered by Interstate Enterprises,
owner of the Shaw Theater, for the
first Jap killed by a resident of
Gadsden County. PFC Bass claims he
has earned the prize money with at
least three Japs in the bag. He was
at Guadalcanal and is now resting in
a South Pacific hospital.

1, 1943

ft REVIEWS Of THE HEW fRIDS #
"Frankenstein Meets

"The Human
Comedy"
with Mickey Rooney
M-G-M

118 Mins.

SAROYAN NOVEL CONVERTED INTO
FILM THAT HOLDS PROMISE OF STRONG
BOX-OFFICE RETURNS.
Any film that exalts the human spirit,
that dignifies the common man and that
searches for deeper meanings in the drama
of life and death is worthy of a people's
wholehearted devotion. "The Human Comedy," based on the book of the same title
which represents William Saroyan's initial
venture in the field of the novel, is such a
film.
Despite its deviation from the tried-andrrue formulas on which film audiences have
been nurtured and its demands upon the
mental processes for full enjoyment of it,
.he picture should win a heavy and sympathetic response from the public once its
merits have been demonstrated. The average person cannot miss the point that in the
characters that fill the story he sees himself depicted. Their lives are so much his
own that he cannot help but feel for them
and understand the problems that beset
them.
In his preoccupation with the humanities
Saroyan has created a canvas as warm with
the breath of life as it is broad. Saroyan
restates his philosophy refreshingly, sincerely and inspiringly, if not always with
crystal clearness. That he is trumpeting
a message of faith and love and kindness, is
unmistakable. Even the simplest soul
should be able to gather that. Nor should
it be possible to miss the ring of genuineness in all of "The Human Comedy."
The story is not the thing in this film.
In fact, there isn't any plot in the real
sense of the word. Nor is tnere much action
to speak of. The film is just about people
and the plain things of life. It gains its
interest and holds it through the interplay
of character and the effect the persons
whose destinies are at stake have on one
another's welfare. All this, of course,
makes for a lot of conversation, with much
expounding on matters of spiritual significance, asis to be expected.
Let this be clear: for all its reliance on
dialogue to put over its message (which,
incidentally, is of vital significance today),
the film is an absorbing affair without a
trace of dullness where grown-up audiences
are concerned.
Saroyan makes his points primarily by
showing us life as it affects a youthful
character named Homer Macauley. As a
Postal Union messenger in a California
town the lad is made acutely aware of the
foibles of humanity and of the conflicting
emotions that comprise every-day living.
His picture of the world is quite confused
until the death of his soldier brother in
defense of the nobler things of life floods
his mind with light.
The cast is a joy. Mickey Rooney is a
revelation as the Macauley boy, playing
with an understanding and earnestness that
should gain him new honors. Gone is that
chip-on-the-shoulder attitude. The chief
characters who enter his life are played by
Frank Morgan, James Craig, Marsha Hunt,
Fay Bainter, Van Johnson, Donna Reed, Jack
Jenkins. The last-named, a shaver appearing as Rooney's
brother, comes
near to

"The
Ape Man"
Bela Lugosi, Louise Currie,

with

Wallace
Ford
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
64 Mins.
THRILL-PACKED SHOCKER SHOULD
CLICK WITH THE HORROR FANS.
Here is an offering that should appeal
to horror fans. It has Bela Lugosi doing
his usual good work in the title role, able
direction by William Beaudine, and good
production values supplied by Sam Katzman
and Jack Dietz. Barney Sarecky functioned
as associate producer.
Lugosi, a doctor, and his friend, Henry
Hall, also a doctor, conduct experiments
which finally result in Lugosi turning into
an ape man. Lugosi's sister, Minerva Urecal,
.earns of his predicament on her return
from a trip to Europe, and she and the victim appeal to Hall to save him. Lugosi
kills Hall's butler to obtain human spinal
fluid, which he forces Hall to inject into
Lugosi, but the amount is insufficient.
The apeman commits other murders to
gain the necessary fluid, and when Hall refuses to help him and throws the fluid away,
Lugosi determines to kill him. Wheelei
Oakman, a detective, traces Lugosi to Hall's
office, but arrives too late. He finds Hah
slain. Lugosi is finally tracked down ano
meets his death in a fight.
CAST: Bela Lugosi, Louise Currie, Wallace Ford, Henry Hall, Minerva Urecal, Emit
Van Horn, J. Farrell MacDonald, Wheelet
Oakman, Ralph Littlefield, Jack Mulhall,
Charles Jordan.
CREDITS: Producers, Sam Katzman and
Jack Dietz; Associate Producer, Barney A.
Sarecky; Director, William Beaudine; Orginal
from Screenplay,
"They Creep
in the
Dark"
by
KarlStory
Brown;
Barney
Sarecky;
Cameraman, Mack Stengler Editor, Carl
Pierson; Art Director, David Milton; Musical
Director, Edward Kay.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.
stealing the show. Amazing indeed is the
child's performance.
In his capacities as producer and director Clarence Brown has successfully
caught the Saroyan spirit. He has delivered a resounding directorial job. Howard
cstabrook has captured the flavor of the
original with surprising skill. He has lightened the script with enough joyousness to
advance the film's box-office prospects.
Harry Stradling's photog'aphy and Herbert Stothart's musical score are among the
picture's many glowing assets.
CAST: Mickey Rooney, Frank Morgan,
James Craig, Marsha Hunt, Fay Bainter, Ray
Collins, Van Johnson, Donna Reed, Jack
Jenkins, Dorothy Morris, John Craven, Ann

Ayars,
Mary Nash, Henry O'Neill, Katharine
Alexander
, Alan Baxter, Darryl Hickman,
Barry Nelson, Rita Quigley, Clem Bevans,
Adeline de Walt Reynolds.
CREDITS: Producer, Clarence Brown;
Director, Clarence Brown; Screenplay, Howard Estabrook; Based on novel by William
Saroyan; Cameraman, Harry Stradling;
Dance Director, Ernst Metray; Musical Score,
Herbert Stothart; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Film Editor, Conrad A. Nervig.
Fine.
DIRECTION, Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY,

with

Lon

Chaney,

Bela

Lugosi,

Man"72
WolfKnowles
the Patric
Universal

Mins
TWO PRIZE MONSTERS BROUGHT TO
GETHER
BY
UNIVERSAL
TO
PR!
FANS WITH HORROR FEAST.
In "Frankenstein Meets the Wolf
Universal presents exhibiitors with a double
feature shocker. As if the cavortings o
a werewolf were not enough to scare an
audience, the company has seen fit to disinter Dr. Frankenstein's monster and blow
the breath of life back into him. The result is a horror feast in which devotees ol
the weird and the fantastic will gorge
themselves to bursting. The opportunities
for screams are offered with unparalleled
generosity. Heaven knows what so rich
a diet of scariness will do to the kids.
The title of the film in itself is an ir
resistible
invitation to those who
thrive
on horror.
And the exhibitor can rest as
sured

that

such fans will not be disappointed. The idea of two of the most
cherished
monsters of the screen carrying1
on in the common cause of scaring the wits
out of people is something to intrigue the
imagination.
To say imagination runs ram
pant in this bit of cinematic confection is
to put it mildly.
Incident after incident
defies all rationalization
and heaps praise
upon those technicians whose trickery makes
such entertainment possible.
The wolf man is played by Lon Chaney
It is he who discovers the Frankensteir
creation preserved in ice and brings hi
back to this world in his search for the
doctor's secrets of life and death in the
hope he will be able to find eternal rest
from the curse that is upon him. The felow talks so much about wanting to die
hat one can't help wondering why he
doesn't solve the problem by quietly committing suicide without the need of a
Formula. The Frankenstein secret falls into
the hands of a doctor (Patric Knowles)
who uses it to make the resurrected monster
strong again. Once the monster has regained his powers he goes on a rampage,
ending up by coming to grips with tl
werewolf.
The cast conveys the tone of horror pretty
well. This time the monster is played by
Bela Lugosi. Ilona Massey enacts the
dead Frankenstein's daughter who makes it
possible to find the life-and-death formula.
The best performance in the film is that
of Knowles.

Curtis Siodmak did the screenplay for ah
Dli
associate producer George Waggner. Action is stressed in the direction of Roy
William Neill.
CAST: Lon Chaney, Bela Lugosi.
Patric Knowles, Ilona Massey, Dennis Hoey,
Maria Ouspenskaya, Lionel Atwill, Rex
Evans,
Barclay,
Dwight Frye, Beatrice
Roberts. Don
Harry
Stubbs.

s

CREDITS: Associate. Producer, George
Waggner; Director, Roy William N e ill ;,
Screenplay, Curtis Siodmak; Cameraman,
George Robinson; Art Director, John Goodman; Film Editor, Edward Curtiss.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.

'Towers Girl" at State
New York premiere of "The Pow
StateGirl"
Marchhas 25.been set for Loew'.c
ers
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WAC Tells McNull of
Threats lo Employes

TO THE

FRANCES DAUSCH, a member of
{Continued from Page 1)
ranted action by the USES, and the 20th-Fox switchboard department, has joined the SPARS, makpromised to "run it down" wherever
ing her the first gal at the home
it had taken place. Even employes
over 38 years old were threatened, office to get into
— • uniform—
said the industry group.
The 20th-Fox home office has lost
The meeting was devoted mainly another six employes to the draft.
to an attempt to clarify the man- They are J. KELLY, publicity; C. E.
power outlook of motion picture ex- MANUEL, service; W. PEEL, conhibitors, but it is doubtful if the
tract; C. BRESLIN, maintenance;
situation is much clearer now than G. FORD, accounting; T. DeANGELIS, requisition.
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
— • —
Washington— The WMC and the
WPB's offices of civilian supply
are reported planning simplification of civilian services. One
possibility, it is understood, is
marked reduction in the number
of theater employes with ushers
probably entirely eliminated or
restricted to an absolute minimum. The new Government plan
may have its first test in the restaurant field with restaurants becoming modified cafeterias.
it was last week. No request was
made for deferment of any theater
workers, although there was specific discussion of projectionists and
managers. The WMC attitude is
that they are not on the necessary
list, however, so the only thing to
do is to plan to replace them if they
are of military age.
In "Twilight Zone"
There was considerable speculation es to whether the exhibition end
of the industry might be placed in
toto on a future list of undeferrables,
although this is extremely unlikely.
One WMC spokesman said, however,
that the theater employes are in a
"twilight zone," emphasizing that it
would be wise for employes to continue on their present jobs, unless
those jobs are themselves declared
non-deferrable. If there is doubt,
they are advised to consult with
their local USES office.
One manpower official told The
Film Daily Friday that he could
see the logic of the complaint that
while numerous production workers
are considered necessary men, none
of those whose jobs are to fulfill the
purpose of these productions — exhibition to the public — are so listed. He
said the WAC group had referred to
the health and safety angles while
discussing the projection booth and
managers' jobs. Deferment of many
in the exhibition end of the industry

United Nations Pix
Entered for Awards
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Films showing soldier
and civilian life of 10 United Nations' peoples have been entered in
the documentary films division of
the 15th annual awards of Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
David O. Selznick, chairman of documentary awards committee, announces.

COLORS!
HARRY GOLDSTONE, New York
and Brooklyn salesman for PRC was
inducted into the Army Friday.

Before leaving on his second swing
around the RKO Radio branches in
connection with the current Ned
Depinet Drive, Bob Wolff, captain of
this year's drive, was tendered a
luncheon Friday at Toots Shor's by
a group of home office sales executives.
Party, which was in the nature of
a "bon voyage," included Ned Depinet, Robert Mochrie, Walter Branson, Nat Levy, Harry Michalson, S.
Barret McCormick, Mike Poller,
Harry Gittleson, Frank Drumm, and
A. A. Schubart.

Simon Succeeds Connolly

(Continued from Page 1)

an official effort to circumvent in
flation.
— • —
The film industry is not subsidize*
Springfield, Mass. — JOSEPH
P.
PAMELIA, Jr., former saxophone by the Government to help maintaii
and clarinet player in the Court constant costs under the price ceil
Square theater orchestra here, has ing and a boost in the tax on a£ >s
sion prices is not considered a^>
enlisted as an naval aviation cadet.
crease in the cost of living.
— • —
Cincinnati— JAMES HOGAN, assistantbeen
managerinducted.
of Wes
Huss's John S. Young Heads
Royal, has

— • —

The SPARS have gained another
Wilmington,
Del. — Loew's Aldine
recruit in BEVERLY KESSLER, Theater recently sent these employes into the armed services:
who has been with Columbia Pictu: es.
CHESTER JONES, chief of ser— • —
vice; ARTHUR WILSON, porter;
THOMAS G. RATCLIFFE, form- DONALD VARRELL and HERBERT
erly a member of the M-G-M story HENNESSEY, projectionist; JOSdepartment, has been commissioned
EPH CIRINO, student assistant
a lieutenant in the chemical warfare manager, and ROBERT GIBBONS,
executive staff.
division of the Army.

RKO Sales Execs. Hold
Luncheon for Bob Wolff

endat 'sTax
emna
% Tilus
20
t Ca
May Am

Chi. Film Carrier Drops
Friday Trips, 15% Saving
Chicago — Local office of the Film
Truck Service is eliminating Friday
deliveries, effecting a 15 per cent
mileage reduction.
Ken Hallam Recovers
Ken Hallam, who has been head of
RKO Radio's radio publicity department under S: Barret McCormick
for several years, has returned to his
duties after a severe illness. Hallam was hospitalized for six weeks

Goldberg Holds New Haven Meet

Pathe Laboratories

(Continued from Page 1)
Corp.
1940 to head Producers Releasing

;
Young has been in New York fo
the last 18 months, having come hen
from California where he was heac
of Pathe Laboratories of California
He is a native of Canedian, Tex.
In addition to his presidency o
the laboratory, Young is presiden
of Pathe Manufacturing Co., presi
dent of the Cameo Coal Sales Co.
vice-president of the Gray Boat Corp
and a director of PRC.

Springfield Theaters Lose
Fight on Sun. Opposition
Springfield,
Theater agains
interests failed in Mass.
their —protest
rental of the Municipal Auditoriun
to Daniel J. Casey for a series of fou
Sunday vaude shows, sponsored bj
the Corbeen Club. First show we^
scheduled to be given yesterday
City Property Committee after
closed hearing agreed to weigh care
fully the granting of any future ap

Boston — Matthew Simon has been
New Haven, Conn. — Harry Goldpromoted from salesman to sales
berg, director of advertising and plications.
manager for 20th-Fox here, succeed- publicity for the Warner Circuit, NSS Pittsburgh Changes
ing James Connolly, who has resigned will hold a meeting here today for
to enter the Navy as a lieutenant, managers and other theater execuPittsburgh — Cy Seymour succeeds
tives in this territory.
junior grade.
Frank G. Berglas, who is entering
military service early next month
in Britain was also mentioned by the more probable, is certain to mean a as salesman for National Screer
heavy drain on industry personnel. here. Due to the resignation oi
industry representatives.
There can be no question, accord- In fact, with the food situation grow- Irving Marcus, office manager, tc
ing more and more critical, it is
ing to reports on the meeting, that
that the farms will draw more take a war production job in Clevethe manpower chief offered little en- likely
Wally Nass,
of this company's
office,
has temporarily
taker
couragement on the manpower situ- industry workers than the armed head land,
ation. He could refer only to the forces. This is especially likely in over office operations.
the
event
that
the
Kilday
or
Wheeler
manpower demands of the Army, the
amendments to the Selective Service
Navy, war production and food production.
Act — providing for deferment or
Your Remedy, Too?
exemption respectively from military
Belle Glade, Fla. — A satisfactory
Speaking of the industry's man- service for married men wifh chilpower problem generally, one officdren— become law.
solution to the gas shortage probial remarked — as has been pointed
lem which limits mileage to the
On hand for the meeting with Mcout in The Film Daily previously — Nutt,
car owner has been worked out by
which lasted just under an
that the mere fact that an industry hour,
were Si Fabian, chairman of
Ihe management of the Prince Thehas been named as essential is no the WAC
ater, Pahokee, and the Everglades
theaters division, E. V.
guarantee that it will be free of Richards, Jr., Paramount Theaters,
Theater, Belle Glade. The two
manpower worries. Not alone are
towns are close together and patrons
Orleans; M. A. Rosenberg, Althe essential listings — for both in- New lied
in each locality were able to see
president and a member of the
dustries and specific jobs — subject to Allied national executive board; Robpictures in both houses. New schedchenge, but it is likely that the huge
ule calls for a complete change on
ert Wilby, Wilby-Kincey Co., 87manpower demands will force the theater
chain in Alabama, Tennessee,
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and the
transferring of many from those
Owl show Saturday night. The Owl
Ed Alperson, genfields which still enjoy the prefer- and theeralCarolinas;
show Saturday presents the Sunday
manager RKO Theaters; Ed
ence.
Kuykendall, MPTOA president; Harshow; Monday, the theaters exchange films and so on throughout
Heavy Personnel Drain Likely
ry Brandt, ITOA president, and Robthe week.
ert O'Donnell, president of the InterPassage of national service legisstate Circuit, Dallas.
ion, which begins to look ever
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Lazarus Named UA's
Ad-Publicity Chief
(.Continued from Page

FROM the KEYS
and BEYOND
West

1)

chief graduated from Cornell University 10 years ago, joining War|. ners immediately.
He served sucI cessively on press book advertising,
■ in charge of trade paper advertisir"T and sales promotion,
and as
4>-^*f'visor
the last
field October
force.
Lazarus left over
Warners
to join the Buchanan
agency.
In
1939-40, he was president of Ampa
and currently is vice-president.
Lazarus' father, long identified
with sales
UA, executive.
is the company's contract
and

Coast
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Hollywood — Marriage is announced
of Sandra Lynn and Harry Woolman.
Des Moines, la. — Kathryn Adkinson, secretary in the Des Moines
Theater Supply Co. will be married
to Dr. R. O. Drews in Maine.

New Haven — Shirley Cleveland of
the Loew-Poli division secretarial
staff, has resigned to be married to
PFC Joseph Bianco in Detroit on
March 8. The couple will reside near
Chanute Field, 111.

Washington, Pa. — Wedding of
Chrystal Culper to Pvt. John G. Lacock, of this town, took place at
Rockland, Me. recently where the
bridegroom is stationed. Mrs. Lacock is the daughter of the late pioneer exhibitor, B. E. Cupler, and
since his death has owned and operated the Court Theater here.
Pittsburgh — Mrs. Florence Fisher
Parry, columnist for The Press, has
announced the marriage of her son,
Lt. David F. Parry to Edith Nussbaum in Texas, where he is stationed
at one of the Air Corps training
fields.

Loew's Earnings
Rename
Directors,Holding;
Officers

Avoca, Pa. — Margaret Franey,
New Haven — Adolph Johnson,
cashier at the Palace Theater, was
married to Lt. Joseph McDonald in Strand, Hamden exhibitor, announces
the marriage of his son, Ensign Rob)
(Continued from Page 1)
St. Mary's Church, Avoca.
ert Johnson of Miami, to Virginia
! Eugene Leake, Charles C. MoskoVickry of McKenzie,
Ala.
witz, William A. Parker, J. Robert
Des Moines, la. — Joe Ancher, now
' Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck, Joseph a corporal in the Army and former
Scranton, Pa. — Engagement of
1 R. Vogel, David Warfield and Henry head booker at Warner's exchange in Ruth Ann Shelare of Brooklyn, N.
1 Rogers Winthrop.
Des Moines, was married to Mary Y., to Ensign Thomas J. Walker,
f Following the election, Rubin told Altman of Chicago at Camp Hobbs, son of Postmaster General and Mrs.
1 the stockholders
that he expected N. M., where Ancher is stationed.
Frank C. Walker, is announced.
profits for 1943 to be about the
same as those of last year.
Rubin
'Random Harvest" Lunch Bonuses for Men Whose
, said that earnings for the 12 weeks
ended Nov. 24 would be about the At the Music Hall Today
Pay Overtime Ban Hit
same as for the same period in
1941 when the net profit was $2,Record-breaking 11-week run of Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
,627,145. The difference will be slight, Metro's "Random Harvest" at the
Washington — Industry employes
I- he said, even though
taxes have Radio City Music Hall will be com- whose real wages actually dropped
memorated today at a luncheon at when the President banned overtime
| doubled.
Jo Directors, meeting to organize fol- the theater at which Gus Eyssell, pay for work on week-ends and holimanaging director of the Hall, will day. days will be awarded bonuses to re| lowing theelected
stockholders'
session, rePresident Nicholas
M. present plaques of appreciation to
store those losses, it appeared Fri; S"henck and all other officers. The the stars, director and producer.
Three conditions must be met:
t directors also declared a regular Mervyn LeRoy, director, who is in
-dividend of 50 cents a share on the New York, will accept.
that the premium pay was an imports nt part of the agreed wage for the
itcommon, payable March 31 to stockEyssell's
include:
From
Metroguests
home will
office:
Nicholas M.
holders of record on March 19.
Schenck. William F. Rodgers, Howard Dietz, job, that it had been received regularly over a long period of time and
Si Seadler. E. K. "Ted" O'Shea, Lou Smith.
From the metropolitan press: Kate Cameron, that the collective bargaining his15 Broadway Theaters
Wanda Hale, Dorothy Masters, Alton Cook.
tory of the employer indicates that
Pauline Williams, G. E. Blackford, Bosley this premium pay was considered in
Crowther,
Ted
Strauss,
Tom
Pryor,
Ahe
Front'
the
"At
!Will Play
Weiler, Arthur Folwell, Howard Barnes, establishing the rates for the job and
Fifteen Broadway houses, includ- Joseph Pihodna, Lt. Lee Mortimer, Eileen that it was accepted by employes in
John T. McManus, Leo Mishkin,
ing practically all first-runs, have Creelman,
Fane Corby, Archer Winsten. Irene Thirer, place of a general wage increase.
been set by Warners to play "At the Kelcey Allen, Jesse Zunser.
From the trade press: Chester B. Bahn,
Front," the War Department's North William
Formby, Abel Green, Jack Harrison, Operator for Every Machine
African invasion film, the week. of
Lewis, George Morris, Ray Murray,
Hornell — An ordinance requiring
March 18. Three Brooklyn first-runs Charles
Martin Quigley, Terry Ramsaye, Sam Shain,
also will play the pic the same week, P. D. Harrison.
that local theaters have one operaFrom the Music Hall : R. V. Downing,
with the entire Loew and RKO cirtor for every projection machine is
Fred L. Lynch.
before the Common Council here.
cuits getting the four-reeler later.
Also, Clarence Brown, Henry Lustig, Ben
Thau. Paul Muni, Danny Kaye, Adam Gimbel, City Attorney Albert E. Hollis has
Chi. M of D Collections
\V. R. Hearst, Jr., Lee Batson, Max Gordon. termed such a measure unconstitutional.
Trying Hoffman.
Chicago — The March of Dimes
:ollections here will exceed $20,000,
it was stated at the week-end. WarRiding Herd on the Hollywood News Runge
ner Bros, reports $5,200 had been
collected at its 19 theaters.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Week-end news roundup: With Teresa Wright ordered by
her doctor to take a month's rest, Anne Baxter replaces her in "The North
Star," courtesy of 20th-Fox. . . . Sam Goldwyn also has added Una O'Connor
to the cast of "The North Star". . . . "Silver Skates" bookings, prior to national
release, surpassed by 500 per cent the record of any Mono, pic for pre-release
engagements, according to Steve Broidy, now here. . . . Fourth Lum and Abner
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Hollywood — Twins, a boy and a
girl, named Marina and Lucchino,
vere born to the former Gale Page,
iow the Countess Aldo Solito de
Jolis.

pic starts shooting for RKO Apr. 1. . . . PRC will make "Minstrel Man" as a
top budget musical in May. . . . George Sherman will produce-direct "Three
Brothers" by Carl Rathjen for Rep. . . . Mono, is re-issuing "Her First Romance".
. . . Andrew Stone has signed Lupe Velez, Edward Everett Horton and Dennis
O'Keefe for "Hi Diddle Diddle."
— WILK.

By R. E. PORTER

To solve the manpower problem,
Henry Schoenstadt, prexy of the
Chi. circuit bearing his name, will
start a managerial training school.
. . . Dorothy Therion, former booker
at Star Film exchange, Portland,
Ore., is now personal secretary to
J.- A. Foreman, Pacific Northwest
circuit operator. . . . Mrs. Ernestine
Greenberger, wife of Leo Greenberger of the Lefkowich-Greenberger
Circuit, Cleveland, is co-author with
Ruth Glick, of a story, "Good Home,
Good Pay," which has been purchased by the Ladies Home Journal.
. . . Guy Maxey, office manager in
the Seattle Warner Bros, exchange,
celebrates his 20th year with the
company next week.
—Tell It to PorterBill Blair, formerly manager of
Cleveland's Hanna, legit, house, has
been
namedCleveland
manager subsequent.
of Associated's
Memphis,
. ..
Ernest Grohe, 20th-Fox salesman in
Chi., is vacationing at Phoenix,
Ariz., destination also of Mike Bachman, manager of B & K's Harding.
. . . William F. Hemphill has succeeded William V. Taylor as relief
manager at the Village, Houston;
Hemphill has been Tower treasurer.
. . . T. L. Cameron has reopened his
Medora, 111., house for Saturday and
Sunday nights. . . . Bob Phillips, manager of the Davis, Higginsville, Mo.,
has resigned.
—Tell It to PorterChuck Bier has been named manager of Warners' Aberdeen and Hoquiam (Wash.) theaters. . . . Local
457, operators, at Superior, Wis.,
has elected Stanley E. Anderson
prexy. . . . Robert L. Lippert of
Frisco has added the Liberty, Sacramento, to his circuit, buying from
J. W. DiStasio. . . . Glenn Schrader
has succeeded Art Covilli as manager Bridgeport,
of the Frisina
Capitol,
111. . Circuit's
. . Dean Jones
of the B & K accounting dept. is
battling pneumonia in Wesley Memorial Hospital, Chi. . . . Jack Wohl,
formerly Great States booker, is
booking pix for the Great Lakes
Naval Station's theaters. . . .
—Tell It to Porter—
H. Clay "Sonny" Harris is back at
the Martin, Dothan, Ala., from the
Ritz, Marianne, Fla., to replace Rufe
Davis Jr., who joined the Army. . . .
Elwood Rubin has succeeded Walter
Chenoweth at the Metro, Frisco. . . .
Chenoweth went to the Alexandria,
Frisco, to fill in for Al Levin, now a
Marine. . . . Don Beal, former Warners' shipper in Des Moines, is now
in the Army at San Antonio.
Press Sees "Human Comedy"
Press premiere of M-G-M's film
version of William Saroyan's "The
Human Comedy" will be held tonight
at the Astor, where it starts a continuous run extended engagement
world premiere tomorrow morning.
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EIGHT
OUT

OF TEN
€

OF the Ten Best Pictures, selected in the
Film Daily's critics poll for 1942, eight
were made on Eastman Negative Films.
This gratifying result provides striking
evidence of the strong preference for
these high-quality films. Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors
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PAGING THEATER MANAGERS FOR WAR JOBS
xhibs. Face Grave
[earings Start Today on
Nat'l Service; However
Bill Goes, Theaters Lose
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With preliminary
hearings on the Austin-Wadsworth
bill, which will probably be known,
if passed, as the National Service
Act, scheduled to get under way
today, Manpower Chief Paul V. McNutt still maintains that he hopes
to work out the nation's manpower
plans on the voluntary basis.
Whether or not the method of filling
essential manpower needs is volun(Continued on Page 6)

Freeman Re-elected
AMPP President
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Manpower

Herb Ochs to Build ISO-Unit Trailer Park
On Property of Dayton, ©., Drive-in Theater
Cleveland — Herbert Ochs, who has been managing the Knickerbocker Theater during the past few months, has returned to Dayton, to prepare the Dayton
Drive-In Theater, which he built and operated last year, for re-opening on
April 24. In addition, Ochs will supervise construction of a 150-unit trailer
park on property of the Drive- In Theater, to accommodate approximately
500 people. Priority rights to building material have been acquired and construction will start immediately.
Ochs' Louisville Drive-ln will open May 6.

Hoover Leads G-Man Hays Annual Report
Probe of Racketeers Slated for March 10
Chicago — J. Edgar Hoover, FBI
chief, is reported taking a personal
hand in the continuing Federal investigation ofalleged racketeering in the
IATSE during the regime of George
E. Browne and Willie Bioff.
Hoover was in this city last week,
and his visit in informed quarters
was linked to recent developments
in the case which is receiving further attention from
the Federal

Annual meeting of the MPPDA
board of directors will be held March
10 when Will H. Hays, president,
will
deliver his annual report on the
industry.

Situation
U. S. Employment Service
Asks Managers to Report
For War Industry Posts
The U. S. Employment Service of the Manpower Commission apparently is going after

theater managers to fill jobs in war
industries. Managers in heavy war
industry areas have received letters
from the employment service bureaus asking them to report to fill
vacancies in essential occupations.
In Pennsylvania, managers are
told in the letters that they are in
a business that is "now declarable
non-deferrable." This is believed to
be an error, however, as there has
(Continued on Page 7)

Set R.C. Drive Goal
At 5 to 10 Millions

While Hays has not indicated the
nature of his report, it is understood that it will dwell on the position of the motion picture industry
in the war.
The industry's Red Cross committee is shooting at a goal of more
Officers of the MPPDA will be
than
$5,000,000, and possibly $10,elected at the meeting.
(Continued on Page 4)
000,000, in theater collections during
(Continued on Page 6)
the week of April 1-7, it was reported
Would Legalize Sunday
yesterday when the War Activities
Asks Clearance Changes
Committee
Pix for Pa. War Workers
Drop New Theaters from
campaign. cleared the way for the
For Sacramento Houses
Iowa Inspection Measure
After weeks of preparation, Claude
Harrisburg, Pa. — Amendments to
(Continued on Page 4)
Robert L. Lippert, operating the
Pennsylvania's
Sunday
movie
legisDes Moines, la. — Authors of S. F. Liberty Theater, Sacramento, Calif.,
lation for soldiers which would also
116 which would regulate construc- has filed a clearance complaint in
open the film houses for war work- Dr. Chase to Introduce
tion of new theaters in Iowa and
San Francisco against RKO, Paraers on Sundays, are being prepared Coe at Sales Execs. Event
(Continued on Page 4)
mount and Warner Bros.
by Assemblyman Daniel A. Verona,
Lippert charges that the clear- Democrat, Allegheny County, the
Dr. Harry Woodburn Chase, chanance granted to the Senator, Alham- legislator revealed yesterday.
cellor of New York University, will
"Flesh" with Duals
Verona said introduction of the
bra, Capitol, Fox Hippodrome and
introduce Charles Francis Coe at the
in Milwaukee IXabes
Rio Theaters over the Liberty is un- bill recently brought a flood of let(Continued on Page 6)
Sales Executives'
luncheon
next
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued Club
on Page
6)

Hollywood — Y. Frank Freeman
yesterday was re-elected president
of the Association of Motion Picture
Producers for a third term. Others
re-elected were Edward J. Mannix,
first vice-president; Cliff Work, second vice-president; Fred W. Beetson,

Milwaukee, Wis. — Fox Wisconsin
Amusement Corp., which some
months back spotted flesh in a
number of its neighborhood houses
with varying degrees of success,
has renewed such a policy at its
Modjeska and Garfield, South and
North side nabes on Saturdays and
Sundays.
These theaters are now offering
four stage shows on each of those
days along with a twin feature program and a change of program each
day. Admission prices for these
two days have been upped to a 60cent top.

Cuban Exhibs. Fight 20% Tax
Drive Against Levy Uses Radio, Press, Pix
Millar Heads R. C. Hospital
Motion Picture Service

Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — Cuba's exhibitors are up in
arms over a proposed measure slapping a 20 per cent sales tax on theWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ater tickets. The bill was presented
Washington — National headquart- to the Cuban Congress by President
ers of the American Red Cross an- Batista in his campaign to raise
nounces appointment of Harry S. badly needed funs from tax sources.
Millar to serve as director of the
The National Union of Exhibitors,
Hospital Motion Picture Service for which has launched a drive against
(Continued on Page 2)

:

(Continued on Page 7)

2 Fentme Assistants
Equal One Masculine
New

Haven — Loew-Poli division,

pioneering in the use of women assistants, now finds that two women
are required per theater, in order to
divide the hours. Accordingly Mary
Foley and Margaret Vllenave are
assistants aa the Loew-Poli, Worcester, and Lillian Neval, former
cashier, assists Gertrude Tracy at the
Elm Street, Worcester.
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Millar Heads R. C. Hospital $11,250,000 Bond Sale
Motion Picture Service
In 45 Weeks on Coast
(Continued from Page 1)
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New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD,
Calif —
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU
— Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marcd-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.
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the North Atlantic Area, headquartering in New York City. Under the
supervision of Millar, former regional sales manager for Ampro Corp.
in the East, is the organization's new
16 mm. Ward Program, which will
bring motion picture diversion to incapacitated soldiers, sailors and marines in the North Atlantic Area.
Currently, both domestically and
overseas, the Red Cross is operating
the third largest chain of motion
picture houses in the world. Free
film entertainment is presented twice
each week to convalescent patients
in Army and Navy hospitals throughout the U. S. Through the co-operation of the motion picture industry
these pictures are available to the
Red Cross at a very low cost.
On foreign fronts, although film
entertainment is under the Service
of Supply for able-bodied service
men, the Red Cross is described here
as "pinch-hitting" in a number of instances and under certain circumstances. Field reports state that
more than 325 motion picture units
have been shipped to distant battle
sectors, and through this equipment
and films on hand the Red Cross is
showing motion pictures to weary
front-line soldiers returning, via advanced Red Cross posts, to rest
areas. This has been true of the
New Guinea front, lonely outposts in
North Africa, etc. Thus the Red
Cross is utilizing its facilities to
cover, in exigencies, some of the entertainment functions of the Service
of Supply.
In Australia, for example, a bed,
bath and film entertainment is available to an American soldier for the
sum of 12c.

Mellett Returns to Coast;
Academy Awards Speaker
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Hollywood — The first 45 weeks of
the over - all War Bond drive
throughout the Hollywood industry
has resulted in the sale of more than
$11,250,000 worth of Bonds through
savings and cash sales, it is announced by Henry Ginsberg, chairman of the Motion Picture Committee for Hollywood, War Savings
Staff, Treasury Department, which
is conducting the campaign.
With seven weeks remaining to
complete the first year of the drive,
a concerted effort is now under way to
reach a minimum of $12,500,000 in
Bond sales within the 52 weeks of
united efforts on the part of management, unions, guilds and all
groups of film workers.

Greenblatt, PRC Sales
Chief, Returns to N. Y.
West

Coast Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DANNY

KAYE

left yesterday for the

an Eastern trip including several p.a.'s at Army
camps.
MAX MILDER, Warners' managing director in
Great Britain, has arrived in London from New
York.
MORTON A. SPRING, acting manager of
M-G-M's International Department, arrived at
the studios yesterday from New York. He will
be there about two weeks.

'DAILY

AKIM TAMIROFF
York next week.

leaves the Coast for New

/i
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Hollywood — Arthur Greenblatt,
SI SEADLER, M-G-M advertising manager,
has
returned
to
New
York
from
a
visit
to
the
vice-president in charge of distribu- Culver City studios.
tion, for PRC, leaves Hollywood toJIMMY JOHNSTON, boxing impresario, is
day on his return to New York after
conferring with Leon Fromkess, in back in town after visiting his son, Bill Johncharge of production, on plans for Houston.ston, manager of the North Main Theater,
1943-1944 selling season, and selling
RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's assistant sales
and promotion plans on "Corregi- manager, has returned to New York from Miami
dor." He is bringing back with him Beach.
a print of "Corregidor" to show
Prexy O. Henry Briggs and other Suburban Theaters to Feel
home office officials.
Launching the biggest threemonths' production drive in its his- Taboo on "Special" Buses
tory, PRC will produce 16 features Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
during March, April and May, and,
Washington — A sizeable group of
in
addition, nine Westerns, it was subuiban theater owners will soon
announced.
feel the effect of the new restrictions onclusive"
usebus service,
of "special"
or "exSupreme Court Bars Tax
including
free
service offered by private organizaOn Stock as Dividend
tions, it was announced yesterday
by Joseph B. Eastman, director of
Washington Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington — The Supreme Court the Office of Defense Transportation.
yesterday denied the power sought The order, which becomes effective
by the Department of Justice for March 15, extends to all privatelyimposing a Federal tax on stock owned buses the same prohibitions
issued as dividends. There was a against non-essential service already
five to three opinion on the test case. imposed upon transportation com-

Special services to race tracks,
panies.
golf clubs, beach clubs, night clubs,
fairs and other amusement centers,
stores and shopping centers is forbidden by the order. Special buses
for athletic teams, orchestras and
road shows are also forbidden.
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start work in "Up in Arms" at Sam Goldw
BETTE DAVIS, leaves the Coast tomorrow for

GEORGE MURPHY,. M-C-U contract player,
has returned to the West Coast after a brief
stay in New York.

Washington— Lowell Mellett, OWI
motion picture chief, leaves tonight
4for Hollywood, where he will speak Para, to Tradeshow Five
briefly at the annual banquet of the
Paramount's fifth block of five
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
—
l/4
Sciences Thursday. Mellett, who re- pictures will be trade screened in
turned -last Thursday from Holly- key cities on March 19, 22, 23 and
wood, will stay only two or three May 3, Neil Agnew, sales manager,
announced yesterdav. "China" will
—
% days, returning then to Washington.
be shown March 19; "Aerial Gun_
l/8
—
%
ner," March 22 "High Explosive,;"
March 23, and "Five Graves to
35,000
of Bureau
Industry
"Processed"
Cairo,"
May 3.
West
Coast
of
THE
FILM
'DAILY
William H. Lane Dead
Hollywood
—
Thirty-five
thousand
Ottawa— William Henry Lane, for
of the industry have been Celebs, at "Comedy" Preview
many years sound engineer and head members
William Saroyan's "The Human
of the projection department of the processed under the identification Comedy" was previewe
d at the Astor
program,
and
10,000
of
this
number
National Film Board died, in a local
were handled through Central Cast- Theater last night for the press and
hospital.
an
impressi
ve group of visiting celebing Corporation.
rities. Picture is on view to the public today.
—
—

AARON JONES, JR., is back in Chicago after
a visit to his father, who is recuperating in Miami
from a serious illness.
LEO GREENBERGER and DAVE POLSTER, both
cf the Lefkowich-Creenberger circuit; RALPH
ROSE, operator of the Ridge Theater, and MAX
M. JACOBS, head of Imperial Pictures, all of
Cleveland, have gone to Hot Spring, Ark., for a
rest.

Charles Mersereau Recovering
Joseph H. Hazen, Warners viceCharles Mersereau, New York adpresident and Eastern chairman of
vertising rep. for Jay Emanuel Pubthe Committee of Six which sponlications, isconvalescing at his home
sored the recent all-industry conference in Hollywood, returns to his from a six week's tussle with the
is expected to return to his
New York office today from the flu,
shortly.
desk and
Coast.

N. L. Manheim
Jack
White
Dr.

Desi Anaz
Josef Ranald
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Set R.C. Drive Goal
At 5 to 10 Millions

Hoover Leads G-Man
Probe of Racketeers

THE'

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Lee, campaign director, put into motion the many phases of the drive
necessary to bring about 100 per cent
organization of the industry. The
which commit the exhibipledges,
tors to audience collections during
the drive week, were sent out yesterday to the district chairman in
every exchange area.
Instead of these pledges being returned to New York headquarters of
WAC, they are to be distributed by
the district chairmen and returned
to them signed. They will see to it
that the appeal trailer, gratis posters and other materials are sent to
the theaters. All money collected
is to be turned over by each exhibitor to his local Red Cross officials
who send receipts to national headquarters of the drive.
Barney Balaban, national chairman of the drive, said yesterday that
the campaign was the most important fund-raising effort ever undertaken by the industry and that
"never before have we had a cause
that is so universally understood, so
vital to our nation and so close to
the hearts of the public."
Balaban pointed out that no quota
had been set, "but if this drive does
not result in a fund three to five
times that ever before piled up by
our indudstry, we'll be disappointed."

Theater Auto Parking Lots
as Community Gardens
Toronto — Theater parking lots
here are on their way out as convenience features for patrons as a
result of the gasoline rationing decree announced by W. D. Howe, Minister of Munitions and Supply. Effective April 1, maximum year's
quota of gas for an estimated 95
per cent of passenger car owners
will be 120 gallons.
Already suburban houses are
planning to convert the auto lots into
community Victory Gardens, inviting patrons to get on the spade job
co-operatively. A number of parking enclosures have been closed by
exhibitors.

Warners Enjoys Boom
In Non-Prof it Business
Between Irving Berlin's "This is
the Army," Darryl Zanuck's "At
the Front in North Africa," several
hundred reels of training and defense films, special patriotic subjects and various other contributions,
Warners is having an unprecedented
boom
in "non-profit" business.
Add in the big slice of earnings
which the company is paying the
Government in taxes (over $4,000,000
in first quarter) and Harry M. Warner's views on devoting all his company's resources to winning the
war, regardless of profits, are not
far from realization.

Grand Jury in New York City where
it is said, Browne and Bioff have
been providing the U. S. District

• • • LET'S Get Wise To Ourselves Dept.: There are no film theater patrons more deserving of our consideration than the men and
And that goes for the most
women serving with our armed forces
We say this anent a Springfield,
important film critic in the land
Mass.. dispatch which declares that the Daily News in that city has
editorially started a campaign for service men who want to attend the
The campaign would have civilians in b.o. lines give their
movies
places to the soldiers, sailors, marines, and uniformed damsels, enabling
them to get into auditoriums without long waits
Said the Daily
News: "It's a minor thing to us. It may cause temporary inconvenience
or a change of plans. — but suppose it was a brother, husband, or son
who has those few precious nights of leave before he left for foreign
shores, perhaps for a long while, perhaps forever
The theaters are
doing their part by offering special rates to service men
Let's do
ours the next time the man (or woman) in uniform joins the waiting theater line"
_
«
w
• • • ONE of the most edifying and patriotic sights this corner
has seen in the exhibition realm is the Radio City Music Hall attache
going along a waiting line and plucking out for preferential admission
the uniformed men and women in the armed services of the U. S
It is just what you would expect from a theater operator as discerning
and

war-conscious as the house's managing director, Gus S. Eyssell
This should be made an immutable law on the part of exhibitors
everywhere
_
_
_
•

• • ANENT Mister Eyssell, he hosted a luncheon yes'day noontide in the theater's studio apartment to celebrate the. 11-week, recordbreaking run of M-G-M's "Random Harvest"
We have his personal
word for it that, although he did not think it possible, the 10 weeks of
"Harvest" topped "Miniver" by 31 G's. and his estimate of the 11week "take" will hit or exceed $1,150,000
Gus appropriately gave
silver plaques to Mervyn Le Roy, Sidney Franklin, Greer Garson, Ronald
Colman, and Leo the Lion, to commemorate the marathon
Director
Le Roy (who admitted it was a long way to come for a luncheon) spoke
at the feast, as did the Messrs. Dietz and Bill Rodgers
Among
those present were, in addition to the aforementioned: Si Seadler (fresh
from California). E. E. "Ted" O'Shea. Lou Smith. Charley Cohen. Jack
Alicoate. Chester B. Bahn. Kate Cameron. Dorothy Masters. Alton Cook.
Pauline Williams. Leon Leonidoff, Don Mersereau. Russell Markert, Fred
Lynch. R. V. Downing, Martin Quigley. Charles "Chick" Lewis. Colvin
Brown, Abel Green, Terry Ramsaye, Sam Shain. Bill Formby, Ray Murray,
Baron Poland. W. R. Hearst, Jr.. Adam Gimbel, Pete Cardoza, Sam Berman, Clarence Brown. Benny Thau, Jesse Zunser. Eelcey Allen, Jane
Corby. Arch Winsten, Leo Mishkin, Eileen Creelman. Joe Pihodna. Irene
Thirer, G. E Blackford, Bosley Crowther, Tom Pryor, and Abe Weiler.

▼

T

T

• • • OUR local Rivoli's managing director, Montague (Monty)
Salmon, and Phil (Publicity Director) Laufer, are all-out to commemorate the \0th anniversary of the establishment of the Good Neighbor
Center of New York under the direction of Dr. A. Ramon Ruiz, Chancellor of Nicaragua in New York City
On the theater's stage a
gala rally and fiesta will be presented on this Thursday night at 8:30
p.m., and it will comprise a brilliant array of talent, including Dr.
David Segueira, Nicaraguan pianist-composer; Tito Guizar, Miguelito
Valdez, Diosa Costello, the entire Havana Madrid Show, plus ork
Free admish tickets can be obtained at Master Institute Building, 310
Riverside Drive

▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

▼
HARBOR!

▼

Attorney's
information. office with "leads" and
Meanwhile, it is reported, -hz
others presumably in the knov(k (ve
been "singing" here, giving coi.
rumors
heardexceed
here that
a "blow
which will
anything
in off"
the
past is imminent.
The New York Times in a Chicago dispatch yesterday quoted an
unidentified informant as disclosing
that a gangland conspiracy whicn
operated here from 1935 to 1938 in
the film theater field netted a "take"
up to $6,000,000.

Court Adjourns Trial of
Louis Kaufman to Mar. 18
Trial of Louis Kaufman, business
agent of Newark local 244, opera
tors, was adjourned yesterday to
March 18 by Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard. Kaufman with Nick
Dean of Chicago, who pleaded guilty
to extortion and is now serving eight
years in prison, is accused of hav
ing extorted more than $1,000,800
from film executives under threats
to call nation-wide strikes of pro
jectionists. George E. Browne, former IATSE head, and William Bioff,
his personal representative, were
convicted on a similar indictment
and are now serving prison terms.

Drop New Theaters from
Iowa Inspection Measure
(Continued from Page 1)

provide for annual inspections and
licensing
the State the
Fire bill
Marshal's
office haveby changed
in the
Iowa legislature
to
eliminate
all references to new theaters.
The bill as it now stands would
only
State. include the inspections and licensing of present theaters in the
The measure is being sponsored by
the State Fire Marshal and has the
support
of the of
Allied-Independent
Theater Owners
Iowa.
Sen. Roy Hill of Clarion who introduced the bill in the Senate explained that the sections dealing
with construction of new theaters
was struck out because little new
construction
is anticipated until after the work
duration.

WEDDING

BELLS

Indianapolis — Kathleen Young,
Paramount office staff, and Richard
M. Hamilton, seaman second class,
Coast
will Tex.
be married March;
10, in Guard,
Galveston,
Denver — Nat Wolfe, owner of th
Commercial Film Exchange, an
Julia Myers, were married.

f

The Red Cross has Problems
like your own
— of Planning
5?

Your Red Cross operates a vast planning program to enable it to
be ready for any disaster or emergency anywhere — whether it
comes in the Americas, Europe, Australia, Asia, or Africa.

— of Your
Organization
Red Cross is responsible

for the smooth operation of 3,750
chapters and 6,000 branches, all engaged in the same enterprise
of helping all who need help.

— of Personnel
Your Red Cross has tripled its staff since Pearl Harbor and has
had to enlist the aid of and train over 6,000,000 volunteers in the
principles of First Aid, Water Safety, Accident Prevention,
Home Nursing, Nutrition, Nurse's Aideing, Mass Feeding,
Motor
Mechanics, and other subjects allied to our country's
war effort.

— of Production
Your Red Cross is not only one of the world's foremost purchasers of supplies, but it has the immense distribution job of
collecting millions of items from 10,000 different communities in
the United States, assembling and storing them, and then shipping them to practically every country in the world. Last year
your Red Cross shipped some $60,000,000 worth of food, clothing, and medical supplies to over 20,000,000 homeless people in
foreign countries.

— of Finance
Your Red Cross, whose war-time and post-war expenses will run
well into hundreds of millions, must account to the public for
every penny it collects and puts to work. Its accounts are
audited annually by the U. S. War Department.
The Red Cross faces the same problems as are in your business.
With
your support it can successfully meet them.
The Second War Fund is greater than the First, but no greater than the
increased needs.
Business men can help with time and with money, as organizations and
as individuals.

March is the Red Cross month . . . Cooperate with your Red Cross Chapter.

Your Dollars help

AMERICAN

make possible the

RED CROSS
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Freeman Re-elected
AMPP President

TO THE

(Continued from Page 1)

executive vice-president, secretary
and treasurer. Beetson is entering
his twentieth year with the association.
Directors re-elected were B. B.
Kahane, Samuel Goldwyn, Mannix,
William Goetz, Freeman, Charles W.
Koerner, M. J. Siegel, C. W. Thornton, Work and H. M. Warner.

Atlantic City, N. J.— PFC CHESTER B. BAHN, JR., son of the editor of The Film Daily, who reported
to the Army Air Force in Syracuse,
N. Y., last Thursday, is here for
training with Flight D, 704th Training Group, Army Air Force Technical Training Command. Bahn, a
Syracuse University undergraduate,
enlisted last December.

— • —

Detroit^JERRY SIDDOCK, manager of isthenow Broder
Circuit's Rex
Theater,
in the Army.
Wis. Measures Seek
— • —
Standard Time Return
Detroit — HERMAN BOODMAN,
of National Screen Service, son of
Madison, Wis.— Bill No. 222, A Jacob Boodman, who is manager of
has been introduced into the State Detroit Film Cleaning Service, is
legislature providing for the ob- being inducted into the Army.
— • —
severance of Standard Time in Wisconsin during the war emergency.
Indianapolis— Lt. JOHN 0. SERThe Assembly has also adopted a VAAS, stationed at Love Field, Daljoint resolution which asks Congress
las, has been promoted to first lieuto restore Standard Time throughout
tenant in the Army Air Force. Serthe nation, claiming that War Time vaas formerly was connected with
hampers the dairy industry.
the S. & S. Theater Corp. here.

The Industry's Own«
ear
It is the American showman, whether
circuit operator or indie exhibitor, who
is the key figure in the trade's war
effort . . . Upon his full enthusiasm
and unstinted co-operation hinge the
ultimate success of all phases of the
"all-out" program.
The thrilling, dynamic story the average American exhibitor is unselfishly
writing daily by his personal efforts is
fully told in the wholly new Industry
at War Section of - - -

The 1943 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK OF
MOTION
PICTURES
EXCLUSIVELY
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Published by
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1501
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Exhibs.' Manpower
Situation Grave

Detroit — LOUIS BURMEISTER,
(Continued from Page 1)
of National Screen Service, has been
called into active service in the tary or compulsory, however, tin
Army Air Force, going to Miami industry — exhibitors and distributor:
Beach for pilot training.
especially — will find themselves ii
— • —
Buffalo-JAMES
E. McINTOSH, an exceedingly grave position with
chief inducted
usher ofinto
Shea's
Buffalo, has in Although
another sixthere
months
or so. £~ op
been
the Army.
is mounting,
— • —
Cincinnati — VIRGIL JACKSON, position to the demands of the mili
tary for more than 11,000,000 men
Jackson sioned Circuit,
a major. has been commis- the ultimate failure or success ol
— • —
Cherokee, la.— F. W. NAULTEUS, the fighting forces in swelling tc
manager of the Arrow here, has re- such gargantuan proportions will noi
radically affect the industry perduction. ported at Camp Dodge, for Army insonnel future. Strongest fight againsl
the
Army
and Navy demands, which
Wilkes - Barre,
— •- Pa. — FRANK
JONES,
manager
of
the
Parsons
have administration backArmy.
Theater, has been inducted into the appearing, isto
being put up by the farm
bloc, with labor beginning to take
— • —
Montgomery, Ala. — CHANNING an interest.
TRAFFORD, former Empire doorIf the farm bloc meets with a
man, who enlisted in the Air Corps
of success it will mean
Reserve in 1942, has reported to measure
blanket deferment for many farm i
Flight School in Miami Beach, Fla.
workers. If the farm bloc fails, it n
is difficult to see how any other group
Dr. Chase to Introduce
will succeed in blocking the mili
Coe at Sales Execs. Event tary from taking all the manpower
it seeks. Thus the industry will suffer
(Continued from Page 1)
in either event — for deferment of
Tuesday when the MPPDA vice-pres- farm workers means greater demands upon other workers, while
ident and general counsel will speak
on movies at war. Dr. Chase has failure to limit the size of the Army
long been familiar with Coe's career, will actually mean greater need for
having followed the latter as presi- food. A military force of 11,000,000
dent of the Lotus Club of New York men will mean that just about all
when Beach.
Coe took up his residence in eligible manpower now employed in
Palm
any
listed as inessential
will
soon jobs
find not
themselves,
the Army,
Coe
discussed
the
industry's
public relations program at a meeting on a farm or in a war plant. The
yesterday of film sales chiefs at the theaters particularly will have to be I
Hotel Astor and it was evident there run by women, or by men physically
suited for gruelling farm or
will be a large turnout of industry not
representatives at the luncheon factory work.
tel.
While bills providing for defernext Tuesday at the Roosevelt Homent and exemption of fathers from
Attending the luncheon-meeting selective service liability pend be- h
yesterday were W. J. Heineman, W. fore the House and Senate respec- p
tively, fathers are actually being
J. Kupper, Carl Leserman, Abe Mon- drafted
now in some states.
The tk
tague, Robert Mochrie, Charles Rea- tempo is bound to increase.
gan, Arthur Sachson, E. M. Saunders and Grad L. Sears.

Would Legalize Sunday
Pix for Pa. War Workers
(Continued from Page 1)

ters, many of them from war workers also seeking open movies on
Sunday. At present, Sunday movies
in the State are illegal unless the
various municipalities approve them
by local option vote.
In discussing his bill Verona said:
"More than ever am I convinced that
the motion picture theaters in Pennsylvania cities, faced with the problem of providing adequate entertainment for soldiers and war workers, should be open on Sundays. The
hours should be adjusted, of course,
so as not to interfere with church
services. Sunday is the day— the
only day — that many soldiers and
war workers are free of their or-

dinary routine."

Brandt Theater Suing 306

On Projectionists' Walkout
William Brandt's Sharbu Operating
Corp. has sued Local 306, operators,
over the walkout of projectionists at
the Windsor Theater in the Bronx
on Washington's Birthday. The theater company is asking $10,000 damages,missions
asserting
"over 600"
adhad to that
be refunded
and the
combined film-vaude show cancelled
for the rest of the legal holiday.
The plaintiff charges that Local
306 called the men out without
IATSE sanction, thus violating its
contract with the theater. It also
allages that the action was taken
without an attempt at arbitration,
which
assertedly is a "must" under
the agreement.
holiday.
The union had asked for extra remuneration for the operators for the

'uesday, March 2, 1943
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I. 5. Paging Managers
or War Production
(Continued from Page 1)

een no official designation of mangers as being deferrable or noneferrable. The information in the
ossession of the employment series, bureaus is based on the occu•' *V 'al questionnaires filled out by
rtr^'.anagers following their regisrations for the draft.
Many managers who are willing to
The WAC Theaters Division
yesterday asked exhibs. who have
proof that their employes are being discriminated against by the
USES because of their connection
with theaters to communicate with
the WAC headquarters here. The
i ■ situation reported in Philadelphia
and some other sections presumably would be covered by
Paul V. McNutt's assurance that
he would act in any specific instances of discrimination.
ake war jobs during the day and
un their theaters at night have
ound that such an arrangement
vould be impossible because of the
:swing shift" policies.
The letters are not considered "orlers" but are more in the form of
'requests." They point out that the
ebor shortage is acute and that men
ire needed to fill the vanancies.
Managers are told that no experience
s necessary and that if they pass a
•moderate" physical examination,
hey will be placed in a war industry
>ost.

Buffalo Theaters Have
'Biggest Week-End Ever'
Buffalo — House records crashed as
lowntown first-runs experienced
vhat some showmen term the "biggest week-end ever." Neither snowitorms and slippery streets nor a
;quadron of OPA investigators
becking on violations of the pleasire driving ban were able to make a
lent in the crowds.
Two single feature bills, "Hitler's
Children" at the 20th Century, and
'Random Harvest" in its second
veek at Shea's Great Lakes, were
imong the biggest drawers, indicatng that good singles pay off at the
>ox office. The 20th Century ap)eared headed for a $25,000 week
learly three times average, after
t $3,800 opening day and a $4,850
Sunday smashed records. Previous
lighs were $3,100 opening day for
'Flying Tigers" and $4,500 Sunday
or Eddie Duchin. Having bettered
Jreat Lakes' house mark of $23,000
:et by "Mrs. Miniver," by $2,300
n its first week, "Random Ha'vest"
eems likely to ring up $17,000 in
ts second week as it played to
lacked houses over the week-end.
Hitchcock's "Shadow of a Doubt"
vas pulling 50 per cent above normal
msiness to the Lafayette, and at
he Buffalo, Shea's deluxer, "The
'hetniks" and a stage show were
•laying to big houses. "Star Spangled
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Hollywood — Columbia has signed producer Burt Kelly. . . . Para, wants
Cole Porter to do songs for "Four Angels". . . . PRC will shoot 16 features plus
nine Westerns in March, April and May. . . . Elmer Harris wants Helen Craig
to return to Broadway
Ape Man" (19th) and
starts six shooting this
three Army shorts. . .

this Spring. . . . Mono. March releases will be "The
"Land of Hunted Men" (26th). . . . Mono, incidentally
month. . . Harry Sherman's Jimmy Rogers will appear in
. Laurel and Hardy have formed a Mexican corporation

to produce south of the border; first pic will be "Don Quixote". . . . SAG has
invested $50,000 in War Bonds. . . . "U" roster of writers has hit 35; 24 scripts
are in final stages of preparation. . . . RKO will star Pat O'Brien in "The Marine
Raiders". . . . Bob Halff, Metro writer, is the author of "Bed and Bored," soon
to be published. . . . Mervyn LeRoy will direct Metro's "Quo Vadis". . . . Ernst
Lubitsch's "Lady in Ermine" at 20th-Fox will co-star Charles Boyer and Irene
Dunne". . . Laura La Plante has been signed to a Metro termer.
— WILK.

Cuban Exhibs. Fight
20 P.C. Ticket Tax Move
(Continued from Page 1)

the bill via radio, press and newsreel, contends that if the measure
goes through, the American distributors should carry the added tax
load. Edelberto de Carrera, vicepresident of the exhibitor union, justifies the theater men's stand by
asserting that the distributors are
making big enough profits to foot
the bill. He points out that the distributing companies are earning
greater profits and reducing their
expenses as result of extended engagements being accorded film product.
The exhibitors say they would be
forced to raise their admission
prices to meet the new tax. They
fear such a step would prove ruinous for theaters with a 10-20-30
policy. Exhibitor pressure has compelled Congress to hold a public discussion on the matter.
The burden would be taken off the
exhibitors' shoulders and placed
squarely on those of the distributors under an amendment offered by
Rep. Porfirio Pendas. The amendment calls for a tax of half per cent
of each foot of imported film.

"Records for "Miniver";
"Harvest" Still to Come
"Mrs. Miniver" played to approximately 33,000,000 persons in the
U. S. since it opened at Radio City
Music Hall last June until Feb. 1,
1943, M-G-M announced yesterday.
With the ■ exception of "Gone With
the Wind," "Mrs. Miniver" has
grossed more for the theater and
the distributor than anv other picture released by M-G-M since "The
Big Parade" and "Ben Hur," the
company contends.
The production established new
M-G-M records for gross or length
of playing time, or both, in 43 index
theaters, beat all M-G-M releases
for the last five or more years in
49 theaters, outgrossed all previous
company productions with one exception in 19 theaters and all except two in 11 theaters, the announcement said.
P.S.— "Random Harvest" will report later.
Rhythm," getting its third week
downtown at Shea's Hippodrome,
continued to pull 'em in.
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Asks Clearance Changes
For Sacramento Houses
{Continued from Page 1)

reasonable. Because of the alleged
unfair clearance of the Hippodrome
over the Rio and the clearance of
the Senator, Alhambra and Capitol
over the Hippodrome, the first-run
clearance over the Liberty is unreasonable. He asks for a reasonable maximum clearance to his competitive houses.
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k
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Hear Schine Squawk Against
WB and Utica Indie April 1
Albany —Schine Ilion Corp. clearance complaint against the RKO,
20th Century-Fox, Paramount and
Loew's has been postponed until
April 1. Interested theaters named
are Warners' Stanley and Avon,
Utica and C. C. Gordon's indie
Olympic, Utica.
At another hearing before Arbitrator Charles Tobin, the Valley Theater Corporation's clearance complaint against the same four companies and involving the same Utica
theaters, another adjournment was
taken until April 1. Valley Theater
operates the Schine Liberty theater
in Herkimer. This was the first case
involving Schine in which an atnot from Wiswall
Schine's appeared
—
former torney
Senator
of Albany.
A former Schine theater, sold in
the divestiture proceedings, the ScoT
tia, Scotia, also had a clearance
complaint on last week's docket. Edsol Corporation is bringing the clearance complaint against all five major
companies, interested theaters being
Fabian's Plaza, State and Proctor's,
Schenectady. This suit was put over
until March 11. Swartz & Frolich,
New York, is representing Fabian,
with Senator Wiswall representing
Edsol. Former District Attorney
Charles Ranney of Troy is the arbitrator on this case.

Anti-Ascap Repealer Killed

Lincoln, Neb. — A bill to repeal the
anti - Ascap law of Nebraska
was killed when the public health
committee voted 4 to 1 against the
measure introduced by Senator Rakow.

Mrs. L. Ward Clark Dead
Madison, Wis. — Mrs. L. Ward
Clark, 73, former local theater orchestra director and organist, is dead
in Miami, Fla.

^ SMILEY BURNETTE
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with BOB NOLAN AND
THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS
VIRGINIA GREY • HARRV j. SHANNON
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Original screen
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MGM RODNEY APPEALNOT TRADE TEST CASE
Trade's Role in Salvage Drive
Wins WPB's Praise
AMPP Holds Metro's Action an Individual

Copper Drippings Yield
Seen as Maximum; Scrap
Matinees Get in Metal

SCHENCK ASKS
FOR DIMES TALLY

! Washington

2,000 Theaters Report More
Than $500,000 to Date

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Washington — The outstanding contribution of the motion picture industry to the nation's "number one
industrial salvage problem" for
Ithis year was described yesterday
by N. G. Burleigh, chief of WPB's
service equipment division, and C.
J. Dunphy, chief of the Amusements
section of the Division. Salvage of
copper drippings from high intensity
projection arc lamps is now at the
rate of better than 240,000 pounds
(.Continued on Page 4)

Coast Starts Seven,
Making 40 Shooting
We<>

Coast Bureau

of THE
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Hollywood — Seven new pictures
zre scheduled to go into production
this week, making 40 shooting. The
check-up:
At Columbia: Five shooting, including "Two Senoritas From Chicago,"(Continucd
comedy, co-starring
on Page 7) Jink Fal-

An urgent appeal to state chairmen asking them to urge exhibitors
to rush their accountings in the
March of Dimes drive was sent out
yesterday by Nicholas M. Schenck,
national chairman.
Walter Vincent, national treasurer of the campaign, reported that
from less than 2,000 theaters of the
11,000 which participated, collections have amounted to more than
$500,000. Vincent said that 1,500
scattered theaters, mostly independent houses and small circuits, have
accounted for $256,000, as of yesterday. The 143 Loew theaters, first
(Continued on Page 4)

Red Cross to Start
Ward Shows Mar. 15

Film shows, through the use of
16 mm. projectors, are expected to
No Ruling Yet on Film Not be launched by March 15, and possibly before, by the Red Cross in
wards of more than 300 Army hosUsed in Quarter's Quota
pitals throughout the nation, proWa''nna>nn
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DATT.Y
vided that eauipment on order, which
Washington — Although no policy to date has been facing delivery dehrs yet been set on the matter of
lays, is procurable, it was learned
what credit should be allowed to un- yesterday.
used portions of the quarterly film
Harry S. Millar, director of the
(Continued on Page 8)
allocations, regardless of how bright

Studio Matter, But It Brings Into the Open
The Problem of Film Talent Essentiality
By RALPH

WILK.

West

Coast

Newport R. I.— Eighteen hundred
gallons of bunker C fuel oil owned
by the Strand Theater here, which
converted to coal some months ago,
has been turned over by Manager
Ralph L. Tully for use by the Sheffield School, only oil-heated public
school in. the city system. At the
time of the theater's offer, the school
had only a week's supply of fuel on
hand.

'DAILY

Cut Shipping Delays
On War Reels Footage

II

Montreal — City council turned
thumbs down on the revived move
to
Quebec's oflegislative
on modify
the admission
children ban
to
(Continued on Page 8)

Division Open to Exhibs. at All Times

A recent statement by Ed Kuykendall to the effect that "only organized groups carry any weight"
in Washington and that no hearings
could
be
expected
from certain agenAlfred Hitchcock's "39 Steps" will
cies, of which the WPB was one, has
bs re-issued by Producers Releasing
Corp. which will handle the sales brought a reply from Chris Dunphy,
end distribution of the successful chief of the emusement section of
picture originally released by Gau- the Service Equipment Division.
Dunphy, in a letter to the MPTOA
mont British.
Arthur Lee closed with PRC for president, (Conlinued
on Page
challenged
the 5)latter's as(Continued on Page 7)

"39 Steps" Slated for
Re-issuing Through PRC

FILM

the open here yesterday with an appeal:f om a 1-A classification filed on
behalf of Mickey Rooney.
The appeal was entered by Metro
to whom the diminutive star is under
long-term contract.
Representatives of the Association
Warners will wind up the season of Motion Picture Producers declared the action of M-G-M appealwith approximately 20 completed and
ing fromficationRooney's
1-A that
drafthe classiunreleased films on the basis of curon the ground
is an
rent production activity and rate of essential worker in an essential inrelease. This reserve, created by the
dustry(Continued
was an individual
maton Page studio
8)
longer engagements being chalked
up by Warner product during the
present sef son, is expected to act as
a safeguard in any contingency that
may arise from the war, including
any possible fdditional cut in raw
stock allotment, and will be almost
enough to carry the company through
another year under present extended
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
run engagements.
Among the stock pile will be such
Washington — Because shipping de(Continued on Page 8)
lays are expected to be cut to an
absolute minimum, theaters should
Kaufman to Seattle
be getting late newsreel sequences
from the African front in record
To Head Para. Branch
time as a concluded
result between
of new newsreel
arrangeHerbert A. Kaufman, salesman for and the ments
Army
for
direct
shipment
Paramount in the New York ex(Continued on Page 8)
change, has been transferred to Seattle where he will be branch manager.
Kaufman succeeds Morrie Segel who Thumbs Down in Montreal
hfs resigned after many years of On Modifying Juve Ban
service.

Dunphy Answers Kuykendall
"WPB

of THE

WB to Close Season
With 20 Unreleased

(Continued on Page 7)

Newport Theater Oil
Heats City's School

Bureau

Hollywood — The issue of essentiality of talent from the viewpoint of the war effort, perhaps the most perplexing problem
confronting the industry, was sharply defined and brought into

Benchley Returninq
To Metro for Series
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Metro has signed Robert Benchley to write and star in a
new series of shorts. Benchley previously was under contract to the
studio, leaving about three years

ago.
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Cleveland First-Run Biz
Soars 70% Above Normal

Local 702 Opens Contract
Parleys With Du Art Labs.

Cleveland — The week just ended
was a record week in downtown
first-run biz where the take soared
70 per cent above normal. The result is the unprecedented holding
over of four pictures of a total of six
possibilities.
Hold-overs are "Hitler's Children"
for a second week at the Hippodrome; "Random Harvest" for a second
week
the State;
for a thirdat week
at the "Chetniks"
Lake and
"Casablanca" for a fourth week at
the Allen. Only new product is the
Pslace screen-stage show with "Reville with Beverly" and Jan Savitt
orchestra with Beatrice Way, and
"Three Hearts for Julia" at the Stillman.

Negotiations for a new contract
With Du Art Laboratories were
opened yesterday by the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union,
Local 702, IATSE. The union will
start negotiations with Paramount
News and Ace Laboratories today.
Negotiations with Mercury were deferred yesterday to a later date.
In every instance the union is asking for wage increases to meet the
higher cost of living, as well as
added compensation for night toil,
longer paid vacations and severance

An emergency meeting of Pathe
pay.
technicians
was held at the direction
of the union last night at the Boundbrook, N. J., laboratories of the
"Hitler's Children" broke the rec- company. Union representatives reord at Warners' Hippodrome, folported to the employes on the realowing, according to local RKO
sons for the failure of negotiations
branch manager Bernard Kranze, its between the local and the company.
record breaking trail at all 23 theaters playing it last week in this
territory. "Random Harvest" was Can't Bar Film Critics
a close runner-up. And Guy Lom- If This Bill is Adopted
bardo was the main magnet of the
Palace combination bill. "CasaAlbany — Bill, introduced by Sen.
blanca" week.
doubled the house average Sam Greenberg, Brooklyn Democrat,
in its third
seeks to amend the civil rights law
to make applicable to all places of
Would Shift Enforcement
public amusement the present prohibitions against refusal to admit
"V
a
Of Inspection Authority
persons over 21 years of age who
have tickets to performance, preAlbany — Assemblywoman Jane
sented at reasonable time before perTodd, Westchester County, has in- formance.
troduced a measure to amend the
Present law, Section 40-B, Civil
labor law in relation to places in Rights, was passed in 1941 to overcome barring of dramatic critics by
public assembly and the enforcement of the law respecting such legit theaters, burlesque halls,
places. (In definition of places of musical concerts, etc. However, it,
public assembly are theatres, mov- does not include motion picture theaters among those specified. Late
ing picture houses, assembly halls,
etc., but no halls owned by churches last year its constitutionality was
upheld in the courts.
or religious organizations).
Greenberg bill would strike out
Bill would amend present law by
striking out provision that outside the clause specifying certain places
of cities where "i/there is no local of public amusement and make it
s
e to all places of public
enforcing authority,
safety provis- applicabl
entertainment
and amusement.
ions in public assemblies be enEhrlich bill concerning revolvingforced by the state police. Instead, doors
it would provide that the State In- next in buildings was put over until
Monday night when reached on
dustrial Commissioner shall enforce
provisions of the article except in yesterday's calendar in the assembly.
cities where there is a department
of buildings and an officer or of- 50 Per Cent Pay Tilt for Grierson
Toronto — An unusually large inficers charged with the enforcement
crease in salary has been granted
of building laws or ordinances
enacted by the legislative body of to John Grierson of London, England, chairman of the National Film
such city.
Board, according to information
supplied by J. R. Lafleche, Minister
Committee Marks Time
of War Services, to the Dominion
Parliament. A raise of $3,400 pushes
On Conn. Fire Measures
Gnerson's annual salary to $10 000
New Haven— No decision has been the increase being slightly inore
rendered in committee on the "flame- than 50 per cent.
proofing" and other fire precautions
bill, heard last week at Hartford.
The Bingo law repeal bill and bill to
legalize horse-racing also await decision after committee hearings. H.
B. 92, calling for facilitation of 16
mm. film showing in schools,
churches, Granges, Y's, etc., will be
1560
heard by the Judiciary Committee
Broadway
TEIEPHONC
Friday. A bill filed in blank by
"itle only, concerning storage of inBRr*NT 9-4157-4
flammable materials, was not filed

Victoria, B. C— Theaters should
by opened on Sundays for the three
services and the merchant marine,
•Louis Lebourdais (Liberal Coalition,
Cariboo) told the British Columbia
Legislature while speaking in the
budget debate.
"This Government should approach
Ottawa on the matter," he said. "I
understand it alregdy has been discussed and that theater owners are
willing to open on Sundays for personnel of the three services and the
merchant marine but that the Lord's in full, and therefore "passed" by
the committee,
Day Alliance stands in the way."

COminC and GOIIIG
PANDRO S. BERMAN, M-C-M producer, arriv
from the West Coast yesterday for a brj
stay in New York.
S. N. BEHRMAN, playwright and i
has arrived in Hollywood to confer on
script
of "Quo SIMON,
Vadis." Metro director, will
S. SYLVAN
in New York March 31 to shoot scenes
"Whistling in Brooklyn."
JULES
LAPIDUS,
Eastern
sales mana:
Warners
left last night for Pittsburgh.

f

Ne-

week he will make a New Eng'and tour inclui
I ing New Haven, Boston and Suffalo.
MRS. TED MARKHOFF and MRS. JOE MARI
HOFF of the Colchester-Moodus-East Hampto
Conn., circuit, and daughters,
are visiting
Miami Beach with their father, NATHAN LAI
PERT,
former
operator
of the circuit.
tion.
MARKHOFF is also in Miami for a week's va

MR. and MRS. ADOLPH
C. JOHNSON of ? ti f
Strand, Hamden, Conn,
will spend a month
Miami
Beach, where
they will also visit the
son,
Ensign
Bob
Johnson,
instructor
at fi
submarine
chaser school.
NORMAN
AYRES,
Warner
district
spent a few days at the New Haven

managi
exchan;

KENT
SMITH,
has
returned
to
Hollywo
after a three-week
stay in New York.
JANE WYMAN arrives here from the Coast c
Friday for a personal appearance at the Strani

Ethel Levey Sues Warners
Citing Character in YDD
Warners was named defendant i
a suit for $500,000 damages in Fed
eral Court yesterday by Ethel Leve>
former wife of the late George M
Cohan, who alleged that she wa
portrayed
"Yankee and
Doodle
Dandy1
without herin consent
knowledge
According to the complaint, the filn
character representing the fiancei
and acting partner of Cohan was "i
portrayal and picture of the plaintif
as the personage and famed actres:
and songstress" she had been in rea
life. The alleged portrayal consti
tutes an invasion of her rights 0:
privacy, she charges.
Action was transferred from New
York Supreme Court to Federa
Court on the application of th<
film's producers because it involves
parties from other states.
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Trade's Salvage Role
Wins WPB Praise

Schenck Appeals for I
March of Dimes Tally I

(Continued f om Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

per year, which is just about the
maximum possible recovery.
In addition to the valuable quantities of copper recovered, the industry has added many tons of other
scrap metals to the national stockpile. Early reports on scrap matinees indicate more than 275,000
pounds of scrap metrl brought in by
about
theaters.10 per cent of the nation's

la: ge circuit reporting, will turn ii
more than $219,000 in seven days a
compared with $187,000 last year ii
nine days. New York's Century cir
euit collected $13,934 in 1943 again
$12,819 last year.
Skouras hoT
n New York
will report apprV
mately $28,000.
The four newsree
;heaters in New York leported 3
733.
Schenck said that the exhibitor;

Since all receipts from theater
scrap collection go to charity, sale
of the copper and other metals has
already meant contribution of over
$25,000 to charity by the industry.
In some locations there has been a
disposition on the part of serf p dealers not to accept theater drippings
and strippings because of a false
belief that the copper is not completely recoverable. On this matter,
Dunphy had the following explanation to make:
Copper is recovered from the carbons in two ways:
(1) Certain types of lamps have
receptacles to cetch the copper drippings as they burn away from the
carbon. Since the copper is not
oxidized it is easily removed by ordinary refining process. However,
since the copper has been heated,
it is' dark grey in color and for this
reason many scrap dealers hesitate
to accept it as 90 per cent copper.
It was emphasized thft the color of
the material in no way indicates the
purity of the copper content.
(2) Under usual circumstances, a
stub of the carbon 1% to SV2 inches
in length remains unburned. The
copper coating on these stubs can
easily be peeled off by nicking the
copper on the unburned end with a
razor blade or other sharp object.

$800 P. R. Theater Robbery
San Juan, P. R. (By Air MailPassed by Censor) — Rene Aponte,
manager of the Paramount Theater,
recently was the victim of four
robbers who got away with $800 in
receipts after beating him up.

Equity to Meet March 26
Six members of the Actors Equity
nominating committee will be elected
by the membership at a special meeting on March 26.

T
O

•

•

PROMINENT

T

T

film solons are serving actively on a special

sponsors' committee in support of the mass memorial pagsant, "We Will
Never Die." to be held next Tuesday night in Madison Sq. Garden lor
the more than 2.000.003 European Jews slain by Hitler
Not only
are these cinema leaders. — among them Si Fabian, George Skouras,
Harry Brandt, Edward A. Golden, Jules Levey, Jack Cohn, Lester Cowan,
A. Montague, Sam Rinzler, Julius Joelson, Fred Schwartz, Sam Lefkowitz. and Lou (Latin Quarter) Walters — , giving their energies, but
also their iinancial contributions to make the mass memorial memorable
Ben Hecht, pageant's author, and Billy Rose, spectacle's producer,
are likewise cash donors
T
•

•

•

TOMORROW

T

T

night, SOPEG, Local 109, will formally

inaugurate its "Silver Screen Canteen" at 7:30 o'clock in the Midtown
Music Hall, 846 Seventh Ave
Pic stars now in town have been
invited to attend
The canteen will be open every Thursday thereafter from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. ... • A total of 5,932 musical instruments and pieces of athletic equipment were contributed in Rochester
during the War Prisoners' Aid test campaign conducted by exhibitors
in that Up-State city. ... • Also from the Celluloid Capital wafts
word that the "Buy a Bomber" campaign, in which exhibs. played a
principal role, raised $925,000, enough for three bombers (goal was
$300,000, or one bomber). ... • Norman Clark, film critic for the
Baltimore News-Post, is confined to his home suffering from an infected wisdom tooth. ... • Fred R. Sammis, editorial director of
Photoplay-Movie Mirror, and Radio Mirror, heads for Hollywood
tomorrow on a follow-up on his proposed idea to increase wartime
significance of fan mags
Fred's proposal, already applauded by
Washington, includes greater use of patriotic motif in connection
with cover pix of stars, showing wartime activities of actresses and
actors
On the Coast he will huddle with studio execs, to discuss
his idea
T

T

▼

•

• • POLL by Dr. George H. Gallup's Audience Research Institute 'mong pic-goers discloses that the half-dozen favorite 1942 productions were these, in the order given: (1) "Mrs. Miniver": (2) "Wake
Island"; (3) "How Green Was My Valley"; (4) "Holiday Inn"; (5)"The
Road To Morocco"; and (6) "The Pride of the Yankees"
The next
four choices (in just what order Phil M. can't vouch) were: "Kings Row."
"Man Who Came to Dinner," "Flying Tigers," and "The Major and the
Minor"
The 12 to 17 age group preferred the following, in order:
"Wake Island." "Mrs. Miniver." "To the Shores of Tripoli," "Road to
Morocco," "The Black Swan" and "Captains of the Clouds" (which
goes to show that the youngsters like their action spread thick)
T
T
T

of their time and effort. Now

let's

Indications
finish
the job."are that the legitimate
theaters will exceed last year's col
'ections. The National, Washington
reported over $2,000.

Bargaining Agreement
May End P. R. Strike
San Juan, P. R. (By Air MailPassed by Censor) — Negotiations are
under way in Ponce for a collective
bargaining agreement in an effort
to end dissatisfaction that on Feb. 15
brought about the second strike in
two months to hit the film business
in Puerto Rico. The negotiations are
being conducted by representatives
of
the theater operators ?nd the
dustry.
Union of Projectionists, Helpers and
Employes of the Motion Picture In
While the strike has ended at the
houses operated by the Llamas cir
cuit's Metro
and Almenteros,
the
walkout is still in progress at the
19 Cobian theaters.
The strike was called by the union
over the alleged failure of the employers to abide by the terms of the
agreement
two
months that
ago. ended the strike of

THEATER
FIRES

•

Edmund Lowe
Louise Weyhrauch
Larry Kent
Charlotte Virginia Henry

• e NOT only in New York (what with the "Harvest" luncheon at the Music Hall, and the big press showing at the Astor Theater
of "Human Comedy") but down Dallas way, March came in like a
Lion
The Texas city's Adolphus Hotel was venue of a luncheon
meeting of the officers and members of the Variety Club in honor of
Leroy Bickel, Metro branch manager who celebrated his 35 years in
show biz
Bob O'Donnell, E. H. Hulcy, Don Douglas, and others,
eulogized Leroy in glowing (and often gag-filled) terms
T
T
T

had done a "magnificent job" ant
„hat indications pointed to the tota
;xceeding that of last year. Hi
added, however, that the 'job is no
complete until we have the fina
accounting from every participating
theater" and the checks sent in
Schenck reminded the chairmen tha
delays in making final accounting
added to the expense of the drive
.hereby spoiling, to some extent, ths
achievement. "On behalf of the na
tional committee," he said, "I wan
L,o thank all the exhibitors and the
ater workers who gave so generouslj

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL HARBOR!

Henderson,
Tex. — The Strand.
Damage estimated at $46,000.
Quebec — The Imperial. Originate
able.
in furnace room; damage consideited
Tamaque, Pa. — The Majestic,
terior and equipment damaged.
Marblehead, O.— The Auditorium.
Destroyed; loss not estimated.
Overton,
Tex.— The Strand.
Originated in booth;
damage heavy.

THE
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Dunphy Answers
Kuykendall Plaint
(.Continued from Page 1)

sertions, pointing out that the MoJon Picture and Speaking Stage Advisory Committee, of which Kuykeniall is a member, was formed for
i^-g "express purpose of giving the
_2tion picture theater industry complete representation in the War Production Board." Dunphy said that
the committee members were picked
carefully to represent all phases of
the industry, so thet all exhibitors,
large, small or medium, would have
equal representation.
At an ITOA meeting on Oct. 6,
Dunphy was quoted as saying that
"it is quite natural that each individual problem seems to be of great
importance, but I can assure you that
; when you file application for critical
materials that no circuit or no one
individual will get more than anyone else. You will get what is available. The same treatment will be
given to a 300-seat theater as to a
3,000-seat house."
Dunphy told Kuykendall that in
the 11 months he has been with the
WPB, his office has continually put
forth ideas and carried through
measures in order to protect the theaters and to keep them operating for
the duration. He added that the
minutes of the advisory committee's
meeting on Aug. 20 would show that
the office has expedited the flow of
necessary repair and maintenance
items by having the supply companies file on Form PD-1X, Distributors' Application for Preferred Rating. This was done, he said, to keep
the small theater operators from
having to file a lot of forms to get
necessary repair and maintenance
parts to keep operating. The filing
of these forms by the supply companies enabled all theaters, big or
small, to go to the dealers and obtain the parts over the counter, he
said.
Dunphy informed Kuykendall
that his division was open at all
times to exhibitors and their problems, and, in closing, said: "I feel
that the motion picture theater industry has received extremely fair
treatment and consideration from
the War Production Board, due to
the ffct that we, in this section,
have considered the theaters as an
essential operation toward the prosecution of the war."

Radie Harris Recovering
Radie Harris, talent supervisor for
Sol Lesser's "Stage Door Canteen"
leaves the New York hospital today
after undergoing an appendectomy.
Miss Harris will recuperate at her
home.

Killed Cleaning Rifle
Rochester— Pvt. Edwin G. Thibault of the Marine Corps, formerly
of Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., was
accidentally killed while cleaning his
rifle at the New River, N. C, Marine
Corps base.

TO THE
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Los Angeles— ORSON
WELLES
has been accepted by the Army lor
limited service, after a physical examination which followed his reclas ification as 1-A from 4-F.
— • —
Rochester — RITA CERNIGLIA,
cashier at Loew's Rochester, is leaving to join the WAACS, while MARuaKEi' WAGNER, Loew's usherette, is leaving to join the WAVES.
JUNE LORKAlNE, another usherette, at Loew's, is leaving to join
ner Marine husband in North Caro-

COLORS!
Aircraft division of the Coast Artillery and was ordered to repoit to
Fort Eustis, Va. His brother,
DOLPH, is in New Guinea where he
is a staff sergeant in the military
unit.

— • —

Chicago— TYKI COSTON of Warners Beverly Theater has joined
the Marines.

IC
REPUBL
They're All
BIG PICTURES

— * —

Cincinnati — Metro's BERRY
GREENBERG, Kentucky rep., recently inducted into the Army was
presented with an identification
bracelet by the Pep Club on his de— • —
Chicago— PAUL WALD, chief of parture.
Portland, Ore. — CARL LOWE,
service of the LaSalle, has been inducted into the Army.
formerly booker at Warners and
owner of Mt. Tabor Theater in
Chicago — MORMAN KAPLAN, Portland, has enlisted in Army and
Hill.
director of service at the B & K is in the Mountain infantry at Camp
United Artists theater has joined
ohe Army.
— • —
Kenton, O. — Judge G. H. Foster,
— • —
Detroit — PETER KAVEL, man- owner-manager of the Kenton, reports that he has contributed three
ager of the Ace Theater for Wisper
ex. Wetsman Circuit, has left to enter members of his organization to the
che Great Lakes Naval Training Sta- war effort. ERNEST BRADY, fortion.
mer assistant manager is now with
the Coast Guard; ORPHA HOPPE,
— • —
Toledo, O. — ELDINE DENNIS, ex-cashier and secretary is with the
former manager of the Pantheon, WAVES and CARL HARTLEY,
Toledo, is now with the headquart- janitor, is in the Army.
— • —
ers company at Camp Davis, N. C.
Chicago — AARON
SHLEFMAN,
— • —
of
Warners
Chicago
exchange, has
Findlay, O.— HOWARD WILSON,
manager of the State, Royal, and been inducted into the Army.
Lyceum theaters in Findlay, has reNew
Haven
— Pvt. ELWOOD
ported to the Navy.
RUSSELL,
son
of
Bob
Rus— • —
sell, Loew-Poli manager, has been
Akron, O.— IRVING LAMB, asawarded
the
infantry
expert
rifleman
I
sistant manager of the Palace for
che past year, has been inducted.
medal,
in
addition
to
one
from
the
'
— • —
Signal Corps for marksmanship at ■
Omaha— CORNELIUS BIEMOND, Fort Monmouth, N. J. Russell is a j
son of Martinus Biemond, veteran musician and is aiming toward an !
Nebraska exhib. and projectionist at appointment in the band.
— • —
the Ord theater, Ord, has entered
the Army.
Des Moines, la. — BOB BOOTS
and FRANK JOHNSON, shippers at j
— •Pueblo, Colo.—
Lt. CLARK GA- the Iowa film depot, have resigned '
BLE has reported at the Army Air to join the Army.
-•Force base here for advanced trainToronto— JAMES CAMERON, exing as a gunner on a bomber.
ploitation head at the home office of
— • —
GRACE BLANSHAM, secretary Famous Players Canadian for years, I
of D. C. Kennedy, manager of M-G- has resigned to join the Canadian !
following
LOCKWOOD;
M at Des Moines, has signed up for Army,
the Marine auxiliary, the first Film HAIGHT, artist in the advertising
Row gal to join this branch of the display department, who is now in
the uniform of the R.C.A.F.
LOU
service.
KARP,
headoffice
booker,
earlier
— • —
Marine Base, New River, N. C. — Lt. stepped out to become a member of
E. G. HILL, former manager of the the Air Force. — • —
three A. B. Huff theaters in Kinston,
Chicago— JAMES TRINZ, formerN. C, is now in charge of all films
shown at this base. His assistant
ly manager of the Trinz circuit's
is Pvt. FINN LEE, owner of the Clark Theater, is now a lieutenant
in the Army, stationed at Camp
Duplin theater, in Warsaw, N. C.
Blanding, Fla. ROBERT LUBLINER,
— • —
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Corp. FRANK formerly manager of the Trinz Four
T. ALEXANDER, former assistant Star Theater, is now an Army lieutenant, stationed at Fort Bliss, Tex.
manager of the Penn Theater, has
been commissioned a second lieu- BRUCE TRINZ, formerly with the
purchasing department of the cirthe Army
at Miamitenant atBeach,
Fla. Air Force's OCS
cuit, is now an officer with Army
Air Force overseas.
— • —
— • —
Scranton, Pa.— HAROLD J. P.
Boston — JAMES CONNOLLY,
LESAIUS, manager of the Bulls
Heads Theater, has been commis- 20th-Fox sales manager, is in the
sioned afirst lieutenant in the Anti- Navy as a lieutenant, junior grade.
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Great

news!

issuing is
the best
Republic
reof
the Autrys.
Watch for them!
They've got all
the songs andfum
and adventure
that made Gene
cowboyfavorite
star!
your
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> BOOTS AND SADDLES
• THE OLD BARN DANCE
• TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS
• MEXICALI ROSE
• IN OLD MONTEREY
• SOUTH OF THE BORDER
'
• GAUCHO SERENADE
H»*Wlin

gnil

• RIDE, TENDERFOOT, RIDE
BUY
I

WAR

ANI
AND

BONDS

STAMPS
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,v ,v Reviews of the new turns •& *
"Slightly
Dangerous"
with Lana Turner, Robert Young
M-G-M

94

Mins.

CINDERELLA STORY OFFERS MIXTURE
OF COMEDY AND ROMANCE WITH
MANY
POPULAR
ATTRIBUTES.
"Slightly Dangerous" is a perfect example of the sort of thing on which clerks
and stenos thrive. Since the film is Cinderella stuff, its interest to the little, insignificant people should not be difficult
to explain. There are worlds of gals in
piddling, dull, personality-cramping jobs
who would like to tell off the boss and
embark on a day-dream in emulation of
Lana Turner in this film. That much of
the story is on the preposterous side and

"The Mysterious

with Dead End Kids, Little Tough Guys
with

John

Loder, Eleanor
Lester Matthews
Warner

Doctor"

Parker,
57 Mins.

MELODRAMA ADDICTS MAY BE ABLE
TO SQUEEZE SOME ENTERTAINMENT
CUT Of THIS PRODUCTION.

The Nazis are up to more of their dirty
work in this melodrama, a minor item that
.nay strike a responsive chord in those who
Jon't ask too much of their screen entertainment. This time their purpose is to
prevent a rich tin mine in Cornwall from
jeing worked. The man assigned to the
job is a member of the British nobility stemming from German stock.
To keep the miners away the gentleman
overdone isn't likely to make any great
difference one way or the other considering
(John Loder) creates the legend of a headthe
audiences at which the film's appeal .ess ghost who haunts the subterranean
is directed.
passages, visiting death upon any one who
Miss Turner is a soda jerker in a small- sets foot there. Of course, he himself
time emporium who, sick of being a nonent- goes around doing the ghosting. The felity, quits her job in search of a more ,cw has his own way for almost the entire
glamorous life. When the girl suddenly length of the film because the villagers
vanishes she is listed as a suicide. Robert are scared stiff. The charming chappie comYoung, manager of the store, who is acmits an assortment of violent acts, including
cused of having fired her, is held responsible murder, before he is exposed for what he
for her act. What his accusers don't is. The exposing is done by a doctor (Lesknow is that the girl has gone to New York
ter Matthews) who passes himself off as
to make a new life for herself. She suc- one of the victims of the traitor. Assisting
ceeds in convincing a man of wealth (Wal- :iim are a number of local characters imter Brennan) that she is the daughter who
personated byEleanor Parker, Bruce Lester
was kidnapped in babyhood. The duplicity ind Matt Willis.
works beautifully until Young, who is deThe cast struggles pretty valiantly with
termined to clear himself, appears on the the routine stuff which has been thrown
scene to cause Miss Turner plenty of dis- at it by Richard Weil, who is credited with
comfiture. She manages to thwart him by the gruesome screenplay. Ben Stoloffs
faking amnesia. Young gets back at her direction manages to inject some suspense
by producing a phony marriage license. As into the proceedings.
long as Miss Turner feigns amnesia she
The players already mentioned are assisted bysuch lesser performers as Forrester
can't deny being married to him. This is
a situation that makes for plenty of comedy. Harvey, Art Foster, Clyde Cooke, Creighton
Finally the gal is forced to confess, but that Hale, Phyllis Barry, Frank Mayo.
CAST: John Loder, Eleanor Parker, Bruce
doesn't alter Brennan's desire to retain
her as his daughter. Of course, Miss Turner Lester, Lester Matthews, Forrester Harvey,
and Young are in each other's arms at the Matt Willis, Art Foster, Clyde Cooke,
finale, having been crazy about each other Creighton Hale, Phyllis Barry, David Clyde,
in spite of everything.
Harold de Becker, Frank Mayo, Hank Mann,
Charles Lederer and George Oppenheimer DeWolf Hopper, Jack Mower, Crawford
Kent.
collaborated in the screenplay, which is
full of gay and romantic trivialities. Ian
CREDITS: Director, Ben Stoloff; ScreenMcLellan Hunter and Aileen Hamilton supplay, Richard Weil; Cameraman, Henry
Sharp; Film Editor, Clarence Kolster; Art
plied the original. Wesley Ruggles' direc- Director.
Charles Novi.
tion gives the yarn plenty of life. As proDIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
ducer, Pandro S. Berman has given evidence
of knowing what the gum-chew ng, dream- Good.
spinning fraternity wants in the entertainment line. Harold Rosson has provided
photography that brings out all of Miss
Turner's allurement.
Miss Turner and Young carry off the
A nominating committee to select
leading roles acceptably and with lots of a slate of officers and trustees for
spirit. The other roles are well handled
the coming year was appointed yesby Brennan, Dame May Whitty, Eugene
terday at the first meeting of the
Pallette, Alan Mowbray, Howard Freeman,
board of trustees of the Actors'
Ward Bond, among others. Mowbray gives Fund of America since the death, of
the film quite a lift in several comedy in- George M. Cohan. Named to the
terludes.

Nominating Committee

Named by Actors' Fund

CAST: Lana Turner, Robert Young, Walter Brennan, Dame May Whitty, Eugene
Pallette, Alan Mowbray, Florence Bates,
Howard Freeman, M Hard Mitchell, Ward
Bond, Pamela Blake, Ray Collins, Paul
Stanton.
CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director, Wesley Ruggles; Screenplay, Charles
Lederer, George Oppenheimer; Based on
story by Ian McLellan Hunter, Aileen Hamilton; Cameraman, Harold Rosson; Musical

"Keep 'Em Slugging"

committee were Marcus Heiman,
chairman; Gilbert Miller and Chrystal Heme. The election is scheduled for May 14.
Ways and means were devised to
meet the added burden placed upon
the fund by the higher cost of living.
Score, Bronislau Kaper; Art Director, Cedric
Film Editor, Frank E. Hull
Gibbons;
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Universal

"Tenting Tonight On
the Old Camp

60 Mins.

DEAD END KIDS GO THROUGH THE
SAME OLD ANTICS IN A SLAM-BANG,
ACTIONFUL
MELODRAMA.

with Johnny

Mack

Fuzzy

Brown, Tex Ritter,

Knight

Universal
59 Minf
MUSICAL CONTENT PROVES OF GREAV
ASSISTANCE IN MAKING THIS WESTERN PALATABLE.
for the umpty-umpth time in "Keep 'Em
Slugging," a film made for juveniles and
film with the long-range title hits a
others who relish rough-house stuff. As is fairThis
level of excitement in its action. It is
the rule in the films in which these screen
a strictly minor league western that hugs
hoodlums appear, the story is a mixture of the formula for dear life. Without the
melodramatics and comedy. The melodrama has lost much of its bite through presence of the Jimmy Wakely trio to give
overuse, while the comedy is pretty obvious it a musical lift the production would
and old-hat. The purloining of Three have sunk several notches in entertainment
value. The singing group gives good account of itself.
Stooges tactics by the Dead Enders doesn't
help the film's cause any.
All the fuss in "Tenting Tonight on the
The story, a broad affair pretty hard
to swallow, has the Dead Enders on the Old Camp Ground" is over the building of a
prowl for jobs at the instigation of Bobby stagecoach road. There are two factions
involved. One is fighting to complete the
Jordan, who holds that it is high time they
became useful citizens. The boys make a road; the other is striving to prevent the
work from proceeding. Johnny Mack Brown,
good start by getting jobs in a department assisted by Tex Ritter and Fuzzy Knight,
store. Everything goes along swell until
protects the crew laying down the road.
Frank Albertson, an executive of the emporium, who is secretly in alliance with a He has quite a battle on his hands because
the opposition consists of an awfully mean
gang of thieves, trives to cover up his subrosa activities by throwing suspicion on bunch of guys determined to halt at nothing to stymie the project. The road buildthe Jordan boy. The fact the kid has a
ng is able to progress only after the vilrecord makes Albertson's job easy. The
lains have been put out of the way by our
blowoff comes when Albertson plots to have
Jordan take the rap for the robbery of a trio of heroes.
Director Lewis D. Collins is to be thanked
siik shipment. Jordan calls upon his pals
to help him clear himself by trapping Al- for having endowed the film with plenty of
bertson at his dirty work. That means movement under the supervision of Associate Producer Oliver Drake. The screenaudiences can be assured of a slam-bang
play is credited to Elizabeth Beecher, who
finish to the film. The unmasking of Albertson comes as a disillusion to his sister worked from a yarn by Harry Fraser.
(Evelyn Ankers), in whom the villain has a
The acting is pretty cut-and-dried exromantic interest.
cept perhaps for the performance of Jennifer Holt, who is fast outgrowing assignThe Dead End boys carry on in their cusments in second-line westerns. The chief
tomary fashion, with Jordan in command.
are portrayed by Rex Lease and
Albertson and Miss Ankers are the only other villains
Lane Chandler.
players whose roles are of any conseThe title of the picture has nothing to
do with the story whatever. It merely
The direction by Christy Cabanne is
quence.
happens to be the title of one of the songs
strictly pedestrian. Brenda We.sberg ex- rendered by the Wakely outfit.
ercised little imagination in writing the
CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Tex Ritter,
screenplay from a yarn by Edward Handler
Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Halt, John Elliott,
and Robert Gordon.
Ben Pivar produced.
Earle Hodgins, Rex Lease, Lane Chandler,
CAST: Bobby Jordan, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Alan Bridge, Dennis Moore, Tom London,
Dell, Norman Abbott, Evelyn Ankers, Elyse Jimmy Wakely Trio.
Knox, Frank Albertson, Don Porter, Shemp
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ol'ver
Howard, Samuel S. Hinds, Mary Gordon, Drake;
Director, Lewis D. Collins; ScreenMilburn Stone, Joan Marsh.
play, Elizabeth Beecher; Based on story
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar; by Harry Fraser; Cameraman, William SickDirector, Christy Cabanne; Screenplay,
ner; Art H.
Director,
JackFilm
Otterson;
J. Salter;
Editor, Mus'cal
Charles
Brenda Weisberg; Based on story by Edwara Director,
Handler, Robert Gordon; Cameraman, WilMaynard.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
liam Sickner; Art Director, John B. Good- Good.
man; Film Editor, Ray Snyder; Musical
Director, H. J. Salter.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY
All Right.
The

Dead End Kids repeat themselves

Ground"

Maryland Censor Walks
Plank After 20 Years

N. J. Shea Rites Held
Last rites for N. J. Shea, 81,
father of Joe Shea of the 20th-Fox
publicity staff, were held yesterday
morning in St. Joseph's Church in
Manhattan. Interment will be in
Gate of Heaven Cemetery, Mt. Pleasant, N. Y. Shea, who died suddenly on Friday, had been traffic
manager for a number of engineering firms before his retirement from
business.

Baltimore— Gov. Herbert R. O'Connor wielded the political axe on his
official family this week and one of
the victims was Marie W. Presstman, veteran member of the
Board of Motion Picture Censors
for Maryland. She had served in
her capacity as censor for over 20
Miss Presstman is being succeeded
years.
by
Mrs. Thomas Tingley, who was
elected
to er.
the House of Delegates
Novemb
last
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Coast Gale Crashing
Reduced by Arrests

71
REVIEWS Of SHORT
SUBJECTS

"Donald's Tire Trouble"
(Walt Disney)
7 Mins.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY RKO
Excellent
Hollywood — Reduction in number
A blowout gives Donald Duck a
of gate creshers, full endorsement
world of trouble in this Technicolor
of Los Angeles fire department's
regulations for flameproofing inflam- short. His efforts to repair the damage get him into one hilarious comable materials in theaters and an
plication after another. Everything
i»"\tensive public relations campaign he tries goes wrong. The strain is
2»r awarding of certificates of safe- too much for him. In the end he
ty were highlights of a meeting of
goes looney when, believing he has
the Theater Defense Bureau.
Arrests and posted or stencilled patched the leak, all four tires colHe has no choice but to roll
notices on exit doors calling atten- away onlapse.the
rims. Audiences will
tion to law against illegal entry have be certain to get
a howl out of this.
greatly cut youthful desire to gain
Anyone
who
has
had a car will apadmittance into motion picture thepreciate Donald's plight.
aters, the Bureau was advised by
circuit operators present.
In co-operation with the Bureau,
"Point Rationing of Foods"
6 Mins.
the fire department is inspecting each OWI-WAC
A "Must" For Theaters
theater with idea of flameproofing
Produced in animated form reel sets
ail maskings, backings, grand drapes,
tormenters, eyes, borders, drops and forth (1) reasons for point rationstored scenery behind proscenium.
ing, (2) how the system works, (3)
Because of fireproof construction of use of the official table of point values
majority of theaters flameproofing and ration coupons, and (4) wise
is being confined to backstage. procedure in coupons' conservation,
However, in theaters other than class etc. The enti: e scope of the rationing fundamentals is given with
"A" construction, all materials must ^reat clarity, and if ever the inbe treated.
structional value of motion pictures
In the absence of George Watters,
driven home, it is in this instance.
director, the meeting was presided ;s
over by Tom Dailv, chairman of the The animation is tremendously effecbureau who outlined an intensive
publicity and advertising campaign No Rulina Yet on Film Not
to be conducted among public at
time certificates of safety are issued Used in Quarter's Quota
by bureau. These certificates will
{Continued f-om Page 1)
indicate that theaters holding them the film production picture looks,
have been made as safe as possible there is no assurance that producers
under wartime emergency regula- and distributors who fail to use their
tions of bureau.
entire quarterly quota within the
quarter for which it is allotted will
get full credit. If, however, the film
Coast Starts Seven Pix,
has been bought and transferred to
the producer or distributor and is in
Making Forty Shooting
inventory, then according to the
(Continued from Page 1)
terms of the order it may be used
kenburg and Joan Davis, with Ed during the succeeding quarter without penalty.
mund Lowe, Ann Savage, Robert
Thus if studio A is allowed 10,Haymes and Muni Seroff. Associate
producer, Wallace MacDonald and 000,000 feet of film for the present
but actually exposes only
Frank Woodruff directing; and, "Ap- quarter,
5,000,000 and does not have the same
pointment In Berlin," drama, with
George Sanders, Marguerite Chap- for,
amount
inventory
or contracted
therein is
no assurance
that it
man, Gale Sondergaard, Alec Craig.
Sam Bischoff producing and Alfred will be allowed 5,000,000 feet in the
succeeding quarter in addition to its
E. Green directing.
regular quarterly allotment. If,
Sam
Goldwvn
shooting
"The
North
Star.''
At M-G-M : Seven shooting, including however, it exposes 5.000.000 feet
"Mpdame Curie," drama, the picturization of -nd has the other 5.000,000 in its
Madame Curie's biogranhy. Co-starring Greer
Garson and Walter Pidgeon, with Robert possession, it is unlikely that this
Walker and Albert Basserman. Albert Lewin fact will affect the setting of its
directing and Sidney Franklin producing.
quota for the next quarter.
At Monogram: Four shooting, including
Another matter not yet settled is
"Wild Horse Stampede," initial western what to do about newsreel prints.
in the new "Trail Blazers" series featuring
Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard, with Betty There is a real possibility that the
Miles in the feminine lead. Robert Tansey
reels may be ordered to cut their
producing and directing; "Cowboy Comman
dos," producer George W. Weeks' "Range print total to their 1941 average
Busters" picture featuring Ray Corrigan, Den- output, but as yet there h-s been no
nis Moore and Max Terhune. S. Roy Luby decision on the matter. This would
directing; and, Lindsley Parsons' "Wing?
Over the Pacific," drama, with Edward Nor- mean a cut of from 75 to 125 prints
ris and Inez Cooper.
Phil Rosen directing.
from the present total put out by
At Paramount: Six shooting.
the reels.
At RKO-Radio:
Five shooting.
At Republic: Four shooting, including
An early decision on the newsreel
"False Faces," drama, with George Sher- prints matter is not expected, the
man as associate producer and director.
probability being that the matter will
At 20th Century-Fox:
Six shooting.
"Stage
be thrown open to discussion by inLesser's
Sol
Artists:
United
IAt
."
lJ""r Canteen
dustry figures at the March 16 meetshooting.
Five
At Universal:
ing of the advisory committee.
Two shooting.
At Warners:

"39 Steps" Slated

tive, and audience interest is bound
to be held by virtue of the clever
humorous touches occurring throughout.
This picture was made for and
cent, ibuted to the OPA by the
Screen Cartoonists Guild, Local 852,
the Leon
Unit.laidMembers of theSchlesinger
Unit directed,
out,

For PRC Re-Issue
(Continued from Page 1)

the distribution of the picture a few
days before he left for Europe on
the ill-fated trip which resulted in
his death when the Yankee Clipper
crashed in Lisbon harbor.
animated and photographed the carMeanwhile, Lee's organization will
toon on their own time, at night and continue to operate for the time being, at least, under the management
on week-ends.
of Oscar Hanson. Because Lee's
body has not been found and, there"Trading Blows"
fore, he is not legally dead, no move
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
can be made. FuParamount
9'/2 Mins. towardture ofliquidation
Interesting
the Artlee Corp. will rest
Here is evidence of the importance widow.
largely in the decision of Lee's
the Government attaches to boxing
as part of the training program of
the men in our armed forces. Men Para. Buys Chain Breaks
at work with the gloves are shown
Taking advantage of the Lux Thein every branch of the service.
ater of the Air broadcast of "Reap
Among the instructors caught by the Wild
Wind" next Monday, Parathe camera are Jack Dempsey,
mount has purchased chain-break
Tommy Loughran, Spike Webb. announcements preceding or followThere are many scenes of service
ing the
broadcast
on each
19 local
stations
throughout
the ofcountry,
men roughing it up. Exhibitors
Bob
Gillham
announced
yesterday.
can't go wrong booking this short.

ieyre

Writing
History!

rom the industry's own war
front, where an "all-out" spirit
rules the day, ore coming a
series of dramatic, thrilling and
inspiring reports of company
in the nation's
participation
great
martial program
. . .
You'll read them with a glow
of pride and a sense of high
personal resolve in
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MGM Rooney Appeal
Not Trade Test Case
(Continued from Page 1)

ter and did not represent a test
case for the industry.
M-G-M officials would not make a
formal statement and observers
pointed out that studios are chary
about making statements on industry matters, feeling they will be
misinterpreted.
Representatives of the Screen Actors Guild reiterated the position
the Guild took in February 1942 that
the organization had not participated in any requests to have the
industry declared essential and felt
that actors and everyone in the industry should be subject to the draft
as is the rest of the country.
About 20 stars have as yet not
been ordered inducted and of this
number a few are parents of large
families.
The appeal filed on behalf of
Rooney came on the heels of the
Army's acceptance of Orson Welles
for limited service. Welles, now at
20th-Fox for "Jane Eyre," was examined at his own request, following
reclassification from 4-F to 1-A recently. Although he was found to
be asthmatic, to be subject to arthritis, to have a weak back and flat feet,
he was ruled qualified for limited
service. Welles had been expecting
to do a series of films for- Government agency upon the completion of
his current 20th-Fox pic.

TO

THE

!

Red Cross to Start
Ward Shows Mar. 15

COLORS!

Springfield, Mass. — DON MARMontgomery,
Ala. — CHANNING
TIN, former artist for the Western
former Empire doorMassachusetts Theaters, home office, TRAFFORD,
has reported to the Army Air
is an aviation cadet in the Army Force,man,Miami
Beach, Fla.
Air Force.
— • —
— •—
Rochester— E. H. WARDEN, formWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
erly at the Eastman Kodak
ComHollywood— GIG YOUNG, Warpany, has been promoted
to first
lieutenant.
ner star currently seen in "Air
Force',' has reported for duty in
— •—
the Coast Guard.
Williamsport, Pa.— PFC JOSEPH
MIRARCK, former pit orchestra
*— — JOHN A. leader
Northampton, — Mass.
of the Capitol Theater, is now
MORRISON, assistant manager, of assistant band leader and leader
the Calvin Theater, has joined the of the orchestra at the Army Air
Marine Corps.
Base, Sioux City, Iowa.

Cut Shipping Delays WB to Close Season
On War Reels Footage ilh 20 Unreleased
{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

try.
of film from the front to this coun-

upper-breeket productions as "Background to Danger," "Mission to MosLondon, often the scene of long
cow," "Action in the North Atlandelay in shipment, will be by-passed.
tic," "Devotion," "Night Shift,"
This decision by the Army follows "Desert Song," "Princess O'Rourke,"
the meeting late in January between "Edge of Darkness," "This Is the
representatives of the newsreels and Army," "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
Lieut. Cols. Curtis Mitchell, chief "Saratoga Trunk," "Old Acquaintance," "The Adventures of Mark
of the motion picture section of the
Army's Bureau of Public relations, Twain," "Thank Your Lucky Stars,"
and R. E. Dupuy, who is in charge "Constant Nymph."
of war correspondents. It was worked
out after discussion and correspondents with general staff representa- Virginia MPTO Re-elects
In New York yesterday it was intives here, in London and in North All Officers, Directors
dicated that no statement on the Africa.
Rooney appeal would be forthcomHereafter all film for the reels, whether shot
Richmond, Va. — All officers and
ing, at least not immediately, from by representatives of the war correspondents' members of the board of directors of
Loew execs.
pool of the five reels or by Army photographers, will be flown directly to this country, the MPTO of Virginia were re-electprocessed as heretofore by the Army and then
ed at Monday's meeting of the unit
released to the reels. Long delays while the at the John Marshall Hotel here.
No Over-All Policy Even If
are copied in London — sometimes two or
William F. Crockett again heads
Rooney Drafting is Overruled films
three weeks — will thus be e'iminated. The
Washinntnn
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
reels have agreed to hold the films for six the unit; Ben Pitts continues as
Washington — Nation?! Selective days after they receive them from the Army, vice-president, Harold Wood as sec■n order to try to release simultaneously' with
retary and Sam Bendheim, Jr., as
Service headquarters has no official London.
treasurer.
knowledge of the Mickey Rooney
men here are particularly enthudraft classification appeal, although _ Newsreel
siastic lately about the improved co-operation leased to News of the Day. Universal reif the appeal ic denied by state au- they have been receiving both here and abroad
ceived Army Air Force pic on the return
thorities, itwill come to Washing- From the military. More and more the ser- of General Hap Arnold from the Far Eas'
vices
are
trying
to
facilitate
the
job
of
and
a
story
shot by Earl Crotchett in Austraton. In that event it will go before cameramen, and faster clearance and release
lia of a live ammunition
drill there.
the Presidential Appeals Boerd, here is the order of the day.
Pathe received two 400-foot stories shot
More than 4.500 feet was released bv the in Honolulu by Len Roos showing the rechaired by Col. John D. Langston,
turn of a B-24 from a Wake Island raid and
chairman of the Selective Service Army last week, for instance, for the Thursday makeup released last night. Among Hawaiian -born Japanese volunteering for the
Planning1 Council.
U.
S.
Army. Two stories from the Tunisia
*hese, for instance, were stories on the AmerPossibility that disposition of this •'can-British
shot by Jack Barnett, were remilitary mission to the Far East front both
leased
to Movietone.
case might result in crystallizing shot by newsreel Cameraman Wong and recase. be taken as precedent for this
some sort of uniform policy in re- might
gards to drafting of actors was disIn the meantime, newsmen here
counted by a Selective Service
spokesman. "Any m?n who is found are waiting for drastic revisions of
necessary can be deferred," he said, the list of essentifl activities and
adding that the matter is strictly necessary men within those activities, expected soon from the WMC.
Martha Kaplan, secretary to up to local draft boards. Even if
Arthur Sachson, assistant general the board which put Rooney in 1-A Any revision is certain to be downward, eliminating general classifisales manager for Warners, will be should be overruled it will not result
cations and specific jobs from the
married on Sunday in Brooklyn to in over-all policy on similar cases.
There has been nothing in the past listings, and in view of the known
Gilbert Spertell, a member of the
U. S. Coast Guard, now stationed action of this appeal board whose coolness of the essential activities
function is to advise Major General committee of the WMC toward the
in Boston.
Lewis B. Hershey, national director motion picture industry there is room
for speculation as to whether the
Kingston, Pa.— Rita Klein, cash- of Selective Service, to indicate what motion
picture industry might be
ier at the Kingston Theater, and fction it might take in the event
Cedet John J. Bustin, U. S. Coast the Rooney case reaches the board. removed from the list with provision remaining only for training film
Guard, are engaged, it was an- A study of past recommendations by
nounced.
that board reveals nothing which and possibly newsreel personnel.

WEDDING

{Continued from Page 1)

Red Cross Hospital Motion Picture !
Service in the North Atlantic Area,
told The Film Daily that about 30
of the over 300 hospitals are in that
area, which comprises the New England States, plus New York, W
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delawa
Distributors are said to be rendering excellent help to the Red
Cross in making available within a
matter of a few weeks those productions requested, following national release date, and this span
may in the future be made even
shorter.
Exhibition of films in wards is
held a tremendously beneficial step
to incapacitated members of the
armed forces, unable to attend showings in hospital
"theaters"
the more
able-bodied
patientswhere
can

BELLS

The recent order for 16 mm. equipgather.ment amounts to 300 projectors, but
more machines will continue to be
sought, because the Red Cross plans
ings.
progressive expansion of ward show-

Thumbs Down in Montreal
On Modifying Juve Ban
{Continued from Page 1)

movie picture houses. Asked to
support a motion sponsored by the
Catholic Boys Bureau calling for admission of children over nine years
old to specially selected film shows
on Saturdays and holidays, the councillors instead asked the Provincial
Government to maintain the present
law which forbids theaters to admit
children under 16.

"H'wood's Greatest Effort'
To Aid Polio Fund
Basil O'Connor, president of the
National Association for the Prevention of Infantile Paralysis, and Sir
Ced: ic Hardwicke, representing a
committee of Hollywood stars, producers, directors and writers, this
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock will announce that this organization becomes
beneficiary of Hollywood's
greatest theeffort.
O'Connor will meet the press at
the offices of N. Peter Rathvon,
president of RKO.

STORKS
Shelton, Wash. — Frank and Mrs.
Graham, oflocal
exhibitors, report the
arrival
a son.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — There's a new son and
rick.
heir
in the Arthur Lake menage;
youngster will be titled Arthur Pat-
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Duals Ban Would

Little Filn% WPB

Told

{See Column 1 Below)

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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MRSL
MINIVER"
YEAR\SJEST
Gov't Is Not Going Info Film Business— Melleft

Academy Told U. S. Feels
Motion Picture Business
[s In the Right Hands

1942 ACADEMY

Vest

"Mrs. Miniver,'

Coast Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — "This Government is engaged in a war to
save and perpetuate democracy,

not in a war to
jiestroy
it. So, theis
Government
iot going into the
motion picture
business. The
Government believes the motion
picture business
is in the right
hands."
With these
words, at once an
industry accolade
and pledge, Lowell Mellett,
Chief of the
LOWELL
MELLETT
OWI's Bureau of
Motion Pictures, climaxed his address before the annual Academy
(Continued on Page 8)

Dunphy Tells WPB
Duals Ban No Help
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

(.Continued on Page 2)

Conn. Theaters to Return
To Seven-Day Operation
New Haven — Theaters here will
resume their seven-day-a-week operation next week when
the fuel
I Continued on

Page 8)

Weshner Joins Disney
As General Consultant
Roy Disney yesterday announced
the appointment of D^avid E. Weshner as general 'consultant and co-

PRODUCTION
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures).
PERFORMANCES

West

%

^ pRESIlM

Coast

By RALPH
WILKFILM
Bureau
of THE

1942 at the 15th
annual awards
banquet of the
Academy
of
Motion Picture

Best original motion picture- story: Ring Lardner, Jr., and Michael Kanin
lor "Woman of the Year." (MGM).
Best written screen play: Arthur Wimperis. George Froeschel, James Hilton
and Claudine West far "Mrs. Miniver." (MGM).
Best original screenplay:
Emeric Pressburger for "The Invaders," British
production. (Columbia Pictures).
MUSIC
Best song: "While Christmas" hem "Holiday Inn." Music and lyrics by
Irving Berlin. (Paramount pictures).
Best scoring for a musical: Ray' Heindorf and. Heinz Roemheld for "Yankee
Doodle Dandy."
(Warner Bros.).
Best (Warner
scoring Bros.)
of a dramatic picture: Max Steiner for "Now,
Voyager.'

xi directio:

Black and Whiie: RichaTd Da and Joseph
right for "This Above All."
(20th Century-Fox).
Color: Richard Day and Joseph
ht for '/'My Gal Sal." (20th CenturyFox).
FIJ.M EDrrTNG
"
for "The Pride ,bf the Yankees
SOU#D RECORDING

(RKO-Samuel

Goldwyn).

Nathan Levinson for "Yankee Doodle Dandy/'
(Warner Bros.).
CINEMATOGRAPHY
Black and white: Joseph Ruttenberg for "Jyrs. Miniver." (M-G-M).
Color: Leon Shamroy for "The BlWk SwariT
(20th Century-Fox).
SPECIAL EFFECTS
Photographic
effects: Gordon
Jennings,
Farciot
Edouart
and
William
Pereira for "Reap the-WihT Wind."
(Paramount Pictures).
Sound
effects: Louis Mensekop
for "Reap
the Wild
Wind."
Pictures).
sImL.

(Paramount

^M
SHORT SUBJECTS
BkCctrtoon:
"Der Fuehrer's Face."
(RKO Radio-Walt Disney).
One-Reel:
"Speaking
of Animals
and
Their
Families,"
produced
Fairbanks
and Carlisle.
(Paramount Pictures).
BJ^
Two-Reel:
"Be^^W^^^n^of Dnty."
fWcrrner Bros^F^^^
FOREIGN PICTURE
"In

Which

We

L.

Serve,"

by

British production.
(United
Artists-Noel
Coward).
SPECIAL AWARDS
Irving Thalberg Memorial Award: Sidney Franklin for the most consistent
production achievement of the year.
Charles Boyer for establishing the French Research Foundation in Hollywood.
Carey Wilson for producing the Metro series of Andy Hardy films showing
the American way of life.

\ | ROOSEVELT

DAILY

Hollywood — Metro-GoldwynMayer's "Mrs. Miniver" was
voted the best production of

William Wyler for "Mrs. Miniver." (M-G-M).
WRITING

Arts and
Sciences in the
Cocoanut Grove
of thesadorAmbasHotel last
night. "Mrs.
Miniver"
captured five other
Oscars for those
concerned in its
production, giving it a record
for films in future years to shoot at.
William (Continued
Wyler, who
directed
"Mrs.
on Page
6)
WILLIAM

WYLER

Wide Effect is Seen
In Crescent Verdict
Extensive ramifications of the verdict in the Crescent anti-trust case
in Nashville were predicted in industry circles yesterday. Federal
Judge Elmer
Davies'
ruling
which
(Continued
on Page
7)

Fabian Clarifies Status
Of Manpower in Theaters
In order to clarify the status of
theater employes in the manpower
setup, Si Fabian, chairman of the
theaters division of the WAC, issued
(Continued on Page 2)

Correa to Continue Probe
Of Racketeering in Films
U. S. Attorney Mathias F. Correa
yesterday on his return from a sevenweek trip to Alaska stated that he
(Continued on Page 2)

( Continued on Pag'e'2Y:

^

Wm. rialWyler
Wins Cagney,
DirectoAward; James
Greer Garson in Acting

Actor: Tames Cagney in "Yankee Doodle Dandy" (Warner Bros. Pictures).
Actress: Greer Garson in "Mrs. Miniver'- (MG M).
Supporting Actor: Van Hellin in "Jplinny Eager." (M G-M).
Supporting Actress: Teresa Wright in "Mrs. Miniver" (M-G-M).
DIRECTION

Daniel Mandell

Washington — Pointing out that the
banning of double ferture showings
would mean an insignificant saving
of equipment and materials, C. J.
Dunphy, in his last move as chief of

AWARDS

SEES

STILL

GREATER

WAR
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Si Fabian Clarifies
Status of Manpower

{Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

the Amusement Section of WPB's
Services Division, yesterday wrote
finis to WPB's three months of study
on the advisability of forbidding
double bills.
In a letter to N. G. Burleigh, director of the Service Equipment Division, Dunphy made it plain that
his extensive study of the doublefeature problem has convinced him
"th?t the War
Production
Board
would not interfere or inject itself
in the exhibition phase of the motion picture or legitimate theater."
DunDhv
told
THE
FILM
DAILY that the only thing WPB
could do to save materials was
limit the length of programs,
something which has not been
considered and almost certainly
will not be considered.
Roundthe-clock operation of many theaters in order to accommodate
war workers, public resentment,
possible forcing of the closing
of some
theaters — these
and
other objections are enough to
block any such move, said Dunphy. such a measure would mean
Even

a report yesterday on the recent
committee meeting with Paul McNutt in Washington.
Summarizing the events of the
meeting, Fabian pointed out that

no appreciable saving in film,
he said, and pointed out that there
is already a limitation order on film.
"By the strictest administration of
(Thursday, Mar. 4)
this order." he wrote, "picture production will be cut progressively beNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
cause of the curtailment in film
High Low Close Chg.
Net
allowances to the motion picture
Am. Seat
15Vi
^SV^ 15V2 —
Vs
14V2 145/a + % companies — making fewer pictures
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
15
35V2 +
1/2 available to the theaters. This may
Columbia
Picts. pfd.. 351/2 35V2
Con.
Fm.
Ind
1%
in itself eliminate double features
1%
1%
115/g
121/4
+
14 due to 1a greatlv reduced number of
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 12'/4
/8
East. Kodak
153
1 53
153
+ 11/4
pictures available to theaters for
do
pfd
17%
Cen.
Prec.
Eq
17V4
17
exhibition purposes."
48% +
%
Loew's, Inc
48%
48
Pointing out that Questioning of
20%
+
1/4
Paramount
20'/8
19Vs
144
+
3
?nd consultation with industry leadParamount
1st pfd. 144
140
Para. 1st pfd. Called. 140 V4 139V2 1403/4 -I- 2*A
ers and trade paper editors had con53/4 + 1'1/4
RKO
5%
5%
vinced him that the double feature
/2
68
RKO $6 pfd
68
68
16 V4 +
% nroblem was not a war problem,
20th Century-Fox
.. 16%
15/2
291/4 + H/4 Dunphy said in his letter:
20th Century-Fox pfd. 29%
29
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
"The War Production Board's
Warner
Bros
10V4
9%
10
interest in the exhibition of modo
pfd
8134
80V,
8OV2
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
tion pictures in the theaters is
Para. B'way 3s55 . . . 73 Vi 73 Vj 73'/, +
only from the standpoint of conVS
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 103
102% 103
servation ofmaterial. He should
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
not set up or designate trade
1035/a 103% IO31/2
practices for the exhibition of
motion pictures. The theater
owners themselves should be al$50,000 is Contributed
lowed to settle their own operatBy Warners to Red Cross
ing problems until such time as
it has been provpd that they are
wasting materials. At this writA corporate contribution of $50,000 on behalf of Warner Bros, and
ing, they are continually improving their theater operations to
its subsidiaries to the Red Cross
the extent that they are actualFund was announced yesterday by
ly conserving materials."
N. Peter Rathvon, chairman of the
motion picture industry division.
Warners' contribution is the first Orr Succeeds Hendel
corporate donation made by a maFor UA in Cleveland
jor company to this year's fund and
is double the amount turned over by
Cleveland — Murray Orr of New
the company last year.
Heads of other major companies York has been appointed United Artwill hold meetings as soon as posists branch manager here, succeedsible to take up the matter of coring James Hendel who has joined
porate contributions.
the Universal's Pittsburgh branch.

FINANCIAL

(1) Mr, McNutt was told that theater
owners, like all other good Americans, do not
seek to have their employes evade war service
but wish to give every possible co-operation
to the winning of the war.
(2) If a theatre employe is 18 to 38 years
old. he is subject to the draft regulations just
as are all other men in that age bracket.
(3) However, because he works in a theater his draft status is not changed. If he is
entitled under the draft laws to deferment for
dependents, disability or for any other reason,
his employment in a theater does not deprive
him of those rights.
(4) There have been isolated instances
where the U. S. Employment Bureau has
informed theater workers that they are "not
deferrable" regardless of dependents, age or
physical condition. Upon direct authority of
Mr. McNutt, this is not true.
(5) Like banks, insurance companies and
many other business groups, the motion picture theaters have not been declared essentia1
or non-essential, "deferrable or non-deferrable."
Men of 18 to 38 are not to be discriminated
igainst because the theater business had not
been spe<-'fiVa11y declared essential.
(6) While there has been no official declaration that this industry is "essential" there
have been manv unofficial utterances indicating that the Government hones the theaters
will continue full operation with enough manpower for efficient, safe operation. The only
positions in theaters that have definitely been
declared
are ushers, doormen and "non-deferrable"
porters.
(7) Mr. McNutt requested that we call
his attention to any specific instances where
branches of the U. S. Emolovment Bureau
or any other agencies, mistakenly attempt to
handle any case other can outlined above. If
vou will send us proof and details, we will
follow through with Mr. McNutt.

"4

"The Government has a vast
n-oblem in mustering its manpower,"
Fabian said. "We have no desire
to impede that effort. Our purpose
is to avoid misund
dings and
unnecessary worrieserstan
on the part of
theater workers and their employes.
"These are wartimes. Things pre
becoming increasingly difficult.
We
should use our ingenuity as showmen and Americans to meet the
problems as they arise."

Trade Leaders To Hear
Coe at SEC's Luncheon
Wide_ interest among educational,
industrial, religious and community
leadership is being attracted to the
luncheon to be held Tupsdav at the
Hotel Roosevelt where Charles Francis Coe, vice-president pnd general
counsel of the MPPDA,
will he
the guest speaker. Dr. Paul H
Nystrbm. president of the Sales Executives Club, will fireside at the luncheon and Dr. Harry Woodhurn
Chase, chancellor of New York University, will introduce Coe.
Among those of the film industry
who have already accepted invitations to the luncheon are:
Nichoks M. Schenck, Barnev Balaban, Sroyros P. Skouras, Peter Rathvon. Nate T. Blumherg, Edward C
^aftery, Jack Cohn. Josenh H
Hazen, Si Fahian, Harry Brandt

Max
A. Cohen,
Harry
H. R.
George
Lowenst
ein'
J. Schaefe
r, J.
Graing
er
and O. Henry
Briggs.

COminG and G0II1G
SUSAN HAYWARD, now in New York, will go
on a USO camp tour before returning to Hollywood.
WILLIAM BENDIX will leave Hollywood for
N;w York following completion of his role as
Janoshik
in "Hostages."
President PETER SHAYNE of the Chi. Operators Union and MRS. SHAYNE have rj£nj?=d
from a Florida vacation.
-vrf"
JOE ROBINS, Youngstown exhibitor, is vacationing at Hot Springs, Ark.
EMERSON
YORKE,
head
of Emerson
Yorke
Studio,
accompanied
by BILL
HARQEST,
SAM
DATLOWE, and MORT CORWIN, left New York
yesterday
on
a pre-production
trip
through]
Ohio in connection
with certain training films]
which
the organization
is shortly to make for |
the U. S. Office of Education.
MICHAEL
from a rest

MYERBERG returns on March
in Palm Beach.

ISi

BEN JUDELL, who arrived from the Coast
last week, leaves today for Miami, where
he will remain for a couple of weeks before
returning to Hollywood with a stop in Chicago
en route. He expects to be back in town in
HENRI ELMAN leaves Chicago shortly on an
April.
extended
West
Coast trip.
E. M.
Chicago.
American

GLUCKSMAN,
Negro newsreel

director
of
the
All jl
is in Washington from

CHARLEY HOCAN, Warner vaudeville booker
is back in Chicago from New York.
GEORGE ARCHIBALD, director of the films
division of the Brtiish Information Service, has
returned from Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco, stepping in Cambridge, Mass., where
his son
is recuperating
from
pneumonia

Correa to Continue Probe
Of Racketeering in Films
(Continued from Page 1)

will continue the investigation of alleged racketeering in the film industry which has occupied the attention of a special Federal Grand Jury
for some two years. The lengthy
probe, it is known, concerns the
whereabouts of a special fund of
$1,500,000 collected from IATSE
members over which George E.
Browne, former IA head, and his
personal representative, William
Bioff, allegedly had sole control.
Although Correa would not discuss
the investigation, it is known that
a number of Chicago labor leaders
have been called as witnesses before
the jury. Indictments naming some
of them
will be filed within the next
few
weeks.

Weshner Joins Disney
As General Consultant
(Continued from Page 1)

ordinator of the publicity and exploitation campaign planned for Maj.
Alexander de Seversky's "Victory
Through Air Power," now in productistsby Walt
release. Disney for United Artion
Weshner, who resigned last week
as UA's director of advertising and
publicity, thus becomes aligned with
ducers.
one of UA's most important pro-

Edward C. Cuyler Dead
Albany — Edward C. Cuyler, 81.
former Film Daily correspondent
dead.
and long a legislative reporter, is
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Biggest Business of ALL
M-G-M's mighty Astor Hits!
Did you see the N. Y. Reviews!
Ask us for a set. They're the greatest
raves in years! Praises for everybody concerned!
WILLIAM SAROYAN'S'THE HUMAN COMEDY" -Produced and Directed by CLARENCE BROWN
Starring MICKEY ROONEY • with FRANK MORGAN • James Craig • Marsha Hunt • Fay Bainter
Ray Collins • Van Johnson • Donna Reed • Jack Jenkins • Dorothy Morris • John Craven • Ann Ayars
Mary Nash • Henry O'Neill • From the Story by William Saroyan • Screen Play by Howard

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Join Red Cross Drive I Week of April 1—7 '
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Acting Awards to JamesTiJ Cagney, Greer Garson
Two of Year's "Finds,"
Teresa Wright, Van Heflin,
Win Supporting Awards
(Continued from Page 1)

Miniver," won the award for the best
directing of the year. Sidney Franklin, the producer, was out of town
for a rest, and Mrs. Franklin accepted for him the Academy's Oscar
for
the received
year's best
Garson
the picture.
award forGreer
the
best performance of the year by an
actress for her role in "Mrs. Miniver," and Teresa Wright as having
given the best supporting actress
performance in the same film. It
also received the award for the best
written screenplay of 1942, the
scenarists being Arthur Wimperis,
Geo: ge Froeschel, James Hilton and
Claudine West, while Joseph Ruttenberg, cinematographer, receiving an
Oscar for his black-and-white photography.
Cagney Best Actor Performance
Best actor performances of the
year went to James Cagney for his
role in Warner Bros.' "Yankee Doodle
Dandy." Best supporting role by an
actor was won by Van Heflin for his
work in Metro's "Johnny Eager."
"Woman of the Year," MetroGoldwyn-Mayer production, was proclaimed the best original screenplay;
it was written by Ring Lardner, Jr.,
and Michael Kanin.
Best black-and-white art direction
award went to Richard Day and Joseph Wright for "This Above All,"
20th Century-Fox production, while
best cinematography achievement in
color was won by Leon Shamroy for
20th Century-Fox's "Black Swan."
The sound recording Oscar went to
Nathan Levinson for Warner Bros.'
"Yankee Doodle Dandy."
Short subject awards were: Cartoons, "Der Fuehrer's Face," a Walt
Disney RKO release; one reel:
"Speaking of Anim a 1 s and
Their Families," Paramount, produced by
Fairbanks and
C a r li sle ;
two -reel:
"Beyond
the Line of
Duty,'
' Will i Hi M m
Warner
Bros.

SIDNEY FRANKLIN

Best film editing award went to
Daniel Mandell for his job on Samuel Goldywn's RKO release, "The
Pride of the Yankees." Special effects honor was garnered by Gordon
Jennings, Fareiot Edouart and William L. Pereira for photographic,
and Louis Mesenkop for sound effects in Paramount's William C.
DeMille opus, "Reap the Wild Wind."
Scoring Award
Best scoring of a musical feature

Secretary Knox Pays Navy's Tribute
To the Ability and Ingenuity of Films
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

Hollywood — Secretary of the Navy Frank
the film industry in the following telegram
reading at the banquet last night:

FILM
Knox
sent

'DAILY
paid the Navy's thanks
to the M. P. Academy

to
for

FDR ten Pix Power
Big War Instrument
li'est

"On the occasion of the annual Academy awards dinner I would like to
express through you the Navy's appreciation of the splendid talent and efforts
of every member of the motion picture industry from the newest recruit to the
oldest hand, whether ashore or at sea. Men of the naval establishment look
forward to the films you make. That you are all continuing to do fine and
important jobs under the restrictions imposed by war is a tribute to the
ability and ingenuity of your profession."

was won by Ray Heindorf and Heinz
nication from the Soviet Cultural
Roemheld for Warners' "Yankee Relations Bureau, and talks by
Doodle Dandy"; best music score for Army, Navy and Marine officers
a dramatic feature went to Max praising the film industry.
Steiner for Warner Bros. "Now,
Lieut. Van Heflin appeared in uniform to accept his Oscar. Lieut.Commander John Fa: row of the
Voyager."
Best song award to "White Christ- Royal Canadian Navy accepted the
mas" from Paramount's "Holiday
for "Kokoda Front Line" for
Inn," music and lyrics by Irving award
the Australian News Information
Berlin.
For distinctive achievement on Bureau. Mrs. William Wyler accepted the "Mrs. Miniver" Oscar for
documentary production there were her husband,
Major William Wyler
four awards: "Moscow Strikes Back," now with our air service in taking
Artkino feature released by Repub- pictures of bombing forays against
lic Pictures; "Prelude to War," U. S. the Nazis. Commander John Ford
Army Special Services feature; the was praised for his work in photoU. S. Navy Department's "Battle of Navy.
graphing "The Battle of Midway" by
Midway," and the Australian News Commander A. J. Wolton of the
Information Bureau's "Kokoda Front
Scientific Achievement Plaques
Thalberg Memorial Award
Two plaques for scientific or technical achievement and two honorable
Line."
The Irving Thalberg Memorial
mention awards for scientific or techaward was given to Sidney Franknical achievement were bestowed by
lin for the most consistent producthe Research Council with the aption achievement of the year.
proval of Academy awards commitSpecial awards went to Charles
tee and given out at the awards
Boyer for establishing the French dinner by Y. Frank Freeman: Award
Research Foundation in Hollywood; in Class II (plaque) to Carroll Clark,
to "In Which We Serve" (United F. Thomas Thompson and RKO RaAitists release) for the best fordio studio's art and miniature deeign production achievement of the
partments for the design and construction of a moving cloud and
year; to Carey Wilson for producing Metro's Andy Hardy series of horizon machine; Plaque to Daniel
films showing the American way of B. Clark and 20th-Fox Film Corpolife.
ration for the development of a lens
As a good-will gesture to our good calibration system and application of
system to exposure control in
neighbor across the Rio Grande, this
cinematography.
Alfred Elias Calles, Mexican consul
Honorable mention went to Daniel
in Los Angeles, presented an award
from the Mexican Film Academy to J. Bloomberg and Republic studio's
Arturo Cordova, Mexican actor now sound department for the design and
in Hollywood.
application to the motion picture
Governor Warren of California ad- production of a device for marking
dressed the banqueteers and stated action negative for pre-selection purposes. An honorable mention wa?
that there had been 118,000,000 admissions toArmy post theaters show- also won by Robert Henderson and
ing Hollywood films during 1942. Paramount studio's engineering and
Mme. Chiang Kai-Shek sent her transparency departments for design and construction of adjustable
regrets at being unable to attend.
Lowell Mellett, chief of the OWI's light bridges and screen frames for
Bureau of Motion Pictures, deliv- transparency process photography.
ered an address which mav be found
Attendance at the banquet was
in this issue of THE FILM DAILY, estimated at 1.400. There was no
and Leonid Antonov of the Russial dancing after the dinner as on forFilm Purchasing Co., gave a patrimer occasions.
otic talk on the working together
of the U. S. and the U.S.S.R.
Col. Signs Ted Lewis
Other Highlights
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood— Columbia has signed
Aside from messages read from
President Roosevelt, Secretary of Ted Lewis to appear in a musical
the Navy Frank Knox and WPB's titled "When My Baby Smiles at
Donald Nelson, there was a commu-
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: Hollywood — Predicting an incr/nJ-

ingly important
war role
motion
picture industry
and for^y
stads-ig'•
that the M. P.
nual awards
Academy's
annever before
possessed so great
a significance as
now,
President
Roosevelt
last
night addressed
the
following
wire to Walter
W a n g e r who
presidedbanquet,
at the
awards
for reading to
the"I assemblage:
regret that

PRESIDENT

ROOSEVELT

it is impossible for me to address
by long distance telephone those who
are gathering with you for the annual Academy Awards dinner. I do
wish to extend my cordial greetings
and heartiest congratulations. At
no time in the history of motion pictures have these awards possessed
so much significance.
"Achievement in motion pictures
today means much more than merely having attained heights in public
entertainment. In total war, motion
pictures, like all other human endeavor, have an important part to
play in the struggle for freedom and
the survival of democracy. Those
who achieve highly in motion pictures at this time have contributed
greatly toward that end.
"It is a matter of deep satisfaction to me, as it must be to you,
that we have succeeded in turning
the tremendous power of the motion
picture into an effective war instrument without the slightest resort to
the totalitarian methods of our enemies. We have preserved, and shall
continue to preserve, the right of
free expression which is so distinctly the mark of the democratic way
of life. We are able to do this by
the voluntary co-operation of the
motion picture industry and the Government because all of us have a
common goal of our own free choice.
In the months to come world conditions may cause the motion picture
industry to play an even larger part
in the war against Axis tyranny. I
know that the responsibility this presents will be cheerfully and completely fulfilled, because no one has
a greater stake in victory than you
whose profession is so bound up with
maintenance of the American tradition of free communications. I
know that you will give us generously of your time, your intelligence
and your effort as you have during
the first 15 months of the war.
"There has never been a time when the
work of your Academy in fostering the
fullest development of your industry could
play so large a part in life of the nation.
I know that you will not fail the American
people and the cause of democracy."

riday, March 5, 1943

Wide Effect is Seen
n Crescent Verdict
{Continued from Page 1)

ield that the Crescent Amusement
)o., its affiliates and two top officers
cere guilty of violating the antiru laws may have a wide effect
r~^Siding cases as well as being
heTJpringboard for future actions by
ndependent exhibitors, it was pointd out in both distribution and ex:ibition circles. The decision was
lublished exclusively in The Film
)aii,y yesterday.
Because of the time taken by
udge Davies to render a decision
nd his apparent lengthy analysis
f the case (the opinion covers 142
>ages), it is believed in important
ircles that the decision will have
, far-reaching effect. Damage suits
iv independent exhibitors, some of
vhich have been prepared but held
>ack pending the outcome of the
>escent case, may start to roll, it
vas said.
There are some who see an effect
l| m the consent decree, inasmuch as
he breaking up of a circuit is inrolved and therefore linked somechat to theater divorcement, which
vas the basis for the Government's
tction against the producer-distribitors which resulted in the consent
lecree.

'JA Undecided on Appeal;
iwaits Crescent Opinion
United Artists will make no decision as to whether it will appeal the
rerdict of Judge Elmer Davies in
•uling the Crescent Amusement Co.
ruilty of anti-trust violations and
Jnited Artists guilty of "acts of
combination" with two circuits "to
diminate independent competition"
mtil copies of the verdict have been
eceived in New York. This was
ndic?ted yesterday by company
ittorneys who had not been in"ormed of the Crescent case decision until they read of it in The
?ilm Daily yesterday.
The 142-page decision of Judge
Davies will have to be studied care*ully, iton was
said, before
UA The
can
lecide
a course
of action.
)ther distributor defendants were
ield not guilty of violating the anti;rust laws or involvement in the
nonopoly of the exhibitor defeniants.
Because the case was filed by the
Government, an appeal would have
<o be made direct to the U. S.
Supreme Court.
It was not learned whether Tony
3udekum, Crescent president, and
Permit C. Stengel, vice-president,
vould appeal the verdicts which
ound them guilty and the monopoly
said to have been held by them be
subject to an injunction.
In Washington yesterday, Robert
iVrijrht, special assistant to the
attorney General, declined to make
iny comment on the Crescent decision until copies of the opinion arived in Washington. He said he
nay have a statement after he has
•ead it.

_
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Crescent Appeal Inevitable
Awaits Filing of Court Order by Judge Davies
Nashville — Reaction of the defendants in the Crescent Amusement Co.
and its affiliates to the "findings of
facts and conclusions of law" filed
by Judge Elmer Davies in Federal
Court here late Wednesday was to
await without comment the filing of
an order in the anti-trust suit by the
Judge. Although it may be some
time before the court's order is issued, it is believed by local counsel
involved that an appeal for a higher
court test is inevitable because of
the importance of the issues involved to the motion picture business. Such an appeal must be made
within three months after the court
order is filed.
A closer study of the 142-page
document reveals that Judge Davies'
opinion that the exhibitor defendants
are guilty of violating the antitrust law was apparently based on
his conclusion that "whereas the
operation of a motion picture theater
at a fixed situs, in itself, is ordinarily considered a local matter and of
ph intra-state character, yet the making of licensing agreements between
distributors of motion pictures and
exhibitors and the interstate shipment of films pursuant thereto, is
clearly a part of interstate commerce, and the distribution of films
through the branch offices of the
distributors, by which pictures are
made available for use bv the exhibitor, and without which they could
not carry on their local business,
necessarily contributes to the whole."
Judge Davies' opinion sustains
against Crescent Amusement Co. and
its affiliated exhibitor charges of
"creating and maintaining an unreasonable monopoly, combining
closed towns with its competitive
situations in licensing films, and
coercing, or attemnting to coerce,
independents to sell out their theaters or to abandon plans for com-

peting." The summary of evidence
in the findings reveal that at the time
the suit was filed Crescent and affiliates were operating in 78 towns
in Tennessee, Alabama, and Kentucky with competition in only five
towns.
The opinion states that the plaintiff is entitled to an injunction restraining the defendants from "continuing in said conspiracies in restraint of trade and commerce or
entering into similar combinations
and conspiracies" and to an injunction "invalidating existing franchise
and agreements not to compete or
any other conditioning of the liIf theof opinion
followed censing
inof films."
the issuance
the courtis
order the defendants will be required
to completely break up the combination of circuits by selling all stock,
interests, etc., and resigning from
offices now held. This must be done
within one year after the order is
issued.

Clearance Case Involves
Six Long Island Houses

WB's Contact Manaaers
In Two-Day Parley Here

Associated Playhouses, Inc has
filed a clearance complaint in New
York charging unreasonable clearance to the Valencia Theater, Jamaica, L. I. over the plaintiff's five
houses on Long Island.
Complaint contends that Loew's
and Paramount refuse to license
t oduct to the Bay Shore and Regent
Theaters, Bav Shore, until one day
after the closing date at the Valencia, except between June 15 and
Sept. 15 of each year. It further
charges that the complainant's
fhear»rs in Babvlon. Amityville and
Sayville must follow the Valencia
by seven davs.
Availability without anv clearance to the Valencia is asked by the
complainant.

A two-day meeting of the Contact Managers of Warners Theaters will be held today and tomorrow at the New York offices, with
W. Stewart McDonald, assistant
treasurer, presiding. Harry M. Kalmine. assistant general manager of
the Warner circuit, also will address
the meeting, along with James M.
Brennan and other home office executives. Current problems affecting
procedure will be discussed.
Contact Managers attending the
sessions will include:

Concerning the involvement of distributors in the acts of violation,
the opinion states "this phase of the
case has caused the court more concern than any other question involved. The court recognizes the
rule that the distributor of motion
picture films is perfectly free to do
business with the exhibitor of its
choice and to negotiate with a circuit and with an independent at one
and the same time and to sell either
it prefers to do business with, yet
such condition must be free from
discrimination against independents
entered into as a result of pressure or coercion on the part of a
monopoly or combination."
United Artists, only distributor
remaining as a defendant, was held
guilty of combining with Rockwood
Amusement Co. against an independent at Rockwood, and with Muscle
Shoals Theater, Inc. at Athens, Ala.
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T. V. F^ugbnan. Alhany: I. H. Barron.
Chicago; M. J. Connor, Cleveland; L. E.
tennis, Newark; J. A. Bracken. New Haven:
T Ellis Stiipman, S. Abramoff and T.. Ratener.
Philadelphia: B. W. Steerman. Pittshureh;
C. E. MrOown. Washington; E. F. Eron,
Oklahoma Cirv; L. E. Weinsz. Springfield, O.,
and H. M. Rosenhand, Milwaukee.

Bros., operating the Annetta Theater, Cice"o, 111., has been dismi^spd.
Complainant sought availability
By agreement of all parties, the second week after general release.
clearance case filed by Bartelstein Case was filed in November, 1941.

Consent Agreement Ends
Cicero, III., Complaint
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U. S. Believes Film Biz in Right Hands-Mellett
"We Have Not Sought to
Goose-Step the American
Soul," Says OWI Official

II

FOR ALL THE YEARS TO COME

Dunphy Leaves WPB;
Smith Taking Over I

//

\Continucd from Page 1)

awards dinner in the Ambassador's
Cocoanut Grove here last night.
"That," Mellett continued, "is
the award the Government has
to bestow — its faith in you.
The Government has nothing of
silver or bronze or gold to give,
nothing you can exhibit on your
mantlepiece.
"The Government has only this
confidence in your merit; but that is
something you can exhibit in 16,000
American theaters and innumerable
thousands of theaters in other lands.
And, unlike the well-earned Oscars
that will come to some of you tonight, it is not bestowed for a single year, but, I hope and believe,
for all the years to come."
Hitler's Policy Contrasted
This statement followed Mellett's
references to Hitler's use of his
conscripted motion picture artists to
sway the German people.
"I tion
have
said it is noGovernment
proper funcof a democratic
to
play with emotions of people, to seek
to regulate feelings of people," the
OWI official declared. "There is one
country in the world whose present Government has a wholly different philosophy, a country whose
Government does regiment not only
lives of its people in all material
things, but in spiritual and emotional matters as well.
"In that country, Government
makes pictures, all pictures. In that
country, Government tells people
what they should think, and what
they should feel. It seeks to make
its people laugh at right time, cry
at right time, rage at right time.
"You know what you can do with
an audience when you put your
skill into a picture. So does the
Fuehrer, or the Fueher's conscripted
artists. You have no Army to herd
people into theaters week after
week, year after year. If you had,
there are a number among you who
in less time than it has taken master
mesmerist of Europe, could have had
the American people so completely
regimented as to spell end of our
great
democratic
Mellett
recalledexperiment."
that more than
a year ago representatives of the
film industry offered the industry's
services to the Government in the
war effort.
Co-op Results Gratifying
"For its part," he continued, "the
Government offered to assist you in
carrying out this desire to play a
full part in war. A practical, workable method of co-operation has developed from these two parallel proposals, and the result on the whole,
I am sure, has been gratifying to
both parties.
"There has been, at times, however, some concern on part of people within and without industry least
in thus seeming to place themselves

"CO, the Government is not going into the motion picture business. The Government
** believes the motion picture business is in the right hands. That is the award
the Government has to bestow — its faith in you. The Government has nothing of
silver or bronze or gold to give, nothing you can exhibit on your mantelpiece. The
Government has only this confidence in your merit; but that is something you can
exhibit in sixteen thousand American theaters and innumerable thousands of theaters
in other lands. And, unlike the well-earned Oscars that will come to some of you
tonight, it is not bestowed for a single year, but, I hope and believe, for all the years to
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Savini to Toronto for
Superior Films' Re-org.

Superior Films, Inc., of Canada is
Chicago — The operators' union
yesterday voted a $2,500 Red Cross being reorganized and expanded undonation and also agreed to donate
der the name of Astor Pictures, Ltd.,
one day's salary from each member. of Canada. Additional offices will be
The union bought $20,000 in War opened throughout the Dominion to
Bonds, making $100,000 worth in the handle current and future Astor featreasury.
ture product. Bob Savini, president
Ten new members admitted mak- of Astor Pictures Corp., left for Toing a total membership of 735. John
ronto yesterday to complete the reorganization.
Balaban addressed the meeting.
what the Government does in
to some degree in Government's
the matter of making pictures,
hands, custodians of this great creis what the Government does not
ative art might endanger freedom
do. The Government does not,
of art. It is a natural concern, one
with which those of us charged with
through the use of pictures, endeavor to regiment the emotions
carrying
out
Government's
half
of
thy.
of the American people. To do
co-operation have had full sympathis, in our opinion, is not a
proper function of Government
"We have been as determined as
in a democracy.
you could be that we should not win
this war through processes that
"If it is accepted that the Governwould lose us important things for
ment should not direct the people's
which we are fighting. One of those thinking,
surely it will not be areued
important things is freedom of ex- that the Government should direct
pression.
the people's feeling. The Govern"With a year's experience of
ment may lay information before the
this mutual enterprise I believe
people,
but what thinking: or feeling
it has been demonstrated that it
results therefrom is, and should be,
is possible for Government in a
beyond the Government's control.
real democracy to marshal vol"We have been proceeding on this
untary services of all its peophilosophy. We have endeavored to
ple without transgressing on
keep emotion out of our Governfundamental
liberties of any of
them.
ment pictures. We have not sought
to sway the people with our elo"I can say now with complete
quence or to move them by the force
conviction, and I believe you
of our own passion. We have not
will support me in the statement,
sought
to mesmerize the American
that Government has not transpeople through the play of light and
gressed upon freedom of expresshadow upon their eyes and sound
sion enjoyed by those who exupon their ears. We have not sought
pressed themselves through mo'to tear at their heartstrings or to
tion pictures.
excite their anger. We have not fed
"The Government's philosophy in the people fiction. We have not
its relation to this new and great deemed these things proper
things
medium of individual expression goes
for any Government to do to its peoeven deeper," Mellett added. "I
think I can make that clear by ex"We have not sought to gooseplaining what the Government itself
steo the American soul.
does in the matter of making pic"This is not to say that emotion
tures, as contrasted with what you
do. The Government has endeavored lis
ple.not a proper part of the pictures
to limit itself to the making of fac- ; you make. That would be an absurd
The motion
tual pictures, designed simply to ! thing to say or think.
give the people of America informa- picture art is largely an emotional
art.
Motion picture artists devote
tion they need to have and are en- themsel
ves to making: people laugh
titled to have and which the Government, in its war effort, needs to and cry, as well as think. They devote themselves to making- people
have the people have. The Government does not conceive that its func- feel. That is the art of motion jpiction in pictures goes beyond that.
jtures — but it should not become the
"More important perhaps then
art of Government."

U"*T-

persnight
o n a 1for
reasons
The former
Paramount executive's post
will be held by
Allen Smith
formerly with
Thea
tNational
r e Supply

come."— LOWELL MELLETT, Chief, OWI Motion Picture Bureau, addressing
the Academy awards dinner in Hollywood last night.

Chi. Operators Donate
$2,500; to the Red Cross

FILM

Washington
— After 11 mon£y*
chief
of the amusements
sectrX oi>.
C.
J.
Dunphy
WPB's Service Equipment Division
resigned last

Corp. temporar
ily at least.
r e s i g n a
tion
came as the
Dunphy's
result of the
C. J. DUNPHY
long illness oi
! Mrs. Dunphy. He left last night tc
join her in Palm Beach. He has nc
plans for any immediate new post
he said, adding that he has offered
his services to WPB in an advisorycapacity, with no compensation
Dunphy is one of those few mer
who can leave Washington these
days with the feeling that their jot
has been well done. He is extremely
grateful for the co-operation he ha
received from the industry, and i
proud of the fact that since last
April, when he came to WPB, noH
a single theater has been closed be
cause of material difficulties.
Only last week Dunphy's office
took jurisdiction over motion picture
equipment manufacturers. Author
ity over these firms formerly lay
Section
WPB.
with
the ofConsumers'
Durable Goods

Conn. Theaters to Return
To Seven-Day Operation
(Continued
from will
Page 1)'
conservation
policy
be lifted
For the last five weeks theater;
have been closing one day weekly. Exhibitors estimate that theii
grosses have dropped from 10 to 2C
per cent during the six-day operatio

policy.

Clouse Badly Burned In
Rescuing Wife, Daughter
Marblehead, O. — Harold Clouse
lessee of the Auditorium, is hospi
talized in Toledo, suffering from se
vere burns received while rescuing
his wife and daughter from a fir.
ater
which building.
completely destroyed the the
Hix Smith Stricken
Dallas — Hix Smith, staff corre
spondent here for The Film Daily
and widely known in trade circles
is dead here from a heart attack.
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TEN CENTS

ALL-INCLUSIVE EXfflB JSROUP "DEAD DUCK"
Cut in Film for Army
WPB May Ask Abandonment of Navy Newsreel,
Reduce Army 16 mm. Pix

and Navy Held in Prospect

Warners Set $250,000 Peak Budget to Plug
"Mission to Moscow"; Dailies to Get 87Vz%
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners will peel 250 grand off the company bankroll to splurge

Washington — Lincoln V. Burroughs, assistant chief of the WPB
amotion picture section, is expected
^back at his desk today after a threeweek trip through various Army
camps, where he has been observing
the Army's film usage. He is expected to develop a number of conservation suggestions for Army consideration. Burroughs will doubtless

on the national ad and exploitation campaign for "Mission to Moscow." A WB
record for single picture plugging, it is said that the dailies will get 87 Vi
per cent of the coin. Decision climaxed a 5-day huddle here last week on the
part of H. M. and Jack Warner, Sam Schneider, Ben Kalmenson, Charles Einfeld,
Mort Blumenstock and Whitney Bolton.

Washington
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(Continued on Page 8)

Name District Heads
For Red Cross Drive
Thirty-five leading showmen in 31
key cities have been appointed to
act as local theater district chairmen in the industry's Red Cross
:drive during the week of April 1 to 7.
Meanwhile, all branches of the
industry have enlisted in the current
Red Cross drive to raise $125,000,000
for its War Fund.
The district chairmen are:
Albany,
Lou
Golding;
Atlanta,
(Continued on Page 8)

PCC Adds Salt Lake City
Exhib. Unit to Ass'n
Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theater Owners has added
one more unit to its association.
Newest link is in Salt Lake City
(Continued on Page 8)

Springfield Mayor
In "Decency" Blitz
Springfield, Mass. — Mayor Roger
L. Putnam has launched a "decency" blitz here that has motion
picture theater advertisements in
the local press as one of its objectives. Irked by a court room
tongue-lashing from District Court
Judge John Granfield, the mayor
has ordered the police department
to crack down on "salacious" matter
of all kinds and he said that the
Springfield newspaper advertisements abounded in this, especially theater ads.

CFI Earns $504,351;
Rep. Profits Soar

Loew's
Taxesto Cut
Net
$2,449,056
Net profit for Loew's, Inc., for the
12 weeks ended Nov. 26, 1942, after
taxes, was $2,449,056, compared with
$2,627,145 for the same period in
1941. The reserve for Federal taxes
for the 1942 period, however, was
$3,201,361, compared with $1,414,617
for the previous year's corresponding period.
Despite a slightly lower net, income for the 1942 quarter was considerably: higher than it was dur(Continued

on Page

13)

16,426 Out of 17,085
Theaters Play WAC

(Continued on Page 10)

Pix

Less than 5 per cent of the operating U. S. theaters have yet to sign
pledges to play war films released
by the WAC, it was disclosed at the
week-end.
Of the total of 17,085 theaters open
on Feb. 15, 16,426 have filed pledges
with the WAC, leaving just 659 outside the pale.
Number of theaters operating in
(Continued on Page 10)

Annual report by Consolidated
Film Industries, Inc., issued Friday
to stockholders, and covering operations for 1942, not only revealed that
this company's net income for the
span, after deductions, amounted to
$504,351.92, compared to $513,451.34
for 1941, but that its subsidiary, Republic Pictures of Delaware, and the
latter's subsidiaries, enjoyed in the
last eight months of 1942 (or three
quarters of the fiscal year ending
April 30, 1943) an estimated net operating income tof $1,000,000 before

N. H. Sunday Picture
Bill Goes to Governor
Concord, N. H.— After killing a
rider to require theaters to turn
over 10 per cent of their proceeds
from Sunday shows for the purchase
of War Bonds by municipalities, the
House of Representatives approved
Sunday afternoon movies in New
Hampshire(.Continued
by a roll
call vote of 293
on Page 12)

Awards Go to New Talent
Academy Citations Agree with FFF Selections
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
"Miniver" Wins Canadian
Absorption of the many facts and
Press and Radio Poll

statistics attendant upon the bestowal of the 1942 Academy Awards
Toronto — Metro's "Mrs. Miniver" occupied film circles, not only in New
emerged the winner in a Dominion
York and Hollywood, but in compress and radio critics' poll of the
munities both large and small the
best 1942 pictures. "How Green nation over, during the week-end.
Was My Valley," 20th-Fox proOne of(Continnrd
the moston Page
significant
dej duction, was the runner up in a
8)
(Continued on Page 6)

Allied Wants a National
Independent Association
First; MPTOA Nixes Plan
Proposal for the formation of one
national association of exhibitors
apparently
is a "dead
ing to reactions
to the duck,"
plan byaccordleaders in the two national organizations. Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, last week expressed the opinion that such an enterprise would be
a waste of money and time, while
Allied's board in New York took the
position that
independent
(Continued
on Page 6)exhibitors

Thien Appeal Costs
Clearance Relief
Two appeal decisions were issued
by the appeal board at the week-end,
affirming one arbitrator's award and
reversing the other's.
(Continued on anPage arbitrator's
10)
By
appealing

Warner Execs. Return
From Parleys at Studio
Following a week of studio conferences with H. M. Warner, Jack L.
Warner and Charles Einfeld, during
which plans
and policies
(Continued
from Pagefor
13) 1943-44

Anti-Duals Campaign
Gaining in St. Louis
St. Louis— With Loew's the only
important theater interest reported
to be standing in the way of 100
per cent approval here of Harry C.
Arthur's plan to eliminate duals by
voluntary action by June 1, intensified efforts are being made to get
the national circuit to jump on the
singles bandwagon. The feeling is
that Loew's, which operates two
houses in the first-run field, could
easily influence many hold-outs to
join the parade by talcing the pledge
itself. The Kaimann Bros, circuit is
the latest convert to the cause. The
Loew's houses will have to wait a decision from the home office in New
York, it was said.
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FEATURES

Silk, Blood
and Sun
(Maya
Distributing
Co.)— 7th week
Siege of Leningrad
(Artkino
Pictures — English commentary — 3rd
|My Friend Clock-John
(Scandia
Films) (a-b)— 2nd week
We and Our Little Farm (Scanbia Films)— 2nd week (a-b)
Tu M'Ami-lo T'Amo
(J. H. Hoffberg Co.)— 2nd week

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run.

(c)

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Th,^ater j
Hollywood
SI?Sd
Globe
Rivoli
Paramount
Astor
Criterion
Roxy
Music Hall
Capitol
Rialto
Palace
Palace
New
York
New
York

♦

World
week
Stanley
48th St. Theater
48th St. Theater
55th St. Playhouse

♦

Future Openings
It Ain't Hay
(Universal Pictures) — March
10
The
Hard
Way
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)
(c)
The Young
Mr. Pitt (Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Forever and a Day (RKO Radio Pictures)
(c)
Happy-Go-Lucky
(Paramount Pictures) — March 24
The Last Will of Dr. Mabuse
(S. Krellberg)— March
19
Chetniks
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Stand by for Action
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — March
11
The Immortal Sergeant
(Twentieth Century-Fox) — March
11 (a-b)
He's My Cuy (Universal
Pictures) — March
11 (a)
Lassee
Maja
(Europa)— March
20
Our Lady of Paris (Hirliman Florida Productions) — March
12

Washingtcm

MARKET
Low

LANGUAGE

Criterion
Strand
Roxy
Rivoli
Paramount
World
Globe
Capitol
Palace
Palace
48th
St. Theater
little Carnegie

Follows current bill.

N. Y. Reps, of Foreign
Press at Brown Luncheon

Inquiry Looming Into
Activities Of the OWI

(Af arch 5)

Parade ®

Picture and Distributor
Bros. Pictures)— 6th week
(Warner
Air Force
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)— 5th
week
(b)
Disney)— 4th week
(RKO Radio Pictures— Walt
Saludos Amigos
week
3rd
Pictures)—
(Universal
Holliday
Mrs.
Amazing
The
Hitler's Children (RKO Radio Pictures— Edward Golden)— 2nd week
week
2nd
Pictures)—
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Comedy
Human
The
week
Pictures)— 2nd
(Universal
Pittsburgh
The
Meanest
Man
in the World
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— 2nd
week
They Got Me Covered
(RKO Radio Pictures— Samuel Goldwyn)
Reunion
in France
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Frankenstein
Meets
the Wolf
Man
(Universal
Pictures)
Shadow
of a Doubt
(Universal
Pictures)
(a-b)
When
Johnny
Comes
Marching
Home
(Universal
Pictures)
(a)
Fighting
Sea
Monsters
(Astor
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
The Kid Rides Again
(Producers
Distributing
Co.)
(a)

(a)

FINANCIAL
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Washington — A thorough goingover on Capitol Hill of the activities
and publications of the Office of War
Information was promised Friday for
within the next four to six weeks by
Rep. John Taber, New York Republican. He has not introduced a resolution calling for an inquiry of the
OWI and probably will not do so,
but he told The Film Daily he'd
like to see the OWI operations
studied soon — perhaps by the middle of April when the agency will
appear before the House Appropriation Committee for new funds.
The OWI is now concerned about
the increasingly frequent attacks upon it in Congress is apparent from
Friday's announcement that Elmer
Davis, its director, would hold a special press conference the following
day to discuss OWI publications.
Hitherto, Davis has concealed any
worry he might have felt.

Clarence Brown, producer and director of M-G-M's "The Human
Comedy," was guest of honor at a
luncheon Friday given by the company's International Department and
attended by New York
reps, of the
foreign press. An address by Brown
and a round-table discussion about
the film highlighted the affair.
M-G-M home office people present
included David Blum, Henry Krecke,
Willi
thal. am Melniker and Joseph Ros-

Brown returned to the Culver City
studios Friday night to prepare "The
White Cliffs of Dover."

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Ask City Council Hearing
On Auditorium Opposition

DAILY

Washington — Government officials,
representatives of the Army and
Navy and members of society mingled on Friday night at a special
performance
Force"
at the of
EarleWarners'
following "Air
the
opening of the film simultaneously
for a lun there and at the Ambxsp-%dor.
^T <
Among the notables present w^fe:
Lieut. Gen. Henry H. Arnold, Admiral Ernest J. King, Donald M.
Nelson, Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas, Sen. Millard Tydings, Assistant Secretary of the
Navy for Air Artemus L. Gates, former Ambassador Joseph E. Davies,
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
Ralph Bard, Rear Admiral C. M.
Cook, Jr. The ceremonies included
a half hour Coast-to-Coast radio
hookup over the Blue Network.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO

CITY MUSIC

HALL

Rockefeller Center

Bob Hope * Dorothy Lamour
In Samuel
"THEY
GOT
MEGoldwyn's
COVERED"
Released thru RKO
Radio Pictures
Gala Stage Revue » Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

jack BMMY* ?**««* IANE
^MEANEST MAN, », WORLD
wan ROCHESTER
A zOlh Century- ?•> Hour.
PLUS A BIG DafWV
7th AveSTAGE SHOW
KVA
I & 50th St.

See what

really happen*

to

"HITLER'S
CHILDREN"
l\ PERSON
XAVIERCUGAT

Springfield, Mass.— Theater interests here, continuing their fight
against Sunday competition by
vaude and "name" bands in the cityowned Municipal Auditorium under
Gilbert Back in Exhibition
rental to a private group, have asked
Governor Edison Thanks
the City Council for a public hearPrinceton,
W.
Va.—
H.
J.
Gilbert
N. J. Allied for War Aid
ing at its meeting March 15. First
0 f Bluefield has leased the Royal and Sunday
show at the Auditorium
Mercer
here
from
F.
F.
VanCourt.
Governor Charles A. Edison of
A former exhib., Gilbert has been grossed $3,900.
New Jersey has sent a letter of ap- in the air conditioning field.
preciation to Harry Lowenstein,
"Lucky" in War Bond Opening
New Jersey Allied president, for the
theaters' activities in the war effort, PRC Distributes British Pic
Newark, N. J.— Para's "Happy
especially in the various drives. Gov.
Go Lucky" will have a War Bond
PRC has acquired American dis- premie
Edison said motion pictures have
r, designed to sell $1,500,000
been a vital factor in building and
tribution rights to "The Night Has in War Bonds, at the Mosqu
e on
sustaining the morale and patriot- Eyes," Pathe, Ltd., pic with Wilfred March 23. Ben Grief
er of Paraism so much needed on the home Lawson. It will be generally remount-Adams
heads
the
commi
ttee.
leased on April 19.
front.
%
%

"Air Force" in Double
Premiere at Capital

0Rc;dE^TRA

YOUNGMAN

HENNY

PARAMOUNT

TERESA

WRIGHT

•

Times Square
B'WAY &

JOSEPH

COTTENSt.
47th

'SHADOW W 1OF A DOUBT'

— and —
"WHEN
JOHNNY
COMES
MARCHING
HOME"
with PHIL SPITALNY
&
His All Girl Orch.

ioTw.
STATE
ON SCREEN
"STAR SPANGLED

T

SALUTE FROM]
IN PERSON

PARAMOUNT'S

7 SONG

HITS

RHYTHM"

i

with
HAWAII
RAY KINNEY

. . just as they're in good company
joining

UHIUP ARTISTS
Their first release thru United Artists :

"McLEOD'S
A WILLIAM

starring JAMES

CAGNEY

FOLLY'1

PRODUCTION

CAGNEY

M-G-M TOPS
QUIGLEY
SURVEY OF
BOX-OFFICE
CHAMPIONS
(<

FILM DAILY
ANNUAL
VOTE:
MRS. MINIVER
TOPS!

PARENTS'
MAGAZINE
MEDAL
MRS. MINIVER"

M-G-M LEADS
FILM DAILY
ALL-TIME
POLL!
Boxoffice Mag.
BLUE RIBBON

R"
"MRS. MINIVE
/VtflWJMt...Ul I II o,.llr ■
M-G-M f TOPS
LEADERS OF
M. P. INDUSTRY

"MRS. MINIVER"

"RANDOM

r
HARVEfoS
T

Parents' Magazine
Medal - Jan., 1943
asrwcr
IVER"
Best MIN
of 1942
MRS.
NY. Foreign Language
Film Critics' Circle
NATIONAL
BOARD of REVIEW
Young Reviewers
"MRS. MINIVER"!
TOPS!

FAME
MAGAZINE
(Quigley)

FAME
MAGAZINE

N.Y. TIMES
HERALD-TRIB.
DAILY NEWS

M-G-M
TOPS
(Quigley)BOX.OFFICE STARS

in "MINIVER"
10 BEST
pick

NAVY

LEAGUE

M-G-M TOPS!
Boxoffice Mag.
BAROMETER
Ail-American
Favorites 1942

The Aware

RED BOOK

"MRS.
BestMINIVER"
of 1942

ACTIbyON"
FOR Award

METRO

SILVER TROPHY

Showmen's
Trade
Review

"STANDBY

Pledge Please I
Red Cross Drive
April 1-7

OWME
DE
SH
VISEW
TRA
REN'
Annual Vote:
"MRS. MINIVER"
TOPS!

M-G-MTOPS
IN SHORTS!
Quigley FAME
Annual Poll

M-G-MTOPS!
Boxoffice Mag.
BAROMETER
Blue-Ribbons
For 10 Years!

"Just when I thought
I couldn't hold
another one10 out of 25
Academy Trophies!*

SOLD WYN

- MAYER

(Company

ISN'T IT THE TRUTH!
With gratitude and pride for the record-breaking honors
which have been showered on The Friendly Company for
"MRS. MINIVER/' we are happy to be able to say again
—it's not for just a day, not for just a season, but ALWAYS!
Just now "RANDOM HARVEST" has set a new 11-week
record at Radio City Music Hall and is a nationwide
triumph! "THE HUMAN COMEDY" is doing the biggest
business of all the mighty M-G-M Astor Theatre hits.

LOVE

The Lion's Roar is lustier than ever. It says: "Thanks
to all for the awards. We'll never rest on our trophies !"
AND KISSES FROM LEO TO ALL THE WINNERS!

BEST PICTURE: "Mrs. Miniver." BEST ACTRESS: Greer Garson in "Mrs. Miniver." BEST MALE SUPPORT: Van Heflin
in "Johnny Eager." BEST FEMALE SUPPORT: Teresa Wright in "Mrs. Miniver." BEST DIRECTION: William Wyler for
"Mrs. Miniver." BEST WRITTEN SCREENPLAY: Arthur Wimperis, George Froeschel, James Hilton, Claudine West for
"Mrs. Miniver." BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY: Ring Lardner, Jr. and Michael Kanin for "Woman of the Year." BEST
PHOTOGRAPHY (black and white): Joseph Ruttenberg for "Mrs. Miniver." SPECIAL AWARD: For the "Andy Hardy"
series, which best reflects the American way of life. THALBERG MEMORIAL AWARD: For consistent high quality production achievement — Sidney Franklin, as producer of "Mrs. Miniver" and "Random Harvest."
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All-inclusive Exhib.

COmmC and GOIDG

Unit a "Dead Duck"

JANE

(Continued from Page 1)

should first organize into a single
national body of their own before
risking an alliance with the affiliated interests.
The Allied board, which took up
the subject of "unity feelers and proposals," and directed Abram F.
Myers, general counsel and board
chairman, to release a statement embodying the substance of the discussion so that the attitude of the directors may be known.
The thought was expressed, Myers
said, that the failure of the distributors to co-operate through UMPI in
matters of the gravest concern to
the independent exhibitors, especially "the action of two of the companies in walking out on the tentative
agreements," make it plain that the
distributors will not co-operate in
measures that will be of benefit to
the independent exhibitors.
It was the consensus, Myers continued, that proposals for an allinclusive exhibitor association ran
counter to the trend in exhibitor circles and that the independents should
first organize themselves. Moreover,
he added, since the major companies
would not co-operate with their distributing departments, as demonstrated bythe failure of UMPI, there
is no reason to suppose that they
will co-operate through their theater
departments.
"The directors were firm in their
opinion," Myers concluded, "that the
independent exhibitors should not
now allow themselves to be enveloped in any flankinsr movement that
would have the effect to halt the
progress now being made in strengtnening the independent exhibitor associations and in promoting cooperation and good will among such
bodies."

Horace M. Thomas Dead
Toronto — Horace M. Thomas, who
supervised the construction of Famous Players Canadian theaters
from Winnipeg to Victoria, is dead
in San Diego, Calif., where for the
last 10 years he has been operating
the Ramona theater, according to
word received here.

Strand during the engagement

T

T

▼

Hard

Coast.
CAROLE LANDIS has returned fronrv\«
overseas USO-Camp Shows tour.
p# \

Paging Nostradamus!
cryptic and uncannily accurate prognostications of
Nostradamus, which are part of Leo the Lion's short subject stock-intrade, were eclipsed — and how! — in the editorial precincts of THE FILM
•

•

•

THOSE

DAILY via as strange a circumstance as you're likely to find
Editor Bahn. wishing to properly illustrate the Academy Awards coverage in Friday's issue, sang out an order to bring him a head-andNow the "cut morgue" is a
shoulders cut of President Roosevelt
very orderly affair, each cut having its proper number imbedded by
dies in the wooden block
The editor could scarcely believe his
practiced journalistic eyes, for the F.D.R. cut number foretold that our
Chief Executive will run for a fourth term
Furthermore, Thursday
was the fourth of March, the anniversary of F.D.R.'s inaugural, and was
marked by a plethora
of fourth term speculation
You
guessed
it,— the number

on the cut was "44"!

V
•

#

•

THOSE

15-minute

V

▼

Sunday

noontide

broadcasts which

the local Rivoli's progressive Montague
(Monty) Salmon airs via WINS
are excellent affairs
The sixth broadcast next Sunday will be
given over by Mister Salmon to the Catholic Charities, and latter will
present
own program
This is another of the many
examples
of how much spontaneously generous help our pic stands give to
great causes to make them even greater
about such acts from pressure groups

T
• •
•
CUFF
Eduardo Villasenor.
ico," because of his
has been something

T

But you'll never hear

▼

NOTES:
Bank
of Mexico's
managing
director.
has been termed, betimes, "The Dr. Giannini of Mexinterest in films
Fountain head of that interest
of a mystery
But now the secret is out

It seems that t'other day, at a private showing in Mexico City of "Tragic
Confession," one of the country's first silent pix. folks were amazed to
see Banker Villasenor on the screen
He played the juvenile lead.
• When that news service yarn out of Los Angeles broke, anent the
sheriff's radio dispatcher taking no chances of causing a traffic jam
when he sent a patrol car to pick up Mrs. Gladys Rush who was out for
a stroll in the nude after an argument with her husband, and the dispatcher intoning "Car 41, investigate woman without any clothes on. —
all other cars stay in their districts!," some sources out that way decided (as usual) that it must be a publicity stunt for some picture, engineered by a wild-eyed press agent
The know-it-alls were greatly
disappointed,
according
to reports, when it proved
to have no such
angle
Accusers gave up completely when the nude promenader

the producer's Eastern ad and publicity representative, sure spotlighted
the pic nationally with that swell article in the most recent issue of This
Week mag. ... • Irving Smith. "U" Newsreel-ite who represents the
org. in the newsreel pool, has been personally commended by
Maj.
Gen. George Patton for bravery in French Morocco

▼
MARCH

of "The

DANNY KAYE has arrived at the Sam Goldwyn studios from New York.
RODDY McDOWALL has returned to the

didn't even say. when made to dress. "They Got Me Covered".
• Speaking of the Goldwyn opus starring Mister Hope, Mort Nathanson.

▼

•

•

•

AVENGE

*

<€

PEARL

*r

CLARENCE BROWN
over the week-end.

s*

s«r

/

returned to the Coast

"Miniver" Wins Canadian
Press and Radio Poll
(Continued from Page 1)

Canadian
exhibitors' poll of 1942
films conducted
by the Canadian
Film Weekly.
Results have just
been announced.
("Mrs. Miniver" won The Film
Daily
"ten best" poll in 1942 with
second.)
"How Green Was My Valley" placing
Full results of the Canadian polls
follow:
Exhibitors' Poll of Ten Best Box-Offict
Pictures: 1, "How Green Was My Valley";
2, "Captains of the Clouds"; 3, "Sergeant
York" ; 4, "Mrs. Miniver" ; 5, Abbott and
Costello films; 6, "Reap the Wild Wind";
7 and 8 In";
(tied),
Tripoli"
"The
Fleet's
9, "Shores
"King's of
Row";
10, and
"Holiday
Exhibitors' Poll of Ten Best Box-OfHce
Stars: 1, Gary Cooper; 2, Abbott and Costello; 3, Walter Pidgeon ; 4, Bob Hope; 5,
Greer Garson; 6, Bette Davis; 7, Betty Grable; 8, Spencer Tracy; 9, Mickey Rooney;
10, Clark Gable.
Critics' Poll of the Ten Best Pictures;
1, "Mrs. Miniver"; 2, "How Green Was My
Valley";
Inn." 3 and 4 (tied), "Sergeant York"
and "The Man Who Came to Dinner"; 5,
"Suspicion"; 6 and 7 (tied), "Captains of
the Clouds" and "This Above All"; 8, 9
and and
10 (tied),
of the Yankees," "Bambi"
"Now, "Pride
Voyager."
Critics' Poll of the Ten Best Stars: 1,
Greer Garson, 2 and 3 (tied), Walter Pidgeon and Bette Davis; 4, Gary Cooper; 5,
Joan Fontaine; 6, Spencer Tracy, 7, Monty
Woolley; 8, Rosalind Russell; 9 and 10 (tied),
Wright.
Jamesesa Cagney,
Katharine Hepburn and Ter-

N. J. Allied Branch Meets
South Jersey branch of New Jersey Allied is scheduled to meet tomorrow at the Walt Whitman Hotel
in Camden.

Victory Gardens Give
Joe Conway an Idea
Bala Cynwyd, Pa. — Cashing in on
the current avid interest in victory
operating the

Egyptian here, has whipped together
a 50-minute program comprising British Ministry of Information gardening

HARBOR!

«►

E. T. "PECK" GOMERSALL left for ChTcago
over the week-end. From there he will go to
Minneapolis, Omaha, Cincinnati and St. Louis
before returning here on Saturday.
Way."
F. J. A. MCCARTHY hies himself to Cincinnati today. From there he will go on to New
Orleans,
Saturday. Atlanta and Dallas. He is due back

gardens, Joe Conway,

▼

8

Claire Trevor
Jerry Cohen
Joe Miller
Edgar B. Hatrick
Hal Hode

WYMAN gets in from the Coast tomorrow to make a personal appearance at the

shorts and
nesday night.will feature

it Wed-
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WARNERS' 'AIR FORCE'
WARNERS' 'CASABLANCA'
WARNERS' 'YANKEE DOODLE DANDY'
WARNERS' 'THE HARD WAY'
WARNERS' 'NOW, VOYAGER'
WARNERS' 'GENTLEMAN JIM'
WARNERS' 'GEO. WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE'
WARNERS' 'DESPERATE JOURNEY'
WARNERS' 'ACROSS THE PACIFIC

WARNERS' 'EDGE OF DARKNESS'
WARNERS' 'MISSION TO MOSCOW

JACK

L. WARNER,

Executive Producer
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Expect Cut in Film
For Army and Havy
(Continued from Page 1)

go over his material with Harold V.
Hopper, chief of the section, who is
due today from Hollywood.
Although there is no strong likelihood of a strict policy of denying
film to the services, it is believed
that WPB is about ready to talk
turkey on the matter of making the
best possible use of film allotted to
the Army and the Navy. Major part
of the film used by the military is
for military purposes, and it is to
be presumed that the military is
more competent to judge its value
and the efficiency of its use there
than any one else, but WPB is expected to present a number of suggestions for cutting down on the use
of film for non-military purposes.
This does not mean that use of
film for morale is to be curtailed,
but it is generally believed here
that a good deal of film obtained for
morale purposes has been wasted.
Burroughs is expected to have some
interesting details some of which
may be discussed at the next meeting of the producers and distribuMarch tors'
16. industry advisory committee,
It is not unlikely that a number
of the "non-essential" production activities of both the Army and the
Navy will be voluntarily curtailed
within the next few months. Such
things as the new Navy newsreel
made
largely
from in
the turn
OWI'sis
united up
newsreel
— which
composed mainly of material from
the five commercial reels — are rumored to be scheduled for abandonment, or at least a sharp curtailment. Also in prospect, it is reported, is a sweeping reduction in
the number of 16 mm. productions
and prints put out by the Army.
Training films are not expected to
be affected.

PCC Adds Salt Lake City
Exhib. Unit to Ass'n
(Continued from Page 1)

where the unit is getting under way
with a big membership as its goal.
The PCC has other units in Seattle,
Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

WEDDING

BELLS

Frances S. Gashel, secretary to
Arthur Israel, Jr. at Paramount,
was married Saturday to Boris W.
Mosen, formerly of Detroit, at the
Temple Emanu-El in New York City.

Awards Go to New Talent
Academy

Citations Agree with FFF Selections
ram Page 1)
(Continued f\

velopments in allocation of the
Oscars was the recognition of the
standout talents of players, writers,
producers, technicians, et al, who
had never before been recipients
of the coveted statuettes. This was
hailed as indicative of the scope and
intensity of talent with which Hollywood is equipped, or was before the
great exodus of filmland's sons and
daughters headed for the armed
forces and other Government callings.Highlighting the formalities in the
Hotel Ambassador's Cocoanut Grove
was the reading of the letter sent to
the Academy by the War Production Board's Chairman Donald M.
Nelson, and, while dispatched to the
awarding body, was appraised as a
general citation of the film industry's aid to the pattern of victory.
Nelson's Citation of Industry
The letter stated that "when your
Academy at its annuel dinner makes
its awards for outstanding screen
performances, will you let me take
that opportunity to extend to the entire motion picture industry the appreciation of the War Production
Board for your patriotic help during the past year. The stars, producers, directors, theater-owners and
staffs, — all branches of your industry,— have done a splendid job in
behalf of WPB activities. The screen
has helped us inform the public on
vital problems. Theaters have aided
in the scrap drives and have responded to every call for assistance.
Your efforts have been appreciated
and I know they will continue to a
victorious peace."
The overwhelming approbation and
agreement on results which followed
the announcement of the selections
brought testimony also of the close
parallels between the committee's
decisions and those of the nation's
film editors and critics, when the
latter voted last December on The
Film Daily's Filmdom's Famous
Fives. The Academy's top production, "Mrs. Miniver," also was the
No. 1 attraction on this trade paper's Ten Best Pictures of 1942 list,
as chosen by the professional appraisers of entertainment.
Academy Agrees With FFF's
In the Filmdom's Famous Fives,
James Cagney was not eligible, nor
was his vehicle, Warners' powerhouse, "Yankee Doodle Dandy," because the picture was put into release in wake of the voting, but the
best performance by an actress,
Greer Garson in "Mrs. Miniver," was
the top choice of the Fourth Estate

WB Club Soldier Benefit

To raise funds toward filling requests of soldiers for small items
that will add to their comfort, the
Cleveland — Marie Flynn of the lo- Warner Club Girls' Service Unit will
cal M-G-M exchange will be married hold a theater party on Monday,
to Lt. Charles O'Neill of the Army March 22, at the Biltmore Theater,
Air Force on St. Patrick's Day. Miss where George Abbott's production of
Flynn is a niece of Jack Flynn, M-G- "Kiss and Tell" by F. Hugh Herbert,
will be the attraction.
M western division sales manager.

critics. William Wyler who got the
best direction nod from the Academy
also was selected as top director in
FFF. Both FFF and the Academy
had Teresa Wright in the top position among the supporting actresses.
It is also noteworthy that, while the
Academy's pick for best supporting
actor was Van Heflin in "Johnny
Eager," he was among the film critics' and editors' designations in FFF.
Additional and important parallels in the Academy Awards and the
FFF results were that the top
screenplay, "Mrs. Miniver," by Wimperis, Froeschel, Hilton and West,
coincided, and that the Academy's
pick of best original motion picture
story, "Woman of the Year," by Ring
Lardner, Jr., and Michael Kanin, was
FFF. named among the five best in
also

WhenScores
the 1942
Oscar for sound
RCA
a "First"
recording went to Nathan Levinson
for Warners' "Yankee Dodle Dandy,"
it From
gave RCA
1930 ato"first."
1941, the Academy
sound recording award went to producers using Western Electric
equipment.

Richard Day Does a Repeat
Richard Day who shared the 1942
Oscar for both black and white and
color art direction with Joseph
Wright — the pix were 20th-Fox's
"This Above All" and "My Gal Sal"
— a year ago shared the black and
white art direction award with Nathan Juran for 20th-Fox's "How
Green Was My Valley."

Name District Heads
For Red Cross Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

William K. Jenkins and Oscar C.
Lam; Boston, M. J. Mullin; Buffalo,
A. Charles Hayman; Charlotte, H.
F. Kincey; Chicago, Edwin Silverman; Cincinnati, Ike Libson; QJf •>
land, William N. Skirball; Dall
J. O'Donnell; Denver, Rick Ricketson; Des Moines, A. H. Blank; Detroit, E. C. Beatty.
Indianapolis, Harry Katz; Kansas
City, Elmer Rhoden; Los Angeles,
R. H. Poole; Memphis, M. A. Lightman; Milwaukee, Harold Fitzgerald;
Minneapolis, John J. Friedl; New
Haven, I. J. Hoffman; New Orleans,
E. V. Richards, Jr.; New York, Harry Lowenstein and Fred Schwartz;
Oklahoma City, L. C. Griffith; Omaha, Joseph Kinsky; Philadelphia, Jay
Emanuel; Pittsburgh, M. A. Silver;
Portland, Albeit J. Finke; St. Louis,
Fred Wehrenberg; Salt Lake City,
John Rugar and Tracy Barham; San
Francisco, B. V. Sturdivant; Seattle,
Frank Newman and in Washington,
W. F. Crockett and John Payette.

.<.£

Met. Theater Managers Hold
Red Cross Rally Tomorrow

Theater managers in the metropolitan aiea will hold a Red Cross
rally tomorrow morning at 9:30
o'clock in Loew's Ziegfeld Theater.
It was announced at the week-end
that the Red Cross has agreed to
assign a uniformed rep. to act as a
captain of volunteer workers taking
Encore for "Reap Wild Wind" up the theater collections.
Campaign press books for the
In both the photographic and sound
divisions of special effects, there diive went to theaters over the
week-end.
were encores when Oscars were distributed for 1942. Farciot Edouart
and Gordon Jennings who with Wil- Kansas Divorcement Bill
liam L. Pereira were honored for
their photographic effects in Para.'s Dies in State Senate Com.
"Reap the Wild Wind" took the Oscar
Topeka — The Kansas theater dilast year for Para.'s "I Wanted
vorcement bill was killed officially
Wings." And Louis Mesenkop whose
sound effects in "Reap" were singled last week by a state Senate commitout for the 1942 award was simitee, following public hearings at
larly acclaimed last year for his which exhibition interests were
heard. The hearing was held despite
contribution to "I Wanted Wings."
an earlier decision to postpone inAn Old Disney Custom
measure. definitely all consideration of the
Taking Oscars for cartoon achieveThe bill which would affect only
ments is, of course, an old Walt Disney custom. In 1941, his "Lend a Fox Midwest's 45 theaters in the
Paw" was at the top of the heap. state was introduced by State Senator Coleman of Mission, Kans., in
This time, the award went to "Der
Januaiy. It was reported that the
Fuehrer's Face."
Glen W. Dickinson theater interests
were behind the bill.
Higher Prices in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wis. — Standard Theaters has stiffened prices at its Riverside upping the tariff from 44 cents
before six p.m. to 50 cents and from
65 cents after six to 75 cents. The
Warner has also dropped its 33-cent
Waterloo, la. — Kermit Carr, manearly bird admission, opening at 44
of the local Paramount, is the
cents, its usual price until six p.m. fatherager of
a 6% -pound baby girl.

STORKS

...latest honor to acclaim
THE MOST HONORED
PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
NEW

YORK

FILM CRITICS' AWARD—

The Best Picture of the Year!
NATIONAL

BOARD

OF REVIEW—

The Best Picture of the Year!
FREEDOM

HOUSE

AWARD—

The Greatest Achievement of 1942!
REDBOOK

MAGAZINE—

The Picture of the Month!
SCHOLASTIC

MAGAZINE—

Blue Ribbon Award!
PARENTS' MAGAZINE—

Gold Medal!
<**<
/

t«*e

you

n the current READER'S
DIGEST — for millions
nd millions and millions of readers!
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CFI Earns $504,351;
Rep. Profits Soar

TO THE

COLORS!

—
— T
Omaha— WALTER CREAL, who
111. — ' JAMES B.
has the Beacon in North Omaha, is CRAWLE
Springfi
Y,eld,
former manager of the
Federal taxes and subject to audit
s
at Chillicothe,
Theater
Kerasote
now
a
sergeant
with
the
Army
reand adjustment.
cruiting service here.
has qualified as a pilot in the Army
This huge upsurge in Republic's
Air Force at Maxwell Field, Ala.
revenue from the $428,549.91 re— • —
Houston, Tex. — CLARA MAY
Rochester— RUTH H. WOLGAST,
ported for the fiscal year which ter- BROWN, cashier at the Kirby Theminated April 30, 1942, indicates
ater, filled out an application blank formerly with Eastman Kodak Co.,
that the organization will report for for the
WAVES as a result of the has joined the WAVES.
the fiscal year now current, and end- enlistment drive, held across the
ing the last day of next month, a street from the theater.
Holyoke,
Mass. — GEORGE
F.
net operating income of at least
— • —
BURNS, formerly of the Strand and
$1,250,000, which will shatter all
has enlisted in the Marine
Tipton, Ind.— J. T. AKRON, man- Victory,
Corps.
previous returns, and show a 300
ager of the Ritz Theater here, was
per cent gain over the previous fiscal inducted into the Army.
Cleveland — ARNOLD NATHAN— •—
year.
Warner theater departDisclosure of Republic's own estiSouth Orange, N. J.— MYRON M. SON ofment,the
who enlisted in the Army Air
mate of its current year's net vindi- KRIDEL, associated with his father, Force, has been called to duty at
cates the judgment recently ex- Moe Kridel, in the operation of a Miami.
pressed by Wall Street channels and small chain of nabes in the Oranges
— *—
subsequently published exclusively and Maplewood, until his recent
Coraopolis,
Pa.—
KENNETH WEIin The Film Daily. Production, dis- Army induction, has been placed in
assistant manager of the
tribution and management strength, charge of motion picture programs LAND,
Fifth Ave. Theater here, which is
and co-ordination thereof, were cited at Wendover Field, Utah.
owned by his father,
— • — is in the Army.
as chief factors for the unusual ad— • —
vance in Republic's present financial
Rochester
—
JOHN
MENZIES,
Cleveland— IRVING LAMM, asfortunes. There is every possibility former assistant manager at the
that the expected $1,250,000 net will Century, is with an Army Medical
Warners'to Palace,sistant
Akron,manager
has atreported
the
actually transcend that figure be- Corps somewhere overseas, while
Army.
His
brother,
is in
cause company features now in re- HOWARD PARTRIDGE, another the Coast Guard. BothJERRY,
are sons of
lease and immediately pending are former assistant at the Century, is
piling up revenues on a more intense with the Air Force at Miami Beach. Julius Lamm, manager of Warner's
scale than was the case earlier in IRA BECK, former assistant at Uptown, Cleveland.
— • —
the current fiscal year.
a flight instructor at MaxPa. — Ensign THOMAS
CFI owhs, according to the letter Loew's,wellisField,
and CORP. ARTHUR J. Scranton,
WALKER, USNR, son of Postjust dispatched by Herbert J. Yates
master General and Mrs. Frank C.
WHITE, also formerly at Loew's, is
to parent company stockholders, with
a Military Police unit at Camp Walker, is attending the Naval
289,000 of the 614,439 outstand- Maxey, Tex.
lege.
Training School at Dartmouth Coling shares of Republic Pictures
— •—
Corp. of Delaware, or 47 per cent of
— • —
Scranton,
Pa.—
GENE
FAYE,
chief
its total outstanding capital stock.
of
staff
at
the
Comerford
Theater,
Chicago—
RAYMOND
WISHARD,
In addition, CFI owns one-half of the
stock of Cajo Company, Inc., which was inducted into the Army.
manager of Schoenstad's Harper,
has been inducted into the Army
owns 225,000 shares of Republic PicWilkes-Barre, Pa.— Pvt. GERALD and is at Camp
tures Corp. of Delaware, or 36 per
— • Grant.
—
cent of its total outstanding capital ROCHE of the Penn Theater is a
trooper at Fort William
Houston, Texas— RALPH MOORE,
stock. Loan indebtedness of Repub- para-ski
manager of the Tower, who was in
lic to CFI shows a 1942 reduction of Henry Harrison, Mont.
— •—
$626,475.75 from the $4,895,569.82.
the Air
Army.Corps Reserve, has gone to
Scranton, Pa. — Lt. HENRY
which prevailed as of Dec. 31, 1941.
— • —
CFI, the report states, started HENGLER, Comerford Circuit home
1943 without bank loans or notes office employe, is in North Africa.
Detroit— IONE SALZMAN, bookdiscounted with banks, and with a
keeper at National Screen Service,
JOSEPH BARDAUFSKI, assistant manager of the Atlantic The- is the first Detroit filmite to sign
cash balance of $602,816.90, having
ater has joined the Army.
up in the WAVES.
paid off in Nov., 1942, all its bank
loans aggregating $800,000, and dur- 400,000 shares of preferred stock
ing the year paid off its notes dis- issued and outstanding. Net earn- 16,426 Out of 17,085
counted with banks, aggregating
Pix
ings in 1941 were equivalent to $1.28 Theaters Play WAC
$260,000. The 1942 net income was
(Continued from Page 1)
equivalent to $1.26 per share on the on same number of preferred shares.
CFI Consolidated earned surplus on
Dec. 31 last was $4,220,330.76.
each exchange territory are, as follows, with the pledged houses in
Todd Leases the Broadway
CFPs "Family" Has
parenthesis:
Chartering of the Dot Theater
Albany, 228 (188); Atlanta, 1012 (941);
Many Service Sons!
Corp. to take over the Broadway Boston, 775 (773); Buffalo, 292 (288);
"Consolidated Film Industries,
Theater in a move by Michael Todd, Charlotte, 552 (551); Chicago, 680 (648);
Inc., its subsidiary and affiliated
legit, producer, to lease a group of Cincinnati, 711 (689); Cleveland, 510 (491);
companies can be depended upon
houses to operate on a general pol- Dallas, 1111 (1069); Denver, 352 (308); Des
to do their full part in the war
icy, including the showing of films, Moines, 401 (398); Detroit, 579 (576); Ineffort," said a statement sent on
was disclosed yesterday. Todd will
dianapolis, 454 (443); Kansas City, 583
Friday to stockholders by Herbert
take possession of the Broadway (516); Los Angeles, 637 (617); Memphis,
J. Yates, "and by so doing they
Metropolitan, 1020 (964)- Milfrom the Prudence Bond Co. on Aug. 464 (461);
will be keeping faith with those
waukee, 374 (374); Minneapolis, 830 (822):
1. All the other houses will be out
in the fighting forces and on the
(532); Oklahoma
^U113,^1'
199 City,
(197>: 412
New(405);
Orleans,
553
of town, it is understood.
Omaha,
fighting fronts, who, after all, have
(Continued from Page 1)

the toughest job to do." Above
the statement was CFI's service
flag and that of its related organizations,— with 395 stars symbolized.

Chi. Monroe Reverting to B Pix

Chicago — It is reported that the
Trinz circuit's Loop Monroe Theater
will revert to B week films, giving
up its RKO first-run deal.

359 (338); Philadelphia, 816 (805); Pittsburgh, 608 (608); Portland, 225 (225)- St
Louis
534 (487);
San Francisco,
City, 382
502 Salt LakeSeattle,
297 (357);'
(287)and Washington, D. (484);
C, 633 (584).
List includes 1,1914 part-time theaters,
operating
only part of the week or year WAC
reveals.

Thien Appeal Costs
Clearance Relief
(Continued from Page 1)

award, Victor Thien, operating the
Palm Theater, St. Louis, lost the
clearance relief directed by the arbitrator. The seven-day clearance
granted to the Will Rogers Theater
over the Palm was reduced tcrff ir
days. Thien, who had sougS3J*o
have the clearance cut to one day,
appealed the award. The intervenordefendant, the Will Rogers, also appealed and urged that the award be
reversed and the complaint dismissed.
The appeal board found there was
competition between the two houses
and reversed the arbitrator's ruling,
setting
the Will
back to seven
daysRogers'
again. clearance
The appeal board upheld the
award of the arbitrator in the case
filed by the Menasha Theater Realty
Co., operating the Brin Theater,
Menasha, Wis. The arbitrator had
dismissed
complainant's
com
plaint
over the
clearance
to the Valley
Theater on the grounds that the
complainant had operated the thea
ter only since Feb. 6, 1942, although
it had been the owner-lessor of the
theater prior to that time.
Under the decree, the complainant
must have operated the theater between July 20, 1935, and July 20,
1940, in order to qualify for arbitration. The question involved was
whether being an owner-lessor constituted being an operator. The arbitrator ruled that the complainant
did not qualify under the decree.
Complainant appealed but the ap
peal board affirmed the arbitrator.

t

"Hit Parade" In N. O. Bow
Republic's "Hit Parade of 1943,'
will play its initial engagement at
the Saenger Theater, New Orleans,
going into that house Mar. 26, following which it will move over to
the Tudor for an extended run, it was
fice.
announced
on Friday at the home of-

The Judge WasiVulI,—
And the Suit Is Void
Complaint in the $100,000 action
brought by Talent Management, Inc.,
against Susan Hayward was dismissed
last week on merits by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Samuel Null.
The plaintiff contended that it
has a contract with the actress to
represent her as agent. Louis Nizer,
counsel for Miss Hayward entered
the successful defense that she was
an infant when she signed the contract, that there was violation of the
business law forbidding agents to get
more than 5 per cent for more than
10 weeks, and that the defendant
had terminated her agency relationship with the plaintiff before she
obtained
Bros, and Paramount Warner
contracts.
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"Hit
Parade of 1943"
with John Carroll, Susan Hayward

Republic
86 Mins.
REPUBLIC HITS A HIGH NOTE WITH
A MUSICAL SHOW THAT IS DESTINED
FOR BIG B.O. TAKES.
"Hit Parade of 1943" will march to the
tune of heavy do-re-mi wherever it is
booked. With this production Republic has
struck the magic formula for the creation
of musical entertainment. The studio has
measured the popular taste with uncanny
accuracy in a picture that calls for no
apologies in any of its departments. The
major studios could have done no better —
except perhaps to supply more potent marquee wattage.
The picture is big-time in content and
execution. The material is superior to
that in many of the major musical shows
turned out by Hollywood and has been
whipped into shape with true showmanship
by all associated in the production. It is
difficult to believe that the year will witness a tune film so right and true for the
masses. Perfect medicine for the war jitters, the picture is buoyant and delightful
stuff which represents a perfect union of
fun and melody. Unrestricted indeed is the
appeal to the eye and ear. Stunning production numbers grace a script that surprises with the quality of its lines. The
gloss and lavishness attest to Republic's determination to make "Hit Parade of 1943"
a superior musical.
The musical appeal of the show is tops.
Stuffed into the story is enough music to
serve several films. The tunes are seven
in number and all marked for heavy popularity. The titles: "Do These Old Eyes Deceive Me?" "Who Took Me Home Last
Night?" "Tahm Boom Bah," "A Change of
Heart," "Harlem Sandman," "That's How to
Write a Song," "Yankee Doodle Tan." All
are by Jule Styne and Harold Adamson,
except the last, which is the work of Andy
Razaf and J. C. Johnson. No less than three
first-rate orchestras — those of Freddy Martin, Count Basie and Ray McKinley — do duty
in the film. The singing load is carried
superbly by John Carroll with an assist from
Susan Hayward.
Carroll plays a charming phoney who is
in the music publishing business. Miss Hayward, an aspiring songwriter who has had
one of her songs filched by him, agrees to
do his ghosting in the hope of maneuvering
him into a plagiarism suit. The gal changes
her mind when the two fall in love. Gail
Patrick is present to supply romantic complications before the final clinch between
Carroll and Miss Hayward.
No fault can be found with the performances. Carroll and Miss Hayward are tops.
Fine contributing performances are those of
Miss Patrick, Eve Arden (who's impressive),
Melville Cooper, Walter Catlett.
The film boosts Associate Producer Albert J. Cohen's stock as a showman. Liveliness is the dominant note in Albert S.
Rogell's swell direction. Frank Gill, Jr., is
responsible for the screenplay. Walter
Scharf outdid himself in his musical direction.
CAST: John Carroll, Susan Hayward, Gail
Patrick, Eve Arden, Melville Cooper, Walter
Catlett, Mary Treen, Tom Kennedy, Astrid
Allwyn, Tim Ryan, Jack Williams, Dorothy
Dandridge, Pops and Louie, the Music Maids,
the Three Cheers, Chinita, the Golden Gate

"Rhythm of the

gest

(Continued from Page 1)

with Allan Jones, Jane Frazee
Universal
59 Mins.

with Virginia Weidler, Edward Arnold
M-G-M
82 Mins.

GAIETY, HUMOR, MUSIC AND ROMANCE MIXED INTO A FLUFFY DISH FOR
FAMILY AUDIENCES.

COMEDY DEALING WITH ANTICS OF
AUTOGRAPH HUNTERS SHOULD MAKE
A HIT WITH YOUNG PEOPLE.

Music and romance are dished out gen-

"The Youngest Profession," which has
to do with autograph hounds, is full of the

Islands"

erously in"Rhythm of the Islands" to please
audiences that attend theaters strictly to
relax. This pure escapist stuff should give
pleasure particularly to young people.
The gay trivial screenplay of Oscar Brodney and M. M. Musselman, stemming from
a story by the first-named, is a fast-stepping, humorous affair directed by Roy
William Neill in the same breezy manner
that went into its composition.
The romance is shared by two couples
Allan Jones and Jane Frazee and Andy
Devine and Mary Wickes. Jones and Miss
Frazee meet when her rich parents visit the
tropical island belonging to Jones and Devine. The romance progresses under difficul-

N.H. Sunday Pix Bill
Goes lo Governor

Profession"

exuberance of youth. It's the sort of entertainment that appeals strongly to the
younger generation since it deals with a
subject close to its interests. The grownups' reaction is likely to be spotty, depending
how "cute"
the individual
consid-in
ers upon
the behavior
of the
young people
the cast. Many persons will be prone to
look upon the shenanigans of the autograph
harvesters as far too exaggerated to hold
their interest long.

What gives the picture its main boxoffice
strength is the appearance in the cast of
five guest stars who take part in the action only incidentally. They are Lana Turner,
Greer Garson, Walter PJdgeon, Robert Taylor
and William Powell. Playing themselves, they
ties posed by Jones' necessity to palm him- figure in the story as famous persons out
self off as a native chief as a come-on for
the tourist trade. (P.S. — it all happens of whom the young characters weedle autobefore Pearl Harbor.) What also hinders the
graphs. The five make only flash appearances, but their brief presence on the
romance for a time is the discovery by Miss
Frazee that Jones and his pal are trying to screen is enough to bolster the entertainment value of the film.
saddle her parents with the island for a large
Virginia Weidler is the chief of the
consideration. Complications arise when the
autograph bugs who go around making a
tribe that formerly held the island returns
and seizes Miss Frazee and her parents. nuisance of themselves. The comedy threatens to take a serious turn when Miss WeidJones obtains the Americans' release and
ler, acting on a bit of false gossip dropped
all is joyous at the end.
by her governess (Agnes Moorehead),
The singing burden is shouldered by
sticks her nose in her father's (Edward
Jones, whose work should be found accept- Arnold's) marital affairs in the mistaken
able to his admirers. He lends his voice belief that the fellow is carrying on an
to six tunes — "Savage Serenade," "Tropic affair with his secretary (Dorothy Morris).
Lullaby," "Blue Mist," "Chant of the Tom The girl causes her parents a world of
Tom," "Isle of Romance," "I've Set My embarrassment as result of her senselessness. The discovery of her mistake drives
Mind on You," the last one warbled with
Miss Frazee. There is one other tune in her to leave home and join the Salvation
the film — a number called "Manhattan Isle." Army. Everything, however, turns out well,
Devine is assisted in the comedy depart- w.th the youngster restored to her parents'
ment by Miss Wickes. Other important arms.
The young members of the cast with one
players besides those already named are
Ernest Truex, Marjorie Gateson and Ac- or two exceptions overplay badly. Miss
quanetta, a luscious, torrid and exotic crea- Weidler's chief youthful support comes from
ture. Bernard W. Burton is down as asso- Ann Ayars, Raymond Roe, Scotty Beckett,
Marcia Mae Jones. The older players are
ciate producer.
CAST: Allan Jones, Jane Frazee, Andy nearly all to be commended. Outstanding
Devine, Ernest Truex, Marjorie Gateson, among them are Arnold, John Carroll, Marta
Mary Wickes, Acquanetta, Nestor Paiva, Linden (playing Miss Weidler's ma), and
John Maxwell, Maceo Anderson, Step the Misses Moorehead and Morris.
Zippy direction has been contributed by
Brothers, Horton Dancers.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Bernard W. Edward Buzzell to the B. F. Zeidman production. The inconsequential screenplay
Burton; Director, Roy William Neill; Screenwas written by George Oppenheimer, Charles
play, Oscar Brodney, M. M. Musselman;
Lederer and Leonard Spigelgass from a book
Based on story by Oscar Brodney; Camera- by Lillian Day.
man, George Robinson; Art Director, John
CAST: Lana Turner, Greer Garson, Walter
B. Goodman; Film Editor, Paul Landres;
Pidgeon, Robert, Taylor, William Powell,
Musical Director, Charles Previn.
Virginia Weidler, Edward Arnold, John CarDIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
roll, Ann Ayars, Marta Linden, Dick SimGood.
mons, Agnes Moorhead, Jean Porter, Raymond Roe, Dorothy Morris, Scotty Beckett,
Quartette, Freddy Martin, Count Basie and Marcia Mae Jones, Sara Haden, Beverly
Ray McKinley orchestras.
Jean Saul, Marjorie Gateson, Thurston Hall,
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Albert J. Jessie Grayson, Aileen Pringle.
CREDITS: Producer, B. F. Zeidman; DiCohen; Director, Albert S. Rogell; Screenrector, Edward Buzzell; Screenplay, George
play, Frank Gill, Jr.; Additional Dialogue,
Frances Hyland; Musical Director, Walter Oppenheimer, Charles Lederer, Leonard
Scharf; Songs, Jule Styne-Harold Adamson, Spigelgass; Based on book by Lillian Day;
J. C. Johnson-Andy Razaf; Dance Director, Cameraman, Charles Lawton; Musical Score,
Nick Castle; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Film David Snell; Art Director, Cedric GibbonsEditor, Thomas Richards; Art Director, Rus- Film Editor, Ralph Winters.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
sell Kimball.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine. Good.

to 93. The measure, already ap
proved by the Senate, goes tt
Gov. Robert 0. Blood for his signa
ture.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. Iterr:
H. Foote of Portsmouth, permijfi
theaters to open at 2 p.m., ittsi'-JU
of 6, on Sundays, and the new lav
will take effect as soon as it h
signed.
City councils and town selectmei
are permitted under the bill to adop
by-laws or ordinances providing fo:
the early opening of movie and vau
deville houses, or other theaters.
These actions in the various commv
nities will be subject to approva
by
a referendum a'
the the
next voters
regularon election.
Concurrently, the House passed s
resolution introduced by Rep. Charles
V. Kimball of Manchester, expressing the opinion that regular weekday matinee prices should prevaii
at the Sunday afternoon shows
While it has no binding effect, the
resolution serves notice on the exhibitors that the legislators will loot
with disfavor on any increase ir
prices
shows. at the Sunday afternoor
Following passage of the measure, several theater owners and managers in Manchester, the state's largest city, expressed themselves unanimously opposed to operating Sundaj
afternoon
nee prices. shows at week-day matiOne of their arguments was that
adults and children would enter theaters in the late afternoon at weekday matinee rates and remain until
8 o'clock, thus preventing the regular Sunday night prices from becoming effective until after the late
afternoon patrons left.
Besides these objections, increased
payrolls and electrical, heating, aii
conditioning costs, etc., were cited
to show that week-day matinee
prices for Sunday afternoon shows
would cause most, if not all, of the
theaters to operate at a loss.

Michaels
Keith's and
Buffalo —Reopening
After redecoration

limited remodeling are completed,
possibly this week, Keith's Theatei
may be reopened by the new owner,
Dewey Michaels, as a mystery-film
house. Michaels' acquisition of
Keith's, operated by Anthony Perlino for more than 18 years as a
small downtown subsequent run,
gave him his third Main Street
house. Others are the Palace, burlesque theater, and the Mercury.
McMahon Opens Booking Oifice
Milwaukee, Wis. — The Motion Picture Service Co., booking agency, has
opened offices here in the Wisconsin
Tower Bldg. under the direction of
Joseph J. McMahon, former office
manager for M-G-M here for the;
past number of years. McMahon iiL
booking product for a number of
Upper
including
the
DelftMichigan
Theaters, houses,
Inc.
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Taxes Cut Loew's
Net to $2,449,056

Washington Times-Herald Critic Tells McNutt That's
the Best Yardstick for Essentiality

(Continued from Page 1)

ng the same 12 weeks in 1941. Comjany's share of the operating profit
ifter payment of subsidiaries' preierred dividends was $7,392,457,
ir^.red with $5,778,132 in the 1941
jflSITer. Company's share of the
)rofit before Federal taxes was
£5,650,417. In 1941, the share beiore taxes was $4,041,762. In both
oeriods $1,000,000 was set aside for
:ontingencies, while reserve for dejreciation in the 1942 quarter was
53,201,361, compared with $1,414,617
;he previous year.
Per share earnings on the common
stock after deducting dividends on
preferred stock in 1941, since reared, were $1.47, compared with
?1.45 in the 1941 12-week period.

31. Allied to Elect
Chicago — Illinois
ts annual election
nembers' luncheon
kBlackstone Hotel.

KING
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Wasington — Deferment of actors
on the basis of their box-office records was suggested here by Katherine Smith, drama critic for the
Washington Times Herald.
Writing of the indispensability
of the industry, and the laudatory
expressions uttered by high Government officials concerning the essentiality of motion pictures to the
war effort, Miss Smith takes the
WMC to task for offering no special consideration to actors.

Union Printing Drive
Launched in Detroit

Detroit — A campaign to induce all
local theaters to use union printing
in connection with all advertising
material is being launched by the
Allied will hold Allied Printing Trade Council, enlistof officers and a
ing the co-operation of the powerful
and Wayne County FederaThursday at the Detroit
tion of Labor.

OF

WB Execs. Return
From Studio Parleys

DEFER ACTORS ON BASIS OF B. 0.

THE

ROY ROGERS

COWBOYS

(Continued from Page 1)

were formulated, Ben Kalmenson,
Miss Smith writes briefly of the Mort Blumenstock and Samuel
feeling of many servicemen that Schneider headed East from Hollywood over the week-end. Blumenthey rather have top stars in Hollystock and Schneider arrive in New
wood making pictures to lighten York today.
their free hours than in the front
Kalmenson stops off in Kansas
lines fighting by their sides.
City, where he will be joined today
"What are you going to do,, Mr.
for a Midwest conMcNutt?" she asks. "You'd better by Roy Haines
ference, arriving back in New York
do something. Why not take the later in the
week. Haines left New
public's answer and judge the essen- York yesterday for Kansas City and
tiality or nonessentiality of a male will visit other points in his Western
movie star by the most democratic territory following the Kansas City
meet.
yardstick of all, the box office?"
Norman H. Moray also returns to
Nichols-Renoir-Gabin
his New York office today for a stay
Team for RKO Feature
of several days before resuming his
extensive drive tour.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Dudley Nichols, Jean
Renoir and Jean Gabin have formed Ted Tod's Mother Dies
Chicago — Funeral services will be
a writing-directing-starring team to
make an important picture on RKO held here today for the mother of
Tod, Warner Bros, field repreFriday.
Radio's schedule this year. Renoir Ted
sentative inthis territory. She died
will direct Gabin in a story to be
written by Nichols.

IN

king of the cowboys i„ IDAHO

SMILEY BURNETTE • bob nolan and the sons of the pioneers • Virginia grey • harry j. shannon . ona munson . dick purceu
ond THE ROBERT MITCHEll BOYCHOIR

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

• JOSEPH KANE, Director • Original screen play by Roy Chanslor and Olive Cooper

BUY U.S. WAR

SAVINGS

BONDS
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:< :< Reviews of short subjects

I
1 t

"Army Show"
(Broadway Brevities)
Warner
20 Mins.
Excellent
Plenty of stirring material is
crowded into Warner Bros.' latest
musical salute to the armed services
of the nation. Rarely do band shorts
come better than this. The photography and the recording are of equal
merit. A mobile camera conveys a
sense of movement and helps to hold
the attention. The Army Air Forces
Orchestra performs against an effective background under the direction
of Capt. Edward J. Dunstedter. Six
famous tunes of the air services are
offered in superb arrangements. They
are "The Army Air Corns" "The
Bombardier Song," "Stairway to the
Stars," "He Wear* a Pair of Silver
Wings," "Hello, Mom" and "Glide,
Glider, Glide:" The basis of the film
is the "Soldiers With Winers" radio
program. The picture was shot at
West Coast Army Air Forces Training Center at Santa Ana, Calif.
Audiences will derive a whale of a
lot of entertainment out of this
short.

"Land of Orizaba"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M
9 Mins.
Good
The Mexican countryside between
Vera Cruz and Mexico Citv has
been filmed in lovely Technicolor by
James FitzPatrick in this short of
excellent merit. The warmth and
picturesqueness of Mexico have been
caught bv the camera in its prowl
among the scenic wonders of the
area. Among- the places shown, are
the old Spanish fort at Puebla and
the Shrine of the Virgin Mary at
Guadalupe.
"Basketeers"
(Sportscope)
RKO
9 Mins.
Fine
The fine points of basketball are
expounded in this short under the
guidance of Clare Bee, coach of the
Long' Island University team, one
of the nation's top aggregations.
The scientific aspects of the game are
cleanly explained. The closing footage is taken up bv shots from a game
between LIU and Brierham Young of
Utah. The film is fast and entertaining throughout. This is caviar
for basketball addicts.
"The Tortoise Wins bv a Hare"
(Merrie Melodie)
Warner
7 Mins.
A Howl
Here's that Bues Bunnv again —
carrving on in hi* usual brash way
to fill with loud laughter those theaters wise enough to book the Technicolor cartoon, which will boost the
popularitv of what has come to be
Leon Schlesinerer's ace character.
The short concerns a race between
Bugs and a tortoise. Imagine our
hero's feelings when the tortoise
cons the race. Believing the change
will help him. Bugs dons a shell like

"Eriric Madriguera and His
(Jamboree)
RKO
8 Mins.
Orchestra"
Okay for Sound
Enric Mardiguera adds to the appreciation of Latin-American music
oy offering a number of items that
reflect the warmth of our neighbors
to the South. Lovers of this type
of melody will get much pleasure out
of this short. Among the numbers
featured are "Brazil," a samba, and
"Bim Bam Bum," a rhumba. The
vocalist is Patricia Gilmore. The
tunes allotted to her are a conga
called "Pan- American Way" and an
unidentified samba of Portuguese
origin.

'< •&

to dispose of him for the sake of
his insurance. The poor guy is so
hounded by everyone that he finally
business. He misconstrues certain
ups
up matters
his brother-in-law.
"Ski Trails"
That and
onlybeats
makes
worse, for
(Sportscope)
at the end he has a lawsuit owMs
RKO
8
Mins.
Good
hands. The comedy is sti ictly p* < d
Although dealing with a subject and heavy-handed. Ben HolmeV'Uikeeps things moving furiousdone often in shorts, this film loses rection
ly. Jean Yarbrough did the script
none of its interest for those who
and Bert Gilroy produced.
go in for sports subjects. The action is thrilling and splendidly photo"Brief Interval"
graphed. Many of the trucks of
(Carey Wilson Miniature)
11 Mins.
skiing are demonstrated effective- M-G-M
ly. Also demonstrated is the imDramatic
portance of skiing to the Army.
Diama plays a big role in this
Some of the footage was shot at
Carey Wilson item. As a eapsule
Sun Valley. Lovers of sports should emotional
exercise the film has its
find little to criticize in this one.
moments. It tells the tale of a
famous surgeon with two sons, one
"Sufferin" Cats"
M-G-M
8 Mins. a concert pianist, the other a doctor.
The pianist injures his hand in an
Passable
In this Technicolor cartoon two accident and a delicate operation is
cats compete for possession of a necessary to save his career. While
mouse. Their failure to get any- the father is about to operate on
where with the mouse, which makes the youth, he is suddenly stricken
fools of them, forces them into an and dies. The surgeon son is faced
alliance against their common enemy. with the job of having to take over
However, even their joint efforts although he knows nothing about
prove unavailing. The smart mouse the operation. The operation is
leads them a merry chase, getting successful. The question posed by
the best of them at every turn. This Wilson is whether the young medico
makes a fair booking.
was guided by the hand of his dead
father.

that of the tortoise. The other hares, in a manuscript written in code.
mistaking Bugs for his rival, try to
figures in the ackeep him from winning a second That manuscript
tion. A good booking.
race.

"Benjamin
(Our GangFranklin,
Comedy)Jr."
M-G-M
11 Mins.
Okay for the Kids
The kids will get a rise out of
this latest Our Gang comedy, which
deals with the efforts of a bunch of
youngsters to solve the ills of a
war-time world, especially as they
affect their welfare. The kids keep
griping about the loss of privileges
until one of them alters their point
"City
of Courage"
(America
Speaks)
of view by reciting to them the wis- RKO
9 Mins.
Good
dom of "Poor Richard's Almanack."
The film attempts to show that Ben
Moscow under siege is the subFranklin's philosophy applies just
ject of this stirring short. Filmed
as much to present conditions as
by Soviet cameramen, the picture,
they did to those of his time.
second in the "America Speaks"
series, is a tribute to the courage of
"Pigs
in
a
Polka"
the population of Moscow. It is up(Merrie Melodie)
lifting to see the calm and stoicism
Warner
7 Mins.
of the people under such trying conMusical Treat
ditions. Some of the scenes, taken
The main attraction here is not under fire, aie extremely exciting.
so much what meets the eye as what The means employed by the authorigreets the ear. This is not to say
ties to combat enemy attack are
that the animation is not first-rate shown in well-photographed scenes.
and amusing. It just so happens
that the music of Brahms runs
"Mighty Niagara"
thioughout the film, providing a love(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
ly accompaniment to the action, M-G-M
10 Mins.
which concerns a battle of wits beFirst-Rate
tween the Three Little Pigs and the
Niagara Falls are caught from
Big Bad Wolf. The wolf, naturally,
interesting angles by James
loses out. The cartoon, a Techni- many
in a fine Technicolor
color item, is an excellent wedding FitzPatrick
of humor and music. Musical Direc- short There are certain views of
the mighty cataract that are quite
tor Carl W. Stalling merits a nod.
exciting. The footage seems to
throw new light on the spectacle
"Portrait of a CJenius"
that has been a magnet for newly(Carey Wilson Miniature)
many years. The picM-G-M
11 Mins. weds these
torial beauty is considerable. The
Good
appeal of the subject is undeniable.
The story of the inventive genius
of Leonardo da Vinci is told with
"Duck Soup"
good dramatic effect by Carey Wil- RKO
17 Mins.
Fair
son in "Portrait of a Genius." The
film reproduces some of the 200-odd
Edgar Kennedy burns again in the
inventions credited to the amazing
Leonardo. The picture is interesting latest of the series of comedies starring him. This time the match is
because the inventions included many
devices which are in use today. The applied by his family's insistence
only thing that Leonardo's creations that he take out a policy to start off
lacked was the refinements. The his brother-in-law in the insurance
genius described all his inventions actions of his relatives as attempts

"The Aldrich Family Gets in the
(Victory Short)
Paramount
11 Mins.
Lesson with a Laugh
The business of collecting scrap
for use in the war against the Axis
gets a boost from the Aldrich family. The short puts over its message through humorous channels in
a script written byScrap"
Howard J. Green
and directed by Frank McDonald.
The film adopts the pattern of a contest between the boys and girls of
the town, with the winning side getting a silver cup. The boys are led
by Henry Aldrich, who carries on a
vigorous drive with his buddies to
cop the prize. The picture, a PineThomas production, serves its purpose entertainingly. Appearing in
the cast with Lydon are Martha
O'Driscoll, John Litel, Olive Blakeney, Charles Smith, Diana Lynn, all
of
whom features.
have been appearing in the
Aldrich
"King
of the Novelty)
Archers"
(Hollywood
Warner
10 Mins.
Good
Howard Hill's work with the bow
makes an interesting and instructive
short. Hill, generally accepted as
the world's top archer, gives an
amazing demonstration of his art,
using as his stage the campus of
UCLA in Los Angeles. He is assisted by several fair co-eds of the
university, where he teaches the
rudiments of archery to the student
body. Hill's accuracy with bow and
arrow will impress the audience. Set
this down as an ace booking.
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TEN CENTS

PARAMOUNT NET SOARS TO $14,525,000
Detroit Theaters Join in General
First-Runs Tilt Scales
Dime; Subsequent Runs
In Five-Cent Increase

MANAGERS DOUBLING AS WAITERS
Step Into the Breach When Detroit Film Exchange
Building Restaurant Faces Help Problem

By H. F. REVES

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit — Detroit theaters sre uniting in a general price boost of 10
cents for first-runs and five cents
for subsequent-runs. Individual figures differ somewhat from house to
house, and, in the case of the bigger
houses, according to schedules for
different times of the day, depending
largely on the method adopted for
treating the extra tax figures.
Move is the first here in about
(Continued on Page 6)

Soviets Consider
Film Stars Essential
Washington

Bit cau

of

THE
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DAILY

Washington — That the U.S.S.R.
has taken more seriously than this
country the morale factor represented by motion picture talent was
revealed here yesterday by the Soviet Embassy. Not a single motion
picture star, playwright, novelist or
director has been called for military
(Continued on Page 6)

Inventor of New Rubber
Tire Gets Industry Aid
II,

f (
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Hollywood— In his Cosst-to-Coast
Upbroadcast Sunday, Commentator
ton Close related how President
Nate Blumberg of Universal and
Matty Fox of WPB, formerly of Universal, helped William Jean, Pasa( Continued on Page 3)

Detroit — With shortage of help a
problem for theater managers here,
some are finding that it can work in
reverse as well, and a few are taking outside jobs as well as managing their houses.
Latest to join the parade of war
worker-managers are Don Fill of the
Cameo Theater and Clyde Demerest
of the Kramer Theater, who have

106% Exhib. Backing Warners Purchase
or Red Cross Drive Four in Pa., N. J.
Although the pledge blanks for
the Red Cross Drive have been out
only a few days, reports reaching
the national headquarters indicate
100 per cent exhibitor response, it
was said yesterday.
"Even theater men who are the
most hesitant about taking up audi(Continucd on Page 3)

Overflow Audience to
Hear "Socker" Coe Today
An

attendance overflow is expected at the Roosevelt Hotel today
when Charles Francis Coe, vicepresident and general counsel of
the MPPDA, will be the guest of
honor at the regular luncheon meet-

West Coast Bur., THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Coast studios mark
time this week insofar as launching
new productions is concerned. Not
a single feature gets the gun. Fortythree pix, however, are before
cameras.

Hearing Today on Ohio
Anti-Lottery Measure

(Continued on Page 3)

Paramount to Redeem
All First Preferred

To Examine N. M. Schenck
In Pickwick Trust Action

Columbus, O. — A hearing on House
Bill 384, which seeks to strengthen
Nicholas M. Schenck will be exthe statutes applying to schemes of
amined orally here on March 16 bechance, will be heard before the
fore trial of the $5,000,000 antiHouse Judiciary Committee today.
trust suit pending in Connecticut
Under the present statutes, some Federal Court by Prefect Theaters,
(Continued on Page 6)
theater owners in Ohio have been
{Continued on Page 6)

Training Feminine Managers

Des Moines, la.— Funeral services
will be held here tomorrow for Raymond Blank, eldest son of A. H.
Blank and Mrs. Blank, who died in
a heart athis sleep Sunday from Mannhei
mer
tack. Rabbi Eugene

(Continued on Page 3)

Philadelphia — Warners has purchased three theaters now under
lease, it was learned authoritatively
here yesterday. Two are in this
Paramounfs board of directors
sector, the third in Jersey. Pennsylvania theaters purchased are the yesterday authorized the redemption
Manor, in suburban Norwood, seat- on May 10, 1943, of all outstanding
( Continued on Page 7)
first preferred stock and script not
previously (Continued
called for
redemption at
on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 3)

Raymond Blank, Eldest
Son of A. H. Blank, Dies

Fourth Quarter Earnings
Estimated at $5,247,000;
Annual Gain, $4,273,758

Paramounfs net earnings for the
year ended Jan. 2, 1943, were estimated at $14,525,000, after all
taken noontime posts as waiters in
the reastaurant in the Film Ex- charges, it was announced yesterday. This compares with a net of
change Building. Proprietor Irving
Belinsky, plagued by help shortage, $10,251,242, for the corresponding
had four girls leave all in one day, period ended Jan. 3, 1942, or an increase of $4,273,758.
and the managers pitched in and are
The current net profit includes
doing their daily stint as waiters.
P. S. Rumor on Film Row already $1,200,000 representing Paramounfs
is that Belinsky booked them on a direct and indirect net interest as a
stockholder in the combined undispercentage deal.
tributed earnings for the year of
partially
subsidiaries owned
and non-consolidated
approximately

Paramount-Wilby-Kincey
Vol a Single Film
Starting on Coast

Price Advance

Conducting School
By MRS. RUPERT GILLETT

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Charlotte, N. C. — A school for
training women to take over the management of the Paramount-WilbyKincey circuit theaters in North and
South Carolina, in May, when further depletion of personnel is expected by the theaters, due to the
draft, is (Continued
being conducted
on Page 7) in Char-

Mellett Gets Taylor
Bach for One Pic
Washington Bur.,.THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Credit for obtaining
permission from the U. S. Navy for
Robert Taylor to appear in a film on
the U.S.S.R., to be produced by
Gregory Ratoff, has been rather
definitely traced to Lowell Mellett,
OWI motion picture chief, it was
learned here last night. It is definitely known that Mellett called the
Navy to seek an OK for Taylor's
appearance in the film.
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Trial of George P. Skouras, Skouras Theaters Corp., Harvey B. Nevins and E. T. Ktima Corp. on charges
of conspiracy was postponed yesterday in Federal Court to April 5 by
Judge Henry W. Goddard. The delay was granted at the request of
Assistant U. S. Attorney Bruno
Schachner, who will prosecute the
case.
The indictment alleged that the
defendants conspired to defraud the
Government of the impartial services of former Judge Martin T.
Manton of the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals. Involved in the case is the
transfer to George P. Skouras of
certain assets of the Fox Film Corp.
receivership, including the Academy
of Music.
The theater, worth, according to
the Government, about $1,000,000,
was sold for less than $300,000 with
che court's approval.

Bipartisan Support for
Pa. Sunday Pix Measure
Harrisburg, Pa. — State Sen. John
H. Dent, Democrat, Westmoreland
County, has announced he is preparing abill for introduction in the
Legislature soon, with the support
of both Democrats and Republicans,
to legalize Sunday movies in all
Pennsylvania communities for members of the armed forces and war
industry workers.
A similar bill is now awaiting
committee action in the House, where
it is sponsored by Rep. Daniel A.
Verona, Democrat, Allegheny County.
Senator Dent's bill, he said, will
probably be introduced by a Republican member of the Senate so it
will not be considered a partisan bill.
Republicans control both branches
of the Legislature, as well as the
Administration.
Dent's proposal would open all
theaters, regardless of local option
votes on the issue, for the duration
of the war and six months thereafter.

1/4
1/4

Ala. Senator Would End
Ban on Sunday Movies

Standard Time Bill
In Iowa Legislature
Des Moines, la. — A bill has been
introduced in the Iowa Legislature to
return the State to Central Standard
Time. Although the bill was one
of the last proposals to be filed
it is expected to have considerable
strength, as both houses have passed
a resolution petitioning Congress for
return to standard time.

Schine Subsidiary Drops
Buffalo Clearance Case
S. G. Theater Corp., a Schine subsidiary, has withdrawn its clearance
complaint against the five consenting companies. Complainant had
contended that the clearances granted
co the Kensington and Nortn Park
Theaters,
Buffalo,
over Schine's
Granada was
unreasonable.
Four
interveners filed in the case. Reason
for the withdrawal was not disclosed.

Para., Intervenor Appeal
L. A. Clearance Decision
Paramount and the Far West
Theater Corp. have filed appeals
from an award which gave the Eagle
Theater in suburban Los Angeles
equal availability with other subsequent-run suburban houses charging
tht same admission price.

Chi. Operators to Give
Day's Pay to Red Cross
Chicago — The Chicago Operators
Union, not only contributed $2,500
from its treasury to the Red Cross,
but also passed a resolution that
each of the 735 members, contribute
one day's pay as an individual contribution.

COfllinG and GOInG i
JULIUS J. and PHILIP C. EPSTEIN, Warne
Bros, producers, are due in New York tods
trom the Coast to look over material for forth
coming
productions.
ARTHUR SACHSON, assistant general sale
manager tor Warners, and JULES LAHIDUS, East
em Division sa.es manager, are on a busines
trip through
New
England.
ARTHUR GREENBLATT, PRC sales chief
rived Saturday trom the West Coast k
studio conferences.
WILLIAM C. CEHRING, Western division sale
manager of 20th Century Fox, left last nigh
tor Des Moines to attend the funeral of Ra
B.ank and will also visit Chicago and Detroit
MARTHA SCOTT, who has been in New Yorl
jn a comb.ned holiday-with-worK, (mostly radio
eaves fcr Hollywood Thuisday.
TOM GERMAINE, former Vitagraph shipper
Mew Haven, is home on furlough from Ft
Monmouth,
N. J.
DICK BECK, managing director of the Toda
Newsreel Tneater, Cn.cago is in Phoenix, Ariz
Jn a Winter vacation.
PETER PANAGOS, chief bcoker for the Allianc
circuit, has returned to Chicago from Indian
JANE WYMAN will arrive in New York today
apolis.
for an "in person" engagement at the New
York Strand
Theater.
HARRY

CAREY,

who

came

East for tht

Washington
premiere
of fcr
Warners
"Air Force,'
.eft New York
yesterday
the Coast.
PETER LORRE retuns to the Coast thi<
week following a month's stay in New York.
LOWELL MELLETT, OWI motion picture chief
returned to Washington yesterday from Hollywood.
HAROLD HOPPER returns to Washington to
day from Hollywood.
BARNEY BALABAN returned from the Coast
yesterday.
THIL
BAKER
has left
20th-Fox
assignment.

for

the

Coast

for

PRODUCTION!

The Executive Committee also invested $20,000 of the Union's funds
in War Bonds, tying in with the
$40,000,000 drive, to build another
cruiser to be named Chicago, to replace the warship sunk in the South
Pacific. This latest purchase make
$100,000 of the Union funds now in
War Bonds, according to Clarence
Jalas, secretary-treasurer.

+
Va
— 1-16
+
%

Montgomery, Ala. — The State law
prohibiting Sunday movies will be
repealed if Sen. O. B. Hill is suc- Name Cohan to Manage
—
%
cessful in putting through legisla- 20th-Fox Minn. Branch
—
'A
tion to remove the present legal barriers. He will seek passage for his
Minneapolis— After 15 years as a
bill in May.
salesman for 20th-Fox in this terState law prohibits movies but in
"Desert Victory" Being
ritory, Jack Cohan has been prosome towns such statutes have been
moted to manag
Rushed to U. S. Screens
er here.
"repealed" somewhat by "mutual
consent."
However, many Alabama Smith
Negatives and prints of "Desert towns strictly
Named IFRC Secy.
enforce the law and
Victory" is being rushed from Lon- it is for this reason that Senator
Harold L. Smith has been named
don to the United States by air and Hill seeks to repeal the state law.
executive secretary of the Internawill be released shortly for Amertional Film Relations Committee, it
ican audiences. Picture was made
was announced yesterday. Smith is
on the actual battlefield and shows Joe Appleton Wounded
the British Eighth Army in its triumRochester— Sergt. Joseph H. Ap- associated with Gov. C. E. Milliken
phant advance across the desert. It
pleton, former newsreel photogra- m the MPPDA foreign department.
pher here, has been listed as woundwas produced by the British Army
MPPDA
ntal rep. with headphotographic and the RAF produced. He was last reported "some- f™™2* Contine
Xears
tion units.
quarters inParis.Previously, he was
where in the Near East."

the
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Soon ready for
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Cara. Net Soars
fo $14,525,1

100% Exhib. Backing
For Red Cross Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

1450,000 of non-recurring income.
Earnings for the fourth quarter,
mded Jan. 2, 1943, are estimated
Vv$5,247,000. Due to the receipt
— — substantial dollar remittances
^m subsidiaries in England, Aus:ralia, New Zealand and India,
'ourth quarter earnings include the
:ompany's share of film rentals and
;arnings of such subsidiaries ap)licable to the first nine months of
L942 to the extent not previously
-eflected in earnings during that
period. During the first nine months
)f 1942 the company recorded such
•evenues only to the extent received
>r determined to be receivable in
iolkrs.
Fourth quarter earnings for the
:orresponding quarter of 1941 were
52,801,242,
not including
$255,000
representing the amount of dividends
received
by the company
and its
:onsolidated subsidiaries from nonconsolidated
subsidiaries
in excess
)f Paramount's direct and indirect
let interest in the combined earnngs of such subsidiaries
for the
quarter.
There were outstanding as of Jan.
I, 121,451 sh?res of cumulative convertible $100 par value first preferred
stock. After deducting $728,706 of
lividends accrued for the year on
;hese preferred shares, the remainng $13,796,294 of estimated com:
nned consolidated and share of undistributed earnings for the year
represent $4.70 per share on the 2,)33,717 shares of common stock outstanding on Jan. 2, last, which comoares with $3.41 per share for the
/ear ended Jan. 3, 1942. Computed
)n the same basis the estimated
combined consolidated and share of
undistributed earnings for the quarter ended Jan. 2, last represent $1.73
jer share on such common stock outstanding, which compares with $.94
~>er share for the corresponding quarter ended Jan. 3, 1942.

(Continued from Page 1)

ence collections are raising no objections", declared Barney Balaban,
national chairman, while Si Fabian,

Subject: Information
•

•

WAC

• THAT "draft" of typewriters is hitting the home offices finally
Warners is sending about 50 machines to do their bit for victory.

• Corp. Dave Golding. who left THE FILM DAILY'S news room to don
Army o.d.. has been assigned to the staff of the Stars and Stripes and
will work on its new North African edition. ... • Eli "Sugar" Sugarman, out of the Army on a surgeon's certificate of disability, has resigned
from Billboard as indoor editor and will take a war job for the duration.
• Renee Carroll. Sardi's hat check girl, is among the backers of Charles
Schnee's "Apology,"
Broadway-headed
Who
said, "Easy come.
easy go?". ... • That Academy award winner in the documentary division, "Kokoda Front Line," was virtually a one-man job by Australia's
ace war cameraman, Damien PaTer. ... • Red Cross mass meeting for
all managers in the met area set for March 16 has been shifted to the
18th instead
Barney Balaban, just back from the coast, will speak.
• The Writers' War Board will give "Hangman Also Die" the double-o
in UA's projection room tonight. . . • It's news when two cities contest for the world premiere of a short
That's why you're reading
here that Camden and Paterson, N. J., are bidding for the debut of
Para.'s Victory short, "The Aldrich Family Gets in the Scrap"
City collecting the most tin can salvage in the 30 days period ending
March 15 will be declared the winnah by Oscar Morgan
•

•

•

AVENGE

▼

▼

PEARL

HARBOR!

Payette P.A. for Red Cross
Film Unit in Washington
IVa'Hnpfon Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — John J. Payette,
Warners zone manager here, has
been named chairman of the motion
picture unit of the Red Cross war
fund's public relations committee.
Payette immediately named Carter
T. Barron, Loew's district manager,
to serve as co-chairmen, and Frank
La Fake, Warners publicity and advertising director, to serve as assistant chairman.
Other members of the committee
are Sam Wheeler, Twentieth CenMorris Horowitz Dead
tury-Fox branch manager; A. Julian
Miami, Fla. — Morris Horowitz, 73, Brylawski, president of the District
Dwner of movie houses in Chicago, of Columbia MPTO; Abe Lichtmen,
iied at his home in Miami Beach, president of Lichtman Theaters, and
svhe: e he has been for the past Nat Browne and Harry Lohmeyer/of
;hree months. He is survived by his Warner Bros.
mfe, Mrs. Dora Horowitz, and two
laughters.

Conn. Non-theatrical Bill
Withdrawn in the Senate

Jimmy

Durante
Margaret
Jess Smith

Lee

▼

Raymond Blank, Eldest
Son of A. H. Blank, Dies
(Continued from Page 1)

theaters division chairman, asserted, "a $10,000,000 total is not

beyond
range."
While the
there
have been drives with
11,000 and even 12,000 houses participating, indications now point to
at least 15,000 actually taking up
Red Cross audience collections.
C. C. Moskowitz, Loew circuit executive, predicted that the 143 Loew
theaters will at least double any
previous collection they ever made.
That group of houses hit $220,000
in the recent March of Dimes.
Maj. Leslie E. Thompson of RKO
Theaters made a simile r prediction
for his circuit at a meeting of New
York exhibitors planning for the
New York Red Cross drive.

Inventor of New Rubber
Tire Gets Industry Aid
(Continued from Page 1)

dena inventor, who has invented a
process whereby a solution made
from either gasoline or alcohol can
make tires from para or buna rubber.
After Jean failed to receive any
real encouragement in Washington,
Fox wrote Blumberg of his faith
in the invention and asked Blum-

will officiate at the rites in Dunn's
Funeral Home.
Deceased was executtive officer of
the Tri-States and Central States
corporation and also was serving as
ad-publicity director of Central
States.

berg to listen to Jean's story. Blumberg placed Universal studio's blacksmith and
carpenter
shopswere
at Jean's
disposal
and
steel vats
made
which Jean used in his experiments.
An abandoned tent served as Jean's
"plant." He made five tires, four
of which were driven on a Universal
His parents, in California on a light truck for nine months. Close
interested John B. Hawley, Minbusiness trip, returned yesterday.
neapolis industrialist
invention— and
Hawley in
hasJean's
invested

Tackson Park Trust Suit
Trial Set for June 7 in Chi.
Chicago — The Jackson Park Theater anti-trust case in which the
plaintiffs ask for $360,000 damages
from Paramount, RKO. M-G-M, Vitagraph, B & K and Warner circuit,
has been set for June 7. Trial will
be heard in the court of Federal

A Connecticut bill which would
Michael Igoe. Thomas Mchave permitted the presentation of Judge
Connell is the attorney for the
16 mm. and other non-theatrical
plaintiffs.
Spitz & Adcock represhows without having to comply with
sent the defendants.
the fire regulations has been withdrawn. Measure, which was introduced in the state Senate, called for
the unrestricted use of 16 mm. film Rites for Critic's Mother
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
in halls, clubs, etc., and, according
Washington — Most of Washingto some observers, might have creton's industry representatives were
ated a panic hazard.
Withdrawal of the bill came as on hand Monday morning to pay
their last respects to the mother of
welcome news to Connecticut exhibitors who saw a definite competitive Nelson B. Bell, veteran drama editor of the Washington Post,
source if the proposal had passed.

$250,000 to back the invention and
a plant is now being erected in
Southgate,
California.

Overflow Audience to
Hear "Socker" Coe Today
(Continued from Page 1)

ing of the Sales Executives Club.
Leaders in educational, religious and
industrial circles and prominent
members of local and national women's organizations will attend, as
well as presidents and executives
of the production, distribution and
exhibition branches of the industry.
Topic of Coe's speech will be the
work of the motion picture in the
war effort and its influence toward
improved morale at home and better understanding within the United
Nations. At the conclusion of the
meeting, Coe will meet informally
with representatives of the motion
picture industry.

IUSH

PLEDGe

FOR

RED CROSS

WEEK!

They're the biggest anywhere
so be smart and get the most
out of them! The only place
you can find them this big is..

OCk L. WarnCf/

Executive Producer
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Paramount lo Redeem
All First Preferred
(Continued from Page 1)

$100.67 a share. Currently outstanding', not including shares designated
for redemption on April 1, 1943, are
51,171,3632 shares of first preferred
stock including scrip.
Shares called for redemption on
'May 10, 1943 are convertible into
common stock, to and including April
26, 1943, at the rate of seven shares
of common for one share of first
preferred.
Paramount had previously called
for redemption on April 1, 1943, onehalf of its first preferred stock
amounting to 59,282 shares. These
shares are similarly convertible into
common stock, to and including
March 18, 1943, and to date 43,112
of these shares have been converted.

To Examine N. M. Schenck
In Pickwick Trust Action
(Continued from Page 1)

Inc., Fairfield Holding Corp. and
Greenfield, Inc. This was revealed
in New York Federal Court yesterday when Saul E. Rogers, attorney
for the plaintiffs, filed a motion to
take Schenck's deposition upon oral
examination. The suit, filed in April,
1941, names as defendants Loew's,
Inc., 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
RKO Radio Pictures, Vitagraph,
Inc., Paramount Film Distribution
Corp., Universal Film Exchanges,
Inc., Columbia Pictures Corp. and
United Artists Corp.
The defendants, it is alleged in
the complaint, conspired to prevent
Prefect, operators of the Pickwick
Theater, Greenwich, Conn., from obtaining timely release of feature
films. All parties to the action have
been invited to attend the examination of Schenck, who will appear
as an individual and as president
of Loew's.
Rogers said the trial was expected
to open early next month in Connecticut.

Disney's Amendment
Comes Up Tomorrow
Washington — House debate on the
Disney amendment which would permit salary increases up to $25,000
yearly after all income taxes were
paid and would permit larger salaries to remain as high as their
i Pearl Harbor level, is scheduled for
' tomorrow, with a light possibility
that it might be reached this afternoon. Debate is to be limited to
two hours.
/

Detroit Theaters
In Price Advance

COLORS!

TO THE

Harrisburg, Pa. — Graduates of the for induction here today. Both were
Army Air Forces Intelligence School students at RPI in Troy.
for officers here Saturday included
— • —
Lts. GILBERT ROLAND, ERIC
Y.— FRANK MURN.
RHODES and BURGESS MERESyracuse,
DITH.
State here
of
manager
PHY,
today for Army
for five years, leavesLoew's
— • —
Portsmouth, O. — The whole Jacobs service. Murphy, who will be sucfamily has enlisted in the armed
transR. O'Neill,
Vaughn
ceeded byfrom
0.,
Cleveland,
the State,
ferred
forces. PAUL JACOBS manager of
Warners' Columbia Theater has was feted at a testimonial attended
joined the army. His wife, RUTH, by 90 at the Hotel Syracuse. Charles
who was assistant manager at War- E. Kurtzman, of Boston, Loew's division manager, came on for the dinners' Lyric, has joined the WAACS.
— • —
— • —
HENRY LEWENTHAL of the ner.
Warner Bros, playdate department
of Columbia's
Latest
will be inducted into the Army on home
officemember
ad-publicity department
Thursday.
to leave for service is WOLLY (his
— • —
birth certificate reads "Walter TheoAlbany — Fabian divisional chief
dore") LOBEL, who was inducted
Lou Golding's twin sons, BERNARD into the Army on Friday, with orders
and CHARLES
GOLDING,
report to report for service on March 12.

Soviets Consider Film
Stars as Essential

Hearing Today on Ohio
Anti-Lottery Measure

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

service,
the Embassy
spokesman
said.
Decision that the maintenance of
cultural activities is essential to the
morale of both the fighting men and
civilians, followed closely the outbreak with Germany and several artists— including some who had volunteered for military service — were
sent back to the work for which they
were best suited. The various entertainment arts and other media of
expression are being exploited to
the full, said the spokesman, and
are tremendously important in the
Soviet war effort. But the men on
whom efficient use of these facilities
depend are not being used in combat. They are more valuable where
they are.
"Our soldiers love music, the theater, literature and the cinema," he
said. "Entertainers and motion picture shows are brought right up to
the men behind the lines."
Complete exclusion of actors from
military service is not believed the
story in the Soviet Union. Some
former actors have become soldiers
in the Red army and are still serving
there but the most popular stars,
and those most difficult to replace,
have been kept before the cameras.

prosecuted for operating Bank Night.
The measure provides for a fine
of not less than $500, nor more
than $2,500, or imprisonment of not
less than one year nor more than
three, or both, for violations.

Report Capra Interested
In an Army Newsreel
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Manpower Decision Due
Soon from White House
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Decision will be
made at the White House some time
this week, it is believed, on the manpower situation. There is no indication as to what the decision will be,
but observers here feel certain that
the new policy will be designed to
better relations of the executive with
the legislative branch.
For nearly two weeks the much
publicizedsisting"Super
War Cabinet"
conof presidential
intimates,
James F. Byrnes, Harry Hopkins,
Bernard Baruch, Justice Samuel
Rosenman and Admiral William D.
Leahy, has been studying the problem of how best to utilize available
manpower. There has been no
hint yet as to what line the group
has been veering toward.
With Congress up in arms over the
threatened shortage of farm labor,
approaching draft of fathers and
various other matters connected with
the manpower problem of Paul V.
MeNutt, head of the WMC, it seems
certain that the five-man group will
come forth with some flexible sort
of program designed both to appease
Congress and increase the efficiency
of manpower utilization. Whether
it would be possible to lay out such
a program is questionable, but political expediency demands that such
an attempt be made.

Hollywood — Col. Frank Capra was
not available for comment on a published report that he and Major
?
Emanuel Cohen of the Signal Corps
have been discussing establishment
of a newsreel to be of magazine type
and called "War in Review."
Purported plan is to issue reel
Cleveland — Just before leaving to
report for active duty in the army twice a month with possibility of it Allied Meeting in Philly
Philadelphia — Eastern Pennsylat Keesler Field, Miss., Sidney Arlen being made for general release, although the likelihood is that, if it today. vania Allied and the local Allied
of the Warner theater department
announced his engagement to Vera is produced, it will probably be is- Caravan Committee will meet here
sued solely for Army use.
Bernstein of this city.

WEDDING

BELLS

(Continued from Page 1)

two years, and is being followed by
practically all houses, except a few
standouts, where individual conditions govern. Public leader in£
move is United Detroit Theafvl..
controlling five first-runs and thereby the dominating factor in the local field.
Sporadic raises have been made
in recent months by individual
houses, such as the Mercury and the
Rainbo, but as individual exhibitors %
have agreed that a general price
boost, which would preserve the
existingferentprice
between
dif- I
classes ofmargin
runs, was
called for.
Pressure for a raise was strongest
in the neighborhood houses, which
have not shared in improved business the way the big downtown
houses have, except somewhat on
week-ends in many instances.
Rising film rentals, labor costs,
and general operating expenses have
been factors necessitating the rise,
independents generally have stated
in months of agitation for a raise
that preceded the move. Restraining- factor has been a prevailing patriotic sentiment that a raise should
not be tried until absolutely necessary, in order to avoid taking advantage of the industry's privilege
of operating without a price ceiling.

Film for Army and Navy
Only Through the WPB
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — An amendment to
Film Limitation
Order L-233,
announced this morning
by WPB,
makes it clear that the only way the
Army and Navy and other preferred
purchasers can obtain film or film
base is on schedules of production
and distribution approved by WPB.
Under a misrepresentation possible
because of the wording of the original order, some manufacturers believed that they were required to fill
Army and Navy orders from film
produced for civilian uses. This is
clarified in the new amendment.
There is no other change.

STORKS

Des Moines, la. — Russell Schoch,
movie critic on the Des Moines Register and Tribune and correspondent
for Box Office, is the father of twins, j
a boy and a girl.
Plymouth, N. H.— Sherburne R.
Graves, manager of the Plymouth
Theater, has announced an "added
She is a daughter, named Galen
attraction."
and
weighing 7% pounds, who was
born in the Plymouth Hospital.
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Warners Purchase
Four in Pa., N. J.
(Continued from Page 1)

ng 1,248, and the Circle, this city,
(eating 2,991.
Jersey house
is the 1,500-seat
"p^nley in Bridgeton.
Pittsburgh — Warners have added
mother theater in this territory to
;heir circuit, the Latonia Theater,
3il City, for many years operated
■yy Mike Marks, who built and owned
he deluxe.
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Riding Herd on the Hollywood JXetvs Range
West

Coast Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Day's news roundup: Lloyd Bacon leaves Warner's after 17'/2
years; Bacon, who purchased the remainder of his WB pact, will announce a
new studio affiliation shortly. . . . Two major studios are talking deals with
Sam Wood with a view to having him produce "Crail's Apothecary" on the
stage and then direct the screen version; Wood owns the Lupton Seymour
story. . . . Motion Picture Relief Fund will get 10 per cent of net profits above
$250,000 from Sol Lesser's "Stage Door Canteen" Harry Sherman has signed
Rod Cameron to a termer. . . . SAG's Class B members will meet next Sunday
night to discuss the Guild's wage demands for extras; James Cagney will
preside. . . . Dave Selznick has signed Gordon Oliver, New York leading man,
as an actor-director. . . . Mono, has set Jackie Cooper for "Ground Crew," to
be produced in May.
— WILK

Tennessee's Cooper
AppealStatus
fromUpKyser's
1-A
Draft
to President
To See "Tenn. Johnson"

Washington— Appeal from a local
board's draft classification of Kay
Kyser, the band leader, in 1-A has
been put up to President Roosevelt
Charlotte, N. C — The Stewart- by Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, director
of
Selective Service.
Everett Enterprises, owners of 20
or more theaters in this territory,
Appeal would give Kyser occupamnounce the purchase of the Oasis
tional deferment as a necessary man
heater in Wilson, from Mrs. Jane in an essential job due to his morale
Paradis.
building activities.

Stewart-Everett Circuit
Buys Oasis, Wilson, N. C.

Washington — -Screen actress Ruth
Hussey and Governor Prentice Cooper of Tennessee will be guests next
Thursday zt the special premiere
here of M-G-M's "Tennessee Johnson." Tennessee's Congressional
delegation and various other leaders
of Washington political and social
life will also be on hand for the performance at Loew's Palace.

A SCENE FROM AT DAWN
8BS

Training Women for
Theater Managers
(Continued from Page 1)

lotte under the direction of Jack
Austin, city manager for the five
Wilby-Kincey theaters.
Only four men in the Wilby-Kincey district of which Charlotte is the
center will not be affected by the
draft, Austin says, hence the necessity for having women ready to
take over managerial positions. Assisting in training women for their
potential duties are Eli Dreylinger,
R. D. Stallings, and Robert Street,
local theater managers.

Eastman Gives $75,000
To Red Cross War Fund
Rochester — The Eastman Kodak
Company here leads contributors to
the Red Cross War Fund with a gift
of $75,000.

WE

DIE
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*m JOHN CLEMENTS • GODFREY TEARLE • HUGH SINCLAIR • GRETA GYNT • JUDY KELLY
GEORGE

KING — Director • Original Story by DOROTHY

HOPE • Screen Play by ANATOLE de GRUNWALD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

• Script by KATHERINE STRUEBY

BUY U. S. WAR
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WHAT'S COOKIN'?
BOX OFFICE CAKE!

You may think your box office is fairly healthy... the line is there — well maybe not such a
long line... the ticket machine is clucking like a contented hen— well, part time anyway
— "Cluck, cluck, cluck!" (Long silence.) . . . and you are sitting pretty with your slice of the
local amusement dollar — well maybe not such a big slice. Hist! How about a change of
diet — f rinstance — Cake!
For when box offices get off their feed . . . they just can't hold any extra dollars on their
stomachs . . . They belch and blurp and blow . . . and do a lot of other impolite things . . .
gangrene finally sets in ... so do the creditors.
It takes no Einstein
champ money-getter
knew it was there .
bought out of the

to deduce . . . that if you had Hollywood's sure-enough, all-time,
on your screen . . . and only a small fraction of your potential patrons
. . there'd be no new mink coat
proceeds, for Momma.

But with a beautiful, gaily-colored, lovely-lighted sign
display in that lobby . . . and good, fool-proof, showselling ad wallops hung all over that front... and on
that marquee . . . and on that screen . . . and all over
town . . . That's cake . .
mouths water for it...
a certain flow in their
flush... a flood of that

. box office cake . . . box office
and they should... It produces
digestive tracts ... A flow ... a
stuff that leaves the theatre...

between the pages of bankbooks,

in bags, in bales,

in armored cars . . . That's why it's called "Box office
cake" ... It stops bellyaches.
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METRO-KORDA MERGEJRITISH PRODUCTION
Coe Sees War Bringing New Era for U. S. Screen
Film Theater Envisioned
As Natural Asset to All
Business by MPPDA Exec.
By AL STEEN

Associate Editor, THE FILM DAILY
A new era for the American motion picture screen as the result of
the war was predicted yesterday by
Charles Francis Coe, vice-president
and general counsel of the MPPDA,
in an address before the Sales Executives Club at the Hotel Roosevelt.
"Socker" Coe was introduced by Dr.
Harry Woodburn Chase, chancellor
of New York University.
Coe declared that "nothing constructive which sight, sound and
color can portrey for recreation and
(Continued on Page 8)

Confidential Matter
For "Navy Newsreel"
Wa<Kna*nn

Bu-eau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A good deal of confidential material will probably be
used in whet has been termed the
Navy "Newsreel," Lt. Comdr. A.
Donald Fraser, assistant director of
photography for the Navy's Bureau
of Aeronautics, told The Film Daily
yesterday.
Terming the word "newsreel" an
(Continued on Page 7)

Zevin's
Trial Postponed
Due to Racketeer
Probe

Exhibitor and Distributor Leaders Endorse
Coe's Plan for Industry Public Relations
Exhibitors and distributors yesterday wholeheartedly endorsed the public
relations program mapped out for the industry by Charles Francis Coe. Endorsement followed the Sales Executives Club's luncheon at the Roosevelt Hotel
where the MPPDA vice-president and general counsel addressed 859 guests in
the grand ballroom.
Industry representatives met with Coe after the luncheon and heard him
outline his plan for closer public relations with the public. It was the consensus of those present that addresses similar, if not identical, with the one
he had just delivered could do much to give the public a better understanding
of the motion picture business in other cities.

Ticket Tax, Censor
Bills in New Mexico

Sees Betterment
In Talent Manpower

Santa Fe, N. M.— With the fate
of four industry measures hanging
in the balance, the State Legislature reconvenes here Friday to clean
up the legislative calendar.
One measure would place a three
cent
sions. tax on each 25 cents of admisA censorship bill would provide
for three censors at $8 a day, this
to be paid out of a charge of $5 for
looking at each 1,200 feet of film.
A third bill would legalize gift

Washington

(Continued on Page 6)
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Washington — The meetings of the
film manufacturers and producerTrial of Isadore Zevin, former distributor industry advisory committees with the WPB motion picbookkeeper for George E. Browne,
ture section, scheduled for next Monex-president of the IATSE, was adday and Tuesday
respectively, have
journed yesterday until March 30 by
(Continued on Page 8)
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard.
(Continued on Page 8)

Downs Nazi Planes,
Awarded Air Medal
Chicago — The Army's new Air
Medal has been awarded to Richard
K. Wirt, formerly of B & K's
1E.X Varsity Theater, Evanston, as
p-5 a result of his feat in shooting down two German planes
in a recent Army Air Force sweep
over Germany.
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Hollywood — Merger of the British
production interests of Loew's (Metro) End Sir Alexander Korda,
m a n chairand
rector
of
managing diA 1 e x a n der
Korda
Film
Productions,
Ltd., andFilmof
London
Productions,
Ltd., was nounced
an-here
yesterday.
t i a 1 i t ies of
the
The merger
potenmissed
by
not
to be

Washington— Lowell Mellett, OWI
motion picture chief, looks for genSIR ALEXANDER
KORDA
eral betterment in the talent manpower situation, he told The Film the trade, the formal statement said
(Continued on Page 6)
Daily last night, although he is unwilling to forecast, just what may
be done to assure the industry of the
services of the majority of male actors needed in o"der to produce topflight pictures. Mellett made it plain
that he feels very optimistic about
the future.
Something will be worked out soon

Col. Pk to Sponsor
Air Show for 8 Weeks

(Continued on Page 2)

Tndustry Meeting With
WPB Postponed a Week
Washington

Bureau

Sir Alexander Returning
To London in Month; Sets
Plans at Coast Parleys

Indianapolis Salesmen
Protest "Gas" Favoritism
Indianapolis — Charging discrimination, film slesmen working out of
local
exchanges
are some
"up in
arms"
over the fact that
exchange
employes who have no use for their
automobiles(Continued
have onbeen
"C"
Page issued
2)

Films as Absenteeism

"Cure"

Midnight Shows Proposed by Newark CIO
Newark, N. J. — Midnight mati,PRC to Hold Two Parleys
nees in the downtown first-run
houses, for swing-shift war plant
On 'Corregidor' Campaign workers,
as a means of allevifting
Arthur Greenblfttt, PRC's vicepresident in charge of sales, will hold
a series of regional sales meetings
with franchise holders for the purpose of (Continued
co-ordinating
on Page the
8) nation-

absenteeism, will be recommended to
theater operators here, the result
of a conference between members of
the Newark Defense Council's Recreation
Committee,on union
(Contitiued
Page 6) and Gov-

An intensive eight weeks' radio
campaign in which broadcasts will
be sponsored by the picture itself
will be employed
by Columbia in
(Continued on Page 8)

Filmdom Strongly Backs
Big Humanitarian Rally
Film industry leaders last night
were numerically and co-operatively
prominent (Continued
among scores
of national
on Page 2)

Film Space Not Cut
In Boston's Dailies
Boston — The Hub's newspapers
have not thus far cut down on
space allotted to motion picture theaters, although they have cut in every
other department. Fewer cuts are
being used but press material is
still fully used.
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to the satisfaction of the three
oarties most interested, he said —
'he armed forces, the motion picture
industry and the motion picture public. Although he would not indicate
the lines of the arrangement he f o: e^ees, he did make it plain that he
expects something quite satisfactory
to be arrived at.
Mellett is known to have discussed the
matter with both Army and Navy officials,
^ut he is not willing to discuss these conversations in detail.
It was revealed yesterday that OWI Motion
Picture Chief Elmer Davis had interceded

'n behalf of Kay Kyser, band leader and
star of screen and radio, who was classified
I -A by his local draft board. This action
by OWI was taken four months ago, it was
revealed by Davis' office and was not the
first such action to be taken.
Kyser was a member of the radio advisory
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD.
Calif.—
council
of the OWI, formed of the 25 most
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
popular radio stars to consult with the OWI
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H
Older. 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
on radio programs. The agency has interceded on draft matters for eight of these
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
25 stars, although it has had to forego inRenter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
'ercession, since the executive order two
months ago banned- draft exemption
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
for Federal employes. Among the eight
214. HONOLULU
— Eileen O'Brien.
were Edmr Bergen, Red Skelton, Bob Hope.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck.
Nelson Eddy, Lanny Ross and Kyser, all
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
known for their screen work as well as for
Marco-Aurelio Galindo. Apartado 8817, Mexthe;r
radio
shows.
ico, D. F.
Reason for the intercession was, as Acting
Chief Douglas Meservey of the OWI radio
bureau put it, that "we can't get our Government messages before the people of the United
States unless we allow them their favorite
entertainers." Meservey says it was recognized that the value of these men behind
l"ya4 micronhone
was manv times that they would
have behind a gun. He added that unfortun(Tuesday, Mar.
9)
ate publicity at about the time of Pearl
Harbor was the main reason the same
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
pracH/4
tice was not followed for film stars.
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Warners File a Denial
In Ethel Levev's Action
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9 Directors, Writers
On Metro's "Marines"
West Coast Bur.. THE
Hollywood — Metro

FILM

DAILY

is joining the

roster of studios with episodic features employing multiple directors
and writers. Vehicle will be "Nine
Marines," Robert Hopkins original,
which tells the thoughts of nine
devil dogs assigned to hold a pass
at the cost of their lives. Edwin
Knopf will produce. Nine writers
and
him. as many directors will work with

Filmdom Strongly Backs
Big Humanitarian Rally
(Continued from Page 1)

dignitaries at the huge "We Will
Never Die" Mass Memorial, dedicated to the 2,000,000 Jewish dead
of Europe, held last night in Madison
Sq. Garden.
The memorial service, co-chairmen of whose rally committee were
Ben Hecht and Billy Rose, put forth
three salient suggestions: (1) Why
not appoint an inter-governmental
commission of military experts to
determine a realistic and stern policy
of action to stop the wholes?le
slaughter of European Jewry?; (2)
Why not give a chance to all those
who escaped Hitler Europe to form
a Jewish Army of stateless and Palestinian Jews, including Commando
squadrons which will raid deep into
Germany, and Eagle air squadrons
for reteliatory bombing of Germany?; and (3) Why not accept any
offer of the Axis satellites to transfer Jews such as come from Roumanian and Bulgarian governments, as
well as initiate any possible transfer
of Jews from Hitler-dominated counto Palestine or to any temporarytriesrefuge?

FRANCIS L. HARLEY, managing director foi
20th-Fox in England, who has been in the
states for the past couple of months, will return to his post in the next week or so.
MAX
YOUNCSTEIN,
executive
20th-Fox's
ad-publicity
boss, Hal
himself to the Coast on Monday.
MARIE

VAN

SLYKE

assist
Home,

to
.1

has arrived on the Coast

from New York to join Richard Condon's recently organized exploitation department at the
20th-Fox studio. JESSE LANDAU will follow tomorrow.
SPYROS SKOURAS, 20th-Fox prexy, is ex
leered to leave this week for a rest in Havana,
He'll be gene several weeks.
FRED METZLER, 20th-Fox studio treasurer,
has returned to the Coast after conference:
at the home
office.
NORMAN J. AYERS, New England district
manager for Warner Bros., is in Albany conferring with Jules Lapidus and Arthur Sachson
From Albany the party will proceed to Buffalo,
thence to Boston.
E. T. (PECK) GOMERSALL, Universale Western sales manager, was in Minneapolis yesterday. He'll be in Omaha
tomorrow.
TERRY TURNER has hit the road again in
RKO's exploitation campaign for "Hitler's Children." He will wind up his trip at the studio.
PAUL HENREID, arrives in New York on Friday for his first New York visit since his Hollywood film debut.
PAUL GRAETZ, producer of "The Heart of
a Nation," left for Washington last night.
GIL GOLDEN of the Warner advertising stafl
returns today from Washington.

Metro
GetsAdded
"Hangman";
Shooting
Scenes
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Metro, acquiring distribution rights to Seymour Nebenzahl's indie production, "The Hangman," is shooting additional scenes
with several new "name" players
added to the cast. The story of
Lidice, it was scripted by Emil
Ludwig and Labrecht Joseph. Director Douglas Sirk is filming the
Manv of America's military and
legislative leaders, embracing all re- added scenes. -Group of Metro starligious beliefs, have signed the Proc- of reprisal.
lets will appear as German victims
lamation On the Moral Rights Of
Stateless and Palestinian Jews.:
Some 30 U. S. Senators are. among; Grace George Will Make
the signers.

Indianapolis Salesmen
Protest "Gas" Favoritism
(Continued from Page 1)

cards, while the majority of salesmen have
to be content with "A"
and "B"
cards.

Screen Bow With Cagney
'Vest

Coast

Bureau
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Hollywood — Grace George, long a
legit, star, will finally make her
screen debut in James Cagney's
first pic for United Artists, "McCloud's Folly," it was announced
yesterday. Actress, in private life
Mrs. William A. Brady, has recently

tprdav. denied having portrayed
Ethel Levey, actress and former wife
"Comedy" Tops "My Gal"
"f the late Georsre M. Cohan, in the
"The Human Comedy" in its first
"Yankee Doodle Dondy." The
full week at the Astor Theater broke film
company asked
that the $500,00
rll receipts records for an M-G-M, action be dismissed. The plaintiff0
picture to play at the house. The who was married to Cohan from.
previous mark was set by "For Me 1899 to 1907, claimed that her rights
and My Gal" in the first week of its to nrivacy had been violated.
Warner Bros, admitted that in the
run, last October. The new film,
which stars Mickey Rooney, con- film the mother, father and sister of
tinues to play to capacity audiences, Cohan were impersonated.
with frequent lockouts.

A few salesmen have "C" cards,
but the
vast majority are unable to
get more gasoline than their cards been touring in "Spring Again." Picwill permit. As a result, coverage goes
month.into production here late this
of their territories is limited.
Most film salesmen have given up
hope for additional gasoline. Even
the film exchange district appears to
be a deserted village with only an
occasional exhibitor seen at the
booker's desks.

King Heads Warner Club
Philadelphia — Jay King, Yorktown
theater manager, has been elected
president of the local Warner Club
to succeed Al Zimbalist who recently
left the employ of the company.

Chicago — Film salesmen here are
protesting against discrimination in
the granting of gasoline rationing
cards. Many of them have "B" cards
but very few have been given the
needed "C" cards.

WE to Pay 50 Cents

At a meeting of Western Electric
directors yesterday a dividend of 50
cents per share on its common stock
was declared, payable on March 31.
to stock of record at the close of
business on March 25.

A SALUTE TO THE
EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA!
At this moment, as the results of the March of Dimes drive pour in,
I wish it were possible for me to shake the hand of every exhibitor and
theatre worker who participated in this grand effort. I would like to thank
and congratulate each of you personally on the splendid job you've done.
While the returns are not all in, indications are that the total collected
may exceed that of last year — a remarkably fine showing.
And such a result could only have been attained through the generous,
earnest work of exhibitors throughout the country.
As chairman of the national committee and on behalf of my associates,
1 thank you exhibitors of America from the bottom of my heart. Again
you have reflected credit upon our entire industry.
You did the work; you produced the results; to you goes that satisfaction which comes from helping those who need help.
The National Foundation For Infantile Paralysis asks me to extend its
deep gratitude.
And, through Mr. Basil O'Connor, I have the privilege of conveying
to you — each and everyone of you — the deep, personal appreciation of
President Roosevelt, sponsor of this fine charity.
Please hurry your final accounting to your state chairman, so we may
complete the job and tender the final checks as quickly as possible. The
total will be announced when the certified accountants have completed
their work.

NICHOLAS
THANKS

M. SCHENCK

National Chairman, Motion Picture
Committee 1943 March of Dimes

TO ALL!''
P. S. — And now let's all work together again for
the success of the Red Cross Drive.

OPEN UP THAT GOLDEN GATE!
SHOWMEN, HERE IT COMES!

Hot

<*

Technicolor
with

LAIRD CREGAR • JUNE HAVOC
WARD BOND • AUBREY MATHER
Directed by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE
Produced by MILTON SPERLING, 1st Lt., U.S.M.C.R.
Screen Play by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan and Richard Macauley

2o

Lyrics and Music "You'll Never Know" by Mack Gordon and Harry Warren
Musical Sequences: Dances Staged by Val Raset • Costumes Designed by Helen Rose
Supervised by Fanchon

Hr

century-fox pomm*.

/
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Absenteeism Cure
Seen in Pix Shows

Metro-Korda Merge
British Production

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

that "hereafter, they will be associated in making outstanding films
in Great Britain."
Sir Alexander is now at the Culver
City studios conferring with Louis
B. Mayer and other production executives. He will leave for London
within a month. Prior to his departure, plans will be finalized for
the first pictures to be put into production under the new setup.
The deal is for several years and
Korda will be in personal charge of
production. No details are available
as to number of pictures to be made
a year or as to the total number of
pictures involved in the agreement.
Korda at present has no pkns to
make any pictures in the United
States at a later date.
No definite plans have been made
for the first pictures to be produced
there but some decision will be made
before Korda leaves for England.
Ko:da still retains his owner
shares in United Artists and has
the privilege of using that releasing
medium if and when he resumes production on his own.
Executives of United Artists in
New York last night had no comment to make upon the affiliation in
England of Sir Alexander Korda
with Metro.

Ticket Tax, Censor
Bills in New Mexico

Industry Coe-operation
• • • THERE was no misunderstanding as to the overwhelming
merits of the American motion picture industry at a few minutes after
yesterday, when Charles Francis "Socker" Coe, vice-prexy and
counsel of MPPDA, finished his vigorous and informative speech,
the Sales Executives Club, while 859 pairs of vigorous
sent forth a salvo of applause
In fact the only misunderstanding of the whole event, as far as Phil M. is aware, outcropped
about soup-service time when a biz exec, walked into the packed Ballroom of the Hotel Roosevelt (venue of the function), looked up at the

2 p.m.
general
before
hands

big banner over the. dais, eyed the letters "S.E.C." thereon, and remarked: "They even have his initials up there. Socker E. Coe, — but
what's the E stand for?"
To which a guest shot back. "That's Coe's
Navy award!"
T
T
T
• •
• IN more than featured speech was this a colorful affair
Here was a wartime get-together held in the hostelry named
for the first President Roosevelt— "T. R."—who in World War I declared, "We stand at Armageddon"
Yesterday, too, America stood,
and still stands, at the eve of great battle
Appropriately, Coe's
remarks dealt chiefly with the superb service extended to the war's
successful prosecution by filmdom and its films, in order that the
impending decisive engagements, and all to date, may bring Victory
to Freedom's banners
So forceful and direct were the facts presented by Coe that not a single word was "over the heads" of the assembled folks, the speaker being on the Ballroom balcony
•

•

Dr. Paul H. Nystrom,

nights, but would give 20 per cent
of the prize to the state.
The fourth bill proposes a wagehour law for women and minors.

Howard E. Broach Dead

Jack Cohn. Jules Brulatour, Louis Nizer, Charles E. "Chick" Lewis. Earle
W. Hammons, George Dembow, Reginald Cleveland, Vernon Brooks.

Maplewood, N. J. — Howard E.
Broach, manager for many years at
the Maplewood Theater, here, died
at his Holland, N. Y. home.

Norton V. Richey. Alice Throckmorton. John J. O'Connor, Daniel E. Provost,
Mme. Yolanda Mero-Irion. Stanleigh P. Friedman, Rev. John J. McClafferty, Colvin Brown, O. Henry Briggs, William Formby, Abel Green, and
Rabbi David DeSola Poole
T
T
▼

Patriotic Pressure
QuicHens Blood Flow
During the first three weeks of
local film theaters' drive for blood
donors under Red Cross aegis (about
eight houses become donor stations
weekly), 3,723 donors have signed
up and 75 per cent actually go
through and give their blood, — a very
high average. So far, Loew's Lexington, in Manhattan's "blue-blood
zone,'" is tops with 528 in one week.
Pitkin, Brooklyn and Paradise, Bronx,
are next with 250 to 300 each. RKO
58th St. registered far above 200
last week. So enthusiastic were
Loew's 83rd St. patron-recruits that
blood donor "enlistments" were held
over for a second week.

• • • ASIDE from the dais-ites, many other cinema bigwigs,
top flight educators, prominent industrialists, journalists, etc., attended It was a field day for nooze photographers
The doin's
were also covered by newsreel camera crews
Every major and
leading indie company was heavily represented, as were MPPDA, National Board of Review, Sales Executives Club members, American
Library Association, Museum of Modern Art Film Library, realm of
radio, East Coast Previewing Committee, East Coast Public Relations
Committee, WAC, Teaching Film Custodians, International Federation of Catholic Alumnae, and civic groups
The biggest surprise of the day was evidenced on the visage of Paramount's Bob Gillham when he sat down in the Hotel Roosevelt to find himself and his
Para, constituents . at Table 44 (which may or may not have some
fourth term significance for our current Chief Executive)
T
T
T
•

■

•

T
▼
▼
AND what a dais array it was!:

SEC's president, and luncheon's chairman; Dr. Harry Woodbum Chase,
Chancellor, New York University, who introduced Coe; Will H. Hays,
Nicholas M. Schenck. Francis S. Harmon, Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, Mrs.
Guy P. Gannett. Adolph Zukor. K. N. Merritt, Rt. Rev. Henry St. George
Tucker, Dr. George F. Zook. Harry Brandt, Irving Dollinger. Dr. George N.
Shuster. Thomas J. Watson, Spyros Skouras, N. Peter Rathvon, Mrs.
James F. Looram, Mrs. Volney Taylor, Jack Alicoate, Dr. Everett R.
Clinchy, Si Fabian, George J. Schaefer, Paul West, Clifton D. Jackson,

(Continued from Page 1)
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•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!......

ernment
officials
and office.
factory he^""«.
held
in the
Mayor's
P
Kate Heck, representing CIO employes, won unanimous approval of
the midnight show idea by convincing the conferees that fatigue end
lack of recreation for the late shift
workers, rather than drunkenness, is
the real cause of absenteeism.
Mayor Vincent J. Murphy, secretary of the AF of L, supporting this
view, pointed out that some workers
put in 10 and more hours a day, six
and seven days a week "and get to
the point where they just have to
take
a day offto for
some diversion."
In addition
recommending
the
opening of theaters, the Mayor
promised thesiderationCity
for theCommission's
opening of conthe
city pools to workers, at midnight,
through the entire week.
Local managers, questioned by The
Film Daily expressed a desire to
co-operate but agreed, too, that the
question was one for considerable
deliberation.

Film Shortage Cuts
Argentina Prints
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail —
Passed by Censor) — Raw stock shortage here has forced Argentina producers to reduce the number of
prints on each picture. It is no
longer possible to show a picture
simultaneously in up to 50 theaters,
10 theaters being the maximum now.

M-G-M Changes Screening
Dates; "Wardens" Next
M-G-M will tradeshow "Air Raid
Wardens," starring Laurel and
Hardy, in most exchange centers on
April 17 and in the following cities
on March 16: Boston, Chicago, Denver, Kansas City, New .York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland and St.
Louis. Trade shows of "DuBarry
Was a Lady" and "Pilot No. 5," originally scheduled for these days, have
been postponed.

Cregory
Lowell

LaCava
Calvert

Stuart Holmes
Floyd E. Stone

•
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Confidential Matter
rr

For "Navy Newsreel
(.Continued from Page 1)

unfortunate misnomer, Comdr. Frat said the project is designed to
prwide naval units with tactical information. Itis "to disseminate pictorially what the rest of the fleet is
loing," he explained, adding that he
felt it will be of tremendous aid to
naval leaders in foreign service in
planning strategy.
"In the words of Confucius," he
idded, "one picture is worth 10,000
words.
We want to show our men
I through pictures how problems are
net, because we've found that they
;frequently do not read through voluminous reports and other printed
material."
In order to do the job
adequately, Comdr.
Fraser pointed
[put, it will be necessary to use much
(material of a confidential nature—
[material that will not be available
ho the general public.
; Camdr. Fraser referred to a meetf.ng last week with Francis A. Har-

reviews of new turns
"The Moon Is Down

a

with Cedric Hardwicke, Henry Travers,
Dorris Bowdon
20th -Fox
90 Mins.
STEINBECK STORY IS TURNED INTO
SOCK DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT DESTINED FOR SOLID GROSSES.

Sobert D. Lively Dead
The body of Robert D. Lively,
scenarist who was working as a
•vriter at the Army Signal Corps
3hotographic Center in Astoria at
he time of his death, has been dolated to medical science in accordance with his wishes. The writer
lied suddenly on Thursday at 38 in
lis apartment at the Mansfield Ho-

K

Phase of the "Moon"
Tomorrow Is Unique
The celestial pic biz, which deals
in stars and astronomical sums, will
get something new tomorrow night,
right after the home office showing
by 20rh-Fox of "The Moon Is
Down." Notables attending the
screening will get right up from their
projection room seats, advance to
WINS microphones (from 10:30 to
11 p.m.) and tell listeners just what
they think of the film version of the
Steinbeck opus.

a

German officer, E. J. Ballantine as the
ouisling who makes the invasion possible.

Oi-her f'ne performances are forthcoming
from Margaret Wvcherly. William Post, Jr.,
Henry Rowland, Hans Schumm, to name
but a handful.
"The Moon Is Down" boosts Irving Pichel's
standing as a director considerably. That
the characters behave like real people
is due largely to the firm direction. Arthur
Miller's photography is tops. Johnson produced.
CAST: Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Henry Travers, Lee J. Cobb, Dorris Bowdon Margaret
Wycherly, Peter Van Eyck, William Post,
Jr., Henry Rowland, E. J. Ballantine, Violette
Wilson, Hans Schumm, Ernest Dorian, John
Banner, Helene Thimig, Ian Wolfe, Kurt.
Kreuger, Jeff Corey, Louis Arco, Ernst
Hausman, Charles McGraw, Trevor Bardette,
John Mylong, Otto Reichow, Sven Hugo
Borg, Dorothy Peterson.
CREDITS: Producer, Nunnally Johnson;
Director, Irving Pichel; Screenplay. Nunnally
Johnson; Based on novel and play by John
Steinbeck; Cameraman, Arthur Miller; Art
Directors, James Basevi, Maurice Ransford;
F Im Editor, Louis Loeffler; Special Effects,
Fred Sersen.
DIRECTION,
Swell.

Swell.

PHOTOGRAPHY,
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Buckskin Frontier"

with Richard Dix and Jane Wyatt
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Harry Sherman-U.A.
74 Mins.
EXCELLENT ACTING, INTERESTING
STORY AND
SUFFICIENT ACTION
BLENDED
NEATLY.

For sheer dramatic power "The Moon Is
Excellent acting is one of the highlights
Down" is second to no film that has come
out of this war. All the magic of the screen of Harry Sherman's latest offering for United
Artists. In addition, it has sufficient action,
art has been called into service to make
an interesting story and splendid photogthe film transcription of the John Steinnotch. raphy. Lesley Selander's direction is topbeck novel and play smashing entertainment certain to win heavy public support.
Stalwart Richard Dix, giving his usual
It is a second triumoh to be chalked up
by 20th-Fox with a Steinbeck yarn. The performance, and capable Jane Wyatt head
the cast. Others who do good work are
other, it will be remembered, was "The Albert Dekker, Lee J. Cobb, Victor Jory,
Grapes of Wrath." It is interesting to note Lola Lane, Max Baer, Joe Sawyer, Harry
that Nunnally Johnson did the screen treatAllen, Francis McDonald and George Reeves.
ments in both cases. "The Moon Is
Dix is sent West to build a cut-off for
Down" is as sat'sfying a job of screen
the Missouri Central railroad. He finds inwriting as was Johnson's transfer of "The
stant opposition from Lee J. Cobb, who
Grape of Wrath" from book to celluloid.
The story, tense and forceful, has been started his freighting line in 1842 and who
grippingly told, building to a climax that is a deathly foe of railroads.
holds you breathless. There are individual
Albert Dekker, who is one of Cobb's
scenes brilliantly devised and moments that
assistants and who is in love with Cobb's
daughter,
Jane Wyatt, warns Dix to keep
tear at one's heart.
The scene is a Norwegian village occupied
out of Cobb's domain. Dix, who has also
by the Germans in a lightning thrust. The fallen in love with Jane, brooks no opposiobjective is a valuable iron mine. The
tion and finds Dekker an honest foe.
plot has to do with the Nazis' efforts to
Cobb, determined to thwart Dix, instructs
have the men work the mine for Germany's
gain. Sabotage and physical violence against Victor Jory to stop Dix's construction work.;
Jory has Joe Sawyer and some plug-uglies
the conquerors prompts the Nazis to take attack Dix in a street fight. However,
stern measures aga'nst the people. But even Dekker and Baer come to Dix's aid with
that doesn't stop the villagers from haras- their ready fists.
sing the Gsrmans at every turn and at every
In a final showdown, when Jory and his
opportunity. The film closes with the mine's men use gunfire to try to drive Dix and
being blown up just as a group of hostages

j'non,
leader,
which allow
Harmon
soughtWAC
to have
theinNavy
the
i commercial newsreels to supply material for the project, with makeup
mder Navy direction, and said HarI mon was told that the commercial
Ireels could not obtain most of the
[ material that the Navy hopes to use.
What film does not come from Navy:
sources will be obtained from OWI — [
usually from the United Newsreel.
The print order will be kept to headed by the mayor mounts the scaffold.
While the cast has no great marquee
i minimum, Comdr. Fraser said, referring to complaints that the proj- value, it is a superb aggregation indeed.
ect requires too much film. He Everv role is acted to the hilt with several
Dromised wide redistribution wher- vividly limned characterizations. Among
ever possible, and said he thought them are those of Sir Cedric Hardwicke as
German commander, Henry Travers as
•eports that he planned 300 p: ints the
the mayor, Lee J. Cobb as his bosom friend,
"or each edition were unfounded. No
inal print figure has been arrived Darris Bowdon as a Nazi-created widow,
Peter Van Evck as a wearv and love-starved
it, he said.

. *
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his construction crew out of Cobb's territory, Cobb at last convinced he cannot halt
progress, rides to Dix's rescue.
Norman Houston supplied an excellent:
screenplay, based on a story by Harry Sinclair Drago. Bernard Schubert contributed
additional dialogue. Lewis J. Rachmil functioned as associate producer. Russell Harlan
raphy.responsible for the high-grade photogwas
CAST: Richard Dix, Jane Wyatt, Albert
Dekker, Lee J. Cobb, Victor Jory, Lola
Lane, Max Baer, Joe Sawyer, Harry Allen,
Francis McDonald, George Reeves, Bill
Nestell.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Associate Producer, Lewis J. Rachmil; Director,
Lesley Selander; Author, Harry Sinclair
Drago; Screenplay, Norman Houston; Added
dialog, Bernard Schubert; Cameraman, Russell Harlan; Art Director, Ralph Berger;
Editor, Sherman A. Rose; Associate, Carrol
Lewis; Musical Score by Victor Young.
DIRECTION, Top-notch. PHOTOGRAPHY,
High-grade.

100% Bookings for Tax Reel
The WAC yesterday reported "absolute distribution" for the Donald
Duck tax reel, "The Spirit of '43,"
with approximately 6,000 theaters
showing the subject since its Feb. 4
release.
Metro Annexes Cugat
Xavier Cugat has been signed to
a long-term contract with M-G-M.
He will receive his first assignment
after completing his present engagement at the Waldorf-Astoria.

in a picture as big
as its mighty setting— filled with
action,
and song!laughter

(

and SMILEY BURNETTEm

IDAHO

with BOB NOLAN AND
THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS
VIRGINIA GREY • HARRY J. SHANNON
ONA MUNSON • DICK PURCEU and
THE ROBERT MITCHELL BOVCHOIR
Associate Producer-Director JOSEPH KANE
Original screen
play by
ROY CHANSIOR
anil OLIVE
COOPER
BUV WAR
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AND STAMPS
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Coe Sees Hew Era
For Pix Through War
{Continued from Page 1)

morale, for military training and for
every fighting front is being neglected on the screen." It is a comparatively simple thing to measure
the impact of the motion picture on
For color report of the Sales
Executives Club luncheon at
which "Socker" Coe spoke, turn
to Along the Rialto, page 6.
the public, Coe said, but what appears to have been unmeasured is
the impact of the public upon motion
pictures.
Screen Gets Quick Reaction
Public acceptance, public opinion
End public demand react more quickly to the screen than to any other
medium of expression, Coe told the
859 listeners who attended the luncheon, adding that those who lay
down their money at the box-office
are the supreme indication. "They
react," he said. "Either they react
favorably or we pay the piper. Everyone associated with films, from the
writing of the script to the projection of the picture, must be profoundly influenced by the favor or
failure which his offering meets at
this bar of justice."
The adolescents of a few years
ago are now on the fighting fronts,
Coe said, and they learned about
nature of the enemy, "his venomous
ambition and his evil strength"
largely from motion pictures. And
what the films are learning from
them is that we, as a people, can
take it, not merely dish it out. Each
made to the other an invaluable
contribution."
Today, Coe said, the free peoples
of the world are rediscovering each
other on the screen and "we of the
movies are learning that the process
is by no means displeasing to the
public at home." Coe pointed out
how motion pictures are being honored by educators and teachers as
never before. The wealth of inspirational, educational and historical
material included in the vast flow of
our entertainment product is avidly
greeted by the wise educator, he
said, and explained that quite properly "the public
had to take before
it, in
the form
of entertainment

THEATER
FIRES

^»

gjfffW
F & Hi's "King" Arthur Has a Small Army
Of Related, Fighting Knights in Service
St. Louis — Harry C. Arthur, Jr., has a great number of general reasons why
the war should be won as quickly as possible. And here are a number of
"personal reasons": (1) His son, Harry C. Arthur, III, age 23, is in training
at Pensacola for commission as a lieutenant in the U. S. Marine Air Corps; (2)
another son, Thomas G. Arthur, 22, training as a bomber navigator in Monroe,
La.; (3) a nephew, James T. Rounds of Sacramento, Calif., is at St. Angelo
about to be a full-fledged bombardier; (4) another nephew, James J. Doyle,
a first lieutenant, is at Santa Anita Proving Grounds; (5) a third nephew,
Jerome D. Doyle, is with the Air Corps at Fort Dix; (6) still another, Edward
W. Hunt, is a Navy Air Corps cadet, due to be an ensign soon; (7) a fifth
nephew, Walter Treanor, student at Principia College, goes into active service
in May as a Naval Reserve midshipman; and (8) Eddie B. Arthur, Harry's brother
and F & M's assistant general manager, expects early call by Volunteer Officers
Candidate School. Incidentally, a niece, Gladys E. Hunt, is a riveter in the
Douglas Aircraft plant at Long Beach, Calif.

PRC to Hold Two Parleys Columbia Will Sponsor
On 'Corregidor' Campaign Air Show for Eight Weeks
(.Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

wide
for "Corregidor."
Firstcampaign
of the sessions
will be held
at the Edison Hotel in New York
on Saturday when the sales representatives from Albany, Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Charlotte, New Haven, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington and Toronto will
attend. Leo McCarthy, assistant
general sales manager, is expected
from the Coast for the parleys.
Second meeting will be held in
Chicago on March 20 with representatives of Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Kansas City,
Little Rock, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Omaha, San Francisco,
Seattle and St. Louis.
The most ambitious advertising
and exploitation campaign undertaken by the company will be disclosed at the sessions.

selling "The More the Merrier."
News and other well-established
programs emanating from major
network stations in 53 key cities
have been chosen for the purpose.
The radio drive will be launched
six weeks before the national release
of the film, which is scheduled for
May 15, and will continue for two
weeks after that. Facts about the
picture will be given out in the
commercials at the rate of 10 to 15
a week. Most stations already set
are CBS.
Columbia pointed out that it was
the first time that a picture itself
will assume a definite personality as
a radio sponsor. Programs subsequent to national release will be devoted to building audiences for both
first-run and subsequents.

3- Way Pact for Loper
Don Loper, New York night club
entertainer, has signed a three-way
contract with Metro to direct, produce and dance.
the educators could use it."
An Art, Both Visual and Oral
The picture industry is an art-industry, the first medium of public
expression known to mankind which
is both visual and oral, Coe said,
declsring that "if the day ever comes
when we fail as an industry we shall
perish also as an art." The eternal
job of movie-making is the task of
bringing some idea into being, he
asserted, adding that "our product is
the fruit of a constant search for
the scarcest thing that mankind
knows,
and to
thatanother
is talent."
Turning
facet of the

screen, the MPPDA vice-president
told his attentive audience: "Wise
Henderson, Ky. — The Kimmel, is the man who, no matter what his
700-seat Malco circuit house; loss business may be, recognizes in the
unestimated.
motion picture theater a natural asAurora, Mo. — The Princess, 500set to his business."
seat Commonwealth house; $50,000
Coe appeared to have done a defiloss.
nite job in selling the industry to the
Hubbard, la.— The Hubbard, 200- leaders of commerce, religious
seat, house owned by Pauline Bush; groups and educators who attended
loss unestimated.
the meeting, all of whom indicated
Gloversville, N. Y.— The Schine they got a new and constructive
Building, circuit home office damage slant on the industry and many of
them told him so after the luncheon.
estimated at $10,000.
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Indusfry-WPB Meet
Postponed a Week

s

(Continued from Page 1)

been put off for another week, HarHopper, yesterday.
WPB motionThispic*-'re
chief,old said
|
probably mean that the meeting -^o
back to their former schedule — the
fourth Monday and Tuesday, respec-fj;
c
tively, of each month.
Delay is occasioned by the desire ip
of WPB to have "the complete story"
on raw stock to lay before the meetings. It was hoped that all pertinent
facts and figures would be available
next week, but it has not been possible to get them all together as yet.
Numerous meetings have been held
recently with members of the Army
and Navy,
and there
is some for
indication that service
demands
film

will have been scaled down appreciably by the end of the month
Lincoln Burroughs, WPB assistant motion picture chief, returned
to Washington this week after a
three-week trip, during which he
covered about 8,000 miles, studying
the use of film at Army camps. His
trip and his findings, he told THE
Film Daily, were "highly interest
ing," but he is not yet prepared to fk
discuss them. They will be revealed,' fir.
he
and said,
23rd.at the meetings on the 22nd ^is

:■:

Hopper himself returned only towood.day from a one-week trip to Holly-
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Critic Urges Trade to Bring *
Manpower Problem Into Open
Washington
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of
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Washington — "It is high time" one ^
Five Seattle Stations
of the major film companies "braved
public criticism" to bring into the!
Carry "Air Force" Spots
its manpower problems, Rus-j
Seattle — In the most extensive open
sell Stewart, drama editor of the!
radio campaign ever put behind a Washington Daily News, wroxe in
picture here, five local stations — discussing the Mickey Rooney draft
CBS' 50,000- Watt KIRO, NBC's KJR
and KMO, Mutual's KOL and the
"The technicians have been rated k; :
appeal.
all-night KRSC — are carrying spot as
essential workers on the ground „f
announcements on Warners "Air that movies are needed for morale
Force," which has its Pacific premiere tomorrow at the Orpheum. purposes, yet this industry's great tir,
est assets, its actors — have not been if::.
The campaign will blanket the entire Pacific Northwest. KIRO also placed
Stewart. in this category," declared »!
■■
may broadcast the premiere ceremonies.
Outlining in some detail the terrific drain on motion picture personnel in recent months, Stewart says ::.
"that the question of essentiality oi
Zevin's Trial Postponed
movies has had a lot of kicking
Due to Racketeer Probe
around, but many high officials, in
eluding President Roosevelt and th«
(Continued from Page 1)
top generals on the fighting fronts
Zevin is under indictment before a have
said they are needed for morale
Federal grsnd jury charged with
. . . yet the question of the actors
k
perjury. The alleged perjury was
committed before a special grand needed to make the pictures is stil
ignored by Selective Service anc
jury investigating the whereabouts
hi
of $1,500,000 assertedly collected
%
the
WMC."
from members of the IA and con- Sack Gets Wrestling Series
trolled by Browne and William
Bioff, both of whom are serving West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIU
Hollywood — Sack Amusement En
prison sentences for extorting more
than $1,000,000 from film producers. terprises of Dallas has acquired
worldwide 16 mm. distribution rights
The delay in Zevin's trial, it was
indicated by Assistant U. S. Attor- on six one-reel wrestling subjects,
ney Boris Kostelanetz, is linked with produced in the American Legioi
Stadium, Hollywood, by Louis Weiss
the current investigation of alleged Alfred
N. Sack, general manage
racketeering in the industry.
closed the deal with Weiss here.
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FDR Editorial
ExtendsExecutive
OWI's
Control Over Propaganda
Order Places
War Drives

All Areas Outside Western Hemisphere Under It

. . . don't hit b.o.
=

By CHESTER 6. BAHN

Washington

—

I F there's a single showman who is con' cerned with the possible adverse effect
ipon the box office of the national drives
tfhich in rapid succession are enlisting inustry co-operation these war days, what
ollows should settle any possible doubts
nd enable him to concentrate on the job
immediately at hand — the Red Cross War
'und drive on April 1-7.
Analysis by Nicholas M. Schenck of the
iusiness done by Loew theaters during re■ent national campaigns in which the industry had a definite stake has established
hat the box office pace was maintained all
ilong the circuit. Parenthetically, it might
>e pointed out that the Loew theater totals
or United Nations Week and the March of
)imes — the two most recent drives — were
exceedingly healthy. When grosses hold
ind contributions increase, there's only one
•K>ssible conclusion — national drives with a
tational appeal are no detriment.
Bulwarking, as 'twere, the Schenck findngs are reports from other quarters that
exhibitor participation in such causes as
Jnited Nations Week and the March of
Dimes actually has brought into clearer
definition the identity of interest shared by
the theater and its own community.
THIS

mutual

spirit of service and of de-

* votion to a cause by showman and
patron should find still greater manifestation during the week the industry will demote to the Red Cross War Fund. Certainly, there is no cause with a more universal appeal, and the response by theater
men and by film patron will be as universal.
As Chairman Barney Balaban says in his
personal message contained in the War Fund
Week campaign book now being distributed,
"When the history of the war effort of this
industry is written, it will probably prove
this to be the greatest opportunity we will
have had to give material support to our
armed forces. ... I am sure every one
of us feels that this cause must be served
no matter how much we have already done
because in this drive our theaters become
instruments through which we can directly
help

our

VA/ISELY,

troops
the

in

the

field."

committee

in

charge

of

* ' the campaign has set no fixed goal.
For one thing, ours is the mop-up job — the
week of theater collections follows the gen(Continuid on Page 2)
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Washington — Full control over all
propaganda activities outside the
Western hemisphere — including propaganda use of motion pictures — aie
now under control of OWI, under
the terms of an executive order
signed by the President Tuesday
night. Hereafter the functions of
Col. William
J. Donovan's Office of
{Continued on Page 6)

Okay to Stand in Line
When Raid Test Is On

Springfield, Mass. — It's okay for
movie patrons to remain in line
before theaters when blackout
tests are in progress, according
to a police ruling here. To ask
them to surrender their places in
line to take shelter in buildings
when only a test is on is asking
too much,
police determined.

"Moscow" Gels Fan
Mail, Pro and Con

Higher-Bracket Pix

Attorneys Say Decree Was
Settlement of Suit; Must
Stay Pending New Action
The New York decree automatically remains in force after Nov. 20
unless the Government brings an acthree"tionoragainst
all the
eightso-called
of the "little
major
companies, according to several leading industry attorneys. While there
appears
to be
some division
of opinion on the
conditions
governing
the
expiration of the decree's provision,
majority of the counsels believe that
there will be no termination of the
decree on Nov. 20.
It is pointed out by attorneys that
(Continued on Page 7)

One of the hottest pic controversies in years is expected to break
Hollywood — Because of the success with the bow of Warners "Mission
according to manifestaof "Silver Skates" it is the consen- to Moscow,"
tions already taking place. Alsus of Monogram's executives that
though the picture, still in final
the time has ar: ived for the company
to set up a new production policy, shooting stages, has been seen, in
A special meeting of the MPPDA
rough form, only by Warner studio
according to Johnston.
officials and those directly connected board of directors has been called
"This policy is one of the im- with the pic itself, a stream of for tomorrow for the purpose of disportant matters to be considered at anonymous
letters
purporting
to
the meeting
of franchise holders
(Continued on Page 7)
words
of the of
cussing the use
and "damn"
in "Next
Kin,""hell"
the
(Continued on Page 3)
British picture which will be distributed by Universal.
Lt. John Scully Missing
Labor-Management Com.
The annual meeting of the board
In
Action
in
Africa
of directors has been scheduled for
At Leon Schlesinger Studio
March 29 when President Will H.
Lt. John J. Scully, son of John Hays will deliver his annual report.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Scully,
Universal
branch
manager
in
Hollywood — A labor-management
is reported missing in accommittee, consisting of five em- Boston,
tion in North Africa. Until he was 20th-Fox Sales Execs.
ployes (Continued
and five company
(Continued on Page 3)
on Page representa3)
West

Coast
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On Pic's Cuss Words

Open New York Meeting

Hint at Crescent Appeal
Communications

an Issue "If and When"

Film Execs, at Rites
For Raymond I. Blank

By P. R. RUSSELL

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Nashville — If, and when, Tony Sudekum and the Crescent Amusement
Des Moines. — An overflowing Co. undertake a U. S. Supreme Court
crowd of film executives and friends appeal from the adverse decision in
attended the funeral services of Ray- the Government's anti-trust case,
mond I. Blank, 33, son of A. H. Blank, the issue of records and inter-office
Des Moines theater executive at communications as evidence is cerDunn's Funeral Home yesterday
tain of major attention, it is reafternoon. Rabbi Eugene Manheimported here. There is a strong belief that Crescent will appeal.
er, a close friend of the Blank Family, officiated at the services and
That attorneys
for both exhibitor
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)

Selling plans outlined at the recent Chicago meeting of division and
(Continued onofPage
3) ,
district managers
20th-Fox
will

Clark Arnold
May Succeed
at D of J
Washington Bur., THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — Confirmation of
Thurman W. Arnold's appointment
to the bench of District of Columbia
Court of Appeals was voted Tuesday evening by the Senate.
Arnold's post as head of the antitrust division of the Department
of Justice will probably be taken
by Tom C. Clark.

|!
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War Drives

Schubart Surveying Film
Distribution for Army
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eral Red Cross campaign, now in progress.
And for another, this is one time when the

General Manager

answer to "How much?" can only be, "Every
last cent that we, through expert showman-
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can raise."
In ship,
that
connection,
read
the
step-bystep outline
in the campaign
press book.

12-Page WAC Press Book
For Red Cross Campaign

A 12-page press book on the Red
Cross War Fund Week has been
completed and is being rushed to all
theaters collaborating under the
WAC banner. The book, in addition
to supplying exhibitors with predrive newspaper stories and radio
announcements,
lists the accessories
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD. Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone available, the gratis trailer with EdGranite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
die Rickenbacker making the apOlder, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
peal, newspaper ad slugs, etc.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
An all-time collection record will
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12)
be attempted by exhibitors during
HAVANA— ^Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes the week of April 1-7. The book
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck. ui'ges exhibitors to show the trailer
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
and ' pass
the make
hat" ateach
everycollection
perform-a
Marco- Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexance and to
ico, D. F.
"showmanized" ceremony.
Barney Balaban, national drive
chairman, was host, in absentia, at
a trade lpress
luncheon at the Hotel
/s
1/4
Astor yesterday.
In his absence,
Oscar A.1/2 Doob, chairman of the
WAC publicity
committee, presided.
1/4
- % Claude Lee,
{Wednesday, Mar. 10);
1/8
assisting Balaban in the
1/4 spoke.
drive, also
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A. A. Schubart, manager of exchange operations for RKO, left last
week on a tour of Eastern and Midwestern Army camps, having been
appointed to conduct a survey of
film distribution for the Army by
the War Department, through Col.
K. B. Lawton, director of the Army
Pictorial
Division of the Signal
Corps.
The assignment comes as a result of stories given wide circulation that the Signal Corps has been
using unnecessarily large quantities
of film for its training program.
It has been reported that upwards
of 1,500 prints have been made of
each training film, and considerably
higher figures have been mentoined
at one time or another. The Signal
Corps has maintained that it has not
been wasting film, and the assignment of Schubart is expected to develop the facts.
Schubart was accompanied by Lt.
D. R. Williams, of the Office of the
Chief Signal Officer. Upon his return, Schubart will compile a report
to be made available both to the
WAC and the Signal Corps. He was
recommended for the assignment by
Francis S. Harmon, executive chairman of the WAC which is interested
in the survey because of the current
campaign to conserve raw stock.

Two Surprise Blackouts
To Simulate Real Raid
_ Two surprise blackouts, closely
simulating real raid conditions, are
planned to take place within the next
month, according to Col. Thomas M.
Sherman of Albany, assistant State
director of civilian protection. Planes
of the First Fighter Command based
at Mitchel Field will send up bombers, and searchlights and anti-airguns, the latter shooting
blanks, craft
employed.
First "raid" will embrace New
York City, Long Island, Westchester County, New Jersey and Delaware; the other all New York State,
not including the foregoing.
Arrangements are being made for
test drills on March 18 and 19.

Hollywood — Tully Marshall, 79,
veteran actor who appeared in more
than 125 motion pictures and some
250 stage plays, died at his home yesterday in suburban Encino. He beean his acting career at the age of
five with a vaude t'oupe and reached
the zenith of his stage fame in New
York in 1910-11 in "The City."
While vacationing in California in
1915. he was approached by D. W.
Para. B'way 3s55
Griffith to star in silent films, and
103
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.1 031% 103
was ?n immediate success. SubseWarner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK CURB
ouently. he worked for Jesse L.
MARKET
31/91/
ss
Monogram Picts
Lasky. then free-lanced, and won re- Award
17/8 1% —
21/
In Collective
Film Suit
Avramuch
$14,255*
Radio-Keith cvs
2 11-16 11-16 —
Sonotone
Corp
nown in "The Covered Wagon."
31/s 31/s —
Marshall
married
Marian
NeisTechnicolor
9
9
—
15
23/s 21/2 +
Supreme Court Justice Aaron J.
V4
Trans-Lux
wanger, prominent dramatist under
Universal
Corp. vtc.
15
15
—
the name Marian Fairfax, in 1899. Levy yesterday granted Joe Avramuch a $14,255 judgment against
She survives.
Collective Film Producers, Inc., and
Roman Rebush.
Kastner Quits OWI Post
The plaintiff was declared owner
Hear Stockholders' Appeal of unmortgaged rights, title and inFor "U's" Foreign Dept.
In Para.-Browne-Bioff Case
terest in six films produced by the
defendant, who was charged with
Engagement of Lacy Kastner as
special home office rep. in the foreign
Appellate Court yesterday heard failing to repay a loan extended by
I
department was announced yester- arguments in the appeal of the min- Avramuch.
ority stockholders who sued Paraday by Joseph A. McConville, foreign manager of Columbia Pictures.
mount for the return of the money Columbia Picks Up Options
Lacy has resigned as chief of dis- paid in the Browne-Bioff extortion West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY,
tribution of the Overseas Motion case. Paramount won the case last
Hollywood — Columbia has renewed
Picture Bureau of the OWI to take June and the minority group apthe options of two of its young acthe nost. He was European manager
tresses, Leslie Brooks and Jeff Donof United Artists before he entered pealed.
Decision was reserved following
Government service a year ago.
nell.
yesterday's arguments.

COmifiG and G0II1G
SPYROS
SKOURAS,
head
for a brief rest in Havana
expected
back at his desk

of 20th-Fox,
lefl
last night.
He
in two weeks.

IRVING MAAS, acting foreign head of 20thFox, is vacationing in Havana. He will star)
back for the States early next week, g- . .^
PAUL
HENREID,
City
tomorrow
for a will
briefarrive
visit. in New-^ori
MONTY
from Santa

BANKS
Monica,

is at the Waldorf-Astori
Calif.

Ben Kalmenson Returns
From Western Meets
Ben Kalmenson, general sale>
manager for Warners, returns todax
from a two-week trip to the Coast
On his way back, Kalmenson
stopped off in Kansas City for a local
sales meeting in which Roy Haines
Western and Southern sales man
ager, also participated.
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Mono. Will Produce

Film Execs, at Rites
For Raymond Blank

Higher-Bracket Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

which will be held at the Drake
H^jJ,
Chicago,
Marchbudget
15-16.
Type
aJ^Pmmber
of high
pictures
which we will produce for the season of 1943-44 will be fully investigated by those present at the meeting," continued Johnston. "We are
thoroughly convinced that this is the
opportune time for Monogram to
eliminate all low-bracket pictures
from its schedule and to concentrate
on a smaller number of important
productions.
"That we can produce and exploit
such pictures has been amply demonstrated by 'Silver Skates.' We aim
to seize this opportunity
to capii talize on the success of our first outstanding effort."
Those leaving here tomorrow for
the meeting will be Johnston, Trem
-Carr, Steve Broidy, Howard
Stubi bins and George B. West.

20th-Fox Sales Execs.
Open New York Meeting
;

{Continued from Page 1)

•

•

•

LATEST

forceful

iunction of films

is to slash

absenteeism

in war plants ...... A case in point is Warners'
"Air Force,"
which
conveys better than all the words in Webster's just what our lighting
lads are up against in the South Pacific, — and, for that matter, all the
other active fronts
Consequently, George B. Howell, prexy of the
Tampa Ship Building Corp., largest in the South, will put into the pay
envelopes of his some 13,000 employes today an "Air Force Pledge,"
urging men to see the WB opus (it has its southern premiere in Tampa
today) and "If you are convinced that the men

in the air are sticking

to their jobs for the duration, sign the pledge to stick to yours"

▼

•

•

•

GEORGE

PAL

▼

T

has just signed a contract to make

one-reelers for training personnel of the Navy, Coast Guard
made

three

and Mer-

chant Marine, on the subject of "Aids to Navigation"
Pix, to be
in Technicolor under technical supervision of Commander Far-

well, will be to "help prevent loss of ships by stranding"
Commenting on the tab productions, Farwell said: "For this type of training film, there is no better medium than George Pal's Puppetoons,
because of the three-dimensional technique"

T

T

T

-be discussed in detail by the com• • • ASSORTED BITS:
Fawcett Publications announces adpany's distribution executives here
at a two-day get-together starting
dition of Hedda Hopper to contributing staff of Motion Picture-Hollywood,
this morning at the Hotel Astor.
and that La Hopper is penning a monthly department of and about
William J. Kupper, executive aspic personalities, strictly in the Hopper tradition. . . • Manny Reiner,
sistant to Tom J. Connors, distribution boss, and Andrew W. Smith,
who's
on duration
leave from Paramount, has arrived
in Reykjavik.
Jr., Eastern sales head, will preside
Iceland, on a special mission for OWI
His mission is bound to be
at the opening session. Other homesuccessful if all he does is leain to pionounce "Reykjavik"
Should
■ office executives in attendance will
you want to drop him a line (postage is only 30c per half ounce), his
be Martin Moskowitz, Clarence Hill,
address is: Office of War Information, American Legation, Reykjavik,
' William J. Clark, Ray Moon, Jack
Sichelman, Roger Ferri, Harry MerIceland. ....
say, Jack Bloom, Eugene McEvoy.
Headed by Arthur Abeles, New York
branch manager, will be the follow- Plaza Theater, Newark,
Labor-Management Com.
ing from the exchange: Charles
Asks
Clearance
Changes
At Leon Schlesinger Studio
Goetz, Joseph J. Lee, Morris Sanders, George Blenderman, Joseph St.
(Continued from Page 1)
Frances Amusement Co. has filed
Clair, Abe Blumstein, Morris Kurtz,
William Schutzer, Elliott McManus, a clearance complaint in the New tives, has been established at the
Nathan Harris Louis Jutler, Seymour York tribunal, charging unfair Leon Schlesinger studio.
clearance over its Plaza Theater in
The committee is studying plant
Jonas.
operations in an effort to complete
Newark, N. J.
Complainant claims that Para- work without being forced to train
Lt. John Scully Missing
mount grants 21 days clearance to new technicians, which in some cases
In Action in Africa
the Central, Newark, over the Plaza; requires several years. Schlesinger
that RKO and 20th Century-Fox has the final say on the committee's
(Continued from Page 1)
the Tivoli, Newark, 21 days and actions, but no suggestions will be
drafted, Scully was Universal booker give
Central 30 days; that Vitagraph submitted to him until the entire
at the Philadelphia exchange. He the
committee has been agreed upon
was the nephew of William Scully, grants 30 days to the Central and them.
seven days to the Ormont, East
Universal's general sales manager.
Orange, and that Loew's grants 21
days to both the Tivoli and the Central.
Local F-51's Trustees,
Reduction of clearance held by Executive Board Named
the Tivoli to 14 days and the elimination of all clearance held by the
Election of trustees and ExCentral and Ormont are requested
ecutive Board of Local F-51, which
by the complainant who claims that covers all exchange white collars
public conveyances pass the other under the IATSE wing here, was antheaters while the Plaza is on no
nounced yesterday. The trustees:
transportation lines and must de- Agnes McLaughlin, Warner Bros.;
pend solely on neighborhood patron- Richard Mayer, Paramount; Angelina Mazzei, RKO. Named to the
age.
executive board were: Gertrude
Samuel G. Crow Dead
Thorman, Jean Joel, Jean Slade,
Bellaire, O.— Samuel G. Crow, 77, RKO; Richard Magan, Paramount;
who formerly operated four houses in Harry Tissot, Phil Horowitz, Universal; Harry Hummel, Archie Barthe Upper Ohio valley, is dead at his
home here.
ish, Warner Bros.

paid tiibute to young Blank and his
music and Boy Scout activities which
he carried on in addition to serving
as an executive of Tri-States Theater Corp. and Central States Theater Corp. All the theaters of both
corporations in Iowa, Illinois and
Nebraska were closed until 3 p.m.
yesterday in tribute to Blank.
Among the theater executives attending the services were: Barney
Balaban, president of Paramount
Pictures, New York; John Balaban,
president of Balaban & Katz of Chicago;
Goldenson,
vice-president of Leonard
Paramount
Pictures
and
Sam
Dembow,
vice-president
Paramount, and W. C. Gehring,of
Western division sales manager for
Twentieth Century-Fox. All of New
York; John J. Fitzgibbons, president of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Toronto; John J. Friedl, president of Minnesota Amusement Company; John Branton, and Harold
Field, all of Minneapolis; R. C. Libeau, Paramount Pictures, division
manager, Kansas City; Moe Levy,
Twentieth Century-Fox district manager, Minneapolis; L. E. Goldhammer, RKO district manager, Minneapolis; Arthur Goldberg, Spitz and
Adcock, attorneys, Chicago.
In addition all of the Omaha and
Des Moines exchange managers attended as well as many of the TriStates and Central States managers and district managers. Pallbearers were Balaban, Goldenson,
and from Des Moines Morris Mandelbaum, Alfred Bolde, G. Ralph
Branton and Sam Horowitz.

Child Actor Measure
In New York Assembly
Albany — Assemblyman Harold B.
Ehrlich, Republican, Buffalo, has introduced abill which prohibits the
employment of children under 16 in
theatrical performances, circuses,
motion pictures, radio broadcast performances, except church or school
exhibitions or on amateur programs,
except with the written consent of
the education board or officials when,
in their opinion, such performances
are not harmful. Measure has been
referred to Rules Committee.

Public OutflanUed
By Pincer Movement
Something outcropped
new in "book-and-film"
advertising
in New York
yesterday as result of the strategic
workings of the Howard (Metro)
Dietz mind. It was the double-barrel, big space ads in the Herald Trion William currently
Saroyan'spacking
"The
Human buneComedy,"
'em in at the Astor Theater. One
ad, on the pic, appeared on the
amusement pages, and virtually its
twin (but tieing in the movie with
the book) dominated the book page.

^Urn-Urn-m^m-m-m-m-m-m!

M-G-M's

NEW

ASTOR

CHAMP!

Business tops all of Leo's Mightiest!
BARNES SHOUTS BRAVO!
"Exciting, memorable. Saroyan is right at the top of the list. A show
you will want to see. A great writer has cut to the quick of human experience and the screen has translated his eloquence and love of humanity
to a stirring photoplay." —HOWARD BARNES, Herald Tribune

CAMERON

CONQUERED!

"Heart-stirring story of American life. Abounds in humor, pathos,
sentimentality, romance and the simple every-day things. Wholeheartedly
endorsed without reservations." —KATE CAMERON, Daily News

BLACKFORD

BALLYHOOS!

"Fine, simple, understandable, human. Mickey Rooney and Frank Morgan
in two of their greatest characterizations. A lovely, living thing that you
will take to your heart and cherish. Go to the Astor and get the story the
way Clarence Brown's picture tells it. See it, hear it and feel it."
— G. E. BLACKFORD, Journal- American

CROWTHER

PREDICTS

CROWDS!

"Can't help but attract wide attention. Due for extensive popularity. Fine
motion picture expression." -BOSLEY CROWTHER, N. Y. Times

WOWS

WERNER!

" 'THE HUMAN COMEDY' will get right inside of you, pull at your
heart strings, evoke a satisfying chuckle or stir a memory of things you
thought you had long forgotten. A refreshing experience. Fine and stirring. Something in it for everyone."
—EDITH WERNER, Daily Mirror

MEMO

FROM

MISHKIN!

"An admirable achievement."

WONDERFUL

SAYS

—LEO

MISHKIN,

Telegraph

WINSTEN!

"Avery remarkable thing. Humanly rich. It's tonic. Truly wonderful. This
picture stands up and bids for immortality."— ARCHER WINSTEN, Post

COOK

vHo-hum!

CAPTIVATED!

When all
is said
and done
there's only
one MetroGoldwyn-

"A glowing gem of a picture and the Astor has taken it over for what
probably will be weeks and weeks. You might as well make up your
mind now to get to 'THE HUMAN COMEDY.' Movie conversations
-ALTON COOK, World-Telegram
are going to be full of it."

CORBY

CONVINCED!

"A boon which will probably be extended right at this stand for a record
run. Go to see 'THE HUMAN COMEDY'." -JANE CORBY, B'klyn Eagle
WILLIAM SAROYAN'S "THE HUMAN COMEDY" • Produced and Directed by
CLARENCE BROWN • Starring MICKEY ROONEY . with FRANK MORGAN • James
Craig . Marsha Hunt • Fay Bainter • Ray Collins • Van Johnson . Donna Reed
Jack Jenkins • Dorothy Morris • John Craven • Ann Ayars .Mary Nash • Henry
O'Neill • From the Story by William Saroyan • Screen Play by Howard

Estabrook

Mayer!"

h

9*
OWI's Propaganda

"Mr. Winfcle," Pratt
Novel, for Columbia

(Continued from Page 1)

Strategic Services will be limited
to the strictly military.
The order provides that OWI "will
plan, develop and execute phases of
the Federal program of motion picture, radio, press, publication and
related propaganda activities involving the dissemination of information. The program for foreign propaganda in areas of actual or projected military operations will be
co-ordinated with militaiy plans
through the planning agencies of
the War and Navy departments,
subject to the approval of the joint
chiefs of staff."
The industrial film unit is still in
a nebulous stage. Its methods and
functions have not as yet been clearly outlined, nor is it known yet
whether or not it will have a director. It is possible that the work
will be handled by one of the officers
of the present motion picture bureau.
Whether this bureau will actually
engage in production of "incentive"
films, or simply stimulate, encourage and co-ordinate production of
such films by non-Government
sources has not yet been decided.
Definite need for production of incentive films is recognized, however.
All these films will be for non-theatrical use exclusively.

Davis Announces Tightening
Up of OWI's Domestic Branch

"Mr. Winkle Goes To War," the
new Theodore Pratt novel about a
44-year old draftee has been bought
by Columbia from Duel!, Sloan and
Pearce, publishers, for immediate
production. Pratt has signed a contract with Columbia and is going to
Hollywood to work on the script.
Sale was handled by Virginia Rice
and Sam Jaffe Agency.

School to Teach Film, Radio
Distribution of Information
Washington

Bueau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Plans for a school to
teach foreign outpost personnel the
technical aspects of motion picture,
radio and other information activities in the field have been announced
by OWI. The students will be employes of the agency's overseas
branch who have been assigned to
posts abroad, many of them in actual theaters of operation.
A portion of the estate of Marshall Field, Huntington, L. I., has
been leased to the Government for
the duration at a rental of $1. Approximately 40 students will be ajt
the school at any one time, most of
of them studying for a 30-day period. The curriculum will concentrate
on the technical aspects of the distribution of information through
films, radio and the press.

WPB Takes Full Control
Over Rectifier Tubes
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — WPB yesterday announced that it is assuming complete
Washington — In announcing yesterday the overhauling and general control over all production, distribution and sale of rectifier tubes. By
tightening up of the domestic bianch
of the Office of War Information, next Monday manufacturers must
Elmer Davis, its director, stated that submit statements of proposed production and delivery schedules for
about 100 of the branch's 1,500 emthe next three months, and will conployes would be dropped.
tinue thereafter with quarterly proUnder the new plan, James Allen,
assistant in charge of policy to the posals.
No change in the production rate
domestic director, Gardner B. Cowles,
Jr., will supervise work of the news, is contemplated by the order, which
publications and special services is designed mainly to assure users
bureaus; William B. Lewis, form- of equitable distribution.
Rectifier tubes are used mainly
er CBS vice-president who until recently served as head of the radio for charging batteries used in sound
bureau, in his new capacity as assist- projection and in communications
ant to Cowles in charge of plans and equipment.
production, will have charge of program co-ordination and will be responsible for the work of the mo- Swedish Firm Charges
tion picture, radio and giaphic and WE With Infringement
printing bureaus.
John R. Fleming, who was head
Foreign department managers are
of the bureau of publications and
mulling a charge by the
graphics — split in two parts by the Swedish
firm Peterson Poulsen that
new order — has been named a special deputy in charge of speech clear- Western Electric had infringed upon a noiseless recording process deance, and will aid Director Davis in
veloped by the Swedish company.
his weekly broadcasts which get
The Swedish firm is said to be
under way tomorrow night.
The plans division, now called the demanding that American companies pay royalties on the recordings
office of program co-ordination, will
remain in charge of Drew Dudley. of pictures shown in Sweden. Western Electric representatives met
It will have an augmented staff of
campaign managers and other neces- with the foreign department managers but no action was taken.
sary personnel.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY
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Hint at Crescent
Appeal of Verdict
(Continued from Page 1)

«

IEW
REV
"Assignm
ent Sin »
with

Pierre Aumont, Susan

Peters

and distributor defendants knew the
M-G-M
9f'?ins
greatest danger point in their deCURIOSITY ABOUT AUMONT SOLD
fense is indicated by the fact George
PUT OVER THIS ACTIONFUL, SUS
Armistesd, for Crescent, and Ed HELP
PENSE-CREATING WAR PIC.
Raftery and Louis Frohlich, for the
Feminine curiosity over Pierre Aumont,
"little three," early in the proceedings fought bitterly against the in- French player whose first American film
troduction ofrecords and inter-office vehicle this is, should help assure the success of the screen version of the Helen
communications. Judge Davies ruled
that such communications could be Macinnes novel bearing the same title as
introduced only by bringing to the the original. Aumont will not disappoint
witness stand either the one who sent the ladies. He has looks and the proper
nication.
or the one who received the commu- physical set-up to win his way into their

Brittany"

By means of these inter-office
communications, Robert L. Wright
and his associates developed their
theory of "circuit buying power" and
were apparently able to prove to the
satisfaction of the court that sharp
bargains were driven in situations
where there was independent competition by the offer of the business in
situations where there was no competition. Thus were the franchises and
circuit film contracts used as the
foundation for the Government's
charges of monopoly. Statements in
these communications were continually used to develop effective points
by examination of principal witnesses on the stand, particularly the
alleged centralization of film contracting at the Crescent office in
Nashville by Tony Sudekum and K.
C. Stengel.
Another line of evidence from the
records that evidently impressed
Judge Davies concerned the income
from Crescent and affiliated theaters.
In his decision, the Judge cites the
indication to him that during the fiveyear period covered in the suit,
profits of the combine increased six
times in proportion to the increase
in assets. The defense countered
with claims that this income included the sales of theater advertising and of popcorn and other items
in the theater lobbies.
Apparently Louis Rosenbaum, of
Muscle Shoals Theaters, Inc., was
included in the group found guilty
of monopolistic intentions, because
of what his income tax record revealed. Rosenbaum, during the line
of questioning by Wright concerning
his affiliation with Sudekum and
Stengel in making film contracts,
testified that he made "three or
four" trips to Nashville a year. However, Rosenbaum's claim of his income tax report of a $280 expense
for the year for trips to Nashville
apparently seemed out of line with
his testimony on the witness stand.
Anyway, Judge Davies saw fit to
use this as the basis for his decision
as to Rosenbaum and Muscle Shoals
Theaters, Inc.

Wayne Morris to Premiere

affection.
Anthony Veiller, William H. Wright and
Howard Emmett Rogers have jammed a world
of action into their film transcription of
the Macinnes book, and have done it in an
exciting and suspenseful manner. While
they strain the imagination at times, they
never
fail toenacts
hold the
audience's
Aumont
a dual
role, interest.
that of a
Free French officer assigned by his British
superior to impersonate a native of Brittany who lies wounded in a hospital in
England. The purpose is to locate a secret
submarine base on the French coast used
by the Nazis in forays against the British.
Aumont is mystified by the enmity of the
people until he learns that the man he is
doubling for is a traitor. Matters are complicated by the presence of Susan Peters,
who was to have married the traitor. Aumont
bears up bravely under the burden of hate
a burden partly lifted when his identity
is
learned
thegets
girltheand
mother.
Ourbyhero
dopethe
on traitor's
the sub
base at risk of his life and brings about
destruction of the menace by British commando forces. (P.S. — As is to be expected
he and the gal fall in love.)
The film, the last to be produced by the
late J. Walter Ruben, was directed with
considerable punch by Jack Conway. Charles
Rosher supplied first-rate photography and
Arnold Gillespie some impressive specia
effects. A distinct advantage is the
musical score of Lennie Hayton.
Aumont proves a pleasant, ingratiating
personality in the leading role. His act
ing is quite right and easy-going. Miss
Peters gives him good assistance in a role
that requires emotional display. Richard
Whorf, Margaret Wycherly, Signe Hasso
Reginald Owen, George Coulouris and Darry
Hickman are the best of the supporting
cast.
CAST: Pierre Aumont, Susan Peters, Rich
ard Whorf Margaret Wycherly, Signe Has
so, Reginald Owen, John Emery, George
Coulouris, Sarah Padden, Miles Mander
George
Brest, Darryl Hickman.
CREDITS: Producer, J. Walter Ruben
D'rector, Jack Conway; Screenplay, Anthony Verier, William H. Wright, Howard
Emmett Rogers; Based on novel by Helen
Macinnes; Cameraman, Charles Rosher;
Musical Score Lennie Hayton; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Special Effects, Arnold
Gillespie; Film Editor, Frank Sullivan.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.

Wichita, Kans. — Lt. Wayne Mor- To Re-elect Kirsch Slate
ris, USN, arrives here today to take
part in ceremonies coincident with
Chicago — Illinois Allied is expected
the special Midwest premiere of to re-elect the entire Jack Kirsch
WB's "Air Force" at the Miller The- slate at the annual luncheon meetater here.
ing today at the Blackstone Hotel
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"Moscow" Gets fan
Mail, Pro and Con
(Continued from Page 1)

:ome from White Russians, Red
Russians, etc., has been pouring into
th^Wamer studio and home office
a-^P comments indicating- or intimating that they know all about the
|lm,
—
and
taking sides for or against
it.
The number taking issue with the
picture, sight unseen, is about evenly matched with the number hailing
it in favorable terms, sight unseen,
according to reliable Warner studio
sources.
In addition, a super-Bolshevik of
the old school and former radical
jsditor, has been screaming up and
[down the Pacific Coast in an effort
ito inveigle Warners to give him a
^private screening
of "Mission
to
Moscow" — his purpose, it is understood, being to challenge the handling of the famous purge trials in
the film Warners thus far haven't
fallen for the gag.

TO THE

See No Decree End
After November 20

COLORS!

Uncle Sam has called three more
Buffalo — HERBERT WILLIAM
20th-Fox home-office employes — (Bill) GOLDSTEIN, son of ManNICHOLAS LOMBARDO of the
ager Jack W. Goldstein of National
sales department; GEORGE KASSI- Screen Service, will receive his wings
MATIS, head of the publicity depart- in the Army Air Forces March 25
ment's clipping bureau, and JAMES at Spence Field, Ga.
CONTES, an assistant of the latter.
— • —
The latter two report for duty toCharlotte— HUGH J. McDONALD,
morrow.
former 20th-Fox ad sales manager
— • —
here, is now at the Army Air Force
Peru, Ind.— Lt. CHARLES FAR- training base at Miami Beach— • —
RELL, USN, has reported at the
Peru Naval Aviation Base. He was
Chicago — CONNIE CONTOS,
transferred from Quonset Point, R. I. formerly of the Abbott Theater
— • —
Supply Co., is now in the Army Air
ROBERT FELS, member of the Force
at Miami Beach, Fla.
Warner Bros, advertising art staff,
— • —
Chicago— GUILYNN HICKMAN,
reports to Fort Dix, N. J., on Monday for Army service.
of the Essaness circuit home office
— • —
has joined the WAACS.
— • —
Chicago — GORDON SLADE, assistant manager of the WB Cosmo,
Chicago—assistant
S E Y M 0manager
U R "BOB"
has joined the Army Air Force. BECKER,
of the
WILL POFESKI, Avalon, chief of Essaness circuit's Byrd has joined
the Army.
service, is now in the Army.

ROY ROGERS

(Continued from Page 1)

the decree constituted the settlement of a suit, and until a new action
is brought the consenting companies
must operate under its terms. One
school of thought contends that the
decree will end Nov. 20 unless the
distributors ask for an extension and
it is granted.
There has been no official signal
from Washington as to the fate of
the decree after the expiration of the
three-year trial period. One high
Department of Justice official is said
to have remarked that operation of
the decree does not "necessarily
end" at the expiration date.
It appears certain that if the decree does continue, some sections of
the documents will be changed, eliminated or expanded. The arbitration
provisions may be modified and certain parts of them will be liberalized
to permit the wider use of arbitration.

king of the cowboys in IDAHO

SMILEY BURNETTE • bob nolan and the sons of the pioneers • Virginia grey . harry j shannon . ona MUNsor
and THE ROBERT MITCHELL BOYCHOIR

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

• JOSEPH KANE, Director • Original screen play by Roy Chanslor and Olive Cooper.
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Speaking of Oscars —

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS
WINS ACADEMY AWARD
AND

THEIR

FAMILIES'

As The Best One-Reel Production of 1942
PRODUCED

^

If

^
/

V,

BY FAIRBANKS

& CARLISLE

PARAMOUNT'S 'TEN BEST' PROGRAM OF SHORT FEATURES
opeye . . . Superman . . . Popular Science . . . Madcap
Models . . . Victory Shorts . . . Unusual Occupations
Paramount Headliners . . . Grantland Rice Sportlights
Speaking of Animals . . . And PARAMOUNT NEWS
(Copyrithl by Paramount Pictures. Inc 1943)

T
-—

in Today's Issue: The Equipment News Section

( See Pages 6 and 7)
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SALARY CEILING AMENDMENT VOTE TODAY
Korda Negotiating for Sale of His UA
Sflary Pickford's Shares
^lot For Sale; Chaplin
*eps. Deny He Will Sell
Vest

Const

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Alexander Korda yeserday confirmed reports that negoiations are pending for his owner>artnership interests in United Ar.ists. Under the by-laws of the cororation, an owner-partner interested
n disposing of his stock must first
illow the organization to make an
lifer for it. If no deal is consumnated, it is known
that David 0.
(Continued on Page 3)

20 Hollywood Stars
For Red Cross Show

Radio Joins in "Mission to Moscow" Pro
and Con Arguments, With Steele Very

Radio is joining in the pro and con debate stirred by Warners' production
of "Mission to Moscow," which, as reported yesterday, is fast developing one
of the hottest pic controversies in years.
Johannes Steele, WMCA news commentator, referring to "smear" attacks
on the pic as Communist propaganda by "the reactionary, isolationist and
defeatist press," charged "in addition to a routine job of villification, the attackers apparently are terribly anxious to prevent the American people from
learning the truth about the forces which brought about this war." "The
public should refuse to be terrorized," asserted Steele. "Let us hope that
Hollywood for once will not back down."

No Film Legislation 'Calls Pictures Vital
As 7 States Adjourn iIn Shaping Peace

Seven state legislatures have adjourned thus far this year without
passing
any bills that would have
A special unit of 20 Hollywood
affected the motion picture industry.
'names," rec uited especially for the
•vent, will speed New York-wards States where the solons have adjourned sessions are Wyoming, North
;arly next month to enhance the
Dakota, South Dakota, Tennessee,
•oster of Broadway talent appearing Idaho,
Indiana and Montana.
it the Red Cross benefit show to be
A bill in Tennessee prohibiting a
staged in Madison Square Garden on
operate if losing money
^pril 5, it was disclosed yesterday. theater to(.Continued
on Page 3)
The entertainment committee for
(Continui d on Page 3 )

Sosna Appeals Remanded
Arbitration Decision

New Hampshire Legalizes
Sunday Afternoon Movies

Concord, N. H. — Signed by Gov.
Robert 0. Blood, the bill passed by
St. Louis — Louis Sosna, owner of
the Sosna Theater, Mexico, Mo., has both branches of the State Legislato pe: mit Sunday afternoon
appealed from the recent award movie tureshows
in New Hampshire,
Which held that 20th Century-Fox,
Paramount and RKO had offered starting at 2 o'clock, has quickly
become effective in some communia ontinut d on Page 3)
ties, where it has been confirmed by
city councils
or town boards of se(Continued on Page 4)

What

a Situation

For "Wake

island"!

Detroit — Local neighborhood operators, who have been complaining that
their business was dying off, have
had their fears ironically strengthened. Charles Stepanauckas, prominent in town as an undertaker, has
recently taken over the Oakland
Theater in the suburb of Highland
Park and is running it. Stepanauckas
has ventured into show business a
couple of other times in the past,
but dropped out each time.
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Washington - - "Excellent material" is coming in from Navy photographic units, and at an increasing rate, Lt. Comdr. A. Donald Fraser, assistant director of photogra(Continued on Page 4)

Washington

By ANDREW
Bureau
of

H. OLDER
THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — What was
scheduled as a swift two-hour

action to push through the Disney amendment taking the teeth out
of the President's salary stabilization order got nowhere yesterday afternoon. Although it remains unlikely that the Disney amendment
will be upset, five hours were consumed in hot debate, with two
amendments being offered shortly
before adjournment.
The first, offered by Rep. Jere
(Continued on Page 4)

DAILY

(Continued on Page 3)

Cuban Product Dearth
Brings Policy Change
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — Scarcity of product is
forcing a change in the exhibition
policy here. Under the new arrangements more than two months
elapse from the time a film is prereleased until
it goes to the third( Continued on Page 4)

Rooney Draft Case

Navy Photographic Units
Turning In Excellent Pix
Bit-can

,f

Disney Proposal Debated
Five Hours; Two Moves
Made To Amend Measure

Distribs. May Recoup
Blocked Spanish Coin

Hollywood — Characterizing motion pictures as a vital agency not
only in winning a w?r but also in
shaping the peace after victory is
won, Harold Butler, director general
of British Information Services in
A deal whereby the United States
this country, was guest of honor at
Commercial Corp., a Government
an industry luncheon.
"The screen, radio and press are body, may (Continued
purchaseon Page
the 4) American
weapons of war and as weapons of
peace will be even more importent

Back to Local Board Without

Washington

Btrcau

Stock

Larger Para, and Loew
Dividends In Prospect

Larger dividends by both Paraand Loew's,
predictedmount
in Wall
Street Inc.,
circles are
because
{Continued on Page 4)

Museum,

Art Gallery

In Opposition

Ranks

Rochester — If local exhibitors are
wondering where part of their Sunday matinee audiences have gone,
Gallery.
they might
pay ora visit
to the Rochester Museum
the Memorial
Art

Recommendation

Sacramento, Calif. — Colonel Kenneth Leitch, State Selective Service
director, says the Mickey Rooney
case has been reviewed and returned
to the local board at Hollywood. No
action was taken and no recommendation made. As far as the State
office is concerned, Rooney
is still
(Continued on Page 4)

Such films as Armand Denis'
"Wheels Across Africa," "Wheels
Across India," Russian films, travelogues and educational features are
shown at the two institutions. Attendance at the free pictures at the
Museum range from 800 to 1,100.
Movies originally slated to be shown
once at 2 p.m. are shown twice and
even three times to accommodate
waiting crowds.
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"Air Force" Gets Civic
Send-offs in Three Spots
Vj!. 83, No. 48
JOHN

W.

Fri., March

Civic and military celebrations,
parades, radio hookups and other
gala events marked the special ceremonial openings of Warner's "Air
Force" yesterday in three cities —
Tampa, Wichita and Seattle. As a
result of the triple campaign impetus, new all-time opening day attendance records at all three stands
were indicated by business up to
mid-afternoon, according to advices
reaching the Warner home office.
Another day-and-date engagement
of "Air Force," in addition to the
run which started last week in Washington, D. C, opens March 16 at
the Denver and Esquire Theaters,
Denver. Picture also opens in 25
other situations next week, just preceding the general release date,
March 20,
The Broadway run, now in its
sixth week, will continue well into
April.
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More Talks on 20th Sales
Plans at Meeting Here
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Winnipeg — A bill to prohibit children under 14 from attending motion
pictures advertised as "adult" unless
accompanied by a parent or guardian, was proposed in the Manitoba
legislature yesterday.
A. Loyd Clark moved that a committee's report on children attending motion pictures be referred back
with instructions to recommend a
bill to be introduced as a private
member's bill.

PRC's revival of "Beast of Berlin" with Alan Ladd playing an important role, shapes up like the biggest money-making re-issue the company has ever had.
PRC figures things out like this.
When the picture was producer by
Ben Judels for Producers Pictures
Corporation in 1939, the Hays office
refused to issue a production seal
provided it changed the title "Beast
of Berlin" as, technically, we were
at peace with Germany. As a consequence the production was distributed as "Goose Step," which was
weak, by comparison. Furthermore,
Alan Ladd was virtually unknown
at the time but since has skyrocketed
to
stardom
though "This Gun For
Hire"
at Paramount.
"Beast of Berlin" is now in its
second week at the Vogue, Hollystanza. wood, and may stay for a third

U. S. Conciliator May Be
Called into Pathe Talks

A Federal conciliator may be
called in to settle the contract dispute between the Motion Picture
Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702, IATSE, and Pathe Laboratories, it was learned yesterday.
Both sides have been unable to reach
an agreement on certain money
clauses of a new contract to replace
that which expired on Wednesday.
Negotiations were started on Feb.
11. Members of the union employed
at Pathe have been working without
Gillespie Leaves UA
a contract since then.
For Columbia Field Spot
Union and management are at
loggerheads over more pay for night
James F. Gillespie has resigned as work, longer paid vacations and
UA exploitation director to join Co- added remuneration for multiple operation of machines.
lumbia's exploitation department
under Frank P. Rosenberg, it was
announced yesterday by David A. WLB Approves Wage Tilt
Lipton, Columbia's advertising and For De Luxe Lab. Workers
publicity director.
The Motion Picture Laboratory
Gillespie becomes Southern field
rep. for Columbia with headquarters Technicians Union, Local 702,
in Atlanta. Territory includes Mem- IATSE, has received War Labor
phis, Charlotte, Dallas, and New Or- Board approval of wage increases
leans.
for some 600 employes of De Luxe
Laboratories. The hike is 10 per
cent for those making less than $50
SPG Mulls Reopening of
a week and five per cent for those
Wage Clause Negotiations making more than that.
Reopening of the wage clause in

York's contract with the employers
was discussed again last night at
the regular monthly meeting of the
guild's membership at the Hotel
Piccadilly.

WAC Sets Four Shorts
For Release in April
WAC's Distribution Division has
set four war shorts for April release. They embrace "Food for
Fighters" (OWI), week of April 1;
"The Aldrich Family Gets in the
Scrap" (Para.), April 8; "Right of
Way" (OWI), April 15, and "Plan
for Destruction" (Metro), April 22.

COfllinG and GOIRO

Money as PRC's Re-issue

Selling plans outlined at the recent Chicago meeting of the company's division and district managers
were further discussed yesterday by
home-office distribution executives of
20th-Fox at the opening session of
a two-day meeting at the Hotel
Astor. William J. Kupper, executive assistant to Tom J. Connors, distribution boss, and Andrew
W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager, presided.

Vi the Screen Publicists Guild of New

Manitoba Bill Would
Bar Children Under 14

"Beast of Berlin" Coins

MAJ. FRANK E. CAHILL, JR., fomer hea
of sound projection activities for Warners an
now in the Signal Corps on duty in Washingtoi
was in New York yesterday.
ARTHUR
SACHSON, assistant general sale
manager of Warner Bros., is back from a Ne
England
business
trip.
ROY
HAINES,
Warner's
western
and sou/
division sales manager is in New Orleans toV
JACK COLDSTEIN, ROGER FE'RRI, I. LINCEI
CLADYS MENSH, ANNETTE
DOWNES, JAC
SLOCUM, MORTON
FREEDGOOD and JOSEP
HEPNER, all of 20th-Fox, left this mornin
for the preview of "The Moon Is Down" to
held in " Little Norway, Toronto, tomorrow
With them will be SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKI
who

appears

in

the

film.

JOSEPH HOLTON
of the
staff
her
is in Boston
on
a
CHARLES SCHLAIFER,
Fox, is in Chicago.
JEAN

BROOKS,

who

ad

20th-Fox tale
scouting
missio
manager

has

the

of 20th

feminine

in RKO Radio's "The Leopard Man,"
in New
York
from
Hollywood
today.

lea

arrive

"Desert Warfare" Distrib.
To Be Chosen by Lot
Washington

Bureau

of

THE
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Washington — "Desert Warfare,
a six-reel feature made up from th
more than 50 reels shot on th
British Eighth Army chase of Ron
mel's Africa Corps across the Nort
African desert, left London Frida
for this country. It is expecte (Fii
here late this week.
The film, which was made b
crews directed by Maj. David M. Mc
Donald, one-time assistant to Cec
B. DeMille, is scheduled for com
mercial distribution here, with th *■•«,,
distributor to be chosen by lot. Re
lease will probably follow by a fe\
weeks Darryl F. Zanuck's release
"At the Front."

Bill
Curb Mayor's
Bing
Ban toReported
Favorably
Albany, N. Y. — A bill introduce
by Assemblyman Malcolm Wilson o
Westchester which would take awa
from Mayor La Guardia the powe
to ban Bingo games in New Yor
City was reported favorably yestei
mittee.
day by the Assembly Codes Com

WB Players to Mexico City
For Red Cross Celebration
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Stars and featured
players of Warner Bros., together
with invited guests, will fly to Mexico City March 19 for a two-day
Mexican
Red Cross celebration.

Harvey

William J. Barrett Dead
Omaha — William J. Barrett, 65,
business agent for. Local 42, IATSE,
and stagehand at the Mort H. Singer
Brandeis, died following an attack
at his home here. He was one of
the local's organizers and charter
members.
Burial was at Lincoln.

13
Hap

MARCH
Joseph

I.

Schnitzer

Hadley,

Jr.

Cleft
14
Charles

Francis

Reisnq
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20 Hollywood Stars
For Red Cross Show
[Continued from Page

1)

■the show will meet in Marvin
Schenck's office today to line up
stars from the metiopolitan area.
A.s currently planned, the show
promises to be the biggest ever
\aged, according to Bob Weitman
Ad Ed Sullivan, program co-chairmen.
J, Tickets for the event, sponsored
;by the WAC and Hollywood Victory
•Committee, go on sale today. Judge
Benjamin Shalleck, executive chairman, announces that several thousand seats are available at $2.20 and
$5.50. The choice locations range
from $27.50 to as high as $5,000 for
boxes. Tickets may be purchased
also at the Red Cross Show headquarters in the Paramount Building.
I Chairmen of various committees for the
event include, in addition to the co-chairmen :
Gus Eyssell, Bert Lytell. Marvin Schenck,
James Sauter. Charles Miller, John Krimsky,
Harry Levine, Bob Goldstein, Harry Romm.
'Alan
Corelli.
J. E.Ben
Mclnerney,
Leon Kaye,
Leonidoff,
Douglas
Leigh,
Boyer. Jesse
Nat
Karson. David Werblan, Lou Wolfson and
John Hertz. Jr.

N. Y. WAC Publicity Com.
Wilt Meet on R. C. Drive
. A meeting of the WAC'S New
..York Exchange Area Publicity Committee has been called for Monday
j'morning
by its
chairman,
Harry
Mandel. The
publicists
will gather
at 11 a.m. in Paramount's 12th floor
^projection room and discuss plans for
.the Red Cross Drive to be held in
^theaters April 1-7. Claude Lee, national campaign manager for Red
' Cross Week in Theaters; Eddie Dowden, New York City publicity chairman, and others including Mandel
will speak.

Portland Second-Runs
Step Up B.O. Tariffs
Portland, Ore. —
'aters have stepped
Majority of houses
'fore 5 p.m. and 35c
'town area.

Negotiations On For
Korda's UA Stock

Second-run theup their prices.
now get 25c beevening in down-

i

flay Murray With Metro

i

Ray Murray takes over shorts
publicity at M-G-M, replacing Jeff
Livingston, who departed last Friday for induction as an Army Air
Force aviation cadet. Murray was
formerly New York rep. for Jay
^Emanuel
Publications.

{Continued from

• • • D. JOHN "DUD" PHILLIPS, Para, short subject and newsreel
publicity manager, who is off for the wars today, was feted by associates and company
friends at luncheon yesterday
in the Piccadilly's
Georgian Room
George Harvey, who takes over, introduced Arthur
Israel. Jr.. who presided
Speakers included Oscar Morgan, Louis
Phillips, Arthur Benjamin, Herman Lorber and the departing publicist
'who was presented with a silver identification bracelet, field portfolio
and toilet kit, plus a saber (somewhat used), which it was assured,
had been sent by General Douglas MacArthur ... • Publicity pace
at WAC again picks up speed with the return to his desk of experienced,
competent Ed Schreiber, laid low for a three-week period by a strep
throat which pulled down his weight 15 pounds ... • FBI Director J.
Herbert Hoover warns Americans of danger of loose talk in a prologue
and eipologue to Universal's forthcoming "Next of Kin," originally made
in England at British War Information Office's request
T
T
▼
• • • HOLLYWOOD sez that if and when building material is
available, The Motion Picture Country House will erect a series of
new bungalows, and that pledges have already been received from
Texas Consolidated Theaters, Inc., Interstate Circuit, Inc., and, the
latest, Jean Hersholt, Fund's prexy, who will name a bungalow "Via
Hersholt" for his ivife ... » Students of N.Y.U.'s motion picture
dept. have rounded out their first month in the new course by editing
and cutting film, and tinning in the spliced job which was then projected for them on RKO Pathe News' screen
Instructor is Pathe's
head cutter, Harold H. Bonaficld ... » Jack Jackson has left Showmen's Trade Review to handle the Texas openings of Walter Wanger's
"We've Never Been Licked" on special assignment for Universal
He will headquarter in Dal/as and work with Interstate Circuit on
the jjremieres of the Texas A. if M. pic ... * After two months in
Hollywood, Margot Johnson has returned to the local headquarters of
Ann Watkins, Inc., of which org. she's vice-prexy, having to her
credit, 'mong other things, the picture sale of two important books.—
Henry Bellamann's new novel, to appear in Redbook, and to be subsequently published by Simon i? Schuster, and "Experiment Perilous"
by Margaret Carpenter, a Little Brown title, which is the Literary
Guild selection for April
T
T
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

Calls Pictures Vital
In Shaping the Peace
(Continued from Page

1)

in years ahead," he said. "We must
win psychological war as well as
ing.
military, to win a peace worth hav-

"You have two great tasks, to
reconquer minds of people in Axisdominated countries who have been
subjected to such an appalling pressure of propaganda and to explain
Chipley, Fla. - - Ben S. Donnon, to all people how others think, feel
>wner and manager of the Reva and live. These things are essential
Theater, and Ozelle Puckette were if there is to be a stable peace.
•narried.
"I hope you will go on concentrating on the common man, for he is
Chicago — Prior to leaving for the one who is the determining fac4rmy service, Melvin Browne of
tor today. • They have overcome the
B & K's Senate was married to obstacle of language. That in itLeona Borg of the Paradise house
self is a great international achieve;taff.

WEDDING

Page

1}

Selznick is interested in acquiring
Korda's holdings.

BELLS

ment."

No Film Legislation
As 7 States Adjourn

Questioned yesterday, Mary Pickford said she can be quoted to the
effect that her interest is not for
sale, nor would she sell at any later
date. Charles Chaplin's representatives reiterated that Chaplin holds
the same views as far as his stock
is concerned.
Only once in the long history of
United Artists did any group of
United Artists partners grant any option, and that was in 1937 when
Douglas Fairbanks, Miss Pickford
and Chaplin gave a 90-day option on
their holdings to Samuel Goldwyn
and Korda, but no deal ensued.
Over the years, the value of individual owner-partnership fluctuated from $650,000 to $150,000 with
Fairbank's estate selling its interest for $400,000.
Korda declined to disclose the
value he places on his stock.

Sosna Appeals Remanded
Arbitration Decision
(Continued from Page 1)

product to the Sosna on terms and
conditions not calculated to defeat
the purpose of Section VI of the
consent
decree.
In the original proceedings, the
arbitrator directed Vitagraph to offer pictures to Sosna on reasonable
terms but dismissed the case as to
the other defendants. Sosna appealedtheandarbitrator
the appealon board
sustained
Vitagraph
but overruled his findings as to the
other defendants and remanded the
CEse with instructions to see that
the four defendants offered pictures
on the right terms to the Sosna.

Minn. Exhib. to Produce
'Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels'
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— W. R. Frank, Minneapolis exhibitor,
will produce
Paul Joseph
Goebbels,
His Life "Dr.
and

Alfred Zeisler, who directed for
Ufa and who knew Goebbels, wrote
the screenplay with Herbert Phillips.
and also preventing overbuying of
Frank also plans to make more picproduct failed to pass. A theater tures.
Loves."
divorcement bill died in North
Di.kota. A measure that placed all
amusement spots under the state fire
regulations was passed in Indiana.
i Continued from Page II

STORKS

Bob Fels. WB

Artist, Honored
Sligo, Pa. — An eight pound son,
On the eve of his departure for their third, was born to Mr. and
Army service, Robert Fels, member Mrs. Joseph Troese, who operate the
of the Warners' art staff in New Liberty Theater here.
York, is receiving the praise of art
Birth of a son, Elliott William, to
critics on his sculpture titled "Stalingrad," which is included in an ex- Mrs. Irving Sherman, wife of Columtensive exhibit under the heading of
bia's assistant advertising sales
"This Is Our War," now on view at manager, on Tuesday at the Royal
the Wildenstein galleries, 19 East Concourse Hospital, was announced
44th St.
yesterday.
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Vole Salary Ceiling
Amendment Today
{Continued from Page 1)

Cooper, D., Tenn., proposed that the
Disney proposal be stricken from
the debt limit bill, to which it has
been attached as a rider. The second, offered by Rep. Bertrand W.
Gearhart, R., Calif., provides that
nothing in the debt control law shall
authorize limitation of aggregate
salaries. Gearhart explained that
what he wishes to do is place salaries and wages "on the same plane"
in order that both may be stabilized,
or frozen, as of a date close to Sept.
15 last.
Gearhart later told The Film
Daily he does not intend to push
his amendment strongly at this time.
He feels confident that the Disney
amendment, at least, will be carried
by the House today, but if he feels
he can get his own amendment
through, he will push it. Otherwise he will wait for Senate action.
The Californian is confident, along
with most observers, here, that Congress will act against the salary
limitation.
Administration opposition to the
Disney amendment which would limit
high salaries to their pre-Pearl Harbor level and prohibit the raising of
others to more than $25,000 net per
year was largely based upon the desire to curb war profits.
Disney, a Democrat from Oklahoma, declared that the problem is that of keeping the
executive branch from assuming too much
power. His amendment, he said, is proCongress.
"It is a clarification of a delegation of
Congressional power to the executive whxh
will compel a curtailment of executive regulation already issued. It is intended to assert
and protect the rights of Congress under
the Constitution — the rights which the President so vehemently asserted in the controversy seme few years ago over the relative
powers of Congress and the Supreme Court
when that tribunal set aside some of the acts
of Congress," he said. "Rut because it is a
pro-Congress bill, it is not and it should not
be construed
as anti-President
bill."
He defended those Democrats on the Ways
and Means Committee who joined Republicans in supporting his amendment, saying:
''They are Democrats and supporters of the
President who want to keep the Congress and
the President good neighbors, in war and
victory, building now. in time, good fences
of clear understanding between Congress and
the President as to the use his advisors and
administrators will make of powers granted
to him."
Disney said that "the argument about inflation is a smoke-screen to defeat this correction of the executive's overstepping of power.
This argument should be brushed aside."
He remarked that the 48 -hour week will raise
weekly pay at least 31 per cent, and measures
now pending will raise Federal payrolls at
least 10 to 30 per cent. Undue salary increases, he added, will be blocked by ordinary
business acumen, renegotiation of Government
war
contracts
and thesalary
Treasury's
authority
to deduct unreasonable
increases.

"Bid and Asfced"
Quincy, Fla. — Management- of the
Shaw Theater has announced that
the award of $100 will be made
May 1 to the Marine of Gasden
County who proves that he killed
the first Jap since war began. Already there has been one applicant
for the award.

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
(Sports Parade)
Warner
10 Mins.
Good
Dog lovers will thank Van Campen
Heilner and Pam Blumenthal for
having produced this little tribute
to the sporting dog. The film, which
is in Technicolor, shows the animals
in training and in action. At all
times they are an interesting sight
to watch. The smartness of the dogs
is brought out well in their retrieving work. Since it deals with animals the booking should also hold
the attention of the children.

(Popeye)
Paramount
7 Mins.
Chiefly Blue
Popeye is a draft board official before whom comes a blacksmith feigning ill health so he can keep out of
the army. Use of trickery by Popeye exposes the blacksmith, who immediately goes berserk in his attempt to incapacitate himself. When
popeye tags him to keep him from
harming himself, the bruiser turns
on him. The villain does an aboutface when Popeye meets up with a
nest of Japs and lends a hand in
cleaning up the vermin. This shoit
is skimpy on laughs.

Navy Photographic Units
Turning in Excellent Pix

Large Para, and Loew
Dividends in Prospect

"Sporting Dogs"

{Continued from

Page

1)

phy for the Bureau of Aeronautics,
told The Film Daily yesterday.
Questioned concerning letters received by Louis de Rochemont, producer of the March of Time, to the
effect that men trained for the
Navy by the March of Time have not
been able to use their camera skill
to advantage because of resistance
from superior officers, Comdr. Fit ser
said the situation in regard to Navy
cameramen is "rapidly clearing' it-

(Continued from Page

1)

of the companies' recent financial
statements.
The Wall Street Journal points
out that all the outstanding preferred stock of Paramount has been
called, leaving the common the only
capital stock obligation. The Journal
adds that a larger distribution in
dividends would appear likely later
on this year and that the funded
debt outstanding has been reduced
greatly in recent years.
The Loew management, the Wall
Street Journal asserts, has been extremely conservative in its dividend
'If de Rochemont has those let- policy in recent years and has been
ters, they probably represent a holdless than half of earnself."over from general order No. 96, in payingings,out
meanwhile piling up cash. This,
force for many years," said Comdr. the financial paper declares, will be
Fraser. This order discouraged pho- reflected in larger dividends.
tography in the Navy, and several
courts martial resulting from the Rooney Draft Case Sent
shooting of confidential material
tended to make many officers shy Back to Local Board
away from allowing their camera(Continued from Page 1)
men freedom to shoot important actions, or any material of a confiden- subject to the draft and decision is
tial nature.
up to the local board.
There is reason? ble doubt about
This order was superseded last
August by general order No. 179, Rooney's physical fitness.
which directed officers of the fleet to
obtain such material whenever it George-Miskinis Circuit?
Detroit — Formation of a new small
would be of value. Comdr. Fraser
was doubtful that the letters de indie circuit is in the making here,
Rochemont received were very re- with new partnership between Nichcent.
olas George and Joseph Miskinis in
the Allen Park Theater in the suburb
of Allen Park. George built the
theater about a year and a half ago,
JimPittsburgh
Hendel Joins
"U"
— James Hendel, until and was sole owner, while Miskinis
recently with UA in Cleveland, has owns the Alden and Civic Theaters
joined the local Universal sales staff in Dearborn and Detroit. They are
as Main Line salesman, replacing dickering now to extend the partnerLou Vogel who was temporarily covship to the other two houses.
ering that territoy. Hendel is a
nephew of Harry Hendel, prominent Gene Vogel Testimonial
local exhib.
Albany— Richard O. Hayes, Paramount salesman, heads the committee composed of local film biz figWachnansky Leaves Broder
ures who are to tender Gene Vogel
Detroit — Ben Wachnansky, gener- a testimonial at the Variety Club
al manager of the Broder Circuit, next Monday night. Hayes is being
operating about 10 theaters here, has assisted by Bill Williams and Sid
resigned to take a post as managing Stockton of Metro, Gene Lowe, Redirector of the Parkside, an indie.
public, C. J. Latta, Warner Theate' s
His former post is being split be- and Joe Shure, Fabian Theaters.
tween three men already with the Vogel recently resigned as a Metro
Broder Circuit — Lloyd Turel becom- salesman here and is now workinging booker; Isadore Goren, super- out of New York as a special rep.
for Universal.
visor; and Hank Ga:ish, treasurer.

Distribs. May Recoup
Blocked Spanish Coin
(Continued from Page 1)

film companies' "frozen" pesetas ir»
Spain is being considered by com
pany heads. It is estimated that
approximately 85 million pesetas, or
about $1,700,000, are still frozen jv,
Spain. American money was block(
at the outbreak of the Spanish civil
war and much of it has remained
blocked throughout the Franco reIt is understood that the purchased pesetas would be used to buy
Spanish
commodities and product?
gime.
needed in the United States.
The deal, if worked out with the
Spanish government, may reopen the
Spanish market which once was a
lucrative one. In 1942, approximately 50 American pictures were purchased for showing in Spain, while
75 pictures already have been bought
this year. Purchases call for "cash
dollars on the line" over here.

New Hampshire Legalizes
Sunday Afternoon Movies
(Continued from

Page 1)

lectmen, but in other places there
are still no films on Sabbath afternoons, either through lack of officia
action or a desire of theater men tc
take their time in deciding about
putting on the ext: a shows.
Cities to quickly clear the way foi
Sunday
pix include
and Berlin. Action
pends Dover
in Portsmouth
Outgoing city administration in Laconia feels that Sunday night films
are sufficient. Concord aldermen refused to suspend the rules to pass
a new ordnance, 8-6, but ordered 2
public hearing. In Rochester, theater interests are said to be hesitant

Cuban Product Dearth
Brings Policy Change
(Continued front Page 1)

run spots, which are compelled tc
show one picture a week instead o1
one daily as heretofore. The longei
engagements are not expected tc
prove injurious to business in the
third and subsequent runs where
good product is concerned. However, exhibitors assert, the new pol
icy will be ruinous in the case o
poor attractions.

TO THE COLORS!
St. Petersburg, Fla. — BOLIVAF
HYDE. JR., district manager of the
Florida State Theaters, has receiver
his commission as a lieutenant (jg!
in the Navy and has been ordered t(
:eport to Ft. Schuyler, N. Y.

— • —

CAPT. HARRY MILLER, formerly
a New York salesman for M-G-M anc
now
Marines, has been pro
motedin tothemajor.

JUST

RIGHT

WITH the emphasis on getting the most
out of every foot of available film, it is a
big help to know that one of the three
Eastman negative films is just right for
every shot — in the studio or on location,
indoors or out. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

SUPER-XX

PLUS-X
for general studio use

when little light is available

BACKGROUXD-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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CONSTRUCTION NO W AT RECORD LOW LEVEL
1943 Civilian Lamp
But Dollar Volume Is
Expected to Exceed the
Figure Attained In '41
Large economies in the use of incandescent and fluorescent lamps
have been effected within the motion picture industry during the past
12 months, a survey of the situations reveals. Results are attributable to three principal reasons, it is
declared, — (1) voluntary imposed
conservation, chiefly by the exhibition
field; (2) better management and
distribution in lamp usage, with
fewer exterior outlets being employed by theaters; and (3) the exI Continued on Page 7)

Flameproof Formula
Declared a Success
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Following conferences
with officials of the Los Angeles
Fire Department, Rodney Pantages,
of the Theater Defense Bureau, has
issued the formula of a simple but
effective flameproofing liquid. To
one gallon of w?ter, add nine ounces
of borax and four ounces of boric
{Continued on Page 7)

WPB's
Sought
For
New Approval
Penn. Theater
Pittsburgh — Blott Bros., who operate a circuit of some 20 theaters
in Western Pennsylvania, have applied to the War Production Board
for approval
to construct
a new
(Continued on Page 7)

Woodrotv Williams
Aids Uncle Sammy
Indianapolis — Woodrow Williams,
27, supervisor of production control
expediters, RCA, has been honored
by the Government for "meritorious
contributions to the war production
drive." Williams suggested a die
stamping characters on control panels
and amplifier bases instead of engraving them. The new method saves
5,000 man hours a year. He has
been with RCA since 1937.

Supply

Will Dip 10%

Equipment Field Notes

Washington

For the second time, all three major
works of Western Electric Co. have received the Army- Navy Production Award for
meritorious services on the production front.

*

*

*

tirely new equipment installed, and
will be reopened this week-end, — Sunday to be exact.
Eagles Theater, Wabash,

lnd., operated

H. S. Steinberg and K. Storm have b/ the Rembusch Circuit, has installed new
organized the Universal Trading Co. Simplex lamps and Hertner transverter.
%
*£
#
with offices at III West Jackson St.,
Chicago, to deal in theater equipment
F.
E.
Smith,
D.
Blumenthal,
and B.
and supplies.
E. Fisher have organized the Independent Can Co. out Chicago way. firm
E. W. Allgood has taken over the DeSoto will manufacture and distribute film
Theater in Lake City, Fla., and has changed cans.
the name to the Park Theater. House has
been reconditioned and new sound equipment added.

W. T. McCarrell has purchased National Supreme carpet for his Indiana
Theater in Bedford, lnd.
Albert Trilling is rebuilding his Lyric on
Chi.'s West Cermak Road. Fire damaged
the stand recently. Si Greiver books the
house.

Bansch & Lomb has just entered
into an agreement with a group of
banks and trust companies for a regulation V loan up to $22,000,000.
Those interior and exterior alterations
and redecoraticn effected by San Francisco's
downtown, second-run Strand, are of such
taste and thoroughness that this outlet looks
like a new theater.

*

*

*

la

April-December '42 Mark
Is Reported $1,440,600;
Entire Year $4,200,000
Bircau

of THE

FILM

I'JIl.Y

Washigton— Extent of the WPB
restrictions on film theater construction and remodeling is apparent in the estimate here by l'eliable
channels that whereas investment
for these purposes amounted approximately to $4,200,000 in the
first three months of 1942, the spen
from April 9 to Dec. 31 of that
year dipped sharply to approximately $1,440,600, or, in percentage, the
final nine months of 1942 were less
than the first three months by some
66 per cent.
Expenditure for construction and

( C unturned on Page 7)
Frank Enos, veteran stage manager at
Fays Theater, Providence, is fitting out the
stages in the five theaters being established at Camp Endicott, U. S. Naval Construction Training Center, Davisville, R. I.
Equipment is complete in all respects, including velvet drapes; foot, border and spot
lights; public address system, etc., and any
type of entertainment can be accommodated
when the job is completed. First USO
Chicago — While notification of its
units to play there this Winter worked in
selection as a recipient of the Armycold drill halls, on bare platforms, — thus
Navy "E" pennant has been received
handicapping
performances.

DeVry T Ceremonies
Set For Next Month

*

*

*

Trade consensus is that the paper
delivered at the recent SMPE Atlantic
Coast Section meeting by James Frank,
Jr., manager of the New York branch
of National Theatre Supply Co., on the
subject "Fluorescent Materials" is the
best analysis yet made on the topic.

*

*

*

with high satisfaction and justifiable pride by the local DeVry Corporation, and subsequently announced by both the organization and the
Government,{Continued
the on actual
Page 7) physical
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More Pacts Reported
By Altec Service Corp.

Odeon Theaters is reported eyeing a
The Marsh Theater, Wheeling, W.
R. E. Griffith Theaters, Inc., has
Va., which was so badly damaged dur- new theater site in the center of St. John, entered into an agreement with Alhotels
adjoining
two
destroyed
fire
A
B.
N.
ing the flood in that vicinity during the
tec Service to have repair and relatter part of December that it was and an adjacent store. Possibility exists
placement parts for sound and comforced to close for repairs, has been that the ban of the Government on theater
plete ( ( ouiinued
projection onbooth
Page 7 equipment
)
can be overcome.
construction
completely renovated throughout,
en- '

TheaL Lease OK
Ruling Follows Challenge of Legality
Springfield's Safety
Co-op. Is Satisfactory
Springfield, Mass.— Val S. LaLiberte, inspector for the State Board
of Public Safety, said here that he
was much 'Continued
satisfiedon with
the co-opPage 7)

Toledo — This City's law department has just ruled legal a lease
signed by Community Theaters of
Toledo, Inc., with the board of managers of the Toledo Zoological Park,
covering the theater in the Museum
of Natural History in Walbridge
Park, on the South Side.
The the(Continued on Page 7)

The ft A K Stands
For Bine & Khaki
Chicago — Balaban & Katz collected 30,609 pounds of ferrous metals in the recent scrap drive; 2,016
pounds of copper and zinc; 2,670
pounds of rubber; 10,542 pounds of
carpet; and 714 pounds of ozite.
The drive continues throughout the
big circuit. Much of the foregoing
salvage came from the warehouses.

'

|n„:
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EQUIPMENT

NEWS

DAfLY

Green Light Given
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John VV. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau,
"425
Boulevard,
alph Hollywood
Wilk,
Bureau
Chief.

Hollywood,

Cal.,

Lamp Supply In '43
faces Dip of 10%

Variety Club Gets
15 Tons of Metuls

Community's Lease
(Continued from Page 6)

ater firm is remodeling the park auditorium and will open the Stratford,
a 1,000-seat de luxe neighborhood
house, on or about Mar. 19, with
Mrs. Mabel Strehlau appointed manager. Jack O'Connell, president of
Community Theaters, said the remodeling ison an old English theme,
in keeping with the name of the
house.

t continued from Page 6)

tensive dimout restrictions controlling' facade illumination.
Production of lamps in 1943 is
estimated to be in excess of 1941
in dollar volume, and there will be
about a 10 per cent reduction in the
number of units because of a large
increase in military and other Government requirements, and increase
in some particular industrial uses.
Substantial
savings
will be made
. this year in the matter of critical
materials,
as:
brass,
6,000
tons;
: copper 320 tons; nickel, 210 tons;
-tin, 110 tons; chrome iron, 50 tons;
■i t nd nickel alloys, 100 tons.
While the permissive schedule of
lamps being currently manufactured
contains some 1,700 different types,
J nevertheless, this is a reduction of
more than one-half from the 3,700
different types which were being
manufactured
previously.

More Pacts Reported
By Altec Service Corp.
(Continued from Page 6)

provided for 66 Griffith fnd Westex
houses in Texas. C. J. Zern negotiated for Altec.
It is also an■■ nounced that the Walworth Theaters
Co.
of Minneapolis,
in renewing
i agreements
for
Altec
Service
in
'North and South Dakota and Minnesota, has added
six theaters
in
' Wisconsin and Minnesota. Repair
replacement parts agreements for
sound and projector equipment have
been made part of the deal. E. Hilton negotiated for Altec Service.

WPB's
Sought
For NewApproval
Penn. Theater

DeVry 'E' Ceremonies
Set For Next Month
(Continued from

FREE
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replacement parts for all
Standard
Make
projectors.
Cive us name
of your supply dealer
when
writing
for new
catalog.

WENZEL
2505-19

PROJECTOR
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Chicago,
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sponsorship of the Club. Most of
the scrap was collected by theaters
offering free two-hour shows at
which children were admitted for
two pounds
brass.

or more

of copper

or

Flameproof Formula
Declared a Success

(Continued from Page 6)

remodeling in the calendar year of
1942 is said here to have amounted
to less than 25 per cent of the 1941
figure.
Only in segregated instances,
where the need is demonstrated to
be vital, has any film house been
permitted construction or remodeling during the past 11 months, and
no relaxation of the regulations imposed by WPB is even -^'>"'
probable
for
C.:
the duration.

THEATRE
AND

(Continued from Page 6)

Page 6)

award will not be made until early
next month when fitting ceremonies
will be held in the Medinnah Club
here, with many notables, including
Admiral Downes, Governor Dwight
Green, Mayor Edward Kelly, and
Admiral Edward Evers, scheduled to
attend.
The exceptional service of the
DeVry organization to America's
war effort has been appreciated consistently within the motion picture
industry since Pearl Harbor, as well
as prior to the Japs' sneak attack
when the United States was girding
for defense and dedicated to the suppl> of essential articles and matelease.rial to the Government and for lend-

acid. Water should be slightly warm.
Spray on material via stirrup pump.
Pantages points out that new
fabrics should first be washed, and
that all cloth behind the proscenium
of every theater, except the title
curtain ; nd the screen itself, must
bi flameproofed in accordance with
Fiie Department and Theater Defense Bureau regulations.
The new formula was tested at
the Fox Ritz Theater and found
satisfactory. Total cost of flameproofing was 66c.

W:
DEVRY
precisiunr-born
Theatre
Projectors
and Sound Systems present developments tiir
beyond previously accepted standards DEVRY
Corporation,
1112 Armita;re Avenue, Chicago,
111.

SCL'ND

SYSTEMS

PROJECTORS

-jm.
Jp
*1||
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DeVRY
Hollywood

• CHICAGO

• New

York

Springfield's Safety
Co-op. Is Satisfactory
(Continued from Page f>)

eration given him by the managers
of the various theaters in this district. It has, he said, been unnecessary to issue any orders, a mere
verbal agreement having been
enough to assure the changes necessary to comply with state laws.
He seid that as far as the theaters
were concerned, particularly in this
city, changes have not been structural. Primarily it has been a question of flameproofing draperies and
scenery, a job that must be done
every six months to be effective.

i '' ontinucd from Page 6)

. modern theater in Greenville, Pa.,
where they now have two houses.
They
have
already
purchased
the
, property for the theater, which is to
seat approximately 1,200, and have
ali the necessary equipment and
fixtures.

Omaha — Joe Kinsky, Chief Barker
of the local Variety Club, estimates
that 30,000 pounds of vital copper
and brass have been collected by
theaters in this trade territory, under

Construction Hits
Record Low Level

For-

FLAGSADVERTISING
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LIEBERMAN
IT's Flag
and Valance

MAKE
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COUNT

Your theatre wins added protection two ways when you
sign agreements to have Altec provide (1) repair and replacement parts to your sound system, and (2) repair and
replacement parts to your projector equipment. The Altec
man is a technician recognized in Washington for his services
in conservation. Get for your theatre the benefits he can bring
you. For full details, see your local Altec man, or write:

//

Co.

200 FIFTH AVENUE.NEWYORK.N.Y.
6-46 N Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois
4954
Cibton
Street. Loi Angelej.
Calif.
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PATRONS ADJUST THEMSELVES TO 'GAS' BAN
U. S. Films Facing Spanish, Swedish Competition
Swedish Pix Grossing Figures Equal to Those of
American, Says Griffis
By AL STEEN

ARGENTINA'S FILM QUOTA STANDS
Move to "Squeeze Out" American Pix Scented — Political
Effect Regarded as Extremely Harmful

Associate Editor, THE FILM DAILY
Spain and Sweden are developing Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
their film industries to the point
Washington — CIAA recommendawhere they may offer severe comtion of 25 million feet of raw film
petit ion to
for Argentina is to stand, it was
American
learned over the week-end, despite
pictures
requests by Argentine producers for
when the
twice that amount. Although Axis
war ends,
propagandists have been successful
Stanton Grifin having printed in Argentine pafis, chairman
of Paramount's e xecutive committee, said
o n Friday,
following his
return from
a six-month
By MARY LOUISE BLANCO
STANTON
GRIFFIS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
itay in Europe. Griffis,
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
in the interest of Paramount and Censor)
— Twentieth-Fox is taking
(Continued on Page 6)
steps to enter the exhibition field
here in a move to take its product
off the shelves, where it has lain as
result of
the company's
asserted
refusal
to close
new contracts
with
the Smith and Valcare circuit.
Here
reportedly
in connection

20fh-Fox to Acquire
National in Havana!

"
WAC s Work Getssm"(
en
Card for Sale

(Continued on Page 7)

Buffalo — Some film salesmen working in the Buffalo exchange territory
have obtained
"C" on gasoline
ration
(Continued
Page 6)

Attendance is Holding Up
Generally; Some Places
Report No Effect by Ban

Ed Zern Leaves Ayer
For Warners Ad Staff

Theater patrons generally have
adjusted themselves to the transportation problem and the effect on atpers editorials claiming that Hollytendance apparently has been negwood, fearful of native competition,
ligible except in isolated instances,
was blocking shipment of sufficient
according to week-end reports from
film to Argentina, there is no likeli- the field. There are spots, however,
hood that more than 25 million feet where the subsequent run theaters
of film will be sent to Buenos Aires.
have suffered from the gasoline sitIt is possible that shipping difficuluation, but where the subsequent^
(Continued on Page 7)
ties and the tight raw stock situa(Continued on Page 6)

Wood Asks Essential Decree Limitations
Hit by Appeal Board
(lass for Operators
Limitations imposed upon an arHolding that completed pictures,
bitrator and the appeal board by
including Government shorts, are the consent decree in regard to run
not worth the raw stock they are were criticized by the appeal board
printed on unless means are found
(Continued on Page 4)
to project them on the screen, the
ITO of Ohio may urge the War Man- Name Committees for
power Commission to reconsider its
recent edict on essential personnel.
SMPE's May Meeting
Pete Wood,
ITO on secretary,
writ(Continued
Page 7)
Officers and committee personnel
for SMPE's 53rd semi-annual meetRecover Body of Lee,
ing to be (Continued
held in New
Hotel
on PageYork's
7)

Killed in Clipper Crash

The body of Arthur A. Lee, who
was reported missing following the
As part of the most important crash of the Yankee Clipper in Lisbon Harbor, has been found, accordadvertising campaign in its history,
Copra's
Films
for
Army
ing to information received by the
Set for Release Abroad
based on the largest budget it has
ever made available for newspaper State Department. Body will be returned to New York for burial. No
The Army's so-called Capra films, and magazine advertising, Warners details were given as to where or
the services of Ed
a series of seven produced by Lt. has engaged
(Continued on Page 6)
how the body was found.
(Continued on Page 6)

Archie Laurie Heads
Rep. Sales in Canada
Toronto — Appointment of Archie
Laurie, identified with the film trade
since 1912, to be sales manager of
Republic Pictures in Canada was announced byAlf Perry, general manager of Empire Universal here.
Laurie succeeds Harry Paynter
who takes over complete operation
of Empire
branch.

Universal's Toronto

House Kayos Salary Ceiling
Senate Move to Eliminate All Federal Control
Expect No Further Conn.
Legislation on Industry
New Haven — Exhibitors believe no
further legislation of a purely industry nature remains for action on
the current agenda at Hartford.
The 10 per cent admissions tax
bill has been
withdrawn, the flame(Continued on Page 4)

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With the House having defeated the Administration's
$25,000 salary ceiling directive by
a vote of 268 to 131 on the Disney
amendment to the price control act,
the fight now goes to the Senate
which is ready to initiate a move to
(Cor*inued on Page 7)

Dominion Holidays
Cut More Than Half
Ottawa — The Canadian Government has passed an Order-in-Council
under the War Measures Act which
restricts the statutory holidays for
the whole Dominion to five, with
the proviso that all places of business in the Province of Quebec are
permitted to close on four additional
days of religious importance.
The holiday list in Canada is accordingly cut by more than half for
the remainder of the war, the step
having been taken to reduce the free
time for employes of essential industries. The holidays prescribed are
New Year's Day, Good Friday,
Dominion Day in July, Labor Day
Day.
and Christmas. The added holidays
for Quebec are Epiphany, Ascension
Day, All Saints Day and Conception
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Direction

Completed :

of War

Russia

1 larch of Time
Prcparat on —
Allen

1943"

Jenkins

"ShowColumbia
Business"

♦

in

NEW YORK
THEATERS

♦
18

Music

March
19
24
— March
24
(c)
(c)
(c)

Lassee Maja
(Europa) — March
20
Diary of a Nazi (Artkino Pictures) — March 24
(a) Dual bill,
(b) Subsequent run.
(c) Follows current

Hall
Globe

World
Paramount
CriterR0Xy
on
Strand
Rivoli

18

(a)
48th St

Capitol
i alace
Palace

years.

RKO-WB "Casablanca"
Moveover Dispute Ends

%

Kalmine on Pa. Trip
Harry M. Kalmine, assistant general manager of Warner Theaters
left Friday for a tour of the circuit's Pittsburgh zone.
visited
Erie and Oil City over theHeweek-end
and is due back in New York early
this week.

RADIO

CITY MUSIC

HALL

Rockefeller Center

Bob Hope * Dorothy Lamour
in

Samuel

Goldwyn's

"THEY
GOT RKOME Radio
COVERED"
Released thru
Pictures
Gala Stage
Revue
e Symphony
Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

theater
' .Stanley

bill.

Schaefer Again to Head
'Forever and a Day' Group
Yeshiva Scholarship Fund Coming to New York

SHAINDLIN
M ■-i-.il

"One

Pictures) — March
18

Slightly
Dangerous
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Journey Into
Fear (RKO
Radio Pictures-Orson
Welles)—(o
March
Silver Skates
(Monogram
Pictures) — March
18 (a)

Dispute between RKO Theaters
and Warner Bros, over the move+ 1/4
+
%
over of "Casablanca" from the Hol+
1/4
lywood to the Strand has been set+
Vs
tled and the RKO houses in New
+ 1
York will start playing the picture
on March 25.
Joe Mayer in Cleveland
It is reported that Warne:s have
Cleveland — Joseph Mayer has been agreed not to move a picture from
appointed manager of the RKO Pal- the Hollywood to the Strand, a situace coming here from Rochester,
ation which created a continuous
N. Y. He succeeds George Rossman, first-run and allegedly delayed
prodresigned.
uct booked for the circuit.
JACK

OPEI\L\GS

The
Last Will of (Paramount
Dr. Mabuse Pictures)
(S. Krellberg)—
Happy-Go-Lucky
— March
Hello, 'Frisco, Hello (Twentieth
Century-Fox)
Something to Shout About
(Columbia
Pictures)
The Edge of Darkness
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
The Moon is Down
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

12)

Para. Picts.
B'way deb.
3s55.4s56
... 1
Para.
63% 1631/8
1% 163%
1%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
1 03% 103% 1031/2
3%9% MARKET
NEW
YORK CURB
9%
Monogram \ icts
2
1%
1%
23/4 2%
Radio-Keith cvs
1%
3%
3
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
9¥4
23/4
Trans-Lux
63
63
Universal
Picts
63

features

Appointment of He:b Berg gj|
trade press contact for United Ai
tists was announced at the week-er
by Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., director <
advertising and publicity. He a:
sumes his new duties today.
Berg resigned last week frof
Paramount where he was in chs^'
of trade press relations for th( 4
seven years. He was associatedN-«
UA in 1935 and previously had bee.
with other film companies. He for
merly was on the staff of The Fili
Daily and Box Office.

Silk, Blood and Sun (Maya
Distributing
Co.) — 8th week
World
Siege of Leningrad (Artkino Pictures — English commentary) — 4th week
Stanley
My Friend Clock-John
(Scandia
Films) — 3rd week
(a-b)
48th St. Theater
We and Our Little Farm (Scandia Films) — 3rd week (a-b)
48th St. Theater
Tu M'Ami-lo T'Amo
(J. H. Hoffberg Co.)— 3rd week
55th St. Playhouse

Fo:' the fourth year, George J.
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
H/2
Net Schaefer has accepted the chairmanChg.
ship of the motion picture indusHigh
Low 151/s
Close +
151/4
+
15
15'/2
l'/2
Am.
Seat
15'/8
15
Vl
361/2
try's scholarship fund at Yeshiva
36i/2
36i/2 +
Va College. The fund was instituted
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2%)
H/2 +
%
Col. ticts. pfd
121/4
121/2
+
in 1939 by Barney Balaban, the late
121/2
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
W. G. Van Schmus, George P. SkouEast. Kodak
1
1511/z 153
+ 1
ras, Jack Cohn, Nate J. Blumberg,
do pfd
53
the Warner brothers, Schaefer and
Gen.
Prec.
Eq
183/8 18
18
+
1/2
others. It provides free tuition, and
49% 491/2
49%
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
to some, free board and lodging, to
221/2 22
22
Para. 1 pf. called A 1 551/2 155% 1551/2 +10
worthy and needy American stuPara. 1 pf. called Ml 551/4 153% 154i/4 + 5
dents and refugee scholars from Eu177/8 +
%
20th Century-Fox
. . . I8V2 17%
rope. Ten young men have bene20th Century-Fox pfd 30% 3OV2 301/2 +
1/4
Univ. Pict. pfd
fited by the fund in the last foui
Warner Bros
do pfd

to

Theater
Hollywood
Globe
Paramount
Astor
Music Hall
Rialto
Capitol
Rivoli
Roxy
Strand
Criterion
Falace
Palace
Little Carnegie
New
York
New
York

'/s '/
4

FINANCIAL
(March

Parade

Picture and Distributor
Air Force
(Warner
Bros, rictures) — 7th week
Saiudos Amigos
(RKO
Radio-Walt Disney) — 5th week
Hitler's Children (RKO Radio-Edward A. Golden) — 3rd week
The Human
Comedy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 3rd week
They Got Me Covered
(RKO
Radio-Samuel Goldwyn) — 2nd week
Frankenstein
Meets
the Wolf
Man
(Universal
Pictures) — 2nd week
Stand By for Action
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Forever and a Day (RKO
Radio
Pictures)
The Young Mr. Pitt (Twentieth Century-Fox)
The Hard Way
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
It Ain't Hay (Universal
Pictures)
The Immortal Sergeant (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(a-b)
He's My Cuy (Universal Pictures)
(a)
Our Laay of Paris (Hirliman Florida Productions)
The Ape-Man
(Monogram
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
Dead Man's Gulch
(Kepublic
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)

Herb Berg is Named UA
Trade Press Contact Man

Brian Aherne, Ruth Warrick, C.
Aubrey Smith, Victor Saville and
Lloyd Richards arrive today from
Hollywood en route to Wasnington
for the special White House ceremony tomorrow when President
Roosevelt will accept a pledge giving to the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis all the U.
S.
profits from RKO Radio's "Forever
Day." Hardwicke, representandSira Cedric
ing the committee of artists of British origin who donated their talents
to the pic and Roland Young, will
accompany the group to the Capital.
They will be escorted to the White
House for the presentation ceremony at 11:15 a.m. by Basil O'Connor, president of the Foundation.
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YOUNG MR. PITT"
Released by 20th Century-Fox
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Man Who Came
to Dinner'
Plagiarism
Suit Dismissed
Federal Judge Clarence G. Galston
Friday dismissed the suit brought
by Vincent McConnor against George
S. Kaufman and Moss Hart
were charged with piracy of who
the
plot of the play "The Murder Issue, also known as "Sticks and
Stones m their play "The Man Who
Came to Dinner." The plaintiff
sought an injunction and damages
Also
named produ
as defen
ner Bros.,
cers dants
of thewere
film War'
version; Random House, publishers of
the play, and the estate of Sam H
Hams, who p:oduced the play on
The
defendants
were
award
reasooa
* ed"
Br
nable dw
counseay
l fees.and costs.
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ROY ROGERS
K/AfG Of THE COWBOYS
and SMILEY

BURNETTE

in

wi,h BOB NOLAN andTHE SONS OF THE PIONEERS
VIRGINIA GREY
HARRY J. SHANNON • ONA MUNSON • DICK PURCELL
and THE ROBERT MITCHELL BOYCHOIR
JOSEPH KANE- Director
Original Screen Play by ROY CHANSLOR and OLIVE COOPER

A

REPUBLIC
PICTURE
buv u.s. uihr snuincs Bonos
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Decree Limitations
Hit by Appeal Board

COmiDG and GOIflG
CHARLES SCHLAIFER and BOB MONTGOMERY of the 20th-Fox ad-publicity department
are back from Chicago.

(Continued from Page 1)

in a decision issued Friday in the
arbitration complaint of the Lakeview Theater, New Orleans, against
Paramount, RKO and Vitagraph.
The appeal board apparently was
of the opinion that the Lakeview
was entitled to the run requested
but because relief as to run is unauthorized by the decree, the relief
could not be granted.
The Lakeview was opened on Jan.
28, 1942, in the Lakeview section of
New Orleans, but it was unable to
get first-run product from the three
defendants which reportedly reserved the first-runs for the Beacon,
a United Theaters, Inc., house
which opened on April 15. The
Lakeview filed a complaint under
Section VI and on appeal the board
ruled that the defendants had violated the section. Meanwhile, the
Beacon had opened and the board
remanded the case to the arbitrator
who was to receive and consider offers of a run. The arbitrator found
that the defendants had offered a
l un "on conditions and terms that
are clearly calculated to defeat the
intent and purpose of Section VI."
The distributors appealed and the
appeal board modified it only to the
extent of directing the three companies to offer their pictures on a run
to be designated by the distributors
upon the right terms and conditions.
However, the boaid, while believing
that the Lakeview was entitled to
first-run and should not be made to
accept second-run, could not give
the complainant relief because a run
had been offered, even though it was
not a reasonable one in the opinion
of the board which could only follow the provisions of the decree.

Weshner
Miss Spitzer's
Jobs Not and
in Conflict

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, 20th-Fox's Western
sales manager, returns tomorrow from a visit
to thetroitcompany's
Des Moines, Chicago and Debranches.

About "Dandy":
The Truth
• FOR months now, all kinds

of conflicting accounts have
• •
been penned, spoken anent how the George M. Cohan biog and music
So. today we give you
came to be filmed by the House of Warner
the lowdown, what with "Yankee Doodle Dandy" looming large on
Academy Awards horizon, and its going down in pic annals as the
biggest WB grosser of all time
T
▼
▼
• • • FOR several years, nearly every film company has approached Cohan with offers to do a picture on his life and tunes
But Cohan was skeptical, though he had great admiration for screen
Too, he had great family pride, and wantproduction mechanics
ed to be sure that the real human qualities would be put into any
Well, Sir, when Cohan saw the
picture about him and his kin
WB opus based on the life of Knute Rockne, he said to Cap O'Brien,
"That's our company"
A rival studio had already drawn up contracts for Cohan to sign, but he had held off
Meanwhile, Jacob
Wilk, WB's Eastern story chief and the man who initiated the negotiations for his company, was doing a grand job of convincing Cohan that
the pic should be made— by WB
Cohan had known
Wilk for
years, and had confidence in him
Furthermore,
Warners had
Jimmy Cagney, a natural for the role of Cohan
▼
T
T
•

• • THE original narrative of "Yankee Doodle Dandy" was written by Cohan himself
For three days and three nights he worked

on it. writing in longhand
Then he "auditioned" his outline to a
small gathering at his home, including Cap O'Brien and Wilk
Cohan
read for three hours without stopping, and, after he had finished, Wilk
wouldn't leave until he had that manuscript safely in his possession
Cap O'Brien refutes stories that Cohan insisted on okaying script
and cast
There never was a complete single script of "Dandy," he
points out. because the musical portions of the film and the dramatic
sequences were made separately
And as for the cast, with exception of being consulted on a few of the leads, everything was left in the
hands of Jack L. Warner
T
▼
T
•

Dave

"Skip" Weshner is headquartering in the Roach-Small office at 729 Seventh Ave. in conducting his campaign for Walt Disney's
"Victory Through Air Power."
Weshner's activity on this campaign in no way affects the status
of Antoinette Spitzer, Disney's publicity representative here.

Lorraine Eddy
Carl
Leserman
Eddie White
Frances
Grant
Howard Higgin

-Ca

• • AMONG influences that won Cohan's consent to do "Yankee Doodle Dandy," says Cap O'Brien, were Noel Coward's "Cavalcade," which Cohan saw in London, and Irving Berlin's music cavalcade, "Alexander's Ragtime
Band"
They made
Cohan
realize
that he, too, had a cavalcade with deep roots in the public heart and
memory
So, between this and the Wilk persuasion, and the Rockne
picture, Cohan

became sold
▼

The rest is history.:'....
▼
T

• • • THE immediate and blazing success of "Yankee Doodle
Dandy" was as much a surprise to Cohan as were the remarkable performances of Cagney as George M.. and Walter Huston as the elder
Cohan, according to Cap O'Brien
Equally gratifying was the flood
of tributes that began to flow in right after the picture opened. — critical
raves, radio salutes, personal letters and wires from persons in the
highest places, resolutions by American Legion posts (455 to date) citing
the film for its patriotic as well as entertainment qualities, etc
The honors kept coming in mounting volume
Cap's only regret is
that George didn't get to see them all
However, as befits a grand
trouper, the Yankee Doodle Boy made his exit to thunderous applause
Now yo« have the authoritative account of how it all happened
Let Rumor fold its tent
T
T
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

JACK GOLDSTEIN, TED LLOYD, I. L
ROGER FERRI, JEANNETTE SAWYER,
SLOCUM, GLADYS MENSH, ANNETTE DOWNES,
MORTON FREEDGOOD and JOSEPH HEPNER,
all of 20th-Fox, are back from Toronto, where
they attended the premiere of "The

Moon

It,

JULES LAPIDUS, Warners' Eastern division,
ritory. manager, returns to his desk today followsales
ing a week's trip through the New England terNORMAN
H.
MORAY,
manager for Warner Bros.,
end for Chicago.
He will
theDown."
way
to the Coast
and
the Burbank studio before
IRENE,
Coast
today.M-C-M

designer,

short subject
sail
left over the weekvisit exchanges all
spend
a week
heading back East.
gets

in

from

th

Expect No Further Conn.
Legislation on Industry
(Continued from Page 1)

proofing of curtains and drapes ant
other safety measures bill has been
"passed" in committee, a stringen
smoking prohibition bill was re
ported unfavorably as was the re
peal of the present Bingo law. Since
no one appeared for or against the
bill facilitating the showing of 16mm.
film by churches, clubs, schools, etc.,
it is believed there will be no further
action on this bill.

Owl Shows for War Plant
Workers Called B.O. Flop
Lyndhurst, N. J. — Midnight "matinees" for war plant workers arep
"impracticable and definitely a box-T
office flop," in the opinion of Johnjs
Sartor, manager at the Ritz Theater, here. They tried it last Saturday and the Saturday before
"and," Sartor told The Film Daily,
"it just won't work out."
"For one thing, it keeps the entire
staff up until five the next morninga completely wilted organization fori
the heavy Sunday business ahead,":
said Sartor. "Second, from a boxoffice standpoint it is a flop inasmuch as that those workers who
really want a Saturday night fling,
look to the nearest tavern while the
few who might prefer the movies,
stay away on the assumption that
there will be no transportation for
them by the time the show is over.
Results? A few stragglers and a
lot of Sunday morning

headaches."

Another Film Man
Wins War Laurels
Lloyd Frank, member of Local 702
of the IA, who was with
pE&
1^^5

DeLuxe Laboratories, Inc.,
prior to entering the Army,
is a member of the famous
319th Bombardment Group just cited
for bravery in North

African action.

i
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san®

1st thru 7™
APRIL 1943
MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
(If you operate more than one
theatre, please list them, individually, on the reverse side.)

TO THE THEATRES DIVISION, WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE,
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY, 1501 Broadway, New York
t< AGER to support the indispensable services rendered by the American Red Cross
to our fighting men, I pledge my complete co-operation in the Red Cross War
Fund Wfeek to be conducted by the Motion Picture Industry, April 1-7, inclusive.
In order that the audience collections to be made in my theatre at every
performance during the week will bring the greatest results we have ever achieved,
we will exhibit both the special Red Cross Trailer and the one reel Red Cross Short
to be provided free. We will publicize the week in our advertising and make
suitable displays.
It is understood that my local Red Cross Chapter is to receive 100% of all
the funds collected, the receipt for which I will forward promptly to the War
Activities Committee for the purposes of an Industry-wide record.
(Signed).

SIGN AND RETURN
AT ONCE TO YOUR
DISTRICT RED
CROSS WAR FUND
CHAIRMAN

SIGN TODAY! FOR YOUR

COUNTRY!

FOR YOUR

BOYS!

Send it at once to your District Chairman!
Albany
A ,
Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Des Moines

Lou Golding
JW. K.Jenkins
lOscarC. Lam
M. J. Mullin
A. Charles Hayman
H. F. Kincey
Edwin Silverman
Ike Libson
William N. Skirball
R. J. O'Donnell
Rick Ricketson
A. H. Blank

Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Memphis
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Haven
New Orleans
New York City
v 1 r>u
XT

E. C. Beatty
Harry Katz
Elmer Rhoden
R. H. Poole
M. A. Lightman
Harold Fitzgerald
John J. Friedl
I. J. Hoffman
E. V. Richards, Jr.
jJ Fred
Lowenstein
wartz
Harry Sch

+

Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle

L. C. Griffith
Joseph Kinsky
Jay Emanuel
M. A. Silver
Albert J. Finke
Fred Wehrenberg
I racy ^J
Barham
j( J°hn
B. V. Sturdivant
Frank Newman

TRAILER BY CAPT. EDDIE RICKENBACKER! GRATIS POSTERS! CAMPAIGN BOOK! PUBLICITY MATS!

t
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's Film
entina
Argta
Will Stand
Quo
{Continued from Page 1)

tion may
mean
less than
that
amount.
The Argentine government was
asked only last month to intercede
with American authorities, in an attempt to gain more raw film. The
request came from the Argentine
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, composed mainly of
artists, critics and technicians, with
very few producers included. These
people are anxious for film to insure
their means of livelihood.
Other Motives Suspected
Others have other motives, however. There is considerable evidence
that the unprecedented demand for
raw stock is inspired by a strong desire to expand native production to
a point where U. S. films may be
"squeezed out" of Argentina. This
is not purely a political move, but
the political effect would be extremely harmful.
Giants of the Argentine industry
a' e Joaquin Latauret and Pablo Cavallo, partners who started with a
few first-: un houses in Buenos Aires.
They expanded their operation rapidly, and are now the largest exhibitor firm in the country. They
are powerful in the distribution field,
and Latauret is president of Lumiton, second largest production studio. Latauret is also a maio" stockholder in Argentina Sono Film, leading studio, and EFA, third largest
studio. Latauret and Cavallo distribute Hollywood features, but their
profit is greater on the native product.
Raw Stock Hoarded
It is strongly suspected that some
producers are hoarding film, while
they cry about lack of it. Hoarding
of any great quantity of raw film
seems doubtful, however, in the face
of refusal by most producers to limit
their print orders to a reasonable
fiq-ure. Although urged to make
only five p: ints. for instance, of a
new feature and keep it in circulation linger, thev protest, rather illngically, that their financial condition makes it imnerative that they
put 20 prints in immediate circulation in order that they may realize
quick returns.
Government authorities here are
determined tn prevent squeezing out
of Hollywood films both to protect
our industry and to keep the prodemocrat''; messages incorporated in
our films before the Argentine populace.

U.S. Faces

Sweden, Spain Making More, Better Films
{Continued from Page 1)

its news: eel, visited England, Sweden, Finland, Portugal and Spain.
a nationSweden is experiencing on,
Griffis
alistic growth in producti
said, pointing out that Swedish pictures are grossing figures equal to
those of American pictures. New
and modern studios have been built
and quality pictures are being turned
out for approximately $125,000.
43 Features Made in Spain
A similar film development is
progressing in Spain, Griffis said.
Studios are producing pictures for
both the domestic and South American markets, 43 having been made
there last year. On the other hand,
American pictures continue to gross
heavily although the revenue cannot
be taken out of the country. American companies must make one picture in Spain for every four imported, he said. Raw stock used by
Spanish producers is obtained chiefly from the Nazis.

American newsreels have a problem in
combatting' German newsreels in the neutral
countries. Griffis explained. The competition
in Sweden is particularly keen because German reels can be flown from Berlin within
six hours, while American and British reels
cannot render such service. Griffis said steps
were being' taken to combat the German
competition through the United, Paramount
British
and
Fox
Movietone. While
the
Axis is able to get its propaganda newsreels
into Sweden, no German feature pictures
are shown there. Swedish newsreels also
are presented.
From
Sweden
Griffis
went
to Finland

Capra's
Films forAbroad
Army
Set for Release
(Continued from Page J)

Carr, Broidy to Address
Mono. Chi. Meeting Today
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Sydney Samson, 20th-Fox branch
territorial chairWAC to
manager
man for and
distribs.,
help convince
local rationing boards. It emphasizes
what salesmen should do. in connection with getting pledges and arranging bookings of WAC leels and
other Victory shorts and in lining
up theaters to co-operate in scrap,
copper, United Nations, Red Cross,
March of Dimes and other drives
helpful to the war effort.
Individual salesmen are submitting the letters to their ration
boards with requests for increased
gas allotments. To date, Samson
said, "three or four" in the Roches- I
dis- ■
Syracuse
and being
ter, Binghamton
tricts
have reported
granted
'C" books. Greater gas allotments
are not being sought by city salesmen, he emphasized.

Ed Zern Leaves Ayer
For Warners Ad Staff
(Continued from Paye 1)

Zern, one of the country's top-flight
adv. men. Zern joins the advertising staff today, it is announced by
Mort Blumenstock, in charge of advertising and publicity for the company in the East.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Zern, who comes to Warners from
Hollywood — The local draft board N. W. Ayer & Sons, will work diwhich placed Mickey Rooney in 1-A
rectly under Gilbert Golden in the
is expected again to take action next preparation
copy.
of trade advertising, naweek on his case. The state draft,
tional magazine copy, point-of-sale
board to which M-G-M appealed ask- newspaper advertising and radio
ing deferment of Rooney on g:ounds
he was an essential member of an
A graduate of Penn State, Zern
essential industry, took no action, has served for several years as
writer
and contact man with Ayer
made no recommendation and returned the case to local draft board. on leading accounts.
If the local board does not change
its attitude on the star's case, M-G- Chas. Goldsmith Replaces
M's only recourse would be to appeal to President Roosevelt.
Lacy Kastner at OWI

Col. Frank Capra originally for service exhibition only, will be distributed in England, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa as a result of negotiations just successfully concluded by Robert Riskin,
chief of the OWI's Overseas Bureau,
and Brig. Gen. Frederick H. Osborne, chief of the Special Services
branch of the War Department.
Physical distribution overseas will
be through the medium of American
companies or, in instances, the British Ministry of Information.
First three of the Capra subjects,
Rooney
and
Qach approximately six reels, have blood
tests passed
requiredthe
by "screen"
draft boards.
been completed, and others are in
work. Completed subjects are "Prelude to War," "The Nazi Strikes" $100,000 Ad Budget For
and "Battle of Britain."

Wett

(Continued from Page 1)

books on the ground that their work
for the WAC is essential, since it
contributes to successful prosecution
of the war.
/"
A letter of instructions regard
WAC efforts has been provided V/j

No New Rooney Action Yet
By H'wood Draft Board

DAILY

Hollywood — Trem Carr and Steve
Broidy will address Monogram's
meeting in Chicago at the Blackstone
Hotel today. Prexy W. Ray Johnston will preside.
Tomorrow two of the company's
new films. "I Escaped from the Gestapo" and "The Ghost Rider," will
Cleveland — The stork delivered a be shown to those attending. Plans
baby girl to Mrs. Ben Greenberger, for "Lady, Let's Dance," to be a
■'"fe of the manager of the Moreland successor to "Silver Skates," and
Theater.
starring Belita, will be discussed.

STORKS

where Paramount's branch continues m opother comeration, as well as the offices of have
been
panies. American newsreels
banned from Finland where only German
e. Some American picreels are availabl
tures are still being shown but they are
censored severely. As Finland and the
United States are not at war, Griffis was
country, but he adable to get intowastheuncomfort
able inasmuch
mitted that he
as there were approximately 150.000 German
in which
hotel
troops in the country. The
he stayed was filled largely with German
officers who were not friendly but they
did not bother him.
Newsreels Strong in Portgual
Portugal offers a fertile field for American
propaganda through the newsreels, Griffis
said. British and American reels are shown
extensively. No German pictures are shown
in Portugal despite efforts of Berlin authorities to establish them. Griffis said the Germans leased a theater of their own for their
pictures, but patronage was so small that
they finally had to give it up. Theater
business in Portugal is excellent and, as in
Sweden, money is not blocked, Griffis said.
The newsreel situation in Spain has been
eased to the advantage of the Allies, Griffis
explained. Up to Jan. 1, only UFA and
Italian reels were predominant in Spain.
Since then, the Spanish government has
started its own newsreel in which footage
from both Axis and Allied reels will be included. The German influence, however, is
strong and the newspapers appear to be almost entirely pro-Axis.
Griffis said that the purpose of his trip
was
to
improve
Paramount
and newsreel situation
in allthecountries
he visited.
He
had a reservation for the return trip on the
Yankee Clipper which crashed at Lisbon
and he devoted considerable time in helping
the victims.
Griffis said that he would be less active in
Paramount affairs because of his duties in
various phases of war work.
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Hollywood — To launch his new independent producing company and
his first United Artists picture,
"Lady of Burlesque" starring Barbara Stanwyck, Hunt St: omberg has
established an advertising budget of
$100,000. Most of this will be spent
in newspapers, with 27 national magazines, including Woman's Home
Companion. Life, Look, fan magazines and 10 detective magazines set
for page space. There will be an
additional budget for radio. Donahue & Coe, New York, are preparing and placing all advertising.

Charles Goldsmith has resigned as
Mort Spring's assistant at Loew's,
Inc., to replace Lacy Kastner as chief
of distribution
reau of the OWI.of the overseas buKastner left the OWI post to join
Unive: sal's foreign department.

For Your

MEMORY

BOOK

"Hollywood is wo:ried about an
actor shortage. Walt Disney seems
to be doing all right without any.
If stars want a dose of anti-conceit,
they should see the many empty
?eats in neighborhood theaters since
Bingo's
banned."
— Walter
chell (N. been
Y. Daily
Mirror,
March Win12).
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Patronage Adjusted
To Gas Restriction
(Continued from Page I)

.have been hit the first-runs have
been enjoying boom times.
In Cleveland, subsequent-run exhibitors report business at a new
«l -in contrast to a new high rep &ld by the downtown first-runs.
More cash in the pockets of the average person is said to be the answer. Transportation difficulties appear to have no effect on the downtown situations which are on the
main car lines, while the neighborhoods are said to be suffering because patrons either do not walk
the distances from their homes or
hesitate to spend carfare for short
rides. This condition prevails, according to exhibitor reports, in all
northern Ohio cities.
Back to Normal Business
Theaters in northern Minnesota
and North Dakota report little pessimism about business. It appears
that the scare insofar as gas rationing is concerned has passed over
and the theaters are settling down
•to normal business.
Skouras circuit in New York reports practically no effect from the
gasoline ban except in Suffern,
N. Y., where transportation facilities are not good. Business in the
other situations has remained normal fiom the very beginning of
pleasure driving ban.
A new record for attendance in
the last month has been set in Memphis theaters. At first, gas rationing brought about only good weekend business, but the situation has
changed so that the crowds keep
coming throughout the week. Sellouts and long waiting lines at the
box-offices have been the rule for
several weeks and there is no sign
of a letup. Increased personnel at
Aimy camps and the new Naval base
is credited with the increased patronage, although the home town
folks are doing their part to keep
the theaters filled.
Reports from other parts of the
country generally indicate that the
first scare of gas rationing was
short lived and that adjustment to
the situation came quickly. Neighborhoods, rural, Summer town and
suburban theaters had reported as
much as 50 per cent loss in business
due to the gas ban.
However, on the other side of the
ledger, there's
the first
reportfullfrom
necticut that the
weekConof

DAILY

And They Were
Buffalo — The marquee of Basil's
Broadway was doubly accurate after
a 65-mile-an-hour gale ripped two
panels of opalescent glass out of it.
The panels blazoning the current attraction were undisturbed. So, next
to the vacant glass, appeared: "Gone
With the Wind."
Even the circuit's executives, who
had trouble replacing the glass, got
a laugh out of it.

House Vote Against
Ceiling 268 to 131
(Continued from Page 1)

20th-Fox to Acquire
National in Havana!
(Continued t,om Page 1)

with the deal are Spyros Skouras,
20th-Fox piexy; Irving Maas, acting foreign chief, as well as Joseph
Mullen, the company's supervisor in
the Caribbean area, who preceded
the first two executives.
Mullen is said to have done the
ground work for the deal with the
board of directors of National Theaters, operating the National, which
presumably
would become the 20thFox show window.
The company is further reported
to be invading the exhibition business in partnership with another
distributor — name not specified.

eliminate all vestiges of Federal
control over the size of salaries.
Senatois Walter F. George of Name Committees for
Georgia, chairman of the powerful
Senate Finance Committee, Harry SMPE's May Meeting
Flood Byrd of Virginia and Bennett
(Continued from Page 1)
Champ Clark of Missouri, all DemoPennsylvania,
May 4-6 inclusive,
crats, have already made it plain
that they intend to press for com- were disclosed on the week-end as
ing. plete nullification of the salary ceil- comprising Herbert Griffin, president; Emery Huse, past-president;
Ryder, executive vice-presByrd and Clark are both membeis Loren L.
ident; E. Allan Williford, secretary;
of the Finance Committee through
which legislation to amend the Price D. E. Hyndman, engineeiing viceControl Act for the same purpose president; W. C. Kunzmann, convention vice-president; A. C. Downes,
would pass. They, George and one
or two other Democrats are known editorial vice-president; Alfred N.
chairman, Local Arrangeto be deeply resentful of the Presi- Goldsmith,
ments Committee; Sylvan Harris,
dent's "usurpation of legislative chairman, Papers Committee; Julius
power" and in combination with the Haber, chairman, Publicity Commitminor members will probably be able
tee; James Frank, Jr., chairman,
to swing a committee vote to cut
off even the Disney compromise in Membeiship Committee; H. F. Heidegger, chairman, Convention Profavor of a complete disavowal of
jection Committee.
the salary limitation.
Serving under Goldsmith on the Reception
Before passing the Disney amend- and Local Arrangements Committee are M.
ment the House voted down several Bennett, L. A. Bonn, M. R. Boyer, J. C.
A. S. Dickenson, G. Friedl, Jr., W.
suggestions, among them that the Burnett,
E. Green, J. A. Hammond, M. Hobart, C. F.
proposal be stricken from the debt Horstman, L. B. Isaac, E. W. Kellogg, J.
limit bill.
H. Kurlander, J. A. Maurer, P. A. McGuire,

Pete Wood Asks Essential
Rating for Operators
(Continued from Page 1)

ing in a current bulletin points out
that "we are informed that the Essential Activities Committee of the
WMC had turned down the request
of the IATSE for the listing of
projectionists as "necessary" men.
"In making this announcement,"
Wood said, "Collis Stocking, chairman of the Essential Activities Committee, pointed out for the first time
that the naming of 'motion picture
production'
the essential
tivities among
was definitely
intended acto
operation in the state, after five exclude other branches of the inweeks of one-day fuel conservation dustry.
closings, pioved a keen disappoint"We hope the War Manpower
ment to exhibs. Although the loss Commission
will reconsider the matin receipts was felt immediately
ter to the end it will extend to exhibition at least the same treatment
following the one-day closing policy went into effect, no corresponding gain was shown on reopening. given production."
Exhibitors look forward to some im- Schram-Goldberg Merge
provement, however, within a few
Detroit — Wesley B. Schram and
weeks when the weather will have Louis
Goldberg, who have operated
become definitely milder.
as an informal partnership for several years, are merging their interJoyce Kennedy Dead
ests in the new S and G Theaters.
London (By Cable) — Joyce Ken- They operate the New Bijou, Columnedy, 44, stage and screen actress, is
bia, Echo, Star, and Campau Thedead.
aters.

J. A. Norling, Harry Rubin, E. I. Sponable, J. H. Spray, R. O. Strock and H. E.
White.
Registration and Information are entrusted
to E. R. Geib, James Frank, Jr., F. Hohmeister and P. K. Sleeman, while the Hotel
and Transportation
Committee,
with Oscar
F. Neu as chairman, consists of J. W. Davee,
P. C. Goldmark, R. F. Mitchell, M. W.
Palmer, P. D. Ries, C. Ross, J. A. Scheick,
F. C. Schmid, and E. S. Seeley.
The Publicity Committee, chairmaned by
Haber, is made up of H. Desfor, C. R. Daily,
C. R. Keith, Sylvan Harris, P. A. McGuire
and H.cheonSherman.
E. Hyndman's
and Banquet D.
Committee
comprisesLunM.
R. Boyer, J. C. Burnett, A. S. Dickenson,
A. N. Goldsmith, O. F. Neu, M. W. Palmer,
E. I. Sponable, J. H. Spray and E. A. Williford. The Projection Committee, headed by
H. F. Heidegger, has serving upon it M.
Bennett, L. W. Davee, J. H. Elderkin, W.
W. Hennessy, H. Hollender, J. J. Hopkins,
C. F. Horstman, Lester B. Isaac, A. L.
Raven, P. D. Ries, J. E. Robin, and Harry
Rubin, together with officers and members of
Local 306, operators.

Sherman Sets $1,000,000
Budget for Non-Western
West
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Hollywood — Harry Sherman has
set a $1,000,000 budget for his production of Eleanoie Griffin's original,
"Crocus Hill," which he will retitle
"Nob Hill." It's a political story
of the Sixties. Sherman will use
it as his leadoff pic on the 1943-44
UA program.

REVIEWS,
"Hello,
Frisco, Hello"
with Alice Faye, John Payne
20th-Fox
98 Mins.
TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL IS IDEAL
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT; SHOULD DO
HEAVY BUSINESS.
Twentieth Century-Fox has applied the
musical formula successfully to the making
of "Hello, Frisco, Hello." Music, romance,
gayety have been welded into an entity
that will bring sighs and laughs from audiences. Set against the vivid background
of San Francisco of the robust days, the
film, a lively Technicolor exhibit crowded
with popular entertainment, is a colorful
affair possessed of a lusty quality that will
gain it added appeal where the menfolk
are concerned. In reviving memories of
the Barbary Coast, the picture maintains a
swift pace that keeps the interest constantly alive.
In
"Hello, Frisco, Hello" Alice Faye returns to the screen after a protracted layoff in a role that shows her to superb advantage. Decked out in gorgeous period
costumes, she proves a treat for feminine
and masculine eyes alike. Playing with her
are John Payne, Jack Oakie, Lynn Bari,
Laird Cregar and June Havoc, each bound
to bolster the film's value as entertainment.
The cast gives good account of itself under
the astute direction of Bruce Humberstone.
The film is bursting with song. Since all
the tunes but one are old ones famous in
their day, the picture is certain to stir the
memories of the older generation. The
tunes brought back to life are "Hello, Frisco,
Hello," "Lindy Lou," "Ragtime Cowboy
Joe," "Gee, But It's Great to Meet a
Friend from Your Home Town," "I've Got a
Girl in Every Port," "It's Tulip Time in Holland," "Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly?"
"Bedelia," "They Always Pick on Me,"
"By the Light of the Silvery Moon." The
new tune is a Mack Gordon-Harry Warren
item called "You'll Never Know."
This is a story of the Barbary Coast music
halls in which Payne has the part of a
showman who aspires to Nob Hill. He
makes the climb by brushing aside his gal
friend (Miss Faye), a singer, and marrying
a society darling, Miss Bari. The marriage
breaks up and Payne returns to Miss Faye,
who gone
helps broke.
him get back on his feet after
he's
Robert Ellis, Helen Logan and Richard
Macaulay collaborated on the fun-jammed
screenplay. Milton Sperling produced the
film on a costly scale. The color camera
work of Charles Clarke and Allen Davey
is aces, as are the staging of the dances
by Hermes Pan and Val Raset, the musical
direction of Charles Henderson and Emil
Newman and the art direction of James
Basevi and Boris Leven.
CAST: Alice Faye, John Payne, Jack
Oakie, Lynn Bari, Laird Cregar, June Havoc,
Ward Bond, George Barbier, Aubrey Mather,
John Archer, Frank Orth, George Lloyd,
Frank Darien, Harry Hayden, Eddie Dunn,
Charles Cane, Frank Thomas, Kirby Grant,
Mary Field.
CREDITS: Producer, Milton Sperling; Director, Bruce Humberstone; Screenplay,
Robert Ellis, Helen Logan, Richard Macaulay;
Dance Directors, Hermes Pan, Val Raset;
Cameramen, Charles Clarke, Allen Davey;
Art Directors, James Basevi, Boris Leven;
Film Editor, Barbara McLean; Special Effects,
Fred Sersen; Musical Directors, Charles
Henderson, Emil Newman.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Aces.
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"SHERIFF

Tough, square-shooting, mercif ul . . . once
STEVE"
"Sheriff Steve'* was
wanted for murder
himself, so prisoners
can count on a "fair
shake" from him . . .
Played by
RANDOLPH
SCOTT

"Sheriff Steve" is one of the fabulous characters in

PILE COPY
Intimate in Character
Internationa] in Scope
Independent in Thought

Newsp
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•Four
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TEN CENTS

DECREEJTAYS IF NOJEW ACTION TAKEN
Truman Committee Expected to Drop Film Inquiry
Senate Group, Told Zanuck
Available for Appearance,
Makes No Move to Call Him
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — It begins to appear
as if the awaited appearance of Col.
Darryl F. Zanuck before the Senate's Truman Committee, to explain
about training film procurement and
the commissioning of Signal Corps
officers from among industry personnel, may never take place. Although
committee members are not discussing the matter in public, there is
(Continued on

Page

9)
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Washington — One cancellation in the newsreel parade has been recorded
— the Army Air Force reel under discussion a few weeks ago has been abandoned.
Decision probably came as a result of the definite scheduling of a reel for
Signal Corps distribution, to be made by Lt. Col. Frank Capra for the Special
Services Division.
This brings to four the number of newsreels to be produced by the Government— three of them already in production. The second Navy newsreel
will be ready for release this week, OWI's United Newsreel has, of course,
been made regularly for many months, and the third of OWI's United States
Newsreel is soon to be released. The last is a 16 mm. magazine type reel
scheduled by OWI for monthly release.
Showing is strictly non-theatrical.
jriirr

Seven Features Get
Gun on West Coast
West

Army Air Force Drops Own Newsreel Project;
Siynal Corps to Distribute Reel by Capra

DAILY

Hollywood — Seven new pictures
are scheduled to go into production
this week, making 42 shooting. The
check-up:
At Columbia: Five shooting.
At M-G-M: Eight shooting, includ( Continued on Page 11)

Tighten Organization
For Red Cross Drive
Tightening of organization to effect maximum efficiency in film theater collections for the Red Cross
during the designated span, April
1-7 inclusive,
is onbeing
given im(Continucd
Page 9)

"Rhythm" Top Army
Pic for February
Ace box office attraction in War
Department theaters during February
was Para.'s "Star Spangled Rhythm,"
R. B. Murray, director of the Army
Motion Picture Service, reported
yesterday. Other outstanding features from a b.o. standpoint, in the
order named,
follow:
"They Got Me Covered" (RKOGoldwyn), "The Immortal Sergeant"
(20th-Fox), "The Meanest Man in
the World" (20th-Foxl, "The Crystal Ball" fUA) and "The Amazing
Mrs. Halliday" (Universal).

U" Quarterly Net
Rises to $1,135,763

Essentiality of Lab.
Ken Up Tomorrow

Wright of D of J Confirms
Operation to Continue Unless U. S. o:# Majors Move
By ANDREW
Washington

Bureau

H. OLDER

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Robert L.
Wright, special assistant to the
Attorney General, told THE

Film Daily that unless there is a
petition from exhibitors, or the institution of a Government suit
against the distributors, operation
under the New York consent decree
will continue beyond the Nov. 20
"deadline."
Understanding of the Department
is that in the absence of suit by
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Col. Reports 26-Week
Net of $750,000

A consolidated net profit of $1,- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The essential activi135,763, after providing for all Fedties committee of the War Manpower
eral taxes, was announced yesterday
Commission
is scheduled to hear
by Universal Pictures for the 13
weeks ended Jan. 30, 1943. Before members of the motion picture laboratories defense committee tomorNet profit of $750,000 for the 26
providing for taxes, the consolidated
row. Nick Tronolone of Pathe Lab- weeks ended Dec. 26, 1942 was reprofit amounted to $2,152,163. For
oratory, chairman of the committee,
the same period of the preceding
ported yesterday by Columbia Pictures. Comparable figure for the
year, the net was $845,941 after Alan Friedman of De Luxe Laboia- second half
of 1941 was $737,000.
tories and Al Schuler of Consoli(Continued on Page 9)
dated Laboratories are expected to
Operating profit for the 1942 period was $2,350,000 compared with
p esent a' Continued
request on that
labPage certain
10)
$1,514,000 for 1941 but provision for
"Desert Victory" Will Be
Federal taxes, including excess
Distributed by 20th-Fox
Two Newark Theaters Lose profits tax, was $1,600,000 for 1942
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
14 Men to Armed Services against $777,000 in 1941.
Washington — Two days after its
arrival in this country, the six-reel
Newark, N. J. — With one sweeping Newark Nabes Up Prices;
British film, "Desert Victory," cam- blow which is giving local managers Say Film Rentals Cause
era record of the rout by the British an insight into what is ahead, Uncle
Sam reached out over the week-end
Newark, N. J. — Rising sost of film
Eighth
Army
MarshalDesert,
Rommel's
forces in
the ofLibyan
was to order 14 men from two of the rentals and increased operating exshown for a White House dinner larger, downtown first-run houses, to
penses are cited by local managers
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)
here as prime factors in a general
(Continued on Page 11)

PCA

Okayed 1,231 Pix in '42

548 Were Features, 683, Shorts; Both Lower

Metro Buys "Pirate,"
Pays Above $200,000

Cuban Theater Men Will

M-G-M yesterday announced acquis'tion of the film rights to the

Fete 20th-Fox's Prexy
Havana (By Cable) — Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, will be feted
at a testimonial by Cuban exhibitors
later in the week. Skouras presided
at a Havana branch staff conference
yesterday.

Reduced production both of features and short subjects is reflected
in the Production Code Administration figures for 1942, just compiled.
In the 12-month period, the
MPPDA's PCA appioved a total of
1,231 pictures as against 1,293 in
1941. Of the 1,231, 548 were features and(Continued
683 wereon shorts.
Division
Page 11)

S. N. Behrman stage show, "The
Pirate," which is being presented
at the Martin Beck by the Playwrights Company in association with
the Theater Guild. The film company was understood to have paid in
excess of $200,000 for the property.
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Cincinnati — Willis Vance, chairman of the Independent Exhibitor's
Forum reports progress on the recently inaugurated plan of the organization, in co-operation with the
Independent Exhibitor's League, to
create a fund to publicize suburban
theaters. Receipts are being obtained by assessing theaters, which
wish to come in on the campaign,
five cents a seat. All subscriptions
are voluntary and it is the ambition
of the two organizations to enroll
all suburban houses in greater Cincy.
It is anticipated Summer will see
the first results of the assessment.
And that by that time all houses
will be lined up.

Sachson

Sez . . .

Arthur Sachson, Warners' assistant
general sales manager, sez the public
has cause to be thankful to the film
biz. It has plenty of choice canned
goods, no rationing, and its only
'point system' (box office price)
places no limitation
on attendance.

Talking Settlement of
Schine Van Wert Case

Cleveland, O. — Hearing of the
Schine Van Wert case involving
clearance, set for today, has been
postponed until March 23 with the
consent of all parties. Pending the
hearing, negotiations for peaceful
settlement are said to be under way.
The Van Wert Theater at Van Wert,
Lazarus Appoints Stoltz
is seeking reduction of the 30-day
UA Exploitation Director
clearance currently accorded the
Warner theaters in Lima. Fate of
Arnold Stoltz has been named di- the Capitol Theater, Delphos, lorector of exploitation for United
cated midway between Lima and Van
Artists by Paul Lazarus, Jr., adver- Wert, depends upon the outcome of
tising and publicity chief. He joins the Van Wert situation.
the company next Monday and will
succeed James Gillespie, whose resig- Added Time for Arbitrator
nation becomes effective on Friday.
Cleveland — For the first time
Stoltz has been manager of War- since arbitration under the consent
ners' Avon Theater, Utica, N. Y.,
into effect, a local arfor the last three and a half years, decree went
bitrator failed to render a decision
prior to which he handled publicity within the time limit of the decree.
for Loew's Baltimore theaters, the Sidney Jackson, arbitrator in the
Atlantic City Steel Pier and was case of the Dueber Theatre, Canton,
associated with the Chappelow Ad- involving clearance, opened the 3vertising Agency in St. Louis.
day hearings on Feb. 19. He has
been granted a 10-day extension beRep. Holds Chi. Sales
cause his time has been occupied
with tax matters.

Meeting on Mar. 22-23

Chicago — Republic will hold a midWest meeting of its sales staff at
the local Drake Hotel on Mar. 22
and 23, which will be attended by
Herbert J. Yates as well as by
James R. Grainger, company's president and general sales manager,
and M. J. Siegel, in charge of production on the Coast.
Tomorrow and Thursday, Republic
is holding a similar conclave at its
Hollywood studios.

L. R. Eastman, Arbitration
Ass'n Chairman, Dies

COmmC and Goino
MAX YOUNGSTEIN, executive assistant to
Hal Home, 20th-Fox ad-publicity chief, leaves
for the studio this week-end to take over
the post of business manager of the special
exploitation department recently organized by
the company
with headquarters
on the Coast.
TOM J. CONNORS, 20th-Fox distribution
head, has gone to Florida for a week's rest.
With
ducer. him is EDMUND REEK, Movietone^—oROBERT
Sunday for
pany's
be Atlanta.
WALTER

MOCHRIE, RKO sales chief, .-'ft
a week or 10-day tour of the comSouthern branches. His first stop will
COULD,

foreign manager

of United

Artists, has gone to Washington for today's
greening there of the Spanish-language version of "The Moon and Sixpence" for the
benefit of officials of the State Department and
He Office of Co-ordinator of Inter-American
Affairs.
ANDREW

W. SMITH,

JR., Eastern sales head

for At.anta yesterday. He'll
oef 20th-Fox,
gone until left
Friday.
WILLIAM C. CtHRINC, Western sales manager of 20rh-Fox, was back yesterday from
j trip to the Des Moines, Chicago and Detroit
exchanges
of the company.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK left yesterday for
Washington
on business returning today or
tomorrow.
LT. WALTER READE, JiR., son of the circuit
operator, is on leave at Hnehurst, N. C, after
having graduated from Officer's Candidate
ichool at Fort Monmouth, N. J. He will be
stationed
at Astoria, L. I.

Geo. M. Waiters, Author,
F WC Exec. Aide, Dies
West

Coast
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of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — George M. Watters,
52, died Sunday of a heart attack.
He was executive aide to Charles
P. Skouras, president of Fox West
Coast and National Theaters.
Watters has been identified with
motion picture industry since 1927.
He was author and collaborator on
numerous successful films, and
author of the stage play, "Burlesque," which introduced Barbara
Stanwyck. His last work was in
collaboration on 20th-Fox's "Swing
High — Swing Low." Funeral services
will be held tomorrow.

L. R. Eastman, chairman of the
board of the American Ai'bitration
Association, died Sunday at his
home in Scarsdale after an illness of
several weeks. Eastman was one of
the founders of the AAA and served
as president from 1929 to 1931. He Alex A. Aarons. 52. Dies
was president of Hills Brothers West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Alex A. Aarons, 52,
Company, importers of dried fruits,
—
%
former producer of Broadway musifor
32
years
and
had
been
chairman
+
%
cal comedies, was found dead here
of the board since 1938.
M of T Men Here from Australia
yesterday at his home in Beverly
Maurice
Lancaster
and
Robert
Para.
B'way
3s55.. 73%
73%
73% +
%
Tara. Picts. deb. 6s48
Hills. Heart failure was given as the
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Decree Stays If No
New Action Taken

Col. Exploitation
Dept. Expanded

(Continued from Page 1)
Personnel changes and additions
in Columbia's national exploitation
activities were announced yesterday
by David A. Lipton, advertising and
publicity director, indicating further
expansion in Frank P. Rosenberg's
department.
Ted Baldwin, until recently director of promotion and publicity for
the Hotel Mayflower in New York
and of Manhattan and Brighton
Beaches, joins the exploitation department to handle special assignments. George Fraser moves from
the publicity department to exploitation as editorial assistant to Rosenberg. Jules V. Serkowich, formerly
of RKO and Columbia's road force,
has been made permanent field rep.
out of Chicago.
Sid Zins, former Broadway theater manager and road exploiteer
for Columbia and Universal, becomes regional field rep. with headquarters in Cleveland. Lawrence R.
Curtis has been promoted from within the exploitation department to
handle the work of Walter T. Lobel,
who joined the Army March 12.
Robert Waldron replaces Curtis as
general office assistant. Addition of
James F. Gillespie, formerly with
UA, as Southern field rep. with headquarters in Atlanta, was announced
previously.

Howard,
Foxis Movietone's
First Editor,
Dead
Edward Percy Howard, 74, first
editor of Fox Movietone News, died
at his home in Lynbrook, L. I., early
Sunday morning. Howard later became editor of Pathe News.
A newspaperman for more than 40
years, Howard had been deputy assessor of Nassau County and director of the country's tax equalization
commission for the past 10 years.

4,868 Now Blood Donors
Via Five Local Theaters
Grand total of Red Cross blood
donors recruited via five New York
theaters since Feb. 8 stands at 4,868,
Eddie Dowden, WAC publicity chairman for this city, reported yesterday.

■ion Byron
'Hap"

Hadley

Conrad Nagel
Gus Schlesinger

Major Clark Reports
• • • TODAY, we offer excerpts from a letter penned by Major
Kenneth Clark, formerly of MPPDA. now chief public relations officer for
the U. S. Fifth Army (General Eisenhower's) in North Africa, to Joseph
Hazen, vice-president of Warner
Bros
Parenthetically, Phil M.
can say that Mister Hazen has been helping keep up the morale of
the boys at the front by sending them regularly packages of chocolate,
cakes, etc.:
V
▼
▼
• • • "YOU would feel good all over," says Ken, "if you could
see our troops literally hanging from the rafters to see the 16 mm.
versions supplied by the industry
You can't imagine how the
troops look forward to movies and shoics
I've heard them literally
count the hours
.Martha Raye, who toured the hinterlands from
(deleted by censor) made a tremendous hit with the troops, and our
lads turned out hi force when she played several performances in
our vicinity"....,.

_

_

_

•

• • THEN Major Ken has this passage:
"Being a graduate of the Command and General Staff School, you appreciate naturally
the incredible amount of work and planning required to train and prepare an Army
for battle
The problem
of supply alone would
overwhelm
me and I watch with wide-eyed
admiration
the efficient
manner in which it is being handled
You have to have eyes and
ears and fingers everywhere to command and co-ordinate such a task
(Deleted) does it in such a quiet, business-like way that it makes
it appear, outwardly, a simple matter
He has patience but demands results
He listens but cuts through the fence of words that
most of us erect to go straight to the objective
He talks softly, but
you must know the answers when he asks questions
He never
rides if he can fly. — and you'd be amazed if I could tell you the number
of miles he has flown in the last few months
He never sends long
directions, properly indorsed and thus delayed in the process, if he can
speak to a commander in person or use the telephone
He's my
idea, from close observation, of what a 1943 General in the field should
be. and he has a sparkling, warming personality which inspires the
men
There isn't one of us who doesn't hold his head a little higher
because we belong to the (deleted)
Hollywood has a treat in store
when it studies his career and, when the time comes, portrays it on
th screen"
be!

P. S. — Phil

V

M.

wonders, — who

V

could

the

commander

V

• •
• MOVIE MISCELLANY:
Billy Rose, Ben Hecht, Moss
Hart, Kurt Weill, Paul Muni and Edward G. Robinson were feted inthe Waldorf-Astoria's Sert Room last night for their great work on behalf of the recent huge mass memorial, "We Will Never Die," and Senator Edwin C. Johnson of Colorado, national chairman of the Committee for a Jewish Army of Stateless and Palestinian Jews, hosted the
gathering, with Louis Nizer, prominent film attorney, the toastmaster.
• Cleveland's Variety Club will stage a party on Mar. 22 in honor of
Charles Rich, recently promoted from Vitagraph branch manager to
district manager there. . . 9 And in Cincinnati, National Screen Service tendered a testimonial dinner last night in the Variety Club rooms
to George Ross, recently promoted to manager of the org's Kansas City
branch. ... • B & K employes out in Chi. will give one day's pay
to the Red Cross fund, and in some instances the boys and girls indicate they'll give two days' pay
More than §10,000 will be raised
by these donations
AVENGE

PEARL HARBOR!.

the Department or petition for a
change by exhibitors, the terms under which the decree now operates
will continue indefinitely beyond
Nov. 20, Wright said.
(The Film Daily on March 1/^jthe first time disclosed that the\
sent decree, instead of doing a fadeout on Nov. 20, might continue to
govern signatories).
the operations of its "Big
Five"
Wright indicated that the Department is "definitely pleased" by the
decision in favor of the Government
in the Nashville, Tenn., case against
the Crescent Amusement Co.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
for Allied States Ass'n., repeating
the position of his association that
the decree terms merely "perpetuate
and immunize" a monopoly, said he
will have a study of all protests
and suggestions for alteration of
the consent decree to present to the
Detroit meeting of the Allied national board early in May.
It is probable that opposition to
the decree will be a rallying point
around which an attempt will be
made to unify organizations of independent exhibitor groups throughout the country.
There is strong opposition to the
decree among independent exhibitors, according to Myers.

PRC's "Corregidor" Set
To Play RKO Theaters
The RKO circuit has booked PRC's
"Corregidor" over its national circuit, Arthur Greenblatt, sales manager, told the Eastern PRC franchise holders who concluded a regional session at the Hotel Edison
on Sunday. Other important deals
are pending.
Meetings were «alled for the purpose of discussing ways and means
of selling "Corregidor" which is the
most ambitious production released
by PRC to date.
Franchise holders in territories
west of Chicago will meet next
Saturday at the Blackstone Hotel in
Chicago.

For Your
MEMORY

BOOK

"Readers of this column voted 3
to 1 that movie and radio stars
should be treated like any other draftees ... I'd asked what readers
would decide if they were on a draft
board determining the cases of Kay
Kyser, Edgar Bergen, Rooney, etc.
'Induct them if physically fit. They
could entertain in uniform' ... So
says Public Opinion, 3 out of every
4."—
Sullivan in the N. Y. Daily
News EdMonday.

w

Famous, authoritative GALLUP POLL
of movie-goers from coast to coast,
in annual report just announced,
gives Paramount HALF of the 6 best
pictures of 1942 — "Wake Island,"
'Holiday Inn" and "Road to Morocco."
No other company had more than one!

The ROL
of
HONO
fori

WAKE ISLAND
HOLIDAY INN
ROAD TO MOROCCO
REAP THE WILD WIND
THE PALM BEACH STORY
THE FOREST RANGERS

Boxoffice Magazine's scientific survey just announced shows that Paramount led all other companies in
ggf

cash-on-the-line successes with a
total of seventeen certified
box-office hits in 1942!

THE MAJOR AND THE MINO
THE GLASS KEY

SULLIVAN'S TRAVELS
THE LADY HAS PLANS

THIS GUN FOR HIRE

ARE HUSBANDS NECESSARY?
BAHAMA PASSAGE

E FLEET'S
MY FAVORITE BLONDE

BEYOND THE BLUE HORIZON

AKE A LETTER, DARLING

* These pic tun
elected in Gallup Poll
Entin
included in '"Boxoffice" Roll of NH
n

YOU TAKE
THE STATUES
We'll Take The Cash
with

STAR SPANGLED RHYTHM
ROAD TO MOROCCO
PALM BEACH STORY
That HAPPY GO LUCKY Musical
Alan Ladd in LUCKY JORDAN
REAP THE WILD WIND « r*« m»

Loretta Young • Alan Ladd in CHINA
FIVE GRAVES TO CAIRO
RED CROSS

+•

I WEEK *U..
H

APRIL 1-7 .

'•.Sft.

* CPirtwes'

DIXIE with Bing Crosby • Dorothy Lamour
SO PROUDLY WE HAIL
And FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS
Roadshow of Roadshows!

The PARAMOUNT

Shows of 1943
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Expect Truman Com.
To Drop Pix Probe
(Continued from Page 1)

a widespread impression that they
have decided to give up the inquiry
as a bad job.
When the single public session adjourned more than a month ago, aft£_Col. Kirke B. Lawton, Chief of
"I^Army
Pictorial
had
-rted the tables
on the Service,
Senate group
with a ringing defense of the industry and a convincing exposition of
the value of Colonel Zanuck to the
Army, the understanding was that
Colonel Lawton would notify the
committee as soon as the former
Twentieth-Fox production chief arrived in Washington and might be
available for questioning. Such notice was sent the committee more
than two weeks ago.
The committee was obviously set
back on its heels when Lt. Col. John
Harlan Amen, expected to be its
star witness, refused to testify on
orders from Undersecretary of War
Robert P. Patterson. Col. Amen had
completed an exhaustive investigation into the procurement of training films through the Research Council of the Academy. Amen had been
working on behalf of the Inspector
General of the Army. It seems probable that the committee expected
Col.
Amen's
make its
case. Thus itfindings
is not to
unreasonable

V%
WHO'S

WHO
Introducing

DAILY

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

U" Quarterly Net
Rises to $1,135,763
rr

Personalities

/^ENE LOCKHART. Actor-writer. Born in London,
^*^ Michael's Preparatory School, De La Salle Institute
Brompton Oratory in London, England. At the age of 7
danced Highland flings and Scottish sword dances with the
Kilties Band of Canada. Best known on the stage for his

Ont.
in the

•

•

•

Studied at St.
Dominion, and

'Uncle Sid' in "Ah, Wilderness." Brought to Hollywood by
M-G-M in 1934. Played com c roles until 1938, when John
Cromwell selected him for 'Regis' the villainous informer
of "Algiers." Has played in 57 pictures in his nine
years in Hollywood. Also has written over 200 radio
scripts, a number of revues and lyrics for "The World Is
Waiting for the Sunrise." Last year played 'Frogg' in
the San Francisco Opera Company's presentation of
Strauss's "Die Fledermaus." Brought offer from Met.
Most recent role that of 'Molotov' in "Mission to
Moscow." Active in war work. Likes music, sailing and,
in peacetime, traveling. Married to Kathleen Lockhart,
well known actress. Seventeen-year-old daughter June

(Continued from Page 1)

visions.
taxes and $1,518,315 before tax proAll members of the board of directors were re-elected at a meeting of the stockholders yesterday in
Wilmington where Charles D. Prutzman, vice-president and general
counsel, presided. First meeting of
the board will be held April 1 for
the
purpose year.
of electing officers for
the ensuing

"Desert Victory" Will Be
Distributed by 20th-Fox
(Continued from Page 1)

scored success in "All This and Heaven Too," "Adam
Had Four Sons" and "Sergeant York."

Tighten Organization
For Red Cross Drive
(.Continued from Page 1)

petus this week both nationally and
locally. In addition to stepped-up
recruiting of volunteers to help make
the collections and otherwise help
carry the drive to success, a mass
meeting of New York Area exhibitors
will be held on Thursday to put the
final touches on the Gotham camto suppose that the committee has
paign, James L. Fieser, senior vicechairman of the American Red Cross
now decided to drop the matter.
The opening of the hearings, and and Barney Balaban, chairman of
Senator Truman's announcement Red Cross Week, head the speakers'
that the session would be held — which list.
implied that the committee already
Many meetings are scheduled
had evidence of irregularity in the
throughout
the country at which exletting of training film contracts — hibitors and distributors will work
stirred up strong resentment in
Army ranks, and any resumption is out plans to co-operate in the drive.
Great emphasis is being placed on
bound to find the Ai'my prepared
importance of making audience
with facts and figures to try to make the
the Senator look even sillier than collections at every show in every
theater. Comparable theaters will
at last month's hearing.
vary 500 per cent in results depending upon how thoroughly and conVogel Leaving WHN Apr. 1
scientiously the collections are made.
A-Mike Vogel has resigned as diA meeting of the New York Area
rector of publicity, WHN, effective Public Relations Committee, of which
Apr. 1. He will announce his fu- Harry Mandel is chairman, was held
ture plans at that time.
vesterday at Paramount. Among
important matters of discussion was
David D. Cheney Dead
the Red Cross Show to be held in
Sparta, Wis.— David D. Cheney, 63, Madison Sq. Garden on Monday,
former operator of two local the- April 5, at which Connie Bennett,
aters, died here after a lengthy ill- Madeleine Carroll, Jimmy Durante,
Mrs. John Hertz, Jr. (Myrna Loy),
Paul Muni, Allen Jenkins and Arthur Treacher will appear in person,
augmented by a special unit of some
Feminine Managerial
20 Hollywood stars which will come
Staff in Cleveland
here from the Coast to participate
Cleveland — Warners first allin the pi-ogram. All proceeds will
be turned over the the American Red
femme - managed theater in this
zone is the Doan, a suburban house
Cross.
located at St. Clair Ave. and E.
Sharpened incentive was provided
105th St. Ann Bachner has been
on
the week-end to filmland's drive
appointed manager, and her assistant
forces via the statement by Norman
manager is Mrs. Arline Skiles, mother
H. Davis, chairman of the American
of eight children. Theory is that
Red Cross, issued to every chapter
a woman who has had experience
in the U. S. It declared, in part,
handling eight children, knows how
that "this undertaking of the motion
to handle a theater full of exuberpicture industry is of vital important youth.
ance to the success of the 1943 Red
Cross War Fund campaign."

party. The film, which was cut
from more than 50 reels was flown
here by Lt. Col. David Macdonald,
under whose direction it was made.
Two Newark Theaters Lose Colonel Macdonald arrived in New
14 Men to Armed Services York with the film late Friday.
President Roosevelt was "very much
(Continued from Page 1)
impressed" by the picture said White
House
Secretary Stephen
Early.
trade in their theater uniforms for
Theaters throughout the country
the garb of the armed forces.

Hardest hit is Proctor's RKO
where they suffer the loss of nine
men, namely: John Macke, for six
years chief -of -service; Louis Calacurto, assistant chief; James Gillen,
captain; Robert Sullivan, Rocco Cerrato and Louis Smith, ushers and
three elevator operators who furnish
the lift to the roof theater, namely:
Merle Wortham, Robert Lewis and
Hugh Miele. All have been ordered
to report next week for the physical
and blood tests.
The Paramount-Newark Theater
must surrender four men: Homer
Bishop, chief -of-service; Jerry Rubenstein, assistant; Leonard Glaus
and Emil Fata, ushers. John Finigan, chief-of-service at the Adam
Theater of the Paramount-Newark
chain, must also report next week.
His job is being taken over by Henry
Murray, former doorman, in the only
replacement announcement made.

will be able to show "Desert Victory" in about another month, it is
believed. Twentieth Century-Fox
will distribute.

Heavier Taxes Reduce
Heywood-Wakefield's Net
Net profit of Heywood-Wakefield
Co., manufacturers of theater chairs,
is reported to amount to $335,307
for the year ended Dec. 31, 1942,
after all charges and year-end adjustments, reserve for contingencies
amounting to $250,000, and provision for Federal and Canadian income taxes in the amount of $360,000. These earnings compare with
$405,679 for 1941, after reserve for
contingencies of $150,000, and Federal and Canadian income taxes of

Company's sales rose 7 per cent
$237,600.
in 1942 over the 1941 mark. Present production schedules contemplate 75 per cent of the 1943 output
Rochester Managers Get
in dollar volume will be for war
New Overcrowding Rules contracts and attendant service. Consolidated balance sheet as of Dec.
Rochester — A regulation on over- 31, 1942, shows current assets of
crowding has been added to a set of $4,971,537 and liabilities of $1,087,safety rules served on managers of 462, or a ratio of 4.6 to 1 compared
theaters and motion picture houses with a ratio of 2.9 to 1 at the end
of the preceding year.
here by the safety commissioner.
The regulation, which safety department officials said will be strictly enforced, reads:
Fighting Sullivans
"Not more than two rows of perPic Rights to Jaffe
sons are to be allowed to stand behind the last row of seats. FurWaterloo, la. — The fighting Sullivan brothers — who died in the
ther, no persons are to be allowed
sinking of the U. S. Juneau in the
to congregate in large numbers in
South Pacific — will be on the screen.
the lobby, waiting for the succeedThe parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
ing performance. The inspector will
Sullivan have signed a contract with
be the sole judge and each house
Sam Jaffe who will produce. Lloyd
will be treated as a separate case.
Bacon will direct the picture and
Under no circumstances will ropes
Jules Sherman will be associate dior bands of any kind be allowed to
rector.
keep the patrons confined in line or
in any

space."
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OPA
Grants Service
"C" Cards
To Theater
Men

HOME -FRONT
MOBILIZATION!
BE THERE!

RED CROSS
MEETING
For Exhibitors, Theatre Managers,
Publicity Men and Exchange
Representatives !

THURSDAY
MORNING
MARCH

18th at 9:30
at

LOEWS
6th Avenue

ZIEGFELD
and 54th Street

SPEAKERS

:

BARNEY BALABAN, National Chairman
MRS. N. PETER RATHVON, Representing the Red Cross
FRANCIS HARMON, War Activities Committee
CLAUDE LEE, Campaign Manager
WILLIAM F. RODGERS
MAJOR LESLIE THOMPSON
SAM RINZLER, /Waster of Ceremonies

THERE'S A JOB TO DO
FOR THE U. S. A.!

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Exhibitors and theater service people yesterday received some measure of iecognition
from OPA, when it was announced
that "C"
gasoline
cards will
hereafter be made
available
to service

Essentiality of Lab.
Men Up Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)

oratory workers be granted an "essential rating by the WMC."
Claude Collins, WAC representamen for "non-portable motion pictive here who arranged for their apture equipment because of its impearance, will probably accompany
portance to the war effort and the the laboratory men.
civilian
Grant morale."
of preferred mileage for Mono. Biz 20% Ahead ®
theater service men climaxes several
weeks of dickering, with Altec, Na- Of Last Year — Johnston
tional Theatre Supply, RCA and
others working closely with the WPB
Chicago — President W. Ray Johnamusements section to convince OPA
ston of Monogram, addressing the
of the importance of their service
meeting at
of the
franchise
function. Prior to the adoption of holders
theircompany's
Blackstone
Hotel
yesterday's amendment to the ra- meeting yesterday, said that the
tioning rules, which is effective Sat- company's business is 20 per cent
urday, some servicemen had been
allowed mileage preference by their ahead of last year. Including company officials,
there
were and
32 in
atlocal ration boards, but most had
tendance.
Trem Carr
Steve
found it impossible to maintain
toldsales
the plans.
gathering of producnecessary service. Sound equipment, Broidytion and
particularly, in many theaters had
Plan of making higher-budget picbeen without badly needed service.
tures was discussed, and the numAllen G. Smith, acting head of
ber of such productions will be takthe WPB amusement section, told
en up at today's session.
The Film Daily yesterday that he
was extremely gratified by the OPA conclave,
Following
franchise meeting
holders'
the the
semi-annual
action. "We've been after it for a of the board of directors will take
long time and we've certainly needed place today. Coast delegates will
each the studios, returning from the
it desperately," he said.
meetings, on Friday.
Extras, SAG Confer on
Herman Rifkin, Boston franchise
Points to Place Before AAA along.
holder,
injured
in the Hub's
Cocoanut Grove
holocaust,
attended
the
sessions,
but
with
a
trained
nurse
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — A committee will be
appointed by Class B members of
Belita, star of "Silver Skates," was
the Screen Actors Guild to confer signed yesterday for a new skating
with SAG's board of directors repicture.
points
to be submitted garding
to wageextras'scale
arbitration
before the American Arbitration Asso- Hollywood Red Cross
ciation. This was decided at a meet- Caravan Coming East
ing Sunday attended bv 800 class B
members. An independent group of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
extras is asking, in addition to $15
Hollywood — As one phase of Hola day minimum, $7.50 for interviews,
Victory committee's
co-oper$7.50 for fittings, time to start when
ationlywood
with national
Red Cross
camthey check on a lot, abolition of
paign for $125,000,000, a Hollywood
weather-permitting calls, converted Red Cross caiavan will be sent East
weekly contract which chisels extra
April 2. Hollywood stars and personalities will make appearances at
out of ovex'time and one day's pay,
elimination of waivers, and pay for Madison Square Garden April 5;
intervening periods between call- Washington, April 7; Detroit, April
backs to the same production.
11, and Chicago, April 13.
The shows will be staged by Mer350 Hollywoodites to Meet of
vyn-ceremonies.
Leroy with Danny Kaye, master-

To Intensify War Activities
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — As a means of intensifying Hollywood efforts in various
war activities, a mass meeting of
350 producers, actors, directors, managers and casting directors, has been
set for March 21 at Beverly Wilshire Hotel by Hollywood Victory
Committee. Y. Frank Freeman,
Joseph M. Schenck, H. M. Warner,
Charles W. Koerner, Louis B. Mayer
and Edward Mannix will represent
the producers.

Wis. Cities Vote Curfews
Milwaukee, Wis. — Two more state
cities, Fond du Lac and Rhinelander,
have enacted curfew ordinances.

35 Theaters in New
So. California Circuit
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Newly organized
Southern California Theaters, Inc.,
controls 35 theaters and is now operating. It comprises the Edwards
Theaters, of which James Edwards
is head; Eastland Theaters, operated by Jack Y. Be: man; and Harry
Vinnicof's houses.
Vinnicof is president of new organization which has become the second largest circuit in Southern California. Headquarters are at 1824
South Vermont Ave., Los Angeles.
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Seven Features Get
Gun on West Coast

PCA Okayed 1,231
Pictures in 1942

Flames Destroy Historic Theater Wherein
The Audience itself Was a Triple Feature
Charlotte, N. C. — Loss by fire of one of this State's most historic film
theaters is reported here, — the three-story building erected at Red Springs,
Robeson County, 20 years ago, with separate floors for Whites, Indians and
Negroes. The Red Springs Theater was owned by V. D. Humphrey of Florida,
and managed by Carl Mcllwaine. Latter says loss is complete, and whether stand
will be rebuilt depends on availability of materials. The Indians, for whom a
special floor was included, are of the blue-eyed, fair-haired tribe, — the Croa-

{Continued from Page 1)

.ing "America" in Technicolor, epic
story of America's industrial power,
starring Brian Donlevy. King Vidor
directing.
, Monogram : Two
shooting.
72,r~"Paramount : Four Shooting.
■3_JTRKO-Radio:
Three shooting.
At
Republic : Seven
shooting,
includ-ng
"Thumbs
Up," withstoryBrenda
about Joyce
English
factory workers,
and war
Richard
Fraser,
and Elsa Lancaster,
Pat O'Malley,
' Heather
Thatcher
and Wally Vernon.
Joe
Santley directing for associate producer, Albert
J.
Cohen;
"Song
of
Texas,"
Roy
Rogers
special, with
Sheila
Ryan
in the feminine
lead, with the Sons of the Pioneres, Arline
( Judge
and
Barton
MacLane.
Joe Kane
directing,
Harry Grey, associate producer ;
"Bad
Man
of Sonora,"
western, with Don
"Red"
Barrv. with Eddy White producing;
. Wild Bill Elliott western, "Man From Thunder River."
Harry Grey associate producer;
' and,
"Back
to God's
Country."
starring
• John Wayne.
William
Morgan
directing.
At 20th Century-Fox : Five shooting.
At
Universal:
Four
shooting,
including
the last episode of "For All We Know," co■ starring Robert Cummings
and Betty Field,
being produced by Charles Boyer and Julien
Duvivier, and directed by Duvivier;
"Heads
Up," with Lois Collier, Walter Catlett and
Vara Vague.
Felix Feist directing for asso. ciate producer, Will Cowan.
At Warners:
Two
shooting.
Sam Goldwyn : Shooting "The North Star."
At United
Artists:
Sol Lesser's
"Stage
i Door Canteen."

Harry Myers Dead
Lima, O. — Harry Myers, 60, vaudeville performer for years and a
motion picture operator at Lima, 0.,
since 1931, died of a heart ailment.

{Continued from Page 1)

for
shorts.1941 was

572 features, 721

Of the 548 features, 527 were
okayed by the PCA's West Coast
office and 21 by the New York office.
Latter the preceding year cleared 22
features, the West Coast passing
on the 550 others.
In 1942, 469 shorts were approved
n Hollywood, 214 in the East. Corresponding figures for 1941 were 473
and 248, respectively.

tans — , bearing the family names of the "Lost Colony," Sir Walter Raleigh's settlers on Roanoke Island to whom was born the first white child in America —
Virginia Dare. On the legends of the Croatans, Paul Green wrote his famous
play, "The Lost Colony," and Paul Lucas a novel by the same title.

L. A. Suburban House Asks Swing-Shift Matinees
Clearance Ba^ed on Scale
In Houston "A" Houses
Charging unreasonable clearance,
Lewis & Co., operating the Los Feliz
Theater in suburban Los Angeles,
has filed an arbitration demand
against Loew's, RKO and Warner
Bros. Complainant claims that the
49-day clearance granted to the
Los
able. Angeles first-runs is unreasonIn the plea for relief, complainant
asks that the clearance be cut to 35
days when the Los Feliz charges 35
cents admission and to 21 days when
the scale is at 40 cents.

Houston — The four "A" Interstate
houses in Houston adopted a general policy, effective yesterday of a
10 a.m., or swing-shift matinee, to
accommodate the 3:30 shift from
the adjacent shipyards. While the
four houses participate in the Monday through Thursday mEtinees,
they do not do so concurrently. The
schedule is as follows: Monday, the
Metropolitan;
Tuesday, Loew's State;
Wednesday,
the Kirby. the Majestic; Thursday,

Sol Weitzenfield 111

May
Reopen
Omaha's Theaters
Para. ofOmaha
— Tri-States

Newark Nabes Up Prices;
Say Film Rentals Cause
(Continued from Page 1)

stepping-up of box-office prices at
most neighborhoods throughout this
area, the past two weeks. Houses
where 28 cents was tops are now getting 35 cents. The 25-cent theaters
have
gone tohave
28 cents
cent houses
boostedwhile
to 25.the 22-

Allen T. Raver Dead
Youngstown, O. — Funeral services
were held here for Allen T. Raver,
67. pioneer film salesman.

ficials are mulling over the idea of 20lh-Fox Family Club Elects
Chicago — Sol Weitzenfield, manafier of B & K's Lakeside is in reopening the Paramount, long-dark
Twentieth-Fox Home Office Family
Michael Reese hospital, fighting house located on the edge of the Club will elect a Board of Governors
and nominate officers today.
city's principal business district.
pneumonia.

Critics and Bookers Agree

"OUR LADY
OF PARIS
IS DEFINITELY BOX-OFFICE

BOOKED
WARNER BROS. PHILADELPHIA CIRCUIT
WORLD
PLAYHOUSE,
CHICAGO
ESQUIRE, LOS ANGELES
CLAY, SAN FRANCISCO
LITTLE

Now Playing
CARNEGIE,
NEW

YORK

PRAISED
"OUR LADY OF PARIS is recommended to all who would
understand the history and soul of France; to all who appreciate
superb art; to all who may relish a tour through some of the
most impressive and stirring events of past centuries." — Robert
Coleman, Daily Mirror.
"catches

the grandeur." — N.

Y. Times.

"keeps the audience engrossed." — Herald-Tribune.

For First Run Engagements, Territorial and Foreign Sales
Write — Wire
George Hirliman

HIRLDMAN FLORIDA
PRODUCTIONS,
653 Eleventh Ave., N. Y. C.

INC.
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"CHEYENNE"
Swashbuckling lover >
daring adventurer . . .
A man with a price
on his head . . .Wherever solid citizens of
the West foregather,
his trigger finger is as
celebrated as his name
is notorious!
Played by
GLENN FORD

"Cheyenne" is another of the fabulous characters in

A COLUMBIA

PICTURE

™

f»CC Unit loins Drive for Operator Determent
(See Columns 2 and 3 Belozv)

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Four
Years
Old
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TEN CENTS

CRESCENT TO BATTLE TERMS OF DECREE
Senate for Rider Killing Salary Limitation Order
Votes Out Disney Rider;
Names Com. to Frame Own
Death-Dealing Measure
Wa bington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

So. Calif. ITO A to Seek Exemption for Projectionists and Theater Managers

DAILY

Washington — As predicted by The
Film Daily two days ago, the Sen- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ate Finance Committee yesterday,
Hollywood — At the annual meetby a voice vote without a single
ing of the ITOA of Southern California and Arizona, the executive
"no,"
amendment
voted heard
out of the
the Disney
bill to increase
the committee repo: ted that ITOA
national debt limit from 125 to 210 through the PCC of ITOA, with
million dollars. Instead, it decided other exhibitor organizations in the
to adopt in principle the amendment United States, were endeavoring to
offered in the House, but not passed have projectionists and theater manby
that limitation
body, to kill
the out:ight.
President's
salary
order
A committee of five Senators was

MPPDA Board to Ad

{Continued on Page 7)

Exhibitor Defendants May
Ask Additional Findings
Or Request a Re-hearing

PCC UNIT IN ESSENTIALITY MOVE

Mono. Cuts Features On Full '41 Budget
Approval of the full 1943 budget
be one of the principal items
For New Season by 8 will
on the agenda when the MPPDA

By P. R. RUSSELL

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Nashville, Tenn. — Whatever the
agers classified as essential. It was terms of the decree of Federal Judge
stated that the all-out voluntary co- Elmer Davies in the Crescent
operation on the part of theaters Amusement Co. et al's anti-trust
with the Government in every le- suit may be, they will be resisted
spect necessitates retention of skilled by the exhibitor defendants, a check
men to guarantee the continuous with the latter's counsel reveals.
operation of theaters.
This judgment decree, expected to
Cure
of alarming
increase
in
(Continued on Page 7)
parallel the court's conclusions expressed in the findings of fact filed
March 8, and which mgy be weeks
or even months in reaching the U.
S. District (Continued
Court onclerk's
Page 4) office for

"Boys" to 20lh-Fox;
Price Said $305,

Closing of a deal giving 20th-Fox
film rights to the Michael Todd musical, "Something for the Boys," was
board of directors holds its annual reported
yesterday. Contracts sealing the transaction were said to be
Chicago — Twenty-four features meeting on March 29. The board
with a top bracket of three pro- previously okayed a quarterly bud- on the verge of being signed. It is
ductions carrying a negative cost of
get pending the determination of understood that the company is pay$400,000 to $500,000 each will com- special activities planned for the
ing $305,000 for the property. That
prise Monogram's schedule for 1943- year. Will H. Hays' annual report would be a record price for the
44, according to President W. Ray on the state of the industry will be screen rights to a stage attraction.
Johnston, presiding at the annual ing.
another important part of the meet- The deal prohibits release of the
film before August, 1944.
meeting
of
Monogram's
franchise
holders here.
Second bracket of
(Continued on Page 7)

Execs. Pay $5,000 Each
For Red Cross Boxes
Four boxes selling for $5,000 each
have been bought by Barney Balaban, Nicholrs M. Schenck, Spyros
Skouras and Major Albert Warner
(Continued on Page 7)

4tr Raid Alert Closes
Some Coast Studios
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Several studios closed
down all activities during an air
raid alarm alert that lasted 21
minutes yesterday afternoon with
employes rushing to shelters. Inasmuch as radios continued to operate, alarms were not sounded at a
few plants and at those studios there
was no suspension
of production.

Del. Censorship Measure
Withdrawn in the State

No Sunday Movies for
Canadians in Uniform

Warners Lose Appeal
In Iowa "Run" Case
Appeal board has affirmed the
award of an arbitrator who directed
Warner Bros, to offer its pictures to
the Tracy Theater, Storm Lake, la.,
on a run to be designated by the distributor on terms and conditions not
calculated to defeat the purpose of
Section VI of the consent decree.
Warners(Continued
appealedon the
award. The
Page 4)

Army Refuses to Discuss
"War in Review" Newsreel

Ottawa — Canada's Department of
Wilmington, Del. — Delaware's
projected censorship bill introduced Nftional Defense has abandoned Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
plans
to open Cinemas Sunday for
by Sen. R. H. Yerkes has been withWashington — The Army special
drawn. But in its place, theater the entertainment of men and wo- services division still refuses to disowners have a new headache in the
men of the
armed
forces.
This
de( Continued on Page 4)
cuss any of the details of the new
(Continued on Page 7)
news: eel to be put out, by Lt.-Col.
Frank Capra under its sponsorship.
Although the personnel, procurement

Army

Rejects Mickey Rooney

Leaves Talent Essentiality Issue Up in Air
Riot Spirit Is Willing
Because "Flesh" Is Weak

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Rejection of Mickey
Rooney, Metro star, for Army service following a physical examination at the local induction center,
Portland, Me. — Two men were arrested and scores suffered cuts and leaves the perplexing question of
bruises early yesterday morning whether film players are essential
when some 3,000 shipyard and war to the war effort undetermined.
workers rioted and wrecked the loRooney was given a 4-F classification (Continued
by his drafton board
cal Colonial Theater because they
Page 7) following
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

Warners Releasing
Only One in April
Warners release schedule for April,
announced yesterday by Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager, includes only one feature,
Darkness." The Errol
Sheridan starring vehicle
general distribution April

"Edge of
Flynn-Ann
goes into
24.
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Los Angeles — With Leon Schlesinger presiding as temporary chairman, the members of Animated Film
Producers Association will hold their
fourth meeting tomorrow. Purposes
of organization are elimination of
pirating, greater efficiency of
making subjects for the Government
and pooling of facilities for the war
effort. Hal Adelquist of the Walt
Disney Studios is temporary executive secretary.

Sunday Pix for Service
Men Proposed In Penn.

Harrisburg, Pa. — Legislation to
open Sunday movies within 15 miles
of military or naval establishments
Representatives: HQLLYVVOOU, Calif.— in Pennsylvania has been introduced
Ralph Wilk, b425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone in the Pennsylvania Senate as a biGranite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
partisan proposal.
Older, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
Three
sponsors have their names
127-133 Wardour St., VV. I. PARIS—
Renter,
P.
A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12). tacked to the bill (S.290) including
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes Capt. Joseph Ziesenheim, RepubliU — Eileen O'Brien.
can, Pennsylvania legislator who is
214. HONOLUL
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck.
also a member of the Army Air
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO C1TYMarco-Aurelio Galindn. Apartado H8I-. Mex- Forces. Other sponsors are Senaico. D. F.
crats. tors Dent and Gourley, both DemoPennsylvania has Sunday movies
in some areas at present by local
option consent, but many of the regions around Army camps are closed
tight on the Sabbath Day.
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Inc
Paramount
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RKO
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7
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RKO
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Warner
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+
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1
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13/8
33/8
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WB Shorts Bookings for
Six Months Jump 15%
Bookings of Warner shorts in the
first half of the current season are
15 per cent higher than in the corresponding six months of 1941-42,
the company disclosed yesterday.
It also was pointed out that the
rise was accomplished in the face
of an increasing number of "free
shorts," such as Government subjects relating to the war effort, now
in distribution.

Todd Mulls Film Policy
For Broadway Theater
The Broadway may be pieced on
a film policy under his management,
it was revealed yesterday by Michael
Todd, the legit, producer, who took
over the house recently as the initial
step in a campaign to line up a string
of theaters. The lease, under which
Todd can put the house to any use
he wishes, doesn't stert until August.
The legit, show, "Lady in the Dark,"
is now occupying the theater.

Asking $150,000 for
"The Patriots" Pix Rights
Film

companies have been informed that the Playwrights Company, producers of the Sidney Kingsley play, "The Patriots," are asking for more than $150,000 for the
screen rights to the show. Among
the bidders is understood to be
20th-Fox.

1560
Broadway

DAILY

To Talk Plans for R. C.
Drive Here Tomorrow

cominc and come

At attendance of more than 1,006
is expected tomorrow when exhibitors, managers, publicists and
exchange representatives are slated
to meet at the Ziegfeld Theater for
the purpose of discussing plans for
local participation in the industry's
Red Cross drive April 1-7.
Among the speakers will be Barney Balaban, national chairman;
Mrs. N. Peter Rathvon, representing
the Red Cross; Francis Harmon,
WAC; Claude Lee, campaign manager; William F. Rodgers, M-G-M,
and Major Leslie E. Thompson, RKO;
James L. Feiser, national vice-chairman of the American Red Cross;
Sam Rinzler of the Randforce circuit, co-chairman of the New Yorkex^ nge area, will preside.

Sears and Lazarus Going
To Coast for Confabs
Grad Sears, vice-president in
charge of domestic distribution for
United Artists, and Paul N. Lazarus,
Jr., director of advertising and pub:'city, leave for Hollywood Friday
to view new product and see the
final cut version of "Stage Door
Canteen." They also will confer
with various UA producers regarding their new product. Merchandising plans and home office co-operasions. tion will be stressed at the discus-

Goldstein Recuperates
Following Heart Attack
Indianapolis - Harry Goldstein,
Paramount district manager, is recuperating in the Jewish Hospital,
Cincinnati, following a heart attack
suffered while en route to Cincinnati
from here. The attack came on Wednesday after Goldstein had spent the
day with
home
office. Pat Scollard from the

Wilder Novel to Selznick
David O. Selznick has purchased
a forthcoming novel by Margaret
Buell Wilder titled "Since You Went
Away" for a reported price of $30,000.

for

CRAD SEARS and PAUL
the Coast
Friday.

LAZARUS,

JR., lea

FRED MEYERS, Universale Eastern divisioi
manager, left last night for Albany and Cleveland.
BERNIE KREISLER, short subjects managei
for Universal, left yesterday for Pittsburg
and Cincinnati.
CLARENCE
NASH, the voice of Donal
leaves for the Disney studio today.
BONITA

GRANVILLE

and

H.

f.

B. WARN

left New York yesterday for Minneapolis, Si1
Paul and Kansas City, where they will make
personal appearances in conjunction with thi
showings of "Hitler's Children." Then it wil
be back to the Coast for them.
DIXON R. HARWIN, who produced "Corregi
dor" for PRC in association with Edwan
Finney,
in New York prior to being inductee
into
the isArmy.
FHIL ENGEL, publicity representative fo|
Warner Bros, in New England, is spending thi
week in Providence, New Bedford and Fall River
MARTHA RAYE is back from her USO overseas tour.
ARTHUR JEFFREY is off to Prague, Okla.
RODDY McDOWALL starts a tour of 18 citiei
on Saturday. BOB BLAIR and RICHARD OWE
of the 20th-Fox exploitation staff will accom
pany the lad and his ma.
CRACE
CEORGE
departs
for the Coast
March
22 toMANDEL,
take a role in "McLeod's
Folly.
IRVING
Chicago
franchist
holder,
is
PRC
vacation.
in Miami for a Winter

H'wood Stars to Appear
In Capital Red Cross Show
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIh

t

Washington — Ten of the score
Hollywood stars who will appear
the huge New York Red Cross bene
fit show will appear in Washington
Wednesday, April 7, also for the
Red Cross. Site of the show has no
yet been announced.
The 10 who will be directed b;
Mark Sandrich, include Ronald Colman, Paulette Goddard, Cary Grant,
Priscilla Lane, Hedy Lamarr, Reginald Gardiner, Red Skelton, Rita Hayworth Alice Faye and Eleanor
Powell. Skelton will probably emcee
the show with full proceeds going to
the Red Cross.
The show
is being arranged
by
the theaters
division
of the local
Red Cross war fund.

,^-h -T*r Wednesday,

In Iowa "Run" Case

After the Tracy had filed its demand for arbitration, the Lake was
taken over by the complainant and
the owner of the Vista and Warner
Bros, was informed that first-run
was no longer wanted for the Lake.
Warners, however, apparently refuse
to license pictures for the Tracy except on second-run, a situation
which the appeal board declares is
equivalent to a refusal to license on
any run.

Section IX Complaint
Withdrawn in Rochester
Buffalo — One of the most unusual
arbitration demands to come before
the Buffalo tribunal has been withdrawn.
The only demand filed under Section IX to date, it was brought by
Webster Rosewood Corp., operating
the Webster Theater, Rochester,
against RKO-Radio. It was withdrawn by complainant with defendant's consent on the day the first
hearing was scheduled. The Webster had charged RKO with withholding prints of ''Pride of the Yankees," thereby favoring three Schine
houses in Rochester.

Sandburg to Arbitrate
Delphos Theater Case
Cleveland — Robert Sandburg, attorney, has been named arbitrator
in the case of the Delphos Theater,
Delphos, owned and operated by E.
L. Staub. Theater is seeking,
through arbitration, to obtain equal
clearance with Lima, 15 miles distant. Lima now gets 30 days' clearance over Delphos and Van Wert, 30
miles distant.
Hearing on the Van Wert complaint will be heard tomorrow at
9:30 a.m., before Arbitrator J. C.
Logue.

Edward
Marie

( Continued from Page^A.)

1)

Tracy formerly played Warner product first-run but after ^ March 17,
1942, Warners licensed its product
first-run to the Lake Theater because, according to the testimony,
the Tracy had been yielding inadequate returns on percentage pictures.

Golden
Robert W. McGrath
Quillan
Sid Grauman
Sonny Barkas

17, 1943

Crescent to Battle
Terms of Decree

Warners Lose Appeal
(Continued from Pdcie

March

•
•
CEREMONY
in the White House yesterday
FDR, in
behalf of National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, accepted oiler by
Sir Cedric Hardwicke and committee of stars, producers, directors and
writers of profits from U. S. distribution of "Forever and a E'ay" to go to
that cause
Offer had heartiest approval, too, of N. Peter Rathvon,
prexy of RKO Radio, pic's distributor
Gift represents great-heartedness of plethora of film luminaries, chiefly of British genesis, including
Brian Aherne, Robert Cummings, Charles Laughton, Ida Lupino, Herbert
Marshall, Ray Milland, Anna Neagle, and scores of others, plus seven
famous directors and 21 leading writers
Oh, for room to list 'em all!
They gave their services gratis to film's fashioning, and RKO Radio
financed it and waived gain therefrom
This splendid mutual action
goes very far toward scuttling the Nazi "craft" which has been trying,
long before Pearl Harbor, to drive a wedge (aided by purposeful, ignorant
or prejudiced Blabbermouths) between the U. S. and Britain by maligning
the latter's players and technicians in our midst
Our circuits and
individual exhibs. all over the nation can have the rare satisfaction of
finishing-off the vicious enemy propaganda by according this excellent
picture all the playing time possible
▼
T
T
• • • IF there are any Isolationists about, they can see how outof-step they are by attending screenings held by pic companies for the
increasingly important Foreign Language Press Film Critics Circle
Since its foundation -last December by Sigmund Gottlober, member film
editors and critics of more than 100 foreign language newspapers published in New York City have attended showings, held especially for
the group, of "Hitler's Children," "Forever and a Day," "The Chetniks,"
"Commandos Strike at Dawn," "The Oxbow Incident," "Immortal
Sergeant," "One Day of War," "Stand By. for Action" "Keeber of the
Flame," etc., etc.. . .". . .At these screenings, one hears a score of tongues,
but all speak but one language through their newspapers— the language
of a deep patriotism and a stern determination to achieve complete
victory for America and her sister United Nations
At the "Commandos" screening, Producer
Lester Cowan
spoke, and Sir Cedric
Hardwicke at the "Forever and a Day" showing
At the look-see at
"Chetniks," Dr. M. Stanoyevich, head of the Royal Yugoslav Consulate
and chairman of 20 Croatian, Serbian, Bosnian and Slovenian Societies,
was on hand
Shrewd and appreciative Leo the Lion clarioned in
a trade ad the fact that the Circle selected "Mrs. Miniver" as 1942'j
best attraction—and this initial recognition of the group's activities won
Leo many foreign language editor and critic friends

▼

T

T

filing, must first be submitted to
'-.ach of the attorneys in the suilf
for examination.
Two courses of action, according
to a defense attorney, may be' takem
either before or after the films* ofj
the decree. It is known that a |
tion to Judge Davies for additK^I
findings of fact by him is being con-]
templated by the exhibitor defendants. The defendants can also petition for a re-hearing of the suit.
Whether either of these courses will
be taken will depend on just how
soon the decree may be filed.
Local attorneys for United Arn
tists, only distributor defendant left
in the suit and only mildly involved
according to Judge Davies' finding?
of fact, see little or no cause for further action by the distributors other
than to render all possible support
to the exhibitor defendants in whatever action they may take.
The Court apparently accepted the
Government's theory in the case,
particularly as to the exhibitor defendants, so completely that Judge
Davies incorporated as at least twothirds of his 142-page findings a
brief filed by the Government on
Oct. 15, 194L The language of the
brief, prepared by Robert L. Wright,
chief of the Department of Justice
staff, is actually reproduced word
for word without alterations.

No Sunday Movies for
Canadians in Uniform
(Continued from Page 1)

cision was a result of opposition
from religious bodies and also of
announcement of a plan by which
churches across Canada would provide menSunday
for service
and entertainment
service women.
a

The decision was made public in
communication from the Rev.

George G. Webber of Toronto, general secretary
of the
Lord's Day
liance, read at
a meeting
of Althe
General
Ottawa. Ministerial Association of
The decision does not affect the
province of Quebec where theaters
are open to the public Sundays.

• • • POSTSCRIPTS:
SPG Local 114 here has become cosponsor of the Silver Screen Canteen, established by its sister local, 109,
SOPEG
SPG wil1 tend publicity assistance to project, which started
some weeks ago. ... • To explain fully to New Yorkers the war effort
functions of the Navy League Center, next Sunday's Skouras Theaters
War Effort Presentation period on WINS from 4:30 to 5:00 p.m. will
be
used
Navy League's Mrs. Charles H. Russell, Jr., will be the speaker,
and a galaxy of screen, radio and stage personalities will entertain.
• Peter Aron Lindstrom, hubby of Ingrid Bergman, gets his degree
on
Saturday at commencement exercises of Univ. of Rochester's School
pi
Medicine and Dentistry,— and La Bergman plans to be present.
• Oscar Serlin's "The Family" opened last night in Boston's
Wilbur
Theater, and will stay two weeks, thus moving the B'way
bow. at the
Windsor back to Tuesday, March 30

Oxford, N.
E. G. Crews' the
Orpheum;
loss,C—$5,000.

•

Red Springs, N. C— V. D.
Humstroyed.
Warners'
phrey's Red Springs; wholly de-

▼

•

•
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T
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HARBOR! ... .

"Hit Parade of 1943" Preview
Republic is holding an exhibitor
preview of "Hit Parcde Of 1943"
tonight
at 8:45. at Loew's Ziegfeld Theater, [

THEATER
FIRES
Wilmington,
Queen;
damage, Del.
$500.—

Hal

wm
l^H
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:< ^ Reviews of th€ new nuns :< :< s
"Dixie Dugan"

"This Land Is Mine"

with James Ellison, Lois Andrews
20th-Fox
67 Mins.
with Charles Laughton, Maureen 103O'Hara
Mins.
RKQ
MILD ENTERTAINMENT IS PROVIDED
MOVIN
JY UNBELIEVABLE YARN LAID IN WARLAUGHTON, SLEZAK SUPERB
ING AND INSPIRING DRAMA OF NAZI
TIME WASHINGTON.
OCCUPATION
OF FRENCH
TOWN.
Dixie Dugan, the comic strip character
What happens when the Nazi horde takes :reated by J. P. McEvoy, has landed in the
over a community inhabited by souls burning movies in a weak contribution to the cause
with a passion for freedom and attempts to of woman power in the war effort. The
bend it to the conqueror's will is given subject has been treated with an immaturity and a triviality that cause the film
further demonstration in "This Land Is
Mine," a fierce dramatic creation that very much to defeat its aim. On the other
should add heavily to RKO Radio's prestige hand, the film contains enough ludicrous
— not to mention the company's coffers. and nonsensical moments to gain it a fair
To doubt the boxoffice weight of the fim amount of interest from audiences that are
would be to underestimate the public taste
not too choosy. The film's box-office
and judgment.
chances also will be helped by the fact
Audiences will cling to every moment of ihat the action is plentiful.
this superlative production, which offers a
The film is laid in wartime Washington,
gripping story told inspiringly and feelingly.
The film is filled with that smoldering power although you'd never guess it from what
that characterizes everything to which its jaes on on the screen, for "Dixie Dugan"
the falsest picture of the nation's
author, Dudley Nichols, lends his name. Di- gives
capital imaginable. James Ellison is the
rector and cast have caught the spirit of chief of a new government bureau labelled
Nichols' writing and brought the script Mobilization of Woman Power for War.
to life with a forcefulness that is most
His ideas about women and the war so win
impressive.
The scene of the action is a French town over Lois Andrews that she gets a civil
service job to do her bit. She draws Ellioccupied by the Germans under Walter
son as her boss. The fellow tries to ditch
Slezak's command. The drama is sharpened
her for a man secretary, but the gal goes
by the presence of certain elements ad- out and proves her salt by working up a
vocating collaboration with the invaders in
the mistaken belief that that way lies program on the utilization of woman power.
peace and security for the community.
Among these are the mayor (Thurston Hall)
and the local railroad superintendent
(George Sanders), misguided creatures who
learn only top late that they are pawns in
the Nazi game of power. No sooner do the
Germans walk in than a wave of sabotage
engulfs the town. The Nazis are driven to
stern measures but cannot stop the terror.
The saboteurs are headed by the head of
the village school (Philip Merivale) and an
employe of the railroad, (Kent Smith), both
of whom sacrifice their lives for the cause
of freedom.
The argument for the democratic way of
life is beautifully pointed up in the character
of a schoolmaster played by Charles Laughton, a timid cowardly soul who becomes a
figure of heroic proportions at the end
when, fully awakened to the Nazi vileness,
he finds himself doomed for his love of
liberty.
Under the superb imaginative direction
of Jean Renoir the players give capital accounts of themselves. Laughton has never
been better, giving a human performance
that becomes profoundly moving in a courtroom sequence in which he pleads his case.
He is closely pressed for top acting honors
by Slezak, whose portrait of the Nazi commander isone of the best things in the film.
Maureen O'Hara, Sanders, Smith, Una
O'Connor, Merivale, Hall, all outdo themselves in this Renoir-Nichols production.
The photography of Frank Redman and
the musical score of Lothar Perl are among
the film's many other assets.
CAST: Charles Laughton,

Maureen

O'Hara, George Sanders, Walter Slezak,
Kent Smith, Una O'Connor, Philip Merivale,
Thurston Hall, George Coulouris, Nancy
Gates, Ivan Simpson, John Donat, Frank
Alten, Leo Bulgakov, Wheaton Chambers,
Cecil Weston.
CREDITS: Director, Jean Renoir; Screenplay, Dudley Nichols; Cameraman, Frank
Redman; Musical Score, Lothar Perl;
Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff ; Art Directors, Albert S.

D'Agostino,

Walter

E.

That opens Ellison's eyes. He calls the gal
back into his service after he barely misses
being smeared by a publisher ready to
seize on anything to serve his villainous
purpose.
Supporting Ellison and Miss Andrews are
Charlotte Greenwood, Charlie Ruggles,
Helene Reynolds, Raymond Walburn, Ann
Todd, Eddie Foy, Jr. The material doesn't
show the players at their best.
Otto Brower provided routine direction
under the producer banner of Walter Morosco. Lee Loeb and Harold Buchman did
the screenplay.
CAST: James Ellison, Charlotte Greenwood, Charlie Ruggles, Lois Andrews, Helene
Reynolds, Raymond Walburn, Ann Todd,
Eddie Foy, Jr., Irving Bacon, Sarah Edwards,
George Melford, Mae Marsh, Morris Ankrum, Dick French, George Lessey, Paul
Burns, Ruth Warren, Eddie Dunn, Milt Kibbee, Billy Wayne, Clarence Hennecke, Sam
Wren, Ray Walker, Jack Chefe, Dick Baron, Byron Foulger, John Wald, Emmett
Vogan, Sam McDaniel.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Morosco;
Director, Otto Brower; Screenplay, Lee Loeb,
Harold Buchman; Based on character created by J. P. McEvoy; Cameraman, Peverell
Marley; Art Directors, Richard Day, Lewis
Creber; Film Editor, J. Watson Webb; Music, Emil Newman, Arthur Lange.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"I Walked With a

"Harrigan's Kid"

with Bobby Readick, William Gargan,
Frank Craven
M-G-M
80 Mins.
LOVERS OF RACE TRACK STORIES
WILL FIND CONSIDERABLE ENTERTAINMENT IN THIS ONE.
This Irving Starr production is a story
of the race track that has enough human
interest stuff in it to get it by at the
box-office. The kids especially will benefit from it because it takes up the cause
of sportsmanship in a manner that brings
th3 message home clearly and simply.
Alan Friedman and Martin Berkeley, working from a Henry Blankfort adaptation of
a yarn by Borden Chase, have been direct
in building their screenplay and Charles F.
Riesner has given it direction that keeps
the action moving straight to its conclusion,
an exciting horse race that will put the
youngsters at the edge of their seats.
The leading role is taken by a newcomer named Bobby Readick. The lad
makes a strong impression with his earnestness and assurance. He is real and believable as a dishonest jockey who learns
to play the game honestly. The man who
teaches him to throw races is William Gargan, a famous jockey before he hit the
skids. The one who takes the boy in hand
and teaches him decency is Frank Craven,
a veteran of the race tracks who has
abounding confidence in the lad. An unfortunate circumstance places the youth
under a cloud for a while, but he comes
through at the finish like a thoroughbred,
with even Gargan rooting for him.
Craven gives another of his efficient and
effortless performances as Readnick's honest mentor. He is easily the best of the
older
Naish. players, among whom is J. Carrol
CAST: Bobby Readick, Frank Craven,
William Gargan, J. Carrol Naish, Jay Ward,
Douglas Croft, Bill Cartledge, Irvin Lee,
Selmer Jackson, Allen Wood, Jim Toney,
Mickey Martin, Russell Hicks.
CREDITS: Producer, Irving Starr; Director, Charles F. Riesner; Screenplay, Alan
Friedman, Martin Berkeley; Adaptation,
Henry Blankfort; Based on story by Borden
Chase; Cameraman, Walter Lundin; Musical
Score, Daniel Amfitheatreof ; Art Director,
Cedric Gibbons; Film Editor, Ferris Webster.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Army Refuses to Discuss
"War in Review" Newsreel
(Continued from Page 1)

of necessary materials and all other
tasks in connection with the newsreel
are to be handled by the Signal
Smith To Address SMPE
Corps, authority is in the hands of
_A. G. Smith, acting chief of Brig. -Gen. Frederick Osborn, head of
WPB's amusement section, will pre- special services.
"A story in about two weeks,"
sent a paper, "Activities of the War
Production Board in the Motion Pic- was the answer of a responsible
officer working on the project, when
ture Field,"
at a Section
meeting inofthe
SMPE's
Atlantic
Coast
local asked for details of the reel, which
Hotel Pennsylvania on the evening is,- tentatively titled "War in Reof March 25.
view," It is already known that
bi-weekly issuance is planned, and
Keller; Special Effects, Vernon
L. Walker; that the reel is to be confined to
Film Editor, Frederic Knudtson.
services exhibition, regardless of the
stories already printed both in trade
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
papers and the general press. How-

with

Conway
James TomEllison,
Frances

I

Dee,

RKO
69 Mins.
THIS SHOCKER, LACKING IN ACTION
WILL REQUIRE A LOT OF PLUGGING
Even devotees of horror films, who j
the ideal audience for this exhibit, will J
n
it tough to extract more than a passing

Zombie"

amount of entertainment from "I Walked
With a Zombie." The production, which
bears the banner of Val Lewton, is an utlerly fantastic affair in which not very
much happens, nor much that is of any
great interest. There is plenty of gabbing
but not much action to speak of.
The chief performers are James Ellison,
Frances Dee and Tom Conway. Miss Dee
is a Canadian nurse who goes to a West
Indies island to look after the Zombie wife

i

m
ib

of Conway, a wealthy sugar planter. Ellison is Conway's half-brother in love with
the zombie (Christine Gordon). Touched
by the tragic situation, Miss Dee, in the
belief the patient is a mental case, tries
everything in her power to bring the woman
back to normalness. Even voodoo mumbojumbo is called into service by Miss Dee
before it is learned that her patient is a
zombie. It seems that Ellison's ma (Edith
Barrett) got the gal into that uphappy state
to prevent her from breaking up the family.
The ending has Ellison killing the zombie
and walking to his death in the sea with
her in his arms.
Jacques Tourneur's direction is a bit
too static for this kind of thing. The
director does, however, help to build up the
eeriness of the film and to create a certain
feeling of suspense. Curt Siodmak and
Ardel Wray pounded out the screenplay
from a yarn by Inez Wallace. J. Roy Hunt's
photography is in the proper mood.
The acting is adequate unto the purpose, with Conway easily the best of the
CAST: James Ellison. Frances Dee, Tom
players.
Conway,
Edith Barrett, James Bell, Chrisfine Gordon, Teresa Harris, Sir Lancelot,
Darby Jones, Jeni LeGon.
CREDITS: Producer, Val Lewton; Director, Jacques Tourneur; Screenplay, Curt
Siodmak, Ardel Wray; Based on story by
Inez Wallace; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt;
Music, Roy Webb; Musical Director, C.
Bakaleinikoff; Art Directors, Albert S.
D'Agostino,
Mark Robson.Walter E. Keller; Film Editor,
Good.
DIRECTION, Fair. iPHOTOGRAPHY,

Mellett Refuses Comment
On Cutting Script Reading
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although Lowell
Mellett, OWI motion picture chief,
has hea:d that a memorandum suggesting curtailment inactivities
his bureau's
script examination
has
been submitted to the Hollywood
OWI office, he had not received
the memo at a late hour yesterday.
ever, special services has categorically refused to discuss the film.
The division's silence is additional
evidence that the Army has become
touchy on the matter of film conI sumption.

t
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ienale Would Ki
lalary Limitation
(.Continued from Page 1)

WSs
Prague (Oklahoma) Gets "Hangmen" Premiere;
'Washington,* 'London,' 'Moscow9 Represented
Arnold Pressburger's "Hangmen Also Die" will have its world premiere in
Prague and the mayors of Washington, London and Moscow will attend, United
Artists announced yesterday. However, the Prague mentioned is in Oklahoma
and the mayors will come from Washington, Kjns., and London and Moscow,
Tex. All three of the mayors will officiate at the hanging, in effigy, of Hitler,
Mussolini and Hirohito. Arthur Jeffrey of the UA home office leaves for Prague
today to set the campaign.

Actor Mickey Rooney
Rejected by Army
{Continued from Peg-

1)

the exrmination which, it is understood, disclosed he was suffering
from both heart trouble and high
blood pressure. Cause of the rejection, however, was not made public
officially by Lt. Col. A. H. Bailey,
station's commanding officer.
State Selective Service headquarters had remanded Rooney's case, appealed by the studio on essentiality
grounds, to the local borrd with no
recommendation. It was intimated
that there was reasonable doubt as
(.Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
to his physical fitness, and the local
"gate-crashing" experienced by theboard
checkup.accordingly referred him to
aters in the Los Angeles area was three productions bas been allocat- the
induction center for the Army
presented as a Theater Defense
ed a budget of $200,000 each. The
Bureau action of all theate: s, and remaining 18 dramas will be made
With player essentialities still
members of the ITOA were urged at vastly increased production costs. undetermined
as far as the draft is
to co-operate with the Los Angeles
concerned
a
checkup
of studios dism's
schedule of 24 dramas,
police department in enforcing the Monogra
closes that no company has any plans
and
16
westerns
for
the
coming
seamunicipal code ordinance on "evadat present to appeal classification of
son represents a reduction of eight case.
of admission
Theing paying
executive
committeefees."
further features which, according to company any of its players and make a test
reported that Attorney Albert J.
Law had advised that hearing of mo- executives, means a complete elim- Riot Spirit Is Willing
ination of lowest ^bracket pictures
tions in the Ascap case would be for current
season. Thirty - two
heard the fo:e-part of April. This d. araas and 16 westerns had been Because "Flesh" Is Weak
;n reference to a suit in Federal announced.
(Continued f-om Page 1)
Court by exhibitors on the Pacific
Coast against Ascap filed some time
believed they hadn't received their
star ofunder
"Silver
Skates,"
hasBelita,
been placed
contract
for money's
worth at a midnight show.
sgo.Zoning and clearance committee a period of five years. Her first The rioters battled in the theater
members reported that, after a com- production, designed as successor to and nearby streets, opposed by police, firemen. Navy shore patrols and
prehensive survey, that, they had current release, is "Lady, Let's
on which shooting is sched- military police. When it all ended,
decided to adhere to the principles Dance,"
uled to start early in April with the theater interior was in ruins
of the present zoning and clea- ance Scott R. Dunlap producing.
and streets littered with glass,
schedule. Further, that reduction in
In the forthcoming musical, Belita
prints should not greatly delay clear- will demonstrate her skill as a bal- sticks and stones. Every seat in
Del. Censorship Measure
ances, previded distributors will
Withdrawn in the Senate
let dancer and swimmer, in addition the auditorium was ripped from the
eliminate certain policies that in no to the
floor, rnd curtains, draperies, lightfigure skating.
ing fixtures and other equipment
way are connected with the zoning
destroyed.
(Continued from Page 1)
It
was
revealed
at
session
that
and clearance schedule. DistribuMoncgam
franchise
holders
have
introduction of a dog-racing bill,
tors will be asked to cor: ect these
Theater's manager, Wyman Packbeen extended for a period of five
!which is worrying them considerard, is said to have declared that the
policies.
vears
from
the
present
expiration
ably.
Members elected to the new board
house had been rented to a commitdate.
Result
of
the
new
agreement
of directors were Hugh W. Bruen,
tee of shipyard workers, and that
Whittier; Jack Y. Berman, Har: y arovides for a greatly reduced dis- "the theater is wrecked and someTalk Major Release for
:ributo:s'
costs
for
the
company,
arRackin Galston of Los Angeles; Gerrangements sta: ting with the probody will sryhave
for it." Witald Gallagher of El Cahon; Mrs.
the to
riotpay
commenced
over
"Story of Schickelgruber"
g-ram of 1943-44. Following the final audiencenessesdissatisfaction
Jenne Dodge of Ventura and Nick
with certain
West
Coast
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
session of the franchise holders'
Diamos of Tucson, Ariz.
vaudeville acts which didn't live up
meeting,
board of direc- to
Hollywood — Arthur Phillips is
expectations. Performers, it was
;ors met Monogram's
yesterday.
writing the screenplay for "The Execs. Pav $5,000 Each
It is proposed to sell pictures in said, were showered with missies and
blocks of eight.
had to take refuge in dressing rooms.
Story of Schickelgruber," which will
be produced by Richard Oswald and For Red Cross Boxes
Louis Berkoff. Oswald and Berkoff
(Continued from Page 1)
are making arrangements for release
magazines are donating advertising
by a major company.
snace to tell their readers about tYr
^erters' Red Cross Fund Week
frr the Red Cross show at Madisor
Rationing Has Even
Smi-ire Garden on April 5.
Become Mechanical?
Meanwhile, a number of popular
Anril 1-7. Magazines contributing
St. Louis — Owners and managers
full and half pages are Liberty.
of film houses, both in this city
Screenland, Silver Screen. Modern
and the county, that operate con^creen, Screen Romances, Photoplay
fection stands and vending machims,
Movie Mirror, Movie Life, Movie
have been up against serious diffiStars, Stardom, Movie Show and
culty in obtaining a sufficient supply
periodicals in the Fawcett group.
of candy, ice cream, chewing gum,
Members of the American Woetc. Rationing rules and shortages
men's Voluntary Services and other
of sugar and the like have forced
groups will assist in the theater colsome theaters to limit the amounts
lections for the Brooklyn chapter of
of merchandise to be sold at one
the Red Cross. Brooklyn therter
time. It is anticipated that the gorepresentatives will explain plans
ing will get tougher as the war
for co-operation at a meeting of volprogresses.
unteers at Brooklyn headquarters on
March 24.
amed to bring in a substitute to
he Disney rider which pegged high
alaries at their pre-Pearl Harbor
evel, but would have prevented the
p3pg °f salaries bringing in less
i 3— $25,000 net per year to a figire cringing in more than that after
federal taxes. Committee Chairman
Valter George, Georgia Democrat,
md Senators Harry Flood Byrd, Virginia Democrat, Josiah W. Bailey,
■Jorth Carolina Democrat, Arthur
I. Vandenberg, Michigan Republican,
:md Robert M. LaFolette, Jr., Wisonsin Progressive, will bring to the
•ommittee Friday morning their
•ecommendation as to just what the
•ider to the debt limit bill should
contain.
Their recommendation is expected
!,o be along the lines of the amendment offered on the House floor, but
ejected, by Rep. Jesse P. Wolcott,
Michigan Republican. This would
Provide that, the Government may
lot order any decreases in wages or
Salaries below the level prevailing
tor the same or similar work between
January 1 and September 15 of last
year.
Committee attitude is that the
Price Control Act p: ovides the executive with sufficient authority to
prevent "inflationary" increases in
salaries, but no authority to curb
salaries.

PCC Unit in Hove
For Essentiality

Mono. Cuts Features
For New Season by 8
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TEN CENTS

WPB TO ASK NEWSREEL RAW STOCK CUT
Needs
De Luxers'TradePix
Long Runs Sharply
Several Hundred Reduce
Theaters
V. J. Blind Cheching
Advisory Committee
Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
=By ANDREW

H.

Said to Require Only Dozen Features to Meet Needs

OLDEH— WASHINGTON

Indicative of part of the industry's ability to get along with fewer
pictures if necessary, several hunSPEAKING of raw stock— and who isn't,
dred of the country's leading firstnow that income tax day has passed
runs will require no more than a
and there are only two weeks to go in the
dozen features to carry them through
present quarter? — one thing the producers
the current year at the present rate
will probably be told at next week's meet- ot extended engagements, a survey
ing with WPB is that the motion picture reveals.
film the armed services need is only a
In view of the fact that, on the
fraction of their total film needs. . . . It's btsis of four-week runs as an averthe maps, the X-Ray f.lm, the aerial film
and film used for numerous

which we'll
and weapons
g devices
detectin
ent after the war
in wonderm
read about
that accounts for the major part of the film
used by the services. . . .

•

•

FCC Chairman Fly had some interesting
comments to make, in response to questioning by your reporter. Talking about
the post-war broadcasting outlook, Fly predicted that separate stations for standard
broadcast, FM, television, and facsimile will
be a thing of the past, and that homes
will be equipped with only one receiver,
designed to take all those services. . . .
Developments due to come from the war,
and others even now in the laboratories,
said Fly — mentioning color television — will
mean that John Doe will have FM reception
constantly, television shows at frequent
hours and "every hour or so" will tear off
news reports. . . . Television shows, he
predicted, would be presented by telev sion
networks, in order that the local stations
be furnished high calibre shows which they
could not afford individually. . . .

•

(C ontinued on Page 5)

complicated

•

MOW
we'll see whether the Nazis can
' ^ help in the solution of some of the industry's problems. Some very fine propaganda for motion pictures was presented
top Washington officials last week, when
they were invited to view a Nazi film dealing with the horrors allegedly visited upon
the Boers during the Anglo-Boer war at
the turn of the century. . . . The film,
extremely well done, was designed as a
Nazi answer to the humanitarian propaganda
of the United Nations, and the bigwigs on
hand studied it closely for the effect it
might produce upon an average audience. . .
As one they agreed that that effect must
be terrific, showing again that Washington can be "sold" on the psychological value
of motion pictures. Same was proven last
year when another small group was given
an opportunity to see 12 reels of Leni
(( ontinut d on I'aqc 2)

Bill to Get Hearing

Hearings on the New Jersey
sponsored bill to prohibit blind
ing of theaters are expected
held in mid-April in Trenton.
no date has been set for a

Alliedcheckto be
While
public

hearing, it is reported that provisions of the measure will be aired
toward the end of the current legislative session.
Exhibitor action on the bill has
been retarded by the illness of George
Golden,
of who
the unit's
legislative head
committee,
is recovering
from an attack of pneumonia.

Two Warners Add to
Lab Men Essential,
Holdings of Common
Washington is Told
•Va-Hngton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

To be Presented Definite
Formula at Meet Tuesday
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A definite formula
for curtailment of newsreel film
usage will be presented the Industry
Advisory Committee when it meets
next week with the WPB motion
picture section it was learned last
night. The WPB staff is still working on the problem but expects to
be able to have clear and conciete
proposals ecutives
to place
Tuesday. before the film exAmong {Continued
the methods
of curtailment
on Page
5)

Move to Rejuvenate
Northwest Allied

Washington — January dealings in Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
studio stocks were light, according
Washington — Representatives of
to SEC reports made public today. the Army, Navy, Selective Service
Two of the Warner Brothers, Albert and the War Manpower Commission
and Jack, again added to their hold- listened yesterday for more than an
ings of $5 par common in Warner hour as Nick Tronolone, chairman of
Brothers iCoutinued
Pictures, on and
Chase
Na- the Motion Picture Laboratories DePage 8)
fense Committee, and Richard
W.

Minneapolis — A move to restore
Northwest Allied to its former position of prominence has been
started by a group of independents
in Minneapolis and St. Paul. The
organization
has been dormant,
if

48-Hour Week Effective
In Seven More Areas

Ban on Pleasure Driving
To Be Lifted on Monday

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

[Continued

on

Page

9)

All
Roy$350,000
Rogers' Specials
Rep. Pix
To Be

DAILY

Washington — Seven new areas West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
have been included in the new list
Hollywood — At Republic's regional
of labor shortage sections where the sales meeting, it was announced that
all Roy
Rogers
pictures
48-hour work week must be in ef- hereafter {Continued
on Page 8)
i C ontinued on Page 8)

Eastman Net at $21,183,515
1942 Sales Up 21%; Renegotiate
SWG Scripting Demands
On Indies Sets Deadline
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Screen Writers
Guild has set March 26 as the deadline for independent producers to
comply with demands for a minimum
scripting scale. The writers have
set a minimum of $1,000 for flat
deal assignments on a feature or
western production costing less than
(Continued on Pane 5)

U. S. Deals

Net profits of Eastman Kodak Co.
and wholly-owned subsidiaries in the
Western Hemisphere amounted to
$21,183,515 for the year ended Dec.
26, 1942, as against $21,588,790 for
the previous span. Total sales to
the trade, however, were up sharply from 1941's $181,831,909 to $219,759,664 in 1942, including sales to
subsidiary companies not consolidated. This represents a rise of 21
per cent over 1941, and 68 per cent
over 1940. Sales to the Government
{Continued on Page 8)

{Continued

Washington
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Washington — The ban on pleasure driving which has depressed the
box-office take of many exhibitors
along
the{Continue!
Easternon Page
seaboard
for
5)

Patrons Join Films
Iti Having "Plots" —

Because pic-goers 'round the land
are so Victory Garden minded, and
are utilizing plots both large and
tiny to grow part of their food supTheaters believe
it's and,
a good
thingply,toRKO encourage
the idea,
at
the same
time, helpConsequently,
Uncle Sam's war
effort
financially.
the
circuit will hold Victory Garden Fairs
this Summer in all its theaters, with
each outlet judging patrons selfraised produce and giving prizes of
War Bonds for the best quality
crops.
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"Tomorrow Never Comes"
To be Pressburger Pic
Arnold Pressburger's next production for UA will be tn original, "Tomorrow Never Comes." Producer
leaves for the Coast tomorrow, accompanying Grad Sears and Paul
Lazarus, Jr., to start preparations.

RICHARD ARLEN will soon go to England
on a two-picture
assignment.
C. J. LATTA, Albany zone manager of Warner theaters, and MAX FRIEDMAN, buyer and
booker in that territory, are in town for home
office conferences.
IRVING MAA5, acting foreign head of 20thFox, is scheduled to get back from his Havana
/isit tomorrow.
GIL LAMB, comedian, arrives from the Coast
tomorrow to open an engagement at the Paramount on Wednesday.
LILLIAN

HARVEY

is here from

WILLIAM BENDIX is New
the Coast for a radio stint.

Hollywood.

York-bound

from

IRVING

riCHEL

is coming

HARRIS

is headed

for

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)

here from the

Coast for
opening of "The Moon
which
he the
directed.
JED

Reeling 'Round —

Is Down,"

Hollywood.

JACK DURANT, of screen and vaudeville,
leaves New
York for Hollywood
today.
FRANK N. PHELPS, in charge of labor relations for Warner Theaters, left yesterday for a
trip to the Philadelphia territory. He returns
in a day or two.
W. STEWART McDONALD, Warner
executive, was in Philadelphia yesterday.

Circuit

Three Up-State Theaters
Operate Week-ends Only
Buffalo — Three houses in the exchange territory have cut operations
the week-ends, according to reports
to MPTO of New York State, Inc.
The Avon at Fulton (Kallett circuit)
and State, Cortland (Schine), are
open Saturdays and Sundays only.
Temple, Wellsville (Warners), operates Friday nights and on Saturdays and Sundays.

A special 50-foot trailer has been
readied, to be used in situations
where the Red Cross quota has been
reached prior to the week of April
1-7, when exhibitors will stage theater collections for this great humanitarian organization. This trailer is available free to those who
need it from their nearest National
Screen Service exchange.

Davis Says He Won't
Compete With "Circus"
Wa-hington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Exhibs. are acting in a "mopping-up" capacity in this campaign,
doing their collecting after a month's
tapping of virtually every other
financial source. Consequently, public announcements of local quotes
met,
give Week
the theaters'
Cross might
War Fund
the aura Red
of
a "repeat collection." The trailer
is designed to explain this situation.

Demonstrating

increasing b. o.
power d£ily, "Cabin in the Sky" now
has moved into first place among
top-grossing M-G-M pix at the Majestic, Dallas. The new musical, in
its world premiere engagement, has
assumed a sizeable lead over the
previous leaders, "Mrs. Miniver" and
"Somewhere I'll Find You," the
home office reported yesterday.
"Cabin in the Sky" will start a
second week in Dallas today. M-GM also announced that the film will
open March 25 at Loew houses in
Richmond, Dayton, Atlanta and
Houston.

designed to do.". . . . Maybe what manpower officials, congressmen and sorf
others in this town need is larger and m\
frequent doses of propoganda films to drive
home to them the job pictures can do and
are doing

Lorraine, Crash Victim,
To Leave Lisbon Hospital
Jeanne Lorraine, feminine half of
the dance team of Lorraine and Rognan, who suffered a broken leg in
the recent clipper crash in Lisbon,
will be able to leave the hospital
next week, according to information
received yesterday by Paramount.
Her partner, Roy Rognan, was killed
m the crash which caused the death
of 16 persons. The teem had just
completed work in Paramount's "Salute For Three" and was en route
to North
Africa to entertain American troops.

in this war.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO

CITY MUSIC
ROCKEFELLER

HALL

CENTER

SPERCER TRHCY • KHTI HRIRE KEPBURR
"KEEPER

OF

THE

FLAME'

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Picture
Gala Stage Revue # Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine
Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

ROBERT
DONAT in
"THE Released
YOUNG
MR. PITT"
by 20th Century-Fox
&&5 1 GRACE MOORE
PLUS ASHOW
BIG
STAGE

Justice Arnold Sworn In;
Clark Gets His D of J Post

Washington — Declaring he has no
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
desire to "compete with the circus,"
Elmer Davis, OWI director, yesterWashington— Thurman W. Arnold,
day told his press conference he former head of the Department of
does not intend to have any screen- Justice anti-trust division, was yesings for the press.
terday sworn in as a Justice of the
Obvious reference was to the District of Columbia Court of Appeals. Arnold will be succeeded in
screening of "Price of Victory,"
OWI-WAC short, last week-end by the anti-trust post by Tom C. Clark,
Rep. John Taber, R., N. Y., who who was nominated Tuesday by the
pointed out to the press alleged President to be an assistant attor•communistic" meaning of the pic.
ney general.
OWI, said Davis, has recently been
Clark, 43, practiced law in Dallas
subjected to "thoroughly unwar- for 15 years before joining the
ranted attacks on the part of several Justice Department bureau of war
risk litigation in 1937. He moved
members
of Congress."
to the anti-trust division in 1938.

"Cabin in the Sky"
Tops for Metro in Dallas

showings, typical comment was, "Good
Lord, I didn't know pictures could make
such an impress on — especially when you
knew that that was just what they were

RICHARD WHORF, M-C-M contract player,
arrived in New York from the West Coast
yesterday
for a brief vacation.

"Met-Quota" Red Cross
Trailer is Completed

The MPTO
ofiice reports these othei
changes :
Lluings: Emba sy, Rochester, Rochester
Embassy Corp.; Hiltonian, Hilton. E. C
Weeks; Andrews, Salamanca, Schine Enterprises Corp.
Reopened:
Lyric. Syracuse,
W.
E. Doyle
Openings or new ownership : Falls, Honeoy.
Falls, F. E. Barnard; Harvard, Syracuse
George Smith ; Colonial, Belmont. W. E.
Anderson ; and Grand, Rochester, Edsol
Corp.. Syracuse,
Sol Schafer, manager.

Riefenstal's magnificent 26 reeler, "Triumph
of the Will," epic film record of the 1934
Nuremberg Congress. . . . After both
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WPB to Ask Newsreel
Raw Slock Cut

Long Runs Reduce
Theaters' Pix Needs

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

age, only 13 pictures would be required to keep a theater supplied
with product for 12 months, the feasibility of lower film consumption
is shown by the numerous runs of
© • © WITH a fine flare for the appropriate, since this is a global
Tbt only four and five but even six,
war,
20th-Fox is premiere-ing "Chetniks: The Fighting Guerrillas" today
jight and even 10 weeks now being
at the Globe
Host of the evening will be Dr. Spasoye Jefremovich,
chalked up by many first-runs.
officially representing Jugoslav Ambassador Constantin Fotitch, and guests
On Broadway, for example, enof honor will include Virginia Gilmore, featured player in the film; Serge
gagements of four to eight weeks
are becoming commonplace for
Krizman, technical advisor; and Major M. Mishovich, military advisor on
houses like the Music Hall, Hollythe production; plus a galaxy of internationally-known personages. . . .
wood, Paramount, Strand, Roxy,
• And on Monday night Universal is previewing three or four chapters
Capitol, Rivoli, Astor, Criterion and
others. In the case of the two Warcf its new serial. "Dan Winslow of the Coast Guard," in the 3,200-seat
ner houses, with pictures frequently
auditorium of the U. S. Coast Guard Training Station at Manhattan Beach
opening at the Hollywood and runIndustry leaders and the trade press can be expected in force. . . .
ning there for eight to 10 weeks,
• Paramount Studio's service flag now has 428 stars, with former emthen moving into the Strand for another four to six weeks, there is a
ployes serving on all of America's fighting fronts. ... • The Red Cross
further large saving in product.
does a job in providing motion picture entertainment for the boys on
Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston,
foreign service, and a very fine job, according to Capt. Bruno M. Kern,
Washington, San Francisco, Los Anformerly with Warner Theaters in New Jersey and now an Army intelgeles, Seattle, Portland, Ore., Deligence oflice in North Africa
In the large towns of the battle zone.
Mini,
Cincinnat
troit, Louisville,
writes
Capt.
Kern,
the
Red
Cross
sets
up theaters for showing of films of
Kanneapolis, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
sas City, Baltimore End numerous
assorted lengths and vintages, and occasionally a stage show is provided
smaller cities also are turning in a
So keep this, too, in mind when you decide on the size of your
substantial number of five and sixRead
Cross
check. ... • Most of Metro's "Quo Vadis," under directorial
week engagements, while four-week
aegis of Mervyn Leroy. is expected to be filmed down Mexico way, with
are showing up by the hunruns
dreds.
Walter Pidgeon on the inside track for a starring role, according to reports.
Subsequent-runs, of course, will
• Republic is already firing promotional ammunition on its proposed
still need an ample supply of prodbigger
build-up for Roy (Kin of the Cowboys) Rogers
uct, since the engagements in those
▼
▼
T
houses cannot be extended in the
first-runs.
•
•
•
AVENGE
PEARL
HARBOR!
the
as
n
proportio
same
Even many of the subsequents, however, are now going in for longer Ban on Pleasure Driving
Sunday Afternoon Pix
but if protime on pictures,
pkying ducers
Okaved in N. H. Cities
turn out (or release) only To Be Lifted on Monday
as formerly, it'll
half as many films
(Continued from Page 1)
Portsmouth, N. H. — Although a
mean shortage for the subsequent
houses unless they cut out double three months will be lifted next number of other cities and towns
features. The situation also opens Monday, The Film Daily learned
were quicker in their decisions, loup golden opportunity for indie pro- yesterday. Lifting of the ban folducers.
cal option for Sunday afternoon
lows bv two weeks the announcement
movies, under the recently enacted
by
OPA
Administrator
Prentiss
Kill Sales Tax Jump
Albany— Bill to double New York Brown that the ban would hence- law, has been approved in Portsmouth, home city of Sen. Harry
forth be enforced voluntarily, withCity sales and business taxes,
out police eid.
Foote, who sponsored the bill in the
initiated by Mayor F. H. LaGuardia,
Lifting of the ban was not un- Legislature. The WCTU and three
was defeated in the Assembly here
expected, despite announcements by
yesterday, 50 to 79. Voting against Petroleum Administrator Harold L. local ministers opposed the move.
the measure were all the Democrats,
Ickes that it might be necessary for
By-laws in Hanover, have also
most of the New York City Repub- many more months, and indications
licans, and more than a dozen up- by Ickes that he would not be averse been amended to permit Sunday
shows to start at 2 p.m.
state Republicans. Attempt is ex- to extending it westward.
pected to be made to bring the bill
A special article has been apAt
the
same
time
OPA
announced
up again.
proved allowing the change in Newthat it has cut in half the value of
market, but A. J. Tucotte, owner of
the 'A" gas coupon. Hereafter A
the
Star,
has
that only
there film
has house,
not been
cards will be good for only one-and- announced town's
one-half gallons per week.
sufficient demand to warrant Sunday
mctinees at present.
Tern Baily With Reeve
William J. Stanton, manager of
We'f

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tom Baily has joined
the staff of Arch Reeve, secretary of the Industry Service Bureau, to cover all Hollywood Victory
Committee activities. He succeeds
Hal Hall, resigned.

Betty Ccmpson
Rosita Moreno
Edward
Evarett

Robert Donat
Smiley
Burnette
Horton

DeVry "E" Ceremony. March 26
Chicago — Ceremony of awarding
the Army-Navy "E" to the DeVrj
Corp. will be held in the evening of
March 26 at the Svithoid Club house.

the Interstate chain's
Scenic in Rochester,
for the same reason.
Local option has not
in Manchester, state's

Colonial and
is hesitating
been accepted
largest city.

under consideration is one calling for
a cut back of the number of newsreel prints to the 1941 average which
will mean a cut of from 50 to 100
prints in most cases. Serious
thought is being given also to the
possibility of reducing the length of
the individual reels from the 750foot average prevailing today. Final
solution will probably involve both a
cut in the number of prints and a
cut in average length, although there
will certainly be strong opposition
to any cut in length.
"We are trying to bring about conservation measures without impairing in any way the efficiency of the
news: eels' function of presenting
vital
information
the public," said
one WPBofficial toyesterday.
The implication may be drawn
that the Government is ready to insist that, newsreels serve purely an
informational function, trimming
away all entertainment features.
Support for this policy may be found
in examination of the average theater p: ogram which includes shorts,
comedies or even features with high
entertainment value. Newsreel novelties may soon be out for the duration as well as fashion shows, etc.,
without any strong war angle.

SWG Scripting Demands
On Indies Sets Deadline
(Continued from Page 1)

$35,000, with the price hiking to
$1,500 on westerns or features costing over that amount.
President I. E. Chadwick of the
Independent Motion Picture Producers Association, has refused all the
writers' demands except that for a
$1,500 minimum for pictures costing
$35,000, contending that the scale
desired by the writers works hardship on the producers of low-budgeted pictures.
IMPPA
will hold meeting next
week
before
giving SWG a final
answer.

WEDDING

BELLS

New Haven — Phyllis Sollenberg,
candy girl at the Bijou theater and
Edith Curtis, in charge of sweets
at the Loew-Poli, were married at a
double wedding to Ross Antisdel and
John Rhodes, respectively, buddies
in the Coast Guard at New London.

Des Moines, la. — Josephine Canney, stenographer at Warner Bros,
London (By Cable) — Israel Davis, exchange here was married to Perry
14, British film pioneer, is dead here. Gilbrech, seaman, second class of
'Ie was the first to build a theater Great Lakes Naval training station.
The wedding took place in Des
■xclusively for the showing of pic- Moines.
tures.
srael Davis Dead

SOLID MONEY MAKER! SHAPES AS A BIG
YOU'RE RIGHT, VARIETY! EVERY RECORD^
WENT SMASH AT THE WORLD PREMIERE
IN SAN FRANCISCO! NOW WATCH SHOWMEN STRIKE GOLD WHEREVER IT PLAYS!

Rush your Pledge for RED

CROSS

WEEK— Apr. 1-7

^iCOh

LAIRD CREGAR
JUNE HAVOC
WARD BOND • AUBREY MATHER
Directed by BRUCE MUMBERSTONE
Produced by MlLTON SPERLING, 1st Lt.,U.S.M.C.R.
Screen Play by Robert Ellis, Helen Logan and Richard Macauley • Lyrics and Music "You'll Never Know"by Mack Gordon and
Harry Warren • Musical Sequences: Dances Staged by Val Raset • Costumes Designed by Helen Rose • Supervised by Fanchon

20*
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Eastman Kodak's
Net at $21,183,515

ens"
Raid
Laurel Ward
and Hardy
Air with

and prime contractors contributed
lai'gely to sales increase.
The 1942 net is equivalent to $8.41
per common share as against $8.57
in 1941. In continuftion of policy
adopted in 1941, $3,500,000 was deducted from profits to increase reserve for contingencies. The directorate authorized a wage dividend
for employes, $2,406,455, payable
March 12, 1943. Amount per employe was less than last year, principally because dividends were reduced on common stock during 1942.
Sales to foreign subsidiaries, not
consolidated, amounted to $6,732,335 in 1942, a decrease of 24 per
cent from 1941. Current assets as
of Dec. 1942 were $172,115,188 as
compared to $126,184,705. The company announces that renegotiated
prices under substantially all its
contracts with the Government and
prime contractors will result in a
refund of $14,050,000 to the United
States, and en additional refund not
exceeding $650,000 will be made on
supplemental renegotiations, and, accordingly $14,700,000 has been deducted from sales.
Provision for income and excess
profits taxes, less post-war credit
of $3,000,000, for 1942 totaled $24,683,515; total for 1941 was $24,088,790.
The report covers Eastman and
subsidiaries in the U. S. Canada,
Mexico, Cuba, Panama, and South
America. In addition to the special
military apparatus and equipment,
such as height-finders, telescopes,
aiming circles, time fuses and many
other items being supplied to the
Government, the company is devoting a very substantial portion of its
facilities to furnishing the armed
forces with X-ray films, aero films,
gun-camera films, aero lenses, and
other related products.

Advisers Give Manpower
Study Results to President
Bureau

of THE

FILM
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Washington
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Washington — It was learned today that the results of the study of
the manpower situation made by
presidential advisers Hopkins, Leahy,
Rosenman, Byrnes and Baruch have
been placed before the President.
What recommendations these five
prepared is not known and will not
definitely be known unless the President decides to make them public.

M-G-M
67 Mins.
SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF THIS SLAPSTICK COMEDY WILL DEPEND UPON
REACTION OF KID TRADE.
On the frail shoulders of the youngsters
lies the responsibility for the rise or fall of
the latest venture of Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy in the realm of the slapstick. The
appeal in "Air Raid Wardens" is much too
childish to expect more than mere tolerance from grown-up audiences. Constant
repetition has deprived the broad comedy
antics of the Laurel-Hardy pair of most of
their entertainment. The laughs are few
and labored as the comedians go through
their usual routines, which have gone stale
with time. The footage runs too long for
the sort of diversion purveyed by the duo.
Feature length forces the boys to repeat
themselves to the point of dullness where
the maturer minds are concerned. Tightening would lessen this fault.
After watching the Laurel-Hardy team go
through the motions of being air raid
wardens the film might well be subtitled
"How Not to Be an Air Raid Warden." The
two stumb]e clumsily through the story in
their abortive efforts to make the grade
as wardens. Their ineptitude is something
to marvel at. However, they make up for
everything with a vengeance at great personal risk when they prevent a Nazi plot
to destroy a magnesium plant supplying
our war needs.
Commonplace material has gone into the
screenplay of Martin Rackin, Jack Jevne,
Charles Rogers and Harry Crane. The
B. F. Zeidman production has been provided with a fair amount of act:on by
the direction of Edward Sedgwick.
Of the players Horace McNally makes
the best impression. Others who plav important roles in support of Laurel and H'rdy
are Edgar Kennedy, Jacaueline White, Nella
Walker, Donald Meek. Henry O'Neill, Howard Freeman.
CAST: Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Edgar
Kennedy, Jacqueline White, Horace McMallv. Nella Walker, Donald Meek. Henry
O'Neill. Howard Freeman. Paul Stanton,
Robert Emmet O'Connor, William Tannen,
Russell Hicks. Phil Van Zandt, Frederic
Worlock.
Don Costello.
CREDITS: Producer, B. F. Zeidman; Director, Edward Sedgwick; Screenplay. Martin Rackin, Jack Jevne, Charles Rogers,
Hsrry Crane; Cameraman, Walter Lundin;
Musical Score, Nat Shilkret; Art Director,
Cedric Gibbons; Film Editor, Irvine Warburton.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

48-Hour Week Effective
In Seven More Areas
(Continued from Page 1)

Training Plane Crash
Kills Eastman Cadet
N.

Rochester — Aviation Cadet George
Sabella,
formerly
of
Eastman
Kodak, was killed in a plane

BS5&
\^S$
Army

crash near Chickasha, Okla.,
it has
been
learned
here.
Cadet Sabella enlisted in the
Air Forces last Oct. 8.

feet, it was announced today by the
War Manpower Commission.
Portland, Me., Burlington, N. C,
Evansville, Ind., Gary-HammondSouth Chicago, Ind., and 111.. Tampa,
Fla., Savannah, Ga., and Wilmington, N. C, were added to the list.
Three deletions were also made with
the result that the 48-hour week
order need not be enforced in Akron,
Ohio, Bath, Me., and Portsmouth,
N. H.

All Be
Roy $350,000
Rogers' Specials
Rep. Pix
To
(Continued from Page \)

will be specials, costing $350,000
each. Two hundred thousand dollars
will be spent for national advertising and $100,000 for newspaper advertising for promotion in cities
where Rogers' pictures will be
booked.
During the balance of 1943, Rogers
will make three sectional tours, first
starting May 1, in the Northwest;
August 2, in the Middle West; and
October 1 in the New England
states. These trips will include touis
of service camps. Play dates for
Rogers' "Idaho" have reached a total
of 11,750 which topped his previous
record breaker, "South of the BordThe two-day regional sales meeting closed yesterday, following intensive product and distribution discussions with James R. Grainger,
president and general sales manager,
presiding. Release of "Hit Parade of
1943," and co-operative ad campaigns
now current on the attraction in
many keys; and the schedule of pictures for March, April and May,
which er."
establishes a new high by
the company in a quarter of a year,
were on the agenda.
Herbert J. Yates, together with
Grainger and Morris J. Siegel, will
attend the two-day Chicago regional on March 22-23, and then move
on to New York for the final sales
session, set for March 25-26.

Chi. Union Men Called by
Jury Probing Racketeering
Chicago — The Chicago HeraldAmerican said last night that N. E.
A. Bishop, formerly secretary-treasurer of the Chicago operato: s' union
now in Florida, and Thomas Burke
of the theatrical janitors' union have
been called to New York to testify
in the grand jury investigation into
racketeering in the film industry.
The paper also stated that several
Chicagoans will be involved in forthcoming indictments.

Parole Kaufman for Jury
Action on Bribe Charge
Newark— Louis J. Kaufman, business agent of Local 244, operators,
yesterday was paroled for the Essex
County Grand Jury after a hearing
in First Police Court on a charge of
agreeing to accept a bribe as a labor representative. He was arrested
on Tuesday on a complaint filed by
Andrew Roach, a member of the
local, who accused him of offering
to
get ation.
the projectionist a job for a
consider

Lose Fight on Competition

Two Warners Add to
Holdings oi Common
(Continued from Page 1)

tional Bank dropped another 10,000
shares of Twentieth Century-Fox
common, but otherwise there were
no major transactions.
Maj. Albert Warner bought 14,902 shares of $5 par common, brinf
ing his holdings to 199,650, whV_
Jack Warner picked up 11,840 to
swell his total to 186,600. Revised
December reports show that Major
Warner bought 67,400 shares of the
same stock during that month, Harry
M. Warner bought 61,500, and Jack
30,800, upping their holdings at the
end of that month to 184,748, 141,060 and 174,760 respectively.
Revised December reports show
also that all three brothers withdrew
from trust at the end of the year
sizeable chunks of $3.85 cumulative
preferred. At the end of the year
Albert held 22,247, adding 9,363
from trust after selling 2,000 shares
earlier in the month, Harry took
9,539 from trust to up his holdings
to 19,423, and Jack, after selling
4,500 shares, drew 4,801 from trust.
At the end of the year he held 15,185. There was no dealing in this
stock during January.
Chase National dropped 10,000 shares of
Twentieth Century-Fox, retaining 197,858.
There was no change in the $1.50 cumulative preferred of Twentieth Century-Fox, of
which Chase National holds 671,916 shares.
A correction to the August, 1942, report
showed the disposition of 178,343 snares of
common and 55,284 of preferred in TwenTrust. tieth Century-Fox bv The Mayer Family
Universal Corp.. of Delaware, for the
second straight month picked up 200 shares
of Universal Pictures common, swelling its
total holdings in this stock to 231,327. Again
there was no change in its holdings of 7 per
cent cumulative second preferred. The total
remains at 20,000. Warrants for three thousand common vtc. in Universal Corp. were
awarded Matthew Fox, erstwhile director
now with OWI in Washingon, who now holds
warrants for 15.000 shares of this stock.
Ned E. Depinet, RKO vice-president,
bought 700 and 300 shares of RKO SI par
common on successive days in January. He
holds just that one block of 1,000. Rockefeller Center dropped 1,200 shares of the
same stock, retaining 562,429 shares.
Miller Walker. RKO board member, hold<
warrants for 155 shares of common.
Another RKO officer, Leon Goldberg,
bought through a joint account 100 shares
of RKO six per cent preferred. He own=
no other shares of that stock. J. Miller
Walker
also bought 50 shares of six per
cent
preferred.
The SEC revealed also that Columbia executives Sidney Buchman and Joseph A. McConville hold no common stock in Columbia
Pictures, although the latter holds 202 shares
in partnership with Abraham Montague, who
also holds five shares personally. Nate B.
Spingold, another member of the board, also
holds no Columbia Pictures common personally, although he owns through a holdiny
company
10.178, plus another hundred in
joint
ownership.
No dealing in other studio holdings was
reported, aside from the failure of Trem
Carr, of Hollywood, to take up an option
Pictures.
for 22,823 shares of common in Monogram

STORKS

Springfield, Mass. — Theatermen
here were given a public hearing by
the city council in their fight against
Chicago — Charles Burris, formerSunday shows at the Auditorium.
ly with Balaban & Katz and now
Following the hearing the Council,
district manager for the Telenews
took no action and didn't even dis- theaters in Cleveland, is the father
cuss the matter.
of a nine-pound baby girl.
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Move to Rejuvenate
Northwest Allied
{Continued from Page 1)

not non-existent, for the last sevei-al months.
Sol G. Lebedoff was elected a governor for Minneapolis at a meeting
-jjthe independents last week, sucj"?ding Donald Guttman who resigned. E. L. Peaslee, it is understood, will remain as president of
the unit which will endeavor to meet
current exhibitor problems by peaceful methods, although no official association policy has been adopted.
It is reported that national Allied's board of directors, recently
meeting in New York, urged the continuance of the Northwest unit and
indications are that the association
here again will restore its affiliation
with the national body.
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Riding Herd on the Hollywood Mews Range
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Hollywood — Day's news roundup: Harold Lloyd's first Columbia production
will be "Mr. Winkle Goes to War," Theodore Pratt novel. . . Republic has
28 writers currently readying as many screenplays. . . Alan Marshal, courtesy of
Meto, will have the male lead in Dave Selznick's "White Cliffs of Dover". . .
PRC will star Fifi D'Orsay in "Jungle Fury" with Buster Crabbe. . . PRC has
purchased "Longshoreman," by Martin Mooney. . . Alfred Zeisler will direct
"Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels, His Life and Loves" for W. R. Frank. . . Robert
Lowery, Mono, actor, has been SCD's from the Army because of an old football
injury. . . Metro has handed Vincente Minnelli a new directorial termer. . . Rep.
has borrowed Brenda Joyce and Sheila Ryan from 20th-Fox. . . Ida Lupino replaces Bette Davis in WB's "Ethan Frome" . . . Walter Wanger will glorify
the Second Marine Raider Battalion in "Gung Oh". . . PRC has optioned
the autobiography of Cobina Wright, Sr.
— WILK.

M of D Drive in R. I. Nets
$20,866 for Polio Fund

Move to Restrict Juve
Film Attendance Killed

Providence — March of Dimes colWinnipeg — The Manitoba Legislalection in 42 Rhode Island theaters
ture's Law Amendment Committee
by a vote of 12 to 4 an
last month netted $20,866 for par- defeated
amendment to the Amusement Act
alysis fund, State Chairman Edward
of the province which would prohibit children under 14 years of age
M. Fay announced yesterday. Loew's
State, Providence, topped the list from attending motion picture thewith $4,365.
aters showing films marked "adult."

A SCENE FROM AT DAWN

Lab Men Essential,
Washington is Told
(Continued from Page 1)

Altschuler explained why some
laboratory workers are entitled to
classifications as necessary men.
Tronolone is from the Pathe Laboratory and Altschuler from Consolidated Laboratories. Alan Friedman of De Luxe Laboratoiues was
scheduled to appear with them, but
was unable to make the trip.
The hearing presented no chance
for the laboratory men to determine
the attitude of the committee of a
dozen or so men who heard them.
They merely presented their case,
which will be considered soon by
WMC.
Claude Collins, Washington WAC
representative,
accompanied
Trono-S.
lone and Altschuler.
Francis
Harmon, WAC vice-chairman, conhearing.ferred with them later in the afternoon, but was not present at the
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nm JOHN CLEMENTS • GODFREY TEARLE • HUGH SINCLAIR • GRETA GYNT • JUDY KELLY
GEORGE

KING — Director • Original Story by DOROTHY
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HOPE • Screen Play by ANATOLE de GRUNWALD
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• Script by KATHERINE STRUEBY
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"ALLISON"
Her kind of a girl
old
only America's
West
could breed.
Strong and unflinchon horseback,
yet
ing, any man's equal
warm . . .excitingly
feminine . . .
Played by
EVELYN KEYES

"Allison" is another of the fabulous characters in
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N. Y. DECREE UNDER NEW EXHIBITOR FIRE
Exhibitor Rally Sets Stage for Red Cross Drive
1,400 Area Theater Men
Hear Balaban, Rodgers,
Harmon, Other Speakers
The public is in a receptive mood
for wartime causes, Barney Balaban,
chairman of the national Red Cross
War Fund Week, told more than 1,400 exhibitors of New York and
New Jersey at a rally held in the
Ziegfeld Theater yesterday morning
to set the stage locally for the April
1-7 drive. While it is natural, he
said, for an exhibitor to feel concern
tn behalf of his patrons, experience
has proven that the public is less
{Continued on Page 6)

Army Policy Stands
On Soldiers in Pix
i Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — No change in the
Army policy to allow stars in uniform to make pictures, to appear
on radio shows or for personal appeaiances is in the offing, it was
learned yesterday. Congress has
passed laws, Col. Curtiss Mitchell,
(Continued on Page 7)

Lewis
Gov't Co-op.
Instead Favors
of Production
of Pix
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although he says it
is too early to predict just what action he will take as he studies the
i Continued on Page 2)

latest Innovation
In Film Deliveries
Bellows Falls, Vt. — A baby was
born in the projection room of the
local Rockingham Theater to Mrs.
John Scanlon, wife of the house's
projectionist, while 500 persons, unaware of the human drama, watched
the film. Child was delivered by
Dr. Harry Goldman after Mrs. Scanlon
had gone to the theater to have her
husband summon a taxi to take her
to the hospital. There was no time
for the trip. Scanlon continued
to operate the projectors during the
delivery.

Five Majors Subscribe to Brit. Victory Loan;
Four Contribute £100,000 Each; One £50,000
Five of the American major companies have invested in the British Victory

Allied Attacks Decree
On Basis of Crescent
Anti-Trust Case Opinion

Loan, similar to our own War Bonds. Paramount, Loew's, 20th Century-Fox,
Universal and Warner Bros, have subscribed £100,000 each and Columbia subscribed £50,000.

Settlement of the New York
equity suit
major
distributors on against
the basis the
of the
consent
decree was described by Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel, as
being a "monstrous miscarriage of
justice" when compared with the
findings of Federal Judge Elmer
Davies in the Crescent anti-trust
case. In a current organization bulWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
While theaters in other parts of
letin, Myers summai'ized Judge
of fact and concluHollywood — M-G-M will make a the country report waves of van- Davies'sionsfindings
of law and contrasted them
New York exhibitors say
series of cartoons featuring sto- that the dalism,
situation here is not acute. with the provisions of the decree.
ries familiar to Latin-American
In the first place, Myers asserted,
(Continued on Page 7)
countries. First subject will be Although there are occasional instances
of
property
destruction
or
"Panchito y el Lobo," or, "The Boy
by juvenile patrons, vanWho Cried Wolf." Spanish main mutilation
dalism apparently has been held to a
titles will be used in all instances,
with American sub-titles since each minimum and no united action is
subject is for release in the United contemplated unless the practice becomes widespread.
States as well as in Latin-American
Exhibitors in scattered areas
countries.
Executive Producer Fred Quinby around the country have not been
will supervise series.
so fortunate. Many downtown theTwentieth-Fox plan to set up
aters have special policemen on the
lookout for vandalism, a system that stock companies in co-operation with
Actors Equity to develop new talent
(Continued on Page 6)
Columbia To Push Pix
to replace that lost to the colors is
understood
to be definitely off until
In N. African Market
Lake Charles, La., Case
the Fall — if the whole idea isn't
dropped by the company by then.
Assignment of Lacy Kastner, re- Dismissed by Arbitrator
The company is reported to have
cent addition to the Columbia fortaken no action yet on the report
eign department as special home ofClearance and some run complaint submitted more than a month ago
fice rep. to lay out a program for
(Continued on Page 7)
by Mrs. William L. Paternosthe distribution of features and filed
tro, operator of the Delta Theater,
shorts in North Africa was an- Lake Charles, La., against RKO and Kent Memorial Service
nounced yesterday by Joseph A. Mc- Paramount, has been dismissed by
Conville, vice-president in charge of the arbitrator. Complainant had
sales abroad.
Kastner is expected charged that the clearance and runs At St. Patrick's Today
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued o-n Page 2)
Memorial services for Sidney R.
Kent will be held in the Lady Chapel
at St. Patrick's Cathedral this morning on the anniversary of the death
of the film executive. A group of
close
friends of the late president
St. Louis Theaters Uniting for Campaign
of 20th -Fox will be present.
St. Louis— The 110 theaters in St.
Ont. Theaters Violating
St. Louis County are alSafety Laws Face Closing Louis mostand100 per
cent pledged to adopt
Dayton Drive-in Will
Brave Gas Bationing
a single feature policy when the
Toronto — Following the second anti-duals campaign gets under way
conviction of Sam Appelbaum, owner formally on June 1. A meeting to
— First
drivein Dayton,
theater O.to
braveNorthern
gas rationing,
of the Palace, new Toronto, on consider an educational program to
the
local
Classics,
has
announced
an
charge of permitting the blocking of inform the theater-going public why
April 24 opening. Herb Ochs will
exits, the Ontario government has the single feature menu will become
manage the theater, located in a
launched strict enforcement of the city-wide was held last week at the
war plant area.
theater regulations, intimating jail 20th Century-Fox
room
(Continued on screening
Page 6)

Metro Cartoons
For Latin America

Theater Vandalism
In K. Y. at Minimum

20lh-Fox Stock Co.
Plan OH Till Fall

"Singles" Educational Drive

(Continued on Page 6)
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offered to the Delta by the two companies were inconsistent with the
spirit of the consent decree. Arbitrator ruled that the clearance
granted to competitive houses was
not unreasonable and that distributors had not refused to offer product
for the Delta.

various bureaus which came under
his wing as a result of the reorganization of the OWI domestic branch
last week, William B. Lewis, deputy
director of the domestic branch,
made it plain that he will not deviate
from the policy he followed as head
of the Radio "Bureau for OWI — a
policy which calls for Government
co-ope: ation rather than Government
production. This means it is not unlikely that the motion picture bureau, over which he now has supervision, will be directed to concentrate on aiding the industry to produce the films it wants rather than

A designated run complaint has
been filed by Anthony Demharter,
operating the Peacock Theater, New
Orleans, against Paramount, RKO,
20th Century-Fox and Warner Bros.
Demharter claims that prior to 1935
the Peacock followed the downtown
first-runs by 60 days and that after
1935 the run was taken away from
him and given to the Rivoli and
Dreamland Theater, United circuit
houses, which previously had no
clearance over the Peacock. Complainant asks for the return of the
original clearance.

Englers Withdraw Case
Engler Brothers, who operate the
Royal Theater, Hopkins, Minn., have
withdrawn their clearance complaint
against the five consenting distributors without prejudice.

Para. Appeals Award

FINANCIAL
(Thursday.

(Continued from Page 1)

Designated Run Complaint
Is Filed by N. O. Theater
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Paramount has appealed an arbitrator's award which ruled that the
company had not complied with the
"some run" provisions of the consent decree in its relations with the
Welldon
Theater,
St. Albans, Vt.
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in Washington

yester-

JULES LAPIDUS and ARTHUR SACHSON,
turn to New York today from Philadelphia.

DAILY

EVELYN

KOLMAN

after a three-

BEN SIMON. 20th-Fox manager, New
is on vacation
in Philadelphia.
GEORGE

re-

is back at her desk in the

Republic
publicity
department
week
vacation
in Havana

RABBOTT,

Haven,

exhibitor at the Alcaiar.

Naugatuck,
Conn,
has returned
vacation
in St.
Petersburg,
Fla from a month's

"Heart of Nation" Bows
At New Abbey Theater
"The Heart Of a Nation," the
new film that has been called "a
cavalcade of France,' will have its
world premiere at the newly-opened
Abbey Theater, Broadway at Fiftyfirst St. early next month.

Goldberg's Third Pint
Harry

Goldberg, director of advertising and publicity for Warner
Theaters, this week gave his third
pint of blood to the Red Cross. Mrs.
Goldberg also has contributed to
the
Red Cross blood bank. The
Artillery.
Goldbergs' only son is in the Coast

DAILY

Hollywood— H. J. Yates announced that after Republic's sales meetings in Chicago and New York, M.
J. Siegel will announce their p: ogram which will call for the highest
budget in the history of the company. Yates, Siegel and Prexy
James R. Grainger leave today for
the Eastern
conventions.
At a meeting of producers and
branch managers yesterday Yates

Alfred P. Morell. Author, Dies
Greenwich, Conn. — Alfred Parker
Mo" ell, 36, magazine and screen
writer, died yesterday at Jefferson
Hospital, Philadelphia, where he
had undergone an operation. He
wrote the scripts for "Diamond Jim
Brady" and "Lillian Russell."

stressed for
the the
importance
making
pictures
foreign of'
market
as
well as for domestic consumption.

— 'n

HUSSEY

day for the opening of "Tennessee Johnson."
SPYROS SKOURAS, president of 20th CenturyFox is expected back at his New York headquarters today after a week's visit in Havana.
DORRIS BOWDON is flying from the Coast
to appear at a Waldorf-Astoria reception to
be given on Wednesday for Crown Prince Olaf
and Crown
Princess Martha
of Norway.

Washington — Although Elmer Davis, OWI director, announced a
month ago that "Prelude To War,"
the film made by Lt. Col. Frank
Capra for the A: my, would be
available for public showing, no definite date for release has yet been
set, but is expected to be within the
next month.
It is expected that the Capra film
will be shown also in Britain and
Russia. Georse Archibald, who represents the British industry here,
reveals that he has had several conferencesecentlv
:
with Lowell Mellett and Arch Me- cey of the OWI
motion picture bureau, Riskin and
others on th-? seneral fubject of exchanging British productions.

West

his

S. BARRET McCORMICK, RKO ad-publicity
chief, is a week-end
departure
for the Coast.

Expect "Prelude
to War"
Release
Within Next
Month
Bureau

on

GRACE GEORGE leaves for Hollywood tomo:-]
row to appear opposite
James Cagney in. his fc]
first UA release, "McLeod's Folly." jf
day.
GRAD
SEARS,
PAUL
N. LAZARUS.
JR.
ARNOLD PRESSBURGER, leave for Hollywood to-

carrying a heavy production schedule itself.

Wa-hington

has arrived in Sydney
Pacific army
posts.

KATE SMITH will be in Baltimore today to
christen the latest ship to be turned out at
the Betlvehem-Fairfield
yards.

WAC's to Handle Passes
For Service Men in Capital Republic Budaet to Be
Highest in Its History
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY

Washington— From 7,500 to 10,000 service men will benefit weekly
from
the decision of the local WAC
1/4
11/4 to organize a special committee to
y4 handle collection and distribution
+
1/4 of passes to all types of amusements
l'/8
in Washington. Distribution of these
1 Vi +
MARKET2
tickets is already under way.
934
31/4
The WAC's new amusements divi31/4 . .
sion is headed by John J. Payette,
161/4
Va Waner Bros, zone manager, and
3
3VS
..
934 Carter T. Barron, Loew's division
161/4 .
manager. Sidney Lust, head of the
Lust circuit, serves as chairman of
Houston to Continue
the free tickets for servicemen unit
of the committee. Tickets are availFree Movies in Parks
able at the Union Depot, and arrangements are being made for conHouston — This city will again ofstruction of a special booth in the
fer free films in municipal parks, cente" of the city.
starting April 1. with Orrill O'Reilly
again in charge. Two units will operate nightly on a weekly schedule Houston Indies See No
covering most of the city's larger Pix Dearth for Duals
parks. Product will be of indie
origin, comprising releases from
Houston — Exhibs. here do not anone to two years old.
ticipate any imminent shortage of
Wanda Howard Kennedy Dies
pix for double feature bills. This,
Wanda Howard Kennedy, 62, ac- of course, is a matter of interest
tress, who appeared in a number of to the indies rather than to Interstate. One independent, however,
Al H. Woods' Broadway productions,
died yesterday at the Lenox Hill was of the opinion that 1944 would
see a shortage.
Hospital after a lingering illness.
55 155
6%
7
77V4 771/4
17% 173/4
10
30
3017/8 10 i/s
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Lewis
Favors Gov't Co-op.
Instead
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Record shows Republic's
straight-shootin', hard-riding, redblooded Westerns play in over 11,000
theatres. Let's give three rousing cheers
for these daring cowboys, brave cowgirls, and death-defying stuntmen.
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xhib. Rally Sets
R. (. Drive Stage

St. Louis "Singles
Educational Drive

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

where owners or managers of approximately 90 theaters heard the
second phase of the program.
Final consideration of the educational program was postponed for
three weeks, but the tentative plan
calls for newspaper advertisements,
trailers, heralds, lobby displays,
radio spot announcements and possibly personal talks before parentteacher groups, civic clubs and other
organizations.
The educational program will
stress that under single bills the
quality of picture entertainment will
not be less than it is now. The patriotic angle of providing time for
Government pictures and the saving
of vital raw materials will be emphasized, as well as the quality of
short subjects, newsreels, etc., that
will replace the second feature.
Exhibitor leaders here believe that
the public will co-operate when it
is properly informed as to the reason for the campaign which was advocated originally by Harry C. Arthur.

Vandalism Elsewhere,
Little Trouble Here
(Continued from Page

1)

concerned about the collections than
the industry representatives are.
It was pointed out by several of

as Dixon R. Harwin. co-producer
YUH never can tell
9
• •
with Ed Finney of "Corregidor" for PRC. will duly witness, citing as a
case in point that magniiicent epilogue which Alfred Noyes wrote for
The distinguished Briton up to this time has had scant
the picture
And efforts
respect for the cinema, considering it no true art form
to induce him to contribute to the screen were of no avail
Whfen he
first met

Haiwin,

Noyes

said

bluntly

that he

as a person, but, p!ease. no talk of movies
wish until the thought
came
that a Noyes
"Corregidor"

would

like

to know

And Harwin
epilogue
would

him

met that
enhance

The poet was induced to view a rough cut and then

the matter of the epilogue was broached
"Yes," said Noyes
Then
he left Hollywood
Came
a procession
of letters from

him

"I'm working on it"
"It's nearly finished"
"I've torn it
up". .... .But Harwin's apprehensions were ended when Noyes returned
in two weeks and delivered his verses which well may be headed for
immortality

Ended?

Well,

matter of Noyes' honorarium
... .A
been
too surprising
Consider,
poet asked whether $25 would be too
comparable
to his price for verses
When

he

recovered.

Harwin

not

quite,

for

there

remained

the

four-figure demand would not have
then, Harwin's
feelings
when
the
much
That, he said, would be
contributed
to a newspaper

explained

that

the

"front

of ice"

would

certainly want to pay more ...... "In that event," said Noyes, "I should
like to donate
all above
the S25 to war
charities"
And
so he
did
Yeah, yuh never can tell
T
T
T

has been adopted in New Haven.
Industrial towns, especially those in
large factory areas, have been the
• O
•
AVENGE PEARL
HARBOR'.
greatest victims.
In some cities, exhibitors have Columbia To Push Pix
Ont. Theaters Violating
appealed to the youngsters to refrain from damaging seats, etc., In N. African Market
Safety Laws Face Closing
through trailers, while in others re(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1}
wards have been offered for the apsentences will replace fines for inprehension of the vandals. Chicago
fractions of safety rules.
to ' go to North Africa, Spain and
and Portland, Ore., houses have Portugal
soon in connection with the
In reliable quarters it was learned
been particularly hard hit in recent distribution plans.
much information has been received
months.
According to the company, a from all parts of the Province of
group of features and shorts ac- alleged theater crowding and discepted by the OWI, with which
LeRoy
"Madame
regard of precautions, with the reWest Coaston Bureau
of THE Curie"
FILM DAILY
Kastner was associated before he
sult the department under its new
Hollywood — Mervyn LeRoy has took the Columbia post, is now be- head, A. S. Gordon, has decided on
replaced Al Lewin as director of
ing shipped to North Africa, while strong measures to check practices.
It is understood some theaters
"Madame Curie," because of a dif- others are being made ready for
ference of opinion on treatment.
later shipment. Features now going
will be closed because of the repetiabroad are "Commandos Strike at
tion of offenses despite court senDawn," "You Were Never Lovelier,"
tences. It was declared at the Par"The Talk of the Town," "The Darliament building that conditions
ing Young Man," "My Sister Eileen," among theaters were the worst ever
"Submarine Raider," "Here Comes in recent weeks and it was said
Mr. Jordan," "Something to Shout officials decided to get tough and
About," "The Boogie Man Will Get call a halt.
You," "A Night to Remember."
"Ulster" Short

Via Para.

Paramount, instead of RKO, will
distribute the British action short
Central City, Pa. — A fire in the "Letter From
Ulster," which shows
early morning badly damaged the American troops
stationed in IreCentral City Theater he're, owned
land for training. A crowded schedby a coal company and operated by
ule was given as the reason for
B. J. Redfoot.
RKO's inability to handle the picture until a later date. Release date
WB Tradeshowing Monday
set by Para, is May 14.
National tradeshowing of Warners' "Edge of Darkness," takes loe Besser to Columbia
Hollywood — Columbia has signed
place Monday in all of the company's exchange cities. New York Joe Besser, stage and radio comic,
screening will be at 10:30 a.m. in for a series of musicals; first will
the home office.
be "Jam Session."

Central City Theater Burns

MARCH
19
William Sistrom
MARCH

20

Edmund
Goulding Edgar Buchanan
M. H. Hoffman
Joseph H. Seidelman
MARCH
21
Sidney
Franklin
Edward Cronjager

Virginia Weidler
Minna
Srieglitz

1)

the speakers that the theater campaign was planned to be launched
at the
conclusion
of the
national
Charles Boyer, Janet Blair, Dicti\~
lene Dietrich end George
Raft are
Pouell, Paulette Goddard, Mar^~^
the first film stars announced for
the Hollywood Caravan of stars
which will cross the country to
appear at the Red Cross War
Fund Show al Madison Square
Garden the night of April 5. The
Hollywood unit will comprise 20
headliners in all.
Stars of the New York area
scheduled to appear include Lily
Pons. Martha Raye, June Wyman,
Jimmy Durante, Helen Hayes, Ray
Bolger, Milton Berle, llona Massey. Jack Haley, George Jessel,
Ella Logan, Bobby Clark, Allen
Jenkins, Fred (? aring's Glee Club,
Hazel Scott, Tallulah Bankhead
and Kate Smith.

drive to assure the full quota of
nation-wide collections.
Sam Rinzler, WAC exhibitor cochairman for the New York exchange area, introduced the other
speakers on the stage, including
William F. Rodgers, Claude F. Lee,
Mrs. N. Peter Rathvon, Maj. Leslie
Thompson and Francis S. Harmon.

It was Harmon who climaxed the addresses
with a rousing plea for co-operation in the
drive and
the theaters the "shoo,
troops"
of thecalling
campaign.
Claude Lee, assistant to the chairman.
itresied the need for showmanship m the
collections and advocated the use of the
press book wherever possible. Full co-operation of the distributors was pledged by W. K
Rodgers, M-G-M general sales manager,
while James L. Fieser, vice-president of the
American Red Cross, said that the theaters' efforts winding up the national campaign can make it a success or failure.
Mrs. Rathvon. representing the Red Cross,
"opened the eyes" of those present to the
vast field of humanitarianism covered by the
organization, reviewing the work of the keil
Cross in times of both war and peace.
Major Thompson, pinch-hitting for N. Peter
Rathvon. chairman of the indu.try committee,
explained the work of that group in linin.a
tions.
up employe, employer and corporate contribuA Coast Guardsman who served through
battles in the Orient and North Africa thanked
the Red Cross for its service to him.

"Forever and a Day" Party
Hosted by Hardwicke
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, under the
aegis of RKO Radio, hosted a cocktail reception
at "21"
Club for
membersyesterday
of the player
and
technical staffs of "Forever and a
Day." ditionAmong
thoseof present,
adto members
the tradein and
metropolitan press, were Brian
Aherne, Ruth Warrick, C. Aubrey
Smith, Victor Saville, Lloyd Richards, and others who had a hand in
making the picture, plus N. Peter
Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet, S. Barret
McCormick, Walter Branson, Rutgers Neilson and Arthur Brilant.
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Army Policy Stands
On Soldiers in Pix

Allied Hails Crescent

20lh-Fox Stock Co.

Calls N. Y. Decree "Miscarriage of Justice"

pjgn Qff Jj|| fgjj

Judge Davies "finds Crescent af- out their own salvation."
filiates guilty of violating the SherThe order
contemplated
by Judge
Davies*
decision,
if written
in good
faith, will
be
man Act in building up their mo- effective,
Myers said. But he asserted that
nopoly in the theater business." On the decree "has been branded as inadequate
the other hand, he pointed out, the by the Temporary National Economic Committee, by the several exhibitor association,
five consenting companies in sign- by a number
of arbitrators and only recently has been criticized by the appeal
ing the consent decree were perboard." In the latter instance, he referred
mitted to protest their innocence to
the Lakeview case in which the appeal
and "there was no adjudication of board found evidence of "less than fair

by Al Harding of Actors Equity on
the basis of a survey of conditions
in New England made by him at
the specific request of 20th-Fox.
It is felt that by the time the complan into
operation,
should panyitputsbethe
favorably
passed
upon,
the Summer season will have started.

(Continued fi

(Continued from Page

1)

chief of the motion picture section
of the Bureau of Public Relations,
said, and we must observe them.
V^OI.
Col.
Mitchell said that the Army's hands
ed on the matter. The Government and
eople
apparently feel that these actors
c
/I
: _„,dd become soldiers, he said, and "it
seems to me that we would he wrong to
take them and then put them back where

they were making pictures." The matter
is one for the President, he said, and until
the President sets the new policy, the Army
will simply
stick to its present
course.
There was a meeting last week, said Col.
Mitchell, on the matter of drafting an overall policy in case of soldiers who make money
on the side while in uniform — stch as writing radio scripts, magazine articles, or who
in any other way utilize their spare time to
supplement their Army pay. There is as
yet no overall policy, but he is hopeful one
will be set soon.
It is not unlikely that .the Army would
release temporarily some popular favorites,
at the request of another government agency
-mentioning OWI and the Treasury — in order to make appearances on radio shows or
in motion
pictures.

A SCENE

FROM

ma, JOHN CLEMENTS
GEORGE

Calls Arbitration
"Inadequate"
Judge Davies, Myers continued,
guilt."
has ordered dissolution of the "offending combination," and added
that "the consent decree protects
and perpetuates the monopoly of
the consenting defendants." Myers
contended that Judge Davies' decision contemplated a direct and immediate remedy to be provided by
the court. The consent decree, Myers
charged, merely "provides a woefully inadequate arbitration system
and leaves the exhibitors to work

om Page 1)

dealing" on the part of the distributors but
could do nothing about it because of the
limitations of the decree.
Myers

continued

by

KING — Director . Original Story by DOROTHY

out

that

Judge

Davies directed that the "monopolistic" long-term franchises between Crescent
affiliates and the major distributors be invalidated. But, Myers declared, the "consent decree expressly protects the long-term
franchises between the major companies and
their circuits made before June 6, 1940."
Sees Davies'
Order
"Enduring"
Continuing, Myers said:
"The order to be entered by Judge Davies'
decision, if written in good faith, will be
permanent and enduring. The provisions of
the consent decree relating to the distribution of film soon lapsed through failure of
the Government to proceed against the nonconsenting defendants and there are no legal

AT DAWN

GODFREY TEARLE

pointing

HUGH SINCLAIR

1)

limitations
the Big Eight in this important respectontoday.
"Having neutralized the power of the
Sudekum monopoly by ordering dissolution.
Judge Davies provides against recreating the
monopoly by stipulating that the exhibitor
defendants may not acquire a financial interest in additional
after
an affirmative
showing theaters
that such'except
acquisitions
will
unreasonably
restrain
competition.'
Undernotthe
consent decree
certain
of the
consenting defendants have acquired practically as many additional theaters as Sudekum operates altogether and those acquisitions have been approved by Judge Goddard."
In conclusion, Myers asserted that the Department of Justice "fishes with a queer
net that permits the big fish to escape and
catches

only

the

small

fry."

WE DIE

GRETA GYNT

HOPE . Screen Play by ANATOLE de GRUNWALD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

(Continued from Page

JUDY KELLY

. Script by KATHERINE STRUEBY
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He's been cheating
other man in
everyWILLIE"
town— an d the gallows—for too long!
...Yet deep within
him there remains
enough manhood to
respond to the love
of his daughter . . .
Played by
EDGAR

"Uncle Willie" is another of the fabulous characters in
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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SPEEDY TRIAL FOR RACKETEERS
No Further Cut in Film Allotments for 3 Months
Hopper to So Advise Industry Group Tomorrow;
May Restrict Newsreels

'FOR FREE' AS
GAS BAN ENDS

Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Even the Cigars, as Well as
Washington — There will be no furShow, Are on Conway
ther cut in film allotments for the
next three months, members of the
Industry Advisory Committee will
Bala Cynwyd, Pa. — Patrons of the
be told tomorrow when they meet
1,450-seat
Egyptian Theater here
with the WPB Motion Picture Sec- are invited to
attend, free of charge,
tion.
tonight's
performances.
It is the way
Harold Hopper, chief of the sec- of Joe Conway, operator
of the
tion, made this plain Friday. He stand, to celebrate the end of the
has insisted for many weeks, in the pleasure driving ban which knocked
face of widespread rumors of whole- the bottom out of his business, and
(Continued on Page 7)
left his big parking lot chronically
empty, because the house is not in
a commercial area, but in the heart
of a residential district.
Current program is headed by
Warners'
"Flying
— but
entertainment
is not Fortress,"
all that will
be
Washington

Government Charges Eight Al Capone Heirs
With Film Racketeering, Mail Fraud and Conspiracy in Indictments; Kaufman Also Is Accused
"The speediest possible trial" will be sought by the Government of eight heirs to Al Capone' s Chicago gang kingdom and
an IATSE exec, in New Jersey whose indictment on charges of

10,000 Pledges in
For War Fund Drive

anti-racketeering law violation, mail
fraud and conspiracy was disclosed
on Friday by Federal Attorney M.
F. Correa.
Named in two true bills, the fruit
of a three-year Federal probe, which
will be continued, are:
FRANK

NITTO,

alias

Frank

(The

With only 10 days to go before
Enforcer) Nitti, Al Capone's first cousin.
an army of collectors starts its
Chicago — Frank Nitto was elimmarch up and down the movie theinated as a defendant in the true
ater aisles to capture millions of
bills
returned against members
dollars for the Red Cross War Fund,
of the old Al Capone mob in
the industry's drive took a terrific
New
self. York when his lifeless body
week-end spurt.
was found on the railroad tracks
Pledges are climbing so fast that
here. He had shot and killed himpurveyed at the gratis celebration. Claude Lee, campaign director, is
The Government has a choice of Conway intends to stand in the frantically attempting to get some
lobby and pass out cigars to men more raw film to print up additional
LOUIS (Continued
COMPAGNA,
Louis
on Page alias
6)
two courses of action upon the extrailers.
Close to 10,000 pledges
patrons,
in gratitude for the "re- are
in.
piration of the three-year trial
birth" of his theater's prosperity.
period of the New York consent deWhile many towns are reporting
cree, in the opinion of national Al(Continued on Page 6)
lied.
Section X Complaint Filed
Pointing out that the D of J By Norman, Okla., Theater
more than a year ago made public a
Iowa Adjournment Nears;
p:eliminary
report by its Motion
Oklahoma City — Juanita B. Berry,
(Continued on Page 6)
operator of the Oklahoma Theater, See No Trade Legislation
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Norman, has filed a designated run
under Section X of the N. Y. consent
Washington — The bill to increase
Des Moines, la. — The Iowa LegisCol. Pix to Play Loew's
lature has set April 8 as the date the national debt limit, which indecree with the local arbitration
St. Louis Houses, lst-Run
cludes a rider
striking
board, naming all five signers of the for final adjournment, with the pos(Continued
on Pageout
7) the OES
sibility no theater legislation will
decree and four Griffith Amusement
St. Louis — Columbia is reported Co. houses.
be enacted.
to have not only closed a first-run
Miss Berry claims that for three
The only( Continued
bill opposed
by exhibi- U. S. In Drive to Enforce
on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)
deal with Loew's, Inc., for runs at
Amusement Tax Collection
Loew's State and Loew's Orpheum,
but has closed with eight of the loDetroit — A current drive to encal 7-day( Continued
second-run
houses, includforce collection of amusement taxes
on Page 7)
in smaller(Continued
Michigan
theaters was
on Page 7)

Allied Holds Gov't
Has 2 Decree Choices

Early Senate Vote
To End Salary Limit

B* O. Withstands Tax Impact

MPTOA Backs Drive
For Red Cross Fund
MPTOA members in a special bullet n issued at the week-end by
Prexy Ed Kuykendall are called upon
to give the Red Cross War Fund
drive "full support and unhesitating
co-operation." Bulletin concludes:
"No more theater drives are scheduled in the near future by the WAC,
so please get back of this campaign
and really put it over."

Dips 4% Under Preceding Week; Ahead

Du Mont Stockholders
To Act on Stock Split
The directors of the Allen B. Du
Mont Laboratories, Inc., have voted
to recommend to the stockholders
that the class A and class B common stock of the television company
be split on the basis of 10 new
shares for one. Meeting of stockholders will be held on May 3. All
of the B stock is held by Paramount
Pictures.

of '42

Nation-wide box-office business,
for the week following payment of
the first income tax installment under the newly hiked Federal rates,
held up exceptionally well, a Film
Daily survey of exchange centers
discloses. Results generally were
better than expectations, particularly in view of the Lenten season
on top of the tax.
For the country as a whole, as
tabulated by exchange territories,
last week's
box-office
was
(Continued
on Page 7)take

LeRoy Directs Coast
Unit for R. C. Show
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mervyn LeRoy has
been assigned by the Hollywood Victory Committee to produce and direct the Hollywood unit of stars
which will go to New York for the
Red Cross War Fund benefit show at
Madison
Square Garden,
April 5.

Monday,
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Republic Opens Two-Day
Sales Parley in Chicago
t J. Yates, James
I
ger Herber
R. Chica
Graingo—
and M. J. Siegel are
here to attend a two-day Republic
sales parley which starts at the
Drake this morning. Company's
four district sales managers — Francis Bateman, Maxwell Gillis, Sam
Seplowin and Merritt Davis — as
well as Midwestern and Southern
branch managers are participating.

WILLIAM
Florida over
on

A. SCULLY was
the week-end.

due

back from

IRVING MAAS accompanied Spyros Skouras
the return trip from Havana.

HARRY BLAIR arrives on the Coast tomorrow
from New York; he will return in about a
month.
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE, LADY HARDWICKE
day.
and C. AjBREY SMIiH were in Ottawa SaturS. BARRET McCORMICK
the Coast in a fortnight.

will return from

WALTER E. BRANSON ended a three weeks'
trip to the West Friday.
DAVID H. COPLAN, United Artists Canadian
division manager, visited the UA home office for
sales conferences over the week-end. He leaves
fcr Toronto today.
LT. JOSEPH PODOLOFF, USN, former manager
of the 20th-Fox Minneapolis exchange, was in
to visit relatives and friends in New Haven
oefore
training. entering his final four weeks of basic

Industry Execs. Attend
Kent Memorial Service
Fifty friends and business associates of the late Sidney R. Kent,
former President of Twentieth-Fox,
attended the memorial services Friday in the chapel of St. Patrick's
Cathedral, on the first anniversary of
his death.
Among those present were: Spyros Skouras, W. C. Michel,. Larry
Kent, William F. Rodgers, George
J. Schaefer, Will H. Hays, James
Mulvey, Jack McKeon, John J.
O'Connor, John Barry, John Doran,
Steve Fitzgibbon, William J. Kuprjer, Irving Maas, Francis L. Harley, Leslie Whelan, Hugh Strong
and I. M. Lincer.

Feitel Succeeds Youngstein
Hal Home, adv. publicity director of 20th-Fox, announced Friday
the appointment of Chester Feitel to
succeed Max E. Youngstein, his administrative assistant in the advertising and publicity departments,
who left at the week-end to become
business manager of the new Studio Exploitation Department headed
by Richard Condon. Feitel, formerly
was associated with Walt Disney.

ALAN

MOWBRAY

gets

into town on Sunday.

HARRY A. SAMWICK of the American Display Co. has left for Florida to join his missus,
who
is vacationing there.
ROY HAINES, Warners Western and Southern
sales manager, returns today from a two-week
tour of his Midwestern and Southern territories.
BERT M. STEARN, UA Western division manager, is now en route to various exchange cities
on circuit deals for "In Which We Serve."
HARRY FEINSTEIN, head buyer and booker
for Warner theaters in Pittsburgh zone, whc
recently had a serious thyroid operation, is
leaving for Miami
Beach, to recuperate.
MAURICE DRURER, manager of Loew's State,
Memphis, heads North today for Army induction
at Fort Bevins, Mass.
ADOLPH C. JOHNSON, operator of the Strand,
Hamden, Conn, is vacationing at Hotel Locust,
Miami Beach.
MORT SPRING returns to Metro's home office
today from the Coast.

Sherman to Produce
"Buffalo Bill" for 20th-Fox

Montreal — National Film Board
has reported to Parliament that it
has three production liaison officers
located in Ottawa whose names and
salaries are: D. Petegorsky, $325 per
month; J. Hewelcke, $325, and J. A.
Field, $280 per month. No living
ials.
allowances are granted these officAccording
commissioner
be performed
but could be

to the assistant fi(
their duties could mfc-p
by the women's Army
by other civilians if

qualified.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO

CITY MUSIC
ROCKEFELLER

SPEnCER TRACY - HRTHRRIHE HEPBURD
"KEEPER

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth CenturyFox has engaged Joel McCrea for
"Buffalo Bill" which will be made
in Technicolor, and also has signed
Harry Sherman to produce it. This
arrangement does not affect Sherman's United Artists deal.
Twentieth Centu:y-Fox has also
purchased "Ambassador D o d d ' s
Diary" and also ' Through Embassy
Eyes" by his daughter Martha. Both
will be combined for a screenplay to
be directed by Otto Preminger. Miss
Dodd will work on the screenplay
with Fay Kanin.

Drop Booth Ordinance Move
Hornell — A proposal to enact an
ordinance requiring local theaters
to employ at least two film machine
operators has been dropped because
it has been ascertained that there
is no hazard to the public in one of
four local houses employing only one
operator, according to Alderman
Alexander P. Davidson, sponsor of
the resolution.

HALL
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OF
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FLAME"

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Picture
Gala Stage Revue • Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine
Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
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ROY
ROGERS
JNG of the COWBOYS

I LEY BURNETTE

«. BOB NOLAN AND THE SONS
OF THE PIONEERS -VIRGINIA GREY
HARRY J. SHANNON • ONA MUNSON • DICK PURCELl
^THE ROBERT MITCHELL BOYCHOIR
Associate Producer-Director JOSEPH

KANfc

Original Screen Ploy by Roy Chanslor and Olive Cooper
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MONEY!"
"ITS A CINCH FOR BIG
— Red Kann, Quigley Publications
"SUREFIRE BOXOFFICE FOR EXTENDED
RUNS EVERYWHERE!" _***
"SOCK DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT
— Film Daily
DESTINED FOR SOLID GROSSES!"

Pledge now for RED CROSS

WEEK— Apr. 1-7

If-FOX HITS Amm/
k&
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with

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE -HENRY TRAVERS • LEE J. COBB
DORRIS BOWDON • MARGARET WYCHERLY • WILLIAM POST, Jr.
PETER VAN EYCK • HENRY ROWLAND • E. J. BALLANTINE
Directed by IRVING PICHEL • Produced and Written for the Screen by NUNNALLY

JOHNSON

V'a

Allied Holds Gov't
Has 2 Decree Choices
Picture Unit in which the decree was
admitted to be inadequate, Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel, in
a bulletin declares, "Certainly there
has been nothing in the experience
under the decree since the date of
that report (Jan. 22, 1942,— Ed.) to
alter the opinion thus expressed."
Myers goes on to say that "these
conclusions are warranted":
"1. After Nov. 20, 1943, the Government will have the right either by
an application in the present case
or by a new complaint to seek to
divorce production and distribution
from exhibition and to dissolve the
affiliated circuits.

Charge 8 With Film Racketeering Through IA
Cook, Lefty Louis and Little New York,
one of Al Capone's old bodyguards.
PAUL
DE LUCIA, alias Paul Ricca.
PHIL D'ANDREA, former Al Capone
bodyguard and Chicago Italian newspaper publisher.
FRANCIS MARITOTE, alias Frank
Diamond and Maritote, the Immune, Al
Capone's brother-in-law.
RALPH PIERCE, Al Capone lieutenant.
CHARLES
GIOE, alias "Cherry
Nose"
Joy.
JOHN ROSSELLI, in charge of the
"syndicate's" West Coast interests, now
an Army
private.
LOUIS KAUFMAN, business agent
of the IATSE's Newark, N. J., local,
who is accused in a single indictment only,
the one relating to the film industry's
"shakedown."

Four Named as Confederates
Named as confederates but not
"2. As an incident of this right
the Government will have authority as defendants into the new indictments are George E. Browne, former
(if, based on experience, it feels
wan anted in doing so) to consider IA prexy; Willie Bioff, Browne's
amendments to the decree short of so-called "personal rep"., and Nick
divestiture or . dissolution which Circella, so-called IA international
might be agreeable to the consent- rep. Isadore Zevin, Browne's secretary, already indicted on perjury
ing defendants.
charges, is named as a confederate
"It is too early to predict what but not as a defendant in the mail
course the Department may follow. fraud indictment.
However, if it follows Course No. 2
Rosselli. arrested by a U. S. marshal in
it is inconceivable that it will not Correa's
office Friday afternoon when he
take into account the proposals of called to inquire when he might return to
the independent exhibitors who have his California Army post, was quickly arbefore Federal Judge Samuel Mansuch an important stake in the mat- delbaum, raigned
before whom the indictments, voted
ter. To ignore the rights of the ex- Thursday, earlier had been unsealed.
hibitors in the circumstances would
Correa asked that Rosselli's bail be fixed
$100,000 and told the Court that the same
be a negation of the very principles at
sum would be asked in the instance of all
for which the country is now fight- defendants upon arraignment. The Court
ing."

Iowa Adjournment Nears;
See No Trade Legislation
(Continued from Page \)

om Page 1)
accused had been members of Al Capone's
old mob, that they took over the rackets
when he was imprisoned in 1932 and that in
1934, they "muscled in" on the IATSE and
the film industry, usinge George E. Browne,
Willie Biofif and Nick Circella, now jailed
for extortion, as dupes.
The industry and the IATSE itself,

ff
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"It
Ain't Hay"
with Abbott and Costello
Universal

80

Mins.

ABBOTT-COSTELLO DRAW WILL
THE SALVATION
OF THIS ONE.

BE

It is a good thing that Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello are the box-office maf
that they are. Were their marquee vollq^

the Dof ofmore
J alleges,
were "bled"
of a
total
tthan $2,500,000
in eight
years, strong-arm methods being used in
the instance of the industry and fraud,
in the form of a 2 per cent levy on wages,
bership.
in the instance of the I A and its mem-

less, "It Ain't Hay" would never be certain of the strong grosses that can be expected for it. For, frankly, this is the
weakest of the Abbott-Costello vehicles

One indictment accuses all nine defendants
of violating the anti-racketeering law, an offense punishable by a maximum prison sentence of 10 years and a fine of $10,000. The
other true bill charges mail fraud in three
counts and conspiracy in one ; it is the first
time that mail fraud has been invoked in the
Federal war on racketeering. Mail fraud is
punishable by a maximum prison sentence of
five years and a fine of $10,000 on each count.
Conspiracy is punishable by a maximum
prison sentence of two years and a fine of

since the comics' emergence as big moneyThose who
grabbers.

III
i

are not rabid fans of the

comedy team will find the material in "It
Ain't Hay" too familiar. Pic is strictly
a routine adaptation of the Damon Runyon

yarn, "Princess O'Hara." The fault chiefly
lies with their writers, Allen Boretz and
John Grant, who have breathed little freshness into their screenplay. The situation
is often saved by the slam-bang direction
Mobsters Aided Browne's Election
$10,000.
of Erie C. Kenton, who keeps the film in
According to Correa, the racketeers first
manifested their IA influence in 1934 when constant ferment, seeing to it that something is always happening.
they were instrumental in the election of
Browne as prexy at the Louisville convenThe
story, which captures the Runyon
tion. Internecine war which flared up in
the convention's wake left Chicago with three flavor only spasmodically, has Abbott and
unsolved murders — those of Tommy Mallow. Costello on the prowl for a horse to replace the one lost by Cecil Kellaway, a
Osterberg and Fred "Bugs" Blacker,
itClyde
is reported.
hack driver whose little daughter (Patsy
Correa said that Browne had never
O'Connor) is the neighborhood darling.
apparently questioned the mob's power
and quoted Richard F. Walsh, his sucBeing responsible for the death of Kellacessor as IA prexy, as telling the 1942
way's horse, Costello refuses to rest until
IA convention that Browne had to go
he makes amends. The two buy a horse
along with the mob or pay "the supreme
from a couple of racetrack touts, but by
Three Federal grand juries participated in mistake take a champion. The animal is \,
the inquiry which brought the new indict- recovered by its owner just in time to
accepted the Federal Attorney's recommenda
ments; the third is still in session. Assisting
penalty."
tion and fixed Rosselli's trial tentatively for Correa
in the probe was his assistant, Boris win the big race on which Abbott and CosMarch 29. Bench warrants have been is- Kostelanetz, and FBI special agents who
tello win enough money to make it pos- !
sued to the FBI for the other eight defen- worked in several cities.
dants, it was said.
sible for Grace McDonald's sweetheart, a I
"Muscled in" on IATSE
President Richard F. Walsh and other soldier, to put on an Army show.
Friday.
IA
execs, were not available for comment
The Government's case is predicated upon
The acting for the most part is no betthe charge that the Chi. underworld
denizens
ter than the material deserves. Alex Gottlieb produced. The film has the benefit
of a number of tunes by Harry Revel and
Paul Francis Webster.

tors, a measure to put Iowa on
standard time, is not expected to Warner Thea. Managerial
find strong support in the Senate Changes in Albany Area
although it may go through the
lower chamber.
Albany, N. Y. — Several changes
An anti-blind checking bill was
killed by a House committee and a and shifts in the Warner Bros, theaters throughout the Albany area
fire inspection and licensing bill is
having trouble reaching the floor in were made by C. J. Latta, zone maneither house.
ager. Leo Rosen was moved from
the Troy Theater, Troy, to the
Conn. Amusement Tax Off
Strand Theater, Albany, as manNew Haven — State Tax Commisager replacing Mel Conhaim who
sioner Walter Walsh reports that pending his induction into the Army
the amusement tax collected Febru- on April 3 takes charge of the Lincoln Therter, Troy.
ary, 1943, as compared to that collected February, 1942, was short by
Sid Sommer, manager of the Lincoln Theater, Troy, moves over as
$2"4.
Liquor
tax tax
is down
$135,911, while
cigaret
is up bv
$3,716.
manager of the American Theater,
Troy, replacing George Laurey who
assumes charge of the Avon Theater in Utica. Laurey replaces Arnold Stoltz who recently joined the
United Artists organization in New
York City in charge of exploitation.
Harry Goldberg, formerly division
Pittsburgh — It is a baby girl for
Mr. and Mrs. James Laux, born at manager of Fox Theaters throughout New York State area assumes
the Magee Hospital here. Father is
charge
of the Troy Theater, Troy;
manager of Warners' Boulevard.
Vic Bunz, formerly assistant manEarl Massey of the Paramount forager, Strand Theater, Albany, becomes assistant manager at the
eign publicity department has a new
daughter, born to Mrs. Massey at Troy Theater, Troy. Al Jaffin replaces Bunz at the Strand Theater.
the Beth-El Hospital, Brooklyn.

STORKS

Monday,

Trial for Capone Mob
(Continued f

{Continued from Page 1)

daily

10,000 Pledges in for
Red Cross War Fund Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

CAST: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Patsy
O'Connor, Grace McDonald, Leighton Noble,

that they will reach their Red Cross Cecil Kellaway, Eugene Pallette, Eddie QuilWar Fund quota during March, it is lan, Shemp Howard, Dave Hacker, Samuel S.
Hinds, Richard Lane, Wade Boteler, Selmer
now definite that the over-all $125,- Jackson.
000,000 national quota will not be
hit in March and the exhib. drive
CREDITS: Producer, Alex Gottlieb; Diis of the utmost importance to make
rector, Erie C. Kenton; Screenplay, Allen
up the anticipated deficit.
Boretz, John Grant; Cameraman, Charles
Red Cross drive officials were Van Enger; Film Editor, Frank Gross; Art
pleased when the Central Trades Director, John B. Goodman; Musical Direcand Labo - Council, A F of L, entor, Charles Prevln.
dorsed the appeal trailer narrated by
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker. The en- Good.
dorsement, on a motion by Joseph
Tuvan, representing the Interna- AFM June Conclave Off
tional Ladies Garment Workers'
AFM has called off its scheduled
Union, was given when it was pointed
out that Rickenbacker's comments Columbus convention in June; inwere solely a plea for the Red Cross
stead, the executive board will proband
ably meet here during that month.
bor. contained no reference to laTravel restrictions are said to have
caused the change in plans.
Balaban, Gifford R. C.

Talks to Span Nation

Speaking from this city over transcontinental 'phone hookups at
a.m. and noon tomorrow, Walter 11
S.
Gifford, national chairman of the
Red Cross War Fund, and Barney
Balaban, the War Fund drive's na-

tional chairman, will report on the
progress of the forthcoming theater
collection campaign for the War
Fund to all Red Cross district chairmen. Amplifiers will carry their remarks to the larger groups across
the country.
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No Film Allotment
Cuts for 3 Months

Box-office Withstands
Income Tax Impact
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

sale cuts coming, that he felt no cut
would be necessary. Completion of
the study of film demands from the
various claimant agencies has convinced him that no cut will be necitv And he will tell the indusexecutives tomorrow
that for
the next three months, at least, they
may continue to use film at the same
rate as at present at 75 per cent of
their 1941 rate of consumption.
Hopper said also that he is now
convinced it will be unnecessary to
cut the length of newsreels below the
750 feet they now run to by industry agreement. The whole matter
of newsreel footage will be discussed
tomorrow, but WPB is hopeful that
it will be found unnecessary to cut
reel length. Likelihood remains,
however, that the number of newsreel prints will be restricted to the
1941 average, which will mean a
drop of from 50 to 100 per reel.

Section X Complaint Filed
By Norman, Okla., Theater
[

(Continued from Page 1)

successive months the distributors
have refused to license second-runs
for her theater but have sold pictures to the Griffith houses. She
■ claims that she is an independent
exhibitor and that prior to July 20,
i 1940 and subsequent to July 20, 1935,
: second-runs were sold to the Oklahoma. Griffith theaters named as
interested parties are the Sooner,
:Boomer, University and Varsity, all
in Norman.

Pix to Play, Loew's n
Col.Louis
St.
Houses lst-Ru
(Continued from Page 1)

ing the Avalon, Ritz, Varsity, Esquire, Uptown, Norside, Empress and
Will Rogers, and is also said to be
: set with the Wehrenberg & Kaij im nn Greater Independent Circuit
of some 20 houses in St. Louis and
St. Louis County.

Garry Theater Corp. to Appeal
Chicago— The Gary Theater Corp.
has appealed its arbitration case.
Mflkin & Glick, its attorneys, will
file papers next week.

Ralph W. Budd
Henry
Hobarr
Joseph Schildkraur

Carmelita Geraghty
Bernice Claire
Virginia Crey

• • • PETE SMITH, "in recognition of Ihe timely effectiveness of
his M-G-M short subject 'Marines In The Making/ in awakening public
consciousness to the rigorous demands of modern -warfare, and emphasizing the spirit of the Marine motto. 'Semper Fidelis," " will receive
a plaque from Judge Alexander F. Ormsby, National Commandant of
the Marine Corps League, at a luncheon in the Town Hall Club today
to be given by the Eastern division of the Daughters
Revolution
M-G-M

of the

American

Maj. Harry M. Miller of the U. S. Marines, and veteran

employe, will accept the plaque for Smith. . . • Over in the

h.o. lair of Leo the Lion, they're caroling. "Spring is here!," and they're
doubly right, for Mort is back from the Coast exactly with the new solar
season
It's the Timely Company.
. . • Dear White Motor
Co.:
Thai is a mighty nice photo of the WB signing of the ODT pledge to observe the National Truck Conservation program to keep trucks rolling
for the duration, — but the gentleman signing is not Jack Warner, but
Mr. H. M. . . • Prudential Playhouses have awarded contracts for
repairs and remodeling of their Babylon (L. I.) Theater, damaged

by fire

some eight weeks ago, to John and Drew Eberson, and the latter have
received the green light from WPB to do the job (stand is in the very
heart of the Island's aircraft industry). . . 9 Ushers out in Massillon. O..
have come to know the power of a pass, aside from the theater variety.
Town

Each has to have one to get home

at night from the job

has a 10 p.m. curfew on weekdays

and midnight on Saturdays.

They therefore carry a letter from the Mayor giving 'em permission
to be out "after hours". . . • File under Ideal Combination: Leor.
Leonidoff and Nat Karson, the former supervising production of the Red
Cross Show,

Madison

Sq. Garden,

April 5, and

latter designing the

sets
Thus the Music Hall's super-quality is assured the spectacle.
• Minneapolis Variety Club will pay for training of registered nurses at
the Sister Kenny Clinic
Shows will be put on in Minnesota communities of over 20.000 population to raise funds necessary

about 4 per cent under the preceding week, but still approximately
15 per cent better than a year ago.
In major cities, like New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Boston, Los Angeles, Detroit, St.
Louis, Pittsburgh and other highly
industrialized spots, last week's receipts showed little or no drop under the corresponding week of 1942.
Among the smaller cities and
towns, particularly in localities with
a large percentage of persons paying income tax for the first time,
the decline was slightly larger but
not construed as alarming.
A good crop of current b. o. attractions, plus high rate of employment at good wages, are regarded by many exhibitors as effective cushions against any sizeable
drop in business regardless of the
tax situation. Among pictures currently piling up long runs and strong
grosses are "Casablanca," "Hitler's
Children," "Lucky. Jordan," "The
Hard Way," "Star Spangled Rhythm," "Yankee Doodle Dandy,"
"Andy Hardy's Double Life," "Shadow of a Doubt," "Random Harvest,"
"Keeperandofseveral
the others.
Flame," "Air
Force"

U. S. in Drive to Enforce
Amusement Tax Collection
(Continued from Page 1)

announced by Arnold W. Lungerhausen, assistant Federal District
▼
T
T
Attorney, upon conviction of a Detroit theater operator for alleged
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
failure to pay about $1,200 in taxes.
The offenses are said to have ocBenoit-Levy. Philly Speaker
curred in January and May, 1942.
Early Senate Vote
Severe sentence was imposed, in
Jean Benoit-Levy, president of the
To End Salary Limit
Film Directors Society of France, the form of a two-year suspended
will address the Philadelphia Mo- sentence, four years' probation, and
(Continued from Page 1)
tion Picture Forum at the Bellevue- a $250 fine, upon the convicted exsalary limitation order, may get Stratford
Hotel today.
hib.
Senate action as early as tomorrow.
Complete nullification of the order was unanimously voted by the
Senate Finance Committee on Friday, and although Administration
forces are expected to fight the measure in the Senate, swift passage is
anticipated.
The committee voted to eliminate
from the Stabilization Act the clause
providing that "the President may
adjust wages or salaries to the extent that he finds necessary to correct gross inequalities." The Act is
amended to prohibit any action "for
the purpose of reducing wages or
salariestheforhighest
any particular
work"
below
level prevailing
for that work between Jan. 1 and
Sept. 15, 1942.
Grand, Mount Oiive, Burns
Mount Olive, 111.— Fire did $5,000
damage to the 500-seat Grand, owned
by Mrs. Josie Lawson.
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SEE WAVE OF PLANS FOR DECREE CHANGES

u

on
Newsreel "Duplicati
of
May Ask Stopping
Exhib.
Groups
to
Press
Kay Kyser Heads for Army as Presidential

WPB Request Expected
To Be Made As It Meets
With Advisory Com. Today
i Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Appeals Board Rejects Essentiality Plea
Washington

DAILY

Washington — A WPB request that
"duplication" of newsreels be stopped
i as a means of conserving i aw stock
J will probably be heard today by the
Producers and Distributors' Industry Advisory Committee,
meeting
I here with the WPB motion picture
ji section. Whether or not such a re; quest is actually made, that is the
i; end WPB hopes will be accomplished
j by cutting newsreel prints back to
I the number they averaged in 1941.
No accurate figures on the num-

Hold Louis Kaufman
Under $25,000 Bail

of THE

All Else Cut But
Movie Space Holds
Montgomery, Ala. —

The Capital

City's newspapers have not so far
cut down on space allotted to motion picture theaters although every
other department, including news,
has been trimmed to the bone. Both
cuts and press material continue to
be used and the customary two
pages on Sunday are still in effect.

DAILY
backed

by the OWI's Elmer Davis, was rejected by the Presidential Appeals Board of
Selective
in North Service,
Carolina. and the rejection forwarded to Kyser's State draft headquarters
His local board at Rocky Mount, N. C, has classified him as 1-A.

Walker Praises
Industry's War Work
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE' FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Highlighted by a surprise visit from Postmaster-General
Frank C. Walker, 450 members of
the industry gathered Sunday night
to discuss, behind closed doors, ways
and means of intensifying Hollywood
activities in the war effort. As the
Louis Kaufman, business agent of auest of Y. Frank Freeman, Walker
LoceI 244, Newark operators' union, paid tribute; to the industry, concluding: with:
was held in $25,000 bail in Federal
Court here yesterday by Judge Sam- ["People of
motion picture trade have
(Continued on Page ■ 2)
uel Mandelbaum when he pleaded
not guilty to an indictment alleging
violation of the Federal anti-racket- Canton Clearance Case
eering act. U. S. Attorney Mathias Out Due to Decree Terms
F. Correa charged that Keufman,
free on bail of $15,000 for more than
Cleveland — Frank N. Gaethke and
(Continued on Page 6)
Harold Makinson, owners of the
Dueber The?.tei\ Canton, O., for the
Senate Com. for Death
second time failed to get clearance
relief through arbitration, Sidney
Of Salary Ceiling Order
Jackson, arbitrator in the second
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY hearing; of the case filed under Section VI, h?s rendered a belated, deWashington — The debt limit bill,
. (Continued on Page 3)
containing a provision nullifying the
OES salary ceiling order-, was reported yesterday by the Senate
(Continued on Page 3)

FILM

Washington — It's the Army for Kay Kyser, band leader.
His appeal for draft deferment on war effort essentiality grounds,

R

(Continued on Page 3)

Bureau

25% Ascap Gross
Tax Asked in Wis.

For Revisions of Arbitration Provisions

A wave of plans and proposals to
replace provisions of the consent decree when, and, if, it becomes inactive is expected from both distribution and exhibition circles. While
some changes probably will be advanced for the formula of selling by
five consenting companies, it is believed by many that proposed
changes will be centered principally on the arbitration system.
That an expansion of the functions of arbitration will be almost
(Continued on Page 3)

Madison, Wis. — A bill which would
amend the statutes requiring Ascap
to pay a 25 per cent tax each year
on its gross receipts in Wisconsin has been introduced in the Senate. The mef sure assesses an annual tax of 3 per cent and provides
a $20 license fee for copyright in
vestigators

in the "state;

"Labor for the Wind"
Rights Pass to Metro

Mono, to Sell in
Three Blocks-of-8
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Inaugurating a radical departure in selling its 1943-44
program nounced
Monogram
sell its anschedule of will
24 features
in
three blocks of eight each, according
(Continued on Page 3)

M-G-M has acduired the screen Rep. to Spend $200,000
rights to an unproduced plav, "Labor In Trades On Rogers Pix
for the Wind," bv Irwin Shaw. A
down payment of $60,000 was reChicago — H. J. Yates told the Reportedly paid and will be supplemented bya sum equal to 15 per cent
public meet yesterday that $200,000
would
be spent in trade papers on
of the gross box office receipts when
the plav opens. In addition, M-G-M Roy Rog-ers films, $75,000 on billis backing the plav production to '. boards,
(Continued
on Page 6)
$50,000 on co-operative
newsthe, extent of $40,000.
Rehearsals
' (Continued on Page 6)

la. Safety Bill on Calendar

More Comedy and Less
War Wanted in Iowa

Last-Minute Fight for Measure Develops

, Des Moines, la. — More comedy in
the f'lm fare is the crying need expounded by exhibitors in Iowa.
Operators report a steady decline
in box office receipts of war films
while comedy shows are still good
revenue makers.
Some of the exhibitors point out
that newspapers and radio provide
the patrons with war news so that,
there is an over-supply of the war
theme and comedy is needed end
sought by the customers.

Des Moines, la.— A last-minute
fight for Passage of a bill licensing
and establishing fire regulations for
theaters has developed in the Iowa
Mexico City ,(By Wire) — Pan legislature with both houses setting
Ame-ican relations were given a hew April 8 as the date for . final adlift over the 'week-end as -the result journment..
of Hollywood aid in- 'launching the
The fire • regulating bill was
Mexican Red Cross Drive with a brought
out in the Senate by the
sifting
committee and placed on the
two-day program of events including
which assures floor conthe p.a.'s (Continued
of 10 Warners'
stars and calendar (Continued
on Page 6)
on Page 2)

Stars' Mexican Pilgrimage
Aids Pan-American Cause
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Walker Praises

Films for the armed services
abroad are now being sent entirely
by airtureandService
the has
Overseas
Motion Picmen stationed
at

(Continued from Page 1)
done a fine iob. They must continue to do
JOSEPH PINCUS, head of the 20th-Fox talen
everything- possible to awaken the American department,
back from a Florida
mind to the vastness and immensity of the vacation later is inexpected
the week.
war. This is not a Democratic war or Republican war. People of the industry have
RODDY McDOWALL opened his 18-city tour
been self-sacrificing, but never before have yesterday in Dallas.
they had such a splendid opportunity to do
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and WILLIAM
G
good for the world and for America."
arrived from the Coast yesterday
tor 20t!*
The neth
meeting
was
presided
over
by
KenThomson chairman of the Hollywood home-office
conferences
and
for the opening
day.
Victory Committee.
of "The Moon is Down" at the Rivoli on FriOn behalf of the actors, President James
Cagney of SAG, outlined the work of the
LEON FROMKESS, head of PRC production,
committee during the IS months of its ex- is in Phoenix to confer with President O. Henry
istence, calling upon all members to continue
the work they have done and even to go
Briggs on selling plans for "Corregidor."
beyond the limits of today.
CHRISTINE GORDON, Czech actress, is back
Abe Lastfogel announced that the USO now in town from the Coast.
has 88 units of from 35 to 50 persons each
BRIAN
AHERNE
has returned
to the Coast.
touring 1,355 service camps throughout the
nation. Hollywood stars who make camp
JEAN BROOKS has gone to Aberdeen, Md.
tours,
he
pointed
out,
joined
these
units
in
certain camps.
to visit her husband, 'Richard, who is with the
Determination was voiced to guarantee at Signal Corps there.
least 10 important stars to USO to be on
ELAINE SHEPARD, model, is Hollywoodconstant tour, and on behalf of the producing
companies, Freeman and E. J. Manix pledged bound to begin her contract with RKO.
full support of their colleagues to help make
DeMARCOS, dance team, are scheduled to be
on the Coast by April 1.
this possible.
Kay Francis, Carole Landis and Mitzi MayPHIL DUNAS, Columbia district manager in
fair, who recently returned from a tour of
Chicago and his family are in Florida on a
camps in Africa, England and Ireland, were Winter
vacation.
accorded a rising honor.
In killing a suggestion previously made by
NATE PLATT, B & K district manager and
an official,
statedof"We
of for
the our
in- family are vacationing at Miami Beach.
dustry wantCagney
no badges
honor
JULES
RUBENS, Great States executive, is in
lapels. We want no credit for our activities.
If, after it is all over, we know that we New York.
had some part in winning the war, we will
have a satisfaction that will be deep."
Among others who spoke were Mrs. Joe E.
Brown, Edward G. Robinson, Laird Cregar,
Orson Welles, Billie Gilbert, Charles Felman,
Lewis Stone, Fay McKenzie and Albert Dekker.

the arrival points to see that there
is no delay in relaying the prints
to the combat troops.
The Army Transport Corps is cooperating to the fullest extent in
providing transportation for the
films, it is reported. Films are being moved from here by the Overseas Motion Picture Service which
was set up a few months ago by
Joseph Seidelman.

Stars' Mexican Pilgrimage
Aids Pan-American Cause
(Continued from Page 1)

special benefit premiere of "Yankee
Doodle Dandy" under Government
auspices in the Palacio de Bellas
Artes.
The Hollywoodians arrived by
plane Saturday at the invitation of
the Mexican Government after Jack
L. Warner had donated to the Red
Cross cause the special performance
of YDD. In the group were Errol
Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan, Nancy Coleman, Julie Bishop,
Faye Emerson. Dorothy Day, Lynne
Baggett and Juanita Stark. Bette
Davis, already here on a vacation,
joined them at the airport.
President Camacho was host to
the visitors at a cocktail party on
Saturday and again on Sunday at a
formal luncheon. Sunday night, the
Hollywood celebrities were guests
of honor at a Red Cross benefit dinner. A reception at the American
Embassy also was among Sunday's
events. The visitors planed back
to Hollywood yesterday.

Will Bring Jap Sub Here
To Boost War Bond Sales
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Fly All Pix for
Troops Overseas
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Snyder, Bomber Gunner,
Missing in North Africa
Cleveland — Robert Lyle Snyder,
formerly in charge of publicity for
■g^ the RKO theaters here, is reBB| ported missing in North Africa. He was a rear gunner
in a two-engine
bomber.
B & K to Pay $1 on Common
Chicago — B & K has declared $1
dividend on common stock, payable
to stockholders on March 31. The
stock is now bid 70, with no offerings.

The two-man Jap sub, washed
ashore near Pearl Harbor after the
Jap attack, will shortly be on exhibition here for a month after which
it will tour the state to stimulate
War Bond and Stamp sales. It
netted sales of $14,750,214.45 in a
tour of 67 Texan cities under direction of John Q. Adams of the
Dallas WAC.

Metro
to Show "Comedy"
In 31 Exchange
Centers

Industry's War Work

COminC and GOIIIG
NUNNALLY JOHNSON, IRVING FICHEL and
day.
DORIS BOWDIN arrive from the Coast today

Dietz 'Harvest' Campaign

Readership Leads Book's

$10,000 in War Bonds
For Victory Gardeners

Independent survey of the readership of M-G-M's national advertising
campaign
showed thatonthe"Random
readershipHarvest"
for 10
of the national magazines in which
the campaign appealed was higher
than the average for the book itself,
and in some cases four and five times
as high. Results of the survey, made
by Daniel Starch, Inc., and recorded
in the current issue of Tide magazine, was characterized as "one of
the most notable campaigns to come
out of the motion picture industry
in recent years." Campaign was
developed by Howard Dietz.

RKO theaters from Coast to Coast
will award approximately $10,000 in
War Bonds and Stamps to "Victory
gardeners," Edward L. Alperson,
general manager, announced yesterday. Sponsored as a serious effort
on the part of RKO to serve the
community and the war effort by
stimulating more interest in victory
gardens, the contest will allow amateur gardeners of all ages to participate. Garden editors of newspapers and other authorities will be
Rosen Succeeds Lesser
"gardenby fairs" As WAC Times Sq. Rep.
of the
the judges
which
will be
conducted
each
theater individually. Of the total
amount, about $4,500 will be distribAl Rosen/ manager of Loew's
uted by the RKO houses in the Met- State,
Broadway, has been named
ropolitan area.
Times Square representative for the
recentlysucceeding
resigned. Irving Lesser, who
BUI Would End War Time WAC,

In Downstate Illinois

Springfield, 111. — Claiming that
"one additional hour of daylight
would ease the agricultural labor
shortage and produce more food than
all the Victory gardens in the State,"
Rep. George S. Brydia has started
a legislative move to return all
downtown Illinois to Central Standard Time. A bill introduced by him
would abolish War Time except in
Chicago and Cook County.

Special invitation showings of
M-G-M's "The Human Comedy" will
be held in advance of the key city
premieres in 31 exchange centers
during April as part of the promotion policy which will launch the
production nationally, W. F. Rodgers
announced yesterday. A special advertising campaign designed to tie John T. Santry Dies
Akron, O.— John T. Santry, 52,
in with the invitational showings
ant manager at the Gayety
has been planned by the advertising assist
Theater, is dead.
department under Howard Dietz.

Joan

Crawford
Winfield Andrus
Ann
Weiss

K
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See Wave of Plans
For Decree Changes

WPB May Ask for No
Newsreel Duplication

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ber of theaters buying more than
a single reel regularly was available here yesterday but that about
80 theaters buy all five reels regul^jly, while "many others" buy two
?^=irnore. Harold Hopper did not
V-TTCh for this figure, however, nor
was he certain whether it included
newsreel theaters.
Newsreel representatives will probably not
be greatly impressed by reference to film
waste through duplication, however, for a
recent study by the newsreel pool indicates
that something less than two per cent of their
business comes from theaters which buy more
than one reel regularly. Since it is unlikely
that any but first-run houses would buy more
than one reel, the extra amount of raw stock
consumed by duplication in sale would be
minute.
At any rate, there is no question of cutting
the length of the individual reels, and every
effort will be made, Hopper said, to prevent
the necessity for newsreels to be kept in circulation any longer than at present. Some
reels are shown for as long as six weeks
now, but this is the outside limit.
Film producers met yesterday with WPB,
discussing film allocation for motion pictures
and still cameras. It was agreed that there
is no immediate necessity to cut the industry allocations for the next quarter, and there
was some discussion of the possibility of
increasing production of cut-sheet film for
civilian use. Any relaxation of present restrictions on production of these films would
be dependent upon reduction of the military
demand foi film, it was pointed out.
Present at the meeting were C. D. Couch
and H. J. Sheppard, Celanese Corp. of America; Ivar N. Hultman and A. H. Robinson,
Eastman Kodak; Ralph Axon, Defender;
R. W. Saltzgeber, Hammer Dry Plate and
Fi.m Co.; J. R. Wilson, Haloid; C. H.
Eclmols and Dr. L. Eckler, Agfa-Ansco; Dr.
J. C. Gevaert, Gevaert Co., and Dr. D. H.
Kinioch and L. L. Allison, Dupont.

S enate Com. for Death
Of Salary Ceiling Order
(Continued from Page 1)

Finance Committee, with action by
the full Senate looked for shortly.
The committee disclosed that it
had been assured last October, when
it approved the stabilization bill,
that there was nothing in the bill
to prevent any individual from attacking the legality of wage and
salary decisions in court.

"Desert Victory" as Special
Twentieth
Century-Fox
will
"Desert Victory" as a special.

sell

Another Towle In
To Hurry \azi Boom
Chicago— Bill Towle, former B &
K sound technician is now in the
Navy. Three brothers and a sister
preceded him into the armed forces.
Gilbert Towle is a first lieutenant
at San Antonio; Leonard Towle is enrolled in officers' training, Fargo,
N. D ; Victor Towle is a captain in
the Army medical service; and his
sister, Eileen, is a trained nurse in
the Navy.
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YESTERDAY

will

go down

in

local celluloid

annals

as

"Semper
Day"
At noontide the spotlight was
on the Marine
(Semper Fidelis) Corps, with Pete Smith receiving a plaque from the
Marine Corps League via National Commandant Alexander F. Ormsby, and Major Harry M. Miller. U.S.M.C., accepting it for the in absentia
Pete
It was the climax of the D.A.R. luncheon held in the Town
Hall Club
Arthur (MPPDA) DeBra was a featured speaker, as was

mandatory is indicated by three recent decisions by arbitrators who
admitted that the complainants were
entitled to clearance relief but that
the cases had to be dismissed because, under the provisions of the
consent decree, the arbitrator was
given no authority to grant the re-

Sir Cedric Hardwicke
After the speech-making was shown "Marines
in the Making," the Pete Smith-Metro short which inspired the plaquegiving
Ye Trade Press was there in force
T
T
T

Reports from Washington hint at
an extensive study of the arbitraquests.
tion system by Robert Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General, who is said to have sought the
opinions of arbitrators in motion
picture complaints as to what is
needed to make motion picture arbitration more effective. It is believed

• •
•
THEN
the balance of the p.m. found the U. S. Coast
(Semper Paratus) Guard holding the center of attention
The
trade scribes, augmented by copious representatives of the metropolitan

by many that the information supplied by the arbitrators will be the
basis fortration
some
system. changes in the arbi-

dailies, met at Toots Shor's, had refreshments, and traveled by bus to
the U.S.C.C. Training Station at Manhattan Beach where they dined
at the Officers' Club, attended evening parade, and afterwards the
colorful world premiere of Universal's exciting and well-made chapter
play, "Don Winslow of the Coast Guard",— which was warmly received
by some 5,000 of the men now training
The picture is a timely
"natural" for thousands of theaters o'er the land
Among those in
the "U" contingent were Charles Prutzman, Bernard B. Kreisler, Henry
Linet, Andy Sharick, Marian Orford, Ruth Morrow, et al
What
with "Marines in the Making" and "Don Winslow of the Coast Guard"
'twas a memorable day for short product which is long on quality
▼
▼
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

Canton Clearance Case
Out Due to Decree Terms

Monogram To Sell
In Three Blocks-of-8

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

cision in which he states that under the terms of the consent decree
he is not empowered to grant the
relief requested by the complainant,
which was for the same clearance
granted to the Mozart and Valentine
theaters, namely 42 days after the
first-run in Canton.
Although a new deluxe house, the
Dueber has been unable to buy any
of the defendants' pictures for other
than a third-run. Evidence produced
at the hearing brought out that the
complainant and intervening theaters are competitive, that the intervening Mozart and Valentine theaters have an exclusive second-run
contract and this clearance schedule has been in effect for many
years. While granting that the
Dueber is entitled to relief, the arbitrator stated in his decision, that
there is nothing in the decree which
empowers him to give the relief
requested.

to Steve Broidy, vice-president and
general sales manager.

"Labor for the Wind"
Rights Pass to Metro
(Continued from Page 1)

start this week, with Norman BelGeddes, Max Reinhardt and Richard
Myers producing.

"Market conditions and demand for superior
entertainment are such that we feel time
is right for us to embark on a program of
big-budget pictures. Monogram is first company," continued Broidy, "voluntarily to
place its selling on basis of definite blocks of
pictures. Both production-wise and from
standpoint of distribution, this policy is so
radical insofar as Monogram is concerned
that we have decided, in fairness to exhibitors and ourselves alike, that pictures be
made available for screening upon completion of each group of eight. We intend to
market each block as a separate unit on the
sole basis of its merits.
"We contemplate including in the first
group, 'Lady, Let's Dance', a successor to
'Silver Skates' with Belita and a name band;
'Ground Crew,' starring Jackie Cooper and
Sam Levene to be made with the co-operation
of United States Military Aviation Service;
a^ musical production featuring the entire
X. T. G. stage show from Hollywood Florentine Gardens and a name band ; 'Where Are
My Children?', an exploitation special; 'Hitler's Women,' to be produced by Herman
Millakowsky; an Eastside Kids feature with
Leo Gorcey and the rest of the 'Toughies
Group', and with an adult star to be announced ;'Fighting Quartermaster,', a saga
of men who teliver goods to fighting fronts,
and a Billy Gilbert-Frank Fay production
with Butch and Buddy featured."
According to present plans, the first group
will be ready for screening by Sept. 1.

The MPTOA is expected to drive
for greater scope of the arbitration
provisions, more authority for the
arbitrators and less restrictions to
their power. The MPTOA may again
push its proposal for mediation of
disputes before resorting to arbitration, a policy which has been
recommended by the organization
for several years. The association
has gone on record as declaring that
the "some run" provisions of the
consent decree are "getting nowhere." Drastic changes in that
section of the decree are expected
to be pressed.
Allied, reportedly, is quietly preparing its own views on arbitration
and decree changes. The task of
drawing up a policy was placed in
the hands of Abram F. Myers, general counsel, who is scheduled to report on the issue at the May meeting of the board of directors.
It is reported that independent,
unaffiliated groups also are whipping into shape various plans and
proposals for trade practice adjustments, all of which will find their
way to the Department of Justice.

John J. Bloner Dead

Kenosha, Wis. — John J. Bloner,
60, projectionist at the Hollywood,
is dead here.

Making It Tougher
For the Rest of I *
Chicago — If the Manpower Commission is at all sensitive to the
power of suggestion, the kids in
4-H (ages 38-45 inclusive) may
have to gohere
to war
It's
disclosed
that en
Carlmasse.
Danielson,
a young 67-year-old chap who is a
member of the Operators Union and
one of its founders, has enlisted in
the Maritime Service as an engineer. He's the father of seven
girls. The boys at union's headquarters will give him a real sendoff when he goes into service this

week.
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JACK

CARSON

• GLADYS

GEORGE.

FAYE EMERSON.

Directed by VINCENT

SHERMAN.

Screen Play by Daniel Fuchs and Peter Viertel

Hold Louis Kaufman
Under $25,000 Bail
(Continued from Page 1)

a year on a similar charge, defrauded both the New York and New
Jersey Federal courts when he failed
to divulge that he had a police record
at the time bail was fixed.
Correa said that in 1913 Kaufman
was sent to the New Jersey Reformatory for breaking and entering and theft, and again in 1914 for
robbery and assault. Correa said
that, although Kaufman was not a
member of the Chicago g?ng which
controlled the extortion racket
against the film industry, he was
collection agent for the ring in the
Newark area and shook down exhibitors in northern New Jersey.
The case was set for trial March
29. The court released Kaufman
under custody of his attorney until
this afternoon when he will have to
post the $25,000 bfil or go to the
Federal House of Detention.

$
9
Post-War
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Motion pictures' value in building substantial rural life in the post-war
world, thus affording those who till the soil the same benefits of entertainment
and visual education enjoyed by city dwellers, was stressed by Prime Minister
Churchill in his historic address on the week-end. "I hope to see," he said,
"a vigorous revival of healthy village life of these higher wages and of improved housing and, what with the modern methods of locomotion and the
modern amusements of the cinema and wireless, to which will soon be added
television, life in the country and on the land ought to compete in attractiveness with life in the cities."

CIO Industrial Council
Okays Red Cross Trailer
Both the CIO and the AFL have
expressed their support of the April
1-7 theaters' collection for the Red
Cross. Following the announcement
by President Thomas Murtha that
the Central Trades and Labor Council, AFL, would support the exhibitors' effort and do everything
possible to insure the success of the
campaign, the Greater New York Industrial Council, CIO, has announced
its support of the appeal trailer.

Urges Elimination of All
Film Production by OWI
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Elimination of all
film production by the OWI was
urged over the week-end by Rep. J.
William Ditter, R., Pa. He said that
war information should be "co-ordinated" by Elmer Davis, with the distribution di:ected by trade committees in the film, radio, newspaper and
magazine industries.

A SCENE FROM AT DAWN

.*J0HN CLEMENTS • GODFREY TEARLE • HUGH SINCLAIR
GEORGE

Iowa's Safely Bill
Is on the Calendar

Films Will Make
Country Life As
Attractive as City Living, Says Churchill

Rep. to Spend $200,000
In Trades On Rogers Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

paper advertising in key cities. Roj
ers would also make pe. sonal aj
pearances in many leading theate:
in Chicago, Detroit and Clevelan
"Song of Texas" and "King of Gov
boys" have been completed. Nun
ber of Rogers films for this seasc
will be announced today.

WE

DIE

GRETA GYNT • JUDY KELLY

KING— Director . Original Star, b, DOROTHY HOPE . Screen Hay b» ANATOLE
«e GRUNWALD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

(Continued from Page 1)

sideration. It had been thought tfc
bill was dead for the session, unt
the last-minute development.
If the measure passes the Sena
it will be sent to the House whei
its fate is in doubt.
tf£
As
brought
out
it
pertainHKl'
to existing theaters with no pr
visions for construction of new th
aters. The bill was sponsored t
the State Fire Marshal.

. Script by KATHERINE STRUEBY
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2,938,306
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OMPANION

MARCH

ONLY YOU CAN DO THIS
JOB FOR■■■■■■■■
THE NAVY!

DID WOMAN FLIER
STRIKE EIRST U.S.
BLOW AT JAPS?

IllC
1 iViW

E
S HOM

A

WOMAN'

J^'

Who! was this round-the-world
girl flier's amaung mission in the
Pacific7 Why was her desperote
romance America's state secret?.. .
Here's explosive excitement that
would have been dynamite before
the war. . . but today it's TNT!

"The Japs would suspect a man... but
you, a famous woman flier, can get
away with it. For years the Japs have
fortified these islands to make war on
us. We must know the scope of these

Rosalind

preparations.
whereNewyouGuinea
come
in.
Somewhere That's
between
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EDWARD C1ANNELLI - WALTER KINGSFORD
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3,804,452

1

CIRCULATION

1,841,765
PARADE

is

distributed weekly
with the following
Sunday papers:
Akron Beacon Journal
Bridgeport Sunday Post
Charleston, W. Va.r Mail
Chicago Sun
Denver Rocky Mountain News
Detroit Free Press

RUSSELL

MacMURRAY
HERBERT MARSHALL
EDWARD CUHHElii ■ WAITER KINGSFORD
Pntad iy Bins Hempstead - Diiccteii itj Isilsr Itaias

El Paso Times
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union
Nashville Tennessean
Newark Star-Ledger
New

Bedford Standard Times

Portland, Me., Sunday Telegram
Syracuse Herald-American
Toledo Times
Washington Post
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Winston-Salem Journal-Sentinel

A blanket blast of power-house
advertising in most of the nation's
great mass media -to tell millions
upon millions about the great new
show that's coming their way!

Full pages playing up the picture's
timeliest of all angles -the war
against the Japs among the powder-keg islands of the Pacific!...
More of the kind of RKO RADIO
showmanship that's paying off in
tremendous dividends at the boxoffices of the nation's theatres!
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Fold-out Placeholder

This fold-out is being digitized, and
will be inserted at a future date.
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: "Edge
of Darkness"
with Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan
'arner
120 Mins.
I POWERFUL DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT DEALING WITH NORWEGIAN
NDER^ROUND
DESTINED
FOR
BIG
i'Ti 7~pxoffice assault of "Edge of Darkbs" Tfiould be as powerful as that on the
i irvous system.
The film has all the stuff
which heavy grossers are born.
Drama that is straight and direct makes
i the content of this film revolving around
1 activities of the Norwegian
underound that fights the Nazi occupation of
e country.
The picture pulls no punches
telling its story of a Norwegian fishing
i lage that revolts against the conqueror.
I lying a terrible price for its dedication to
e ways of free men.
No suspense has
hen spared in building the film to a
lashmg climax that leaves one emotionally
I :nr.
An uncompromising
film, "Edge
Darkness" throbs with excitement that
eps mounting as the action progresses.
t theme has been treated with a sweep
at ;s most impressive.
A blue-ribbon cast has been marshalled
| the film, on which
Producer
Henry
inke has lavished all the attention that
in a heroic theme deserves.
Errol Flynn
lithe leader of the underground,
a role
iieh he handles with complete competence
a production that is truly extraordinary.
i his sweetheart laboring with him in the
i use of freedom
Ann Sheridan
does her
lest work in many moons.
For once she
)kes her personal
appearance
entirely
bordinate to the needs of a role. Walter
iston, Nancy Coleman, Tom Fadden, Judith
i iderson. Helmut
Dantine,
Ruth Gordon,
tarles Dingle, John Beal, Roman Bohnen,
orris Carnovsky
are supporting
players
lose work is capital. The film marks ihe
mergence of Dantine as a performer of
aw calibre.
His role of the Nazi cominJine officer is easily the most vivid
the film and he makes the most of his
Iden chance.
Lewis Milestone has contributed one of
I prize directorial jobs. His direction
• guts and feeling for the subject. Robert
sen has contrived a tense, forceful screenIV from the novel of William Woods. Sid
fcox gave the film photography that
'l>*pns the dramatic sense of the film.
•AST: Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Walter
'ston Nancy Coleman, Tom Fadden,
lith Anderson, Helmut Dantine, Ruth Gor... Charles Dingle, John Beal, Roman
lnen. He'ene Thimig, Monte Blue, Dorly Tree R;chard Fraser, Morris Carnovsky,
J Smith. Henry Brandon, Tonio Selwart,
yen Meyer.
CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blanke; DirecI Lewis Milestone; Screenplay, Robert
gen; Based on novel by William Woods;
■raman. Sid Hickox; Film Editor, David
|*k-"-r: Art Director, Robert Haas.
DIRECTION,
Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,

)m ersall to Tour Branches
■ T. Gomersall, Universal WestI division manager, left for Chijo last night to start a tour of
exchanges
From
Chicago he
I to Denver, and then to San
pncisco.
On his return from San
:neisco, he will visit Seattle and
toneapolis.

« ._ .

"Hoppy
"Hangmen
Also Die"
with WilliamServes
Boyd, Andya Writ"
Clyde
with Brian Donlevy, Walter Brennan,
UA
67 Mins.
ACTION AND EXCITEMENT IN LATEST HOPALONG ARE OF A BRAND TO
PLEASE THE KIDS NO END.
Yes, Hopalong Cassidy serves a writ in
Harry Sherman's latest addition to the series
and does it to the complete satisfaction of
the youngsters. Hoppy, in the person of
William Boyd, sheriff, goes about the job
with a quiet competence that makes the
climax so much the more effective when
it comes. And that climax is really something. It sets free plenty of fireworks.
Leading up to it is a bit of fisticuffing be-

Anna
Lee
UA
131 Mins.
DIRECTION AND ACTING TOPS IN
DRAMATIC POWERHOUSE
BUILT
AROUND
MURDER
OF
HEYDRICH.
For his latest production Arnold Pressburger has turned to Czechoslovakia under
the Nazi yoke. The results show that his
choice was an extremely wise one. No

"He's My Guy"
with Dick Foran, Irene Hervey, Joan Davis
Universal
64 Mins.
ZIPPY MUSICAL FILM IS PACKED
WITH FUN AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR
THE YOUNGSTER GENERATION.
This is another of Universal's fast-stepping, inconsequential swing musicals geared
to the tastes of the young folks. The film
packs loads of fun and entertainment for
audiences for which this type of diversion
is created.

matter how "Hangmen Also Die" is assayed it is a film of superior boxoffice ratPlenty of peppy music and harum-scarum
ing. If there is any complaint to be made
comedy has been worked into the so-so yarn
about the picture it is its length.
about a hard-put-to-it husband-and-wife
The peg on which the action is hung vaudeville team attempting to sell a detween Boyd and the villain (that's Victor in this film version of the Czech underfense plant the idea of putting on a show
Jory) that will have the kids in a dither.
ground movement is the assassination of to keep the workers happy. Success crowns
The film opens with a bang when Andy that arch Nazi executioner, Reinhard Heyd- the efforts of the two (Dick Foran and Irene
Clyde is held up by Jory and his gang, who rich. His murder sends Gestapo agents
get away with a haul of $500 bills. The pouring into Prague in search of the patriot Hervey) when the woman gains the support of the manager of the plant. The proonly way Boyd can get the villain is to trace who committed the deed. Their efforts to
ject is imperilled when Foran. resentful
one of the stolen bills, the serial numbers apprehend the slayer come to nothing as
of the manager's attention to Miss Hervey,
he
is
aided
on
every
side
in
his
battle
of
does a walkout as the show is about to go
of which are known. That isn't exactly
an easy job because Jory is no dope — at wits with the Gestapo. He gets into some on. Joan Davis saves the' day by getting
least not until the picture is far on its tight spots but manages to come through Foran to change his mind.
way, when he makes the mistake of put- with his skin whole. In an attempt to save
The film, produced by Will Cowan, parting one of the bills in circulation.
a group of hostages, among whom is a
ades the talents of a group of entertainers
Boyd is forced to cross from Texas into professor who gave the assassin refuge,
Oklahoma in his pursuit of the villain. The the underground lays the guilt on a Quisling including Gertrude Niesen, the D'amond
Brothers, the Mills Brothers, Lorraine Kruegrub, however, is that he can't arrest his who merits the worst possible punishment. er, the Dorene Sisters, Louis Da Pron and
man on Oklahoma soil. So he has to dethe Gestapo knows it's a frame-up, his orchestra. The Neisen gal is heard in
vise some means of getting Jory back on While
it puts the Quisling in the record as the "Heads Up" and "Two Guitars" and the
Texas ground. What he does is to make murderer in order to save its face, fully
Mills "Cielito
aggregation
in "How
I to Know?"
away with a herd of cattle which the villain aware that there is no chance of getting and
Lindo."
The Amsinging-dancing
has rustled from a Texas rancher. Jory, the actual slayer.
Dorene Sisters carry on to the tune of
determined not to lose the herd, follows
The opportunities for a powerful drama
"Boogie Woogie Boogie Man." The Diit into Texas, where Boyd has a hot re- are all there, and those associated with the
amond boys put on a snappy singing and
film
have overlooked none of them. The dancing exhibition, while Miss Krueger does
ception waiting for him. And so endeth
the foul play of Mr. Jory and company.
cat-and-mouse strategy between the Gestapo a ballet number. The Da Pront outfit
The film is acted with a kick. Jory and the members of the underground is blows hot enough to please the most rabid
provides Boyd with a really tough villain. fascinating to watch. The gripping action
jitterbug. "Two Weeks' Vacation with
Clyde handles the comedy assignment nice- holds to an exciting and suspenseful course Pay," "He's My Guy," "On the Old Asly. Among the other important players throughout.
sembly Line" and "Everything is Talent
The most noteworthy performance is
are Jay Kirby, George Reeves, Jan Christy,
Today" complete the list of tunes featured
that of Alexander Granach as the Gestapo in the picture.
Hal Taliaferro, Forbes Murray.
George Archainbaud has supplied nifty inspector in charge of getting the killer of
The direction of Edward F. Cline keeps
direction for the Gerald Geraghty screen- Heydrich. He injects into the part a real- the entertainment going at a lively pace.
ism that is startling. The portrayal is a M. Coates Webster and Grant Garrett did
play, on which Lewis J. Rachmil functioned
remarkable tour de force. Brian Donlevy the screenplay from a yarn by Kenneth
as associate producer.
CAST: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jay gives a sound enactment of the slayer.
Kirby, Victor Jory, George Reeves, Jan Walter Brennan does the professor ex- Higgins.
The cast performs with vim and vigor,
cellently. Anna Lee plays his daughter
Christy, Hal Taliaferro, Forbes Murray, Bob
especially Joan Davis. Other players not
Mitchum, Byron Foulger, Earle Hodgins, Roy with conviction. Gene Lockhart is effective already mentioned include Fuzzy Knight,
Barcroft.
as the traitor. Other worthy performances
Don Douglas, Samuel S. Hinds.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; As- are by Dennis O'Keefe, Margaret Wycherly,
CAST: Dick Foran, Irene Hervey, Joan
Nana
Bryant,
Hans
von
Twardowski,
Jonathan
sociate Producer, Lewis J. Rachmil; Di- Hale.
Davis, Fuzzy Knight, Don Douglas, Samuel
rector, George Archainbaud; Screenplay,
S. Hinds, Bill Halligan, Gertrude Niesen,
As producer and director Fritz Lang
Gerald Geraghty; Cameraman, Russell HarDiamond Brothers, Mills Brothers, Louis Da
lan; Musical Director, Irving Talbot; Art draws huzzahs. He also collaborated on
Pron, Lorraine Krueger, Dorene Sisters.
the
original
from
which
John
Wexley
drew
Director, Ralph Berger; Film Editor, Sher
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Will Cowhis thumping screenplay. Strong photography
man A. Rose.
an; Director, Edward F. Cline; Screenplay,
has been provided by James Wong Howe.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
CAST: Brian Donlevy, Walter Brennan, M. Coates Webster, Grant Garrett; Based
Good.
on story by Kenneth Higgins; Cameraman,
Anna Lee, Gene Lockhart, Dennis O'Kesfe, John Boyle; Film Editor, Fred Feitshans; Art
Alexander Granach, Margaret Wycherly,
Director, John B. Goodman; Musical DirecNana Bryant. Billy Rov, Hans von Twardowtor, Charles Previn; Dance Director, Carlos
ski, Tonio Selwart, Jonathan Hale, Lionel
Romeros.
Stander, Byron Foulger, Virginia Farmer,
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
R. W. Baremore has been named Louis Donath, Sarah Padden, Edmund MacDonald George Irving. James Bush. Arno Good.

Baremore Succeeds Bader
On the Independent Staff

associate editor of The Independent,
to succeed David A. Bader, resigned.
Lionel Toll, editor, now on leave
in the Army leaves shortly for Officers Candidate School at Camp Lee,
Va.
Baremore, on the original staff of
Exhibitor's Trade Review, was assistant director of publicity with
Metro, on The Film Daily editorial
staff and for several years was with
the late Tom Hamlin on Film Curb.

Frey, Lester Sharpe, Arthur Loft, William
Farnum, Reinhold Schuenzel.
CREDITS: Producer, Fritz Lang; Associate
Producer, T. W. Baumfield; Director, Fritz
Lang; Scrpenptay, John Wexley; Based on
story bv Bert Brecht. Fritz Lang; Musical
Score, Hanns Eisler; Musical Director, Arthur
Gutmann; Cameraman, James Wong Howe;
Art Director, William Darling; Film Editor
Gene Fowler, Jr.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

PRC Closes Chi. Confab
Chicago — PRC's Western franchise
holders yesterday concluded their
conferences on the "Corregidor"
campaign at the Blackstone Hotel.
Following the meeting, 0. Henry
Briggs, president, left for the Coast.
Arthur Greenblatst, general sales
manager, returned to New York via
Pittsburgh.
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RCA
CONGRATULATES...WARNER

BROTHERS
"YANKEE

SOUND

DISNEY

WALT

DOODLE
AWARD

DANDY'

WINNER

on "DER FUEHRER'S
BEST CARTOON

CARLISLE & FAIRBANKS
"SPEAKING

WARNER

WARNER

LEVINSON

NATHAN

and COL

on

fii

FACE"

on

OF ANIMALS AND THEIR FAMILIES"
BEST ONE REEL SHORT

BROTHERS on "BEYOND THE LINE OF DUTY"
BEST TWO REEL SHORT

BROTHERS,

RAY HEINDORF,

HEINZ ROEMHELD

and LEO F. FOR.BSTEIN

on "YANKEE DOODLE DANDY"
BEST SCORING MUSICAL PICTURE
WARNER

BROS., MAX

STEINER

and

LEO F. FORBSTEIN

"NOW, VOYAGER"
BEST SCORING OF A DRAMATIC

WINNERS

on

PICTURE

ALL— 1942 academy awards

ALL WERE

RECORDED

1
WITH THE

SOUND
<q8i

20th-Fox 1942 Profit More Than Doubles 1941
(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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SPECIALSTOCK ALLOCATION FOR NEWSREELS
No Special 'Gas' Consideration for PixFactualSalesmen
Pix will Get

War Price and Rationing
Board Rejects Test Case

Appeal by WB's Gleason
By DAVID E. BARRETT

$10,600,000 NET FOR 20TH-FOX

Compares With $4,921,926 for 1941— National Theaters
Earnings Estimated at $3,300,000

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis — Motion picture salesEstimated consolidated net profit
men are not entitled to special consideration in regard to gasoline ra- of $10,600,000 after all charges yesterday was reported by 20th-Fox for
tioning, according to a decision on 1942. This
compares with $4,921,926
the^ppeal
by
Wallace
K.
Gleason,
for
1941.
The 1942 showing was in
of tne Warner Bros, sales staff here.
The Vuling was made by Paul M. the face of estimated Federal income taxes of $7,460,000, $2,610,000
O'Leaty, (Continued
deputy onadministrator
in of which is represented by excess
Page 5)
profits tax minus the post-war credit.

Federal income taxes for 1941 were
$2,275,000 and did not include an
excess profits levy.
Profits for the fourth quarters of
1942 were estimated at $3,300,000
after all charges. The figure for the
similar period of 1941 was $3,372,762.
In the third quarter of last
(Continued on Page 5)

lAT'LocalTAsk
Increases in Wages

Balaban, Gifford
In Phone Pep Talks

Dean as Loew
Personnel Director

Negotiations to reopen contracts
covering back-office workers in the
country's exchanges where the
IATSE holds jurisdiction over such
labor have been started by the union
with the major distributors, it was
learned yesterday. The step was
taken in an endeavor to obtain wage

Pep talks on the Red Cross War
Fund Week were delivered to WAC
district chairmen in the various exchange areas by Barney Balaban,
chairman of the motion picture industry committee, and Walter S.
Gifford, national chairmen, in a
transcontinental telephone hookup
yesterday. Telegrams from the district men indicate that the talks

Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc, announced yesterday
that Dean John Thomas Madden,
head of the New York University
School of Commerce, Accounts and
Finance, had accepted the post of
personnel director in the Loew-Metro
home office. Dean Madden, who is
also well known for his activities
in the arbitration of labor problems

(Continued

on Page

9)

Scripts Simultaneously
To OWL Armed Forces?
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— The OWI
and the
Coast studios are discussing arrangements for simultaneous
submission
(Continued on Page

9)

Drastic Raw Stoch
Slash in England
London (By Cable) — A move by
the Government to effect an overall
saving of 25 per cent on raw stock
was inaugurated yesterday when an
order went out placing users of
raw stock under a Board of Trade
license from April 8.
For the next six months, distributors will get 40 per cent of their
1942 consumption, with newsreels
cut to almost 33 per cent. The number of prints for features and newsreels will be cut and studios will be
rationed on a picture-to-picture
basis.

(Continued on Page

9)

Nation-Wide V.C. Tour
By CDonnell and Harris

(Continued on Page 2)

Senate Passes Debt Bill;
Kills Salary Ceiling Order

More Stock in ThreeMonth Allotments
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Film Limitation Order L-173 will be amended next week
to include a special allocation for
newsreels, it was revealed yesterday
during the meeting between WPB
motion picture officials and members
of the Producers and Distributors'
Industry Advisory Committee. Aside
from that change, and new special
three-month allotment for "factual
films," the order will not be materially changed.
Studios will continue to use film
on the same basis as during the
(Continued on Page 5)

Rivoli, SI. Louis,
Loses Clearance Plea
Arbitration appeal board has refused to give the Rivoli Theater, St.
Louis, clearance over the Senate
and Lyric Theaters but reduced the
existing clearance of the Senate and
Lyric over the Rivoli. Appeal was
filed by the complainant, Marre Theater Co., operating the Rivoli, which,
during the(Continued
originalon Page
testimony,
re2)

A nation-wide tour in the interest
GPEC Reports $1,265,518
of the Variety Clubs will be started Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Net
Earnings for Year
Washington — An eleventh hour
sometime next month bv R. J. O'Donnell, national chief barker, and John fight by administration forces in the
Consolidated net income of GeneH. Harris, founder of the clubs and Senate failed miserably yesterday to
ral Precision Equipment Corp. and
impede
the
passage
of
the
debt
limit
now "big boss" of the national orsubsidiaries
for 1942, including diviganization. Purposes of the tour bill, complete
with onthePagerider
(Continued
5) nullify(Continued on Page 8)
dends of $232,000 received from the
corporation's investment in common
stock of (Continued
20th
Century-Fox
Film
on Page 5)

Surprise Move

by Crescent

Affiliates Seek Modification of Decree
OWI Will Not Alter Policy
On Deferment of Talent

Nashville, Tenn. — In a surprise
move George H. Armistead, chief
counsel for the Crescent Amusement
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Co. affiliated exhibitor defendants in
anti-trust suit in which Judge
Washington — Director Elmer Dav- the
Elmer D. Davies filed an adverse deis of the OWI in a statement yescision on March 3, yesterday, filed
terday on denial by the Presidential
a petition for a modification of the
Appeal Board of Kay Kyser's request (Continued
for reclassification
from judge's findings
conclu(Continuedof onfact
Page and
5)
on Page 8)

Time, Inc., Revealed
As GPEC Stockholder
Annual report of General Precision Equipment Corp. for 1942,
released yesterday, discloses that
during last year Time, Inc., publisher
of Time, Fortune and Life, purchased "a considerable amount of
stock of the Corporation."

m
NYU Dean as Loew
Personnel Director
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Chg.
15V4 +
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Am.
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15V4
15
Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%) 143/4
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Columbia
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Ind
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East. Kodak
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Gen.
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RKO
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1
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Willkie as Arbitrator?

(Continued from Page 1)

in various industries, has been granted a leave of absence from his NYU
post to inaugurate the new personnel
depaitment
at Loew's
In making
the announcement,
Schenck said that the company had
been searching for the right man to
organize the new department for
more than a year and that the company felt it had the right man in
Dean Madden. His well-known interest in problems of proper employment and his wide experience "make
him peculiarly qualified for the personnel administration work we contemplate," Schenck
Dean Madden
hassaidbeen head of

fused to state under which sections
of the consent decree the case had
been brought, insisting that it involved the decree as a whole.
The appeal board disapproved the
complainant's
name was
the
sections underrefusal
which to relief

NYU's commerce school since 1925.
He is a member of the Chancellor's
Committee on Labor Relations at
the university and is serving his second term as one of the governors
of the New York Curb Exchange,
representing the public.

War-time Food Play Set
For 8 Skouras Houses
Skouras circuit is donating eight
of its theaters for the presentation
of a new play dramatizing the wartime food situation and how it affects
the individual. The Arthur Arent
play, "It's Up to You," presented by
Skouras, the American Theater Wing
and a group of food industry associations, will open at the Academy of
Music on March 31. No admission
will be charged.

Warners' Sales Drive
Extended Week to May 8
Warner's 1943 Drive of Champions, 20-week sales campaign set to
close May'/a 1, has been extended to
May 8 by Ben Kalmenson, general
sales manager. Additional time will
enable the field force to cash in on
early engagements of "Edge of
Darkness", which goes into national
release April 24.
Despite smaller quota of pictures,
this year's Warner sales drive has
broken records for sales and billings,
chiefly as a result of longer runs,
repeats and revivals.

Carolinas Exhibs. to Meet

1600

V ym

COminG and COIIIG
S. CHARLES

(Continued from Page 1)

Detroit — Wendell Willkie, chair- Moner, Argentina Exec,
man of the 20th-Fox board, has been
urged by the union to act as arbiter for 20th Cent.-Fox, Dead
in a labor dispute between the UtiliBuenos Aires (By Cable)— Onofre
ty Workers Organizing Committee
(CIO) and the Consumers Power Co., Moner, director of sales for 20thFox in the Argentine, is dead here.
of which he was head at one time.
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Rivoli, St. Louis,
Loses Clearance Plea
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Charlotte, N. C— One-day convention of the Theater Owners of North
and South Carolina here on March
29 will be strictly business, entertainment features usually on the
program dropped for the duration.
Directors will meet the preceding
day to speed up action.

EINFELD

is due here from the

Coast at the month's end.
MONTY WOOLLEY will leave New

York Friday

for

California.
JACK BENNY yesterday left Chicago, where
he has been confined by illness, for Phoenix,
Ariz.
WILLIAM
the Coast.

BENDIX

is at the Warwick

f-m

sought, declaring that "such a practice cannot be sanctioned." It was
brought out that the complaint was
based mainly on Sections VI, VIII
and X.

SAG Calls for Service
Pledges by Membership

The Marre family owned the Rivoli but
had leased it to the Marvin Amusement Co.,
the lease expiring on July 31, 1942. While
the Rivoli had always had a run ahead of the
Lyric and Senate, the prior run went to the
Lyric when Marvin took over that house
at the expiration of its lease on the Rivoli.
Complainants had purchased the equipment
of the Rivoli from the Marvin Company
which claimed that the sale did not carry
with it any interest in its film contracts.
Complaints under Sections VI and X were
dismissed by the appeal board, but a sevenday clearance to the Lyric and Senate over
the Rivoli was granted provided that "where
a picture is played at both the Lyric and
Senate Theaters, the maximum clearance shall
be seven days after the last playdate at
that one of said two theaters which shall
show the picture last, but not more than 14
days after the last playdate at that one of
said two theaters which shall show the picture

West

Time will be placed at disposal of
HVC, earmarked for entertainment
of the armed forces for radio and
personal appearances on behalf of
the War Department, Office of War
of Information and Treasury Department, and for national charity
campaigns, such as the Red Cross.

Woonsocket, R. I., House
Wins Clearance Relief

Dramatists Guild Alters
Rules on Sale of Plays

A reduction in clearance has been
first."
won by by the Rialto Theater, Woonsocket, R. I., which had filed a demand for arbitration in the Boston
tribunal. Complainant had charged
that the 30-day clearance of the Bijou
was unreasonable and that the 90
and 60 days clearance between the
Stadium and Rialto likewise was unreasonable.
Arbitrator found that the Bijou's clearance
was not unreasonable, but fixed new clearances for the Stadium as follows : "The clearance between the Stadium and Rialto shall be
reduced to 45 days, until such time as the
complainant shall completely and permanently
dispense with the policy of gift nights giveaways, premiums, cut-rate tickets, lotteries,
etc., and thereafter, the clearance shall be
reduced to 30 days, provided the differential
in admission prices shall not be altered."

Argentina In Raw Stock
Export Appeal to CIAA

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Following adoption of
resolution by the board of directors
of Screen Actors Guild calling for
service pledges from each member, \
it is estimated 2,000 will donate a
minimum of their time to activities
tee.
for the Hollywood Victory Commit-

The Dramatists Guild has modified
its rules governing the sale of play
properties to the films to permit
picture companies to acquire the
rights to stage attractions backed
by them without the necessity of
out-bidding rivals in the open market.
The privilege, which will be extended to the film companies only in
special instances, does not in any
way alter the basic agreement, it
was said. The first play to be pro- ,,
duced under the arrangement is the
M-G-M-backed
"Labor for the Wind,"
Irwin
Shaw play.

20th-Fox Story Properties
May Be Adapted for Stage

Jed Harris and 20th-Fox are understood to be working out a deal
whereby
the Broadway producer
Buenos Aires (By Cable)— Because of the seriousness of the raw would present stage versions of two
stock shortage here, Argentine film story properties held by the film
men have appealed to the Co-ordina- company. One is "Colonel Effingham's Raid", the other "Two-Faced
tor of Inter- American Affairs for the
licensing of raw stock exports. Their Quilligan." Stage adaptations of the
position was outlined in an adver- two are yet to be made, it is said.
tisement in La Nacion.

WB's Ed Hinchy on Tour
Ed Hinchy, head of Warners playdate department, left yesterday
on a New England tour. He will be
in New Haven today and in Boston
tomorrow, returning to his New York
office on Friday. Next week Hinchy
is expected to make a swing around
Albany, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Cincinnati, with a western
tour scheduled for later.

Broadway
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Special Raw Stock
Allocation for Reels
(Continued from Page 1)

present quarter, averaging 25 per
cent below the amount they used
during 1941. Schedule A appears
to provide a sizeable cut in the cases
<J -everal of the major companies,
— 33-this is accounted for by schedule
B, the new newsreel schedule, under
which the same companies receive
additional film for their newsreels.
This additional film is specifically
earmarked for the reels.
The newsreel amounts are reached by the
simple formula of multiplying the average
number of prints each reel made in 1941
by 750, which was set by industry agreement
some months ago as the average length of
all five major reels. Exception is the March
of Time where 1941 prints were multiplied
by its average length of 1,600 feet.
Scherule A reads as follows :

WHO'S
WHO
• •
•

Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD
•
•

Interesting

Gravedigger's lines from "Hamlet." 'Ghost voice' in "Sign
of the Cross," "The Crusades" and "A Message to
Garcia." Success came when John Ford picked him for
villainous prison guard in "Prisoner of Shark Island."
Has contributed memorable performances in "Mary of
Scotland," 'Winterset," "Garden of Allah," "Captains
Courageous," "Jesse James," "Grapes of Wrath," "Blood
and Sand" and, soon to be released, "The Hangman"
(title role). Skippers one of the few sea-going yachts
on the Pacific Coast. A fine sculptor, photographer and
musician. Married to Ardanelle Cosner. Two sons, Bruce
and John Arthur.
Hair, brown.
Eyes, grey-blue.
Stands 6 ft. 1 in.

20th Century-Fox Reports
1942 Net of $10,600,000

Ted Lewis Oik to Columbia
■ West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia
has signed
Ted Lewis and band for "When My
Baby Smiles at Me," new musical.

WEDDING

BELLS

Pix Salesmen Get No
"Gas" Consideration

Personalities

JOHN CARRADINE. Actor. Born in Greenwich Village, New York City,
"' February 5, 1906. Educated at Episcopal Academy in Philadelphia, West
Philadelphia high school and Swarthmore. First stage role
'Peter' in "Window Panes" with Sarah Padden. Hitch-hiked
to Hollywood when play closed. Joined up with little theater groups. Played in Shakespeare cycle presented by Pasadena Community Playhouse. Discovered by Cecil B. De Mille
while walking down Hollywood Boulevard reciting the

M-G-M (Loew's), 42,147,476; Monogram,
5,848,397; Paramount, 30,722,843; PRC, 3,177,974; RKO, 27,435,119; Republic, 18,380,444; 20th Century-Fox, 31,803,298; United
Artists, 15,084,803; Universal, 27,448,441;
Warner Bros., 33,742,077.
Schedule B for newsreels reads this way :
(Continued from Page 1)
News of the Day, 11,685,076; Paramount
News, 11,627,566; Movietone News, 12,121,- year the company earned a net of
701; Pathe News, 7,865,750; Universal News, £5,065,109.
7,085,524; March of Time, 2,164,199.
Profits for the 1942 include exFactual pictures are due for an increased
traordinary income arising mainly
alloimeiu. ine present order provides 44,300,000 linear feet for the first six months of from the release by the British government of all Sterling balances
the year for "informational and instructional"
pictures. The amended order will set aside frozen to Oct. 24, 1942. Other coun24,025,000 feet for the next quarter alone.
tries in the Sterling area took simClass C producers and distributors will hold
.lai action and released the greater
to their present quota — 22 per cent of 1941
use.
part of monies previously frozen.
National Theaters Corp. paid a dividend
Although it is believed that there was some
luring the fourth quarter of $1 per share rediscussion of '"duplication" of newsreel prints
sulting in the receipt by the corporation of
-meaning purchase by one theater of two or ^756,000, which is included in the foregoing
more reels regularly — WPB contemplates figures. Consolidated earnings of National
no order specifically forbidding duplication.
Producers are free to market their prints as theaters for 1942 are estimated at $3,300,000,
they please, with the specific footage limits •ompared with $2,397,246 for the previous
on the reels expected to curb duplication.
After deducting the dividends on preferred
There was some question here as to why year.
stock, the estimated consolidated earnings
the newsreels had to be cut, in view of the of 20th-Fox amount to $5.30 per share
vastly brighter raw stock situation, but actual jn the common stock, compared with $2.03
figures on raw stock production and demands
che previous year.
were not released. The Army and Navy are
once again revising their requests, and the
situation will remain somewhat fluid until
they present final figures.
The meeting lasted only about an hour and
a half, with a smaller group than usual in
(Continued from Page 1)
attendance.
Among those present besides Harold Hopper, Lincoln Burroughs and Morgan Hobart
of WPB, were Walter Cokell and Oscar
Morgan of Paramount, Joseph H. Hansen and
A. W. Schwalberg of Warner Bros., Earle I.
Sponaule ana W. J. Kupper ot Twentieth
Century-Fox, William F. Rodgers of M-G-M,
N. Peter Rathvon of RKO, John J. O'Connor
of Universal, Brennon of Columbia,
William
B. Brenner of National Screen Service, John
R. Wood, Jr., of March of Time, M. A.
Schlesinger of General Talking Picture and
Lowell Mellett of OWI.

DAILY

GPEC Reports $1,265,518
Net Earnings for Year
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

charge of rationing, in Washington,
and has just been made public in
St. Louis.
The appeal affirms the decision of
the Eastern Missouri State Director
which likewise affirmed the action
of the War Price and Rationing
Board in rejecting Gleason's application for preferred mileage. Gleason had asked for gasoline for 3,000
miles per month and on appeal
reduced the mileage request to 1,200
miles per month. The State board
denied the application and issued a
'B" book allowing 470 miles of occupational mileage monthly.
O'Leary points out that Gleason claims he
is employed by Warners as zone manager and
assistant branch manager and, in the course
of his work, he is obliged to visit more than
500 theaters for the purpose of supervising
their programs and arranging for the booking of films. The application also declares
that Gleason visits penal institutions, military
camps and other public institutions in regard
to educational and entertainment pictures to
those places, as well as propaganda pictures.

Corp., amounted to $1,265,518.82 afIn his decision, O'Leary said : "Having
ter provision for Federal taxes carefully
considered the facts and record subamounting to $1,684,928.96, equal to
mitted on this appeal, we find that appellant's
are of a supervisory nature and reapproximately $2.16 per share, as xtivities
late to the promotion, sale and distribution
of films. This type of work is specifically
compared with $2.24 in 1941. Divi- excluded
Ration Order No. 50. We
dends of $1 per share was paid dur- sincerely under
appreciate the magnificent effort
ing the year, amounting to $585,842 which
is being made by the moving picture
in stimulating morale and disseminatin the aggregate, and the net addi- industry
ing information on various war programs,
tion to consolidated earned surplus
.ncluding
those of the Office of Price Adminwas $697,676.82.
istration. Its participation in charitable and
Net sales rose from $14,048,798.34 relief fund-raising drives has been an important factor in their overwhelming success.
in 1941 to $17,317,494.48 in 1942, due
Unquestionably in its true sense, the moprincipally to an increase in manuion picture industry is essential. However,
facturing activities. During 1942, because of the inadequate and diminishing
National Theatre Supply Co., a sub- supply of rubber and gasoline, we were compelled to allocate these materials to those
sidiary, contributed its usual share industries
and activities which are directly
to net earnings of the corporation. engaged in production for the war effort."
For those reasons the appeal was denied.
Currently, business of that company
is declining due to scarcity of materials. Another subsidiary, International Projector Corp., during 1942
Crescent Affiliates Ask
acquired the properties of Cinema
Modification of Suit
Building Corp. (an unconsolidated
subsidiary) and that corporation was
dissolved.
Charlotte, N. C— There's a new
sions as to four of the exhibitor deGPEC's recent investment in Sco- son, Allen Dean, born to the wife of
fendants — Rockwood Amusement phony Corp. of America (television) A. B. Craver, manager of the Plaza
Co., Cherokee Amusements, Inc., was termed in the report "relatively and Visulite here.
Kentucky Amusement Co., Inc., and
the Cumberland Amusement Co.
Charlotte, N. C. — Leon SchlesThe petition first asks for the dismissal Senate Passes Debt Bill;
of the suit altogether as to these defendants
modest."
inger, 20th-Fox branch booker here,
or, in lieu of such relief that in any event Kills Salary Ceiling Order
has a baby daughter.
they be eliminated from the provisions to any

degree requiring each corporate exhibitor defendant to divest itself of ownership of any
stock or interest in any corporate defendant
or affiliate of the corporation.
The logic of such a move is obvious when
it is considered that the exhibitor defendants,
operating in more than 75 towns, had competition in only five towns. Since Judge
Davies apparently rests his contention of a
monoply on these competitive situations, defendant attorneys believe they have grounds
for the surprise move.
Just what the counter move of the plaintiff
or the court may be is not forseen, but filing
of the petition does show definitely that
Crescent and its affiliates plan a fight to the
end.

STORKS

(Continued from Page 1)

ing the OES salary ceiling order.
Senator William Langer, R., N. D.,
and majority leader Alben W. Barkley, D., Ky. both took the floor to
oppose acceptance of the rider but
their words had little effect.
The bill goes now to conference
between representatives of the House
and the Senate.

"Eddie" Milne Dead

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — -A son, weighing seven
pounds, one ounce, was born to the
Irving Fein's, at the Cedars Lebanon Hospital. Father is a member
of the Columbia Studio publicity department.
Cleveland — A new booker, Daniel
Robert, was born to Mrs. Nat Fellman, wife of the head booker of
Warner theaters in this zone.

Death of E. G. "Eddie" Milne,
veteran of Terry Turner's field staff,
was reported yesterday by RKO.
Atlanta — M. W. Doris, booker for
Chicago — John J. Wildberg, New West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Milne died suddenly of a heart ailment last Friday in Seattle. He 20th-Fox here, is the father of a new
Hollywood — Cagney
Prod, has
York attorney and theatrical producer, was married here to Wauhil- signed director William K. Howard came from Vancouver to take over son. Cliff Hardib, another booker
lau La Hay, former film critic of the to a termer; first stint will be "Mc- the Northwest district, working out at the exchange, has added a daughter to his menage.
of Portland and Seattle.
Chicago Sun.
Leod's Folly."

Cagney Signs Wm. K. Howard

S.R.O. FOR HORROR
Two Bad Boys Make Good
As B.O. Records Fall
St. Louis — It was S.R.O. when
Universal's "FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLFMAN" finally opened at the
ace house here after one of the
finest exploitation jobs ever
done on a horror picture. Les
Kaufman, publicity and advertising manager of the Fox,
didn't miss a single trick. The
whole repertoire was used.
Newspapers fell in line and
gave splendid cooperation. Outstanding however, was exceptional lobby job, partially illustrated on these pages.

80 Year Old Grandmother Dares
Wolfman to Sit in on Poker Game

Here's the old boy himself,
all laid out, but rarin' to go.
The public got a great kick
out of this display.

St. Louis chuckled and then
roared when it was disclosed that
winner of War Bond offered to
any woman who would sit in the
Fox Theatre all alone at midnight
to view "FRANKENSTEIN
MEETS THE WOLFMAN" was
none other than 80 year old
Margaret McHale, a grandmother.
In her letter applying for participation in contest, she wrote:

"In fact, if Frankenstein and
the Wolfman were there in person, itwouldn't make any difference to me. You could get Dracula
too, and I'd sit down with all of
them and we'd have a good poker
game. I'm not squeamish and I
like to play poker."

Above, another display that
got public attention. Electrical
gadgets sputtered and sizzled
just like the real thing.

To the right: the block-long
line waiting to jam into the
Fox, St. Louis ace house, for
Universal's "FRANKENSTEIN MEETS

(Signed) Margaret McHale

THE WOLFMAN."

Your audiences will be glad to help!
RUSH YOUR

PLEDGE

FOR RED CROSS

WEEK— April 1-7

AT FOX, ST. LOUIS

CLYDE B. BROWN, manager of the big 5,000 seat Fox theatre, St. Louis, seeks
a moment of quiet among the tomb-stone display that lead to the much
publicized "Chamber of Horror," used in selling "FRANKENSTEIN MEETS
THE WOLFMAN" to outstanding business.
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BOSTON MASS MAR 15
FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLFMAN OPENED ASH
WEDNESDAY BREAKING ALL HOUSE RECORDS
INCLUDING HOLIDAY AND WEEKEND BUSINESS
AND THEN BROKE NEW RECORD ON FOLLOWING
SATURDAY NOW IN SIXTH DAY AND BUSINESS
IS TERRORIFIC ON THIS HORRORIFIC.
LEWIS NEWMAN MGR TRANS LUX THEATRE
This will tell the story about Boston.

Now in its third week at the Woods Theatre, Chicago, with
business showing no signs of falling off from the record
breaking opening gross.
UNIVERSAL

At the Rialto, N. Y. "FRANKENSTEIN
MEETS THE WOLFMAN" holds over after
setting a new high for horror pictures.
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"The Falcon Strikes
with Tom Conway
RKO
66 Mins.
SUSPENSE AND ACTION ARE PRETTY
WELL SUSTAINED IN THIS MELLER;
CONWAY ADDS TO HIS POPULARITY.

Back"

Tom Conway should boost his popularity
considerably in this, his second appearance
in the Falcon role which he inherited from
his brother, George Sanders. His suave,
likable, man-of-the-world personality registers again effectively. There is no getting

with Stuart Erwin, Evelyn Venable
20th -Fox
73 Mins.
THIS ONE MUST DEPEND FOR ITS
STRENGTH ON ITS HUMAN INTEREST
AND
PATRIOTIC
APPEAL.
Enough human interest is contained in
"He Hired the Boss'' to make the film passable entertainment for the family trade.
I he only other possible asset of the film is
its patriotic spirit as exemplified by its
leading character, played by Stuart Erwin,
who is always doing something which he
teels is for the good of the country.

Based on a story credited to Peter B.
Kyne, the picture, produced by Sol M.
Wurtzel, is an unimportant item about a
bookkeeper, one of those unbelievably
"The Falcon Strikes Back" proves anew meek and timid souls, who is forever putting off popping the question to Evelyn
that our hero can't resist the appeal of a
pretty lady in distress. The lady this time is Venable, a co-worker, because his salary
concerned about the whereabouts of an is too small. His chief worry is trying
errant brother, who has suddenly dropped to get a raise so that he can take the
out of sight. In trying to help the gal plunge into matrimony. Getting fired comConway lands kerplunk into hot water.
plicates matters. His problem, however, is
Imagine his surprise at being accused of nicely solved when bauxite, so vitaliy needmak.ng off with a fortune in war bonds
ed in the defense effort, is found on sevafter bumping off a bank messenger. The
eral lots turned over to him by a friend in
action, in which suspense plays a big part, return for a loan. His sudden wealth
stems from his efforts to clear himself. also brings him the satisfaction of taking
Before he can unravel the mystery he has
over control of his former boss' firm. Erwin
to break away from the police — a feat which winds up a hero when he breaks up a gang
he accomplishes in the Falcon's usual deft swiping silk frozen by the government —
manner. Conway, with the aid of Cliff Ed- silk needed for parachutes.
wards, runs down clue after clue and takes
isn't much meat to the screenplay
risk after r.sk in his determination to dis- of There
Ben Markson and Irving Cummings, Jr.,
cover the guilty party. That he succeeds
who have piled a lot of implausible stuff
brilliantly to the discomfiture of the police
into their work. Peppier direction by Thominspector who has charge of the case is a
as Z. Loring would have helped the film.
foregone conclusion. A gang of con artists
Erwin lends himself earnestly to his role,
headed by Wynne Gibson is responsible for trying hard to make something of it. Miss
the dirty work.
Venable makes an attractive romantic foil.
Next to Conway's the most important The rest of the players are no more than
roles fall to Harriet Hilliard, Jane Randolph, adequate.
Edgar Kennedy and Edwards. All are okay
CAST: Stuart Erwin, Evelyn Venable,
for the purpose of the story. The film,
Thurston Hall, Vivian Blaine, William T.
produced by Maurice Geraghty, has fast di- Orr, Bennie Bartlett, James Bush, Chick
rection byEdward Dmytryk. The screenplay
Chandler, Hugh Beaumont, Ken Christy,
of Edward Dein and Gerald Geraghty, based
Robert Emmett Keane, Harold Goodwin,
on a yarn by Stuart Palmer, is routine for
Eddie Acuff, Charles Coleman, Syd Saylor,
the most part.
Emmett Vogan, Ralph Dunn.
CAST: Tom Conway, Harriet Hilliard, Jane
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sol M.
Randolph, Edgar Kennedy, Cliff Edwards,
Wurtzel; Director, Thomas Z. Loring;
Rita Corday, Erford Gage, Wynne Gibson,
Screenplay, Ben Markson, Irving Cummings,
Andre Chariot, Richard Loo, Cliff Clark,
Jr.; Based on Story by Peter B. Kyne;
Ed Gargan, Velma Dawson Puppets.
Cameraman, Glen MacWilliams; Art DirecCREDITS: Producer, Maurice Geraghty;
tors, Richard Day, Maurice Ransford; Film
Director, Edward Dmytryk; Screenplay, Ed- Editor, Louis Loeffler.
ward Dein, Gerald Geraghty; Based on Okay.
DIRECTION, Fair. iPHOTOGRAPHY,
story by Stuart Palmer; Musical Score, Roy
Webb; Musical, Director, C. Bakaleinikoff;
Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie Art Directors;,
away from it; he's the nicest thing about
this film. The way in which he deports
himself is bound to please Falcon fans
plenty.

1
i
'
I

"He Hired the Boss"

A.bert S. D'Agostino, Walter E. Keller; Film
Ed. tor, George Crone.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

OWI Will Not Alter Policy
On Deferment of Talent
(.Continued from Page 1)

1-A, reiterated that body's stand on
talent deferment. He stated that
OWI has discontinued the practice
of requesting deferment for artists
who serve it in an advisory capacity.
Kyser's appeal was entered prior
to the adoption by OWI of its new
policy.

"Ladies' Day"

with Lupe Velez, Eddie Albert
RKO
62 Mins.
BASEBALL BACKGROUND MAY HELP
THIS WEAKLING COMEDY GET BY ON
DUALS IN NEIGHBORHOODS.
Exhibitors will have to play up the baseball atmosphere to get satisfactory returns
on "Ladies' Day," a frail comedy padded
out beyond all reasonableness. The humor
is no great shakes, consisting chiefly in
a lot of cavorting about by the players.
It's all pretty empty, senseless, not to say
a bit on the side of boredom at times. Fortunately the picture is filled with action, a
fact which helps one to forget that what
is happening means little. For this much
credit is due Director Leslie Goodwins.
The leading roles are in the hands of
Lupe Velez and Eddie Albert. The former
is a movie star; the latter, a pitching ace
upon whom rest his team's hopes for winning the
pennant.
gal, Albert's
recent
bride,
proves a The
dangerous
distraction,
causing his game to sag badly. The wives
of the other players decide to do something about it. They contrive ways and
means of keeping husband and wife apart
in the belief that by attending strictly to
business Albert will be able to regain his
old form and carry the team to success.
In practice the scheme doesn't work any
too well. Deprivation of Lupe's companionship has a detrimental effect. The day is
saved at the crucial moment when Lupe
escapes from the women, who have been
holding her prisoner, and rushes to the
stadium where the deciding game of the
series is being played. Inspired by her
presence, Albert turns on the heat and
hurls the top game of his life.
The acting is passable. Patsy Kelly, Max
Baer, Jerome Cowan supply Albert and Miss
Velez with their main support.
Charles E. Roberts and Dane Lussier
didn't strain themselves in knocking out the
screenplay, which was produced in perfunctory manner by Bert Gilroy.
CAST: Lupe Velez, Eddie Albert, Patsy
Kelly, Max Baer, Jerome Cowan, Iris Adrian, Joan Barclay, Cliff Clark, Carmen
Morales, George Cleveland, Jack Briggs,
Russ Clark, Cedrick Young, Eddie Dew,
Tom Kennedy, Ralph Sanford.
CREDITS: Producer, Bert Gilroy; Director, Leslie Goodwins; Screenplay, Charles
E. Roberts, Dane Lussier; Based on play by
Robert Considine, Edward Clark Lilley, Bertrand Robinson; Musical Score, Roy Webb;
Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Feild Gray; Film
Okay.
Editor, Harry Marker.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,

"Dead Man's Gulch"
with Don Barry, Lynn Merrick
Republic
56 Mins.
WESTERN POSSESSES ENOUGH ACTION AND EXCITEMENT TO GET IT
BY WITH THE KIDS.
The story of the representative of
and order who is driven to the unpleas
duty of having to come to grips with his
buddy
is told
in "Dead
Man's
a western
thatagain
remains
glued to
the Gulch,"
formula
throughout.
The buddies in the film are Don Barry
and Malcolm McTaggart, the one a deputy
sheriff, the other a gunman for a crooked
outfit hogging the freighting business at
the expense of the ranchers' welfare. When
Barry becomes suspicious of McTaggart's
activities, he has a heart-to-heart talk with
the lad on the senselessness of his course.
Barry only gets a rebuff for his pains and
McTaggart continues with his career in
crime. Things come to a point where
Barry has to take firm measures to halt
the chap's downward plunge. It takes
but one guess to know that at the climax
the two men are shooting it out fiercely.
McTaggart gets a dose of lead from Barry,
who is saved from death by a watch given
to
by the
man.accounts
Our herowith
doesn't
resthimuntil
he young
squares
the
heads of the freighting outfit who lured
his pal from the straight and narrow.
The girl in the film is Lynn Merrick,
McTaggart's sister, who tries to keep her
brother from getting into trouble.
Norman S. Hall collaborated with Robert
Williams in supplying the action-packed
screenplay of "Dead Man's Gulch," which
was directed at a fast pace by John English.
CAST: Don Barry, Lynn Merrick, Clancy
Cooper. Emmett Lynn, Malcolm McTaggart,
Jack Vosper, Jack Rockwell, Pierce Lyden,
Lee Shumway,
Rex Lease, Al Taylor.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Eddy
White; Director, John English; Screenplay,
Norman S. Hall, Robert Williams; Based on
story by Norman S. Hall; Art Director, Russell Kimball; Film Ed tor, Arthur Roberts;
Musical Score, Mort Glickman; Cameraman.
Ernest Miller.
DIRECTION,
Good.

All Right. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Nation- Wide V. C. Tour
By O'Donnell and Harris
(Continued from Page 1)

are to acquaint exchange cities where
there are no Variety Clubs about the
organization and to help industry
Kaufman Free on Bail;
groupsstarted.
in some of those cities to get
tents
FBI Seeks Indicted Six
Election of New Ascap
First phase of the tour will cover
the West and Northwest, starting in
U. S. Attorney Mathias P. Correa Board to be Certified Today Los Anglees. In May the tour will
yesterday said that Louis Kaufman,
extend to the Eastern states and
business agent of Newark operators'
Ascap's committee on elections, an- O'Donnell and Hanis will be accomnounced yesterday that it will certify
Local 244, had posted bail of $25,000
panied by Marc Wolf, J. Louis Rome,
and that special agents of the FBI to its board of directors at its meet- Earle Sweigert, Carter Barron and
were searching for the six former
ing today the election of the follow- Chic Lewis.
ing directors: Fred E. Ahlert, Oscar
members of the Al Capone "syndi- Hammerstein
II, Irving Caesar, A.
cate" who have become fugitives. Walter K:amer; publisher members: Family Club Elects Friday
Kaufman and the fugitives, all resiElection of the first officers and
Schirmer, Louis Bernstein,
dents of Chicago, were indicted last Gustave
Herman Starr and Saul Bornstein.
members
of the board of governors
day.
week under the federal anti-rackThe only change in the present of the newly formed 20th Centuryeteering act for alleged extortion of board
of directors is the replacement Fox Home Office Family Club, will
more than $2,500,000 from film pro- of Oley Speaks by A. Walter Kramer
be held Friday, and announced Monducers and members of the IATSE. for the standard writers.
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IA "B" Locals Ask
Increases in Wages
(Continued from Page 1)

DAILY

Victory Garden

Night

Uniform Safety Rules
Ordered for Buffalo

Omaha — The R. D. Goldberg circuit of one downtown and five nabe
houses has started Victory Garden
Night, giving each patron a packet
of garden seeds.

Buffalo — After conferences in
which managers collaborated with
officials of the Buffalo Office of Civilian Protection, Mayor Joseph J.
Kelly, director of the BOCP, promulgated official uniform regulations
Scripts Simultaneously
for protection of theater patrons,
To OWL Armed Forces?
employes and property in a war
emergency. Only Chicago hereto(Continued from Page 1)
fore has had such official measures,
of scripts requiring military clear- OCP officials said.
ance to the Army or Navy and the
Theatermen participating in the conferences
OWI, it was said by Lowell Mellett, were Robert T. Murphy, Dewey Michaels,
George
H. Mackenna, George Mason, Stanley
OWI film chief. These arrange- Kozanowski,
Richard T. Kemper, Harry
ments, Mellett added, in no way Goldsmith, Andrew Gibson, George J. Gamaffect the general clearance situation mel and Spencer Balser.
as it now stands between the OWI
and the studios.

increases to meet the higher cost of
living resulting f : om the war. Under
the two-year contracts which became effective in November, 1941,
the union was granted the right to
.--^negotiate on wages at the end of
y
first year. The union elected
i ../ defer exercising the privilege
until now. Rear-office workers in 32
exchange centers are involved. The
negotiations are being conducted in
New York, where preliminary meetings are now being held.
Richard F. Walsh, president of the
IATSE, said that in its drive to obAssembly Approves Bingo
tain more money for the employes
Legalization Measure
the union intended to get "as much "Test Puot No. 6"
Screenings
as we can under the law."
M-G-M will hold trade showings
Albany, N. Y. — The Assembly yesof "Test Pilot No. 6" in most exterday by a vote of 100 to 34 apCromwell's Son Dead
change centers on April 6, except
proved a bill to legalize Bingo if
Detroit — Lewis Cromwell, Jr., 5- in Washington and Detroit where it conducted exclusively by a chariyear old son of Lew Cromwell, Cass will be screened April 5 and 7, retable, civic, educational, fraternal,
spectively.
treasurer, is dead.
veterans' or religious organization.

A SCENE FROM AT DAWN

Balaban, Gilford
In Phone Pep Talks
(Continued from Page 1)

were heard by approximately 2,000
Calling on everyone concerned,
persons.
Balaban declared that one of the
most important immediate jobs was
to sign up the remaining minority of
exhibitors who had not yet pledged
co-operation in the effort. The second
point of importance, he said, was
that of thorough and consistent audicollections.canComplete
co-operationence
of theaters
collect $5,000,000,
Balaban concluded.
Gifford thanked his unseen listeners for their co-operation and added
that "you of the War Activities Committee of the motion picture industry are making a real contribution
to the success of our campaign and
to the important and vital work of
the Red Cross."

Indianapolis Blackout Sunday
Indianapolis — This city's first complete blackout is set for Sunday.
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"CABIN IN THE SKY" ZOOMS!
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, always the Picture Pioneer, has
done it again! "Cabin in the Sky" the screen's greatest
musical novelty has topped record-breaking "Somewhere I'll Find You" in its first week in Dallas. Held over
— and on its way to fame and fortune. Get your share
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PRINT JHORTAGE NEW EXHIB. HEADACHE
House Gives Death Blow to Salary Ceiling Order
By Vote of Two to One
Passes Bill With Senate's Anti-Ceiling Rider
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Industry's Talent Manpower Situation To Be
Taken lip By Congress, Rep. Boren Asserts
Washington

DAILY

Washington — Conference report
on the bill to raise the national debt
limit to $210,000,000,000, including
the Senate version of Section 4 which
completely nullifies the President's
order limiting salaries to $25,000
net per year, was passed by the
House yesterday.
The report was submitted to the
House late in the afternoon and
speedily passed by a two-to-one vote.
It is believed on Capitol Hill that
the President will sign the bill.

Rep. fo Train Men
For Post-War Posts

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Congress will, within the next few months, consider the talent
manpower situation of the film industry, Rep. Lyle H. Boren of Oklahoma said
yesterday. Although the entire manpower situation thus far has been a "hodgepodge," Boren said it is certain that Congress will come to an intelligent consideration ofthe problem presented by the drafting or our most vitally needed
entertainers. Asked if he intended to press for legislative action himself. Boren
said he believed anything of that sort should come from congressional delegates
from California, but implied that support for any move along those lines would
be strong.

10-Cent Price Jumps
In Effect In Frisco

Owners of Wometco
(living Scholarships
Miami, Fla. — Mitchell Wolfson
and Sidney Meyers, owners of the
Wometco chain, have established
two full-tuition scholarships at the
University of Miami, Coral Gables.
Scholarships will be given to outstanding high school graduates, one
from the Miami Beach High School,
and the other from Miami.

The reduction in the number of
prints made for each picture is causing new headaches for exhibitors,
especially those operating theaters
a long distance from the exchange
centers. Reshuffling of playdates
is becoming more and more a daily
practice and exhibitors have to be
content to book for the nearest open
date.
While the
situation appears to be
(Continued on Page 8)

N. Y. Foreign Press
Backs R. C. Campaign OWI Co-ops With
Publishers and film editors of New
York City's powerful array of some info Media— Davis
100 newspapers with a circulation
of over 1,000,000, and printed in 28

San Francisco — All four downtown
FWC theaters, the Fox, Warfield,
Paramount, and St. Francis, will
raise admissions from 65c to 75c.
second-runs, the El Capitan foreign languages, have volunteered
Republic will train "a large num- FWC
and
the
State, have tilted from 45c their support to the local Red Cross
ber" of men from its present sales
organization for assignment to new to 55c. The Nasser Bros, neighbor- War Fund's theater collections drive
hood circuit will increase admissions from April 1-7 inclusive, and will
markets which will open up with the
to 55c and other second- meet at 4:30 p.m. on Monday in the
return of peace, according to H. J. from 45c (Continued
on Page 81
12th Floor(Continued
projection
room8) at Paraon Page
Yates who will speak at Rep.'s regional sales conference which opens
today at the New York A. C. and Compagna and De Lucia
continues tomorrow.
Distribs. May Get Credit
Held in $60,000 Bail
It is Yates'
conviction
that
the
(Continued on Page 8)
Chicago — - Louis Compagna and For Quarter's Unused Film
Paul De Lucia, Capone mobsters Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
indicted in New York for film indusWashington — It is likely that credCunningham Appointed
try racketeering, mail fraud and
it for any film unused during the
L & J General Manager
conspiracy, surrendered here yester- first quarter will be allowed distribday, were
immediately
arraigned,
utors in addition to the regular sec(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
Atlanta, Ga.— John A. Cunningham has been promoted to general
manager of the Lucas & Jenkins
circuit, succeeding E. E. Whitaker
who has entered the Army.
Cun(Continued on Page 8)

Bookers Said Unable to
Promise Deliveries on
The Scheduled Playdates

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — At his press conference yesterday, Elmer Davis, OWI
director, stated that, OWI for months
outthe practice
had been
lined at following
the week-end
by Rep. J.
William
Ditter, R., Pa, that the
(Continued on Page 6)

President's Board Gets
UNW Check Next Tuesday
Representatives of the WAC and
the United Nations Week will go
to Washington
to pre( Continuedon on Tuesday
Page 6)

Admission Tax Receipts Oil

Long Runs Spread
To Towns and r\abes

Broadway Total Up; National Figure Drops

Following the lead of key city firstruns, extended engagements of pictures are spreading among the smaller cities and towns of the country,
with more than 40 per cent of the
situations which formerly held a picture only one week, or played a
split-week policy, now doubling their
playing time, it is disclosed by
Warners' sales department.
Nabes in numerous cities also are
giving more playing time to pictures,
falling in step with the trend among
downtown subsequent-runs recently
cited by Ben Kalmenson, WB sales
chief.

Round-the-Clock Openings
Tests by Warners Clicking

Washington
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of THE

FILM
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Washington — With the Broadway
area recovering strongly from its
December low, January receipts rose
In the first of a series of 'round- sharply, while they dropped throughout the rest of the country. Februthe-clock premieres set up by the
ary admissions tax figures, released
Warner Circuit for "Air Force" in
cities with large war plants, the today by the Bureau of Internal
Warner Theater, Bridgeport, re- Revenue, show total collections of
ported that from the time of open- only $11,317,101.25, more than $400,ing at 12:30 a.m. yesterday to the 000 under the January collection
normal opening hour of 10 a.m., the of $11,728,489.41.
While the national total dropped
l;300-seat house played to 2,635 paid
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)
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NICHOLAS

M.

SCHENCK

is in

LOUIS B. MAYER and HOWARD
left yesterday for the Coast.

Miami.
STR1CKLING

SIR ALEXANDER KORDA arrives here from
Hollywood
Saturday.
day.
FRANK ORSATTI left for the Coast yester-

due

NATE
here

BLUM-BERG
next week.

PHIL REISMAN
tour in April.

and

JOHN

JOSEPH

are

leaves for a South American

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and WILLIAM
return to the Coast on Saturday.

COETZ

PHIL ENCEL, publicity representative for Warner Bros, in New England, is in Buffalo.
NORMAN J. AYERS, Warner's New England district manager, is in New Haven, from
where he will proceed to New York for homeoffice conferences.
ALAN

MOWBRAY

is at the Warwick.

HUNT STROMBERG
row for New York.
RED

SKELTON

leaves the Coast tomor-

is heading for New

York.

JEAN LENAUER has arrived in Ottawa to
assume a post as writer-director with the
Canadian
National
Film Board.
GRACE

GEORGE

is in Hollywood

to make

film debut in "Mcleod's Folly."
C. AUBREY SMITH is in Hollywood
New
York.
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MAJ. GEN. IRVING J. PHILLIPSON, director
of Army Emergency Relief, has arrived in Los
Angeles from Washington to inspect the provisional task force of 350 soldiers assigned
to Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army."
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER returns to Hollywood next month from New York to appear in
Para.'s "The Uninvited."
LEE BOWMAN, Metro player, is here from
the Coast.
RUTH HUSSEY
New York.
JAKE

WILK

Goodman to S. America;
Morgen Joins Republic
Prior to his departure yesterday1
for a trip through South and Cen-;
tral America and the West Indies,:
Morris
vicepresident Goodman,
in charge Republic's
of foreign sales,
announced the appointment of G.
P. Morgen, for many years associated with UA in foreign distribution, as home office rep.
Goodman's itinerary includes Mer
ico, Panama, Peru, Chile, Argentiit
Brazil, Trinidad, Venezuela,
Porto
Rico, and Cuba.

goes to Providence today from
is in

NEW YORK
THEATERS

Boston.

NICHOLAS NAPOLI, head of Artkino, will
get back from
Hollywood
on Monday.
C. L. CARRINCTON, vice-president and general manager of Altec Service, has returned
to New York from the Coast.
WALTER E. BRANSON, Western division sales
manager for RKO Radio, left yesterday for Chicago.

RADIO

THEO JUNC of the Loew's, construction
department made the Loew-Poli circuit of theaters with Harry F. Shaw, division manager
this week.

SPEnCER TRACY ♦ KBTHflRlOE HEPBURR

FRED W. FRANKE, Universal traveling auditor,
will spend several weeks at the New Haven
exchange.

CITY MUSIC

ROCKEFELLER

"KEEPER

OF

HALL

CENTER

THE

FLAME"

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Picture
Gala Stage Revue # Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine
Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

her

HARRY GOETZ will be Hollywood-bound
the end of the month.

FINANCIAL

JACK BENNY has gone to Phoenix, Ariz.,
from Chicago to recuperate from his bout
with pneumonia.
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DONAT BLAINE, operator of the Jodoin, Baltic, Conn., is home on furlough
from camp.
FRANCIS HARLEY, managing director for
20th-Fox in Great Britain, is on his way back
to his post after a long stay in this country.

Expect Canadian Censor,
License Fees to Slump
DAILY

Hollywood — Commenting on published reports that Arnold Pressburger, who has been in the East, is
negotiating for Alexander Korda's
interest in United Artists, representatives of United Artists and Korda
said they have no knowledge of it.
It is known that "feelers" have
been put out by Korda and UA Corp.
regarding Korda's stock and that
the by-laws of the organization provide that a partner-owner must, first
submit his interest to the coiporation
before making a deal with anyone
else or other organizations.
According to published reports
Pressburger is representing a Wall
Street investment banking group including the American representatives of European financial houses.
Korda entrained for New York Tuesday and is expected to fly to England
on the Clipper or a bomber.

Rationing Lectures Set
For 70 Area Theaters

Seventy theaters in the New York
exchange area will open their doors
"New Faces" Tab. Version
next Monday to housewives for lecA tabloid version of "New Faces
tures explaining the new system of
of 1943," the Leonard Sillman show, meat and butter rationing. Lectures
is being prepared for a cross-coun- were arranged through the WAC
try tour of the presentation and officials of the Civilian Defense
houses and is scheduled to open on Volunteer Office, the latter supplyApril 23, with the initial booking
ing the speakers. This move is a
either in Philadelpia or Boston.
forerunner of similar co-operation
with the CDVO, according to Fred
Emest H. Tarter Dead
Schwartz, N. Y. exhibitor chairman.
Yakima, Wash. — Ernest H. Tarter, Possibilities in the future include
veteran motion picture operator died lectures on victory gardens and
at his home.
courses in wartime cooking.

Toronto — Annual budget presented
before the Ontario Legislature revealed that the income of the fiscal
year, now closing, of the Censorship
and Theaters Inspection Branch of
the Treasury Department was $190,000, consisting largely of censor
board and theater license fees.
Estimate for the next fiscal year
is $185,000, drop being based on
fewer films to be reviewed.

Warners May Get Harris
Production for $250,000
Although no deal has been closed,
Warners are said to be the likely
purchaser of pix rights to Jed Harris' "Dark Eyes," for the Broadway
production of which 20th-Fox was
"angel." Reported price is $250,000. Film version would not be
released until June, 1944.

Hartford Theater Denied
Oil, Operates Unheated
Hartford, Conn.— The Daly Theater has had to operate without
heat, since the local ration board
has allowed no oil for a week now.

Shubert Theater, Philly,
Leased by Warner Bros.
Philadelphia, Pa — Warners were
reported here yesterday to have
closed a long-term leasing deal for
the local Shubert theater. Policy is
yet to be determined, it was said.
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THE SPECIAL
of
TRADE SHOWINGS
-JVlayer's
- Oolawyn
Metrodistinguished
production
William Saroyan's

"THE HUMAN COMEDY"
MICKEY ROONEY
starring

with

FRANK

MORGAN

JAMES CRAIG
FAY BAINTER
VAN JOHNSON
JACK JENKINS
JOHN CRAVEN
MARY NASH

MARSHA HUNT
RAY COLLINS
DONNA REED
DOROTHY MORRIS
ANN AYARS
HENRY O'NEILL

From the Story by William Saroyan • Screen Play by Howard
Produced

and Directed by

CLARENCE

BROWN

Estabrook

DIRECTORY of TRADE

wTke HUMAN
CITY

ATLANTA

&

BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS

"With all
my heart"

COMEDY"

ADDRESS
Delaware Theatre
290 Delaware Ave.
Rhodes Center Theatre
62 So. Rhodes Center N.W.

ALBANY

SHOWINGS

Uptown Theatre
239 Huntington Ave.
Erlanger Theatre
118 Delaware Ave.
Visulite Theatre
1615 Elizabeth Ave.
Esquire Theatre
58 East Oak St.
Forrest Theatre
671 Forrest (Avondale)
Hanna Theatre
East 14th St.
20th-Fox Screen Room
1803 Wood Street

Day, Date & Hour of Screening
THUR. 4/8
WED.

4/7

8:30 P.M.

THUR.

4/8

8:30 P.M.

SUN.
WED.

4/11
4/7

MON.

4/12

THUR.

4/8

WED.

4/7

MON.

4/5

TUES.

4/6

2:30 P.M.

WED.

4/7

8:30 P.M.

8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
10 P.M.

8:30 P.M.

DENVER

Broadway Theatre
1756 Broadway

DES MOINES

Roosevelt Theatre
831 42nd St.
Mercury Theatre
16860 Schaefer St.

THUR.

4/8

WED.

4/7

INDIANAPOLIS

Keith's Theatre
117 No. Pennsylvania

WED.

4/7

KANSAS

Edison Hall
14th and Baltimore
Ambassador Theatre
3400 Wilshire Blvd.
Linden Circle Theatre
311 South Somerville St.
Pabst Theatre
144 E. Wells St.

THUR.

4/8

8:30 P.M.

WED.

4/7

8:30 P.M.

WED.

4/7

8:30 P.M.

THUR.

4/8

WED.

4/7

TUES.

4/6

DETROIT

CITY

LOS ANGELES
MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS

Century Theatre
40 South 7th St.

NEW

HAVEN

NEW

ORLEANS

Whitney Theatre
1220 Whitney Ave. (Hamden)
Center Theatre
912 Canal St.
Astor Theatre
45th and Broadway

NEW YORK I
NEW JERSEY \
OKLAHOMA CITY
OMAHA

Tower Theatre
42 5 N.W. 23rd St.
Dundee Theatre
4952 Dodge St.

TUES. 4/13
THUR.

4/8

THUR.

4/8

MON.
WED.

4/12
4/7

PHILADELPHIA

Erlanger Theatre
21st & Market Sts.

PITTSBURGH

Shadyside Theatre
5 518 Walnut St., Shadyside Disc.
TUES. 4/6
Oriental Theatre
822 S.E. Grand Ave.
TUES. 4/6
Uptown Theatre
4938 Delmar Blvd.
THUR. 4/8
Little Studio Theatre
161 South Main St.
TUES. 4/6
El Presidio Theatre
2302- Chestnut St.
TUES. 4/6
Green Lake Theatre
7107 Woodlawn Ave.
TUES. 4/6
20th-Fox Screen Room
932 New Jersey, N.W.

PORTLAND
ST. LOUIS
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON,D.C.

Pledge Please! Red Cross Drive April i—y

8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.

8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
10 A.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:;o P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
8:;o P.M.
1 P.M.
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Admission Tax
Receipts Are Off

OWI Co-ops With
Enfo Media— Davis

{Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

agency should be a co-ordinating
rather than a production agency,
working with responsible executives
of the various information media.
That, Davis asserted, is just what
the OWI has been doing.
''OWI believes, and will continue
to believe, that the job of informing the people can best be done
through established media, and that
the main task of a Government office
of information is to secure the cooperation ofthese media and to give
them materials and information
which they require. We have done
this."
The motion picture bureau of the
OWI works with the War Activities
Committee of the motion picture industry as well as with the various
producing companies separately. In
this way the bureau circulates war
information to the producers and
helps them with their problems,
Davis intimated.

Distribs. May Get Credit
For Quarter's Unused Film
(Continued from Page 1)

ond quarter allotment of raw stock,
Harold Hopper said yesterday.
He explained that a relatively
small amount of stock in the first
quarter allotment was not used, and
said that because of the favorable
stock situation at present WPB
would probably credit the studios
with whatever film they were entitled to during the first quarter but
had not used by the end of this
month.

N. Y. Assembly Passes
Juve Employment Bill
Albany, N. Y. — The Assembly
passed and sent, to the Senate yesterday the Ehrlich Bill, which prohibits the employment of children
under 16 years in theatrical performances, circuses, motion pictures,
radio broadcasts, performances, except church or school exhibitions or
on amateur programs, without the
consent of the education board or
officials, when in their opinion such
performances are not harmful.

Ray
Enright
Edward F. Hurley
Bertram Millhauser

David
T. Katz
Phillip
Reed
El Brendel
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• •
• NEW JERSEY Allied will ho'.d a "sliding scale" dinner at
the Ritz Restaurant, Passaic, N. ]., on April 13
A "sliding scale"
dinner can be explained this way: The Allied unit usually has beef-

\)

off, the collections from the Broadway area, which zoomed to a poor
$678,381.87 for January, gained nearly a million and a half dollars to $2.
093,101.22. Theater admissions coV \
lections rose from $546,463 to $1,899,924.14.

steak at its periodic dinners, but Harry Hecht, owner ol the Ritz, doesn't
know if he can get beeisteak
So, everybody buys the regular $5.50
ticket and if Hecht can get beefsteak the dinner will be $5.50; if he
serves veal, the price of the dinner will be $4; if he serves lamb, the
dinner will be $3.50; if he serves chicken, the price will be $3, and so
on
If beetsteak is not available, the monetary difference between
$5.50 and the price of the dinner served will be put into a pot and a
War Bond will be purchased with it. ... . And the boys will hold a drawing for the Bond
T
▼
T

At that, February collections were considerably above those for the same month of
last year, when the national total was only
$9,769,397, with the Broadway area accounting for $1,638,706 of that figure. Theater
admissions for Broadway accounted for slightly
over a million and a half dollars in February.
1942. Roof garden and cabaret admissions
brought in $177,948 last month, as against
only
previous month and $103.851 in$117,566
February,the 1942.
Limited schedules in some areas because
of fuel oil rationing, and the first full month
of the pleasure driving ban in the eastern
states are thought responsible for the overall
drop of nearly two million dollars.

© • * / sailor walked up to the cashier's booth of The Tivoli
Theater in Brooklyn that was well decorated with Red Cross posters,
War Bond posters, scrap posters, with a sprinkling of OWI posters on
the side, and handed the cashier a dollar bill
He was much sur-

President's Board Gets
UNW Check Next Tuesday

prised to receive only 75 cents change
"Is it a quarter now?
I
used to pay only 5 cents"
The cashier replied that he must be
mistaken because their price had never been as low as 5 cents
A
bit annoyed he walked into the lobby only to come back two seconds

later with, "Holy hat, is this a theater? I thought it was the subway."

▼

•

•

•

AVENGE

▼

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

Round-the-Clock Openings Compagna and De Lucia
Tests by Warners Clicking Held in $60,000 Bail
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

admissions, equivalent to more than pleaded not guilty and were ordered
two capacity audiences, the Warner held in $60,000 bail each.
Circuit home office announced. In
U. S. District Attorney M. F.
receipts, the take up to 10 a.m. was
Correa here yesterday said that the
equivalent to the usual full day's early removal to New York of both
business for a big picture opening.
Compagna and De Lucia would be
Second of the 'round-the-clock sought.
openings took place at 1:30 a.m.
yesterday in Hartford with equally Kaufman Denies Coerc
ing
gratifying
results.
Membership of Local 244
Other 'round-the-clock premieres
Newark— Taking the stand for the
already scheduled include Baltimore,
Erie, Johnstown, Cleveland and first time in the action for a reYoungstown, with more to follow.
ceivership for Local 244, operators,
Louis Kaufman yesterday denied in
Chancery Court that he dominated
James Kaplan, Delivery
the union in his capacity of busiService Head, is Dead
ness manager. He testified that he
never used coercion to whip the
James Kaplan, 51, half owner of membership into
doing his bidding
the State Film Delivery Service,
that the union's elections were
died of a heart ailment yesterday and
conducted in a democratic fashion.
morning. Kaplan had been asso- Kaufman spent five
hours on the
ciated with the motion picture busi- stand answering charges
brought by
ness for 25 years and was widely six members of the union.
known throughout the territory, esThe defendant's testimony was
pecially in New Jersey. He is sur- corroborated
by Harry Oppenheimer,
vived by his widow, two sons and secretary of
Local 244. Another wittwo brothers. Kaplan operated the
ness for Kaufman was Herbert B.
delivery service with Morris Lane.
Shapiro, attorney for the local, who
is also an auditor. Shapiro said
Chi. Film Bookers Install
that an audit of the union's books
made by him showed everything to
Chicago— The Chicago Film Book- be in order.
ers Club installed Russell Uswetsky
of the Hairy Balaban Circuit as Named Aide
to L. B. Mayer
president and Frank Nardi of ReVoldemar Vetluigin, associate edipublic as secretary. The club will
devote 50 per cent of its revenues
tor of the Red Book, has been appointed special editorial assistant to
this year to the Red Cross and other
B. Mayer.
Louis
patriotic purposes.

(Continued from Page 1)

sent the check representing the collections in theaters during the
United Nations Week. The check will
be turned over to the President's
War Relief Control Board at a special luncheon tendered to both
host.
groups. Francis S. Harmon will be
H. L. Tracy, manager of the Fayette Theater, Willard, O., who was
chosen at random as being typical
of the thousands of exhibitors who
participated in United Nations Week,
will be unable to attend and has
asked Pete Wood to represent him.
In addition to Wood, others of the
United Nations Week officials to go
to Washington include Edward L.
Alperson, national chairman; Leon
J. Bamberger, campaign director; S.
H. Fabian, Theater Division chairman; Harry Mandel, publicity and
advertising director, and Herman
Robbins,
treasurer.

Rites Held for Rogers
Funeral services were held Tuesday
for Elmer F. Rogers, 72, of Cranford, N. J., for 19 years manager of
the New York Palace subsequent to
his retirement in 1932.

Any Resemblance—
Purely Coincidental
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount, according
to B. G. De Silva, will make a feature, "The Hitler Gang," depicting
the rise and fall of the Nazi regime.
Players will be selected for important roles in line with their resemblance toNazi leaders, regardless
of the power of their box office
OWI
blessing.
names. Opus has State Dept. and
It is planned, De Silva says, to
make 16 mm. prints of the film for
tries.
smuggling into Nazi-occupied coun-

FAYE • john PAYNE
OAKIE • lynn BARI

* Century-Fox

RED CROSS WEEK
Sign up Quick—
Apr. 1-7

Thursday,
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N. Y. Foreign Press
Backs R. (. Campaign
(Continued from Page 1)

mount's home office to discuss ways
and means of best extending their
aid to this important undertaking
by the motion picture industry.
In addition to mapping plans, the
group of publishers and their staff
members, — who have prominently
and valuably assisted the Foreign
Language Division, Committee on
Information, 1943 Red Cross War
Fund of New York City, of which
Sigmund Gottlober is chairman—,
will view a film program which will
include, according to present schedule, probably the Eed Cross reel recently produced by the March of
Time, and the Fox Movietone News
issue of March 4, which included a
sequence of local blood donations
to the Red Cross plasma bank by
foreign language groups in New
York City.
Monday's
meeting
will
be Attending
Fred Schwartz
and Sam
Rinzler,
co-chairmen of the New York Area's
Red Cross Theater Campaign, and,
if present in the city, Barney Balaban, national chairman of the theater collection drive. Sigmund Gottlober is expected to be among the
speakers.
National support by the foreign
language newspapers is also envisioned, it is asserted by authoritative channels among the publishers
themselves.

Fred Allen in Minstrel
Show at Red Cross Benefit
Fred Allen will be interlocutor in
a minstrel show which will be one
feature of the Red Cross War Fund
Benefit at Madison Square Garden
April 5.
Marvin Schenck, chairman of the
entertainment committee, plans several big production numbers which
will include the casts of "Star and
Garter," "Something For The Boys,"
The Rockettes, The Roxyettes and
the Fred Waring Glee Club.

Red Cross Collections
Going to Local Chairmen
Red Cross War Fund theater collections will be held by the co-operating houses until the drive is terminated when the total will be computed in the presence of the Red
Cross local chairman and a check for
the entire sum turned over to him,
Claude Lee said yesterday.

Semper

Fittelis

Tallahassee, Fla.— Pfc Daniel H.
Cafes of the U. S. Marine Corps has
been killed in action in the
te- Pacific Southwest. Before
rSS^ enlisting in the Marines in
"^ 1941, Cates was assistant
manager of the Florida and
previous to that, was doorman at the
State Theater.

rtage
P™« ShoHeadache
RCVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJCCTS Exhib.

"Air Crew"
("This
Is
America"
Series)
RKO Radio
18 mins.
Fine Subject
Filmed at the Naval Air Training
Station in Jacksonville, Fla., this
fifth of the "This Is America" series
is a highly interesting and informative exposition of the making of an
air ciew. Stress is principally upon
training routine and the thoroughness thereof. But the footage is
definitely fortified with human interest elements which make for strong
audience interest. Channel for
achieving this is the employment of
fixed central characters whom patrons follow throughout.
"Air Crew," aside from its value
as box-office screen fare, is both inspirational and a credit to the Navy,
RKO Radio-Pathe, and the industry
generally. Fredric Ullman, Jr., has
given the two-reeler fine production
and a most capable staff wherewith
to achieve results. Dudley Hale supervised; Jay Bonafield edited; Larry
O'Reilly directed and photographed;
Francis L. Woolley handled recording, Dick Fleischer and Ardis Smith
the script, and Al Goodman and
Herman Fuchs the music which is
dynamic and appropriately applied.
"Air Crew" ranks with the best
of its predecessor films in the series.
It deserves plenty of playing time.

"America's Food Crisis"
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
18 Mins.
Excellent
"America's Food Crisis" is bound
to stir up more interest on the part
of the public than the average
March of Time release. The reason
is simple. The film deals with a
subject that is close to home — food.
It brings the war to every American's threshhold and makes it vividly
real in terms that everyone understands. An attempt is made in the
film to explain the food shortages
that exist today in the United
States. The explanation is presented clearly and entertainingly.
The film is singularly successful in
setting forth the various factors
responsible for our food crisis.
Also touched upon are measures
being taken by Government authorities to step up the production of
food. The footage offers glimpses
of public officials charged with the
business of keeping the supply of
food at a high level. Good editing
and fine photography help put over
the film's mission.
This is one film that every exhibitor can book in the knowledge
that hetinct isservice.
doing his patrons a dis-

10-Cent Price Jumps
In Effect in Frisco

Rep. to Train Men
For Post-War Posts

Adopts Five Cent Increase

Reisman Planning April
Trip to South America

(Continued from Page 1)

more serious in the West and Midwest, theater bookers in the East
report that they are having the same
difficulties, depending largely on th
distributor involved, inasmuch a\ |
some companies have reduced prints
more than others.
Distributors, however, are endeavoring to sell and book on the basis
of print supply, but in many cases
j
policy had
wasn't
adopted
the
( the
situation
become
moreuntilacute.
While there have been few instances
where an exchange has lost out completelythaton ait playdate,
is estimated
now takes itabout
six
months longer to wring out the full
revenue possibilities of a picture.
The print problem is said to have
been slow in coming to what has
been described as the "boiling point,"
but that so-called "point" is rapidly being reached and bookers can't
promise that a print will be delivered for a scheduled playdate. It is
believed that the condition will
adjust itself by pushing availabilities back all along the line, inasmuch as prints have been reduced
to as much as 30 per cent.

Cunningham Appointed
L & J General Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

ningham has been city manager in
Savannah for the chain.
Latter post now goes to Reginald
Wilson, formerly city manager in
(Continued
from
Page
1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Gainsville. Successor there is Theruns and nabes are expected to fol- post-war period will find industry ron Croxton, formerly treasurer at
low.
policies reflecting an international the Fox. Thomas H. Read, manager
According to a survey, business in background
and
viewpoint,
with of the Fox, moves up to city manthe outlying districts continues to be
ager, temporarily retaining his old
production the
centers
areas throughout
world.located in1 berth as well.
good, despite the fact that there great
have been three price jumps in 12
Rep.'s
program
will ' "Corregidor" In All Camps
months.
be Complexion
discussed atof the
local1943-44
meetings
by James
R. Grainger and M. J. Siegel, the latter
PRC's "Corregidor" has been
here from the Coast. Home office reps, at
Two to Seven Cent Price
the parley also include W. L. Titus, Jr., G. booked to play every Army Camp
C. Schaefer, Stephen Dorsey, Harry Marcus.
throughout the country, it was said
Advances in Indianapolis
Seymour Borus, Charles Reed Jones. William Saal is also on from the Coast.
yesterday by Arthur Greenblatt,
Indianapolis — Loew's, Circle, Indivice-president in charge of sales.
Republic's
four Western
district ; sales
ana and Lyric, first-runs, have in- Francis
Bateman,
Merrittmanagers.
Davis, '
creased admission prices as follows: Southern; Sam Seplowin, Midwestern; and Navy Department, in addition to the
War Department, has approved
Gillis, Eastern, head a contingent ' "Corregidor."
Prices from noon to 6 o'clock, form- ofMaxwell
exchange-men including: Arthur Newman,
eily 28c, now 30c, evening prices, Albany;
M. E. Morey,
Boston;
Jack Bell- ;
balcony was 33c, now 40c and down- man, Buffalo; Sam Seletsky, New Haven;
stairs from 44c to 50c, including tax. Morris Epstein and Sidney Picker, New Leo Spitz Quits Law Firm
Joseph Engel, Philadelphia; and franNeighborhoods plan an early raise York; chise
Chicago — Leo Spitz is withdrawing
holders J. H.
Alexander
and
Sam
in admissions.
tmeberg,
Pittsburgh, and Jake Flax, Wash- from the firm of Spitz & Adcock,
ington. I well-known film attorneys, and will
make his home in California.
M & P Para., New Haven,
New Haven— The M & P Paramount is first to up evening price
in this territory to 55 cents all over
the house, from the usual 50 This
is the high for the state

5-Cent Jump in Week-end
Price at Balto. Stanley
Baltimore — The Stanley here has
increased its week-end top price
from 55c to 60c. The 28c matinee
was changed to 30c to avoid handling pennies.
The
Maryland,
which
recently

Willa Martin to the AP

Willa Gray Martin, who has been
woman's contact in S. Barret McCorPhil Reisman, vice-president in mick's RKO Ad.-Publicity Departcharge of RKO's foreign department,resigned
attached to to
Rutgers
join theNeilson's
AP.
ment, expects to leave next month staff has
for a swing around South America.
Trip will combine activities relating
both to RKO and the Co-ordinator
of Inter-American Affairs.

STORKS

started with a stage show and picture policy, previously moved its
nings.
admission from 55c to 66c for eve-

Memphis — Frank Carter, Warner
exchange, is the proud father of a
young daughter named Carole Lina

• • • storm Broadway

in one of

the biggest boxoffice onslaughts
of the year! Opened

a major of-

fensive on records at the Globe/
N. Y., Thursday, March 18th.

FLASH ! This picture BROKE EVERY EXISTING RECORD AT THE ADAMS
Detroit! Now

M^0

THEATRE,

in second smash week!

CENTURY- FOX
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Corregidor
with

Otto Kruger, Elissa Landi,
Donald Woods
PRC
73 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
CORKING DRAMATIC TREATMENT OF
THE SAGA OF CORREGIDOR CAN BE
EXPLOITED INTO ACE MONEY MAKER.
More than favorable acceptance is assured this PRC release which brings an upto-the-minute feel of the United States'
attitude towards its enemies, and of the
lessons learned from the episode of Corregidor.
Fine portrayals by Otto Kruger, Elissa
Landi and Donald Woods, as three doctors
under the stress and strain of the constant
attacks, and under their own emotional
strain due to the crossed love-pattern of
their own lives, adds much to the stark
realism which is lensed. Supporting players are well defined in their characterizations under the skillful direction of William
Nigh, who realistically unfolds the tale
of the staunch fight of our Armed Forces
embattled at Corregidor. Rick Vallin, Ian
Keith, Frank Jenks, Ted Hecht and Charles
Jordan are among the principals.
The story, an original by Doris Malloy
and Edgar Ulmer, who also are responsible
for the screenplay, adds zest with its insight on the reactions of our Armed Forces
to the broadcasts from the homeland making our home problems look silly in comparison to the stark realism portrayed.
Production was supervised by Dixon R.
Harwin and Edward Finney, both of whom
are deserving of credit for their production
chores. Leon Fromkess was in charge of
production for PRC. Leo Erdody provided
appropriate musical background. Ira Morgan is to be credited with some fine
photography.
In essence, then, this is a corking dramatic treatment of the saga of Corregidor
which the alert showman can exploit into
an ace money-maker.
COST: Otto Kruger, Elissa Landi, Donald
Woods, Frank Jenks, Rick Vallin, Wanda
McKay, Ian Keith, Ted Hecht, Charles
Jordan, Frank Jaquet, I. Stanford Jolley,
John Grant, Ruby Dandridge, Forrest Taylor, Jack Rutherford and Eddie Hall.
CREDITS: Producers, Dixon R. Harmin
and Edward Finney; Director, William Nigh;
Original Story and Screenplay, Doris Malloy and Edgar Ulmer Production Manager,
Bartlett Carre; Leon Fromkess in charge
of production for PRC; Photography, Ira H.
Morgan; Film Editor, Charles Henkel, Jr.;
Sound Engineer, Corson Jowett; Art Director, F. Paul Sylos; Settings, Glenn P. Thompson; Dialogue Director, M. E. Gibsone; Assistant Director, W. B. Eason; Musical
Score, Leo Erdody; Musical Supervision,
David Chudnow.
DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very Good.
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"At
Dawn WeGretaDie"
with John Clements,
Gynt
Republic
~ 78 Mins.
WORKINGS OF UNDERGROUND IN
OCCUPIED FRENCH TOWN ARE DEPICTED WELL IN THIS DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT.
The activities of the underground in an
occupied river town in Northern France
are depicted with considerable interest in
this tight little drama from England. The
suspense is fairly well sustained in the
story of a young French patriot who is anxious to escape to England with plans of
the Nazi submarine base at St. Nazaire.
A parallel theme is the efforts of the Nazis
to get their hands on the leader of the
underground, who conducts a campaign of
terror against the conqueror.
John Clements plays the patriot who is
aided by the underground to escape to Eng-

"The Purple V"

with John Archer, Mary McLeod
Republic
58 Mins.
WAR MELODRAMA IS COMPACT LITTLE FILM DIRECTED WITH PLENTY OF
BITE AND ACTION.
The film-goer who is willing to overlook
the preposterous nature of the story will
not have a hard time being entertained by
the train of events in "The Purple V,"
which packs a lot of material into its limited
footage. The sequences have been developed with plenty of punch and excitement.

The tale presents John Archer as an
American serving with the RAF who is
forced down in Germany after shooting down
a Nazi plane. Dressed in the uniform of
the dead German pilot, he obtains refuge
at the home of the professor under whom
he studied in Germany. It is imperative
land. Greta Gynt plays the mayor's daughter that the American get to England with a
who accompanies him on his missipn at message taken from a German officer hurt
the cost of her father's life. Their close in the crash of the German plane. The
shave with tire Gestapo is a most gripping message, addressed to Hitler, contains the
incident that adds to the strong effect information that Rommel is in a bad way
of the film. Both players acquit themselves and is in serious need of reinforcements.
The professor (Fritz Kortner). aided by
well, especially Miss Gynt, whose role requires her to be suspected of sympathy for his daughter (Mary McLeod) and his cripthe enemy before she is disclosed as the
pled son (Rex Williams), provide Archer
patriot that she is.
with the means of carrying out his mission.
There are some first-class performances Being bitterly opposed to Nazism, they are
by the other members of the cast, notably willing to risk their lives to get Archer to
Godfrey Tearle, Hugh Sinclair, Judy Kelly, safety. Two of them, Kortner and W IYvonne Arnaud, Karel Stepanek, Bransby liams, do pay with their lives for their
Williams and F. R. Wendhausen.
activities in Archer's behalf. The film
The direction of George King is fast winds up with the American and the girl,
with
whom he is in love, winging their way
and exciting. The screenplay of Anatole
de Grunwald and the shooting script of to England after making off with a Nazi
Katherine Strueby, stemming from an or- plane after a terrific battle with the airiginal by Dorothy Hope, contain some export guard.
cellent material.
Sincerity marks most of the acting. The
Produced by S. W. Smith under Executive Drincipal roles are well taken by Archer,
Producer John Stafford, the film has effec- Miss McLeod, Kortner and Williams.
tive physical properties, the value of which
George Sherman's direction keeps ihe
has be&n enhanced by the camera work of film bubbling with action. He also is down
Otto Heller.
as associate producer of the Bertram MillCAST: John Clements, Godfrey Tearle, hauser-Curt Siodmak screenplay, based on
Hugh Sinclair, Greta Gynt, Judy Kelly, a story by Robert R. Mill.
CAST: John Archer, Mary McLeod, Fritz
Yvonne Arnaud, Karel Stepanek, Bransby
Williams, F. R. Wendhausen, Allan Jeayes, Kortner, Rex Williams, Kurt Katch. Walter
Gabrielle Brune, Margaret Yarde, David Sande, William Vaughn, Peter Lawford,
Keir, Anthony Holies, Olaf Olsen, D. J.
S: Associ
Ireneer,Seidner.
Hyde, Produc
Eva ate
Kreuger,
Williams, John Salew, Walter Gotell, Victor KurtCREDIT
George '
Beaumont. Brefni O'Rorke, Gibb McLaughlin, Sherman; Director, George Sherman; Screenplay, Bertram Millhauser, Curt SiodmakCot d'Ordan, Walter Hertner, Herbert
Adaptation, Bertram Millhauser; Based on
Lorn, Townsend Whitling.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, John Staf- story by Robert R. Mill; Cameraman
Ernest Miller; Film Editor, Charles Craff Art
ford; Producer, S. W. Smith; Director,
George King; Screenplay, Anatole de Grun- Director;, Russell Kimball; Musical Director, Morton Scott
wald; Shooting Script, Katherine Strueby;
Based on story by Dorothy Hope; Musical Good.
DIRECTION, All' Right. PHOTOGRAPHY
Score, Nicholas Brodszky; Musical Director,
Muir Mathieson; Film Editors, Terence Fisher, Winifred Cooper; Cameraman, Otto
Heller; Art Director, Norman Arnold; Spewell. cial Effects, Henry Harris, George E. BlackWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.

Willkie Won't Arbitrate

Detroit— Wendell L. Willkie, chairman of the 20th-Fox board, has
turned down the request of the TJtili-

Hollywood— Members of Industry
Service Bureau have reaffirmed their
opposition to dollar publicity, agree- V™nY°r,kers 0l'ganizing Committee
as arbit
e serve
, ,at dispu
,' labor
ing to exert close watch with the m• the
te with
the rator
Consumers Power Co., of which he was
idea of seeing that such releases are
once
board
chairman. He said that
eliminated. At a meeting Tuesday
the opinion was expressed that such his personal acquaintance with many
publicity is without exception harm- of thefied compa
him. ny's personnel disqualiful to the industry.

"Our Lady of Paris"

Hirliman FteVida Productions 55 Mins.
HISTORY OF NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL
TOLD IN A PRODUCTION OF GREAT
SPIRITUAL AND EDUCATIONAL VALUE
"Our Lady of Paris," a George A. Hi^
man production, is the story of that monu
ment to the spirit of France, the Cathedral
of Notre Dame. The film, a great inspirational subject, represents ideal entertainment for those who appreciate instructive
pictures and those who welcome a brief
withdrawal from things of the flesh. In
communities where a heavy Catholic population is centered the film's appeal will
prove irresistible.
The film offers a spiritual oasis at which
persons who have been dulled by too much
contact with artificial every-day diversion
can refresh their minds and spirits. The
effect of the film is definitely elevating j
and the hope that it expresses in the abilty of France to rise again is of tremendous
value at the moment.
The picture gains timeliness through the :
commentary of the Rev. Robert W. Gardner
n which
the cathedral
is pictured as a
symbol of the French will to be free, of
the deathlessness
of France.
The com
mentary,
rich
in dramatic
undertones
traces the history of the Cathedral and re
lates the tide of events that have beat about
the famous structure in the six centuries of
its existence.
As the story of the sane
tuary unfolds one cannot
help but think:
'^Notre Dame — this is France."
Father
Gardner's
packed
with interes'
is
delivered narration,
in effective
fashion.
"Our Lady of Paris" is an amazingly
comprehensive tour of Notre Dame, overlooking no detail of the great church. It
completely satisfies one's curiosity about
the cathedral, no matter how vast that
curiosity may have been. Set it down as
the most thorough job of its kind. It is;
made clear that the film was projected
so that posterity might have a record of
Notre Dame in the event the cathedral
were destroyed in the war. Gare Schwartz
camera work needs a word of praise. What
a patient job! The Notre Dame organ sup
plies the musical accompaniment. Irvin
Shapiro is listed as associate producer.

Exhib. Conclave to Mull
New N. C. License System

Charlotte, N. C. — Application of
the new state license system, which
will impose fees of from $125 to
$2,500 per theater, depending on the
size of the town and the housed
seating capacity, will be the primary
"U.S.S.
concern of the one-day convention of
ns'"s
Title of The
Pic onSulliva
5 Brother
the Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina here Monday.
The new North Carolina tax is
Hollywood — "U.S.S. 'The Sulli- considered
by most exhibitors and
yans ture
'will
title Jaffe,
of the Jules
pic- owners as preferable to the one it
plannedbe bythe Sam
bcherme and Lloyd Bacon. The title succeeds, as the three percent tax
was inspired by news from Washing- imposed on theaters at the time the
ton that the five Sullivan brothers, state-wide sales tax was enacted 10
lost during a naval engag
ago, was not passed on to the
ement, years
erators.
consumer but absorbed by the opwould be honored by having a destroyer named after them.
Session Monday will also discuss
Dickinson Buys Roanoke
the problems of buying under the
emergency curtailment of pictures
theater building has been purchased produced, and the method of hantw"Sa£
■£?**
Mo.—
The
Roanoke
by Dickinson, Inc., which operates
dling the OWI'spictures.
increased number
of Government
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Blazing sensation
Stepping out at
New Orleans'
Saenger— 'way
ahead of

Cincinnati's
at
Palace
Theatre,
"The
50% over
Forest
Rangers

Lucky"
starring

Right up there
with "Holiday
Inn" and "Major

Happy" hit songs
featured on the
Rudy Vallee Sealtest program!

Cleveland
"H
appy Go Statetopped 25% by

figures

"Forest Rangers"
and "The Major
and the Minor"

And listen closely
—tonight— to 4

"Fleet's In"
records fade at

the Minor"
andLittle
at
Rock
Capitol

Mary MARTIN
Dick POWELL
Betty HUTTON
Eddie BRACKEN
Rudy VALLEE

Directed by CURTIS BERNHARDT

Screen Play by Walter DeLeon
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank

In Technicolor !

In Today's Issue, The Equipment News^Section

{See Pages 9 and 10)
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ASK MORE HOUSES JN^WAR PIANT AREAS
Republic Film Rental Gross Tops 1942's
by 27%
CIO's UAW Would Have

tSecond Quarter to Show
Bigger Gain, Grainger
Tells Sales Conference

Republic's film rental gross for
the first period of 1943 exceeded any
previous high by 27 per cent, it was
a n n o u need
yesterday by .mmm—m^ . -.,- 'imam
James R.
Grainger,
president and
general sales
manager, a t
the comconferencepany's sales
in
New York
Athletic
Club. Grainger said he expected the
next quarter,
JAMES
R. GRAINGER
covering
April, May and June, will show an
I Continued on Page 6)

Fighting Front Bows
For Lesser "Canteen"
West

(.oust

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

CIAA WOULD WELCOME FILM PROBE
But Byrd Committee Investigation May Not Get
Beyond Preliminary Study Stage

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington^ — The motion picture
division of the CIAA, headed by
Francis Alstock, has made it known
to the Joint Congressional Committee to Investigate Non-Essential
Government Expenditures — the Byrd
committee, so-called — that it would
welcome an investigation of its activities, The Film Daily was told
by Joseph Borda, chief investigator
for the committee.
There has been no actual discussion

By H.Staff
F. REVES
FILM DAILY
Correspondent
Detroit
—
Demand
for relaxation
between the two groups, but word
has come to Borda that CIAA would for WPA priorities for theater and
be
glad to have its operations other recreational construction in
studied.
war plant areas is voiced by the
United Automobile Workers, (CIO)
Borda said he had two investigators making a preliminary study of at present one of the most active
CIAA motion picture operations some unions in the entire field of organized labor. The demand is part of a
weeks ago, but was forced to place
them on other work temporarily. He series of 19 specific recommendations made in a lengthy report from
expects to have them back on
the CIAA study some time this the UAW's national office here, on
week, but is not certain that the conditions at the Ford Willow Run
Bomber Plant.
project will ever get beyond the preliminary study stage.
While the
report itself is speci( Continued on Page 6)

Return of Pleasure
Driving Aids Exhibs.

Film Rentals Fixed
Under Aussie Rules

Although the gasoline supply has
not been increased, the lifting of
the ban on pleasure driving already
is having beneficial effects at theaters that depend largely on automobile trade. New England exhibi-

Sydney (By Cable) — Film rentals
are included in the price fixation
regulations, according to a ruling
made this week by the price commissioner. Films are to be pegged
at the flat rental and percentage

( Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 7)

Hollywood — United Artists will
MPPDA Board Meeting
launch Sol Lesser's "Stage Door Trans-Lux Net for 1942
Canteen" with what is described as Increases to $71,191
Deferred Until Apr. 15
the first "global premiere" in industry history. The film will be opened
Annual meeting of the MPPDA
Trans-Lux Corp. yesterday reexclusively for U. S. armed services
ported a net of $71,191.61 for 1942 board of directors will be held
on every fighting front.
after taxes totalling $28,157.13 and April 15 instead of March 29. The
Plans were announced
yesterday a reserve of $52,935.01 for deprecia- fact that several of the directors
(Continued on Page 7)
f Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)

Rep. /Isks "Oscars"
For "Horse ©p'rtjs"
j

"Oscars"
for westerns
and their
stars?
Why not, asks Republic, polling

| the country's showmen with a view
to convincing the Academy that it's
missing a bet in not recognizing horse
op'rys and their players. Republic
points out westerns play more than
11,000 theaters, are patronized by
"130,000,000 eyes."

fe

JOIW THE NATION'S

Rodgers Pleads for Gasoline
OPA

Group Considering Pix Salesmen Problem

3 Producer Assns. to Meet
On Labor-Management
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Following a short,
confab yesterday between some producer representatives and War Manpower officials regarding a proposed
labor-management
committee, a call
(Continued on Page 2)

THEATERS

WPB Relax Its Priorities for
Recreational Construction

MN OBSERVING

Whether will
filmbe salesmen's
gasoline
allotment
increased now
rests
with the committee on eligibility of
the Gasoline Rationing Board of the
day.
OPA, William F. Rodgers, M-G-M
gener-al sales manager, said yesterRodgers appeared in Washington
Tuesday
before Richard
Harrison,

xhibs. Ask Schedule
Co-ordinating Com.
Washington

Bureau

of THE
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WAR
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DAILY

Will
Quiz inO'Connor
Whitman
Pickwick and
Suit
Examination of John F. O'Connor
of Universal Pictures and William
F. Whitman,
secretary of B. F.
(Continued on Page 2)

Mexican Newsreel
Enters Cuban Field
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — With newsreel interest
here touching a new high, American
reels met fresh opposition this week
with the initial local distribution of
a Mexican newsreel to both first-runs
and newsreel houses. Domestically
produced newsreels now total three
with the addition of Exhibitor, produced by Antonio Villazon, editor
of Exhibidor, local trade paper.

(Continued on Page 7)

RED

FILM

Washington — Formation of a
"schedule co-ordinating" committee
among distributors to insure constant va: iety of releases on a national scale,
was suggested
(Continued
on Page 3) here yes-
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Will Quiz inO'Connor
Whitman
Pickwick and
Suit
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Keith Corp. and K-A-0 Corp., will
take place at the New York County
Lawyers Association on March 31.
The examination will be held before
trial of the $5,000,000 anti-trust
suit of the Pickwick Theater of
Greenwich, Conn., against eight major film distributors.
The ection, brought by Prefect
Theaters, Inc., Fairfield Holding
Corp., and Greenfield, Inc., was filed
in April, 1941, in Federal Court in
Connecticut. It is expected to be
tried early in May in New Haven.
The complaint alleges the existence
of a conspiracy to prevent Prefect,
operator of the Pickwick, from obtaining timely releases of feature
films.
The defendants are Loew's, 20thFox, RKO Radio, Vitagraph, Paramount, Universal, Columbia and
United Artists.
Other executives of the distributors have been examined from time
to time, and no delay in starting the
trial is expected, according to the
plaintiff's New York attorney, Saul
E. Rogers, who filed the papers yesterday in New York Federal Court.

Army's Pictorial Service
Washington

(Thursday, Mar. 25)
NEW

YORK
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MARKET

High
Low
Close
Am. Seat
15'/2
15l/4
15V4 —
Col. Picts.vtc. (2i/2%) 15Vi
15
151/2+
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 373/8
37%
373/8 +
Con. Fm. Ind
1%
1%
1% +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.... 13%
13
13% +
East. Kodak
157V4 155% 157l/4 +
do pfd
'
I8IV2 I8U/2 I8U/2 +
Cen.
Prec.
Eq
19%
183,4
19%+
Loew's, Inc
563/4
53%
563^ +
Paramount
233/8
22i/2
23i/4 +
Para. 1 pf. called M 162% 158
161
+
RKO
73/8
7
7% +
RKO
$6
pfd
80
80
80
+
20th Century-Fox
... 18%
18%
18% +
20th Century-Fox pfd. 30
29%
30
+
Warner Bros
11%
10%
11% +
do pfd
83%
803/4
83% +
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Para. 'B'way 3s55... 75
747/8 75
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.103V4 103V4 10314
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
2
2
2
Radio-Keith cvs. ...
1 3/8
1 1/4
1 3/8
Sonotone Corp
3V4
314
3%
Technicolor
10%
9'/8
10V4
Trans-Lux
2%
2%
27/8
Universal Corp. vtc. . 16i/8
15%
16
Universal Picts

Net
Chg.
Vl
%
7/8
Vs
%
2V4
1/2
%
23/4
7/8
5
1/2
%
1%
Va
1
3%

—

%

4-

14

+
+
+

%
%
l/4
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General Harrison Heads

FINANCIAL

3 Producer Assns. to Meet
On Labor-Management

DAILY

Washington — The War Department announces the appointment of
Brig1. Gen. W. H. Harrison as chief
of the Army Pictorial Service, for
merly the Pictorial Division of the
Office of the Chief Signal Officer
General Harrison, who assumes his
post immediately, will be charged
with responsibility for the photographic services of all Army Service
Forces, in matters of policy determination and operating procedure
Army Pictorial Service will remain as an integral part of the Office of the Chief Signal Officer and
Col. K. B. L?wton, Signal Corps,
continues as Deputy Chief of the
Army Pictorial Service.

Report Familv of Browne
Threatened With Death

U. S. Attorney Mathias F. Correa
yesterday refused to comment on reports that the wife and children of
E. Browne, former head of
Expect Gov. Dewey to Veto Georp-e
the IATSE, had been threatened
with death unless her husband reLegalization of Bingo
tracted statements believed to have
Albany — Governor Dewey is ex- been marie to the Federal authorities
pected to veto the bill legalizing during the past year in the probe of
Bingo which passed the Senate yes- racketeering: in the film industry.
terday, 29 to 18, after earlier favor Mrs. Browne has been in so-called
protective custodv at the Peter Stuvable Assembly action.
vesant Hotel during; the past six
weeks. Yesterday she was removed
Local 244 Hearing May 5
Newark — Vice-Chancellor John O. from the hotel for safety.
Bigelow yesterday set May 5 for the
hearing of oral argument in the ac- Orpheum, Battle Creek, Bums
tion for a receiver for Local 244,
Battle Creek. Mich. — Fire deoperators, as the taking of testimony stroved Ross & Mellon's Orpheum
was completed in the case.
theater here.

JANE WYMAN is expected back on the Coast
was issued for general meeting Tuesdav night of members of the Society next week.
SILVER,
Pittsburgh
zone
manager for
of "Independent Motion Picture Pro- theMOEWarner
Circuit, and JOE
FELDMAN, his
ducers, Independent Motion Picture assistant, arrived in New York yesterday for
conferences with Harry M. Kalmine.
They reProducers Association, and Association of Motion Picture Producers.
turn over the week-end.
ons
associati
JOSEPH BERNHARD is expected in Chicago
It was felt all producer
were inadequately represented at from Hollywood for conferences with ,J?!Vi5
Coston, WB zone manager.
yesterday's session.
At Tuesday night's gathering it, J. J. RUBENS, Creat States exec., has returned frit
is expected a labor-managmeent to Chicago from New York.
committee will be established. The
H. M. BESSEY, secretary and treasurer of
unions and guilds have already Altec Service, has returned to his desk in
named their five representatives. New York after a four weeks' trip to the Coast.
JACK OSSERMAN, RKO Chicago district
William Hopkins, regional director
manager, is on a tour of Kansas City, St. Louis
of WMC, and his assistant, Attorney and
Milwaukee exchanges.
George Bodle, conferred with labor
RED SKELTON will arrive in New York tomorleaders and informed them that the
row from the West Coast, to take part in
principal points in WMC policy call
for orderly withdrawal of workers local filming of background scenes for "Whistling
to armed services and recruiting and
CURTIS
BERNHARDT, will arrive in New York
Brooklyn."
training of replacements, so as to intomorrow
from Hollywood for a vacation and
obtain maximum use of employes in look at the Broadway plays.
industry and stabilize employment
GEORGE SEATON is in New York from the
under the area job stabilization pro- Coast.
gram. It was stressed that labormanagement commission will confine CFI Stockholders Rename
itself to the above functions and
will not concern itself with such Four Members to Board
things as negotiations of wages or
anything that has to do with union
Stockholders of Consolidated Film
agreements.
Industries re-elected four members
of the board of directors yesterday
Four of Capone Mobsters
for a three-year period. They were
Surrender; Bail at $50,000 Herbert J. Yates, Sr., chairman;
Walter W. Vincent, W. P. Stevens
Chicago — Ralph Pierce, Charles and Ralph I. Poucher.
Other members of the board whose
Gloe, Paul Ricca and Louis Camnagna surrendered here yesterday to terms have not expired include J.
Federal Ma: shal William McDonnell. E. MacPherson, M. J. Siegel, H. J.
Commissioner Edwin Walker held Yates. Jr., and A. W. Lind.
them in $50,000 bail each. Their
hearing is set for April 7.
They are four of the eight former 26 Broadway Managers
members of the Al Capone gang recently indicted by a Federal Grand Join the Plasma Parade
Jury in New York as a result, of
Twenty-six Broadway theater
its
probe into motion picture racketeering.
managers and assistants will go en
masse to the Red Cross on March
20th-Fox Drops Plans for
30 to make blood donations. Number may be increased as others be'Show Window' in Havana
sides managers and assistants appear to be anxious to join the plasma
Havana (Bv Air Mail) — Twentieth-Fox's plans to establish its
own "show window" here are off parade.
for the present. Company execs, determined that it would require too
long a period of time to renovate
the National Theater for which it
was negotiating, while shortage of
building materials precluded the
erection of a new house.
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ADVERTISING
FLAGSBANNERS

RenicUl —

A FULL line of modern
eniiipment toeether with
a staff of trained men to
handle any inn laree or small
anytime,
anywhere
Generator trucks,
searchlights
and)

IT
LIEBERMAN

floodliffhf-s. for premieres and
general lierhtin? activities.

Flag and Valance Co.

Lot Us Enllahten You on
Your
Lighting
Problem!

CHARLES

ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd St.. New York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

200 FIFTH AVENUE.NEW
646
8954

YORK, N.Y.

N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago,
Cibson
Street, Los Angeles,

Illinois
Calif.
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Exhibs. Ask Schedule
Co-ordinating Com.

For Lesser "Canteen"
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

by Gradwell L. Sears, and Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., following a special previewing of "Stage Door Canteen" in
roughcut at the Lesser studio.
Exact
"global
premiere"
date
wj \depend
entirely
on the time
i^Z?d to co-ordinate the far-flung
details, but Memorial Day is a possibility.
Plans call for simultaneous premieres in
Iceland, North Africa, England, Ireland, Iran,
'Australia, Hawaii, the Solomons, Brazil,
Trinidad, Alaska and a dozen other points,
as well as on ships at sea. It is estimated
ipwards of 100 simultaneous showings will
rake place.
_ Event will be brought to the U. S. public
via radio, including special short wave broadcasts from every point overseas. Cutting into
:he regular network channels, the entire program, from abroad and at home, will run
.several hours.
Highlight of the radio feature will be
conversations between soldiers, sailors and
-narines and leading figures of the theater
md movies. Latter will include Katharine
Kepburn, Gertrude Lawrence, Katharine Corlell, Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne, Paul Muni,
jypsy Rose Lee, Gracie Fields, Bert Lytel,
Tallulah Bankhead, Ethel Merman, Merle
Oberon, Cheryl Walker and the orks of
Count Basie, Benny Goodman, Xavier Cugat,
juy Lombardo, Kay Kyser and Freddie
Martin.

Return of Pleasure
Driving Aids Exhibitors
(Continued from Page 1)

tors appear to be especially jubilant
over the removal of restrictions on
pleasure driving. Reports from the
Boston exchanges indicate that theaters in some of the towns in the
territory had suffered a drop of 50
per cent in business during the period of the ban and that an improvement in grosses already is beginning to show.
Patrons who hesitated to park
near a theater even though they
were returning from a legitimate
business errand are now again
attending the theaters. Reports
from other areas indicate a similar
reaction to the lifting of the ban.

Alfred
Trevor

MARCH
A. Cohn
Faulkner
MARCH

Cloria Swanson
Charles
Ross
MARCH
Pandro

S.

Berman
Lester

26
Arnold van Leer
H. Wayne Pierson
27
Richard
Andre

Denning
Beranger

28

William
S. Tobias

Laidlaw,

Jr

A Cure for Vandalism
• •
• ONE of the most serious problems the exhibition field faces
currently is the alarming rise in vandalism
Something has to be
done about it. and quickly
Either vandalism will have to be destroyed, or else it will in turn destroy our theaters. — their vauluable
furnishings and equipment which, in many instances, are either difficult
or impossible to replace
How pressing is an effective solution to
the problem can be understood via examination of the news dispatches
which come daily from our correspondents in the field
Vandalism is
neither localized nor sectional
There is a national wave of it
Its intensity is unprecedented in exhibition annals
T

T

T

While we are concerned with
the epidemic?
WHY
•
• •
effects rather than causes, it is well to advance fundamental reasons
for the plague of destruction
Basically, Phil M. believes it to be
an unfortunate manifestation of a combination of social and psychological factors
Many youngsters,— for indications point to their
being the chief culprits—, are the victims of loosening home -supervision
ties
Parents' time and energies are being applied more and more
to wartime jobs, and, consequently, less and less to the normal family
duties involving child care
Too, the war has evoked what might
be termed parental distraction
This is readily understandable,
what with husbands, sons and other kin in uniform, and facing the
uncertain fortunes of war abroad and at home
And the war itself,
though no immediate kin are involved, is a strain on mind and body
for everyone
Breeding a definite form of juvenile recalcitrancy
are the dynamics of war, i.e. the over-all state of mind, channelled into
thoughts of combat and destructiveness
And so the film theaters
(constructive community institutions, just as are churches and schools)
find themselves the targets for pent-up emotions and abnormal behavior
V

•

•

▼

▼

• RESULT is property damage and loss to the theater owner
It is that with which he is concerned
Decisive action Is need-

ed now
What panacea
know
But a suggestion
can be made
Virtually
populated sections. — and we

can be hit upon. Phil M. doesn't profess to
to aid. at least in the control of vandalism.
all of us know that when houses in thinly
mean homes — , are for any reason left with-

out personal and local protection difficult to enforce (we can't have guards
everywhere in theaters either), cards proclaiming that the property is
under the .protection and vigilance of the State Police are prominently
displayed
This has proved a definite deterrent
Phil M. would
go a step farther in applying the principle
We advocate that suitable notices be displayed in our theaters, if necessary upon the screen,
that the house is an essential unit in the war effort. — -just as is an airplane factory or a shipyard — . and therefore is under Government protection with Federal penalties for destruction to any part thereof
Such a step could not. in the wildest imaginings, be construed by trade
objectors as a form of Government control
This corner believes that
if the war-effort character of theaters were driven home to those tempted
to commit vandalism, and that the theates are for the duration the wards
of Uncle Sam, a good portion of willful property damage might disappear
Uncle Sam is a highly respected gentleman, even by active or
potential vandals
The suggestion
might
work
It certainly
can't hurt to try it with Federal co-operation.
▼
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

terday. Two local critics have sniped
at Washington exhibitors during the
past week because of the uneven fare
theatergoers have been handed recently— one week all first-run houses
might feature war films — the second
week escapist pix follow in all or
most first-run houses.
Russell Stewart, Daily News columnist, wioteadopt
yesterday
"un-a
less theaters
some that
sort of
new system in bookings" fans will
begin shying away from war films.
He recounts the attractions of the
present week, including "Air Force,"
"Immortal Sergeant," "Hitler's Children," "Lucky Jordan," and revivals
of "The Great Dictator" and "Gunga
Din," then points out that next
week's bookings are mainly non-war.
Stewart's point is that "runs" of
war pix will sour the public on these
films, whereas intelligent staggering
of schedules will preserve audiences
for all types of films. Local exhibitors feel the same way, but are powerless to do anything much to correct the evil. Any action, they say,
would have to be taken by their
bookings offices. Whenever possible,
they say, they try to show escapist
fare when their competitors have
war films, and vice versa, but since
they are not entirely free agents
they often find it impossible to follow this practice.
Competition among studios to get
topical films to the public is given
as the main obstacle to successful
staggering of the release schedules.

Senate Repasses Debt Bill;
Okays Clark Nomination
Washington
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Washington — The Senate yesterday as a mere formality, passed
without debate the same bill it
passed Tuesday, rescinding the President's salary limitation order and
increasing the national debt limit.
The House Wednesday accepted the
Senate version of the bill.
Another quick action by the senior chamber was its approval of the
nomination of Tom C. Clark to succeed Thurman W. Arnold as chief
of the Department
trust division.

of Justice's anti-

Policy Experiments
In Detroit 1st •Runs
Detroit — Major shifts in first-run
booking policies are being experimented with here, as an overstock
or backlog of pictures becomes less
of a local problem. Detroit has for
some seasons been somewhat behind
average national release dates, and
the "Detroit blockade" of films
played elsewhere but not yet released here has become almost a
fixture.

94
Ask More Houses
In War Plant Areas

TO THE
ic COMMISSIONED

(Continued from Page 1)

fically directed to the Willow Run
situation, this plant has become the
key to labor policies at practically
; 11 large war plants, because of its
vast size and unusually complicated
problems in already overcrowded
area.
The UAW contends that proper
recreation, housing, transportation,
sanitary, and other facilities must
be provided for workers in order to
make an increase in production possible. Recreation, of which theaters
will naturally form a major part, is
considered in several specific proposals.
Another recommendation of the
UAW is of even more immediate in^
terest to most exhibitors in Detroit
and southeastern Michigan — that
hours of workers shall be "frozen."
Specifically, this would mean a reversal of the present practice where
men and women change from one
shift to another with great frequency.
"Freezing" would allow exhibitors
to count on a steady availability of
patronage at specific hours, and
show hours could be readjusted to
suit the new shifts, just as they
have long been adjusted to meet
the needs and hours of the familiar
daylight shift worker. Both neighborhood and downtown houses stand
to profit.

Expect UNW Collections
To Approximate $1,825,000
Theater collections during United
Nations Week will amount to about
$1,825,000, according to the latest
figures. As of Wednesday, the collections totalled $1,653,183.69, final
tabulations not having been made.
The check to be turned over to the
President's War Relief Control
Board will be in excess of $1,500,000,
and another payment will be made
at a later date. Some expense items
will be deducted.

"Air Force" to Play 35
Dallas — In the biggest day-anddate booking ever made by Interstate, WB's "Air Force" will be
played simultaneously in 35 Texas
situations during Easter Week.
Thirty-five prints will be used, acco ding to Bob O'Donnell.

WEDDING

BELLS

•

ROBERT SCHAEFER, USA, son of Lou
Schaefer,
manager
Paramount,
New
Haven.
LT. ARTHUR L. STERN, USA, son of Emil Stern,
circuit exec,
Chicago.
MAJ. NORMAN SPROUL, USA, Tara. publicist,
Cincinnati.
LT. WILLIAM SCHELL, USN, publicist, Fox,
Detroit.
ENSIGN MELVIN B. INORAM, JR., USN, Pantheon, Springfield, III.
LT. CLAUDE WILSON, USA, house staff Hollywood, Fort Worth.
LT. SHERMAN W. MERLING, USA, Eastman
Kodak,
Rochester.
LT. J. HENRY
ville, Pa. FOX, AAF, staff Capitol, DanLT. ROBERT WEBSTER, USA, staff Capitol, Milton, Pa.
LT. HOWARD DeTAMBLE, USA, 20th-Fox salesman, Chicago.
LT. (J.G.) W. C. STOBER, USN, manager National Ticket Register, Chicago.

*

THOMAS

F. J. FRIDAY, Comerford circuit counsel, Scranton, Pa.
JACK
BALM'ER,
son of Harris circuit general
manager,
Pittsburgh.
FRANCIS
FLEISHMAN,
manager Brighton, Pittsburgh.
WILLIAM
JOHN

BROWN,
manager
Pickwick,
Greenwich, and Palace, Stamford, Conn.
SICKLER,
staff Comerford, Wilkes-Barre,

JOHN Pa. WIGGINS,
Memphis.
ALEX
HARRISON,
BOB Albany.
WALL,
son

20th-Fox

assistant

manager

Frisco.
Ed Wall,

United

ARGYRIS,
Loew's
State staff, Newark,
N. J.
JERRY
LIPOW,
RKO booker, Cleveland.
GEORGE
KASSIMATIS, 20th-Fox home office.
JOSEPH
ARMANTROUT,
manager
Vogue,
Indianapolis.

DWIGHI"
Moines. BtNSON,
FRED A.bany.
MATTHEWS,

manager
20th-Fox

and
Eastown,

assistant

HazelDes
booker,

WILLIAM
GEORGE
BEVERLY

BROWN,
Pickwick,
Greenwich,
Conn.
GUBERT,
staff Shubert,
New
Haven.
MAHON,
operator
Sharon,
New
Sharon, la.
EDWARD
ANDRZEJIWSKI,
staff Strand, Westfieid, Mass.
DAN WELLS, assistant B & K Gateway, Chicago.
WALTER
ROONEY,
manager
Orpheum,
WilkesBarre, ta.
L.

G.
HENNINGTON,
manager
Bluebonnet,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
LEONARD
PUZZUOLO,
manager
Motor
City,
Van Dyke, Mich.
MARK
CHATKAND,
manager
Miami,
Miami.
THOMAS
JEFFERSON,
publicist Paramount
Enterprises, Miami.
D3N
FILL, manager
Cameo,
Detroit.
ilM TYLER,
assistant, State, Miami.
WILLIAM
manager
Strand,
Miami
Beach. GOLLER,
MAURICE
manager
Loew's
State,
Memphis.DRUKER,
ALLAN
SMITH,
manager
Warners,
Memphis
ROBERT
WIRTNER,
assistant
Shea's Roosevelt
Buffalo.
AL

GILBERT,
operating
Brighton
Syracuse.
JERRY
WEBER,
Universal
poster
JACK Conn.
MEADOWS,
UA
shipper,
WILLIAM
DirPERT,
Des Moines, la.
JOHN Chicago.
MCCARTHY,

Universal
staff

B

and

head
&

K

HERSCHIL
cinnati. KATZ,

National

£. E. WHITAKER, general manager Lucas &
Jenkins,
Atlanta,
Ga.
DAVID MURPHY,
manager State, Altoona,
Pa.
IRVING STEIN, 20th-Fox exchange, Pittsburgh.
NORMAN
MERVIS,
circuit exec,
Pittsburgh.

CHARLES
FLEMION, AI*R
son of FORCES
PRC branch *
manager
* ARMY
William
Flemion,
Detroit.
JOHN
AYERS,
assistant,
Shawnee,
Playmouth,
Pa.
GEORGE
ATKINS,
manager
Tuxedo,
Highland
Park, Mich.
DONALD
WEISFELDT,
son of manager
E. J.
Weisfeldt,
'Riverside, Milwaukee.
JOHN
SCHARNfiiERG,
JR.,
son
of
manager
Parkway and Strand, Madison, Wis.
ARCHIE DRUMMOND, B & K, Chicago.
ROBERT
MUNZER,
assistant
College,
New
Haven, Conn.
DANIEL
J. MCCARTHY,
RKO
salesman,
Detroit.
JACK
GOLDBERG,
Paramount
branch,
Chicago.
CHANNING
TRAFFORD,
house
staff,
Empire,
Montgomery,
Ala.
WILLIAM HEADSTREAM, manager Melba, Batesvi Me, Ark.
CHARLES
W.
NOODELMAN,
RKO
salesman,
Minneapolis.

*

booker,
Southtown,
Cincin-

Screen Service, Cin-

EDWIN
0. BUSSEY,
assistant,
Arcade
West
Paim Beach, Fla.
ALLEN
ROADS,
manager,
Lindina, Edina, Mo
FRANK
LOWENSTEIN,
son Prexy Harry Lowensfein, N. J. Allied.
CLYDE
STOUT,
manager
Blue Mouse,
Portland
Ore.

NA*VY *

ROBERT O'TOOLE, son of Tim O'Toole, Columbia branch manager, New Haven.
BILL BULLWINKEL, son of Col. salesman Jack
Bullwinkel,
Buffalo.
BOB
McADAMS,
manager Plaisance,
Chicago.
CY BENDER, Allison circuit exec,
Altoona,
Pa.
MARVIN NEWMAN, 20th-Fox ad sales manager, Albany.
LESLIE DAVIES, house staff, Orpheum, WilkesBarre, Fa.
JOSEPH DONAHOE, house staff, Orpheum,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
FRED R. HOLZWORTH, son of manager Fred
Holzworth,
Williard
Square,
Cleveland.
IRVING PEARLMAN, assistant booker Essaness
circuit, Chicago.
HARRY MONOVELLIO, house staff Cameo, South
Orange, N. J.
HARRY CROSS, house staff, South Orange, N. J.

•

*

MARINE

CORPS

*

ARTHUR
TIPALDI,
20th-Fox
home office.
IVAN CLAVET, National Screen Service, Detroit.
ROBERT
B. STRATON,
JR.,
Eastman
Kodak,
Rochester.

*

MERCHANT

ARTHUR
burgh. McNALLY,

*

MARINE

20th-Fox

WAACS

*

shipper, Pitts-

*

HELEN MATTHEWS, 20th-Fox inspectress, Chicago.
NORMA J. HILL, staff Parsons, Columbus
O
NATALIE
BEIERSDORF,
20th-Fox
home
office.
MRS.Los ETHEL
CONWAY,
20fh-Fox
inspectress,
Angeles.
DOROTHY RUSSEL,
Cincinnati.

Riviera,

clerk,
New
New
Haven,

DON
REDA,
exhibitor, Pinesviile, Ky.
ALLENnati.PARM,
National
Screen Service,

Pittsburgh — Marriage of Molly
Tognetti to Irving Stein, both employes of the local 20th CenturyFox exchange, last June has just
been announced. Stein, lecently inducted into the Army, is now at
Hiram College, Hiram, O.

Artists,

PETER

ROBtKl" KYAN, RKO Radio actor.
DAVID
HADBURG,
manager
Grand
wood,
Pittsburgh.

TIM
HODGES,
manager Roxy, Chicago.
JOHN BARCROFT, RKO theaters publicist, Columbus, O.
SEYMOUR
BECKER,
manager
Byrd, Chicago.
JOSEPH REICH, 20th-Fox home office.
SAMUi-L GEFFIN, 20th-Fox assistant shipper,
Cleveland,
O.

shipper,

20th-Fox
booker,
of Para, exploiteer

GEORGE
ACKERMAN,
Portland, Ore.

Rep. Film Rental
Gross Jumps 27%

COLORS!

LT.

* ARMY
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*

Natoinal

WAVES

Screen

*

MARGARET

HOLZER,
RKO
Radio
branch,
Warners'
WALSER,
MARIE
Louis.
Warners'
ANCERMANN,
VIOLET
DOROTHY SCHARNWEBER,
Des Moines,
la.

*

MARINES

Service,

home
office.
St. Louis.
St.
branch,

SNOW,

AUXILIARY

Warners

branch,

Des

la.

*
FRANCES

DAUSCH,

Grainger reported
Republic's
anticipated
gross of that
$2,000,000
on
"Flying Tigers" had been realized,
with two-thirds of this amount,
ready having been garnered in
first 17 weeks of its release.
Grainger reported that "Hit Parade of 1943," which grossed $13,750
in the first four days of its world
premiere at the Saenger in New Orleans, had been set for indefinite
runs in every key city. "Hit Parade" and "At Dawn We Die" have
been booked first-run at the Broadway Criterion and for the entire
Loew Metropolitan circuit, including
Loew's State.
Special co-op. campaigns are
planned for those two pictures and
the Roy Rogers big-budget specials.
"King of the Cowboys" and "Songs
of Texas," including billboards.
Grainger
saidbe Republic's
program
would
completed 1942-43
by July
1 and that details of the 1943-44
lineup will be completed after the
close of today's session.
H. J. Yates, Sr., made the opening address, discussing the international aspects of the industry.

Trans-Lux Net for 1942
Increases to $71,191
(Continued from Page 1)

tion and amortization. Earnings
compare with a net of $22,603.15 in
1941 when taxes totalled $10,884.09
and the reserve was $57,437.52.
Report signed by Board Chairman
Percy N. Furber said that the operating profit from seven theaters
controlled by its subsidiary, TransLux Movies Corp., had shown S
marked gain over 1941 but that the
taxes.had been trimmed by increased
net
It was said that Film Alliance of
the U. S., Inc., is being gradually
liquidated, that the company during
the year purchased 35,000 shares of
its outstanding stock at an average
price of $1.10 and that the stockholders at their meeting on April
14 would be asked to approve a drop
in the number of directors from 15
to 11.
Nominees for the board are: Robert W. Atkins, Robert Daine, George
H. Eichelberger, Percival E. Furber,
Robert L. Gordon, Edwin G. Lauder,
Jr., Robert S. Potter, Jerome B.
Ross,
Walter Sieners, Leslie E.
Thompson.

Paramount exchange,

*

JULIANA HITTNER, 20th-Fox exchange, Omaha.
MARJORIE ULM, Warners' exchange, Des Moines.
"Pat' Moines,
Crosland,
Monogram
head
booker,
la.
Des
DONNIE

(Continued from Page 1)

even greater increase, based on advance bookings.

SPARS *
20th-Fox home office.

Moines

STORKS
Pittsburgh — Mr. and Mrs. Norman Fleishman, of the Brighton Theater in this city, aie the parents of
an eight pound son, born at the Magee Hospital here.
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Film Rentals Fixed
Under Aussie Rules

Warners Resume Foreign Dialogue Versions
On Coast, with "York" and ATAHT in French
West

(Continued from Page 1)

terms which were in effect on April
15, 1942.
The commissioner has ruled that
there can be no changes in product
classification or increases beyond
"lose rates that were prevailing on
pril 15 without the approval of the
price commission which will give
consideration to a company if it can
prove its right to seek increases on
various grounds.
Two companies — Paramount and
20th Century-Fox — already have
been asked to explain alleged policy
changes this year as compared to
the policies prevailing in April, 1942.
The commissioner has called a
meeting for April 9 when he will
explain further the price regulations.
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Hollywood — In what is regarded as the first step in the resumption
of
foreign dialogue versions, Warners studio has just completed a French version
of
"Sergeant York" and now has a French edition of "All This and Heaven Too"
in preparation.
American prints are used in the process, with the French dialogue supplied
by special casts and fitted to the lip movements of the American casts.

AMPP Rejects SOEG
Demand for 7% Pay Tilt
West
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Hollywood — Request of the Screen
Office Employes Guild for a 7 per
cent pay tilt for its members has
been rejected by the Association cf
Motion Picture Producers, which is
insisting that the two-year agreement with SOEG, which does not expire until Jan. 15, 1944, be observed.
Association representatives declare
the contract does not carry any provisions for reopening on wage or
other matters.

MP Associates Admit
55 to Membership
Fifty-five new members were admitted to the ranks of the Motion
Picture Associates at a business
meeting of the charitable organization at the Hotel Astor yesterday.
Discussion of an insurance plan for
members was put off until the next
meeting. Jack Ellis, president, presided.

W. F. Rodgers Asks
For More Gasoline
(Continued from Page 1)

chairman of the eligibility committee, and made a plea for the nineman group on behalf of the entire
motion picture industry. Rodgers
laid the facts before the committee,
pointing out the importance of the
ency.
film salesmen in the present emergThe committee reserved decision
and comment on Rodgers' arguments
but a verdict
is expected to be forthcoming shortly.

MPPDA Board Meeting
Deferred Until Apr. 15
(Continued from Page 1)

mount office workers were recently are now on the West Coast and
granted a 5 per cent raise. They would be unable to attend the meetChicago — Jack Barry of New York
ing was given as the reason for the
The Guild is basing its claim on contend that major executives promwas re-elected president of Minoco the increased cost of living, pointing
ised that if and when any indepen- postponement. A larger representaProductions at meeting of the board out that the Little Steel formula
tion is now expected for the annual
dent clerical guild was given an inof directors here. The company will provided increases up to 15 per cent,
crease, SOEG would receive the session when Will H. Hays will decontinue to specialize in Soundies.
liver his annual report.
and they also pointed out that Pa:a- same amount.

Minoco Re-elects Barry

SPARKLING

JOHN

MUSICAL...

A MOST

SATISFYING

CARROLL • SUSAN HAYWARD

with GAIL PATRICK

' EVE ARDEN

ENTERTAINMENT-Harrison's

Reports

in

• Melville COOPER • Walter CATLETT

Wary TREEN and Jack WILLIAMS, The Harlem Sandman . Dorothy DANDRIDGE • POPS and LOUIE-The
MUsTc~MAIDS^The"THREE"cHEERS ^CHINITA^The
(50LDEN GATE QUARTETTE and FREDDY MARTIN AND HIS ORCHESTRA
• COUNT BASIE And His Orchestra • RAY McKINLEY And His Orchestra
ALBERT S. ROGELl— Director

• Original Screen Play by Frank Gill. Ir. • Additional Dialogue- by Frances Hyland
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RIGHT

JUST

WITH the emphasis on getting the most
out of every foot of available film, it is a
big help to know that one of the three
Eastman negative films is just right for
every shot — in the studio or on location,
indoors or out. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

PLUS-X
for general studio use

Hollywood

SCPER-XX
when Utile light is available

BACKGROUXD-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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TRADE HAILS RCA PURCHASE-PRIORITY PLAN
Assures
Exhibs. of WPB's Aid In Equip.Enthusiastic
Problems
Reaction
While No Shortage of

Materials, Smith, Service
Head, Urges Quick Repairs

Assurance that exhibitors will receive all possible aid from the amusement section of WPB's service division was offered last night by Allen G. Smith, acting chief, speaking
before the Atlantic Coast division of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers at the Pennsylvania Hotel.
Reviewing briefly the history of the
amusements section, which has the
responsibility of providing operating materials for 54 assignments in
the professional sports and amusements field, Smith attributed the
success of the division with exhibitors to the outstanding work done
by his predecessor, C. J. Dunphy and
to the co-operation of the industry.
"I can tell you that the self-sufficient and self-reliant manner in
which the industry has conducted itself since we have been at war has
been most commendable.
I can not
(Continued

on

Page

10)

Directorate of B & L
Includes New Names

EQUIPMENT

The newly-reconstructed Abbey Theater
at Broadway and 51st St. will be opened
formally on April 7. First offering will be
world premiere of "The Heart of a Nation," the last picture produced in France
prior to the Nazi invasion.

#

*

#

G. L. Carrington, vice-prexy and
general manager of Altec, has returned
to New York from the Coast, and so
has H. M. Bessey, company's secretarytreasurer.

FIELD NOTES

Is Reported On Part Of
Showmen In All Sections

The old law would have forced all
film houses now in operation to build
RGA's recently-announced Pui
such facilities.
chase-Priority Plan, which offers
means to the theaterman for r«
Seats for the Globe Theater in Holyoke, serving for himself a preferred pos
Mass., are to be both delivered and installed tion on the equipment deliver
next week, thus completing repairs to this precedence list, together with
house which was damaged by fire last De- method of building up an interesi
cember. Anew exit has been added, bring- bearing reserve to apply against hi
ing the number to four.

%

*

#

future purchases, is "evoking ama;
ingly enthusiastic response from mc
August J. Zimmerman, assistant to tion picture outlets in all section
#
*
*
Bausch & Lomb's vice-prexy, has been of the nation," officials of the con
Lacking opportunity to train theater man- named to the Rochester Area War pany stated yesterday.
power, because of tremendous turnover cf Manpower
The plan, which offers a highl
Committee.
* * *
practical channel through which tb
employes moving into the armed forces
The Electric Ventilating Co., Chicago, exhibition field, — circuits and ind
or other war jobs, Karl Hoblitzelle, Interstate Circuit solon, has published a "Service has started an intensive national advertising vidual theater owners alike, — ca
Manual," and sent it to all Texas pic stands campaign to tell the country about air provide amply for future need:
to help them solve the manpower training conditioning of homes, theaters, and other with assistance in planning for thos
needs by RCA dealers in every se<
problem. Phil M. Daly doesn't want to public places. "Horizon Unlimited" is the tion of the country, includes amon
swamp the enterprising and patriotic Mister
campaign's key slogan. Howard H. Monk
Hoblitzelle, — but every theater in the land and Associates are handling the campaign. its provisions that exhibitors in tr
armed forces get a special deal, an<
should have copies, plus, if possible, InterA. D. Brooks has been appointed in all instances that cancellatio
state's permission to reprint.
supervisor of the Philadelphia district privileges prevail.
Theaterman himself decides whs
Out in Chicago, Roy MacMullen, of Altec Service, taking the place of
equipment
he will probably nee
D.
A.
Peterson
who
was
promoted
to
manager of B & K's Granada, is cele- the district managership.
when the war ends; figures out aj
brating his 32nd anniversary in the
(Continued on Page 10)
theater biz. He has been with B & K
for 10 years and is prexy of chain's
Employes' Association.
* * *

At mid-week, the Orpheum Theater,
Battle Creek, operated by Ross and Mellon,
was destroyed by fire which apparently
started in a defective furnace in the U.S.O.
Club next door also destroyed.

E. P. Marmorstone has been named ChiRochester — Four new members
cago district manager of General Register
have been elected to the board of the
C. Stober, resigned.
Rausch & Lomb Optical Co. here by Corp. succeeding
* W. *
*
Paramount exchange offices
the directors. At the same time
Motion picture theater buildings in
cinnati are being enlarged and
nine were re-elected.
rated. A new building is to be
Oregon will, in the future, be required
New members of the board are:
to have special ventilation, lavatory, after the war.
Ivan L. Nixon, manager of the in- drinking water and first aid facilities
*
*
#
strument sales division who handles
near projection rooms, under a special
Help the Red Cross to Help Our
most of the Army and Navy con- act just signed by Governor Earl Snell. Men!
tracts for the company and who was
(Continued

on

Page

10)

Here's a lMew One:
Booked for Blocking
Tampa, Fla. — Gulf Theaters, Inc.,
is contesting a suit brought by the
County to enjoin them from blocking
an alley connecting two streets. Defendants claim addition was put on
building in 1931 to house sound projection devices when "talkie" equipment was purchased. Removal of
the addition would cause them to
have to rebuild the entire theater.

Projection Conservation

in Cinredecoerected
Fighting

Up

Exhib. Interest Shown

Via Altec Pacts

San Francisco's Telenews
Destroyed By Film Fire

Exhibitors' mounting awareness of
the need for conservation of projec-

tion room equipment and pai-ts is
San Francisco — The downtown reflected in a sharp increase in serTelenews Theater was gutted in a
vice contracts, with particular emsweeping two-alarm fire, originating
phasis on repair-replacement conin the projection room as a result
tracts for both sound and projection
of friction in running the film, on
the afternoon of March 19. A siz- equipment, reported by Altec Serable crowd was present in the house
vice. New business activities in(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page

10)

SMPE Convention
Program Outlined
Tentative program of the 53i
Semi-Annual Meeting of SMP1
scheduled for May 4-6, inclusive,
announced as follows: Tuesday, Ma
4, Registration, Hotel Roof, 9 a.m
Business and Technical Session, Sal
(Continued on Page 12)

A Cold Fact Among
Week's Hot News
Urbana, III. — Furnace of the future, developed at the University of
Illinois here, and applicable to theaters as well as homes, can burn
soft coal without smoke, save fuel,
and give more even heat. It is
housed in a smooth streamlined
casing, and ceramic tiles replace the
strategic alloy metal ordinarily used
for grates and firebox linings.
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A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published everv second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks. Inc.. 1501 Broadway. New York
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WPB to Aid Bxhibs.
In Equip. Problems
(.Continued from Page 9)

Many Eastmanites In
The Armed Services

<?#<

Rochester — Eastman Kodak employes in the armed services total
4 917 as of Mar. 1, it is announced
here. Six have lost their lives, and
a seventh is missing in action. Of
the 4,917, a group of 73 are women.

recall the activities of any single
industry not directly engaged with
production of war materials which
has contributed so much to the war
effort," he said.
"In a measure it has been the performance of the theater owners
themselves that has brought about
the high recognition of the value of
the theaters to the war effort by the
WPB. May I modestly hope that
there will be no cessation of these
(Continued from Page 9)
activities because such co-operation
and assistance contributes much to active in developing the company's
projection apparatus and motion pic(Continued from Page 9)
ture lenses; Benjamin Ramaker,
elude
service
agreements
reached the winning of the war."
Dwelling briefly on the simplifica- sales manager of the company's
with the following theaters:
tion of vacuum tubes, Smith pointed ophthalmic division; William W. McMount Tabor, Poitland, Ore.; Ly- out that reduction of types from 850 Quilkin, head of the legal departric, Salt Lake City, Utah; Palace,
ment and secretary and Edmond S.
Silverton, Ore.; Strand, Helper, Utah; to 350 meens difficulty for many op- LaRose, controller and director of
erators, but he continued, tube subOceanic, Pacific Beach, Wash.; Vicstitutes impair reproduction, "only production.
tory, Milwaukee, Ore. ; Nile, Mitchell,
Re-elected directors were: Edward
to relatively small degree, and canNeb.; Orpheum, Mellen, Wis.; Grandnot be detected without the use of Bausch, William Bausch, M. Herbert
view and Highland, St. Paul, Minn.;
Eisenhart, Joseph F. Taylor, Carl
Lyceum, Minneapolis, Minn.; Alma, instruments,"
L. Bausch, Theodore B. Drescher,
Smith
pointed
out
that
there
is
Chicago, 111.; President, Detroit,
Carl S. Hallauer, John C. Kurtz and
Mich.; Lyceum, Duluth, Minn.; Shu- no acute shortage of repair parts Raymond M. Ball.
bert, St. Louis, Mo.; World, Aber- urging that "during these times,
The regular quarterly dividend of
deen, S. D.; Mall, Cleveland, 0.; when no new equipment is available $1.50 a share on the preferred and a
Stadium, Evanston, 111.; Granada, the exhibitor and projectionist should dividend of 25 cents a share on the
New Prague, Minn.; Auditoiium, see that necessary repairs are made common were voted. Both dividends
immediately.
Red Wing, Minn.
are payable April 1.
Broadway,
Abilene,
Tex.; Royal,
Archer City, Tex.; Royal, Columbus,
0.; State, Richmond, Ky.; Ritz, Mcregor,
Tex.;
Varsity,
Columbia,
o.; Aldridge, Oklahoma City; Rex,
roville,
Cal.;
Liberty,
Wapato,
ash.; Ritz, Calistoga, Cal.; Granda, Los Angeles, Cal.; Arcadia, St.
ohns, Ariz.; Hollywood Paramount,
os Angeles; Capitol, Brigham City,
tah; Gem, Magna, Utah;
Yeringon,
Yerington,
Nev.;
American,
aldwell, Idaho.
Temple, Geneva, N. Y.; Uptown,
ew Yo:k; Middlesex and Capitol,
( (
iddletown, Conn.; Crown, Brooklyn,
Y.; Tribune, Tribune, Kans.; La
More than ever today your National
ista, Hollis, Okla.; Bexley, Bexley,
branch is like a "Power House", feedLeon, Amarillo, Tex.; Jewel
ing energy in the shape of supplies
Oklahoma City, Okla.; Palace, Robsthat help you in maintaining the stand:own, Tex.; Albans, St. Albans,
ards of your theatre. No matter what
W. Va.; Marjo, Ephrata, Wash.;
you need, the nearby National branch
Oarlock, Custer, S. D.; Nile, Mitchell,
NJeb.; Kent, Kent, Wash.; Lithia,
is a dynamo of assistance and coop\shland, Ore.; Capitol, Fort Benton,
eration, ready to serve you day or night
Mont.; Wyoma, Glen Rock, Wyo.;
by men who know best what your
^oxy, Twin Falls, Idaho; Shrine
theatre requires. You can count on
Auditorium, Los Angeles, Cal.

Exhibitors Step Up
Proj. Conservation

Directorate of B & L
Includes New Names

National's 16 years of experience to
help see you through.

THEATRE
SOUND
SYSTEMAND
PROJECTORS

Showmen Enthused
Over New RCA Plan
(Continued from

Page

9)

proximate
from selects
RCA's Deposit.
Evaluation cost
Chart;
deposit
plan; mails application to RCA, the
postmark establishing date of reservation; RCA sends agreements, exhibitor then returning initial dej4Rt
posit; the
is held
for his
acC^
count,
withlatter
simple
interest
at i-Yz
per cent per annum; and, when the
war is
theeither
exhibitor's
ment is over,
good at
RCA oragreeRCA
dealer, the exhibitor getting preferential delivery of equipment.

Exhibitors of America have many duties to perform these war days. You
build unity and morale through motion
picture presentations— and you promote
and support the various government
drives that are initiated to spur war
production and civilian defense.
RCA Service, like exhibitors, is carrying on important war duties: RCA engineers are rendering scheduled service
to projection room equipment in thousands of theatres to "Keep 'em Running"—and other RCA Service groups
are installing military equipment and
instructing personnel, in this country
and at the battlefronts.
The RCA Service organization is today more than nation-wide
... it is world-wide . . . serving the home front and
battlefronts too!

War-born DEVRY precision Theatre Projectors
and Sound Systems present developments far
beyond previously accepted standards DEVRY
Corporation, 1112 Armitage Avenue, Chicago, III.

RCA SERVICE
CO., INC.
Subsidiary

There has been no rationing of National's readiness to serve.

RADIO CORPORATION

)

OF AMERICA

Camden, N. J.
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ICTORY

RECOMMENDED
TRIM
AND
USING
COPPER
COATED,

RANGE
OF ARC
HIGH
INTENSITY,

You can obtain maximum efficiency and economy from
your Victory Carbons by observing the following simple
rules.
USE CARBON TRIM RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.

The Victory Carbon trims indicated in the above table
were established by comprehensive laboratory and field
tests to ascertain the best results obtainable in all types
of equipment.
OPERATE CARBONS AT SPECIFIED ARC CURRENT.
Better projection and greater economy are obtained
when recommended arc currents are maintained. The
maximum allowable arc current is stamped on each
Victory Carbon at the left of the trade-mark.
CHECK FEED RATIO CAREFULLY.
Changes of arc current alter the ratio of burning rate be-

FqgyiCTORY

Jm BUY
war
ffrJjfJBONDS
,flj\
JljjjR STAMPS

52-66

7 mm x 9 inch H.I., A.C. Carbons in both holders

40-42

7 mm x 12 inch or 14 inch "Suprex" Positive
6 mm x 9 inch "Orotip" C Negative

1

7 mm x 12 inch or 14 inch "Suprex" Positive
6 mm x 9 inch "Orotip" C Negative
7 mm x 12 inch or 14 inch "Suprex" Positive
7 mm x 9 inch "Orotip" C Negative
8 mm x 12 inch or 14 inch "Suprex" Positive
7 mm x 9 inch "Orotip" C Negative

tween positive and negative carbons. On lamps equipped
with adjustable feed and formerly operated above 45
amperes arc current, this ratio should be adjusted to
meet the new current conditions.
A bulletin describing operation of the new Victory High
Intensity Carbons is available for distribution and will
be sent promptly upon request.
SAVE

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

T

H

E

COPPER

Most of the copper used for plating copper coated
projector carbons drops to the floor of the lamp house
when the carbons are burned. Continue to save these
copper drippings and turn them over to your supply
dealer as designated by our government.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
ESS

CURRENT
FOR
LAMPS
PROJECTOR
CARRONS

Neio Victory Carbons — Size and Type

Amperes

Simplified High Intensity, D.C.
with adjustable feed ratio
Simplified High Intensity, D.C.
with fixed feed ratio
Simplified High Intensity, D.C.

ozc/t

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio
GENERAL OFFICES
30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
BRANCH

SALES OFFICES

New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco
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REVIEWS Of il€UJ flLfllS
"Desert Victory"

with the British Eighth Army
62 Mins.
20th -Fox
(WASHINGTON PREVIEW)
DOCUMENTARY
WAR
OUTSTANDING
TO
POINTS
THRILLS
WITH
CRAMMED
HEAVY GROSSES.

By any standards this is the greatest picture to come out of this war to date. Unlimited exploitation possibilities, because
the film won't let down the most extravagant claims, point to heavy grosses, whether
or not it's featured or played along with
another feature.
Twenty-six British Army cameramen, directed by Lt. Col. David H. MacDonald,
shot about 200 000 feet just prior to and
British rout of Marshal Rommel's
during the
Afrika
Korps, shooting from the midst of
the action for 1,600 miles across the Libyan
desert. Co!. MacDonald has done a superb
job of editing the film, compressing the
full story into an hour that leaves the most
hardened onlooker breathless, aware as
never before of the grim reality of this war.
High spot was strictly a production trick
— a blank screen for about half a minute
as the commentary explains that the zero
hour is at hand, followed by the most blinding deafening artillery barrage ever seen in
a theater as the British begin the attack
that eventually carries them to Tripolitania.
Completely unforgettable are the faces
of the Tommies as the barrage begins, and
they start to march through the night, and
the shots of the sappers as they probe
gingerly for land mines are in a way as
intimate as anything ever seen on a screen.
For these are men face to face with death.
The cameramen were ahead of the lines
all along, in order to show us what men
walking into real bullets and bombs look
like. Five cameramen were killed during
the shooting, and several others injured.
Although it is brutal, the film does not
lack moments of homey appeal — soldiers
washing clothes and shaving, a cocker spaniel running by his master's side to the
fighter plane in which said master is abaut
to take off to do battle with the Luftwaffe,
the bagpipers marching unarmed in the
front lines.
All the British military leaders during the
African campaigns are shown in intimate
moments, and Prime Minister Churchill is
also seen during a visit to the lines from
Alexandria. Rommel is seen several times
— once in Berlin receiving the baton of a
field marshal from Hitler — via newsreel film
captured during the advance.
Original music is perfectly fitted to the
action while the commentary is clear, lucid
and easily understandable despite a slight
British accent. Photography is uniformly
good, often superb. All black and white.
Editing and production, handled by Col.
MacDonald
in London, are tops.
In short, here perhaps is the best documentary film yet produced, packed full cf
action, delivering a message with more
punch than any staged picture could possibly muster.

"The of
Spirit of Nobel"
Coordinator
Inter-American Affairs 20 mins.
Noteworthy Subject
Few, if any, shorts in industry annals can match this one's distinguished cast. On several other
of Nobel"
Spirit document.
well,hy"The
as
counts,
is a notewort
celluloid
Produced, directed and written by
Edmund Dorfmann, it is stiong in
all departments. Of high merit is
the narration by Paul Muni, and
throughout the footage there is unflagging appeal and human interest.
Another asset of prominence is the
editing by Harry Glass.
Featured are Albert Einstein,
Thomas Mann, Pearl Buck, Sigrid
Undset, Maui ice Maeterlinck, and all
the American Nobel Prize Winners,
plus the European Nobel Prize Winners hounded out of Europe by Hitler. The picture recounts the genesis of the awards, and drives home
the full justice of the United Nations' cause in preserving freedom
and truth, — both of which the Nazi
criminals would destroy. Here is a
two-reeler of decided significance,
and it should score not only as informative entertainment, but strengthen
the bonds between all liberty-loving
nations.

"Trout"
(Sportscope)
RKO
Good

San Francisco's Telenews
Destroyed by Film Fire
(Continued from Page 9)

at the time of the fire but no patrons
were injured due to the quick action
{Continued from Page 9)
on the part of Frank Woods, manager, who calmly announced the fire Moderne, 10 a.m.; Get-Togethei
and requested them to leave quickly. Luncheon, Roof Garden, 12:30 p.m.
Technical Session, Salle Moderne,
RCA Victor Division Set
left
open).
2 p.m.
(evening of this date will be

To Cultivate Girlpower

Wednesday, May 5, RegistrsgSvn
Hotel Roof, 9:30 a.m.; Tec\j^ .
Session, Salle Moderne, 10 a.m.
Luncheon Period, 12:30 p.m.; Tech
nical Session, Salle Moderne, 2 p.m.
53rd Semi-Annual Banquet anc
Dance, Georgian Room, 8 p.m.
Thursday, May 6, Registration
Hotel Roof, 9:30 a.m.; Technical Ses
sion, Salle Mode: ne, 10 a.m.; Lunch
eon Period, 12:30 p.m.; and Technica
Session, Salle Moderne, 2 p.m.
Hotel room reservation cards wil
Town
be mailed to all members of the Soplant. to Have Theater
ciety early in April, and due to greal
Grindstone, Pa. — The Commercial
of wartime visitors to Nev
Building in this town is being con- influx
verted into a theater, which will be York, making it difficult to ge
operated by Joseph Beck. There has accommodations, all members art
been no movie house here since the urged
to fill in reservation cards a.'
former one burned down several soon as received and send them back
it is stated by W. C. Kunzmann
years ago.
Convention Vice-President.
Indianapolis — Approximately 80
young women will be enrolled by the
RCA Victor division here for its new
"engineezing cadette" course at Purdue University. The girls will go
to Purdue for a year, with all expenses paid and a weekly salary in
addition, to learn fundamentals of
electrical engineering to qualify
them for jobs with the Indianapolis

SUPPLY
DEALERS

8 mins.

This shoit puts the fishing addicts
right in their element. Trout snaring has been shown in exciting fashion, the action taking place in the
lake region of Chile and in the High
Sierras of California. The subject
has the advantage of excellent photography.

A complete list of all supply
dealers and the brand name

"Ina Ray Hutton and

products they handle is one

Her(Headliner)
Orchestra"
Paramount
9 mins.
Fair
Devotee of popular music may
find some measure of entertainment
in the warbling of Ina Ray Hutton
to the accompaniment of her orchestra. The gal gives out with four
numbers — "My Silent Love," "Knock
Me a Kiss," "Angry," "Smiles." The
short has some good camera effects.
"Flying Jaloppy"
(Donald Duck)
RKO
Good

7 mins.
Commonwealth House Burns
Donald Duck has his troubles with
Lawrence, Kans. — Common- a buzzard who deals in air jaloppies
wealth's Patee here was swept by that are in dangerous condition. Our
a $5,000 fire.
hero is in for it when he unwittingly signs a life insurance policy namCramerton Theater Burns
ing the villain beneficiary. The buzzard does all in his power to have
Cramerton, N. C— Roy Smith's
Midway, sole local theater, was de- Donald killed. The Technicolor short
stroyed by fire.
is full of solid laughs.

SMPE Convention
Program Outlined

of the important and valuable features of the forthcoming—
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suggestion: Why not a war service pennant, to be awarded to indus-

try companies — production, distribution and
exhibition alike — by some qualified authority (the WAC might well act should no
Government agency or agencies consider it
within their province to do so) for outstanding contribution to the nation's war
effort?. .. .Bestowal of the pennant should
mean as much as the winning of the coveted
Army and Navy "E" by manufacturers engaged in filling war orders. .. .It necessarily
follows, then, that the standards to be met
must be high, and that presentation must
be honestly earned. .. .Establishment of an
industry award of merit, granting of which
represents a matter of courtesy, most emphatical y isnot suggested.

SPEAKING of awards, if an innocent (more
or less) bystander were permitted to
cast a ballot in Republic's poll of showmen
on "Oscars" for horse op'rys and their stars,
ours would be in the affirmative. .. .The
western perhaps more closely than any
other screen form comes closest to being
a true motion picture. .. And, borrowing a
phrase from Republic, "130,000,000 eyes"
— the western's audience today is 11,000
theaters — can't be airily dismissed. .. .So
how about it, Academy?

AND further speaking of awards, to Grad
Sears, Sol Lesser and Paul Lazarus, Jr.,
goes Phil M. Daly's own Order of Applause
(with Two Palms) for their plans to give
Lesser's "Stage Door Canteen" 100 simultaneous premieres on global fight fronts
where American fighting men are battling
the Axis. .. .There's magnificent showmanship for you.... It's dramatic, it's imagination-chal enging, it's war service-plus....
And the radio coverage proposed promises
one of the year's greatest thrills for both
men in uniform and the folks back home.

COMMENTING on why Warners is more
advertising-minded than ever before,
Mort Blumenstock says that nowadays you
not only have to build a better mousetrap
but also must provide a paved highway if
you want the world to come to your door.

Kelly, Back from Coast,
Says Roach Pictures to
Be Out of UA's Program

United Artists will have 15 producers supplying product for the
1943-44 program, Arthur Kelly, vicepresident, reported Friday upon his
return from the Coast. The producers are Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford, David O. Selznick, Edward
Small, Gregor Rabinovitch, Arnold
Pressburger, Sol Lesser, Charles
Rogers, James Cagney, Samuel Bronston, Walt Disney, Jack Benny, Andrew Stone and Harry Sherman.
Hal Roach will not deliver any
{Continued on Page 6)
— Help the Red Cross —

UJA Amusement Div.
Luncheon on May 11
Annual luncheon of the Amusement Division of the United Jewish
Appeal will be held May 11 at the
Hotel Astor with Dr. Abba Hillel
Silver again as honor guest, it was
announced Friday at the division's
organizational meeting at the Astor.
David Bernstein, Barney
Balaban
(Continued on Page 6)
— Help the Red Cross —

40 for 1943-44
William Goetz indicated on Friday that 20th Century-Fox would
announce about 40 pictures for the
1943-44 season. Goetz returned
to Hollywood after home office conferences.

R. C. Drive May
$5,

Money Through Floating
Of Public Stock Issue

Having been ordered by the Government to divest itself of its holdings in National Theaters, Chase
National Bank will sell its interest
in the circuit to 20th Century-Fox,
it was reported Friday. Lehman
Bros, will supply the money to
20th-Fox for the purchase of the
Chase holdings through the floating
of a stock issue. .
The stock issue, it is said, will
constitute a first mortgage on the
National Theater holdings. The deal
(Continued on Page 7)

Possibility that the Red Cross
— Help the Red Cross —
War Fund collection drive in U. S.
film theaters April 1-7 would hit the
$5,000,000 mark was heightened over
the week-end when district chairmen's wires received by the WAC
forecast a total of 13,000 theatres
participating.
Many theaters are planning speDes Moines, la. — The State Senate
cial Red Cross presentations on their passed,
46 to 0, the bill licensing and
stages on (Continued
the campaign's
on Page 6) opening establishing fire regulations for theaters. Bill now goes to the House
— Help the Red Cross —
for consideration. As passed, it exWalsh, Krouse To Plead
empts all open-air theaters and traveling exhibitors using portable booth
Projectionists' Essentiality or fire resistant
(Continuedmaterials,
on Page 3) complete-

la. Senate Passes
Fire Regulations
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Washington — Richard Walsh and
Appellate Division Upholds Louis Krouse, of the IATSE, are
to appear here WednesPara. Browne-Bioff Policy scheduled
day before the advisory committee
New York State Supreme Court on classifications to the War Manpower Commission, to plead the case
decision in favor of Austin C.
Keough, Barney Balaban, Stanton of projectionists. Earlier this month
for an essential rating
Griffis and( Continued
other on
Paramount
direc- their request
(Continued on Page 6)
Page 3)

16 mm. Distributors Organize
Col. J. A. Cooper Heads New

Canadian

Ass'n

Toronto — Because of long friction
Rep. 1943-44 Program to
between operators of licensed theaBe Disclosed This Week
ters and users of 16 mm. films, including Army theaters and itinerFollowing the closing session Friants, over booking protection and
day at the New York Athletic Club, territorial zone designations, the
it was announced that H. J. Yates, major 16 mm. film exchanges have
Sr., President J. R. Grainger, and been organized into a 16 mm. Motion Picture Distributors Association
Republic's four District Sales Manwith the
Motion
agers— Merritt
Davis, Sam Seplowin, in affiliation
(Continued
on Page
7) Picture
(Continued on Page 3)

— Help the Red Cross —

Paramount to Wipe Out
All of Its Bank Loans
Paramount's board, meeting last
week, voted to pay off all of the
company's bank loans. Move, which
will result in the repayment within
(Continued on Page 6)

Standard Time Bill
Passes Iowa House
Des Moines, la. — A bill to place
the state of Iowa back on standard
time, instead of war time, sailed
through the house of the Iowa legislature by a vote of 79 to 23. It
now goes to the senate where stiffer
opposition is expected.
An attempt to amend the bill so
it would not apply until Sept. 1
failed.
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Hollywood — Warners will produce
"Battle Cry" as a Howard Hawks
production with Charles K. Feldman acting as associate producer as
a result of a deal closed at the weekend by the studio with Hawks and
Feldman. Pic, according to Jack L.
Warner, will have a minimum of 22
topflight stars and will be made as
an "unbudgeted special."
Hawks and Feldman are said to
have been at work for the last nine
months collecting material for the
story which will cover war and postwar times. Writing assignment will
be given shortly. Hawks, under contract to WB, will direct.

Charles Einfeld, director of advertising and publicity for Warner
Bros., arrives in New York from the
Coast on Friday for home office conferences, which will take in the special plans under way for the world
premiere of "Mission to Moscow."
Einfeld will remain in the East
through the Broadway opening of
the picture on April 21 at the Hollywood Theater.
— Help the Red Cross —

Seeks 111. Labor Relations Bd.
Springfield, 111. — Representative
Powell has introduced a bill in the
House to create an Illinois Labor
Relations Board of three members,
to be appointed by the Governor!
This bill is being watched carefully
by state amusement interests.

Follows

a

Waterbury, Conn. — Roger Msjp^
has introduced Friday and Saturday
stage
Waterbury.
time." shows at the 576-seat Plaza,

NEW YORK
THEATERS
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....
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— Help the Red Cross —

Two Days of Stage Shows

World
Stanley
55th St. Playhouse
48th St. Theater

Passion (Ram
(Maya
Films)
(c)
India
Bagai)
(c)
bill,

Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Fox, is planning to make a trip to
England to look over the company's
activities there, it was learned on
Friday. No date has been set for
the journey. A company spokesman
said "it won't be for quite some

♦

Radio-Samuel
Coldwyn)—
1 (a-b)
Radio Pictures)—
April 1 April
(a)

Charles Einfeld Arrives
In New York on Friday

CO., INC.
INSURANCE

510 W. 6th St.

FUTURE

— Help the Red Cross —

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

Motion

They Falcon
Cot
The

West

MARKET

FEATURES

Mabuse
(Samuel
Krellberg)— 2nd
(Artkino
Pictures)
(J. H. Hoffberg Co.) — 5th week
2nd week

Warners' "Battle Cry"
As Unbudgeted Special

(March 26)
NEW

LANGUAGE

Theater
Hollywood
Astor
Rialto
Capitol
Strand
Criterion
Little Carnegie
Music
Hall
Globe
Rivoli
Paramount
Roxy
Loew's
State
Palace
Palace
New York
New York

Slightly Dangerous
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — April 1
Edge of Darkness
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — April 9
Flight for Freedom
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(c)
Air Raid Wardens
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Something
to Shout About
(Columbia
Pictures)
(c)
Hitler — Dead
or Alive (c)
China
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, CalifRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco- Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

FINANCIAL

Parade ®

Picture and Distributor
Air Force (Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 9th week
The Human Comedy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 'Pictures) — 5th week
Frankenstein
Meets the Wolf Man
(Universal
Pictures) — 4th week
Stand
by for Action
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 3rd week
The Hard Way
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 3rd week
It Ain't Hay (Universal Pictures) — 3rd week
Our Lady of Paris (Hirliman
Florida Prods.) — 3rd week..
Keeper
of the Flame
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 2nd week
Chetniks
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 2nd week
The Moon is Down (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Happy-Co-Lucky
(Paramount
Pictures)
Hello, Frisco, Hello (Twentieth Century-Fox)
The Powers Girl (United Artists)
Casablanca
(Warner 'Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
Ladies' Day (RKO
Radio Pictures)
(a)
Dead Men Walk
(Producers Releasing Corp.) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
The Fighting Buckaroo (Columbia Pictures) — Opens tomorrow (a)

Skouras Plans British
Trip, But No Date Set

current

Palace
Palace

Little

World
Carnegie

RADIO

CITY MUSIC
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Alice FAYE • John PAYNE j?
JackOAKIE • Lynn BAR I

a joth cENTu«r-Fox ndu»e

_ Columbia on Friday held the distinction of being the first film company to sign up for the New York
Labor War Chest drive. Charlotte
Peterson of the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, and
Henry Spiegel of the Screen Publicists Guild of New York will handle the campaign at the company's
home office together with a committee to be named by them.

FLAME"

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Picture
Gala Stage Revue • Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine
Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

bill.

Col. First to Sign for
Labor War Chest Drive

HALL
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• PLUS A BIG STAGE SHOW
BONDS
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buy

A
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1

v"

50th ST.

7,hAVE-

Always Tops in»2-fer-1 Shows

— Help the Red Cross —

SPG Names Negotiating
Unit to Open Scale Talks
Screen Publicists Guild of New
York has moved closer to the reopening of contracts on the salary issue
with the election of a negotiating
committee to confer with nine companies which have agreements with
the union. Contracts signed last
May provided for reopening on salary at the end of a year. Letters
are expect
week. ed to go to the companies
this
While it is reported that the formula favored by the SPG contemplates a5 per cent increase, it is understood that each case may be
treated separately, on a merit basis.
— Help the Red Cross —

N. S. Theater Attendance
Up 100% Since War Came
Halifax, N. S.— Film theater attendance in Nova Scotia is up 100
per cent since the outbreak of the
war, checkup just completed shows.

££& STATE
ON

SCREEN

"POWERS

J

IN PERSON

GIRL"

GEO. MURPHY
ANNE
SHIRLEY
CAROLE LANDIS

BIG STAGE
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SHOW
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Warners to Comb
Field for Talent
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Hollywood — Long-range program
for discovery and development of
a new crop of screen stars was mapped out at Warners studios in a
'■■-■;jes of meetings during the past
"% weeks producer;
between Jack
L. Trilling,
Warner,
executive
Steve
his assistant; Phil Friedman, head
of studio casting and Martin Jurow,
in charge of WB's Eastern talent
bureau.
Plans include a regular and systematic combing of Little Theaters,
amateur dramatic groups, radio stations, colleges and schools, plus intensive training and promotion of
players already under contract.
In addition to the starring status
already set for Joan Leslie, Irene
Manning, Alexis Smith, Julie Bishop
and Dinah Shore, Jack Warner already has ordered a build-up for
newcomers Dolores Moran, Lynne
Baggett, Eleanor Parker, Dorothy
Day, John Ridgely, Robert Shayne,
Warner Anderson, Bob Hutton and
some others discovered by Jurow in
the East.
Jurow left over the week-end on
his return to New York.
—Help the Red Cross —

Rep. 1943-44 Program to
Be Disclosed This Week
{Continued from Page 1)
Francis Bateman, and Maxwell Gillis — will remain in conference for
the early part of this week, to study
recommendations from the field in
connection with the 1943-44 program, which will be announced the
latter part of the week.
A. W. Perry, Republic franchise
holder in Canada, and A. J. Laurie,
recently appointed Republic's Canadian sales manager, here from
Toronto to attend the New York
meeting, announced that the distribution of Republic pictures in Canada was up about 35 per cent, and
that it was expected that Republic
would have its greatest booking year
in its history in that territory.

Warner
Baxter
Bob Sisk
Arthur Caesar
Stanley

Hatch

Dennis
Carl

O'Keefe
Nielsen

Joseph Cawthorn
J. E. Otterson

DARRYL

ARTHUR
Coast.
Friday.

W. KELLY

MONROE

T

T

T

"A Tongue in Every Star":
•

•

•

IN the week-end mail to ye Editor came a letter irom Albert

Deane, ol Paramount's foreign department, and, in it, he makes such a
constructive suggestion that we pass it along herewith to all filmland Al points out that our industry has upwards
of 30,000 of
its members in the armed forces, but, splendid record notwithstanding,
we appear comparatively lax in the display of service flags from our
home office buildings, studios, exchanges,
and theaters
It would
not only be tremendously edifying, and reflecting our justified pride,
for such flags to be flown, Al points out, but it would impress our tens
of millions of citizens with our vast contribution to the mill of manpower
protecting America's freedom, — in addition to all the other things which
filmland is doing to bring Victory
T
T
T
• • e> PARTICULARLY, Al avers, should our theaters give
every service flag star a tongue to speak of our sons and daughters in
uniform
There are, of course, some 18,000 film houses in active
commercial
operation
A service flag on each would
be most
eloquent, and particularly so would be the banners of our circuit
stands, with the chains often having hundreds, and sometimes thousands in the armed forces
The discerning Deane additionally points
out that it might be a good idea for various companies, when carry
ing trade paper advertisements, to add an interchangeable box to their
art and/or copy space, and therein list the number of their employes
currently in service,— along with the symbolic service star
Yes,
and why shouldn't national magazine and newspaper theater copy include the same?
It's all decidedly worth thinking about
T
T
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Appellate Division Upholds Iowa Senate Passes
Para. Browne-Bioff Policy Fire Regulations
(Continued from Page 1)
ly enclosing all projection equipment
and approved by the State Fire Marshal.
The bill would license theaters by
Oct. 1, 1943, with a fee of $5 for
houses under 800 seats and $10 a
year over 800 seats. Other requiiements would include: a space of 28
inches between seat rows, maximum
of 15 seats between aisles and seats
32 inches wide. Smoking only in segregated rooms. Specifications for
The court upheld the contention exits and entrances. Booth construction to be of fire resistant mathat Paramount was forced to contribute to the personal slush fund for terial.
Browne and Bioff in common with
Dillon Funeral on Coast
other film companies on pain of having a strike on its hands that might West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ruin the company. In support of
Hollywood — Funeral services were
the company's fear Keough had held last week for Jack Dillon, 42,
cited the closing by Bioff of 70 Para- 20th-Fox branch manager here for
a decade.
mount houses in Chicago.
The court accepted the argument that if
counsel
for Sidney R. Kent, late president
Bioff had gone through with his threat Paramoun would have lost $2,910,000 a week and of 20th-Fox, and a number of that company's
would have been thrown back into bank- directors, predicted the same outcome in the
ruptcy. The court agreed that the direc- other suits since they were based on the
tors had no choice but to give in to Bioff same facts.
and Browne.
Louis Connick represented Paramount PicThe Paramount case was a test move in
tures and Stephen Callahan a number of trie
a whole series of minority stockholders' suits company's directors, while Ex-Judge Alfred J.
instituted also against 20th-Fox, Warner Talley and Henry Hornstein appeared Foi
Bros, and Loew's.
Nizer, who was also the minority stockholders.
(Continued from Page 1)
tors in the suit brought by minority
stockholders to recover $100,000 paid
to George E. Browne and William
Bioff, former IATSE officials now in
jail for violation of the Federal antiracketeering act, was unanimously
upheld by the Appellate Division on
Friday. The court acted on a review
of the facts presented by Louis Nizer, counsel for certain defendant
directors.

ZANUCK

left for the Coast

returned Friday from the

GREENTHAL

was in from Hollywood

JACK
SKIRBALL
leaves for the Coast
Friday.
AL WILKIE
left for the Paramount
J. NOBLE BRADEN
arbitration
tribunals.

today.
studios

is visiting the West Coast

BRADSHAW CRANDALL, leaves for Hollywood
May 1 to do three covers for Cosmopolitan
magazine on M-G-M's Susan Peters, Judy
Garland
and Esther Williams.
SIR ALEXANDER KORDA arrived in New
yesterday
from the West
Coast.

York

WILLIAM COETZ and JOSE;H M. SCHENCK
have returned to the 20th-Fox studios after
home-office
conferences.
O. HENRY BRICGS, president of Producers
Releasing Corp., has arrived on the Coast from
Phoenix with LEON FROMKESS, in charge of
production
for the company.
JOAN
USO-Camp

BLONDELL
Shows
at

opens another tour for
Camp
Callan, San Diego,

on April 9.
The week's
tour will also
Camps Elliott and Pendleton, San Diego.
MARY
were at
the start
close on

cover

BRIAN and WALTER ABEL on Friday
Camp Atterbury, Columbus, Ind., on
of a USO-Camp Shows tour that will
April 10 at Fort Devens, Ayer, Mass.

BERN IE KREISLER returns today from
dianapolis and Cincinnati.
in

GEORGE SCHWARTZ, "U" branch
Philadelphia,
is off for a vacation.

In-

manager

MAX ROTH, WB branch manager in Buffalo, returned to that city over the week-end
following
home
office conferences.
— Help the Red Cross —

Broder Bros, as Partners
Detroit — Broder Circuit is being
reorganized with Paul Broder, a
brother, taken in as a partner by his
brother, Jack Broder, the founder,
with the circuit name changed to
Jack and Paul Broder Theaters.

Catholic Writers
Honor E. P. Kilroe
Edwin P. Kilroe, 20th CenturyFox attorney andauthority on international copyright law, has been
elected Pres, ident of the
Catholic
Writers Guild
o f America,
jwhich includes
its membership, nearillyly allknown
nationZatholic
writers and editors
n America.
'hasKilroe,
been who
the
EDWIN

P. KILROE

advisor for 20thFox since 1929, is thecopyright
chairman
of
the Copyright Committee of the
MPPDA and has represented the
industry in copyright legislation since
1932, including the 1936 and 1939
Berne Conventions.

NO THEA

Big grosses
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Fox, St. Louis ...
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is the best
of them all!
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FOX, ST. LOUIS
ORPHEUM, SAN
FOX, DETROIT

FRANCISCO

KEITH'S, BALTIMORE
PARAMOUNT, ATLANTA

HARRIS, PITTSBURGH
RIALTO, NEW YORK
WOODS, CHICAGO
LAFAYETTE, BUFFALO
CENTURY, ROCHESTER
STRAND, ALTOONA,
STATE, WATERBURY,
TRANS

PA.
CONN.

LUX, BOSTON

OHIO, CANTON,

PARAMOUNT, YOUNGSTOWN
E. M. LOEW, HARTFORD

OHIO

STATE, RICHMOND, VA.
PARAMOUNT, DENVER
STRAND, LOUISVILLE
CIVIC, PORTLAND, ME.
CAPITOL, SALT LAKE CITY
EARLE, ALLENTOWN, PA.
SENATE, HARRISBURG, PA.
COLONIAL, ERIE
PARAMOUNT, NEW HAVEN
COLLEGE, BETHLEHEM
HOLLYWOOD, ATLANTIC CITY
LINCOLN, MIAMI AND
CAPITOL (Day and Date), MIAMI
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R. C. Drive May Hit
$5,000,000 Mark
(Continued

from

Page

1)

night, according to reports from exchange areas to Claude Lee, campaign director.
Barney Balaban, national campaign chairman, hailed the exhib.
enrollment as a "concrete exhibition
of exhibitor patriotism."
In h ome offices, exchanges, and
studios the stationery of all the industry companies has been imprinted
with a legend ballyhooing Red Cross
Week,
Even the envelopes have a
special meter that tells the reader
happening in 13,000 theaters
what's
during the week of April 1-7.

WHO'S
•

•

•

WHO
Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

— Help the Red Cross —

J. P. O'Loghlin on Leave
Toronto — Leave of absence has
A telescoped version of "Show
been
granted J. P. O'Loghlin of ToTime," now in its last two weeks at
ronto, veteian district manager of
the Broadhurst, will open an engagement at the Capitol on May 12 or 20th Century-Fox in Canada, because
of continued illness due to a
19. The services of George Jessel,
heart condition. W. C. Gehring of
Jack Haley, Ella Logan and possibly the
New York home office has been
one other principal will be retained.
in Toronto to arrange for the change
in the Canadian Fox headquarters,
pending the recovery of O'Loghlin.

BELLS

•

•

•

— Help the Red Cross —

It's Now Lt. Col. Cohen

Projectionists' Essentiality
(Continued

from

Page

1)

product for the new season, Kell
said. Roach is a major in the Arm
and his studio has been taken ove|rev
by the Government.
Kelly was particularly entbj^ s
tic over "Stage Door CanVo,,u,
which, he predicted, would gros
$5,000,000.

Hunt Stromberg's "Lad;|a;
Mor

West Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

from

Page

1)

for projectionists was turned down,
but it is hoped that the personal
exposition of the importance of the
job and the potential fire danger
from inexpert replacements will
tion. about a more favorable reacbring

its

DAILY

Hollywood — Representatives of
'United Artists denied a published report that the UA Corporation had purchased Sir Alexander Korda's interests but admitted that negotiations were in
the early stages. The figure mentioned was $500,000.
The report that UA was dickerwas ingdenied.
for David O. Selznick's stock

Walsh, Krouse To Plead

■Li

Up lor UA in '43-44
(Continued

started out in Minkowsky's productions. His
pictures were known abroad as "Millakowsky-Films," a
certain type of musical comedies, and met with particular success. Weighs, 152. Stands 5, 9. Hair, grey.

Capitol's "Show Time"

WEDDING

Personalities

HERMAN MILLAKOWSKY. Born in Lithuania, 1898. Studied history of art
and philosophy at the University of Berlin. Was a theater critic up to
1924. Took over Greenbaum Film Company, one of Europe's best known
moving picture companies. For this firm, he produced 40 pictures, for UFA,
Amalka and Universal, among them "Siberia," "Catherine the Great," "Adjutant
of the Czar," "Rouge et Noir," "President," "Maria Theresa," "Two
Worlds" (in German, French and English), "Privatsekretaerin" (which was remade in England by Victor Saville
under the title of "Sunshine Susie" and played in
America under the title of "Office Girl"), "Yes, Mr.
Brown," "After the Ball" (all of these remade in England), "Gypsy." With the advent of Hitler in 1933 he
moved to Paris, in March 1933. Produced twelve pictures, among them "Antonia" by Melchior Lengyel, "The
Postmaster" with Harry Baur, "Ultimatum" and "Rapelle
Immediate" with Erich von Stroheim, the first anti-Nazi
film. A considerable number of directors, technicians,
cameramen, script writers and actors now in Hollywood

Members of this city's 100-odd foreign language newspapers will meet
Eyes, brown.
at 4:30 p.m. today at Paramount's
h.o. to discuss ways in which they
can best aid the film industry's Red
Cross War Fund Week. Attending UJA Amusement Division
the meeting will be Barney Balaban,
Claude Lee, campaign director, Fred Luncheon Set for May 1 1
Schwartz and Sam Rinzler. Sig(Continued
from Page 1)
mund Gottlober, will speak for the
and
Maj.
Albert
Warner were the
foreign press group.
meeting's hosts.
— Help the Red Cross —
The United Jewish Appeal, which
Paramount to Wipe Out
comprises the Joint Distribution
All of Its Bank Loans
Committee, the United Palestine Appeal and the National Refugee Service, will launch its annual drive in
{Continued
from Page 1)
the next few days of $5,000,000 bor- early April.
William Rosenfald, national chairrowed from banks in January, is in
men of the UJA and president of
line with the company's debt retire- the NRS,
stressed the increased
ment program and eliminates all
fixed debt of the parent company ex- needs of the Appeal at Friday's
cept for $19,634,000 of 4 per cent meeting and paid tribute to the
debentures due 1956.
Amusement Division for its past efFixed debt of consolidated sub- forts.
In attendance were:
sidiaries aggregates approximately
David Bernstein, Barney Balaban, Max
$10,000,000 of which $7,000,000 is
Blackman, Jack Bloom, Leo Brecher, Ben
owed by the company's Canadian Boyar, Jules Brulatour, Harry Buxbaum,
and English subsidiaries, which debt Samuel Cohen, Harold Danson, Louis Frisch,
Leon Goldberg, Irving Greenfield, Toby
is payable in foreign currencies.
Israel, Jr., Jesse Kaye, MalAll of the preferred stock called Gruen, colmArthur
Kingsberg, William Klein, Joseph J.
on April 1 was converted into com- Lee, Samuel Macknovitch, William Melniker,
mon stock with the exception of Dan Michalove, Louis Nizer, Abe Olman,
Louis Phillips, Ralph I. Poucher, Martin
2,236 shares and it is expected sub- Quigley,
Samuel Rosen, Hyman Rachmil, Harstantially all of the remaining preold Rodner, Max Seligman, Joseph L. Seidelferred stock called for redemption man, Adolph Schimmel, Charles Sonin, WilA. P. Waxman, Maj. Albert
on May 10 will also be converted Warner,liam Sussman,
J. B. Zabin.
into common stock.
— Help the Red Cross —

15 Producers Lined

ft
h
son!
h
! 110!

i raid

of Burlesque" is another in the bi
gross class, Kelly said. Edwarcl6
Small plans to spend $1,000,000 oifn
each of his next two pictures. The}
are "Winter Soldier" and "The
Raft," although it has not been de
termined yet which will be producec iiica
first. Small will make only high
budget pictures in the future, having j'iro
24
story properties with eighi
shooting.
scripts completed and ready foi

If IATSE can succeed in winning
recognition of the essential nature
retain
that "Hi
title,Diddle
there Diddle'
having
Andy
Stone's
of the projectionist's work, and the will
difficulty of obtaining competent re- new
been name.
some discussion in regard to a
placements, they will have scored a
major victory. Thus far the WMC
has made it plain that except in a
few local instances they will not
grant an "essential" listing to any
one in distributive or retail fields.
Even in those few local exceptions, WALTER
HIGGINS,
no
circuit.
Mo.
aided.exhibitor personnel has been
film
buyer,
Prudential
F. C. RITTER,
manager,
Plaza,
Kansas
City
The essential activities committee
K.
REDMOND,
has not yet reached any decision on JOSEPH
manager,
Uptown
Kansas
City, Mo.
the matter of an "essential" listing
for film laboratory workers. Rich- SAM Mo.NASTER, manager, Esquire, Kansas City.
ard Altschuler of Consolidated Laboratories and Nick Tronolone of ARTHUR GROOM, manager, Loew's State, MemPathe, both representing the laboratories defense committee, presented BEN ROGERS, manager, Warners, Memphis.
WINTKER,
assistant
booker,
20rh-Fox.
their case personally about two LEO Memphis.
weeks ago.

IN NEW POSTS

— Help the Red Cross —

Columbus Equipment Co.
Owner Dies Suddenly
Columbus, O. — Richard J. Gardiner, 80, founder and owner of the
American Theater Equipment Co.,
died of a heart attack at his home
in Upper Arlington. A son, Fred
R. Gardiner, has been associated with
him in the business.
— Help the Red Cross —

Ehrlich Child Actor Bill Dies

Maj. Emanuel (Manny) Cohen is
Albany — The Ehrlich child film
Cleveland — Leo Blank, Vitagraph now Lt. Col. Cohen. The former and radio acting measure was defeated in the Senate late last night,
branch manager, will marry Miss Paramount production executive is
Ethel Zwillinger of San Francisco stationed at Astoria with the Signal by a vote of 20-19, in an unexpected
setback.
Corps but is currently in California.
in Chicago on April 8.

LEM
GREERSON,
ad sales, 20th-Fox,
Memphis.
GUY phis.
COSTA, student salesman, Para., Memphis.
JAMES
MALLEY,
manager,
Roxy,
Mounds,
III.
JOHN Moines.
MORPHET,
head
booker,
Universal,
Des
WILLIAM
City,

POWELSON,
Pa.

ALVIN
tum,HOSTKER,
Pa.
JOHN

WRIGHT,

manager,

Latonia,

Oil

city manager, Warners, Tarensalesman,

Para.,

Cleveland,

O.

MAX PAIGE, head booker, 20th-Fox, Indianapolis.
STANLEY
BLACKBURN,
manager,
Paramount,
Omaha.
SID ZINS, exploiteer, Columbia, Cleveland, 0.
ter. WATTELS,
GLADYS
cashier, Century,
RochesJOE

COOLER,
Evergreen,

publicity Ore.
assistant,
Portland,

Hamriek-

RUTH office.
MORROW,

publicist,

with

Al

Margolies

BERNARD

Universal

salesman,

Philadel-

phia.

GATES,
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[hase NT Holdings
fo 20th Century-Fox
(Continued

from

Page

1)

will give 20th Century-Fox complete
lontrol of the circuit.
While exact figures have not been
revealed, it is believed in reliable
;ircles that Chase's interest in Na;io£jJ Theaters represented at least
1 pX~^)0,000.

Company attorneys are now preparing a report on the theater propjrties for the SEC which must give
ts approval to the transaction.

Los Angeles Theaters to Open Doors Free
To Public Only in Event of Actual Attack
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — The policy of the Los Angeles theaters in opening their doors
free to the public only in the event of an actual attack was approved by the
City Defense Council. Question was broached by the Theater Defense Bureau,

Canadian 16 mm.
Producers Organize
(Continued from Page

1)

following the City Council's enactment of a blackout law. It was pointed out
that the new law concerned motorists and only affects pedestrians insofar
as they congregate or loiter in the street.

Distributors Association of Canada
with Col. J. A. Cooper of Toronto
as chairman of both groups.

WMC Anxious to Clear Up Indie Producers Ask
Deferrable Job Deadline
90% Guild Shop of SWG

The object of the new organization is to straighten out ovei lapping
and other booking problems to the
satisfaction of both urban and rural

theater proprietors and in co-operation with Army authorities. Two of
three
major 16 mm. distributors are
Washington
—
Manpower
officials
— Help the Red Cross —
allied with Canadian exchanges hanwere anxious Friday to clear up misdling 35 mm. pictures, these being
understanding regarding the April
N. L. Nathanson and O. R. Hanson
Mf Million See OWI's
subsidiaries. The third is General
1 deadline, by which date all men in
r"irst U. S. News Review
Films, Ltd., with offices in Toronto
non-deferrable
jobs
will
be
eligible
Vashington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
and the Canadian West, which spefor 1-A classification unless they
Washington — Close to 500,000 per- have demonstrated that they are
cializes in narrow film releases ex;ons have already seen the first edi- trying to find other jobs in the war
clusively. Another company, Associated Screen News, Ltd., produces
ion of the OWI's U. S. News Review effort. Reports that all men not on
and distributes 35 mm. and 16 mm.
t was revealed here Friday by the
notion picture bureau. Figures the "essential" list of the WMC will to the sudden induction of many short subjects.
be
affected
are
absolutely
untrue,
hrough the middle of the month inworkers whose jobs are not on the
The whole policy of the 16 mm.
licated that about 400,000 had at- they said.
non-deferrable list. Ushers are the body is to be tabled at the annual
Theater
owners
were
thrown
into
ended 2,400 showings, with the 400
the Association
Motion ofPicture
CanadaDisat
.6 mm. prints shipped being screened confusion because of ambiguous only important theater group classi- meeting oftributors
in average of six times each.
newspaper headlines Friday, looking
fied as non-deferrable.
its annual meeting here on March 31.

AN

ALL-THE-FAMILY

JOHN

CARROLL

with GAIL PATRICK

Washington
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Hollywood — Following meeting of
Association of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, representatives
of organizations declaimed members
desire the seven-year contract with
Screen Writers Guild but favor a 90
per cent Guild shop instead of 100
per cent Guild shop asked by SWG.

MUSICAL

• SUSAN

• EVE ARDEN

TO

DELIGHT

HAYWARD

ANY

TYPE

OF

AUDIENCE-Showmens

Trade Review

in

• Melville COOPER • Walter CATLETT

Mary TREEN and Jack WILLIAMS, The Harlem Sandman . Dorothy DANDRIDGE -POPS and LOUIE -The MUSIC MAIDS -The THREE CHEERS- CHINITA- The

GOLDEN GATE QUARTETTE and FREDDY
ALBERT S ROGELL— Di'rec/or

MARTIN

AND HIS ORCHESTRA.

COUNT BASIE And His Orchestra. RAY McKINLEY And His Orchestra

• Original Screen Ploy by Frank Gill. Jr. • Add^onal Dialogue by Frances Hyland
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^ * Reviews of me nem nuns * a
"The Heart of a

"Tonight We Raid
Calais"

Featuring Annabella and John Sutton
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
20th-Fox
70 Mins.
SPLENDID ACTING AND SUSPENSEFUL
DIRECTION GIVE THIS ONE PLENTY OF
B.O.
Splendid acting and direction highlight
this offering. To John Brahm goes credit
for the direction, which creates suspense
and maintains interest to the end. Andre
Daven, provided excellent production values.
Annabella and John Sutton do fine work
in the starring roles, while such seasoned
troupers as Lee J. Cobb, Beulah Bondi,
Blanche Yurka, Marcel Dalio and Howard
deSilva appear in supporting parts.
Sutton, a British Commando is dispatched
to a French Village, where he is befriended
by Lee J. Cobb, a farmer, who has him
pose as his son, who was killed by British
soldiers while fighting in Syria. Cobb's
daughter, Annabella, is embittered against
the British and is in favor of turning Sutton
over to the Germans.
Cobb enlists the aid of farmers, whose
land encircles a munition plant making
steel shells. The farmers agree to set
fire to their farms so as the blaze can
be seen by the R.A.F. flyers anxious to
spot and bomb the factory.
Hoping to save her parents, who have
been arrested by the Germans, Annabella
discloses where Sutton can be found. Despite the help she gives, the Germans slay
her father and mother. Embittered, Annabella aids Sutton, who is enabled to outwit
the enemy and the farmers set ablaze in
time to make the munition works an ideal
target for the R.A.F. bombs.
CAST: Annabella, John Sutton, Lee J.
Cobb, Beulah Bondi, Blanche Yurka, Howard
deSylva, Marcel Dalio, Ann Codee, Nigel
deBrulier, Robert Lewis, Richard Derr, Leslie
Denison, Billy Edmunds, Lester Matthews,
Reginald Sheffield, John Banner, Leslie Vincent, Robert 0. Davis, George Lynn.
CREDITS: Producer, Andre Daven; Director, John Brahm; Authors, L. Willinger and
Bohama Lee; Screenplay, Waldo Salt;
Cameraman, Lucien Ballard, ASC; Art
Directors, Richard Day and Russell Spencer;
Editor, Allen McNeil; Music, Emil Newman
and Cyril J. Mockridge.

"Man of Courage"

with Barton MacLane, Dorothy Burgess
PRC
67 Mins.
STRONG MELODRAMATIC CONTENT,
PLUS SENTIMENTAL TOUCH, WILL
PUSH THIS THROUGH IN SMALLER
SPOTS.
The

melodrama

bugs will find enough

to hold their interest in "Man of Courage."
Others, however, may consider the action
a bit too thick for their tastes. The film
parades all the tricks guaranteed to draw
the attention of audiences for which this
type of entertainment is tailored.
This is the one about the crooked
political boss who gets a decent chap
elected to office and then proceeds to
dictate the orders. The fellow who is
boosted in this case is a district attorney
(Barton MacLane) whose sense of decency
is outraged when he learns that the politico
(Forrest Taylor) had a hand in framing
a woman (Dorothy Burgess) on a charge
of murdering her husband (Lyle Talbot).
MacLane resigns after pardoning Miss Burgess and goes back to the practice of law.
Conscious-stricken because he prosecuted
the Burgess case, MacLane tries to make
it up to the woman, who has a young

Name Arbiters to Hear
Rep. Plaint Against Metro

daughter. Talbot, who hasn't been dead
at all, goes to prison when he kidnaps his
daughter. That leaves the way open for
MacLane to look after the welfare of Miss
Burgess
and her youngster.
MacLane did the screenplay in collaboration with Arthur St. Clair and John Vlahos.
The original was by MacLane, Herman Ruby
and Lew Pollock. The authors have attempted to mix sentiment with the heavy
melodramatics. Lester Cutler did the producing honors, with C. A. Beute serving
as his assistant. The direction of Alexis
Thurn-Taxis keeps the action forging
steadily ahead.
MacLane gives a vigorous performance in
the leading role. Miss Burgess, Talbot,
Charlotte Wynters, Taylor and the rest
serve the needs of the story, giving no more
fhan they have to.
CAST: Barton MacLane, Charlotte Wynters, Lyle Talbot, Dorothy Burgess, Patsy
Nash, Forrest Taylor, John Ince, Jane
Nlovack, Erskine Johnson, Claire Grey, Steve
Clark, Billy Gray, Frank Yaconelli.
CREDITS: Producer, Lester Cutler; Associate producer, C. A. Beute; Director,
Alexis Thurn-Taxis; Screenplay, Arthur St.
Clair, Barton MacLane, John Vlahos. Based
on story by Barton MacLane, Herman Ruby,
Lew Pollock; Film Editor, Fred Bain; Cameraman, Marcel LePicard; Musical Director,
Lee Zahler.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

West

New Haven Lawyers See

DIRECTION,
Very Good.

Coast

Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood— Judge Lester Roth and
Attorneys Jerry Giesler and Jules
Cobey have been named arbiters
to hear the complaint of Republic
Pictures which claims to have a
prior agreement for "Hitler's Hangman" which was produced by Angelus Pictures.
Angelus closed a deal with M-G-M
for distribution of the picture and
the ai biters will be called upon to
decide whether the deal constitutes
a violation of the Republic agreement for prior distribution rights,
and if so, to what extent Republic
has been damaged.

Benny Pic "Defamatory"

"Clancy
Street Boys"
with The East Side Kids
Monogram
66 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
EAST SIDE KIDS COME THROUGH
WITH THE NIFTIEST ONE OF THEIR
SERIES.
This is about the umpteenth in a series
of flickers built around the antics of that
mad mob of Monogram youngsters known
as The East Side Kids — and producers
Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz and their
prolific associate, Barney Sarecky still
haven't run out of ideas. This one, as a
matter of fact, is a solid topper for its
predecessors. The 'Kids' were never funnier. The yarn never livelier. And the
plot never thicker.
Despite the fact that the usual mayhemminded mobsters spend the entire footage
doing good deeds in this, the picture loses
none of the flavor of the others, for they
do these deeds with a swashbuckling venseems
Gorcey's
had been geance.
a It bit
of athat
liar.
For 15 father
years
he had swindled a gentleman known as
Uncle Pete (Noah Beery) out of periodic
checks which were intended to be birthday
presents for a non-existent brood of offspring. Compilations arise long after Papa
Gorcey has passed on to his reward when
Beery, accompanied by Lita Ward, his
charming daughter, descend on the Gorcey
Clancy
the
kids. Street menage for a look-see at
Young
Gorcey,
parent's
lack
of respect
for lamenting
the truth, his
nevertheless
decides that if his old man said he had
seven kids — then there'd be seven kids.
He enlists the gang, including one colored
member, and palms them off on Beery as
the 'family.' There are many hilarious moments brought about by Huntz Hall's impersonation of"Annabelle," the riveter baby
girl of the family.
The
last
reel brings the expected and
happy.
enjoyable battle-royal and everybody is made
Everyone performs in a tip-top manner
in the fine cast. Noah Beery, who has
been away fishing lo, these many years,
proves he still has everything that made
him a star in the early days. The screenplay, by Harvey Gates is good. The
photography more than adequate and William Nigh's direction up to his usual high
standards.
If your patrons like these East Side
ftds they'll not be disappointed in this.
And it should murder their juve fans.
CAST: Leo Gorcev, Huntz Hall, Bobb>
tardan, Noah Beery, Sr., Lita Ward, Benn^
lartlett, Ric Vallin, Billy Benedict, J. h •■
all MacDonald, Jan Rubini, Martha We-.
rorth, Sammy Morrison. Dick Chance.
Mack Stengler; Editor, Carl Pierson; Art
cddie Mills, George De Normano.
CREDITS: Producers, Sam Katzman and
Jack Dietz; Associate producer, Barney A
Sarecky; Director, William Beaudint
Screenplay, Harvey Gates; Cameraman
Mack Stengler; Editor, Carl Pierson; Art
Directo
Dave Milton; Musical director,
Edward r,Kay.

with Raimu, Michele Morgan
AFE Corp.
HI Mins
FILM TRACING HISTORY OF FRENCH
FAMILY IN CAVALCADE FASHION HA!
STRONG PROPAGANDA VALUE.
After escaping a Nazi death se/^^;i
this French production comes to AV0/1--c
to serve as effective propaganda for thi
United Nations' cause. If the film doe
nothing more than to arouse new contemp

Nation"

for Germany's mission it will have serve
its purpose
well.
action
to the
film Regardless
as a film, ofoneone's
canncre
help but be touched by the inspiring not!
which "The Heart of a Nation" strikes—
especially in those who are rich in memorie
of France, the France that was. As the
film ends one shares the hope that Francs
will rise again.
Whether the film is unqualified enter
tainment for American audiences is an
other matter, although there can be little
doubt about the picture's reception where
the devotees of French screen product are
concerned. For its drawing power it must
depend chiefly upon the names of Charles
Boyer, Michele Morgan (now in American
films) and Raimu. Boyer does not appear in
the cast.
He merely acts as commentator
American audiences will be prone to find
the story a bit too heavy and diffusive and
the action more choppy than it should be,
with the photography and the sound leaving something to be desired. However,
there are strong isolated scenes that warm
the heart or stir the emotions, depending
upon the mood of the moment.
The story, in cavalcade style, traces
French life through the medium of one
family. The history of this family is traced
from 1871 to the invasion of France by
the Nazis with a wise dramatic instinct
A'l the experiences a human can undergo
are sampled along the way.
The action emphasizes the warlike role
of Germany in the history of the French
nation. It shows how three wars were
forced upon the French — a people who
had a passion for the things of peace and
a love of life that made them easy prey
to the German war machine. The French
people's complacency is made much of. It
all helps to understand France's present
Produced by Paul Graetz, the picture was
plight. forceful direction by Julien Duvivier,
given
who is now working in Hollywood. The
acting has many high points, with Raimu
tsking topmospherichonors.
The film is an atgem.
CAST: Raimu, Michele Morgan, Louis
Jouvet, Suzy Prim, Lucien Nat, Renee
Devillers, Jean Mercanton, Robert Levigan,
Pierre Jordan, Biscot, Colette Darfeuil.
CREDITS: Producer, Paul Graetz; Director, Julien Duvivier; Screenplay, Marcel
Archard, Charles Spaak, Jules Duvivier;
Based on story by same; Cameraman, Jules
Kruger; Art Director, Guy de Gastyne;
Musical Director, Jean Wiener; Film EdiCharlestor,
Boyer.
George Freedland; Commentator,

New Haven — Exhibitors of this
city over the week-end were faced
by a move to bar from the city's
screens
the new Jack Benny film,
"The Meanest Man in the World. "
The step was in the form of an inFair.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY.
junction action brought by five local
lawyers against the Loew-Poli New
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.
England Theaters and two of its
Cliff Peck Turns Exhib.
executives in an attempt to halt the
exhibition of the picture at the Col- in a disreputable light. Twentie
Memphis— Cliff Peck, Metro bookther here has resigned to become owner
lege Theater. The lawyers charged Fox asked to be joined in the action Tenn.
the film showed the legal profession as a defendant.
of the Gem Theater, Covington.
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B00THMEN ARE URGED TO STAYJJN JOBS
WPB

Asks for Study of Film Usage in Canada

Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
=By ANDREW

H. OLDER;
WASHINGTON

UNTIL

such time as the suggestion is in

his hands, OWI's Lowell Mellett will
not comment on the proposal, advanced informally insome industry quarters, that the
OWI drop its production of the "America
Speaks" shorts in favor of newsreel coverage of the same material
Nevertheless, there is some reason to believe that
the plan might find support within the OWI
itself
William
B. Lewis, former CBS
vice-prexy, now deputy director of the OWI
domestic branch with responsibility for the
motion picture bureau, has made it obvious in the past that he opposes production
by the Government and is anxious to see
OWI
function
mainly as a co-ordinating
agency
Lewis, however,
has not yet
come to a study of the bureau headed by
Mellett.

e

•

iiAYBE
it will happen, maybe it won't
'» ■
but there's a rumor afloat here
that there's a possibility of strong pressure
being exerted on WPB from outside the
industry to increase film allocations to the
producer-distributors
Pressure
might
use the arguments that more prints are required for foreign distribution and that
there is a public need for more
releases
'here
So runs the current rumor.
i

•

•

QTILL no word from the Truman Commiti ** tee, which has just launched on another sensational tack. Seems quite certain it won't revive that unfortunate attempt to embarrass the Army and Col.
Darryl F. Zanuck. Even Senators can feel
the wind when their ears are pinned back
so swiftly as theirs were by Col Kirk
Lawton. . . • We're told Paramount and
M-G-M are considering making pictures
around the Radio Intelligence and Foreign
Broadcast Monitoring Services of the FCC.
Both have real pix possibilities. . . • Although Lowell Mellett disclaims authorship
of any remarks concerning desire for more
anti-Jap films from the studios, plenty of
Army men feel pretty strongly about it.
Feel the Japs and Italians have been let
off comparatively easy by Hollywood, although they don't suppose anyone'd fake
the Italians seriously even after a dozen
powerful anti-Italian films. . . • Congressional critics of OWI are building up
(Continued on Page 2)
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Seeing Faulty Distribution, Seeks Overall World
Picture on Raw Stock

Expect Korda to Sell
His Interest to 1,4

Washington

Hollywood — It is reliably reported
here that the United Artists Corp.
has 125,000 pounds in English money

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — WPB has asked the
Canadian Wartime Prices and Trade
Boaid to study all aspects of Canadian film usage and production, it
was learned here yesterday. The
request in no way indicates any
skepticism concerning the efficient
use of film by Canada, Lincoln Burroughs,
assistant chief of the mo{Continucd on Page 8)
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for Sir Alexander Korda's partnerowner interest in UA and it is expected that before he flies to England he will accept the offer.

Projectionists Advised
Not to Seek War Work
Until Essentiality Ruled
Motion picture projectionists are
urged to remain in their present jobs
until specific need for change has
been indicated by the War Manpower Commission. This was stated
in a telegram to Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, from Collis
Stocking, associate director of the
Bureau
Review. of Program Planning and

St. Louis Exhibitors
Stocking told Myers that
WMC's committee on essential
Line Up More Exhibs. Scuttle Single Bills
St. Louis — Local exhibitors meetFor Red Cross Drive
ing at the Fox screening room yes- Troops in Hawaii
terday afternoon voted to kill the
In a determined effort to increase resolution passed several weeks ago Get Plenty of Pix
favoring elimination of all double
the already i ecord-breaking number of feature bills on and after June 1.
(Continued on Page 5)

theaters pledged to "collect at every
performance" during Red Cross War
Fund Week which opens Thursday,
exhibitors, distributors, public relations personnel and exchange employes all over the country are mak(Continued on Page 8)

Then, with but one dissenting vote —
The armed services in the Hawathat of Henry Hollaway owner of
iian Islands, alone, had 3,803 mothree small theaters in St. Louis
tion picture shows during the month
county — the meeting agreed to ap- of February and it was estimated
prove and abide by a new resolution that 950,000 men saw the 16 mm.
to be prepared
favoring
the exhibi- screenings including such pictures
(Continued
on Page 8)
as "Mrs. Miniver," "Casablanca"
Island,"
according
to
N. Haven Lawyers Denied and "Wake(Continued
on Page 8)

War's Film Merchandising "Meanest Man" Injunction
Angles Held Here to Stay
Frank Gillmore Services
New Haven, Conn. — On the ground
Many of the film merchandising that the petitioners had no standing Scheduled for Tomorrow
angles developed under present wartime conditions, particularly the tieups with other industries having a
large working personnel, will become
a permanent part of motion picture
showmanship, in the opinion of
(Continued on Page 5)

Competitive

to obtain such relief, Superior Court
Final rites for Frank Gillmore,
Judge Patrick O'Sullivan yesterday
denied the plea for a temporary in- 75, former head of Actors Equity,
junction against Loew-Poli New which he helped to found, will take
England Theaters, Inc., enjoining the place at noon tomorrow in the Pro(Continued on Page 8)
company (Continued
from further
exhibition of
on Page 8)

Clearance

Okay

Appeal Board Affirms Delaware Award
The competitive area of high class,
fiz-st-run theaters in large cities,
from which the distributors derive
their greater revenues, must in all
Montgomery, Ala. — A bill which fairness to them be held to extend
would suspend operations of Ala- sufficiently far into the surrounding
bama's Sunday blue laws in territory country to afford them protection
adjacent to military establishments over theaters in those small towns
and war plants was approved by the whose inhabitants are accustomed to
interim War Emergency Committee use the city as their only metropolis.
This opinion
was rendered by the
for recommendation
to the
( Continued on Page
5) Legisla(Continued on Page 5)

Approve Bill to Lift
Ala. Sunday Blue Laws

ENROLLED

the
ac-

FOR THE AMERICA*

RED CROSS WAR

Montreal Tram Strike
Cuts Attendance
Montreal — Attendance at the
first-run and other downtown theaters was adversely affected last
night by
the made
Montreal
tramways'
strike
which
it impossible
for tens of thousands of Montrealers
to reach business or their homes
other than afoot, although many
motorists generously shared their
cars with strangers. Most persons,
however, had to walk home with the
result that even neighborhood theaters suffered.

H ISO CAMPAIGN?

&*\

Balcon Bringing Two
Ealing Pictures to U. S.

Reeling 'Round —

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)
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Lindaus in Mexico City
Chicago — Charles Lindau, Lindau
circuit prexy, his wife, Dorothy
Nessle Lindau, formerly Chicago
Daily News theater advertising
manager, and their son, Robert Lindau, are in Mexico City on a three
weeks' tour. Returning, they will
visit their son Charles R. Lindau,
Jr. in the Army at Csimp Robinson,
Ark.

when

to our mind, is that it hasn't done enough
to tell the story of its own operations.

Editor

•

will be releasing 400

' prints of ''Desert Victory'' next
month
It's worth anybody's half dollar without another thing on the program.
It's living,

breathing,

bone-crushing

bloody

war
And not only is it war, but it's
war made real through the arts of peace —
and through the science and art of the motion picture. Superb original music, excellent commentary, intelligent, easy-to-read
maps and charts — plus as fine a job of editing and production
or to show.

as you'd want
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Notables Will Attend
War Food Play Opening
Secretary of Agriculture Claude
Wickard and other high ranking officials as well as industry leaders
will attend the premiere of "It's Up
to You," a play dramatizing the
wartime food situation, at the Academy of Music tomorrow night. Costs
of producing the play were borne by
the Skouras Theaters and a contribution from food industries to the
American Theater Wing. Co-operating in the program are the IATSE
Locals 1, 306, 751 and 16,770; the
AT AM Local 18,032; Musicians Local 802; Scenic Artists Local 829
and Actors' Equity.
The play will be shown nationally
under the sponsorship of Skouras
Theaters Corp., the American Theater Wing and the food industries
in co-operation with the Department
of Justice Food Distribution Administration. After its Academy of Music premiere the play will be shown
in six other Skouras theaters and
then will be available to non-commercial groups.

Increased American activity on
the part of the Ealing Studios in
England is indicated by the announcement of Michael Balcon, executive producer, that two of his
company's most important productions will arrive shortly in the United
States. They are "Nine Men" and
"Went the Day Well."
It was partly to discuss and formulate plans for this announced increased activity that the late Arthur A. Lee, American representative of Ealing Studios, undertook the
ill-fated clipper journey to Lisbon.
Balcon has delegated William Fitelson, the studio's American attorney,
to select and appoint Lee's successor.

20th-Fox Executives
Attend Dillon Rites
Funeral services for John Norman
Dillon, 42, 20th-Fox branch manager
in Los Angeles, were held yesterday
in the Church of St. Thomas the
Apostle, Woodhaven, L. I. His
b- other, the Right Rev. Monsignor
William T. Dillon, officiated. Internment was in St. John's Cemetery,
Woodhaven. The body arrived here
from the Coast on Saturday. Company executives present were: William Kupper, William Gehring, Harvey Day, William T. Clark, Joe Lee,
Jack Sichelman.

McElhinney of 20th-Fox
Tap Singapore Captive

COmiDG and G0II1C
JAMES E. COSTON, Warner Circuit zone manager for Chicago and Milwaukee territories,
accompanied by ALEX HALP.E'RIN, his buyer and
booker, and L. F. GRAN of Milwaukee, arrived
in New York yesterday for home office conferences.
NORMAN H. MORAY, Warners' short subject
sales manager and Drive Captain of the 1SMJ
sales campaign, arrived at the studios yesterday.
JOHN FITZGERALD, of Warners' publicity)
staff is back from Indianapolis.
-.
ALLAN
JONESBenning,
opens aCa.
USO-Camp
Shov^m.'Jr
today
at Fort
He'll wind
up his
stint at Kessler Field, Biloxi, Miss., on April 16
TIM WHELAN is in town from the Coast.
He'll be around for two weeks.
BILL TERRY,
New York from

youthful RKO
the Coast.

find, is back in

S. SYLVAN SIMON, M-C-M director, arrived
New
York yesterday
from the West Coast.
STEPHANIE BACHELOR has arrived in New
York for a short vacation.
CHERYL WALKER has arrived in New York,
from Hollywood.
in

RICHARD
F. WALSH
and
LOUIS
K'ROUSE,
president and secretary-treasurer, respectively,
of the IATSE, are in Boston. They are expected back tomorrow.
MARSHAL ERWIN ROMMEL left the Mareth
Line yesterday
for Gabes.
trip.
JACK
H. SKIRBALL
departed
for the Coast
yesterday.
CURTIS BERNHARDT, the director, is in town
with his wife, FEARL ARCYLE, on a honeymoon
NUNNALLY JOHNSON and his wife, DORRIS
week-end.
BOWDON, will return to the Coast over the
Flight Officer MARTIN FRAIN, formerly ot
Warners' Avalon, Chicago, is on leave there.
week
stay.
DIRECTOR
TIM WHELAN is here for a twoBILL TERRY, young RKO player, has returned
to Hollywood.
day.DICK POWELL, who has just completed his

Mystery surrounding the fate of
role opposite Dorothy Lamour in "Riding High,"
Joe McElhinney, 20th-Fox Far East- will
arrive in New York from Hollywood Thursern rep., has been dispelled with the
receipt of news
by the company's
international
department
that he is Kaufman and Rosselli
a Japanese prisoner interned in Singapore. The information came from Trial Over to April 12
the International Red Cross and the
Trial of Louis Kaufman, business
State Department. McElhinney's
fate had been in doubt for more agent for Newark operators' Local
than a year. He was in charge of 24, and John Rosselli, who was West
the company's Singapore office when Coast agent for the Chicago syndicate the members of which were inthe Japs moved in.
dicted recently on charges of prey20th-Fox Family Club
ing on the film industry, has been
McKe
espo
rt
Rites Today
Elects Gehring Prexy
postponed to April 12. Hearings on
For Weiss, Theater Owner the racketeering charges were to
William C. Gehring, 20t,h-Fox
have
started
Federal
Court.yesterday in New York
Western sales manager, yesterday
McKeesport, Pa. — Funeral services
was in the saddle as president of will be held here today for Al Weiss,
Nicholas Villano Stricken
the Family Club at the company's leading Western Pennsylvania exhib.,
home office, having been named to whose death occurred in West Penn
New Haven — Nicholas Villano, 55,
the post in the first annual election Hospital, Pittsburgh, Sunday.
operator at the Roger Sherman since
to be held by the group.
Weiss, who with his father owned 1924, died suddenly at his home.
Others elected: Lew Lehr, first vice-presi- and operated
the local Capitol and
rlent: William J. Clark, second vice-president:
Frank X. Carroll, third vice-president; Read Liberty, suffered a heart attack. His
H. Simonson. treasurer; Mrs. Elsie Boland wife is recovering from an attack
Collins, secretary. The 21 governors elected of pneumonia with which
she was
w><-» headed by Tom J. Connors, distribution stricken upon their return
chief.
from
Florida several weeks ago.
Also surviving are his parents, a
Beecrofl Joins 20th-Fox
brother and a sister.
H. L. Beecroft has returned to the
film industry as special field rep. 15c an Hour Pay
Jump
for 20th -Fox. He was with First
National and M-G-M in sales capa- Asked by Chi. Engineers
cities before he quit to go into the
automotive field. He resigned as
Chicago — Fifteen cents an hour
vice-president in charge of New wage increase to $1.30 is being asked
York sales for Packard to take the of local theaters by the operating
20th-Fox post.
Martin George Smith Anna
Q. Nilsson
and stationary engineers' union.
i t e • * */

a Story Incomparable, of a People Unconquerable
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Appeal Board Affirms
Del. Clearance Award

Projectionists Urged
To Slay on the Job

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

motion picture appeal board in
affirming the award of an arbitrator who denied clearance relief to
4ihe Plaza Theater, Milford, Del.

tivities had not included projectionists in the list and index of essential jobs. However, he added, the
committee clearly excluded motion
picture projectionists from the list
of non-deferrable activities and occupations which was released on
Feb. 2, 1943. Stocking said he was
unable to verify the information
given to the Washington IATSE
that projectionists were not essential and he therefore urged the operators stay at their posts until the
WMC
change. indicates a specific need for

__Jhe Plaza had charged in its complaint
~ "It the 10-day clearance granted to the
iirst runs in Wilmington was unreasonable.
While Wilmington is 66 miles from Milford,
the geographical and transportation features
of the case are such that the claim of competition between theaters in towns separated by
these distances is more plausible than it
would be in any ordinary case involving such
distance.
The appeal board upheld the arbitrator
and affirmed the award except as to the allocation of costs which were ordered at onesixth to each party.

Two Clearance Complaints
Filed by Peoria Exhibs.
Chicago — George Kerasotes, owner of the Varsity and Beverly Theaters, Peoria, and Adolph Szold,
owner of the Avon, also in Peoria,
have filed clearance complaints
against the five consenting companies. Complainants charge that
the 74 days' clearance granted to the
first-run Palace and Madison Theaters and the 14 days' clearance given to the Apollo, Piincess and Columbia are unreasonable.

Consent Award Settles
Van Wert, O., Complaint
Cleveland — First consent award in
the Cleveland board has been announced as having been effected between Belpik Theater Corp., a
Schine subsidiary operating the Van
Wert Theater in Van Wert, 0., as
complainant, and Loew's, Paramount
and RKO as defendants, with Warners Ohio, Sigma and Strand theaters of Lima as affected parties.
The agreement provides that the
current 30-day clearance granted to
the Warner Lima theatres shall be
reduced to three days.

•
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REGARDLESS

of what you may

hear to the contrary, pal.

make no mistake about it
Today, as yesterday, there is a place —
a mighty big place, in fact — for constructive movie press agentry
And that despite such hurdles as tighter white space requirements, an
unending flow of "must" war news, tons of Washington copy on things
economic, and increasing editorial and mechanical problems which hit
all papers, from the big New York Times to the little Moravia (N. Y.)
Republican-Register

T

T

▼

• • • BY means of its exchanges with newspapers across the
country, THE FILM DAILY is in a position to make this observation
with some authority
It notes that the power and effectiveness of
such work currently is particularly well demonstrated
publicity job being done

in New

in the national

York on Susan Hayward

and

the

De Mille picture, "Reap the Wild Wind"
While it is being generally released late in April, this feature had its world premiere and
attendant country -wide publicity a year ago

In this present cam-

paign, over 20 national "breaks" have been scored in a working period
of five days
T
T
▼
•
and

•
•
THE outlets were every
wirephoto
to roto and mat

big syndicate, from wire service
The biggest key cities and the

smallest towns were reached in this over-all coverage
Accounting
for duplicate coverage, etc. it is figured conservatively that the aggregate
total would

come

to 9,000 newspapers!

Entire campaign

was

or-

iginated and executed in the office of Tom Waller, who handles syndicates in the Paramount home office under the auspices of Al Wilkie,
R. M. Gillham, Pal Scollard, G. B. J. Frawley, Neil Agnew, Paul Raiborn
and Barney Balaban
«

•

•

A VENGE

▼
PEARL

T
T
HARBOR!

War's Film Merchandising
Angles Held Here to Stay

Spring Weather Fails to
Dent Boston Pix Grosses

Boston — Business in Boston continued at top pace in Hub theaters
over the week-end despite Spring
weather with its call of the great
outdoors. Extra shows were necessary in downtown situations, while
at 6 p.m. on both Saturday and Sunday, several houses were turning
away patrons.
"Merrier" Trade Screenings
A series of special trade screenings in key spots from Coast to
Carolina Exhibs. Re-elect
Coast have been planned by Columbia for "The More the Merrier" in
All Officers and Board
advance of the May 13 release date.
On April 5 the film will be shown
Charlotte, N. C. — A rapid-moving, in Cincinnati, Des Moines, Buffalo,
one-day business session of 300 the- Olahoma City; April 6, Boston, Salt
ater owners of North and South
Carolina
meeting here yesterday Like City; April 7, Denver; April
Superior, Wis. — Harvey Buchanan,
8, San Francisco, Seattle; April 9,
local exhibitor and chaiiman of the ended with the re-election of all 17 Pittsburgh; April 12, Albany, MinState Athletic Commission, was officers and board members, headed
neapolis^ April 13, Dallas. AddiRowe of Burgaw, N. C. Reamarried in Minneapolis to Mrs. Mar- by Roy
son given for not changing officers later. tional screenings will be announced
gery Cawcutt.
was that new ones could not improve
the present record: North Carolina Chi. V. C. Dines April 6
,a l Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Betty Jaynes, screen led the nation in the War Bond drive,
Chicago — Local Variety Club will
ess and singer, married William with sales amounting to $14,000,000
Roberts, former vocalist with Tommy in one month. South Carolina was hold its first informal dinner meeting April 6 at the Blackstone.
thi: d in the nation.
Dorsey, now in the Navy.
(Continued from Page 1)

Mort Blumenstock, head of Warners
Lyric, Newark, Drops
advertising and publicity in the East.
Recognition of the screen as a
'42 Arbitration Squawk
The Lyric Theater, Newark, N. J., morale-builder, says Blumenstock,
has withdrawn its designated run has become so widespread among
complaint against the five consent- large industrial plants and big busiing companies. Complainant charged
ness firms that the heads of these
that the defendants had refused to enterprises will continue to avail
license its product on the run re- themselves of its advantages after
quested, but had made deals with peace comes.
competing houses. Case had been
on file since September, 1942.

WEDDING

BELLS

livers, in a special bulletin, said that
"much confusion had resulted from the report
of the WAC and from published accounts of
a decision by Stocking regarding the status
of operators. These matters, Myers asserted,
"all gave rise to great anxiety and in some
sections resulted in a stampede of theater
employes
essentialto occupations."
Myersof
said that tocontrary
published reports
Stocking's decision, projectionists have not
been rated as non-essential, but are still in
the '"twilight zone."
Allied, instead of pleading for deferment,
has submitted to WMC concrete facts and
excerpts from State laws demonstrating that
they are virtually irreplaceable, Myers said.

Approve Bill to Lift
Ala. Sunday Blue Laws
(Continued from Page 1)

ture ingdu:in May.
ing the regular session openSen. R. 0. Hill, sponsor of the bill,
said it was designed to provide "a
high
type ofinrecreation"
for sections.
soldiers
and others
war-crowded
It would legalize for the duration of
the war Sunday afternoon sports
and movies within 40 miles of such
establishments and authorize "reasonable egulatory
i
and revenue measties. ures" to be enacted by local authoriHarrisburg, Pa. — The Dent bill
which would permit Sunday movies
in communities where people have
voted against them, if the towns are
located within a 15-mile radius of an
Aimy camp, went back to commit
tee for a public hearing today.

STORKS
Cleveland — Max Shencker, local
Beiio Vending Machine rep., became
a grandfather when a son was born
to his son, Sonny, who is associated
with him in the business.
Altoona,arePa.—
and Mrs.
Allison
the Mr.
parents
of "Bud"
a 7%
pound baby boy, born at the Altoona
Hospital. Allison is associated with
his father in the operation of the
Rivoli Circuit.
W-cst

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mrs. Joseph Harper,
son.
daughter of Cecil B. De Mille,, has
become the mother of a seven-pound
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Line Up More Exhibs.
For Red Cross Drive
(i ontinued from Page 1)

ing a final attempt to "pledge the
unpledged." This last-minute drive
is expected to rally an additional
1,000 exhibitors, sending the total
between 12,000 and 14,000.
New York City exhibitors operating 579 houses have pledged 100 per
cent to participate in the Red Cross
drive, it was announced by the WAC
last night. That makes the city the
first to hit 100 per cent co-op.
Original order of 11,000 prints of
the appeal trailer has been increased
to handle the flood of new pledges.
National Screen Service exchanges
report that prints are being rushed
from one exchange to another, to
handle the unprecedented number of
requests. But, according to the WAC
there will be a print of the Rickenbacker appeal for every exhib. who
signs a pledge.
Another indication of the public's
desire to co-operate with the Red
Cross, is the number of requests
from WAC district chairmen for the
"met-quota" trailers, for use in towns
which reached their quotas prior to
April 1. Original order called for
1,000; 750 additional are necessary.

FL
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Korda Plans Quick
Start in Britain
Sir Alexander Korda will start his
first picture for M-G-M as soon as
possible after he arrives in London.
Korda said yesterday he had several
stories in preparation or completed
in script form, one of which is "War
and Peace." His first under the
M-G-M banner was not revealed,
but he indicated that he had selected
the story. Korda plans to leave for
England as soon as passage can be
arranged.

troops in Hawaii
Get Plenty of Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

N. Haven Lawyers Denied
"Meanest Man" Injunction
(Continued from Page 1)

20th-Fox's "The Meanest Man in the
World" at the local College.
Plaintiffs were five local attorneys
who had contended that the picture
"debased, defamed and ridiculed"
the legal profession, and therefore
affected their right to earn a living
at the practice of law.
Judge O'Sullivan held that defamatoiy words in scenes applied to
a general class fail to give individuals of the class a right of action. He
commended the plaintiffs' zeal in
attempting to safeguard the profession and expressed the hope that producers would limit ridicule of the
members of any class.

St. Louis Exhibitors
Scuttle Single Bill Policy
(Continued from Page 1)

Maj. Henry W. (Esky) Clark of the
U. S. Army special service. Major tion of pictures as single bills when
Clark has just returned from a tour they are shown as single bills in
first-run houses.
of the islands and reported that pic- theHarry
C. Arthur, Jr., head of the Fanchon
tures provided the greatest relaxa- & Marco theaters, sponsor of the original
tion for the boys.
resolution, while taking a firm stand in
favor of that position, informed the meeting
"I found the movies doing some- he
would go along with a substitute plan
thing for the boys," Major Clark that the independent houses are prepared to
said. "They seem to be over their carry through in good faith.
air of sophistication. Now they de- twoilextheaters
Williams,
resident
Loew's
here,
read manager
a letter for
from
that
mand sing-song films and not only circuit's New York headquarters in which
join in the singing, but howl their it reserved the right to show as single bills
those pictures considered strong enough
Radio stations in the Philadelphia heads off. Because there are so few only
at the box office to carry through on that
exchange area, beginning Thursday, recreation outlets in the isolated out- basis. This position of Loew's was seized
we send the newer pictures upon by the independents as an excuse to
will ask listeners to "put something first to posts,
these places. And they see elimination
scuttle Arthur's
plan1. for complete
green in the collection box" that is
for all original
duals, June
passed around for the Red Cross the new ones, make no mistake about
War Fund at their favorite movie
Frank Gillmore Services
theater. It is hoped that these spot
announcements — which will number To
that."
Accept $1,625,000 Check Scheduled for Tomorrow
250 — will induce moviegoers to conToday — UNW Collections
(Continued from Page 1)
silver. tribute "folding money" rathen than
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
testant Episcopal Church of the
Entire proceeds of the p: emiere of
Washington — Joseph Davies, as Transfiguration (Little Church
Around the Corner). Burial will be
'The Heart of a Nation" at the Ab- head of the President's war relief private. Gillmore died at Roosevelt
bey Theater on April 7 will go to the committee, will accept a check for
American Red Cross instead of the $1,625,000 today at the Hotel Statler, Hospital yesterday morning of a
Co-ordinating Council of the French as the industry's contribution to the kidney ailment after a month's illRelief Societies and the Fighting United Nations fund. With a little ness.
Gillmore was executive secretary
French Relief Committee, which are more money believed due to come in,
this figure represents the total so of Equity for 10 years before he
sponsoring the opening.
far of theater collections for United became president in 1928. He had
Publishers and editors of some 35 Nations Week.
been president emeritus of the association since his resignation in
New York newspapers published in
WAC and Government officials will
foreign languages attended yester- be on hand at the luncheon, which 1937.
Margalo Gillmore, the actress, is
day afternoon's meeting in the Para- will be given newsreel coverage.
among those surviving. The others
mount home office projection room to
are his wife and another daughter.
aid the film industry's Red Cross Offer 71 for B & K Com.
Drive from April 1-7, inclusive, — to
Chicago— With 71 bid, B & K comwhich cause they had volunteered
mon has reached the highest bid figtheir services. Barney Balaban,
ure here in years. There are no of- Frank to Speed 'Goebbels'
chairman of filmland's theater col- ferings.
To Beat Para.'s 'Hitler'
lection week, addressed the group as
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
did Claude Lee and Sigmund GottHollywood — W. R. Frank, who will
lober, chairman of the Red Cross's ing plans for assistance to the film
Foreign Language Division Commit- theater drive, witnessed the screen- produce "Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels,
tee on Public Information.
ing of the March of Time's film on His Life and Loves," has advanced
The meeting, aside from formulat- Red Cross accomplishments since starting date of the big-budget proPearl Harbor, and the Fox Movieduction from early July to May 24
tone News: eel containing the For- in order to get going before Paraeign Language Group's donation of
Hitler Gang."
mount arrive
begins "The
blood to the plasma Bank of the Frank will
in Hollywoo
d April
Red Cross. Fred Schwartz, solon 10 from his home in Minneapolis,
of Century Circuit and co-chairman where he operates a circuit of 16
DEAN GROSS, manager Coliseum, Seattle
LOREN KINNEY, assistant Five Ave., Seattle,
of the local drive of Red Cross with- theaters, in order to confer with
JACK HAMAKER, manager, Paramount, Seattle
in the industry, also addressed the his director, Alfred Zeisler, on plans
for the picture. Frank will comHARVEY KELLEY,
salesman, 20th-Fox, Seattle' gathering. Plans to extend support
GECmGE
NEVIN (formerly
manager, Capitol
nationally were discussed by the pubmence his casting immediately upon
Dinv;lle, Pa. I, field supervisor, American
Red Cross.
lishers and editors.
ai rival in town.

IN NEW POSTS

i

Asks Study of Film
Usage in Canada

!

(Continued from Page 1)

tion picture
section
WPB's said.
consumers durable
goodsof section,
Harold Hopper, chief, is in New York

tion-

.

te-

for the week, taking a short va"""We are trying to get into ^we
overall world picture on raw stock,"
said Burroughs. "This means a study
of film production and consumption
in every country
with which v/e
deal, with a view toward making
more
film available
here."
The problem,
he explained,
does not appear

to be extravagant use of film by the Allied
Xations so much as faulty distribution.
Canada, for instance, which uses about 45,000.000 linear feet of film yearly now, produces some of its own film. It may be possible that it could produce a good deal more,
although until the picture is studied there
is no accurate information. Similar studies
are under way in England. Australia. Russia
and other countries.
Main objective of WPB's study appears
to be the working out of production scheduling
in foreign countries so that we can ship film
basj for the most part, and let it be coated
abroad. Base shipped from here to England,
for instance, could perhaps be shipped out
of England to Australia. Shipping of film
base is considerably more efficient and easy
than shipping the coated film.
Burroughs made it clear that WPB is not
challenging the stated film requirements of
these countries. Improvement of distribution of the film, with resultant bettering of
the film capacity here and easing of the
shipping situation, is looked for.

Sam Shurman Dies
Milwaukee — Sam Shurman, 52,
M-G-M exchange manager, died here
yesterday. He had been connected
with M-G-M for 25 years and its Wisconsin representative for 20 years.
He is survived by his wife, a son and
a daughter.

Kommer Funeral Today
Funeral services for Rudolf K.
Kommer, 55, who had been a business associate of Max Reinhardt,
will be held this afternoon at the
Campbell Funeral Home. Interment
will be private. Kommer died of a
heart attack on Sunday.

WAR

SERVICE

... on the Film Front

Lexington, Ky. — Lobby of the Kentucky
Theater will be turned into a recruiting
station for the WACCS during the threeday showing
of "Air a Force."
cently established
trainingWACCS
school reat
Richmond, some 25 miles from here.
. . . — V . . .—
Houston, Tex. — Horwitz theaters and
day's
pay. donated $910.84 to the Red
employes
Cross. Every employe donated a full
... — V ... —
Toledo, O. — New Stratford Theater, in
the Zoological Park, operated by Community Theaters. Inc., opens today, with a
Red Cross benefit performance. Mrs. Mabel
Strehlau manages the new house.
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Flesh" Houses Facing "Name"

BandBox-Office
Shortage
Receipts Will

Army
and Loom
War's
Travel Demands
Restrictions
As Contributing Factors

Republic to Make "The Fighting Seabees,"
SI, 500,000 Feature, With Navy Co-operation

The exhibition end of the industry is being bedevilled by a new problem as a result of the war — a shortage of bands. Presentation houses
are having a tough time securing
suitable "name" bands for their
stage shows, it is learned.
Band booking experts attribute
the shortage to a variety of reasons.
One is that more theaters have
adopted a stage show policy because
of the heavier demand for live entertainment inspired by the war. Another reason is the obvious one — the
draft.
Draft calls have made
it

Washington — Republic will produce "The Fighting Seabees" as a result
of negotiations concluded here yesterday by Herbert J. Yates and M. J. Siegel

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Make Still Better Showing,
Standard & Poor's Asserts

with Rear Admiral Ben Morsell of the Navy's Bureau of Yards and Docks. Pic will
be budgeted at $1,500,000 and will be several months in work; script is being
written by Robertson White. First and only feature to be built around the
Navy's newest branch, it will be shot at Seabee bases in Davisville, R. I., Allem,
Vt., Bradford and Perry, Va., and Huinene, Calif. Further footage will be
supplied by camera units assigned to accompany the Seabees to fighting
locations. It is slated for release the latter part of July, day-and-date, in the
larger cities, and will be backed by a national newspaper, billboard and fan
magazine campaign to exceed $200,000, one of the largest appropriations ever
made for such promotion.

Film theater weekly attendance
this year stands an excellent chance
of approaching the 110,000,000 peak
figure established in 1930, with b.o.
receipts making an even better
showing, according to an industry
survey just released by Standard &
The suivey offers the conclusion
Poor's.
that while the industry will not continue to enjoy so sheltered a position in the nation's war economy as
it has to date, the outlook continues
relatively favorable.
It is pointed out that attendance
is still rising and higher costs are

Sees Pix Re-educating Alperson Presents
Schimel of Universal Axis to Freedom
$1,625,000 Check
— The motion picture
Heads Cinema Lodge andWashington
Washington — Edward L. Alperson,
radio broadcasting will play a RKO theaters manager and chair- Pix inofTec
ox'ors
h-Fcol
25% 20lhni
major role in the rehabilitation of
man of the WAC United Nations
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued

Washington

Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith, has
elected Adolph Schimel, of Universal, president, succeeding Irving
Greenfield, of Metro.
The following vice-presidents were
elected: Leon Goldberg, KKO; Leo
Jaffee, Columbia; Col. A. Ralph
Steinberg; Robert M. Weitman, Par(Continued on Page 4)

Rego Park, L. I., House
Files Clearance Charge

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Axis peoples, U. S. Commissioner of
Education John W. Studebaker told
The Film Daily yesterday. Studebaker has suggested the formation
of a united nations education com(Continued on Page 7)
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New Golden Producing Co. Denies U. S. Producers
To Make 'The Master Race' Will Invade Mexico City

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Production dips this
week, with only four features starting— "Song of Bernadette" (20thFox); "Get Going" (U); "False
Colors" <UA) and "Time Bomb"
'Mono.). Newcomers make a
total of 40 shooting.

OWI Withholds Okay; Wants Some Changes
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

"Three-Point Pattern"
Urged for R. C. Drive

DAILY

sources
a pubcompaMexico

Capra Pix Release Up in Air

Cost-of-Living Increases
For Detroit Projectionists

DAILY

Washington — Although OWI Director Elmer Davis has twice told
his press conferences that Col. Frank
Detroit — Negotiations have been Capra's "Prelude to War" will definitely be released for public showquietly conducted between represenings, the matter is still far from
tatives of all leading Detroit theater groups and Local 199, IATSE, settled. Lowell Mellett, OWI motion
for an increase in the wage scale for picture chief, who is believed to have
than 4) lukewarm
projectionists, and the substantial been something
(Continuedless
on Page

A "three-point pattern" for conducting the Red Cross Week collections in theaters was suggested yes(Continucd on Page 7)

House Votes, Then
Discards, Runil Plan
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

AUDIENCE

COLLECTION

AT EVERY

SHOW

DAILY

Washington — On a surprise teller
vote yesterday the Ruml tax plan
was voted by the House, 198 to 188,
only to be discarded a few minutes
later when a roll call vote showed
251 in opposition, with the same
198 supporting the bill. The entire
tax bill was then recommitted to the
Ways and Means Committee, on motion of Frank J. Carlson, who had
offered the Ruml plan.

(Continued on Page 6)

YOUR

8)

Drive, came to Washington yesterTen of the 40 pictures tentatively
day on rather an expensive trip.
In addition to railroad fares, dinner planned by 20th Century-Fox for
checks, etc., he left behind him in the 1943-44 season will be in Technicolor, it was reported yesterday.
good hands a check for $1,625,000,
(Continued on Page 8)
Company
this season has already
(Continued on Page 8)

Edward A. Golden Productions,
Inc., has been formed by Edward A. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
Hollywood — Authentic
and Robert S. Golden with New York
Charging unreasonable clearance, headquarters at 1270 Sixth Ave. here branded as groundless
lished report that American
the BKR Holding Corp., operating The Goldens, who produced "Hitler's
nies are planning to make
the Trylon Theater, Rego Park, L. Children," next will produce "The
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
I., has filed an arbitration demand
in New York tribunal against the
five consenting
companies.
Com(Continued on Page 6)

Only Four Getting
Gun on West Coast

on Page

WELL PUT THE RED CROSS

DRIVE

OVER
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Jersey Drive-Ins
Denied License Cut
Vol. 83 N ). 61
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10 Cents

Philadelphia — Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania isurging its members and
all exhibitors in Philadelphia and
vicinity to co-operate with the WPB
local office's campaign to collect old
and unusable automobiles which can
be used for scrap. Theaters are
urged to display an advertising card
which is being delivered by Horlacher.

Newark, N. J. — Operators of
"drive-in" theaters along New Jersey's highways, will have to pay the
regular $150 fee to operate this
CHESTER B. BAHN
::::::
Editor
Summer, wartime hardships notwithstanding. Such was the decision of
Publiihed daily except Saturdays, Sunday* and the Union Township Committee on
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., the renewal application of W. W.
by
Wid's President
Films andandFilm
Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
Publisher;
Donald
M. Smith, owner of an open-air drive-in
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer. Entered as on Route 29. Smith sought a reducsecond class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
tion of the fee on the grounds that 20th-Fox Bars Re-issue
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) wartime gasoline rationing would, of Domestically of 26 Pix
United States outside of Greater New York itself, keep many motorists away.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, Unimpressed, the committee ruled
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber should
Branch managers of 20th-Pox have
remit with order. Address all communications that Smith "will have to take his
been supplied with a list of 26 proto THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway chances like the rest."
ductions domestic distribution of
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
which
is
not
permissible. The titles:
800 RKO Employes Now
Filmday, New York.
"Thanks a Million," "Under Two
In the Armed Services
Flags," "Ramona," "On the Avenue,"
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, CalifRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
"Lloyds of London," "Slave Ship,"
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
More than 800 former RKO em- "Thin Ice," "Happy Landing," "In
Older, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
ployes,
including
seven
women,
are
Old Chicago," "Alexander's Ragtime
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
now in the armed services, accord- Band," "Suez," "Jesse James,"
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
"Kentucky," "Rose of Washington
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
ing to the March issue of "Salute,"
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes publication
put out exclusively for Square," "Hollywood Cavalcade,"
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck, RKO-ites in uniform. Largest de- "The Rains Came," "Blood and
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
partmental representation is that of Sand," "Drums Along the Mohawk,"
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mex- advertising-publicity from which 16 "Swanee River," "Maryland," "Reico, D. F.
turn of Frank James," "Down Arhave answered the call from Barret
gentine Way," "The Mark of Zorro,"
McCormick's department.
"Tin
Pan Alley," "That Night in
Home office employes chip in each Rio," "Moon
Over Miami." None of
week to send parcels to the men the films is less
than two years old.
and women at the front, the company doubling the weekly collec- Trial of Zevin, Browne
tions. The "romancer" of Salute is
(Tuesday, Mar. 30)
Miss Sally Oote, whose real identity Aide, Deferred to Apr. 13
is not revealed. She contributes a
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
weekly column.
Trial of Isadore Zevin, former secHigh
Net
low
Close
Chg.
retary to George E. Browne, on perAm.
Seat
15%
155/g
155/8 —
1/g
Second Printing
15%
+
% Order
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%) 163/s 153/4
jury charges yesterday was adColumbia
Picts. pfd
journed by Federal Judge Samuel
Of ISB Booklet Series
Con.
Fm.
Ind
1%
Mandelbaum to April 13. Zevin was
1%
15/8 —+
%
14%
14%
%
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
pfd. 14%
indicted by the Federal grand jury
East.
Kodak
162'/2 1 62 I621/2 —
34
Boston — Because of the demand which has been investigating the
do pfd
here
for
additional
booklets
issued
Gen. Prec. Eq
20
special slush fund of $1,500,000 al+"s/8
561/2 26"
561/2 —
2
by the Industry Service Bureau as
Uoew's,
Inc
57 V2 191/2
legedly collected from members of
Paramount
24%
24% 245/8
Para. 1 pf. called M.173% 1 73 173 + 21/2 part of its public relations plan, a the IATSE
during Browne's tenure
second printing has been ordered for
7%
7%
RKO
71/2
of the union. He re8OV2
RKO
$6 pfd
80'/2 79
the entire series of seven books. An as president
cently was named a confederate
191/s —
%
20th
Century-Fox
. I91/2 19
additional
total
of
100,000
booklets
along with Browne and William Bioff
29% 30
20th Century-Fox pfd. 30%
has been ordered by Maine & New in the Federal indictments accusing
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
a
Warner Bros
13%
Hampshire Theaters, R. E. Snider
group of Chicago criminals with film
do
pfd
circuit
and
the
Philip
Smith
Theatracketeering. If convicted the deNEW
YORK BOND
"%'
Vs
12% 13" —
rical Enterprises.
fendant faces a maximum of 60 years
Para. 8'way
3s55
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 IO21/2 1 1%
As a result of the favorable re02 MARK102
ET '
in
jail.
action from Charles Francis Coe's
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
address here before the Boston Ad2
2
Monogram Picts
2
3 1/4
1%
+
%
vertising Club, another luncheon is St. Catharines Managers
Radio-Keith cvs
1 1/4
3% +
%
Sonotone
Corp
3%
being
planned
for the MPPDA gen- Elect Coyle as Chairman
Technicolor
10%
lOVi
105/8 +
l/8
eral counsel to speak in one of the
Trans-Lux
2%
23/4
23/4 —
l/s
16%
16%
New England state capitals early in
Universal
Corp. vtc. 17%
Toronto — Still another theater orUniversal
Picts
60
59
59+4
ganization has been formed in an
April.
Ontario city in the St. Catharine
Theater Managers Association. ManJarvis' Orpheum Burns
Battle Creek, Mich. — The Or- Radio's "Army Hour"
ager Leo Coyle of the Granada has
pheum, owned by E. C. Jarvis of
been elected chairman and Ken Craig
In
Wanger's
"U"
Pic
Lansing, was destroyed by fire.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY manage
Memberrs of
include
secreta
the Capitol,
Dewey isMcCour
t ry'
of
Hollywood — Universal has com- the Palace; Roy Miller, Lincoln Thepleted details and obtained clearances
ater, and Harry Rosenberg, recently
for participation of the U. S. Army's
of the rCentre.
managel,
appoint
r manage
Henry
ed Marshal
of the'
radio program, "The Army Hour"
Theater, Ottawa, has been
for "We've Never Been' Licked" Regent
which Walter Wanger is producing elected secretary-treasurer of the
for Universal.
1600
Ottawa Theater Managers AssociaBROADWAY
fWtCIAOAT
tion of which William O'Regan of
_ "Army Hour" technicians have arN.T.C.
OUIVItT SflvlCf
rived at Universal and production the Laurier, Victoria and
Francai
Theaters continues as chairman. s
has been resumed on the picture.
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Phttly Exhibs. Aid
Auto Scrap Drive

TED SCHLANGER, Philadelphia zone manager
for the Warner circuit, and A. J. VANNI, his
assistant, were in New York yesterday conferring with home office executives.
LIEUT. (Junior Grade) BOLIVAR F.
JR., former district manager of the
State Theaters, is in town en route to
ington, having just completed his
tion at Fort Schuyler, N. Y.
JANE

WYATT

gets

in from

HYDl.
Florida
Washinduc-

the Coast

today.

WALTER E. BRANSON, Western division sales
manager for RKO Radio, is back from a business
trip to Chicago.
COL. RICHARD SCHLOSBERG, second in command under Col. K. 'B. Lawton of the Army
Pictorial Service, has been transferred to Camp
Crowder, Mo.
PAULETTE CODDARD, ELEANOR POWELL,
MARLENE DIETRICH, GEORGE RAFT, JANET
BLAIR, DICK POWELL, HEDY iAMARR,
CHARLES BOYER and the RITZ BROTHERS leave
the Coast tomorrow to appear at the Red Cross
show
at Madison
Square
Garden
on April 5
MARSHAL ERWIN ROMMEL, following a brief
stay in Gabes, is headuqartering in El Djem, near
Sfax. His home office expects him to be in
only a few more key situations this trip.
ROBERTO D. SOCAS, PRC export manager,
has left for Havana to wind up negotiations
for
the distribution of his company's product
in Cuba.
ARTHUR CREENBLATT, PRC's vice-president in charge of sales, left yesterday for
Rochester to attend the world premiere of
'Corregidor"
at the Century
there today.
NORMAN AYERS, Warners' Eastern district
manager with headquarters in Boston, and F.
D. (DINTY) MOORE, Pittsburgh branch manager,
were
in New York yesterday for home office
conferences.
JANE WYMAN, Warner star who has been
appearing in person at the New York Strand
the past three weeks, leaves today for the
Coast to start work in "The Animal Kingdom."
ED HINCHY, head of the Warner Bros, playdate department in New York, arrives in CleveFriday.
land today from Pittsburgh for a session at the
local exchange. He returns to New York on
today.
HERBERT

J. YATES

returns from Washington

ANDREW FINDLAY, of the Brooklawn, Fairfield,
Conn, staff,Ky.is home on furlough from
Campbell,

Camp

"Desert Victory" to Have
U. S. Premiere at Globe
"Desert Victory," film record .
the march of Britain's Eighth Army,
which 20th-Fox is distributing, will
have its American premiere at the
Globe. It will go in following the
run of "Hitler — Dead or Alive,"
which yesterday.
started its engagement at the
house
Shipment
of "Desert
Victory"
prints
to all branches
in this
country started yesterday. Tradeshows
are expected to be held the end of
this week or the beginning of next.
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Hit Parade'
By Franklyn Hay

'Parade9 Is Hit

Mark this down in your book:
"'Hit Parade v of 1943' is one of
the best musicals yet produced."
That's what is known in the craft
> as "sticking your neck out," but
this reviewer is willing to take the
chance with this picture which
opened yesterday at the Saenger
theatre.
"Hit Parade of 1943," produced
and released by Republic Studios,
has vitality, gaiety, charm and
plenty of satirical bite, and the
songs and musical numbers are so
aaturally and smartly worked into
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JAMES R GRAINGER
REPUBLIC PIC DRAKE HOTEL
CHICAGO?
CONFIRMING MR DUREAUS CONVERSATION WITH YOU REGARDING
OUTSTANDING BUSINESS ON HIT PARADE OF 19*3 IN NEW ORLEANS AM
PLEASED TO REPORT THAT GROSS AT SAENGER THEATRE HERE IN FOUR
DAYS THURSDAY THROUGH SUNDAY INDICATES IT WILL EQUAL RECORD
BREAKING BUSINESS ON FLYING TIGERS ON WEEK*
REVIEWS OF THE
THREE LEADIN6 NEWSPAPERS SUBSTANTIALLY SET FORTH ENTERTAINMENT
VALUE OF PICTURE.
PARAMOUNT RICHARDS THEATRES EXTEND THEIR
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'Flesh' Houses Face
'Name' Band Shortage

Capra's Picture
Release Up in Air
(Continued

from

Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

about the project — although he is
enthusiastic about the film for Army
use — said yesterday OWI has still
not given its approval.
Actual distribution through theaters, he pointed out, is strictly a
matter for the WAC to decide upon.
Another issue is raised here — the
fact that when the picture was made
considerable footage was supplied
the Army by industry sources, with
the understanding that the picture
would not be released to the public.
Status of this agreement is very unclear in view of the obvious intention of many to make the picture
available for WAC distribution. If
the studios strongly oppose public
release, however, it is unlikely that
the WAC would agree to handle
"Prelude to War."

OWI is insisting that several parts of the
film be changed before it can be approved
for public release. The Army is apparently
lukewarm about the whole matter, after an
initial burst of enthusiasm, for public showings. Army officials seem reluctant to make
the changes OWI demands. Mellett is skeptical about the wisdom of releasing pictures
of the length of the Capra film — about one
hour. Specials of more than one or two
reels are burdensome, he feels. And, said
Mellett, exhibitors do, after all, pay the bill
for WAC distribution, although it is not
likely that there would be a specific charge
for the film.
Mellett preferred not to comment on whether
or not the entire series of six films — three
already completed — to be made by Col. Capra
for the Army was being considered for release to the general public, .but he did confirm reports that the second in the series is
under consideration. The second is entitled,
"The Xazis Strike."
Now that the first flush of enthusiasm for
public release of the Capra series has subsided, it begins to appear that inertia on the
part of the Army, if nothing else, will
eventually mean that the picture does not get
public showing.

PRC Cleveland and Cincy
Franchises to Lefton
Cleveland — Nat L. Lefton, who
last year sold his Republic franchise
to the parent company, has purchased the Cleveland and Cincinnati
franchise of PRC from Lee Goldberg.
Lefton takes over the exchanges
officially on April 15.
Rudy Norton and Jack Lefton,
former Republic salesmen, will join
Nat Lefton at PRC. Goldberg will
devote his time to his theater enterprises and will retain his interest in
the PRC
exchange
in Indianapolis.

T

T

T

Horror, Et Cetera:
• • • DEVOTEES of "horror," — and they're legion o'er the land —
have frequently met Frankenstein's monster as well as the Wolf Man,
spine-chilling characters portrayed respectively by Bela Lugosi and Lon
Chaney
Currently, John Q. Public is meeting both of these shockers
in "Frankenstein Meets The Wolf Man"
The picture is doing a land
office biz, not only in stands where the demand for horror attractions
is consistently high, but in ace houses, too, — many of which don't
ordinarily purvey this type of entertainment
In all instances, however, the same story holds, namely, big "takes" accruing from packed
auditoriums, standees, and lobby and sidewalk lines
And, accruing from the aforementioned is the astonishingly large amount of
extended playing-time being accorded to the opus by exhibitors who find
"horror" anything but horrible when the day's receipts are counted
T
T
T
•

•

•

YOUR

guess as to what combination of circumstances

makes for the unusual turnstile-clicking which this "U" feature is
evoking is as good as anybody's
Some of the factors are certainly
these:
(1) The monster and the Wolf Man in the. same film,
which is like giving a "double Scotch" for the price of a single nip —
or, to the more temperate a double malted milk on the same bargain
terms
(2) Production
values would
do credit to many
much
costlier pictures,— witness the plethora of lavish and creepy settings,
the solid casting, skillful and imaginative photography and direction,
and the well-staged musical number suddenly
outcropping as the
townfolk celebrate
(3) The story is exciting and close-knit, with
dramatic climax in the best meller manner, and paving the way for

a sequel picture
(4) "Frankenstein Meets The Wolf Man" probably owes some of its pronounced success to the fact that it is keyed
to the public mind which apparently in wartime relishes a whirl at
the super-natural— a manifestation noted during and directly after
World War I
T

T

• •
• FAME of the attraction as a
the whole exhibition field by now
individual situations are after a slice
around the country
The title has

T
honor offering has filtered into
Big theater chains as well as
of the dough it is grabbing
taken on a magical aura for

showmen
as well as customers
There's only one title for this
or any other horror film which might bring John Q., the wife and kiddies
in faster, — and at that it's taking advantage of the new rationing from
point of timeliness
It's "Frankenstein Wolfs The Meat Man"
▼
▼
T
• •
•
CUFF NOTES:
It's gonna be difficult for some film
orgs, to fly their service flags, because landlords of some buildings
they occupy won't give the green light (now ain't THAT something!)
• Press Photographers' Ass'n of New York holds preview of its 8th
Annual Photo Exhibit on Friday night from 7 to 10 p.m. in the New
York Museum of Science and Industry, RCA Building, with award

Paul Lazarus,
Jr
Clifford Brooke

Victor
Eddie

Varconi
Quillan

ceremonies at 8:15 o'clock sharp. . . « WLW's brochure presentation
of record-shattering b.o. "takes" by RKO Radio's "Hitler's Children"
proves what film power and radio power can accomplish when working
together
By the way, what's happened to those guys who prophesied a decade or so back that the ether art would anesthetize the
"patient" film realm?
▼
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

difficult intact
for many
"name"
to
remain
and keep
their bands
prestige
from "waning. The constant turnover in band personnel as a result
of the draft is a matter of great
discouragement to orchestra leaders. Many of the baton wielders are
reported disbanding their outfits because of their difficulty in getting
good men to replace those called to
the colors.
The shortage is ascribed also to
the fact that war restrictions have
turned many bandsmen against the
idea of traveling in fulfilling engagements. They are said not to lelish
the inconveniences necessitated by
wartime traveling. Some musicians
prefer to remain in their home
towns, taking their chances there
even if it means a financial sacrifice.
According to band bookers, these
men take the attitude that at home
they can always be sure of being
spared the uncertainties and discomforts that go with traveling these
days.
The will
band happen
business
doesn't
know what
when
the
draft boards start calling married
men with children.
The shortage is said to be due to
the demand for service entertainment only in so far as lesser-known
aggregations are concerned, since
"name" bands play few Army dates.

Schimel of Universal
Heads Cinema Lodge
(Continued from Page 1)

amount; Norman Steinberg, 20th
Century-Fox; Samuel Lefkowitz,
United Artists; William Melnicker,
Alvin T. Sapinsley, and S. Arthur
Glixon.
Max Blackman of Warners was re
elected treasurer, and other re-elections were Julius M. Collins, of
Ascap, recording secretary, and Jerome I. Hyman, corresponding secretary. Dr. Charles Goodman was
elected Monitor.

Argentine Producers
Shy of Nazi Raw Stock
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail —
Passed by Censor) — Raw stock received by Ufa in July, 1942, remains
on the shelf in the Catalina warehouses despite the acute shortage
of film here. Domestic producers refuse to handle the Nazi raw stock,
believed to have been imported from
Brazil.

WEDDING

BELLS

Chicago — Sergt. Joseph Real, formerly of Warners' Highland here,
was
married Church.
to Virginia Corcilla at
St. Francis

PUT THIS

INTO THIS

Thousands of motion picture theatres have pledged themselves
to make audience collections for the Red Cross from April 1st
through April 7th.
The difference between half-hearted effort and whole-hearted
effort can mean millions of dollars in collections.
Your patrons have sons, husbands, sweethearts in the service.
You have dear ones in it too. The success of this drive means
comfort for them in times of trial.
Put your whole heart into this drive and you will help our
industry write a glowing page in the war. There is a local Red
Cross Chapter ready and eager to assist you.
Good Luck ! The eyes of the nation are on you !
Sponsored by the War Activities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N.Y, C.
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:< ik Reviews of th€ new nuns * :<
"Sherlock Holmes in
Washington"

with Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce
Universal
71 Mins.
BEST OF THE SERIES, THIS MELODRAMA HAS PLENTY ON THE BALL
FOR THE
SHERLOCK
HOLMES
FANS.
This one looks like the best of Universal^ Sherlock Holmes series. Its interest
is enhanced by the fact that its action
transpires in the United States amid surroundings familiar to us. The screenplay
of Bertram Millhauser and Lynn Riggs is
one that permits of many effective moments of melodrama and action in generous
quantities. Although the outcome is never
in doubt, the film, a Howard Benedict production, sustains the suspense rather well
under the directorial guidance of Ray William Neill. The picture makes good use
of routine material and familiar tricks.
Sherlock, accompanied by his trusty
friend, Dr. Watson, has to make a long
jump from London to Washington to get
his man in his latest film exploit. His
quarry is an enemy agent who runs an antique shophis
in nefarious
the nation's
capital asThea
blind for
activities.
center of all the fuss is a vital message
from the British government to our own.
The message is brought into the country
on a piece of microfilm inserted in the
cover of a match folder. The British secret
service operator entrusted wiht the document is killed. Before that he disposes of
, t'le match book to a girl passenger on the
train to Washington. Holmes has a merry
time tracing the match folder and getting
his hands on it. To increase the tenseness the item goes through a number of
hands before it is retrieved by the sleuth.
Holmes' life is endangered for a time but
he comes through with colors flying. The
film winds up with the agent and his
stooges in the hands of the authorities.
Rathbone and Bruce again give good
accounts of themselves as Holmes and Dr.
Watson, respectively. Marjorie Lord, Henry
Daniell, George Zucco, John Archer are
prominent in support of the duo.
CAST: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce,
Marjorie Lord, Henry Daniell, George
Zucco, John Archer, Gavin Muir, Edmund
MacDonald, Don Terry, Bradley Page,
Holmes Herbert, Thurston Hall.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Howard
Benedict; Director, Roy William Neill;
Screenplay, Bertram Millhauser, Lynn Riggs;
Story, Bertram Millhauser; Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle;
Cameraman, Lester White; Art Director,
Jack Otterson; Film Editor, Otto Ludwig;
Musical Director, Charles Previn; Musical
Score, Frank Skinner.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Frank Warnicker Dead
Montreal— Frank Warnicker, 62,
for 20 years manager of the Strand,
one of Montreal's first cinemas, now
operated by United Amusement
Corp., died after two years illness.
A native of Liverpool, England, he
commenced his film connection with
Mutual Film. For 25 years he was
associated with United Amusements
for whom he opened the Regent and
Papineau. His wife and a sister
survive.

'Alibi'
with Margaret Lockwood,
Hugh Sinclair
Republic
66 Mins.
THIS MILD MELODRAMA FROM ENGLAND IS INTERESTING PRIMARILY BECAUSE OF WORK OF ITS CAST.
The

work of its cast is what gives

" "The Rangers Take
with Dave O'Brien
PRC
60 Mins.
FAIR WESTERN WILL GET BY WITH
THE KIDS ON THE STRENGTH OF ITS
ACTION.

"Alibi" its primary claim to attention.
The old yarn about father vs. son has
While the players have no marquee power
of any consequence in this country, they been revived for the purposes of this western, which has just about enough rough
do manage to create interest in the gostuff to win it favor with the kids. The
ings-on in this modest melodramatic item
from England. Margaret Lockwood is the theme is one that makes for a few effective
player certain to garner the heaviest re- moments of drama, although its development leaves plenty to be desired.
sponse. She is highly decorative as well
as a bit of all right as a performer. She
Dave O'Brien is the son in the case;
is given nice backing by Hugh Sinclair, Forrest Taylor, the father. O'Brien doesn't
James Mason and Raymond Lovell in the know his father, having been separated
from him since babyhood. All he knows
other important roles.
is that the man is a Ranger. The two
The interest in "Alibi" centers more in
the players themselves than in the charac- meet when the son joins the Rangers to
ters they play. The story for the most realize a long-standing ambition. And who
part is routine stuff that follows a set should be his superior but his pop. Immediately feud
a
arises between rather and
pattern, working up no more than a fair

Over"

amount of excitement and suspense.
The setting of the story, which is taken
from a something by Marcel Achard, is
Paris. Miss Lockwood, a cafe hostess who
hasn't her heart in her work, becomes
thoughtlessly mixed up in a murder committed by Lovell, a professor of the occult. At the time she accepts a large
sum of money from the murderer for telling the police that he passed the night
of the crime with her she has no idea of
the consequences. In fact, she doesn't
even know that Lovell is a murderer. All
she knows is that she's broke and needs
money desperately. The establishment of
this fact serves to create sympathy for
her rather than censure. Soon the girl
has some explaining to do to Hugh Sinclair, police inspector, who refuses to believe her story. When she learns of the
enormity of the occultist's crime she reveals
the true facts. Thanks to the help of Mason, an assistant of Sinclair's who loves
her, the girl is absolved of any part in
the murder. The murderer settles his
score by doing away with himself.
Brian Desmond Hurst has supplied simple direction under Producer Josef Somlo,
who had Herbert Smith for associate.
CAST: Margaret Lockwood, Hugh Sinclair, James Mason, Raymond Lovell, Enid
Stamp-Taylor, Hartley Power, Jane Carr,
Rodney Ackland, Edana Romney, Elisabeth
Welch, Olga Lindo, Murial George, George
Merritt, Judy Gray, Philip Leaver, Derek
Blomfield.

CREDITS:: Producer, Josef Somlo; Associate Producer, Herbert Smith; Director,
Brian Desmond Hurst; Screenplay, R. Carter, Juttke, Companeez; Shooting Script,
Brian Desmond Hurst; Based on story by
Marcel Achard; Additional Dialogue, Lesley Storm; Art Director, Walter Murton;
Cameraman, W. McLeod; Film Editor, Alan
Jaggs; Musical Director, Jack Beaver
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY
All Right.

"Diary of a Nazi"
67 Mins.

Artkino

POORLY PHOTOGRAPHED AND RECORDED RUSSIAN FILM TELLING STOR1
OF NAZI BRUTALITY OFFERS U S
AUDIENCES LITTLE.
"Diary of a Nazi," an attempt by the
Soviets to convey the evil ways of the
Nazis as men of conquest, is more melodramatic than dramatic. The material for
imposing drama is there in abundance but
its force has been dissipated by inept
treatment that goes overboard in trying

to put over the film's message. Many
scenes that should pack a terrific wallop
leave one cold as the result of awkward
writing, crude direction and overplaying.
It should not be concluded from this that
the action does not contain its stirring and
gripping moments. There are a number of
such moments, but they are few and far
between; they do suffice, however, to give
the film some significance.
The film, produced for the Soviet Cinema
Committee of the U.S.S.R. by Mikhail
son. The young man's insistence on disobeying his father's orders leads to his Romm, makes its point by following the
dismissal. The revengeful chap joins up movements of a Nazi regiment through
with a gang of horse rustlers for whom
three countries that have felt the weight
the Rangers are gunning. The good in the of the Nazi iron fist. The footage is made
lad asserts itself at the crucial moment
up of three separate stories. The locales
and he does an about-face and brings are Poland, Czechoslovakia and Russia. In
about the undoing of the gang. At the each place the soldiers leave a vivid memory of their brutality. What is left of the
end he's very much of a hero and everyvillains. body's happy — that is, everybody but the regiment meets a just end in a Russian
raid on a position held by the Nazis. The
O'Brien carries on in a manner that final episode is easily the best of the three.
will please the kids considerably. He takes It provides one with some reason to forfull advantage of his elevation to a top
give much of what has gone before.
spot. Most important of the other players
The personnel is different in each of
are Jim Newill, Guy Wilkerson, Iris Merethe three episodes. This makes for a
dith, Taylor, Stan Jolley and Charles King. variety of styles and treatments. The diDonskoy. rectorial burden has been shared by Igor
Alfred Stern and Arthur Alexander share
the producing chore. The Elmer Clifton Savchenko, Vladimir Braun and Mark
screenplay has the benefit of slam-bang
direction by Albert Herman.
There is not a name in the cast that

CAST: Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy
Wilkerson, Iris Meredith, Forrest Taylor,
Stan Jolley, Charles King, Carl Matthews,
Harry Harvey, Lynton Brent, Bud Osborne,
Cal Shrum and His Rhythm Rangers.
CREDITS: Associate Producers, Alfred
Stern, Arthur Alexander; Director, Albert
Herman; Screenplay, Elmer Clifton; Cameraman, Robert Cline; Film Editor, Charles
Henkel, Jr.; Musical Director, Lee Zahler.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Cost-of-Living Increases
For Detroit Projectionists
{.Continued

from

Page

1)

will mean anything to an American audience, although a few of the players may
mean something to those who religiously
patronize Russian films. Better photography and sound would have helped the
film's cause greatly. Following the production's developments is a simple matter,
thanks to the English titles of Charles
Clement.
CAST: Y. Anazhevskaya, M. Bernes, S.
Ditlovich, V. Krasnovetsky, N. Komissarov,
L. Kartashova, L. Kmit, N. Bratersky, V.
Bubnov, V. Moronova, B. Runghe.
CREDITS:: Producer, Mikhail Romm; Di- •il
rectors, Igor Savchenko, Vladimir Braun,
Mark Donskoy; Cameramen, Y. Ekelchik,
D. Demutsky, A. Mishurin; Film Editor,
Helen Van Dongan; Musical Score, S. Pototsky, Y. Stolliar, Y. Meitus, R. Shtogarenko; English Titles, Charles Clement.
Poor.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,

agreement of Detroit's 200 exhibitors to a wage tilt has been secured,
according to Roger M. Kennedy,
IATSE vice-president.
Increase sought by the union is
slanted toward the lower-scaled operators, who will get $6 per week
A:
boost above present scales, up to Rego Park, L. I., House
Uto ;
$77.50 per week; men above that Files Clearance Charge
figure will get only $5 additional per
(.Continued from Page 1)
week. In addition, overtime pay
Soviet Films Banned
will be boosted 15 cents per hour. It plainant claims that the defendant A
By Argentine Censors
is figured that this increase is not distributors grant the Drake Themore than the proportionate rise in
ater seven days' clearance over the p
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)— Ar- the cost of living.
the Trylon, a clearance, it is alApproval of the War Labor Board
leged, that is excessive and unreagentine censors have refused to adsonable. Reduction or elimination
mit Soviet pix.
is pending.
of the clearance is asked.

m
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Sees Pix Re-educating
Axis to Freedom
(Continued from Page 1)

j Tiission to plan for the job of reeducating tofreedom and the Democratic way of life the citizens of
Axis nations and Axis-held lands.

.V REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS A
"Plan For Destruction"
(M-G-M Special)
M-G-M
22 mins.
Timely Subject
Here's the most dramatic and impressive of the movies made about
the Nazis' geo-political blueprint for
world conquest, hatched by Dr. Haushoffer who fitted it into Hitler's plans
after the personal meeting initiated
between the two leaders of PanGermanic thought by Rudolf Hess.
Technique with which the picture is
fashioned, — employing narration,
staged action, newsreel shots, and
global maps, — makes it very lucid
and exciting. How the HaushofferHitler grand plan has met, through
Nazi miscalculations, obstacles which
doom it to failure, and is meeting the
slow but sure death at the hands of
the United Nations, is delineated.

"In any such program as this,"
hie said, "it follows naturally that
films and radio will play a major
role. We all see tremendous potentialities for films and other visual
media in both national and international education." Both commercial
and Government films would be utilized in the re-education program, he
said, including among commercial
films a large part of the industry's
entertainment product.
Dr. Studebaker said he has not
yet worked down into details of the
re-education program, but he has
been giving considerable thought to
"Hike or Bike"
organizational features for a frame(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
Paramount
10 mins.
work under which the program may
Entertaining
be carried on. Both for this program and for education in this counHere is footage that is made interesting by the fact that it deals
try, he said, he looks for a tremendous boom in the market for educa- with two methods of getting about
that are being put to greater and
tional films for school use.
greater use these days — walking and
bicycling. The short studies both
methods of transportation in amus'Three-Point Pattern"
ing style. Best are the scenes showUrged for R. C. Drive
ing different types of bikes. Ted
Husing is the narrator.
(Continued from Page 1)

terday by Barney Balaban, national
chairman. The collections start in
;the nation's theaters tomorrow.
The three points are: (1) Collect
at every performance every day; (2)
Have enough collectors to blanket
the house and work both ends against
the middle, and (3) maintain the
mood while collections are in progress by proper music, lighting and
having uniformed Red Cross personnel in evidence.
The points, Balaban said, were
nulled from the best experience exhibitors have recorded in previous
collections. So far, he pointed out,
Exhibitors have been responsible for
enabling patrons to contribute approximately $9,000,000 to several
?reat causes.

'Corregidor" Bow Starts
Rochester's R. C. Drive
Rochester — Local theaters' participation in the Red Cross War Fund
lrive will get a big sendoff here tolight when the World premiere of
PRC's "Corregidor" is held at the
'Jentury.
Volunteer Red Cross workers will
~>e guests at the premiere, according
o Manager Art Krolick. Joseph B.
Linincott, Red Cross field worker,
>vill speak, and a Red Cross tableau
.vill be presented.
A parade through the downtown
irea to the theater will open the
irogram. Participating will be
\merican Legion members, WAVES,
vVAACS, AAF aviation cadets, and
led Cross uniformed workers.
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spite annoyances from the animals
of the forest. He has one unfortunate experience after another with
the critters. It takes a terrific rainstorm to free him of the pests.
"She's A-lOkay
in the Navy"
(Popular Person-Oddity)
Universal
9 mins.

enough action to hold their interest.
The story has to do with the mystery surrounding the murder of a
scientist connected with an Egyptian
museum. Some of the mummies
come to life and assault those trying
to solve the crime. It is Superman
who comes to the rescue in true
heroic style. Like the others in the
series, the current entry is too fantastic for grown-ups.

A collection of entertaining items.
Shown are a woman sea captain who
"Women in Sports"
teaches navigation in the Navy, a
fellow who takes care of all human
(Sports Parade) 10 Mins.
functions from birth to death, a Warner
Entertaining
chap who gets salt from water, a fish
is proof that women are not
medico, a maker of silver-mounted farHere
behind men in the field of sports.
bridles and scissorbill seagulls.
The sports in which the ladies are
shown in action include polo, swim"To Duck or Not to Duck"
ming, hockey and horse racing. The
(Looney Tune)
Warner
7 Mins. film contains some good shots and
moves at a fast clip. Also shown are
Swell
doing a man's work in deLeon Schlesinger has turned out women fense
plants. The film carries apanother ace Technicolor cartoon feapeal for both men and women. Knox
turing the characters Daffy Duck and Manning is the narrator. The footthe goofy hunter. The action places
age is in Technicolor.
the two in the squared ring to fight
it. out on an even basis when Daffy
"Screen Snapshots"
(No. 8)
Duck questions
manship in tryingtheto hunter's
kill him sportsin cold Columbia
10 mins.
Good
blood. In the ring the duck puts up
a dirty fight but gets the worst of
Fans should derive considerable
it in the end when the hunter resorts pleasure out of the latest of the
to similar tactics in self-defense.
series. The first half of the footage
is a tour of a number of Army air
centers in the Southwest with Gene
"Kindly Scram"
Autry as the guide. The first stop
(Phantasy Cartoon)
"Hungry India"
Columbia
6 mins. is Luke Field. That's where we pick
(Popular Variety Review)
up Gene. Then comes Falcon Field,
Universal
9 mins.
Scram
Interesting
The laughs in this Dave Fleischer where Brian Aherne is encountered.
The final stop is Thunderbird Field.
A booking given value by the im- cartoon are extremely limited. The The scene then shifts to San Franportance of the India question today. action has to do with a bill poster's
where the Ritz Brothers, the
What is presented is not a pretty difficulties with a vicious bull. The Marx cisco,
Brothers and Lou Holtz are
picture
of
a
beautiful
cow
on
the
picture of India. Here is that, fan- poster seems to have something to seen selling bonds. Also shown ^ a
tastic land minus the glamor. The
all the fuss. Little clever- Hollywood Free French party at the
scenes deal with the teeming, toil- do with
ness or imagination has gone into home of Tyrone Power and Annain», starving millions of the country. the fabrication
of the short. The bella and a bond-selling stint by Kay
Much is made of the primitive ways
and Ish Kabibble. The varikids may be able to find some hilar- Kyser
of the people.
Mark this good.
Mowbray.
ous scenes are introduced by Alan
ity in it.
"Bah Wilderness"
Okay
M-G-M

7 Mins.

Barney Bear experiments with the
outdoor life and finds it isn't all it's
cracked up to be. The cartoon, which
is in Technicolor, concentrates on
his efforts to get a night's sleep de-

NLRB Dismisses IATSE's
Objections to Elections
Regional NLRB has dismissed the
IATSE's objections to the white-collar collective bargaining elections at
the Loew's, United Artists and 20thFox exchanges which were won by
the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA.
SOPEG announced yesterday that
Sidney Young had been elected an
organizer for the union as successor
to William Piehl, who has been transferred to the Bank and Brokerage
Union, Local 96, UOPWA. Young,
who recently resigned as tax accountant at the 20th-Fox home office, is president of SOPEG.

"The Mummy Strikes"
(Superman)
"Pluto and the Armadillo"
7 mins.
Paramount
8 Mins. RKO
Excellent
Okay for Kids
Herein Walt Disney introduces a
The kids will probably find this
new
— a cute armadillo
latest Superman dainty to their lik- called character
Tatou which is fit to take its
ing. The short, in Technicolor, has
place with the other Disney creations. Pluto meets the little fellow
Kunkis to Coast to Sign
in a South American jungle while
Shorts Deal With Metro
on a plane trip with Mickey Mouse.
Pluto and Tatou become fast pals.
S. R. Kunkis, attorney, is en route There is charm as well as laughter
in the Technicolor cartoon.
to Hollywood for the purpose of
signing a contract with M-G-M for
"At the Bird Farm"
the production of "This is My Way,"
(Speaking of Animals)
9 mins.
a series of short subjects, the idea Paramount
Excellent
for which was conceived and deInteresting and humorous in a
veloped by Kunkis. John Erskine
collaborated with Kunkis on the ini- big way, this is a worthy follow-up
to the "Speaking of Animals" film
tial subject which will be titled "Who that won the Academy Award for
the
best short of 1942. The scene is
Is My Brother?"
Nelson Poynter,
head of the Hollywood office of the the famous bird park on California's
OWI Bureau of Motion Pictures, co- Catalina Island. Some mighty funny
operated with Kunkis in the M-G-M remarks are put into the mouths
negotiations.
of the birds.
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Alperson Presents
$1,625,000 Check
(Continued from Page 1)

President's War Rewhich made the
lief Control Board richer by that
amount. The sum represented theater collections throughout the counti y during United Nations Week two
months ago. Charles P. Taft, acting
during Joseph Davies' illness as
chairman of the relief board, accepted the check from Alperson, expressing his deep gratitude to both
the industry and the motion picture
public.
Others on hand for the handing over of

the check, which shuttled back and forth
between Alperson and Taft while the newsreels took and retook, included Dr. Frederick
Keppel of the relief board, Francis S. Harmon,
WAC vice-chairman. Si Fabian, chairman
of the WAC theater division, Herman Robbins. United Nations Week treasurer, and
P. J. Wood, representing national exhibitors.
Earlier, at the first local industry luncheon since the imposition of full rationing,
the Hotel Statler served chicken a la king
and biscuits to those mentioned above, as
well as to Leon J. Bamberger and Harry
Mandel, campaign director and publicity director respectively for the United Nations
drive, H. L. Tracy of the national exhibitors,
John J. Payefte, Carter Barron, A. Julian
Brylawski and Frank La Falce of the Washington WAC, H. S. Fox, secretary of the
President's War Relief Control Board, Theodore Gamble, assistant to the Secretary of
the Treasury, M. J. McDermott of the State
Department and Monroe Greenthal of WPB.
In addition to raising funds, the drive
had a second aim — that of more thoroughly
acquainting Americans with the peoples of
the United Nations. "For the success of
this portion of the drive," said Alperson,
"I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all those organizations and individuals
who co-operated."

New Golden Producing Co.
To Make 'The Master Race'
(Continued from Page 1)

M- v'.er Race," based on Louis P.
LVchner's book "What About Germany?"
Edward Golden will leave New
York for the Coast on or about April
12 to prepare for the production of
"The Master Race" which will be
released early in 1944. Robert Golden
is now conferring with wrtiers who
are adapting the book for the screen
in Hollywood. Lochner, who was
chief of the Associated Press bureau
in Berlin for 14 years, will act as
technical adviser. Rights to the
book were handled through the Leland Hayward office.

Milwaukee Policies
In State of Flux
Milwaukee, Wis. — Program policies
at various houses here continue
pretty much in a state of flux in an
effort to hit a winning combination. Fox, for example, which went
in for matinees at a number of its
nabe houses has dropped the afternoon shows at its Venetian and
Oakland. Also the Saturday and
Sunday shows at the circuit's Garfield and Modjeska of flesh and
film combinations are now only being
offered on Sundays.

WHO'S WHO
•

•

•

JACQUES

Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

Personalities

•

•

•

TOURNEUR. Director. Bdmi Paris, France, Nov. 12, 1904. Educated in Paris, New York and Hollywood. Entered film work in 1924 as
an office boy at Metro Studios, Culver City. Was
made a script clerk. In 1926, became an actor as a
member of Metro's stock company and played in
support of such stars as Marion Davis, William Haines
of '98." Rein "The
appeared
Also and
and others.
turned to France
remained
there Trail
four years. Edited
the pictures directed by his father, Maurice Tourneur.
In 1930 made his debut as a director. Directed four
pictures for Pathe, one of which starred Jean Gabin.
In 1934, returned to the United States and joined M-G-M.
Directed 26 short subjects and two features, starring

\|

Pidgeon for M-G-M. Joined RKO-Radio, July
• Walter
1942. Directed "The Cat People," "I Walked With a
'' Zombie" and "The Leopard Man." Will direct "The
Seventh Victim" for RKO-Radio. Hobby, Sailing boats.
Stands, 6 ft. Weighs, 200.
Hair, brown.
Eyes, brown.

Pix
ox'ors
h-Fcol
20fhni
25% inofTec
(Continued from Page 1)

released two in Technicolor, "Thu
der Birds" and "Black Swan"; h
two shortly to be tradeshown, "M
Friend Flicka" and "Coney Island,"
and has another, "Crash Dive," editing. Technicolor pix in production
are "Heaven Can Wait," "Sweet Ro
sie O'Grady"
and "Winter
Time,"
while in preparation are "Song of
Bernadette,'
"Bird
of Paradise,"
"Greenwich Village," "Mexico City,"
"New Orleans" and "Buffalo Bill."

Denies U. S. Producers
Will Invade Mexico City
(Continued from Page 1)

110,000,000 Attendance Seen
Receipts Expected to Make
(Continued

being offset
prices.
"Producers will by
facehigher
greater
operating
difficulties," it is said, "but earnings
should hold around last year's satisfactory levels." Improved finances
suggest more liberal dividend disbursements, itit sadded.
More Family Coin for Pix
Discussing the attendance outlook,
Standard & Poor's says:
"Theater attendance has continued
to expand so far this year, despite
fuel oil shortages and the ban on
pleasure driving, and further gains
are expected over coming months.
Growing merchandise shortages will
release an increasingly greater portion of the family budget for entertainment. Meanwhile, available forms
of recieation which compete with
the movies are being constantly reduced. These factors should offset
any depressing effects arising from
high personal income tax rates and
heavy War Bond purchases. Gasoline restrictions will continue to exert
an adverse influence on attendance
in rui al sections of the country,
where transportation facilities are
inadequate, but larger revenues from
urban centers should more than
make up these losses. Loss of air
conditioning equipment might hurt
revenues during the summer months
to some extent, but benefits from the
cut in gasoline quotas, if extended,
could
more than take up the slack."
The survey finds labor shortages the most

serious problem for exhibition, but regards
the large-scale employment of women as the

FDR Favors Farm, Dairy
Work for 4-F Registrants
Washington

Bureau

of THE
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Washington — Hinting at concentrated efforts to move 4-F draft
registrants from jobs not listed as
essential to farm and dairy work,
President Roosevelt yesterday told
his press conference he will back
such a campaign.
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Better Showing
1)

probable solution. It is pointed out that
rising labor and film rental costs are being
offset by tendance
higher
effect. scales with no adverse atWarns
of Gov't Control
"However," it is asserted, "greater care
will probably have to be exercised with respect
to further increases in order to avoid the risk
of a Government move to control prices."
Regarding the raw stock situation, it is
stated that the present limitation order has
caused no serious dislocations, but warns
that "any important cuts in film allocations
from the present level would probably create
serious operating problems." It is added
that indications now are that this will be
unnecessary, barring unforeseen demand for
film and raw materials.
Standard & Poor's . sees the trend towards
higher rentals continuing, and takes the view
that the higher terms reflect "box office prosperity, together with increased emphasis on
Foreign Revenues
Rise
quality pictures."
reference to film finances, the survey
saysWith
:
"Revenues in foreign countries are up
sharply over last year and this favorable trend
is likely to continue. Moreover, negotiations
are now under way with Great Britain and
Australia to provide for full release of earned
funds. While no such windfall as the $50,000,000 received from Britain last fall will
be enjoyed this year, funds accrued in the
August-October period and not yet transferred— estimated at between $7,000,000 and
$8,000,000 — should be forthcoming
soon.
"Further operating gains are expected for
most companies in the field, but since reserves
against foreign funds may again have to be
set up (if a full release agreement is not
reached), and since fiscal year companies will
feel the full impact of present tax rates for
the first time, the improvement will not carry
through to final net. However, earnings should
approximate the satisfactory levels reached last
year, and, with finances considerably improved,
more liberal dividend disbursements are pos-

Four 20th-Fox First-Runs
In Chi. Loop Next Week
sible."
Chicago — Twentieth Century-Fox
will have four Loop first-runs here
next week— "Chetniks" and "Quiet,
Please, Murder," Apollo; "Immortal
Sergeant," Roosevelt; "Hello, Frisco,
Hello," Chicago.

City a new Hollywood
scale.

on a minor

Representatives of the co-ordinator of Inter-American
Affairs de
clared that their department is interested in improving the Mexican
industry so that better Spanish pic
tures can be made there, especially
Spanish-language
pictures dealing
with Demociacy, but that they are
not trying to encourage
American
producers
to compete
with native
producers.
The CIAA does encourage American producers
to make
English pictures with Latin-Amer
ican backgrounds.
Under the auspices of CIAA,
a
committee of motion picture experts
made a survey of Mexican studios
last August to learn what equip-,
ment they needed and it is believed
American
companies
will release
some equipment to these plants. Paul
Kohner,
Hollywood
representative^
of CLASA
and Azteca studios of
Mexico City, was emphatic in his
statement that the industry in Mex
ico is now stabilized and is being
amply financed by the Bank of Mex
ico, a private institution, and that
American capital is not needed nor
invited. He said Mexican producers
would resent an invasion by Ameri
can companies, fearing that even
tually
the latter would monopolize
the
industry.

Old Age Pensions for
Cuban Film Industry?
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — A campaign for obligatory
old-age pension in the film industry
has been launched by employes of
the distribution companies here. A
committee has been named to press
the matter. It consists of Rafael
de la Guardia, Reinaldo Amador,
Miguel Perez, Manuel Roig Antonio
Pedrinan, Delio Gonzalez, Candido
Lannes, Ignacio Oliva and the following trade press editors: Rafael Martinez, Mundo Filmico; Antonio Villazon, Exhibidor, and Faustino Rodriguez, Filmico.

